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FOR LEGIT
Opera More Concerned Over ysini^
dioruses liiaD ''Names" to Pictures

ButflinteikdWffl
The Woolworth building

a

la

really

That Old Urge

relic of the past.

To busy New" Yorkers^ who never
eee anyjthiner but the sights of Paris
-or Hollywood, an ascent to Its tower
is not nea,rly as exciting as one's
tnoming ascent to the office. Wool-worth "elevators practically creep.
But it will be a long time before the'
Wpolworth legend dies out in the
Bticlts,

Sightseers still go in droves. Betwfien 800,000 and 600,000 a year.
Tfijey pay 60 cents admission to the'
toir^r iand buy all kinds of souvenirs
of the building -when they get up
there, including a booklet explaining Its wonders.

The management of the Woolworth building firmly believes that
it will hold Its own as a landmark.
"Of course," Variety's reporter was
told, "there are two buildings right
.

now near us that are taller, but not
ihany. people in Oshkosh are going
to: flftd that out. Besides the WoolWorth building has the name. Visit(Continued on page 45)

TIOVRE MONEY" NOW
B

WS

"Picture

Broadway
•picture

HIT PHRASE

Money"
now.

money"

the fashion on
Everybody, has
behind
them,

is

whether they have it or not- In
fact pictures seem to have completely subsidized

business

.

In

booking for the
the Hippodrome.

first

half at

They got $50 for four shows
and drove to the theatre
In a limousine with chauffeur.

Broadway. Those

who

.

Gen. Motors Angels

Show

Indianapolis, Feb.

4.

Newly formed United Circus
backed by Oeneral Motors
and incorporated for $100,000, will
Corp.,

send the Gentry Bros, circus out
this season on. trucks.
Trucks were built, by General
Motors.
Sam B, Dill is president
and general manager of the United
Corp.
He formerly was manager
of

John Robinson

clals

are

Ben

circus.

Other ofH-

$2

.

not

for a speak-

obviously; ,been in a fire.
To all outside appearances, the
joint looks as if it's recently
been through quite a blaze.
Film studios fscorch everything with torches when they
want that aged effect.

have

GETHNG TODGH

ON 50TH FLOOR

'

.

FRIARS^LAMBS'

Press agents who

A

Show Bows Out

intake was Insufficient to cheese the
nilce acting as night watchmen, so
they began eating the fecfenery.

Kid Flops as Jonah
.

Denver, Feb. 4.
16-year-old

caiifarHia-"iad,"tfi6d t6 steal

a^^^

are allied wlth\iilms. One company
Is understood approaching G. R.I-

music syndicate,
for the screen rights to one or more
of the Puccini operas.
At the opening of ."Rogue Song"
at the Astor, New York, most of the
cardl, the Italian

Metropolitan singers not fi^nging
that night were on hand to hecu: and
see Lawrence Tlhbett. Curiosity
runs high among the operatlcs, possibly inspired by the* tremendous
advertising campaign waged by M(

Continued on Page

Chicago, Feb.

Dancing on a box-car

according

to

Settle

Down

Party

leaives early in

35c

May.

FLOOB SHOW

,

Members

4.

between dances.

Top

.

of

the

stock

4.

dance hall,
Pert^ny
oldest in L. A., has Installed a revue
with a line of 10 girls to entertain
Solomon's

as Locals

Scranton, Pa., Feb.

a

troupe

.

is

35c.,

.

with dancing

free.

which was disbanded when James

Js^part of_a fllm.jchaln..^
which, in this town furnishes
The legit
its own opposition.
show, was packing them in at a
modest profit and the straight

house suffered.
Result was involuntary folding for the dramatic company.

film

Stock Blows^ Troapers

4.

floor is

wrinkle that a special tralnload of
local society people have thought of
Cor their trip to Los Angeles.
Everything is all set for the party
which will transform two box-cUr
floors Into a dancing surface and hire
a hot band to supply the music.

Los Angeles, Feb.

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
Folding of a dramatic stock
compan;^ in a Los Angeles resort town was caused by too

much business,
inside reports.

4ft)

Cross Country Dance

Too Good

V.....JIOUSC

A.'S
to the west coast in the mouth of
Montgomery, Ala., Feb. 4.
ah embalmed whale that has been
& Cherry carnival will have showing at the stock show here.
girl press agentis this year.
With sandwiches and a couple of
First
time idea has ever been worked on (juarts of water he started.
But
carnys.
the montser was being moved near
Femmes, who, It is said, will be the union station for another stay
youn^ and experienced newspaper here, and there the boy" was found
v^omen,' will- work ahead and back.
by police.

attempt opera, perhaps slightly dinow in the wind. Already
three opera singers, Lawrence Tibbett, Grace Moore and Jose MoJIca,
luted, Is

have devoted

About 20 members of the Friars
are being sued by the club In Muni- Many haven't had four weeks' concipal Coijrt, New York, for back secutive work in several seasons.
dues. They are from a year to two
rebent reduction of the press
Co-op Mice Starve,
years In arrears. Yearly dues for staff of the Shuberts leaves only
members of the Friars amount to Manny SefC as Claude Grenecker's
Village
Formerly eight or
sole assistant.
"The Short Cut" fplded at the around 980.
Total. the organlzatipn is attempt- 10 press agents were employed by
Cherry Lane Playhouse, Greenwich
the Shuberts.
(Continued on page 40)
Village, New- York, last week (Feb,
At the Theatre Guild 12 of the
1) after having been in a week.
clerical stall have Just been let out.
Cast was on co.mmohwedith,
but

abotit
principal

Its

impresarios over their choruses.
Individual tenorct or sopranos
could be replaced, and with. few exceptlons would hardly be missed,
but the opera chorus la* somethingelse '.again. At the Metropolitan,
New York, where the chorus averages $60 weekly, th^ ndembers have
been trained for periods ranging; aa
high as 10 and 15 years, the, choristers are familiar with from 40 to 60
complete operas and cafi sing ^th
equal fluency in Italian, French and
German. Such a chorus could not
h& replaced overnight and anything
that would deplete, upset, or weaken this foundation might easily
cripple an opera for an entire season.
Opera chqruses constitute a
labor union within themselves.
Diluted Screen Opera
That Hollj^ood will eventually

their lives to leg^t have been accepting menial Jobs in press departments of the film companies.

So

stealing

has been experienced by the opera

ON THE PRESS AGENTS

FINANCE MOVES

much apprehension

.

singers, because of the line outside
these inside portals, l)Ut it. is un»
derstood a- twitter ot real concern

MUSICALS AGAI^

.

SOCIETY

so

Hollywood

easy has been discovered In
Brooklyn. Windows are boarded over with heavy planks that

IT'S

Raymond Crawford,

PEMME CAENIVAL P.

Ace camouflage

Chicaao, Feb. 4.
An auditorium chain, over the important key cities' may be the
mean* of bringing b9ck the road
for legit within the near future.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
An auditorium seating 200 on the These indoor stadiums built in the Hollywodd press agents are
theatre style c^n be utilized to play
60th and ^Ist floors of the Chanin
York, grabbing Jobs
flocking
New
to
large musical shows at $2 top to
building. New York, has been leased 1>iff profit.
on daily papers or wherever they
by the Cinema Guild as ah exclusive
•Legit showmen familiar with the can get a break. One of them, a
film theatre for the society mob. country's theatrical layout already prominent member of the Wampas
the
cjognizance^ of
taken
Only 100 yearly memberships will have
chances.
While a few profess to (film p. a. organization on the
be offered at over $300 for the re- believe there is too much capacity Coast) has this to say about tho
ported 20 showings, to be^held once to fill continuously, the belieVerS migt-atlon:
claim that .with circus exploitation
weekly.
"Producers on the Coast are getBacking the project Is Jeanne on top of the return of the $2 muting wise to newspaper salaries.
Boiichet Gowen,
world traveler, sical the project holds all the eleThe average reporter getting |35 a
ments of success.
authoress and society' wonuln,
A substantial background to the week on Los Angeles papers figures
liittle theatre will be known as the
International Cinema Salon, with plan Is the civic support any at- an extra $16 a fortune. In most of
showings Thursday evenings.. Start$ traction In a city-owned auditorium
the studios, as a result, they're cutr
in March when the crowd returns would receive. The auditoriums may
ting press agent salaries )n half
from the south. House has been
(Continued on page 46)
compared to what they were even a
wired by RCA.
year ago.
First foreign dialog film may be
"Reporters, while they know nothPalramount's French version of "The
ing about publicity, quickly get into
Big Pond,'-' Maurice Chevalier- film.
the routine because they eee in It
Idea is to show both, foreign and
a future which, experienced pubAmerican product for a two-hour
licity men know, never materializes
performance starting at 9.30 p. m.
for the average press ageiit."

sec.

Outfit leaves its winter quarters
West Baden, Ind., the latter part
of April.
In

Rubin

tions

daily,

Becoyits, vice-pres.,

and Sam Hutton,

It

"The Road*^^ivic Support foir These Edifices
as Come-On for Conven-

Chicago,

came out here for a rest. Became bored and so accepted a

Grand opera, as represented In
America by the MetropoUtaii and
the Chicago Civic companies, has

Camouflage

Methods

Plausibler-^AdTO^
cate Circus Billing' and
Low Prices, to Bring Back

4.

are known to have
^picture backing are conisidered the
lucky chaps with an assured position.
So all other persons in the
legit field want to be considered in
the same boat.
Seems to be a certain prestige atFad for little society film theatres
tached to the very mention of "picture money." An open sesame to the was apparently started by the opendoing of big things. Hardup legit ing of a similar house at Grosse
Point, near Detroit.
This Detroit
(Contimied on page 7)
spot is dotted by estates of the
wealthy.

producers

,

Make

Rice Brothers, once a standard vaude-team; but In lecent
years grown affluent in the.
hotel

CoiistruGtion

FHIH THEATRE FOR N. Y.

Others Higher

.

Los Angeles, Feb.

New

-

^hateher-called-^itTa'-season-'at^the
Academy last week have decided to
camp here, despite the blowup.
Joseph Remington, who did character roles for the company for two
seasons, has Joined a local automo
bile firm as a sale«man, -Vvhlle Jo
seph Pawley, another trouper, has
formed a partnership with Tom
Malarkey, local dancing teacher.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN VOU GO TO BUY
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FOREIGN SHOW NEWS

"VARIETY'S" PARIS OFFICE
Paris Building;, 15 Boulevftrd Italien«

,

Cable Address: VARlNEWSi PAHIS
CeAlTai01-S7; Umirre, 52-15

TRUCEJON ACTS

Riviera s 3-Coimered Gambling Fight;

Mrs. Bartscli's Dress

Carlo-Cannes Drop "Opposi-

Aflonte

tion" Designation

More Plunge

Mosdy Women

Bettors,

,

Paris,

4,

Rudapest, Feb."

Jan.

^?lce,

;

24.

25 Years Later
Moscow, Jan. 21,
actor who plays a promi-

An

courtier' In the
of the late Tsar

nent" former

Wall Street losses by now losing
his undershirt. Or, rather, the loisses
seem to be chiefly cahiiisoleSj for the
femmes appear! to be the chie* offenders of this plunger type of

household
Nicholas It might have been a
little nervous if he had realized, one night recently/ in

play.-

ence

was

papers. Epidemic of inaccuracy; was
started when Frank -G'6uld,- owning
the Nice Palais, decided to splurge
*

.

i

1

'

7)
•

(ROSE)

(CHIC)

Sergei

YORK

and KING

On January

,

Cairo, Jan.

1

4 the

15.»
i

I^oyal Opera

-its

I

,

1

.

In

"Manon

Lesc^lut."

Troupe

[

in-,

,

eludes -66 chorlsts.. 24 dancers /^nd
an orchestra of 60 under .the .direction .:Of .Giacomo, Armani.

Amang the. artists ^a^e;
Tenor6-s-;Boudard Andre,; Coata Sil-

'

harltones—Andoni
Hubert, Beuf Augustp,. Ronchl Fabasses—Frlggi Pletro, SoWI
bid;
Aleasib, Zaccariiii FrancQ, Lenzl
Messina

Siahti;

.

•

'

sopranos-;^BarrIgar
the
Elene,- Capsir Mercedeg, D'esrpys
Cendrine, Harnaiboiire Marie-Therese, kamienska^ Monti Hilda, Val-

Un Ninon, Zankowa Rita, Ronchi
mezzo popranos—Bedeschi
Irma;
Luisa, Raffaislli Alberta a:nd Rosny

volved..
His curiosity

:

warded..

Angele.

August Daibflkni is the promoter
of the opera Reason.

I

clous,
self.

i

how

Paris, Jan. 25.
i

George Bernard .^haw's ''Apple,may be simuitaneously pror
duced in English and in French here

I

cart"

I

'

I.

Tou can

When

Georges

•

^

*
•

not. support e^lther the

whbn plays less artistic ftte
preaented, !.they seem to draw atten-

•hand,'-

.anii:

•

'

'

,

.

.

j

'

'

'

'

in

'
•

,.

.

'?uchj^^

,

.

only Imagine

;

>

•

.

,

but unmistakably him-

,

Pinero Play of

that ^uinber.

"Dandy Dick," one of Pinero's
farces of 4.0 years ago' was irevlve'd
at the iLyric, Hammersmith. It furnished fi. pleasing novelty, and looka
as thipugh It would prosper, fpp. a
nioderate run.'
'Piece Is produced with old faah'-•Iqned clothes, Old fashlohed[ llight'Irtg and direction and has an ancleht'
epilpg, exactly as It was done originally.
Venture brings to London
t^ie Idea that proved so suec^ssfur
In Hoboken;- N. J., by Christopher

theatreis In

,

.

'

I

.

together with a view towards merging orgahizatlohs and minimizing
the number of companies on tour.
The Hague, Jan. 25.
Chief trouble with Holland theaGetman Operetta company, "Wenn trical troupes Is that, every actor,
Der Welsse Flleder Wleder Bluht," o^ any standing,' also wants to be

Does London 'Hobbken^
I

London, Feb.

,

^

4..

,

.

of the 'Williamspn-Talt, .on the", active list of the legitimates.
Effect
will, of course, be
severe. .Formerly the firm had as
many as 1$ shows In the various
capitals or on. the road.
Loss In
•

.

on the profession
.

.

.

taxation to- the governments concerned 'Will also compel, them to
adjust their budgets.
Sonle -idea of the loss sustained
cAn. be gauged from the- last balance
sheet of W.-T;, which disclosed
Fritz
by Walter Kdllo, headed by'
h^s own manager. 'Result la 'that that between June, 1928, and June,.
HIrsch, actor-r manager, has passed tijie troupes are unbalanced through Iil29, the receipts declined- from
Profits dove
Its 50th performance here at the' tike actor-manager scintillating at $i.005;615. to $826,765.
Princess. Qiilt^' a record for Hol- tljte expense of his. support. In addi- from $425,000 to $254,020;
land. Book is based on Georg Her- tton; as actor-managers, they a,r*
okay as stars, but n.s.g. ,as business
mann's novel, "Jettchen Gebert."
Sydney; Jan. 6.
First Holland production of .this execytives,/ This resulted In two
Government and state taxes have
Bledermeyer period (1832) costume cpmpanles, one of them only six
such
heiav'y burden upon
imposed
a
shew hardly recopimends It for ftlonths' old, stranding and going Sydney' cinemas that desperate
This Is what
American consumption, although Irlto jbiariHruptcy,
pjrompted the Hvkl ihana^ements to measures are being taken to eiiKollo's waltz hit Is; Infectious.
cour£^e patronageJ
gfet together t^'ith. 'a view towarda
The final mpye Is a cut In adr
nllnlnilzing the
competition and
mission scales almost all around.
CONSTANTINOFLE'S YAUDFILM losses,.
Business depression all over the
Constantinople, Jan. 20.
commonwealth had kept attendance
Cine Opera here is playing picdown and with the arrival of seatures and vaudeville. The house Is
sonal warm weather, with, the lure
wired by RCA.
Feb. 15 (New York to Liondon) of the out-of-doors, managerial
Acts dp two shows a day and are Jack Powell (Aquitania).
problems have reached a climax.
held for about two weeks. On the
Feb 13 (Paris to New Tork) Mr.
screen the theiatre has been mpstly
and Mrs. Gerard Swope, Mr. and
Sydney, Feb. 4.
displaying "LTnited Artists product.
Mrs. Richard Barthelmess (BreTwo Independent stage producmen).
tions came to grief here.
•Production by Muriel Starr of
EASTELirS $160 DAIIT
Feb. 12 (Paris to New Tork),
Channing Pollock's "The Enemy"
Paris, Jan. 25.
Willie Edelsten (Majestic).
Cirque Medrona has Rastelll, jugFeb. 7 (New Tork to London) and "Town Topics Revue" closed
casts unpaid.
with
_gler, for^our weeks, opening short- Gilbert Miller (He die France).
°
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.
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i

Chiallaji>ln.-

'

".

,1'

The rpyal family vas present ;^nd
when the razzing, begain made a
"retreat. The Rus^
-

.

.

.

;.'

hasty and tactful

slan basso.. singing. Mejp^iiilstp, .was
excellent lEind -was, acceptable, to, the
crowd, but KohaUska's singing inspired the. hearty razz.
,..
..,
.

.

'•1

•.

.

.r

I

,

'
•

..

Mary?

''Michael^

.i

.

^

..

.

Scores'

London, Feb. 4.
"Michael and Mary," A. A. MilRO
play (nOw. cJUMvent'^a^ thfe ;-lHoif^pii^.;
theatre, 'IN'fev^'^?^^
was produced'
"the'^ St. Janaesi where It
vpc^iferou^ly^ acclaimed.
and lower, laaUso
founld t'h^e ^ec.e.v, .tibsorblng. It^ is

Feb. 1 at

was

Both;..-|gf<^l4r;le,a

.•

..

:

:.

and has the

brllUahtly acted here
marks of a success.

Two

:

'

Premiers

.

'

due ?
the Caumar*"

"Hollday"^

tonight (Tuesday) 'at
tin, theatirO,'. produced'

is

;'

by

the Carol
as successor."-^
to thai troupers "BoUrgeoIse Gentle"man." -Frendh classic which clicked

^^Xe Americah

?

"playersi

^,

a modern jazz version;Latter piece -was -,ldx*ver for afew days beyond Its scheduled' fort<>'
night.
Saxe.- has arranged- an Im-*

in

•-

•

'

London Bookings

'

'

*

.<j

tnlssion Is

$8 -plus

Benefit'
pjer person.
London, Feb. .4.
Drayton jQl^t^rtei tubercular children.

fl2 for dlnnei'
Is In behalf Of

Greenlee

and

opened at the Piccadilly, hotel for
weeks. Vaude bookings to

three

'

Remember Coogan

ff^iiow...

iFalrchild and Lilndholm are 'framing an act with Gypsy Rhouijiaje
for the Coliseum (Vaude).

London. Feb.
,

Dayey

'

-

4.

Lee,,; child,, film actor, «\;a3

,C4

WEST

74th

ST.,

HART RDAD,

NEW YORK
Prealdflnt

Phone Bndlcott 8ai6*C
Jftm GbHM Mow Fvrmlmt

.(Grlrls

,

.

'

,

.

wood.

CIOWNS ON TOUR
Paris* Feb.

'

'

:'

:

4.

Three Fratelllhl, clowns, leave the
Cirque d'HIver to tour the provinces, opening In Montauban Feb.

"Follow Thru" in Red
London, Feb. 4.
"Follow Thru," at the Dominion,
last until June.
finished the week ending Jan. 26
Clowns Jiold an Interest In the with a loss of $4,000.
Cirque d'HIver, where talent, made
Last week the deficit was even
available by the closing of the more.
Cirque de Paris, will be used.

12.

'

Tour

'

•

Is 'to

Postpones Trip
Paris, Feb. 4^
hack the sailing of.
Willie
Edelsten
from .tomojjroWr,
(Wednesday) on the Mauretania to
*<
Feb. 12 on the Majestic
lilneiss

WALLACE'S "SPOT" IN MAECH

Illness

sets

.

.

I«
easy to lympathiza with
people who fall whera we' havo
tailed—this li ordinary humanity; but to rejoice with those
who suooeed where we have failed
it a
more dlflleult matter— that

It

'

.

;

offered here for:. vaudeville'. and re- ,,
are back from .jected without salary dliscuasJon^
the Scala, Berlin, and open Feb. 10
Flop of Jackie Obogan. oyer, hero
at the Coliseum for a fortnight
makes English vaude execs nbn- I
.receptive "to prodigies frorri Holly- f

Alan Foster

(Capetown to Londoil), her&
Fields Revue Closes
Two Hakans, Slegrlst Sisters (Wal- ^Ife will open Feb. 14 at the WindLondon, Feb.- 4.
mer Castle).
The Grade Fields revue, VThe
sdi; Square theatre in a. German
Jan. 31 (New Tork to South play, "Divorce Grounds."
Show's
Clark
the Thing," .closes at the
America), Mildred Keats (Eastei'n SQvemail, stage, director here for Winter Garden Feb. 15, with nothpicture work. Is supervising cU£«ctor. ing In sight as successor.
Pi:Ince).
1.
31

>i

.

.

Jan.

^
'-:

-

London, Feb. 4.
Edgar Wallace's next play, "On
-jyT- - -=^-.==^..__=_
^-;.pebr-5.-^(PariB.Jo^^Nei5^w3c^^
the Spot," follows "Calendar" at
T^GEEMAN-AMEEICAN^STAR
Salary is 4,000 francs ($100) per Jacques Feyder (Rochambeau)~.~
WyMdha:ms^n-'Marchr---—
=....^
Feb. 1 (New York to Paris) Mr.
day.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Charles Laughton, now in a hosand Mrs. Jack' Curtis, Joe Jacobs
Fern Andraj American girl who pital, and Gillian Lind are already
(St. Louis).
rates as a film star in Germany, hds engaged for leads.
Feb. 1 (Sydney to San Francisco), volunteered her services to Victor
The Tiller Dancing Schools Janette Gilmore (Ventura).
Neuhaus' German 1 jeatre movement

of America, Inc.

.

..

Feb.' 4.

''PftTiS

*

Philip Bdrry's

.

-

!

.

1

,.

She .appeared .as ^e3;t star .of the
occasion'.'

posing gu6st- list for the -pretnlere ^
Morley, Cleon Throckmorton and
Pf the new piece headed by Ambastheir group, and made theatrical
Sador Walter 'Edge. Premiere Is In
history in the States,
competition with the big. annual' -|_
charity fete at the Paris Opei-a^'*
'also this evening, at which the> ad-

'.

SAILINGS

'

!

'

'Through ithls decision MelboAirne
w^U soon have only the King's theatre,
former vdude .house;.-, ^le
Bijpur almost opposite. :the. Royal,
apd the Comedy-: iii Exhibition
afreet the Melbourne headquarters

I

'

Ws

Melbourne and five
In ^Sydney. Because of this doubl^i
taxation 'we have decided io restlrlct
oiir business by at least 60% of

Ave

^

Chal^apln l^Sj tlie" c'eiiter of an' open
scandal in the .opera, iio'use
ment. here, ,',Tlie ,a<i|dleii.ce rlotiedTat'
the Natiqhal .Opera during, a perfOrmi^nce of.;Gtpuno9l';0. ;'Fa^
Polish "prima >-S
Laura. Koba-hpka*
donna, singing JI?irgue}rite opposite

^

re-

Presei^

Roji^ltj^s
?

'\
.

•:'

^

actor-manager, 'closes "Lies Criml
nels" at the Theatre des Arts he
The Hague, Jan. 24..
will do a French version of the
piece. O'Neilrs ''StrAnge Interlude
J Poor road conditions among the
Jljutch legit companies hae resulted
will then follow at the Pes Arts.
in numerous managements getting

50 Performances

In 'Ught'

.

.or the 'cheap -piays here
are'characteHstic. 6n the o'ther

•

•

POOR ROAD BIZ GIVES
DUtCHMEN MERGER IDEA

'

it

theitheatres are,filied.ir.
liFor this season the press and -a
great part of the public Is demand-.
3iiielbourn€i,";Jah. 6.
Irig
help
frpm.
the.governinent;.
i
0'^lT^gl.%o ';thp^ IncreElisel^ taxation
especlaily by- the
oiC-- simusementi^,
•yictPrlan State Government on top
oi the Commonwealth Government's
announces
tajc,
•Willianispn-Talt
drastic curtailments of" Its activl"
'
•
•/Paris, Feb.
.tleS.'Weather here is .uncertain, alterAstonishment was ezpreissed when
TcihIt became known that the firm had nately clear and misty fain.
decided not to consider the recon- perature Is mild^
struction of His Majesty's theatre,
.'Washington, Feb. 4.
partially: ruined by Are, and 'was
"Weitli^er Biii'eau 'furhlatied the
further In negotiatlph for the sale
df the Theatre Royal. Ijatter'Is un-.-. foilowlrig. outlook,, for jweefc befinr-'
djer offer \o a firm which would prer ning^tbmoFrbw ("Wednesday):
Cloudy with rain in eastern dissumahly pull dOwn this historic
tricts and slightly colder In western
show place.
Fair and
In a statement Sir George Tallls, districts .Wednesday.
<:hairman 'of directors of J; C. WIl- warmer In' eastern districts and rain
Ifamison, Ltd., sa3d: "The' double oj: snow Ih' western districts -Thiirsr
entertainment tax^ Imposed by the d!ay. Friday ipostly fair, followed
Federal and State authorities Is a biy rain.
kinpckput blow .to the theatrical in
d'Uatty, Hitherto y.e have operiated

.

tltoefC,

tliat

tion

was the

case with,
"Journey's End" last season.
Play is slated In Engiish by the
English Players at trfe Theatre Al
bert.

•'.r'l'i-

You can only Imagine, too,
the actor would have felt
If he had been aware that the
original Djunkovskl, 25 years
older and tamed by; suffering.
was among the spectators.

\

i

this spring, as

MUCH FOR WrT

.

I

'

Shaw's "Applecart*' in
Two Versions Next Spring

was amply

his feellng£» when there strutted on to the boards the cour25
years
DJunkovskl,
tier
younger and 'a Tot more fero-

I

I

'

Pbblio
eipensiye

Vakhtangoif, and found
himself looking at the Soviet
version of the events of 1905
In which he was personally In-

j

make

Comedio Francalse.
Although talked of for many
yeal-s, 'no ministeir' has beeri siifflicilently daring to undertake the plan.

the,.

I

.

to

She enjoys i hI'gH "iio^Itlon
simi- opera In Hungary.)

i

,

Anrtaldo;.

Is'

lar tq the

.

:

tano, Donadey, MarcHesi Gulseppe,

'

'

;

i

'

"

:

.

vio, Pea-Hy,Na.r!ci?6, LeMaitre Frah-.
cis,. Sinivnei Aldo,^. Tomnia'alni Gae-

'

claSsItial''4hd'ni^odern ijl'ays Tjj^iSpan-

;

•

Agaffl

Madrid,

Represented by JEI\llp JA^OlBSi ish writers. Idea

.

.

the

'to-

'

V^,:J.\:j, .. (Miss Palksthy '^a|>^?'*feently' InSpain may have a national the- the States; apS)earltfg 'lri"'a Fox talkcrew, fete, of the 'Armattdaltf' Castle.
>•
atr^i; 'Sija^^ by. ;tM6' statO,-. to -Ifire^^ilt,
(That^s'thd ttdme of a boat.)* Ing picture ^ mide Ih' Holly WSod;

-.

•

season with .the.
French and ItiUian Opera Coniipany
I^ouse opened:

appealed

legation, which 'is' 'tovwarding' ;^her.'deJnaLnd for' apoWgy*-,'
and iaiscl. IS said 'to' haVe' In 'pretieirat^ori a suit "for darhagesr
•

\

,

:

graves, although deprived, of
thelr_fprmer glory and reduced
.r;
\
tp. social outlaw^Si
Vladimir Djunkovpk!,; ©nice a
light Ih: the brilliant: constellation ;a,round the Romanoffs,
and: for sothe time Imperial
Governor of the Moscow Prov-'
Ihce, Is now humbled, glad
enough to hide tn obscurity
where ."he fortjiterly ruled In the
Tss^r'fi name, .'lilke hundreds of
other former. aristocrats, who
-have 'somehow survived, he
hangs on, doing odd jobs and
worrying about the next meal.
Drawn by curiosity, he recently
maneuvered for a free pass to

-

-

-

Bartsch

Mrs..

.

•

'

:

theatre

•

llieaAre^^ Am.ericah;

For Spain Up

brlglhatorB of ."Tin-Type"
Now favorites with the passenger

comedy,

chagrin on nlghtgi when ''Na
Kravi" la oA the' boards. A'
few others are not yet in their'

•

local,

a'

,

'

••

Cairo'sOpera
•

Affair happened at

police;

d National

.

premiere and got much publicity'
In the Budapest newspapers, .which
were scandalized ait what they
term'ed the outrageoiis'adtion of the

sorts.

Talk

•

.

Improper.

';

the original of the

Mstislavski, has been
on-the rAPfert oIre of the Vakh-^^
tangoff Theatre there for oyer""
a year. In a series of melodramatic episodes, It recounts
the story of the abortive revoThe Tsarists,
liition of 1905.
who crushed that uprising, as
may be guessed, come In for
some high powered razzing In
the. play* Sortie of them ;must ,
turn over in their, graves' with

—

•

several hours "when they said her
evening dress was cut so low it wa,3

^B. Sayag is also a partner In the
William Morris 6flice, that
iagency books all acts at both re-

"Na Kravi" ("On^Blood"), by

•

;

'

Moscow, that among the audi-

The system boys still operate at
Monte Carlo, but here and at
Cannes, particularly at the: local
Palais- -de T-la^-Medlterraneej_J;hese
reckless chlp-tossers s^em i» b6 on
the increase. They are not, how-,
ever, increasing enough to justify
those wild yarns that the press boys
have bqen shooting put, to their

(Continued on p'a&6

reason of her' marriage to Hans
New' Tork play broker,
was detained by' thi6 lOcai polldo top

Bartsch';-

saal, Oatende.

Paris

4.

Mrs. Hans Bai-tsch, who Is Irene
Palasthy, Hungarian light opera
prima donna, and 6,n American by

between Cannes and Mon^
Resorts now v^IU book
turns folJowiAg each other.
This
condition' Is' due to the friendliness
bjetween Edmund Sayag, now operating the Monte Carlo Casino, and
Andree, the gainbling king of Cannes. .Bpth are partners In the Kurfprgotten,
te Carlo.

Like small time dice shooters who
plunge on one pass and invariably
go broke, a neiw type of gannbler
is feeding the Riviera tlils winter.
•He- seems determined to recoup hl^

Row

Starts Political

Feb,'

"Opposition has been nullified, or

It

-UB.

Chrlitlanlty.

AND

MRS. JACK MORWOKTII

130 Went 44th Street

,

-

'

.

,

N*w York

•

j
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LOVE CONQUERS ALL

Baccara, Dizzy French Gambling
Craze, Spells

Heavy

Torn Between Dough
and Hot Toreador Boy Friend

Argontinlta

Grief to Actors

LONDON^

FEMHEPUY

Paris, Feb. 4.
Fischer aged 10 years last

Cliff

1110%

week.
the Morris agency here,
and it was his job to deliver Argentinita, Spanish" dancer, with a fandango temperament: and a toreador
hero boy friend, on the lie de France
CiifC's of

iParis,

Feb.

"

kind.:

—

.

contract.: for
specifically

Heidt's

Monte Carlo provides

that none of the boys shall enter
at any time. In another
case, that of a dancing team, the
w-oman requires that all contracts
for the Riviera resorts shall formally bar the main of the act from
baccara. Bitter experience in the
past has fdrged 'her ttf" this action.^
.Many times the rhan of the pair
has drawn salary for the act and
has seen it disappear across the
the. casing
:

.

.

card tables.

'

Evbn- American Buyers -Ignore
GaietyV Hasten Home

New York in time to open with
Lew Lesliels "International Reyue."
for

Paris, Feb. 4.
Even the advent of many buyers
from the States failed to bolster up

Argehtfnita said she wouldn't sail
at all, so bound up in the bull ring
sheik was she, and anyhow she
the generally poor theatre and
didn't propose to move until the last
caba'ri^t takings.
minute. So .I^bu Wolfson had to go
American, business people are
to Havre to get the., actual sailing
closing -up business, that brings
time to the minute.,
them here and getting back to the
Still Argentlnita's heart bled at
States promptly, due to the uncerthe parting a,nd she couldn't be
tainties in the future of American
pacified until she had made Henri
businiess at home.
Lartigue of the Paris Morris office
give up oae grand in hand paid and
in Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book," 44tli commit himself to advance payment
New
York
JTheatre,
St.
of $10,000 when she joined in New
The New York "American" said:" York;— On—that- basis -she-took -her.
"Earl Corrojl's 'Sketch Book' has as grieving heart to New York, prova
ing that love conquers all.
its star Will MahOhey,. always
sure-fire comedian; He won; much
laughter and applause and proved
Paris, Feb. ^ 4.
to be as popular as ever."
Bob Fisher, $60 daily Jolson
:
Direction
.

llorace

,

•

NO PARIS SPENDING

4.

The new, dizzy gambling gapie of
baccara, a bane to Europe's professional element and special grief for
the Americans playing here, has
reached such a state, that performers' contracts now include a clause
forbidding/ play for stakes of anj'

,

.

,

WILLMAHONEY

FINE

London, Feb. 4.
"Nine to Six," modern play With
society and economic problem angles written by a woman, staged
by a woman and having a cast of
16 women and no men,- was splendidly received at; the Apollo this
week.
It Is presented by Mrs. .Charles,
Cochran.
Show people think the play l3> a
bit too fine for broad; general appeal and the boxbfllce possibilities
that go therewith,, aiid it looks like
one of those semi-failures.
.

JOLSON COPY MUST DO
WHITEFACE, OPEN

SHOW

In the resorts everybody gambles
every night and all night. There
isn't any other evening diversion.
In some of the resorts managers copy iact, booked at the Empii'e for
G.
of cjasihos are perfectly willing to a fortnight, is opening Friday, Feb.
1560 Broadway
advance salaries to actors, being 7. He refused to accept the ihereasonably sure that they will have
won the money back at baccara, the atre's 'postponement of booking
fastest card game ever devised, be- owing to Jblson himself coming intothe Empire early in April at $16,000
fore the end of the engagement.
The game is ballyhooed llkei, a ar week, insisting his contract be
niatloilal industry, with stories of observed.
Thereupon the management relarge fortunes made out of a' small
criglnal stake and the passion for plied they'll permit Fisher to play,
play' has spread like a. get-rich- b!ut. with the warning his hanie will
qulck fever. It is the greatest play be billed very small and he will open
on 'human cupidity ever staged on the bill at 8 30. He'll be permitted
London, Feb. 4.
such a scale.
to ging only one sonjg' and none of
Gulliver Is' making determined, efVariety's Paris office actually Jolson's numbers, and must work forts to book the strongest posIcn'ows a score of cases of American whiteface. -To date there has been sible shows for the Victoria" Palace
professionals, going completely liroke no reply from Fisher.
for the next few weeks, that term
..In the vain (quest for quick fortune,
being set as the final test of vaudebne turn is forced to rem^n in
ville at the famous old stand.
X^ngland where there are no caVaudeville is oh trial to determine
sinos because the man of the act
whether that poli.cy can be made to
has dissipated the joint salary time
pay In revival of the quality of
and time again in France, in spite
shows that made It years ago.
STHiS
of pi-omfses to give lip the game.
If takings respond during the
test and if the improvement shows
Bucharest, Feb. 4;
signs of sustaining itself, the policy
Jews of Bucharest are boycotting Win be continued indefinitely.
Otherwise the house will revert
the National Theatre and' studio as
a result of students' demonstration to revue productions.
.

TOO

FARNUM

RALPH

GABY WAR STORY VEXES
CONTINENTALMANAGERS

.

:

TEST OF VAUDE

.

.

;

:

ANTI JEWISH THEATRE

,

BUCHAREST

RIOT

'

.

against Leria Caier, talented actress
and guest star, at the house in Rob-

De

ert

pilay,

Fler's

and

Caillavet's

here called

French

"Die Liebe Er-

wateht."

Enroute to Los Angeles, Feb. 1.
dear Ed:
the train with
me I never would have thought of
sending this to Variety. But hav
ing as a fellow passenger* the editor

My

Were you not on

of the country^s champ dream sheet
I caniiot refrain from calling your
attention to the imagination of one
of your hokum correspondents, to
wit, that paragraph which says that
I took legal action to stop one black
faced comedian by the name of
Fisher from giving Imitations of me
In Paris.
stop one in Paris when- I
haven't stopped hundreds in Amer
ica? Have never heard of Fisher
nor do I care If he imitates me in
Europe or his home town. Tou also
state that I am booked for $1,200 a

Riot was staged because Miss
Caler is a Jewess, although her talent as an actress

is

acknowledged.

The play was presented as part
a

DieFler

of

memorial, the French
having always been a

dramatist
great friend

of

the

Roumanian

people.

Being a French work, the entire
French embassy attended officially,

but the party was forced to retire
as a formal protest against the
demonstration, which included
throwing of ill-smelling bombs.
Why
The police refused to interfere,
and the audience itself ejected the
disorderly students. Jewish resentr
ment is heightened against the theatre management by the cancellaconcert abroad. Maybe if you owned tion of Miss Caler's contract and
the theatre that's as much as you'd the aban.donment of the play after
pay me, or less. But as the gentle Livius Rebreaun, manager of the
men who want me to play in" Eng- house, was advised by Home Minland, France and Germany are evi- iister loanitszescu to Withdraw the
dently good showmen, or nuts, they piece, at the SJime time refusing pbhave offered nie ?;16,000 per week lice protection.
French Minister Pauxs presented
But, as yet, my dear Ed^ 1 have not;
accepted nor signed any contracts in a protest to the Roumanian premier
and the play was resumed three
any shape ''or form.
I have another picture to make days later. During the interval Vicfor Warners, with whom I am on tor Eftimlus had .been appointed
the friendliest terms, and don't manager of the National, although
know when Mr. Scheiick .will want it was he whom the newspapers acme to start on my first United cused of inspiring the student out.

:

Artist picture which George Cohan
is writing.
Nor do I know when I
shall be through with that picture.
Hoping j'ou will print the aforesaid, i remain, very truly yours,
Al JxAson,
.

S.—Tou can charge 'me space
for this, as you personally heard my
concert in New Orleans, and you
know I can afford to pay. Hoping
the market didn't hurt you as badly
as it did me, A. J.
P. P. S.—If you. don't charge me
for the space, that's oke, too.^A. J,
.

,

RICH HAYES BESUMES

^

break. Upon circulation of reports
that the students intended to repeat
their riots, Eftimlus took the play
off again Instead of calling for police protection.

Now

the prospect

is

that the play

become a problem in FrancoRoumanian relations, as the author
will

DeFlers

is

an eminent French au-

was a lifelong
Roumanian people.

thor and

friend of the
'

Jewish nationals are demanding
the removal of Eftimius as Xutional
theatre's

manager.

LONDONICE SKATE FAD
ABSORBS MORE DANCES
London, Feb. 4.
London's craze for ice skating con
tinues. unabated. Latest to go for
the new idea Is the Charter House
club, former London club that went
bust in Baker street.
This spot reopened after two years
with $360,000 capital, mostly provided by Scotch operators under the
chairmanship of Lord St. John
Bletso and James Mackle Milne, the
Scottish Ice manufacturer, who has

Prague, Feb. 4.
Showmen and editors of Czechoslovakia are. Vexed' over the supposed hoax perpetrated by Hedwlga
Navratlls who poses as the late
Gaby Deslys' double and got circulated the story that the dead comedienne Impersonated her on; war
missions Into Austria.
The story got Hedwiga a contract at the Alhambra a,t $80 a day.
Now the Czech managers are proposing to boycott the Hungarian

of

the

all

4.

theatres

In
,

'

.

,

^Syndicate, legit inanagers, th9,t re-

and it is still likely a rhovement
win go through to honor her with
a monument in Paris.

on theatre taxes would be
Terms of the compromise
provide for (as reported two weeks
ago In Variety), a cut of the war
tax from 7% to 5%, which the official estimated would represent ar'
saving to the theatres of 30,000,000
francs a year.
This tender cuts the legs out from
under, the strike proposal, whlck
was designed entirely as a demonstration to. force the government's
hand; Already Maurey has accepted
the -program offered by Mi Cheron,
with the .understanding ;that the
10% poor tax continues;
Another thing that probably Influenced the theatre men was that
all the publicity they had put put
In advance^ stressing the denial of
recreation if the theatres closed,
got very meager response fro.m the
general public which seemed to be
Indifferent to the prospect, or at
least gave no evidence of Interest.

Gemier Quits Odeon

Huxley Novel Dull Play

about 45 and this
episode mar\cs her return to the
stage after 17 years of absence. She
is dancing and doing a sketch called
"MadhoUse"' besides a film crtory.
The woman Is slender and good
looking. She speaks fiuent French,
but iier German is bad, heavily
actress.

flavored

She

Is

by the Czech accent.

One episode in her film that goes
the show deals with the
woman's supposed relations with a
with

Latin

king, resulting in one of
these Solomon judgments. Which
brings In a political reference conr
cei-nlng
Czechoslovakia
at
the
Hague debt conference.
Navratlls' publicity reacted favorably for Gaby Deslys'' memory lending her the aspect of a war heroine

lief

'

given.

.

Paris, Feb. 4.
London, Feb. 4.
Flrmln- Gemier, one of the fore
"This Way to Paradise," adaptamost actors In France and since tion of Aldous Huxley's novel,
1922 managing the Odeon, has re- "Point. Counter-Point," was
resigned, owing Jto Illness, and Is re- vealed at Dalys as
a dull, talky
tiring to the Riviera for convales- play, so devoid of action
and -suscence under the doctor's orders.
pense that even a murder scene InHis Odeon concession still has spired only scoffing giggles from the
several ice rinks In Scotland.
The club has a spacious- dance five years to run. It Is a govern- audience.
fioor and will use an enormous rlhk ment theatre. Paul Abran, Gemler's
Probably last a fortnight.
with Ice manufactured artificially. assistant, remains as sole director.
This equipment will be in operation Gemier remains a director in the in"Cinders^' Endina
theatre
Establishment Is de- ternational
scheme for
this month.
London, Feb. 4.
signed for year 'round play, a big bringing foreign dramatic compaUMlster -Cinders" flnlshe3_at the_
swimming pool being projected sim- nies to Paris, possibly using the
Trocadero auditorium this summer. Hippodrome In six we^ks, followed
ilar to the Lido, Paris.
by a 12-week season of the C6People In the new scheme declare The plan is still in effect.
Optlmlsts, Williamsons not bein^
that dance hall without the ice rink
ready with a new offering.
adjunct will .be a thing of the past

Hartung Broke

Mgr.
a year.
dancing schools are
Berlin, Feb. 4.
greatly perturbed at the growth of
Hartung, manager of the Renaisthe rink, which threatens the whole sance theatre, has gone into bankbusiness; All interests concerned ruptcy and the house is being taken
withini

London
*

INDEX

•

dancing and dance halls operation, over by Max. Relnhar'dt on a subare meeting this week to, frame scription combination.
some plan to meet the situation.
Hartung probably will be retained
aS; artistic. director. House has been
on the edge, of disaster and the
English ex-Premier
move occasioned no surprise. Situ-

2-7

Forelgrn

Pictures

8-31

Picture Reviews
Film House ..Reviews.

.

.

19-24
41-43

.

.

As Big Stage Draw
London, Feb.

o'clock, and will
policies until 1.
out in advance.

ation

is

typical of the sorry state- of

legit in Berlin.

4.

Like Act They Kid

London, Feb. 4.
Audience kidded Herbert Clifton
at the Palladium (vaude) last night
(Monday). Btit In a nice way as
such things go.
talk of his party's
Female impersonators are not
Whole house sold usually favored over here, but Clifton clicked notwithstanding on sheer
cleverness.

-^-^rPH^^TEEVOEr-ILL^^^
Paris, Feb,

Maj,

Keith

Trevor,

husbancL

Vaudeville .............. 34-40

Vaude Reviews

.........
42
.
43
.
,
......... ......>»... 44-45
Times Square .......... 46-47
Editorial
60

New

Acts ......

';

.

,

.

,

Bills

Coliseum's biggest attraction this
week is Stanley Baldwin; late prime
minister and .leader of the Conservative Party in British politics.
Baldwin appears on the stage
tomorrow (Wednesday) morning,
for one performance only, at 11

ZEITUN'S RIGHTS

Parfs, Feb. 4.
London, Feb. 4.
Rich Hayes went back to work
American and English rights to
yesterday (Monday) after spending Maurice Rostand's "The Man Whom
several months in a sanitarium. He I Killed," current at the Theatre des
has apparently fully recovered.
Mathurins, have been bought by
Jugieler opened at the Holborn Pa,rnell Zeitlin, of London.
Empire (vaude) and did very well
Alfred Savoir has a 25% interest
for himself.
In the play against Rostand's 7b%.

Paris, Feb.

Strike

France, which was voted and set
as to date' of lockout, has been
avoided by "a compromise- on. the
goyerhnient'a tax program.
Finance Minister Henri Cheron
returned a few days ago froni the
London naval conference and assured Max Matirey, president of the

__Gjje.§taj>g_^

turn,

4.

of

closed

Women's Page

48-49
51-56
58-59
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61
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Music

.
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.
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.

52

Literati

Troupe, new Chinese
the ^ sKbw~"anc[''"hgld

solidly.

Jane Marnac, who owns the Apollo
theatre here where she stars In
Musketeers" In London
"Shanghai Gesture," Is reported
London, Feb. 4.
critically ill with pneumonia in a
The next Drury Lane attraction
London nursing home.
will be "The
Three Musketeers"
Miss Mamac left the show to join with Dennis King in his original
her husband in London,
role.

.
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Not So Hot for Mergers; Too

Many Theatres Mean Too Many Films
TOURNEUR-SAPENE TflUCE

Paris, Jaxi. 25.
of
executive liead

Natan,
T.
Pathe-Natan,. when Interviewed to
his
rheck the current report that
Arm might ally with the AubevtFranco-Gaumoiit combine, opmed
that unless his 20,000 stockholders
profit
are to derive much immediate
from the proposed deal, he sees no
commercial reason to consummate.
Hurel,
Natan differs with Robert
who
head of Aubert-Franco-Film,
of
considers that the consolidation

Director Will

Por

Make Talkina Meller

p.N_No

English Version
Paris, Jan. 25.

Evidence of Maurice Tourneur's
complete truce with Jean Sapene.
newspaper publisher of "Le MM»n
and former chieftain of the picture
Industry in France, is Tourneurs
procontract with Pathe-Natan to
duce a drariiatlc 9.11 -talker.
noticeheads
star,
would
Gaby Morlay, legit
250 or 300 theatres
cost of the cast, although previously set to
ably help to underwrite the

Wednesday, February

4.

Attend for the Long Intermissions

nationalIf producero mUst
to
ize their villains, it's okay

have the menace a Russian.
Hays' ofllce has given the okay.
Old idea of having a Mexican play the "heel" passed out
quite a while ago as the market below the Rio Grande was
too important to offend. But
there being no business now
t°
In Russia for fllmSi
•Soviet regulations,

So the
schemers

stream
.

is

.

1930

Portugal Film Going Strictly Social;

Vodka Epidemic
HollyAVOod, Feb.

5,

who

cares?

of

Vodka

on.

By

HAINES SPANISH FILM

E.

GAYMON

of Cast

MO

-

an Amerit<x write in Haines as
can in Spain learning the language.
Remainder of cast will be Spaniards or South Ainericans. Np Eng
-

•

ALVA

.Lisbon, Jan. 25.
Speaking about "talkers" In- PorAll Foreioners
tugal Isllke talking about Einstein's
theory to a Chinese stevedor on
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
American film
the Tantse River.
•William Haines Is going to be salesmen recently appeared hero
In a Spanish pic- a,nd after inquiring as to whicU
[starred by
speak theatres were. wired, or being wiredl
ture. Although Haines cannot
Spapioh, his popularity in Sotith was told they were all wired— for
American countries •will put him electric light.
over the studio believes;
No talking film has yet appeared
To get around the handicap, idea
has any film house

No Enalith Version— Rest

Is

In

Lisbon

lipr

.

owner even shown signs of -con-

sidering the step.
Tivoli and the Odeon are the Pnly
cinemas worthy of the namei,_and.
-make_a^lk.et:_for_JMgJies_Hajk^^
pictuceis
Jnterided;
hall
version
"lish
music
jare cpnstructe?| ivlth "the rdld"
a
they
Tourneur's feature is
Natan Is of the opinion that there
Ideas of getting as misiny "camaroworth one murder melier by Jean Jose Frappe,
are few French towns
around the semiFrench
(boxes)
a
tes"
Only
the
In
untitled.
several
alone
yet
as
real theatre, let
In
German and
circle enclosure as possible.
same city, and that the chain which version now. Maybe
but none; In
Portugal each theatre seat is so
runs several theatres competing Spanish versions later,
that its occupant can
arranged
same
the
in
other,
English.
the
one against
_
Sepene
Paris, Jan. 25.see most everybody in the house,
much
with
Tourneur's feud
vicinity, will have to produce
French and betw:een intervals the men stand
Paris, Jan. 25.
Official statistics of the
dates back to a post-Avar military
product to supply them.
the cheaply made government. Issued for the first 10 up and smoke- with their hats on
Tourneur, then under
Discounting
which
thefeature
Pa
of
ca^pital
Present nominal
who's presftanc contract to Paramount in America, Pa the talker, "Les Trols Masques" months of 1929, reveal the quantity and look around to see
N^itan Is $6,400,000, The iQp
the
V
to shoot in France, em- ("Three. Masks"), which was at
of pictures Imported from Germany ent.
ahares are currently quoted around wanted
Thursday night is gala society
troops as part of lilarivaux in November, and which during that period compared •with
Frehch
opploying
firm
Pathe-Natan
350 francs.
Sepane attacked has the sole distinction of being the similar imports from th© United night and they sit and hod and bow
are the local color.
erates 72 theatres, 20 of which
having become a first French all- talker, the French States. Figures are In metres (1 and smile from one box to another,
wired by RCA with the exception Tourneur for
citizen re- picture business, through its current metre equals 3 feet 3 »nc>»e8).^viz : making sure that they are being
American
are
naturalized
which
Paris)
(in
of two .houses
intermlisslpn!? bebeing denied crop of dialog productions, is expe'
Positives, from U. S.: 1,«00,658 recognized. Long
W.E. Three more theatres are at sulting in Tourrteur
co-operation he had riencing a crucial financial test. It meti-es. Positives, from Germany: tween sections of the picture give
in the
official
present under construction, two
salvaeverybody time for the inspection
metres.
is from this output that the
provinces.
sought.
1,372,458
the
iii
_
one
Paris and
will
dw.oto ifind to be Inspected.
tion or collapse of the industry
Negatives, from U. S.:
TheatpesV $4,000,000 Yearly Grots
Pictures are old when they get
result.
metres. Negatives, from Germany:
, \.
Besides the Paris studioa. In the
that the
here and only a few of the best
It is also from this crop
metres.
192,536
. ,.^^„a„
Rue Francoeur, where Andre Hugon, Venezuela
Film
Population of conwill determine
studios
S.: 4,535,740 have appeared.
U.
American
from
talker,
film,
French
Raw
producer of the first
whether or not Its costly building- metres. Raw film, from Germany: tinental Portugal 'Is only 6,000,000
•Trols Masques," is at present
in Riot up of Its- foreign market may be 7,378,707 metres.
and it seems it doesn't pay to have
^
working, Pathe-Natan owns the Performance
large
Into Portutotally wiped out or, in a
(Majority of the German pictures the sub-titles translated
JolnvlUe studio of five stages wired
measure, minimized. It is from this were imported for the account of guese for the only country in Eur
In
"Washington, Feb. 4.
by RCA at a cost of $500,000;
under the ope speaking this/language.
-that the French oankers, Vreparations in kind"
difixat crop, also,
Its
got
these studloo Pierre Colombler
Venezuela,
Caracas,
Recently the Condes had a big
as much financial as national- Dawes plan.)
The total imports
rected the first talker actually pro- sound pictures Jan. 1, and a riot with
Interest, will determine wheth- into France during th© first 10 run on "Uncle Tom's Cabin" (U).
duced in France, "Chlque," a two- resulted, says i report coming istic
.alone
Of the 600.000 people in Lisbon,
to
er or not the French talkers,
months last year were: Positives
feeler. All other French talkers,
opthrough official channels.
theatre
397,300 it is generally known that only li
or in combination with
4 762.962 metres; negatives,
'*
date, have been filmed abroad.
theatres, Ayacucho and the
Two
can be put on a
film), 51.000 can read, so when and i£ the
circuits,
(raw
erating
hand
sensitized
on
have
and
metres,
Natan claims to
the houses. First was
talkies appear here they -^vlW open
paying basis.
recent Bolivar, are
19,0211,945.
$10 000,000 available from a
British device and the
a
at
with
which
wired
attendance
As Propaganda
Total exports for the 10 months up a drawing
The $4,000,000 he spent dur- latter with Pacent.
iflsu6.
r.sual
had
French finances being more closenot indicated) were present is not explored.
ing the past year was what he
Ayacucho advertised talking pic- ly allied and concerned in so many (destinations
difficulties Will bl^ tn- < sUtes.
positives, 6,311,373 metresr nega- language
left on hand a year ago, he
out "^capacity at
Is
brought
it
and
interests,
tures
and unlfes'i^ the i
interlocking
1,554,488: sensitized, 2,137,527. countered by talkers
tives,
His theatres, according to him, are an advanced scale. Proceeded to different
facial and corobvious what subtle (and yet legitiOf these figures. It Is shown under prolific Portuguese
grossing about $4,000,000 a year.
propaganda on behalf
show a short talker and then Into
of poral gesticulations are properly
He expects to produce 15 to 20 the feature with but sound accom- mate enough)perfumes, or sartorial another headhig, 784,576 metres
United accompanied with spoken words,
French talkers in. 1930 At an aver- paniment. Gallery became noisy of French wines, or anything else films of all kinds went to the
and the audience will hb"wl.
more
creations, or
States; 621.294 to Great Britain,
age cost of $100,000. This is
and then began to ^estroy the seats.
essentially French in "s
Repbats Home Product
metres to Germany.
than twice what pictures bring here To make It good, signs were torn that is
the allied 469,903
hits.
Film Industry here is alVribst
origin, could do to bolster
with the exception, of a few
house.
the
the
of
first,
^ront
But
down on the
French interests.
wholly confined to rural scenes of
Talkers may gross more than silents
false
No" stuProtest followed a charge of
product must b© self-auppprtPortuguese countryside.
used to, but the profit margin, after advertising with the theatre re- basic
bankers disSwitzerland
have
ing, according to the
dios nor are there any artists of
taxes and operating expenses
Films
funding and next day advertismg passionate business judgment,
popularity or importance.
_
been paid, hardly make for safety.
for
Producers of talkers now, and
are practically all Imported from
want to con- the picture as a silent.
Zurich, Jan. 25.
If French banks really
an actual talker, the future, say that they must never
States
showing
'United
Bolivar,
France,
InterGermany,
picture
solidate the French
Only two Zurich picture theatres
the outskirts of the think of America as a market; it
Italy, and sub-titles In the
likely to allow and being on
e.Tta, they are not
house
make have so far adopted sound, the and
is obligatory..:
town, attracted but half a
could be only by luck "if we
such a large unit as Pathe-Natan
Former Is a Portuguese language must show a
Hurricane." This picture something you can distribute In Capitol and Apollo.
"The
with
theatre owner
Every
second Is
to remain independent.
the next day and shorts your country." That goes even more Universal house and the
certain percentage of PortugueseEverything is in abeyance for the was pulled
A
Fox.
-with
far
arrangement
substituted.
how
by
run
English
and
for talkers, recognizing
made film, and some of these home
moment until the end of February In iSpanlsh
its third theatre, Orient, UFA house,
formaliahead America now Is with
made "fltas" are getting to be a joke
by which time certain legal
had begun to show Tobls shorts because their repeated so often.
with at
sound product.
and
ties must be gone through
them
snubbed
insoupublic
as
the
he
but
Hollywood cannot
This before British International to
Tivoli Is the only theatre in Listhe board meetings.
theatre
This
unIs
they were withdrawn.
be
can
ciant about It all, as France
bon having comfortable seats arid J
Franco- Aubert-Gaumont
Schlessinger
as a mar- has returned to a silent policy.
America
to
as
merged.
Release
concerned
formally
aisles wide enough to stretch your ji
technically and
~''
Hollywood has always haa
legs. The others have old fashioned jt
British International, which was ket but
Not until that time will the Patheforeign
"Singing Fool" (W. B.), had seven
least a 40% eye to the
American
at
Its
hard chairs or straight back seats •,]
as
"Worldwide
use
Natan phase be considered.
to
the Capitol. Replaced by
^t
weeks
gradually
market.
be
to
of an odd uncomfortable Portudistributor, appears
"Lady of the Pavements" CU. A.). guese Invention. Rows are crowded I
looking 'to the gchlessingers for put_tbe.
at
Shadowsii-.-(-M:-JGX—
^ Whiteclose to one another t^t malce-mmerH
Ji,
Foreign Pictures
let
t here. Apollo, with biz not exceptional.
rows, but the inconvenience of- be- j|
^Miere Worldwide, which is usmg
Importations
Hoilyvirood, Feb. 4.
ing cramped up In a rainbow dur- jj
Educational's exchanges, was initthe
Tom
at
reported
talkers,
Ehglish
changjps
Many
Abandoning
to have had the
ing the show keeps many tall people
understood
ially
producCinemaParis, Jan. 26.
Compagnie Generale du
•White, indie producer; has
International
British
un- release of
Swiss picture away;
tions in Spanish and Japanese
Milton J. Schwartz, Columbia's tographe, leading
There are small cinemas all over
on films over here. It develops that the
suffered
concentrate
la house
de
Company
to
Mystere
plans
chain.
and
"Le
derway
rep, saw
the counti-y of all kinds and sixea, T
fea- latter: company has given 12 of its foreign
in Lon- heavy losses last year. As a result,
foreign language shortiS and
for. Vllia Rose" (French film)
Schlessingers
none are worthy of being called
but
the
to
subjects
has an option on it tor several of the company's theatres
are shown
com- American marketing.' First of these, don, and distribution in America. will be sold. This concerns mainly theatres. What pictures American'
A Japanes talker is now 6^%
are well patronized and
Rose," will be given a Columbia's
Red
"Dark
MonIn
Zurich.
Warners
studio
and
theatres at Geneva
pleted at "White's
popular even
DeForest Picture is being handled by
most
the
are
the
films
by
showing
Broadway
Hollywood
be
rovia. It will be the first
gen- as a quota-British film, and wijl
though they are worn out when
financial mentors- before It is
Nipponese production.. Cast is comNew house under wajy here. Re they .reach these screens,
trade shown in London in February.
erally released.
^
posed of local Japanese actors.
Columbia's American" distribution ported it will seat 3,000.
proand
deals
German pictures have roc-ently^
foreign
its
Aneht
shorts
Villa
White also has two Spanish
the of "The Mystery, of the Pink
been appeariiig more freriviently
Spanish duction,^ It is reliably reported,
~
will
production)
waitlfig for use with his
Haik
than before.
Schlessingers are abandoning all (Jacques
CHAPLIIJ'S 8
features.
the first, French-made imppr
previous Intent of producing in this mark
has t\vo
Paris, Jan. 25.
tation into America. Film
country. M. A. Schlessinger leaves
galFrench.
"shooting
grind,
and
English
280-seat
In
a
for a ver.'^ions,
U. S. Films
for Europe late this week
'^Atlantic"
lery" on the Boulevards des Itallens,
conference on production activities
Market
Chaplin's "Gold Rush" has been
Frankfurt, Jan. 35
In
over.seas with his brother Isadore.
scale since
Patents
franc
6-10
a
to
i-unning
was
Britain's
film,
British
Washington, Feb. 4.
"Atlantic,"
June 15.
Norway
Hollywood, Feb. 4;
in
film
popular,
panned, as are all sound pictures
Most
Likelihood the picture will stay
Yet the
here in South Germany.
P P- has been advised by another six months. "Chariot," as during the past year was a native
Counter Attack
presence of Captain Dlttmar-Pitt'4.
George R. Canty, trade cPm mis Chaplin is known in France, is a production, reports the American
Feb.
Hollywood,
on
man, eye witness of the sinking of
in Paris, that 256 patents
consul at Stavanger.
Foreign artists agents, losing sioner connected with Alms were huge fav.
people
the Titanic, attracted many
Rogaland Province with a populatalkers, devices
Long runs for pictures here are
their clients to American
year.
none
in Great Britain last
to the local Roxy theatre.
granted
tion of 173,000 has 11 houses,
counter-ata
stage
unusual.
to
with sound; 52 not
dealt
57
German version, of course, was are trying
these,
to date.
Of
wired
to
Several are endeavoring
tack.
stereoscopic
previously
with
21
here.
productions
given
American
to with color,
tie up with local representatives
devices; 9
niarket.
to processes; 10 with safety
held 80% of the" Norwegian
IN KANE'S SHOETS
send Hollywood players ^broad
""new^-machinesy- =and-^35=-Oii^ne_
"Parisi 7aiiV^5V Lam^yexir=this-drppped-to-CO^
appear in"German;'French andT^nff- -gn
misard
MOROCCO-TUNISIA SOTJlfD
Others
film.
of
processing
Robert Kane's first two shorts are
lish talkers
Washington, Feb. 4.
cellaneous but concern pictures.
by the three clowns, Cairoli, Porto
FOE
Both Morocco and Tuni.sia are in
Carlotta, and- a sketch by
and
it comes
when
Algeria
of
town
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
advanceFox Manaqers in
Dandy, of the Casino de Paris.
Consul O.
in
12th Trade Pap*'*
tests are being made
to wire installations, says
Screen
in New
are
for
slated
managers
artists
foreign
French
Fox
Other
report to the
Paris, Jan, 25.
Maude foi' P^T'
Cyril
of
S. Heizer, Algiers, in a
Clayton
London
under
Montel
include Bach, Blanche
York for conferences
Kane
^
has
organ
All
trade
Department.
picture
Another
"Aren't
CommcKce
with
Sheehan, general foreign manasor.
and Jacques Baumer, Parysls, Dor- [amount
the piayj
is.sued here, "Le Cinephlle."
One Avlred house in Algeria is takTherese mind. Par has option on rights on,
Milton,
Dranem,
Those attending include J. C. been
install an
Henri Astier, formerly vllle,
silent
by
the
Edited
has
also
ing out its equipment to
Firm
Aussenberg,
J.
Bavetta, France;
Dorny, Falconetti. Spadaro, Damla,
with "Hcbdo Film."
hasn't come to leim
American system. Questions of polCentral Europe; H. connected
Jeannett Flynn, Claire "Grumpy" but
is stUl Germany and
'
This makes the 12th trade paper Pasquall,
icy as affecting the natives
for the dialog rights.
S. Horen.
Franconet and Saint-Granier.
dlfllculties in cen- kIVu, sran^^^^^^
of aimcu.u..
plonty or
France.
in
rausing plontv
Itulj.
American official. Spain, and B. 1 ux,
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ATTACKS CINEPHONE

W.

Build Native Dialog Around U. S.

Alleges 27 Infringements on Indie

uumn SHOWS cHEtr NATIVE
TAKER

Sound Device

Hob^enes and Other Heavy Elects
FOUR-TONGUE PICTURES
DUBBED AT SAME TDHE

Paris, P6b. 4.
Possible foreign marlcet solution
a proposed deal between Gaumont and Tiffany for
^Journey's End." Idea Is for the
Paris, Feb. 4.
French company to buy the heavy
Sofar Films is experimenting with
mob scenes and other clips o£
atmospheric build up of the story a new technique in dubbing pictures
Experiment
.Involvingr large expenditures, and with, duplicate lines.
weaye around them versions with is upon pictures in four' languages
and involves a new practice.
French and German dialog..
While the French company on the
Plan, of course, is adaptable to
other countries such as Italian and set is playing out the action with
lines, other speakers in EngFrench
in
being
taken
production
Spanish,
skeleton form and the details of lish, German and Italian are recordtalk spliced in after production ing in sound-proof glass chambers
the appropriate lines each on a
locally.
separate sound tract, speakers be.1. It Js reailzed that not every picactors, bu^^
ture wouid" lend Itself fo^ such treat- ing able.lo_^<»..theL
out 6f camera range.
as
ment Tvith' the same facility
Idea is that when the action
"Journey'^B End," which Is particuprints and sound prints are made
larly favorable, for the experiment.
any language record may be
It has. large amount of war and
with the action positive
battle spectacle, mob scenes and matched up
printing.
military pageantry around which
.Gaumont can place the dialog se- .Picture under experiment Is
l9 forecadt In

other indie companies, finds it difCtcult to finance. The regular firms
Installment selling
that finance
won't handle this class of contract,
holding that equipment has. no
^'used value" and. they haVe no security for advances..

'

CAUMONTW
MUTUAL CHANGE

due-to-t-he-priee-dlffepence.;-_it_ already is having an effect in that di
rection.

French Talker Slips in on

Gaumont has

Increased

its

capital

•

.

'

have French versions.

Quits Actor

E. Suite

jgiving effect

,

reciprocal arrangements, for the distribution of Tbbis film product in
France and the handling of Gaumont-Franco products in Germany
on a basis of mutual understanding
for interchange.

and other studio

Gaumont

picture.

reginxe;

orders on
schedule
production

reports

hand

82

with
probably five equipments a week;

Gauniont ofilcials are now in conference with Tobis people for an
understanding along those lines.

Hearst's French

Hunt

plenty of aggressiveness. The ballyso to hold
hoo stresses the fact that the native

its

News

own against

The Cossack leader

Is

shunned by

MONTH TOP
SO.

AMERICA

his own people because of his generosity and mercy to Russian prisBuenos Aires, Feb. 4.
He tries to arouse insuroners.
IN
"Hollywood Revue" closed at the
rection against the Czar in St.
Palace here Saturday night, comPetersburg. Fleeing for home, he
Anti-Screen Crusader Says Hoover pleting a month's run.
Picture
}3 shot defending his wife and dies
Opposes Sound Film
grossed 162,000 pesos ($60,000) dura heroic death.
ing
its stay.
interIvan Mosjukln Is an ideal
Stockholm, Feb. 4.
This Is a record high for all South
Sup
preter of the leading role.
Swedish daily newspaper in America for a single picture run in
port by Idl Dagover and Betty
which is carrying on one house.
Amann is excellent. Picture has a aGothenberg
crusade against screen sound as
It is succeeded at the Palace, by
first rate syhchonized score with
foreign
propaganda, presents a "The Flying Pleef* (M-G-M with

REFORM

SWEDEN

A

magnificent Russian chorus back
novel argument.
Ramon Novarro).
ground and fine solo interpolations.
Paper tells its readers that PresThese Incidentals should give the ident Hoover has e^xpressed himnon-dialog picture a fljrst rate
self as opposed to sound and dialog
chance in the States.
Czech House

Big sound pictures are the only
ones that get business here.

AUSTRALIA COMFETES

FOR

U. S.

Faulty Print for
Flop of Bob Kane Short

Sydney, Feb.
.

Musicians Sue, Holding

Canned Music
Czechoslovak
.

Paris, Feb. 4.

4.

The Union Theatres group has

Bob Kane'd first American short
made here and resulting in a fiop at
Its. first
showing was withdrawn"
Paramount

from

theatre's show.
Subject is a specialty by LiUclenne
Boyer in a cabaret setting. It made
a poor impression at the pre-release

will have 300 of its 3,000
theatres wired by 1931. Cheap sound
reproducers are now available.
American faction estimates that
since the French never successfully
made silent pictures, they can't

make talkers. But this theory Is
not altogether true, as the French
have always been long on dialos
and stagecraft.

of its

4.

.

sound

sound

houses

using

installation in the

pire Cinema, Damascus.

Em-

Arrangements

have

been

com-

onies in Argentina and Brazil, liot
to speak of the big Italian settle-'
ments in the main capitals of the
world, and in Italy's- colonial pos.

sessions,

German

/

"Atlantic"

Big

On Dutch Presentation
Amsterdam, Feb. 4.
"Atlantic," the British-made pjlctiire with its German version dialog
recorded
on
RCA Photophone,
started here with an enormous fanfare of praise. Fans and reviewers

Cairo, Feb.
of

The Education Ministry

4.

the

unite in laudation.
Picture is in at Tuschinskl's, both

government has entrusted the MIsre here and In Rotterdam^ and is being
Cinema Co. with the purchase of a touted as the best popaganda yet

large-amount-of-fllm^o-be-used^or. for German-dialog, pictures.
educational purposes accompanied
Point of importance in this showby. classroom lectures.
ing is that it comes as trail-breaker
Budget calls for 86 projection for the UFA talker product, a conmachines and accessories to be dis- siderable footage of which is retributed among the primary and ported ready for marketing.
However; the German trade sufsecondary school grades. Appropriation also is made for purchase of fered something of a setback when
'

subjects,
335,000 metres.

1,992

making a

total

of

View French 'Rio Rita"
An

audience

of

American minded

Paris, Feb,.. .'4..
invited Francocritics will be in-

vited to pass on the French dubbed
dialog version of "Rio Rita" (Radio).
If not okayed, picture will be
shown with title, substituted, dialog
faded down and only the songs rer

Dutch UFA offered a series of Anglo-German sound shorts, which
were received without enthusiasm,
due to indifferent quaJity of these
brief bits.

»

London, Feb,

4.

"Atlantic" ends its run at the AJ(Feb. 7) evening,

hambra Friday

with another British International,
^'Elstree Calling^," taking Its place.
"Atlantic" resumes at the Regal
Feb. 15.

tained.

Chloride Co. Creditors

FATHE SACK TO PARIS

Agjee on Liquidating

go to Hollywood, there to produce
pictures with French dialog.
Conditional offer Is understood to
provide for $40,000 against a percentage on French earnings. Proposition Is conditional upon Perret

Cairo, Feb. 4.
London, Febi 4,
Charles Pathe, noted film man,
•The petition by the Chloride Eiece
has returned to Paris following a trlcal Storage Co. for the compulvisit to Cairo as the end of a tour sory winding up of the British Talkr
of upper Egypt
ing Pictures Co. was adjourned yes.tcr.day^XJyionilay)..jipon -^^n^^^re^"^
ment for the appointment of an
Sonoart in So. America
official rocelvpr as a provisional" liqBuenos Aires, Feb. 4.
uidator.
George Kallman, representing Counsel for the petitioning comSonoart,
independent
American pany was supported by other creditsound apparatus, has jtist arrive'l ors for ?230,000. Another group rephere about to undertake a cam- resf.-ntlng debts of $470,000 opposed
paign for his indie device in this tlio petition, but were in favor of

finding suitable French scrlpta.

territory.

Home

Paris, Feb.

^--Mr.-and-Mrs.JUchariBai4helme3s^
Bound theatres here Invoking a law sail for New York on the Bremen
Which prohibits leadership in or- Feb. 13 after continental vacation.
a
chestras playing publicly except by
directors holding regular conductors' license.
Syria's First Talker
Musician unemployment looms as
Carlo, Feb. 4.
serious here as elsewhere due to
Talkers were Inaugerated in Syria
showing of synchronized films and Feb. 1, with the opening of the
first

five

Installations and one, the
Corso, using Tobls, German.

Barthelmess Heads

are^^^^^bringing -^.lawsults^^agalnst

it was thia situation that Inspired
the resort to legal action.

,

American

Illegal

Prague, Feb. 4.
musicians' unions

Scale, Apologizes

Belgrade. Feb. 4.
"~ Ther-Kolarac theatre -has - goneback to Its box ofQce scale for sllents, cutting the advanced prices
for Jolson's "The Singing Fool," and
is making apology to its public for
the advance which the house blames
on Western Electric
Theatre's Version is that when the
W. E. equipment' was installed the
company argued that house should

grade

own.

4.

.

.

The Paramount, people
was in the ptlnt, which was equipment (also American), with
injured in the projection booth and
Seas"
subject will be continued.
Para- "White Shadows in the South
mount is financing the Kane experi- and let the old Scale for silent product remain in force. Kolarac had
ment with native shorts.
The Paramount is holding over run into unfavorable public reaction
the Bancroft picture, "The Show- on its price advance and hastened to
down," although it also brought an meet the Luxor scale.
Kolarac's sister house, the Casino,
unfavorable reaction from the mob.
As substitute for the wittidrawn opened yesterday (Monday) also
short Par put in a cartoon subject with W. K equipment, giving Belfault

Science

Subjects by the Mile

Restores

advance its prices, which It said
would be justified- by superior sound
reproduction.
Later on the Luxor, opposition,
say the
opened using the Cheaper Blophone

showing.

Rome, Feb,

The Plttaluga people, who own
the six leading picture houses of
Rome as well as foremost cinemas
elsewhere, are at work producing on
RCA Photophone apparatus dialog
product in four languages.

•

France

%ypt Buys

-

SOUND FILM Blame

purchased the 1930 product com jplete
of First National and Warner Bros.,
contract covering the entire circuit.
The Fullers, who are replacing
legit attractions all over with talking pictures, were understood to be
hot after the same deal, but lost out
to the competition when the 'Brnion
people closed.
Theatre rivalry for talking prodnet is keen here, with many outside
managements switching from other
policies to sight-sound pictures. As
a result American producers are
finding it easy to dispose of product
and at satisfactory prices despite
dullness here in many lines.

Low

MULTI-TONGUE FILMS

pleted
with foreign
firms
for
French; German and English release for dialog pictures In those
languages.
For the Italian pictures they are
Paris, Feb. 4.
depending upon, ia home population
Following the succeiss of the in
augural French talkers, it Is figured of 42,000,000 plus large Italian cot-

Ik

in filckers.

ITALIANS GO IN FOR

Pathe-

Nathan which has three RCA Pho
equipment Is cheaper and carries tCphpne sCund trucks in operation.
Mrs, Jacques
with it assurance of interchangeFox Movietone Newsreel was orig
obtain French screen players to go ability, besides being available for 'a
inally very helpful to Fox in sell
to Hollywood for Metro-Goldwyn, is quartier of the outlay in money.'
French
sailing herself tomorro\y .(Wed.) to
In the meantime both French and ing feature product on the
join her husband In California, (Serman sound companies, are at- market.
where he is directing on the Metro- tacking, the market in CSerman terGoldwyn lot.
ritory, where W. B. device Is legally
300 WIRED
Mrs. Feyder engaged Andre Luguet blocked.
for the new world trip, to take paxt
Figure that Many French Sound
In French
picture versions, but
Houses by '31— Cheap Devices
there her quest for suitable players
ended due to absence of available $60,000 IN

FOR ALL

.

.

Paris, Feb. 4.
Feyder, falling to

niaterial or unwillingness of people
to make the Journeyi

The Belgian censor laws are strict
where minor Childreh are concerned*
but liberal for 'adults. This picture
is approved.
The Klubkins family
visits Paris and makes a tour of all
the sin dens in the town. Film has
an all-iBelglan cast.

.

eourt.

Picture's crashing flgui'es add another iilustratlon that ipuropean nationals wiir fall for their native

stock

W.

Gaumont, whose new sound reParis, Feb. 4.
producer has been well spoken of
Hearst Metrotone newsreel will Is
on its recent test, is bucking West- sue a French edition similar to Fox
ern Electric in this territory with Movietone, which was forced to do

SCORE

Berlin, Feb. 4.
VThe White Devil," UFA super
production Just revealed at the UFA
Palace, proved a spectacular pic
ture of "Ben Hur" proportions.
,Wlld riding Cossacks in primitive
Caucasia furnish picturesque ma
terlal, effectively contrasted with
the elegantes of the Russian Czarlst

niteljr,:^..,.. _

from $960,000 to $3,400,000, language in dialog, irrespective of
to the absorption, of picture
quality.
This one cost
Franco- Aubert, Gaumont film lab- 100,000 Belgian francs, or about $15,and the Conti Souza 000, to produce, and it wouldn't be
oratories
Paris, Feb. 4.
It is an original work by Maurice
Taking advantage of the litigation camera control. Officers are Leon worth anything .outside of Belgium.
Dekobras.
between Western Electric and the Gaumont, president; Albert Kohan, But here it's a rave. They ..even
Tobis-Klangfilm ihterests, the G^u- banker, managing <Jlrector; Hurel raised the Coliseum admission scale
mbnt-Frahco-Aubert community is and Costil in their old execntive to 15 Belgian francs, or 46 cents,
making a campaigm to bring about positions, one handling distribution iust as they did for the Chevalier

30

FOR UFA SUPER

.

Prix de Beaut6" ("Beauty Prize").

Director for the dialog bits will be
Mercantons, according to
liouls
present plan.
Tiffany, it is understood, states
the play rights cost $100,000, and
M^G's French
the production represents another
$300,000, and from these flgrures
Paris, Feb. 4.
Gaumont is to compute the perArthur lioew has advised Metro
centage it will pay Tiffany for
rights and the footage necessary. over here that that company will
Gaumont will finance the new bi- have 30 French dialog or sound films
suitable for the Fi'ench market.
lingual production here.
Laurel and Hardy comedies are
popular here, and will, of course,

U. S.

Paris, Feb, 4,
Parvimount'g Coliseum, Brussels,
shattering I'ecord after recsord
pictures made on the other systems. with the first Belgian-made talker
Twelve reels were run oK on all with dialog in Belgian, which is not
the different producing systems, in- Flemish, but a variatidn of French.
cluding Western Electric, RCA, TOc.
New picture is called "The Family
bis and I»eterson Paulsen.
claims Klubkins," and has reproduction by
Demonstration Justified
means of discs; but In, .a curious wiay.
that reproduction of all product is
satisfactory for a,hy minor exhibitor, The discs were: made first and then
considering the price is about a the film was produced to synchohize
fourth of Western Electric's, al- with the sound.
Paramount ofilcials In Paris adrthough, of course, it by no means
mltted jestingly, but still a bit riie-'
equals the quality of the last named
fully, that the hybrid production had
apparatus.
smashed Chevalier's records. It is
French device is bound to have now in its third week at the Coliits effect upon W'^stern's business,
seum and is holding, over indeflis

,

m

SEE

TAIKER CLICKS

.

.

BELGIAN

INIERCHAIIGE

London, Feb, 4.
Paris, Feb. 4.
Western Electric has issued writs
An invitation demonstration was
against Powers' Cinephone here, alleging Infringement and specifying given at the Theatre des Champs
27 counts.
Elysees of Gaumont's improved
Powers, is trying to bring out a Sonora equipment with particular
smaller, cheaper equipment to overcome the charges, but concern, like reference to its ability to reproduce

.

quences, both French and German.

VARIETY

Par Bids for Perret
Paramount is proposing an arrangement with Leonce Perret to

the provisional Uquidatoi:.

*
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COSTLY CARTOON

Russia So Severe on

Behttidithe Baillet

Its Writers

Paris, Jan. 25.
That wealthy -patrons are
willing to place money at the
disposal ef ballet- producers, or
otherwise finance their programs, regardless 'of- possible
losses, appears to be the -nialii'
rebson Why sd many qiord bal^
Jet* are produced aVer here-

and Cow Form the

liiat Bull

:

*

in Oiie Picture

-

In America. Many com-'
panles; often Russian, could' ill
aff6rd . to
wait until they
rea^heid footlights^ 'were it nbt

than

By

EUGENE LyONS
Moscow. Jan.

23.

.

But a,t least he. had something
show for it in the end.
.

bed of roses for Soviet

Lilfe is !iio.

playwrights and filmwrfghts. They
work always iinder the menacing
shadow of the niiiltiple pfflcial censorship. For every play or film that
is produced tliere are at least half
a dozen which have been sup-Pres§ed_a3_. j)pIXticaj2y un desira ble.
And ^or every piece submitted to

.

Tract;ors, dairy

machines,

a simple farmhand
his heroes and

bullj

like

aire

to

'

prize
and the
heroines.
.a.

for subsidies from :lady- G'ulnard"> Pola Negri, arid othei's.
"Ballet dancers seem willing
to work for- salaries' so small
that there must be some truth
in a producer's statenient that
they are. really dianclng for the
I6ve ef itheir art
Lady Curiard, of the shipping
company family. Is best known

The love interest is provided by
the public mating pf the said prize
with a modest cow. The tragic'
is
afforded
complication
by a
dastardly band which poisons the
bull. Unpromising stufCvthink you?
bull

'The
till it hits New York.
Sovlet-bull-mary-not-be-ajs..good3n;
actor as Bull Montana, but In

•

'

Wait

the mercies of the censorship a Elsenstein's. hands he does all right.
dozen are suppressed by tlieir own
In. Legit
autliors at the birth of ^h idea, or
On the legitimate stage the same
somewhere. in the course of its elaboration, because they know that the type of material must serve as the
chances of production' !are exactly foundation for drama. The Moscow
Art Theatre, the Mall Theatre and
nil.
The Soviet government makes no a few other of the^ pre-reyolutionbones about hs policy; toward the ary. groups continue, to draiw upon
theatre and other arts. It does not their classic repertoires. The pro-

"teFhWriniJerest-ln-banets-as-a^
generous patroness.

'Dreyfus Affair' on Stage

Causes

m

Stir

Frankfurt

New York

grams which

Moscow

Drawing

Costs Decoration and Job

Moscow.. Jan. 2?.
Theatrical gossip currently pon-r
cerng the .fate of one of the best
actors of the Mali theatre, Prov M..
Sadovsky, whpse cleverhess with a
dra^vving pencil has placed him In
bad with the authorities. Sadoysky
is scion of a family of actors; connected for generations with thie Mali
Theatre of. Moscow... His removal
therefrom, has been, something :of
a shock.
It all began with a little sketch,

;

25.
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Lose
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WYN DUE

MAECH

..

Which ended la thd waste

'basket.

(•\VHilam Morris),

.

The

Press has attacked Sadovsky.
vigorously for
his
blasphemo.us|
drawing. Naturally It could not and
did. not ..describe
the drawing.
Nevertheless, everybody In Moscow
.

.

:

knows

all

the

cf.etails.

CaU

parents^ Objections

Off Greciien's Ballet ToUr
Paris, Jan. 25.

Greohen juvenile ballet of 15

Major I'revor.
Wy.n took "Journey's End"

to the
Galerles Saint Hubert, Brussels, last
week* premiere prices being trebled
as .'the: king attended .the opening.
French producer expects to take to
America the n€xt play by Marcel
PagnoL,
,

It

BelyarosI,
wliich declared
-would smooth the paths of young
produced
a revival of

talent,

"Naphtalinei" Farce written by one
of the theatre'6 riianagiars, Heltal, 22

years ago. A bit prehistoric.
"Jean de la -Lune," French cofnedy by Marcel Achard, was pronouriced bbring and Its chaf acterd
absurd by the isparse audience's tittending the Magyar Szlnhaz,
"The Silent Hbuse," English mysJ
tery, produced under the title of
"Dr. Chan-PO," at the Fovarbsl;
provoked a violent remonstration.
Except for "The Spider," which wa«
moderately successful, this is the
first taste of the mystery play In
Budapest. It proved a. total failure.
At the present moment the public crowds to two places
Tp see
Be- Good for Evermore," the Moricz
play, at the National theatre, 'and
-

girls,

eight of whom are 12 years old, will
not defeat tlie juvenile laws of Europe after ail. i)espite having rehearsed for several months, the
girls' parents refused pernaission to
Grechen to take the youngsters over
Europe, as planned.
Grechen originally intended to ad:

'

yertise as. an. educational exhibition
of what training can do for future "Fox Follies"
artists,' thus being- allowed to erii- Apollo.
ploy childcen :ii^hose ages would

have made their' appearance
slble In a b6riaflde act.

'

.

Inlpds-'

BOUBLE TAX
..The Hague, Jan. 25,
Mengelberg pays income, tax; in

'

:

(film),

at the

Ro^l'i;C.

PORTABLE STAGE

'.rn

Result of Effort fo vRe^^cb Ru«sia'«
Villaoei-^Seenes by Panels'

.

Mo/scow, Jan. 23.
there
A portable folding stage has been
during iiis American tour and- here worked out by students
of the Su-i
on -v^hat he makes in Holland and preme Technical Art
Institute.
elsewhere
abroad.
taxed model has been constructed
Belrig
under;-'
twice, he objected and threatened direction
of the well known Russian
tp resign froin the conductorship of scenic artist,
1. Rablnowitch, some
the Amsterdam Concertgebouw or- of whose work Is
familiar to NeW
chestra.
York theatre-goers through the
Teriiporary -way out -was arranged visit of the Moscow Art
Studio.
by the Dutch Finance Minister
Stage is described as an extremeJonkheer de Geer and until he re- ly sinaplifled affair, suitable for both
turns from America this matter has Indoor and outdoor use. The stage,
been shelved.
walls and ceiling are so made that
the

'

^

-

on. his earnings

States,

A

'

.

.-

-

A Dutch citizen living abroad has a maxinium number of effects can
to pay income tax in Holland if he be obtained merely by rearranging
spends 100 days a year in the coun- colored blocks and panels. Indeed,
try.
M. Rablnowitch claims that with
Only a few minor accessories obtainable .anywhere, this stage can
OSTEND'S £0N£ HOUSE
be set up to represent almost any
Ostend, Jan; 25.
Scala's burning down last spring of the scenes which might be needed
leaves the Theatre Royal's future for an ordinary play.
It's an effort to bring the theatre
for this season in an indeterminate
state. Royal formerly housed oper- to the provincial towns and far
atics with 'the Scala playing the Rung villages of Russia, thousands
of which do riot possess anything
lighter legit road shows.
Scenic efsince Ostend is a resort town the resembling a Ibeatre.
Royal may become the roadhouse, fects are obtained by a series, of
'

.

wooden prisms, panels,

eli'minatihs tlie opera.

ladders, etc.
in the so-called
constructivlst eetting.s ^which can
readily be shifted and regrouped*
very much in the way .that children's toy blocks can be arranged.

—of the^kind used

j

.

'

a 'job.'

,

,

'

.

'

'

25-31,
MItty
and
Says That Shook the Wovld," etc., Whirlwinds;
has used such materials to make TiUio; Jan. 26-Feb. 3, d<» Carlos and
a good film shown here Under the Louise; 1-7, Sielle aild Mills: 4-10,
He worked Relle and Lee; 8-14, Wilton Crawtitle "Old and New.'on It itttertnlttently for over three ley (then going to Monte Carlo);
3rear« and is .BfdH to- have* &q«ani4- 11-17. Long T.ack Sam.
All booked. by Henri :Lartigue
ered, barrels- of- money on footage

25<

.

.

.

Budapest, Jan;

Budapest managers, in their race
overtake one another
and won't leave eac^h other any advantage.
Bo it has become customary to have: premieres in four
or five theatres the same week, then
nothing whatever for another fortfor success,

night or so, according to how .far
the new play will Jiold out, theii
another first-night wave, Ifecently
they crowded four new plays, with
by
.Sadovsky In. an Idle rno- no chance, of success among the lot;
made
ment arid hong over his mirror in Into one Friday night—not to menthe dressing room. Unfortunately It tion a boiiple of new cabaret prois not possible under postal regiila- grammed, a thing
considered of
tionis to describe the sketch in print. equal value to theatres in JBudaSuffice that It was drawn as a comic pest.-.
"Sisters,"!
takeoff on the Soviet campalgri for
new musical comedy
with book byBekefy and music' by
"socialist competition."
Sadpvsky's friends saw, admired, Lajtai, was preceded by much diaamT spread" the- Tiews;— Its rfabie -Cusslpn,..beinsJ5.0.1d f rom jpnejtK^tr^
spread to other theatres, then out- to iariother, with rib leading -woihW
side the theatre and -finally it ^ in sight. Flrially llona Tftkos, popreached the ears -of the govern- ular dramatic actress, wkis engaged
ment.
The oif ending caricature for one of the sisters, who are mUsio
was confiscated. Sadovsky, award- hall stars. Part of the other sister
ed the title pf "Artist of Honor," much better cAst -with Rosie Barwas proriiptly deprived of this desig- sony, but the play is dull and the
nation, 'he. was expelled from the music, save for a number or' two, Is
theatre and^ in short, is looking for below par.

;

>

4FL0PS1NONENieHT
IS A BUDAPEST EVENT

..

.

.

-
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Frankfurt, Jan.

The "Dreyfus Affai.r," which
exclaimied
over when Stanislavsky's -theatre caused so much excltenient years
was there are still beliig- played. ago, has been dramatized by .Hans
But with few exceptions the new Rehfisch and WlUlam 'Herzog. Auplays, even those put .on by. the thors do not try. to gl've a' picture
cliasslc theatres, deal with objects of more than five., years of the life
which to those unfamiliar, with life of this man„
under the Soviets sound like, unThey start with the liberation of.
the real traitor, Esterhazy, in '1894,
mitigated glbberlish.
Of the new ^plays of the current and end it witlf the big- trial which
season,
one recounts the /^lass revealed the corruption iii the
it clashes in s.ny^:respect with the'
struggle between the' richer and French Ministry of Waf of '98.
basic ideas of the Soviet system.
Play cau'sed' quite a_ sensation
poorer stratas of the.' peasantry in
More thajfi that, '^ts chahces for sur- a Soviet village; the
poor triumph when produced in the Neiie Schaiisvival are mighty slim unless It defland live iiappily ever after jn a pielhaus here^. as the figures of
nitely helps that 'Ostein; hiiless It
sovkhoz (co-operative farm). An- Clemericeau and Anatole France are
serVes to promote the plans and.
other portrays the struggle" of an wen depicted.
drives of the government or helps
The, situation of Dreyfus In
over ambitious but unworthy citizen
to hammer the new ideas into the
who schemes to enter the ComUn- France has always been compared
hea'd's of spectators.
ist Party;
he Is foiled and the to the murder of Rathenau In' GierAll Propaganda
Party is never polluted by his base many. Both men fell prey to poX»imits ,wlthih \vhlch writers must membership. 'A third, in verse, tells litical- manipulations they could not
"": '.'' v'
work, are iSij?refore- pretty narrow. the sad tale of an ofl[icer in the control.;'
Piece was acted adeq'uately, 'l>ut
It speaks volumes for' the vitality Red Army whe exceeded the orders
•of the Russian theatrical folk, that of his commander and is eventually lacked unity of -characterization as
they ha.ye succeeded In doing flrst- shot for his sins, haying recited locally presented.
Another' opening wad "Comedy of
rate things, despite- these handi- mil^s "of poetry enroute.
The list
Rejuvenation," .new- i)lay by Alexis
caps. The. age-bl'd themes of dra-. could be extended.
^
matic writers—love, romance. JealMost of these plays are excellent TOlsf 61, 'distant rWati-ve of the| well^
it shoy^s
ousy, adventure,, personal ambition, ly produfeed arid' riiany of them, kno^wn .Russian writer,
etc.—are' rule^ out as "putrid leav- with some explanatory footnotes hlrii fb 'be a bourgeois 'follbwer of
ings. .Qf boxirgcois sentimentality.'' on the- program, could ..be put on the' .feolshevl'sls.'""
Su'ch tilings may flgvu'e .occasionally for Theatre Guild audiences.
An' ojd woman ls{ turned Into a
as incidental material., siiice .^even
youns giri with the lielp of a great
Difficulties
Soviet citizens still love and hate
niahy '^miech'aniQal devices and goes
But. the plight of writers obliged through' a serlies of adventures,
and dream of power and thrillsi But
to
create
almost
exclusively
on
such
they cannot figure as ends in themwhich ^nd in. an attempted suicide.
selves; tlieiy must serve in some wa,y material is npit enviable. Before a Story is father a' poor imitatiori 6f
to underline a propagandist moral production can ,be staged, it must the modern Russian theatre bebe
okayed
by
Glavlit,
the.
censorof
some
sort.
^
cause it has eleij|;ients of things
Think, for instance, of a clever ship department attached to the which were out of- date in Russia
Hollywood scenario writer put to Commissariat of Edncation. That, 'round 1910.
woirk. hatching plots on the basis of how:ever, is npt the last of the
Performances of Liathar Rewalt
The initial okay is no and Constance Menz; were good,
the folloying advice to. scenarists troubles.
by .Sovklno, the largest film com ^gn that the play wll reach the showing that the Schausplelhaus
public. AU through the rehearsals, has
pany here:
people who are of Berlin
"The authors must, of course, commissions and delegations inspect quality.
the work and may blackball the
take as basis for their work such
procee.'.iings.
^l&ments as socialist competition,
In a good percentage
the uninterrupted working- week,
of cases the dress- rehearsal is the
Plays for
the new forms of industrial activfuneral performance.
Those that
ity, the collectivization of agriescape may be choked off after the
culture, increase in the tempo of
premiere or merely postponed for
Paris, Jan. 25.
industriali^atian,' problem of precorrections and revisions, never to
Gilbert Miller, who produced "The
paring new squadrons of work-, open again.
Captive" Jn New York, has an opers, etc."
Several promising plays were tion on the same author's "Weaker
Advice adds that these subjects taken off the boards this season Sex," now playing at the Michomust be 'Reflected in a lively and after runs of some weeks because diere. Same producer will additionartistic manner."
"Wtlat couldn't the press, or some other Soviet ally introduce there another French
Anita lL>oos do with this guiding line orga:n, fouhd them "ideologically hit, "Marius," by Marcel Pagnpl,
from Sovklno! What about a lively deficient." A few of them, in fact, who' also wrote "Topaze." Lee $huand artistic piec^ abpAt the col were written- by members of the bert takes fhls latter play- te New
lectlvization .of 'farmis for Doug or Communist Party In good standing, York,
"Afarl,us" is in Its second
Hoot' or Clara in ^'Bigger and Bet- but that, tnade no'dilference. Mo- year at thie Theatre de Paris.
ter Tractors?"
tion pictures are subject to ap-r
Extraordinary 'part of it, how"- proximately the same hazards.
ever, Is that first-rate films have
What Russian wjriters have, to Ostend Youiigstei^
been made here on jtist those say on the feiibject could not be
Their
Petting Spot
themes.
Berlin is just how -wit- printed, here or elsewhere.
Yet,
nessing the foreign premiere of a notwithstanding these official diffiQstend, Jan- 25:
film caiUed "Turk-Sib," based on the culties,
.Kur^kal, Ostend's biggest ariiusethe Russian theatre and
building '.of the still tincoinplcted Russian iJlrtis
are not stagnant: men.t casinp.'i^ being extensively reraih-t>ad fconnecting Turkestan with
modeled for it3 opening April 17.
Skill, frequently touching on genius,
Siberia. The director, M. Turin, has
stage is being added in the
makes up the margin created by
taken the inert materials—wild un- censorship.
grand concert hall for ballets, betamed nature, awed Asiatic folk, locoming- more and more popular on
comotives, airplanes anif tractors
continent. Lowering of the orchesand has welded them Into a continutra stage remo'v'es Ostend's fayorlte
Only
ity that Is- really .exciting.
trysting place "underneath the orr
Paris Bookings
plot in it is the miie-by-mile progcheistra"— causing -the younger eleress of the r^illroad tracks. Climax
ment to gruriible In disappointed anParis, Jan. 25.
is the arrival of the first locomotive
ticipation of its loss.
Contrai'y to' the ordinary policy
to Alma-Ata, capital of Kazakstt^n;
of playing acts for 14 days, the
^^o§tly newsreel stuff cleverly edit- Empire is showing Chilton
IN
and
ed. Yet We-whole"performance-has
ThoriiM for'orily'^seven
a tempo of its own.
der'.to- permit them to open in BerCamlUe F. Wyn, '\Vho expects to
Love Interest
lin for Jules Marx at the Scala.
sail "for"' New^^ork In March, amiFollowing ..a.ots aref booked for the cably settling his' differences with
Serge I^lsensteln, too, known In
her husband,
Jan. 21-27,
3 Jane Marnac and
America for his "Potemkln,'* "Ten Casino, Cannes:
indulge in any hypocritical pre-,
tenses of freedom of >tiie stage, any
more than of the press or other
means, of expressiion.' The films, the
theatre and the radio are just part
of the heavy artillery .-of the Soviets
in <& desperate, ilght .against the
remnants of capitalism, and -for the
establishment eventually of socialism. No production can survive if
by sin of commission, or .omission

Famed

Actor'9

6,

PARIS CHATTER
Paris, Jan:

-25.

-

—

.

.

In the English version of Moliere's
"Bpurgepis Gentlhomme," at the
Theatre Caumartin, is J. Jackson, Zie^eld at
Cold;
20-year-old son of J. W. Jackson,
*Rita' There Next
the owner tyt several troupes of girls
In- London and on the continent.
London, Feb, 4.
Ws young Jackson's debut. In legit.
Report that Ziegfeld would proCurt Smith and Roy Barton, with
Harry RIeser, in the basement cafe duce "Whoopee" at the New theatre^
iSreek street, is without foundation.
of Harry's New York Bar, have a
repertoire of 200 current pops, n^t Lee Ephraim has this house on
sharing terms for two production^
to mention a flock of old reliable
harrnony numbers. Boys admit It's "RIp Rita" and "Nina Rosa."
"Rita'' Is due in Marchr George
tougher now to keep abreast, what
with the many thematics from new Gee will have the Robert Wbolsey
pictures not due here yet for months part and Patti Moore and Sammy
but requested by patrons fresh off Lewis .axe likely for the 'Ada .M^Yand Bert Wheeler characters.
the boats.
Kjkl, a Left Bank
character

New,

.

Month

'

'

"arii6^rii^g

riile"61ub"K"<5Stessesrand^eaid-

to be the Inspiration for the titular
role of the play of itiat name, -has
deserted the more swank Boeuf sm*
le Toit nlte club and returned to
Montparnasse at the jungle Club.
Ruth Gourlay, of Chicago, gave
a plana recital at the American
Students' Atelier. She is the daughter ofi William Gourlay^ general
manager of the American Express
Col in the British Isles.
.

.

TOSGANINITIT BAYKEUTIf—
Zurich, Feb.

4,

General direction of the "Wagher
festivals held annually- at Bayreuth, this year will be under the
gerieraJ dh'ectorshlp of Maestro TOBcanlnl, who will direct most performances.
Toscanini is remembered in the
States .for. his association with the
'

Philharmonic Symphony.

*

c
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M-G

See

Wm Repeat Its

India

Affidavits in iSerinany
Hollywood, Feb,
Preceding,

Cos. as Solution

For Export Flms

the

distribution

of

Calcutta, Jan, 2,
Publicity board of Indian govern-

M-G's German version of "A Lady
(They Knew What They
Wanted), photographs of affldfivits
by Vllma Banky and Joseph Schlldkraut that they spoke German In

ment railways has appointed an

to Love,"

—

HOLLAND'S SING CARTOON

necessitate German units here.
The Hague, Jan, 24.
Undei* the new system, themes
New feature for Holland, first
deemed worthy of all or any of the time here, was Paramount's comfour versions will first be shot in munity singliigf film, "iOaisy Bell"
Scene by scene and se- (animated, cartoon), at the Passage,
English.
quence by sequence the same will be with Valentino's "Blood and Sand"
sounded In other languages, with (silent) revivied. Passage is wired
members of the. various stock com- with Liitaphone.
panies substituting In action and
At the Asta is Ufa's "Melodie des
voice for their English predecessors. Herzen," synchronized with songs.
There will be few pictures. Para- Ufa's "Woman in the -Moon" lasted
mount, at least, which will have all but briefly here. Didn't click.
versions. Only in the cases of superspecials, thematlcally certain of ihSeidelman South
ternatlonal Interest, will the SpanH. Seidelman, assistant man'

Washington, Feb. 4.
In making, his summary for 192f
covering foreign sales of Araericaa
produced pictures N. D. Golden, assistant chief of the picture division
of the Commerce. Departnxent, states
possible methods of life and work, that at the end of the year there
ascribing disease and disasters to
abroad.
devils. Only in the, cities Is the film were 2,200 wired houses
known and enjoyed, vast territories These figures do not include Canbeing in utter Ignorance of its mar-

HARLAN THOMPSON

vels.

.

234

W.

44th

St.;

New York

Orient Pictures Corp,, Ltd,,
have Interested Europefin as well as
Indian capitalists and ordered out a
technical. plant with mobile lighting.
Modern studio, with laboratory
and offices. Is to be erected, and the
called

.

Picture

Money Magic

(Continued from page

.

company hopes
month plan.

1)

people have seized it as a life preBackers since the Wall
server.
Street flop may be scarce, but this,
picture money, which comes from
the big picture Industry, Is considered unaffected by ordinary con-

French and German- speaking ager of Paramount's foreign de- ditions.
casts form the linguistic parade.
Every shoestringer In town now
partment. Is en route to Cuba. He
Despite the present heavy repre- will also visit Jamaica and Panama. says he has picture money behind
sentation of foreign material in Holhim. Everything he puts oyer is
lywood, film authorities claim it Is
on the strength of It, because apcomposied largely of extras. Need
parently nobody really knows where
for first-raters will Ve resppilslbie
the money Is or\ isn't,
These, however, will
for. additions.
Actors all prefer' a Job in a show
be only of the highest calibre with
with such money behind It. A show
(Continued* from page 2)
established drawing value in their
without it seems handIeapped.:And
ish,

RESORT BAHLE

in advertising this year.
This allowed the resbrt sheets to open up
with all their superlatives, as their

respective countries!
Of the various methods experl
mented w:ith by producers, dubbing
Is already waning, not so much because of lack of synchronization as
the dllTerence In vocal and physical
characteristics often producing a
ludicrous situation when shown
abroad.
System of superimposing
titles, translating the lines spoken
In English, also proved too much of
a distraction for the average foreign
audience.
Radio, however, Isn't going to
follow on the foreign stock com
.

pahy

French

idea.

and

news columns operate almost exclusively on a chiselling basl&.
First big break was the "Sunday
Despatch" (London)*
This papier
played up a btory about all night
gambling, queues of 5,000 people
daily, one week's takings of 60,000,000 francs, and otherwise went the

The "Continental Daily Mail," owned by the
sanie Northcliffe outfit, reprinted
the story for a front page spjread,
crediting the "Despatch" and thus
giving itself an "out" when subscribers from Nice wrote In saying
the story was all wrong.
Undercover Battle
All this indicates that not only
the players but the Casinos are fol-.
lowing a reckless technique to haul
themselves out of the red. There

whole hog on hooey.

German

Schnltzer.
Is the most expensive part
the production budget, Marcus
Four foreign languages
observed.
would multiply the. studio duration
on one programer at least 10 times
Anyhow, reminds. Marcus, It's
tough enough to get good English
diction on the tiny sound track
without bothering about a good part
of the rest of the world.
I.

Time

of

two years ago things were
breaking so big for Monte Carlo
that the syndicate was sagging with
the weight of its .'own jack. It decided to unload for Its. own good.
So It chucked $1,000;000 Into a rubber beach and $2,000,000 -into a
bunch of terraced tennis courts.
Scarcely had It pUlIed this strip act
when Mussolini pulled a fast one
and practically pushed Monte Carlo
outdoors In its underpants. This he
did by opening the San Remo CaSan Remo, on the Italian
sino.
Riviera, had been closed for years,
but last year Mussolini not only
lifted the ban but allowed no limit
stakes to be played, thus topping
Monte Carlo, This put these two
into genuine rivalry, and things
were not helped by Frank Gould
opening his $5,000,000 Nice Casino
a few months later. Thus, Monte
Carlo was being clouted on both
.

,

Mrs. Jacques Feyder, wife of the
M-G director, has already started
lining up some people on the other
aide

on six month contracts.

At

i

the end of this time another group
will

Lohdoii Chatter
25.

Tennis shorts for the girls.
Suburban sun. baths this winter.
Walls is back from vacation

Ing,

Oscar Asche has taken to writing
novels.

Win Rogers has been

At the New Empire, Kall'a Hawaiian Troubadours are having -a
successful seaison. Later the Russian pianist, M, Morovltch, arrives
a short season.
At Madan'9 theatre

for

Quartet,

.

dancers,

Is

in

*

the Imanoft
third

their

weiek.

Amerlcan_cpu_nhMes_ajid_the_remaIning 50 in other parts of, the world.
Golden adds, however, that the rush
to wit'e abroad is on to such an extent that within a month any statistics compiled become Inaccurate.
American revenue from the United
Kingdom, Australia, and New Zealand was So great as to far exceed
any totals piled, up the preceding
year (1928), says Golden. Touching
on prospects of legislation of a detrimental character in 1930, Golden
states there is ho. anticipation of the
situation becoming any worse than
during the past year. The French
adjustment acted as a definite stoppage to the spread of this sort of
.

legislation In other coui^trles.

Summary
Situation ag it now stands summarizes as follows, says (Golden:
Hungary, during 1929, enacted
mbre stringent quota rules. Czechoslovakia and Spain niade gestures
in that direction. Regulations based
on the quota system In Great
Britain were put In .force in Au'

Gunboat Jack and other boxing
stars at the Globe;, three circuses
local pantomime comprise thei
rest of Calcutta's stage shows.;

and a

Current films are as. follows "The
Beloved Rogue," "The Camera Man,"
"7th Heaven," "Way of All Flesh," stralia and New Zealand. Germany,
"It," "Robin Hood,^' "Thief of Bag- originator of the quota, Idea, is set
as Is until July 1, 1930, with late redad."
Films being shown in Bombay and ports Indicating this status mar
district are: "Cabaret," "The Ace of continue through the 1930-31 seaCads," "This Js Heaven," "Show son. Patent situation In Germany
Boat," "Noah's Ark," "Coquette,"
still continues acting as curtailment
"Broadway," "The Only Thing."
on the distribution of Amerlcanma^e sound pictures.
POLICY
DECIDiS
CAN'T
That the figures recently publishParis, Jan. 25.
ed In "Variety" covering th6 11
Whether the Capuclnes Cinema months' period on exports, would
loss,
to
operate
at
a
continue
will
find no appreciable change for the
go darlc, or revert to Its former legit full year period.- Combining nega:

,

'

.

hobnobbln;

determined to wipe out Gould'o
with Lady Astor.
Gould now has three Castring,
Monty Banks' big green barge Is sinos, Thie ones at Juan-les-PIns
parading around again.
and ReauUeu pay, but this Nice
Isabel Jeans has got a parrot, and site is a thing of beauty and a
doesn't give a darn for the fever.
headache forever. It neyer will pay
Arthur Hopkins, New York pro
on the present investment.
-ducer^ -=ls^.here^- - Got-A==slant; .ojv. -^^Tlie^goy^mmen t i5^^_BlMln
"Michael and Mary.".
hands of£ policy. Fewer Casinos
Violet Vanbrugh's stage daughter With bigger otakes .means so much
Is her real one, Prudence.
velvet to the government as It takes
"All Our Yesterdays," by N. M, 70% past a certain gross.
Tomlinson. latest war book to make
"ihe mob reads only of winnings,
a hit.
but any croupier will tell you that
Tooting in traffic blocks costs In 25 years of observation he has
dukes ?2 these days.
never seen a man actually win a
All the Americans over here are large sum. of money and to have left
trying to get Intros to Shaw.
without lo-sing it later.
:

j

third In the entire list;
fourth, and Mexico eighth

Argentine

same

comparative

basis

Brazil,

on the
for

the

year,

By Harry

E. Goldflam

Golden's figures disclose the following changes In the list of leading countries:

Buenos Aires, Jan. 14.
Last year saw talking pictures
the first time In the Argentine
Republic, and In South America
as a whole. The public responded
to the innovation, though It might
have been thought that Spanlsl/
and Portugueise-speaklng audiences
would not tak«) kindly to Engli$h
on the screen.. The result proved
that screen revue and musical comfoir

Unfortunately, the same process
was not able to be carried out In
the case of the Fox "Follies," the
continuity of the picture being

broken to insert titles. This caused
protests from jthe. first night au-

United kingdom

first

this

year,

fourth last; Australia, second, last
year first; Argentina, third, last
second; Brazil fourth, last year
third;

Canada,

fifth this year, sixth

the synchronized version. Later In
the year "The Patriot" proved to
be the most finished production of
the season, while "King of Kings"

last;
Germany,, seventh. In 1928
dience and wilhdra.wal after that elghUi; Mexico, el^rhth this' year,
perfOJfmance. Next day an expa- seventh' last;
Spain held tO the ninth
natlon was shot on the screen prior
position; Japan did likewise for b6th
to the picture, and local audiences
years in tenth position in the use
followed the plot as best they could.
Last big effort of the year -was of American produced pictures.
On imports Mr. Golden discloses
"Hollywood Revue," now In Its
third month at the Palace, and an ever Increasing market In thifl
which topped all previous records country for the foreign made raw
in the city.
Opening prices of $3 film the. footage In this cIa.S8 in($1,20 In the U. S.) being, main- creasing
approximately 97,00p,()66
tained for over six weeks,
feet. In contrast. Imports of finished foreign productions (Ih th6 form
There Is a lack of confidence here of positives) still further declined.
by theatre owners In Spanish dialog This entire footage dwindled to unpictures.
In making Spanish pic- der 6,000,000 feet.
tures—dialog It Is; evident that the
difficulty to be faced Is the ap
pllcablllty of the Castlllan tongue
NO ENGLISH VEBSION
to Argentina, seeing that this "counHollywood, Feb, 4.
try Is stated to be the biggest quota
Sono-Art will make the first feain that tongue
If producers Insist
on making ture length talker in Spanish withTitle !•
pictures with academically-correct out any English version.
dialog, they must run the risk of "•Things of Life," starring Jose Bohr,
With support of Lola Vendrell, Delia
losing the best part Of the Argen
tine market. In spite of Spain be
Magana, Cesare Vanonl and Tito

SHared'^n^the^appreciatlonr

inff--the:^motheE-.coiintry^Arge.ntlnai

-

Tom

-

on a film-a

-

•

.

edies are to the taste of people In
this part of the world. Minor sucthough ^nevertheless successes,
cesses;
were registered by sure
piirely English vehicles as "Trial of
Mary Dugan," "Madame X.," and
"Doctor's Secret," demonstrate the
importance to the business of the
English- speaking colonic!^, in this
and other Latin-American lands.
ears.
Argentina's first taste of the
Result has been that all of Mbnte
was "Divine.
film
Carlo's attractions are how under synchronized
Lady," which scored an instant sucone syndicate with Sir Basil Zachacess. In the same field of art was
roff,
the Greek multi-mllllonalre, "Wedding
March," which rather

be brought over.

London, Jan.

must, be suited for pictures or no

surface.
Up to

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Metro-Goldv/yn Is trying to line
up a stock company of 25 French
players to Import for the purpose
of making French language ver
.

some persons are willing to come
in on a production if It Is merely
alleged that picture money is alreiady there.
Producers are calling up play
agents, to say "I have picture money
behind me, so send me a lot of plays
with picture value." Agen<:!i say that
this Is becoming; the real angle to
the judgment of play& They, just

to start

...

OJ these about 1,600 are in Europe,
400 In the Far East, 250 in Latin

tive, positive and raw fllrh footage,
one In town wants to even T-ead use, Is undecided.
Used as a Tijfany showcase by the Increase runs to 60,000,000 feet
them. Authors have, fallen In llnie
and are obviously writing with pic- Wilton-Brockllss-TIffany and wired over 1928 and In addition runs
by RCA,, .the Capucines, which is 9,000,000 feet over the peak year of
tures In mind.
only a 400 seater, had Its rent raised all pr6vIous records, 1919.
$4,800 when used for legit to $20,000
Figures covering Europe disclose
Keaton's .Italian Prolog
yearly as a picture house.
In excess of 110,000,000 feet for the
Hollywood, Feb- 4.
Despite the admission scale being year as against 69,000,000 the year
Buster Keaton will speak Italian only about half that of similar
preceding. Four of the 10 leading
In a prolog for "Spite. Marriage." houses
of the neighborhood the
film using, countries of the world
It Is to be shown in Italy as a Capucines could not show much
are located In Europe: United Kingsilent.
profit.
dom, France, Germany, and Spain.
Of the remainder three are In
Is, in fact, a war raging between
South America, namely, Argentina,
the Casinos. But it's all under the

Spanish is
don't mean a thing.
the only lingo that counts.
..So says Lee Marcus, acting chief
In the absence of the Havana bound

sions.

ada,

'

A film entitled "Sacrifice," proa veteran of talking pictures. Joined
the —William-- Fox- -Company_ JtWP .duced by _a Parsi firmtJias_done well
This week marks the here. It has also found some" f^v0"r
years ago.
beginning of hiS! third successful in Europe. It has a good plot, based
on a story by the Bengali poet,'
year with that company.
An announcement will be made Rablndranath Tagore, and the presshortly 'covering the many out-r entation and photography are much
standing pictures Mr. Thompson above the oi'dinairy Indian stand
ards,
has written and directed.
Encouraged by their success, the
Direction SIDNEY PHILLIPS
producers have fioated a concern

.

J.

At End of /29

educational films devoted largely to
Board has taken the
view that speeded-up agriculture
will Increase rail traffic.
Open air shows of these commercial films will be given along! the
rail routes. Sound, as well as silent
films, along these lines, are likely to
be produced.
It must be rernembered that the
bulk of rilral India remains practically unchanged.
Peopled by the
fwholly illiterate with tbe crudest
agriculture.

'

•

Houses Wired

European pi'oducer to deal with the
production and tree exhibition of

.

•

Fpre^

2,200

GREAVES

By PHILIP

4..

the picture will be circularized
through Germany and also given
a big publicity blurb In the papers.
Idea, used before by the same
America's talker problem In. forstudio tiSt "Hollywood Reviie," is
eign" fields, on6 of the most perplexto offset in Germany the skepticism
ing and one In which various syn- now
previously
from
existing
thetic treatments have aU admitted- dubbed versions.
physically,
iBp]>ped>.may
be
solved,
ly
Establishment of stock:
FAB. MAN GOES TO KANE
at least.
companies composed of leading
Paris, jan. 25.
stage representatives of the four
S, C. Colin, former assistant, to
tongues seems to be th6 way out the Victor Glover in charge of the pl.ay-^
bfg.producers have chosen.
reading department of Paramount's
Paramount has already okayed local office, succeeded GloVer In that
the plan for linguistic units being berth.
permanently maintained in HollyGlover, dramatic editor of the
"Wpod. It Is- seen- as-the-,flrst.mat5jr. t»aris„editlQix__Qf:L_the New. York
rial move In What execs predict will, "Herald," has gone over with Bob
within a few months,' witness a Kane's unit as scenario editor, lent
great ingress of capable foreign to Kane by Paramount, under a
players..
working agreement for French
While the Latin countries are only talker productions.
second in returns, Germany Is also
voted of sufficient importance to

J.

VARIETY

alarmed the religious feelings
this

essentially

Catholic

of

country.

And following It came "Four Devils,"
and "Show Boat," all seen here In

:

.

.

.

—

'

JBa<yM9on^^^ _^..^^ _

"Broadway Melody" opened a new as a. whole. Is entirely out 6f symGeorge Crone will direct wHS
to Argentine, this film break- pathy with her.
production starting. Feb, 10.
ing records. Locally, M-G-M must
This market. If it Is valuable
be conceded the palm for super- from a dialog point of view, must
Born and Lawrence jblned Fanimposing titles in Spanish by run- be guided by Indications from a
ning a second film over the parts local source. Unless money Is to chon- and Marco's "Idea In Green."
where the English dialogue called be wasted In loads, the most care
"Sweat Cookies" Idea will open
for explanation, thus enabling au- ful co-operation Is desirable bedate at the Orpheum in
diences to follow the action with- tween
Argentine
branches
and the
Oklahoma City Feb, 24.
out having the picture interrupted. their principals up north.

field

F&M

.

—

;

.
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New Booth Squawk

Thacher Decree Turns Industry

Chicago, Feb.

Upside

The
opme

Down Again-Everybody Has

credit

Admitted by exhibitor and pro-

tration is causing' chanj^es in the
indu8ti*y which are literally revolutionary. Hiffhlightins the situation,
already are:

A Dun and Bradstreet rating for
filmdom in the person of the 32 Film
Boards of Trade.
;

ExhibitofTfeader '-clain-is--that--bc=_

tween

170,000,000

l)Iay dates
ilie

and

$80,000,000 in

are at slake in view of

Federal Court decree.

Exliibitbrs, jubilant over arbitration's downfall, fomenting the next
step elimination of all theatre protection and getting the_sale of film
down to shoe ai.hd drug, store basis,

—

.

Paramoiint's claim that 80% of
new production schedule is already sold and that new contract
formula, while slated for printers in
two weeks, will proba.bly not be put
into circulation until after the sales
convention in June.
Belief of the biggest producing interests that the earlier the exhibitor
gets a taste of expensive court litigation the! quicker he will want return of arbitratiohj and that arbitration will be back in the industry at
the exhibitor's own behest within
another 60 days.
Paramount taking initiative in
new contract form and several- producing companies making secret efforts to get an early copy.
Producer angle, tliat arbitration
is obligatory in 12 states and that
in others, a more fair trial can be
secured in actions Involving over
$3,000 by going direct to F^eral
Its

court
Fear of smaller companies that
exchanges will have to hold the bag
for product not wanted by the ex
hibiton That as a result runs, and
valuations of pictures will be 6cram<bled.

Gradual enlijghtenment of tlie
smaller exhibitor expressing Itself

selling for lOc. at. the news
stands.
Intended to exploit
booked in Fox
attractions
West Coast theatres, whicli
doesn't restrict it to Fox pictures.
Paul Hosier,' editor "and "ptib=
liaher, explains in his introductory editorial that "if some
of the producers have received
more space in this issue than

ACADEMY'S SCHOOL

.

"some

because

of the studios did not seem inclined to lend their aid."
are
cooperators
Credited
;

MGM,

Paramount,

Radio.
pagea.

demanding

First

Fox and
runs

issue

LUXURIOUS

_

WHITEHAli., the'c
worldwide aristocracy during the
Palm Beach season, is the ideal of
those who demand sumptudusness
and seek gaiety.
WHITEHALL., with a featured
IVl£YER DAVIS ORCHESTRA, is
the
ute

to:

of the elite who contribthe social successes of all
'

'

FUND'S $75,000 DRIVE

DROPS "CHEST'

.

:

'

.

jewelry.' Gems wer-e alleged to have
been sold in behalf of Winik for
$5,000 after it liad been depbsited as
security "on a judgment for $35,000.

:

-

final

Significant, even in the short
time arbitration boards have been
sources that the yearly maintenance closed, is til© reminiscing habit the
of the Film Boards of Trade costs indie men have already developed.
members of the Hays organization Where before most of them were too
around $250,000, each one of the busy attacking the system, it Is now
boards aggregating in salaries and common to hear one say to a
running expenses a little over $5,000 group:
it is also gathered that the boai'ds
"A contract doesn't mean a thing
are more valuable than ever to the to a man who pays his bills. Check
produciers since the Thacher decree. over the disputes and you'll find
As a Bradstreet the Film Boards, that few with clean hands ever had
to a certain extent, it is explained to give the arbitration courts a
by the authorities, can now circum- thought. Producers have got to provent the illegality portions founded tect themselves against the double
In Tliacher's latest decision.
Be» croBSers in this business."
cause the court eai*lier sustained
Realization that they will now
credit committees, as a necessary have to take their disputes to a
producer protection, and while it court, pay dough and wait, possibly
later prohibited the demand of cash until the picture in question hsm
before delivery, the boards, while run itself back to the shelf, is beobsolete as executors of arbitral rul- ginning
seepi
through.
to
One
ings, can now investigate the status leader^ crpsfSr examined dot\-n the
of exhibitors. Those, it is claimed, line, finally blamed It on film politics
can
who are not according to Hoyle
and the lawyers, declaring that the
be legally compelled to make the latter dug up angles to k«ep -the
advance deposit oh film.
business in a turmoil to hold their
$S!SO/KX) for Boards
it is gleaned from official

.

.

On

the .other hand arbitration of jobs straightening it out.
a!
kind will always exist in some
states where it is the law. These,
and the outcome economically, are
Knife Throwei*, Lewis
bound to reflect themselves in other
parts of the country.
Gives
a Thrill
showdown Paramount
In the
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
proves itself far in the lead for
.Bert Wheeler doesn''t think much
l)reparedncss. Anticipating an adverse decision, it is now learned of- of Mitch Lewis as a knife thrower.
weeks before Scene was for "Radio Revels."
ficially, Paramount
Lewis tossed a knife to go
Thacher revealed his findings, used
k^riibJieXL,5tanijg^j3p clauses Nos. 1 through Wheeler's hat. Trick wires

As

Wheeler

and 18, which Thacher br\I^W3 Tout: were--suppo5Cdr^tO-=.guideL^the-..blade_
The stamp read that arbitration was but the boj's didn't figure on a sagnot compulsory but optional with ging wire. Knife went through the
hat okay— also Wlieeler's head.
Studio infirmary and bandages,
but not serious.
.

pensed ^[ith the rubber stamp. Its
legal staff a few days ago had asOFFICE
FEB. 16
.sembjed for the pWnter a contract
If rehearisals go okay, that Warformula reducing the oi'Jglnal to
All of thos^ ner revue, with the stenogs and
less than one half.
"wliereas's" are eliminated, it is copy carrier."), will debut at i^p
learned.
What protection Par. is Chanln Feb. 'l6.

WB
•

EEVUE

,day for the general

Metro Torning Loose

Jury,

before Justice tJntermyeri
gave a verdict for the defendants.
Testimony showed that in 1923,
when Selznick was reorganizing his

Keaton and Miss Adoree

times for his wife, included enierald
bracelet worth $58,000;
diamond
bracelet, $66,000; rings worth $40,000, and
$25,000, and
lorgnette,

release March 22.
Following^ decision not to renew
MisS'Adoree's contract, Metro signed

Metro is turning loose Buster
film
business,. Wiriik,
who made Keaton and Renee Adoree., Comloans to theatrical arid film enter- pany failed to exercise options on
prises, loaned $35,000, and later got expiring contracts.
Keaton will have ma.d6 just one
a default judgment foi* the amount
Lewis Selznick testified that the talker under the M-G baiinej', "Free
jewelry, which he bought at varioufs .and Easy," scheduled for general

-

ors;

.

.

being ca;refully conTIE-UP
cealed although some of its executives, voicing the sentiments of
those In other companies, say that
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
the Zukor, organization will not sell
Having severed cbnnectioi)s with
"\ the Communitjr Chest, the Motion
Uncovered.
Referring to disputes during the Picture Relief fund will institute
past year Paramount men also point a campaign next week to raise apbut that their company had less, for proximately $75,000 for the next year
the amount of business transacted, to be disbursed iamong the needy
than any other in the field.
in the industry. For the past five
years the furid has been getting a
Indies Divided Again
quota from the local Chest, but
Intimations .from exhibitor leadin compai'ison to the amount of
ers that the Government's next job
money subscribed by those in tlie
will be at protection fi.nds a diindustry the qiiota given the fund
This;
vision in the indie ranks.
was "not enough to' take care of re-,
they also ga,uge, "will follow enforcelief matters.
ment of the Federal Trade CommisFred W. Beetson, executive vicesion's
antiquated ruling against
president of the A. Jtf. P. P-, has
block booking. That protection is
been
i)laced in charge of a six day
arieven more obnoxious than Hays
bitratloii,
and that runs should drive starting Feb. 10 to raise funds
only from the industry. No studio
be simultaneous in all houses, is.
quota has been set nor will any
th6' propaganda one of America's
most prominent agitators com- high jaciring be indulged in dur^
ing the canii)aigh%,
menced spreading a few' days ago.
One day each will be set aside
Any place where the indies confor obtaining uonattons from the
gregate, however, finds many pro's
and con's. On the letdown of pro- various branches. First day will be
for the producers; second, the act^
tection, should such be legitimais

.

.

.

selves off

the signer of the standard exhibition
contract.
Since the decree Par. has dis-

'

Mecca

nations.

third,
directot-s;
writers; fifth, technicians,

While

ing a pilgrimage to sacred places.
Promoters of the feature picture,
which win cover the evangelist's
life story, are Al G. Faulkner, forHollywood, Feb. 4.
\;
mer Marmon autQ dealer here, and
Program, for an actors' school
Victor C, Emden, described as a
under aust>lce6 of the Academy of
capitalist
They have formed AnMotion Picture Arts and Sciences gelus
Productions, Ltd.
lemnder--discusslbn - between, ijan
Faulkner f describes the intendedactors' isub-committee, composed of
Richard Tucker and Robert TZdeaoxu opus as '^AJmee's story^^rwith variand I<ester Cowan, assistant secre- ations." Title is to be "Clay in the
Potter's Hands," with Harvey Gates,
tary of; the Academy.
Course would run 10 weeks and Hollywood J3Cena,rlst, now adapting
consist of lectiires^and demonstra- and with credit? calling for dialog
by Mrs. McPheroon. No director
tions but rib personal instruction,
;
idea of the schobl is not to train new yet.
Film will be made in super feaactors, but to give instruction in
new points bf technique, especially ture style a-t the Tec Art studiba
with the characters of Uie soul
in relation to talking pictures.
saver arid her daughter, Roberta,
enacted by themselves. Part of tlie
turbulent mother. With peace now
reigning, will be filled by a screen
Selznick loses
player of renowii. Same for others
who figured in the kidnapping epic,
David O. Selzniclc, Assistant gen- including Rosie.
and Steve.
eral manager of the Paramount
J^Ire. McPherson took her initial
coast studio, lost his suit against the
screen and voice test at Tec Art
estate of Hyman Winik and others
where ithe one reel sermons are also
to recover nearly' $200,000 on an. as- to
be shot. Meanwhile, the Angel ua
signed claim of his mother, Mrs.. Temple is
being, wired.
Lewis J. Selznick, for the valUe of

36

^e con's find rentals, far. exceeding^ any 'earnings which the
from major illm sources.
Indignation of leaders that indies smaller house might aspire to realize
on
a first run break with a
represent only 15% of country^s box
offices and are considered merely deluxe house. Producers, they fig
from political angle. Claim Greater ure, are entitled to protection of
New York, as an illustration, has product In their own houses. The
C0% of its box offices under slmon opposing Bide works in the cake of
soap, angle, that everybody can buy
pure indie control.
and use at the same time.
And so It goes.

4.

.

apprehension already regarding
fees in open court.
Confidence of big producing firms
tized,
that the indies, will not cut them
In

Hollsrwood,. Feb.

Writing her own dialog, and to
head the cast, Almee. Seniple Mcpherson has gone talker with a
$S0O,O0D bankroll.. Coin mostly subscribed by her followers In the Four
Square Gospel temple.
Not only Ig the exhorter to make
a feature picture, but she is also
planning a series of one reelers that
she may be seen: and heard in sermons at the Motjier temple while
she is away in the Hbly Land, lead-

FOR ACTORS ON COAST

'

Is

should be given them
.

Jsew fan mag starting on
the coast with a February
issue is the Fox. West. Coaster,
.

it

I'REELERS AND FEATURE

wants to

before the audiences, same as
the camera and sound men.

Fox Fan Mag

others'*

$500,000 BEHIND AIMEE;

4',

Several
operators have requested M> H.
Siiiger, western arbitrator for
RKO, that a m'ove be started to
flash their names on the screen.
Operators feel that, with the
intricacies of sound projection^

Own Ideas and the Arguments Start
ducer to be more drastic tlian anticipated, the Federal Court's abolishment of 'the Hays system of arbi-

projectionist
into his own.

1930

5>

$8,000.

fourth,

Winik estate

insisted

it

her, htfWever, for on6 more picture,
"Singer of Seville,'' the expiring
to cover

had a contract being extended
what it completion of this feature.

and the right to sell the jewelry for
Clifr Edwards, formerly in vaude,
would bring to raise sonie cash on
the judgment, and denied collusion who went out on-the M-G-M lot last
summer. Is also going out. His conin the sale.

staff.

Sielected list of individuals have
been solicited In advance and they

have subscribed
ford

is

In a second suit of Selznick tract is up next Monday (Feb. 10),
against the estate of Hyman Winik and will riot be renewed. Edwards
to recover the value of a pearl appeared Iri "Hollywood Revue,"
necklace. Justice Gavegan directed "Marianne" and .other Metros.
Lottice Howell's cbntract, just exa judgment tor Selzniok of $3,750.
pli-ed, has been reriewed for the period extending to Jan. 4, 1931, and
Sam Shlpman and John B. Hynier,
recently slgrned by M-G-M under a
Dsiiley's $175,000
short-term contract, have been reengaged for a three months' period.
Lo3- Angeles, Feb. 4.
When the District Attorney's oflftce
grabbed the books of U. M. Dailey,
to Create
convicted of operating a fake film
school, the records showed that
Class of
Dally had obtained over $125,000 in
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
tuition fees for the past 12 months
An amendment to the constitution
he operated. An additional $50,000
was itemized for make-up kits, of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
make-up, special Instruction, and Sciences to create two general
classes of membership instead of
voice tests.
Warrants are now out for Dailey one will be considered at the next
on 11 charges of theft. He skipped meeting pf the directors. If passed
town w^hile on bond after being sen- the amendment permits participatenced to six months and. a $1,000 tion in activities of the academy byindividuals in the industry barred
fine.
by the present initiation fee of $100
and yearly dues of $60,

$7,000. Mary Pickpresident of the fund and

Donald Crisp

is trealsurer.

SmNGE SKIN DISEASE
FROM WAR UNIFORMS
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Mysterious skin infections have
attacked 23 mernbers of the Santa
Ana American Legion post doing
extra work at Universal as French
soldiers in "All QUIet on the Western Front;"
Men were wearing
French government uniforms used
during the war and piurchased by
a Hollywood costume agency doing
businesis regularly

Amendment
New
Academy Member

with studios.

^Doctors studying the case didn't

know whether some germs had

lain

dormant In the uniforms since the
war or whether a particularly
virulent chemical disinfectant might
have been used in France before
shipping.
In all, 300 French uniforms were
used by tile extras, but only 23 suffered the sklri infection. Afflicted
were In the dare of physicians oyer
a weeik. Skin peeled off at pbihts
and men suffered severe pain.

Join

.

"

Cruze's Note Suit
When Sam Zierler succeeded Nat

Academy
Hollywood, Feb.

•'

-

.

4.

Sam Hardy and Lawrence Grant

are two of six new members to be
added to the roster bf the Academy
during January.
Other new -members are Harold B.
Frantliri, L. "G. Paceiit, Carl Dreher
and Arthur. L, Von Kirbach. Franklin and Pacent were placed In the
special branch of the organization.

Farnol's Kill

•

.

Burning up the Jersey turnpike,
bound for Atlantic City,' last weekend, Lynn Famol struck and killed
a red fox. Animal is very rare in

Cordish in the James Cruze producing outfit one of his ffrst jobs,
according to a New York Supreme
Court aflfldavit, was to tell Bennet
Film Laboratories it must agree to
accept 60% of the future profits of
"Great Gabbo" and "Hello Sister"
features, or nothing.
This in lieu
of a note the balance for which,
$30,399,03, was being held against
the producing company by the lab.
Money is alleged to be due foir
laboratory work on the two pictures.
But following Zierler's ultimatum, the laboratory -people assigned the note to the Good ArauseInSfft^eorpvy- an^d "the latter-is now
sillng via the attachment route.

''TWIST"

New

.

claisslficatibn Xvin

be "active

members," with

activities limited to
their professiohal branch,
Initiation will be $15 and yearly dues $12.
Second classification would be
called "foundation membei's," with

same dues as at present.
Only
members of this class will be eligible
to hold offices on central committees
or to participate in thb activities of
the academy as a whole.
Amendment was drafted by the
•executive committee bf the acade-

my's board of directors.

Mabel Normand's Transfasions
Hollywood, Feb. 4,
Mabel Normarid is in a serious
cond itiom =.due=^tQ^,:lllb^erculogis^^
Blood transfusicns are being ma3<9
.once a week.
.

DEOPPED

Dick Wallace's Trip
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Metro has. called off "Oliver
Richard Wallace terminated hSfl
Twist."
corttract as a director with Para-'
trophy, but hia taxidermy was poor
Studio Is now trying to find a mount Feb. i, and sails for the
and the pelt had to be thrown away, story for Ruth Chatter ton whom Orient next week.
a.5 the Goldwyn employees found the they borrowed from Paramount for
He will be away at Iviist four
odor unpleasant.
"Twist."
months. •

New

Jersey.

Famol had

the beast skinned for a

,

•

.

-

.
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LOBBY CHAIN STORBiyBLK
PAR. READYING

Fox Plans

New

WILL ySE SBLLS

Studio Contract Will^^^^^^

for

12-Hr: Rest Periods-250 at Meetii^;

A

new

hour rest periods lietWen
rather than a- 54 hour maxi-

12

-vviith

calls,

worldn? week, was acceptahle

mum

some

to

250

actordi

from

all

as
branches of the industry who
Ambled at a meeting last (Monot
Academy
the
at
night
day)
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Gathering was to listen to the replayers
ports of a committee of 10
who have been conferring on the
new agreement plan with the pro

Hollywood,
report says that

-

rise In the

.

tion.

t

of act
ors consisting of Robert Edeson,

Whereas a committee

Jean Hersholt, Richard Tucker,
Rod LaRociiue, Lloyd Hughes,
Sam Hardy, Lawrence Grant,
Wallace Beery, Mitchell Lewis,
and Conrad Nagel (plus the
added new names) has met an
official committee of producers
Jack Warner,
of
consisting
chairman; Sol Wurtzel, Irving
Thalberg, Wm. LeBavon and

,

.

players endorse wholeheartedly the work of this
Actors' Committee and author..ize said committee to cotoclude
negotiations now pending, and
be it resolved, That this gathering places itself individually,
and collectively, on record as
refusing to support or countenance i strike or any. radical
action by any group 6t actors
that might be Injurious to the
motion picture, industry so long
as the letter and spirit o£ this
agreement IS observed.

9

.

Arts

^

it

is

DISGRUNTLED AT

L C.

CLAIMED STUDIO FAVORS

practically

Hollywood, Feb.

postponement when the
hearing of creditors comes up
again before Federal Judge

ther

Coleman Feb.
ment for an

11.

An

4.

A delegate named Barney, sent to
New York by the Allied Amusement

adjourn

Crafts

set

to

Equity and the

Indefinite period,

wood

probably -until the middle of
March, will be sought, it is be-

the lowdown from
I. A. on the Hollydue to return and-

situation, Is

report tomorrow (Wednesday).;
Executive committee of Allied

lieved.

i.s

incensed over what it terms politimecal favoritism in studios for
chanical men holding jobis for which
fitted.
not
are
they
claim
unions
the

Portland, Ore., Feb. 4.
Application for a receivership
for Pacific Northwest Theatres,
subsidiary of Fox, has been
withdrawn by C. S. Jensen, of
Jensen & Von Herbierg.

2S CRITICS

Schosberg has heen Gimbel's merchandise expert for 14 years. His
Complains of
appointment with Publix wiB be. to Church
select and build up lobby merchanon "Rita
Theatre's
to
aim
an
with
theatres
dise in Its
Misleading exploitation on "Rio
put on sale marketable goods from
at the Majestic, Bur
every by-product source of the the- Rita" (Radio)
the theatre using
Bruce: Powell, Yale graduate, lington, Vt., with
atre.
congratulatory -letters by Cardinals
has been selected as his assistant.
respectively,
As this merchandising department Hayes and O'Donnell,
York and Boston, has led to
develops salesrtien are to be added, of New
written
were
Letters
complaints.
thethe
basic "idea being to convert
with the
tasteful and ar- to RKO In connection

Ads

atre lobbies Into
tistic store markets.
Full realization of this plan will
mean that Publix will soon have a

corps of expert merchandising exexecutives equal to any employed
anywhere. This will Include buyers
as 'well as salesmen.
Magnitude of the plan can be
gleaned from the fact that the
chain owns and operates over 1,200
theatres with a potential customer
value of 5,000,000 persons weekly.
Howevei", the plan is to equip only
aboyt 600 of the houses with the
,

4.

negotiating
with First National to buy BllUe
is

Agreement has
Dove's contract.
three years to run.
Hughes is figuring on using Miss
Dove in about three pictures a year.
,

Jeff McCarthy East
proposed
Coast
J. McCarthy leaves the.

stores.

next week. Hie comes to New York
Formal abiindonment of lobby
pic
to handle the John McCormack
music isales was maide laSt week
ture (Fox) which arriyes for a. $2 at the Capitol, New York, and in
twice daily run St, Patrick's Day, all other Loew theatres where the
No house has been lobby stands had been established
March 17.
Capitol
piqked Sis yet or has it been decided
It is understood that the
print will be
Grandeur
a
whether
to
sheet sales ran around 300 copies

Husband

film,
The actors' committee will meet gets credit for titling the pickalso
with the producers again tomorrow "Song 'o My Heart." He
ed the story. Whether McCarthy
returns to" tlie'^oaStlifter lfiuReh-'
few spots is
imniedlttely the 12-hour rest period ing the feature in a
for six moriths. Then, if after that not known.
time a maximum working week is
Kennedy's Coast $tay
wanted, it will be submitted to an
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
arbitration committee of five to
Kennedy, head of
P.
Jo.^pph
detprmine what further changes are
Pathe, got here just in time to
to be made.
go into producpicturfs
tliree
see
Artors present were told that the
Initiation fee would be cut to $15 for tion.
Kxped.s to remain until April 1.
those who wanted to Join the

Catholic church In
complained to Cardinal Hayes of the

Majestic's stunt, in which b:'..iners
emblazoned that "High dignitaries
of the church Indorse 'Rio Rita,*"

Drop

affections

B^Irs.

1^=

oJ

Taylor.

trial,

An "economy
Into

the

complex," drove

hinr

relationship

with

secret

Be

Talked Out of Marriage
Hollywood, Feb. 4
Loretta
and
Withers
Grant
Young, who eloped last week, have
decided not to let the family talk

Names

Circuit

of

Hutchinson admitted that he
paying all costs for the defense

Mrs. Taylor, Hutchinson testified.
Hutchwith the letters which appeared in His wife, l^Irs. Mattie Dean
The
below.
inson, of Chicago, was selfish and
"Variety" reproduced
wasNew York Cardinal referred the arrogant, he declared. "She
My home In
matter for investigation to E. J. socially ambitious.
it became
much
the
so
of
me
cost
secretary
Chicago
executive
Kelly,
repugnant to nie and I found
Cathblic Actors' Guild,
contentment
RKO states that it does not oper- neither peace nor Mra
Taylor.
its
throughout
and
So 1 went to
Majestic;
there.
the
ate
an
chain has never taken advantage of I was the aggressor. She was
complimentary messages of the type exceptionally good girl, very modest
and, always trying to save money.
written by the Cardinals.
That appealed to me."
Case is expected to reach the jury
Young-Withers Won't
this week.

weekly.

them out

of their roniance or Into

an annulment.
_ As the couple refuse to consent
^ ..^-^^Ghioago, J&^eb.. iproWcain'i,'s "vtlT?
rrulliffcStHSn
nullification"
to
tlie
planning
rcDorted
is
I'iibh".x:
ia helpless in the mfittcn',
court
pliiuination of the terms "f». .& K-,"
'Kiin.';ky," 'Oreat .States," and all,
.^-^

alienation

for

000

He is sUnding the cost of tno
he told Judge Keetch, for the
sake of hla daughter, Jane Taylor,
him an
18, who, until the trial knew
Burlington "Taylor" and believed him her

'

used.

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
ji
Describing hlS life as a "matriand Hyde," .Samuel
Jekyll
monial
distrib-:
S. Hutchinson, Chicago film
utor took the witness stand in Superior Court here in defense of Mrs-.
Edith P. Taylor. Latter is bein*;
sued by Mrs. Hutchinson for $300,-

RKO-"Variety" number of Jan. 8.
The house played up these indorsements of the picture publicly.

and _ Sciences

=^=^__.(Wednesday)._to inform, of the_=mllingness of the players to try out

result

running order by the homt'

office.

sure that Fox will .seek fur-

.

.

=

laid on

Pays 2d Woman's

McCarthy, who went west to work
as to organ
agreement and will take' the place on this picture as well department,
music
of the present. Academy contract. ize the studio's
Picture

As a

become perma -

Programs will include all Paramount material as to shorts, feabo
ture, stage unit, etc., and to

in
Auditors are working
double shifts, 24 hours a day,
on the books of the Fox; brganizatibn. Despite the extreme effort it is almost cer
tain, according to Fox executives, that the reports will not
be complete for several weeks.

nits in

will

nent.

Sued by

a knotty problem.

Howard Hughes

Academy Contract
The contract, when Jrawn, is
be known as an Academy of Motion

into

understood

it is

FOR "KING'S" PREMIERE

Hollywood, Feb.

J,

com

underwritten
all
present stockholders of
given a preference for

BRINGING

Bile Dove to Gaddo?

,

Max

a

building

brchestratioii

Particularly, Allied desires sonie
remedy so that their members can
obtain top mechanical jobs.
S.^
As a means for disseminating Its
merchandise and exploitation excontemplates
Allied
propaganda.
field
music
pert for that chain's
establishment of a trade monthly
IN
publication, with each of its memFor Publix he will head the sales
music
chain's
division of the theatre
ber unions to have departments for
department under Boris Morros.
the presentation of its arguments.
Additionally, Allied Is nepotlaUng
He is now at work with Frank
seveamt»ria in designing a model booth
for a radio outlet to broadcast
Which is to be installed in all PubBetween 20 and 30 film .critics eral nights a week in an effort to
sheet representing the dailies of Boston,
lix house? fof th6 sale of
sell Los Angeles its contentions..
music and records, Present booths f^hlladelphia, Chicago, Bufialo, Deare to be discarded. He w-lU then troit and Kansas City will come to
make a survey for the purpose of New York Feb. 17 for a. two -day
Wife,
establishing a division of aggres- visit as guests of Paramount,
en^ Event is in connection with the
sive salesmen to handle this
Defense
Middleton had been with Kresg'e's opening of "Vagabond King" at the
10 years.
Criterion, which Paramount and
Artistic. Stores
Publix will make a gala occasion.

cerned, since Equity has no control
Several on
of the screeii players.
the list who returned to the legit
but
suspensions,
actual
given
were
disposition of the others on the list

to both sides. Therefore be it
resolved. That the gathering of
scree/i

mem-

the "temporary" abandonment of
the campaign last summer, that the
fight would continue, probably cenSupport of the
tered in th6 east.
stage hands and musicians' union
If there
executives was «nlisted.
have been any conferences with film
heads on the matter, nothing has
coine of it.
Fox
It is probable the troubles in
has sidetracked the Equity Issue inIn the meantime there
definitely.
are 100-odd names on Equity's
coast suspension list. That means
nothing so far as pictures are con-

is still

utmost mar-

tehde4 to lnclu4o candy and other
novelty vending machines.
Middletpn comes, to Publix from
served as
S. Kresge where he

Studio Drive Cold
iEquity's plan to invade pictures,
parUcularly the talkers, appears to
be all cold. It was announced after

.

officially

Is

is

run
to presentation unit and its
-nirtg- order,~whieh- it-wlU-ship-Oul
of New York to all of its pwn and
other theatres where desired. Policy
being introduced by A. J. Balaban,

stock,

with

system
a nation-wide chain store
develTlie idea has been slowly
Started six months ago as
oped.
rounded
an experiment, the plan has
before
objective 'never
into an
inspotted even by the so-called
es
th6
with
dustrialists. It began
the
tablishment of music booths in
extheatre lobbies. Later this was

Equity's

C. iieyee, representing the
Producers' Association to discuss certain problems vitally
concerning the welfare of the
motion picture players, and
whereas these committees conferring jointly have arrived at
a solution of these problems
that is practical. Just and fair

mon

theatres,' Publix
Schosberg, of

K«

cult's theatre lobbies

bership.

M.

Paramount-Publix
100% program from

the plan,

financial plan to
date is said to comprehend a
large bond issue along with

MidGimbel Brothers, and J, Scott
from S. S. Kresge, in a plan
cir
this
turn
which will practicalfy

alliss,

30 applied for

If

The Fox

dleton,

afflliatlon,

Academy and

as such for Fox
whe n completed.
approved.

subscription.

Warners, by Morgan,
would give the
Morgan side another picture
concern, as the Morgans now
practically hold BKO through
Radio.

After
the 12-hour rest period.
pros
three hours of discussion, wltb

accomplishment.
Prohi an account It has been
agreed by the first trustees,
Otterson and Harry
E.
J.
Stuart, that they will resign

THEATRESi

to' get the

ket play from
ha» drafted

quotations.

sition of
its

.in

Fox
Planning

.

or

iC

the prescribed' two
weeks the court will grant a
further postponement for its
oiit

additional preferred and

600

IN

trol, it will virtually leave the
Wairner organization with the
Morgan side of the New York
banking line up. Raskob is
looked upon as of the Morgan
group through his association
with General Motors and others of the Morgan holdings.
Should this go through, as
the local hankers seem to
think, they say that the acqui-

.

the following resolution:

Warner

"WiUiam Fox companies
matters are not '(^'[orked

tlie

that

Merchandise ani Music

according
to the report. Local banking
opinion is that should the DuPonts take the Warners away
from. the present banking con-

banking

Committee Addition*
Those who attended the meeting
so much Interested in the
not
were
regulation of working hours as In

and cons advanced, the majority
were in favor of entrusting the
matter to the original committee
with the following additions: Dewitt; Jennings, Ben Bard, Frank
Beicher, Ben Lyon, Monte Blue,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Helen Ware,
Mae Murray, Lois Wilson, William
Courtney and Francis X. Bushman.
Meeting then unanimously endorsed

—

Fe\>. 4.
J. J.

A purpose of the Raskob buy
on Warner is to relieve the
Warners fi-om their present

conimittee which naa
met with the producers repol-te* to
for
the actors that various plans
regulation of working time had
been discussed, but no agreement
up
could he arrived at in checking
time put in by the players at -the
producers
studios. They stated tha-t
•would give them a 54 hour week to
should, not
start, and ^hat if this
work out they could get a 4» hour
week, but they explained that this
time would not apply to players
who were under contract to studios
for long periods or run of produc,

Draft Max Schosberg, of
Gimbels, and J. S. Middlfe
ton, from Kre»ge, to Han
Artistic
die Project
"Storei Planned for Saleof

RasA
kob, acting for himself and the
DuPonts, Is expected to heavily buy in on Warner Brothers
stock. The Raskob group has
been rumored having made;
large purchases of WarrieY
commbn and this buying, from
the account, has led tp the late

,

ducerf.
Original

BUYINC FDRGLS

Raskob and Warners

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
motioh picture contract

anticipated by those
Ih charge of the financing plan
is

It

ZUKOR'S COAST 6

WEEKS

Adolph Zukor will leave for thp
gono
coast, S.'iturduy (Fob. 8), to be
six week.«j.
He will vafatlon t^wo and Work
four.

;

.

AFTEE TWO YEAKS

|

AftLT being hold up for nearly
15 M. C.'S
of the circuits now part oftwo yoar.s by the Ilays oflU-e, UniHollywood. Feb, 4.
Idea is to unify the
the chain.
finally is going ahead with
vcrs.'il
the
of
annual-- gambol
Sixth
string in the public eye.
on "Command to Lo.ve,"
Catholic film Guild, at the Phil- production
Houses in Indianapoll.i are the.
hits of two
will one of Broadway's legit
Feb.
19,
Auditorium,
harmonic
I'liblix
ception, not using tlie term
ago.
yoars
1,' masters of ceremonies.
because of the thrift- way owner- have
the play.
for
$20,000
paid
StU'llo
Johnny Hines will be head m. c.
ship which exist*.

names

P
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ROXY STOCKHOLDERS

Picture companies hav« apparently extended their search

mfeetingr of the

touched region.

Roxy "A"

Book

publishlni; concerns are
receiving letters irom producers requesting a peep at lejected manuscripts.

at the Hotel Manger
Monday turned into quite a session
with the -stockholders questioning
S. L. Rothafel and other speakers.
Financial report promised the regular dividend on "A" stock March 1.
:

$739,544,783 Spent by

Roxy

told the meeting thie Fox
in no way, entered into
the Roxy fortunes. Report showed
as of Oct. 23 cash, .$1,238,921, and
current liabilities of $247,410; 'i'6t?il
admissions aggregated $5,131,676 and
net profits after interest, depreciation and taxes at the rate of $5.50

Wednesday, February

Bituatlon

Hoflywood Chatter

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Assistant
directors
who were
granted a charter by the American
Federation - of Labor four months
ago are still holding, off. froni affiliating with the L A. T. S. E. The
International wants to group them
as stage manqgers, but the boys
want separate classification and
automony similar- to the Cameramen's Union.
Assistant directors are rather modr
est in their deinands. Their Idea of a
maximum working day is 16 hours,
double the average labor union's
Idea, But they want a $250 weekly
minimum and a 12-hour interlude
between the end of one working day
ahd start of another.
Boys figure - ttiere can_- no±_ .lie_
steady eniployment for more than
60 assistant directors. They there'

U. S. on '28

Amusements

Washington, Feb.4.
"'Final statistics on the earnings of
just
lor the "A." stock which pays $3.50. been completed by the Internal Revenue Bureau,. Grouped under the
Jji reply to stockholder questions
Jtoxy said Fox did not owe the Roxy general head of "Amusements,'* the

amusement corporations have

Compajiy_juiythWg^_alUTOi^ he un- bureau has combined these phases:
derstood l''ox had^ a paymeri't"~aue~ Theat-tes, motion -picture ptoduc^rs.
to the original owners of $500,000 in and theatres, parks, bathing beachMarch. He explained that Fox pic- es, golf links, race tracks, skating
tures are booked into the house rinks, etc.
Corporations with
net income
on a pei'ccntage arrangement and
expressed the view that they would totaled 7,269 in number. Of these
3,423 operated to a gross income of
cost more if pro rated.

which

1930

5,

AT STAGE MGR. RATING

a hithnrro un-

lor stories into

Annual

etoclvholders

E£

ASS'T DIRECTORS BALK

Rejected Mss.

HOLD QUITE A SESSION

C T UR

I

—

—

'

membership by
experience and other tests.
Jack
Hunt of Metro Is president of the
for

want

to classlijy

organization.-

Retalces now called encores.
cigar lighter which needs' i-eflUing
"
only once a month.
Pat Dowling in from Honolulu.
Adolph Ramlsch, Inc., has moved
Frank Fay's mother all right after
i?rom the Fox West Cbast offices to
a major operation.
a downtown building
J. J, McCarthy entertaining guests
David Selznick and Julian John-for W. R. Sheehan by proxy.
son,
Paramounters/ back
from
John Medbury of King Features Broadway.
lias decided to settle here.
Ted Lundgreh and Eddie Shaeffer
Loh Chaney learning Spanish for are buddies. Ted sells 'em airplanes
foreign versions.
and Eddie sells 'em insurance.
b. "W". Griffith back on the job
George Cooper, picture actor, has
after an illness of several weeks.
created a hair tonic guaranteed to
Edwin Burke, writing for Fox, is remove Ink spots.'
taking a month's- rest id New York.
Sojin Is due back "ffbm his n^itive
Fay Wray devotes an^hour every Japan around March 1. He went
afterndon to deepbreath.
home for four weeks of personal
Gus Edwards nioving into a build- iappearances.
:

,

.

ing with glass

Will Walling,

w:alls.

Jr.,

'

contract player

returned with Fox ior several years, is ijack.
to hiis first love as still cameraman
First' Natipnai'has Tjoosted^ Alice" with F'Irst -Nationalr"'"'
White's salary another $500 weekly.
Jim Tully dedicates his ne^v col- 7
Betty Corripson building a new lection of hobo stories,' *"Shadow:s of
home at Fllhtridge.
Men," to- Albert Lewln and Paul ^
Auto piark opposite the city jail Bern, M'-G-M producers.
\
protected by an iron gate at night.
Erie Hampton tells .about a bird ?

Hariington
Reynolds
from India. ___

.

"

~

-y—i
;

was

Nick

Stuart had his surname who had the soup and fish on the
changed from Prada.
other night—soup on the tie and
daughter vof Arthur fish on the vest.
Strauss of S. 'VV, Strauss & Co;, Is
London, and NortH-Eastern Railon
the
M-G-M
way is paying for one of the most
scenario staff.
Bill Has Film Angle
Pathe Realigns Its
The latest drive-in market will handsome signboards on the bouleWashington, Feb. 4.
draw customers with a cage of vard, "Visit York," It urges.
Entire Writing Staff $31,257,602.
•tvith Department" of Justice and
Combining the entire .7,289 aniusemonkeys.
iFox studio crowd blew William i
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
ment corporations, the total gross the Federal Trade Commission still
R. Gomez Carrlllo writing about Collier to a dinner to remind him'
antiin
active
attempts
to
prove
Pathe's new crop of writers In- ran to. $739,544,783, for 1928,; which
films in "La; Opinion," local Spanish of his 60th anniversary in show
clude Josephine Lovette, to do an is covered In returns made during trust actions against the picture daily.
business,
original for Ann Harding; W. C. 1929, and upon -which the statistics industry,' Senator C. C, Dill, D.,
Harry Green playing Hebe, comic
Frank Murray in town to get
AVash., has opened up something
Tuttle, outdoor story for 'VVilliam have just been 'Completed.
players for Fox commercial pictures in "Light of Western Stars" for
else.
Boyd; Russell Metcalf, original for
In New York.
Par. This may surprise the author,
The senator has Introduced a bill
Eddie Quillan; Maurice Coons, to
Florence
Lalwrence,
once
an Zane Grey.
which. In its Intenl, would void
adapt Ben Hecht story, "The Big
actress, now a— hold; your seats-^
Ariival in port of. the first Fi-ench
Theatre Previews Out
patents If an antlrtrus't action were
Shot," and George O'Neill, New
cosmeticieniie.
liner to touch here, the "Motor Ship
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
proven against any group; or indiYork playwright.
Whispering
Jack Smitli got that Oregon," was occasion for film playPreviewing in theatres is out as vidual as a part of any group as
Pathe has reorganized, its scenario
way singing in bungalow courts ers to make men*y aboard.
department, niaking Eugene Walter far a.s Wavner and First National "a party to any combination (In the after
Harry L/ Knapp, dramatic crltlo
midnight.
form of trust or otherwise), agreescenario iand dialog editor, with Carl pictures ai'e concern€sd.
Universal contract player^ so busy for Philadelphia Enquirer, and a,-;
In Issuing the stop order, J. L. ment, understanding, license, or
Harvey continuing as story editor.
the
publicity
Pennsylvania state censpi: to boot,;'
department
Tay Garnett, who directed a number Warner claims that previews in lo- cross license, relating to or involv- stills while the players are makes is here with the wife.
eating.
j
of pictures, has been reassigned to cal theatres have lost their value. ing the use or control of said
Couple of butter and egg men
Moran and Mack picture used '79
the scenario staff, with Paul Sco- Whatever previewing is done here- patent."
threw a birthday party for "Vic dogs on the lot. One of thdm had
fleld also rehired to do the adapta- after will be confined to studio proSenator Dill's principal interest, Shapiro.
five pups, two black.
Dark ones,
tion on "Crash," starring William jection rooms.
naturally, Is in radio in which flel4
Stepin Fetchit spieling Spanish, named rright.
Boyd, which Paul Stein returns from
he Is credited with the present gov- German and
MacQuarrle dance studio has to
French with an Alabami
United Artists to direct.
the
air
lines.
of
control
ernment
ALMA'S EXPOSE STORIES
accent in Roach talking shorts.
move. Femmes- trying on hats iii
James W. Seymour was given a
Though said to be aimed only' for
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Charles
Fg,rrell
showing
the the millinery shop downstairs ,cah't
new flve-year contract and an opIn an effort to stage a comeback the radio angle, this paper opens sights to his mother from Onset, concentrate because of the tapping*, t
tion for another year has been taken in pictures. Alma Rubens is writing possibilities In every .field where
Mass.
Warner .Van Valkehbergj muup oh Lynn Riggs.
a sei'ies of expose articles on strug- patents are Involved.
Viola Brothers Shore returned^ to sician, and apartment house pianChange in plans will keep John gles with dope for the Los Angeles
Paramount as a' writer af ter" a three ager, has written a play calljed
Flinn here as. permanent hea.d
"Record" - (daily).
months tour of Europe.
"Thumbprints." Inspired by apartPathe's short department, trans"Zorro" Will Talk r Paul Whiteman has .a hew Cord ment walls.
Narrative is centered on the* state
ferred from the east. Complete orasylum at Patton.
with a dressing table arid bench In
Jjew heatihg system, invented on
HollyMtood, Feb. A.
ganization has Bill Wolfenden in
tlie Radio lot, is two gas radiators
Douglas Fairbanks' next wlllNie the tonneau.
charge of story material and talent,
Mrs. Lou Alter can't -find enough oh ^ truck with a, fan to blow the
MAKY ASTOR'S 4
the talking version of "Mark of
and Ai'Gh^Heath in charge of actual
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Improvement \
Fairbanks considers this sunshine here and will winter in heat onto the iset.
Zorro."
production.

All directors
elected.

and

$532,431,997, of

officers -were re-

$67,543,108

net earnings. Income tax of $6,861,300 wa,s paid on this net. The other
3,123 corporationSj reporting losses
on the year, did a gross of $207,112,788, flnishing in the red for

^

legally
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Palm Beach.
over the old coal stoyes for extras. ^
After completing one picture foi' his biggest bet of all times.
Harry ' Cohh
taking
Bert Levy, the most dignified J
a
rest.
It was made as a silent 10 years
DeLacey, Fred Guiol, Monte Carter Radio, Mary Astor jumps to Para(Brother Jack holding the fort at looking gent at the "Rogue Song"
and Wallace Fox. Schedule calls mount to make four pictures within ago.
Columbia.
premiere, l^adlo announcer calling /:
lor 52 shorts, mostly two reelers, a year.
They won't let Leo Morrison re- for ca.rs -got;a laugh with: "Mr.;
with one studio stage given over in
sigh as the head of the Chlselers Bert Levy's motorcycle, please."
RADIO :fatality
New York Made
Its entirety to Flinn'o activities.
club.
Edward W. Rowland's legs painr
Broadway' Talking Pictures Corp
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Thornton iFreeland and William fully burned- by ijoillng cresollne in
has completed "Clouds," Its first, at
R. L. Davenport, steel worker,
the Long Island Audio
Cinema, was almost Instantly killed when 4i Counselman of UA staff back; from a nursery accident. A. Leslie Pearce
Film Lecturers
sprained an ankle .bn the set. Al- v
studio.
Directed
by
Raymond crane chain broke while elevating conferences with Ziegfeld.
Hollywood, Feb. .4..
Jack Wiarner carrying a 5 x 7 ways partners.
Friedgen.
a girder, on which Davenport waa
University of iSoutliern CaliforConstructing was on new
Cast
includes
Louise
Carter, riding.
He
nia's course on Appreciation of the Betty Lee, Ralph Bellamy, Buddy scene dock at Radio studios.
Motion Picture opens tomorrow Blake, and Skip Whitely.
died before he reached a hospitaL
Directorial

list

includes

Robert

'

.

•

-

•

>

'

•

.;.

N. Y. to L; A.

(Wednesday)

with a. lecture by
chairman of the comcollege affair's of the
Academy of M. P. Arts ahd Sciences.
Lecturet's to appear each Wednesday include William DeMille, Fred
Niblo, Dr. Hugo Rlesenfeld, Sid
Graumah, Karl Struss, H. G. Knox,
Milton
mittee

E. B. .Hatrick.

on

Hollywood, Feb.

Is

been engaged by Fox to write
an original western, to be directed
by. Rabul Walsh.
Arthur Jones, p.a, for President
Hoover's southern California cam-

Adam

has.

H. Shirk.
Markert and ^troupe..

Jftussell

TIFF'S

.

Course

in the College of Letters,

MONKEY SHORTS
Hollywood Feb.

and Sciences.

Following

4.

the

footsteps of
Metro's talking dog pictures Tiffany plans a series of shorts with
in

,

^Armat

Tur>ns

Out

Philadelphia, Feb.

Thomas Armat,

monk^s.
Tests are now being made to see
the monks can be made to synchronize the movements of their lips
to the words' that will be later dub-

4.

.

House

is

of

a sure-seater

tell

a

•Metro will extend
series

to

its

yei'sions

talking dog
Spanish,

in

.

French, and German.

in fiish-

4.

'

FN TAKES E0HIER-M0R6AN
Hollywood, Feb. -4.
First National has engaged Fred
Kohler and Marilyn Morgan, with
options for a group of pictures.
Kohler was just recently released
from a long-term contract with Paramount, while Miss Morgan "was re-

•

Marian Nixon, former Minneapolltan, has been awarded a $3,000 Interest in a local apartment house
which was part ofi the estate of

hef mother.
"^THUSbaita " wftff "-given-^-a =^one«third
Interest and the remaining twothirds were divided equally .between

BERGERMAN'S 2-REELERS
Hollywood, Feb.

story.

Germantown suburb.
Minneapolis, Feb.

talkers.

.

bed in to

Marion Nixon's Real Estate
•

paign, and also for Mayor Porter,
of this city, during hia election fight,
is also a new writer on the lot. His
first picture attempt.
Same studio has engaged Kerry
Clarks to write silent versions of

If

Washington,
D. C, inventor of the. motion picture projection machine, made his
first public appearance 4n years at
the private pre-opening performance of the Band Box theatre here.
lonable

4.

Hal G, Everts, Satevepost "writer,

L,y\. to N. Y.

Hobart Boswprth, William LeBaron,
Jane Murfln and Max Parker. TiEilks
•will be repeated in a text book.
Arts,

Fox Writers

Sidney Phillips.

Sills,

4.

Stanlej^ Bei'german, assistant production manager to Carl Laemmlie,
Jr., will become an associate; producer for Uhivex'sal when he starts
making a, series of two reel' comedies next week.
First subject will feature Sally
O'Neil and Molly C)'Day. Jed Kiley
is

writing the kid stories.

WALLACE'S PAR FOUR
Hollywood, Feb,

4.

_Prtor to^lj^iA'lng^f^i^^^^

leased--from-=Path6.^when-.hcfr^con- ^
tract expired.
Latter's first part a vacation, Sichard^ Wallace ^Siiy
will be in "At Bay."
No assign- Paramount agreed on four pictures
to be directed by the latter.
ment yet for Kphlef.

three daugliters, including Ma,rlan,
tinder the terms of the probate
court order.
-

CLARENCE BROWN

.

.

^

He

stiarts

June

1.

Repeating "Lone Wolf"
whose latest directorial achievement, "Anna Christie," with Greta Garbo
MulhatI Off FN List
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Levenson at Burbank
starring in the title role, had its world premiiere In Los Angeles recently.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Columbia will make "The Lone
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Without exception, the critics hailed Brown's work as tlie best he has
With the completion of "At Bay," done in a career that has placed him far up among the. -foremost direc- Wolf," with Bert Ly tell, for the
Major Nathan Levenson, who resigned as head of ERPI heiT. is
his current picture, Jack Mulhall tors. He is now preparing to produce, at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer third time.
Lytell Is due here March 1 to be- now. chief sound engineer for First
will be oft the First National pay- Studios, the talking film version of Edward Sheldon's famous play
gin on the dialog versioA.
National at Burbank.
roll for the first time in seven years. "Romance," Avhich will also have Garbo as star.
I

'

"
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VARIETY

Amnsement Leaders Make NeirTops;
Par Goes to Peak Above

1)6;

lABCAPACITY
tSNOWTEOrS

Rons on Broadway

1st

(Subject to Change)

Week

(Hd

of Feb- 7

— "Not So Dumb"
Colony — "Moonlight Madness" (U).
Paramount — "Burning Up"
Capitoi
(Metro).

BK PROBLEM

*

Passed Afb»^

ffighs

11

•

(Par).

Roxy— "Sky Hawk" <Fox).
^
Week of Feb. 14

AL GREASON

By

Amusement stocks gave an extremely good account of themselveg
during the week past arid on the
two sessions of the hew. week. Until
Monday the leaders climbed almost
dally into new high territory, and
with the mild slump o£ late Monday gave but slightly when they encountered profit taking. Yesterday
they went into new peaks»
Same condItl<jn held true yester-^day^ with-the^ggienee- that Jindfer^
presBurjf the whole group went

Yesterday's Prices

(Metro).

Leading Anwsernenis
Last Ch«e.
Net
%
M% 90% 81% + %
13,300 Fox
42^ +
aC.lOO Gen. Tr, 42V4 41
+3%
M% «1% ««i
200 Loew
+V.it
06
03%
60%
67,300 Far.
7%- 7%
500 Pth. A
40
46% 8»% f«i
198,000 HCA
30% 20% SO + %
38.500 RKO .
56% 50 +2%
101,300 W: B.
-

Hlsh;

an early show of
'Strength.' Paramount was in. a new
1930 top at 66%, Loew topped previous weeks at 64%, and Warner
Bros, at a brand-new 1930 peak at
quiet

after

When resistance developed
5$,
hoon thes% prices tvpre
shaded, but none of the active issues
got below its close of the previous
day, and the turnover was. on a
much reduced scale.
Loew's Leadorship
'It is worth noting that the pacemakers of the amustraents are
stocks
those
exception
w^ithout
which have a strong .dividend
Taackground, 'While the more specu-

"

aroun<l

.

;

Issues

lative

are. being' neglected..

Pa the has done nothing.so far, :and
TIKO, prospects for which are gen-r
erally concede.d to be for the long
view, has run into opposition a
30 which is^holding it there after
Group
the climb from below 20.
work in Shubfert seems to bo rather
timid, effort apparently being to attract a' following at the extremely
low level to which it has sunk since
the na?slng of the dividend. Cbmpany\i bonds also show no initiative,
even at the bargain price qC iG'il.
:> Lioew for tha moment seems to
have displaced- Paramount as the
an enormous
with
-pacemaker,
ifij^mount of propaganda being put
but In its behalf. Fox la merely
ma)fcing time while the new bankIng group formulates its plans for
the rehabilitation of the company's
finances,, probably with a bond
.

1

s

,

.

.

flotation and an issue of additional
stock, although the form of the

financing is

speculation.

still all

First Setback

which

Marlcet

has

been

going

ahead at rather high speed for more
-than a fortnight hit into Its first
tonic setback late Monday, the re
action continuing through the early
hours of yesterday on a carryover.
Beaction applied much more to
spots in the list outside the pic
.

jLoTkr.

--

W
—- - -—BON3W-!
Pt. L..
Sbil ...

46

40

40

45% 43% 48%

SENORITA CARITA

—%

A

productions and
picture houses. After playing. Earle,
4,100 For T..
T% T% 7%
Philadelphia, for two weeks, was
"
engaged for Mastbaum Theatre last
"T
week and now returns to the Earle
$4,600,000 or about $5 a' share.
again, hoping to repeat her former
Loew's made $7.91 for the fiscal success.
year to Aug. 31, '29, ind on that
Dir.: LEDDV A SMITH
around
$11
do
to
safe
looks
basis
P. S.—Thanks io Wja. Goldman
this year:
Estimates for Paramount are and Harry Shaw.
even more glowing, $6.33 for 1929
and indicating increase of around
75%, which *rould put the 1930 net Trqde 631^ Ic Ticke^^ and
above .$10. Special considerations
for tiOew, it is pointed out is that,
Program
Prizes 00
with mbre than 600,000 shares locked up in Fox cofltrol and much
market
the
stock withdrawn from
tro'vidence, Feb. 4.
for Investment, the floating supply
Bargain days are not o^ver. When
must be very small indeed and anyhouse
bills, three features
picture
a
to
has
stock
the
body who wants
hid for it. At Monday's top Loew on the same program, sells tickets
touched 63% and held above 60 at two for one and then dishes out
the close, although yesterday further $500 in prizes, it must be midsum
profit tajting carried it for a time mer. night's dream.
below this level. In the first sesThis happened here last week*
sion of "the week the turnover in Loew's Capital, in Pa'wtucket, had
Lbew was 15,800 shares, biggest a thi'ee-feature progx'am headed by
total of transactions in' months, in'Cockeyed Wbrl.d," "Painted Faces,"
dicating special interest at this and the "Wagon MasteiV In con
point,
junction house held a ."one-cent
Warners Zooms, Near 58
sale/' wrinkle being every second
Warner Bros, after hanging in ticket bought went for one.cent, and
narrow- range close to 51 suddenly coupons, were distributed at every
broke out of that zone last we'ek performance for gift contest, fea
and by brisk progressive movements ture prize being a $150 radio.
upward gained a new pealf at 57%,
Monday when 125,000 shares changThis is within about Theatre Stock Warrants;
ed hands.
8. points of the stock's normal level
Dersch Forfeits
before the break of October-November. All levels on the way up have
Chicago, F'eb. 4;
been, well litigated apparently. So
Warrants were issued last week
far Warner has been riding ea'&ily for the arrest of 1. F. Dersch and
on the bright repo.rts given out by N. W. Willard, president and secrethe other picture, companies, with tary of the United Theatres Corp.,
its own stateinents still to come for selling -stock iii violation of the
and llkeily to reflect an earning: state statute. Charges are that they
position equally favorable,
sold $20,000 worth of stock in the
Warner's always found It easy contemplated Orient theatre, alto alttract a following of ticker play- though the state had denied the corers from outside, partly due to the poration permission to register or
profits it paid early bulla on the qualify a stock issue.
stock on Its sensational rise frpm
Dersch forfeited a bond of $5,000
'way back. This support has stood when he failed to appear to answer
it in good stead during the current the charge sat violating the Illinois
pool operation. It is reasonable to security act
Corporatipn,' which
.suppose that all the well behaving now operates the Palace and Symstocks at this time are getting their phony in^Cicero, has been contemsponsors plating building the Orient on Chir
their
inspiration
f rom
whether they are formally organ cage's north side.
ized into a pool or merely working
Several changes In personnel have
That goes taken place recently, with new men
0|n a common impulse.
particularly for the picture stocks, now in control.

CURB

new

flndy^for

,

Same

>

.

.

Bond

.

,

'

^

.Loew Nat $2.20, Up
Impuiee to get in for

50%

thie

to the outside element
.._,^y^^,armn g..sta te ments -being sup
plied by the theatre business. Not

Lbew c4me. forward with

brilliant

income

account for

quarter ending Nov.

the

showing net
compared with

22,

profit of $3,151,954;
$2,102,033 for the like period of
1928, or an increase of about 50%
In net. This represents $2.20 a share
for the quarter, compared, with
.

S1.-13

for the 1928 period.
On the
basif; of calculation, the 16
to March 10 ought to show

same
weeks

STATE

N. Y.

Joe Leo, president of Fox Metropolitan Theatres, has. realigned his
houses, shifting Harry Marx from
assistant to the president to that
ot' district manager of the Bronx.
Marx replaces Harry .Goldberg; who
will, direct Fox's upstate houses and
independent theatres booked by
.

having to wait" on bookings .until
Technicolor labs could turn out.
enough prints from original negatives.

.

around 40 cameras now
Tech will h^ive 60 or more
by Aug. 1, but between now and
then an increase in printing must
be engineered to meet the demand
the office.
Ben Leo has b^en put in chaise the cameras will be able to AH'.
of Fox houses in Queens,
land, iand Corona,

Long

'

Tork

With

available,

By

Is

After lying dormant for several
weeks, in so far as increasing its
holdings,- Fox last •yifeek took on
three additional houses in New
York tjerritpry, which raised the
total theatres Under the direct' supervision of Joe Leo to 131 in New
state.

enla»*glng the -capaciity

.of

the

Boston lab 12 times, and the provision of a second Hollywood pt^nt to
turii out 47,000 feet a day, Tech figures its capacity around March 1
will be at least 100,000,000 feet annually.
This compares with 12,000,000
capacity at the ertd of 1929, and over
a peridd of 15 months !represeflts an
increase of 700% in printing produc-

Following this realignment, lieo tion.
Camera costs have been brought
leaves for Chicago to close deals
for added housed in that territory, down fo $14,000 each, and on an
including, theatres in Springfield, average of one a 'n'eek can be turned
Cairo, East St. Louis, Alton and out. The number of cameras, it is
declared, will not be increased regCentralia.
ularly lit the rate of one weekly until
more laboratory facilities are
provided.

Twin

City

hdies on

Rampage

Againist

Unkm

Minneapolis, Feb. 4,
Claiming that they are unable to
operate under union regulations requiring 'them to use two men in
the booth at ^48.60 .a week, owtiers
of a number of smaller independent
Twin City film houses have adopted
an open .shop policy. T^hey a;re behind a movement to enlist more of
their fellow theatre operators in the
revolt against the union.
Six houses which recently adopt
ed the open -shop policy are the
Wonderland, Elite and lone here,
and the Ray, Aster and Mohawk in
St, Paul.
There Is not sufficient
business available in the lower
loops and some of the outlying Twin
City districts to meet union requirements, it is claimed. Only
craft affected is the operators.
.

Raise Garden's Capacity;
Warner Name on Theatre
Seating capacity o£ the Winter
Garden, 1,494,. will be Increased by
at least 150 seats when It becoraea
Warner pop run housie.
According td plans ju.st completed
in copnection with the building o{
an additional lobby entrance and
marquee, orchestra bonces will bo
ripped out to provide for the extension of the first floor rows.
.Woritmen, on the job 12 hours a

.

day between shows and working aa
night shift, have already started

all

alterations

of

the- theatre.

<^

lease.

COIUMBIA'S SFUBT
Hollywood, Feb.

Buffalo, N. T., Feb. 4.
Neighborhood theatre owners secured a further restraining order in
Supreme Court here this week when

The

Wariier name will go up over the
theatre in consequence of the long

-

4.

With two new stages completed
Columbia goes into a production
spurt,

,

!

:

.

ION TOUNG jILONE

the larger spots, -however, risiised to
$96: - Changes were" effected in 13

^

.

theA'ties.

>

.-.

stage hands and electrician^ In
'these houses also' grabbed off an incrjeJifitse, koing from Jffp to 172,50.
.

;

Hollywood, Feb.

4.

U's Nevvireel Trade Mark
iibn Young, yfho split with Ji H.
Welter after making three of a
Washington, !Peb. 4.
series of eight pictures for state
Universal has just' been granted
rights release, has organized Lon a trade niark on. a new hame for
Toung Productions.
It is "NeWscafitlngrt"
its newsreel.
He will make- the remaining five. with the added four, words in small
letters, "the latest news events."
Application was filed Dec. 10 last
Up on VMarsellalse"
Number of the mark Is 293,495.
:

.

PABAMOUKT, SWITCH
Hollywood, Feb.

Unable

4.'

to clear title for the talker

to "Silence,'* Paramount's
proposed contribution to the cycle
of prison yarns wHU be "City of

rliphts

Hollywood, Feb.

4.

Universal's "La Marsellalse," in
production, since Sept..' 1, :will be
Pathe'e Circus Picture
."
completed
.this week.
Mei'ghan.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
\
a silent with ThopiM
Picture ran 'way over sphedule
"Swinging High", is Pathe's title
Max Marcin, engaged to adapt
accomplishment than before, which "Silence," has been switched to this due to a , switch of, dir^pj:Qrs and for Joe Santley, story "of circus U£e
is to say the chances are pretty re- substitute;
William Powefir will the retaking of many [Scenes: First 60 years ago.
'
director was "Paul Fejos;
Second
•
mote.
star;'
Cast Includes Helen Twelvetreos,
John Robertson,
JTime J
:JFg^ Ma
Fred . Sco tt. Bryan t Washbur n, Ben
Chester
Stepin Fetchlt;
Turpin,
dull
Fox turned comparatively
WEST"
JS
"GOIDEK
Con kiln. Daphne Pollard and Robert
(Which isn't so dull at that), while
Revnes Off Columbia Roll
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Fdeson.
all h&nds marked time and waited
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Third screen version of 'Girl of
for developments when the new
Maurice Revnes, with Columbia
banking group appears before Judge the Golden West" will be In color.
Title Ch«nge«
Coleman next Tuesday with the de First National plans it as one of its Lur three months, if off the payroll
Hollywood, Feb. 4,
He was Klated to supervi.se "Thioetailed plan of financing obligations big ones of the year.
changes for the week:
Title
Although a mu.sical, It will not be a-pay," from v.hich pifture the
and both sides go to bat again on a
"Montana" to
"Montana
basis of settlement. Stock was low a version of the opera. Waldemar Kclif*dul«.'fl dlrr-r-tor. K: II. OrlfT.th M*G'6
Moon," Patho's "Flame of the West"
around 28 and high at 32. Monday's Toung Is now writing the screen was al.-jo r<;movt'cl
.Xlbf-i't
ilay will now diroct but to "Hearts and Hoofs," M-G's "Suu
turnover, typical of thin phase of adaptation. Production not expectthere'll be no supervisor.
Kissed" to ''A Lady to Love."
ed before late March.
(Continued on pa^it 16)

Silent Men."

Picture

was ma<|e

as

.

.

rise

was Supplied
ably

HOUSES IN

"extBnt"'-not~SQrihuch"^nrtbe~*'swissv^
clock" color photography outfits, but
laboratory capacity. Playdates on a
nuntibet of pictures have been, held
up recently because of the Inability
to get sufllcient prints, producers

Bert Glennon and Patterson McJudge Pierce ruled that picketing Nutt are to co -direct "Around the
was to be confined to a single Comer,", by Joe Swerling, and EdTheatres affected are the ward Sloman will meg the screen
pifcket".
Regent, Savoy, Rivolii Broadway, adaptation by Swerling of the stage
Union Settlements
Marlowe, 'Sheldon, Columbia .and play, "The Squealer. A. H.' Van
Chicago, Feb. 4;
Buren and Karl -Brown will direct
Colonial.
Operators in the .smaller houses in
Police protection Is being given "Prince of Diamond," by Paul H.
northern Indiana towns have taken all tlieatrea rightly.
Fox, who is now putting into shape
a cut under .new.'- contracts.. Slash
"Hell's Island," special for Jack Holt
Is from $88.76 to ,$75. .Operaters In
and Ralph Graves.

.

.

Printing facilities have been behind the camerar, which originally
arose as the big problem. Number
of pictures to be made next year in
Technicolor will depend to a large

King"

J0E-tE01t£ALI6NSfaX

SPANISH SINGING BEAUTY

—1%

<

•

— "Vagabond

19

(Criterion).

-

5,000
2,000

ture stocks which gave a strong
account of themselves during the
early phases of the dip, although
when selling pressure wati at its
height Monday, they all backed
away from new tops touched earlier
Monday before the retreat began
Most of them showed net gains for
Monday, but were off from the new
peaks by from 1 to 2»/^ points.
Answer appears to be that public
speculators, made* cautious by the
burning they got back in October and always has. More than any
•and November have turned cagey other Erroup they remain quiet
and go for profits promptly in this until clique sponsorship brings them
••current manifestation of bullish- to the public attention, backed by
ness. Probably that state of mind well organized "Wall Street propa
will have to be taken into account ganda.
seemed to have reached the
for some time ahead by pools work
end of one phase of its movement
ving 'ta attract outride following.
•'
Remarkable thing about the rise When it attained thfe 30 le'vel and^has
has been, that the cliques could been milling arofind close tb that
mark for more than a week. Parti.carry on as far as they have,: b4
of the issue still maintain ihat
^g called upon ,at, every gain to sans
the goal is nearer 40 and continue:
•'••nold ' their ground,^and at the same
stock's:
time dbsorb much realizing at each to' argue sturdily for the
long pull prospects. Talk crept
!1 stage of the advance, besides stand
the
possibilities
of
again
Into
print
ing .oft the short selling by profes
of RKO getting some piece of Fox
sionals at the fli*st sign of waver
properties, basing the idea as origiing. Fact that Paramount, for In
nally, on^the connection of Western
stance has moved up nearly a third
A,
from below 50 to Monday's top a-t Electric in FoK and the common
baclcground of both Western
65% is the best evidence there T. & T.
Electric and IlKO. Situation in this
could" be of the intrinsic value
RKO
regard remains unchanged.
background in the shares .th^m
would like to get a Fox interest, or
selves.*
,
Loew control, but is no nearer to
.

(Fox).

$2 Runs

•

RKO

.

.

,

.

•

plans for an. increase in printing, de.^
clared on the inside as a far greater
worry than p^o^isIon of cameras.

Roxy— "Happy Days"

•

.

demands on the new programs.
Meanwhile; he has laid and perfeeted

Feb.

,

.

Opera"

of

...

Paradise''. (Par).

M

'

.

:

H. T. Kalmus, head of Techni-

Paramount—" Dangerous

Golony^"Phantom
/(U)>

.

Sales

Dir.

color, left for the Coast last Friday
to take up with studio heads tint

Capitol— "Chasing Rainbows"

.

'

•

.

•

,

MARCH

.

—

,

;-

Oriental

and Woods Hit

Chicago, Feb.

4.

Deck" came into the

the

TVoods and "sockeiJ out $4^000 the
first day, then gathereid speed and
finished the week to $30,000, a new
high for the hou^e. This is" a tre-

^

mendous

$13,500 IN CAPITAL

THRni FILM

FOR TALKING THANTOM'
Washington, Fob.

figure for this small house.
record fell at the Oriental,

(White Population, 450,109)
Another
Weather: Bad
.where Paul Ash and "Painted An>
Surprise last week was "Phantom
gel" grabbed off $52,500, about $500
more than the previous top. Both of the Opera" reissued with dialog.
Just about tripled any business
figures in spite of cold weather.
At the Chicago "Bishop Murder done at U's Rialto In past weeks
Case" started with a. rush but and, of course> holds over. Otherdropped off when the natives learned wise, except for a tough snowstorm,
that William iPpwell was not "Philo the worst in eight years, business
Vance." Many squawks by the fans worked out just about as expected.
"'Glorifying the- American GirJ,ii^
about this." BasilHatlibone oke "in
the part, but Powell had established at the Met, stuck for one week to
the amateur detective on the screen. average returns^ "Playing Around"
"Sunnyside Up" built steadily at didn't mean much at the Earle
McVlcker'.s and bettered its first though showing some improvement
week. "Condemned" eased a trifle on plugging that is being given to
and "Show of Shows" is being develop Alice White hereabouts.
primed for. the United Artists. Gold- Second week of "Love Pafrade" did
wyn outfit plugging heavy with okay- but the other Loew house, Palace; dropped with "ThO Kibitzer."
newspaper spreads.
"Virginian" is /finishing its excel- Title did it. "Hit the Deck," in its
lent run at ths Roosevelt, taking the second week at the RKO house, did
house record. Oft somewhat, and well enough to warrant a third
leaves this Thursday. Will be re- week.
"Romance of Rio Grande,"
placed by "Show Boat," which' comes at the Fox, got top money.
_
in for two weeks. Picture held out
Estimates for Last Week
Universal's
conof loop because of
Columbia
(Loew)
"Love. Patract with Ziegfeld, fiicker staying rade" (Par) (1,232; 35-50). Chevaaway until the legit musical had liei" held it to nice second week;
completed its run here.
$10,500; "Cliasij^g Rainbows" (MAt the smaller houses "Aviator" G) current.
did fairly at the Orpheumi although
Earle
(Warner) " Playing
E. E. Horton has practically no fol- Around" (FN) (2,244; 35-50). Still
lowing in this town. Alice White under normal but increase over preon the scre'en and Irene. Rich on the ceding weeks; about $11,400.
stage gave the StaterLake a good
Fox (Fox)—"Romance of Rio
week.
Grande" (Fox) stage show (3,432;
35-50-60-76). Warner Baxter a draw
Estimates for L.atst Week
here; snowstorm hurt, but $'24,100
Chicago (Publix-B. & k.)— "Bish- good.
op Murder Cage" (MrG), stage show
Met (Wai'ner)— "Glorifying AmerParamount admits ican Girl" (Par)* (1,585; 35-50).
50-85).
< 4,400
It's sorry it let this story get away, Originally set for Earle. but transbut has grabbed the next one; peo- ferred here to get only one week;
ple came in uiitil they learned that maybe $15,000; below predecessors.
William Powell was not in thei picPalace (LoewX— "Kibitzer" (Par)
ture; started big and dropped; only stage show (2,363; 36-50r60). Even
Xalr a;t $44,100.
some of assured, regulars passed
McVicker's (Publix-B. & K.)— up this one on title; $19,000. not
•Sunnyside Up" (Fox) (1,855; 50- bad, however.
Better, thain opening biz, and
85).
Rialto (U)— "Phantom of Opera"
still picking up; bettiered' first week,
Reissue with
(U) (1^978; 35-50).
$36,700.
dialog and gave house best week
Monroe (Fox)—"Lone Star Rang- in moons; $13,500 and held over.
Started
er". (Fox)
(1,120; 50-75).
RKO (Keith's)— "Hit the Deck"
aiowly but built; outdoor talkers are (Radio) (1,870; 35-50). Second week'
drawing; $6,800.
to above $13,000; sticks for third

Seattle, Feb.

.

-

'

—

week, .and the. Seattle attracted attention with lobby enterta-inment.
Piano and singer on second foyer,
and Ron and Don band meeting the

.

.,

;

.

,

:

,

(Publlx-B.
& K.)— stanza.
Oriental
"Painted Angel" (FN), stage show
(3,600; 50-85). Paul Ash and great
lineup of local favs, plus Billie Dove
and Edmund Lowe; hew high for State-Albee
house, and after plenty. lean weeks;

$52,500.
r p h e u
(Warner)—"Aviator"
(WB) (799; 50-75). Above average
draw, $7,300.

,

(M-G).
Direction Abe Lastfogel, Harry —"Bishop Murder Case"
Thrills and good stage show helped;
Lenetska, William Morris Agency,
$15,100.
R-k-0 direction, Morris & Feil.
Fox (Fox) (2,500; 25-60)—"Not So
Dumb" (M-G). Not too good; $7,200.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 2650-75)—"The Aviator"; (WB). Excellent laughs and draw oke; $6,760.
Music Box (Hamrick) (1,000; 26.

.

FRISCO JUST AVERAGE;
'NITE RIDE'

.

Dropped off somewhat in third
week; leaves Thursday, replaced by

"Show Boat" (U)

;

$23,000,

—

"Playing
(RKO)
Lake
Around" (FN) and vaude (2,700; 50Alice White a fav here; Irene
76).
Rich, oh stage, got carriage trade;
Stat©

-

big at $31,000.
United Artists

"Condemned" (UA)
'Natural

drop

for

$23,600.

Woods (RKO)

(Publix

-

UA)

—

(1,700;

60-86).

second

week;

— "Hit

the Deck"
(Radio) (1,200; 60-86). Fans stood
In zero weather for opening; terrific
biz for ne\(r high; $30,000.

PROVIDENCE SPOTTY

low at $36,000.
Memorial (RKO)

—

"SaTly'^ and" Love Parade"

Providence, Feb.

4.

(Drawing Population, 315,000)
Weather: Unfavorable
Despite unfavorable weather most

4.

(Drawing Population, 760,000)
Average business marked Market
street last week. The Fox has been
helped materially by its midnight
matinees on Saturdays, now the
regular policy.
Warfleld let "Sunnyside Up" go
after four weeks. Final seven days
got almost SLS much as any ordinary
feature in Its first week. Granada
had "Kibitzer," and did Just fairly.
Fact that stage show was here recently and proved a. disappointment
didn't help the film any, "Show of
Shows," at the Embassy, held up in
its second we6k and at the Davies
"Peacock Alley" did normally.
Estimates for Last Week
Fox (Fox) (5,000; 60-65-75)—"Not

So dumb" (M-G).

Marion

Daviies'

feature got usual break in dailies
off exceptionally well
business not spectacular, but about
normal; midnight Saturdays helping; $34,000.
Warfield (Fox) (2,672; 50-65-90)—
"Sunnyside Up" (Fox). Fourth week
and bowed out; healthy pacel. and
left management well satisfied; $18.-'

and started

'

$500 BETWEEN LEADERS
IN

PORTLAND LAST WK.
4.

—

Embassy (Wagnon) (1,365; 50-65- $7,000.
Alder (Parker-Fox) (1>200;
90)—"Show of Shows" (WB). Second week surprisingly strong; Indi- —"Thirteenth Chair" (M-G).

25-50)

Well

cations run will be better than enough at $4,700.
Portland (Publix) (3,600; 25-60)—
looked for; $14,000.
Davies (Wagnon) (1,160; 36-50- "No. No, Nanette" (WB). Only fair
65- 90)— "Peacock Alley" (Tiff). Mae at $8,700.
Rialto
26-60)
"Sally"
(1,500;
Murray's name kept business about
(FN) (2nd week). Okay at $3,500.
normal; $7,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) 2,000; 25)
Casino (Ackerman & Harris) (2,400; 40-60)— "Night Ride" (U). Sat- "Pat-ty Girl" (Tiff). Tapaely exploitisfactory with stage show as usual ed; $8,900.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 25an aid; $10,000.
(2d week) .-^"General Crack"
50)
CWB). Nicely for $5,200.
Oriental (Tebbetts) (2.700; 25-35)
"DESIRE" IN N. 0., $18,000 —"Footlights
and Fools" (FN). So-

—

(4,000; 35-60-60)

the

:

so;

(2d
rade"
(Par)
25-75).
(3,596;
week). Chevalier comedy popular
and rolled up good second total to
$30,000.

RKO, "Dark

—

.

,

Streets"

Regular

30-66).

(FN)

(2,960;

average^

house

United Artists (Pub-UA), "New
York Nights" (UA) (2,100; 26r$l)
(2d and final week). Norma Tal-

madge

picture never got started
out after two weeks; $13,000.

Warners'

Downtowh,

"Show

and

of

Shows" (WB) (1,800; 60-76) (4th
and final week). Changing opening
date here and at Warners' Holly.wood to Saturday midnight at $1
top; this one out with $16,700.
Warners' Hollywood, "Sally" (FN)
(2,766; 25-75) (3d and final week).
Final five days, $13,600; no furore

.

locally.

MIDLAND

m

$24,500, K. C;

TIME'J15,300,

PAN

Kansas

City, Feb. 4.
(Drawing Population, 700,000)
With a nice list of attractions

had ho trouble shopping.
Loew's Midland with "They Had

the fans

See Paris," and a satisfactory
stage show' fared well and had 'em
waiting at times. Mainstreet, with,
'Xove Comes Along" and strong
vaude also enjoyed the music of
the ticket choppers.
Big surprise
was at the Newman where "Laughing Lady" didn't do so well. "Love
Parade" holds over at the RoyaL
to

:

$5,000.
Estimates for Last Week
Dufwin (Duffy) (1,400; 25r$1.26)—
Loew's Midland— "They Had to See
Duffy Players in "Holiday." Dropped Paris" (Fox) (4.000; 26-36-50-60).
off a bit; $4,SO0.
Will Rogers almost a hometowner;
Business satisfactory considering
bad weather; $24,500,
*
Mainstreet "Love Comes Along-"

Keys'—Xondemned' Race
It

Out;

One Tops $15,000
'

Denver, Feb.

>

Tabor
(Radio).

(Indie) (2,200; 25-40-60-75)
Keys
to
Baldpate"
Nearly as good as last

week; $14,750.
Denver (Publix)

(2,300;

66)—"Condemned" (UA).

25-40-

Just fair

at $16,400.

America (Fox) (1,600; 20-35-60)
—"The Sap" (WE). Little below
usual figure; $4,000.

.

Re-

26-36-50-60).

(3,200;

viewers not so kind and gavte' credit
of bill to the vaude section; $19,000.

Newman —"The Laughing Lady"

ers,,
4,

(Drawing Population, 400,000)
Weather: Cold
Tabor turned in a Very good figure last week on "Seven Keys to
Baldpate." Natives still like westerns, as shown at the Aladdin,
where "Lone Star Ranger" did well
let jtsfiif
Esti'mates"for Last Week^
Aladdin (FN) (1,500; 35-50-75)—
"Lone Star Ranger" (Fox). Zane
Grey's story popular; $12,000.

—"Seven

—

(Radio)

(Par) (1,890; 25-36-50-60). Reviewanother one of those pictures,

•

.

auspicious; locals figure attraction
"Song o* My Heart"
over-scaled.
(Fox) ppssible successor.

'

$26,000.

—

.

$17,000.

—

-

.

My

Boulevard (Fox), "Sunii'irside Up**(Fox) (2,164; 25-50). After failing
to meain anything In two loca,l spots,
Hollywood and downtown musical
struck this residential borough just
right; ample dividends at $10,500.
Carthay Circle (Fox), "Devil May
care" (Metro^ (1,600; 50-$l.<50) (,1st
Incjusive of $6 premiere,
week).
count only around $15,000; not

>

Portland, Ore., Feb.

Loew's State (4,000; 80-40-50)—
"Chasing Rainbows" (M-G). Did 'Condemned" $16,000 and "Love
week, some of the local nicely for $22,600.
Comes Along" $11,200
houses were able to run up neat
grosses.
New Orleans, Feb. 4.
$3,600 FOR 850-SEATER
"Sally," "Love Parade" and "Their
(Drawing Population, 475,000)
Own Desire" v{ere the features to Tacoma's Colonial Ballyhoos "Lone
Loew's State was In front of. the
grab nice dough.
Star"—"Lost Zepp," $3,900
local film temples last week with
much to spare. Norma Shearer's
Estimates for Last Week
Tacoma, Feb. 4.
"Their Own Desire" (M-T) while
15-50)—
Loew's State
(3,500;.
not figured a draw by the wise(Drawing Population, 125,Q00)
"Their Own Desh'e" (M-G); With
acres, was nevertheless an auspiWeather: Warmer
four sound shorts, big week-end
O'Brien,
With
Geoi'ge
Proletariat kicked in
Jane cious hit.
managed to hold house above aver- Chandler and totial gang of 65 at more than $18,000 to viexv the opus,
age when' bad weather came along Longmire Springs, at base of Mount Miss Shearer has always been
later; close to $21,000, very good.
Rainier, locally called Mount Ta- strong at local, wickets and the
"Sally" coma, on location for "Girl That gross proves her popularity is. not
Strand (2,200; 15-50)
(FN). Crowds to see Marilyn Mil- Wasn't Wanted," Manager KImberly diminishing.
ler in screen debut; sticks for sec- played up this angle for his Colonial
Saenger began in whirlwind fashond and final week; "Isle of Loist thea'jre where O'Brien was in "Lone ion with "Condemned" (UA) get-r
"-Ships'^CF-N^- moves JniJsligliUy^oj^ej' Siar Rajigpr%'^_^JIt helped plenty. _
ting close, to $3,000 opening day and
Cut in price at "'ColonTarf6"25"and" nearly=$5iOOO^Sunday,--but-dropped:
$14,500i big.
"Lov^s 35 cents also augmented crowds.
sharply the ensuing week days. BetMajestic (2,200; 16-50)
Rabble and press
Parade'* (Par).
Estimates for Last Week
tered $16,000 and was lucky because
raved; reported $13,500, excellent.
RKO-Pantiages (1,500; 25-60)— the surrounding entertainment was
Victory (RKO) (1,600; 15-50)— "His First Command" (Radio). Fair much below standard.
"Hot for Paris" (Fox). Second and for $6,700.
Orpheum has "Love Comes
took big slump, not
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (650; 25- Along" (Radio) to whet the apfinal week;
50-60)— "Lest Zeppelin" (Tiff). All petite, getting a healthy break when
quite $7,000.
"The Painted
it grossed $11,200.
Fay's (Fay> (1,600; 15-50)—"Tiger right on $3,900.
Rialto (Fox) (1,250; 26-36-50)— Angel" was only fair at the Strand,
Rose" (WB). Feature and vaude
Okaly at $4,100. "Love Parade," In Its seclacked drawing power; quiet at "Jjove Parade" (Par).
ond run at the Tudor got $2,100 for
$4,500.
$9,500.
26-35)— a third week. Sent Into this house
(Fox)
Colonial
(850;
(RKO) (2,600; 15-60)—
Albee
"Skinner Steps Out" (U) and vaude. "Lone Star Ranger" (Fox). Very for a run after opening at the
Saenger.
Btfong at $3,600.
Sq-so, around $11,000.
of

.

"

•

;

''Hot for Paris" (Fox). Holding
for second week obvious mistake
bottom dropped out; $18,600.
Keith-Albee (4,000; .50-60)— "Jazz
Heaven" (Radio). Good week at,

921,000, $14,500, $13,500 for "Desire,"

AT $10,000

San Francisco, Feb.

Parade," at popular' prices, waa
zestful at the Paramount, while at
the Criterion the usual placid stata
of affairs prevailing on this 8id«
street has been replaced by -a
stream .of Gairbo fans, bound for
"Anna Christie."
."Devil May Care" Started Indifferently at the Carthay Circle aAd
Is not doped to stick beyond four
weeks at the outside. Mentioned
as posslble-slte-for.Jahn. M£!G0.rhaaclt_
picture, "Song o'
Heart" (Fox).
Estimates for Last Week

60-75)— "General
(WB).
Crack"
"flogue
Song"
Chinese
(Fox),
Second week, and strong; $7,400.
(Metro) (2.028; 5<)-$1.60) (3d week).
(Jensen-von Herberg) <3ot $7,600 on Saturday with special
Liberty
(2,000; 15-25-35)—"Broadway Hoof- midnight show; picture a sensation
er" (Col). Had a good week;' $10,- out here; week's total of $33,700 tre200.
,
mendous.
Coliseum (Fox) (1,800; 26-35)—
Criterion (Fox), "Anna Christie"
"Hunting Tigers in India" (Ind). (Metro) (1,600; 25-75) (2d week).
Aniihal pictures generally good at House has never done this business
this house, but not this time, $2,800. in its history; only about $5,000 unMetropolitan (Pub) (1,200; 26-60) der opening week,, or around $21,—"Love Parade" (Par). Originally 000; fireworks.
to be held second week at Seattle,
Egyptian (UA-Fox)r "Romance of
but cold weather ruined the idea and Rio Grande" (^ox) (1,800; 25-75).
second week at the Portland was About $6,000 profit for house when
awful; so moved to this house and gross touches $12,C(N); film has done
$7,000 great; more than on that well In this territfliify.
Portland second week.
.
State (Loew-Fox), "Not So Dumb"
Orpheum (RKO) (2,700; 25-60)— (Metro) (2,024; 26-$l). Usual Hearst
"When Love Somes Along" (Radio). fanfare for Davies film soft-pedaled'
Bebe Daniels played up big in ads, a little; healthy at $29,000.
and good week; $12,000.
Orpheum (RKO), "Hit the Decit'.'
President (Duffy) (1,800; 25-$l)^ (Radio) (2,270; 50-75) (6th and filial
"The Masquerader" (stock). Guy week). Earned a profit on every
Bates Post as guest star, fair; house one of the six Weeks; scrammed tP
to close after one more week.
$10,000.
Paramount (Publix), "Love Pa-

Granada (Publix) (2,698; 35-60(Drawing Population, 425,000)
65-$l)—"Kibitzer" (Par). Ordinary
Continued cold again hurt. The
week; fact that stage play was here Orpheum climbed to top place durrecently didn't help; $19,000.
ing the bad spell. Fox has cut its
California (Publix) (2,200; 85r60- exploitation and retrenched on or65-90)—"Sally" (FN). Second and ders. Both Publix
houses were also
final week held up better than ex- hit badly by the weather.
pected matinee business above norEistimates for Last Week
mal; $16,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-60)—
St. Francis (Publix) (1,375; 35-5065-90)—"Love Parade" (Par). Ninth "Love Comes Along" (Radio). Regisweek and still showing a profit, but tered okay; also vaiide; $11,600.
Broadway (Fox) (2,000; 26-60)—
due to leave soon;' $6,600.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.270; 35-6(1-66) "Their Own Desire" (M-G). Liked,
"Love Comes Along" (Radio). and stage show; $11,000.
United Artists (Parker-Fox) (1.Bebe Daniels drew during early part
25-60)
"Condemned" (UA)
of week, but picture slumped later; 200;
Fair on holdover;
(2d week).
profitable, but not big, $13,000^

Boston, Feb. 4.
(Drawing Population, 850,000)
Weather: Cold and snow
Loew's State and Keith Albee
theatres held the honors- In Boston
last week, ..Both did exceptionally
well, with the State grossing $22,600 and the K-A $26,000. Metropolitan did $36,000, not sp good.
Keith's Memorial, running "Hot
^or Paris" a second vveek, went to
pieces at $18,500.
Modern and Beiacon theatres
showed some life the last couple of
weeks with. "Party Girl" (Tiff).
Houses, which play day and date,
got $18,000 the first week with this
picture and $16,000 on the holdover.
Estimates for Last Week
Met (Publlx) (4,380; 50-75)—
"Seven Days' Leave" (Par). Pretty

Roosevelt (Publlx-B. & K.)— "The
50-85).
Virginian"
(Par)
(1,500;

—

000.

Boston's Best;

Memorial Off, $18,500

m

O

- natives-out-ftont-after-each.-show.

JOE BROWNING

Estimates for Last Week
Presenting "A Timely Sermon"
25-60)
(Pub).
(3,106;
Seattle
Assisted by Joe Browning. Jr.
"New York Nights'V (UA). They
This week (Feb? 1). MinnesotaL liked Norma Talmadge's first talkoke
er;
for
$11,90().
Theatre, Minnieapolls, in Charleis
Fifth Ave. -7 (Fox) (2,500; 25-60)
Nlggemeyer's "Marathon Frolics."

.

"

.4.

(Drawing Population, 650,000)
Weather^ Rain and Warmer
the" weather found more
folks going downtown and shows
picked up somewhat. Orpheum is
ballyhooing for "Hit the Deck" next

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
(Drawing Population, 1,500,000) 1
Weather: Excellent
Three standouts' in the local fiilm
arcades. At the Chinese "Rogue
Song" Is whacking 'em silly and
easily led the entire town.
VLove
i

Break in

,

..

$lS,10b;

SEATTLE LOSES SLUMP

4,

'

.

1930

9*

%t So Duihl)' $29,000-^Amial21,000

;

.

Wednesday, February

Kogue Song' Sdi L A/s Rave, $33,700;

New H^hs;

Stage Favs Do $52,500-**Deckr
"Hit

.

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

12

—

.

;

which pleased those who saw it
blit which failed to draw as expected; $14,600.
Royal— "Love Parade" (Par) (840;
25-35-60).
Second week for picture as first shown at the Newman:
strong and still going; $6,400.

Pantages— "Big Time" (Fox)
:.?DiL;^5j!itirlO)^-

(2,-

iPictijr^^^^

hearts Again" musical stock k lot"
of show for 50 cents; policy will
be retained as long as business warrants; $16,300.

2d Run In

Same House

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
"Hallelujah" (M-G), which opened
the Palace downtown as a twice
daily house in November gets it's
second run at the same theatre.

House has switched
policy.

to

a

gririd

Wednesday, February

5,

PICTURE GROSSES

1930

Conscientious

$75,900 at Par;

7 Days Leave'

VARIETY

PhiHy Can t Shake Sluinp-$3i000

Champaign, 111., Feb. 4.
This town claims the most

'Sunnyside' $26l000i)n

Roxy 2 Wks.;

determined censor.
AVhen Lulu Larry, local .film
of the W. C. T. U;,
viewed "Her Unborn Clfild" and
found nothing objectionable except the title, she decided something was being slipped over.
So she, sat through every performance of the three-day run,
having her meals sent in.

Gives

arbiter

Trade Talks About 'Rogue
Trade interest and conversation
along Broadway last week focused
on the Astpr and Lawrence Tlbbett's voice, opera singer, making
his debut in "Rogue Song." That
a new type of picture would probably result from this first merging
of opera and Hollywood was the

BALTO. M.'S TQBITZER,'
$23,000

AT CENTURY

Baltimore, Feb,

9

#1

tenturys

4.

(Drawing Population 850,000)
Weather: Bad

enlarged screen Is in
gist; of the smart talk.
use at Keith's ."Shqw of Shows."
the same sort of interest, Town 13 waiting to see whether.
it's
department
different
in
a
altliQUgh
With this novelty, the. revue will re-

Town's

first

Is MiniL's Hi-Lite;

13

W

3d Fox Wk.-Mast.

Philadolpiua, Fob. 4..
Busino^ss again off in. most of tlin
picture hou-ses last week.
reason for the slinnp
that has hung around since thrt
holidays.
Art exception wa.s the Fox, which,
with the s'econd week of ''Sunny-

STANLEY-PENN ONLY
$1,000

APART

downtown

No apparent

Pin.

IN

$37,0(10

.

Pittsburgh, P'eb. 4.
(Drawing Population,. 1,000,000)
Weather; Fair

[

Up." grossed almost $34,0(i(K-.-.»result wajj; that the picture has
been held for a third week.. Flrjit
time thi.s has happened in the history of the house. Picture played
at the Locust last fall, but fell oft'
.<?ide

Everything oke last week. Standout was "She Couldn't Say No" at
the Stanley^ Winnie LIghtner, who
must be rated b. o. here now, pulled
close to $31,000, jumping gross almost $8,000.
Stage unit, "White
Caps," also x-ated best of Publlx
presentations to hit thus far, a,nd
no doubt helped.
"Laughing Lady" kept the Penn
-well. to_tlie_f5pnt... Did: over $3.2.000.

The

sharply in its last two or threo
weeks. Likely that the feature will
pass $105,000 for its three weeks.

"Condemned" tumbled to $17,000
in its third week at the Stanley, but
turned in a pretty good record compared
to some oC this theatre's re"Sunnyside ^p" •sailed through a
third week at the Aldine for $18,000, cent- attractions. Another to noseenough to hold over again and likely dive was "Men Without Women;"
which couldn't reach $7,000 in its
Comes
"Love
get
fifth week.
to
a
Minneapolis, Feb. 4.
Along" not so strong at the Sheri- second week at the Fox-Locust, it
(Drawing Population, 500,000)
dan Square, under $5,000, and out goes out Saturday night. "Their
after single week for ''Hit the Deck:". Own Desire." at the Mastbaum, got
Weather: Unsettled
stood out with "Sunnyside Up.^ bill, "Lost Zeppelin" and "Dance
First time picture here ha.s failed only $37,000,
another
valued a:t $122,000 on its second and Hair* turned In a good report.
it's
thing
one
isn't
If it
"Sally" got around $16,000 in its
days.'
concluding week. Could have made
Met theatre and "Sun papers" After a long stretch of sub-zero to get more than sixdisappointed
new
at third week at the Boyd, engagethe
"General Crack"
let
to.
pulled
but
a third
started by temperatures the theatres finally got
Jiave settled their
first fiill week. ment being far from expectations,'
"Locked Door" a pan on "Show of row
ones come In.
late last week, bjut Warner at $17,500 for
Shows."
break
weather
a
e»peclally
with a glowing set of
Goes out' Thursday for "Nanette."
brodied at the Rlalto Where a fortthe Shrlners' circus was in town.
Estimates For Last Week
"The
Shcred
Flame,"
Harris okay at $6,250 with "Shan- notices.
night amply provided for the meagre
Circus drew no less than 20,000 daily
Century (Loew) "The kibitzer" for gross receipts around $125,000. nons of Broadway,'' and Enright freak smash of the season, condemand. Two week total was less
showed a poor $15,000 with "Dark- tinued to show strength at the
Estimated
than house average on opening (Par) (3,200; 26-60).
hurt
Stanton
and
it ^vas decided to hold
Rooms."
ened
Jewish population here 92,000 and It"Sunnyside
weeks of new pictures.
Up " at the Century,
It for a seventh week.
Another exEstimates for Last Week
^'Dlch Hab Ich Geliebt," the Ger- they gave this contiedy great supwas powerful enough anyway to
Stanley <WB) (3,6O0; 25-35-60)— ception to the general weak grosses
mati all-talker, was under $4,000 but port; so did everybody else; fine sraa-sh hbuise records, playing to the
(WB). Great was "Hit the Deck" at $17,000. a
-got $1,000 of tliat on Saturday after notices, and off to a big start; jstorm
since this "She Couldn't Say No"
chalked
up
gross
biggest
at $31,000.; at least $8,000 over pre-, jump over its second week's figure.
attriactlori started to spend a little Thursday slowed it up a little, but
house reopened. Elsewhere around ceding week; Winnie Liglitner aidled Earle also escaped the blight by
Might build but short stay just under $23,000, very good.
coin,
excepting the small Lyric,
notices and' stage grossing its customary $21,000 witii
Stanley (Loew-Stanley-Crandell) town,
indicated.
badly off. "Nanette," at by some good
"Playing Around" and a good stage
Martin Johnson travel picture was "Sally" (CFN) (3,600; 25-60). Fair trade was
show.
the IVIinnesota, and "Hit the Deck."
imderquoted at the Cohan in last week at pbsstbly $18,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35- bill. House has been the most conOrpheum,
the
at
week
second
its
In
(P^r); sistent of any in town this; ieasoa.
60-75)— "I/aughing Lady"
week's paper. With hook-ups galore
N«w (M, Mechanic) "Sunnyside were disappointments.
Steady for $82,000.
Estimates of the Week
and sound-on-film lecture accom- Up" <FN) (5th week) (1,500; 25panying picture, has been attract- 50). Finished Friday, and a line to
Aldine (Loew's ) (1,900; 35-50)—
Estimates foir Last Week
Mastbaum
36-60-76)—
(4,800;
Getting a play the last; long time since any picing fair business.
Minnesota (Publlx) (4,200; 75)— "Sunnyside Up" (Fox). Maintained "Their Own Desire" (M-O). Not so
from single gents with an afternoon ture has had a downtown run to "No. No, Nanette" (FN), and Publix terrific pace In third week; hardly good as some Norma Shearer films;
possible
kill.
week
to
match thi9 one;, final week $12,000. unit. House continues in slump; a dent at $18,000; fifth
around $37,000 quoted, well under
Estimates for Last Week
Keith's (Schanbergers) "Lost picture met mixed recieptlon; public at pace.
house average.
Astor "Rogue Song" (Metro) (1,- Zeppelin" (Tiff) and "Dance HaU"
Warner (WB) (2,000; 60-75)—
evidently tired of screen musicals;
SUnley (3,700; 35-50-75)—"Conr
Story and (Radio)
120; $l-$2) (2nd week).
"General Crack" (WB). Not up to demned" (UA)
25-50).
Double around $19,300 not good.
(2,500;
(3d week). ^Upped
but baritone bill for maybe |9;500.
production panned
expectations in first full week, $17,Century (Publlx) (1,600: 75)— fiOO; oilt after fortnight for "Na- to $17,000 in final week; «ngageeiiiglTig of this cSalibre a revelation
Valiencia
(Loew-UA) "Chasing "Sunnyside Up" (Pox). Knockout
ment was considered satisfactory;
to qpera-shy Broadway; started off
nette" (FN).
(M-T)
25-35).
Rainbows"
(1,200;
"iahltzer"
$lll,700.
(Par>
this week.
around
angle;
every
from
well at $20,200 oh .six days.
Olympic (Tiff) (1,200 ; 25-35-50)—
another week; around $2,600. breaks house record; held over.
8 t a n i o n (1,700; 36-50-75) "Their Own Desire" Just
Capitol
"Lost Zeppelin" (Tiff). Slipped In
Parkway (Loew-UA) "Chaising
35-60-75-11.60).
(M^tro)
(4,620;
(Publlx)
(2.200 ; 60)—"LlUes second week to less than $5,500, five "Sacred Flame" (WB) (6th week).
State
25-36).
Rainbows"
(M-T)
(1.000;
Flaps always pour into the Capitol Day and dating with above; pretty of the Field" (FN).' Opened big; grand under first week; last-mlnnte Held up 80 well an additional week
when the younger generation is good at about 13,600.
initial crowds undotibtedly attracted move against third week, and "Pea- decided on; over $7,000.
naughtiness; cock Alley** CTlff) opened midnight
clnematically reviewed; gdHa fancy
Erianasr (1,900; 60-76)—"Hit the
Rivoli (Wilson Amusement Co). by reports of picture's
hold
Montgomery;
juvenile,
Robert
new
Deck" (Radio) (2d Veek). Around
"Melody Ma,n" (U) (2,100; 25-6*) despite Its daring film did not re- iBunday.
good business at $78,000.
audience
Enriflht (WB) (3,7.00; 26-35-40-60) $17,000, over previous veek.
Not
bad, but not outstanding; if tip; critics panned but
Carroll— "Hit the Deck" (Radio) $6,500, fair.
Corinnc GrSflftth
mixed;
"Darkened Booms" (Par). Not so
action
Boyd (2,400; 35-60-76)—"Sally"
not good at $16,000; house producing (FN)
(1,018; i$l-$2) (4th week). Business
Metropolitan
(Warners-Equity) boosters liked it; about $9,300.
(3d week). Ended stay conpretty fair; $13,200.
some real stage shows, but films siderably under expectations, al-.
"The Sap" (WB) (16-50). House important
''Disraeli" (WB) (922;
Central
hurting,
of
It's
50)—
haven't
been good;
"Hit
though not a bust; $17,000.
lost momentum
with "Show of
Orpheum <RKO) (2,890;
Still rated as
$l-$2) (17th week).
Shows"
failed to pick up; the Deck" (Biadio) (2d week). One
and
Fox
(3.000 ; 90)—"Sunpyslde Up"
the best of its type made to date;
'Xove (Tomes (Fox) (2d -week). Held up to the
Sheridan Square
hardly over $4,000.
week was enough; last seven days
$14,800 in fifth month.
Auditorium*^ (Schanbergers) 'way off; around $5,400; back to Along" (Radio). First to get only tune of $84,000, and gets a third
"Across the World" "Grand
Cohan
under
$5,000
house;
in
this
week
run
Parade"
week.
(Rathe)
35
again.
(1,672;
vaudfilm
(Martin Johnson) (1,400; SO-ll.SP)
and out after six days for "Hit the
Held over for five nig^ita, Juet
Fox-toeust (1.800; $1.50)—"Mien
Lyric (Publlx) (1,300; 40)—"Three Deck" (Radio).
(3rd, final week).
Grossed around $1).
to keep the lights on until "Hit the Wise Fools" (UA).
Picture beneWomen" (Fox) (2d Vreek).
$23,000 on first two weeks; last week
Harris— "Shannons of Broadway Without
Deck" arrived; maybe $4,000.
Big disappointment despite notices;
fited from stage play big here In
around $10,000, big for non-narra
(U). Good at $6,250.
helped;
also
exploitation
out
this Saturday: under $7,000.
good
stock;
tive attraction; House reverts io
good week near $ 6,400,
legit next week; film only booked
Earle (2,000; 60-76)
"Playing
in for three weeks.
Around" (FN). Usual good busiPantaaes (Fantages) (1,500; 26Colony— "Night Ride" (U) (1,«00; State, Louisville, $72,000 50) ^"Broadway Scandals" (Col.),
ness that house has been experi35-50-76) (2nd, final week). Around
too
but
liked
encing
lately;
around
$21,000.
Picture
vaude.
and
$9,000 on holdover, light.
Karlton (1,000; 60)—"The AviFestival Mondi similar .to numerous predecessors;
CAPITOL'S 118,000 ({EST ator"
Criterion
"Love Parade" (Par)
(WB). Just average at $4,Maybe $6,500; fair.
(862; $l-$2) (12th week),
packs
000.
50)
(1,600;
(RKO)
Street
Seventh
Louisville. Feb. 4.
wallop as goes into final week,
"Dance Hall" (Radio), and vaude.
Montreal, Feb. 4.
(Drawing Population, 500,<M)0)
defers to previous booking of "VSgaafter
little;
meant
Picture and show
(Drawing Population, 6iD0,000)
Weather! Cold
bond King" (Par) "Parade" due at
Weather Clear and cold
Loew's Janiiary Festival came to being reopened only about a mpnth
Rivoli following "Condemned"; last
Two repeats pulled down grosses $53,300 for Yirgiiiiiia' in
a close last week and gave the State ago house closed again Saturday for
week, $16,600, smash trade.
week
to make ready for straight to below average last week. Palace
a
the
biggest
month
since
it
opened
in
Embassy
"Newsreel
House"
$4,600.
around
policy;
film
Princess
tried out continuations,
and
(Fox-Hearst) (568; 25). John D. 1928., Gross for the four weeks was
B'kiyn-Met at $27,100
Aster (Publlx) (900; 85)— "Linger and but for week-end receipts would
Rockefeller played a repeat and Al around $72,000.
Freiburg Passion Play opened Longer Letty" (WB); No magnet; have had flops.
Smith plaj'ing stock here. Between
"Devil May Care," with its French
Saturday, has the town plastered $2,500 lukewarm.
$7.000-$8,000.
Brooklyn, Feb. 4.
35)— atmosphere, at the Capitol, topped
(1,100;
Gaiety
Grand (Publlx)
"Lost Zeppelin" (Tiff) like a circus and spent heavily for
Exploitation boys in this com(MG), and the town on $18,000. Novarro al(808; |l-$2) (1st week).
Opened newspaper advertising. Advance sale "Hollywood Revue"
Increase of munity are certainly taking lessons
of approximately $12,500 was felt by "Navy Blues" (MG), Split week and wia-ys popular here.
Satui'day matinee.
long
out
house
plus
helped
from the Paran>ount outfit. Par had
Globe
"Love Comes Along" other houses last week with only the second loop runs.; around $3,000, prices
week end from Friday to Sunday, Gene Dehnla for five weeks, doing
(Radio) (1,065; 35-50-75). Has 50- State able to weather the ballyhoo. fair.
a.
new opening day.
"psychic" act "in thfe mezzanine
cent scale prevailing most of the Passion Play will do 12, instead of
Shubert (Bainbridge stock) <1,400;
Palace repeated "Love Parade" for which went over with a bang.
time; building up ia clientele for new 11, perfohmances.
Pleased $17,000, making total for the ttvo After Miss Dennis left,
35.|l)_"Little Accident."
a quick
"Painted Angels," at the Anderpolicy.
exceptionally well, but .drew only weeks of over $50,000, but falling sketch artist was employed to capMansfield— "Dich Hab Ich Geliebt" son, was low. When caught, the en- fair crowds: just about $4,500.
50% under first week's figures. Pic- ture tixe mugs of all patrons free
(Aafa - Tobis)
50 - $1.50). tire last reel was so badly syn(1.100;
ture will have big^ run at neighbor- of charge, which resulted In a panic
Week's receipts hardly exceeded $3,- chronized that audience raised a
hoods.
Loew's got around $17,000 trade.. Now the Fox, a couple of
fOO, which means crimson.
row, but to no avail. Flicker was
for "The Kibitzer," which is good.
steps away from the Par, has got
"BURNING UP" $23,100
'Paramount '.'Seven Days Leave" allow:ed to conclude amid laughs
Princess tried ^'Cohdemoed" a sec- a Crystal gazer arid "the world's
in
not
(Par) (3,665; 05-65-$l). Sir James and hoots.
Manager was
ond
week,
but didn't get away with fastest portraitist," also; on the
Barrie story without any sex ele- the house at the time.
St. Louis Only Fair— "Green God- it. Only fair at maybe $8,000.
mezzanine.
ment; got rave notices and grossed
Estimates for Last Week
decs" Does $10,300-^State, $19,200
Neighborhoods were unequal, a
35-50)—
(Loew)
Considering the blah weather last
(3,400;
$75,900, good.
State
few breaking records but the ma- Week, business was okay. At tl\^
Rialto— "Street of Chance" (Par) "New York Nights" (UA). Ended
jority no better than fair.
Paramount there was somewhat of
(2,000; 35-50-65-85) <lst week). Wil- festival month at normal $17,500;
St. LouLs Feb, 4.
Week
Estimates
for
Last
liam Powell
and
1,025,000)
Play
Population,
Paission
a
spurt with "The Virginian," Fox
(Drawing
melodrama opened good, considering
Palace (FP) (2,700; 40-75)— "Love liad "Murder on the Roof.'' and the
strong, getting around $24,0{>0 on Chicago Grand Opera were milking
VVeather: Fair and Cold
Parade^' (Par) (2d week). Fell off,
weekend; "Locked Door" scrammed the two with heavy advance sales.
Business only fair last week, due with good houses only at week end; film not so hot. and stage show
30-50)—
with $22,500. or only $68,500 on en(2,940;
headed
by Rube Wolf. Albee ofBialto (RKO)
and.
Missouri
causes.
various
to
Despite second week of "Sally," fell off. $17,000.
(Par),
gagement, very poor; exploitation "Pointed Heel.s*
fered a vaude array miles long and
40-75)
(FP)
Capitol
(2,700;
'key" stunt ran afoul of postal name draws, failed to reach $6,000;
Loew's State didn't do so well with "Devil May Care" (M-G). Novarro "Hell's Heroes." Strand held over
regulations, and had to make win- bad.
"Sho.w of Shows" a spcond week,
"New York Nights."
got the crowds apart from repeats and dropped.
ding, number
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1.785; 35announcements oh
Estimates for Last Week
el.se where; enabled house to head all
sidewalk (lispl^jf instead of nows- 50) "Komancs
Rio Grande"
of
Estimates for Last Week
Ambassador (3,000; 3.')-50-r).-5-75.) main stems with $18,000.
Paper.s.
Couldn't hold tip after a
(Fox).
" The Virnlnlan"
Paramount
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 35-60)- "The
-"Burning Up" (Par), FLappers
Rivoli
"Condomned" (I'A) (2;- good opening, .slid to about $4,500.
Plca.saiit
(Par) (4,000; 3.=)-50-75).
209: 35.-O0-65-85).
Mary Anderson (R-KQ) (1,387: SO- liked DK'k Arlen in this one; Kd Kibitzer" (Par). Ran. well with cowbDy
Colman picture
lilm attractfnl goodly crowd.
snappy vaude; $17,000.
got tremendous opening weekend SO— "Painted Angels" (FX). ^ Un- Lowry's .stage show; $23,100.
but somewliiit
Princess (OT) (2,200 ; 30-55)— Vulleo on stag*.',
T..^^Yith.;.^xJyi^a£teiaioiin=^cEOiv.ds;^pi'je,^ satisfajctQr.\L4.=o.J(ELtQ.1^91(L_-^^-.^.:^ - -Foac rCOOO'; 3=-^--7.5 y "Cameo Klr"Cbiiaenim'a''"^=rTTAT"-"(2^^^^^^
failing-; Thursday to Sunday around
Musical romance of
by" (Fox).
Alamo (Fourth Ave.) fnOQ; 40)
Strand— "Show of Show-.s!' (WH)
Xot l).Td at old St. Louis; Bert Frohman's stage Faded and barely out of red at near
(Fox).
f3a,000; "Mighty" finished to $19,500 "Chri.stin.l"
$8,000; just over $20,000 for two (2,800; 25-35-50-00-75). Second week
In short week,
.show; just fair.
?3.600.
not BtronK.
Roxy— "Sunnyside Up" (Fox) (6,Loew's State (3,n00; i2r,-33-6.n)
(FP)
imperial
3,")-fi0)
(1,900;
20!):
50,-75-$l,50) (2d, final week).
Fox— "Murder on the lloof fCol'.)
r— "X<>\v York Nights" (l.'A). Fair "Song of Kentucky" (Fox).
Fell
Rxcpllcnt fioeond week. $122,000, but
Fair week.
(4,000; 30-40-50-00-75),
skeptical noticeH $19,200,
away to around $10,000.
Thursday nigii'
out; $262,000 on fortnight
35-50-65-75 )
< 3,800;
Missouri
Orpheum (CT) (l,2an; 40-50)— $27,100.
Strand—"Show of Shows" (WB) and started fairly.
,
\^
Met- -"Hollywood Revue" (M-C.)
Winter Garden -"Sally" (F.N) (1,- --"Sally" CFN') (2nd we..'k). Fair "The PoLcketeer" (Pathe), Too many
[2.900; 3.1-5U-7J) (2nd. final week).
i*(u,077; 35-40-50-75) and vawde. Did
of this sort lately; fair at $4,000
Holdover stanza. S26.300; okay after 484* $l-S2) (TLli week). Couple of at $17,500.
Albee— "Hell's TIor?jos" d") (3,248;
"J^otno
one ud:
50-75)
«6xy (Tnd) (6O0; 50)
n.700;
run.
Grand Central
more weeks will wafih this
- 50 - CO - 75),
.Joe Cook leading
fJeor^e Mother's Boy" cnrltish). Picked up
"CJreen frodrtess" (WH).
Warners— -Son of the Gods" (FN)
„.„
^
?l'5.0O.i
vaude; not $:;G,000.
(i,.li,tj;
al)OUt $3,000.
Arli.s.s at his liest again; $10,300.
5i.{2) (1st week).
Opened belntr f oroed ('own to
that!

"Disraeli"

—oppning
as'

four

stirred

months

up .when

its uptown Impression, which
Trade versenot
favorable from a b.o. point

ago..

was

Big Circus Hurts

was^'t-sio-muclv interested -in-giM)Sse» oT^vIew
That, of
in new,- standards.
'Sunnyside Up" in its fifth and
cottrse, is .something that is ulti- flnal week at the New, continued
mately felt at tho paybox. "Rogue big.
"Kibitzer," at the Century,
strongly.
Song" has started
ilso got a good break. "Sally" was
Business in general was just fair
okay but failed to stampede at the
tormiddling last wefek. Roxy again Stanley, and Keith's with a, double
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VARIETY

Wednesday, February

Hundreds of singers^ players, dancers in a cast almost as big
Directed by LUTHER REED, creator oLRIO RITA. .... -

6,

1930
|

as the

Navy!

VARIETY

.Wednesday, February 6»1930

15

IN
Chicago steps forth to whistle song Kits and establish
new high record for opening week at Wood's Theatre

... "Bigger than* Rio
Philly enfolds
first

Rita!'"

"Deck"

to

-

.

bosom

«

.

.

new sweetheart

as

•

•

—

week-s reeord-gross-aiErlanger-J-heatre!^

with

^—

H. Raynor, Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo, wires "'Deck'
opened Saturday bigger than* Rip Rita.' Looks like it will
outgross'Rib Rita' on this engagenienit.

W.

Boatswains of Earl Carroll, N.

^ and

Orpheum, Los

Angeles, stiir roaring "gangway!" as eager landlubbers
swarm to $2 All -talking. All-song-hit, All-dance-hit
attraction!

*

.

•

.

TUNE IN
Sensational

RKO HOUR
February 11th

Auspices
U. S.

Na^

•

..

•

Direct from
battleship

PENSACOLA
First

time

in history

.

•

DRAMATIC...

DIFFERENT!
Get on the

air...

Hook up

with Harms...Tie up with

nation-wide Victor-Radio diealer setups. Clear the
Campaigns;,
decks for action now with Titan

Ad

unmatched

Publicity, Stunts

in history of

show

business.

FORjy.THREE MIGHTY STATIONS IN WORLDWIDE RADIO PLUG. Tune in Feb. 11th to your
local

WW

PICTURES

Reg. U.

S.^^

Pat. Of^

NBC

hookup

.

.

station for year's ini$h.tiest national radio
.

from l^avy's

(direct

U. S. S. Pensacola

"Hit the Deck"

. . .

in

Graham McNamee

.

battlewagon,

Hear the songs and story of

real
.

latest

.

naval setting

.

.

.

told

by

ace of announcers.

MOST COMPLETE AND NOVEL SELLING
SCOOP OF YEARI ONE MORE SAMPLE OF
RADIO'S SERVICE TO PRE-PUBLICIZE ITS
ATTRACTIONS!

PIC TUR ES

VARIETY

PuUix Issues

Its

After months of preparation^ Public h^s completed Its daily forecast
calendar. It's oiie of the most comprehensive reminder diarida in existence and the first of its kind to
be introduced in show business.
Calendar covers every day In
1930 VP to Dec. 31 for thei^guldance
of the Publix manager who with its
aid can be on the alert for significant; holidays, tie-tips, seasonal ex-

h

Iios Angeles,

.

Feb.

company

glass

is

stars .^for a
new typiB of. glass for their
autos. Glass is tinted aiiiber.
occupants of the car can see
out but the public can't .see in.
ebllclting.., picture

,

ploitation ideas, etc.

6im W6

competing theatrical organizations,
Ben H, Serkowich concelyed and
devised the entire calendar.
It has a sheet, about 24x14 Inches
in size, for each nionth, with every
day laid out as in reguliir date calendars. At the left hand side is a
marginal space for program plots

W.

(Continued 'from page 11)
the affair, was ^5,000 shares. As
the banking plan matures, something ought t be done in advance
to discount developmwits.
•A number of creditors have taken
judgments In the week past, but
counsel for Fox has Issued clarifying statements to allay alarm over
such transactions. In the long run,
it' is coming to be realized, the earning power pf Fox will rule the mar-*
ket for the stock-, and not altogether
the changing aspects of its present

,rpom.

Krueger w'As. taken to a hospital
remained --^nly for first aid
treatment, .leaving for the evening
show at Hlnsdalf^. iLbcal Paramount executives are conducting a
private investigation.
but

'

'

Huntington Park and
G. A. Lansburg. of San Francisco,
architect for the new Oakland

Behind the Keys

Is

theatre.

Oakland house will be the biggest
Wheaton, 111.
with 3,600 seats. An 1,800-seater is
Grand, 1,000 - seater, has been
for San Pedro and the Huntington
pleased for a long term by PiibllxPark house is to hold 1,600.
Oreat States.- House closed this
tireek: and wIU bp remodeled plus
and on the right for remarks for
the convenience of the manager.
Wv B. equlpnipnt. Reppena March
Gail Brown will manage.
2.
At the top is various information
gathered by Publix forces as opera-

Ekytbing

tion reminders.

-

W

.

Boise, Idaho.
acqiilred Granada

Qhicagp, Feb. -4.
of; picture!^ here by
.

.

Publlx's newly
An Example
censoring'
For February, as. an example, at giving the hot ojies a "pink" ticket, theatre has been: assigned to-^. (B.
top under the head "Screen permitting them to be shown for Shutee; -He was fprmerly studefft
Check" is listed various items de- "adults OnlyV* has pripven a grea^ manager in th& Salt IjSke division.
signed to keep fjhe manager in- gag for tbe shppting- gallery grind
Columbia, SiC;
formed and warned, such as blank spots in the j^wnshop nelghbordpeniiig pf tbe Publiip-Itex. h4s
screen, dirty .screen, defective mask- hqpds.'
b^0h pp.stponed" until Feb;-:?. Waling of screen, unsteady picture,
now
iaxea
ar^
Iri;
this
'Shows
ter HIbge will be manager.
shaky or bulging screen, poor deft.

the

.

^

.

..

'

•'.

.

nltloii,

travel ghost, flicker, poor

il-

faulty
lumination,
mlsframlng,
change6ver, unnatural speed, distortion, dirty aperture, slides off
line,
cracked or smeared slides,
noisy projector, flipper late or misplaced,
sound track visible on
screen, glare spots on screen and
spread light on apron.
The 28 days In February are handled in this fashion:
Feb. i. Don't let your Monday
business turn into "blue" or "red."
Plenty of remedy reference avail-

for adults, only/', even if the film
SiB clean as a hospital bandage.

is

Carroll, Publix city manager, shifted to district manager in
charge
Toungstown, .'Marion,
of
Ohio, and liexington, -Ky. Succeeded here by Ernest Morrison-.

John B.

Stockholders Sue Over
L. ]VI. Rubens' Salary

difficulties.

.

self.

General Theatre Equipment cerwere admitted to trading
on the Stock Exchange last week,
comlhg over from the Curb, where it
has had something of a spectacular
tificates

career. Report filed with referencp
to tup applicaitiori for listing gave
income statement for the year ending Nov. 30, showing net profits of
$2,710,309 after depreciation, amorti-

zation and

-

other

week ending Feb.

for

1:

Net

-1030-

Hlgh.

Sales.
1,100
6,200

10V4

100%

18
.170%

34

«%

10%
30%

20
»7

21
;

-42>;6

88

85%

85

84
12

12%
24%

•

34%
10
03

70

14%

.

8%

38^i

30

54%

38%

401^

30',^

36

22

•

300 5let.ia..M„ pref.

.8%

150,400
10,200
10,200
625,400
452,200
660
1,200
200
370,400
2,800

20%
22%

32%

«•••••

(1.8»).

FaramountrFam.-Liasky (8) • • • •
Pathe Exchange ........ ••••••••
Patbe Class A.
»••••»••
Radio Corp..'
Radlo-K-O
•
•
•
•

.

• •

Orph. pref.
Shubert . .

(8). .......

Do

pref.

.

• •

•

4.* V • • • • •

.

.

;..

(2.20)

Tie-up with street carvor. cab
companies for special round trip
rates to theatre during bad weather
(reference Publix Opinion house
organ story).
6.

Make

local contacts for spring

style shows. ^
7. What else beside programs attracts or. repels patronage?
Be
careful about signing reports hand.

ed you by employees without a good
knowledge of contents.
Primary election day nearly
due; significant copy slant, "Elect
Clara Bow," etc.
This Publix monthly calendar will
be a yearly feature. For 1931 it
will embrace many of the significant
°

holiday,

operation
with other

seasonal,,

and other reminders,

matter added that has oome up
during the current year and dates
changed.

Town

Lone House to Wire

57

80%84

84

12%
24%
68%

12%
24%
58%

12%
24%
08%

4%

3%
7%

Minneapolis,

1*01). 4.

smallest town and theatre, to be
wired. It's the Palace, ISB-spater,
at Clearwater,. Kpb., a town' of 450
population.
House originally had "homer

Bjm XOXXIEB TUST
Los Angeles,' Feb.

19

%

17,000
21,000
7,000
21,000
40,000
40,000
41,000

00
88

Keith

•

atres, was Injured in an auto collision Jan. 28 between Npgales and
Tucson, Ariz. Lollier escaped with
severe scalp cuts.
Lollier had started on an inspection tour of Arlzpna properties

wlien tho accident occurred. Reports are that he will be able to
cpntinue the tour.
,

Detroit, Feb. 4.
"Live lobby entertainment" for
--Publix- hasobrought.=pnaijche6ii=and

checker contest for the Michigan

34%
27%
05

20
70

10%

10%

37

37

-fl'.

.54%

34
50t6

40%

40%

S4
40

H-2%

Sound installations reported by
RCA PhotPphone are In the following theatres; Gaiety, Xos. Angeles;
Wanoca, Wallace, 'I^i C; Pompeii,
San Francisco; Pastime, Albuquerque;' Jayhawk, Sallna, Kans.;

-t4
-f 3'/i

*

30%

:

7%
18%

A

ft

78%
103%
88%

78%

Cs/ -^46.

Bid.

22

22%
2
1
68

Asked.

Bid.

22 Boxy, Class
Unit do
2% "Unit do

24
24

105

A

(3.B0)....;

•

22%

-%
-f3%

ft

-~ ft

78%

-+1%-

103
04

-fl

47%
90%
48%
»5%

•47%.

-1%,

90%
45%
»»%

+%

68%

68%

76

77

^1%

-t-

• •

%

•

-f4%

3

....

68

07%

.

.1;

Forest Phono
Teohnlcolor

Boston

Famous Players

820

.

.

m

.

48%

48%

40

40

40

'

...............

Toronto
.

On

4.

49%

8%B

2 Loew Thra.

.

Feb.

24%

24%

.."

Montreal

^tah Sound

.Y.,

24%

Louis

made", sound equipment, but merhere
chants financed the Installation of Branham has been brought
Sure-Seater Trying
the genuine article. Operating four from Tennessee.
nights a week, it is showing a profit.
Stock Sale by Trailer
A bomb was exploded in the rear
of the Hinsdale theatre, owned by
Wall Street fever is breaking out
Krueger, three days after the shoot- in some of the sure-seaters. Symond
Suit
ing.
Gould's Film Guild Cinema, GreenSalt Lake City, Feb. 4.
Ow6n Barlow has filed suit here
wich Village, is trying to lure fans
Utica, N. T.
to recover 15,000 shares of stock In
Btoward Miller returns here tp be- in a flotation. Price is $10 per share,
the National- Fllmfone Corp., local come manager of the Fox Gaiety and this draws 7 % interest, entitling
independent tfi,lker nnanufacturer.
He has been at the Strand, Car- buyer to a price on door tickets,
Barlow asserts. Hfe Is the Inventor thage, N. Y.
while initiating him as a member of
of the sound equipinent which the
the Science Film Guild.
orgahizatloii markets and alleges
Latter, according tP the trailer bethat L, N. Strike/ owner and op- Wariiers' 100-Ft. Plugs
ing projected; takes in soni'e scienerator of 3tar 'theatre, and .Andy
tlflc productions which the Cinema
All Newsreels hopes to present.
Floor dpfraudei^ him Put of the
fourth intereist in the Corporation;
Although Warners has announced
.National Fllmfone has equipment every intention of remaining out of
for disk and sound-bh-fllni sielling the newsreel field during
EVANSTON'S SUNDAYS
1930,. at
for about $2,600.
Strike, general
iPast. the firm has started on a 100Chicago, Febw 4.
manag;er Pf the company, and Joe foot supplement to every newsreel
Petitions circulated by students
Schaffer, secretary, have left for
played- tn the Stanley hPuses.
of Northwestern University for SunNew York.
Arrival «f celebrities to fulfill
Warner contracts will be photo- day pictures "in Evanston. have segraphed and .dressed with titles to cured 11,000 signatures. Only 2,500
Kelly Bill
make it fit on as the concluding were necessary to place the quesItem to the various, newsreels to tion oh the ballot.
Washington, Feb. 4.
Clyde Elliott, who has taken over
Kelly bill, aiming to grant to the Whlcli the theatres subscribe. The
owner of a trade mark the right clips will be silent, and the idea Is the Evanston 'for stock production.<3,
is also fighting for Sunday legit
Charlie EInfeld's.
=to..set..the„xetaiL ferLQe„,by^iygTpe^
shows..^^;^^^,^,,^^,
on his product, has been' okayed by

Albany, N.

8%

Los Angeles
Roach, Inc

80 Skouraa

Bill providing that motion picture
.holding dealers to it, has long been
a controversial subject. Favorable operators shall have, one day of
report from the House committee rest each week has been introduced
PHblix Mplds Portland
the senate by Senator W. F. Wilthe original
praPtlcally rewrote
Pertland. Me., Feb. ,4.
Only one Indto fllni hbuse of the Kelly" bill, principal purpose being liams of Troy, N. T.
Paper was drafted by the State
tP clarify the language of the measlarger tyt>6 now Utt, the Empire.
Motion Picture Projectionists' AssoPublix: has tatten active control pf ure.
Measure is sponsored by Clyde ciation and was endorsed by the
Maine
filtat«- and
the
Strand,
State Federation, of lAbor.
K<>lly fB.), Pa.
ttcn.'trea..

8%

8%

Loew's of Boston.........

25
«...

Jacksonville, Fla.,
Jesse L. 'CI ark has established
headquarters in Miami as district
supervisor for Publix. To aid, G.

DAT OFF

.

Sales.
-

St.

BILL FOB

.

De

•

,

.

28

2%

Hot Springs.

manipulator of the state.

.

•fl%
-i-3',&

.

—

between Samuel Rachevsky and the House Committee on Interstate
Nathan Rubinr Roth are 18, with and Foreign Commerce.
Rubin the present champ chess
Establishing a retail price, and

'

37%

30%

31%

Iioew 66. '41
Do, ex war..;.

Okayed

lOBBT CHESS

+1

+ %
+4%
+ %

'

4%
7%

•

.

14%

22%

BONDS
74%

97
124

.

4.

-1-3%

-

70

'8%

w

;'

W. H. "Bud" Lollier, assistant to
Howard Sheehan for Fox coast the-

-1%

-f3%
...n

.

OTHER MARKETS

Local sound equipment 4istribu- Strand, Alexander City, Ala.; Orhave a uew candidate for the pheum, FlagstafC. Ariz., and Royal)

tors

-f276

61%

.

.

CURB
1,200 Columbia Picts;. .......
180,800 Fox Theatres....;.';....
1,400 Xide
Hts ....".•...*..'....
1,600 Sonora Prod...

2%
7%

22»^

J.

of 450 Stakes

20

03%

88
83

.

5.

30%
40%

.

28

03%
01%
87%

8%
38%

•

-%

105

26%
30%

,

,

07

Cbge.^
.

23%

.

188%

41%.20

Madison Sq. Garden (1%)

3,300

48%
2%

4%.

Do ex-war

200

Last.
22
21

21

•

• ,•

612,000 Fox, Class
(4).r.....
45,000 Gen. The. BJqulp., V. T, C* •'••••
400 I^oltli •••••••*«*«••••••«
1,100
Do^ pref..
&'»••»••••*
80,700 X^oQW (39^) « • • • •'• • «
800
Do pret. (Q%)
• •••••••

28^4

cm

.

,

A

85

61%

Low.

High.
Issue and rate.
American Seat (2)
••'«••»•
28
Conaol. Film (2).........
••«•••
22%
5,300 Consol. Film pfd. (2>.... •••««••
23%
18,000 Eastman Kodak (8).... ••»•••«• 100%

Low,

17%

23
23
25

.04%
lOO'/i
61%
8^
Pathe 7s, '87.............
20%
Par-Fam-LASky 6s, '47.....'..< 00%
100%
01%
Utlca, N. T.
47
01%,
47
Shubert es.^.......i
Glen H. Humphrey, head of the 100
100
87
Warner 'Bros. 6%a (Curb).
picture operators' organization here,
.ISSUES IN
tost, about $2,000 worth of film and
All Quoted for Monday
projector accessories In a $200,000
Produce Exchange New 'York
blaze last week.
68%
100 Technicolor
Building, owned by Adolph Len..
78
$2,300 Fox script per |100
Charles D. DlbilU master In cher, furrier, is practically a total
Quoted in bid and asked.
lively and colorful enough to halt
chancery, 'has been asslgmed to take wreck.
.passefiby?
Over the Counter-^New York
Prev.
4. Plug
music sales for profit. evidence and make a report.

Does daylight saving hurt your box
What do you do?

to

STOCK EXCHANGE
Sumniary

binder, stockholders In the corppration, don't believe X.^. M;. R,ubens,
president of the company* Id vprth
able.
be Is receiving annually.
2. Weekly department atk-tt meet- the $12,000
ings?
Are you building' Sunday They hayei becpme.. sp' convinced
matinee business?
(See Publix that they have st£irte.d suit here .to
Opinion, giving volume and Issue.) enjoin the cpmpany from payment
3. Are your fronts and posters of sialaries.

-ofHce?

equal

Items,

Monday's and yesterday's halt in $1.83 a share oh the 2,026,260
the pace of the advance and the shares presently to be outstanding.
moderate retreat of prices after
Shubert became active In an effort
tlieir rapid upswing, probably will to ride on the activity in the film
work to the ultimate advantage of stocks. Liast week it n^oyed up
the constructive side. The climb has near 16, suffered a relapse to around
bePn pretty fast and something by 10 and on -Monday struck a spurt
way of a, cprrectlon was becoming of animation, moving up more than
urgently necessary. A long move- 2 points to 12%. If Broadway rement such a£ that of the last fort- port is correct the stock has been
night If uninterrupted' would inevit- thoroughly litigated and Is now
ably have led to a more or less se- closely, held, inference being that
vere shakeout.
With corrective the move now under way is group
stages from time to time the Inside work. "^-Monday's turnover reached
position should be kept fairly bal- thP' unusual total of 2,800 shares,
anced, so that the condition and more than normally comes out In a
prPspects of the whole country's fortnight.
.

;

Jpllet, ni., Feb. 4.
Akron, O.
Felman, for many years
Ott "Brothers haye bought the
director of the iRoyal Theatre Cdm- Grand and Jordan houses, Newpany, and Mrs. Hazel Felman Buch- comertown, 0., from G. M^ Jordan.

business might chart the course of

.

37%
Albert

Highs

prices Instead of strictly technical
considerations within the market It-

)

45%
30%

Miami, Fla.

,

New

Film Stocks at

,

Sfiats
With the completion of the calendar and its framing, one has been
-sent'to-each-o£4he more than 1,200
Holly w6od, Feb. 4.
Copyrighted by
Publix theatres.
Maurice A. Silver hp.s sippolnted
Publix Theatres Corp., the chain is B. M. Prlteca, of Los Angeles, archiprotected against the "lifting" or tect on new Warner theatres at
devising of similar calendars by
Sari Pedro;

F<el>niary 5, 1930

Attack

.

4.

her©;

Fdm Row

Chicago, Feb. 4.
Krueger, Inde operator,
was mysterlbusly attacked in Paramount's shipping rpom pn filna rojp
last week. Hp was shot in the leg
by three men who fled unmolested.
Krueger blamed the lattack on an.
operator he fired when he; closed
his small theatre In Hinsdale, a
suburb. In December/ He reop^ed
last month with a. different operator.
Attack was staged around pne p, m.
when men in the shipping room
were at lunch. Girls working* in
the department ..were threatened
and Ipcked themselves in a supply

George

Hideaway Glass
A

Wednesday^

hdie Opffator Shot

Forecast Calendar;

Dafly Reminder for All Chain's Houses

,

^

.

,

Mayor Retracts Promise,

And Binghampton BoiUS
BInghamton, N. T., Feb. 4.
Just as. Binghamton was congratulating itself on a seven to six
victory for Sunday shows in the
city council.

Trendle Retires
Detroit, Feb. 4.

Retirement of George Trendle as
general manager pf Publlx-Kunsky
here has placed Walter Immerman
In charge.

Trendle ends his connection to devote more time to his public and
official duties as Detroit Fire Commissioner, and also his radio broadcasting interests. Immerman is a
B. & K. product, formerly managing
the Jj^llner. and Trinz circuit, Chicago.

=^^^=—

WB'S LOUISVILLE PLANS
Louisville, ky., Feb.

4.

Mayor Boyd went back

oh his promise and vetoed the bill.
Needless .to say, the natively are
demanding everything for the mayor
from recall to torture. The 14 theatres would have opened Feb. 9 for
the first Sunday shows.

a

———

Have Arizona Territory
IS.

Warners' tentative plans to enter division

Stiff

has been appointed
Publix in
for

manager

the field here call for the construc- Arizona, under division director L.
tion of a 3,B00-seater in a proposed E.
Schneider,
Harry Nace has
theatre and ofllco building.
Pro- been named dlsti'ict manager of the

posed site Is on
Deal has been
with the next
Feb. 16 in New

same territory.
Fourth street.
They will make their headpending for months,
conference s^t for quarters in the"," Strand theatre.
/
Tork.
Phoenix, Ariz.
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When

man

the business

And when whdt he wants to buy

article^ lie carefully

compares values.

weish the

^

facts!

.

•

The

essential

is

tested

is

out buyfWg;

a

competitive

Comedy byyers—
fact

is

^that

80%

gags,

eye-filling

girfs/

^nd the most noted comedians

of stage and screen.

why

.

.% That

not only the industry but

of the wired theatres in the industry are regularly playing

the regular movie patrons have^

Path^ comedies to contented patrons. There's popularity

been Path^ comedy -conscioui

for

you—and

popularity

There are reasons!

comedies

for

25

is

proof

in this business

Path€ has been

years.

Path^

•

.

.

making successful

talk -song -and -dance

comedies are built on the sure principle of audience-

for years.

That's

why

the

man-on-the-street always

thinks of Path^

comedy.

when you

Weigh

the.

say

facts!

VAK

*yiMplMM'' k
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ROGUE SONG

TaBdng Shorts

HiniatDre Reviews

SUGAR PLUM PAPA"

JOE FRISCO

New York

Warners,
'

bett, opera name. In a good
looking all-color picture. Slow
unto dullness outside of Tib-

Coinedy

10 Mins,

A

•Film debut of Lawrence. Tib-

With Daphne Pollard, Harry Grib)on, Rosemary Theby

°

Comedy

12 Mins.
Gaiety, New .York

Vitaphohe No. 939

great

comedy

^

short.

.

'

'

.

singing, but with that
comperisating the dlffl"Laurel and Hardy
names, to h^ljp drtiw but the
'comedy is very weak. Much
too long but TIbbett's songs
arid the production will carry
Women will
it for one week.
make or break it ad a holdover feature..
'|Son of the Gods" (FN).
Barthelmess picture holds class
and interest plus a great perbett's

voice

Educational

Small

.

towfis unfamiliar Tvlth Helen Morgan may liot "get" the satirt on that
ballad singer, but this is only a,
minor Item in what should be unibright and
versally, accepted as
breezy entertainment. Joe Frfsco is
a vaudeville and Times Square
celebrity, famous for his nifties. His
style of working is easy and infectious.. It loses nothing in the transfer to the screen,
Prb'duction Is ^iven'the short by
laying the scene at. a benefit performance for a Christmas Fund,
Frisco Is the .only aCt who will go
on second, his expressed philosophy
heing that it's better to have an audience yadklng in than walkinf out,

to the. narrative form in
slapstick is alreaidy well under way.

Return

is a leader in adhering to plot even while spilling
pails of water or custard oyer his

Mack Sennett

characters. This one Is a very good
example Of the school.
It^s a bunch: of hokum about a
spcialiy ambitious matron who tries
to marry* her bush league son to
a titled woman .who needs the.
Son loves the maid anddough.
•

ciencies.

formance by Constance Bennett. Story a bit weak but picture okaiy anywhere.
"Lost Zeppelin" (Tiff).
Quality and costly production
with theme of contemporary
interest. Well done and despite

they elope with their sailor friends
staging a wedding party along
rough and tumble lines. Easy laugh-

.

Land,

ing.

.

Morgfan had
the so^BSticated first night crowd
howling. It should be funny even
without pfior knowledge of the MorLand,
gan style.

BurltMSe on

lyiiiss

EDDIE CANTOR
Comedy

ComeiJy

lack of plot incident holds in-

Mins.

II

Gem, New York
Paramount
Old vaude routines come

New York

"Men Without

in

.

Cantor in whiteface, at .ease and
of the houses^
at his best. A, corking good short
is the mopey gent sent
The Cantor name will sell it in the forO'Donneli
to tune the ivories but who
first place and the short will pfeU
winds up by ^vrecklng the joint.
Itself in the second.
Set is a parlor and the action reComedy skit used, besides iden- mains
there throtighout. Miss Blair
tical in title, is similar to Jimmy
Hussey's old" vaudevillie act. Either, plays straighti
AH the laughs are -in O'Donnell's
wrote
the
•bv permission or Cantor
pantomime,
he remaining mute
Hyssey turn. Different start provided by an incident in court, where througlicfut, "Plenty of hoke aiid the
Cantor and a young Woman are cheaper the price the more they'll
brought before the judge for neck- laughi
ing In an -auto. When Cantor explains the woman Is his wife and "THE DELICATESSEN KID"
flashes the marriage certifi^cate, case with Benny Rubin
Comedy'
Outside; the cop apoV
is dismissed.
Mins.
ogizes to Cantor, saying ho didn't
,

.

.

-

!

the wontifl wtts hie wife. Cantor answer* fWat he didn't either
until the cop flVxsihM l^isi light In her
That's hot so new, but it
face.
serves this picture .well. Later Cantor is' nabbed by the
same cop for speeding In his roadAfter by-play and cross-fire;
ster.
he sings "My Wife Is on a Diet,"
published comedy pop, to prove to
the cop he's Eddie Cantor. After
the song, cop gives him. a ticket
Bige.
anyway.

know

JAMES BARTON

Universal
Does not measure up to Benny
Rubin's usual exhibition. Its best
spot is for big town neighborhood
e^nds. Reel is too slow paced and
lacks real, comedy,' principally be
cause the straight doesn't measure.'
Recording good and photography

Walter Fabian directed, pho
tographer being Wilfred M. Cline.
Although there are si:^ males In
the calst, Rubin is the only one that
gets film credit. NoUiing much- to
the story, being a striaight chatter

okay.

V

delicatessen

The proprietor's^son is stage
struck and likes to dance. He. there'

Vitaphone Nos. 926-7

James Barton, a musical comedy
and vaudeville "liame," in a senti
mental affair of a down-and-outer
and his pal, a cute teijrier. Away
from the ordinay type bf short,
holds production Values and Bar
ton's specialties.
Stacks up as a
good all 'round release.
Fred Allen authored the skit,
which takes Barton and his puppy
from their first "move on" order
from a cop to Barton's winning of
?20 In ah amateur night contest and
ordering a table full of food for
himself and the dog.
directed.

Land.

annoys hia. bid man with Im'
personations of the fainous cus
toniers that trade in the shop. To
lose their identity in the film he
twists their names about. But he
leaves sufficient recosrnlzahce In
pronounciation ta dovetail his per
foirmance with Eddie Leoniard, Pat

fore,

.

Rooney and

Bill

Robinson.

Windup

man finally consents
go into vaude with his son. Film
fades on both hoofing.

is

that the old

to

"WANDERLUST"
Scenic with Songa
10 Mins.
Rialto,

New York

*

Paramount

"VENGEANCE"

Robert C. Bruce' scenic with a

Dramatic Sketch

story

9 Mins.
Warner's,

filling,

and songs. Scenery. Is eyestory fitting arid the singing
awful. In spite of the vocal drawback, "Wanderlust" is an advance
Vitaphone No. 3799
Okay. Spotting, however, depends oyer the scenics of silent days. On
on the feature picture, owing to this the dialog, plus the cariieria views,
short's .intense drama.
Kids
It's well not a. wonder but a pleaser.
done, has suspense, arid la brief. may like it.
Three adults, two of them men,
Photography and recording' good.
Arthur,. Goldewey wrote it.
Trio and a boy, are the characters. Pop
play as a circus wire. act. Warner and
are trying to sing the bOy
Richmond and Nataliei' Moorhead to sleep so pop can start to wander,
are man and- wife, Gardner James Pop and his friend have hot puppies
is the lover.
and crave travel. They don't get the
Sctenes are In and out of the big kid to slee°p at all and audiencestop.
Richman, as the understander will know why the singing.
of the i*bpe walkers, overhears his
Everything outdoors and photogBige.
wife turn down the young lover raphy first rate.
Latter figured wife mark for his arrow and when turned down spots WILLIAM and JOE
envious an«l shoots off a mouthful "Actions Speak Louder Than
about friend husband.
Words**
Rut he's all wet Husband takes Comedy
pair up on wire later and turns the 7 Mins.
tables, everything ending just as it Paramount, New York

New York

mom

.•

•

—

MANDEL

.

began and as abruptly when assum
mg lover is dropped into the net,

*

Comedy

—

New York

_

Is

what

all

.

.

'

.

.

;
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SON OF THE GODS

minutes.

They don't Seem to jibe, but Sam Lee.
Richard ^Bartheltnesa
..Constance Bennett
merely coincident with the un- Allana
Mildred 'Van Dorn
written law -s^liich says you can't JSlleen......
King Hoo Chang
'Moy
have everything.
Connie.
Geiytva MltcbeU
Reports from theycoast are that Lee Ting
Alyn Warren
Ivan Christie
Metro was in some doubt about Cafe^Manager
.Anders Randolt
AVagner.
Tlbbett and just What ta do with Attorney.
G«orge Irving
him after, he'd been signed, tots of SathuKt.
Claude King
. . ......
conferences, and then "The Rogue Boy.;....
.Dickie Moore
"Love Comes Along" (Radio);
.Robert Homans
Song" decision as "suggcstied!' by Dugan .
Meritorious programme.r starWells Root, according to program
ring Bebe Daniels. Well made,
High class general- program recredit.
After that the difficulty of
ably cast; and with a good
Story -weaknesses are the
fitting a powerful baritone to a lease.
theme song.
microphone. Studio hints of toning stumblirfg block.
Accepting for treatment the deli"New York Nightar (ITA).
down are said, to HaVe' been rejected
by the opera singer. Result was cate subject of a Chlham.an in love
Norma Talma.dge •In hei^' flr^t
quite some experimenting- until the with a- white- girl, and vice versa,
Good perthe main, point.
sound boys finally finished up with realism is sacrificed to an obvious
formance by the star In a fair,
the mikes 15 feet back, the orches- narrative device in order to conpicture. Underworld and backtra anchored, everybody grabbing vert the Chinaman into a white
stage combination yam along
hold of something, and Barrymore man for the final clinch.
familiar lines.
dictating^ "^*lre when ready, Larry."
Some such similar makeshift was
"Bishop Murder Case" (MTo get the full force of it, the used years ago to coh^v'ert the late
booth men are apparently under Valentino's sleek Arab into undiG) Philo Vance murdea my s -alone
leave
the
faderq
orders
to
luted
Caucasian.
Regardless of
ery.
Tuned to all box offices
Summation is like listening to Tlb- Anglo-Saxon conventions probably
from a week to a day.
bett on. a piarlor orfhophonic With rendering- this race metamorphosis
'^Little Johnny Jones*" (FN).
the volume full on. The power is necessary, the effect is to riddle. the
Race track yam of familiar
tremendous, and those who go from illusion ahd expose the ^machinery
formula but done nicely; Okay
the Astor to the Meti*opolitari to of Hollywood.
for general consumption.
hear him are going to be surprised
But the studio handles the last
at the difCerence. in volume on the minute change^ of tempo well, even
"The Grand Parade** (Pathe).
That's though the whole" work Is weakbig auditorium hearing.
Backstage' minstrel story weU
what that mikd can db.
ened thereby.
produced, dIrQcted' and* treated.
The melodies Tlbbett Is singing
Mlscegnation in its more romantic
Should dp well across the
must be like the tidbits he warms aspects has been flirted with a numcountry. Music the kind they'll
up on in the dressing room or tub, ber of tlme^ by Hollywood. It ofwhistle.
Yet there are two high spots ^when fers fertile areas for dramatic con"Parade of the West** (Uni-)
he sings while being lashed and at flict and, pQwerful race prejudice
Poor western talker.
yersal).
the finale, where he goes for a.- high serines, but there' is no hpnest solunote, and holds It, while the male tion amenable to the required happy
Even In lesser grinds- It will
chorus Is catching xift on the final ending. Therefore the tongue-Ihhave difficulty delivering. Is
few bars. That flair for giving cheek flashback to show that the
an 8B% dialog picture.
numbers a climax, Inherent with all handsome non-Caucasian was really
"Qn the Border** (WB).
opera singers, makes the finish of a little child of the Nordics.
Hackneyed Btory for Rln-Tfnthis picture something to wait for.
Fine performances by everyone
Tin talker. Vot double feaAnd in his favor Is that he's hot a from Barthelmess do'Wn,
and the
ture grinds.
tenor. Almost two hours of a high
restrained direction of the alwaysregister, via wire, and with ho-ijon"O'Malley Rides Alone" (Synshrewd Frank Lloyd maintains Infrom
trastlng
vocal
callsthentics
timid
Silent
and
too
dicate).
terest despite the things which the
other/- principal sources might be a
In story to rate Importantly.
mind fastens on critically eh route.
strain on the ear. But this mascuConstance Bennett offers a perform"Love at First Sight** (Che»line rumble that comes from the
of exceptional excellence. Few
ance
Backstage film beterfield).
boots is always interesting.
low par except for dancers aiid
Barrymore, in directing, hasn't actresses of her yoiith and looks
a band. Casting Is not good,
done much with the story. Its lone can match the authenticity of her
production and color is acting. She has both imagination
voice,
but maybe okay for the small
'Rogue Song." The dialog Is often and artistic sincerity, i Also worthy
houses.
nothing less than amateurish, both of ispeOial mention was a small part
"A F'ragment of An Empire*
Tlbbett and Miss Owen repeating played by Geneva Mitchell, early In
( Amkino).
Good direction.
phrases until it becomes almost a the picture, as a white girl who
Camera angles, and failr actgag.
Which leads to the comedy calculates the percentage and deing In a little different story.i«
that registers as If Barrymore had cides a handsome Chinaman who
fair chance In the sure-seaters
assigned an assistant director to has millions lir not to be snubbed.
and Hardy through She plays the limited opportunity
.Laurel
send
and others still using sllents.
some hoke sequences and then had' for a really distinguished result
simply picked' the spots to cut them Very cute kid, Dickie Moore, In a
wife enters, husband declares he in. Those Laurel and Hardy names. few short feet, had .the, audience
has to leave town* hut unpacks In- will likely help as a draw^ but there ready, to adopt- him. He's a postage
stead of packs.. Wife protests can be.no question that the sup- stainp-full of sex appeal, about two
years old and utterly Infectious.
aeralnst his leaving, and repacks the posed laugh footage is awkward and
Most elaborate Set of picture Is
bag. Friend tellH husband he bates deplorably weak.
Prodhctionally the film Is rife boiTowed from "Sally."- Only the
to see him go, at the same time
shoving him out the door. Friend with synthetic mountain exteriors, more eagle eyed fans •will notice It
promises husband he'll look aftei: although at least two are superb and there's no reason •why hot.,. "Son
the wife, and wife and friend start examples of the art And the color of the Gods" is in no sense cheap.
Story is of a In fact, quite the reverse.
is good throughout.
necking.
Summarizing, a go.od. feature.
Finish Is' a bit rough. Husband Russian bandit whq eventually kidprincess after killing her Hairdly $2 although possibly okay'
shoots friend and he and wife sit naps a
brother for having betrayed his sis- for a few extended' runs on grind
down to play cards. Dying friend ter.
So much footage has been used where Barthelmess is particularly
is still squirming on tli<c; floor wben
in telling the tale, and pace Is so strong.
Land.
husband shoots again. liSist shot slow,
that audience curiosity is apt
tears a square piece out of the visitto pall long before the'finlsh. So it
or's trouser seat
matter
waiting
for
becomes a
of
Mandels are good screen muggers Tlbbett to sing. "When I'm Looking
(ALL. DIALOG)
and are okay on the roughouse at You," by Stothart and Grey, will
Tiffany production and release directed
antics. Monty Brice directed.
undoubtedly become the plug num- by Edward Slitmiin, Story by TrAniem
Bife.
Hyland and Jack Nattetord. Dialog by
ber, and it Stands a nice chance.
Kenyon.
Cameraman, Jackeon
On performance there's only Tlb- Charles
Rose,
At the Gqilety, New York, Feb. 1
GEORGIA GRAVES
bltt and. Miss Owen. Everybody else for (2 engagement.
Running time. It
Dahoing
is but spasmodically important and mins.
Commander
Tearls
Hall...
Max Linder, Paris
not often seen. It's either\the love Mrs. Hall............. ....Con-way
Virginia Valll
Jacques Haik-CinevoK
interest dUo or a crowd.
Tlbbett, Tom ArmMrong
Rlcardo. Cof-tes
Not a good short despite a prac- In opera, has always been very stiff Tiieutenant Wallace
..Duke Martin
tically nude dance for a finish.
Kotbryn McGuIre
In his acting. Taking that into con- Nancy
Winter HaU
J'irst ^umber^^shows
Qe^rfli ,sldfiratiQn,.^the^studio.'.. deserves =nO; Mri, WUaon
Graves, of the Folles TBefgeres, little credit in having warmed him
and quality
money
TlffanSr
has
put
a
lor
metal
circle
using a large
up to the extent the screen reveals.
should
get
this
which
feature
prop. Second Is her ballDon num- But his dramatic ability^ as is natu- into
ber from the revue, the dance end- ral, reaches it.s highest point when into a lot of the de luxe houses
ing on a fall Of numerous balloons he sings. Tlbbett, with the camera and be generally acceptably behind
from the ceiling. Reads better than up close, can read a song and make the keys. Unfortunately too little
it looks.. In the last dance, she apyou believe it. And, due to the happens and the dearth of incident
pears practically nude In a thin veil proximity of the lens, It's an educa- keeps "Lost Zeppelin'; frona being
number.
tion for every vocal pupil ifl- the as fine a narrative as it is a proToo long and dance numbers all countrj* as their first chance to duction.
With Admiral Byrd now at the
of similar pattern.
N. O. except study breath control as practiced by
locally and none too good here. Re
members of the opera. They can't South Pol© and other recent polai*
(Continued on page 24)
production poor.
And
get this cIo.se la. a theatre.
"Street of Chance" (Par).
exploitation can cinch

Sriiart

face.
its

.

i

Strongly hints of
this one.
•recent murder of well known
done
^Jxcellently
gambler.
and hag William Po wall's name
to help. Sure fire all over.
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LOST ZEPPELIN
<

'

.

few of their favorite lifts and
misses work out the plot. It'll sat
Paramount
isf y „on about all screens.
i-^^^Another-otthe-near-domestic-bat
VUnusual intelligence "not required
ties with Arthur as the hub who
«oes a stew and gets in the wrong to "get" the yarn, although the idea
apartment with a prospective bride is the type that can be muffed. Lit
Not especially strong but fair tie chance for kids to find out why
For kids,
this or that happens.
enough.
Dialog seems secondary to the however, there are the falls.
comedy continuity and the speed
Characters speaking normally but
upon which the farce climaxes are acting their thoughts is the gag. In
reached.
Three women assist Ar- other words, the asides are performthur, who does an acceptable souse ed physically. When Joe walks In.
at the sUrt Girt in a bath staking the room William says he's glad to
routine is part of. the action to keep see him, tlien picks him Up and
the boys looking.
tosses him through the window. The
ifarh.
^

possibilities.

i

.

Paramount

acrobats
from vaude
fall themselves
into a moderate
score of laughs in this brief short
•^^.DAM'S EVE"
With John Arthur and Frances Lee Things happen fast When they hap
Comedy
pen this one's best point, Mandels'
29 Mins.
stage r4)utine not used intact, but a
Riverside,

make talk. Not hot for
women, which' hurts its riioney
will

.

a

Idea centres ai'ound
store;

York

Murray Roth

New York

skit.

"The Under Dog"
15 Mins.
Strand, New

I

Stanley,

Women"

(Fox).
Stunning, realistic picture that

handy

Shor.t isn't' as effective as
the vaude act, but it'll do for most

in '18.

paramount

Oke everywhere.

terest.

Here O'Connell and Blair are using
the same slapstick routine they did

Minsr

Rialto.

The Piano Tuner".

for shorts in regard to acts unwilling to film their present material.

"Getting a Ticket"
11

O'DONNELL AND BLAIR

which

singers strive for, is something to
max'vel over.
Miss Owen Is fair of face, but
(All Color)
Tlbbett, at
registers without fire.
filetro-Goldwyn-Mayer production and re^
Oath- least, has that ingredient when he
lease, starriner -Xitivvrence Tlbbett..
Remaining cast support
ocalizes.
crlne Dale Owen, Laurel and Hardy .featured.
Basid on Krahz X*har operetta, Is adequate if lacking lustre because
Gypsy Love." Directed by Lionel Barry- of a lack of opportunity.
Nance
more. Storv by Frances Marlon and John
Colton. Music by L«har and Herbert Stpt- O'Neil Is but briefly glimpsed
hart.
Lyrics credited to Cllftord Grey.
An Interpolated and prettily camRasch l)allet. Photography (Technicolor), eraed Rasch ballet fails to excite,
At the
Percy HUburn and Schoenbaum.
picAstor, N. T., for twice dally $2 run, start- w'hich but emphasizes that the
ing Jan. 28. KunnlnB time. 103 minute*
ture Is Tlbbett singing before an
Lawrence Tlbb«tt expensive and sightly background.
YcKor
Owen
Prlnceas Vera
.Catherine Dale
'Rogue Song," for $2, rests with
Prliicess A lexandra
Nance O'NoU
Judith Vosaelll the femme reaction to the opera
Countess Tatl^na...
.Ullrich Haupt singer.
Prlnco Serge
In the program houses that
Blsa Alsen
Yegor's Mother..;.'..
will ^ave everything, but if
oice
Florence tAlce
Nadja
Ossman
Lionel Belmore they can cut it 1^500, or even 2,000
Hassan
Wallace MacDbnald feet, it \vill Impress as a much better picture when generally released,
True to its advertising, a one-man where it Avill Comparatively beat its
2 attendance.
picture. The Tlbbett voice will send
Photography and recording uni'Rogue Soiig" through the program
houses for considerable coin, but formly excellent, although the sl^raln
•whether it •will develop Into a hold- on the wh*e in chaining the Tlbbett
over release depends on to what ex- volume is often 'apparent.
Metro hais never pi*eviously given
tent the women go for the new film
any picture the financial New York
reCriiit.
send-off in advertising that It doOther than Tibbett's vocalizing nated In this instance.
Sid,
Tpo
there's many a dull moment.
many to technically class it as a
good picture. And as far as New
york Is concerned, the femme jury
(ALL DIALOG)
is apparently still out on this bariFirst National prpductlon and releastt
Opening night lobby
tone's s. a.
-Richard Barthelmess.
Blr«cted
comment by the ladles was decided- Marring'
by Frank Lloyd,
.Founded on a Rex
Iv mixed. A lot of people are going Beach story.
Adaptation and dialogr by
to find It hard to reconcile that huge (Bradley Kins, Cameraman; Ernest Haller.
physique and terrific voice with At Warners, N. Y., opening Jan. SO for
Running time, 00
Tlbbettis round and rather pudgy $3 twice dally run.

(ALL DIALOG, With Songs)

"The Rogue Song" (M-G).
"The Benefit"

.Tibbett's control,

19

;
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credit In his booklet. Hays
recalls ^s appearing In the first talking picture presented to the public,
but DeFbreat remembers It as Cal Coolldge, Chauncey Depew and another
who first went on the. talking screen. Doc says exact time was April, 1923.
So far nothing has come of it, but the boys are still writing.

Hays has handed the Warners considerable

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Kecent)y''a picture executive handed down orders to air parties concerned In the purchase of a play or musical show that the price paid for
the possession of a legit piece: may not be divulged;
Move was taUen after this exec read In print the amount which his

9,

1830

3-Groqi Pnblii Survey

Tnul Blazmg Budget Plan

A young leading man noted for his ability to hang on to. a dollar, has Preliminary to preparing a
been living on $100 a week for the past year. His salary Is now $1,200. budget for next year Publix officials
claims, he will continue to live tot; $100 per until he is ready tp lea,ve plan a survey with three groups of
.
pictures.
executives set- 'to tour the circuit
Recently he bought a car. -He spent four weeks visiting the used car on. an inspection trip. Idei, is to
firm had paid for a play.
lot's before he went for a buggy at $850.
Every dime he. makes, outside get all information into the home
of his living expenses, is Invested in mortgage?.
office for one analysis of any imStick-up boys arp getting leary of Fox Coast boxofflces. In niany of the
prpvemenits to be made, tlxe cost,
hbuses the boxofflces have metal boxes attached to the floor atid locked.
Hollywood screen writer, seeing a chance to make some change pro- and then undertake the entire Job
at one time.
In this contrivance the larger currency Is placed, the cashier never cui'ed an option on a serial running in one of the national magazines.
Survey Is expected to con.s'ume
He held the option for $10,.6qO and endeavored to {g(^t $25,000 from a studio about
keeping more than $2© in cha>ige at hand.
two months.
for the.yarhi He sent
agent
one
studios to sell the rights.
He

'

.

..

.

.

.

>

Production manager at an indie studio accepted a femme lead whose
salary Is |1,260 a week, and then carved out his pound of cash.
stipulation
Contract was written for the girl's regular fee, but carries a
for $3,500.
that if the picture goes three weeks she will work the trio

an
to
of the
agent, to Impress the exec, dwelt at great lengths on the ability
of the writer of the story as a prelude to selling the yarn. He oversold,
for the ^udlo turned down the story but wired the ij,uthor to come oh
to write originals.

^he

Saenger Boys North

Bureau of the Census has been granted $39,593,000 for the 1930 cdunt.
New Orleans, Feb. 4.
Appropriation carries with It the authority lor the. bureau tp ceiase,^ if
Gastpn Dureau, Jack Meredith,
merely the physical distributor and not connected In any hecessary, every other function In order to get the count through and Geprge Walsh leave fpr New
other
and
World"
the
"Across
promptly.
York early in March to represent
way with the sales of "Huntiiig Tigers,"
It: is expected that, final totals will disclose many surprising adjuatthe Saenger dlyisipn of Publix in
exploration pictures controlled by Talking Picture Epics.
mentis and changes in population, thus affecting producers and exhibit tiie home office of thb circuit. That
Beyond service charges, Columbia is not Interested."
tors alike.
tneans the boy* must moyo. their
fumiturb and families.
Except
Planned activity of Publix in the merchandising of gums, candles, and
Billy Lyons Is the first American to play in Soviet moying pictures, Walsh, who cbmes frorn Yonkers.
other product by vending hiachines, with the slot Contraptions placed Her first vehicle is a satire against red tape and bureauracy In the
Dureau will be in charge of
in all the theatres^ is under the direction of Briitip Powell;
Saenger end,
Soviet government, produced and directed for Sovkino by Ivan yino-< bookings for the
Latter has been placed in charge of this branch of operation by Publix, gradofC.'
Meredith handllhg press wbrk and
Miss Lyons Is a graduate of Shubett., with post .graduate ibpurSes in Walsh acting as division manager.
Word has gone but from the Warner operating sanctum asking editors Ziegfeld and Hollywood. In private life she is the wlf'gi of Eugene Lyons,
and others to eliminate all mention of the word "Mark" in referring correspondent for the United !Press in Moscow.
to the Strand theatres on Broadway and in Brooklyn. Change to "Warner
Ticket Makers' Confab
Bros. Strand Theatre" is asked.
Washington, Feb. 4.
Six months ago a Coast studio p. a, thought of a |:ajg for the next chap
on
the lot to be lAarried. He discovered that for a comparative few
Trade practice conference for
Fox studio discovered that Tommy Clifford, lO-year-old importation sheckels he could hlr6^ those searchlights so diear to the heart of Holly- makers of roll and machine tickets
from Ireland, has mastered the art of harmonica playing. This prompted wood.
as used in picture houses, has no^v
organization of a raeamuffln harmonica band o^ kids to do a number in
His Idea, which he passed around, was to have ihe big lamps play on been set for Feb. 25. This will
the new "Pox Follies of 1930." Clifford will lead.
the upper part of the house throughout the wedding, night. He waited cover two previously authorized
patiently to put it over, and then he became a benedict himself. The gatherings.
Without the use of sales .pressure. Western Electric Is finding a large boys didn't forget his gag.
Things to be straightened (Tut
market for its headphone additions to regular talker eqifipment. Eight
are:
Interference with contracts,
patrons,
while
deaf
for.
conveniehoe
this
theatres nationally haye Installed
Picture hook-ups with national fraternities, etc., don't always pay a defamation of competitor^, entice10 others have contracted for the same, according to the Electric
producer^ The Martin Johnsons have found that out with the Boy Scouts. hient of emplpyees, price discrimiJohnsons flgured that-by taking those three lads on the African camera nation, secret rebates, discriminaContrary to popular belief. Max Fleischei: and his brother Dave, of- hunt that the whole scout nation would buy-in. With, the picture
in Its tion in price Ijy means of split,
vHcials of Out of the Inkwell^ have been out pf that company for a year. third
and last week at the Cohan, New York the management reports shipiuents, delivery points, sales
Max Fleischer was vice-president and g. m., and Dave was art director. having clocked 160 scouts
of ah organization which includes thousands without mutuality, cost accounting,
Both got out In January, 1929.
standardizatlbn and simplication«
within Greater New York.'
misbranding, discounts and free
A concern In New York received a letter from a theatre man in the
The Germdn pictures that are being projected In New York are already service.
south, .saying:
Conference under auspices of the
bringing
about
changes
many
In
advertising
methods
and
draw,
German
"Please excuse me for not sending this money before. I have been
dailies are getting the break on space while some of the houses, particu- Federal Trade Commission.
plain drunk."
larly the Fifth Avenue Playhouse, are going after German merchants to
Amount was $12.
fill in house programs.
BENOVATIN(} IN MAINE
Fifth Avenue, going from sure-seat to all-Teuton, Is fiopplng at
Competition for wiring the ocean is so keen between RCA and WestAugusta, ^Me., Feb. 4.
ern Electric that Radio put a Photophone Installation free of charge matinees. Payees last Saturday afternoon were hot enough to fill a
Publix has okayed a budget to
»
aboard the Bremen -Lloyd's .'Columbus" for the current trip, it Is re- couple of taxis.
entirely reconstruct and renovate
ported.
Rooster's scratch cost First National $660.
Scene was an exterior the local Opera House. Work will,
Bob Gilbert, doing the native boy In "The Sea Bat," never spoke a taken indoors. Atmosphere included hens and their husbands. Fake start late this months according to
W. B. Williamson, president of the
He did a specialty dance in "King of grass mats had the fowls fooled.
line on stage or screen before.
Augusta Theatre Co.
Jazz," and put on jazz dance number for Albertlna Rasch at M-G.
Finding their search unsuccessful they scratched harder than ever.
Extensive alterations also start
One rooster tore up' the mat and exposed the studio floor. It didn't show this
month on the Johnson Opera
Radio call from M-G for a youngster with an English accent, for until the rushes were run off. Part of company had to be called back, House,
Gardiner, Me.
"Oliver Twist," brought 85 kids to the studio with twice as many including the chickens. Hence the $5'50.
mothers, fathers and aunts.
Hollywood studio intending to make a dialog version of a: silent picSTOPS FIGKETIN&
Paramount is planning to photograph the Central Park Casino, ritziest ture approached the author with the idea of buying the talker rights.
•.Providence, Feb.. 4.
of night retreats In New York, for scehes In "The Benson Murder Case.'
Although he couldn't sell these elsewhere, as he had already disposed of
Superior Court granted Samuel
This is a William Powell starring feature how in prbductlon on the the photographic rights, the author asked twice as much for the dialog
Bomes, owner of the Liberty here,
West Coast.
privileges as he obtained for the original rights.
an injunction enjoining members of
Picture will not be remade.
Local 223 from picketing in front
Wlrlte Star Line, making a play for picture patronage on it's "Majestic,
has a. number of window displays in Hollywood and L. A. These feature
For the first time cameramen are getting a break in the lobby dec- of the house.
Court opinion said that the union
photographs of film stars who have traveled on this boat.
orations of a theatre.
Fox-Hearst has the Embassy, New York, lobby plastered with crayon exceeded its rights in the matter
Harry Warner was reported in Wilmington, Del., recently. Local news sketches, about the evolution of film news. The final panel has a photo- and that' it was maintaining a "secpapermen tried to guesis his purpose.
graph of a couple of the boys exhibiting how they pulled the scoop of ondary boycott," harmful tb the
theatre.
J. J. Raskob and the DuPonts, live In Wilmington.
the week. Yancey Cummlngs and Jim Pergola' initiated, the series with
a lowdown on that Rockefeller ground flight for Movietone.
Tiffany's option for a year's leasfe on the Gaiety is'np Feb. 15. SignifyNewsreel as Dinner Hour Plug
ing a continuance the Young- Cook outfit will keep It Until July.
Despite the urging of all employees to contribute tp a trust fund, it
Chicago,. Feb. 4.
And another "Yes" will mean that it remains with Tiff, until Dec. 30.
was dscovered those gettng the most salary at this studio gave the least
To plug supper hour business the
/
in propprtipn to earnings.
Tower, Publix-B. & K. south side
Competition among film agents to place actors Is so keen that Charles
One juvenile whose, earning capai&lty exceeds $2,500 a week, put his spot, has Inaugurated a half hour
Mortbn, ex-contract Fox player, was* simultaneously sold to two studios name down for. $10.- Collection cbmnilttee is still debating whether to
newsreel feature once daily from
by different agents. This forced Tiffany to hold up production on return the bill or ask for an autographed still or forget about it.
6.30 to 7.
"Sunny Days" where Morton was sold by Abe Levlne without the
Metrotone and_, Universal sounds
knowledge of Harry Weber, who had placed hlni with M-G-M.
All Chinamen look alike to iBIU Mayberry, casting- director at First
Weber is Morton's exclusive agent, but when the lad was called to National. Mervyn LeRoy, on location with "Jail Break,'' ordered a and Kino silents are shown,
Tiffany he thought he was doing the right thing by taking the first job. Chinese for a day's, work. Mayberry sent him Yung Fop. Three days
National Better Business Bureau
Having no contract with Tiffany* Morton was forced to go with M-G-M. later LeRoy wanted another, so Mayberry sent him Ah -Yet.
"Hey, aren't you the same guy thjit was here before?" asked LeRoy. has issued information that ap inHollywood boulevard cafe, owned by a comedian, has been known for "Allee saniee-^but have two hames-^morb wdrkee." Clever, these Chinese. dividual representing hlmseli; as a
technical director for M-G-M, and
During the summer strike
its generosity to plcturie people out of work.
using the name Lou H. Goldberg^
those short of dough flocked to the eatery and promised to pay when
Several commercial and theatre chains, including some of national
things broke. But when things did break some decided there were other importance, have asked Technicolor if they could borrow" the "nickel has been p^sUading theatre and
ballroomowners to cash personal
places In Hollywood to dine.
stunt" the color outfit used in drawings the attention of exhibs to national
checks which later prov% worthless.
Owner stood it for a Ti'hile, but then decided to collect and took the advertising splurges in the "Saturday Evening .Post."
signed tabs into court. Now' they're paying off so much per «week by
Tech sent out cards to 14,000 exhibs enclosing a new nickel with
Motion Picture Salesmen reelected
court order.
which to buy the "Post" to see Tech's first three-page spread.
J. J. Felder president, and M. H.
Some startling scenes are reported In a silent picture, which Is being
Los Angeles merchants are again squawking about the fake indorse- Markowitz, secretary. Other ofllcera
offered to New York exhibs. It is said to have been cameraed in China. ments of hats, shoes, amokes, and what not by picture stars. Indorse- include: Jack Ellis, Matty Cahan,
Depicts English people in the Orient, missionaries and coolies.. Scenes ments of, this kind are appearing in daily advertising and the merchants vice-presidents; Saul "Trauner, H.
J. Carlock, financial secretai-ies; J.
considered unusual are those where tho Chinese mix It up with the claim that the stars never see the stuff they boost.
>-.'.
Caucassians. Actual killing was photographed.
In most cases .the stars who are doing the raves are free lance artists. J. Dolan, master-at-arms, and Lawrence Baren, historian.
Some film buyers, after" viewing the picture, were of the opinion it Major studios, as a rule, are thumbs down on indorsements.
:^as ^ little too. strong, besides views of the Chinese- beating white's
=flgurIng-po6^ble.=.baisIs.^ot=lJCflUb]lfit=^-_^
J. Albert Hirtch will remain with
Recent Pa the studio fire has assuredly resulted in more rigid rules by
Pubilx as- aflsiatant t o Ben Se^tli(rMrr^35bpaWinen^t'Wd€F"Wtt
Some talk about the prejjent origin of an all short program as an being, followed up by investigators, theatres must Install steel vaults in kbwich, cancelling all plans fbi* a
esccluslve bill of flim fare. It was in December, 1922, that Charles Mc- the projection booths in which to store all film not in actual use in the year's trip abroad.
Donald, then managing Moss' Broadway (since torn down), ran an all machines. The "no Hmoking" rule. In or around the booth, is also more
ehort program (silents of course) which did fair business for the time seriously invoked.
Jack Harrower has quit the "Film
the policy was tried.
Besides installation of the steel vaults In the booth, all rewinding of Dally" reviewing staff to become
initial McDonald all short bill Included an Aesop Fable, Topics of the film inust now be done in a strictly fireproof room.
No film can be managing editor of Cinemn, newDay, lATty Seamon in "The Rent Collector," Charles Chaplin In "The lying around the booth, or any other .part of the theatre, and no film fan mag.
Is permitted that is not being used for the current shew.
Order is that
Cure," and Buster Keaton In "The Boat."
any extra celluloid kept In the theatre is. a.violation.
E(|di»
Eschman, assistant to
Despite existing contracts beiwbfan -unions and theatres the fire officials, Charles Bunn, sales head for WestDr. Lee De Forest is engaged In a jittle controversy with Will Hays
tt is said, .ban piill an operator out at once if found violating 'rules, and
ern Electric, gave up the title last
•ver the "father of sound."
weeki
According id the doctor's various comniunicatlonis with the Hays office, even If It is necessary, to stop the show.
Columbia
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WITH PARDONABLE

PRIDE

WE ANNOUNCE THATs

ARTHUR

EEFOREMOST

R

F

"THE TALKIES^

AND WRITER OF-

LYRICIST'S

,

PAGAN LOVE SONG
From

THE PAGAN

YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME
WEDDING OF THE PAINTED DOLL
BROADWAY MELODY
From

THE BROADWAY MELODX

THE RAIN

SINGIN' IN
From

HOLLYWOOD REVUE OF

1929.

CHANT OF THE JUNGLE
From

UNTAMED

SHOULD
THE

I?

WOMAN
From

THE SHOE

IN

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY

has renewed his contract with Metro-

Coldwyn-Mayer, and that his compositions
will continue to be published by —
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b-Goidwyn-Mayer
and
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season

Lawrence TIBBETT
The Qreat New

Siutn.

iirst

TALKIE

SONG

CHRISTIE

Di-

Lioti e l -

Barrymore. Music by

Ftanz Lehtfr and
tferhert StotfMtt

in her

ANNA

Standees matinee and night

LdMrel,

Olitvr Hardy.

rected by

'

GARBO

THE

with Catherine Dale

Owen,

Star

Greta

at

both Astor,

R

Y..

and

Chinese Theatre, Los AngdeSt

The

biggest

$2 picture ever

at Criterion,

Los Angeles.

this one!

You'll

withCharlesBkkford^

George F. Marlon,
Marie Dressier. Directcd

Brown.

by

Cfaroicc

Adapted by

Frances Marion from

Eugene O'l^eilVs flay
*'Anna Christie."

You're Next!

made*

You know about

Sensational! Garbo*s voice is
revelation in talkies. The
2^
star of stars bigger than ever
now! Breaking every record

know about

this!

I

Wednesday, February
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1

EVERY PIANO
A
BUSINESS

4

2

THE NEW

IS

MUSIC
mean
is

is

your newest profit-makmg

your

THAT

MEAN

"Chant of the

Am

I

to

Know", from

Jungle''

Cecil B.

De

Mille's

for the picture's greater success in

theatre. Sheet music, with the star's picture

makes every piano

a 24-sheet for

on the

your theatre and

its

title

page,

pictures.

BUSINESS

ROBBINS Music Corporation your livest exploitation force.
We welcome contacts with exhibitors. Our contact men, listed

•

is

Chant of the Jungle

Pagan Love Song
Singin' in the

below, are at your disp6sal for song promotion and general music

Rain
exploitation.

Just You, Just

Me
with

I Don't

Great picture songs

adding countless dollars to the box-office pull of Joan Crawford's

"Dynamile'V i5 paving the way

HITS

ally.

great grosses at the box-office.

"Uptamed". "How

SONG

H EET!

S

this

Our facilities, too, are at yoqr command. Tie in, NOW,

new and

all-important agency for building receipts!

Want YourKisses

(I£ I Can't

Have Your Love)

AT YOUR SERVICE FROM COAST TO COAST

How Am I to Know?
When I'm Looking at You

Chicago

The Shepherd's Serenade

CHICK CASTLE
Philadelphia

That Wonderful Something (Is Love)

CARL ZOEHRNS
BEN GOLDBERG

Atlanta

NEWTON

PHIL WILCOX

for

Me

Minneapolis and

CARL WINGE

AL SKINNER

Western Promotion Manager

'

Broadway Melody

You Were Meant

Seattle

Detroit

S.

KELLY

Kansas City and

CHICK WILSON
CHAS.

E.

Paul

St.

DICK ARNOLD
St.

houit

JOHN SANDUSKY

Denver

San Franciico

Boston

Love Ain't Nothin' but
the Blues

Loa Angeles
SIG BOSLEY

McLaughlin
Eastern Promotion Manager
. .

^ERATiK

B.

KELTON^

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
,

Your Mother aniMine

7 9 9

S

PUBLISHERS TO M E T R O - G O L DW Y N M AY £ R
YO R K
NE
E V EN T H A V E N U E
-

W
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VARIETY
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LOST ZEPPELEIN

water -with

escape cut

all

off,

STREET OF CHANCE

and

Wednesday* February
In the middle Is the ppwer-

wagon.

route.

To say nothing

1990

5,

of two-

who

fal and crooked Joe Privldl, who die of «verexcitement. The total is
(ALL DIALOG)
gets slight attention from the souse enough to ratify the most voracious
Parattount production «nd release, composer's wife.
Until the young appetite for thrills.
Directed by stew breial(s his last vow. The wife
starrlns William PowelL
The Idea Ja. who killed a young
expeditions of the last several years passage is a trick of grim humor John CrohiwelU Story and dialog by
gettinsr much publicity, the theme that rises directly out of the action. Oliver H. P. Garr«tt. Scenario by How-' takes an apartment and the trim- chap nicknamed "Cock Robin" ? He
of dirigible exploration is of the Wireless operator, for instance, finds ard Estabrook. Jean Artbnr, Kay Fran- mings from Prlvidi, although there's is found on an archery range with
At nothing -^rongr in the relationship. an arrow through his heart. The
and- R«ffl9 Toomey featured.
jiioment. That implies many fertile his instrument dead as the water cis
Rlalto, New York, ior grind run atartlntr Anyway, the kid straightens out, man who last argued
with him is
exploitation angles.
reaches his batteries and turns awa^ Jan.. 31. Runnlncr tline> 76 mlna.
^Frbm the standpoint of drama a to his hopeless mates with the line, John B. Marsden..... ...William Powell and as the wife stili loves him she later killed. So is an elderly hunchJean Arthur walks out on Prividi. Pretty excit"- back who snoops around suspicioustiiisle With the elements is most "Huh, it was a lousy program, any- Judith M^rsdien
'Francis
Kay
Alnia
Margdfen
ing finish, including a shooting in ly for a time.* So Is 9, faniatic who
effective when typified by a conr liow." Another Uid, stifling in the "Babe" Marsden......
Regis Toomey Grand Central station and the cap- looks capable
of anything. The resimultaneously dead ail', murmUrs between gasps, Dorgan. . .
pvocoedlng
flict
.Stanley T'ields
Al Masticlc.....,.....;. Brooks Benedict ture of Prividi oh .the train as it maining suspect is in love with the
among men. Frances Hyland and "1 wonder is it raining above."
pulls out of the 126th street sta- niece of the elderly professor in
Mrs.
Mastick.
. . . ,
... Betty Franclacp
Jack Natteford have not provided
The wireless of the seemingly Tony
»•*•••«'•
.....John Riaso tion. .Writer of the dialog not cred- whose hopie most of the action takes
Characters doomed crew has been .picked up Misa Abrams ....«....'.•• Joan Standing
ihuch of the 'Matter.
it's ^ood.
place.
Revealment is held to the
start off interestingly but their and the scene switches to American Nick.
Maurice Black ited. And
Miss Talmadge looks as well as last, when a logical explanation of
.Irving Bacon
I*...,...
....
problem is forgotten or at least destroyers tearing through the wa- Harry
better pic- all previous events is made by the
she aots and talks.
hopelessly subordinated to the me- ter to the rescue—^race with death,
ture will give her an even break. detective, Philp Vance. Thie result
chanics of physical disaster in the the only screen formula that equals
This story, by Oliver H. P. Gar Recording favorable.
Btge.
is not tremendously, surprising, but
Antarctic.
for kick of the old chase.;. Rescuers Vett, who also wrote the dialog, is
hAs its tension.'
Studio has accomplished an ex- reach the "spot and send down
just as intereisting a version of the
...
Rathbone makes a handsomct, intraordinarily good job from' the divers, with alternating shots of the recent murder of one of the countelligent Vance, not given to .undue
Little
technical end in handling the Zep- trapped crew and the divers at worlc try's most famous gamblers as yet
keen eye expression. Voice is not
Miniature and trick in the depths, with the iniprisoned ajj^anced. The late Arnold Rothsteln
pelin scenes.
(ALL DIALOG)
strong
outthat
but diction is clear. Leila
naturally
Inquiring
is
done
so
weakening.
stuff
boys fast
jg not mentioned. He won't have to
First Xallonai production and release Hyams,
as is the case .with girls in
side the trade it will be accepted hammer blows by the divers on the bg^outrlght^ ^in the type of ex- featuring Kddle Buzzelt
Directed by
as the McCoy. And Charles Kenyon hull ^and answering taps from inside pioitation "Street of Chance" is Mervyn XicRoy. Based on George Cohan's mystery pictures, is called upon
has been outstandingly successful direct, the Work. A torpedo tube, bound to receive. On that exploita' play of same title. Adapted bv; Adelaide mostly for various degrees of horHellbron and Sddle Buzzell. Catneraman; ror, and has Httto opportunity for
dialog. jammed from outside, has. to be tjon^ jf handled as it should be Unintelligent
providing
in
Faxon Dean. At the Strand,
T., week anything'
else. Fine character, work
Which, with the cash Invcstriient cleared to give the entrapped men ^j^^j 41,13 .picture should keep all of Jan. 31. Running time, 73 N.
mlns.
unquestionably involved, niakes it egreiss.
Johnny Jones
Eddie Buzzell is done by Alec B. Frartcls as the
boxofflces busy;
Mary Baker.
.....Alice Day elderly professor; George Marion as
a greater pity the basic Story was
Besides that is the name and' per
Electric torch is lowered and the
Vivien
Dale
.Edn^
Murphy
a. malformed old man, and Charles
jiot more robust.
Part Eld Baker.;
divers, deep in the sea, cut through formance of William Powfell.
.Robert Edeaofi
Conway Tearle, "vvhOse return to the steel to open the way. It's a is a walk through for Powelli
Ooorgey Wyman
"Wheeler Oakman Quartermaine as an eerie eccentric.
scre'en activity is still of recent bizarre situation beautifully man- suave but honest card shark.
Donald RiEsed Roland Young, also prominent in
He Liopez
legit,
slides clevel'ly through a dryly
date, gives one of his best perform- agied for full dramatic effect.
eiases through neatly and impor^.
ances within memory. Given a draEddie "Have - You r Heard-Thls- humorous- part. The rest are uniKid sub commander sees 12 of his tajitly.
matic part of the more restrained
If the gambler who was killed bad One" Buzzell, one of Broadwayis formly good.
safety
-way
on
the
13
survivors
to
sort, Tearle's. stage training comes
Direction by Nick Grinde and
the torpedo tube "and then a kid brother in San Franciisco; if most determined story tellers and
Virginia Valll does nicely as through
out.
the kid came east with a yen te an electric lighted <:pniedian*^ of mu- David Burton devotes. thoUght to
l{\st remaining
Upon' these orders Burke, the to
also Ricardo Cortez,
stay on him- garhble hig. brother's $10,000 wed- sical comedy, makes his major film shooting n.e'w ginger into situations
to 'follow, firm
three players rests the name appeal man,
ding
introduction
in
this
present
into
if
he
old
Cohan
$150,000;
made routine-like by murder mysone man must
Kathryn McGuire self and perish, since
of the picture.
emain inside to pull lievers tha.t re- didn't know his brother, John B. quasi -epic of the turf. Oshkosh and tery technique; Their job is clean
is billed although limited to one
Marsden, was the notorious "Nat- Podunk won't know much about eUt. Pruning of film left 91 minutes,
lease the last man.
speech but getting, a laugh on it.
ural Davis," instead of the staid old Eddi'e, but the pldture should de- but no technical demand* for furtlier
Story here picks up a. threat, es- bond broker he believed him to be; liver 'general satisfaction, on its in- cutting, although house
In sets, production values and
managers
unhun'ied direction, "Lost Zeppe- tablished earlier, that Burke is, a if the gambler was killed as a re- trinsic entertainment. It's a, nice, would lindoubtiedly like to see some
And disgraced British naval offlceri sup- sult of a game In which he tried to agreeable and well done feature. of these features get back to 70
represents distinction.
lin"
.and
whose
reapdead
posed
to
be.
rentals.
that should convert into
And a propitious beginning for the minutes.
break the kid's gambling, spirit
pearance w6uld ma-ke guilty the then here's another alley for the Buzzell lad.
Land.
Photography achieves several im-.
woman he loves. For the climax the cops to chase. But these ai'e the
Buzzell is unlike any other yoUng presslve effects, but the dialog .was
Briton knoclc.9 the younigster^ out pictures' departures from the life actor brought to the screen since not distinct
In the back rows down-r
with a blow long enough to get him tale on which "Street of Chance" dialog.
Essentially a comic arid stairs.
into the tube and' away and then is obviously based. The departureis smart* cracker he Is still able to play
Cleverly arranged for startling efsinks
back
to
his
doont.
(ALL
DIALOG)
a love scene without Changing- fect is the sudden change from a
.
make it interestiifig
Pox production and nilease, directed by
Finale is a whooping bit of fiag'
The restaurant where the shuffle makeUp. Broadway will probably silent, tense sequence to a police
Kenneth MacKenna foatured. waving.: Two destroyers ahove have and deal fraternity congregate is be a little surprised at some of his
Jojin Ford.
car tearing down the street with
Story by John Ford and James K. McThe dice game travels more serious histrionics* thougl^ he'a siren screaming. Quite a bracer.
Oulhneaa. Dialog by Dodley Nichols. At salvaged each man as he bobs to the li^arry's.
Run surface and when the last man, the fast.
rod is even tossed out of always had a flair for pathos.
the rWxy, N. Y,, week of Jan. 31.
Bang.
jilng time, 7C mins.
kid commander, is safe and tells a hotel window,
If "Little Johnny Jones" doesn't
Chlel Torpedohiah Burke.......
the lie that will keep the English"What a guy. It's a pleasure to get into the ultra brackets it's beKenneth MacKenna
Frank Albertson man's confidence, the flagship bugler lose your money to a guy like you," cause the Gohan plot is pretty porEnsign Price rvr...;.
Paul Page plays "Taps" across the tumbled sea is one loser's description of "XaituraV ous fabric to hold fancy eiribroidHandsome
Walter McGrall in the sunset as the flag goes to half DaVls."
Cobb
(GERMAN MADE)
The only crooked deal he ery. Winning the Derby, whether
Kaufman ................. .Warren Hymer mast arid the assembled crews stand J ever made in his life was against at Churchill or Epsom, and the fa(Silftot)
Farrell Macdonald
CosteljoParis, Jan. 25.
his own brother, to trim to gave miliar situation of the misunder....Stuart Brwln at attention.
.TenUIns
Distributed
by Sllte Films and made In
stood
jockey,
the
deceitful
siren
and
.George,. I.eGuere
Pollock
MacKenna, as Burke, does nicely him. .Happened that others were
Germany.
Directed
by Martin Berger. At
Jr.
Ben Hendricks,
Murphy
with a heroic lead, but the punch also in the game, and losers. They her crooked gambler boy friend, is the Rlalto, Indef, -opening Jan. 1. Running
Tenbrook
.Harry
WlnUler'.
save it to "Natural" by following pretty skimpy material as a start. time, 105 minutes.
........Roy Stewart of the acting is the surprise comedy
Captain Carson
Screen credits list Buzzell as one
bits of a number of minor charac- M-he lines of his own code,
Lt. Commander Bridewell
,
"Natural's" marital- troubles are of the collaborators on the screen
Picturlzatlon of the story^ot RasWarner Richmond ters. It Is these touches and the
That would ^ identify putin, showing the mad monk as a
Commander Weymouth, R. N. ..........
grim comedy of the lines that lift aired along with the gambling part adaptation.
Charles Garrard
many
helpful touches of humOr. peasant of lewd instincts with
"Natural" agrees to
the picture out of melodrama to an of the stoty.
It's these giggles scattered through strange
After
magnetic power.
illusion ..of reality that doubles its throw over his habits and every
A picture that will get itself talked effect, i)iaU)g is remarkable for its thing's patched up for a second the footage that counteract a cer- causirig the Empress of Russia to
tain, lack of acceleration.
believe that he saved her son
about and Will contribute to the unlabored force, as a writer invited honeymoon when the kid gets in .the
Alice Day is charritilng, as usual. through supposed holy power, he
jam
him.
and."NaturaV'
must
save
tragic
gag
into
a
to
slip
a
punch
artistic prestige of the Fox pjroduct,
scene like this might easily over- On the way to the "hospit^.l In an Edna Murphy's vamp is well and enjoys her protection and takes adbut probably will be kept out of the step. Not so here. The lines come ambulance, when the doc tells him interesting^' done. Robert Edeson vantage of it to lead a life of dehigh money group by women's ad- with a naturalness that is innocent he'll pull through, "Natural" offers has thejpmy other role of more than bauchery,, arousing the anger of the
half av^ozen lines.
"It's
various nobles whose wives he Com60 to one that he doesn t.
verse reaction to a story of heavy of preparation—with a patness and het, says the doc. "You
liAimber of the old Cohan tUrie's promises. Eventually he is assa.ssilose, anplausibility that point their grim
are^ sung by Buzzell.
tragedy and brutal realism.
They niay nated> Pretty rough for the States,
unexpectedriess. Dialog handling is swers "Natural," and he passes
As gripping drama it bows to a really high class bit of unassum- away. Sad ending for a square guy carry some sentimental appeal ,for and for l^e sure-seaters at best.
hut a gambler—and the only ending old. timers, and they^further dem
Rasputin is well played by Maing craftsmanship.
nothing on the screen In a Ion
oristrate Buzzell's 'v^R'satillty.
for gamblers in pictures.
Ilkoff.
Diana Karenne as the Em.„ „„i.«vvi„
notably excellent,
Photography is
There are sequences of
time.
g '° e:*cellent double photog
Picture is good lightweight diverpress is indifferent. Cast Included
the
reference
to
particular
with
1-^^^^^^
sion.
Buzzell mdde a personal ap- Alfred Abel and Joseph Trebor.
foundered submarine crew awaiting
handling of big effects in a convincpearance at th^ Strand the first day
Technique and direction irregular.
death hopelessly, while the sailors ing way, with tricky emphasis upon Jl^jj/^^^^**^^^^^
handing the audience some chuckles
^f ^J}'/^ Picture handled in a
Censors in America will not pass
go mad with dread and the wire- detail to suggest much and a re; ^^f*^^ J^^jJ^^^^^^^^^^^^
on his own. Screen audiences, in the mayhem in this one.
less throbs out its S.O.S., that nail, markable way of handling fogged
Land.
general, will like him.
cording good and nothing the mat
Rialto here has a- rep, as the
attention not comppjsitions.
breathless attention
ter with the trouping.
Speedy all
Grand Guignol of the ^Aincmas,
lot of credit goes to everybody the way, it plays like a good news
without its discomfort to the Imshowing shockers and thriller. Preconcerned in this production, par- paper story of the. same affair
ceding picture, "Chains," was orpressionable.
ticularly of course: to Ford, the di- might read.. Another good .1ob by
dered oft by the gendarmes, even
The thing is almost too well done, rector, who has a field day.
Biae.
after it had been formally approved
f All DIALOG)
John Cromwell^
so taut is the tension it develops.
Mietro-Goldwyn-Mayer production and t6' and exhibiting for about a fox'tnight.
It moves forward with the quiet
lease.
Directed by Nick GVlnde and David Public complaints against the theme
Burton from S, S. Van Dlnc's story. Feaprogress of utter naturalness, creatconcerning two men confined in
tures Basil Rathbone and Leila Hyams
ing an illusion that binds Interest
prison deprived of feminine society
Adaptation and- dialog by L. J. Coffee
and when the dramatic punch arDIALOG)
PJdtted by William LeVanway. Cameraman.
(ALL
caused police interference. t'6t;i/.
rives the auditor is so deeply in(ALL DIALOG, With Qongs)
ITnUed Artists productloii and release, Roy Overbaugh. At the Capitol. New York,'
trigued that the tragic, situation is
Radio production and releasej Directed starring Norma, ffaimadge. Directed by week of Jan. 31. Running time, 01 mlns
Adapted by Jules Phllo Vance
.Basil Rathbone
almost painful.
by Rupert Julian from scenario by Wallace Lewl3 Milestone.
from Hugh Stanislaus Stan ge s Belle Dlllard
Leila Hyams
Story and characters are built up Smith. Based on play, "Conchlto." by Forthtnan
(ALL. DIALOG, with Sonfls)
Roland Young
Sidney Play, "Tin Pan Alley." Writer ot dialog Sigurd Amesson
Music
by
Edward Knoblock.
with uncanny shrewdness. Opens in Claire.
Alec B. Francis
Dances Staged' by Pearl Eaton, not credited. At Paramount, N. Y., week Prof. Bertrand Dlllard
Pathe production and release. Written
•Adolph Drukker
Shanghai with a shore party of Fhotbgraphy by J. Roy HuW. Recording Jan. 31. Running time, 81 mlns.
George Marlon and supervised by Edmund
Goulding, with
Mrs.
Sears song ,numbers
..Zeldo
.Nonna
Tairnadge
Gtto
Drukker.
.........
JIH
Deverne
Americari gobs going whoopee in an by JCh'n Tribby. Bcbe DanMs starred.
by
Goulding and
Dan
^
John
Carroll
Nye
E.
Sprlgg..
.'....Gilbert
Deverne
Roland
Fre'd
1.
•week starting Feb.
Dougherty.
Helen Twelvetrees and Fred
enormous establishment of enter- At the Globe, N. T.,
..Charles Quartermaine Scott
..John Wray John Pardee.
Joe Prividi
time. 72 minutes.
tainment- of various kinds, mostly Running
Donlan mcyer. co-starred. Directed by Fred NewKrncst Heath
.James
LUyan
Tashman
pP^Ssy
Frank Relcher, stage director.
Rehe Daniels
Pyne..
iSydney Bracey
.Mary
Doraii
Day.....
Rutl»le
a V4st.bar and many fluttering pet- Johnny
T^i^^i,,, o»o..i,
T
invii
MiiirhM
Musical
numbers staged
t-ioyd iiugnes TniJ„_„ noian
Stark...
ivarns John F, X. Markham. ... ..Clarence Geldert lavsky. Plwtography by by Richard Bolesvoia.n ... ....... ... Roacoe
Koscoe icams
ticoats and kimonos. Fast play, of Sangredo
...........Montagu Love
David Abe). RCA
'.Delmar Daves
Raymond Sperling
—:
•'
recording by George JElIls and Cllft Stein.
..:;..;,'.......... Ned Sparks
.spicy comedy here, boys flirting or Happy..
,
.At the Colony, N. T., -week starting Jan.
Alma Teu
If Norma Tiilmadge has retained
'^fencing \i61th the girls in various Cariotta.......!.........
Running
31.
Bclmoreh^gj.
time, 81 mlns.
Lionel
'....i..
Brown...
" Itealthy grosses are sure to greet
days,
drawing
power of Other
01..-.„
degrees of intimacy ahd .ql_uafllng at Blanca.
_
••Evelyn Selble.'
^o||y'
Helen Twelvetrees
this picture will jieed it. It's a stiff "this dialog murder mystery. Based
Bit is trimly
that prodigial bar.
Kelly.
... ,
,
li-red- Soott
test for her. "New York Nights'
done, eloquent in 'suggestion of
•
.Richard .Carle
on an -Episode in the career of P'hilo S^nd
Bebe Da;nielS' voice, either in song "chances depend almost entirely on
sprightllness^ but" on the surface
Marie Astaire
....Russell Powell
fairly sedate enough, considering the or speech, tlie cast, punch dialog the star as a boxofflce product, just Vance, a mythlta,! detective of lei- Calamity
Sullivan
.Bud
.lamlcson
the
as
the
action,
the
story
and
sure, who .in America rates second Jenes.
locale.
Jimmy Adnnis
value,'- stanips "Love fllm in Its entirety .rests on Miss
Petty officer from the submarine and production
Madam Stitch.
....Lillian Leighton
only ^0 the perennial Sherlock.
Call Boy..
call^ them back to the ship, episode Coriies Along" as program riiaterial Talmadge's shoulders. It should do
............Spec O'Donnell
Story is neatly filmed and edited, Sam
.Sain Blum
mildly in the major stands and
worked with comedy Incidental that, in or out of the keys.
.Tom Ma lone
okay underneath that strata.
with its sole .weakness a lack of Daugherty
hides its purpose and makes the
The Drunk.............. ....Jimmy Aubrey
Advantage of a good play, from
It
is
another underworld and names carrying more than casual
sequence stand on Its own as amuscan
be
dialog
meritorious
which
used
backstage
film.
The
most
two
One young gob has
ing comedyl
influence at the box ofllce. To offset
Banality of backstage and minstrel
bought a vase for his mother and lifted, is obtained here. Script, done topics combined. Result is a double this Is the Phllo character popustories, after the way they've been
preserves it through many perils of some years ago," has proved good rehash of much that has happened
pounced on since sound waltzed in,
few nice larity.
and been exhibited.
roUghhouse. Another kid, shyly rematerial. In the more tense scenes twists, but the picture drags.
Already Paramount has screened may be against "The Grand Parade."
treats from the blandishments of a
Prom
geisha girl while the others egg him Miss Daniels acquits herself credit- Forrrt 32 underworld leader, played two of the Vance storieS'^"Canary But that'll be a mistake.
authorship of the story down through
excellently when not overplayed by
gang of slightly tipsy but ably;
on.
Murder
Case" and "Greene Murder its vairlous stages of supervision, tlithe
very much alive youngstei's on the
Theme song she n-iHlers, "Until John Wray, contributes" most of
Case." They were instrumental in rection, acting and general treatloose.
Xiove Comes Along," Is admirably steam.
Good performances 'are popping bringing William Powell into promi- ment, a trite theme and plot has
-^=^-""3ack=i:Dr-M:he ship--wlth'=much-4e«= ^handled;^-This=^:is--a^mclody^Uial
been ,tur n.ed into unciuestionable_b'ox
•tall of trying to smuggle comforting should linger and the only number 'uirAvilll"T^aiiarityr"Nor-laTJkaaai3lcal' nence,..
Metro has given tlie^'Vaifce" office. If: tlift' prctui'i^TaiTs^tb""(.lir'lc"
an-y
more,
too'
mu.ch
trouping
as
having
shore
the
and
aboard
bottles
of importance.
Basil
to
Rathbone; better anywhere from key first runs on
competition, and names, and names part
police wreck the hidden plunder
Locale
is Cuba wliere a sailor are names only
down, the audience should be inveskngwn
in
legit
pictures.
Raththan
as
they
deas long
with a tap of a club. Some great meets and falls in love with a
views of a sub streaking out to sea stranded actress. She is eventually serve to be. "New York ^Nights'- bone's capabilities are far from tigated.
It's a credit to Goulding and the
at night in clouds of black smoke rescued from the local political has Its share of performances. Be- minor, but undoubtedly numerous
Newmeyer, that
and weird Ught and water reflec- power. Lloyd Hughes, Ned. Sparks sides the star's and Wray's, Gilbert patrons will be disconcerted by the director, Fred
"Grand Parade" should possess the
Roland and Lllyan Tashman do appearance of a new Phllo Vance.
Some .,great trick shots
tions.
the
heavy,
Love,
as
Montagu
and
"Bishop
entertainment
value It does. Story
Casey
the
Murder
has
well.
you only suspect they're trick stuff, all do well. Recording and photogitself
Is
commonplace,
but its struccustomary
abundance of murders
"Miss -Talmadge is a musical cxthey look so good— of a sub plung- raphy is good.
m^fl-<r
actress with hbriie loving, found in the Van' Dine stories. It ture, dialog, and originality of telling through towering seas, lookouts
Not much room 'for the dance ideas and a yohng composer-hus- starts with a view of one murdered ing are anything but that. Goulding
disappearing In the flying spray.
to place on the screen
Sub is run down In a cpllislon and numbers, and indifferent anyway. band whe drinks. When not getting individual, and eliminates three pos- has sought
(Continued on page 28)
stewed, he's promising to go on the sible murderers via the bump-off
goes to the bottom in 90 feet- of

here begins the sledge hammer situation that lasts to the finish. A
particularly striking handling of this

(Continued from page 19)
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run ddwtitown to standout business,
jamming theatre from opening to closing*"—Oriental
Theatre, Detroit. "Broke hbiise record against
strongest competition such as Sunnyside Up, TresDialogue and music
passer, His First Command*
perfect/^—Aaron Schusterman, Roxy Theatre, Perth
Amboy, N» J* "^roke house record opening Friday,
crowd jamming matinee, house jammed eight o'clock
Hundreds turned
with holdout rest of evening*
away.^'-^Rialto Theatre, Washington. "Broke all
^^Opened

first

existing records first three days, getting more money
than Sally*'*—Alhambra Theatre, MiU
waukee. "Opened here Sunday, setting nev^ houses

this period

record recently set up by

Golddiggers of Broadway

—Rialto Theatre, Ft* Wayne, Ind* "Phantom opened Saturday to 100% increase over previous Saturday "-r-Lyceum Theatre, Winnipeg.

LON
With Norman Kerry and Mary
FrbitT the
sented

n«mr by "Gaston

Philbin.

berou

by

CARL LAEMMLE

UniversaVs New Sellincf Season isonA^OTV/
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TT'S IN THE AIRf

Vagabond

"^

HlS

^

'

hotter j?

XhE

greatest M0TIOBT PICTURE EVER
MADE K OX THE WAY!

SRAM

EVEN!
nUDAY. DECEMBER V,

1«29

THEATERS
News. Reviews o! Stage

tsd Screen

WINONA

•y

8.

MEYER

lYABAJCOUNT liM

entered the
K^emerged
of the opei^etta and
triumphant. '^e Vag-

^

field

King" ivblcb «aa previewed before an cnthuataatic audieao* at the Vox theater last sight,

abond

marka

,

.

further etep In the ptogof tha talklot; picture^ eomblnnatural coloringtat; aa Jt doca,
with a perfection of sound repro-4uetJoii .aeld«m l^jefore atuinedi

m

ft

SunBemardino, CaL, Evening Telegram

Showdom's Greatest Singing

K

Sttu*

N G

in tlte Cir4»atesf of Song

Romances

JEANETTE
Mac
Warner
ErommiW^reKin8**hyJua^^^^
and ^*The Vagabond King" by WiUiani H.
Brian Hooker and Rudolf FrimU

Oliand, O. P. Heggie; Lillian

Roth

Post,

AI.L-TECHNICOl.OR
M A ST E R P 1 E C E
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of Tiilkino
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u
Who Can mke MILLIONS

I/)

Z

MljUti^NS have

j

Just .read in

"The Saturday Evetiing Post"

"U^

th^^||dgons entitled

triue';^t6ry of disapi)ointments, 4ieartiGhes.

.

ai^ /^liUt^tanding.

It

is

a story with greit

that i^^known to- MILLIONS.
^
;

iFrotnv the
Caniajaal,

every'

from the

W

of

pulpit,

life,

The

-

^.

backwoods
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dr5im>itid.p

million^
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*3pHjl|^ORK'' on

'pitrtkis,

career^jin

from the

who have

would want

managers and

from the

commendation

for

theatre,

from

"UNDER THE

read this retharkable and intrigliing

to see iand hear the author of

story of his

has been acclaimed
critits

isolated small hamlets in

literary world,

letters of

;the screen in this

,df ojp?atic timb're that

Z

sciree^.

.

North Carolina, from

have come

It is a

Its Tomantic- moments

and teaj^

;5'Wi!©'t^N5f would enjoy seeing and hearing on the

^

the story of

by press and public

;at5;^S^;of the.;most;vUally interesting: biographies ever publiished-

;

.

For Youl
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life.

such by

MILLIONS
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America and abroad.
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Permdneht Address:
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Wednesday, February

GRAND PARADE
Picture Possibilities

anything, to further the revival of
the horse opera, Mayi^ard looks' as
though he fislt rather out of place.
More weak as a talker than most
silents of. the past few years, this is
fects.
Story is heavy on the clinch istuff, hardly a panacea for box-oflice Ills.
with, strong inference of a pash
Story is a hackneyed narrative
amour before the ultimate legitimate, about a medicine shoV entertainer
Title's inuendo, for the who becomes a daredevil rider in a
mating.
will
and
circus,
all
that
portends
loses his nerve after a fall,
French,
of
probably account for the picture's returns to the med outfit and, as no
nlajor draw. Mild suspense through one could ever guess, recovers his
hero's wife appearing later, until ex- fear of the bronc, "Manklller," to
plained she finally had agreed to a save his kid pal who's sick from
divorce after two years' stalling. loneliness and the girl who's sick
Action flriale Is auto pursuit, along from love. Maynard gives a listless
performance as the rider, and is unByron Morganlsh lines.
Plenty of action, at least as far lucky in having had poor direction,
as change of scene and scenery is colorless atmosphere and an inferior
concerned, but loosely, kneaded, evi- cast.
Injection of a few dribs of comedy
dencing Inept continuity and. InexAhel,
tends to relieve the soporific effects,
pert direction.
but much- ot it lacks originality.
Some of the gags In the first reel
have done overtime in vaude, and
Mystery of the Pink Villa the
various
musical
numbers,
(ALL DIALOG)
though worked into the action un(French Version)
obtrusively, are: nothing to chortle
Jacques Haik's Hrpt all talker, produced oVer.
at the Twickenham studios, outside of LonPadding is obvious through the
don, England; on R.CA. PhotOphone equipment. Projected over RCA wire at the amount of fqptage given over to
Cine Max Llnder, Paris, opening Jan. 17, trick roping, bronc riding, etc., in
Principals:. Simone Vaudry,
Baron, Jr., the wild west show sequences. EnLeon Mathot and George Peclet. Running
tire <routine is there, but outside of
time, 100 mlns.
the brief shots 6t "Manklller" in
While no "Canary Murder Case," action it's. tame.
In former pictures Maynard's
"The Mystery of the Pink Villa" is
(Continued on page 31)
a good meller from A. E. W. Mason's
story
(English).
Rather, neatly
transcribed for the screen by iLouis

(Continued from page 24)

a human sort of narrative designed
for mass appeal. He has succeeded
a'dmirably, except in a few spots
where the acting suffers and the

"The Short Cut"— Unfavorable
Paul Gllmore, Cherry Lane pace tends to slow.
Nothing In this One to Interest flickers even as ia. short
As Molly, the girl who nurses and
Edbd,
subject. In fact has nothing for anything.
encourages the milnStrel favorite.
Jack Kelly, toward staging a comeback and her struggle to keep him
"The Women Have TheFr Way"— Unfavorable
thie bottle and a former flame,
"WOMEN HAVE THEIR WAT" (Comedy, Civic Repertory, 14th from
Helen Twelvetrees does the best
Street). A light comedy from the Spanish with little but color. Jftee.
work since she entered pictures. In

"THE SHORT CUT" (Comedy-drama,

Playhouse).

:

the hnore emotional scenes she is
everything the situations call for.

—

"Yolanda of Cyprus" Unfavorable
CYPRUS" (Lyric Drama-Casino).

.

Nothing here for Fred \Scott. doesn't meet all requirements in this case.
Markedly in favor of the film Is
unusually fine recording and the
fidelity with which the voicies reEverything's Jake Unfavorable
"EVERYTHING'S JAKE" (Farce Theatre Aissembly, Walter Green- produce. Songs, best of which is.
are also well'
ough).. Basic idea, culturally primitive American family In Paris Is not "Molly," theme tune,
Besides "Molly," certain
new and has been done recently by Will Rogers. Plot hag conventional handled.
to be a fair hit, numbers are "Sweetcomplications, ultimate return to home town after complete disillusion- heart," "Grand Parade," "Alone in
Laiid.
ment.
the Rain," and "It's AU in Me."

"TOLANDA Op

the camera.

—

:

.

Melodies are skillfully blended into
the story.
Something which tenders the
backstage minstrel yarn a trifle different from the general run is its
Thin story lacking action, and depending entirely upon seduction scene. time 20 years ago. Styles of that
Edta.
Its elision would leave Uttle else for. the flickers.
day, the saloons, even an auto of
that vintage, are there for atmosMarie Astalr.e, the blond
phere.
"Josef Suss"— Unfavorable
burlesque queen, who nearly conioe
"JOSEF SUSS" (Drama, Charles Dillingham, Erlanger's).
Adapted from the. book "Power" and presented* elsewhere as "Jew between the love interest, does it
in the 1910 manner.
Mercanton and Renee Hefvll, direcIhee.
Suss," a drama entirely too racial for the screen.
'Grand Parade" had some good tors of the French version, with
Char.
technical advlcd behind It.
Leslie Hiscott directing English ver-

Youth"— Unfavorable

'^Challenge of

"CHALLENGE OF YOUTH"
New York).

Hyman

(Comedy-Drama,

Adler, 49th

St.,

1930

5,

"World "Melody'* (previously
demonstrated
reviewed),
which
every form of noise and sound.
Similarly here, too many sound efshort,

.

.

'

—

.

— Unfavorable

"Recapture"

For

sion.

"RECAPTURE" (Comedy Drama,

A. H. Woods, Eltlnge).
play in which a divorced husband attempts to regain his former
wife's love; If accepted for pictures the initial situations would have
Ihee.
to be considerably revised.

A

this

latter,

an

alniost

wholly different British cast wais
utilized.- In France, trade opinion is
that the English version is Inferior
(ALL DIALOG)
to the French, although why Mer(French Version)
canton couldn't do both is problemExplained possibly only by
Carl Prbehllch production, with FroehUch atical.
directing the German ver^on, and Henry the fact he was called in prlginally

NIGHT

IS

OURS

.

—

"Rebound" Favorable
'•REBOUND'' (Comedy, Arthur Hopkins, Plymouth).
bright play with aji Interesting angle on ^ honeymoon that nearly
went on the rocks but neatly recovered.
Ibee.

A

"Many a

^

— Favorable

Slip"

.

"MANY A SLIP" (Comedy, Lew Cantor, Little).
Good screen material in. story, -which has plenty of action, good situaand plenty of la,ughs. Approaching maternity theme as basis no
way offensive and. as mild as "Baby Mine," should have no difficulty
tions

.

Edia.

in passing censorship.

Roussell the French. No English version solely as
hut a third negative, merely eound-synchronl^^d for the International market gen-, (actually

a supervisor.

V

I-..)

\

I

v-~

--

t

h-),

:

\

-

-

]

.

V.

J

Mercanton

a Swiss by birth) otherwise speaks English well and has the
American slant, having directed
Kelly.
Kitty
Mary Coste's, May Vincent,
Produced on Ifohia equipment, made In a Constance Talmadge's "Ventis" over

r

I.

erally, was alao made. J>rlnclpala: Marie
Bell, Roussell, Jean Murafe Jim Gerald,

...1

.

I.'

.

-

h\

r

Berlin studio, with P. J. de Venloo handling here.
the French-Belglein rights (for which be
"Villa Rose" is a gripping detecFilms tive melodrama with not a little
Lutetia-Froehlich
paid
$40,000).
world's rights owners. Opened Jan. 17 at
Running time, 90 comedy supplied by Baron, Jr.,
the Marlvaux, P&rla.
Is by ho means* a juvenile rplayer,
mlns.
doing a corpulent adult comedy 'XPle.
Baron, Sr., was also a famous
Cost, computed at its production BY.ench mime, hence the distinction.
source, Germany, is (200,000. That's
Usual murder motif—jewel rob-

1

\

i

r

\

r-;

r.-i

,,j

who

.

a staggering "nut'V for a strictly bery, with lieon Mathot, veteran
French picture. However, having a French serial actor, doing the cool
German negative, plus the sound- 'dick" well. Simone Vaudry, an-

For the Stace and Screen

.

Being Late for the Fanchon and Marco
Special,! Take This Opportunity to Wish
•

-

FANCHON
My

Heartiest

and

Best

.

MAkCO

Wisheis

synchronized version, the producers
think they'll make money, haying'^
already received $40,000 from P. J.
de Venloo for the Franco -iBelglque
territorial rights alone.
This gives
them Switzerland, Tunisia, Morocco,
etc, to play With for extra gravy,
plus a sizeable Teutonic market.
What's more, they're counting heavily on England, Canada and South
America's wired houses for the syn-

and Success

other vet native screen player^ Isn't
especially well cast as the unwilling
accomplice. George Peclet plays the
culprit effectively,
Unlike the shifting scenery "La
Nuit" production, this mystery meller holds less physical action <and
more dramatic dialog, and yet It
grips the interest more even for a
linguistically handicapped auditor.
Audience reaction to the studiously

C08TUME8
ANIMALS
NOVELTIES
Kzeliulve fomlshen ot •!! waterproof
materlala to Pabllx Theatres
^

Nopiiiseal
19

.

As. a picture, JudKing from the
French version alone/\"La Nuit" is
much better than its predecessor,
"Trois Masques," at this same house,
but not as good as "Le Mystere de
la Villa Rose," apd presumably be
low the standard of "Lra Route est
Belle,"
The French press raved
about "La, Nuit" because of its
adaptation from Henry Kistemaeker's
well known play. Anjcthlng from an
established book or play is invari
ably a local journalistic weakness.
It holds a good leading girl, Marie
Bell, of the Theatre Francalse;
A
good actress, sympathetic in the
main, but at times screening poorly,
Miss Bell impresses favorably as a
possible French favorite 'for the future among dramatic femme leads.
Jean Murat, opposite, is okay. He
suggests a Hollywood-importation
possibility
for
American made
French dialog yerslons. He looks
and acts well, and also has a com
mand of some English, '^Ith the
likelihood that in American environ
ment he might, pick up enough to
become blrlingual for the talkers.

tle

Dialog throughout

details.

well over the same equipment.
Stdry material substc^ntial enough
for universal appeal, taking in the
American market, if British version
Under
proves half way decent.
standing is that the French version
was rushed through first for local
release. Variety's London office will
review this English version when
released there. Also, "The Night Is
Ours" will be caught in Berlin for
the German version, as soon as pos-

Co.
Watkliw 9621

Totk.

PRODUCTIONS

FOX THEATRES

HII^B
F'OR
IPROXMTCTIONB

Jim^ Gerald does an
indiifferent comedy assighment ks
Miss Bell's father.
Mary Costes
(wife of the famous aviator, Costes),
looks and does well In a minor role
Ditto May Vincent and Kitty Kelly,

I
I

BXPLOITATIONS

PRIOSDNTATIONS

I

Ahet.

sible.

I

PARADE OF THE WEST

W.^d-Otll Sit

N

•

V* Sk%

(85% DIALOG)
Universal production and

release.

Maynard star and associated producer.

Ken

Sid
production manager.
Directed by
Brown. Btory by Bennett Cohen,
with dialog by Lesley MEkson. Fred Alien;
fllm editor. C. Roy Hunter, recorder. Ted
McCord, photographer. Cast: Gladys McConnell, Otis Harlan, Jackie Hanlon, Bobby
JDunn. Fred Burns and Stan Blystone. At
Loew's New York, N. T., one day, Jan. 20.
Running time, 74 mihutea
Rogell,

Harry

J.

Westerns are

WISCONSIN

THEATRE
Milwaukee

demand, but this
Henry Roussell, director of the
contribution of U's will do little, if
French version, is self cast in a sym
'

1

JOELaROSE

Is

well modulated and excellently recorded by Photophohe, reproducing

Eubber Mfg.

18th

New

chronized, negative.
dumb comic was often and sponAmerica isn't figured in these pos- taneous.
Mathot's detective imsible revenue calculations, the dope, pressed, likewise the generally well
as with sa many other native pro- paced dramatic proceedings, the unducers, oniitting the American mar- raveling of each clue, and other litket.

WMt

in

Wis.

pathetic role.

SPANISH-LATIN AMERICAN
Now

niM BUREAU

Acting as Advisor for

SONO-ART'S jPRODUCTION, "SOMBRAS
^ STARRING JO^B BOHR

presumably is an American
who does dance speciaUies in the
latter

DE

OLOBtA,"

.

ADDRBSS
METROPOLITAN STUDIOS,

cabaret, scenes.
In the latter a girl

Featured in

"SUNSHINE"

Idea

Week
LOEW^S STATE, LOS ANGELES
This

band (presumed
to be Babe Egan's Red Heads, who
were in Germany at the time the.
picture was made), plays okay while
alternating with a male tango orchestra.
Too much muslc,^ though,
the producers evidently figuring on
getting, as much out of the musical
investments as possible and according too much footage to it.

Tobis recording is averagely satisfactory ^butir^ r£ptojia<itioju,at__ the
Marivau* (RCA Photophotie) indistinct

and

mind

of

blurry.

Sound

effects re-

Tobls-Klangfllm's

own

Telephone

KATYA

AND

GB

HOLLYWOOD

3111

THEODORE

.EEATURED^DANCMRS.
EN OP.

ft

H.

"ACCORDION" IDEAS

THANX TO AUtOB GOODmN

MAX SCHECK
Now

Directing Dances

and Musical Numbers

"FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES,

1930"

Wednesday, February

5,

VARIETY

1930

29

I

says Detroit about

LUMMOX

One of the Finest Things
eCi

said Helen Harris

m \\\e

Detroit Daily

/ Winifred V"
IWestoverJ —Harold HefFerman/Defrojf News

Powerful!

women will love

it! —Charles

Richardson, rfieT/mes

re to remember
•Ella

You can
ist

put

of "MUST

it

right

McCormick, The Free Press

down

in

your

BOOK" Pictures

that

HERBERT BRENON'S Production

LUMM
is

one of the most

ever been

made

stirring pictures that

From Fonnie Hursfs Book
with

WINIFRED WESTOVER

BEN LYON
has

— UNITED ARTISTS

William

Collier, Jr.

Presented by

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK

VAR

I

Wednesday, February

ET y

1030

6,

vWi'^'oxxW:::-:':::
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SRO!

'a

the finest of the new
dramatic productions.

year's
is

It

early in the year to begin predicting those fortunate film

—

tion to the art of the cinema"

—New York Evening Post

JOHN FORD
the gold -medal director

with

KENNETH MacKENNA
Farrell

Mdcdonald

Frank Albertson

Stuart Erwin

Warren Hymer

Paul Page

Walter McGrail

McGuinness
Story By John Ford and James K.
Nichols
Screen fHay and dialogue by Dudley

**Men

fully produced.

It

seems to

that

by virtue

A

HABIT

is

brilUaritly acted,

intelligently directed, skill-

—New York Daily Mirror

fjall.

of its realistic, human dialogue,
have
its scenes which seem to

••Men Without
nnusually

Women"

realistic

picture

and

and

is

an

effec-

hereby

is

been taken from actual life,
and the unique approach of

tive

recommended

as first

the subjecl as a whole, that

entertainment.

All of

"Men Without Wo^nen" readily
takes its place as one of th6

strikingly effective.
—New York Telegram

of

New

York,

—New York Morning World
There

can

be

nothing

but

admiration for the produ9tion

and photography of —Men
Without Women". It is done
with intelligence,
reality.

The

rate
it

vitality

and

scenes of the in-

terior oJ the submarine are
vivid, strong

Its

dialogue is ejjcellent.
is that

The important thing

the film seems so thoroughly
honest in its drama, its comedy
and its tragedy. Hexe is a

work

that the screen can feel

proud of It is well acted.
Here are splendid portrayals
that help enormously in •making *'Men Without Women^

and

'interesting.

^ New York Sun

so gallant a photoplay.

New York Herald Tribune

is

entertainments

indispensable

to

actually

.

me

It is

A
is

HITS ARE

Women"

Without

undoubtedly

next

Its

come

life.

surprising to see this William
iFox feature well at the head
lists

an exceptional film drama.
characters

senting the ten best of the
season, but it %vill not be

of most of these

directed By

doesn't require its additional
virtue of novelty to make it

••A distinctly worthy contribu-

dramas which arc likely to be
chosen by the critics as repre-

0

intelligently managed,
honestly dramatic and genuinely moving photoplay that

An

•Positively brilliant"
New York Evening World

brilliant Fox film. "Men
Without Women'' represents

A

William Fox Movietone

J

..!

and wins gold-meddl reviews

ALL TALKING

'

WOMEN

New York
Us newest and
Gives old

big gest thrill

'

"

vigorous production which
so well directed and acted

and so

different

from conven-

tional screen material that

some remarkable

effects.

-New York Graphic'

it

-sustains one's interest through,

Jbhn Ford, the director,
haa handled the theme with
commendable lack of stock
heroics and his attention to

out.

detail is unusually vivid.

—New York

not only novel, but note-

worthy. Has been exceptionally/
ca»t and JohnFord has achieved

Evening Journol

1A llirriiig iBubmarifle draniB^
Filmed under the direction of

John Ford with a keen eye
to

realism.

The

characters'

are wonderfully real.

—New York Time*

Wednesday,

PARADE OF WEST

and Reg Stone, femthe Impersonator,
came out of the front line to get the

(Continued from page 23)

which has a typical westeirn

voice,

twang, has recorded better than here.
So has Otlia Harlan's. Neither are
heard very distinctly In dozens of
sefenes. and Jackie Hanlon, playing
the kid role, while enunciating
clearly, misses because the director
has guided him tadly. He Is hard
boiled one; mlnule and a cry-baby
the next
.

.

Silent portion of the picture fol-

lows the first reel, with dialog- Picking up after about one; reel of noiseChar.
and title's.

less action

SPLINTERS
(All Diniog, With Song*)
BHtiBh and DoititnlonB Co. pioductlon;
& F. Go. releia^e. Featured Hftl Jones,
,.»eB Stone,'I^»riM»ke. Nelson KeyB and Syd
-

-

.

.

'fioward. DIrecteaj)/ Jack-Jtayn)ond.>JProa\iced by Herbert tWteox. ^etory by. 'W. P.
istlpBcomb and Arohlia Kosa* .Caimera, Dave
TV; E. -jr6cotdIngj Prerelease and.
^n, Capitol tnetijWe,. London, .'Dec. 23 KuntviJJPB tlme^ JjOO iiiJnvteeA ,>
:

'

JfiteBBon.

•.

VARIETY
taihmeht value' most from "Russia,
there's' a good chance in the sureseaters for this one. Might also do
all right in other houses still booking foreign product and silents.
How a sergeant of the Czar loses
his wife and before locating her

Way

The

Only
troupe together, and, being pre-war
pros, kept it going afterward. They
have played viaude, practically withHoUywdod. Feb. 4,
out a break, ever since, and mainly
Tiffany has laid off its wi'itunder Lew Lake's management.
ing force for a week.
•Picture is a cinch, for here and the
Reasbn is to allow A. P..
Colonies.
For Aiherica there's a
"Younger, scenario head, to redoubt.
write a. story without having to
With a scrap of a story of the'
worry over the troubles of his
formation of the party and. its destaff."
vices to get props and a "theatre,"
the film gives much of the routine
of the show. Reg Stone, as the soubret, sings "I'll Be on My Way" and out of canine heroes. .Dialog has
"Encore," with Hal Jones working. eeemlngly not Interef erect the slight"Lanky CJarrie fra' LancaSheer," all est with Rinty's work, and whatever
original front line numbers. Action, cueing" is necessary in directing the
mainly takes place in the troop's flt- dog, but the picture is weak enup theatre, soldier audience being tertainment.
Armida, featured, gives a satisfa,Cr;
used effectively. Funny bit is where
a performance is stopped and ciir-: tory, but undistinguished perform
The s. a. in support of the
tain lowered while officers in as- ance«
dog
speaks with an accent and in
arrive,
thea-show
cending rank
ireappropriate spots sings Spanish
starts each tlme^
Jones and Stone are the only two songs, accompanying herself on a
of the original troupe in the cast, guitar. Cast average, and recording
outbut the film is stolen by Syd How- favorable, both on indoor and
Char.
ard as a north couatiry boob. He is door sets.
well fed by .Nelson ".Iteys.. as his
buddy, but- Keys hardly getS'a lookO'Malley Rides Alone
in owlnjg' to HoWai"d's ..capacity for
comedy,;. Tjlje two- ht^ve stage aSpS
(SILENT)
rations ttnd-'. are ^iV^en ;a- sh"ow: beand distributed by Syndicate.
Produced
be
cause th^y are so vb'ftd" they-' may.
Featuring
Directed by J. P. MaoGowan.
igood, itheJr.iact •b^itt'S a serious pa- Bob Custer.
Cast includes Phyllis Bainballad, wWch the'y nev.er bridge, Martin Cichy, Bud Osborne, Cliff
triotlcs
.

again sees the light of the Soviet
Idea, with the thought deeper instilled in his mind that the Czarlst
scheme Isn't so hot upon finding his
wife with a second husband of im-

.

.

.

.

•

.

th^ vaude version

I3

;*i th'e wa^-tam6 'i^fnay/'concert party^
"Vff*Lfes

RougeSI ieit Nttli^i" organized
Horhej -Hil Jones, comic.
.

'

liy Gen.

.

Produced by. Chesterfleld and distributed
by Capitol. Dli-eoted by-£:dga:r. Lewis.. Cast

,

Includes Siizunne Keener.' t^ormi^n F<)Ster,
Doi-ls Rankin, Lester Cole, Abe RVyrtolils,
Hooper L. Atchley, Burt .Mathe\Vs, Dorothee
Adanis and Jim Harkiii's.< Ballet by Ches-.
ter Hale Olrls. 'Story, lyrics arid muslc: by
•

•

"

.

'

-r

NrERfAIHMEMT H
JUDCED.

Terry Murdock. Story by Ss\l'>"Scenario by Jacquea Jnccard.
Winters,
Photographer, Hap Depew. At I<oe.Ws T^ewYork,.N. r., as half of double hlU; Jftn,. 28.
Rnhning time, 60 minutes.

Lyons

a'nd

.

:

Lester Lee' hnd Charles Levlson.
Photographer, Dal Clawson. RCA recording. At
Loe-vv's New York, N. Y.. one day, Jan. 23;
Running, time, SQ. minuted.

.

Still

This western lacks novelty an'd is
too timid in story except for pjlaces
where silents still reign big. Ajction

Boothby

.Maria Solvec

.

(ALL .DIALOG. With Songs)

,

[succeed ;iii 'Staging; /owing, to a shellihg strafe ;$i<hlch' breatks .iiip the. performance. Jli; is (in. this at^dr the
subequent roll-call of the troupe,
the "girl" Wiembers of whlcji' hJiviB
gone Into action' in theif frillies,
that the film ends.
First-rate i-ecording and photography, with a nice directional sense
of comedy and contrast, but not
much imalglnatlon. Good singing
straight by Wilfred Temple and nice
cockney soldier stage manager ..bit

..,......,>•»>••'* ."Valerie

mother. Entire production is exceedingly depressing.
Direction is poor and details often
wrong. Story is frequently difficult
to follow. Production is obvious try
for sensationalism "wlH hardly pass
the censors In the States.
Produced as a silent, with the Capuclnes' management improvising a
synchronized disk score, chiefly
"Thais" and other MaSsenet. sob
compositions.

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

:

.

.

'

Edmonde.
ijetfnnette.

,

,

.

(Silent)
Paris, Janv25.
German' production (Horn A. O.).-. Dl^
Ditrlbuted 'by Wilton-Brockliss-llffany.
rected by Gustav Uclcky.
At the ~ CapuRun*
clnos, Paris, Indef, opening Jan. 18.
ning time, W> -minutes.
Henry Bourtyns. . . , ,
....."Walter RHl*
Jean Bourtyns
\. Fxltc Albertl

Pilm made to show the hereditary
alcoholic and murderous tendencies
•growing unrest, and other angles of of the child of a bad father. Inspired
a distinctly original texture, $0 a by the sensation .created in Europe
long way toward making this fllhi by the murders attributed to the
"Dusseldorf Vampire," widely puba good piece of Work.
-past year.
Fedor Nikitin, starred, plays' the licized during the
Action opens with an attack on a
sergeant and gives ^.n account that]
girl "student in Cambridge, England,
is excellent. Tendency to overact Igwho
turns out to be
student
by
a
noticeable, but not as marked "as in
of an eminent Engmost foreign productions. This is the adopted son
lish lawyer; actually the son of a
also true of Luamlla Semenova, as
crook.
H« commits suicide in the
the wife, and Valery Solovtzev, the
murdering another girl in
disagreeable lover. Titles, written end after
London and attacking his stepon this side, only average.
Char.

-

?'SplWRr&t

Hereditary Instinct
(GERMAN MADk)

perialistic days, forms the- basis of
the story.
Dexterous use of the
camera and direction to reflect the

,

(BmTISH MADE)
W.

FILM REVIEWS

1^0

Fdfcrtiary 5,

!

Going Strong

4th Cohsecutiye

Doubtful entry, because the prima
can't sing, the /customers giggled,
an^ bad casting;', plot is a patched
up iaffair and another' backstage, plctui^e.
Rates/Eimall houses only.
Five songs in the picture. Strong-

Year

BENNY

minimum, and .even oh
bill with a poor talker this
picture failed to hold up Interest.
Photography okay Bcenlcally,;with est one is "<.Tiet's Jig the Jigaboo,*^'
the story revolving about ai^ atr that gets, consideration from arfrom Lew take.
Film is hot for this market and tempted holdup and murder that rangement and 4nanner In which
will gross a bank roll. Doubtful for flukes. Pllm was rathef out of place Paxil Specht's band plays the numAmerica, as the humor is distinctly at thlig house, where ta,lkers are ber. Chester Hale Girls appear in
British and to a, large extent asso- rampant.
only one
sequence,
doing well
J. P. MacGowan, as usual, acts
ciative with the middle war period.
These are strong points, but the
When you figure "Cock. Eyed. World" and directs. He plays the guy who general miscasting is costly. Except
flopped here, and this was as Amer- should have been shot in a holdup, for tbls the picture could have gone
ican or a bit less than "Splinters'.' is but isn't Big fault Is lack of sus- on a merry round of interior grinds.
British, you get the aiigle. BUt for pense. No need of any imagination
Story is told in vaude fashion—
Britain and the solonles, sure fire. to know how picture will progress. staccato. From a Broadway angle,
Frat.
MacGowan had made a cleanup it's hoke that doesn't exist on the
prospecting for gold. He takes the main stem. ,Two songwriters tie ,up
wrong road home. His granddaugh- with ail "an^el" to produce i mtislter gives away the secret to the vil- cal. -They pick
a prima donna and
lain. So the- old man Is held up and
she runs out, after the show be(ALL DIALOG)
shot. The gold, however, Is confis- comes
a, hit, because her^ ma tells
"Warner BeOS, production and release. cated by a Royal mounty fortuitous;her to in. order to' work in a riight
Starts Rln-Tln-TIn, with .Armida featured.
ly assigned to that district but a club. But the
girl repents after h^r
Baaed on original by Lillian Hayward. Disecond boy friend composer
rected by. 'William McGann.
Photography short time previously.
does a disapKb recording, credits.. mounty Is in on the deal, and be- pearing bit, and everything ends
by' William Rees.
At the Beacon, .^T. T., for one week begin- tween these two, the old man, and oko.
ning Jan.; 81. Runnlhg time, 47 mlns..,
the gal, they nab the real crooks,
Rln-.Tliii-Tln
-.iRln^ty. • aV* ii* w-^
i*^* w
red -coated cop wins ^hp
Peplta. . .
Armida' aiid the
.a ^
.{. ..'..;< .....
•
.Dave B; Itltel blonde.
'I>ave. ...
i.
rediieed to a

a double
.

,

'

ON THE BORDER

'13

A

'

.

•

•

9

.

.

i

I'..

.

'«

. ,!. .i; . ,

37%

. .

Ii;arreII

Bon

,

Jose.

.Phllo McCuUough
i^rac'efiCovlhgtoa
r

Border Patrol Corhml3aloncr..'.wdlter -Miller
.'WllUam Irving
Dpsty

Fragment of an

'

(RUSSIAN MADE)
.Running time of 47 minutes Will
probably be a relief to many a house
,

,

j^anagen

..-

^'-t

I:.-

DIAIiOOim

,.

Plcti:\re

is ;^esirable

as

half of double feature- program. 'For
such purposes it may. get by to mod
isk^ate
satisfaction.' If 'expected' to
hold its pwn without a strong aurrounding billr Ini either' big or small
houses, a lot more is looked for
than will probably hi delivered by
this thriller.

Police dog is placed In a locale of
an old Don's rancho near the MexlProvides' ample opporr
ep,n border.
tunlty to show his teeth and help
the hero, save the day. Story Is a
conventional one that practically
,

J.

NOW WITH

FOX.

.

ADAPTATIONS

COMTlNViTIES

gives itself -away entirely in laying
the foundation.
Smuggling of Chinese across the
border by a hea'vy who's done hundreds of such roles and here again
does it well (Phllo McCullough),
forms the basis for the yarn, with
John B. Lltel, a patrol office masr
qiieradlng as a tramp, aborting
well-laid plans. Aided and abetted
by Rinty, lie sayes the ranch as well
as the daughter's life.
RInty win please the kids and
possibly the woman who get a kick
"

.

•

Enittire
i

(Silent)
Sovkino production 4nd Amlclno- release.

,

Best

4.

/far this year for
rated; total placement's

week';

eitVas
at only

Off

rfbllywood, Feb.

'

•

.

.

stili

sq^i

3,706, orj

63%

of normal.

'

Jan. 23 catne closest to the averFedor NIkltth starred. Directed by. Frederick Brmler from scenario bjr K< ;VIno:- age day, 'with.JiS^ working In. mob
gradsky. American titles by Shelley Hamstuff.
"All Quiet on the Western
;ilton. photography by Evgeny Eney. Cast
features: Tacov Ooodkln, Fedor .Nlkitln, Front" -CU) acpouhted for 300 of
Ludmila Semenova and 'Valery Solovtzev. this number.'
At the Cameo, N. T., week of Jan, 2|5.

KABBBO

GRANADA

.

-

.

.

Running

CHICAGO

time. 85 mlns.

"A Fragment of an Empire" is a
fragmentary picture which, since
nearly every angle on the Russian
revolution has been done; has been
based on a single event that stirred
the Workmen against the Czarlst
regime. Because of Its clever direction and photography, coupled
with a story that exceeds In enter-

s
;

:
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Joseph Jackson
Wrote the IXWlog for Three
Al
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Pictures

JUST CLOSED SUCCESSFUL

J A OK

THE SOMNOLENT MELODIST

JOE TERMINI
PLAZA, CORONA,

NEW YQRK,

JAN.^6

Direction Wiyi.

MORRIS

WEEK AT PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK

NORTON

IN

"THETRE FUNNY THAT WAT^
WITH

LQUIS J^ERMOTT'S PUB

NOW AT THE PARAMOUNT, BROOKLYN

(WM JAN. 31)

Direction
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De Bondy's Optimism
Fred De Bondy has gone to

Kansas City to cover, an act,
the Palrii Beach Girls, 11-plece
band from Florida.
With other agents now

Everything

now

else

hardly willing to go to Brooklyn to cover an act, this stands
as a record.

on ihe

all-sound, Keith's

screen
reported

Is'

.

determined on the necessity o£ making special talking trailers for Its
Newport
vaude shows and heiadline acts, despite the- increased cogt.
Newport,. Feb. 1.
Projection of sUent trailers is furThe amusement situation In Newther deemed inadvisablis because of
new fixed leiis on projection €?quip-. port has undergone a ra.dlcal change
ment which masks off a margin oit during the past few years, and espethe left side of the screen. Screen cially during the past few months.
borders on the stage have to be For a greneratlon the only theatre In
changed only for the silent trailers, the city (a community dating from
occurring Colonial times) was the Opera
often
Instances
with
where this is not done and a part of House, but more than a decade ago
traveling companies ceased visiting
the silent trailer gopy is lost.
Other problems have to be worked^ Newport.
out too. Among these Is how the
With the advent of pictures the
talking frailer cost will be mot. One Opera House turned to films. Picproposal, is the charging of a nom- tures were presented at the Strand,
inal sum a.gainst each house using while pictures and viaudeviUe held
the vaude trailers to cover cost .of forth at the Colonial, the last nanied
production.
on busy but unfashlonaible Thames
Masters, of ceremonies may be. street.
used to do the talking for ,the acts,
DuHng many years a paradoxical
on coming bills In the ev^nt plans sigh was afforded by the summer
are not worked out to haye head- audiences for, there beliig no- other
liners speak for themselye^. trrider
theatrical diversions, Astors and
the m. c. 9ChenvB, artists like Jack Vanderbllts often came on from
Benny, Ken Murxay or: others play- dinner partliss to the Strand or the
ing ori' k«Ith's .would be. rung ln.:
Opera House, sitting side by side
As » starter, Keithls 1$: .figuring with unpretentious townspeople and
on talking trailers for Intact road sallors froni the battleships and the
shows and acts on long routes. At. navs^l training station;
present all the west and about 15;
Three, summers, ago the Newport
houses in the east are playing the! Cadlno theatre wiis reopened after
intact units.
With the
neglect of 20 years.
Where laat-mlnute bookings: and; backing of William H. Vanderbllt
switches are oonunon, Keithites ad
and other miiltl -millionaires, Includmlt .they face, a problerne. so fat as; Irig Mrs. Moges Taylor (richer than
trailer .material is concerned
Vanderbllt), and
,

•

.

.

,

r

;

studio
Astoria
Paramount's
launches two features almost simultaneously. They are "Young Men
of Manhattan," which started Feb.

.

3, and "Dangerous Nan McGrew,"
due this Friday. When these are
more features,
two
completed
"Queen High" and "Too Much Luck"
.are scheduled to follow immedi-

ately.'

any

By Joe

Laurie, Jr.

I DON'T believe that vaudeville is all shot.
I DO believe that .4f the manafiiers would meet with a dozen representative vaudeville artistd and exchknge Ideas that it would help a lot.
I DON'T believe that the vaudeville artist Is not progressive.
I t)0 believe that if the managers would protect the artists' original
material and assure them of their co-operation in not hiring "copy acts*^
we would have a new era of original vaudeville and the vaudeville patrons
would not get tired of hearing the same old gags week in and week
ovt.

'.

*

I DON'T believe that the managers/ishould ask the artists to cut their
acts just because there is a line waiting QUtsld^. ,
believe that eVery Ciistomer is entitled to see the full Show.
r
'
I DON'T believe in four and five shows a day.
believe a: real artist can' only do three good showia a day.
I
I DON'T believe that collections should be riiade. from the audience
for the N. y. A. fund.
I DO" believe that every working actor WQUld be glad to give ascertain percentage of his salary foiri the benefit of •• his less fortunate

DO

.

:

;

.

.

'

.

DO

'

'

.

.

;

.

"

:

i

,

'

.

:

.

,

Coots,, the composer, and Mae
Questelle,. singer^ coitlbined fot>.. one
release.

Fred

Lobo, the Crcrman dog from the
Horace Heidt band, ahd his trainer,
Clarence Moore, rated a short by
Wallace Ford, fiobhy
themselves.
Perkins and Thurston Hall appeared In a sketch, ^'Absent Minded," directed by Arthur Hurley.
.

individual

pay for

it,

*I DON'T believe that any imember of the cast should be allowed to
leave the show" until the road work 3s firiiished.
believe that the road will buy good shows with original casts
I
and no cheating on production.
1 DOiJ'T believe in the surtax for Pullman sleepers.
I
believe that the theatrical profession and the traveling nrien can
get together and lobby in Washington for a reduced rate.
I DON'T believe, that the whiskey Is any better now than it was ber
fore Prohibition.
I DO believe that there Is more of It today.
I DON'T believe that the fighters of yesterday were any better than
the ones we hdye today.
/"
i bo believe, that they were underpaid.
I DON'T believe that the boys catch the big fish they tell me about
believe that big fish have been ca.ught.
I
I DON'T believe that writing a daily column is easy.
•1 DO believe that -anyone who does it deserves credit,"
I DON'T believe that any critic intentldrially tries to hiirt a play, manager, producer, author, or artist.
I DO believe that a lot of the thliigs you think people read . . . they
'•
don'tI DON'T believe anyone ciares what I believe or not.
believe this is the last line.
I.

DO

.

.

.

DO

,

..

.

Kdtb

To

'

'

.

•

.

.

•

"

:
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DO

'

'

.

.
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•

.

DO

Piiblix Lay;-Off Ajcts

Wm Pl^ Rochesfter

'

'

Doirt

mental. A. .J. Balaban will not
formulate either the size or CharDO
acter of the Paramount short list
before AprJI t by present indications, although another report Is
that the short retintte Is all set and
ready to leap into their assignment. brother arid "sister jirtlsts.
Recent\iE»aramOunt shorts Include
'except for national disasters and for
1 DON'T believe fh .benefits
lean Boydell and Paul Ash, Venlta our own fellow artists.
c
Gould, George Beatty with William
believe that a central- co.mthlttee shouldi bC' established and that
I
Quartet, they should pass on all benefits .^.
Hlllpott and Foursome
and thatV at least 10% of the reGordon.
Perkins
and
Sam
Johnny
ceipits shculd go^ to the Actoys! F^nd . ;. -v and Ni V.:A,
Acts Schedul?(l are Arthur ahd^
I DPN*t believe that the talkers will die out.
Morton Havel, Lulu McConnell, ^rt
I DO believe that .they f^re here to stay but that vaudeville, oi; some
Frank arid Bums and Allen^
other form of ehtertiinment .must help them.
:v
'Warners
i DON'T believe that the; vaudeville actor should do his act or any
Warners, only other studio oper- part of 't for talking shorts.^
I DO believe that if he does^ he's not only hurting hilmself but the' manating regularly in the east, adheres
to its usual schedule of three or agers who are still- witting td play vaudeVille.^^^^^^'^...
I DON'T beileVe that the legltlma.te: business is all shot.
four shorts weekly undejr Murray
I DO believe that the public wHl always buy a good phow • . , and
Roth. iWMte Iloyt, ,bas(ebaU hurler;

Miss Edith Wetmore (who recently
got a return of oyer $1,000,000 ex- Shuberts Forte Michons
cess tax fi-oni the Federal govern^l^jclmicafity Hits Moran's
Route
Cancel
ment), the venture became popular
with the smart set. A change of
Joe .and Petee Michon cancelled
Injimction
bin each week for a season of eight 35
of Keith vaudeylUe
vireeks
weeks provided entertainment for tlmej at $i:,000 a week, to step
society. But the rest of the popula
Hollywood,. Feb. 4.
Into Mrs, Edgar Selwyn's "Nine
Finding a technical fault in the tlon continued to patronize pic
O'clock Revue"- by order of the
application, Judge Gates in Superior tures.
Shuberts, .to whom they are tinder
Last summer the Opera House contract.
Court denied .George Moran's mo
Para'
rebuilt
the
new
being
and
was
tlon for a temporary Injunction re
were
recentlyMichons
The
straining Paramount' from nslng the mount was nearlng completion, so thrown out of work when Shunaine^ "Moran and Mack" arid "The the Strand and the Colipnial got the berts' "Night In Venice" folded.
Strand
people,
the
town
navy
-and
connection
Two Black Crows" In
With nothing in view from the
Now the Shuber^end; they landed tl^e Vaudehaving the preferencie.
with future pictures.
Refugal automiatlcally dissolved Colonial is closed, arid the three ville time th)i*ough Jack Curtis. Inare
competition—
wired
houses
in
aigainst
placed
tertpotary
stay
the
stead of' opening this week fo*
the company oh the filing of the the' new. Paramount, the rebuiU. Keith's at the Palace, Chicago, as
'^
Opera House and the old-fashldiied booked," they were forced to hop to
application a. week ago.
However, Moran was allo'ttred 10 but still popular Strand.
Boston last Week to: join the Selwyn
days to aihend his application, at
shpw after It- had opened.
which time; it the appeal meets
Under their contract with the
with the court's approval, the mat
Shuberts the MlChons are reported
susShuberts
receiving around $650.
ter Will be heard. If Moran 13
tained, Paramount will not be able
were- In a position to fai'm the
to use the labels now. under protest
Benny Thau, former vaudeville act out at a higher figure. Whether
which,
Injunction,'
chucked
and
who
for
booker
for
Loew's
Application
or not this was done was not re
his job because he figured he had vealed.
If granted, -will be followed by
gone as far as he could in that .dl
civil suit, gro!ws out of the team'i

Name

Do and 1

'.

Stqdlols short subject department
its
still marking tlnie, all of
present product being semi= experiis

.

.

I
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^V^^dnesday, February

KIBITZERS

Oir

No more

''

layoff for tinit taleftt on
Publix route between Pitts-

the

MdNG tlOOR

'

.

•

ThauatM-G-M

:

.

Dissatisfaction of Moran over
his contract with Mack Is the cause.
Before waiting for court action,
on the suit instituted 1)/ George
Moran to enjoin Paramount from
using the title "Two Black Crows,"
studio has decided to use another
name for its second Moran arid
Mack picture, now' called "The Two
Black crows In the A. B. F."

split.

rectlon, will join the casting depart
ment of the M-C^-M studio in Culver
City.
Thau had no idea that he* had

been nominated and was unaware
of his election until 1 o'clock the
day he was due to leave town at
2:46 for. what he Intended as a purely vacatlonal trip to the coast.
He assumes his new duties Immediately.

RiBuidolph Promises

.

Pay

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
At a hearing before the State La-

<"

bor Commissioner last week, Forbes
Randolph admitted he owed the
nine members of his act, ''Kentu'cky
Jubilee Singers," one week's salary.
Randolph said that If given time
he would seciue sufflcient funds to
pay them off and transport them'
back to New York,

j

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Swats Vaude
Act hroke Aip two weeks ago,
Benny Thau and Charlie Morrison arrived here last night (Mon- when, after playing the State In
without
Vaude acts take another swat day), being met at Pasadena by Leo Long Bbach, ^i^ndolpU left
from pictures with the booking of Morrlison, no relation, and driven paying 6ft,
"Hit the Deck" (Radio) in Keith to town by auto. Leo, minus a car
vaudfilms throughout the country of his d^^1lf Induced BUly Kent to
F.
H. PLACEMENTS
this month. Vaude in smaller Cities wheel him over and steer the eastLos Angeled, Jan. 28.
.such as Troy, Albany and Schenec- erners out to- Hollywood Boulevard.
Fanchon and
Entire
of
linei
^
tady Is being taken out altogether No casualties,
Marco'-s ••Up in the Air," back from
in
morning
this
started
22.
Thau
opens
Feb.
picture
when the
closing, goes Into •'StUts,"
This meanp a loss of bookings for M-G's casting department and Mor- Its eastern
rison is here to survey the picture opening In Southern California Feb.
the whole 'week to five acts.
Shapiro and O'Malley also
In the larger cities the stage bills field. Latter may make a local con- 13.
booked for "Stilts."
will be reduced to two. and three nection before returning east.
and
Molandin
Harris
Trio,
acts, this Including the Keith houses
Brlgante, Flobellei and" Charlie, and
In and around New York.^
CLAIM
FIAinSTE'S
for
"Idea
HOYT
Matthews
booked
H.
B.
In. a numher of middle western
Complaint and claim for one in Marble," which opens Feb, 6.
towns booked out of Chicago, "Hit
"Sunshine" opened Southern Calithe Deck" started engagements Sat- week's salary against Walte Hoyt,
has fornia Jan. 30. Mary Lou added.
baseballer-vaudevillian,
the
urday, Feb. 1, cutting vaude shows
been filed with the V. M. A. by
altogether in some towns.
"Hit the Deck'-VwIU not get into Selma Waldman, planliste.
Back to Vaude
Miss Waldman was Hpyt's accomGreater New Yorlc and various other
.After .a year under an all-sound
eastern cities until the last of Feb- panist for about five weeks of Keith policy, the State, Trenton* N. J., retime In New York. On the day prior
ruary or later.
turns to vaude next week.
to Hoyt's openlngsat the Palace she

Deck"

'

&
.

:

•

'

Revolves
Buff^^lo.
arid
burgh
/All: agents and producers without
around a change of policy at the franchises' were ordered oft this.
yesterday
Keith
booking
floor
Piccadilly, Rochest?iv. N' Y.
This house wAU take on a stage (Tuesday) and ordered to stay off.
band policy, with m.cl, using two Bookers were advised to refrain
talking
business
orutside'rs
from
with
:Tums are to be
to fbuir acts.
drafted, from the layoff units pass- unless by appointment or for speActs are to change cial agents.
Irig through.
Besides the bona fide agents and
weekly with the band I'eirialnlng for
producers who are Kot franchised
longer periods.
by
Keith's, but have been permlttiad
Walter Davidson's Loons ate to
in the booking ofilce, numerous kibbreak in the Idea. Band has record
itzers have been hanging around
of 74 consecutive weeks In Kansas
the booking de.sks.
"
City.
Order against non-franchise hold«
ers is a standing on§ and~ls intended to protect the franchiised Keith
agents from outside competition.
Saunders Wash Mgr.

.

Formerly booked by—^Amalgan^tedT^'lt"" wiir' nSw^^'get
been engaged in her place.
Policy four,
Week's salary is claimed due on from Arthur Fisher./
JjOS Angeles, Feb. 4.
RKO theatre switched from three grounds tlie complainant was not acts on a split
to four vaude shows daily Jan. 30. properly notified of her release.
All-Girl Bill
Since the hoitse returned to a
Keith's lined up an all-girl show
vaude and picture policy the stage
Brehnan Keepi Majestic
tor the Fordham first half this
hands have held but /or three stage
Sol Schwartz, former Keith, vaude week.
shows per day, fatter was settled
Acts consisted of Ewlng Eaton,
when the house granted the flve- manager, last at the Jefferson, has
Alleen and Marjorie, Tempest and
,nian crew a boost ot $20 per week' not obtained the Majestic, Jersey
Corlnne Tllton and Babe
e^ph if they would work the extra City, for combos, as reported. James Sunshine,
Egaii and Hollywood Itedheadb
Breniian still has the house.

—

Claude SaundertS, brought in from

New RKO Loop

the northwest, has been despatched
to Washington by RKO as Wash

Ington district manager,
taking in the Capitol city, Phlladel
phla and New Brunswick, -N. J.

New

Theatre

Chicago, Feb.

teriitory

4.

RK<5 will build a 4,000-seat de
luxe theatre In the Loop. Sltis has
been" selected, but remains undis.

managerial appointriients In

closed.

elude Harry Mitchell to the Jeiffer
B, B. Kaharie, general counsel for
son, succeeding Sol Schwartz, re- RKO, was In the city last week
signed; and William Tubbert to conferring on finance with execur
Keith's, Syracuse; .i-eplacing Ji J. tives bit Lawrence -Stern and Co.
Biirnes, also resigned. Mitchell was Rapp and Rapp are the architects.
recently at the Riverside where he
House will have a vaud film policy.
was succeeded by Harry McDonald.

—

—

.«

:

—

Nils Asther Single

Bellamy-Conrad Act

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Nils Asther, closing with M-G-M
as soon as he's finished with ''The
Sea Bat" on location near Mexico,
opens a Publlx tour Feb. 21 at the
Michigan theatre, Detroit,
i
Beach, Feb. 15.
Following week at the- Chicago
Hyams and Mclntyre try out a theatre^ Chicago. Will do a single,
new act atthe same theatre Feb. 3 with nionolog written by Lou Hel-

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
Madge Bellamy and Con Cont-ad
are rehearsing ah act for vaude
They. Will open at the State, Long

fetz.

was .jtotlfled. that^Fxed.ilftQ^tSLJiatft

Extra

.

•how.

Show Cost

Jt.

Y, Beauts in Unit:

Unit Additions

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
Two more Interstate houses, forThe 30 winners In the New York merly booked by Keith's, have conFanchon and Marco contest arrived tracted to play Fanchon and Marco
Feb. 1 and are being trained In two

Starting Feb. 17 the Orpheum, Oklahoma City, and Coleman, Miami, will play the units.
Only two days will be booked In
Contest*^ I^ea, opening Southern
The other 15 Miami, giving the units a break in
Calif orbi^ JFeb. 20.
the jump from Atlanta to Tulsa.
go as a^'^horal- unit, into a presen
"
Oklahoma City will.pipiy four days.
tation opening: a week later.
Ideas.

units.

Half the

'girls, go. into

•'Beauty

'

,

.

^

.

Wednesday, February

VAUDEVILLE

1930
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Beaut Winners Hit Coast for Fame;

VARIETY

Coast Vaude People Tryii^ and

As Must Pay Own Fare, Few Mamas
Lid^ Angeles, Felj.

Lbs Angeles, Feb.

Poise

and hopeful, 20
hear beauts from Greater New York
"Qraphlc"-Fox
contest,
a.
from
fresh
and fresher on the Sunset Limitedarrived here Sunday afternoon. Girls
^ere chaperoned by Martin Starr,
Tounff, ambitious

the

"GraphiG's''. beaut

T.

N.

ex-

But one damsel had a mother
and mother paid her own
Other expenses will be stood
fare..
for between the Fox brgahlzatlon
and Fanchoh and* Marco.
One of the young women on the

tossers,

.

,.

,

.

last week, but Its parents, actor and actress, managed to
escape the limelight.
Their
identity remained undiscoveredi
Delaware building contains

numerous booking

restaurants,

are

offices.

and

LEAVITT and LOCKWOOD

WILL COT

KHTH

With Ted Eddy and Band, the
Seven Hayderi Gloria Girls, IBabs
Gattison Jones and .£21sie

FRANCHISES TO

Day and

Many

etc.

will

them

of

waiting for a break. Jn
:

business, but not

a few have

outside of the theatre

stick

to

the commerclai

world.

J

,

Grant Gardner, formier hoofer,
selling

In "Hit- Bits of 1929"

CHI. SHOWMEN

still

show

made good

RUTH

DOUG

'

•

4.

.

Said he: "I pay no attention
to the first 30 cents."

tha;t

.

Chicago, Feb.

4.

With const vaude at a low ebb,
a number of performers have tried,
and become satisfied with other
lines of. work.
Numerous vaude
people may be found behind counters, .driving
cabs,
working ; In

A baby was born In tlxe lobby of the Delaware building

A

with' her,

she didn't cai*e
much for Hollywood, the
80
"Graphic" Or a screen career, but
Bhe did hope to meet Buddy Rogers.
'About iO ihore" girls 'Who, entered
the beaut contest, recently held in
New York, are coming in oh dif

Lobby Babe

Two male, singles who play
for apples were commenting on
people in the audience tossing
coins oh the stage. Arigument
grew warm, the pair trying to
figure which one had the most
dough thrown at hilm.
third guy of the same Ilk
happened along, so they asked
him what he did about coin

ploiter.

Sunset stated

Going for Other Kinds of Work

4.

.

35

Is

a .wholesale house.

for'

tieis

Charles Dunbar,' formerly of .dreeh
is driving a cab. '.Henry,
who did a dancing act Syitli

and Dunbar,
Barsh,

.

Elliott.

roadsr ,'Ali may have their
mothers, along, but mothers must

fereiit

pay their own

With mothers

fares.

Week of Feb. 8,- HennepinOrpheum, Minneapolis.
Costumes, by Saul Burger Modes,

MEETING FOR

Inc.

paying thielr owii fares the mothers
are conspicuously absent.
Before leaving New York, the
•XJraphic," Macfadden's tab, local to
Manhattan and environs, was particularly solioltious that their parents should sign a general release.

Direction

.

"Williani

Fox and

Panchon and Marco from any

lia-

.

west and

circuits

atres..

east.

Showmen

feel that,'

banded

together, they can get hetter deals
In questions of. holdouts, standees,
Picture people on the Sunset with marquees, signs, fire, health requirethe 20 girls decided that about two ments, etc.
had a chance at a test. Including
Mort Singer,, representing RKO, Is
the girl after a eight of Buddy. leader of the movement, with others
Mr. Starr, w.ho, as representative prominent In- the action being John
of the "Graphic". In all Its hookups J. Jones, vaude; William K. Hollanwith b.eautis, will leave the girls der, B. & K.; Clyde Cckhardt, film
as he found them at the end of the exchanges; Max Balaban, exhibs,
Hollywood stay. 5;hat may. be «|Ix and Ralph Kettering, legit;
No
weeks as the youhg women will Shubert men attended.
ha^ve to .be. trained to shine oh the
Spot for the nieetings wIU probstage if they fall to land on the ably be the former N. V. A. quar""
jicfeen.
ters In the Woods building.
Antlcipatlner a talker test some of
the girls were trying out their voices
on the train the. ilrst day 'opt of

Kansas City, Feb. 4.
Mrs. Evelyn Helms, 28, who shot
^nd killed her husband, Frank
Helms, last June, has started serving a 10 -year sentence In the state
penitentiary at Jefferson City.

iShe

and her husband were' in vaudeville.
Mrs. Helms was convicted on a
manslaughter chatge in October, but
has been fighting the sentence.
Three applications for parole have
been denied.
.

Two Have Chance

.

'

,.•

.

•

'

.

New

Orleans where they had landby boat from New YbrlT. The
flecond day the youngstersr were not
•o gingery, and as they neared Los
ed,

REEASE DfNIAL SCORES
PANTAGES INTERCEDERS

HUSBAND FOUND

^

efforts

made on Fantagea'

behalf,

referred especially to a letter written to him by Mrs. Pantages In

which she pleaded with him

to "con.

sider the position vf a sick wife
to care for her

who heeds a husband

and other members of the family."
Judge Fricks also .referred to two
or three n^en who had come to blm
direct from Pantages In Jail to Intercede for him.

Beck Reported

Selling His

Abroad

Chicago, Feib. 4.
Reports here are that Martin Beck
contemplates disposal of his theatre
holdings, arid if succeeding will live
He opens next week at the Capl abroad.
Beck has equlikles In Louisville,
tol, New York, in a Loew unit,
Cincinnati and Indianapolis, and a
"Southern Melodies."
25% Interest In the iPalace, Niew
York.

Leonard in Presentation
Stench Tosser Appeals
Eddie Leonard goes Into picture
$100 Fine and Gets 7 Mos. houses for the first time.

.

NILS ASTHEB FOR FUBIIX
Norwegian leading
booked for two

Nils^ Asther,
of films.

man

stage weeks
"When he appeared In Superior court Feb. 21 at the
the jail sentence was Imposed a;fter
Second date
the court was told McMurray had Chicago, week
heen giving police considerable

BRYAN

Is'

by

Publix,

I.A.T.S.E.

Annual

BAII

the I.A.T.S.E.,
1, will be held Feb. 22 In
Madison Square Garden for the
benefit of the Relief Fund,

opening Local No.

Michigan, Detroit.
will be the Chicago,
following.

.

.

.

.

'

•

Will

ball

of

—

NOT OUT

Seek^s

.

.

•

4 Shows

The four

Interstate theatres In
Texis £rtart a new policy Feb. 14 of
four shows .daily.
Cities are:
Houston, Dallas, Ft. Worth and San

—

Antonio.
Quartet's present policy Is three
daily and four over the week end.
Circuit's decision Is that business

Mahoney and H^l^'i Morgan warrants
daily for
march for the boys.

will lead the

'FOT

an

added

the four

The

Bryan Foy

Is

married

;

In

Pottsvllle,

Pa.,

three years ago.

Howard Moag, btage

carpenter,

suit, claiming his wife .Margaret preferred to cook for her
mother rather than husband. Married In July, 1926, and separated
less than a year later.
_
filed

Frances Whit^l§?^]r^'

Texas

towno play KeithHollywood, Feb. 4.
Wells' Shorts
booked southern (Interstate) fournot out or off WarLos Angeles, Feb. 4.
act road shows with film.s.
One of the Ponselle sisters, Car- ner shorts. He takes charge of the
will
Redmond
Wells,
vaude,
be
naella.. Is deserting opera for a vaude Potter Family and Technicolor series
Markert and Troupe Return
featured in a series of musical
tour.
to be made^by-. -that com pan yt^. __^^,
ghe"~opens Iff
-Holly woodr-r?cbr-4i
Albee, Providence, first date Keith's
Roy Mack will alternate directing shOTts^by Tather^Dances and dialog to be directed
Having completed their work in
have scheduled thus far for her.
these pictures w'ith Foy.
by Bud Murray.
King of Jazz" (U), Rus.sell MarMiss Ponselle Is to do an act of
kert and his dancers are returning
ongs, assisted by a pianist.
_
Cliff Edwards' New Year
to New York.
Featuring Frank Fay
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Arlen- Brian Personals
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Cliff Edwards remains with Metro
In the house
review of Fox's
Warners will do "Broadway Play- Brooklyn last week and al.so under
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
for another year.
Richard Arlen and Mary Brian
A $250 weekly Increase is called boy," ah original by Michael Curtiz, New Acts, "Weird Rhythm" was
will make a personal appearance for by the option, but it is under- with Frank Fay featured.
credited as being a Fanchon and
next week at the I)enver theatre, stood a new arrangement has been
Harvey TIicw now making ecreen Marco Idea. Act waa produced by
"enver, Publlx house.
treatment.
Lyons and Lyons.
effected.

Camella Ponselle in Vaude

were

performance

downtown thea-

tres.
•

-

GOLDEN

,

Interests to Live

-

trouble.

to, dehllstry,

-

,

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
Alexander Pantages was, for a
second time,, denied temporary release on .ball pending an appeal of

his conviction, for criminally assaulting Eunice Pringle, by Judge
Charles Fricks, who,' In refusing the
petition, scored the efforts of Mrs.
Pantages and othiers for endeavoring to Influence the court.
Second attempt to obtain Pantages' release was again on testiMaurice Samuek Promises to Care mony of a number of physicians
for Wife and Children
that the accused was extremely sick
and In danger of death If. kept In
Chicago, Feb. 4.
jail longer*
Two physicians apN. v. A.'s search for Maurice pointed by the court denied this.
Judge Fricks, In denouncing the
Samuels, comedian, whose wife and

Angeles all the girls subsided Into
the expectant state.
Tenth avenue. Third ayenue, the
Bronx> Brooklyn, Bath Beach, Fordr
ham, and almost every neighborhood three children were left penniless
In New York excepting Harlem, In here, ended at Bridgeport, Conn.,
this typical mob of film flaps. They where the actor was playing.
•eem to say that It's not diffleult
Samuels wired his wife asking
nowadays to win a beauty contest that she take no police action and
In New York city.
promised to support the children.
This tour of the beauts in theMrs. Samuels and the youngsters,
atres will be -accepted as deciding after living three, days on niilK and
whether there is any value to this bread crusts, were driven Into the
sort of thing any more. Macfadden street during a sub-zero wave when
Btill claims there is, as it means at the mother was unable to pay rent.
least
some circulation for the Municipal court bailiffs, who dis"Graphic" In New York while being covered her plight, agents on the
conducted. And, of course, it's not RKO floor and the N. V. A. subse80 bad for Starr.
quently came, to her assistance.

Providence, Feb, 4.
Frank P. McMurray 9f New Bedford Was. sentenced in Superior
•ourt to seven months in Jail for
dropping stench bombs In Loew's
Capitol theatre, Pawtucket, ..during
recent labor troubles.
McMurray was fined $100 and
costs In district court, but appealed*

went back

'.

Chicago, Feb. 4.
Showmen from all branches of the
business a:re getting together here
bility for moral of physical dis- for the establishment of a' mutual
ability endured by any of the win- organization. Several meetings have
hihg contestants during this trans- already been held, and the organicontinental trip. The trip may last
zation will go Inio. action shortly.
for
After
40 weeks or more.
At present it Is. a sort of luncheon
teists at the Fox studios here, those
who don't survive will -form a Fan- club affair, but will In time become
iehon and M^rco unit or two des- political. In that It will strive after
tined for. travel over the vaude favorable legislation for the the"Graphic,"

.

Evelyn Helms Gets 10 Yrs.
For Murder of Husband

That agreement .relieves Macfadden,

the

CHAS. H. AtLEN

his wife,

which he studied before g:olng oh'
the stage. Barsh Is lined up.' with a
local paper, doing a. dental .column
which brings him additional busU
ness. A. former hoofer is attached
March 1 the nunaber of Keith to the dlg^Ict attorney's office as a
agency and producing franchise deputy. Pi^ank Ward, who did a
holders 'will be cut to 14 or less. finger: doll Act, Is selling Jeweliv.
Number of perf orniers who ha.ve
Reduction ik to he the most drastic
gone Into the restaureiht business Is
In Keith history."
Ben Piazza* ]|>ecently^ submitted a;' tremendous.. SOnie made good, others
complete list. of agents now book- flopped. Owner -of a dbg act has
ing with the ofllc.e under franchises, made good in the business, but
Billy
or as associates, to Charles Free- the dogs have disappeared.
man and George Godfrey, heads of Mann; former blackfiace single, ahd
the western .iand eastern, booking, Jack Hay den are -both with the
departments. Freeman and Godfrey Shell OH Co., doing sales promotion.
returned the lists with their own Jess Robblns, vaude actor and picture director, Is operating a fleet
suggestions for changes..
Piazza now has the list under, of cabs.
Most of them are quite content,
advisement and the result will .be
madis kno^rn on .the aforementioned eating three times a day ahd''iit«^
date at which time the agents and speaking terms with the landlord.
producers will be notified as to their
status and whether or not they
"SUSPICIOUS'' ACTS
win be entitled to do further business directly with Keith's.
Cuts made In the agency ranks Cops Playing Tag With Inhocsnt
about three, months ago were not
Performers ."-^
considered su^cient.
Since then
the more doubtful agents have had
a chance to prove their value to
Cops are playing: tag with aeta
the booking ofllce. Those who have lately, For three weeks in succesnot Increased their list of acts and> sion a bluecoat has made a pinch,
bookings will be out.
each time a mistake.
At present there are 36 franchise
Flrist Joe Jackson, .climbing Into
holders and approximately 80 agents his car In his makeup, was taken
and producers dealing with book- Into custody. Then a representaers on the Keith floor under fran- tive of the A. S. F'. C. A. swore out
chises.
There Is no question the' a warrant for %he arrest of Roy
Keith vaude circuit. In Its present Rogers, on the .Hamilton stage, for
state, cannot support that number eating what she thought was a live
of representatives.
goldflsh.. This might have bee|i expected by Rogers.
Third nab was last week, when ii
cop took Arthur Millard, of Millard
ANNIVERSARY
and Marlln, to the station on a suspicious character hunch.
By the
Sen. Murphy's Parents Have 24
time Millard Identifled himself It
Grandchildren Celebrate in L. A.
was too late to reach Keith's iFlushIng for his 'Friday night show.
Pinch was made In Times Square.
Los Angeles,_Feb. ii
Senator Francis Murphy alrplaned
here to attend the golden wedding
anniversary of his parents, Mr. and
Male Divorce
Mrs, Max La Traunlk.
Besides the'' monologlst, the venLearning Ropes in Chi
erable couple have ifour children, 24,
grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren and one great- great-Chicago, Feb. 4.
grandchild. Over 400 attended the
Men'^are learning here that they
ceremony.
\Senator Murphy took another^ can Institute divorce proceedings as
plane east to pick up his vaude well as the femmes, and are proving
.that they, too, can think of unique
bookings.
reasons.
SamueJ Bretchl is suing for
divorce from Carrie Bretchl on conInterstate Biz Increase
tention isiie wouldn't troupe around
the country with him and live lu
Calls for
Daily hotel rooms. Bretchl Is electrician
with "Bowery Burlesquers." They

OR LESS

14

"Chicago^ Feb.

4.

Frances White has

filed suit for
divorce from Clinton Donnelly, New
York broker.
The couple were maiTled In 1923
?:LJ^nclnnstI^^ a
had
been divorced by HazeFRebaTl^dh-^
nelly, New York modiste.
They
separated In 192C.

lASSITEES'

FATHER EHI^EB

Portland, Ore., Feb. 4*
Lasslter, 52, father of
the Lasslter Bros, (vaude), was
killed in an automobile accident

Frank M.

here Sunday

(2),

VARIETY
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BY

AL DUBIH
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Comerford's Reason

of Vaude Booked

On Coast-^ven Agencies in 1. A.
Lob Angeles, Feb. 4.
With vaude more or less a memory oh the west coast, the Keith
iind Bert Iteyey offlcea are the only
places left bookinET vaude acts. Each
has one week: Keith,, at the Strand,
Ijong Beach and Xievey a split week

A. The Strand uses
with $1,800 top for the
12 acts on the week

at the Hipp.
bill.

Productim Unils

37

Pan's 2 Eastern Houses
Give Notice of Blowing

Scranton, Pa., Feb.

five

VARIETY

acts,

Hipp uses

With $600 top.
Five other agents remain In business in Li. a., each content to grab
oft a few dimes thru club work.

Lyons & Lyons
Hollywood March

Meyers-Darling
Establish

Own

Agency

ers,
and rumored as a possible
moves to partner in this local agency, denieis
where it will any such intention stating his

office

1

Warner contract remains

in force.

take a shot at the picture buslneiss.
William Morris, Jr., is expected
Badio means nothing to the local
agents. Most of the radio talent is to shortly reach here to adjust the
booked direct by stations. Agents Morris office which was headed by
were sleeping when radio stepped Myei's before his recent resignaPerlberg remains in
Bill
in, and they continue to slumber^ tion.
The outdoor racket always hag been teniporary charge of this office.
slow on the coast due to fairs being dated at any tiine of the year
Instead of all coming in the Fall,
Winnie's
as in the east. There are only two
agents doing any outdoor bookWinnie Lightner will play for
ing here.
Al G. BarnesV circus 'is the only four weeks iii the Stanley houses
opening at the
railroad show concentrating on the (pictures) at $4,000,
She
west coast. AH other outfits are Branford, Newark, Feb. 14.
*
stays there two weeks and then
gilly shows.
plays Jersey City and Philadelphia.
Miss Lightner Is .being booked a
her picture, "She
Lost week behind No,"
Interstate
In each spot.
Couldn't Say
Majestic theatre, Miami, Okla.,
'To close the agreement, Stanley
opening date on the Interstate bookers had to drag Miss Lightner
sbutiiern
raudeville route, drops out of Jack O'Brien's gym in Phillle.
vaudeville for straight pictures Feb. Comedienne has - worked oft 17
Insufflcient biz.
14.
pounds.
As Miami's drop-out shifts the

HOOO

'

:

Opener

opening -Interstate assignment toi
Kilgour's Washingtbii Sketch
Oklahoma. City, latter changes from
Joseph Kllgour of legit, and picfull to split' week on the same date.
Southern viaude road shows will tures will try vaude In a sketch,
play Oklahoma City Wednesday, "Mercy," by- Edwin Barry.'
Sketch Is woyeji about an episode
Thursday and Friday only. House
will fill In thb rest of the week with In the life of Greorge Washington.
litraighir pictures or presentations. Nan Bell will be isupport.

Miami has been playing the Interotate Wlls on Wednesday and
Thursday each -week,
Oklahoma City.

Lawrence Is the new
RKO Prospect, Brooksucceeding^rank Hammerman.

Herman

preceding manager of
lyn,

•

By

Keidi's Will

.

"I have been criticized," said
GomeriCord, "for the class of
vaudeville shows at the Capitol. It is the best we have been
able to get."

Mr. Comerford, regarded
the. dean of independent
hibitors,' started 25 years

ias

ex--

ago

the Pan. circuit.

,

Keith's intact road shows, known
as Standards No. 1, 2, 3, etc., ore

As a
definitely to take new form.
result, the circuit's production de^
parthient, lately hanging iii the balance, finds a responsible niche for

in this isection of the
His chiain Is celebrating
his silver anniversary in show
business this niohthi

Act Ready for Rehearsal
But Finds Straight Pics.
When the seven members of the
BiUie Gold .Revue reported for re^
hearsal at the PalaoCj Stamford,
Conn., Monday (F'eb. 3), they were
advised rehearsal would be a waste
of time because the theatre liad decided to. go straight pictures on
'y.
.

itself.

bills Feb. 1.
It is reported that

Arthur Fisher,
indie agent, will book the Canadlaii
houses- on their exit from the Pan
books, and Eddie Milne, Part's representative here, will eitiier return
to the Coast or become an indie
vaude booker.
.

.

Decision of circuit headis and departmental execs is to "produce"
KEITH YAUSE IN UTICA
the road shows as composites of
Utica, N. T., Feb. 4.
picture house units and regular
Return of Keith's vaudeville to
vaude bills, with a view to creating
a unit which can be called neither this city after more than a year's
Loew's abschce has been assured. First bill
vaude nor presehtatioh.
previously ihstituted a similar poli- starts at the Colonial Feb. 22.
Policy will be split week, six iicts
cy for southern vaude stands.
.

First unit to be given the Bpecial
treatment and benefit of added expenditure is Standard No, 8* scheduled to open at. the Madison today
(Wednesday) for a three-day break
in. This house, under current plans,
wiU be used as a break-in for the
shows, where they may be put together under the direction of Harry
Singfer,; prpduct'ion department head,
and be worked Into shape for an
approximate eastern tour of 15
weeks. While in the east the units
may be seen by Charlie Freeman,
who can arrange for their routing
into the west.
Standard No. .8 Is built around
Charles "Slim" Timbling, with Ray-

Claim for three days' salary has
been fliled by the act with the V.
M. A. against Mr. and Mrs. Dubho,
owners of the Palace. Contract was
issued by th© I>ow agentsy. New
York.
Gold Revue was previously booked
for the Strand two weeks ago, but nor Lehr, Mowat and Hardy and
agreed on a later date for $25 in- Jean Rankin's Blue Belles.
crease, the complaint, states.
Following plans to have the Keith
production department build up the
Intact bills, which to date have slm
AKDY TALBOT BACK
ply been four regular acts working
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Andy Talbot, for several years in as usual but traveling' together.
the western yaudeville booking Singer and associates are bringing
in special scenery, material, num
office, has been added to the westThis Is charged to the
ern. RKO club aiid fair department; bers, etc.
circuit, and while No. 8 is costing
only between $400 and-i500 for the
Elsie Lange-Guilfoyte Split
"production value," It Is expected
Elsie Lange, for eight years part- that some shows will run the circuit
nered with Enamet Gullfoyle, will cost on production to arOund $1,000.
open sOon In TaudeviUC teamed
Where practical, intact bills may
with Lew Heam In a new act.
be billed under unit names, with
.

"

'

'

each

and

half,'

opening).
ed from

films.

(Saturday

Vaudeville will be book-

New

Tox'k.

Former Keith stand here was the
now operated by Fox. Colla run by Nate Robblns.

Gayety,
onial

Billy Sboley's Act
Billy Dooley, pictiure comedian,
has been sold fOr vaudeville by lu

&

L.
Opens Feb. 8 for Loew's in
sas City.

.

;

.

Johnny Downs Is the* only
other act thus far set for this show.

Keith's.

A SENSATIONAL RETURN TO NEW YORK AFTER FOUR YEARS

EVERETT
''AMERICA'S

MOST VERSATILE ENTERTAINER
B. F.

NOW

rFEB. 5

Just Completed

TO

KEITH'S

NEW YORK

7)

a Very Pleasant Engagement at Keith's

ATTENTION— BOOKERS,
Direction

WEBER-SIMON

Riverside,

Kan-

Also, where
the acts sub -billed.
acts can be given new names to signify nature of routines or atmosphere of unit, this \mi be done. All
acts' In Standard No. 8 are to do
bits In other acts as well as take
part In an afterpiece.
While the circuit under Its hew
plian approaches the Publix A^fl^,
Loew unit Ideias, Keith heads sltb*'
anxious nOt to iget away from the
vaude idea too far. Masters of ceremonies and stage bands will not be
used as a rul^i
Standard No. 9, to follow unit
opening today, will be built around
Harris and Radcllflte^ comedy act
under sc long-term contract to

OKLAHOMA'S GIFT TO VAUDEVILLE
IN

Fa-

Pan

state.

'

theatres,

Players-Canadian sites In
Toronto and Hamilton, Ont.,. week
stands, gave the required three
months' notice of discontinuance of

tion

\

The

mous

with the Bijou theatre in
Wilkes -Barre.
He is now without competi-

Su-

Pantiiges two eastern houses take
May 1, washing up this end of

air

transferred it to the Poll, pioneer variety theatre of the
Capitol has had vaude
city.
with pictures for several years.

May

Hollywood, Feb. 4/
No confirmation is obtainable at
the Paramount studio here of a report that Eddie Darling may go
ifito
Paramount's casting depart
ment: ":
Latest
is
story around
that
Barling and Walter Meyers may
form their own local agency. Lew
Golder, under contract with Warn

4.

M. E. Comerford yesterday
jerked vaude from the Capitol,
Soranton's biggest house, and

New York

IMl^ENT^

>

:

V A U D E V ILL L

S8

V^«dnesday, F^ebruary

MARRIAGES

SUN BUILDUP

Agents Must Tell All
.Qfo Hodgdon in 10 Mins.
Jack Hodgdon, booker of Keith's
ramlly time in New York, has
fi,dopted a schedule givlngr each
Iranchised agency 10. minutes daily
to submit acts; The agents' designated 10 minutes are theirs exclu-

Chicago, Feb.

-

Gus

Sun

starting

office,

scratch Jan.' 2, is now booking five
houses.
They are the Ayalon, Milwaukee;
Brin,

Menasha, Wis., Patio, Chicago;
la., and Strand,

Waterloo, Waterloo,
Springfield,

/

111,

pively.

With about 35 Keith agencies at
present, under the 10 minutes apiece
plap. HodgdOn devofes approximately six straight liours daily to act

buying.

Schedule was laid out by Hodgdon

Fixture Gift

4.

Katherlne ..Squire to Byron McGrath in Cleveland, Jan. 19. Bride

from

Reisman Palace Dates
Leo Kelsman ox'chestra's openingvaudeville (Keith's) date will bo
Feb. 15 at the Fordham, New York.
About six weeks of time in New
York follows, the band doubling
from the Central Park Casino.
Route includes two weeks (March.

to relieve a crowded condition, At
all times tbere \vere '20 or more
agents at- his desk oiittalking. each
16-22) at the Palace.
other.

RUSSELL
AN0

Cihlcago, Feb,

plays

4.

Carrell agenby, booking 40Indie houses two years ago,
has one house remaining. C.
Carrell when he left for
li.
New York gave the offlce and
booking' privilege to John Benson, his managrer.
'

may

the fixtures
and also go to New York,

.Benson

sell

lead

In

Blandish."

"Serene

Ingalls Joining Cartit
Miles Ingalls, Chicago Keith agent,
the Jack Curtis office.
In Chicago Ingalls
Jacobs.

is

go with

with

Bill

Mutt Tie-up
During the entire Loew presentation houise tour of the unit "Jim-

Harry Howard will give
away a sw^ter to each .person who
back
stage with a dog.
comes
Jams,"

1930

Off

Plans for regular monthly drives

by' BKO, laid when the December
"The Fire In the and January campaigns were heIng organized, are reported out. De«
Virginia BroWne Faire (pictures) cember was matinee biz month,
to Howard B. Worne, Jr. (director), J9,nuary Good Times Jubilee and
in San Bernardino!, Jawi. 29.
February Is the Joe Punkett 'Thank

Groom has

'

lead In

Opera House,"

Wiiliam RInaldo (J66 Leblang's
offlce) to Alice Crane in New York,
Jan. 26. Bride was telepihone operator In same office.

"Wheelwiight (p.a. M-G
studios) to Phinle Poison (non-pro)
Jan. 30 In Los Angeles.
Dorothea Saint Claire CardlUo,
dancer, to Jerome Flsk Collins, nonpro, Feb. 1 In Greenwich, Conn.
Marriage exactly at midnight so It
would be on both' the bride and
groom's birthdays.
Estelle Cohen, niece of Joe Brandt
Doctor
to
(Columbia Pictures)
Edgar BIck in Ni Y. Jan. 31.
Couple met at Roisabel ijaemmle's
wedding In HoUjrwood at which
Miss Cohen was maid .of honor.

Ralph

will coihe east shortly to

RKO Drim

5»

You month.
Original

.

.

idea

was

to

designate

something for every month in the
year, with prizes given to Inspire
the otganlzatioh.
A Spring drive
may replace the regular monthly
campaigns.
•

.

Gleason'g Palaoe Pate
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Oleason, occupied: with legits and talkers for
the past few years, will atagi a
vaudeville comeback at the Palace;

New

York, March

8.

Sid Phillips

West

Sidney Phillips departed for the
coast SjEonddy for a business tfip of

one month.
Doc Stevens

will remain In charge
of the Phillips' office. Stevens was
this because Howard has a
formerly with M. S. Bentham,-.bijit
Mr, and Mrs^ William Gobdheart, lined up with Phillips last week.
mutt in his act and publicity comesT
York
easy. Each sweater will Carry "See daughter, Jan. 24 in the
Harry Howard at Loew's Theatres| Nursery and Childs hospital. Father
Vaud* Act From "Woof ,
Is the New York manager for Music
aciross .its frtont.
Eddie Nelson, who closed witlx
Corp. of America.
"Wobf, Woof" Saturday night, and
band
Collegians,
the Hollywood

BIRTHS

All

.

New

'

NEW ACTS

DuFop With Hart
formerly with the same show, are
Five members Of Roxy's Gang, In;
Dennis DuFor is leaving Lyons & framing a vaude act together.
Billy Dale is writing special nia,Jeanne. Migrnolet, Adelaide Lyons to. go with Max Hart. Forde Loca, Harold Clyde Wright, merly of the Dt»For Boys, he left terial.
John Qrifllth and H:elen Andrews, the stage a year ago to become an
.Seymour Mayer, formerly mant,,
have been booked in vaude by agent and has peen .with the L, &
cludinjg

,

•

L. agency since.
DuFor will be
Fred Walter (Walton and Walton)
York office.
and Max Stamm.

of Loew's .Grand, has been
to that circuit'^ "Avenue B"

'ager

Keith's.

in

Hart's

New moved
in

KING

a similar capacity.

AND

CO,

-IN—
ill

GREENWICH VILUGE'
—ROUTE—
27—TRAVEL
May 4—GOLDEN GATE
May 11—LOS ANGELES
May 18—TRAVEL
May 25—OAKLAND
June 1—SAN DIEGO
June 8-rTRAVEL
Jnne lS—SALT LAKE

.9—HAMILTON
16—OKAHA
Feb. 23—HINNEAFOLIS

Apr.

F$b.

FeT).

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
While appearing al Proclor'a 56th St., Net>^ Vor^, prior to tailing to fulfill
triumphant European engagement of six months, "Variet\f" saidi
(,
"Rusiell and 'Marconi stopped ehow. Male diio with violin and accot'Latter curly-haired
Latter bald-headed comedifn with ^ead.- pan.
dion.
fellow in 'dinner jacket, dancing hot, as he puihies a beautiful bow. Come-

Apr.

2—ST. PATH
9—WINMPEG
ie^TRAVEL
23—SPOKANE
30—VANCOUVER

6—SEATTLE

13—TACOMA
Apr. 20—PORTLAND
Apr.

Boys never talk, their instrumental ahili^
dian never leaves character.
unifying the act, except for high .kicks by violinist, and later a rendition
of "Weary River' Qirough meg. With some "snappy chatter, act would go

•

June
June
July

22—DENVER
29—ST. LOUIS

6—PALACE,

CHICAGO

13—K. C. MO.
20—TRAVEL
27—OKLAHOMA^CITY
3—FT. WORTH
10—DALLAS
17—SAN ANTONIO
24—HOUSTON
31—NEW ORLEANS

July

July
July

Aug.

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

Aug.
Sept.

7—ATLANTA

14—BIRMINGHAM
Sept. 21—CHARLOTTE
Sept.

'

stronger despite

NOW

its

My Sincerest Thanks to
R-K-O OFFICIALS

present power."

(FEB. 5-7) LOEW»S,
Representatives

R-K-O
CHAS. BiERBAUER

iPicture, iHou^eisL
Wlyi!.

BAY RIDGE
European

JENIE JACOBS

HENRY SHEREK

MORRIS OFFflDE REEVES « LAMPORT

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

€HAS. ALLEN

R-K-O pi RECTVOiSI
;

:

HERMAN

Wy

L.fGi;f>RbN

BENTH Aiy^f'^Cf^^FICE

DOUBLING
THIS

WEEK

FEB. Ut

PALACE, NEW YORK
COUSEUM, NEW YORK

THIS

WEEK

FEB.

1st

Wednesday, February

5,

VAUDEVILLE

1930

Alliance

PALACE-STATE DOUBLE

Folding Coupes

Three Small Bros. Play Opposition
Houses Same Day-^olor Squawk

playing

&

opposition

the

of the Chevrolet
Motor Car Co. throughout the
country.
Performers ant i c i p a t i ng
Chevrolets in their pay en-

^

and State (Loew's) on
(Keith's)
Broadway the same day last week.
They played the final shows at both
houses Friday night.
Loew hooking office was stuck for
an act at the Capitol opening day

PAEADE

Minstrels," a proposed
act with 17 people, will do a
national Alliance of stage hands street parade wherever it plays if
and m. p. operators of the U. S. and the producers and bookers can get
Canada will be held In either San together on salary.
Diego or Los Angeles next JUne.
Maggard and Starnes are baokins
A final selection will be made fol- the turn.
lowing a trip to the West Coast
shortly- by President Canavan and
M.
Singer's Midgets for F.
Treasurer Green of the L A. They
Singer's Midgots opened as an
San
will ascertain the facilities
at
Marco
and
Fanchon
Idea
for
Diego has to offer,
The J. A.'s have never convened Fox's Philadelphia this week.

convention

Falace

ACT'S STBEET

Pick Coast

The next convention

.

Lios Angeles, Feb, 4.
M. will supply all the
r.
entertainment for district sales

Three Small Bros., dancers, essome sort of record by

tablished

May

VARIETY

"iRadio

of the Inter-

Option

On Vallee—3 More Mods.
Publix has exercised its option
on Rudy Vallce, who remains with
that circuit for an additional three
months, starting Feb. 15.
Same salary arrangement as cur-

"

velopes.

Up

Pnblix Takes

new

&

'

39

rently-Dbtaining a;nd vadio star will
continue to alternate between the

Parambunts

in

New

York

(Friday). Peg Bates, colored monopedic dancer, was pulled out o£ the
Louis Armstrong colored band act
switched to the
a:t the State and
Capitol. As the stage shows at both
houses went on at approximately
the same time, It was not possible
for Bates to. double, This left a gap
in the Armstrong turn and the State

the fartherest

west

,

.

Among them are Winnie Lightner,
Ted Lewis and Nick Lucas, pre
Bros, were opening the viously employed by Warners in
show at. the Palace. On Friday eve- talkers, and Little Jack Little.
ning, just before the final p^rf orm<ance of their Palace engagement,
for
they were called by the Loew office
to jump ihto the Armstrong act at
Sophie Tucker's opening Loew
the State as soon as they finished vaudeville date, her first for that
at the Palace.
circuit with the exception of one
The boys did their turn for the
years ago,
bin.

Small

Loew Route

Soph

'

Palace audience and ran around
the corner to the State stage entrance without changing makeup.
They were on view at tlie Palace
for $2 and a" few mpments later at
the State for 75 cents.
The Smalls are white boys from
the south. Accounts are they were,
not aware of the nature of the act
they were to appear with at the
State until actually stepping on the
stage.' A loud squawk i^ reported
to have been registered by the
southern dancers as they walked off
the State stage after doing their

week

~

Further

New York

on.

two

:

Keith's has

had Soph for most

O'Neal, manager of the Smalls,
spent the entire next day explaining that it was not he who sanctioned the doubling from the Palace
to the State on short notice. How
the Lioew office sold the boys on
coming over is another part of the

.

salary,

around

$3,500.

EKO BUYS TWIN HOUSES
RKO has purchased 100% interest
in the twin Capitol
tres, Union City, N.

partners.

and State theaJ., from its for-

RKO

previously held

around 50%, with-the rest outstanding among individuals.
Policy of the two houses will not
dapitol plays Keith
be changed,
vaudeville arid films and the State
straight pictm-es. "They are adjoining buildingii and use the same
lobby.

mystery.

MOBE MtDNIGHTS
Several RKO theatres in New
York and Brooklyn will give Saturday midnight shows of pictui*es
only, starting this Saturday.
Plan was tried two weeks ago
No acts for the
.with "Rio Rita."
midnight displays.

of

her vaudeville career in this counalthough lately she has been as
prominent in the picture houses.
Loew's is repo^-ted paying her Keith

try,

Jimmy mer

were

reports

in

will be March 1 in Kansas City.
Five weeks are definitely set to follow, with further time to be agreed

turn.
•

man-

G. R. Josephoon goes in as
ager of both theatres.

SUBSTITUTE PABADE
Irene Bordoni's withdrawal from
the bill at the Albee, Brooklyn, Saturday because of throat trouble,
caused a line of substitutes to

parade before the Brooklyn downtown audience opening day.
Corine Tllton subbed for the first
"Chinese Whoopee" F. & M.
show, Johnny Marvin the second
and Savoy and. Brennan the next
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Erwln Connelly's "Chinese two; all were doubling.
House finally got set Sunday with
.'Whoopee Revue," playing Publix
Harmon and Lisade
time In the east since return from Josephine
Europe, goes on the Fahchon & Troupe as permanent replacements.
Marco Idea route.
Opens in Philadelphia March 8
Kalcheim-McCsffery in Chi
Chicago, Feb.
O. L. Oa:, associate of Max Rich
ard. Is permanently located in Chi
cago.
An advjertisemeht Jan. 29
stated he would be there only un
til Jan. 31.

his

R-K-0 Palace, New York, This Week (Feb.

4;

Harry Kalehelm, assistant booker
•

Charles Freethan, arid William
McCaffrey, one of the. RKO scouts,
were in Chicago last week looking
over material.
to

PAUL REMOS
and

WONDER MIDGETS

Arrived
from London on S.S.

"Br emen,''
January 28,.
and appear-

The VICTOR

Artist

(Feb.

Loew's

1),

JOHNNY
MARVIN

this

ing
,week
State,

New

York.
nepresentatlre

Wm.

Playing a Limited Vaudevflle Tour

with His Brother

Morris

Office

FRANKIE MARVIN
HE'S DIFFERENT

BOB ROBISON
"Vaudeville's Master Salesman"

PI
.

Popular Recorder
<:>•

NEW YORK THEATRES
NORTH A FLAUM

AYING LOEW'S
.

.

Direction

Personal Management
Musical

Acrobatic

Comedy
Quality

billy
Thanx:

and

Brooklyn, playing about four weeks
across the river for every two in
Scooter Lowry Single
Manhattan.
Route
Warners'/'Name"
Scooter Lowry, riiember of Hal
two-reeler
Gang'r
"Our
the
Roach's
to
added
was
Roy RAgers
Louise Manning replaced Harry
vaude
in
booked
"Warners' vaudeville booking office New York Palace bill Saturday crowd, has been
Rapee in Fanchon and Marco's
Show ran short at the mat- as a single by ICeitii's.
is offering a solid route of ,10 weeks night.
"Overtui-es.''
Vernon.
Mt.
15
in
Feb.
Kid
opf?ns
name
performance.
money
to
(opening)
inee
at proportionate
Several have been booked in
acts.
the past two weeks.
California,
being Seattle.
in

m
AL GROSSMAN

Rythmic

Harmony
of Films

EDWARD SCHEUING
N. B. C.

1)

.

VAUDE—BURLESQUE

VARIETY

40

Rose's **Meii Only" Sex

FOR FOX

FRENCH MODELS

Wednesday, February

Lecture

Show Pinched

AND INJURED

ILL

average

Just an

ASEMBEZm

.

.

•

;

.

ment.

to the Universal Pictures
tion and Shine Theatrical Enterprises. These theatres are now part
of the Fox interests.
.

FRANK

Fulton Stock Co-op.
at the FulBrooklyn, which had been
floundering for weeks through lack
of the proverbial ghost strutting
its stuff on pay day, went co-op

The stock burlesque

ton,

week with company operating.
Even the new arrangement is in
and may obtain only just

last

AND

definite

as long as the mob is satisfied with
the cut on intake.
The troup is in on first money arrangement with house taking its
guararitee_and then splitting what's
left among the principals and chor

DORIS

isters.

Montreal Beckons Wheel

Palace, N*^ Y,^—Now

WEEK

(FEB. Ist)

Booked Solid
'

Represented- by

JOSEPH REIDER
ROSE & MAirWARINO

Office

Montreal, Feb. 4.
Tommy Conway, local theatre
man,, has leased the Gayety from
Consolidated Theatres, and Is dick
ering with Mutual in New York to
bring back burlesque here. Tommy
handled burlesque at the Gayety in
its best years.

booked ih there

is

letter only

23.

AnTlJTS

HILDA KAHLE
I

I

^^''J.V^

PHIL
A.FREASE
7a4'- AOUDCN OATB BLOOr.
r-RANKUN 5975- fAN FRANCISCO

rark Avenue
City

.

.

.

RE PRE TENTATIVE

lease.

Jack

suspension-.

Among

the Lambs'

liabilities

is

said to be a note for $66,000 due a
bank. Several lay members at the
meeting offered to make donations
in denominations of $1,000, but that
idea, for' some reason, was biattcd
down by .several professionals who
took the view that such coin was
charity.

MIMY

HART SERVICE

Material Fumislied for

Yaudeyille Acts, Talkie Shorts
and Broadcasters.
Also Show Doctors

HARRY W. eONN
Room

433, 1658
3094

B'way,

CtRCUS

New York
AUTHOB

ENOS FRAZERE
"Acme of Finesse"
THIS WEEK (FEB. 1)
KEITH-ALBEE, PROVIDENCE
I^KWIS

^OSELT

ft

LEE STEWABT

General &K^cutive Offices

.

Jack Singer's Job
Singer, former burlesque

producer and manager, has gone on
the road sis manager of the
unit "My Lady's Fan."

KEITH-ORPHEUM

Loew

LOEWBUIIDINC

N EX
ANWEST
BRYANT

7800

4©™ ST*"
NEW ~yORK GITY

PRODUCTIONS, INC

LUBIN
H.
GENEUAL UANAOBR-

rrodacen and Olatrlbutors of

Vaudeville Exchange
General Booking Offices

J.

RADIO
PICTURES

Palace Theatre Building

Broadway

Launching

R.K-O FILM

NEW YORK

accounts; is but, Members are now?
asked to deposit from $50 to $100
with the treasurer, such itemd^^to
be known as D, A., or drawing acDining room or room
counts.
charges are debited against members, the club therefore at ho time
having; money due it except lor
dues. Formerly,, members were per-"
mitted charge accounts which if not
paid within a set time would cause

s, and Charles Wilson and
Robert Calne, two members of the
compa,ny, are named in one Indictment.
The pinch came after police received squawks about midnight
shows. Pabst has the house on a

R-K-0

CIRvUIT OF THEATRES

BOOKING CORP.

.

been expelled.
Iambs' Club has also held a, spemeeting to consider ways and
means of taking care of the club's
indebtedness. Result was to place
t^e IL<ambs. on a cash basis.
That, meanis there are to be? no
more charge accounts. The system
whereby members used books from
which coupons were tendered' in lieu
of cash, and charged against theii:

coihic, and Billy Han-is, straight,
are putting in extra time at the
Daveiiport, la., Feb. 4.
American, N; Y* stpck.
Star
the
of
operator
Pabst,

leO

General Booking Offices
1560 Broadway

;

cial

iowa Indictment

RADIO-

1S64

1)

non-paying

Court procedure for collection of
jack du!3s is unprecedented for the
Friars.
Heretofore members tardy
n payment of dues have merely

'

Harry

from

in the court action.

'

.

collect

to

"Broadway Scan- dictmen

dals."

Refined Ballroom
Dancing Partner Wanted

New Tork

New York. Condition said to be
Steppe very satisfactory.
Karl Kitchen (New York World)
and others have been doing was
nearest to laugh getter and no wow suffering from an infected hand.
either. A series of blackouts spotted It started with finger, cut by a
further
up were veterans and manicmrist.
Not a snicker or palm
pathetic.
J. J. Shubert, who returhied from
SDl Stele*
wieek; arrived with a
The show was only a show when Europe last
and: repaired to his
the vivacious Miss Sears was strut- heavy cold
ting her stuff and she strutted home. He has been conducting his
plenty. She led numbers in dynainic business affairs In the apartment
Frederick R. Huber, managing di-r
fashion and her teasers were clasMiss Elliott planted a couple rector Lyric, Baltimore, was painsics.
of the aemi^strips after a great fully cut In a taxi-semaphore c6l
build-up entrance which "seertiingly lision while en route to his theatre
tossed two strikes on the iady
Jan. 31^ He spent the week-end in
rather than enhancing her come-ori
Frankie Clark and Alice Shon Union Memorial Hospital.
Tom Waring, after a aeyere ill
rounded out the femme contingent
at.
hess, coiivalescertt.
with little to do but easy to look
The chorus, although no beauts,
Eddie Pardo had to leave theworked hard in the numbers and Orpheum, San Diego, Cal., because
deserve mention for keepins things of pneumonia.
in a peppy tempo. Without Miss
Jack Allen (Fox booker) recoverSears and the peppy chorus it would"
ing from severe case of the grippe
be just too bad for "French Models
Maybe they'll jack it up later, but
with the show half way through
GAP FILLEBS
season it seems thiat somiething in
this direction should have been done
With Ed. Daley^s "Broadway
Edba,
before now.
Scandals" (Mutual)- laying off this
week, two principals, Joe Yule,
tion for even Mutual.
The "sucker bit" which

ing

members Is around $3,000. Samuel
Schwartzman represents the-club

TENURE

week March

Reply by

Suit

(Continued from page

theatre, small house playing silent
pictures and musical stock, has been
COIUMBIA'S
Scott County grand
Another change of show dates lias indicted by a
two counts for giving imr
been made for the Columbia, New jury on
entertainments and explays,
moral
of
the
chance
There Is a
York.
His wife, employed in
house playing Mutuals through hibitions.
is named in both InApril, but to date the last show the box' office,

This dne replaces "Ginger Girls"

Apt. 4C,- 1100

Lambs

Friars,

1930

(MUTUAL)

Frank Scully ("Variety") confined
Mutual opera, Anglo-American Clinic, Le Ray,
weak both in comedy and dame divi-.
Denver, Feb. 4.
France, suffering from war irfNice,
entirely upon the
PoUoc looked in on a performance slon, dependent dance
numbers to jury to. his' leg.
zippy song and
at the Mutiic Box, staging a men
Noble Sissle's daughter recovering
it by.'
get
only show, then closed up the place
Ella Sear.<?, vivacious redhead and
appendicitis in Nice, where her
and arrested eight qhorus girls, and second soub, cops the show .with a from
orfour men. Lecturers on "Sex Truths" walkaway from Viola Elliott, starred father conducts the colored
were given and books were sold to. but overshadowed in competi.sh with chestra.
Milwaukee', Feb, 4;
went
the sorrel-top gal. Miss Sears had
models"
"artist's
The
saps.
the
Amalga-he
years
of
Rogovin'
Diana
Charles J. Fox, for many
released them roped and tied throughout,
manager of the Gayety burlesque on hunger strike, but were
whether a mated Vaiude agency, recovering
diffei-ence
charges were filed against the making no
appendicitis.
theatre, was fcuhd guilty on both after
legit number or a torso twisting from an operation for
men.
Paramount
ColUnge,
Pierre
charging
indictment
counts of an
teaser.
Charges of selling indecent and
Jim Bennett, doing crepe-haired scenarist, recuperating in New York
him with conspiracy to embezzle,
putty nose from nasal operation.
arid with aiding in embezzling funds Immoral literature were filed against Hebe, and Billy Sullivaq,
of comics up
Amelia Gardner, legit, in Norwalk,
from the National Bank of Com- the following: Dr, Bernard Ilose and tramp, are the brace
against it, as most wljieel show
merce by a Federal court Jury John J. Rose, managers; Victor H. comics are through lack of material. Conn., hospital with a broken hip.
January 30. Fox was sentenced to .Irving, lecturer, and -John Whipfli. Bennett, who mapped out the book, Injured when she fell on the 'ice
five years in prison and to pay ^10,has lined up every familiar in the near her home at Nor.walk.
Mrs. Roy Atwell, wife of the
000 in fines.
racket from Harry Steppe's "sucker"
bit, down and none getting results comedian, underwent an operation
It took the jury but 50 minutes
Wheel Out of Utica
the ripple stage when caught for appendicitis at the Danbury,
above
to find Fox guilty.
Utica, .Feb. 4.
at the Columbia, New York, Thurshospital.
Erwin Voelz, 'former manager of
house day night. Both boys display abil- Conn.,
burlesque
only
Utica's
Clifford
(Mrs.>v Bernard
Bessjre
savings department of the
the
Colonial goes RKO, it was annoimc- ity but have nothing to work with,
Richardson) ih St. Joseph's InNational Bank of Commerce, and
Robbins.
and consequently the comedy goe3"
Nathan
ed
by
gamtrack
race
firmary, Fort Worth, Tex., as the
Charles Schipper,
of the Colonial as blah.
opening
The
esult of being run down by an
bler, had previously pleaded guilty.
Phil Perry, producer, probably
vaudeville house will also mark
More than $200,000 was .involved. a
following ;the lead of other wheel automobile and seriously Injured-.
the re-entry of Robbins into the
producers figured for a sight rather She will be interned 'for months
management of a theatre. As head than laugh show, depending on the
Pessy Hopkins Joyce, who was to.
Mike Co .ielly, formerly with
o£ the Robbins Enterprises, Iha, he femihe principals. 10 pull it through,
Saturday
Edward Small office, ia now man- leased for that organization theatres but it didn't wdrk. Show needs have sailed at midnight
for Europe, was operated upon for
aging M." S. Bentham's film depart- in Utica, Syracuse and "Watertown plenty of jacking up in the comedy
Harbor hospital.
Corpora- division to escape "turk" classifica- appendicitis at the

5 YRS.

5,

C

OR P O R A T O N
I

1560-1564 Broadway,
Tel«ph*iM Bxchancei
CrnbU Addresti

New York
Brysat BSMl

MARVIN

Era

It

SCHENCK

BOO KING MANA OKB
CHICAGO OFFICE
.

Entertainment^
Broadway

600

1660

NEW YORK

WOODS THEATRE BXD'G

JOHNNY
JONES
Dt CHABGB

CITT

"BADIOKEITH^

SUN
jCnd

a'n

of Electrical

LIN

hisHcompanTW^
IN

A FAST ACT OF GREAT ORIENTAL VARIETY
LOEWS NEW YORK THEATRES
NOW APPEARING GOING
VERY STRONG
MR. JOHN HYDE, WM. MORRIS Agency

FILM HOUSE REVIEWS

W<ednesday, February 5/1930

CINEMA MADELEINE
(Ail

Sound)

some short screen

inaterial separat-

ing the two.
Unit, produced by Jack Partington, features the U. S. Indian Resieryatlon band, which forced the
house musicians to remain in the
pit. Indian blowera do well enough
as accompanists foir the acts and
for themselves. Two of the specialty
items are in line with the new Piibr
lix. system of using punch vaudeville
turns in place of the former one and
two-number specialty people. Joe
May and Dotty, .and Madie and Ray
hit .as hai'd here as they generally

STANLEY,

J. C.

VARIETY

his

own.

Stage show ran 63 minutes, almost
twice the average length.
Jersey City, Feb. 3.
Novel organ and pit orchestra
Like the Paramount, the Made-^
For the second straight year this combination number with Leon Van
leine, M-G-M's grand boulevard's
Warner presentation theatre^ Jersey Gelder, pit conductor, and Hy C.
house, reflects American shomanCity
stand
for
Publix
units,
stage
TJnIike the
Gels, organist, doing a Gq,llagher and
sbip in its operation.
has a
"Take-a-Chance Week," Shean. Slides accompanied by the
Faramounti this house has those
without prograna billing, for a G. & S. melody, Coi.ipetltion idea
annoyingr "strapped -ons" (the supchange and business getter. Up to between the organ and orchestra
plementary and uncomfortable aisle
Monday, third day of the week, it until the finish when they teamed
seats), but does not encourage the
looked like two straight hits for the for some blasting.
tipping so rampant in evei'y othfer
idea.
Stanley is about two years
Nor is there a
One Moviietone clip and three
theatre abroad.
old.
Pathe sllents in the »...ws section.
charge tor programs, as Is the genTo be able to sell a grab-bag show
Plenty of trailers announcing the
Check room seri^ice, do in vaudeville.
eral practice.
May's fiy-guy character and talk to a town like Jersey City, where month of February as "Presidents'
as at the Pai'amou'nt, is likewise
At other houses they was delivered strongly enough to downtown theatre competition is Birthday Month." Washington and
gratuitous.
exact the fees in advance, ranging reach the rear, consequently landing pretty keen, a theatre must have Lincbln's pictureis and announcefrom a £ranc to a franc, and a half all oyer the house. Looks like a established itself as extremely rer merits of a month's layout that no
for coat, and slightly less for each coming clown. Madie and Ray are liable and instilled a strong feeliiiig theatre would be ashamed of. Good
For shows In Jerse-^ City in this day
individual article, such as hat, sticky the young brother, and sister rope of confidence in its patrons.
packages, etc. Little wonder, there- spinners, ifow vaudeville lost this "Take-a-.Chance Week" is strictly a and age. No longer to the Jerseyblind package, Avith no billing out- ites tie their clothes on their skulls
fore, that the Madeleine taxes -its one is hot easily understandable.
Third; specialist is Geraldlne, side to let them know what's in- and swim across the Hudson for
capacity of 780.
Only noticeable, riegative factor extraordinary contortionist. Some side. And, once they are inside, tliey entertainment.
Business three-quarters Monday
about the house is the general iia- of her bends ai-e cbrkers. No line are requested via trailers not to retive champteristic of paucity of fire of girls in "Red Rhythm." Instead, veal the nature of the bill to friends. night, worst night of the week over
With, the recent Glasgow eight show girls to exhibit a few These blind weeks are not new any here. Heavy attendance the first
exits.
cinema disaster fresh in nilnd, and final words in leather costumes. more in the picture houses, but they two daj's, according to the manageBige.
noticing the Jamjning of the already Billed as the Serova Beauties. The retain the ability to create curi- ment.
narrow aisles with those "strapped- duds made them look good; whether osity.
ons,-' you can't help being annoyed* they heeded it or not.
As a matter of fact, the shoWs of
at the lack of ready egress in case.
Some trick moving scenery and the otlier 51 weeks in the year, with
("Venetian Carnival"- Unit)
"The Pagan" (M-G), billed here, the usual" type of Indian sets carry a possible, exception in the pictures,
after its therae song, as the "Chanr the flash part of the unit along in are blinder than the bill in "Take-aNew York, Jan. 31.
Chance Week." Most picture house
When the presentation title is
son Paienine," is the present heavy iine style.
draw. The house ballyhoo is "Hear
Paramount sound hews went to stage presentations today are more "Venetian Carnival," need the stage
Novairrb Sing." They're doing that wide screen for final sliot. Fleischer Or less alike. Unless there happens end be further identified? Can't you
at iall. three show^ (two mats and sound cartobn and the Jeisse Craw- to be a name in the talent list, folks just see the gondola sliding into
don't know what they're going to view with the prima; the snappily
the night perfbrmahce at nine) to ford organ concert completed.
get.
What they dp know is that striped barber poles, and the balBige.
a reserved seat scale of ?i- top, -^ith
whatever it is, it can't be very bad. let gliding around with long-necked
the 15-franc perches in the front
And what they, probably suspect is mandolins? This particular Italorchestra. (Generally here the balthat when a theatre like. the. Stan- ian hey -hey was produced by Arcony iand rear-orchestra for pictures s
ley, with a local .reputation as a thur "Knorr, and makes a pleasantly
are regarded as the choicer' loca'
New Tork, Jan. 31.. showhouse, in a "Take-a-^Chance unsensational interliide.
tions.)
Its acts are .Zelaya, the Mexican
in the L6ew-Metro houses in
\
Running .parallel and separated Week" is going to go out of its way
to avoid disappointing.
pianist who uses a sense of humor
America, the Madeleine has now
crosstown block from
adopted the sheet niusiC' and phono- by only a
There Isn't much dynamite in the to ridi6ule. jazz; the Mangeans, a
graph disk vending of the theme Broadway .there's as much differ- screen end of the Stanley's veiled five-person tumbling and springsong in the lobby. Judging by the ence, between the theatres on the program.
Some laughs in FN's board troupe of distinction; Teii
sales the Friench go for theme songs two lanes as dawn from dusk. It's talker, "Loose Ankles."
What is Claire as an off and on m. c. of modas strongly as in Aiiierica.
not an one way, either. Quite a important la that it won't disap- erate talking ability and similar
Excellent and well-balanced prohoofing merit; four colored dancers
Eighth avenue Bolognini manf- point.
gram of shoits precede the feature. few
agers preview the big stem pictures
Stage show is what counted. minus billing, and singing and dancOne short, "Doll Shop,^' Sammy and often decide they're too weak "Jazz
Preferred" is the Publix unit ing spebiaUsts who are listed, but
Lee's Technicolor revuette, auguring
not Identified, as Nita Oginska, Toin
to satisfy the west siders without used, l)Ut extremely doubtful that
exceptionally well for the chances of
the producer would recognize his Fulnier and Kathryn Lewis.
another feature in support^
Metro's
forthcoming
"Hollvwood
brain-child after the Stanley fin- Chester Hale ballet fills that part
That
Bolognini
is
Mussolini
to
a
Bevue," which, al6ng with "Halleished rebuilding.
Added material of the stage left unoccupied by the
lujah" (M-G) is penciled to follow his eniployees. They're celebrating seemed more
stage band.
coi^tly than, the unit
his 25 years as a showman next
"The Pagan."
In the pit for its overture the Orproper.
In normal weeks at the
Music, plus Techhicolor and stag- March, iand those who have been Stanley, there
are no additions. For chestra becomes finely emotional
ing effects, ^ire readily understand- drawing pay from his treasury for "Take-a-Chance Week"
the stage with Tschaikowsky'a "Marche Slav,"
the
past
decade
or
so
positive
are
able and do not rely on any plot or
as interpreted and directed by
nut was apparently
It's
language to carry it.
They ap- that he'd be a heddliner in the in- good- will- -money well doubled.
Screaming for mention
spent. They Bunchuki
plauded a Pleyrot ballad in "Doll dustry if it weren't for a hobby to should take a chance
on anything once more is the combined performShop," .even thoujjh the lyrics were be independent.
ance of the orchestra's percussion
after this one.
indistinct to the American ear, but
What does Broadway do to
department.
This trio Is imbued
Excepting the Une-of girls. Caper- with
they fancied the manner In which it Eighth avenue? Well, not so much.
.an almost passionate sense of
Business is fair and that means ton and' Biddle, adagio team, and the dramatic, and puts a rip-roarwas done.
the
scenery,
"Jazz
Preferred"
is
an
Program leads off with Laurel the Eighth avenue joints, of which
ing spirit into any man's climaJi. To
and Hardy's "Angora Love," sound Bolognini is the czar (from 42nd. to entirely different unit than, the one hear is to discover anew the superb
synchronized with organ musicq^l 59th, anyhow), are making money. at the Paramount, New York, two miracle of really swell percussion.
accompaniment and a. flOck of efr Some of the better hbuses, strange weeks ago. Tvette Rugel, Smith and
Leading the iwcreen bill Is 91 minHadley and Ray Kiel are no longer
feats., Metrotone Journal, newsreel, enough, blame the Roxy and Parautes of "The Bishop Murder CJase"
next,
displacing Fox Movietone mount more than any condition on present.
(M-G). Several silent-International
Herb the replacements were Joe News shots of library
News, in order to give its own soupd the next street east for cutting into
catalog are
reel a breiak. U^s Oswald animated home trade. The Times, alone, fig- Penner, Kendall Capps, Baby Rose run as a unit apart
from Metrotone
cartobn was another laugh inter- ures that these two palaces copped Marie, Benny J'alrbanks, Miller and sound news. Aiid all by itself
is one
Bryan and Billy and Charlie. Also Paramount silertt clip.
lude, and then "Doll Shop," rather 25% of its trade.
Buslnefis'
darkly printed owing to the Techlook into any of them In the Benny Ross, -house m. c.; theatre's Friday night was capacity. .Bang.
own
line of girls °(10) and the 10nicolor and running quite long. specified
area,which adds the
Could have beeh cut to advantage. Tivoli, Columbus and Ideal to the jiece stage and pit band.
Feature also ran overly long here, Times, will show house to be
Altogether, about 45 people on the
90 minutes.
Ahel.
comfortably filled.
Enough, any- stage, with considerable strength in
New York, Feb. 3.
In no theatre have regular* patrons
how, at 20r26-30 in the evenings to the line-up;
pay for the rental.
Ninth and
"Jazz Preferred" opened as it did been so consistent in their enthusTenth avenue residents are depend- in previous stands, but in few fol- iasm of sound as those of Loew's
ed upon for the regular draw. And lowing moments wAs it recognizable. upper and lower decks.
(Presentation)
these customers do their film shop- Ross worked with the house pony
Up on the roof the owls still blink
Chicago, Jan. 31.
ping
in such a way that at least troupe to start it off and the unit and soda and cigars continue to be
Big business at the neighborhood
spot at the supper show, with 40% always stick to one Bolognini commenced as per origii^al pattern dispensed from that part of 'the
theatre
or
the
other,
including
the
with
its own girls and i. stair dance. house- where
years ago Zieggy's
"Disraeli" (WB) rating the draw.
Stage show was all right, but minus Arena just below 42nd and the Gem, Miss Hall :is the new prima, in beauts flashed their symmetry. But
oldest of tlie chain, down in the iTvette Rugel's place.
She's a big sound has wrought a decided change.
a punch.
It was a tough job, acoustically,
middle 30's. The Morningside, way lady with a big voice and holds a
Labelled "Jazz Serenade"
the
rostrum lacked stirring otuff, but up at 116th street, is another note longer than Camera's set-ups getting things wired in this upper
stay on their feet Penner had three berth.
Western Electric a couple
satisfied.
Big improvement here is sequel to this story.
Fans with the Broadway manner entrances before the_ traveler with of times suggested to the managethe additional four girls to,, the
chorus, putting an even dozen on Ignore the chain, there's no argu- Ross, and prodded them into laugh- ment that it renovate the place for
Show after show was
Regardless of ing each time. His own specialty, a garage.
the line. Girls work well. Benny ment about that.
MerofC retains his popularity as how economically inclined they may strong enough to follow all that had blurred and raspy. But now they've
be the mat cuts on a Broadway preceded, was spotted under the got things so talkerfied that a payee
m.c.
can
pick
the
farthest corner and get
finale.
nickel
another
just
afternoon
mean
Three acts the first of which,
Kendall Capps also was before the every line, if the print is half fair.
Martin and Mai'tin, tumblers and or so over, what Eighth avenue
Downstairs the most noticeable
balancers, went big, especially on charges for the same product weeks drdpes for his specialty.
He has feature
is the substituting of apAnd added a saxophone sblo to his tap
their headstand work.
Griffin and and months later at night.
Greshen clowned for good, returno it's a long block over at that.
and acrobatic dancing and opens plause for snores. The boys, especially
in the smoking section
despite using a lot of old material
These houses probably had a.S with it. Sax does little aside from duringthose
the
old silent diys, ^Pe a
evidently new to this mob. Johnny much
establishing
versatility.
experimenting with
When he
gl'Ief
Payne, blackface pianist, managed indie sound equipment as any of gets into his leg work Capps always little self-conscious about applauding
western
a
hero; if for nothing
three songs and pleased.
They wouldn't let him go
Just their kind in other parts of the lands.
more than, that while he threw up
using the piano for his routine.
country.
They're all talking now. after getting a load of the dancing
Show mounted nicely with two The Tivoli, first run of the street, and he returned with th6 sax. When a lot of dust, everything was seen.
hearing okayed the loungers
sets, for opening and close.
Band has RCA; Arena and Times, have they saw the sax again they were With
get a great kick out of joining In
tossed off a couple of numbers, and. RCA and PsLcent, respectively, while willing to let him go.
when the mob on the screen starts
keeping with the practice at th6 Ideal, One Of the tiniest* with
Baby Ro$e Marie, credited by Ross appllauding. Any soloist
oh a short
both this house and the Marbro, the under 600 seats, boasts W. E. wire;
as a Warner picture starlet, sang who winds up on a high
note is
bandsinen step out for specialties.
the 1,600-seat Tivoli is the two numbers In the formal poo-poo- bound to get the biggest demonstraWhile
Always surefire in this area. Ldop.
biggest money maker, the Times pa- doop way of modern stage chil- tion.
has the peculiar complex of being dren, with assistance from Ross.
While many of the old beards
the only house along this boulevard This little girl depei.Js a lot on the and ehbes are recognized, and while
which can do a -maximum gross m. c.'s foiling. Kids are easily ad- the same brands of tobacco are still
If Baby Rose being exhaled p sound
with a sex picture. But it has to dicted to habits.
("Red Rhythm"— Unit)
seems to have
One such as this Marie's folks or ttiahagers wish to toned down to
be well made.
New York, FebV 1.
a quasi-respectable
Dennis King (New Acts) is the beats all the westerns, and society see her do as well on a vaudeville basis the rough and ready atmosregular
stage alone, they should let her do phere that prevailed
stage nanie here this week as a dramas on the industry's
in this joint a
a few moments alone in the picture year ago.
human trailer for Par's "The Vaga- docket.:
There's not so much
bond King," in whjch he stars and
Since ."Qund hit the ArenaV one bf houses. Unless Baby Marie is very, double featuring any more.
which opens across 'the street at the the toughest houses, acoustloally, in very smart and has iwo routines.
But the buslnes.s. It's 50% mOre
She
says
she's
five
years
old
(five
up
catching
been
Criterion shortlj'.
by the year than it was when slllit
was either the city, it has
King or Nbrmia Talmadge who did on the Times in business.. Arena at home and three on trains), sings ents, doubles, an'l what-nots were
the drawing.
House was packed fooled with Bfistolphone and- a lot as a cute baby should and uses her the order of the day. Odd thing
«ii'ly
about this Locw site. While the
Saturday afternoon.
Miss of others before it began getting hands like a veteran.
Tnlmadge is star of U. A.'s "New some real service, out of a PhotbBenny Fairbanks was Introduced roof is clo.sed in the daytime the
Tbrk XightsTnfiWTIrirtklRer^^
-phone---€qui pment.:. :^.^cvr_^..=^.=^^ ^.^^^ bx.JBiJSSL^s,.a^i?ItInf^ m.^c^^
In- take for breakfast and lunch shows
King works single before a "two"
Warners' office building in', this troduction including inforrnaCIbh" IS from" 50""tb""75^%-m6rg" iir-BJijFl?
drop, delivering three songs.
He section is partly credited for start- that Fairbanks is a well known over the evening when everything Ls'
niade them like him at the start and ing what is getting to be an office Warner stage employee. Fairbanks wide open.
they continued under the spoil until accommodation place on the ex- took the baton to conduct a hpt
Less than an hour after the lower
he walked. Cla.s'sy personality for cobble .stone thoroughfare. When band number and doubled on the berth had opened at 9.20 this mornthe Paramount and quite a contrast the 9ubway opens up well that's clarinet him.self.
Then ushered in ing the clock showed 700 persons
after Harry Richman, in perform- another
one which the two contrasting dance teams which, had paid in. House is now pstiangle;
ance and as an attraction. Billing Bolognini interests partly welcome. he stated, he brought with him. matec^ to be averaging $5,000 or
and plugging accorded Richman was It is said they owii the property on First, Miller and Bryan, long-legged more weekly In profits. That's for
as strong ais King is receiving.
Second, Billy and the 1,700 seats downstairs and thrwhich most of their hou.ses repose, tap danoer.s.
Rod Rhythm," current stage unit, nnd a couple of additional parrels ChavUe, pair of small colored kids' approximate 1,000 up on top.
Is left to itself
^yaly.
in eccentric t-tuff.
Ro.is preceded
and follows King, bc-.«idfis.
Paris, Jan. 20.
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With three good abts set between
a -clever opening and a catching
the 45-minute presentation,
"Nighty Nights," was there most of
the time.
Burns and KIssen, the parodi.sts,
singing adventurous continuity to a
niedlcy bf popular tunes, wei-e a
small sensation for more than 15
minutes: Lbu KoslOff's former difficulties in introducing acrobats effectively M'as overcome at this show
by dropping a curtain in "one" for
a short scare dance by two ballet
girls, interrupted by the m.c, tipon
which the curtain parted with the
act set in action, Herbert, Geraldine and. Victoria, iron -jaw trio,
who. went big with Herbert's toothesOme work.
Chief Eaglefeather,'
Redskin tapper, also found his spot
for big returns with some neat
though over 'accentuated hoofing.
finale,

'

.

.

Staging throughout a
credit.
Opening specialty was a huge bed

prop concealing thfe bed. Lakibert
in pajamas, sit at' the foot
while Joan Andrews times in on a
stage radio for a bedtime yarn
which sends her Into a song and

girls,

dance, the girls following.
Finish
has: all in .bed.
Second specialty has the girls in
jingle-bell pajamas,

and other

one side white
with high, disc-like

silver,

hats also double colored. Bells add
to the rhythm.
Kosloff and Billy
Liambert, of the band, follow with
a surprise at comedy hoofing, ridiculous enough to be funny and go
over. Closing, Frank WlLson, band
crooner, on a moon number plus
shimmering lights and the ballet
working doing a scarf dance,
Preston Sellers back at the organ
for. his usual seven minutes.
On
the screen "Kibitzer" (Par), "White
Lies" a Vita short, two Metrotone
news clips and three silent Paramount shots. Business excellent at
the first show.
Loop.

LOEW'S STATE

A

.
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ORIENTAL

Penner's specialty with a ballad of

("Eyes"— Idea)
Los Angeles, Jan.
.

"Eyes" needs- glasses.
optically.

It's

30.

weaki-^

.

Keo, Yoki, and Toki were brought
from Pasadena to open with this
unit this afternoon, and add some
comedy strength. Running 4^ minutes, the troupe can stand at least
eight minutes of slicing.
Presentation around six blondes
who handle dance specialties at the
opening, and the six Candreva
brothers, trumpeters. Bob and EuU
Burbff do adagio and sola stepping,
and Don Carroll carrieis the vocal
burden.
First
12
minutes
are
the ^closest to the -Fanchon-Marco
standard. Gigantic eyes' sway to
music from -a backdrop, rest of the
face concealed by a huge fan in"three." Taibleau bf girls Ih black
pony dress before fan and need
:

.

'

some

action.
George Stoll

and house band,
working under a bridge structure
in front of

a

fanciful garden, click

with "Singing ini the Bathtub," lining -up for bath towel drill and
laughs. Then Keo, Yokl, and Tokl.
Girl sings with a Jap boy at the
piano.. Conies down front for gags
with a uke. Then back i9 the piaiio,
second lad laying on -the piano to
juggle a barreL Nice act, not vproarious but it helps.
Collegiate, section too long. Paul
Olesen brightens with a burlesque
on flaming youth, having a doll as
partner. Finale, from here on, needs
drastic attention. Blondes are in
attractive costumes and step, but
the solo by one should be out. Flash
of girls on back drop means nothing as. ca,ught.
"Idea" could be
helped In general by bringing the
residential chorines out front once
or twice.
Feature, "Not So Dumb" (M-Q),
and business okay.

•

:

m

,

PARAMOUNT

.

'

—

'

El^JRIGHT
.(Presentation)
Plttsrtjurgh, Jan. 30.
•Stoo bad they don't get the pictures at this house. Might have a
chance to fool everybody and come
Into some dough. Prefientations are
as good as.- anything, downtown—
often better-rand the last three or
four weeks, stage has so far outshadowed screen that there's no
comparison. With the Stanley and
Warner (downtown) getting the
pick of flickers, Enrlght's got to take
.

,

what's left.
This week'd an example. "Darkened Rooms" (Par) and it took more
than a moderately strong showl:*''
hold up.

With Jay Mills, m. c, pretty well
established, management is no longer forced to try to sell him. More
attention is being paid to acts and
production details. In this week's
show,

dubbed

,

"Melody

Mins^in.trodjices^^on^^

Makers,"

Ms

oxvn

songs and then warbles a 'medley"
of his former works. They Hkod It.
Many of this neighborhood didn't
know Mills is a composer.
Jerry Mayliall also concentrating
(In re) on band arrangements. Thii
stage band i.s rapidly being recognized a.s the best of its kind in

Of the outside acts, tiny June
Carr fared best with h<»r romedy
(Continued on page 45)

town.
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PALACE

trouped on next with his
flirting with a femme on the beach.
bagful of gags and anecdotes. His
His work deserves the Co. billing.
($t. Vaude)
kidding of prohibition pleased best.
(Vaudfifm)
Blossom Seeley, with the more
(St. Vaude)
Two girls help with aolo ivory work
Chicago, Feb. 1.
capable ass,^^^^^^^^^^
Joe Frisco, playing a quick re^ocaling
corking good show at the. Palace thaa save^nose^^^j^^
Bill has an abundance or every*
stage
State
current
the
peat, Is
and Macke. slapstick male thing except downright slapstick,
this week, and a splendid example Pgl<iJ^
name atop a five-act bill that is
rather slow, but In- which was missed. Shifting of acta
started
gagging
generally good. On the^marquee on ^.^.^^gg^
After a little vocaUing and
^ after their opening might have balanced better, for.
the
tra^^^^^
Broadway it says Mr. Joe Frisco,
bo^th^ ^o
j^^^^^ jj^ed the low manner of dig- audience was fairly fatigued by inSellout and standees Saturday af Senor Frisco did many things in
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ termission and had' yet to meet
ternoon.
with a his next to closing spot for Saturatmosphere
...
arid -keep
1^..,x- up
-r the
„
„
J
ne„t hand
Both boys saueeze the Frances White arid Al Trahari.
Bowed
Elizabeth Morgan and Co., with travesty on "Lulu Belle."
kjay evening's packed house, arid f
^'^J^^^^
Don Donaldson as chief support,:
Trah.ari, next to closing, had a
ngat hand.
most everything' registered. A few hokum.
.started the show at zippy tempo
jaryis and Harris, backed by two Uypj^.^! Friscolsms, those gags he
Fein and Tennyson, man and slow start because Miss white
with a soniewhat different dance ^^^^ ^rops, one representing a street gj^yg the wise mlob with, sailed right woman
dragged an encore some, but came
Some
closed. «v/x„^
warblers,
vv<ti
a. v.iuoc«.
^„n-„
„
class
act. Nifty and a-svay from the usual ggene under an "L" and the other L,yer the orchestra chairs and struck
time ag( the team worked without through highest. His new foil. Lady
iimeaKO
But support.
•blah dance frames, thanks to the
"L" platform, were a bit w^ak. kh^ ^ear wall with a thud.
turn Is framed Tulcona Camefon, Is a tall blonde.,
clever pedal work and gymnastic Ujue. perhaps, to following Miss L very few. for while Frisco Is a
a 'marimba band of six men with very good pipes.
gyrations of the troupe. Miss Mor- ggeley. Jarvis plays the drunk to u^nny guy ^t a restaurant table he
Besides Trahan and Miss White,
dancing duo. Get betmixed
^
agreeable
gan does her. numbers with Donald- j^igg Harrison for some
jg equally funny in asflther way U^j, rgguitg ©ut of their singing with Solly Ward and Harry Rose were
Their son, quite young, to an audience that doesn't know Trj^g jj^arimba for the musical back- exceptionally well received In their
son, and an unbilled male team crossfire.
singing
and dancing as closed the turn strongly with tap u^rhy ..-yVoot Wbo£" was a medicine gj,ounj, |,ut this house didn't go for respective ^pots.
spots
spacers.
know a gag when It [tueir type of vocal work.- Dancing
[work.
„ua 1^^°^'
m
.
Opening was the efteotively staged
^ mite,
the cyclonic
k^g^rs one.
"_
Price,
"
Georgie
Spotty followed
Sydell and ^^^..j
»
Paul ^j^^..
^»v..
^,„u.,.^
dancing team of TInova and Bai""t honors.
Besides gagging, Mona. Fri|co k.oQ^ dances, the man also taking
arid also whammed over: Spotty is ran on next and tpok
koff, going best with their Spanish
in
numoers
gp^^
acrobatic dance,
a well trained canine whom Sydell Price delivered all his mike spouea g^nced his dance and delivered his
dance, and Fred Martin clicklove
jj^igj^ j^^rgi^n take-off, the same'
juggles like a ball. Rigiditv of the great manner, and the
ing with his Intoxicated terpsichore.
house. ,j„jtatlori he's giving for the same
in front of the apron In this
animal grabs plenty of applause.
Helen and Agnes Harrington held
the deuce firmly, and were there all
the way with their sister harmony
Hevu.. hoofing
and gloomy, pans. Chinese Show
TWO Leering cdlumn, the Old dancing man
Boat, novel Nipponese flash act,
_
vnvi.a ^^^."nomn?^^^^^
mix theVgaping and dancing. ,„ the^ Farrell .act. now announced Qal o^-iSl-^^^^^^
"Vaude cbuld seemed spotted wrong, although goSa e boys
pair
nif^^^^^
Seer
singer, while a nirty^
^'•„ '?j^'f
Three girls assist with warbling Ug 73 y^ars of age, contributing the k^^g ^gen improved with a good ing tremendously. Running practically 30 minutes with classy Ariierkick
ol the turn as he has L,q
biggest
stepology.
late"
and
the
turn. Biz S.R.O. at
In
Plown drummef
drummer smacks over in
f^„f„rori
AA clown
..gcarlet-Flame" (W. BO. featured, ^een doing for some while.
Saturday show. Draw was "Holly- ican presentations of musical coma big way for comedy,
edy bits,, topped by Mr. Wu's genial
Paul Remos midgets were de- k^oQ^i ^gyue" (Metro), feature.
diversity and claaa».cidedly liked also. In fact,^it was
-.^
Acts sandwiched a single between m. c, work and Impersbnatioris, this
Johnny Marvin, recording artist,.,
a bill in which no one fiopped. The two group numbers. Bernardo De group of 19 nien and girls should
KlvU
next with a song and instrumental
In Saturday perr pace, spotted first, rated top on have closed the show. Handicap for
speed
necessary
J e^A^^f
ao;
Ends —Ir»h\
routine presiented in a likable way
("Odds and
formances at the State—remember Upplauge.
other two were Jack Harry Rose, following, but Rose
Halfrway down
and registered.
the turnover—forces everything im- Qgterman
Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
and Jack and Kay worked harder with' his songs and
Marvin brought on a chap In misfit
exitempore and fi^nally stopped them.
off with mediately to the point and there Is spangler.
garb Whom he introduced as. his
no stalling or time-wasting. Paul ^^^^^ Pace plucks a mandolin, A case of sheer showmanship.
^^^^ ""Jl
'"^^^^
at
show
aM
first
the
brother, with both going into a har- an $800 tak^ on
j^^lan contributed the only slow mo- changing his pace to permit tWQ
Another act to wring- lots from
mbny double for strong finish.
the RKO, with the dpors^ open at ^^g^ts when, after his fast hat and girl assistants to maze in and out the audience was Solly Ward In his
Godino Brothers, male Siamese hi a. m. Show running from two pm juggling he talked over an en- Urith c^ncing and chatter. Orches- skit, "Off to Maine," with the stage
twins backed by 10-piece male Uhd one-half to three hours inay be gpre trick. Trick itself Is milder tra leader plays straight for him wife and dumb -panned maid. Solly,
Filipino band, closed first half and had for 30 cents If you get In be- than anything preceding and the
legltiriiately took boWai and offered,,,
spot.
Nolan has a
clicked both as a freak attraction fore .1 p. m., arid one hour of it a gj^^, inconsequential.
Osterman, with his usual snippy a song as an encore.
and on the torrid tunes by the bai^d. George Choos musical tab, If they chance at one point to leave 'em talk and sentimental songs, did well
After intermission Miss White,
Latter zipped things up aplenty, Uouid carry biz like the bargain wanting more, and he should take enough. Feature bit- of his act Is and she might have cut John Meehan
and provided good backing (New U-ugji right through the day's four advantage of It.
done with aid of the pit men, who out of hi^ first, dancing bit to speed
cleana
be
would
midgets
Remos
Acts)..
house
Nolan
opened.
various
this
from
shows,
up :the show if she felt an encore
piay several bars
Lita Grey Chaplin, 'with Pat up:
were No. 3 and, Mr. and Mrs. Ray popular, and classical tunes, while coming. Otherwise no complaint oh.
Casey (not our Pat) at piano, sewed
feature this week is "Dark Lyte, dancing In front of their Qsterman sings to the combined her klddish personality, and she
them up w^ith a song repertoire, g._ x
was liked. Trahan followed at 4.46.
/p^) running 60 miriutes. Oriental string orchestra, closed^ melody.
mostly specials a.nd all handled for |Vaee show another 60, a 20 -rtilnute Closing turn looked and landed conJack and Kay Spangler do a akit
Lester and Irving, acrobatic trio,
°
sure returns. Girl has "It," showaided by three men, two of whom not ciaught.
and Pathe News and musi- siderably stronger here than when
a
Palace
at
the
spot
same
In
the
Spangler
manship and, a pleasant singing.
,
Miss
turiiblers.
are comic
Business slightly, better than averarid other screen filler running
^i.,
is
better
five
numbers
ago.
State
.
short time
voice.
AH of her
ig a neat dancer and high kicker, age Saturday afternoon trade.
three hours.
Loop.
„^.. ' , -Pn/iQ" hiii «5ld- suited to the double dance team,
SSfired. Heavy palm whackinig, and
with Jack Spangler showing up
M-G'a "Navy Blues." starrln, well also. Act's highlight is the
to a solid hit.
,^"r comic. ^^w^
He hp^jujam
featured
Haines, State's feature
Phil Baker bounced on and killed ney ]\larl6n as
tumbling team, with its falls and
in Jack^^
Bigi.
is set in hotel. Good
them foi« laughs in next to shut, pulls his chatter,^augh
fumbles.
Skit
ST.
^nether_ tney
— >- they'
all Ion, -and
a wow an
Baker's
isaKers gaa
gab routine was u.
hand here.
t,^ «,ovci
Af npt.
nnV
ay^^r
what he
(Vaudfilm)
Besides the feature and vaude
the way! and had them literally can figure out
a^ cute f
rolling up and down the aisles. He Chic Kennedy
the bill carried a sound newsreel.
Clayton. Jackson and Durante,
comedy
of
minutes
six
or doubling from Les Ambassadeurs,
for 10 minutes, three .minutes
gave them everything In a rib- nif tied with
(Vaudfilm)
,
tough dress and at
over
tickling way, also spotting hid ac- in eccentric
age trailers and a three-minute
of .kindergarten
audience w..
e,
An »„v..»..w»
«...
..o-,
^ /ivins_ttie .top the bill for the first half here
came-out more for decband,
the^pit
ture by
coi-dion stuff and repartee with other times
.
[.and romp away with the show. Surfound more pleasure In ,Sj(;turday's
, _,,
mlnof
time
179
running
show
a
male plant In box. Baker fcould oration.
_
rounding, bill also good; arid biz a
bill than wlU the gatherings pre,
_
clear j__i_,at/»1ir
oilulf •Tt.
nnnt-raat Par
TParutes.
Kathryn Irwin has a nice vtc»»
have stayed on for the rest of the
sellout Saturday night.
^ominately adult.
In contrast
«ramatic
afternoon as far as the outfrenters voice and uses a heavily
Chevalier Brothers contributed
j^^j^^^yj^^.g "Laughing Lady" Is betwere concerned. At tag Llta Chap- style of delivery "which makes^tne ^g^.
than the
nifty acrobatics in opener, with balgrown-ups
Gotta Be "^e'® growinglln hopped on to warble the get- crowd think
ancing stuff and tosses particularly
uds,
^
A^^o is
1.11. T>»i
They
xiicjf
opera.
grand opera,
(Vaudfilm)
ig grana
Baker whooping Iv
You Are"
away. number, with
and
One-foot headbalance is the
Troupe
good.
Two hew acts-^Monge
It up on the accordion and running raved.
^-11^^°^
Rudell and Duriigan. Monge turn is
h^u wallop of the act.
Units are hitting this house with
*away with" the show.
Questelle. diminutive brunet
j^^^ Questelle,
May
There is a Negro camp meeting acrobatic and sure fire. Rudell and
••Dpin'
Current
Milrand and Girton, mixed team, gcene nicely handled- in grouping 1 duriigan is one of thdse nilxed two- fair rejgiilarlty.
with male accompanist, followed
,
.,closed and satisfied with a routine and rhythm, a' music box puppet somes anxiously striving to please Things manages^ to Keep tne cur- K^^jth gongs, and registered.
Most
of acrobatics and cycling that heldl^ance by three people which is well that any reviewer must report un- tain up most of the time ana suaes ^gre handled in the boop-aboop
at a nice pace, slipping oniy j^j^n^gj.
Edba.
them in.
Helen Kane, and preUone but not so popular, and a favorably upon with regret, because along
close.
the
slightly
at
probably
latter,
..^ sented as an impresh pf the
not only effort but a cash outlay to
"Hello Gershwin" section
c. of the
Miss Questelle la winner of the RKO
intended as the classic glorification an authpr ls represented.
L "^^^ ^\ *^»PPcn as ^m. consistent
jjgjg^ ^^^g contest The mob went
Pair are not new, being of vaude- troupe stoo4 out as^ the
of jazz.
SQ.
1921. success of the show ge^^^^
back,
f^^ the baby tone warbler,
as
ville
record
far
as
Auditorlurii
12
the
of
two
or
One
those
^^nt her away to a good hand.
another
Theirs,
is
simply
of
their
of
uncertain
Sfil^^n-^^TI^J^^^f^lW!'..^"^^
giriJ seemld a bit
House playing only three acts first f?oStInS'arthe''show''ca^^
MUlard'Vnd MarlinT mixed* te'ami
rough^breakT'of wrestl^^^^^ wlth^ma- '^'^^ °^5^,Vi^flyc.f*^ifiL^\^«'^wni''hi
be
will
stuff
Arst-show
his
of
much
L^^jth
Re''Hollywood
girl doing jsomedy, grabbed a
half because of
terlal that, if It means anything at
Prlpcipa s also incl^^
Vaude runs 44
ue's" 117 minutes.
^j^^^^ .^^ j^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^
represer^
AH acts in the unit were over campus patter, singing
minutes. Neighborhood crowd went Slllman with a dance
involved.
and dancing,
Nagle 3
for all three acts In a big way.
clayton, Jackson and Durante folBrice had the next-to- h icely. starting ^Ith.^ert
Elizabeth
^Vnn?/
Smv
^^npcj^sonation and t^^
Mark Shovey In "Dance Parade." Kultoes, J^^aren dnd Xa^^^^ and the
I^^g^
,^j^g
Miss Brice has been n hnble
^g^g^
tj^g ^^^^ f^^m
Patsy and Mickey showed ^^jj^
flash act, assisted by a girl dancer Gibson, Fldrence Simonson
Backed
their night
by
several times of late in her Wing.
femme strong ^.j^^^ ^^^^^^ ^j^g ^^.j^^ ^^^axed
and a line of girls,' opens the show Harmony Trio.
hilarious
rotation around the greater New class as hoofers, the
cnorus
uut ot
Revue Is well named.
to good returns. Shovey carries the
capered all over the rostrum, to
York RKO chain. "Echoes of the on hot steppmg. witn
^JJ®
tneirspewaigaw
ccmo
or
16
act almost alone. Line of girla Is
gccompanlment of incessant howling
Desert." flash adagio revue, closed,
Manor 1
not so strong. (New Acts.)
Durante's
Headlining and spotted in the cen- ties. ^Evelyn Keimin,
»«»%«ww-k*^
and Betty Foy witn ..^ps at Him" rolled them, and the
Heni-y Regal and- Co., two merij
ter of the bill was George K. Arthur, with toe tap,
«^
and a woman, deuced It with a rou.,,
number knocked them a
Former screen comic is doirig very Personality songs.
(Vaudfilm)
" f ^„^^
tine
mostly acrobatic.
Woman
nicely in the family spots for Keith.
win
cut. r«)um^^
deal
be
^ood
works in the opening and closing
a^„^ j^^^g gyeryNew vaude-shorts policy at the His act asks only a willingness to ^ags and blackouts
ine
to
new
were
number. Men dish out plenty of Riverside, five acts and five shorts, giggle, and the rising generation of
Clayton and
^j^j^^^ count, 'as usual.
hokum.
hasn't yet been given sufficient this precinct was more than willing, "job here. iJrem^^^
Wilson Brothers closed the show rielfehborhood play to pull the Riversome'hoofirig
while Du-.
and
planted
Lower floor was weir filled Sat- PPy^fS^;^^?„^^^SIV"^i!5„f„
iook i,^^^^^
with their hoke clownmg. Tnok
with their usual routine of a little side mats out Of the red. Downstalra urday. seemingly quite a margin
show.
first bi.uvv.
peecn nrsi
a speech
Tani
gjit
bit of everything. German stuff and was almost empty, and the show over average.
j^ana.
heavy for everything, and
feature,
(Tiffany),
Zeppelin'^
-Lost
Lost
yodellng panicked them; Two clever ran like a dress reheatsal.
j^^nted more, but the boys took their
was the draw, plenty of people leav bows and let It go at that.
showmen, these boys.
House runs the film sec.tion as a
ing after seeing the filni only. Busl
Business on the floor great, but Unit, then follows -with the vaude.
"Laughing Lady" (Par) followed
ness excellent as usual Saturday as screen feature.
tipstairs not so good.
Edba,
First short was "Moonbeam's Bride,"
tVaudfiltn)
.matinee, with holdouts at end of
,
the
Attendanlce
for
with the U. S. Indian band and the
first performance.
V d^
singing chief, Shunatona. Followed matinee show here n'.s.g,
Loop,
Complete
cast
"Born
Reckless,?
by Jules Bledsoe singing "Old Man ran to" one hour and 46 minutes for
formerly "Louie Baretti," Fox, inand "Wadin' iri the the seven acts. House cold, and
Trouble"
(Vaydfilm)
cludes Edmund Lowe, Warren HyST.
Water." "The Silly Symphony" was wairmed up to few turns. Four out
mer,
Marguerite Churchill,
Lee
One of the lerigthleist vaude bills followed by Pathe Sound News, then of the seven turns strlved for
(Vaudfilm)
Tracy,
William Harrigan,
Paul
this theatre has played In many a "Adam's Eve." Vaude fpllpwed with laughs, but found It pretty tough
Keith bill the first half is shy a Page, Joe Brown, -Frank Albertaon,
month, and one of the best. Seven Everest Sanderson, Don Cummings, riding.
^
a
some
Eddie
There
were
Gribbbn,
Paul
Pat
Somerset,
punch.
>rtiedy
acts here the first half ran to two Tempest and Sunshine, Bayes -and
Dog aict, Meehan's Canine's (New fi^^tv^ ^ J^'l^lr"
but not Porcaspi, Ben Bard, Mike Donlin.
hours and 22 minutes. Were it not Speck
A.cta), "madrX"pleasing^ opener, l^augha in two of the acts,
(3-irIS,
Sunshine
ou,.o..«..
i.c «
i-ixc oui.o
,cu.v and the
»ci.iv
»
4
for the fact that each act^ was a
Klrbv and Duval comedv team of sufficient proportion to hold up John Ford directlne:.
Sanderson 13 a good niusiclan,. but Jirby
LUa Lee, first assignment "Under
^^^^^'^^""^^^^^
the show. Plenty of singing and
self-supporting link on the total
presentation of his instrumental
dancing. On the screen was "The Western Skies," FN.
vaude chain, they would have begun in
hlndTcan
,vS^undS^
Turn^^^^
lot
^^^^.^^
^^^^^^ ^j^.j^
But with specialties seems to be wasting a
to pall toward the end.
Anatole
Storm" for U. not Fox. as pre
provided
"The
by
the
Fllsh
plenty good entertainment and two
fas
^
roper, ?n.t?e%heiS2 wisid ?^r*se'^^^^^^^^
iSafroSer"
uummmgs. a neat,
D?J 'cu?im?ng"
outs. iJon
Patter however, is gWO^^^
wobblv Friedland revue, v/hich has Marty vloUsly reported,
standard
vaude
names—Georgie S'uts^
his lariat splrtiing "tes. fatter,
with
followed
Skeets Gallagher replaces Harry
appears first
^''^JJI^f '^^^^
Price arid Blossom Seeley—all- went
him in good stead, alPar.
ma^^^^ use of It
it In ''one," doing a single well. After Green, "Marco Himself,"
baritone and makes
^^r big. Firiat show Saturday standing
eood^ barltoS
though his talk didri't register so JoPd
Pathe's first musical short
^ hoke musical turn, he simply anplayed to a well-fllled house.
well.
'-PIck
'Em Toung." Cast:. Robert
All
except
nounces
specialties.
the
Bronson and Renee, mixed comRed Donahue and Pal, the Pal a
Yera
re
Geraghty,
In
Agnew,
Sunshine
work
Carmelita,
and
one
by
girls.
Jazzheels
Johnson
Tempest
are
edy .tea,m In eccentric get-up, are
stubborn .jackass, started the works
now assisted by four girls and one (colored) Appears for a brief step- MarSh, Mary Hutchinson, "Mona
with a laugh. Skit revolves around liable siyle. Lenore Ulric impres
At present the Ray, Fahchon Frankel.
the mulish antics of the donkey, slon of "Miml" doesn't get what It hjoy. Two of the girls deliver songs Ping specialty.
Stanley Fields, "Border i,eglon,'
might, because of the short life of and dances as a sister team, other Friedland act, other than May's
driven by a chap in blackface,
bright,
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^"^anny Bffiaii aird'COTriffttei?^^

Creole girl, sang and danced a bit
Small, working in tux, tenors a few
pops and foreign songs, and varies
with legmania. Closing tap number
was the strongest bit. Girl .sup
ports 'with oke stepology, spiced
with a little mild cooch.
Kemper and Jeanie got numerous
Jeanie Is a
laughs in the trey.
femme midget who acts like a pre
Formerly the ^turn
cocious child.
was billed under the name of Jeanije
Kempor is apparently the stout chap

the--Ulric=-sh6wT----Mi3a ^Sunshine?sJ two^rls take^^the s
best was the Helen Kane imitation,' for a specialty
contortion and
surefire everywhere now. Act made straight stepology. Boy goes in for
a corking register with a small au- taps. Bronson and Renee support
dience.
the comedy end with croas-flre and
Bayes and Speck mixed old boys mannerisms, and draw a laugh here
with some new ones, and danced ef- and there.
Jerry Coe and Brothers, three
Smattering of laughs.
fectively.
The Sunshine Girls look nice, dress beys with looks and plenty pep, got
up the stage, and go through a Tiller across big. Accordion work mainroutine clocklike in precision. Well ly, varied with a little different inreceived. Acrobatic solo dancing of strumentation. Coe is a good little
Marjorle Lane a standout between hoofer, strong on personality.
3/«rte.
The Oklahoma cowboy, Bob Althe dances-of the IC girls.

.

.

I

-

|

Complete cast "Texan," Par
Without Friedland it now depends entirely on the specialty work Gary Cooper, Fay ,Wray, Oscar
Apfel, Emma Dunn, James Marcus,
of the girls, all dancing.
Coiriplete castJ'Rettirn of Doctor
Billy Maine's act supplied almost
Jean Arthur,
all the comedy wltK Maine as a Fu Manchu," Ear:
phoney prince. Supporting girls do William Austin, O. P. Heggie, -weii
specialty dances that pleased. Under Hamilton.
Buj's
Eddie Welch, off ,,011
New Acts are Leslie Strange and
on sei,
to gag Good News
the; Rhythm Dancers. Latter opened Bears
the show nicely. Strange is an Eng- M-G
Greta Grandstadt replaces Pau]^
llsh character Impersonator, who
announced that he had been in the Ine Oaron, "Sunny Days," l^fc.
3fnrfc,
Wesley Barry added.
States only four days.

edy.

I

-

'

Wednesday/ February

5,

.

White, indie producer,
by Lechuga Garcia. Denial was
temporary, pending the outcome of
attempts to finance White's project

Newis From the Daolies

Rlchman. Reported the man had
borridwed $20 from Rlchman and
had failed to pay it back.

her husband, Toinihy Moble, former
for assault. He gave- her aShe last played "This
black eye.
Thing: Called Ixiye,"

'

Betty Potter, Helena Pickard and
John .>Boddington are the leads in
"The Watcher,'* by Ralph Neale, at
th4 Everyman, peals 'with a gal
;

Hatry's njanslon, Jn Great Stan
street>

06'

to,

Pi Day.

"

iii

March^ Fln^incier boasted a swim-^ Fund.
mlhg. batih, Six marble baths and a

is

Novelty

(14)

'

New York

iat

the

Paramount

exploit his forthcoming

Palace (St. Vaude)
Godino boys» billed as the^ only
male Siamese twins in the world*,
.

.

projected for the first, time in
operetta, "The Vagabond King," ate
was mi^de defendant Pardraw
money and to entertain. eastern vaude houses hy Arthur
damage suit filed by to
There is. little doubt that he'll ac- Klein and Terry Turner. .The pro-

in

a

$500,000

Mrs. Thomas Ince and heirs of
the Ince estate .won a reduction of a
claim made against them by the

Luther

T.-

Mayo

Co., builders, froni

the building

Mrs. Ince claimed

company changed the

of the late Mrs. Marie LiQuise plans for the Chateau Elysee, apart
Mackay leaves no ^lare of her es ment house, and added to the cost of
tate<to the; granddaugHter, Mrs, Irv- "the structure.
'
ing Berlin.

Win

NEW YORK

week to

aOPlNO Siamese Twins
18 Mine.; Full

Irving Berlin

$46,580 to $17,160.

,

gymnasium.

this

;

Storey, show girl who died
of gas I)61s6ning in the studio of
an artist, was buried by the Actors'

Bobby

.

a,uctibned

Dennis King

cities.

Earl Taylor, another song writer.
Diana Gray, showgirl who con. Taylor asserts he wrote a song
sbled Donald Shrlner during his called "Wallttng Home," in Decemconfinement In Whit4S County jail ber, 1927, and on' Jan. l,- Berlin
for not paying alimony to his wife,, brought out the same song Under
has chajiged her name to something tlie name of "Waiting at the End
else.
She says too much pub:llclty of the Road." An injunction against
has made her name notorious, and further publication and sales of the
Bong and an accounting of the jprof
she's planning picture work.
Its made were asked.
Picture theatre at 418 Broadway
lA>ntiagu Love is suing Tiffanyhas been leased to.the Adswin Corp. Stahl Productions for $1,626 alleged
by J. Clarence Davies aiid Joseph due him AS salairy.

who' lasted for 1,000 years.
hopei

between

of

.boxei^i

NEW ACTS

A new vis-a-film machine which DENNIS KING
flashes the image of suspects and Songs
criminals "wanted" has been in- 7 Mins.
stalled by the police department Paramount (Pres.),
here.
Films are to be exchanged

Thia department contalna rawritten theatrical newa Itema aa pub*
week' in the .daily p.apera of New Yortc» Chieagot'
AiiQetes and London. Variety takec. no credit,
for theae newa' itoma; each has' bean, rewritten from 'a. daily paperw

Smn Praneiaeot Loa

Nina Emerald,, actress,- summoned

43

to completion.

llahad durinb the

Just 26 features' are planneid by
British bitemational for 193(^, easy
record for British unit.

VARIETY

Tom

against

.

.

REVIEWS

1930

LONDON

-

.

complish

all three.

Paramount

as

theatre bills itself

"proudly pi*esentlng" him.
The baritone from musicals knows
to spill class all over a picture
house stage. He Is singing three
numbers. During the second song
Saturday afternoon he muffed the
lyrics, stopped the orchestra and
delivered the last chorus all over
again. Didn't miss on the repeat.
More time In the picture houses
would teach King how to coyer
without stopping when fumbling.
Closed witli "Song of the 'Vagabonds,'' including the energetic gestux'es, and stopped the show.
Took
one bow when he could have taken

how

many moreT
At the Paramount, King

.

their wives.
Boys are Filipinos of youthful
>

•

ap-

pearance, and do some wlsecrscckIng between specialties that geta
across. Wives are normal Filipino
girls, contributing a national dance
alone in addition to the foxtrot with the

Is

before a rich looking set in about boys.."two,"
He preceded the regular Band

PUblix stajge unit.

,

ducers ha-ve backed the joined
brothers with: a hqt Filipino Band
for pit^duction build-up. Result a.
novel freak act that got over hei'O
and will undoubtedly do- much better in neighborhood houses.
The boys' routine Is somewhat
similar to that of Hilton Sisters and
Gibbs Twins, fehime'SIalriiese twins
who have- preceded them in the
Roller
skating
vaude
houses.
opener is an exception. After that
the boys do sax, doUble-dance and
later another dance routine' with

Bt>e.

men accompanies

10

of

throughout and spaces tho specialwith plenty of torrid tunes;

ties

Press books on Fanchon and Mar- "GARDENS"
Numerous exploitation angles
make this, feature material for ou.t
co "ideas" will be issued in fourBarbara Riley, dancer, is starting piage tabloid form, the same as the Fanehon & Marco Ide^
Of town and neighborhood stands.
Mins.; Full.
duit for $101>,000 Against' Joe May, Fox thefttre. organ, "NowBook 28
vaudeville actor, charing breach of goes out as a eupplehient to -the Fox's Brooklyn (V-P)
prohiise." Pegfey Joyce has been house organ.
Hard to figure this F. & M. Idea
rung in with a photbgriaiph inscribed
but when full credit is given RUbe "DANCE PARADE" (10)
To my baby, Joe, love Pee Wee."
Wolf, the -house regular m. c>, for Revue;.
his part in its presentment. He Is 18 Mini.; One and Full (Special)
.

E4 B. Hatrick,. executive head. ol
Hearst's picture tntjer^st^. left Sunday on a business Irip ta\the° Coast;
Jqan. (Deep Cradle) LioWell pinched
fined $10 in Laiiibertvllle,. N.. J.,
for operating an automobile -with

an4

Improper

license.

,

Bow

and. Harry. iRichman
went toJ3k>ston In disguise. Eyery'
bo^y. ^recognized , them but did

Clara

nothing about ;t. Thereupon Miss
"Bo^ and. Rlchman told' cameramfen
who. they 'Were.
:

,

.

;

—

CHICAGO

Lincoln Sq. (V^-P)
.Flash, act gets over on the daincMark Shovey, featured. He
is assisted by a line of eight girls
wiho haven't yet. quite figiired it .out..
Another girl works with Shovey in

at least half If not more of the act
and the*^ Idea no doubt suffered'
Mrs. Irene Castl<9. McLaughlin, through being' placed on the same
biU with an unusually. lopg film,
Atiti-Cruelty
Society,
leader of the
To enable the City Prosecutor to. resigned from that organizatloiii
'fSuftnyside Up." All told, It offers
use W» B. Wagner,; alleged operator'
pleasing ^Shtertalnment.
Of a fraudulent fllin school as aj
Pretty stage setting and costum
vet, 85, 'captured a
Civil
War
state witness against.
M. Dailey
ing, with 15 girls, good to look upon
and "V. M. Barnett, charged -With pickpocket in the. Oriental theatre
collectively, -who go through gra.ce'
last week 'after being' robbed pf
krand theft in. operation of such aj wallet.
ful and perfectly harmonious en
'.
movie .ischooli.^the changes, against;
semble.work.
Wagner-have been dropped.
Zolla and -Esley, dance teani.^won
Circuit judge, denied petition to applause on their rough adagio
AppeUate department of. the Su- restrain police from raiding the work, with 'the woman taking some
Club hard falls.
Mpnde, nlte club.
perior Court affirmed the conviction Beau
of Sam Landestn^n and Mlnas argued the place cost $100,000, and
Encore bit has a dummy, dtessed
Simon, convicted of operating in- that continued raids ruined biz.
to represent the man, whirled by
decent shows at the Glrlesque the^:
the femnie aud tossed Into the
a.tre. on Main .street.
X^ndesmah
German Grand Opera- ncompany -winga; surefire... CllfC Nazai^lro, who
-will, have to serve ^6(t,.diskys In thei opened seveh' day ehgageihent at monologs and sings, got better recity, jail and, pay a fine «f $l,i)f00. the Auditorium Feb^ 2.
sults -with his sonfs than hl^ talk
'Simon -will serve 180 days, and. pay
due to hduse construction.'
a $600 fine.
Joe-^Glasfr, fight manager and for-,
Slate Brothers, trio of tapperis,
mer black and tan cabaret operator.^ tied up proceedings. Boys work
in a., case hard, taMt, and tap with dxcellent
Everett T. MacQovem -will not made defendant last
'
Suit for rhythm.
contest' the divorce suit charging involving a young i^L
cruelty filed again£;t him in' Superior $10,000 was £ed in Dos Moines -on
Wolf directs t^e. musicians. fr6m
.Court by Mildred.. Htbrrls,' his wife. behal£. of Helen Parmerly, .18«. who Upistage,' the act carrying a spefelal
•Notice of appearanicef' was filed charges Glaser is the father of her scenic setting for the band which
^through -his attorney who stated nnborri; child.;
went from the house pit to the
there would be'< lib 'contest; Mrd.
stage. -.
MacGovem wttS' the fir'st wife of Ffinnle :Brlce last week stated
Lydia' Roberti, 't/ho has been -at
.Chai:>lle Cha'plini.
The MiaoGovems that she has instituted A $160,000 this thr '-e four weeks, sanif a Jjal
.wet^&' inarrled' ill 192& and separated breach
of contract suit against lad ant
V an Apache with "Wolf
Joseph M. Schenck and Upited Art- for a 8w«n. hit.
.^ter three years.
ists.
Comedienne charges that
No effort to force encores. Finale
Marie Co'rda- filed suit' for divorce Schenck ignored m contract for a was short and effective, the girls
against- Alexander ETorda^ director, second film, and^ that she. worked six doing a number with masks on the
charging jealousy -and sUlkiness. months on "Be Yourself," while the backs of their heads.
Mark.
Miisb Corda stated 'a property set- agrreement called for only 14 weeks.

U)S ANGELES

ing of

-

'

'

-

•

.

;

.

Three Brooklyn girls are hel^g
sought by police, with clues that
thoy left home on promise; of -tfiea.

trlcai

careers

;

by

looking

sleek

strangers..

,

,

:

.

,

Winner of the. Jewish National
Workers* Alliance -beautjr contest
get a free trip to Palestine,
she wants itiv:>V-A^^

will
if

Oral interrogation to have- bie^n
put- to -80-year-old I.Anne Welght-r
man Penfleld, who iiavbeing sued foe
on
by; Dorothy V. Knapp
$25,000
charge of being ffeaponslble for Miss

Knapp'a dismissal: <froiiix
show,

W9a

nltely

by judges

sion- of

a.

poatpoi^ed again

Carroll
indefi>',

'jn:.Ap|ieliate divi-

the Supt'eme Court.

.

.

lieved to be Joseph Schwarts admitted .to poltcek he has z|iade d. co^forlablei li-vlng for many, years, by preying upon the general desire for picture, careers. .He -was held without
ball In Adams $treet Court, Brooklyn, for hearing Feb./ 19,,

.

.

,

'

,

<

'

Went big here. Acst isn't jstaged.,
or mounted for ; best results, but
costumes, ar?! neat.

.

,

'

'

:

we^

LESLIE STRANGE

.

Impersonationa

'

-

'

•

-

-

:

,

Strange announced he had been here
but a few days arid had had no
chance to wo^k In. any American

,

characters.>

•

.

;

/

.

-

.

.

'

.

'

'

NUTTY CLUB

,

-

Taking his impersonations of
Lloyd Cteorge and' Ramsay MacDonald, Stninge by ^injecting an
Americain oljstCAstet or two will have
.

-

.

.

-

<

.

:

•

.

.

tlement has been made ..^hd she Is
Nan .Barclay won her divorce
Questioned in connection with a to hiave custody of their eightr yearfrom McClelland Barclay, artist and
Kolster radio .stockholder's charge old son,
illustrator, on charges of unfalthr
that securities bad been manipulated, Frederlch Dietrich, vice-presSuit was filed by the New York fulness -with an unnamed woman.
ident of the corporation, denied and
Amusement Corp. Mrs. Barclay is to receive income
Pacific
there was e-ver a pool formed with- against Columbia Film Corp., dis- from a trust fund of $100,000 crein the organization. .^UiveBtigation tributors, asking that sound and ated by her husband for meeting
Is being made in Newark.
Dietrich film devices be returned to the alimony payments.
stated his original Investment of Rlalto theatre. It is also charged
Maria; Trevlsan, daughter of Vltn,200in 1912 had given him $2,021,- the defendants threatened to with219 profit legitimately.
Trevisan, basso with Chi
hol(l the delivery of a film ordered torio
Civic Opera Company, was married
for Jan. 30 to Feb. 13.
Braille Press in
to Cecil B. Selfridge.
America has
started a music magazine for the
Harry Lee Cornelia, acrobat, arblind, with free universal distribu- rested on a charge of failing to proFirst talker made here has been
tion.
vide for his wife and children. He completed, with Joan Beyerle representing "Miss I Will" In the prowas released on $500 bail.
log of "iSehlnd the Footlights."
Evelyn Gaile, appearing in a
Broadway show, voluntarily told reFlorine Walz Williams, widow of Picture screened^ the stars of the
porters she left her home rather Earl Williams, who recently pleaded Ci-iric Opera In their at-home mothan accede to her father's com- guilty to five counts of grand theft, ments;
mand to leave the st^age. Father is was granted five years* probation
a wealthy shoe merchant, and didn't by Superior Court Judge Wood.
Jack Powell for- |.ondon
like the Idea of his daughter apjack Powell, noveliy musician,
pearing in step-ins.
Hal H. LeSueur, pictures, brother sails for London Fe^.' lS ort the
of Joan Crawford, was granted a Aquitaniia.
Frank Campbell, an actor out of divorce from his wife, Jessie Le
He Is to appear In C. B. CbchJrork, was found beaten and tied In Sueur, pictures, when he testified
1930."
his room. 'He was taken to Bell- she "went Hollywood" and refused rane's "Revue of
vue hospital. Incoherent.
to live with him.

r

,

16 iMins.;. One
68th St. (V-P)
;
Leslie Strange I0 < an English
chafacter impersonator; doing three
impressions Bpleridldlsr. HlQ facial
representation in particular, is. 4
standout, although aa.hl^ tui;n wad
offered ijere .w,as typICS'lly £;ngUsh.

.

'

Arrested on comPl&lnt of a negrg
wh<> said he had been promised
wonderfur job" for :$lf»0^. a man be-

in .a< hard-shoe routine. Shovey
pulls some showmarily splits, falliiig
into them for a big hand.
Chorus then -does a series of danceposes. In full stage, .followed bjjv^
Shovey fiddling for. a; few in^easures-^
to bring, on the girl for " a specialty
of toe and ballet -work*
Girls finish, with a series et Individual -specialties, followed -by
Shovey ^nd.glrL
„
.'vgirl,

;

,

'

some of his.stufiT.
Act opens "With the chorus in
"6he,'^ followed by Shovey and the

(6)

a much stronger act .Uian he now
Songs, Comedy, Piano
presents. He goes for laconic hu20 Mine.; Full (Special)
mor in his ^hs^i'ACters and polishes
Belmont (V-P), Chicago
'em off with a bit oif vocal accomTrio of radio veterans who are a paniment.
His strongest bit was
natural click in the Chicago listen- of the English working man.
Ing-In radius, with a danseuse and
'Strange makes his changes of
comedian added. Not the "nut" wigs and upper Up adornments in
group from Greenwich 'Village.
view of the audience. His characTurn is built around the "Nutty ters of both George and MacDonald
Club,"
feature. Charlie Gar- were strildng in facial resemblance.
land, announcer for the station. Is 58th street audience liked his turn
m. c. and keys a mean piano. Other immensely,
I Mark.
two vets are Charlie Schultz, lusty
tenor and & powerful radio name, M E E H AN^S Canines
and Marie Randy, deep-voiced con- Animals
tralto and also a radio star.
11 Miifl.; Full
Unbilled comic imitates Garland's JefTersori (V-F)
,
original unwashed baritone, also
Pleasing dog act opener. >Meehan
a radio feature. Girl stepper com- puts a -variety of canines Ihtoiugh
pletes.
Loqff,
trlck» in neat form.
Routines are of the usual type iot
Aog acts except for one bit, which
RUD£LL and DUNfGAN
stands out. This Is a boxing match
Talk, Songs
between
two canines, with small
12 Mins.; Two (Special)
boxing gloves attached to their fore81st Street (V*P)
;
Viola Rudell and Edward Dunl- legs.
Otherwise regular routines; Mutts
gan, a team .for' some time, have
spent soihe c6in for new material, went big with .the fei&tm'es because
which, unfortunately, doesn't fit the majority of them are small;
Also has five' whippets fOr an exthem. Bit after bit fails to jell, with
the deduction that some tmporfaht hibition in high junlpln'g.
ingredient Is missing.
In other
words, it's comedy not very comical. MONGE Troupe (7)
Reroutlning might help a lot, but Acrobats
Outwardly it's just a case of talking 6 Mine.; Full (Palace)
themselves into a frost, which they 8l8t Street (V-P)
Fast springboard and somersault
have to thaw out repeatedly by re-Six
course to mugging. Net result does turn of foreign Ihiportation.
not indicate any bright future for men, mostly young, and one gtrl^_^
carrying paraphernalia and worldng~
the present line-up.
Pair appear capable and seasoned with zip in a good conception of
showmanship values.
performers.
Land.
Girl does a double somersault into
a chair on top of und^rstanders*
HALE and HOFFMAN
shoulders. Boy then tops by doing,
Comedy and Songs
triple.
Thler Is a peach stunt and
11 Mine.; One
sure-fire anywhere.
Lincoln Sqr (V-P>-.^ ^.=..^^ ^^.^ ---In-totOf a-strong:=.opftner..=J^ja»4.av^^
.

.

.

.

.
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"

'

•

°

"

,

.

.

.

'

;

^

.

.
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Hearings of those associated with

Helen Twelvetreeis

filed

suit for

Sunday dance recitals at the Craig, divorce against Clark Twelvetrees,
Guild and Hampden's theatres were stage. Mental cruelty charged.
postponed for the second time to
Peb. 11. Charged with violating the
A property settlement has been
law by staging Sunday theatrical made between Joseph Schildkraut
Presentations, on specific complaint arid his. Wife, Elise Bartlett, stagesof a religious worker.
preparatory to a divorce suit being
brought by Miss Bartlett on grounds
Performance in the United States of cruelty.
theatre,
Bronx, was interrupted
when a woman 'patron swallowed
Lillian Dusenberry, hula dancer,
the contents of an iodine bottle and arrested for drunken driving and
J*®^n^screaming for help. Removed held under $1,500 bail. Trifel Feb. 6.
to FoPdham hospital Iri Serious condition.
Perjury charges against Garland
31£Qe, in.^jconnection ^ith hlsjtesti,

.

Norman Foster, husband of mony on behalf of Hexari^er Pan
has been engaged tages, dismissed after two juries had
oy Paramount to play opposite his disagreed over his guilt.
Wife in "Toung Man of Manhattan."
Winifred Westover, pictures, sued
for $208 by Jeff Bulington, painter,
^Lou Rlchman, proprietor of the for
work done. Miss Westover
Dizzy Club, and brother of Harry claims the work was unsatisfactory
«ichman, was slashed In the neck and had to be done over.
and nose in Dave's Blue Room by
on unidentified assailant who had
Superior Court Judge Gates de»een knocked dow^i by an employee nied an appeal for receiver made
^-.laudette Colbert,

FLYNN
Comedy

and

MACKE
>

.

13 Mine.;

One

;

Lincoln Sq. (V-P)
Good for laughs anywhere. Low
hoke turn -which aims low and hits
the target. Boys Work fast.
Start with crossfire kidding, one
of the chaps taking the spot with
a song while partner changes. Latter comes on in, dizzy garb for a
Cemme burlesque, capped with a
buffoon love scene. Wind up gagging through a pop tune.

Can hold the feature spot in
neighborhoods. Here, in the^fourth
-

spot,

they gbaled.

Los CASTILLOS
Acrobats
-

(2)

.

Mixed couple, girl playlnig straight
and singing while the male does

comedy. Fair for the deuce spot In
6 Mine.; Full
Lincoln Sq. (V-P)
sim^Uer houses.
Patter opens slowly and doesn't
Ordinary acrobatic lifting routine.
Justification is that the femme half get going until the male brings out
a flute for straight and hoke playla the understander.
'Girl handles the small man with ing. After that laughs are spotted
apparent strain.' Much resting be- widely.
tween routines, slowing the turn
Girl is a well-gowned brunette.
quite a bit.
Old gaga are hurting the act.

RHYTHM DANCERS

(3)

Dances
10 Mins.: One
58th St. (V-P)
Fast, colored hoofing

trio,

sticking

tapping and doing a good job
Start with routine stepping
and then swing Into individual
to

of

it.

specialties,

across.

which

pVit

them safely
Mark.

.

,

'

VARIETY
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CLEVELAND
Grenada

(8)

.

MllUer & K
Marguerite & QUI
Caatloton Ss Maolc
Dave Schooler

E

ri
NEXT WEEK

(Feb. 8)
(Feb. 1)

WEEK

THIS

State

Aurora

(One to AU)

PITTSBURGH
Loew's (8)
Fortunella & C

Plazn
1st half (8-11)

Cyclone Stoppera
Art Henry. Co

Numerals

bills
whether fujl

show,

Eileen
Bli.;r

WSniNGT'N,
Fox

CITS

Capitol (31)
•Venetian Car'val*

U

Trado Twins

Carleni Dlariiond

Harold Stanton

Chester Hale Qlrla
"Bishop Murder C"

A

(1)

State

Anniversary Rev"
Robins
Stone Verrion 4

&

Christie

JACK POWELL
SMITH

Nelson

Kambaroff

Bo.wman

Dave Gould

Frances Cuce

Miriam Fields
M Vodnoy

Girls
(8)

Voljanln
Leonlde Masslne
Orad & Raft
Valeria Bailer

.

Nick Lucas
Joe Browning
Si Browning
MaEse & Dietrich
Jules & J Walton
R & A Boylan
Kathryn Wright
Belle- Flower
Whitey Roberto
Markert's Roxy'ttes Dave Gould Co
"Men Without W" DBS HOINBS, XA.
CHICAGO, JXJU
Paramount (8)
Avalon (SI)
'Song Shoppe" Rev
liomas Tr
Hal Sherman
"Walzer & Wyer
C4rlton & Bellew
Cookie's Bd
Faust 3
Gladys St John
Capitol (31)
Harold Hanson
6 Maxellos
Admund SJovlk
Fred Ardath
Maureen & Sonny
Charlie Craft's Bd
Dave. Gould Giria
Chicasro (31)
DETBOIT
•«ky Harbor" Unit
Fox (1)
Bob Nolan Bd
'Accordion'.'
Herschel Henlere
Burt & Lehman
Collette Sis
Theodore & Katya
Ijancr .& Hughes
Nat Spector
£iffjC\ee Floyd

Loew

Mary

:

.

"Jazz Serenade"

& Klssen
Chief Eagleteather

Lang & Haley

Oriental Ballet
"Kibitzer"

Rolling Stoiies
Anita La Pierre

Faradlae (81)

U

Chantal Sis
Helen Hayen
Dorothy Berke Co

aONNEAP., HINN,

Harry Savoy
King & King

Minnesota (8)
Painted MeloAles'U

Irene Taylor
Birdie Dean

Harry Savoy
King & King
.

Erwln Lewis
D Berka Girls
"Navy Blues"
.

Irene Taxlor
Birdie Dean

Frazer Bros

NEWARK

Oualano
Stratford (2-4)
Stadler & Rose
Carroll & Gorman

Jack McBrlde Cd

WvoU

I

I

(81)

•Believe Or Not"
Frankte Master's
The Great Leon
Sari XaVere

-

V
B

Branford (1)
•Modes & M" Unit
Charlie Melson

George Morgenroth
Harold Relder
"Playing Around"

MBW ORLEANS
Saenger (8)
"Snap Into It" Unit
Vail & E Stanton

Mary & Bobbr

May

Walter Powell

Patterson 2
The Toregos

Enseipble
"Navy Blues"

Maxlne Henry
Ann Williams

Olive

F Evans

Uptown

(31)

'Shanghai Jesters'
Al Kvale Bd
Seed & Austin
William Sis

U

Bemls .& Brown
Electa Havel
Serova Olrla
"Navy BIuob"

BOSTON

Metropolitan (1)
"Ace High" Unit

Jed Doo!ey
Myrla & Ayrea
Paul Specht Orch
"Burning Up"

Stated)

Harrison

&

Flshei*

Frank C<uivillo
Jack Miller Bd
.Harry Rodgera
"Bishop lAurder C"

BROOKIiTN
Fox

(1)

"Gardens"

OaiAHA. NEB.

Tiffany 2

Bard & Avon
F Evan's Ensemble

8 Slate Broa
cult Nazarro
Vina Zolle

.

.

Nafe
"The Mighty"

BUFFAliO

Buffalo (1)
=i^^"lHBrennfeH^Bam"^U'^

Smith & Ijace/'
Jean Boydell
The Ingenues Bd
John Ingram
Henry B Murtagh
"Burning Up"
Hippodrome (1)

Ldnvan

& Weber
Roy Cummlnga

Wilton

Florence Roberta

O'Hanlon Sc' Z
Palmira Lopez
Ramon Ramlro

Ada Brown

Polar Pastimee
"Applause"

Bd

Sis

Chance"

PROVIDENCE
(1)

Rajah Rabold
Ebony Scandals

"Mexican Rose"

SAN ANTONIO
Texas

(8)

"Puppets' Parade"
Ferry. Corwey

W

Loew's

Pear Twins

Walthera Co

3

Jolly I'ars

The Rangers
Lee ft Bert Ryan
2d half (5-7)
McRea ft Mott

Wright ft Wolcott
Jack Ryan

Johnny Downs

-

Ralston COc
JOe Termini
Jones ft Rae
Flowers of Seville

K Arthur Co
Smith Strong ft
Hollywood Revels
Hamilton

-

Meltords
Leslie Strange
S

Stanton

Folks

Lights

ft
ft

Heroa

Shadows

JACK

3

Paradise/ (8)

(Two

State

I,

1st half (8-11)

V Rathburn Co
Barry & Lancaster
Kelly Jackson Co
(Two to AU)

Victoria
3

Orpheum

& LaRuo

2d half (12-14)
Cuby & Smith
Venlta Gould
Brandle Carroll &
Edna Torrence Co
(One to All)

M

BBOOKl-YN
Bedford

Ist half

O & M

(8-11)

r^^cwls

Rev

Ellne

(Three to fill)
2d half (12-11)

Gordon St Day
Jue Fong

ft

L

Raynolds ft White
N Chick Halnea Co

Zelda Santley Co
"Seymour^-P-v&^M.

Swann &

(8)

Heft

Sheldon

SI Wills

Ellts

2d half (12-14)

Parker ft Mack
Lane ft Harper
McManus &, Hickey
Libby Dancers
(One to All)

BOSTON

1st half (8-11)
Silvers

ft SLymond.'&"Va.v6FY

C

Lucky Boys

CANTON
Loew's
(8-11)

let half

Bradford
Mills & Shea
Charlotte Woodruff
Wesley Eddy
(One to nil)
2a imlf (12-14)
4 Uspems
Adler

ft

Primrose

4

Edgar BoTgen Co
Roas Wyse Jr Co

Dream

Street

/86th Street

ft

ft

"Wilson

Siamese Twins
Flynn ft Mack
Harris ft Claire
2d half (12-14)

Mack

Manhattan

L.

St^eppers

St Clalr Sis ft
Tyler Mason
Paris Creations
Bums ft Allen

Harmonica Bd

Rhythm

I'niace

Corinne Tlltpn
C AVhoopee Rev
2d half (6-7)

Plnla.

I

All)

half

(6-7)

Jean Rankin

Mowett

ft

Hardy

Slim Tlmblln

Raynor Lehr Co
Havania

& G

(1)

,

Dance Parade
Joe Mendl
Toby Wilson Co
Nancy Decker
Lander Bros
Nelsons

Prospect
lat half (8-11)

Moody & Harrlng'n
The Rangers
(Three to All)
2d halt (12-14)
Paddy Sanders

Bingham

ft Meyers
Co-Eds
Ebbs
Meyers ft Roth

Hap Hazzard
3 Rhythm Dancers
J Thomas Saxotette

7

Marty May'

Geo Hermah
Jean La Cross
Cook ft Rosevere
Sharpies Co
Frankel & Dunlevy H WHltestone ft
Dobbs .& Mason
F Masters Co
Glenn _& Jenkins
Bert.:Walton Co:_
T3"Kamclen"^ft^^oy8
Miirahd "ft 'Glrton
2nd half (12-14)
Palace (8)
The Gret'anos
Chinese Show Boat
Leslie Strange
Fred Lelghtner
Frank. Sinclair Co
(Three to fill)
Anger ft Corday

;

Fricdland Rev
C8th Street
1st half (8-11)
JP.aMl_N.QlaQ=.,^. .

Goss & Barrows
Ricardo CortPz Co
Barry & Whitledge
Kltawam Bros
2d halt (12-14)
H S .& Lucille

Dakin
Siamese Twine
Lubin Lany i4 A
Harrison'

ft

(One to All)
2d half (6-7)

Jefferson
1st half (8-11)
Maxlnei ft Bobby

halt

(5-7)

AI^N

West & McGlnty
W
Jim McWllUame
Mosconl Bros
2d

halt

(6-7)

C Whoopee Rev
Roy Rogers
(One to

Will Morrl'ssey

All)

2d

W

F Densmore Co
Wilson ft Rogers
Joe Young Co
Al Mardo
Lt Qltz Rice Co

Echoes of Desert
Cardiff ft Wales

Wm

St Clair Sis

B

ft

O'D

ft J Crelghton
Nattova Co
Evans & Moyer
(One to AU)

ALBANY

Proctor's (8)

Bartram

Nan

ft Saxton
Halperln

ST. LOUIS
Keith's (8)
Schepp's Circus
Foster Fagan ft

(8)

Kelso Bros Rev
(Others to AU)
<1)

.

Daveys

The Marcos
Yates ft Lawley

Morris ft Campbell
\(One to All)

(1)

Carrie

.

IXUSHINO

OMAHA

Rae Samuels
Hai Jerome

(8)

MarlnelU Olrla
ST. PAUL
,

Daveys
The De Marcos
2

Orpheum

Yates ft Lawley
Morris ft Campbell
(One to AU)
:

Keith's

Harris

La

Radclifte

ft

Belle Pola

ft Glbba
Tlhova ft Balkdfl
Al .Trahan
(One to ell)

Schepp's Circus

Jack Major
Leavltt ft Lockw'd
(Two to AU) ,

(1)

Gold

OTTAWA

(One to All)
2d half (12-14)
Jean Rankin Co

Raynor I^ehr Co
Mowatt & Hardy
Chas Slim Tlmblln

Keith's (8)

Armstrong Bros
Faber ft Wales.
Harry Holmes
Shuron Devrles Cm

PhilUps

.

Mortojt ft Arbuckle
Claire Vincent Co
Raiy & Nord

Lewis

ft

(One to

FATBRSON

half (12-14)

ft

Ralph Olson Cd

Dumay

ft

The Wager

PBOVIDBNCE

Kelth-AIbee (8)
Francois Densmore

'

(One

Co

AU)

to

C Bennington Bd
Saxton .ft Farrell
Flynn ft Mack
J Pastine Rev
(One to Alh

TROY

Nancy Decker
Jr Durkln Co

Proctor's
(8-11)

1st half

•

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE

N. V. .,

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
1660

BBOADWAY-

Thla Week: IVm. Morris,
Corbett ft O'Brien
Rudell ft Dunnegan

'ft M Bros
Marlon Wilklna
Rae Samuels
AU)

(1)

Enoz Frazere
Ebs
Anderson ft Burt
Maxlne Lewis
Harry Carroll Rev

Wm

(1)

Girls

_
Thomfis

Les Gellls

(Others to flU)

Cardini
Earl Faber

(1)

J Mandell
W
Owen McGlveney

Brems F

R M & B

•

Capitol (8)

Pavley Oukralnsky;Nash ft Fately

•^(Ohe to

Keitli's
Ist half (8-11)..

^
TRENTON

Glad Rags
George Morton.

Healy ft Cross
Block ft Sully
Howard's Ponies

Billies

Brady

Gracle Barrjr
Mijares

(8)

Ken Christy Co

Mainstreet (8)

Brian McDonald
(Three to All)
2d half (6-7)
Chabot ft Tortonl

Harry J Conley

POR'TLAND

Orpheum

KANSAS CITY

McKEESPOBT

Glrle

ft

(1)

ft

Alexander Girls

(One to AU)

(Others to AU)

Higgle

C&mpus 6
Boyd Senter

B'ldwln
(Three to AU)

Frabelle's FroHcs

&
Ward Co
(One & All)
LOS ANGELES
Hlllsfreet (8)
Odds & Endh Rev

W

AU)
(1)

4

(8)

Ada Brown
Claire Vincent
Wilton ft Weber

Crystal 3

(One to Ail)
2d half (5-7)
Traveling Salesmen
Dalton ft Craig
Heyday of Youth

SuTTy
Solly

Hippodrome

Polar Pastimes

Palace (8)
ft Francis

ft

Palm Beach

TORONTO

All)

PITTSBURGH

2d half (12-14)
Pinto Arcara ft F
Modern Cinderella
S ft C Morton
4 Sidneys

HlU

ft

Bernalae Johnson

JERSEY CITY

.

Healy ft Cross
Block ft Sully
Howard's Ponies

Bobbe
Woodland Rev

True

Mascagno

(1)

Ken Christy Co

Belmonts

to

(•>,

Duprey

Alexander Girls

2d half (6-7)

Zaichary ft
Victorgraff

ft

Snoozer Jr
Jack Pepper'
(One to AU)

Sylvia Clark

Allisons

Robey

Medley

ft Rush
Toby Wilson Co

^

OPantages

I<ee 2

Co

Moro

TACOMA

BKO

(One tO'AU)
2d
Groh
Wm
Brooks

All)

(1)

Wilson Kepple ft
Glad- Moffat
Stan Kavanaugh
Henry Santrey Bd
(One to AU)

Keith's

(Two

C»

SYBACUSB

All)
(1)

Emeraon

Ray

ft

Irene Rich
Flo Lewis
Arthur Petley
(One to All)

(Three to

(One to

(8)

6 Galenos
Cheslelgh

(1)

Johnny t)owns

Eddy

ft

Bozo .Snyder Co

Fred Sylvester

3

C

Ken Murray Co
Butler Santos Co

Ruby Norton
Ray ft Harrison

Taylor

.

Ward Co

Solly

(1)

Dance Fables
Hal Nelmdn

State

iOna to

-2d

(8)

Mazetti

Belforda

BUI Robinson
(One to All)

lat half (8-11)
Co Luster
Bros
Clifford ft Marlon
Dixon Hoyer Co
Ted Healy Co
Glenn
^& Jenkins
(Two to All)
Local Follies

Ruddell

Dunnlgan

OAKKVND

4

(1)

Am

Howard ft Newton
Teck Murddck Co

Orpheom.
Gaynor ft Byron

(1)

Herbert
Dainty Marie
Brooks ft Rush

ft

Diamonds

6

Albertina Ras6h

1st half (8-11)
Froslnl'S Melodlans

Cunningham.

Ewlng Eaton
Van Essl

Taps
"

ft

Rln Tin Tin
Fred Llghtner Co
8 DnvlUos

3

.

Afterpiece
2d halt (12-14)
Aileen & Marjorle

(1)

Grace- Doro

.

Ori»henm (8)
Great R^le
Walter Dare Wahl
Vox ft Walters

Fulton ft Parker
Olson ft Johnson
(Two to AU)

Orpheom

Dupre*

SPOKANB

Keith's (8)
O'D Kraft
ft Lament
Boyd Senter Co

3

Snow Columbus &
Hippodrome (8)

(1)
ft

Snoozer Jr

Jack Pepper.
(One to AU)

The Gretanos

106th St. (8)

Afterpiece
2d half (6-7)
Clayton J ft D
May QUestelle

LIPSHUTZ

Honey- Tr
3 Small Bros
Brady ft Wells
Joe Jackson
Chain ft Conroy

Jean Rankin
Mowatt; ft Hardy
Slim Tlmblln
Raynor Lehr Co

Loew's

(8)

.

1st half (8-11)

to All)

CLBVIXAND

lat half (8-11)

and a Half Arleys Johnny Downs
Harris & RedcUlte
Miller .& Doyle
La Belle Pola
Wallace Ford Co

Wilson

Prank Gaby

D

BAY RIDGE

4 Karreys
Clark & Smith
Jack Norworth Co
Watson Sla>
Amerlque Neville Co

ft

Flowers of Roseyllle
ft

'

(One to A»)

Glory of Seville,

and a Half Arleys

Miller

ft

Flo Richardson

Spenie

Odette Myrtil

(8)

Foster Fagen

Wallace

HaU 'ft Plliard.
ft Ray Ooman
Madison
1st half (8-11)
Manny King Co

2d half (12-14)
Jean Rose Revue
Kapp ft Tlsh
C Bennington Bd

Steps

ft

Ken Murray

Bee

Allan CoreUl ft J
2d half (5-7)

(6-T)

Home

Fid Gordon

Flynn

All)

(1)

Weaver Bros

1st half (8-11)

(1)

Orphepm

(8)

B

O

(8)

DENVIS

(Two to AU)
Kenmore
Nathal

Devlto & Denny
GosB ft Barrows

Claire

O'ReUlys

6

2d half (6-7)
Don' Cummlnga
Bornlce ft Foran

Rich ft Cherle
Larry Rich ft Gang
2d half (12-14)
C J ft Durante
Paul Nolan
ft

Esler

Frozini

Edna Torrence Co

Miller

Dolores -Elddy

Ted Claire'
Mangean Tr
Catherine Lewis
Forrest Tarnell

U

Tommy Wonder
F&y'a

'

3

Lou Hbltz

"Now and Then" U Raye

"Street of

ft

Green

ft Miller S
2d half (12-14)
\toody ft Harrlng'n
Froslnl'S Melodies
Taylor & Bobble

Friend

J Moslln

J

ft.

ft

EtobB
Wm
Newhoff

F

2d half (12-14)
ft Q Turner
ft Wells

B

Elizabeth Brlce Co
8lBt Street
l3t half (8-11)

(One to

All)

Trlxle Friganza
Sun Tanned, Follies

Nina Oglnska
4 Boys

Dick Powell
Charles Withers

Smythe

ft
'

TAttOR, 908 Wainut St,
(Three to

Harry Hayden Co

.'Woodruff

Ward

3 Jolly

2d half
Cardini

BALTIMORE

Keith Wilbur

(1)

Chester Hale Girls
'Cha8l,ng Rainbows'

L

& O'Brien
Tars

Corbett

(8-11)

TUESDAYS
HOTEL

2d half (12-14)

.

FAt'.U Jack Hanlon

Wesley Eddy
Adler & Branford
Mills &' Shea

ft

Questelle

MANHATTAN

Roye & Maye Co

Black Cat 4
"Other Tomorrow'

C

3
AU)

Rich ft Cherle
Larry Rich ft Gang
(One to AU)
2d half (6-7)
Kitchen Pirates
E Sanderson Rev

Grand (8)
Fan
Bobby Henshaw

lat half (8-11)

"Birthday Revue"
Johnny Perkins
Gulseppe B Boschek
"Couldn't Say No"

(1)

to

Stateroom 19
Pearson Bros

v
2d half (12-14)'/V
ft J Martin

May

Milady's

Melvin Bros
Masters & Grayce
Ferry Corwey
Frankle Heath

(1)

"Les Parfums"

(One
J

3

•Miniatures of 1930'
Singer's Midgets
••Sunny Side Up"
MTostbanni (1)

Penn

Lyto

All)
(1.2-14)

Orpheum

Tyler Mason

"Sunny Side Up"
Paramount (1)

Harriman

& V Land
(Others to All)
Harris
ATLANTA
V ft B

& Gould
Robblna Se Jowett
Abbott & Bls'd Co
(One to AU)

(1)

Enright

F D'Amoure Co

Kenny

ft

Bontell

Jay Mills

~*"Tlp Toppers" Unit
,Rudy Vallee Orc)i
D' & H Dlxoh
Norton & Haley
,

(Three to
2d half

Great Life

•Shuffle To'

.

& Essljr
Maffa & Mae

Snyder

Pinto Arcara

ft Durante.
Harrison ft Dakin'

D- Harris

Frank Wilson

.

Vox

&

Mr & Mrs Ray

•'Hello Bob" Rev
Bob Hall

A

1st half

Franklin

lat half (8-11)
Novelty Clrritons

C J

Hewitt & Hall
Brand !e CatroU & M
Snn Tanned Follies
Rich & Adair
(Two to All)
Libby Dancers
2d half (12-14)
2d half (12-14)
Vernon Rathb'm Co
Helen Carlson
Art Henry Co
Dora Early Co
Bern'd & Squires Co Alexandria Olson Co
(Two 'to AU)
Muriel Kaye Co
AKRON
(One to All)
Loew's (8)
National

FITTSBUROH

Hall
lOix.

Lincoln Sq.
1st half (8-11)
Nitos
Morrell & Bockwith
Billy Barllngton Co

PHILADELPHIA
"It's

Pierce

ft

Bingham
B Egan ft. Redheads Co-Eds

CollBenni
1st halt (8^11)

Cllmas
Premier

4

.

<

Francis & Wally
Paul Remos Co
(One to AU)
Pitkin (8)

Blslaad

.

Werner

Chain ft Conroy
Sunshine Girls

Ru.off Elton Co
Morrell & Bcck'lth

Trlxle Friganza
(One to All)
2d half (12-14)

ft

W

.

Jean LaCrosss

Fraficis Arms Co
(Two to AU)
2d half (12-14)

(8-11)

&

&

Robinson

fill)

Louvan 3
Keith Wilbur
Abbott

Monge Tr

Danoe Derby

Ist half (8-11)

Paromoiint (8)
"Jazz -Clock Store
Paul Kirkland
Bob LaSalle

Enrle

M

Rev

Albee

Markert Girls
Dooley ft Sales
Harry Delt
Ike Rose's Midgets
(One to All)

Cherle
Rich
L Rich ft Friends
Luster Bros
2d halt (6-7)
Harmon
Josephine
Alleeh ft Marjorle
Bnshwicfc
Ewlng Eaton
1st halt (8-11)
Tempest ft Sunshine
Moran ft McBann
Corinne TlltOn
Meyers

half tB-7)

Rice

CINCINNATI

R

Harriman swan ft L
Hoyt ft F Coots
Llazeed Arabs
Songs

Buoys ft D S
Barry ft Whitledge
F IKAmdure Co

(One to AU)
Lee 2
Medley

M

WlUle West ft McO
Keane ft Whitney

ft

(1)

2d half (12^14)

to All)

2d

B

Sc

Friedland's

(One

Oriental
1st half (8rll)

Grand
1st half

Cole

Serova Girls

Rube Wolf
:

(One to

Grace Smith

H

Enoz Frazcre
6
White ft Manning
Maxlne Lewia
H Carrol Rev

Ijlfe

Marty May

A

& Marlon

Van & Schenck

,

Norman Thomas

Ricardo Cortez Co
Odette Myrtil

3 Jolly Tars

Verdi

Sc.

Fordliain

C Whoopee Rev
2d half (12-14)
Danny Small Co

Metropolitan (8)

Claude

ft

Pepito

Moore Sis
Abe Reynolds Co
Lander Bros
Will Osl>orne Orch

(1)

(8)

ft

Allan Cbrelll ft J'n
2d half (12-14)
Chevalier Bros

ft Eddy
Dunlevy Carrie,Snyder
Co
Bozo
Rln Tin Tin
BBOOKLYN
Flo Lewis
Albee (8)
Pollack ft Dunn

Frankel

On Wah Tr
Marie DeComba
MOeconl Bros
Marty May
A Friedland's Rev

.

Corinne Tllton

Manning & RIasa
Cosola

Webb's BnteK'n'ni
(One to All)

Tlhova Baikott Co
Harrington Sis
Harry Rose
Chinese Show Boat
Michon Bros
Frances "White
Al Trahan
State-Lake (8)

Boyal
2d halt (12-14)

1st half (8-11)

<.

(8-11)

Orphenm

A Skelly
M
Scott Sanders

BOCHBLLS:

.

Maine Co

SBATTLB

,

Keith's
lat half (8-11)
Margie Halllck Co

Palace (8)

O*

Colle gian s

CirUlo Boya

Lina 3aBquette

(ft

Day

ft

Q

ft

Billy Arlington

Kanazdwa Japs
MUdred Hunt Co
Ward & Van
2d half (6-7)
Albertina Rasch Co
B ft B Coll
Ted Healy Co
Morley Sis

Manny King Co
Marie De Comba

CITY

Chester

1st half

AUeen & Marjorle
Bernlce & Foran
Wallace Ford Co

Hungarla Tr
Rath Bros
6 White LiUIea
John R Walsh Co
Hooper & Oat'ett Co Sammy Krenft
Leon Navarra
(Two to nil)

Brwin Lewis
D Berko Olrla

Blalto (81)

(One to All)
Fnlrmount

Seymour P &
Ferry Corwey

NEW YOBK

(8-11)

ElTon Rev

Paula Paqulta'
LePaul

O'Donn

NHW

Don Cummlnga
Lt Gltz Rico Co
Bowers
De La

to AU)

2d half (6-7)

Md

Adela Verne

T McAuUffe Co

St.

(Two

(1)

CHICAGO

Telaak.

Bill

Flo Richardson Ov

Onwah Tr
Rbth Ford
Raymond Bend.

.

Billy

KeitbV

Devil's Cir6ua
(0.>e to All)

Herbert Faye Co
Venlta Gould
(Three to 111 1)
2d half (12-14)
Garden of Rosea
Richy Craig Jr

Palace (8)

.

L Raymond

2d half (12-14)
5 Juggling Nelsons
Masters & Grayce
Frankie Heath

Le Van & Bemle

Billy Arlington Co
Zelda Santley Co
Gulran & Mar'rite.,

U

&

Gillette

ft

Mlacahua

Bernard > Squires
Mary Haynes Oo
(Two to AU)

2d half (12-14)
Rostand & Partner

(8)

Joan Andrews

•Painted Melodies'
Mark Fisher Bd

IBt half

Ruloff

iBt -halt (8-11)

metropolitan
Creole Nights"

Burns

Myrtle Pierce
Xoew's 48th

,

Gobs

to. All)

2d lialf (12-14)
Billy Farrell Co

7 Nielsens

Bob Hope

Millard ft Marlin
Joa Fejer Or

Mayo

Harry Ho\^-ard
Nat Nazarro
Prosper & Maret

Adolphe Gladys & E
Myra Langford
J & R Hayesv
Bernard & Townes
Francis & Wally
Royal Uyena Japs

HOUSTON, TEX.

Bd

(One
Flo

Gillette
3 Dennis Sis
Delancey St.
Jst half (8-11)

•Chasing Rainbows'

l>Tew'Il

Kings (8)
Bobby Walthour

Donn

Bobby

Al Morey
4 Ortons

Elsa

Si

.

.

Wilson ft Dobson
The Kitchen Pirate
LliUan Morion
Jamea Barton

Rhythm"

Marie DeComba
Glory of Seville
Joe Phniipa Co
Lt Oltz Rice
2d half (6-7)
Klkuta's Japs
Cora Green

Raccooners
Dora Early Co
Joe Laurie Jr

'

,

Mack ft Wright
Chabot ft Tortonl
4 Camerons

H Gr oh Co
Wm NBWABK

.

LEDDY & SMITH

W
W

A Hyde & M Matd'a (TWO to flU)
2d .halt (12-14)
NEW ORLEANS
Myra Langford
State (8)
Frank Dobscn Co
X & G Falls
BUBsey & Case
T & A Waldman
Living Jo\«-eJa
J & K Lee
(One to an)
Toney & Norman

Ail)

Sia

Mr & Mrs Rdy Lyte

Eddie Leonard
4 Flash Devils

Madilgan (1)
•Mardt Gras" Unit
2

Billy

All)

N. Y.

Yonkers

'

Keith's1st halt (8-11)

Esther Ralston
Herbert Faye Co

(1)
Danny Small
Great RoUe
van Bssl „ ^
Hoyt ft F Coots Vox ft Walters
West ft McGlnty Walter Dare Wahl
4 Diamonds
2d halt (12-14)
(One to All)
Murand ft Glrton

1st half (8-11)

.

2d half (12-14)

Ryan

Capitol (8)

Price

-

to AIJ)

YONKEBS,

(8)

George Lyona
Fisher & Hurst
Wilson Bros

Harper

Paul Nolan Co

Ca'merjn Co
Raye Ellis & L'aRue

.Berthii,

&

(Two

3

Bernard .& Townes
(One to

Rev

Janie

Lane

Georgie Price

Lew

Fisher Ballet
•Burning Up"

Martin,
Mary Stone
Marbro Ballot
"Flight"
Oriental (31)
"Nltoy Nite'» Unit
liOU Kosloft

Joe Mandls

Barbara Vornon

&

Martin

Ed

Olson

to All)
2d half (12-14)

Del Delbrldge
Bert Gordon.
Quale & KoUy

U

&

State

B

2d half (12-14)

Y

SCHBNBCTAOT

•Harry Delt

Georgie Price
Ed Janis Rev

^

N

•

P^ramoMnt, N. Y. C.-^Now

Dir.:

S/ WilNani Si

Inc..

Senorlta Alcanez
2d half (6-7)
Harrla ft Claire

QERALDINE
'*Red

Walsh & .EUi3

Olvera Bros

.

ft True
Fulton ft Ftirker
Wally Sharplea Co Olsen & Johnson
Frankel ft -Dunlevy (T wo to fill)

lat half (8-11)

(Two

Cn

K,

Spence

(6)

JOE MAY a bOTTIE

1.

2.

.

BlUy & Elsa Newell Murand & Girfon
Riverside
Paul Remos Co
lat half (8-11)
(Two to AU)

NEWARK

Gates Ave.

Grand
Lime 8
.

B De .Pace Co

Calta Bros
Carl Freed Or oh

Ist half (8-11)

(Two

•Campus Capers' V

Benny MeroK .Bd
& Oresham

Orlfiln

Jue Fong
Alexandria

Arnold Hartman
Fra'nkle Jenks
"Cameo Klrby"
Fisher (1)

Granada (31)
Joey AoBs Bd
Nelson & Knight
M McNeece & Ridge
Granada Ballet'
"Flight"
Slarbro (81)

iBt half
Devil's' Circus

4

Teddy Joyce
Helen McFarland
Sally & Ted

Dooley

.

CITT Raccooners
(Two to AU)
Boulevard

& Zam
CALOABY

Roy Cummlnga

2 in 1

.

Runaway

.

'

"Sacred Flame"

Carltoi|i

Romalne & Castle
Jack Janis Co.

NBW YORK

Wilton ft
O'Hanlon

Publlx Unit

Darcey
Slgnor FHscoe Orch
WASH'GTON, D. O.
Loew's (8)

Billy Beard
J Sidney's FroUck'a
(Two to AU)
MONTREAI. ^
Loew's (8)
Les. Jardya

DENVBR, COL.
Denver
Odds and Ends"

M

Joe.

T Christian Orch
MEMPHIS, TENN. (One to All)
WOODHAVEN, Ij.L
State (8)
Wlllard
Ed & Lee Traver

LEDDY &

Dir.:

Cecil Blair

(One to

(8)

Loach

.

Bobby Jackson

Allan Rogers

Bill

6

Siamese Twlna
Paul Sydell & S
LIta Gray Chaplin
Johnny Marvin
Phil Baker

3

C & C Stroud
Lillian Shaw

SEASICK—HOPE NOT

to All)

Rah Rnh Gtrls
Win J Kennedy Co

Loew'a
Chapelle-^

SATURDAY

Byron

ft

Weber

TORONTO

KANSAS CITY

SAILING

'

.

(1)

Gaynor

BONDS

A. B.

Loew's (8)
The Du Fonts

All)

ft Jarrett
Stuart ft Lash
Cavaliers

Bobby

ft

SLO AT
HOWARD
FOR INVESTMENT

,

Ada Brown

Norman -Thbmaa

Maxellos

(One

Dodd & Rush

AU REVOIR!

& R Geraldlne
Palace (8)
8 Serova Beauties
"Coconut Grove" U
"New York Nights" Keller Sis & Lynch
(1)

CIIT

Les Ghezzis
Serge Flash

Powers

2d half (12-14)

Maxlne

(1)

Morgan Co

Bliz

Roy Qummlngs

Loeu-'s (8)

(Two to fill)
SAN FBANCISOIk
Golden Gate (8>
The DigitanoB
Derlokaon ft Brow*

Keith's
lat half i«wll)

Polar Pastimes

(1)

Gus Mulcahy.^
HamiUoh Sl8*& F

to All)

JEfRSETV

;

M

Harold Van Duzee

(Two

Murder C"

••Bishop

6.

BonomO
BITFFALO
Hippodrome (8)
Tiny Town Rev
Roy Rogers
Weaver Bros

Klkuta's Japa

Lbiew's (8)

(8)

Bros

Whltmer

ICen

C

ft

All)

VBRNON

MT.

•

SYRACUSE

Serge Flash

(One to

'

Beehee ft Rubyattc
Eddie Pardo Co
Ourley Burns Co

Murdock ft Mayo
Joe Toung Co
Jim MoWUllama
J Pastime Rev

Bobby May

Fanny Brlce
Phil Baker
Home Folks
Joe< Bonomo
B Egan & Redheads (One to AU)

.

L. I.

Valencia
Calijari

D

Pearl Twiua
Chester Hale Glria

Hoffman's Orch
6 TIvoU Girls
Hatt & Herinan

(1)

JAMAICA.

Loew Unit
Lou Holtz
Dolores Eddy &

M

ROCHESTEB

Lane Osborne

Bnda

ft

(Others to flU)

Mlaoabua-

Joe

(8)

J & K Spangler
Pat Henning

All)

(1).

Rangers
Jean Can:
Billy House Co

'

All)
'

ft Greene
Llazeed Arabs
Carmella Ponselle
Mary'nd Collegians

8

Vlctorola

Mendl

Odds

Sylvia Clarke

Tabor

-

.

Palace

Loew's (8)
Tracey & Hay
Le Grohs
Powers & Wallace
Billy Glasbn
14 Brlcktops

•

ft M
M
(One to

Joe

•

SAN DBBJGO

Orpheom (u

fill)

Skatelloa

Roger Imhoft Co

(8)

Hap Hazzard

Fraser

Myrtle Hebard

.

Betty

Money.

is

(One to

Loew's (8)
Dresden China"^

(1)

Follies
Lucille Sisters
Vercell Sisters-

CLEVELAND

Money

Les Gelies

••Laceland"

&

J & B Brown
Al Herman

Benny Barton Co
HOUSTON, TEX.

•Seven Days' Leaye'

Femnie

Sunklst Beauties
Hit the Deck"

Torke & J^nhnson
raramount (1)
"Red Bythm" Unit Vivian Fay
F Evan's- Boaut!ea
Dennis Kins
Orch
M Spltalny
X; S Indian Bd
The Locked Door"
Chief Shunatona
May & Oaks
DALLAS, TEX.

-

(8)
.

.

Man^eans
Kathryn Le^vla
Nina Oelnska
Jack Hanlon
Tom Pulmer
Ted Claire

,

B.C.

Meyer Davis Sym
Leon Brusiloff
'Harmony «t Home'

liafnyette (1)

•Types"

Zelaya

Jimmy Ray

Alexander Cnllam
Meyer Davis Sym
Leon BrusUoff
"Nix on Dames"
Palace (8)
Loew Unit

Singer's Midgets

K£W YOAK

Patricia

Mile Noree

I.oew's (8)

.

Carr Bros

&

Carney.

(One to

(1)

Kelth-Albee

Little

Kelao Bros Unit

Mljarea

The

H

ft

Florrle lie Ter*
(Two to fill)

6

Harry J Conley Co
Gracle Barry

BOSTON

Skatelle.

Ann

Campus

At Blum

1990

9,

ChamberUa

'

Impeclal (•)

-any
(1)

ft

Bert Walton
3 Arts Revue

(One to All)
2d halt (6-T)
Life Buoys Sc. D Sis

RICHMOND

BVANSVILLB
Loew'e (8)
E & J Rooney
Dixie Hamilton
Smith & H(»rt

Mary Marlowe

& Margery
& Thornton

John Quinlan
M Reade ISnsemble

Picture Theatres

Rosy

week

or spilt

Little

Pavla
Gus Alexander

MONTBEAL

4

Mack ft Wrisht
Any Family

Emerson & Baldwin

Ivatt Triesault

2A half V12-14)
Tlielma D'Onzo Co
Ruth Warren Co
Joe Laurie Jr
Bein'do De Pace Co
(One to All)

bejow indicate opening day of

connection with

in

B & H

C Emmy's Pets
Aileen Clark

Frank Dobson Co
(Two to All)-

Paula

Belmonts
Wally & Zella
Burke Sis
MUier & Vincent
(One to All)
2nd half (12-14)
Kirtley & Rankin
S

Bob Nelson

I.

li.

lat half (8<11>

(8)

3

Johnny Beirkes Co
Meves L & R Rev

John Maxwell

CORONA.

Wednesda7r February
Lament
(TWO to

Ann Pritchard ft B Ralph Olaea
, tmn Sttee*'
NORFOLK. TA.

,

.

"BOCHESTER"""^

1

Palace (8)
WUson Kepple ft B
Glad Moffat
Clifford & Marlon
Henry Santrey Bd
(One to All)
(1)

Armstrong Bros
Feber ft Wales
Harry Holmes Co
Shuron DeVrles Co
(One to All)

SALT LAKE CITY
8

Orpheum (8)
Brown Bros

Jr.,

Louis Shnrr

Lerays
Tucker ft Smith
BlUy Farrell Co
Bill Telaak
3

Arts Rev
2d half (12-14)

Mack

ft

Wright

ft Tortonl
4^eamerons^^^^^^-'^

Chabot

(Two

to All)
2d half (5-7)

Ryan &-Nobletto
Grace Nile Co
•

Nan

Halperin

Lamont
(One

to

4
flU)

UNION HILL
Capitol

1st half

(8-11)
,

3 Tr'VUng S'lesm n
Anger ft Couday
Modern ClndereUa
S & C Morton
4

Sidneys

Wednesday, February

&

.

Aneelina

Am

C

•

Lime

...

*

Newton

.

Feplto
•
.

.

PI.AtN8

1st half

(8-11) ,
Glri*

& Both

Meyers

Peter Hlgglna
2d half (12-14)

1st half
ft Seal
Dillon ft Parker

John Steele

Lewis ft Dody
2d half (12-16)
Harry Olrard'a Ens

(Two

BroaduB. Erlo

(One to

ail)

DR8 M01>BS,

lA.

Orphitom
1st half

(9-11)

Harry Girard's Ens
Tex McLeod

Elsa' Greeiiwell

Joe Freed Co

'.(he

''

halt

(One to

(One to

Ada Kaufman

Brady ft Wells
Harry F Welsh

Ward

Boxy's OanB
Dooley ft Sfcles
iSariioft ft Sonia

:

Peter Hlrelns

BOCKFORD,

?Cann

1st-

,

,

&

Fanchoni

Marco

Idea •
JEddie Lambert-

Gobs

S

Trado

ft
ft

Fox

Johii Vale

BBOOKI/TN. N.
rox (6)

T.

.

.

•Jftzj:

Cindeiella' Id

Mas Usher
Roy Rogers

Slate Brois

Mafta'

.

& Lehman

Theo & Kalya
Net Speotor

Mary

Prica

Broadway

Fox, (7)
"Desert" Idea

let half

Bd

(6-fl)

Pretend'

•r^et's

"

Id

& Rogers

Cheney
Rita. Lane

jsa

^

'

DEKVEUf

coix>.
Tnbor Grand (6)

*Bl«ck

ft

Gold' Id

JCommys

Arnold Grazer
Maxlno Hamilton
•Lee Wlimot

mCH.

UKTKOIT,
Tox (6)

Rodney ft Gould
Al ft Hal
Johnny Plank
Jeanne MoDonald
Eddlo Lewis
Brown & WlUa
;

liHESNO

1st half
Intern'l''

H F Scamon
Romero Family
Stella

,

Royal

GREAT

Grand
1st half (4-6)

"(VINDSOR. CAN.

Larimer ft Hudson
Morton ft Arbuckle
Jimmy Allard Co

(One to

hox

Kerr

ATI)

ft

(One to

.

Herb WiUlams
(One to mi)

(7)

I>amarr

Boice

High Hatters

California
^
2d half (10-13)
'Manila Bound' Id

Majestle (6)
Colleano Family
Hall ft Erminle
Jos Regan
Eddie Stanley
,(One to fill)

F Seamon

Countess Sonla
Alex Shore Bekefl
Russian Sunrise 3

Stella

Royal

SEATTLE,

^„
WASH

Fifth Ata. (6)
"Uniforms" Idea
Armand ft Perez
Ruth Hamilton
Joy Bros
Shore & MoOre
SFBINGF't), M'SS
Palace (6)
"Drapes" Idea

Town—Empire, Newark;

10,

New

Zealand, Bermuda, Argentina,
Australia and. New York— battle-

anything," he whispered confldehtially. "I live in Brooklyn," he went

.ship chassis and waving handker
Erard is supposed to have
chiefs.
shot part of the stuff himself. Film

on in

cax'eful tones,

Here are

daughters.

"and liave two
their pictures.

One works for the Equitable Trust
is Jti' two parts and wind3- up with
and the other is a 'traveling girl.*
batch of old newsreel shots,' With
away for nine
Erard talking it runs 40 minutts. Sometimes she Is
months .at a time, but when she
Without him, 25.
Throughout the film the titles comes home she has to wash 'the
ia,

read "GUI' iPrlnce" and the lecturer dishes, so she doesn't stay very
lectures '^Our Prince" and "Our long."
Country," without once giving the
The reporter thanked him for this
customers a thought as Americans.
proceeded to
Burlesque Revue—Modern, Providence; lO, Erard winds up by repeating the interesting 4ata and
Qayety, ScrAnton,
further information from the
seek
MI.AR1I, OKLA.
prayer, also sighted on the screen,
Springfield;
10,
tower.
Cracker Jacks-State,
Alejestlo (6)
"God Bless the Prince of Wales." man in the very top of the
Grand. Hartford.
Samaroll & Sonia
From gazing over the great open
It's all poor showmanship.
Dalnly Dolls—L, O.; 10, 'Qayety, Boston.
Kramer ft Boyle
Only talker on the program, is the spaces of New York he had become
Palm Beach Girls
Dimpled Darlings—Lyric, Dayton; JO. Ero(Two to fill)
Fox ehor^ of Bernai*d Shaw! Rest more than silent.
Cincinnati.
NEW ORLEANS preEs,
anyone ever jump off
Flapper Follies—Garrlok, St. Louis; 10, of bill a silent newsreel and a Chap"Didn't
Orphenm (8)
Cus- here?" the reporter finally a.sked In
L. O.
lin revival, "The Immigrant."
C Bernlvlcl Show
Sche6-8,
French Models-3-5, Wedgeway;
tomers here are gfentile, but it's evi- desperation, after a long pause.
(Others to All)
Albany
Empire,
10, New
OKLAHOMA CITY npctaely;
dent they want value for their
Frivoiltlesr-Gayety, Baltimore; 10, Gayticket taker, "It's too
Orpheum (6)
dough. Matinee admission 75 rents. "No," said the
Douglas Wi;lght Co Cty. Washington.
^, ^ „
high."
Get Hot— Irving Place. N. Y. C. 10, EmClaudia Coleman
Bowery Burieaquera— (Jolumbia, Cleveland;
Gayety, Buffalo.

10,

Broadway Scandals—Hudson, Union

.

City;

Star, Brooklyn.

10,

"

.

,

DALLAS, TEX.

Freda & "Palace
Eddie Dalo Co
(One to mi)

ra'nger^GlrlB-Colonlal, Utlca; 10, Qayety,
Montreal.
t>
Girls from the Follies— Howard, Boston,
10. Trocadero, Philadelphia.
'

.

SAN ANTONIO

.

.

In

10,

•

.

Orpheum

Pressler ft Klalss
Princess Pat
(One to mi)

SAN JOSE

"I would like to tell you a lot of
things," said she in a secret voice,
"btit I never get a chance to talk
You see, I work for
to anyone.
New York, Feb. 1.
people who. have, a concession hfewf'
House took on a lecture lad With They never Jet me say a word to
World
"The
a two reeler titled
Tours of the Prince of Wfirles.^* It's anyone. They are strange people.
Capt. Charles Erard'fi American I can't say anything."
Confidontial
premiere as a trayelogist.
Film may draw on its title. Bad
The reporter decided to keep this
photography and as a historical poor creature from getting herself
it's
tours
H.
record of the H. R.
into trouble and turned to the ma.n
For England maybe
superflcial.
who. collected the tower tickets.
all right, but not her*. "Less than a
"I wouldn't want to be quoted Ih
dozen hazy clips of the Prince in

.

-

.

CHAKLOTTB:

Goetz ft Duffy
Betty Lou Webb
Levins & Relcard

Romero Family

-

Lytel ft Fant
McLallen & Sarah
(One to fill)

Show

and 10)
Irving Place, N.

of Feb. 3

Briageport.

Carr Lynn
Wheeler ft Morton
Texas Cbmcwly 4
<Ohe to mi)

fill)

ft

C3o

Majestic (6)
Stop-'Look ft Listen

2d half ill-13)
Saxon Reed ft K
Parker Babb

"Ivory"

Weeks

Orpheum, Paterson.
Big Revue-^rpheum, Paterson; 10, Hud
son, Union City.
Bohemlain?—Grand, Hartford; 10, Lyric,

HOUSTON, TEX.

Ensign

RltB (9)
Lottie Atherton/

(6)

B & U Auroft ^
SAN FRANCISCO

ft

Y. C.
Best

Primrose Semon

.

K Hall
BIBMINOH^

Al

.

Fox

ATIANTA
Keitlt's (9)

Billy Miller

—

,

Baie Facts—L. O.;

,

.

Motasd Wheel
BURLESQUE

2d half (13-16)
Plsano ft Landauer
Nancy Gibbs Co

Ethel. Marine

Tacopl Tr

Bd

Capitol

Stnart <10)

:

-

Phil Xjevaht Bd
Varsity

Al Handler

:,

55TH STREET

1st half (10-12)

NBB.

i

san beego

'Carnival Russe' Id
-

Majestic (8)

Girls

Ensemble
WORTH, TEX. Lee Gall
Brltt wood
Majestic (6)
Falls "Readlhg ft B Ray Hurling ft Seal

FT.

.

.

.i

from HappyJadn— Lyceum,

LEGIT'S LIFE

SAVER

INCORPORATIONS

Colum-

bus; 10, Lyric, Dayton.
.
Girls In Blue—New Empire, Albany: 10,

New York
(Continued. from page 1)

npiibrtcli

Corp.,

.

Manhattan,

t.-iratros,

pitcurea; EuKChe Freel, Sidney 'J. Rosenbe rented outright at a compara- bloom, Elizabeth A. RelDy.
tneatres,
HARTFORU. CT.
Screen Guild,. Manhattan,
tively small figure, since almost pictures,
Capitol (6)
1200,000; John B. Brown, Ben"Columns" Idea
every city Is after publicity for its jamln E, Welnsteln, Rhoda Cohn.
ManhatIlome & .Gaut
Sleyer-Kloger Laboratories,
in figuring the convenauditorium
M. Bon-:
Niles jVIarsli
Edward
pictures;
tan; theatrtis,
Great States
BlUy KoUs
tion angle. These auditoriums al- avla, Max Schwartz, Dora SwefdlCf.
r.neatres,
Maxlno Evelyn
Manhattan,
Inc.,
laytotd.
ready are in abundance with several
Frank MoUno Co
Dorothy Henley
Lyric. Allentown; 13rl5, Orpheum. Reading.
pictures; Jean Dubarry, C. Miwcnei Picclass.
Jerome Mann
Hal Jerome
HOLLYWOOD
Laffln' Thru— Fox, Jamaica, N. Y.; 10, cities holding models of this
JOUET. ILL.
ard. Jack .Fcldmsn.
_
Dorothy Kelly
(One tb mi)
Itgyptinn (6)
Binlto
H. ft S. Apollo, N. Y. C.
Walker- Anierlcan Cot p. of New Tork, „ ^ .y.
A legit. road manager of; extenstve Brooklyn,
ST. IX>U1S
2d half (42-15)
"Peasant" Idea
Mischief Makers—Columbia. N. Y. C; 10stage and theatrical e<lulp1st half (10-12)
experience claims that a musical mcnt;
Fox (6)
Edith Grlflftth Co
Dlehl Sis
_
12. Wedge way; 13rl,'5. Schenectady.
nobertson, Buth E. White,
Curtis
Cub
Nutty
Avalons
'Jazz Temple'. Idea 'Phe
General Ed T.iavine
Moonlight Maidfi— H, ft S. Apollo, N. Y. built for the road and with an ex- Edward W. Miller.
Grauman Hess ft V The
Wal'y JacUson
Juno Worth
(One to'flU)
10 L O."
CMoulin
Broo^lway Talking Tloture Corp., Man(One to ml)
Rouge—Gayety, Milwaukee; 10, tended girl chorus, without cheating hattan, theatres, pictures; M.cbfel A,.
WAVKEGAN, ILL.
--.
2d half (13-16)
Geneseo
Empress.: -.CJhloago.
on principals or production, can Cestarl, tJgo Morrlaanl, I>azzare :De Fazio.
The Graduates
NIte nub Girls— Gayety, Boston: 10, Modlet half (9-12)
Jack Stcbblns ProdactloDB, Nc\v Yorkr
leave Broadway for the auditorium
Brown Derby Bd
Providence..
Oddities
ern,
Dance
v
pictures.
$100,000;: Joseph.
theatres,
FISHER and
(One to nil)
•Parisian Flappers— Academy, Pittsburgh; rdute and clean up more in these
(Two to mi)
Turlii, Richard C. Wilson, Reg) na l.achs.
JO. Lyceum. Columbus. ^
PEORIA, ItL.
2d half (13-15)
could be netAfrican TKeatres, Ltd.
The G. H. C. Amusement; Corp., Kings,
Puss Puss-rEmpress, Cincinnati; 10, Mu- big space.s alone than
Pnlare
Pickard & Seal
Crockett, Helen
H.
pictures;
O.
theatres,
Jbhannesbarg, Sonth Africa
tual, Indianapolis.
»
ted jn two sea,son.s of road travel E. Hodges. Margaret 8. Steel,
,n
The Nutty Club
1st half (0-11)
Record Ureakers—Gayety, Washington; 10, in former years, "this manager de
(One to flin
Saat Mew York Amusement Corp.,
Brown Derby Bd
Aradrmy; Pittsburgh.
Betty
pictures;
theatres,
Manhattan,
ColumNora Schiller
Toledo;
10,
Belcher D|i.7icer3'
Empire,
.show
with
musical
a
Social Maids—
clared that
Finkclstein, Kate Holchman, Ann.i Borst,
Ou9 Elmoro
bia, Cievpland.
LONG BE-^CH
,
_ ^.
that could fill out the boxed-In
.StM-Ung Amusement Corp., New York,
Sylvia Doree
Spppd Girls -Mutual, Indianapolis; 10.
West Coast (7)
pictures; Clarence A. Cohen,
Boiiulles
of
ex
theatres,
Temple
proper
kind
Louis.
the
.St.
and
Garrlok;
stage
...
^
"Trees" Idea
Batterfield
Sporty Widows — l.yrlc, Bridgeport; 10. position. Including two or three ad- A. Philip Frankel, Herman Woli'Hteln.
TCL,SA, OKLA.
Shapiro ft O'M'Uey
Boy Amusement C©., Kings, tlieatrej,
Fox. .l!im.i.l(!a, N. Y.
Orpheum (6)
„ ,,
,n
Nayon's Birds
10,
AVlllIttm
Acker,
Emanuel
vance men and plenty of bill paper, pictures;
Stf>)) Lively Girls—Qayety, Brooklyn;
Keo Tokl ft Yokl
Sweet Cookies' Id
Benjamin Klelnbcr-,'.
Co
Daly
Pat.
that a top of $2 could safely be lldchhauser,
MICH.
Mahdel
Eva
LANSING,
MILW'KKE, Wist
Theatre Corp., Manli.ittart,
'"'steppe .Show-L. O.; 10. Gayety, MllwauItoMTOfld
(Two to IMl)
Stranil
Jones ft Hull
In
audiWisconsin (6)
has
been
noted
applied. It
thenfres, plays; Nora OT-eary, Hdlih
ColumBrooklyn;
10,
."Baby .Songs" Idea Roy Loomis
Ist haif (9-12)
rskMcs-Star,
.«up.'\r
toriums playing stage or concert Cref-nhprg, Abraham TSolomon.
Penny Pennington
Bobbc Thompson
bia. N. y. C.
Orient Theatre Corp., Manliallan, the-,
Rose Valyrta
fhance—CapIno. Boston; 10. S4ate, attractions so far that the heaviest atres, pictures; I&ldore S. Srebni«:;x, Anna
Tiilip
UTICA. N. Y.
Poarl Hoff
Gayefy (6)
demand Is an over the counter sale Sugarman, Clclio Sarno.
0, Howard,
Alfine & Evans
'n 'r-rs— Plaza, Worcester;
'.'Types'on the opening day of the show
Cabarets
SEW IIAVEaf, CT. Eddie
Lambert
\v>^is.m Show-Gayety.J^^^
the cheaper
scaled
seats.
—-^^-r^^—
^^JNil«we=(8) ™. Jrado^2=-=--^^=^.-----— *
''~
'
r :
AV^jTTr-^VnmBir--and^Fong— Bmpr<>«fcr-=x.nl— —
'Goba Of Joy" Idea CarlCna Diamond
Along the ..same lines, the .audi- possibility for the aufTUorruni as a
1". Oayely. Detroit,
I'at West
Harold Stanton
YOKK
toriums of the larger cities may convention hall. Linked witli that
Ualley ft Earniim
CT.
WATBRBI KT.
<'ook Sis
RW'hitinn
Steinway Out
comnien<;e to compete next sea.son as a side line are tho other at(iiitlnnt's
PaIace—<6)
B ^- 13 Lewis
!-!mItH Ucllew 15d
Sc'nl'd M'TdlCN' 1>I
Moore ft Moore
Steinway, Astoria', 1^. I., for the .star prixeflghts. There is tractions of the city for transiients
B & M Johnst m
Aun Penninijlon
Karavaoff
•loncs ft Hewell
Elinor Kerr
a convention.
Terrls
Norma
w(Mi.n(l up' its Mutual wheel spok- no local resentmr'nt agttiii.st prize- attending
Ijambcrtl
Twins
.Scotty Woston
cardoM
olds
Harry Riolinian
Tlie convention id^a alway.s
David Ropcr
ing Saturday night; with the last fights in the mammoth a.:ena.s that
Colcy
Harry StockwcU
(V>nnJr's Inn
.Shorry Louise
Loma Ruth
he thrown wide open for the attention of the big keys ulliioh
Hale Beyer Orch
firfijit show there being "Get Hot." may
.Swan & Ijee
Franklin & Warnor
Wolly Kramer
This
auditoriums.
CANanovn
p base
.lazzllpH nifh'rdf:<in
'Du-re was an effort to arrange greater capacity on the cca.'^lpn of have
J ft B W*Jl)ng
•Johnny Ashford
.T«cl; Bu<'hiinji.n
Leonard HiiD'er 15v
t'nvard
LuclUo Iveison
Fights, lo''fll pro- oau.soK cities to klnfllr
Wanda .AUen
for a stock but this meant paying a a ring Ijnttlo,
Roy Sj.iHh Bd
JI Koonnthnl Hd
Everts ft Lowry
IJfnry Ainilrre
Cotton Club
month's ront In advance and the moters n»y, avf th*» hP8l }idvprti.«erH any stage attraction of suillcient
r inb Udo
Nl'CiRA F'LS, N.Y, WBO'STR, MASS.
Djin Hfiily Ilfiv
for a city and it.s widest publicity magnitude for the same place.
BpHtrice l/illie
pi r.inolers abandoned the 'idea.
Klrand
Palnr<i (fi)
HIil
J.tilha
Bobby rirKKiU Ud
.iBl half (8-11)
"Kigse.V Idea

Sam

.

(8-10);

Idea

RIok ft snyder
Jack Edwards
Helen Burke
Evelyn Dean

'

Frolics

-

Interstate

"Eyes" Idea
Wells &. Wlnthrop
6 Candrevaa

M

Jack Svaldron
<3cb MtiQuPen
Miss Harriett
Loomis Twins

Walter Barnes Bd

fill)

.

Markell ft Faun
Federtco Flores
Mlgnon Laird
BlUy Carr
Osaka. Boys

i

Mai Allx

to

(

Hy Meyer

Wilson

UptoMV Vlllace
Bddlfi Varzao Bd
Taalty Flair

& McCoy

Marlnella Girls

Ccrla Torncy .Girls
^ 8AI<TnT, OBEJ
X^sinore

.

Jean Jordon
Cotton Clob
Johnny Hndc;ln8

James Meo Bd

(Two

Frances Kennedy
Lonesome Club
(Two to mi)

LNCOUN",

^

TurhlBh Village
Freddie- & His
Parbdian Bd

Davis

(8)

Stryker
Cropley .& Violet'

•

1st half <7-9)
•Manila Bound" Id

I<yrlo

!Muriel

.

'Art In Taps' Idea
Mrytlo .Gordon

Wylle & Toung
Avalons
(Three to All)
IMD'POLIS, IND,

Ray Reynolds
Jimmy Green Bd

Foulds ftMilan
Robert Rbbterson

Morton Beck

ft

Mdnuel Lopez

Florence FormaJi;

.

(<)

'Hot Dominoes* Id
Les Kllcks
Paul Mall
Dexter Webb .& P

BUXTE, MON.

'IMllyou

.

.

Vina ZoUe
Cllfl Nazarro
POltTI<Al7D, ORE,

SACRAillENTO

Arnold Hartman.

4

.

Mae

ft

.

Trlansle.

Coloslnio

Ray Dean

2a half (12-14)
Perry Twins ft T
(Others to fill)

.

Johnny Dodds Bd
Terrace Gardens
Dusty Rhodes Bd

Feggy Moore

Dot Myers Co

Andltoiinm
1st half (7-9)

Singing Walters

Colleige Inn
Lloyd Huntley Bd

(9-11)

lat half (8-11)
The Le Claires

GR'EN BAY, WIS

(6)

"Gardens" Idea

BITFFAI/O, U.y.
lAynlettc (6)
"Accordion" idea

iBurt

.

Huff
Helen HlUe
Hiiff ft

Stables

Frank Shaw
Johnny Tobin Bd

Grand

2d half (13-16)
Mildred Andre Co
Norton ft Arbucklc
(Three to flU).

PHILADEM^HIA

Pauline Alpert
James Gaylord
Billy Randall
Albert Hugo
Adair ft Steward

mi)

to

1st half

Cowboy Ravels
(Two tor fill)

"Overtures" Idea
Edison ft Gregory
Toots Novelle

Fox

Cinderella
Llskin Bd
Coffee Daa

.

.

Claade Avery
Ely Khmara
Gregory Davldoff
Geo Stcherban Or

HanU

Renee

(Others to fill)
2d half (12-16)
Hall ft Pn lard
3 Orontoa
(Three to mi)
ST, LOUIS. MO.

Keith's

(7)

Harry Rappe

ft

SO. BBNI»« IND.
Palace

1st half (9-12)
Teller Sis
Spirit of Minstrelsy

OAKI/AKD

Fermlftc
Pcrlee

(Two

BInrk Hn^k
Coon-Sanders Bd

.

.

My Cellar
Charlie Rose
Joe Mprinone Bd
Foimsliica
George Nelldoff

I'liik

.

English
antl
(Daliforhians
Piltsburgh, Jan. :3X,
6yer.
With Diave Schooler this one man- people always announce tliat they
lages to get past. A less able m, c. have something much better at
might have foun<| it plenty tough, home.
but Schooler, one of smoothest to
Everyone asks to ha.ve CJolgate's
stride this site yet, pulled over the
clofck pointed out to them, and quite
'rough spotis.
Eddie Miller and Henrietta next recently RoxyTs has-been added to.
John Maxwell has been the ieslhlbitlbn.
[to closing.
out of the unit since NewarkHGou
Mr. Wbolworlh's Tenth
pie were poorly spotted and the only
Any New Yorkers who might wish
thing that saved things from fold
to visit, this ancient glory can hide
irig was the flash crew race rou
their identity by asking some. of the
tinie of the Chester Hales, which
following questions:
Uvhammed at linlsh.
"Was Mr. Woolworth a religious
Schooler is a new sort of personman?"
jality for this town. His intimate an
."Why is the building 792 feet 1
nouncements ind occasional dancing
rewith gals was liked as also his
inch, and where is the one inch?"
partee with Marguerite, of Margue"If one's hat fell over, would It
Best thing, outside really weigh ten times as much
irite and Gill.
of Schooler himself, and his. piano, when it hit the street?"
was Castleton and Maclc. Their "New Yorkers might really.be indance acrobatics at the outset made
terested in the natives of the AVoolthings a trifle easier sailing.
worth Tower those who for many
Picture "Laughing Lady" ( Par)
jBreeskin saved ah ordinary over- years have stayed up there to atture by going into a violin solo on tend it. Isolated as- they are from
his own while Dick Lelbert, organ, all humanity except sightseers, they
stuck, a few good parodies in-be- seem to have developed peculiaritween his pop twnes. Only one sound ties;
clip on newsreel, a couple of silent
"Variety's" reporter attempted to
shots being effectively put over on a
wide screen. Biz downstairs and in question the lady attending the
Cohen,
souvenir stand.
ioges capacity.
:

Lee Borton Evans
Arc Kaaeell Bd

Wagner Bd

Sol

G'D B'PIBS, H'CH. Golf Fiends

2

Carlena Diamond
Harold Stanton-

Chas Rozello
Lorrls
Miles

Princeton

Joe Roberts
(One to nil)

BRIDGBP'RT. OA. "Types"
rhlnce (6)
•Hollywood Studio
Girls' Idea

Jack Major

V

Lole

Sherman Bd
Green Mill

Ehiniy Carrceh
Natale & Damale

Rolllskors

Stanley

Victory

2d lialf (13-16)
The Leclaires
Grauman Hess ft.
Dot Myers Co

GaniJ
Austin Maik Bd
Metropole

Eddie Cllftord
Jerry Blanchard
Nelle Nelson

,

.

T Gvlnan &

Jimmy Noone Bd
B«av Monde

"We tell them they can't see anything but they rush up in the
elevator and right down again just
to. be able to say they were iii the
tower."
When sightseers go up in the
elevator they look terrified and
prowl gingerly about looking over.,
they
their shoulders aa though
feared, someone would pitch them

I

M

Gerhardt

Isabelle

irX.

(8-10)

1st half

EV'NSVILLE, IND.

'

Babe Sherman
Gypsy Lenore
The Camlnos
Bonny Strong

Dumell
Thelma Villord

Orpheunk

'

Buddy Howe
Louis Sales 'Bd
Golden Fnmpkln

Louis Stover

2d half (12-15)
Golf Fiends
(Others to All)
SIOITX OITV. lA.

Spensley
half (9-11)

Gabriel

A mbMSsadenrs

1)

train.

.

Jabk Bloom
Bob McDonald

Bd

(Continued from page

must be able to
say they have ^een up in it, Lots
of thorn come 'here, at night just a
few minutes before they catch their

ors feel that they

,

("Eton Days»'-Uhit)

Louie Dogloff
Lh Belle Rose

Esther

Co

lat half (9-11)
Little Pipifax
(Others to mi)

Paul Vocan D'nc'rs
Geo Broadhurat. Co
Honey .Buys

•

.

PENN

Ben Pollock Bd
'TUlaco Nut Club

Albert

Eddie. Jackson-

Palace

-

DUBITQl'B, lA.

.

Girls

ft

Van

ft

ft Searle
Irene Vermillion
(Two to .mi)

2d- half (13-16)

&

Ruby Shaw
Earnest Charles
Small ft Lewis
Ford ft Truly

AlalMm

'

(8)

Angus

nil)

Toller Sis

1)

"W Hl^ele

Girls

Chevalier Bros

Princess

Elliott

Hauser Bros

KlUie Cohen
Mary Thorn
Dale Dyer
Bernle- Adler

Frankenberg: Juycs

Victor Oliver Co

1111).

Co

.

fill)

M'SHV'LLK. rNN.

(0-12)
IVIcVea

&

Blanche

CHICAGO

Bhythm

rntem'l

Graduates

Corey

'

ft

-

Easily one of the best, all-round
to be pieced together here.
Cohen,

shows

Vivian Hall

Peggy Bolton

Blverside (8)

Hollywood

:

1st

Sherman

V. City

(Others to

Silver Slipper

Beth Miller

Helen Seville
Ada Winston

Homer Romalne

BFTROIT, MICH.

BEN ROCKE

All).

'>o\itines.

Dolores Farris

.

& Ronee
Parker

&

Dillon

(One to nil)
2d half (5-7)

'

(Two to fill)
Kay Oreen
MEMPHIS, TEKN. Joe Storacy
Ovphcuni (8)
Rosalie Wynne
Marcus Follies. U
Dot Crowley
MILWKJBE. WIS.

Jack Hanley
Princeton

to

2d halt
Hanlon Bros

Brondufl Brie
2d half (12-16)

EXCUU8IVELY DESIGNED

St., >l,

Lackwood Lewis'
Orch

Oakland's Terrace
Btiddy Kennedy
Will Oakland Rey

1st half (12-lE)

Pickard

GARMENTS FOA GENTLEMEN

1632 B'way. at 50th

Joseph Attl^
Pete & Peachel

Drena Beach

Orphenm

(9 -11)

Keith's (8)
Doln' Tblnga

Peter Hlgsina

Josephine Hall

BA-erKla«|^

;

Canltd

.

Ada Kaufman Girls
Georse Herman
Bowers & De La M

Wm

X.ONDON, CAV.

.

Eno Tr
Jerry Coo & Bros
Co
M Monteomery
Jim McWiniams
Zita ft Anla Co

.

'

dera

.

2d half (S-7)

Wm aroU Co
X)esmond Barlis Co

Plantation Club

Eddie Rector
Eddie Greene

Duke EUlni^ton Bd Alma Smith
laabeUe W'shingt'n Mekka Shaw

Fanntleroy & Van
Francis Renault

Woolworlh Tower Lure

(Continued from poge 4l)
I^Ast around town In a
Publix unit, she's still with Key
SmecUey, who has provided himself
with an unnecessary audience plant
which does move harm than good.
Foster, Fagen and Cox landed solidly with their harmony. Ted Norrls
whammed with his stepping and
line gals got more than: usual applause for a couple, of right nice
dancing.

DuVal 4
Roy Ingraham Bd

Washboard Serena-

Scabury
lioew'e
Joe Candalo
lat half (10-12)
C Carruthcrs
(Two to fill)
Plsaino ft Landauer J King ft A Ries
CHASIFAIGN, ILL. Nancy Gibbs Co
Tira Kewln
Orphenm
Marie Regan
(One to 1111)
1st half (7-9)
Joey (Chance Bd
2d half (13-16)
Carpenter ft Ingr'm Larimer ft Hudson X>b AmbasMdenn
Eddie Dale Co
Clayton Jackson
Bob White
(One to nil)
Durante ft Bd
Jimmy Allard Co
BAVENFOBT, LA. itAiDISON, WIS. Frankle McCoy

J Fastlne Rev

Ada Kaufman

(8)

Helena Justa ft C
Joe Christy Co
Jack Kneeland Co

(8-U)
Chevalier Bros
Spence & True
Jack Usher Co
Lander Bros
Senorlta, Alcanez
2d halt (12-14)
Marionette G'ld Rv
Murdock & Ifayo
Dixon Hoyer Co
Eddie Hanley

.

B'FIDS, lA.

Iowa

Keith's

<1>
4 ClrlHo Bros

fill)

CD'B

fill)

1st half

Robinson
(One to All)

WHITE

Entert'ners

(One to

ENRIGHT

La Mar

Shirley

Loretta Pluahing
Klldred Lorraine
Landau's Bd
Farnniotmt Hotel

Mordecal
Wells ft Taylor
Mildred Dixon
Madeline Belt
Johnson's Jubilee

Cora La Redd

Bob Hope

Bill

(One to

Daly ft Carter
Henry Weasels

Marcla

ft

May fair.

Wallen ft Barnes
Dave Hacker

Adela Verne

Teck Murdocic Co

& A Skelly
M
Sticit Sanders

Rlttl
I

Association

3

"Webh's
<8)

Belforda

Howard

Uable
I

45

ET y

I

Singers

(1)

Froslnra MelodianB
(One to fll!,)-.

Orjpheam

UcKenna
Cowan

Flat 4

Helen Aubrey

Sol Gould
Arthur Petley Co
(One to fill)

.

I/eraya

Co-Eda

a

Raye

Tmp'st & S'nahlne

Maacagno 4
(Two to flu)

The

A

Gold

J

Will.

Caitltol <S)

& BarrowB

Clinton

&

J

2d half (12-14)
& Herbert

Kobey
Gosa

V A R

1030

5,

Linfleld

Co

(Two

Loma Worth

to

Worcester.
.„ ,
. <,
Hello Paree— 3-5. Lyric, Allentown: fl-8,
Orph<:um, Reading; 10, Gayety, Brooklyn.
High Flyers—L, O,; 10, Casino. Boston.
Hindu Belles—Trocadero, Philadelphia; 10,
Gayety, Baltimore,
„
Jazxtime Revue—(Sayety, Detroit; 10, Empire, Toledo.
.
„
.
,A<o
Kuddllng Kuttes—Goyety, Scranton; 10-12,
ri.Tzii.

fill)

,

-

.

'

*

"

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

GILMORE

,

„

.

•

-

.

'

.

.

.

;i

.')'(

•

-

.ii.-'i:

NEW
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•

1

!

'

.
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A New "Garten Haus

From Honda

Chatter

In one suite of

By Wallace

Sullivan

a

.

the invasion ot Broadway's, royalty.

Every night haunt, hostelry, sporting denter and civic body is prepared to^ extend a riotous hospitalFlorida is scrubbing
ity to them.
the teWth of its alligators and dolling up the marshes to make the
10-day bout epic in the annals of
playful merry-meirry.
Ethel iNorris opened last week at
Her
the smart Deauville club.
pianist, a Mr. Grysal, is. the nephew
Miss KTorrls Is
of Sophie Tucker.
just tall enough to reach the rouReceived several enlette tables.
cores at her opening, though the
room is huge? for her dainty voice.
/
Singing ballads now..
One of thie exclusive beauty shops
of Palm Beach has~virtually Incorporated several phrases, which are
.When a
irresistible come-ons.
woman steps Inside a hostess greets
,

.

.

•

a few nioments

a:nd after

her,

series of pictures, the only

of

chat she waxes enthiismstic about
the possibilities of the prospect's
At thiB correct moinent she
phiz.
Bays to the cu'stom6r: J'We love
'

Xiouis Sobol

SINGER SEWS LOAYZA;

CONRAD RIPS EBBETS]

and first vice-president.
In the treasurer's office- -a
night club to night club looking for
picture of the president, tiio
yen!
roulette
a
with
errant wives
and 2d vice
vice-president
Marion Harris slated to open at
president.
Sophie
following
Floridian
the
In the secratary's. office
Wedniesday
(5)
departure,
Tucker's
etc.
Darling Sisters, late of the Villa
Tou figure out the moral.
yenlce, also in the Floridian.
del
with
weather
cold
Sitter
uge of rain smacked the week-end multitudes Is that wheresoever one
and brought forth heavy overcoats. drives, either to the race track or
Every swimming- pool and beach to a night club beyond the limits
deserted Thursday and Friday. Sat- of the city proper, one observes
urday a little better.
chain gangs In convict uniform
Johnny Weismuller wearing those working on tl;ie roads.
Barrymore shirts with' hli^tiix.
Connie Immerman, producer of
Eight cowboys from the Ringlihg 'Hot Chocolates," and owner of
show are living, at th^ Breakers Connie's Inn, lammed back to New
sector.
hotel in the ritzy beach
York after three weeks here. OrigThey waslr dishes at night at the inal intention was ip stick until
Roman Pools. AH have sport toad- March.

.

1930

Broadway Chatter

—

.

who Is
a pushover for Joe
paving the already paved way for

6,

hangs

offices

In the president's' Office—
picture of Sitting Bull.
- In the vice-president's office,
—a picture of the president.
In the 2d vice-president's offl(ie
a picture of the president

Miami Beach, Feb.
beautiful."
This salubrious territory is holdastringent is sold.
ing its breath in keen anticipation
Sam Katz and his brother are
whose
p£ the arrival of the Friars,
seen with Archie Selwyn and Artie
Frolic will attend the height of the Stebbins of United Artists;
More husbands chasing from
winter season late in February. It's
Gliclc,

'

photographs on the walls. The
series runs like this:

and we want you to be
Right off the bat a $10

you, dear,

1.

99

Wednesday, February

moved

to

Long

Island.

Ziegfeld called in Herbert Fields

"Simple Simon."
Myron Fagan and his wife slight-

to help rewrite

ly injured- in a taxi accident.
By JACK PULASKI
Hugh Kent's latei^t chapeau his
The Garden packed 'em in again
crack
Friday when New York's
funniest to date.
little boxing and socking machine,
Poll^^ and Pegery Page are really
rugged'

Al Singer, almost kayoed the
sisters.
Stanislj^us Loayza, Chilean light
Johnny O'Connor host to the news
Weight. None of the other boys ex
cept possibly Jimmy Mcliarnin has hounds Saturday night
been able to kayo the veteran' spig.
Jerry Beatty of Technicolor ih
Singer knocked him down for a
Florida for several weeks.
niiie count in the third round.;
Paramount, cabs have, replaced
Odds were two to one on Singer
to win. Most of Singer's wins these Yellow on the taxi concession at
past few months were by khockodts Pennsylvania Station.
There was a report that Al had
Virginia Stone, of "Subway. Exhurt his right hand, and It seemed
Lewis
true later in the match. He said press," is the daughter of
that oVer the radio after the jlght Stoiie, film player.
Green Room Club threw a rnidlioayza, aflEecting the crouch style
of
Nat
Shilkret
of cover-up, had Singer missing nite party In honor
considerably in the first two rounds.' Saturday nlghit.
Oh the Alb'ee inarque this week:
In. the third a straight right to the
chin sent Stan down on his back "Joe Cook and five other R-K-O
acts. Hell's Heroes."
but he weathered It.
Mildred Keats left for South
In the sixth f ra,me Singer again
Convicts holler: "Give us some had liOayza dizzy against the ropes America last week to vacation with
Babe Ruth Is a liourid for stone cigsi" to all the passing cars. Few but the latter was fighting back and heir, family SHe expects to he gone
crabs, the favorite marine delicacy motorists pass withoiit tossing them connected with wide hooks with about eight months.
Jack Donohue's kid brother, Joe,
of the natives here. Cost $1.85 eaeb a pack.
both hands. Most of those blows
in the class hotels and only a nib
The Ritz Brothers are at the landed on or around Singer's neck. has the juvenile lead in J. J. Levenble in eachv Ruth buys them by Blackstone, getting aWay with a
Seyenthi round saw some pretty thal's new show, "Make Me Care,"
Hay.
the. squa;dron.
suite for $48 a day^ That's consid- boxing by Singer, who had Loayza'is which stars Mary
When to pluck and not to pluck a
Mayor Snediger of this town mln ered a bargain here.
right eye swollen and bleeding. Al
.requiring
a lot of concenis
pansy
here
gles witb the mobs. The other day
stepping
friends
left,
his
wired
popped
away
with
Buster West
he leaped from the dining pavilion that he 1$ driving hither and will kround his man continuously.' From tration by theatre managers. Hazof a swimming pool Into the water sell his car to the first fellow who then on to the lOth and final round ard is the chance of a kick- back in
A dangerous dive, btit a good one. lays $2,700 on the line; It "Is a big Singer seemed cautious. Doubtless litigation and judgments.
.^nn Leaf, mldnite organist at the
Inclement weather kriocked the roadster.
he was told to take It easy, as he
Maury Leaf, who
t»alm ^Beach club& for a row last
Harry Lauder thie most oonsplc had the match on points, and his Pa,ramount, and
There designs the Warner music ads, are
wieek, Ihsoniuch as the best of them uous celeb In Coral Gables and right mitt may have hurt.
brother.
emergency
sister
and
with
but
are roofless,
Miami this week, shadowed by was a bit of wrestling for which
Freeman Bernfitelh is, or was,
quarters.
Marty Magncr of the Morris office. Singer was booed. Razzers were
fishing off the coast of Florida. The
'There are four bloridieS to every
iSliaml hste a Childq. restaurant drowned out by plaudits of the
Palm
are taking the long end of the
fish
and
Beach
Miami
brunette in
dressed In Spanish architecture. majority when the Bronx kid left
betting with Freeman, biit are layBeach.
Frequented by formally attired the ring.
An ironical touch to the gaiety night revelers.
Semi-final, which went on last, ing It -pff amongst themselves.
Maurice Rose and Manny Man
of Florida with its pleasure Crazed
Damon Runya,n at the MacAllis- was some socking match. Harry waring,
Keith agents, are pxobably
Ebbets, the furious Preeporter who
ter Hotel, where all the turf, follow
the only theatrical' partners in Newthe
wins
by
scoring
has
been
hang
out.
ers
together' 566 days
lunching
York'
was
all
this season,
Golfing in pajamas the latest fad knockout route
on the verge of being socked cold yearly. Secret of their noontime
to hit the miniature courses here.
.they don't talk
Unusual night club situated in by Doc Conrad, the Newark middle- sucfcess is that
just eat.
the hinterland of Miami Is the Bag weight. It was Conrad's debut at
and Pipe, operated by an Italian the Garden. He Is a straight and
who travelled through Scotland and hard puncher. Twice ho had Ebbets down, but couldn't finish the
got a yen for kilties.
DIr
Pro's Burglary Arrest
eOth .St, ft 7th An.
,

.

.

'

.

.

i

;

,

,

•

'

Next to the

door of

•tafle

the.

;

new

Palace Theatre, the

'

honne

o^;

GEMS (%IU,

MRS.

After 11 Year* on

.

,

Broadway

R0X
STREEt SCENE O "MEN WITHOUT
ONd YEAR

IN

job.

(flO»l;

ROthttcl

L.

YORK CITY

few

.

In the fifth Conrad's hard blows
almost had the blonde Ebbets cooEugene Devanney, professional
coo.
One sock turned him com- golfer and Instructor, was arraigned
pletely around, something rarely in West Side Court before Magisseen In the ring. Another sent him trate Hyman Reit on the charge of
DIreoted by JOHN FORO
down, but suddenly Harry got his burglary. The golf "pro" pleaded
^The Fameui Rokv Stage^Shew wHIj Rexy
He kept boring in not guilty. Court held Devanney
Symphony Orolieetra—Chorue Ballet—32
second wind.
Host ot Brllllaat Artlitt—
RoxyeHei.
Charlie Yates, Ne^r York booker, and flailing both arms. At the bell for the action of the grand jury in
Show.
Mldnliht
back in his home town.
he actually skipped to his corner.
ball of $1,000 and defendant obJohn Tuerk In town a few days to
Loayza tained the bail.
of
Singer's
defeat
look over "Street' Scene."
strengthens his claim for a title
Mrs. Henrietta Beder, 17 West
Jules Rubens doinir a bask act at match
Sammy Mandell. 88th street, the complainant, stated
with
Miami Beach.
Loayza always was something of a she wanted to withdraw her charge
M-G-M All Talking Thriller
agent^
ffot
Max Richard, RKO
contender but burned himself out but the court stated that it was
Stare Sbow—ted CLAXKB
back from New York.
Bancbuk, Orchestra
With Phil McGraw.
powei'less. Mrs. Beder and her husJoe Nathan, performer, donated
band had found. Devanney in their
to
stopped
he
when
Detroit
$40 in
apartment upon returning from a
61st SU
give a stranger ^ match.
theatre. Devanney was Intoxicated,
Paddy Harmon, former head of
A telephone
Mrs. Beder claimed.
the Stadium, running for sheriff on
call to the West 100th street station
ticket.
(Continued from page 1)
brought Patrolman Tom Brennan.
CHARLOTTE GBEENWOOS Republican
Mark Fisher, m. c. at Paradise G-M prior to the premiere. 'Opera Mrs. Beder asked them to let Dein "SO
theatre, returned from a rest in New stars know billing when they see it. vanney go, even after she noticed
It is worthy of mention that with
.A Wamer Bros. & Vltaphone Farce-Comedy. Orleans.'
he had some of her silk underwear
Charles CorroU (Andy of Amos 'n' the exception of a few singers, In his pocket.
LAST TIMES
EOblE BUZZELL In "Little Johnny Jonei'
Andy) has bought Joe Schenck's mostly Italians, wh6 get as high as
Mrs, Beder lodged her complaint
speedboat.^
performance,
the
average
OWARNER
BROS.I^
Mldnlte
a
$2,000
All QfiC
Devanney stated he
reluctantly.
Show
Mortimer H. Singer, RKO western opera singer receives a compara- lived on the block' and entered the
Nltely
i?vr«
smokes the blackest tively modest stipend, depending for wrong house.
arbitrator,
real gravy on concert appearances
cigars in the State-Lake bldg
Bull Montana spent a happy six where the prestige of the opera conRKO'THiiNK-U'MONnie; days
last week as wrestling partner nection helps financially.
It's the
A CREATER SMOW'THAIt RKO^^
same idea as the reason for which Manager Sues Alexander
for Prlmo Camera.
Aid. W. D. Meyering, Democra,t a golf pro' wants to win the British
Wife-Stealing Charge
candidate for sheriff, is a cousin of or American open championships.
B. F.
BRYANT
Ortiahai' Neb., Feb. 4.
KEITH'S
.
Tibbett, who has been with the
J. Garrity.
4300 John
Grover Cleveland Alexander, the
has joined Aletropolltan about five years, startCollier
Constance
PHIL BAKER
Hai-po Marx's "Keep a Monkey" ed as low as $160 -weekly. Other fanious "Old Pete" of major league
Johnny Marvin. 'Boy SlamHo TwIni
club. Her's eats varnish off window American sing(?rs have sung for less baseball, has been sued for $25,000
and L|ta Grey Chaplin
than that, it is understood down on an alienation of affections charge
sills.
More Headllners Than Any 0 Tbcatrc^ Put
by Roy H. Mason, St. Paul, Neb.,
Baron Ginsburg, reclining in the there.
TogfiUier
Joseph M. Schenck was in nego- theatre manager.
local bastile, disclaims any relationMrs. Mason has known Alexander
ship with New York's titled Gins- tiation over a year ago to secure
Feodor Chaliapin, the basso. Geralr since childhood.
berg.
Jack Welch, who has a piece of dine Farrar was a picture star in
AVE.
"Dear Old England, hung his hat in the old silent days, and Enrico CaWednetdKy t« Friday, Feb. 5 to 7
BEMPSEY'S CHI. CONTEACT
May Dowling's office at the Princess ruso also ma.de features.
Not Opera Young
DANCE HALL ToWorSSS
{•in,*
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Possibilities of Hollywood's taking
With 15 single seats left at the
CHINESE WHOOPEE REVUE— 16 People
Chas. Hall, owner of the Coliseum
Roy Regere; Cardiff ft Walee; Oher Acti
Grand, Al Eckhardt established up opera, even on a small scale, is
here, has a two-year contract with
wheii
he
seriously
talked
since
the
being
of,
.reoprd
something of a
Dempsey to furnish 10 fights
COR sold 14 of them to one theatre town got a load of Tibbett's bari- Jack
LEX party.
America has never been an yearly.
tone.
Dempsey cannot stage bouts in
AVE
opera-going nation, its companies
any other building in Chi., with the
William Foe prwent* the MoVIston*
Melodrama of Submarine ThrilU

bas moved
from the PLAYHOUSE

For farther Information

Eves. 8:40.

see dally papers
MatB. We,*, and Sat. 2:30

GRACE
John Ervtne comedy

In the St.

with A. B. MatthewB

and Lawrehce Orossmith.'

'

Eves.
48tii St., E. of B'waj,
PT
AYTrnTTJ51!l
riiA
XnUUOJii 8:50,
MtV Wed. & Bat.. 2:30

'
.

Extra Matlneeg oh Thursdays,
Feb.

13,. 20,

6,

27

Kenneth MacOowan and Joseph Werner
Reed prissent

BASIL SYDNEY and
MARY ELLIS in
CHILDREN OF DARKNESS
By Edwin

mi TMnRF
.

'

Jastos Mayer
St., W. of

T'>'.

B>lLiIIVI\^I%Ei

8-.40.

B'y. Eva
Mts. Wed. <tS»t.. 2:40

AQCrtThea., W. 4lih SI. Ere. 8;«
niri
DE,L>A01«\^Mat9. Bnt. an4 ;iliur9., 2:40

DAVID BEL ASCO

PreseBta

CUd

Ifs a Wise
A M«w Comedy

by;

'

"THE BISHOP
.

"FIRST MRS. FRASER"
.

Chatter in Loop

WOMEN"

-

TO ANOTHEB THElATIlK

lAOrence Z. JohMoa

MURDER CASE"

'

APITOi

OPERA'S CHORUSES

LONG LETTY"

StranU

On

FAIACE

.

'

.

.

BROCK PEMBEBTON

Presents

Strictly

Dishonorable
Comote HII b> Preiton Sturiet
StaiecT

ti>

VnW
AwVa
ft

•

Anulnettt Perry ft Mr. Pomberlen
Thct..W.46th St. Dlr.A.L.Erl»nger
Matfl.Wed.,Thur9.& Sat.

Evoi.a:SO.

^ TBtEATBE GUILD PBODUOTION

METEOR

By 9. N. BEURMAN
BRILLIANT. PROVOCATIVE AMD ORIQI
.'SUBTLE.
NAL CHARACTER STUDY

*'A

.

Watii,

.

Jr.

OUILD THUATRB,

Mats. Thurs.

Eves, 8!B0.
Iklatlnecs:

W.

tiZd St.,

&

of .B'way

Sat., 2:40

Good

Seats, All Prices,,

Box Offlc0

GEORGE ARLISS
"DISRAELI"
Wtmdr

,

-

Wednejday te Frldty,-Feb.-5

-to

7

cM. IIGHT EEHEABSAL

ANATOLE FRIEDLAND'S
12

O'CLOCK REVUE, with Mvty May
12— People— 12
.

at

A

,

Broi.

&

Vltaplione Talklns Picture

OBNTBAL THBA.
K«n|yMd47thSt.

I

1

Dally: 2:46, 8:46
3, 8, 1:45

SunAay!

Chicago, Feb.

4.

Firdt reversal of a local fight de
cision was madel last week by the

invariably=operating.:at_a,-deflcltland
clointract^ runnlri^^
by virtue of wealthy patronage.
1932,

Other thah the Metropolitan and
Chicago companies, opera in Amer-

ica Is practically limited to short
Boxing Commission, which seasons in Philadelphia, Boston, San
San
decided in favor of Leo Lomskl over Francisco and Los Angeles.
troupe, travbrunette James Braddock 11 days after it was Carlo, Fortune Gallo's
the
Lewis,
Doreen
eled for some years profitably, but
draW.
declared
a
working for Abner RninVn and Irv
was has not been out the last two seaexplanation
Commission'*
desk that Referee Dave Miller perspired sons. There is some thought that
'-lo
Strouse," has quit'
it may reorganize for another try
mussed
got
tab
score
hie
screen
freely
s»
ii
and is ready for
next fall.
and caused the draw decision.
career.
Tja'^Vo""

DANCE HALL

;

.-

Arthur

l^.

Illinois

"ASSEGAI" LONDON FLOP
London, Feb. 4.
play, "Devonshire
Phlllpotfs
Cream," originally tried out by the
Birmingham Repertory Players
some time- ago, will succeed "The
f
White Assegai" at the Play hours.
I

I

"Assegai" flopped badly.

'

-

.

—

;;

TIM E S
By

Even Cops Bored

Street

Broadway Isn't what It used to
Even the cops -jftr© bored. The
|)e.
Wuecqate' on- the lobster, shift flotthe Main Stem are com-

Three

m.

a.

Douglas Fairbanks
By Claude Binyon

—

Girls are also ordered to parade the lobby when/ biz isslow, and not to be t^O bash-

ACTOR FOUND

TP AND

,

The
chanically ;and :natx»rajly.
Street's experiencing, a ..change ot
life so radical It's almost., Jncpmr
-.
prehensible.
Just that phenomenal, evolution,
a subQonscio.usly .conceived by - prod -,
net oi pictures.. Th^ Idalji Stem's,
changing its habit of llylnjg and has
gone in for early, enjiertalnmeht.

;

The ;.def endant

was

racing .from, the acene;_because of a
Detective Nell
cpllmtnal record.
W'inberry of the West 47th St. station produoed a confession signed
stated^ he

.

.

•

.

,

.

:

byj Kr Qpnof sky, ;ins which he is purported to have admitted he planned
the holdup .the previous night' with
a iman "named j.apk, Xondp,:, In
To this may pa;rtip.lly-;be ,the
cd ju;t ..t-h<9 defendaniirri^Mdlated the
©f night clubs and:-(^Yan.;.leglt.;
attorney stated
.^iS'
Psychologists majTv.cail.ilt a natur fionf-essioiK.
ral transition of the fundamental it jfira? obtaIne^^ under, duress. Win
conservatism of huinan .Intelligenqe, beifry stated..th?i,t; t^xe. dejrend^^^
n,
;,
but whatever it Ig.r,It's.<th?*'er .The noi •molested*, ..
greatest playground In. ;the .-world :;>,3tlrs. I<bw. is. the, \?rif^ of Thomas
flop,

:

»

-

•

-

:

i

.

-

v..

.

i

.

,

is

becomlhg a day-time

.re^jort,

and Low,, a

muslcia,n.iv^She. is .n.ow ap-,

peering, in Jersey City. .,She.

its after-midnight,, pJ^rformahce Is
just a gesture of- finality.,
And here every, day S,QQO,000 per-

$^,060. TV^brth.
iWErbsted frpxn

sons—more

started

th^in. Jialt- :the ;:P.opula,TorK^ Cityr-i:en<lezvo,U8
atrlp..of la^.d-'.'h^r^ly a mile

igpms

o.f

;

'tli,e

frp^ the

^ved

^hat

.

?phe

baridlte ap tliey
•
store.

;

RANSACKING GARS

.

main,

>,

art

rants..

of the 3,000

Squate

.

Street*;?

Pill^keS'

tiie

.in

the Times

where

customers

speaks

Autos

;

•

'iii

Times

SitiuajDy
.

'

:'

Robbing parked

a.utos- In

'

'

'

.'

i

.'

^

'

-

.

.

'.

'

f

.

.

,

.

.

.

'

.

,

,

.

•

•

•

'

.

.'

tiifl<ee|eiit

Shov:

Ch^t^

also declar.ed In.

hiippenp,''.tbey

..;

and fixtures .amounting to $166.
Both are out under $1,000 balli

IN COUET OVER SHOES

Neighborhood, grinds are

•

the. lat

.

.

;

Mary .Kanka,. dancer, recovered
bet makeup box and two pair;^^ bf
stage dancing shoes by .siumnionlng
Htizel Green, ownei^ of Hazel Gir^eh'S^
Memiphfi Collegians '^nd Co-eds act,
Into West Side court.
')rhe dancer, who had been
Miss
.Green's abt stated that Tvhen she
quit the act Miss Green withheld
the shoes and box. In court Miss
,!

.

'

,'

.

Eighth aveiiutis. Tftesd' a.rle>' the StRfegi&.'Childs, B. '&
THbmpsoh's,

M

.

"-.

Silver,

Hanover,

AckeV

Waldorf,

BOUNCED

&

Merrill'
Conclitt; FIschei'-Foltls,
WlllDW,.iVHieTadd,'' Jpijlchahge Buffet,
'
Autbrriat and^'Gei'tHer's.
Among the rest ?ii:e' all 'kinds, of

' Charles
G. .Bell,' 2i, ot, Elizabeth
Ky., was' sentenced to the
iils|xlmum six months' in the worknational restaiirtthts,' Including house when arraigned before MagQreek, Chinese, .'Spihish, Mexican, istrate Walsh, in West ^Slde Court
English, "Jewish, Italfiin, G'ermari ahd bn charges of bjeifig)a. 'hptel beat
-rrench.
]^ell, who represented himself as
Th^re are ca)Cetei-fa?, luh.chrboms, a 'former cadet at West Point, was
"

'

'town,

.

'

j

'

.

:

^

pots,' sandtrl^ siftops, chop
houses, rails, barbetSUe place's, dfell
catessens, hbtels,' hbin^ cooking spe
clalists and drug store' counters.

coffee

arrjested by Detective McNulty,- Police .ifjeadquartersi on' complaint of
J. ;D. Bellinger, credit- manager of

Bellinger
the hotel

thb Park Central Hotel.

Laboratory Inspection
said Bell registered at
Broadway has the only restau- Jan. 9 and owed a bill of $21.50.
rant in the world whicti' has its fowl
Bell acted in such a <iueer manInspected in ijoyeirnment labora; nei| he was committed to. Bellevue
torlies
before preparing them for ikospltal for mental' observation.
Corn beef and cabbage on After Dr. Gregory had examined
l^^ylce.
»fie Main Stem gets cooked in th.©; him
for two weeks he concluded
good old-fashioned tvay in wash- -Beil was sane, and the- youth 'W'as
boilers.
Probation
Prices are controlled not returned for sentence.
by quality but by CQmpetition.
officer Wllliiam Stack- made an exThough the sandwich, the egg and haustive Investigation and discov
the cup of coffee are. the basis of ered. Bell had been involved "with
'
all biz, the prices range from five
several other hotels.
cents for a slice pE ham to 35 cents,
Til
several occasions': a wealthy
while Coffee may sell from flye uncle straightened out his difficulcents to 20 a cup, and an eg.g will ties and saved him from, going to
Ko even higher.
Stack also learned that Bell
jalii
had been dishonorably discharged
from the army.
'

•

•

.

.

•

Judgments

"BEOWN DEEBY" MAN AGAIN
Frank Bclmoht, ,who stated he
was a traveling architect residing
at the Times Square hotel, was arExchange raigned in West Side court before
Co.;

Bankers Trust

1298^246^93'"

Corp.;
nJji* .Flim
Bank;
5392.808.08,

Corn

Co.

Magistrate Hyman Reit on the
charge of "beating" Fred O'Dpms,
Bclr
taxi driver, out of his fare.
has been arraigned in' West
mont
Johnson
R^aio
(Stanflara
Bdw"'*";
Service Co/)
Sonora Phono- Side court before on simiiar charges.
'i"'!
Chase

Corp.;

fto
Bwik;
$3B3.740,21.

Co7p.**i 2, of7"B'3"'

National

.

^"t'^'^e"

Mortgage

;

-

*

hp

-Wheii

17,"

'-T^as

'Joining a''

Shakesp(;arpan repertory In New,
i'ork.
lip origlnaled the Idea pt\
playing Romeo hiiriglng from the

flocked to see "What they.

lE'p.tikers-

,

,

••'

'\-'
^
-3;Gtticagb,,'Eebi ..4bailed -"that thar westeVn feller." Sherman hotel Is cleaning out the . Grinface was soon starring In reghobdlums; gangsters, -racketeers land iular iegit^ 'and' created a sensation
racetirack.' touts who have been clut- with his bli chandelier bit In "Hawtering, the lobby Jstf^yj,
.thorne,-.Uii S. A.'.'^ It- was .-through
Thero/S a cbp>lnrfivei::y 'btiiet ishair: Jeff 'McCarthy 'that' Doilg -re'a.chea"
in the lounges with orders to bounce .Ilpllywood .with, .a b.ag olf.pe&nuta
all', underworld 'pbiiracter^.
VBugsi" anfl prOmid^ of a' swli)glh'^ trapeze
Mpran, FraiikKe liake and other big in jhls bedrboW* Iri. quick 's.iiccessloix
Chi 'naines have been put out with Fajlrbank's- hriade a perles of ptPtures
orders to stay .o.iit.'
wherein he-grlnhed and le'SLp'Pd Over
'

»

-

,

.,

.; ....

..

-

'-

'

•

..

'

-

'

Gre6n

returned':the.stuffi.

-;

!

.

.'•

.

',

si ppbblp- 'to a man
D^lf bm lilost b£.' -tbe'se- pictunes were .-released' through' Artqraf t, which wik-S" later "f^ken over
by the Fariap.us 'Pl^yeVs-licisky tJorp.
Fajrbankp wa,s not -Jncludjed ,In the'

.anything f ropri
:riafaied

deal,

Squstre Still Easy
"Flmes Squiaie' was* Ih the inldst of a crusade, for the, return of light
wines and beers la^t week. A' f^w women, representing '.themselves as
districts,- made the rounds' of all officefs
cohgriei^slbnal
v'ariou.lb
from the
around the section re'qiiest'lrig signature^ for a modiflicatlbn petition..
Usual pay-off after' the riarines were signed, with the boys asked to
fork over $1 for a swell-looking membership certlfloate. And -plenty

.

but '.gKlnnPd anyWayl

;

apd
t^^tg
^[e Jofned Uflltpd
majde a series. o£ ploturea; wherein
•he grinned 'and leaped some nloire.
.married
.Meanwhile hp
be.cbi^p
again, to a girl named Mary Pickford. Later they combined theliF respective billings and appeared In
"Taming of the Shrew" as "Amerfell.
ica's
Sweetheart and- ....merica'a
IHcrdasirig Appetites
Acrobat, Working Together on the
opinion
fresh
on
securing
Tramppline for ,the<.First.Tini6."
Literary .Digest has' cohipleted. the task bf
Fairbanks has a ison named Dougthe prohibition question. Some 49,000,000 questionnaire cards flent to
The kid .sits home and
every 'registered -voter in the. countiry sought the sentiment, wet br dry. Ias> Jr.
Count had 63'per cent favoring the wet cause and 47 per cent .voting dry. smbkes his pipe while Dad Ip out
This is the opposite of two years ago, when the same Journal's survey. throwing, .cartwheels.
Indicated 47 per cent wet and 63 per cent dry.
T.
'

:

I

.

.

,

.

'

'

'

1

:

;.

.

'

,

•

I

Upon its completion what iwas the shoddiest
arid the Leftcpurt grOup;
block in the 46's will have been reclaimed.
Soriie of. the new i^otels, built in the Times Square zone are reported
•

?

.

'

doing poorly.

•

>

Greene

Starts for

Tilial

Another Hotel
Building, cpnstructlon opposite' the Barrymore theatres^ West 47th St.,
is another Times Square' hotel.' , Interested, are the .Shuberts, Joe Leblang

in Hotsy Totsy Murders

^

(bharles

I

.

Grcpne

C^Uas .Charles

terttratta)" Wsis' pla'ced'on trial

before

a Jury and -Judge Otto A^ Rosalsky
ii^
general .'seesip.na, chargeil with
.

Pn^j?*^',

Glynn;

Lewis

«

.

j

murder

Witfi*
Japk "Legs". Diamond, Greene Is ac'Harding Changes Hands
^ _
Harding hotel, frequently In print, has changed hands again. The new cused bf sticking 'up thP'tiotsy Totowner?, said to lie headed by Morris Sweetwopd,, will,, conduct it with a sy .riight club a year ago and fatally
night club as an adjunct: Because it comes within thb law, the latter shooting Wiliiarii "R;ed'':Cassidy aind
Simon Walker. The night club was
win be opep all night. Last year it had Texas GUInan as the feature.
When Ed Arlington- took over the Harding several years ago he made located at 1721 Brbad'way. Diamond
He sold his lease for $75,000, The new owners is istili a fugitive from justice.
it highly profltable..
Among the witnesses .who are to
secured that lease; which has 10 years *o go, for $45,000.
appear for the state are Thomas
Varola, violinist, formerly employed
Nevada Aims to Please
Out in Washington County, Nevada, th'e same area which holds Reno, in the cafe; Kitty Delaine, cigaret
there's an amusement resort, half dude ranch, which boa.sts a complete girl, and Frances. Smith, entertainer.
gambling layout. Bordering on Lake Tahoe, Cal., the California-Nevada'
state line bisects the floor in the dance hall. Resort is on the Nevada
TUNER'S DISGOBD
side of the lake bedause of the liberal regulations, which are an induce^
Declaring that he had no desiro
Place stays tb cheat Joseph Pun^a, taxi driver,
rilent to Reno visitors .out there for that split-up purpose.
open May lo November,
put of his cab farP, Prcscott WolNot far away is a dude ranch owned by Lamar Washington who can stead, pidno tuner, of thP St. Janries
recall when Maxim's was Maxim's and who will be recalled by thos-j Hot"!, was given suspclrided senHaving left New York for the mountains, tence in West Side court, with the
siriiilar' mcmcn'is.
noKsesslng
-----•ln"th"p first degree.'

'

..

.

.

r=The^-cou rt^ i mposciLiA-.flat JMday
pVpWp"tha^=°hrp?I^=Pa1^^
.Sorlbes in court recog- Washington has acquireid ~640"ltcfes "In"tKp^
sentence.
"Vy^olstead told reporters he. was a
nized Belmont an the man with the Reno, where he will operate on a year 'round b .sis starting next May
friend of big shots on Broadway;
Waybum Studios, "brown dorby." As "Lee Burton" when he reopens. His .pla.ce Is called Mount Rose Ranch.
Jnc:".$24l to""""'
on Nov. 7 last, he received a sus^^""'•S'
E. J, Shoonnarcl
Ambulance Gag
Fred Rich Settlement
IiuSbT
pended sentence for^ beating a
Suit of Fred Rich, band leader,
To m.'ikc a radio, broadcast. Ginger Rogers was rushed in an ambulance
chauffeur, out of his fai-o.
O'Dems told the court Belmont from the Clianin theatre on West 46th st., where she is playing in "Top against the Loew Booking Agency,
had ox'dered hini to stop at several Speed," to the Paramount, Brooklyn, last Tuesday night at theatre clos- was settled and discontinued Monday in Supreme court.
emorgcd headlong ing time.
arid
Hotel Clariage; llablli- "speak!?,"
tle'^ ^i
Trip was made in 10 minutes, across the bridge and through the heavy
Details of the case were npt
r'av ^. 2* 'assets, none,
from each. Get away attempt fol'
"•^'''y! llahlHtles, $14,297^ asset.%
trafllc.
Giyen right of. way all the way.
none
'
stated.
lowed.
-

Cnmi:*".*^**''"^ Pictures, Inc.; State

*

hialcohy by hip heels, and of having
Loop Hotel Hires Squad of Strong Macbeth die with the technique of
Gents to Oust *'The Boys"
a chicken suddenly beheaded. New

•

Six Months in Woirkhouse
For Chronic Hotel Beat

*

'

iiitttlcd

they're expected soon.

•

,.•

"

let-

.

.

'

•

a

teiT;

$i,

CHI. ''NAMES"

'

efald, caress'iijg

opener." One of Doug's schbolesti to fall In line, .booking vaude ipates was Eddie Guest, who -was so
acts or giving, i^mateiuis a .break at 'impressed he wrote' 132-po%ms titled
'i^$milln|','' and laughed himself into
the one shbwi,
jktujltbr.
Grliiface started 'In dra'''No squawks yet from pulpits, but
'

iRose Schwartz, hostess, and .jACk
K^laler; former owner of iModnllght
Gajrdens, will be' placed ?X)n 'trial In
Special -SessIoDa Friday oa:.charge
of jproduclng aii^indecent -shaw.'ai^d^
with', failure, to pay for furniture

A

.

•

.

.

atrical section is bn the increase,
iaccbrdlng to the cops of West ^Tth
s*:rieet.
These -Jobs are dbne by

..

.

.

.

;

the the

eat as well as .giizzle.
young bdys.
Sectlbn of a' pipe Is
Feeding, ^,000(000
caihried by. the culprits- to wreriteh
The army of 8,QQ0,poO tb^t this handles oft the door's;
vast group feeds. -Includes the em-!Mtb. Elizabeth DoWns of Mont
ployees as well as the tourists and
clair. -N. J., parked her' car at 44th
Of. this
riesldents of Broadway.
street and Sixth avenue'- and went
huge population more than 200,000: to purchase theatre tickets. <Upon
are fed by one restaurant— the Au- return she' found -'.that Anthony
tomat, on Broadway, at ,46th streetMaigro, a youth, had; jim'mled the
Next in '^ordei- !^:cdjSe the othe^^^ do(pr of her auto and was ransack
These, include every Ing her handbag. 'Magrp.''wia.s arrest
chain stores.
type of eatln|r place from the Busy ed! by Detective Charles Pugan of
Bee, a nickel basis' statid-up affair, thb West 47th street fltatlon.
to tlie' snootiest. o'f -''h6t61''r^
.'/^he youth, said. he.. was seeking a
rants; More thaft 20 i^Bajlri^ are riep^
el .for carfare. .Magistrate °Reit
bWrilng'
resented' 'In the' gi?pSlip,''e^^^
him for trial in. Special Ses-.*
from bil'e to fbiir ailfl' flV^' ghops 'dri
.'!,•;
S court.
the "Main StelfliV^ fWiii Sixth-" to
.:
.

chandelier arid refusing to conie
Hollywood Chinese broke the ice down until spme one shot him in
last year, roping in free talent for his triangular trousers, with an air

nights,

•

•

may

-

.

In desperation his parents
midnight matinees. Downtown- the rifle.
Orpheum got wise and staged some sent him. to the Jarvfs Military
latb specials.
Last month LiOew's Academy> "where .hp "was. shot at
State started going after the Satur- sundown several times but always
day night crowd,, arid the following managed to show up for his next
Saturday Orpheum, R K O
and day's class'..s, School ojfllclals evenWarners' Downtowp were also- in. on tually sent him home. 'Vith a note.
prior.
It.'
Warners', tried midnight show- His parents sent hinx light back
ijlo
souhds ;^of a struggl'e "Werte 'in^s of .premieres^nd now is mak- with another note. The letter gag
went on .fpr, days and later, became
heard. Campbell, the doctors said; ing it regular.
had been hurt' several days 'befoi?^ ..All-night fever spread last week a fad knowji as Bound Rpbin.
At Ea^i; X)enyer hi|fh school and
he iwas .found. Capt. Conkling said to 'Main street,' with Dalton deciding to incorporate Saturday mid- Colorado Schooi. of Mines little
]p(t lis seeking Campbell's friend iot
night shows at tho Follies burlesque, Falrbaiiks was afitpctibhajteiy known
.'-an! Interview.
'Two blocks away on Broadway .the tb, His 'teacher ,as Ol" Grinface.
Always grlrinlng, ho matter what
MilllibnrDollair (UTnlversaJ, house) is

'

-

under blankets early, while a few before you younger readers knew
owl-eyed exponents chased out on the difference between dbuble cross
the county roads for all-night fes- arid Three Stair Hennessy. He first.
Eiaw the light in Denver, which was
tivity.
With most of the. road resorts later thrown in Tor nothing In- the
folded, the sun-dodgers were moan- famous Louisiana purchase.
Young Doug had an annoying
But now things are
ing plenty.
brli^htenlng up, at least on Satui'day ]iabit ot juriiplng from .hJs crib to a

-

this figure is exclusive,

'sector,

^

Soction Jimn'iied ':by'' Ybiithc

:

Is
'

at

to.

.

Main Stem, Is chow.
fed by '5,000 restau-

the

And

I

the.^ ni:,Qfies8ion,

biz, ..but

of

Broadway

'

jobless actor
33 West 66th St, "was
Bellevue Hospital uhconscious after he was discovered
bound and beaten in his room. It Is
believed .that Campbell's assajUant
robbed him. Campbell's condition is
not serious.
The actor -was found on the floor
of his. room by a maid -in the btiildThe bed cldthlng wa'^ stained
ine|.
with blOod and several empty 'whisky
bottles were nearby. A young man
had visited the actor several days

taken

•

..

tlon..of Jffew

on a
long and thrisie biocks, wide.
Entertainment Is-- '.the,..

Frank Campbell, a

living

-

.

'

'

.

UNCONSaOUS IN ROOM

.

;

"Douglas FairbanHs," says a rival
biogra,phy issued by the tJnited
Artists
press
department,
"was
reared in those polite accomplishments which' go so far to fertilizethe preparatory soil for the seeds
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
Lackaday, ho-hum,
Influence of easterners here has of Thespis."
cultivated a yen/ for bright lights and 'What tinie Is it?
The cavorting gazelle was born
at midnight. Nafives formerTy were

L. A. Into

ful.

besplte testimony of Dot Bergere
Lo;w, showgirl that- Max Kropnofsky was not one of two bandits who
Seat her over the head with a section, of an iron- pipe in her^ gown
si^P'. In tiie Hotel Chesterfield, JanialdnlgHt.
uary 31, the defendant was held for
Silk hats, once surefire symbols action of the grand jury. Kropnofof rltz, are -now worn on Broadwaj^ sky- is a salesman, residing at the
inostly. by stage comics a,nd lilght liibjjy hotel in Delahcey St. and was
Jlipht life'is 'on qauffht fleeing from the scene by
club' entertainers.
the wane and the gky .Whlt« Waiy Siif .Cohen, theatrical. agent, who
Is rapidly becomlhg. .white both, me- 'drtopped'. him with a^blow on the
i

4-'

Eastern Influence Turns

I

plalplng bitterly.
the deadline of public gaiety. At
thai time the 'Main Stem drags In
on the
Its headlights apd turns
glimmers—and thei cops are lone
The jabtual rebound ot enBQine.
begins a,t
t^rtalnm^rit, however,

^—

^

sieres.

Defendant Participated

Is

47

Inaccurate Biographies

.

iootiflfe

VA^ilETY

Chicago, Feb. 4.
Prominent Loop hotel put'tihg on new- manicure girls, is
-telling them they- must dress
in white and wear no bras-

Beaten Showgirl Denies

'

QUARE

S

Hotel's S. A. Orders

Of Restaurants and Pictures

'

Hlstorieal

Bankruptcy

.

.

.

wo M EN'S

Varietv

4S

Clothes
By

and Clothes

Did You

Mollie Gray

and

sides set Ih half
circles over the hips, the whole scattered over with small crystal figures;
heavier use of the crystal down the
front.
Below the knee these sections were all separate, giving graceful movement; slippers matched,
with square buckles.
Black velvet used no trimming
but a diamond pin at the waist in
front, yoke of narr;c^ folds of net,
peplum skirt fullness in front, back
.dipping, black sUppiers and ver^
Scfeer hose.
When Mrs. Chaplin
sang with Phil Baker—on next to
closing and the first, laugh In -the
show ^her gown w^as of sheer gold
thread lace, heavier, at the t;ier
edges, beautifully fitting a lovely
figure.: .Gold slippers and a gorgeous
diamond necklace and bracelet,
.

.

.

—

,

Sllzabetb Morgan, only other woman unless coimting the wives of.
the "Siamese Twins," 'Is a. Cleveland grace(til dancer with an unusually good collection of male assistanta, Peacli^ color crepe iensembie had scalloped edges, over a
pretty white n^j-*; and satin gown;
the wrap was of sheer ^pangled
silver "^th wide sleeves; rose satin
Tango used green velsappers,
vet, embroidered .in,, redj finale lii
stfsilght ostrich,, ail o^n^e sbade, a
;

,

.

,

,

si^eedy finale, tool

^

Ar«

Qirl*

~

'

to

hang laughs

—hooks

be ^zact

on, especially.

to

Carrlg^n, Percy Helton, Lorki
Baker, Jean. Goldkette, Bugs
Baer, and Graham McNamee
....At the last performance of
the "Little Show" the entire
front row
filled ^ with
friends of the cast, wearing
beards, and generally cutting
up. . . .Pathe will do a series of

wm

him, ups to
them just as hard as at a Palace
dhow. And this a sapper show, too,
yet they never omitted ^ barrel or a

Gladys Baxter of "Pne Wonderful Night" has been approached' about making recBradley can
ords. .. .Buddy
boast another new crop of star
»pUpIls at the Billy Pierce
Ann
Astaire,
school ^Adele

—

Here

-

Misa Frederick's Tragic Role
"The Sacred Flame" ruins Pauline
Frederick's looks but revives her
acknowledged ability to portray
tragedy. .Here she Is a mother who
gives her crippled son an overdose

who

later'

danced on the "counter"

as did sailor maids and various
others. "Bubble Dance" graceful,
the girls in every shade of chiffon
though Patricia. Bowman chose
white, bubbles silver.
•'The Lost
Chord" tied up the chorus who were
tied up with the mike which certainly Increased the volunie for an
impressive

finish.

the

.

gram "Who's Who" sa^s he has
never appeared

He

-oh the' stage before.
hasn't really appeared yet.

Miss' Talmadge'e

^

Gowns

New Yorkers have patience when
the Paramount feature started and
expired after a mlniite, they waited
half an hour before^really reglsterIng^ the fact that they had come to
a

picture.

A

(organist unseen)

fine

organ

recital

helped avert a

/
showgirl Vtesi^.
Since this throng represented the
society of all countries and cUmes,
It Is a safe observation that wonien
between the agBa of 35 and 70 control the wealth to display themselves more luxuriously than those
of any other age.
Catering; to this fact, the exhibition was not a continuous parade
Numerous
of beautiful models.
elderly women of distinguished appearance and poise wore gowns,
wraps and dainties, walking the
block Ions length of the runway.

which

of

•;

The men of this group could be
by their long hair, the
women by their awful hats.
Peggy did herself proud.
She
practically washed :her hands of the
party and .was less in eylden'ce than
the rest of the people present.
"Oh, ray. publisher la doing this,"

(Continued oh page 61)

'

HOW THOSE GIRLS TALK
AWAY'WAYDOWNSOirrH

.

-

20

Miami Beach, Feb. 4..
Chatter of V-rpmen in the class
Is the final syllable
Iij inanity.
In any, of the" lavish
rooms 75 per cent of the gamblers
are females. At one tahle the other
night In a Miami Beach club, there
were seven, women playing roulette.
At the hea,d of the table was a
Children; "too, wer4 recruited to
model the correct mode In which the gigantic woman of about 380 pounds,
Whose
tissue 'vlbrated as' if mounted
of
the
rich
should
attlije
progeny
bn ciishldn springs. She Was dressed
themselves, ot rather be attired,.
In a black evehl'hg gown and droopied.
Little girls and boys walked and
with Jewels. Next to her wa^ a
Inrevolved along the platform.
woman of about 40, In brown with
cidentally, It Is correct for a lad
genuine pearl necklace and a dla«
of eight or nine to wear long pants.
breast pin. Then two sisters,
The editor of a society paper here mond
the first in blue evening gown with
pointed out a group of 1? down
beads and the second In tani
One woman w;as .a widow red
front..
both about 29, and evidently, twins.
whom Dun and Bradstreet ra!te Next were two' sophisticates in white
worth $60,000,000;' Next to her was
gowns, and a quiet old lady in grey.
a baroness, whose jewels are among
Usually women are Intent iipon
the niost valuable collection in Eurtheir game, placing the chips on the
ope; opposite was the wife of an
as fast as possible to hold
Oklahoma oil man. whose income squares
as many numbers as possible before
is reported about 110,000 a day. Bethe white Ivory ball lodges In one
yond was an Internationally known of
the slots. But this group was
divorcee^ who wore several fortunes
oblivious of the game, chattering
in pearls and genis oh her fingers
all the while.
and neck. The others of the party
Said the; fat woman: "I like Euwere likewise women of high sta- rope
-so much better. People have
tion In society and wealth, but the
fun playing the wheel there. Here
point Is that five of the^6 were over
they make It such a business."
175 pounds In weight, three were
"Yes," agreed one of the sisters.
uncannily thin; four were past 60; "I like Monte
Carlo. Everybody carone, a debutante,, had a slouch ao
ries a Utile book and It Is so much
modiste could hide and the replain homely.
No more sport writing d wn the numgambling casinos

'

/

.

is out under the provocative title of "Hungry Ladles"
. . . .Irene Delroy and Ona Munsdn are on the 18 -day diet and
very serious about It, too ....

book

Kitty Morris Is rehearsing
With the new Mary Hay show
Harris,
;.. .Bobbie
Perkins
wears an exquisite square dia-

The two girl dancers did very well
and had lots of speed but neglected

next- to .her brand new
ring... .Virginia
Smith looks striking In an entire black costume.. . . Some-

mond

the costuming importance. A green
crepe witb darker ruffles edging the
skirt -was pretty and another frock
of straight maliae skirt and silk
bodice also, but the r^st less than

wedding

.

body suggested the picture studios should have their own
dancing schools on the lot. Irrespective of the work done by
the dance directors. .. .Eddie
Buzzell handled a difficult situation so well the other nlgM
when he made a personal appearing with his picture at the
Strand—there wasn't even anyone to Introduce him.... 277

—

,

-

of medicine to prevent his discovering that his wife had fallen in love
with his brother—and to release the

Park has become quite theatWalter Wpolfs
rical.... The

wife from her burden. Conrad Nagel
sings the theme s6ng from the. last
spot In the world to suggest a song
—a wheel chair.. Lila Lee does well
as the wife, looking smart always.

.

'have returned from Beirmxtda
Ferguson took a
. . .Elsie
i

..

Warner
week.

i...

test In Flatbush last
Pat Casey likes his

new

coast home. ...They call
On guests to perfonU at the
coast Hayfair club .... "Guggenheim," the Hollywood parpastime,

lor

New

over

,

'

mainder W^re
bers. Here nobody checks."
amount of money could adorn any
*Td rather play birdcage than
of them to much better physical'
roulette," interrupted one of the
advantage; nevertheless all had a women
In white.
"Whien I played
remarkable beaxlng and poise anj^ In Tla
Juana, the boys always let
their conversation smacked of the
me win."
last word in sophistication.
There "Let you win?"
doubted the stout
wais a group one might sea. in Paris, lady;
London, Monte Carlo or any other
"Yes," Insisted she; "yov^ see, Td
class spot.
get friends of mine who played
Pertaining to styles, as shown by really big
money. So the boys let
this
show,
whose International me win because of that."
.

'

spreading

is

'

all

York.

-

.

.

-

U

.

stone

the party.
Identified

.

'

:

. .

carats. ...Carol
Dempster and her n'ew husbahd' are wintering In Palm
Beach. . . .l\^arion Spitzer's new

:

.

center

weighs

fo themselves as

Clever Bathing Girl
Spending a couple of hours In Her wedding gown, gorgeous though
"Salt Watei^' at the doWen (with It was with satin and 4ace, was
caps and quotes) Is really as pleas spoiled by a second Indentation
ant as spending them in It with where the train flounce .met the rest
caps and suits even If not so In of the skirt; the first was the
vfgoratlng. A pity New "totk dic'n't nipped-In w(dst line, and they gave
plunge into the show with as much the figure something the effect of a
zest as It does the shore. .XTna Merkel barrel, slight though It wa.s.
A white silk bead dotted frock had
as a life guard worshiper, wore two
pretty knitted suits, first with tiny a circular collar, on the deep
bow trlmmliig and the other with decolletage In back and this consilk triangle scarf matching the tinued just over the shoulder to
skirt Edyth^ Elliot as. the clever cover the tops of the arms. Miss
wife looked nice in a brown mix- Frederick wore black velvet and
ture and very attractive In a light pearls at home ahd a stunning white
grden frock bf flat crepe, circular coat abroad. This coat hung loose
iLx/skirt and tucked aroui^ the hips. ^finger-tip length—both sides of
Patricia O'Hem dressed simply and the front cut .like half circles and
niade the too-talkative sister quite apparently no fastening, scallops
around the bottom, wide band of
natural.
Afier the accident scene, a boy is fox on the loose sleeves, no collar.
carried across the stage, his face
NUCIEUS FOB 100
-==lsn*t-Beerir. he^makesJiQ^spjmdcJPiQ:?.

.

.

Carson Revue
company always referred
Carson and Gale.

ordinary.

.

priceless

.Harlan Thompson' Is about to enjoy his first vacation In three
years, Europe. . . .Tom Mix has
a dikmond encrusted badge
proclaiming him the best all
round cowboy In the World—

stories In vaudeville.
Billed as Gale and

drunks)..

Moore has a

leen

'collection of etchinss.

customers; .newspaper;' men were
coerced into bringing all their good
hews sources; everyone with llteiary or pseUdp-llterary pretentions'
got themselves and their friends to

un-

.

•

Some ingenuity in the shooting
gallery, the girls being the ducks

b<eien

promoted aii invitation and brouj^ht
all their male relatives and frlendb
lawyeris accompahied their clients;
doctors th^lr patients; brokei-s their

able to find more .than five women
in the mob /capable of passing a

. .

.

the whole

Producers would have

lossey, opera star, looks lovely
In wine colored 'crepe.' . . .Col-

State alwftys seems shy,on.femr' Questelle's applause there was hissInlne talent; g;lrls on the- bill are ing. One solution was the noise was
mostly ."and Ca." Exception this hisses from discontented contestants
week Is Mies. Bay Xiyte, who dances -i-Mlas Questelle being .the winner.
delightfully with her husbiand aa
"The Laughing Lady," Ruth Chatshe has on previous visits. Frocks terton^ on the screen.
are pretty, a new one being; very
eiXectlve with the green lining showBlossom Seeley on 14th Street
ing under th& black 'het ruffles silBlossom Seel^y, at^, the Academy,
ver edged; green for the. hip dec- has one new gown, a very becomoration.
ing mallne over satin, bodice tight
Bill Farr.ell has a little girl Who and long with the fullness accumulooks nice in an ensemble of orchid lating from tiers below that to the
Bilk frock,; short, and velvet em- floor iii back, separate scarf, large
broidered -jacket su magenta shade. transparent hat crushied off the face
Bill Haines in "Navy Blue" color- in front. Benny Fields Wasting his
ins the screen.
efforts on the oldest collection

Target Qirls

'.

Lily Dainlta and Mrs.' Fells
Warburton and het children
Sydney worie a
....Sylvia
charming brown.. and white
print frock: and brown hat at
lunch in Sardl's . .Ellen Da-

May Questelle, famous because
she Isn't Helen I^ane, yet she could
be, wears the blue satin frock again

."Missed Hits" at the Roxy is a
shooting gallery scene. Another Is
an amusing. novelty with the Roxeyettes in pversi2sed dresa suits—two
to a liEimp podt—doing drunks. Those
old time gas lamp posts seem always associated with drunks, on
the stage; they're never seen on
the streets (the lamp posts, not the

.

Jack Buchanan,
Hoey, Dorothy Hall,

Pennington,

.

-

A

'

Evelyn

.

'

.

Peggjr Joyce's tea at the Rltz
week, ^lveh for her by the
publisher of her book, "Men/ Marriage and Me," was well attended,
particularly by gentlemen.
Said one of the ladles present.
last

"You have got to hand It to Peggy,
Miami Beach, Feb. 4.
she has gotten about every man in
Plehty of 8. a. in a |3,000 suit of New
York to attend this; affair."
feminine
pajamas
shown
last
After, a bit 6t snooping about and
Wednesday afternoon in the Palm Investigating by a Variety reporter
Garden of the Boney Plaza, ilotel, who was present. It was discovered
that Peggy
where 4.000 of the richest and most all the creditdid not tecelve nearly
due her on this score.
elegantly groomed women In the This Jerce galhdidn't
Invite any of
world gathered to lorgiiett^ the the men r- they Just naturally
dazzling -SunfAiIne Fashions ShoVr. crashed.
Of course, a tew were invited, but
Scores of finery were, exhibited
at least five or six insisted upon
for the largest crowd of society coming with the ihvlted men.
Men from, every walk of life were
folks In the history of Miami. One
merchant staged the style extrava- present. Persons once vaguely connected with the publlshlhg business
ganza.
.

"Bill and Burt" comedies (from
Judge), and /F'ercy Helton will
do one: of the title parts . .
.

SHOW

Epic colony pccadlon drew an
ariny of motion picture cameramen
and newspaper photographers.
Admission was $2.60. Klnety-ninie
per cent, female audience/ of whlclr
3,600 paid, admissions.
Remalndeir
of the throng stood atop Cabanas
on the boardwallc, or peeried at the
manikinfs from .| 100 a. day. rooms
»
in the hotel.
view of the facto and !ilgures
of this hugie blue-blood ,group-rtheniselvps presenting a fashion
opus more billiaht than the show Itself—revealed the curiously true
indlctmeht that the best dressed
women extant are the homeliest.

'

.

Jimmy,

who has a way wood

bugsry.

IN MIAMI STYLE

w:ill

.

Champ

$3,000 SLEEPING PANTS

:

.

and lat-er trousers and sleeveless
middy of rajah silk. Almost unbelievable but It's a fact, with Miss

.

."Co."

.

suit carried much badger, coat
finishing with ,a circular flounce,
soft blouse with scarf collar tying
under the chin. At a party scene
cocktail shaking dancing waiters
were wearing spats.
Mrs. j'esse Crawford is Wurll.tzerIne alone and nobody qiissed Mr.
Frock a pretty light blue with half
sleeves formed from. over, the shoulder revers that came to the waist.

Her

Boop- Boop^- Doop

Is

direct "Heads Up"
when Al leaves for Califorhla, to work on an Irving. Berlin
United
Artists..^.
^cture at
Opening of the Punch and Judy
theatre In Detroit found many
''notables present, Elsie Ferguson, Tessa Kosta, John Marston, Leslie Frick, Anita Waldron, Rosman Whiteside. Tom

brother

underslip.

Clayton, Jackson and Durante are
giving the far east—36th street and

Freedley

:

Rbxy. ...Alfred Newman's

chif-

Lilyan Tashman looked stunning
with a close curled coiffure, very
smart, and black net gown trimmed
with silver bands around the hips.
.

Peggy; She Mystifies the Gals

.

fon gown had its' own cape with
very full ruff collar, skirt length
transparent below the knee length

Iiexington,

1830

at Joyce Party Understand

.Louise

. .

•

his accent did intrude occasionally;

and a white

.Vinton

visit) ...

Roland is entitled to any
performance hpnots. even though

pecially attractive

'warhers.

for

golnfr to spend a vacation In
Florida, fishing. . .Frank Case,
of the Algonquin, is south now
for the same reason .... Patricia Bowman deserves more
creidlt than she appears to get
as the' solo dancer at the

—OUbert
.

lu^trou,';

Men

5,

do a

will

Brown Is to do "Heads Up"
in London. .. .Gene Markey Is
in town from California (on a

.

"New York Nights" finally ar
rived and the delay was really a
favor to the Norma Talmadge fans
.

For her first appearance Miss Talmadge looks as lovely, as
Sirs. Chaplin's gown- was a heaven
ever, gowns taken care of with great
ly blue crepe satin, the skirt form
skill.
In her white wig arid stage
ed of alternating: sectlonis of the costunie Miss Talmadge was esdull

Wadnesdaj^ 'V^brmty

I

previous demonstration which Is a
great compliment for the. oi^ganlst.

program.

Know That

Helen Broderlck
short

Mrs. Chaplin's Gowns a Treat
Lita Grey Ch^'Plin completely
Odptivated the Palace audience with
her charming sltnpllclty as well as
her undoubted ability in .bandling
her songs (after the surprise of her
voice had passed).' And- 'her growns
were the real treat promised in the

AG£

P

liieabres

Proposed

AI^o
Cdtamet .City, ni.—$400,000.
and apts. Owner, Calumet City
Architects, Buckley &
Theatre C&n>.
Sktdmore.
Erie, Fa. 11,&00, 000. Also stores and
Owner, 'Warner Bros. Architects,
apts.
Rapo & Rapp.
stores

—

Owner.
EiUisns CItjr, Mo.— 1200,000.
Architect, K. S.
C. Nichols Inv. Co.
Tanner.
,
N.'
York,
(AU.>.
New
$30,009.
T.—
Owner, Felix Holding Co. Architect, V.
M. Cajano.
TonnjcstowB, O.— (M. P.).
$1,000,000.

X

'

.

significance Is patent, the definite
trend Is toward the skirt that varlei.
with the hour. It starts with the
smart sports wear below the knee
In the morning and ends with modish evening gown tralling behlnd In
the movemenij of the datice. Femininity has not accepted the longer
mode for active daytime hours, but;
for more leisurely and sophisticated

"That's different,"
lady bluntly.-

"My husband
plemented
"He's

the

Jiist

"Craps

likes

said

the

fat

supbrown.

craps,"

woman

In'

common."

Isn't

common^ If you can

win," said the sister in tan, whose
last chips were being raked off.

"You'd think so

if

you won on

the last spin," philosophized the 3S0-.

moments.
pounder.
Another salient point of change in
"No, really, 'i; think it a very,
W.eat^i'9fler{il, qtreet. .,_Own6r, _Warner the mode Is the waistline, which has manly gaime."
Hollywood,
"fW^
4.
Bros.
Architects,'
Rapp'^fi;
'Happ:
'been: faised^to^^the^^^m
^
Ihefi^^^lire dealisrTJUlled in-the^^iist
First National has placed 2^6
even highier and definitely empha- chips, although four blue ones bechorus girls under contract for a
sized in the more extreme styles. longing to .the lady in brown were
year at three-month Intervals as &
on the winning number.
Spring Plays Off
nucleus for a chorus of 100, all to
"That's the second time tonight
Hot Springs, Feb. 4.
be put on the dotted line.
lOANINO CHORUSES
you've made that mistake," she
Of the 36, 15 come from the 24
All card games here were thrown
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
ranted." The croupier was in an unLarry Ceballos took east for "Fifty In the ash pile, but bookmaking and
Loaning epUemic has extended to comfortable ispot, for he had done
Million Frenchmen" and who re- other Indoor sports running.
chorus girls.
Larry Ceballos Is It previously.
turned afterHEhree months.
The
This is the worst year In the his- lending them in Job lots. This week
"Sorry lady, but I can't think
other nine will stick It but In New tory of the Springs, with biz re- he pftssed over one of his femme straight with all the gab." She was
York.
ported by all games as off 40%.
ensembles of 30 to be used at M-O. paid off and all left.
.

r

,
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Wedom

Surefire Metfaoil

By

Cecelia

HoUyweod'a Well DreMed Men

Ager

London. He stays
To be * well dressed woman— in London during the season, crosseasy.
It's
being a well ing to France with his set at the
that's
socially correct time, not a. day too
dressed maii that's tough. There's soon, not a day too late.
Ai Kaufman Is Hollywood's Jimmy
no comparing the difficulties when
one goes about carving a niche for Walker—a good fellow with dapper
himself as- a wel) dressed man. Ideas of his oym aa to what is a
Women seeking such glory may well dressed man.
.Lewis: Stono appears as Conrad
delve Into the realms of fancy.
Their imagination needs be un- Nagel's father, the owner of the
obecked by the rigid rules of cloth- brokerage firm who sets his salesing that limit the man. Xadles have men a fine example by his neatness
an endless ga^nut. of fripperies and and order. The Federal Reserve
indulgences, little bits of whinisy Bank has the country's confidence
are allowed, t^em, to help set them because It is conservatlye.
Tom Mix Is the cowboy's dream of
Men, poor
ott from "their sisters.
things, must stop with coat, wiaist- the city and the srnali; boy's dream
The material of heaven. For Toni it's real, not
coat, and trousers.
a
dream, with those endless picture
They've got
is always the same.
All that you need Is
to tell the whole story with cut, dollars.
enough
money. People don't laugh
manner
of
wea.rlng.
hang and

younger

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Hollywood's queen of hostess
agents, who supplied beauts

set of

in

There's

sincerity

in

And yet,, heiresses to all
artiflces of flattering adornment, them thar hats.
Edmund Qoulding is bred in the
hiow few comparatively are. the well
dressed women to meet the critical noblest tradition of the British
eye! Men .are the victors there, for Empire to understand with fine
delicacy the art of opulent English
since it must be told, men of -dis-

all

tinction

in clothes'

overwhelmingly
to

that classification. It is to the lastshame of women that men,
inisr
handicapped as they are with ^a,ll
the dress restrictions Imposed upon
them, beat the ladies at their own

game.
Men, the sly fellows, understand
so.much better th«Q art of Individual
style.

They decide upon a

expresses

their

role that
and
personality,

Look at the
well dressed men of HOUywopd, for
instance.
There y eu see a coUec
tion of individualities. For them no
slavish subscribing- to the London
letter of "Vanity Fair," the way
thien dress

up

to

it.

'

.

women obey

the pronouncements of
the Paris -couturiers.; Well pressed
Alien here abouts will be recognized
as themselves, as they like to ap
pear, not as anyone tells them is
They earn their titles by
right.
following their personal- taste, first
studying their type,
of course
They're consistent, once they've hit
on, their proper milieu.
The well
dressed man sticks^to his part whatever it may be. No two are alike.
Tliey ve as varied, as the infinite
'

iQUirks of personality.
It isn't hard to choose

the informal manner of living gives
scope to Individuality.
In
Holljrwood one can be pretty near
as different as one likes' without
being judged eccentric. Yet in fairness, local well dressed men are
surprisingly
conservative
facing
this golden opportunity, permitting
themselves flair 6nly If they are the
type "pour le sport."
free

Types and Types

life.

It is 1930

Miss ReveU may be addressed at the Hotel Somerset,
or care "Variety," N«w Vork.
.v^^-W=;
Dear Madam: Will you please ad-'f

me

vise

about

my

daughter?

can sing and dance, well and
She

47th street^
v

isays.

tions are set before arrlvaL

Your

living at some vaudeville daughter,, being a business girl^ must
but she has only been on the give heed
to such admonitions.

is

club,

West

She' from Hollywood unless their posi-

-

stage a

while^
rich she

little

how

and

it

seems

got so soon.

Dear Miss Revell: Please advise
to do In order to hold my
husband,. a motion picture director,
who has faJlen for a new leading
,
woman, an. unkno'wn-, whom he is
directing; If I should lose him now
my life would be ruined. He doesn't
want children, but do you think If
I could promise hilm there was a
I don't like to hurt you, but the tone baby on the way it might open his
of your letter is far from sympa- eyes as to whom he really loved?
thetic and is not conducive to, con- The last- two weeks lie has made
fidence; it denotes suspicion and excuses for hot being with me evearrogance; and maybe that is the nings. He always has conferences
reason, your daughter will not give or something to keep htm from comyou her address. It is quite pos- ing home at night, and I just know
sible she Is trying to find herself he Is out with that woman.
and. work it out alone without InX.T. Z.
'terference and. the incriminations of
Answer: I can thinik
no act-so.

me what

-

:

A

.

.

jeeilQU^ relatives.

A

of 17 is

girl

very sensitive and impressionable;
she Is at a dangerous age^no longer
a child and not yet a woman. Nag
ging mothers under. similar circumstances have driven more than bne
girl away from home.

of
cruel as bringing an unwanted baby
into the. world.
And if your only
desire tor offspring Is to" retrieve
your husband's love, I question if
you are a proper person te bring up

child. Such a course as you purpose is unthinkable.' if I were you,
determine beyond all
Dear Miss Bevell: I am a widow Coubt If your husband Is really runand my daughter is my sole sup ning around with another woman.
port.
She is very pretty and ta- You know, they bp. have conferlented and has a fine position in
ences at night .ia.bout pictures, espeNew York as a private secretary in cially in these chaotic times of talkBut she Is discon ing .films, and his business could
a law office.
tented In business, where she re
easily demand his _attentioh after
celyes a salary of ^60 a week, and studio hours.
Investigation might
wants "to go in -the movies.
show that you are doing him- a grave
Her head has been turned by injustice.
articles in the newspapers telling,
what huge salaries are paid screen
bear Lady: My. husband and my-!
She says she would "Soon self are. a vaudeville team, dividing
people.
be able to support nief. In luxury If the salary 50-60. While working he
I will only consent to her going to
has paid our living expiehdes, while
Hollywood.
have no.v funds to I banked my share. We have beenRiitb Morris
go out there with except some Lib out of work now for some time and
erty bonds I bought during the war.
my husband wants me. to draw my.
DoUy Tree has done a swell job quality to the glove fitting outfits If I sold them we could get our car- money out pf the bahic to support
with the costunres for the 'Inter- worn by the Chester Hales, par^ fare to California, but what assur- the family and to finance the -writnational Revue," headed New Tork- ticularly when the blue of the suits ance have we that she could get ing and staging of a new act, My
ward via Philadelphia and Newark. is set off by. long-rstaffed, be-rib a job and, If she did, that she inabiiity to e^et hlsi yie'wpoint has
would make good?
Tho costumes are gay and giddy, boned mandolins of scarlet,
caused the .flrst real trouble we have
My common sense tells me that had in our married life. Do you
often treading on dangerous ground
my daughter Is better off where she think I should -jeopardize my 'savJones on Strange Broadway
with a generous employment of
"Little Johnny Jones" is back in is, but she is so unhappy and her ings this, way? I feel I am entitled
rhinestpnes and shining surfaces,
but the brilliant effects have been talking picture form on the Biroad- mind is so set on going Into pic- to what I have earned and saved.
Louise A.
lised 69 .well and the foreign motifs way. that he once sent his regardEt tures that I cannot dissuade- her.' I
borrowed so cleverly that .the re- to. The song is out-dated, being do wish you would give her some
Anawer; If the team Is In flnan^
She has read your
patently written about the street good advice.
sult Is grand.
cial difllculties, I think you should
books
and
are
ah
Idol
of
hers.
you
OpeninI: costumes plunge Into a that started at Herald Square and
offer your savings to help weather
higli color
scale,
with magenta ended at Fort3^- second strieet, but I know she would believe tvhat you the storm.
Please help me.
gloves, hats and shoes setting off its companion piece-, "Yankee Doo- told her.
Mra.
R.
the pastel shadings of silver-tipped dle Dandy,'' will seem a friesh, new
Dear Miss Revell:' I am tired of
Answer: You are quite right. continually chasing chorus jobs.
tulle' skirts.
Flame tones, from song one hundred years from now
as typical of a certain Broadway Yoxur daughter is much better off The business has become so unceryellow to henna, describe gorgeous
here
in
in
a
position
which
she
Is
show-girl and pony costumes for a type as it was 20 years ago.
tain;, you get an engagement, reThe Cohan' opus introduces Eddie making good than she would be in hearse six weeks, worlc two, and the
Orchid coshot Indian number.
timies grow piquant with the addi- Buzzell to feature pictures. As the the maelstrom of Hollywood, a field show goes blooey. Tlien you start
In
which
she
knows
nothing.
There
race
that
tion of wigs and tulle-trimmed little jockey who loses the
all 'over again and It is always the
muffs fashioned of tiny multi- he will not "throw," he Is cute and are many talented and beautiful same. I have a chance to marry a
colored fiowers.
Clever detail on lovable In a sincere performance. girls clutterijng up Hollywood, living man, a merchant, who Is very much
mouth
getting
an
from
hand
to
or
pretty,
and
as
Alice
Day
is
sweet
inall the costumes makes them as
in 4ove with me, I think I love him,
teresting to watch as the show it- the girl—rat times too sweet, but occasional day's work as an extra although I am not crazy about hlni.
in a mob .scene. Nearly every wait- Do you think I will be able toflive
awfully pretty..
self.
ress, telephone girl and chamber- with him?
Gertrude Lawrence is charming
Chorus OirU
maid In Hollywood is someone "Who
Sufferer in White Chiffon
in assignments that border from
Answer: Love Isn't jutst finding
One of the favored traditions of went out there expecting to land In somebody you can live with it is
legitimate acting .to light musical
comedy style. In orange coat, corn- moving picture costuming is ob- pictures. The Los_ Angeles Cham-, finding somebody you can't live
colored topper and magenta tro\|sers served in "The Bishop Murder ber of Commerce "issues frequent without.
But- Isn't that a rather
she does a strut number that is a Case," Leila Hyan^, as the harass- bulletins warning girls to keep away rotten break you propose to give a.
the
ed
knockout.
sing the
,

a

'

I 'v^puld first

.
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'

Chatter

We
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when

what they
can contribute^ to business and they
no longer need live in garrets. But
an artistic person's feeling for color
and flair can't be completely submerged by the mechanics of this

,

'

'

a busy

.

She won't glye me her address, and
her cousins say she Is gettiiig the
money from a man she used to work
for.
She is 17 and very pretty.
lywood 192* with the basque short
Anxious Mother.
ened for 1930. The skirt is the
Answer:
Don't believe, everything
same as of yore. Pink net is the
material, used over a slip of metal you hear. Perhaps your daughter's
cloth. Scalloping rows of pink siatin cousins are jealous of her success..
eyes. It Is. a Hollywood con
cession to the princess, mode, for it
is the long basque-full skirt of, Hoi

oval medallions trim the dress, their
slize increasing as they reach the
bottom of the skirt.
huge bunch
of 'net flowers is massed on one
shoulder. It Is a frock stahdardlzed
'shabbiness.
Never may anyone to represent Hollywood elegance
point to >im. and say "Isn't that f01*, young ladles.
Sally' O'Neill is dressed in a frock
"new?"
Slightly worn, that's the
British gentleman's idea,l, and his of chiffon .and taffeta, pink, by the
way, for VHold Everything," It Is
fia,vorite game is .squash.
All these fellows have won the not a. veiv happy combination of
trophy of distinction in appearance materials, for the taffeta makes the
seemingly without effort. But that chiffon look willing but helpless to
Isn't true.
Their present perfection match the taffeta in its decisive
Is misleading.
It takes hard work manner. One. piece chiffon slip over
and constant application till the per taffeta foundation is figure fitting
feet role is developed.
Then the until blobs of taffeta are shirred on
role's demands remain, but become at a point well, below the hips. Taf-.
is'ubconsclous.
Selecting the right feta ends In points, at the knees
cravat and pair of shoes is second in front, a little lonjger in back.
nature.' Siartbrlal achievement is a Neck line has jeweled embroidery
triumph let no one dare pooh-pooh and a scarf of taffeta tied In a
b.ow iat one ishoulder, with ends
At the Studios
Loretta Young/' playing opposite hanging to the hem. Line of the
John Barrymore In. "The Man From dress is i^bt in piroportlon for style
Blahkley's," wears a misty evening nor aesthetic Joy. The bodi.ce is too
gown In the style Dolores Costello ',iQng.for the tiny skirt, making the
used to choose to complement her dress appear made fronl remnants

William Wellman, hatless always,
the effect he gets over
of being a Greek god about to
mount a polo pony between Jaunts
In his racing plane. Palms for him.
Others wear polo shirts, others-disregard neckties, but there you are.
Conrad Nagel is the sensible fellow. A well dressed American. In
Paris, in London, people may point
to him with safety as a 100% American of -good family who works in
his father's brokerage house and
lives in the fashionable suburbs of
his home town.
Jim Ttil/y's remarkable red hair
places him in the group because
he's wise enough^ never to cut It
lilting
To
short.
Uncropped, curling unre- melody of "Exactly Like Tou" (sure
strained and seldom covered, it is to be heard about town soon), she
unto Itself a sufflcleril asset.
wears a frail white fiowered chiffon
Lew Cody is an essential part of over a delicate yellow foundation.
life in Paris, a bon vivant who
Dorothy Fields' and Jimmy McRegularly attends the races.
The Hugh have contributed a score that
right man. to show you' Montmartre. will be among the most singable and
He prefers French tailors to British. clever In town, and the entire perFor
dessert
he
orders
crepes formance, boiled down to regulation
Suzette.
running time* should be grand enAdrian is an artistic person lead' tertainment.
Is notable for

tag

auppresssd.

.

examples
of Hollywood's well dressed men.
Something about the climate and

artists are recognized for

Nellie Revell

This department, conducted by Miss Revell, has besn inatitutsd as a
weekly feature and i* placed at the service of .any "Vari^t/' reader.
Matter submittedr to Miss Revell will be treated confidentially.
No
attantion will be paid to uniigiied letters, but real names will alwaya ba

fiinhy

dreamy

.

outnumber the women belonging

for the Woeful

of

sorts

'

,

dollars.

for

has gone Into the beauty
parlor business. She was driven out of the hostess racket
by $11,000 'Vorth of bouncing
checks.
Many of her beauty parlor
customers are wives of guys
who paid for the gals with the
rubber checks. Men were forced
to send their wives to the parlor on threat of having the
parties aired.
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Siiper-Scale Unit
The Capitol presentation of.
'"Venetian Carnival" is lavish be.

,

,

yond the scale even of picture house
production. The unit, to play only
a week on Broadway, evidences as
machine age.
much painstaking ca,re, as would
Irving Thalberg Is the monograph be put into a production that anticef
good form and correctness ipates a long run in town. Its
achieved by ^eliaclous adherence to costumes are not merely routine
a fQndamehtarftuniT""''ar^^
ideasr^ ground- out-qul<iklyr=.but,-hav^
IS never conspicuous."
the richness and cleverness that,
_Trav|» Banton is the senior at would do well by any musical
Princeton voted the best dressed comedy.
Jnan of his class. His classmates
The Venetian background makes
,

envy his previous careless air in possible gorgeous period costumes,
sport clothes and wish they knew well displayed by the Capitol show
how to select tweeds the way he girls. Taffeta domlnos which sweep
can.
to the fioor beneath velvet tricoms,
Basil Rathbono is an Englishman, are lovely Of line and color, and
* companion of tho Prince of Wales large ruffs and sleeves (corn-colorwhen treasure hunts engaged the ed, silver-edged) add a picturesque

—

.

»

.

—

.

heroine, is carried off by
wholesale murderer and left gagged
and bound in. the attic. For this the restraint and tension that build
scene (wWch is true of all abduc- up a perfectly grand picture. It's
tion scenes) she wears a fllmy, a perfect film—exciting, throatethereal /gown of white chiffon. choking and having the added inThere is sottiething so helpless terest of events that, parallel the
.

.

looking about a gown of white Bothstein murder,
PoWell dies
No heroine who wears one nobly and even while every wocould possibly think of a way of man sobs over his demise, she will
escape, but must wait, frail and secretly rejoice that his career
helpless, till the hero comes.
didn't, turn "Hearth and Flowers.".
A murder- mystery seldom pro-- Kay Francis plays the racketeeryides an actress with an opportun- wife with sympathy.
She > has
ity to be more than pretty and ability to wear trim,*dashing clothes
terrified.
Miss Hyams meets both and It's too bad to put her In anyrequirements
with
charm and thing that has a soft Ingenue flavor.
ability.
In ensembles of the tailored variety
she looks stunning and picturesque,
Tears for Rogue
fllmy things have a way of going
Nobody wants to see a bad man dowdy on her.
reform. He would lose all his atHelen Tw^elvetrees, in "The Grand
traction by becoming a law-abiding, Parade" is the kind of old-fashioned
he heroine -who weeps with delight
^ChllE<Ul-Lgoing jcltlzer^
be permitted to go reaping"~ihe"
fruits of his misdeeds.
The ,pnly with fear at a frown. Her acting
alternative is bis death must be met Is of a piece with the entire picture
-with a hard-boiled front and the
•a minstrel story of 20 years ago,
jauntlness of embarking on a new which Is as naive as any of the
racket. The jauntier the death, the melodramas revived by Christopher
more certain the flowing of ferar Morley. The picture might have
inine' tears.
been really swell, if the attempt
^
Willam Powell meets such a to re-create a colorful period in
death In "Streets of Chance," in the life of New York had been more
which he plays a racketeer role with sincere.
chiffon.

.

—

nice fellow

a home?

^Just

Dear Nellie;
well know. Is

marrying him for

My
a

husband, as you

big-salaried coniea lav-

dian and has' a reputation as

ish spender. Yet I have had to take
our boy. out of military school and
dismiss
naald in order to cut
down expenses. I ana pretty well
fed tip on his excesses; and family
,

my

.

neglect
Would a court action
arouse him to bis responslbiltles?
Perplexed.
Answer: Such a move might not
arouse him, but it would arouse the
court
Also the interest of the
newspapers, especially the tabs, who
would pounce on this story; with
glee, bringing unpleasant notoriety.
Why don't you consult with his
manager and effect some arrangement whereby a stipulated sum' is
-paid:^yjau.^dJr.egt^.eac h -Week^ ou t of_
.

his salary ?

Postscript

Abbie; As you are a Catholic girl
and a stranger here, why don't you
call on Father Leonard at St. Malachay'a Rectory, 239 W. 49th street.
New York City? You will find him
most understanding and in a position to help you.
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Boston was somewhat surprised at the cioailne of ''I^ieasure Bound"
Estate of the late George L.eMaire consists principally o£ life insurance
ajme Silverman. President
there. The' Shubsrt revue was reported doing capacity but with, the aid
N«w Tork City policies, said to total $75,000. * His widow is the Bole beneficiary.
164 West 46th Street
of cut rates. The answer seemed to be that the house made some money
on the date but the show didn't. It was understood the cast was given
'SUBSCRIPTION:
Recent release of a Keith office employee for divulging? office secrets
Porelgn.
..tlO
Atinuat.
continue in Boston on a., co-operative basis .but refused.
.wis Cents and Information on acts and salaries, revealed that ah Independent agent the chance to
Sincle Coplea.
without Keith connections had been paying the employeie llO^a week
Warners "Viennese Nights"/ (film) will be the first musical to be fully
'

.

.

VOL..

•

for info.

xcvin

No.

4

constructed on stage technique principles, .Hatnmersteih- and Romberg,
besides demanding three full weelcs rehearsal periods, have had the sets
Robert ii. Canhefax, fonner billiard champion, is a built to cbnform to their Scores—so niany beats from entra,nces to exits.
because
plaster
cast
patient In the Flower hosi>ital. ^e is encased in a
Dialog also fitted to. music spacing so .that the dialog, entrances, exits
The accident occurred When Mrs. Cannef?»x and music will synchronize as planned.
of a fractured vertebrae.
attempted to close a windpw in her hotel room, slipping and dropping to
floor.
a ledge one story below. She was on the 17th
The inside on the Dorothy Khapp incident at the Beaux Arts swanky
costume ball, Is that the noted beaut never was socked at all. Xooks
When the Auditorium, Quebec, resumes Keith vaudeville Feb. 16 the as though the yarn, was a pipe started by a local tab and not denied
bookers in New York will construct Its -bills with sight and singlng„acts by JUiss Knapp who got the "publicity. Miss Knapp was with the Waronly. Board of trade In the Frenchrbanadian pity, estimates ,Quebec's burton partyJ
She Was asked to- [jpln Ear! Carroll's. An eye witness
French population at 8ff%, with a majority of the French unable to declares that' was air there was toi it.
speak, read or understand English. For that reason, talking 'acts that
Canada,
in
anywhere,
else
sensatiphis
can
be
talk
on
principally
depend:
George "W'lntz has the revived {"Sari,V although Eugene Endrey .a
yet fldp completely in Quebec. A booker irho didn't know oiice alniost Hungarian hai^ his name on the boards as the producer. Wlntz

The widow

of

.

15 YEARS AGO
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Famous Players organized Select
Features as a separate distributor
to handle its exceptional productions, first subject being "The Eterr
nal City" made from Hall Caine's
Set mintmuni.
"The Christian."
price of 2B cents on admissions.

,

'

:

'

.

'

.

,

^

.

'

entered
the picture in Phlla., where .Endrey stepped a'i^ide iwith the proviso his
iised the first two weeks. _Show closes at the "Liberty two weeks,
but go(es on tout wbere Mitzl is strong and that Is Wlhtz' field, to6.
Latter said to have gone for $18i(K>0i In backing the troupe. , Mltzl herself
filed title salary. bond. with Equity tb
of $16,000.

hot discussiori ruined vaudeville for all time in that city.
Idea provoked
whether It was more profitable. to
road show a big picture or give it
Sand dancing is returning in favor aftei: having practlcaljy died out.
Broadway exploitation and then Various artists, looking for something new to enliven danclnef^.rout^nes,
dispose of state rights.
are going back to the scratchy hoofing in. a big way* .Last week at the
Palace Lou Clayton of Clayton, Jackson and .Purante, added a sand
Keith's made one of its few tin^id dance to the routine, with results repbrted"p. k. all around. Buck and
moves to get into the pictjure end Bubbles have just started. throwirig sand on thg boards, and dancers with
of showdom by buying two pictures, William Seabury are also: doing It,
"Spiiugtime," by Life Film Photo
Eddie Leohard was one of the most noted sand-dance exponents of
Corp., for $20,000, and "Reaping the days gone by.Whirlwind,", by Balboa Co.* for |17,000Because RKO put "and party" on the annual passes for the Hippodrome, New York, some holders or friends bptrpwlne the ."dead-heads"
New York theatre opened .with are taking the "party", to mean more than one.
straight pictures under Loew. Same
In a letter to all holders of the 1930 passes,. RKO points put that
company had the Broadway..
"although these passes are Issued for personal use, some of them have'
recently gotten Into other hands and unfortunately- some have tried to
New York HiPPOdrome gave up •crash the gate* with large parties of friends." The auditing departr
spectacles and staged a straight!
ment has instructed the Hipp doorman to stop "abuse of a personal
cirpus show at $1.60. Not so goodJ.
_.
courtesy."

,

,

name he

'

,

.

'
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Shows being backed by Warner jBrothers are ^said tiqi be Issuing contracts to players carrying a claus^ giving that company an option on
cast principals for pictures.
--.
>.
lost a! fehime comedieinne who signed with
In. one case last week
another company. Someone ;had .overlppk.ed .writing in or adding the
clause to her agreement and ^Warners was ready .tb olcay a .siun .doubl^ie
.

i

WB

—

,

,

the amount
.

received from the other

she.

firni.

.

'

One thing delaying the rounding,

.

-

.

Showmen

was

said scale

.

.

too high.

into -shape

of

JSiegfeld's

"Slmplp

Is reported to be Ed Wynh'f^^iSQ comedy pr.ops.- (Besides cluttering up- the a-vallable: stage space, -Wynn Is having a time of it trying to
routine the devices.
..
has whajt is. considered a piromlslng comedy
Understood -that
song >lvhlch he won't even attempltito. learn for. the N^w York opening.
All because of the mehtiail strain in working up his accustomed paraphernalia.

Simon"

i

Wynn

.

:

,

'

{leports

from the road, which

Feeling that she couldn't disappoint the- radio fans after C.B.S. had'
days advance publicity on her ether appearance, Winnie
Lightner did 30 minutes over C.B.S. last weeik without pay.
Miss Lightner was originally engaged as the guest artist for Wednesday night by the Kolster Hour, and C.B.S. gave out plenty publicity.
Two weeks ago Kolster went into the hands of tl^e receivers, and last
week, a day Pr two before they were to go on, cancelled their future
commercials.
Miss Lightner, engaged by Kolster, was In no -wfky under obligation to
C.B.S., but because' of the advance publicity and flgruring on the fans,
kept the engagement with. Larry Rich's band as {he musical support.

hac^

Issued '30

slumped with the outbreak of the
war, were encouraging. The northwest was the first to show signs df
revival.

Three ticket agencies near conr;
solidation, leaving McBride and the

.

.

Tyson company as; the opposition,
Tyson controlling most hotel stands.

'Sun Up" -went Into rehearsal for its revival at the Vine Street thewith only one actor hew to thie cast. He Was Arthur
Turner Foster in the part of ^a sherlflE. Two days befpre the opening
Joseph Buckley, who had previously played the part, showed up and was
put.l^to It, Foster had. started, w<^rk without a contract, which under
strict Interpretatipn of Ekiulty ruleslentltled him to two weeks* salary for
dismissal.- With a contrabt. he wojuld have received nothing If put in
first week of rehearsai- He accepted one -week'd salary as settlement.
atre, iSollywood,

A

smaU.^ town -girl has become used- to Hollywood and its ways after
several months in. an office connec|ted: -with, legit but .was considerably"
.Cas^s of non-payment of wages In summer hotels are extremely difembarrassed when -a committee of jhome-itpwn .folks'^p.a4d an inspection
DeState.
York
Miller,,
of
Npw
,S.
director
the
settle,
ficult to
Frieda
While telling them, what a nlcp; atmosphere, she; worked In, In
visit,
partment of Labor,, reports that ih som^: Instances It requires. -several!
breezes a .studio;. slick whose pustomaiy- greeting Is a friendly slap and
years to close even .the simplest complaint,.;
,"liello trollop!* -: To- avoid hotojB-town scandal she threw him .the
The loss involved through fallurp of summer hotel proprietors to pay a
frlgidaire. He t took the icing and bi^w. Later- she got the gink on. the
off ^they often give bouncing checks—is great, owing to the fact the
phone and apologizpdk .'ending up, "irpmorrow you -can- call me anything
workers usually are paid by- the sea;son. Sometimes, after .the. en^ployees;
'
•>'
•:
you want!"
:i.
i'
have not only- labored all- summer without receiving- a hlckle. In salary:
but have spent all their savings for transportation, the hotel owner diswill
castthe
When -Louis Maploon send6"Ne-W Moon" on ttie road,
appears on Labor Day. Investigators ipr tlie State Department of Labor
for "New
find it hard -to discover the -whereabouts' of disappearing proprietors. also be up. pn 'ipesertvSong;" Macloon has the same territory
it had
.Not infrequently-, when found, the hotelman Is without funds himself Moon^' as he had for "Desert Sonig,'! but the "Song" closed before
played Texas,.Gklahoma and Kansas,
when he gets tp those southSettlements sometimes call for Installment payments of $1 weekly.
western states, all former one night stands will go two days and three
week, with both shows .playing. Duckets for
day stands stretched to
In spite of recent events that appeared to denote trouble, there is no
one show will sell at the b. o. 'prlce^wlth two shows going, at a put
strained feeling of friction in relations between the Keith and Warner
*
rate.
booking offices, according to both sides. "
<

50 YEARS AGO
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Mid -winter, and the bkseballj
editor finds it tough to assentiblei
an Interestihg diepartnient. tia.lf . O:
column of poetry giprl^y'ing the
game helps. Baseball news froin
California and New Orleans iSrout-i
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Criket Is even worse. Editor gets!
relating the,
reminiscences,
sprightly episode of the British!
crlQketer who plied yp 307 runs ini

mto

one Inning and still wasn't
Inning ran six hours.
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'
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The breach, supposedly created: when Keith's ordered the Warner
William E. Smith, a former, actor who went into Chicago real ^stat^,
houses off the floor upon finding It led to the franchlsed agents carrying
Another device for space filling on booking activities on the "outside," was reported widened when the is back in show biz with enough dough to produce. He has taken pv.e^r
Franklin Pangborn's lease on the Vine Street theatre, Hollywood, with
is editorializing over the lack of a Warner office declined to cancel Charles "Slim" Timblln's last half book
regular ballfield In the metropolitan' ing In Hoboken to permit him to finish a week at Keith's Palace, New Lucille LaVerne in "Sun Up," his first production. He plans to Introduce
area.
Two then in use in Brook- York. Pulling of Timbjln from the Palace was by mutual consent of both recent New -York productions to the Coast with their eastern stars, alsp
.

an occasional new play.
they both state.
Smith has no actor-manager yen; although Miss LaVerne Is bPostlng
While, as both say, there Is no trouble at all, the Keith agents are
There is little of outdoor sport,: still put of the Warner office and are under orders to stay out on penalty for a play in which she sees him playing opp.
Vine, Street scale now tops at $1.50, two bits up from Pangborn's
except in Canada where hockey of losing their fi nchises. Since the Keith agents were pulled' out the
appears to be in high favor. TKere Wairner bookers are having little or no difficulty In securing the same super-stock high.
hadn't been enough snow up to Feb. acts from elsewhere that they formerly purchased from the Keith agents.
1 t6 encourage snow-shoeing In the
"The climate got In his blood" is, reason given In Coast pfflces fpr
Dominion that winter. A BufCalo,
abandonment of -an eastern producer's plans to organize a company, th^'re
N. Y., roller skating rink manager
of his New York show.
One of the authors went west tb direct and
had worked up a sort of hockey
production got as far as casting when the producer's golf yen destroyed
•game on roller skates.
his interest.
Climax came when a cast line-up of 32 waited three hours in vain fpr
Generally the leading sport seems
him to show one morning. Next day the shPw was announced ott wlt]h.
to be long distance Indoor walking
Nacio Herb Brown hopped Into town last week, long enough to close stated reason that production just for the Coast was fop expensive. The
matches which occupy about half
his Ziegf eld deal and beat It back to the Coast. And without seeing a producer is still playing golf.
the sporting news space. It is re
a show. Wellp maybe orte.
lated that the peds are becoming
Smaller play brokers who had been helping unlcnown playwrights of
Brown won't attend musicals because he's- afraid the scores thereso sturdy and fast that,, while 4.50
from
will Influence his own compositions and because he might uncoii- promise in return for first call on the latter's works for pictures and
miles In six days used to got a
stock haVe tightened up purse strings. No market for the unknowns'
few bars. He'll do his Ziegfold score, in the west.
contestant In the money, tt was aciously lift a
"
,
His "Pagan Love Song"^ and, Chant of the Jungle," both launched, in stuff is given as cause.
now provided that those under
M-G pictures, were what was left of an Oriental series he wrote some Some of the smaller brokerages, unable to align better known stage
500 did not qualify for purses.
years ago, amongst which were "Coral Sea" and "When Buddha Smiles.' writers and playwrights, had been grubstaking the embryos.
various times, with
Century Play Company and several of the larger brokc-i".", are following
The Eighth avenue car barns in Entire quartet was offered to Coast publishers atmade
up their minds, the lead of picture companies in financing productions, none of. the exlatter pair the first selections when the pickers
New York (probably wii'ere the new the
trotted them out when the film pensive variety, but, those looking good bets for stock. Century Is reGarden stands) burned to .the Brown Had "Pagan" and "Jungle" left so
ported financing Myron Fagan on his current production of ;"N"ancy's
studio needed a tune in the same motif.
ground with some loss of life.
Private Affair" and other Fagan productions.
Fagan'S' previous productions, although not rated bell ringers .for
Brought east by. a Times Square agent, on the ld«a that they would
NOTES
into a class Broadway nie^t club, a .weir knpwn mid- western band Broadway, cleaned up on stock' releases for Centiury, especially "Jimmie's
go
Recklaw,
AnChevret,
Betty
Llta
Women."
employment
they
Individually
when
seek
and
break-up
forced
to
was
dree Henderson, Steve Pimento,
discovered that the club engagement was only the agent's Idea, and not
"Radio Revels," Radio.
An actPr with a Russian name who has risen to prominence rece;!>tly,
Irving Berlin's first for UA,. "Love a .contract.
~- in
abroad and here probably cannot understand why a Coast agent turned
This band had been playing a class club In St. Louis and were in
a Cottage," original by John McDermott and Berlin. -Melville Baker structed Jiy the Broadway agent to corne east for the club eneaecment him down cold fpr handling. There- to a chance he doesn't know about
It as, the, proposition, came^thrpu gh_a^N
agent. The reason for
::._ad aptlng._::
-Wheh-tliey-arrlved-they -found -the^gentbadv-nPiCO^
Carmel Myers, Bert Roach, George
the turn-down is the agent's experience with tlie actor's son, in "legit
all set to 'go in the same club and even this Pther band was being
Stone and Frances Lee, to Christie was
under
name.
an
anglicized
orchestra
In
the
club.
stay
of
the
now
prolonged
stalled off by the
comedy,
The son landed in Hollywood and was Introduced to the agent. WithMarie Dressier, Renee Adoree and
out any contract, the agent took the actor around to various studios, inErnest TorrenCe, "Singer- of Seville,"
Amos' n' Andy are the favorite radio act with Inmates of Auburn troduced him to directors and execs, spending considerable time with
prison, according to a newspaperman who recently-made a general in
"The Girl Said No," new title of vestigation of conditions; at the 100-odd years-old Institution, located in him. Without saying anything the actor then signed up with another agent. He worked in a. couple of studios then went east to see
".Fresh from College," M-G.
well liked hours are the RKO, Collier's and
Lloyd Hughes and Mary Astor, central New York. Other
his father.
Paramount. Prisoners, of Italian extraction welcome the broadcast of
"Cooking Her QoPse," Radio.
A week later the proposition to handle the noted Russian name came
Eugene Walters, playwright, to grand operas or parts thereof, and while men of nationalities less mu to the Coast agent. The agent repjiied. to his New York -representative
cotton
-iJtways
to
write.
the
grand
opera
stuff,
they
not
edit
\
do
and
Pathe to
sically inclined
effect, "I have had some experience with the son and I do not cave
in
Lucille Page and Al Norman,
to have any dealings with him, his father, or his grandfather."
(Continued on page 51)
M-G.
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EG TIM A t E

The Shuberts are at the lowest'
ebb In musical production since
they became a major production
firm, there are but thr^e musicals
vnder their direction playing at
present: "Nina Rosa," in Chicago;
"The Street Singer" and "A Won:derful Night," In New York, In addition, however, they have a num'

"ber of revivals,

started /at JolSon's

and sent on tour from theVCi
There are now more than six mushows being readied for
sicals
Broadway out of town, but there is
.

jiot

one casting, or rehearsing in

New Tork

at this time;

Those due

in are "Ripples" (New Amsterdamli,
''Simple Simon" (Ziegf eld), "Flylne
High" (Apollo), "Nine t'ifteen Re^

(Cohan>, "The Internatlonial
Revue" (Majestic) and "You Don't
Bay So," house niot set.

vue"

Doubling Divorces
Milwaukee, Feb.

jimmy

agaiiist

tlon

Eva LeGallienne's Sec'y
Brings Suit for Divorce
Westport, Jan. .31..
Mrs. Stuart Benson, of Weiston,
aecretary to Eva LeGailienne, and
business manager of the Civic Rep
theatre, New York, has started a
divorce action against Stuart Benson, formerly art editor of Collier's.
Action filed in Bridgeport, Conn.,

Conzelman,

set at

Fox

-rt'lth

re-

Bill. Collier

hearsing a scene., The stars
had everything to say— Collier,
two lines.
Getting ready to rehearse,

county seat. The Benson farm has
been the Scene of many picnics of
the civic Repertory Company. Mrs.
Benson, who was Mary Duggett,
married, the editor and playwright
in. 1921.
She charges desertion
since July 1, 1926^ and cruelty, asking no alimoriy.
Benson is conniected with Morgan, Livermore Si Co., brokers. He
had a play, "Find Cynthia," produced oh Broadway in 1922 by KilMiss LeGailienne
bourn Gordon.
has a farm house near the Bensons.
.

Mae West
'

Up

Trial

Special panel of ioo talesmen was
by Judge Charles C; Nott,
of General Sessions to report

called
Jr.,

.

.

,

.

.

No

Miss McXulty was in "Follow
The fiv.st cose of arbitration beThru." She secured, a run of the tween casting agent and player
play cbnti'act for the rievuo, but failed since the former came under the
to show at reheai'sals.
Her alibi lic'ensing. jui'isdictlon is that of.
was that she didn't like thia songs Lfeslie Morosco, agent, vs. J. Francis
allotted her.
The low-down was Ro.bertson set for arbitration next
that her husband, a trumpeter in week.
Abe Lyman's baud,, was. going to
Morosco alleges in complaint that
the; .coast and she wanted to. go, too. he was insti'umental in acquiring
She did.
ilobertson's engagement in '.'Broken
Equity^s council actied on this pishes," current at the. .Masque,
complaint last week, Miss McNulty New York, and consequently entitled
not making an appearance.
to commissions for the placement.

.

'

.

'.

.

.

,

$I»000,000 Stock Chain

:

Idea for Middle West
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Phil Da-vIs, attorney, is leading a'for the establishment b£
rotating stock troupe^ In the large
mldwestern tcwns, such as Columbus/Fort Wayne, Indianapolis,
Cleveland, Toledp, Detroit, with two
spots in Chicago, which will be the
headquarters.
^
Pavis' Is trying to raise. $1,000,000
frbni bankers In Milwaukee, for -the
purpose of obtaining control df theatres on long-tei-m leases.
Plays
will be priced at $1.50 top.

movement

'

.

.

Ticket Planners StiU

At K,

No

Morosco claims further that' the
has b6en running several
weeks and that Robertson has not

show

"Woof Woof" Pay-Off

.

"Woof Woof" closed at the Royale
Saturday without pa3'ing salaries,
other than to the chorus. The silent
and complete backer ot the attraction was Crilbert H. Mosby, the milIlonaii'e patent medicine man who
halls from Cincinnati.
Equity expects to pay the salary
claims from, funds guaranteed by
Cincinnati b^nk.
Mosby. supplied
that guarantee prior to the shb-w's
opening, but why he did not pay off
rather thaii forcing Equity, to call on
the bank guarantee was not explained;

:

-

RULE TEST UP

next week.

the
director noticed Collier
didn't have his pairt with him
and sternly said, "Where's yoyr
part, Mir. Collier?"
"A moth ate it!" flipped back
Will.

'

next Mondiay, when a Jury will be
Bong Writer and football star. It selected for trial of Mae West and
turns out that Jimmy got a divorce her 54 co-defendants.
They are
of his own on July 10, 1929, In a charged with participating in an obWayne county, Mlchifean, court' on scene play, "Pleasure .Man," .a year
had
dethe grounds that Peggy
ago at the Biltmore. theatre.
serted him. Furthermore, he took -Miss West has already served 10
unto himself a second wife last days In the workhouse on Welfare
Dfeof
Grahzbw,
September, Lillian
Nathan Burkan is counsel
A Justice of the peace per- island..
troit.
for the actress and her fellow deformed the ceremriny and every- fendants.
body kept quiet.
Miss Unertl's a,ttorneys were preService on P. A.?
paring her divorce suit In West
Bend, Wisconsin,; when they unWhether the service of papers on
earthed Conzelman's divorce and a press agent is valid service on a
t
econd marriage.
corporation will be determined in

51

EQUnYCASIER

An Indefinite suspension has been
imposed on Dorothy McNulty by
Equity because she walked out on
Ruth Selwyn's "Xlhe. Fifteen Revue," which opens at the Cohan

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
girls were on the

Boys and

•

4.

Peggy Unertl, known to the stage
as Peggy Udell, will not have to
g6 any further in' hier divorce iac-

Low Ebb

WaUc-Out Suspended
Six Months by Equity

Again

Collier

Shubert Production at

VARIETY

I

.

•

Morosco

failed to

Holly-vvood, Feb.

.

Metro

has

^

purchased

4.

arbi-

Several other casters are reported
having similar cases in the offing,
but will mark time until the decision
on the Morosco case is
.

- The

Metro Gets "Great Day"

select his

trated.

handed down in

Scheme Set

The auxiliary committee, charged
with formulating a .working /plan
for the ne^v theatre ticket system
held daily SesSioils last wfeeit, but Is

remitted since opening.
Robertson has filed general denial,
claiming that a friend had tiPPed
him off to the engagement and not
Morosco, although he admits the
friend suggested, that he should piay
commission to Morosco.
Arbitration on the matter was set
for tbls week, but postponed when

ai'biti'atlon.

angle

arbitration

and sur-

rounding protection was* foremost
in bringing Casters to sign the pre-

:

Vincent

.

valllrig

figured

Equity ag'reement since they
It gave them J)etter protec-

"Great
Day" which tion
stlU to arrtve At a basis' where all Youman's
than before and obviated
York
Interests are featisfled'.
It Is /the fiopped this; season in
necessity to bring delinquents into
proposal to eliminate all aeency They will, however, produce You- civil ' courts to collect on small
buys after March 1 and to limit the man'a original -version, not the one amounts of commissions due.
premiums on all tickets -to 75 cents New York saw.
'Morosco,. brother
of
Leslie
above the box-oflice price.
Morosco, has been a caster for 15
Whether the system wIU^ be set
years and one of the few operating
LEGIT LOOP
into operation at the- end of the
Sam Gersoh ca-nie* here from Chi on a 5% fee even before Equity's
month Is still uncertain^ Some of last week
to meet Jake Shubert^ just licensing and regulating arrange"

New

-

WOBEIES

the brokers- concerned have ex
returned from Europe.
Gerson is ment.
pressed doubt that they can operate
known to be Jake's special pet In
Others
the' Supreme .Court as a result of under the proposed rules.
Chi, while J, J. Garrity Is Lee's
ail application by the Hurok At- say they will be wiped ou'c,
fav for the mahagemieht of the Chi ''Miracle^' Case to M.P.A.
tractions In the suit of Irma Duntheatres.
Salary claims by cast and chorus
can .for breach of contract.
Both Garrity and Gerson are plen- of "The Miracle," which failed on
The papers were) served on Max
Midnights
ty worried about the legit situation the road and was brought in, have
Endlcoff, who merely works las piubDes Moines, la., Feb. 4.
In the lioipp.. If a deal to dispose been filed with Equity. Something
llclty
man, said Jack Vincent,
Indictments charging Harry Pabst, of the Shubert houses in Chi came over $1,006 is dUe the chorus, but the
treasurerj Vincent declared that owneir'of the Stiar, Davenport,' with
up both would be out.
cast clalms~tfave not all been reSoldmon giving Immoral plays, exhibitions
this service Is not legal.
ceived.
Hurok was in •Philadelphia, and and entertainments In- his motion
Equity has notified the Managers*^
Vincent wats out -of—the ofiJce, he picture house, have been returned
HUSTON AS "GENEBAL"
l^rotectlve Association of the claims
said, when the papers were served.
Hbllywood, Feb. 4.
by the state grahd Jury.
and -will seek payment from the asParamount has engaged Walter sociation. Under the ajgrc'enient beTwo Indictments -were returned.
THOMFSON
The first named F'abst «<nd his wife, Huston to play ?"The General," tween the Equity and the M.F.A.
Harlan Thompson, former play- Lenna M. Pabst. The^ secfond named Lajos Zilahay's Hungarian play, oh the latter guarantees to pay all
wright and lyricist, now working for Robti Calne and Chas. Wilson, thea- completion of "Abra,ham Lincoln." sa.larles not paid by Its manager
Huston is doing the latter film members. Morris Gest sponsored
Fox on the Coast, will remain with tre employees, along with Mr. and
for "United Artists.
that conipany another year.'
Mrs. Pabst.
the tour.
The theatre man was arrested
Fox renewed Its option on Thompson last week. He will get a three several months ago after complaints
midnight
COHAN'S
TESTS
against
visit
Euirope.
been
.filed
had
months' leave to
GINGEB BOGEBS
FAB.
Holly woodj Feb. 4^
shows which have been in operation
Paramount has taken Ginger
Helen Cohan, 18, daughter of Rogers tof "Young Man ot IVIansince last October.
"NUT
Cohan,
picGeorge
is
to
become
a
hattan," to be made at the Long
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
ture actress.
Island plant.
Practically an ali-fllm cast for
_^
took several tests of heir last
Babies"
for
Contract extends o-ver three years
"Nut Farm," which opens at the
likely
will
be
In
week
and
it
is
she
on a series of options.
She will
'
Vine Street Feb. 16.
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
66."
"Bride
double to the studio from "Top
Shirley
Includes Frank Mayo,
George Scarborough, author of
Speed," muslcAl.
Mason, Forrest Stanley, Emerson "Bad Babies," convicted of writing
Tracy, Gloria Gray and Frances and producing an immoral play, was
<'BAIN OB SHINE" CAST
Raymond.
sentenced to- 90 days In the city jail,
Dave Chaseh and Tom Howard,
BUSSELL, SELBV
Jobyna Ralston, Elinor Flynn, formerly In Jones & .Green's "Rain
Los Ahgeles« Feb. 4,
WABING'S "COLLEGE DAZE" Norman Peck, Arthur Rankin, An- or Shine," engaged by Columbia for
Jack Russell, coast tab show pronette Westby and- Frank Jennings, their original parts in the talking
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
ducer, -will stage "Artists and Mod"College Daze," a new revue, will who appeared In the piece, -were- picture version of that piece.
els'' at the Mason Feb. 16,
be produced at the Mason theatre fined $300 or 30 days In Jail.
Chasen is at present playing
Associated with Russell is .NorThe fines of the cast -were paid out R-K-O with Joe Cook, who will be
by Tom Waring early In March.
Piece is the combined efforts of of the Equity bond posted by the featured by Columbia in the picture. man Selby, former operator of the
Waring, Pat Ballard and Charles producer. All filed notice of ap- They depart for the Coast around Haymarket theatre, Chicago. Russell recently closed his tab sho-w' at
peal.
Henderson.
March 15.
Pantages, Seattle.
Warlng's Pehnsylvanians will be
.

"Bare Facts"
•

"Mellnda,"

.

Uptown

colored

show

figured

"Bare Facts" at' the
THangle, Greenwich Village, has
t>een'hauled In for revision and with
"Bare Facts" sticking' at the cellar•tte theatre until the new one Is
to 'supplant

-

'

ready;

"Bare Facts" has bettered a
year's run at the downtoivn house
and In all probability will be
hlfted to an uptown house for continued run when "Mellnda" supplants.

.

Iowa

Immoral?

.

.

BENEWS

'

Show

to Lure Film

Bid

Lios Angeles, Feb. 4.

Before closing her perennial revival of "Sun Up," Lucille
Verne
will offer at "a special matinee the

Xa

play "To What Red Hell"
Which she has purchased.
She. wants the picture mob to
•ee the piece with a view to' buying It and starrihg her therein.
British-

DOUBLING TOO MUCH
Jack Buchanan, the leading feature In

"Wake Up and Dream"

Is

Casanova night
club but Jessie Matthews also with
the English revue, withdrew from
the club. She said the double duty
tired her too much.
Her place at
the Casanova has been taken by
Mary Charles, also an English girl.
Who was formerly in "Chariot's
till doubling at the

HELEN

ALL-FUM

FABM"

"Bad

90 Days

WITH

.

,

-

UA

.

TEAH

,

.

Revue."

SKINIJER'S

Waring would like to
featured.
make a picture of the revue during
its L. A. run.

"KISMEX"

Hollywood, ^Feb. 4:
Otis Skinner, under contract to
SPIEGIX'S "SUBWAY" HOUSE
First National for five years, arrives
Max Spiegel has taken a long
here next week to begin on "Kis- term lease on the Fulton theatre,
aet," his first production. He will Brooklyn, formerly a Loew picture
iaa.ke a mlnlnlum of two a year.
Beginning Saturday (Feb.
house.
"Kismet" was made a number of 8) he will operate it as a subway
years ago as a silent by Louis B. circuit legit house.
Qasnler.
First show to go iii will be "Philadelphia," opening Saturday.
.

.

BbBINSOFS OFFER

POSTPONE JESSEL SHOW
Kaufman

working on
Egypt" which
Is now known as* "Joseph" with
Bertram
George Jessel starred.
Block authored the play, which
upon out of town ishowlngs was regarded favorably though, In partlclar need of better curtains.
Because of the revision the show
was postponed at the Golden until
George

the script

S.

of.

"Even

la

In

next week.

lancing

sliice

he

Film

Lenore Ulric

in

.

'

"Suez"

Deferred

for ithe picture.

Coast Tryout

Los Angeles, Feb.
"Lollapaloosa,"

JOLSON IN HOLLYWOOD
entered
New Orleans, Feb. 4.
Los Angeles, Feb, 4.
tolkers last year, Edward G. RobAl Jolson pulled out of here, goBelasco and Curran are rehearsinson niay go under long term condestination was Holly- ing a coast company of "East of
tract to M-G-M. Slnc0 completion ing West,
Suez" with Lehore Ulric in the lead.
of his first picture for that com- wood.
Comedian locally wound up the
Piece will open at the Curran,
pany, "A Woman to Love," Metro
has made the former legit actor an first leg of his concert tour last Frisco; Feb. 26.
-offer =-of-^a^ve"=year -agreementi'
aifd
TejfasV
Oklahoma
in
certo
Robinson is now In New York.
Vince Lawrence at Par
Free

Mat'x

Louis Mann's Picture
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Four Marx Bros, will not go to
With the return of J. C. Nugent
work for Paramount -until May 1,
instead of Ajprll 1, as scheduled. For from New York, Sam Wood will dl-r
four weeks' labor, they will get rcct "Father's Day" for M.G. Louis
around $150,000. Script, untitled, is Mann will be In the cast with Robert
McWhade doubling between
by Ben Hecht.
studio and Hollywood Playhouse

a.

4.

comedy-drama

Warners' Buy Play
Los Angeles, Feb.. 4.
Warnero has purchased the screen
Auditori- rights for "She Got What She
Clayton Wanted" by George Roesner.
Cast of
Play was produced in N. Y. last

with South African locale, written
by Arthur Clayton, opens Feb, 12 for
four days' tryout at Miles'
um, "Santa Monica, Cal.
directing and will star.
(Bight.

year.

Who Makes

Gossip?
Ru.ssell Janney'

Fi}<ing "Dutchess, of Chi"
Report that
Is
The Shubert3_ will shortly again
piSr *T:ffrTJumesT^T"-CK
ing with "Lola-In Lovfe'^ Is wrong.
Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Janney says he never heard of the boards. It was tried out by
Harris in Florida^
them during/ the fall but., brought
Vincent Lawrence is liere under the play.
KENI9EDY BESIGNS
Hollywood, "Feb. 4.
in for changes. The show. Is musical
write
Paramount
to
contract
to
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
Sam H, Harris had a birthday on
with a run record abroad.
Val Kennedy, local representative Sunday and Johrt McCorthlck and musicals.
Vernon's Star
for A. L. Brlanger fpr the past five his wife Colleen Moore gave him
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Radio
Buys
''Pall
Guy**
years and managing the Blltmore a dinner.
Frank Vernon has engaged Je.sKerr West for Metro
theatre, tended his resignation efHollywood, Feb. 4.
slca Tandy for three years.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Harris, /accompanied by his wife,
fective March 1.
Metro haa Imported Frederick'
Radio has acquired screen rights
When the American run of "The
left for Miami, Fla. He will remain
He will make an European tonr. there until after Easter, then re- to "The Fall Guy," play by James Matriarch" ends he will take her Kerr from New York to plj^-.ln
No successor has been named.
Gleason and George Abbott.
"High Road."
back to London for his next play.
turn here.

plannlng=to!=j.es.ume^lfiglt^-^pjaiduc^

LE G ITIMATL

VARIETY
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Literati

By H&nnen
It

Doesn't.

sugar grab oK the jobs.

Change

Probably

If

present

rumors are

It

5,

193Q

Looks

SWftifer

verified,

the most intelligent class of clerks John Hai'dman will marry Louise
One college degree is Groody when he is divorced by Aniia
in the world.
wide nim, lawyers and Hays, pur- par for the job.
who previously,, divorced
Best break a book can get is to Foley^
veyors of studio publicity claim
Better Louis de LIAlgle Munds, also a
clerks behind it.
that mieazlnes at>d many news- have tlie
as
publicity,
and
New York society man Mr. Munds
papers are still asking stars and than advertising
don't know what
married Dorothy Frbwfert,
directors the same foolish ques- most customers
later
they want and let the clerk's patter
tions.
who had divorced Sheward Ha.gerty
^
getting
just
are
Some of the reporters; too lazy decide. Publishers
and have starte<i Jr. And Hagerty then married Haror too far away, write in the ques- wise to this angle
store crowd flat- riet Johnson.
John Harrimin is
tions requesting that the star or to give the book
stars personally record answers on tering attention;
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver HarriYork
return stationaryv Such dailies as
man, society people of
the staid Boston "Po.at" write in for
Chi Trib Book Suppfement
first mar-

Loiidon, Jan. 17.

AUliQUgli the film industry is devrlared gi-own up, what with sound,

Sir Auckland Geddies, who was our Ambassador In Washington a fewyears ago, hisis made his debut as a playwright, a very, modest one, it
is true, but a playwright all the same.
After they had acted "Through the Veil," a pilay dealing with Spirituallsiri, at the. biitlylng Embassy theatre, I extracted from the manage*
ment the confession that "Gilbert Stone," one of the names on the
program, was really Sir Auckland, who, at the moment, was entertaining
the company on the stage with champagne and sandwiches.
Did Not Want All the Credit
It was not much of a play and, when I said so. Sir Auckland called
me up the next day and said he did not want to cl^im too much of the
credit.
When he went to New York.ia few months before, he said, Ma
New
secretary, Cecil Madden, told him he was writing a play and, on the
and Newport. He was
voyage, he interested himself In the plot, made suggestions and added
press yarns on "Wheri Stars Get
In New York last week Fanny
Laidley,
who
Alice
the
late
ried
to
additions and alters^tlons.
That newa syndicate, Butcher, literary editor of the "ChiSpanked."
His younger
"I would not like to tak* away any of my secretary's credit," he said.
Central Press-Scripps Howard, ia« cago Tribune," says her sheet is acte(f in pictures.
"My Greatest ^oing to publish a weekly book sup- brother, J. Borden Hsirriman, is Sir Auckland was a much better ambassador than he is a playwright.
asking for
still
Thrills Before the Gamei'a."
plement in tab form simllair to that an actor. His older brother. Oliver
The AH-Conquerino Talkies
Little local mags, whicli should of the New York Times.
Carley Harrlman, was divorced by
The London Coliseum had to deny that it w^as going to be turned into
know better, are running reams of
Louise Blsbee, who then married
copy on such foblishments (admitAlexander Taylor Baldwin. Oliver a sound film house, for rumors had gone round that the staff were to reSalpeter's Cruise
tedly so) aa "Pet sSuperstitionig of
Harry Salpeter, assistant literary then married Yenta Horowitz, from ceive two weeks' money,
Playera and Directors." In reply to
Still, at the" Victoria Palace annual meeting, Sir Alfred Butt deplored
editor of the New York "Morning the Bronx, who became a mannethe inroads made by the talkers and said that the Victoria Palace would
the last story a w6ary press agent
is sailing Feb. 12 with his quin undef the name of Harriet
World,"
on a lot declared that all of the wife, Betty, for a 30-day cruise on Hewitt.
"She divorced him, and,' now change its policy—Julian Wylle Id to stage a revue there—because
employees believe in ''knocking
after several years abroad, is back of the iahortage of vaudeville turns, a shortage caused by the fact that
Mediterranean.
wood to prevent bad luck"; One the
there was little work for them to do, even When they were found.
Salpeter says the coin he made on in New York. as Mrs. Hejvitt Harri
never burns up magazines because
"Journey's End" Launches Out
man
Mr.
his book, "JDr. Johnson and
"she became an actress via posing
Just two days before that, Butt had sold his rights in the Queen's and
The adniirer of Miss' Groody Is a
him to
get
wouldn't
Boswell,"
al-^
another
covers"
magazine
for
nephew of Mrs. W. K. -Vanderbllt, the Globe theatres for over $1,250,000, the purchasers being Maurice
Hoboken.
ways keeps a spare lipstick, lack
Mrs. Harrlman HaVemeyer, Mrd Browne, Limited, tlie" firm that bought "Journey's End" ex^tly a. year
of one being her chief ill omen";
Stephen H. dlin, Herbert M. Harri'- ago, when Maurice Browne was a. comparatively unknown actor and a,
Book Ads Off
one well known male believed it'3
man^: the late Joseph Harrlman and poor man.
is
dailies
in
the
Book advertising
bad luck if he passes yP a ChinaThis, surely, is the greatest romance in the history of entertainment,
the late J. Borden Harrlman. Miss
man on the street as he played way off so far this year. Reason Gjroody divorced William F. Mc- leaving out Jed Harris.
supposed to be th6 terrible business -Gee, of the Fuller-McGee scandal,
many such parts.
Maurice Browne, who has been ill, told me that in May, he will stag;©
too
queries
are
season.
in books last
The rest of the
both men serving terms In prison "Othello," with Paul Robeson, at the Globe; which will be his. permanent
Wise boys are wa,iting for a novel A couple of years ago. the first. word producing house, -while the Queen's, where he will probably do "Street
innane even for a return stamp to
open up the
to- click, before .they
a punch drunk copy reader.
off, V^ill be let when
was published In this column of the Scene" when Shaw's play, "The Apple Cart," com
money bags.
attentions bestowed ori" Louise by he has no plays to put in it.
Scully as Ghost
Maurice Browne now has large offices with robot-sort of walls, making
young Ogden Goelet, son of the mulBlanchard Kestioti
Bon i s Paper- B6ok-o£ - the - Month
tl-miniohalre Robert Goeieti These it look like a submarine,
Club has just trought out "On the
I only hope it won't sink.
Paul Blanchard, associate editor Attentions lasted some time. Later
Frank Hards' "ReminiS- of "The Nation," liberal weekly, has mIss Groody was. often escorted by
Why Not Sell Fried Fish?
Trail,"
censes of a Cowboy -50 Years Ago
When I called i'bund, I told the staff that I wag sorry their boss was
been forced by. ill health to take benjamin Glmbel, another milHoh
Scully;
Ghosted by Frank
a year's leave of absence. He is ajre,
Louise bought an buying theatres, "If 1 were he," I said, "I would go into the. fried fish
on a plantation in A,labama.
estate near Harrison, New York, business. It is not so profitable but it is more artistic".
I expect Browne will do "Wings Over Europe," which he wrote with
Julia, his wife, Stayed north and ^nd ghe recently rented an apart
Paris Change
doing. women's gtuff for. the|mentTn EistV7th Street, near Sutton Robert Nichols, while I afn told he has got an adaptation oC "Sergeant
Is
"Comoedia," only Paris daily spe
cializing in amusements, shortly N.. E.' A.
Place, where Mr. Harriman's aunt, Grischa." "General Crack" was to have been one of his first producGabriel Altions, but how that Bi'owne's firm have seen the picture, they don't
changes ownership.
Mrs. Vanderbilt resides.
think so much of it.
•phaud. present editor, has sold his
"Author's Alterations" Tap
All day long, aotors call and playwrights;
share in the paper to G. de Rovera
Publishers charge for changes
Storrs Customs Penalties
Star Films,- whose partner, made by the author after a book
of
Frank Storrs recently paid the
Charles Gullo, will retain an interest Is siet up in type. Called "author's customs authorities $103,917,1C, and
The Two Rival Camilles
in the paper.
"Camille" is all the talk. Tallulah is named as the heroine of a verr
alterations," it runs into real dough. recovered clothes and jewelry of
De Rovera will succeed Alphaud
One wordmaker who did his au- Mrs. Storrs aud their daughters. slon of "The Woman of the Camelia," modernized by Sir Nigel Playfair
as its editor as well as publisher.
tobiography last year, got a state- Anne and Carolyn. The payment Is from the old play which "Duse did—and Bernhardt.
Daniel Mayer, Limited, which plan the Tallulah production, has been
ment from his publisher with roy- the biggest in years. Storrs changed
Pultizer Changes
alties llsteql at $5-00 »and authors', his name from Frank V. Strauss trying to buy the rights of "Camille In Roai-ing Camp," which Is spoken
started
The Pulitzer group, has
Now he] after making a fortune publishing of as a rival enterprise. It was written, of course, by a Chicago proalterations totaling $760.
shaking both paper trees. Last week lias to write another book to square theatre programs. He has been re- ducer called Stevens, and certainly seems a more likely production than
Karl himself.
saw 160 people let out.
ported engaged in business deals the old fashioned and. stilted Bernhardt play.
Kitchen's column In the New York
Bernhardt used to make us cry with it, but, for all jve know, we should
in connection with theatre properMrs.] laugh today. The American version Is supposed to make us laugh, So
Evening World will be cut to a
Clancy is no longer editor ] ties with Walter Reade.
Eugene
single appearance in Sunday's edi- of War Stories, War Novels and Storrs, famous for her emeralds. perhaps we shall cry.
Mandel
tions.
otiier soldier publications Issued by was formerly Mrs. Moses
Greorge Gerhardt gets the worst the Dell Publishing Company, His baum, of Cleveland. Carolyn Storrs
The Next Shaw Play
poke. The radio and film Saturday place has been taken by George T. has danced semi -professionally with
Cedric Hardwicke, who made a great success In "The Apple Cart,"*
supplement he had built up is Delacorte, Jr., son of the founder Ward Foxe.
Shaw's silly stuff, has received an offer to star for a new concern.
ordex'ed scrapped.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, Hardwicke Is having, the next Shaw play,
of the chain, Clancy, formerly with
New efficiency man on the job.
Oivoroe Chart
due at Malvern in August, written for him.
Street & Smith, is given credit for
The Countess Carlo Dentice di| I. think the Malvern season would be Improved If I hired a clrcu-s to
the success of war fiction mags; He
it would be a rival circus.
Eastman Biography
dug- up Bert Stokes, the writer who|Frjasso is also at Palm Beach. She show at Malvern during the Shaw week,
A biography of George Eastman, made a hit while writing in jail, was Dorothy Taylor, of New York, because Shaw is one, anyway,
This year, when the critics go down, posters are to be displayed on the
Kodak magnate, comes Off Hough- and was instrumental in getting sister of Bertrand L. Taylor, Jr.,
ton-Mifflin press in March. Writ- him released.
who for several years past has been train, all the members, of the Anti-Shaw club taking a special comparts
ten by Carl W. Ackerman, former
attentive to Gertrude Lawrence. ment I shall be in that one, if I am allowed to go. I saw the manager
Kodak official. At 75 Eastman is
Bevnice K. Chandler, representing Bertrand was divorced by Mary of the Malvern theatre, the other night, but, so far, he has refused to
practically retired, concentrating on Capper Publications- in the middle Bovee, who then married Francis throw me out.
.»
music, philanthropy and civic bet- west, in. Hollywood to conduct a jt. McAdoo, son of William Gibb»
Shaw, they say, would never throw me out. Well, J'm damned if I'll
terment.
picAdoo. Francis .was divorced by ever let him throw me in.
daily colunin of picture chatter.
Ethel McCormack, who then married
Paul Sifton, who was city editor Walter W. Keith. Dorothy Taylor
"Hallelujah" Gives Me a Thrill
Holt Joins McGraw-Hill
Guy Holt, editorial, head of John of the "Graphic;" is back^at his old flpst divorced Claude Grahame
I saw a bit of "Haljelujah" (film) ;the'other, night, and I can quite
Day & Co., in New York, walked desk in the Sunday department of white, Englishroan, .who theri mar- u^jjig^-g^^nd, after seeing the- revivalist scenes, that the theatre will have
rled Ethel Levey, after her divorce to buck up. I seldom go to talkers, but whenever I do, I see something
out and went over to McGraw-Hill, the "World."
from George M. Cohan. .As for the new. Every time I go to the theatre, I see something old.
publishers of technical and scientific
last Count di'Frasso, he was first divorcpublished
''Ex-Mistress."
books.
McGraw-Hill outfit is going to put week, is. said to have been written ed by Georgine Wilde, \yho then
One Dreadful Radio
York married William Douglas Burt,
in a line of fiction and biography, by the feature editor. of a New
I told you that I was going to debate with Sir John Reith at the Cam-,
Georgine is a daughter of Marie bridge Union on the British Broadcasting Corporation. Well, I am not
tab.
with Holt in charge.
Vaughn,; who divorce^ Henry, Siegel, going now.
David Loth, author of two bio the bankrupt miUIohalre who formHowey on Newsreel
The great Sir John was sending two striplings down in his place—
erly owned Slegel, Cooper's huge deI was going to
J. C. Stobart and Val Glelgud— so I am not going down.
Walter Howey is now editor of graphics and American correspond
partment store in New Yoi^k.. Mrs. attack the vital policy of the B. B. C, not its silly little details.
ent for a string of Australian pa
International Newsreel.
George
Mrs.
herself
callsnow
Slegel
will
It was dreadpers, left for England where he
I happened to turn on the wireless program last night,
husfirst
Wilde, the name of her
do a life of King Charles I.
First of all; there was an excerpt from Grade Pleld's revue, which
ful.
Waiting Wrltirs Wary
band.
made me run round warning all theatres not. to haVe any part of their
Authors are becoming wary of
theatrithe
prefers
Emerson
John
reAnthony M. Rud has been
show put on. the wireless. On the stage, Grade is great. Her wireless
the pay-on-publication gag, and
cal contingent, but his wife, Anita
some of tiie cheaper chains of fic- placed a.s editor of Adventure Mag- Loos, cultivates the. society element. show would frighten me a,way from a theatre.
formerly
Proctor,
A.
on
A.
low
azine
by
getting
are
pulps
Then came a dreadful wireless play based on Stevenson'? novel, "The
,j
tion wood
Mrs. Plorenz Ziegfeld,
associate editor on the Butterick As does also
Wreckers." That was worse. And this is Radio Week.
material..
'and Mrs. Gilbert Miller. Popular
that staff.
is
trouble
cliief
The
at private functions are Dabney's
even when, authors don't agree to
New York Frightens Lonsdale
Happy - GoMarkel's
Grant Publications has been dis- orchestra,
this pay-on-prInt plan they are unYou j^mericans will really have to 'learn not to be so hospitable.
Lucky Boys, and the Arnaut
nble to get their manusctipts back continued. Mags were Prize Stories, Brothers.
Fiftdis Lonsdale sailed for America and then got olf rtt Cherbourg
Prize
and
iStories
Detective
con
Prize
publishing
the
of
some
from
and ran home. "I consented to go, In a weak moment,'" Lonsdale told me.
Aviation Stories.
o
cerhs.
"When I changed my mind, I was really strong."
At Palm Beach
Freddie hates work. Hollywood, of course, would give him plenty. He
Mrs. John Gaston is conspicuous
Clark Kinnalrd has returned, to]
Consolidation
'^"o^'' "
Nesbit
Pinna
As
of
Beach.
manager
palm
at
pi'omotion
as
Consolidation of a flock of news- New York
l^he=plaA:fid^..mijifit.r.QlesJrL.,mayie.s
"
"
-"=^iraTrei.'==sj'ndicates^wili-be -announced Ki ng- Featu res. Syndicatfi..^^.-^^.:.
"
"My PavorJte CrTtic""
Then alie
filmed .in New York.
within a short time. Among .them
My favorite. among thQ critics now is Alan Parsons^. This is a young
Henry Kaufmunn, formerly dra- married Frederic H. Cruger, society
ire three big "Independents," sj'nTree, of whom
Viola
married
clerk,
On\ee
Foreign
formerly
a
v^-ho,
man
haherdasher
matlc critic for the New York man who became a
aicates not owned by newspapers
nerve to write in the "Daily Sketch" that If
Staats-Herold (German), has joined. During the visit of the Prince of he once had the sublime
some manager gave her a chance as a comedy actress she would make
the American General Film Co, as Wales, -she was often in the royal
Publishers Noticing Clerks
laughter at the time but, strangely enough,
with
roar
made
me
It
good.
Cruger.
divorced
Then .she
party.
Worst paid help in the city is publicity director.
trying to play Shakespeare
and married John Gaston, brother .Man Parsons was right. When Viola left oft
the Hales gang In book stores. Big
the grand lady, she did the red nose stuff quite well.
and
niarried
who
Gaston,
Son
William,
Traitorous
of
^'SpecialistV
shops pay from $i8 to $20 per week,
from a theatre. If I am,
barred
am
when
comes
I
moan
chief
Alan's
who
Rosamond,
Chic Sale is writing a sequel to Rosamond Pichot.
critic,
with plenty of applicants.
not there, hfe doesn't like the play at all. He is the best-looking
"•The Specialist." Old man's son is played The Nun In "The Miracle,
move."
-<» •Tough oh the boys and girls who
better looking than Alexander WooUeott, and a man who
much
form
Pln<*hot,
GIfford
-niece
of
heart
Is
his
having
not
and,
need it, because the swell dames the hero
charity.
r•omp'\R^enr
«
world
with
strange,
In
a
Pennsylvania
er Governor of
finally goes plumber.
with nottolnc t« do and plenty of in his work,
I

.
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Shows
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LE GITIM ATE

1930

14 Openings in Sight, Peps

and Connnent

in N. ¥.

VARIETY

eomment point to tome attraettona being
aame groaa accredited to othera might auggeat
Tlie variance ia explained In the difference in

63

Up

Flguras eatlmated and
aHeeasaful, whila tha

mediocrity or loaa.

Waning Season; Dark House Data

houaa capacitiea with the varying overhead. Alao the aize of caat,
with oonaequent difference in neceasary greaa of profit. Variance
In buaineaa necesaary for mualcal attraction aa againat dramatie

with a half dozen new a.ttrac- than six theatres were continuously
week and at least eight opened during that period. The

la alao oonaidered.
Claaaification of attractioni houaa capacity and top pricea of the
aidmiaaioh acale given below. Key to claaaification: C (comady)|
(muaical comedy) ; F (farce); O (operetta)*
D (drama); R (revue);

play

tlons this

next week, Broadway is expectant
of ncTV successes to pep up the legit
interest.
To come are five or six
musical attractions regarded out of
town as potential hits. That should
give Broadway a good spring start.
Ordinarily things have been dull
after Washington's Birthday (two

M

Admission tax applies on

tickets

ooer

$3

—

Square/' Iiyceum (14th
cess; looks like another week,
week) (C-957-$4.40), For the sucthen "Man's Enemy,"
cess, buslneiss Very good through: "Red Rust/' Beck (8th week) (DJanuary and should hold through
l,189-$3). Was announced to close
February "Berkeley" getting $19,-.
last Saturday, but held over this
week; iabout $10,000.
000 right along.
•Bird in Hand," Forrest (46th week) "Salt Water," John Golden (11th
week) (C-900-$3,). Held over this
(DC-l,016-$3.86). Last week one
week, when succeeding attraction,
of thei best In some time; gross
"Joseph," set back; may bo to
was estimated around $12,000;
Chicago next week.
show has made plenty,
Sari," Liberty (2d week) (M-1,202•Bitter Sweet," Zlegfeld (14th week)
$3.86). Final week; revival fared
(M-l,622-$6.60).
Moves to the
badly after opening; will go to
Shubert after
another
week;
road; house likely dark, with
"Simple Simon" due here Feb. 17;
nothing slated for next week.
"Sweet" about $34,000 last week.
"Scandals," Apollo (20th week) (R•Brokcin
Dishes,"
Masque (14th
l,168-$6.60).
Final week; goes to
week) (0-700-13). A moderately
road after a comparatively mild
paced attraction that has been
engagement, supported by ticket

•Berkeley

.

;

.

.

Man's Enemy" soon, "Sari," as a,
revival, meant little at the Liberty
w«eks away).
However there are dark spots and the show leaves this week. "The
and there wiU continue to be. This Women Have Their Way" is just
week the unlighted houses total 14. an addition to the Civic Repertory's
A manager of statistical mind has list.
Non- Musicals
figured that from Sept, 1 to Feb. 1
there was a total of 440^ dark
"Strictly Dishonorable" and "Wise
weeks on Broadway and not more Child" top the non-musicals at $22,-.,
GOO and better; "June Moon" Is

DEAR HONORABLE FLEM

D.

SAMPSON, Governor of Kentucky:
May I. In this humble manner thank
you for

my

dlstln^lshed appointment, alde-de-cai.mp on your staff
with the rank and grade of

Colonel? A real Kentucky Colonel I
Gosh! that sounds good.
I shall always cherish this as my
life's paramount promotion.
I salute you.

ROSCOE AILS

& Mandel's
"NEW MOON" CO.—Enroute
Direction LOUIS SHURR
Schwab

Seven Shows Out

third,
$20,000,
with
"Berkeley
Square" $19,000 and "Young Sinners" $18,000 close behind, followed
by "The First Mrs. Fraser," over

Future Plays

$16,000; "Meteor" and "Death Takes
A. H. Woods will start readying a Holiday" about the same; "Josef
another hew drama over which he Suss" was figured between $14,000
title-changstarted
a
already
had
and $15,000; "Street Scene," "WaterIt was called "^ah's loo Bridge" and "Bird In Hand/'
ing spasm.
Enemy." Right now it is "The Fatal $12,000; "Journey's End," $11,000;
Woman/' which Woods likes. Alice "Subway Express," $10,000 ;'~"CrimIBrady, is to be starred, with Wilton nal Code/' $9,000; "Nancy's Private
Lackaye jflst added to the cast.
Affair,"
$8,500;
about same for
Dishes";
"City
Haul,"
"All the World Wondered" has "Broken
$6,000.
been set as next for Herman Shum
"Sons o* Guns," $48,000; "Fifty
lln.. Now casting and due to go into
Million
direcFrienchmen,"
under
weeks
In
two
rehearsal
$45,000, and
"Strike Up the Band" nearly $37,000,
tion of Chester Erskine.
are the front-runners among the
Ersklne, youngest of Broadway
musicals;
"Bitter
Sweet"
and
directors, having just passed his

Broadway's outgoing list totals
getting $27,000, to $29,000, which
flrst Indicated; last week better
turns an excellent profit to pro- seven, attractions. Included are two,
than $11,000, top money to date^.
ducer.
"iSalt Water" and "Red Rust," which
•Death Takes a Holiday," Barryore (7th week) (D-l,090-$3). Do- "Street Scene," Ambassador (57th were announced to close last {Saturweek) (C-l,200-$3.85).
Chicago
ing real huslness and will easily
company started off at clean-up day, but were held over another
ihake the grade;, matinee trade
21st birthday, did "Harlem" and
pace, like it did here; business week.
particularly strong; $16,000.
"Woof Woof," independently pre- "Subway Express."
still good, considering long, en•Dishonored Lady," Empire (1st
gagement; $12,000 estimated.
sented,, folded up at the Royale last
week) (D-1,099-$3.8B). Presented
"Birds of Prey," by Margaret
.by Gilbert Miller and Guthrie Mc- "Strictly Dishonorable/' Avon (21st Saturday. Played six weeks to low Nolan, is set as first for new proweek) (C-830-$3.85), Cannot get money among myslcald, $9,000 to
Cllntic; written by Margaret Ayer
ducing firm of Clark and Hickey
more
weekly
any
than
the
$22,000
Barnes and EdiVard Sheldon;
$10,000. Big loss.
and went Into rehearsal last week.
to standee trade; looks a cinch for
opened Tuesday.
In at Scranton, Pa,, Feb. 17,
.

a solid year.
•Even in EgxBi/^ohn Golden. Title
changed to "Joseph" script rer-. "Strike Up the Band," Times Square
(4th week) (M-l,057-$6.60). Run-,
viislon set premiere here back unnlng third in the big-money musl-*
til next week.
*

bows
and comes to

.

.

'
.

comedy

doing surprls-.
Ingly strong business nine performances weekly for better than
that, is

;

$16,000.

.

•Heads Up," Alvln

(15th

.

week) (M-

l,398-$6.50). First indications appear to be borne out; lively musical holding to profitable grosses,
though not the biggest; $34,000.
•It Never Rains," Bijou (12th week)

second atrinoers

capacity.
Express,". Repuhlic
week) (D-96l^$3). Moved

were Inclined to pan lt» He
said: "a loud and boisterous

,

(21st

here

week and good press stunt
created interest; business around
$10,000 estimated.
"Sweet Adeline," Hammerstein's
(2»d week) (M^l,265-$6.60). Still
rates among operettas this season; business has eased ,off; $29,' 000 last week.
"The Boundary Line," 48th St. (1st
week) (CD-964-$3). Presented by
Jones and Green; written by
Dana Burnett; good reports from
tryout dates; opens tonight (Feb.

all

of

"Scandals," presented by George
White, tours from the Apollo this
Saturday. Is In the 29th week, Revue not up to istapdard of other editions, judging from mild run, which
was supported by extensive agency
.

.

satisfied

YOUR UNCLE DUDLEY

.

;

tor;

written by Edith Fitzgerald

and R. R,

opened Monday.
Ritz (ilth week) (C-

Riskin;;

Inc./'

"Sari,", another independent. venture, which opened at the Liberty
business last last week, leaves for the road. Is a

week) (R - 1,067 - $6.60). English
revue going along to profitable
.

profitable business;

.

week again around $29,000 mark, revival. No chance here.
Likely to laist Into
some cut rates, but thea- "Waterloo Bridge," Fulton (6th
The eastern company of "Follow
week) (C-913-$3.86). Agency btiy Thri^" closed at Jamaica, L. I., last
have Helped create de^appears to be supporting this
mand; over $9,000.
comedy-drama which started well, Saturday. This was the original
•Meteor," Guild (7th week) (CDthen eased off; ,$11,000 to $12,000 show with some changes, which
9l4-$3)
Best thing the Guild hais
made a greait run at Chanin's 46th
clainied.
offered this season subscriptions
have kept pace above $16,000 thus "Wise Child," Belasco (27th week) Street from which it withdrew Just
(C^l,050-$3.86). Big money com- before Chrls.tmasi
far, but attraction should double
the usual six weeks' period, per
edy which started early, topiied
It was routied up to June.
Only
Broadway and still cleaning up; the. mid- western "Follow Thru" rehaps long<?r.
•Nancy's Private Affair," Vander
$22,000 and more.
mains.' The sudden closing releases
(15th
Night,"
Majestic
"Wonderful
bilt (4th week) (C-771-$3). Agenweek) (O-l,776r$5.50). "The In- Jack Haley for picture work on the
cies report a fair call for comedy
ternational Revue'- now slated for coast.
that critics were harsh to; busithis house in another week or two,
nearly
ness
again
Improved;
as orieinally reported; operetta
$8,600, which is quite okay for this
tauild'a London Counsel
945-$3.85).

spring;

tre parties

;

about $18,000 or a bit more.
show.
•Out of a Blue Sky," Booth (Ist "Woof Woof/' Rbyale. Was taken
played six
off, last _ Saturday;
week) (CD-708-$3). Presented, by
Tom Van Dycke, hig first produc- .weeks to 'steadily losing business;
never had a chance.
tion attempt; adapted from the
Germaiviby Leslie Howard; opens •"Young Sinners/' Morosco (Ilth
week) •"CCD-893-$3). One of the
Thursday (Feb. 6).
•Phantoms," Wallack's (4th week)
comedy hits; business developed

"-"=(CDi770-$3)r''ATnyBtery-T)lay that =^ and-'is-not-far-frorn-actual.jcapac-.,
ity; $°.8,000 the pace.
started in a very small way and
Dudley," Cort (12th
is dependent upon cut rates for "Your Uiicle
its gross.
week) (C-l,042-$3). Pinal week;
"Rebound," Plymouth (1st week)
due for the road; not big, but ap(C-l,042-$3.86). Presented by Arpears to have made a little
thur Hopkins; written by Donald
money; over. $7,000; "It's a Grand
Ogden Stewart, who Is also in the
Life'? next week.
cast; opened Monday.
Special Attractions— Little. Theatres
'Recapture,'?
Michael and. Mary," Hopkins; hit
week)
Eltlnge
(2d
(CD-892-$3.85). Opened middle of In a little theatre,
last, week; critics turned thumbs
"Everything's Jake," Assembly;
down and business after premiere doing .well; little theatre, too.
afforded little indication of suc"The Blue and the Gray," Rialtc,
.

.

,

:

drama by

Philip

a Broadway house, ofllcials say,
other than the Martin Beck or the
Guild Theatre.

into

.

,

Alive/'

W. Barber, technical director of
Yale University, went Into produc
tion Monday (Feb. 3) by the Theatre
The show will go
Guild Studio.

"Your Uncle Dudley," presented

-

'

-

•Mendel,

and others.
"Dead or

buys;

6).
little money;
by George Tyler, leaves the .Cort
to get anything, "The Challenge of Youth/' 49th St. after a moderate money engagement
(3d week) (M-l,265-$6.60). Final
players likewise; another attrac12 weeks.
Got between $7,000
week; little money, and that from of
tloii mentioned to follow soon.
cut rates; house gets an Imported and $8,000 average, which, however,
•Journey^s End," Miller's (47th week)
Chinese dramatic company next appears to have bettered an even
(D-946-$4.40).
Should last well
break.
Into spring, though several companies are touring In British war "The Criminal Code," National (19th
Holds to
week)
(D-l,164-$3).
play; still profitable at $11,000.
with
betprofitable pace steadily
•Josef SiiSs," Erlanger (3d week)
"Never
Opened Nov. 18.
ter than $9,000 last week; should
(D-l,620-$3).
Looks doubtful of
last Into March.
much mora than middling
landing, although an ambitious
production in similar form Is "The Street Singer," Shubert (20th
fun," opined Gabriel (Amerweek) (M-l,395-$6.50). Another
making a run of it in London;
(Post),
•can),
while Brown
presentation in "Yiddish" may - week here, then scheduled to
said: ''guileless and unsteady."
move to Royale for a time; modhave hurt here; estimated about
Most of the reviewers labeled
erate at $17,000 to $18,000 "Bit-,
$14,000 for second week.
in-betweener.
it an
ter Sweet" moves here.
•Julie
Moon," Broadhurst (18th
week) (C-1,118-^3.85). Although "Top Speed," Chanin's 46th St. (7th
Slightly
week) (M-l,4l3-$5.60).
now rated in third position among
"The Challenge of Touth," indearound
limit,
the
stop
bettering
non-musical successes, again got
pendently presented at the 49th
$20,000; expected to stay another
$20,000 last week.
Three
Street,
closes' Saturday..
three or four weeks.
•Many a Slip," Little (1st week) (C
"Wake Up and Dream," Selwyn (6th weeks.
530-$3). Presented by Lew Can

(C-606-$3).

house

the follow-

William Maher,
Jeanette McLaughlin, Michael
Matthew
Levine,
Louis
Brady,
Maurice
Stephan,
Rooney, Ann
Berry, Patrick Dempsey, Florence
Martin, Ralph Davis, Frank Shaw

but not very good musical."
Variety (Bige) said: "for a
run or money, not a chance."

last

New York

ing week.
Cast includes

whom

ness gross only limited by house

"Subway

Very

.

King (Post)
Opened
was the most outspoken of the
Dec. 26.

cals; $^6,800; that is standee busi-

.

tle

It

WOOF WOOF

;

•Fifty Million French me.i," Lyric
(11th week) (M-1.406-$e;«0). -Making big money and should recap-.,
ture production outlay within another nnonth; $46,000, meaning
capacity.
•First Mrs. Fraser," Playhouse (7th
week) .(CD-879-$3.85). Quiet lit-

Last week was a dead one. "Reat the Eltinefe did not
and Is due to be followed by

capture"
click

.

turning nice profits right along;
agencies; off considerably lately;
in limited capacity house trade,
"Flying High" due Feb.. 15.
well over $8,0.00 claimed.
"Sons - '6 ^ Guns," Imperial (Ilth
week) (M-1.466-$6.60). The heavy•City Haul," Hudson (6th week)
weight
of the season's musicals
Picked up again
(CD-l,094-$3).
and, lik6 "Frenchmen," is cleaning
last week, with expectation now
up; weekly groiss $48,006 and
for creditable showing;
$6,000
more.
quoted.
•Children of Darkness," Blltmore "Sketch Book," 44th St. (32d week)
<R - 1,325 - $3.85). Actual figures
(6th week) (I)-1,000-$3.8S). Has
bverestimated of late, biit revue
developed a draw stronger than
.

loss in rent would run Into very
big money, but counting the lighted
weeks, that sum would be materially reduced.

,

"Topaze/' with Betty Linley is
planned to enter the Music Box
Theatre, undfer the Shubert banner,
Feb. io. The piece was written by
Maxcel Pagnol.
"Lazzaro," by Plrandelo, which
Charles Hopkins had had under
option and which the producer failed
to exercise, has been taken over by
the Shuberts.
Present plans call
for sending the piece into the Shubert subscription theatres in Phlladeelphia and Chicago as the first
play under the new plan.
"Marius/' the French drama which

has been making a run of it In
Paris, will be produced here next
season by Gilbert Miller, although
other managers had angled for
the American rights and one claimed ta have obtained them.
The
adaptation for An. erica will be
ma^e by Sidney Howard.
"The Plutocrat" is due into the
Vanderhilt Feb. 17, which will
necessitate the moving of "Nancy's
Private Afta.lT" to another theatre.
"Nancy" has been picking up since
its debut and 'last week approximated $8,500, a profitable gross for

"Heads Up" rated above $30,000;
"Wake Up and Dream," "Sweet Ade-

and "Sketch Book," around
"Top
Speed,"
$21,000;
"Wonderful Night," $18,000 (house
gets the "International Revue" after
another week) ; "Street Singer,"
$17,000; (moves to the Royale to.
line"

$29,000^;

make way

itor "Bitter Sweet").
In and out: "Ripples" relights the
next week; "Your
Uncle Diidley" leaves the Cort,
which gets "It's a Grand Life"
(known as "The Family Blues");
'"the Last Mile" relights the Harris; "Ritzy" reopens the Longacre;
"Joseph" (was "Even. In Egypt") replaces "Salt Water" (held over this
week) at the Golden; "Once a Pool"
(was "Topaz") comes, to the Music
Box; "Nine Fifteen Revue" arrives,
at the Cohan, and an Imported Chinese troupe follows '"The Challenigo
of Youth" at the 49th Street.
"Scandals" tours from the Apollo,
which soon gets "Plying High";
"Woof Woof.' stopped at the Royale
last Saturday; "Red Rust" (held
over) again carded to close at the
Beck.
,

New Amsterdam

Those Buys Over?
Several of this week's likely new
productions went on the list of
agency buys and more are expected.
However, according to the managers' plan, all buys are to cease In
three weeks (March 1), that Is, If
the new plan really becomes operative.
The list of 21 buys:

Up" (Alvin), "Scandals"
"Strictly
Dlshonorahl""
(Avon), "Death Takes a Holiday"
(Barryniore), "It'fl a Wise Child"
(Belasco), "June Moon" (Broad-

"Heads

(Apolld),

hurst),

Lady"

"Dlshonoifed

(Em-

pire), "Josef Suss" (Erlanger), "Top
Speed"
St.),
(46 th
"Waterloo

Bridge" (Fulton), "Sweet Adeline"
(Hammerstein's),
"Michael
and
Mary" (Hopkins), "Sons o' Guns"
(imperial),

"Many a

Slip"

(Little),

"Eerkely Square" (LyceuD(i), "Fifty
Million Frenchmen" (Lyric)* ''"The
First M:rs. Fraser"
(Playhouse),

"Rebound" (Plymouth), "Wake Up
and Di'eam" (Selwyn), "Strike Up
of its kind.
Band" (Times Square), "Bitter
Lyle D. Andrews, who owns the Swe«5t" (Zlegfeld).

a show

\W

Vanderbilt, is interested in "The
In Cut Rates
Plutocrat" which will have Mr. and
The cut rates offices offer a half
Mrs. Coburn.
The show, aidapted
from Booth Tarklngton's story by dozen of the musical attractions,
Arthur Goodrich, was tried on the most pf them being nearly through
here.:! There were 24 shows at barcoast some time ago.
"Case of Fifi BoHctte," by Irving gain prices Monday: "Recapture"
Kaye Davis, will be given produc- (Eltinge) "Sari" (Liberty), "Red
(Beck),
Harold Rube.nsteln, who has been tion next hlonth by William S. Rust''
"Sweet Adeline"
(Hammerstein's),
the Theatre Guild's play representa- Birna.
"Top.
Speed''.
tive In London, has resighjjd owing
Now casting and due for rehear.sal (Chanin'5 46th St.), "The Chocolate
to pressure of his professional prac- in two weeks,
Soldier"
(Jolson's),
"Scandals"
tice, but will continue to represent
"Sun Down," a new Negro musi- (Apollo), "Wonderful Night" (Mathe Guild legally abroad.
cal comedy will do some proUm- jestic), "The Street Singer" (ShuAlec L. Rea, of Reandco, succeed.s mlng out of town until the fir.st bert), "Bird in Hand" (Porre.st),
-=-^^^^^^^^
a^=^playvTrepresentative. =
Ayetik^lni^March^whon^ltJs-expcatcd. AlBi'okcn . Dishes" : Masn ue)^ "Ypur
to hit Broadway.
The book i.s by Undo Dudley" (Cort), "Salt Water"
Garland Howard and Eddie Hun- (Golden), "Nancy's Private AffAirs"
Hoboken; revival; reported folding, ter; music and lyrics by Perry (Vanderbilt), "Phantom.s"
(Wal"The Chocolate Soldier," Jolson's; Bradford and Jimmy Johnson. "The lack's), "Roaming Stars" (Yiddish
revival.
cast will be headed by Eddie Hun- Art), "City Haul". (Hudson), "The
"The Bottom," Waldorf; revival.
ter, recently back from Europe,
Challenge, of Youth" (49th St.),"General John Regan," Irish; reduplicate cOniU|M.ny of "Strictly "The Criminal Code" (National),
vival.
Dishonorable" destined for Chicago "Waterloo Bridge" (Fulton), "At
Civic Repertory, 14th Street.
went Into rehear.Mal this week and tho Bottom" (Waldorf), "Gen, John
Jiuth Draper, Comedy.
"The Short Cut," Cherr-y Lane; will open In the Loop three weeks Regan" (Iri.sh), "Jew Suss" (Yiddish
hence.
closed: one week.
M-t)^ "It Never Rains" (Bijou).
.
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Shows

Macloons ''New Moon,'' $11000, Low,

M ATE

I

Wednesday; Febrvacy

M

in Rehearsal

"Change Your Luck" (Fred

But Profitr '^Journey's

End,''

Fisher), Imperial Hall.

Same

.

'

"The Old Rascal" (Wm.
Hodge), Bijou.
Gulliver's
Travels"
"Miss
(George Ford) Masque.
"Green Pastures" (Laurence

5,

1930

Dramas

in Phifly^

Box (Mice

Outshine Musicals at

,.

Los AngeleSi Feb. 4.
all got slapped. Mon-

Legit houses

day and Thursday nights were/ way
Couple of liew atofC all around.
tractions opened in former dark
That cut away from the
houses.
others.

Vine Street reopened with ".'SunUp," the Lucille La Verne standbye
which has been seen locally before,
In on rental and tak<6 of around
12,900, which is worrying nobody,
not even the star. Similar take was
at the Hollywood Music Box, where
the Civic Repertory 'Comi.any .inaugurated their season with "And
So to Bed." Piece does not look
any too forte', so they are getting
"Bill of Divorcement" ready.
"Journey's End," which started
off like wild flre, steadied down on
its second week, and pulled out
with around $12,000. A similar take
was chalked up by ."New Moon" for
'

m

Wynn Show $35,500

Rivers), Vanderbllt.
".

Hub; "9.15," $20,000

.

.

irrossesi
led oft

Paycock "

the

.

(Irish Players), Irish.

Three
by Ed
musical comedies,
Wynn In "Simple Simon" with a $4
top, brought a higher gross all down
the line, Ed Wynn's show at the
.

and

its author,

,

.

Phillips),

Bryant Hall.

Colonial pliayed to capacity..
Selwyn's "Nine Fifteen Revue," at
this Wilbur, also in its first week in
Boston, came along behind "Simple
Simon" with a gross of $20,000.
Eleanor Painter closed' a two weekis'
stay In "jFortune Teller," at the
Majestic, with $15,000.
"Dracula," at the HoUis, did .well
for its first week on a return.
At the Plymouth tlieatre "Little
its second stanza at the Majestic. Accident" bolstered up a, reputation
The musical did. not take hold .'the achieved before .the sho'w itself hit
way the Macloons expected It to, town.
W.ejather in Boston was not at
but this money represents a profit.
Three attractions folded up on the odds with the show .world although
Chicago,' Feb. 4.
week. "Oh Susanna" pulled stakes it was cold most of the week with
One of those weeks when for no
at the Mayan after its fifth -week, much snow.
apparent reason the legits rode oh
Last Week's Grosses
getting around $7,500. The run pos"Simple Simon": (Colonial). Sec- skids.
sibly cost Franklyn Warner around
Opened with
$35,000, but he has hopes of getting ond week and last.
"Animal Crackers," among the
•
it back in Frisco, where it opens this $35,600.
"Babes in Toyland" (Majestic); musicals, and. '.'Strange interiude,"
week. "Bamblna" replaced the attraction on Monday locally. "The "Fortune Teller" closed with $15,000. among the strailgphts, were the least
«'Nine Fifteen Revue" (Wilbur). affected.
Boomerang" was yanked, after six
The Marx musical- has
weeks at the" El Capitan in favor Secon'^d week. $20,006 for first week. been riding near capacity all along
(Plymouth)
Accident"
"Little
of "Ladies of the Jury." Gross for
and
dinner
Second
Opened
with
$18,000.
the
week.
drama likewise. Botli
"Boomerang" run was just short of
"Dracula" (HoUis). Second week remain at least until March 1.
'$30,000 for the tux^
Also flitting
from -a Duffy hoiise were the. Duffy's .and a revival. $13,000; first week Is
off a bit at the Illinois
"Whoopee"
In person irt' "The Cat. and tlhe Cai- good.
for its second week, but looked to do
nary" at the President for four

"ST.
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weeks.
Estimates for Last

Show House Goes Wire

Philadelphia, Feb.

Irving

Kaye

Davis,

4.

Business continued topnotcli In
It inoat Phiny'M legii houses last week,
maintaining the high level that' has
'

to

aitter

haying been the storm center of
several contrg^versles between Davis
and Dr. Louis Shine, producer.
Dr. Shine, produced the onecharacter piece with Elsa Shelley
as cast for two weeks, tryout last
Spring and when attempting tO'' replace Miss Shelley found himself
upon the defensive from both author and star.
Miss
Shelley
brought rsictlon
against Dr, Shine at Equity, alleging having run ot play contract and
demanding damages for a number
of weeks the play had not be^n revived with equity allowing the actress a verdict equivalent to two
weeks' salary. Davis then, brought
his action against Dn Shine before
the Dramatists' Guild, claiming thie
Doctor had, breached his contract;
Guild reserved decision .yntil- this
week when reversion of all rights
was granted the author.
Davis said he; Would revive the
piece with himself as producer and
Miss ShellSy as star.
.

:

existed since the holidays.
The dramas rather stole the spotfrom the musicals with at least
four offerings clicking smartly at
the box ofilce. Jane Cowl continued
big business in "Jenny" at the
nut,
the
management reporting
$20,000, or very close to it for the
,

light

WaN

second and final week. This was
one of the surprise hits of the season here and could easily have held

on for a iCull month.'
"The Infinite Shoeblack," fourth
of the plays sponaortd-by the Professional Players at the Adelphi,
picked up for .its second week.,i' It
pronUses to be e-ven more successful
for its nionth's run than ''Death
Takes a Holiday." The movement
has caught on here in Philly strongly and indications are for expansion
.
next season.
.William
Gillette's
reyi vai
of
''Sherlock Jlolmes" started out dis>:
appointingly

the

at.

Broad,

but

built steadily with $17,000 reported
for .seven performances.
"Journey's End," In its sixth week
at the Lyric, dropped to $8,000, but
las made plenty of profit In its
ocal engagement. It will round out
two months before packing up: to
.

leave.

'

'Dear Old England," third

Pro-

Coast Opera Backer
fessional Players' attraction, which
moved to the Chestnut to inake
Quits, Troupe Closes room, for "Shoeblack,", got around

17,000; in second and final week.
•Sari Francisco, Feb. 4;
"Even in Egypt," George Je^sel,
Sudden withdrawal of financial
<;ryout, gained a little in Its second
support by Mra. Hector j Geiger, and final week at the Garrick, but
a comeback with Cantor this week. wealthy Pasadena woman, resulted even at that looked none too strong.
''Nina Rosa" dropped a little at the in the tour of the Columbia Grand Jessel fans didn't seem to like ve-

Last Louisville Stage

Week

—

"Journey's End" (2d
Though' b. o. panic Initial,

Belasco

"Courtesan" Reverts to
Davis, He'll Stage
"The Courtesan" has reverted

"Strictly Dishonorable" No. 2
(Brock Pemberton), Avon.
^The Apple Cart" (Theatre
Guild), Beck.
"Wh*it a Question" (Murray

Boston, Feb. 4.
Plenty of variety in good legit

shows and good

Juno

1

,

.

Opera

^ortjem

Company

coming

to

an

.

hicle.

abrupt end here last week.
"Babes In Toyland,'' third Victor
''Vanities" ended a losing three
'week).
a?he troupe opened At the Co- Herbert revival, continued very disLouisville, Feb.
Feb 4.
M'eeks at the Erlanger, and was re•week dropped to around $12,000.
appointing In evening trade in its
Brown theatre; .only house here placed by "Gambling," which, with lumbia theatre to a fair, week after second and final week at Keith's,
El Capitan
"Boomerang" (6th
week). For- final stanza managed now playing stage attractions, will the Cohan drama, sliould be piro-r a financially disastrous engagement but sensational at matinees. Two;
at the Bl.itmo're, in libe Angeles, and^
to eke out around an even $5,000. go audible on Febi 23.
Only two ductive.
last week
during its second week here, sllpipcd* extra shows Were given and the
"Ladies of the Jury*' opened to ca- more, road sho^y^ before the talking
"Blackbirds" Quits
orie on Friday matinee
pacity Sunday mat and night.
'Blackbirds" finished a 10- week heavily. The sho'w .was hooked up other iat 10:30 ^turday morning.
pictures move in, "Vanities" and
Hollywood Playhouse— "It Pays to WllUam
with
heavy
a
nut
and
tfie backer
run
at
the
AdeiphI
and
really
the
ebony
had
first
Moon"
"New
its
"Sherlock
in
Gillette
Advertise" (3d week). The McWade
musical wient into storage.
The .was said to have been digging at the serious drop last week, and was rename sure draw here always. Nice Holmes."
house will be dark until Feb. 10, rate of some $10,000 a week.
ported undeir $24,000 for Its sixth
summer
opening
in
1925,
Since
profit at $5,000!
when Brock Pemberton and A' H.
Show goes
Presenting a repertoire of 14 week at the Forrest.
Majestic—"New Moon" (2d week). seasons have been filled with stock, Woods send a"Strlctly Dishonorop^eras with a good cast at $3.00 top out, like -"Journey's End," after
This Is seeond. of the Schwab and but no similar plans are con tern
able" company in..
the erigag'ement should have pros- eight Weeks.
Mandei productions, that does not plated for 1930. Franchise for road
all week
dark
Shubert
was
The
While "interlude" held lip at the pered. It ran into a peculiar situseem to meet \^lth great local lavor. shows, however, will be retainerUjackstone,
du^ to fallUire of "International
"Street
f?cena"
fell
Second week dropped to $12,000.
and an occasional stage attraction Ugain, to around $16,000. Unless It ation h^re. -A local opera-venture. !Eleyue" to be ready to open ThursPacific
Opera
Mayan "Oh Susanna" (5th and may be sandwiched in between perks
CJompany, backed by day.
up John Turek wili close, the
last -Week). Pulled out just in time
includes
layout
Week'is
This
show:and bring- the New Tork coin- San .Francisco opera followers, la
as tliey Ib^t Interest. Final take only sound features,
The com- "Rope's End," In at the Walnut for
d.vie to open- this month.
J.. Graham Brown, owner,,. sltated.J.pany -back to Manhattan;
$7t500, which, meant about $7,*J50
ing
Columbians,
of
the
it Is be- three weeks; '"The Fortune Teller,"
Another ofC-show was 'the good
loss for the, producer.
"Bambina" that tie-up hasr been effected for
Keith's; "International Revue,'»
New one, "June Moon," also down to lieved, caused some feeling of an- at
opened for three weeks Monday RKO and Pathe products.
tagonism. Despite the niost la,uda- single week only, at the Shubert,
night.
policy will be continuous with Sat- around $13,000.
Chocolates" at
"Let Us Be Gay" opened welL at tory praises front music critics the and Connie's "IJot
Music Box—"And So to Bed" (let urday openings after first week."
Garrick. Chestnut has picture.
the
were
conspicuregular opera goers
the Studehaker, doing around $15,
week). Civic Repertory group have
Hunting Tigers In India," for fort000. "The M«.trlarch" picked up at ous by their absence^
no hot'shot here. Only subscription
night.
in Abeyance the Princess due to subscription
Macloon
tickets saved it from bad smack;
Next Monday brings "Scandals"
$3,100.
Charges against Lillian Albertson buslne^, showlng^around $9,600,
Into the Shubert and "Dracula'^
President "Cat and Canary" (4th
Dark spots relight next week with
Macloon) still pend be- one
February
(return), to the Broad.
Chi Revival
week). Just an error on the part (Mrs. Louis
exception. Harry Lauder goes
Is
have "The Matriarch"
Council.
The
will
fore
Equity's
case
17
of Terry Duffy. It meant nothing
in for a week at the Garrick (ShuIn getting ready for his revival of
"Roman Gentliemen,"
from start, and wound up with dated to be heard Feb. 11: but Miss bert); Fritzl Scheff and "Mile. old La Salle theatre (Chicago) siic (Adelphi);
Frltis
(Lyric)
With Hal Skelly
around $3,000 take. Kolb and Dill Albertson has sent word she will Modiste" are at the Majestic (ShuMerry
now giving them "Give and Take." not be able to appear, being en- bert), and "Tour Uncle Dudley" cesses at the Gharri ck, Chi, starting Lelber (Chestnut); "The
Vino Street
"Sun Up" (1st grossed with production on the opens at the Cort (Herman), Play- April 20 (Easter Sunday), Joe How Widow" (Keith's), and something
week). Just put on to give Lucille coast. The. charges are based on house, which slipped "Illegal Prac- ard last week bought the costumes (so far not announced) at the ForLaVerne chance %o show picture Miss Albertson's publication of a fee" to the warehouse, has not ani^ scenery of the recent Vlnci&nt rest
Estimates of the Weel^
people she is versatile* tio one cared
Youmans' production, "Great Day,"
booklet on the coast last summer ^o""^ a piece adaptable foV this
much about the $2,900 total.
small spot yet;
It Will be. used for Howard's revival
'^Siierlocic Holmes" (Broad, secGbodraan, the swanky art theatre of "The Time, the Place ahd the ond week). Started ofE disappoint,.
,
X _
less bitter remonstrance against adjacent the Art Institute opened
Ingly,
picked
but
up steadity
Girl."
Equity because or alleged interfer- ^ith a new version of Green's "Field
Stocks Total of
Venture will introduce
new throughout the Week. Claimed $17,ence with the Macloons.
God" and received good notices. leading woman to Chicago in aMade 000, with only seven performances.
Frisco
The squabble was patched up re- While no figures are available, the
Line
"Dracula" (return) next week.
line Parker, 19, who Was in "50 Mil"International Rcfvue" (Shubert,
cently, when Mrs. Macloon with- 7,00-seat house did strong haziness
San Francisco, Feb. 4
lion Frenchmen." Others are:
one week only), Wasn't ready to
drew a suit for damages. The setEstimates for Last Wee(^
Every legitimate road show house
Anita Case, prima donna; Ed Neil, epen last Thursday..
in town was dark last •week for the tlement was something of a surprise
'^Anfmal Crackers" (GranS, 7th tenor; Herbert Stanley, leads; Fred
"The Neytf Moon" (Forrest, sevsince^ Equity sought repudiation^of ^eek).
first time In the memory of the old
Doing very consistent bus- Sanfiey, brother of Joe Sarftley, light enth Week).
j
Took first really
est
Inhabitant.
These Included the book before it would consider jness; $31,000.
comedian, and girls selected from serious nose-dive of long local enHomer Curran's Curran and his removing the MacioOns from the
"Bird
In
Hand" (Harris, 7th Ned Wayburn's Chicago studios. gagement, being tabbed at less
Geary theatres.
Police stopping unfair ;llst,
Week). Steadied at around $8,000
than$24,000.
Jerome (of the old Jerome, and
"Bad Babies" left the Capitol with
A further postponement of the While others slipped, and stays on Ben
"Hot Chocolates" (Garrick, first
Schwartz songwriting team), musl
out an attraction, and the sudden hearing of the charges may be de- Still cutrating: to school teachers
week).
Negro revue in for three
closing of the Columbia Grand Opera cided on at next week's Council
"Blackbirds" (Adelphi, 10th.. and cal director.
weeks to be followed by "InterCompany put the Columbia theatre meeting.
final week).
This exceptional collude." "Even in Egypt" reported
In the same boat.
ored .show did not bring, the .money
i n seco nd and last
around.
$8,000
Cast Changes
Only twp. stage shows Tunning,
antiolpatsd during its run. Closed
were Henry Duffy's stocks. At his
Guild Jap Trouiie H^re with $12,006 and storaged.
"The Fortune Teller" (Keith's,
Alcaeur "Your Uncle Dudley," with
'June Moon" (Selwyn,. 7th week).
Peggy O'Neil, the dancer, has first week). Fourth "Victor Herbert
San Francisco, Feb. 4,
Taylor Holmes Starred, hit. a fair
Comedy, felt the slump, dropped to stepped Into the comedienne part in revival in for fortnight. Fifth one,
The. Kengeki Players, Japanese $18,000.
pace, getting $6,000,' and at the
"Sweethearts," cancelled and will
President "That Ferguson Family" musical dramatic artists, number-^
"Let Us Be Gay" (Studebaker, the mid- western company of "Fol be replaced by "The Merry Widow."
dropped below $4,000,
ing 14 men and 11 women, arrived^ 2d Week). Golden production got a low Thru." She replaced- Olive Ol
"Babes In Toyland" sensational at
here last week on the^Talyo Maru good start With $15,000 at the sen, who was forced to Withdraw afternoon and one morning show
bound for New York ~vla Los An- Michigan ave. spot, and Migs Lar- through illness.
but very bad In the evenings; $18,-,
Pittsburgh Figures
rlmore proved good box-office.
Carl
Francis replaces Harlan 500 in ten performances,
geles,
"The Matriarch" (Princess, 3d Dixon in "Top Speed" Monday.
''Hunting Tigers in India" (ChestPittsburgh, Feb. 4.
The troupe has been brought over
Ruth J. Warren replaced iHeanor nut, first week). Animal film in
Presenting the case of "Blossom to stage "Samurai Geisha," a three- week). Fourth production of the
with
"Animal
Crackers' for two weeks. "Dear Old England"
Time." Here last week for 'steenth act musical drama, for the Theatre Dramatic. League of Chicago, steady Hunt
at
for
first
(Grand),
Chicago.
$9,500
its
full
week.
got $7,000 in final week.
time, this aged Shubert operetta at <jUlld in New York. The troupe is
Mostly subscription, hoWever.
first
"Rope's
(Walnut,
End"
Alvin took close to $17,000, Jjetter sairt to Include
some of the biggest
"Str*t Scene" (Apollo, 7th week).
week). Got off to an encouraging
than when It played Pittsburgh last
Duffy's Seattle Quits
stage stars of Japan. It will ap- Dropping In an unsatisfactory manstart.
"Jenny" big at q^lmost $20,year,
000
last
week.
"Brothers'! fared nicely at Nixon, pear at the Flgueroa Playhouse in ner; $16,000.
Seattle, Feb. 4.
JiWloa. Bj>_53" jCGreat No^^^
ngeles -before-.-proceed lng--to
__"Journe:/'8.EjTd" (Lyric, 7th week).
"W]IfinBveryU«ayri«citifaing"Bert^L7- -Los
Week). Shubert musical was slightly ^Pres id en t* thea tpe,-=^where^-Hen ry Way oft frcJin origlnair ^aiV'ftow but
New Yox'k.
tell, satisfied with $20,000.
Duffy has simk a fortune in two
oti, but $23,000 not, £w severe bump.
will surely complete a highly satl.*?Pitt had "Smllin' Tlirough," by
years
trying
to make high class
"Strange Interlude" (Blackstone,
factorv two months' engagement.
George Sharp Players.
BENT ANDERSON CLAIM
11th week).
Theatre Guild's pet stock ^o, closes this week/ Emil Under $8,000.
Judith Anderson's claim against story at the box-office.
Bondeson, local manager, goes lo
Still ex"The Infinite Shoeblack" (Adelphi.
Fay Marbe Solo
Oakland, where the leads, Howard third week). Professional Players'
the Theatre Guild for two weeks' cellent at $18,000.
"Vanities" (Erlanger, 3d and final Miller and- Leona Powers, went last auspices.
Business has gained
Los Angeles; Feb. 4.
salary, amounting to $2,B00, was deweek), / Closed to a poor $18,000 week. Company will disband after steadily with almost $13,000.
Fay Marbe will give a concert nied by the American Arbitration and
went on tour. "Gambling" re- Guy Bates Post and Lillian Kemat the Windsor Stjuare theatre Feb. Board.
placedh..
Shipman-Hymer- Linger
Tommy Weber's Beverly Hills Miss Anderson alleged two weeks' "Whoopee" (Illinois. 8d week). bel Cooper close this week. ^
9.
Prices cut to dollar top recently
Metro has renewed its joint option
Hotel orcliestra and Gilbert Marbe salary was due her when the open- Was decidedly off for no explicable
helped
been
Bossome,
preInterlude,"
but
nothing
on
ing
"Strange
In
could
iSam
Shipman and- John P.. Hyassisting.*^
The
house
has
o£
sn
reason, slumped a bit like everyvail against the weather.
nier.
ton, was delayed two weeks.
thing else; $35,000.
scaled' at $3.
I
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"Recapture" Is billed a love story, love him. But she consents to skip
but it's not quite, thaf in the accept- oft with him for the night to the
ed sense, being more mature philos- villa where their honeyriioon was
ophy than the romantic idyll. And actual' spent.
not anyway near as entertaining.
In the morning he is off to the
A husband divorced from his wife barber's. Bunny intrudes, having
attempts to recapture her love, but followed the baggage. Instead of a
she cannot really, reciprocate. The squabble, the two women have a
only explanation is that something heart-to-heart talk. Bunny admitted
happened when their infant son died that Harry had always .implied he
and she thiiiks her love for the man was still in love with his tvlfe. She
pa,ssed at the same time.
is sport enough to yvoMi out of the
The play Is set in Vichy, France. picture, but it is the wife who tells
There was that Harry Martin an d the younger woman that should not
Patricia (the program gives Eer -eeettPr-^Aiid for the ciniple - re a son
cannot again resume with
last name as Browne, though she she
had not remarried) had spent a Harry.
glorious honeymoon. Harry arrives
However, when Informed that he
at the hotel with a little ex-chorusljiad once nearly committed suicide
girl. Bunny Williams, snappy in hey* since the divovoe. Pat consents to
talk but a thoroughbred under flr6. remarriage in Paris for ..the sake of
his happiness, not hers. There is a
Shei is supposed to be his niece
Harry is pleasantly surprised moment of vacillation. Pat is on
when his former wife i.rrives. iShe the point of bolting with her Brithas In to.w Capt. Williams, an Eng- isher, but can't go through with It.
lish beef-eater.
What their Inten- Her problem is solved by the tricky
tions are she doesn't state, nor does elevator which is stuck between
her former husband ask; Instead, floors with her in it. The lift cable
he, makes violent love again, her snaps and the car drops to the baesaiiswer being that she cannpt again ment and Pat to eternity.
"That

Plays on Broadway

.

•

REBOUND

MANY A

SLIP

Comedy In thVee acts prcscnteil by
Arthur Hopkins at the Plymouth Feb, 3j
written by Xtonald Ogdeh Stewart; Hope
•Williams, featured; staged by the pro-.

.Comeily In three acts by Edith FUzgeralJ
and Robert Riskl'.i, stag(<d by the latter
and produced by L/CW Cantor at Little, New

Yoik,

Monday

ducer.

Patsy

Coster.^,.....

.

Jjlz Crawford.
MuTla.

Ted Coster.
:-AntH5—fcabowri iSmltbj:
Patterson; ... .Qeorge MacQuiivrle Emily Coster.

Lyman
T.es

— .Corlnne Ross

. ;

Crawford.

..Donald Oeden Stewart

. ,

Jerry Brooks

Hope Williams William

Sara. Jaltrey.
Bill Trpesdale.
Johnnie Coles.
Evie' Xawrehce.
Mrs. Jaffrey..!
Pierre .....
>
. .
Jules,
Henry Jaffrey..

Donri

C.oolv

.....Kobert Williams
Katherln^ T^esUe
Ada Potter

.

evening, Feb.

Sylvia Sidney

Tom Brown

..
. .

Coster.,
Stan Price. . ,
.

3.

•p.hnrnA

.-Mnllila

.

,

.Dorothy Sands
...Douglas Montgomery.

.....'..,

.

;

.Malcolm Duncan
Ellsha Cook, Jr.

,

.

.

r-

Lew

who

clicked with
.. ..Pierre D'Ehnery
"Courage" last season, has anothier
.Edward Xa Roche natural in this one. It's corking good
.Walter Walker'
entertainment throughout, perfectly
cast and will undoubtedly keep the
Rebouricl" Is a, light comedy cul- cash draw at the Little tingling for
minating in a dash of modulatfed months.
"JIany a Slip" went over with a
sentiment, yriie adroit miiinner of its
. ..

.

.

.

..

.

.

,

.

.

,

Cantor,

.

,

'

;

.

,

•

bang with the femmes on premiere
presentation and playing indicates
night and should continue to do., so
iat popularity and at
because it's out of the cloth women
will go foi', which means it's over
Arthur Hopkins makes his fourth if they support and there's no doubt
production this, seasbn with "Re- but they will.
bound." It was written by .Donald
Plenty of action and wholesome
Ogdeh Stewart,, who is in the cast fun in three acts of comedy Avhich
and who made his debut in the suc- occasicinally borders on farce,, never
cessful "Holiday" last season, a lagging, but Dulldlng all the Ayay
play whi(ih had Hope Willlams,.who and holding attention, despite its
is also the featured player In the transitions from .comedy to farro
The combina- and back agaiii.
current attraction.
"
tion therefore looked okay from the
The piece nas approaching mastart.
ternity as its motif, first Imaginary
and.
later
the
up
and
up and all
on
first
very
good
''keboUhd" has a
act. The second atoused some spec- hahdlcd in delicate fashions save
ulation,, though it sagged a J:>it diiv- from a few blunt broadsides from
ing a quiet interlude. The. ttnal act the fainiiy slavey. Even then nothkept interest alive, though it, too, ing to offend, but plenty to laugh
had little of the laiigh content of at and especially laugh provoking
the opening yet it proved the title to the Women.
Patsy Cpster has had an illicit afwas aptly desci-iptive.
fair
with Jerry Brooks, dreamy
. Stewart is essentially a humorist.
a good chance

least fair success..

.
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her man.
There are several diverting scenes
in "Recapture," and the most amusing are those when the, dinky electric elevator, such as they have in
dinky French towns, is out of order
—and when it is running. The thing
actually carries guests up and down
and is the most practical of such
stage props that has yet been seen
in action.
Out nf t f> wn ftn t'-y""*- ^i^p rtl im -'*^
of the elevator's fatal descent was
more or less
a moot question.
honeyied Conclusion was the managerial aim, but the author refused
;

A

make

the change.
There are gooa performances iri
"Recapture."
Ann Andrews, did
Pat ill ia repressed way, understandable because she knew she could
never again whole-heartedly respond to the rapture of her divorced
Glenda Farrell did the
husband.
blonde Bunny well eno^ugh to have
the talent out front ask who she
was and in what she had "played.
o.

'

.

INTERNATIONALE

,

'

'

.

;

.

.

uctiphs
because o b ro l< en

further

;

companionate m'aracts as though it Was just play. scribbler, and
Heretofore his stage .contributions riage expon(^nt. The gal Isn't sorry,,
have been more in the way of skits but would like, to land Jerry at the
matrimonial
altar.
Jerry rebels and
or sketches, and likely Hopkins
.steamed him up to authoring "Re- is sent on his way when Patsy's ma,
bound." It is good writing, but there estranged from her husband, hops
Upon
is an impression that the characters in and takes things in hand.
are more or less haiy; certainly not Jerry's return she makes it. clear 7
that he is aljout to become a father,
sharply' etched.
subtly and in contrast, to shotgun
Repression appears to have been methods and he falls for the hoax
the keynote. At tiiiies, when his and marries Patsy.
people could be pardoned for sayThe deception anent the. expected
ing. whatwas on their chests, they heir has Jerry walking upon clouds
seemed to say it in almost a riiatter and also cements diplomatic relaOf course, the per- tions between the estranged parof fact way.
sons in "Rebound" ar^ supposed to ents, the obdui'ate father figuring
be of a polite set, and thiat may be renewal of fi-iendliness with the:
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Sara Jaffrey is 28 and unwea.
There are two boys she is fond of,
Johnnie Coles/, an aspiring architect,
and Bill Truesdale, a chap referred
to as the great lover. They are all
at. Liz and Les. Crawford's country
home for the week end, Liz being
Johnnie is
Sara's ma;rried sister.
.

..

•.

.

going: t6 Par^s; to further his

ai't,

former wife necessary to comfort
the. daughter in her delicatq condltibn.
Patsy, ho'wever, is conscience
stricken at the deception and bor-

upon a nervous breakdown
reveals to Jerry the deception. The
j'outh gets a double sock between
dering'

.

the eyes, first ujlon finding he is
not becoming a dad and also that
he had been tricked Into .marriage
by the hoax. He flies into a rage
and refuses to forgive Patsy,
in the final act it develops there
i.s
to be an heir, but. Patsy won't
use it as the magnet to bring. Jerry
back. The parents fix, however, and
this couple are reunited at the tag.
Both story arid situations are handled delicately and pi-ovocatiye of
inuch zippy action and plenty of
brisk comedy that keeps the audience amused, it's all very well done

shopreduGed,irrespec,

!

'•

i

|

tive of

i

.

A

'

former prices

to the on e

and he neglects to press li^s suit
with Sara. Bill is having some soi't
of an affair with Evle Lawrence.
Evie says she loves, him,, but it's all
cold, she having decided to wed the
middle-aged broker, Lyman Patterson, who has plenty of coin.
And so: Bill ahd^Sara are married.
month later they are chirping
happily In a Parisian hotel. He goes
to the ba.nk for the mail, there meeting Evie, also abroad on her honeymoon.
Bill dallies a couple of and surefire box oflUce.
Dorothy Sands gave a splendid.'
hours, passing up a luncheon tjate
at which Sara's exiled father was performance of Mrs. Coster, Patsy'.s
mother, and having most of tlio
present.
comedy of the show with Maud
That was Sara's first sliock. All Eburne I'egistering second in laugh
four honeymooners return home division as the family slavey. Syland there is another week-end at via Sidney was also superb as the
Liz' place. Bill and Evie have been emotional Patsy rising to .stellar
putting It on all evening at a dance, heights in several scenes and carSara haying to sit it out most of rying them with undex'standable
the.-time.
Sara finally has her say. artistry. Douglas Montgomery made
Her situation is aided when Johnnie a clean cut Jei'i'y» contrasting hapconfesses his love for her she real- py-go-lucky spirit with emotional
izes Bin is the man, but he has got scenes
and m.easuring up
also
to be for her aiid not Evie. It is an splendidly. Malcolm Duncan, as the
.effective scene between them at the father; Tom Brovi?n, as the precoclose.
She tells Bill she doesn't cious kid brother,, and Elisha Copk,
know if his love counts .any morei Jr., gave good accounts of them;

I

sa le pr c e
i

;
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j

]
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I
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formerly

.

comes

to his senses and pleads
that they try again', start all dver
they are rebound— exit Kvie and!

Bill

—

The second

'act

Be Wrong, but

new husband and
no special

The

striding

again well

'

his old flame,

and

joy.

Miss

Williams

is

RECAPTURE

placed

as

Gome'.ly-Ur.'jma

In three acts..

oniazing bargains for those fortunate
Presented

by A. H. Woods at the Eltlnge Jan.
AVrltten by PreHton Sturgre.i.
Don Mullally. Svtllnes by P.

IK.

Staged by
Dodd Acker-

mah.
Monsieur Eemy. .... .... .Gustave, RoMan^l
Glenda Farrel.
Gwcndollete Williams.
Melvyn Douglas
Henry C. Martin..
Monsieur Edelweiss. ........ Joseph Roedcr
Meyor Berenson
:
Augustc
...
.Ann Andrews
Browne.
Patricia Tulllver
Capt. Hubert Reynold.s, X>. S. O.Stuart Casey
..rx)uza Rlane
Madam" PlstacheCecelia Ijottus
Mrs. Stewart Rommey
Hugh Sinclair
Rev, OuterhrfOtre Smole
.

the

The
his own* way.
author spread lar.ghs plentifully. On
in

the opening night some were lost,
part of the audience laughing first.
That may have come from people
who knew the iines, yet at, times the
jspjeakers^jci5,uld jiat. bfe^Le^^^^

V

.

sizes are here.

and *18.50 shoes now

but $7.85.

H6.50
These

.

.

sehisational savings wilj bring

immediate

re-

.

The pi'emiere of "Recapture" attracted no little, attention because
its author, Preston 'Sturges, wrote
"Strictly Dishonorable," the comedy
play is no opsmash. -But the new
"^^^^
pd'sl tTonn" "w oTi' t"

with their backs turned partly.
There was a good performance by enough.
A. H. Woods particularly wanted
Robert Williams, wliose work in
do this new Sturges play since
"Scarlet
Pages" is remembered. to narrowly
mis.sed getting a peek
Donn Cook did Bill very well, too. he the
script of "Dishonorable." The
at
Walter Walker, as the father, was
young author was stage manager or
liked, and the smaller parts were
assistant in a "Mary Dugan" comably handled as well.
pany when he pounded out his hit.
"Rebound" shoull particularly at- For some reason he got the air, and
tract a class patronage.
Xot a the script went to Brock Pemberton.
sm.'ish, but a rllvorting .show.
"Di.shonorable" is a light, saucy
Ibee.
love story, punctuated with laughs.
,

women whose

-

quietly
dominant Sara who wins her lover
back.
Stewart had, his' share of
wise cracks and comments, getting

them over

.-^

of Cantor.

Think You're '.Wonthe lyric that, should' have
I

put "Almanacs'* over earlier in the
season.
Bill and Evie ai'e hoofing
at the time, Johnnie at the piarto
and Sara warbling and watching her
Avith

to $18.50

.

Cantor has givtii TJie "production
good rtiounting in two attractive
sets, a good ca.st and good direction
supervision
curtain was cun- by Robert Ri.skin under
J^f/bn.

ningly devised. It is a sort of foursome singing snatches of "I May
derful,"

-

^'

enter Sara.

.

selves.

sponse, so 'come early for the best selection.

IMILLER^
2can^u/jAoes

Showfolk*s Shoeshop

BROADWAY
Open

at 46th
until 9 P.

M.

>

leaves the play, with some loosa
ends, though there is some Implication that the cruder Bunny will g«t
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husband,
Melvyri
Douglas,' the
etched a he-man again in Jove with
Jils wife. The best of the bits came
from Meyer Berenson, a funny little
fellow. Auffuste, who tinkered
ran the elevator. He didn't

and
say

much, but drew gigg-les every time
he was; on. He once pla.ved the
oflloe boy in a "Potash and Parlmutter" show. Then there Avas CeLoftus, no'w almost whitecilia
haired, who wag the rather worldly
nuut fif the young and incredibly

innocent Rev. Smole,

who wanted

to

in her was
feminine virtue.
Also the French roles by Gustave
Rolland, the concierge, whose mouth
could be shut the tighter the more
and Louza
in
tips he received,
Riune, rriistrcss of: the villa, a v'idow
Who thought she knew all about
marriage. Both dialects were true,
coming from French playei-s. but
yet not so amusing as the wops in

marry Eiinny, believing

all

EG

I

T

I

MATE

Jolson started with "Rainbow
'Round My Shoulder," then "Little
Pal," used "Let Me Sing and I'm
Happy," from'his new picture; tore
them asunder with ".Sonny Boy,"
and stupefied everybody on ''01' Man
With the mob in great
River,"
spirits he reached back for '-'Span- knuckled onto an unpublished bit
iard Who Blighted My Life" and of Victor Herbert's to exploit.
"Rip Van Winkle," these old boys
She has made 24 girls fla.sh like
also clicking. Foa-. a finish there was 48 and Clark Robinsoh'.s sets and
"Mammyi" and as the mob stood up Kiviette's .costume.s look like a much
rushed
out,
threw
up
to applaud, he
bigger bankroll nick than they realboth hands to quiet ana to ihank 1>- are. This does not mean that
colorful, with plenty ot blue laughs.
The idea of a quarter past nine curtain for the late diners is as smart
as her companion idea of chiselling
from every friend iihe could find
some odd bit for her revue as a per'even
She.
sonal
contribution.
.

them, and*" yelled in referee style,
"The winner."
And Jolson. was a winner. No
doiibt of it.
He's America's top..
When the picture gang think he's
washed, lip. he can 'step right into
the field where he has belonged for
years without knowing it concert.

—

it is any shoestring proposition, as
slie has plenty sunk.
She spent like

a skllor -when she ra,n: foul of the
local union, clause of 60% local musicians which meant employing 21
musicians to cover the 14 men
brought in by Don Voorhees, or a
loss of over ?il,000 a week in the

Program ran. in two parts. The pit. She made it up by getting
Morgan Trio.- three girls in instru- Harry
Rlchman to bring Clara Bow
mental selections, appeared first
with him to Boston to look the
with Jolson closing the first part.
•'Dishonorable."
sho-vv pver, thereby making every
There probably was little chanig- Same routine was followed in the front page in town.
Ing of the dialog and not a few second half.
She opens with a chorus strip in
Auditorium selected Jolson a:s its
waste observations were noticed.
town has a dressing room bit, flashing a flock
first aittraction, and
:

"Recapture"

snap

to

is

just an idea with

n©

tbee.

it,

OUT-OF-TOWN REVIEWS

thd;"
mostly
thanked the committee for Its s«»lec- of femmes that made the chlrpily.
audience sit up
tlon.
The auditorium is owned by masculine
by a sketch showthe: city, cost $3^000,000 and repre- This is followed
ii
pbieoning
Borgiu
Lucrezia"
ing
sents the latest in everything. The
buiWing occupies two full squares. suitor, but getting her drugs mixed
Before it was started architects so that instead of a poison she fills
made trips all over this country and him up with a loVe potion. The
some went to the other, side, £xo that black-out comes on her defensive
nothing would be omitted that could screams tyom within the. death tent.
possibly detract from its. appeal. It Fred Keating, the magjlcIaTi, is a
seats 12,000 comfortably, .each and great master of ceremonies, \vorkevery one seated with a perfect view ing his standard magic routine.
The first scenic feature is a wellof the stage, and. within hearing distance. Its stage can be swung up, lighted roof top scene in which the
side, down, and back. .It is the big- chlniney pots come to life for an
gest and best equipped, mechanic-, ensemble number. Then comes the
ally, in the world. ..With "mikes" Anita Loos, sketch based on a disgalore to draw upon, those in the agreement between Eugene O'Neill
uppermost reaches can hear per- and Phillip Moeller as to what kind
of tragedy the public wants; They
fectly.
Four balconies, but there isn't an try out two versions of '.'East
obstruction of any kind to o.bstriact Lynne," ending up with a blue tag
the view. For piMze 'fights the audi- line that will probably become one
torium is 'perfect.-' Sca^led at the of the smart retorts of the month.
usual fig^ui-es for the major bouts it Paul"^ Gerard Smith's sketch is a
domestic triangle bit in -\vhich the
could gross around $350,000.
Jolson xvent to Los Angeles from mi.stress says tlie wiCe isn't decent
here to begin vi-ork on a new picture. or. womanly because she isn't jealHe left as- the best concert artist ous, smith has another that is a
this town has seen in years.
classic, based on the home life of a
Samuel
Chicago gunman Who blackjacks
his baby because it cried over having its arm brokeri by its mother
for having pulled a gat on grandma.
The black-out comes when the
Boston, Jan. 28.
Ruth Selwyn will be newspaper grown-up son is killed by his father
copy and a Broadway by-word because he reads books and missed
within a couple of. weeks.
two shots at a cop, the father deHer new l-evue has that intangible ciding he does not want to raise his
something about it that clicks, and son to be a pansy.
Clark Robinson's sketch, is a burBoston has gone goofigaga over it
already despite the competisli of the lesque on the Mother Goose yarn,
openings against it in the form of "The Three Bears," and is blue but
the premieres of Ziegfeld's "Simple a howl. Ring Lardner has a boxing
laboriously
is
Simon" with Ed Wynn and George burlesque which
White's "Flying High" with Ber'i funny .and does not register. There
ai'e a number of oncrminute black-,
Lahr.
Eddie Cantor's contribution
It Is not any radical departure outs,
from the average revue production being the one of the plumber who
•being merely a hodgepodge of skits, refused to continue an interrupted
blackouts, odd musical nimiberf, love affair that evening because it
Ruth
vaiideville acts,, girls, and -Nvhat- would be on his own time.
have you. But it has speed and is Wilcox contributed the. bluest one of
,

AL JOLSON CONCERT
New Orleians, Feb. 4.
Just one Jolson!
As a crowd of close, to 5,000 filed
out of the new municipal auditoriurh
after Al's local concert, an -entirely
new field for him, there was not a
dissenting note within earshot. Jolson was always a. crack in vaudeville,

minstrielsy,

musical

comedy

and, lately, in pictures.
But few
thought he could accomplish what
he did here in concert.
The New Orleans Auditorium is a
glarit.
Nothing like it in the country.
It is the last Word in entertainment construction, seating 12,000 persons, 6,000 on each side of a
sliding, lifting its stage in the cen-

Management used but one side^
but Jolson remarked before starting
it was ie^sily the biggest thing he
had ever tried. He was then px*e••gented locally by William Morris,
who was on hand with Mrs. Morris.
ter.

.

*

With the

"

perfect acoustics pf the
building, Jolson's patter went for a
veritable wow. Huge throng didn't

^miss

a sally. And how he worked!
Told them the new ones and the old
ones, and they went for th^m all.
And when he had them in his lap
Al dared a few smoking room tales,
just a bit I'isque, and those, too,
'

-

were IjuH's-eyes.
He walked out on a bare stage
with only his pianist, Arthur John-

No evening- clothes or
Just a business suit and soft collar. And aft.er
his first number he requested the
spot be eliminated.
Not a single
theatrical trapping of any sort—and
That's genius, nothing
a panic!
else.
And you can't imitate genius.

son, to aid.

even a dinner jacket.

.

.

.

-
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The plugged number is a red-hot
trumpet bit called "Get Happy," and
the rest of the scqre stands up ^wfell.
As the show now runs it will break
well before midnight in New York
with a quarter pa^t' nine curtain
is still being speeded ut>, as
speed is" apparently being featured
over, everythlrtg else In the produt-

aqd

tidh.
It's

'

to

make
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Lee Morse least it can be imagined
Stanbury just around the corner.
It is funny In spots, well acted,
although a trifle tearful, with an

Harriet Hoct.or
Doree Leslie
Joseph Sebrode
Pete La Delia
-William J. Ferry

Horse...
Horse.....
,

.Ziegfeld is reported to havie sunk
heavy money in this new musicah
Heroic work on the book is gri^dually whipping it into shape, although
it is still doubtful of ft^mash.
Ed Wynn. has always believed that
a Mother Goose dream background
would be. ah ideal setting for his
'

buffoonery and apparently sold his
idea to Zlegfeld. William Anthony
McGuire was to have written the
book in collaboration with Wynn
McGuire did not com e through and
Bolton was given the assignment
The story at present in circulation
asserts that the final book was
mainly Wyhn's and that Wynn. is
•now steamed up over the belief that
McGuire used his idea and con
verted it into a Rip Van Winkle
adaptaltion for Fred Stone under tjie
title of "Ripples."
The book of "Simple Simon" as
it now stands concerns a dream in

Wynn

ending that could not be anything,
but happy.
'

The

Frank De Witt
.Clemedtlne Rigeau

,

,

first

act

There

three.

<

the best of the
curtain
matron in her liew-

is
la

when the young

.

a go©d

fouhd joy gives awjay all her clothes.
Realizing then that the uhdieis she
appears in is the« only wearing apparel with -which to go out on a
shopping orgy.
Mirian Hopkins acts the part and
.

makes a nice

of

role

It.

She

is

After the first act of
charming.
genuine comedy the play lapses into
farce and liberties the authors take
drop the piece into moments of
dullness. For the rest, husband and
wife take to spending without limit,
he buying a new car; a country
joining a swanky golf
Old friends are dropped and

home and
club.

new ones
it

Is

pi;op

the

up

acquired, and in the end
new acquaintances that
hopes of the crestfalleii

thfe

pair..
•

Truex'g

little

jog iacfoss the stage

to ans\^r a telepihone or Close a
window, his facial (expressions arid
mannerisms, give the playwrlghtia
Mother' Goose whatever breaks the comedy gets.

ia in
finds all his neighbors in

The dreamland

is divided between a group of killjoys and a group of laughter.-lovlng
people, with ^ semblance of allegory
involving thei wets and drys of the
U. S, today, including padlocks instead of buttons on the clothes of
the kill-Joys.
Wynn cafrles all the comedy and
as a result it is stretched top thin,
some of his. material being too old
to- get, across.
On the whole, how
ever, hie is doing a heroic Job and
is steadily building what he thinks
is 'his greatest role as a comedian.
Ziegfeld is using about 80 boys
and girls in the chorus and including crew will buy about 135 rail
road tickets. His staging is abso
lutely lavish, and the hurdle ballet'
with Harriet Hoctor, In which the
chorus In riding habits haye; to clear
high barriers In unison, overshadows anything' in the production:
Felix was told to go the limit In
staging the ensembles and dances,
arid certainly turned over a nitty
job to Ziegfeld.
Bobbe Arnst Is. given a fat role

'

Toler staged the play and L.
rence Weber presents it.

Law-

Provide for Your

Old Age!
Do >ou know

that 90% of "the
population of this Country at age
65 are dependent on others for
their support?

Buy more

Life Insurance h^^w to

provide

monthly income,

a.

later.

Many a

person has been sold the
wrong form of Insurance, only ta
find it put too late.

Consult Us aa

You Would

Your Doctor or Lawyer

although she seems to have lost
some of her «lfish magnetism :in the
past yean
Lee Morse, the blues
singer with a considerable following
through her recordings, stopped the
show cold with one trick baritone
rendition. She scored again in the
second act In a Helen Morgan isort of
specialty, working from the top. of
a carabet floor piano mounted on a
tricycle propelled by the tireless
Wynn. Will Ahem's roping and
dancing chatter also find Wynn
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musical exU-avaganza in tw6 iacts and their fortune.
Before noon they are told of thieir
Vi Bcenes; tiook by Bd.-Wynii and Guy iBoIton; score by Richard Rogera; lyrics, by Inhei;Jtanceir-^Thp young couple, in
I.orenz Hart; staged', by Seymour Felix; seventh
heaven, think it -all- ii
costumes, by John Hnrkiider; settings by
dream:
Befo're they retire that eveUrban; fltet performance at the Colonial,
ning they are down to ^arth agaiti.
Boston, Jan. 27.
.'.
SintMn,
..Ed -Wynii
message from the American con.Paul Stanton sul
Bert Blue.
informing them that Uncl&
Alfred P. James
Flngy,,
.Will Ahern Peter's Mexican wife and two chilJack Horner. ..i
...Bobbe Arnst dren have established their identity
GlUy Flower...... i..
Hiighle Cameron and are the rightful h6irs. .If the
Otto Prliice..
Lennox Pawle experience has not. been actual, at
Olee. King,,...
Alan Edwards
Tony Prince :«....«
existing

A

Theatre,

Adtlresfl A.STOR JIOTKr. SKW YORK
Tt)tHO»al'yi»nag^tu, STAM.KY RAYUtKN »nd JKRRY CARGIIX.
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"Rosita"

repeating

James Ford

monotonous

ainother

facia

hours of routine, hoping and wish n
ing fov a stroke of luck-, to turn
'

Boston, Feb.

;

nursery characters.

to

.•

.

-

Redmond Wells

.

:

SIMPLE SIMON

Land and

helped

Atlantic City, Feb. 3.
Ernest Truex, by his Whimiscal
antics, gave whatever humor there
was in. "Ritzy,", new comedy by
Viva Tattersall and Sydney Toler.
which had Its first performance at
the Apollo here last night.
It sets forth a milk and" .water
story of- a poor young couple who
received* the glad tidings in their
one room flat that an uncle in
Mexico has l6ft them. $200,000; The
action during the three acts takes

a hot dish, this "Nine fifteen
Revue," 'even if Ruth Selwyn borrowed the food from her ;frlendiy place between 8^30 in the morning
neighbors.
lAbbey.
and 11 o'clock at night of a single
day and showd the couple' arising

which

AH

fwm—

—

i l

.

NINE FIFTEEN REVUE

1930

5,

with him, getting all
the lot, but it's still in and Boston working
snarled up in one lariat -while Ahern
loves It.
The novelty chorus numbers> In- is doing hia routine -with the other
opies.
clude a song "She's a Purty Little
This local reaction to "Simple SiThing" and based on Chic Sale's
The girls mon" Is that it might as well be a.
classic, "The Specialist."
are all dressed like the carpenter revival of the extravaganza days,
In the book and the structure in savoring of things as far bacli; as
Superba," "Fantaanta," "Pearl anci
question is in the center, of the
stage with the mystic vvorCi "Her" the Pumpkin," "Babes in Toyland"
carved on tlie door. There ig an- and others. It has not a blush nor
other snappy lyric entitled, "How a suggestive Inference in all of its
Would a City Girl: Knowi" and based comedy and flashing -of the famous
tU«—Zlegfeld—Sta-Wosex pl oMems^f-farming- inetml |^4emimes—
M
6f American Beauties,
ing the bees and the oxen.
It's a perfect show to send the
Ruth Etting, of course, is the outstander, pulling them in heavy and kiddies to see-^at $6.60 each;
Hbhei/.
sending them home -happy, Joe and
Pete jytichori, the knockabout aCTobatic sailors, and Michael. Trip, a
single hoofer, are both stopping the

New
JAMES

York Citv
F.

GILLESPIE

Personal Rcprcsental'tve

^
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Pets
RACKETEERS' OLD HOME, Freak

Circus Loses Fridays

CARNiVAtS PAY

VARIETY

During Garden Date
Under the present Sells-Floto contract, which RingUng is using at
the Madison Square Garden for the
spring showing instead of the Ring-

New

CONTINENTAL, PASSES

AUSPICES BENEFIT GAG

Crandall's

Dizzy Exhibition
Pittsburgh, Fob.

57

SHOT TO PIECES EAST

4.

latest nut move of this guy
Milt Crantlal), who Introduced the
dancing marath.on to a waiting

The

The fund raising campaign racket
Saturday saw the passing of the
Indoor
is shot throughout the East.
old Continental Hotel, Broadway
dough when run
world, is a "Bring Your Own Pet" circuses still get
years
for
famous
street,
the
41st
circus,
and
W.
Bailey
ling,
racers i-ight, but punchboards and gift
bike
stationary
with
show,
shots
big
all
the
big show will lose Fridays, when the as headquarters for
being snubbed by the
Colonel and marathon piano players as side campiiigns are
the outdoor racket.
In
Garden will go fights.
The Bill Rice
Since Crandall's rock- different auspices.
The jimpchays ain't umpchaya no
attractions.
First time Ringling has showed Francis Ferari. Joe Ferari, Victor D.
headmore, is gathered from reports under such an agreement. Came Leitt, Harry B. Potter, Colonel John ing chair contest arid hovse vs. Productions, a Chicago outfit
origfrom fair meetings.
.he's ed by ;someon^ other than the
In
flopped,
test
drifting
enduraiice
men
a bout hpraiifift nfflcials of the former S. Berger. George H. Hamilton and
AngeloG of
Trhere was a^, t ime wlieii a car alyfth Arherican Circus .Corp. made the countless others cut up jackpots been back here nandling ex ploAa- liial Btll Ri ce of Lo a wound
up a
Sheridan Squai-e water show fame, just
RKp's
could book a fair for a bag of pea
for
tion
hostelry
old
Garden
the
famous
this
to
let
around
agreeing
contract
New
nuts, but fair isecretaries are get
ind last week found time to put on series of bloomers throughout
Corp., have the Friday night fight when it w4s known as the Albany
of
Some
Connecticut.
and
Jersey
plenty.
ting wised up
Hotel. In recent years it has been his new stunt
exhibitions.
Motor Square them being repeats.
Free attraction bookers have a
Ci-andall- hired
the home of T. A. Wolfe, Maxwell
Eastern representatives
The
two
be
and
pets
for
adveitised
Garden,
tough time trying to talk -to the
Capt.
4.
Block,
Feb.
Chicago,
Ka;ne, Wm. Glick, .W. J.
^performing of this outfit of promoters were ace
boys for the first day of these fair
Coliseum date of the Sells-Flpto John Sheesley, Paddy l^Iullins and lore he knew it had
dough
meetings because they're getting circus has -been extended to 16 days.; Sam Bergdoff isomo of whom were lobstox's, .pipe-smoking ducks and men and if therei'd been any
would have gotten it,
ao they won't buy attractip'hs until Will open April 6 and close April 21. living in it \vhen it closed up and half-turkey half-chickens. Prize of to get, they
even
tough
too
got
sledding
the
pay
to
he
but
cocoanuts
Then
spme
winner.
for
got
they've
Stadiuni date has been cut to a will now have to scout around and $500 was up
out and;
got four teams of girls to alternate for them so they checked
with, cocoanuts being/provided by week, and Is being taken to shut find a new hangrout.
.floor and are now earning cakes elsewhere.
bolted
bikes
to
pieddling
carnival owners who are hungry out any opposition that might run
years
40
is
about
Continental
The
including a gal,
One "Take'* Angle
for fair bookings.
during the Coliseum time.
old. brlginally called the Ven dome, Ave piano players,
keys until
The carny owners and agents hit
This particular Rice outfit had a
Sells- Flbto is paying $2,000 daily it later became the Albany, and to jpound away at the
the fail^ meetings determined to buy for the Stadium and $1,000 daily still later was given its present unconscious
tough contract for the auspices to
Biz not-so-good, so Craiidall. had sign .and when it came time to setfairs cheap, but fair Secretaries for the Coliseum.
At the Stadium name. In rec.ent years it has been
aren't interested in a small cut of the menagerie will be housed out- operated by the H-J Realty Co a bear escape and got plenty of tle up, they discovered th^re -were
the cookhouse any inore; they want side- in tents, while .at the Coliseum which consisted of B. J. MacAn- space in dailies, "rhen. he got gals several jokers in it wiilch cost the
rea,l dough and they wJint anywhere the circus menagerie will be under
drews, Moe Harris and Tommy with swell underpinings to strad- auspices dough, such as a royalty
from 25% and up laid, on the line the one. roof. Construction of Sta- Shorten, all big guns of the conces dle some of ills various pets and of 10c. a book on the specially copythen and there. After the smart dium makes it impossible to get sioh racket. Unlirnlted credit for- the local dailies that go heavy on righted books they used on the camcarny guya shell out, then the fair cages Inside.
outdoor showmen was the order of pictures gave him more good brealcf. paign.
closed Saturday night
Show v.iuo^;vi
"
'vo'" aVid
navt been
might have
secretaries have, an idea how much
dock mignt
the day during the regime of these
The dime a book
Kj.g^y
they can pay for free attra,ctions
owners, but when the boys check Craridall'.<4 still \rying to figuie out
but when the proceeds were
Block
1:1.
wi>*>iii«»r he should
be petted-.or being split
two ways, the committee
So on the second day of the meet- Circus Fans
put they'll have to shell out each whether
pitie'l
the
to
they
talk
until
and
to
was
a dime a
ready
room;
that
this
they're
their
discpvered
ing
Legislation in South Week for
book for all books shipped to the
bookeris.
establish credit at some other hotel.
Washington, Feb. 4.
lodge, not for all books actually used
And when those gefteral agents
There will be: no special blowGets $2,000,000
Circus Fans' Association, was re- out or party in honor of the passing
in the campal^fh, so that they could
get through bidding with one an
other for desirable fairs, they've sponsible for stopping proposed of the Contfnental which Is to make
Estate Intact have Used only couple hundred
legislation win Vitginia aimed to way for a skyscraper offlpe building;
books out of; fi!ve hundred shipped
paid plenty.
Peru, Ind., Jan. 29;
but had to settle on the basis of
One pwher went for beaucoup place a county tax on all outfits its passing will be quiet. But the
Jerry Mugivan's estate, of ap- five hundred as it vrsia "in the concocoanuts last summer down south showing in that state.
lords of the lot wherever they are
given
was
great
$2,000,000,
proximately
Bill would have worked a
There were other angles.
tract."
and wound up with a series of
will mourn its loss.
smaller
intact to liis widow, Mary Edith K^j^^^^j^j^jj^ ^^^y j^j^^^ j^^jpg^ gj^^^gii
bloomers,. He couldh't niake the hardship as many of the
It was the lobby of this old hangcounty out that was the. scene of an amus- Mugivan by terms of a will made ^^.j,
hP<»n a
n luo.ralucrahas been
which. hua
this racket whiMi
price of a hamburger when he got outfits appeat in a diflferent
1927
tive one for the boys each year
through paying for the fairs. The every day,
ing incident some years ago. A Feb. 9,
Mrs.: Mugivan, according to the after the outdoor season folded up.
Association is now forming- com- carny grifter who had a big busresult: today he's working for a
mittees in an attempt to beat the iness man in tow dropped into the will, may" provide for relatives as
brother carnival owner.
Savannah, Ga., tax of $1,000 a day Continental looking for one of the she sees fit. No mention was made
Spark Seeks Cole Bros.,
on all outfits... Savannah has been brothers. The outdoor iseason had of George Moyer in the will, al
marked oft all route sheets for the just closed and the boys were cut- though it is understood that Mrs
Arlington Also Bidder
would
withdrawal
be
advised
he
pending
was
Moyer
summer
[coming
ting it up fast. "Ten grand wieeks
Chicago, Feb. 4.
ot this prohibitive fee,
and fortijr car shows for next season cared, for. Other cases looked .\«ter
Edward Arlington and Charles
received were the chief topic of conversation. by Mugivan wHl' also be continued
was
word
Incidentally
the
of
manager,
Sam Dill, fornier
here last week
bid
a
the
Sparks
made
indicate
would
that,
today
grifter
here
the
After a halt-hour of this
John Robinson circus, is barging
to the National Printing Co., tov^'
over to the General' Motors Co. as Christy outfit will be out again and his big business pal left. As **101"
Seeks stockyard
the Cole Bi'bs.' circus at Brehmen,
salesman. Giving up the game.
this summer. Local office of the as- they yanked down the main steni
sociation, was advised, by W. M. the t. b, m. was heard to ask:
$^nn> lOr
frti*
Tiatp Texas. Circus Is held by the printuaw.\^^^
OPOI
been
company for i)apef bin.
"What kind of business is thifi
Walter 'Neland, for the past five "Egypt" 'i'hompson that he had
Chicago, Feb. 4
Houston. you're in? They talk of the thouSparks also called his fdlrmer genreport at
to
yeai'S \general press represientative ordered
Negotia,tiohs are under way here eral agent, T. W. Ballanger, regardfor the' Rubin Gruberg interests, Thompson has been assistant man- siands of dollars they just made and
will not handle the press this, sea- ager of this outfit for many years. th^ thousands they're going to: spend for the Stockyard auditorium for a ing the buy and his services. Naspring showing of the "101 Ranch
son. Successor not appointed. Durtional is willing and eager to sell,
for next season while they borrow
ing the winter months Neland has
Plans call for a run of four weeks to tjie party that lays on the. line.
my cigaretteis!"
managed the Dixie theatre in Mont- $12,000 for Terrell, but
at cut rate prices.
Other bidders have been Floyd King
gomery.
that
the
by
..showmen
Figured
and C. W. Finney.
Sells Profit
Ciit
opposition may be. serious to the
His
Paddy Oohkiin, president of the
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Sells-Floto, as the» Stockyards are
William G'.Jck, for yiears one of the getting popular, with stock, shows Chi^s Bing Bing
Pacific Coast Showman's Ass'n., Los
Zack Terrell is getting $12,000
owners of the Bernardi Greater and drawing crowds from ^1 sec
Angeles, has bought out the interest yearly for managing the Sells
Hurts Fair Prospects
•of his partnei". Speed Garrett, in
brought Shows, will this year have the WilThe Floto. circus. Has ah-eady worked liam. Glick Shows and starts off un-, tlons of the city. Interna,tiGnal
the Conklln -Garrett shows.
^Chicago, Feb. 4.
who
boys
of
the
Livestock show that closed last
back
many
carnival opens in Vancouver in
lineup
with
a
banner
own
his
der
Big
shots back of tho coming
month drew 100,000.
for. liim last year.
April.
world's fair, here In 1933 are plenty
Last year, under the Mugivan- o* fairs including Central Canada
worried about Chl's hoodlum l-epTerrell received $20,000 Exhibition, Ottawa, New Tork State
Fred Clave and "Doc" Haimllton, Bower plan
Dates Set
utatlon, and a,re squawking that ail
as well Fair, Syracuse, Bloomsburg, Pa.
Australian outdoor showmen, sfiiled in dividends from the show
Burlington, Vt. fair, Petersthe gang talk will keep all the home
San Francisco, Feb." 4.
from Frisco to Sydney Jan. 29, tak- as hia salary. Dan Odom's div fair,
Idends were $12,000. All this will burg, Va. fair, and the Pennsylvania
The Rodeo Association of America owners out of the loop.
ing several new rides and games,
Pa.
Allentown,
They are pointing out that even
fair,
State
bvjlng
managers
be cut this season,
met in convention here last week,
The Bernardi Greater Shows this elected a new board of directors at present people are keeping away
The Foley and Burke Shows open on flat salary.
year will be handled by. Max Lln- and decided on a schedule of r-odeo from Chi, being afraid 6f gunmerl.
at Ferndale, Calif;, March 12.
The big shots figure that unless the
derman, former partner of Larry
Spec. Robinson Feature Boyd in the Boyd & Llnderri^an shows for 1930. About 75 delegates gang stuff is cleared up soon and
present.
Marlin, Okla., with 1,000 populaImpression
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Shows. When the B. & L. Shows
tion, is owned otitright by Miller
The convention, second of nation- the general newspaper
AL G. Barnes circus expects to disbanded couple years ago Linder- al scope, was called for the pur;- of Chi changed within the coming
Bros, estate.
Ringlihg, man w^as associated with Glick in pose of bringing Into co-operation two years, the fair will repeat the
feature a sea elephant.
flop.
Philadelphia
Sesqui
Frank Gavin, privilege man, will Barnum. & Bailey circus is, also the operation of the Bernardi all rodeo associations of Jhe counbe with the Bobbins Bros, circus going to have another "Goliath" Greater Shows.
try and to formulate regulations.
it
this season. Wife will be with him.* if Sylvester Croi>ln, now on the PaBosco" Sloughed
Board of directors elected at this
cific coast, can close for an extra
William Hass, Cheyenne,
.session:
Shreveport, La., .Feb. 4.
Eddy Vaughn, adjuster foi' the one.
to
Goes
League
Moosejaw,
Hartwlg,
John
E,
Wyo.;
"101 Ranch," will not troupe this
Performance of a "wild rnan'*
circus will feature
Robinson
John
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Sask.; Sam Garrett, Dead wood, S. show at Belcher, 15 miles from here,
y!ear. ,_Successor not appointed.
on.
worked
la new "spec" still to be
The 17th annual banquet and ball D.; D. C. Evans, Belle Fourche, S.
up in the of the Showmen's. League of Amer- D.; Maxwell McNutt, San Francisco, wherein, a "Bosco" tore apart living
Geo. Meighan is said' by railroad Other circuses are .still
chickens and animals and ate i><itmen' to have a greater acquaintihee air as to what 1930 features will be. ica will be held Dec. 2, 1930, at the Cal.; Arthur Hebbruii, Sacramento, tions of themi, was stopped through
aimong the- railroaders' than any
Sherman Hotel instead of the Pal- Cal.;, H. C. Catler, Winnemucca, efforts of Guldo Marburg, president
other individual.
Nev.; L. B. iJylvester, Monte Vista, of the North Louisiana Humane
mer HouseStep In
Last named hotel has been used Cal., and J. C. Howe, Sidney, la.
.Society.
Rex De Rossele, who doubles on
St. Petersburg, Fla., Feb. 4.
Switch is being made
Rodeo shows 3930 and dates to be
for years.
A.t th6 alleged wild man exhibipresf and putting on the spec for
Coe Brothers carnival here last
order the league may rent out held decided as follows: Azusia, tion, heads were bitten from live
in
the
ihn Robinson circus, is in Sara- week was forced to close two atof
26-27;
members,
April
space to
April 19-20; Red Bluff,
cota telling John Ringling about his
chickens and eaten, and puppies.,
and Hawaiian concession
Eyes
Blue
tractions.
new ideas in the" walk-around for
National Assn. of Ajmusement parks Baker Ranch, April 27 ; Monticello, and kittens likewise -were torn apax-i
Revue last week.
this season.
which, this year at the Stevens, May 4; Sonora, May 11-12; Coarse and devoured, complainant said.
Police chief R. H. Noel declared
Gold, May 38; Sacramento, May 26didn't fare so Well.
to
public
the
for
"unfit
shows
the
Zack Miller struck two new oil
Ukiah,
Shellville, June 1;
27-28;
alwas
midwky
Rest of the
see."
wells on his Louisiana property.
Camera's Circus Bid
June 13-14-15; Modesto, June 21-22;
lowed to continue.
Offer Sesqui Stadium
•
Livermore, July 4-5-6; Hay ward,
Ghlcaiffo, Feb. 4.
National Printing Co. has a heavy
Philadelphia,. Feb. 4.
July 12-13; Salinas, July 16-20;
Prlmo Camera, the big fighter,
order for larger banners for the
HAS giraffe-cai:p
This town is making a strong FortuJiJ, August 15; Merced, Sep- who used to shepherd a herd o£
"101."
Madison, Feb. 4,
the
in
use
dates
circus
19-20-21.
these
a
All
tember
play to have
elephants for an Italian circus, was
Peter Laux, farmer living, hear Stadium bldg., on the fair grounds. California. Olitside this state sched approached last week by an inde-*
Rubin Gruberg spent a grand in
bids from
Chicago showing the Showmen's Menasha, is waiting for
City has appointed Geo, W. Orton ule is: Cheyenne,. Wyo., July 22 to pendent circus as a feature attracLeague boys a n6w game called carnival and freak-show operators as director of the-. Stadium and he 26 inclusive; Belle Fourche, S. D., tion.
Ion his '^giraffe-calf." His Guernsey, has opened up an office in the City July 3-4-5; Monte Vista, Colo., July
"Montgomery Poker."
-Deal still high In the air regarda month old and in perfect health, Hall to make it easy for the agents. 31 to Aug. 2 inclusive; Mooisejaw, ing te^-ms.
Prank Biaden will handle press has long front legs and short hind City also announces carnivals can Sask., June 30 to July 2 Inclusive;
'
for "101."
ones. Spots, can be made to order get in the building.
Mbntro.se, Colo,, Aug, 6-7-8, and
Bowers Succeeds Mugivan
but not the neck.
7-8-9,
August
DeadwoOd,
S.
p.,
Peru,
Ind;, Feb. 4.
Lew Dufout- sold another "Un
_^t=AGon-vu5ntiQni^dinaeE^jYij:mfira^
Bert-=Boweri3:-.wa8--elcctcd=.presl«=:
SEU>S
=;born'^'=attractlDn '-at-the-^WinnipegmtrBm^CHEEEY^BATES"^ TEERELI-Olf Chicago,
rodeo contests wore dent of the Home Saving and Loan
last year's
fair managers' meeting.
4.
Feb.
Grand Forks, N. D., Feb. 4.
A.ssociatloV here last week to sue-,
Zack Terrell went to work last awarded prizes.
Rubin & Cherry shows closed the
All engaged general agents of
Earl Thode, world's champion ceed Jerry Mugivan, deceased.
week as active managed of the Sells r
Ringling held a pow-wow in Chi- No. 1 string of five fair dates here
P(^rry Ivory
cowboy, headed list.
grand
10
pays
Berth
circus.
Floto
cago last week.
Gives this carnival
Decided there last week.
Agee on Mix Staff
and is'orman Cowan were given
yearly.
would be no opposition.
Minot, Devils Lake, Fargo, Grand
Chicago, Feb. i.
best all
George Smith,N former front door prizes as second, and third
Forks and Aberdeen.
Johnjiy Agee will handle the stock
Johnny Sohnf.'ld(;r
&. round cowboy.s.
Barnum
Ringling,
the
with
man
J. A. B, Hossick is still drawing
conthe
Agf'*''' is
J. C. McCaffrey inked in
chompion
find for Tom Mix this .season.
riding
chosen
bull
to
slated
was
who
salary from the Ringling office, alwhich puts this organization Bailey circus,
single n. ynrmer trainer for the Ringling
though he is now in biz for himself. tract
place, goefi back to Charlp.<? Al-i.-.;glnni (i»am and
1930. with something take Terrell's
oirctis.
roping h;impif)n.
Arrangement has two years to go in the lead for
hia old 3ob for 1930.
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MUSIC—NIGHT CLUBS-RADIO
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RCA BLOCKS DEFOREST

The Air Line

Wednesday, February

Business Turning Urgendy to

5,

1930

Ad

CHAIN OF 100 STATIONS

By Mark Vance

Broadcast, Crowding Air Time

Wilmington, iFeb. 4.
Preliminary injunction against
music
orchestra
Astor
Communications,
Wireless
Universal
Church-Politics Battle
(WOR) usual stripe. Amos 'n* Andy
Commercial broadcasting is pickInc., and DeForest Radio CorporaChowmein Floor Tr6upe$
ing up. again. The recent letdown
not so hot on the King Fish gab
Tiine
restraining thein from Intion,
Over HoUand's Air
which was attributed to the stoclc
with his wife. Palisade dance prfptngAThPTit of patent rights, was
-^qnn^Matinees-Gratis^l >Tnarket-dobac}e-seem3-t<>-have-lif tedchestra (WGBS) of dance hall caliThe Hague, Jan. 25.
granted RCA ahd A, T. & T. by
Big commercial firms are again
ber. Program of usual modern layStarting, last week a. temporary Judge Hugh M. Morris In U. S. Disturning to the mike.
Floor shows playing chowmein
out. Welfare Council League with Ihfee months' compromise was or- trict. Court here last night.
At' NBC alone auditions were held
circuit
Chinese
Broadway's
on
"Tips for Dad" hot the kind of tips dered by thti Royal Commission on
spots
Action, It Is held, prevents defor 16 programs offered
that me^nt entertainment, for Dad.- Hpiland's radio scramble. Pplltlcal- fendants from establishing a Cham are now doing three-a-day, with last week
business firms who de-j
Lily Damita sang one song during religious factions haiVe, been- s.cTap- of. more than 100. broadcasting sta- matinee sessions spotted to offset by as many
sire to use. the air over that chain.
(WEAF). ping Pver radio "tlmi" allotments.
similar
places
operatcompetition
of
the Fleischman Hour
Detion's thrpughout the country.
The time applied for ranges from
Something wrong, and her voice
with film censorship here, po- vices pn which patent rights are ing without shows but with cheaper
As
a half ^hour program on a single
dliln't come over so well. Phil Cook litical
and religiou3 phases are
are "feted-back cir- menus.
Kudy quite important nationally in The. held by plaintiff psciUatlng audlon,"
Afternoon shows, which went in day to chain hook-ups of an hour.
also on during the period.
cuit'.' and "the
Valiee played and sang some of his Netherlands. Roman Catholic and In establishing the first station, it this week, are not niaking a hit In actual air time it represents
bid numbers and a few new ones. Protestant faiths are battling oyer la held, defendants vlelated these with the floor show performers, but more than $1,000,000.
orchestra
room
ball
This unprecedented array of big
Roseland
with scarcity of jobs they're sticka division of time on one liand, and patents.
(WPCH) jaz?ed as usual. Another the Socialists and the non-partisans
At the same time the cPUrt signed ing anyhow. No> extra remunera- applications is marked with a peprogram via are equally concerned on the pomusical
excellent
NBC at present
In- tion, with operators ordering the culiar condition.
permanent
the
staying
an
order
*
Champion Sparkers (WJZ); Trade litical side.
is so squeezed for air space that its.
junction until March 24, when the extra show or else.
and Mark (WJZ) sang ehtertalnThe midday riavue and dancing available rental hours don't exceed
A!s a result, station AVRO Is now; case will be heard.
Defendants,
quality
about
argument
No
ingly.
the strictly heutral station; VARA, must give $5,000. bond to cover pos-. helped in several of the places In an average of 18 minutes a daCy.
of music by the Sieberling Singers Socialist program's; KRO, Roman
Square on M5nday. Stenogs And to gauge the keeness of the air
sible damage to plalntifC through Times
(WEAF). James Melton again in Ca-tholic, and Protestant programs use
office help in the area competition that now exists, of the
of the patents. Universal com- and other
good voice.
are on NCRV and VPRO.
certain time by were attracted by the entertainment 16 firms who have offered their progiven,
a
pany
was
miisic
Some pleasing Hawaiian
grams for consideration, maybe only
in minus tilt in regular prices.
Commisgiph
Radio
Federal
the
astrologlst
Th©^ lady
(WGBS)^
New arrangement spots perf or*- two can be accepted.
which to construct its station.
Fights Govt.
(WMCA) Is getting hot, She told
Acceptance of more than this
this mances at .l, 7 and 12 p. m. daily.
may
.change
Action
of
the
court
should
or
could,
an inquirer how she
squawking th&t their number may mean that NBC will be
Washington, Feb. 4.
decision and vitally; affect the entire Performers are
make her loveir miarry her and legitswing is worse than that of street entirely filled In the evening hours,
U. S. Supremo Court has another future activities of the company.
imatize her baby. Apipstrehtly build- broadcasting battle" before it. This
car motormen.
from 7 to, 11. Day hours are less
ing up a big following pn the air. time it is the New Tork city oper*
occupied.
Russian music via WABC. Good. ated station
Under such a condition radio is
in which the
Broadcast
"The Plumbers' Opera" (WJZ) was authority of the Federal Radio General
getting to the point where rate barBlack Belt on Air
(Continued on page 61)
gaining may become a custom or
Coinmlsision to take part of the time
Logical, Congress Hears
After work among the Negroes of staiidard rated that exist only after
away from the station Is quesWashington, Feb. 4.
IJarlem^ Joseph J. Boris, heading a fashion now Tna.y rise. Its in the
tioned.
During' appearances o|? -A.. T. & T. the Harlem Broadcasting Corp., has offing anyhow.
In the brifef filed It Is stated that
finally put through a dea.1 tliat gives
the constitutionality of the radio officials before -the Senate commitHarlem its first broadcasting staOf the six tunes used in Unito
importance
such
vital
act is "of
tee holding hearings on the prpppsal tion. Arrangements havei been n\ade versal's ."King of Jazz," featuring
the petitioner, and to every other to place all ccmmunications under
for cqiored time and talent to be Bajil—Whiteman, Ager, Yellen
municipal and private broadcaster pne commission the question of reheard and sold via station WAAM, Bornstein will publish four and Leo
Wlioa* delisbtfut muslo la
that they should be considered and ceiving broadcast programs over
a Jersey station.
one ot the Important' features'
Feist, two.
passed upon."
General
telephones was heard.
of Neyr Tork'a dlstlnsuiehed
Boris put the NegrP Achievement
Is now forced to share Squires, former head of the Army
new hostelry. The New Yorker,
Hpur pn the air twp years ago.
and who is a radio feature
privately
Hoboken
the
time with
Signal Corps, urged the method on
The Harlem Broadcasting Corp.,
over station "WEAF. was one
owned station WMCA, and that Is the con^mlttee tta the logical de will pperate an artists' bureau and
of the first to recognize the
charm and beauty of Iiawwhere the battle Ilea.
velopmeiit on the present trend of will sell commercial air accounts.
rence Tlbbett'a sons feature In
questions
the
that
claimed
It is
"The Rogue Song."
the industry.
Opening is scheduled for Feb.. IB,
raised are different from those
Hearliigs did not. however, dis
initial program In charge of James
"WHEN I'M LOOKING
brought in connection with the close that the A. T. & T. company Johnson and Perry Bradford.
court
highest
the
before
AT YOU"
case
other
patent
every
owns practically
brought by WGT.
granted coverini: devices to bring
IRfWBiNS Music
programs In. over <tho telephone.
Exclusive Mgr. Suit
Harry Lea has assumed charge of These patents, as has been reported
the radio dep^irtmerit of Lyons and in Variety, cover both the coin in
Alleging that Harry Culbertson,
'Lyons in New York.
artists' representative got
Chicago
strklght
the
and
slot Idea
the!
method of charging for the service from him $1,000 cash besides flopping on him. as a manager, Oscar
via the monthly bill;
General Squires stated that the Ziegler, concert pianist, has filed
new method, would not Interfere suit for i3,600 against the Chicago
an in the New York Supreme Court.
With rejgular telephone service.
The action is based on a contract
made in October, 1928, and to run
Hotel
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WNYC
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Phone
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BERNIE CUMMINS

&

WTNC
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IRVING

»

and HIS

AARONSON

COMMANDERS
Featuring,

STANLEY"

•'RED

and PHIL

THE BRICK TOPS

Hollywood Country Club

RED BEADS)

Formal opening of the Hollywoood
Country Club, last. a<:tive In 1925,
was attended by a rabid gambling
mob. Dinner was $7 and coavert
$2. Rpom Of commodates 400 easily,
and was loaided. A gigantic sliding
roof was unopened because of cold.
llluminaited
iz-mcn iiiummaiea
Is oi
of 12-ihch
Dance noor
iJance
floor is

(PABISIAM

_ America's Greatest
SAXE

Girl

Hollywood,

Band

Permanent Address
tB West North St.. Indianapdlli, Ind.

AT

ROMAN POOL'S CASINO
Miami Beachi Florida

^ m,t v^^i rx iiT
JE«Al^l laLILiLllVlL I I E«

OWEN FALLON
And

I

His

Now

Playinc Second Tear

|

Office:

WILSON'S BALLROOM
(Formerly Cinderella. Roof)
LOS ANGELES

and His

Victor Records
Exclaslte ManaieeineBt

HIS ORCHESTRA
SEASONS ON BROADWAY
En Tour

Orclientra Corp. of

1050 Broadway.

Opentnir Soon at the^lIllUon Dollar
Arcadia Ballroom, B'way and 68ra St.
Monoirement
CHARLES SHUtBMAN, Salem, Uau.

VINCENT LOraZ

B. A.

Lucky Strik« Dance Orchestra
Palais D'br Restaurant Orchestra
Edieon Ace Bceordlac Orcheitr*

|

ORCHESTRA
at the

ANSON WEEKS

Pelham, M. 1.
DonbUng at the

AND

REGIS HOTEL

New York

1

Radio's Premier Conductor

PELHAM HEATH INN
ST.

America

New xork

ROLFE

Now

City

HIS

ORCHESTRA

In Third

Tear at

ttia

HOTEL MARK HOPKINS
San Frandico

GEORGE QLSEN

COLVBIBIA BECORi>8

I

AND

HIS MUSIC

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
^_ H OLLYWJCOD,^CALlE._.
With SID

OBAUHAN

jPAUL WHITEMANI
— An(l-H^•-Gr•at•rOfch•stra---Now Making
"KING OF JAZZ"

VICTOR RECORDS

for Universal

ARTHUR WARREN

I

AND ms
Park Central Hotel Orchestra
.

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL

York, Niw In Main Dlnlnc Boom
Ugt. Tarietr Mnslo • JEnt«rta\?™^S*«
UBft Broadway. Now Xork, SnIta 711

N«w

Personal Rep.i 3A9. P.

OILLVSriK

U. 3. Radio Experiments
Wfi-shlngrton, Feb. 4..
Congress has granted the. Bureau
oie Standards $85,700 for experiments
in the broadcasting Aeld.
•

year.

earnings. According to Ziegler's affidavit, 20 concerts were promised
at a minimum of $125 each for him.
The. $1,000 is alleged dough which
Ziegleir

Walter King Arrested

Los Angeles, Feb; 4.
Walter King, owner of KPQZ, was
arrested on a charge of grand theft
In connection with the selling of

stock in his radio station. KFQZ is
on a 30-day probation period from
the Federal Radio Comm after it
was found guilty of Increasing its
wave length wlthout..permlssion.
Wage claims Amounting to $500
prima*: d.on^iaing.
Golden officiates as m. c, his have been filed against King with
voice particularly adaptable to this the State Labor Comm by radio perextremely large room, twice the si?e formers who claim he refused, to
of the Richijiain club.
pay them.
No names preserit at the premiere.
Situated a good 2S-minute auto ride
ON AIB AGAIN
from Miami Beach, the country club
Kerry Conway, who originated
is considerably out of the way, de
riving most of itis patronage from Conway's "Broadway ciiat" as' a
Hollywood and points farther north radio feature on
In 1928-29,
and west. It will need intensive pub- is* returning to the air with a revival
licity.. Little moro than six weeks
arranging for
of his chat,
exists to end the season.
Miss Ingre has a degree of class four Tuesday night broadcasts. His
to her ballading, but is obliged to first was scheduled for last night
extend herself because of the size (Tuesday) at 7 o'clock, the period
of the room. She wears clothes ef- consuming 15 minutes.
happy balance to the
fectively.
Conway's chat lis a discussion of
moaning style of Dolly Kay, who the theatres and picture shows on
obtained a tumultuoiis response Broadway.
flip
the
on
down
might
cut
Miss Kay
gestures of her hands in delivering
1ST BBUSH
SO.
her torch material.
Radio's first confilct with the
John and Mary Jehnlng, originally from Chicago, were acclaimed Gerry Society wag amicably adjustfor their feverishly fast whirls. In ed when permission was 'accorded
Which department of ballroom danc- Rose. Marie, B'-year-old mimic, to

A CHOP HOUSE
OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT
186-8 WEST 48TH STREEH
East af Broadway

TED HENKEL

'

ORCHESTRA

Bros.- Vitaphone Artists

Warner

AND

Snmmerlnr

Club caters to Hebrew following,
although Gentiles are not excluded.
Bought by AI and Ed Kosenthal of
Detroit, it was sublet to Gaylor and
Place has historic backLevine.
ground as a fast spot.
Ernie Golden's orchestra sighed
for 1,500 cocoanuts a week; John
and Mary Jennings for 650; Dolly
Kay at 400 and Tot Qualters under
250.
Tonla Ingre of the Richman
Club and Casanova in New York

Tower

TAL HENRY

FROM DETROIT

and His

812 Book

^

MAL HALLETT
•

I

DETROIT

.

a

Under its terms, it is claimed,
Culbertson was tP act as Ziegler's
exclusive manager for 25% of the
proceeds from Ziegler's concert

says he handed Culbertson
glass squares. Attendants pbliged to for advertising purposes.
mop the floors after each dancithey were So fast.

Orchestras
VICTOR RECORDS

CALIFORNIANS

for

Fla., Jan. 30.

.

KERBY

WABC
WGBS

Musical Conductor
and

.

Presentation Director

CIVIC

THEATRE

Auckland,

New

Zealand

ORCHESTRA OF 30
STAGE BAND OF 20

PITT

A

CUFF WINEHILL

WITH GERBT

ing they

^etrcfil.

Tot Qualtera presents her hula
dance first with a song, and does
work enjoyM by the patrons of this
club. Golden^ band is moderately
good and the show aa an entity is
well balanced and suited to the
folks, who. seem to go for rapidity
of pace at tho expenso of afCect.
Miss Olive HUl la In charge of

broadcast -for^N.BjG.-^—
G^rry Society okayed th^ child's
radio appearances when assured she
would not play theatres. It was
pointed out that the tot had a private tutor and that much of her

work was

for charity.

Vincent Rose, Sv.ngwriter, engaged
entertainment Tablea are arranged by Leo Feist on a long term conunder awnlhged arcs encompassing tract
to work qn both jppp and picthe floor. Gambling room la not so
large.

ture songa.

Master of Ceremonies

"THE PEANUT MAN"
47th

St.

At Coffee Cliffs
and 7th AVe.. Mew Tork

Carlton Kelsey
Director Music
TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

-

.

Wednesday* February

Bill

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
revised list of staff composers,
musical directors and songwriters
chpws the Warner -First National
studios leading the.HoIlywood group
o( studios In collectlbn of names who
^li.av t) abandoned B roadway for the
ltB~l lst Inuludu y
talking scrfefen.

A

Ham

glgmund Romberg, Arthur

RADIO BY PHONE WIRES

NOT NEW TO THE DUTCH
The Hague, Jan,

:

25.

An[iericaL~lras~1?titiu experl-

menting with and making elaborate

mersteln». Oscar Strauss,, Jerome
Kern land Otto Harbach as com- preparations for "wired wire^ess,"^
posers. Brno Rsipee is listed as head the Dutch capital has been receiving
musical director, with Leo Forb- its radio programs over telephone
Song- land wires for sonie time.
Bteln and Lou Silvers also.
Subscriberis, for an annual servr
writer list; Includes: Young and
Stept, Dubln Ice fee .of $7, haVe a choice 'of thrfee
y^atvicQn, Greisn and
.

•

.

and Burke, Jerome and Berg,
Mitchell-Goettler J^hd Meyer, Warde
and Bryian, Pollack and Dixon,
O'Keefei and Bolan, ^Clarke and,
Washingtbn-Magidson and
Akst,
Robert Crawford is listed
Cleary.
as executive in charge of all music

programs with arrangements now
being made to bring in, a fourth
program from Paris. Present schedulei permits for two, Dutch stations,
at Hilversum and Huizen, and the
tliird from Daventry, England.

Giuseppe

16

Bamboschek, whose most, recent
appearance was as conductor

U

UNION

A.

L.

SWAMPED BY

has all changed. Th0 boys
fitted themselves Into the machinery of making pictures and are
now looked Upon the, sdme as a sce^
nario writer, or any other studio'
craftsman. Some of the boys, spoiled
in the original, shower of flattery;
don't realize this yetv
that

have

Before returning around March 1
for any possible retakes on "King of
Jazz," Whiteman goes to Seattle
Feb. 17 to play for the auto show
there. He is to get $16,000 for the
weekj in addition to all expenses; He
returns east in the spring.

.

recjuired every" courtesy, pampering
and attention, eveii to the degree
of erecting' individual bungalows
for their personal comfort. Today,

Against Les Ambassadeurs
:

American.

.

'Soclfet J',

.

'

.

.Loss Angeles, Feb. 4.
The Lo!9 Angeles Musicians' .ILrjiiion
finds that musicif^ns are flocking
here from ia.ll parts of the country
hoping to grab off sonae of the
rumored soft dough around the picture, studios.
With. 4,000 members in the local
union, officials are having a fipugh
time, keeplng.the home guard from
starving. When the picture theatres wenlf sound some 3'50 niiusfolans
were let' out of the local" theatres.
The .150 .mu^icijuis who. furnish ,atihosph.e.riQ. mu^ic tor the silent?: In
the studies, were also let out. That
makep a. tptal of 500.. Since talkers
becaprie the vogjue the largest number of musicians used for, recording In a week has been 300, That
leaves 200. of those formerly em;

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood, Feb, 4.
tails the revenue which N. B. C.
"King of Jazz," which will, be can derive. Some of the radio
ready for cutting- Feb. 15, will cost. favorites now established cannot
Universal about $2,000,000. One- successfully,appear In public. These
fourth of this amount is figured attractions, while remaining imas carrying charge as the result portant, on the air, will be retained,

,

.

,

of Whiteman and his outfit laying but when recruiling new talent
around here last summer for almost N. B. C. 'ls investigating more than
two months, and drawing a .weekly radio aVailabiiity and acting ac-

stipend.

Ray

QrlQeHs, "Feb. 4,
O. M. Samuels,: Variety's Ne'W
Orleans correi-.pbildent, has suggest'

•

ji^^yf

and.

Milleir is trjring
-

"

now

'

.

.

,

.

•

.

.

,

NBC.

.

.

.

.

LIKES
'

U. S. TUNES
Bucharest, Jan.

.,-

th^ broadcasting chamber.

.

HoiUand

m

Fu^

f^^^

Ldng Rkdio Patents

Battl^

'

.

.

';

U.

Bands

S.

foir

Berlin

M. c. A. has entered into a9
agreement tO; supply Ajnerlcan
bands to the Qourania Restaurants
in Berlin.
First baud.to go in is Kat^' Kittenff,
slated to ppjen around. April 6. He
will remain for six months when
Jack Crawford follows hini and
Katz moves to another eatery.
^

25.

,

RKO

RKO

LUCET BREAK

*'

'

•

SKETCH

.;

STAMPER QUITS FOX

BIGGER RdXY ORCHESTRA

every

Tuesday

morning,

startihsM.

'

with Feb. 11.
Hollywood, "Feb. 4;
Roxy Symphony Orchestra added
Dave Stamper, one of the 'orl|:Inal
more musicians last week. This
A. C. BAND DATES
makes the present membership 87, Fox crop of songwriters, has reThe AtlanUc City Steel Pier has
the largest in New York outside the signed after a. year and a half and
enroute to New York,
,
engaged its band attractions for the
Philharmonic and Manhattan SymHe will return Marcli 1 to join forthcoming summer.
phony. House opened with 110 men
another company.
They win be Ted Weems, Phil
in the pit.
'

10

<

.

.'

.

.'.s

Takes Brbwn
Joseph Littau'has stepped up as
Nacio Herb Brown goes under maestro with Erno Rapee's migraTWO ORGANISTS
contract to Radio Music for all tion to Hollywood.
eongs composed. He was formerly
Chicagor Feb. 4.
Chicago theatre returns to double
writing for Bobbins on the Metro
Chateau Madrid Closes
lot. with
Arthur Freed as. coChateau Madrid, closed last Week organlogue next week.
Preston Sellers goes over from
composer,
by Lou Schwartz, is—scheduled io
the Oriental, with Mrs. Sellers at
^^Radlo, it Is said, will publish the remain dark UFitil May 1.
music-' whicK^Br6wh""T^^^
="-Place':"=ls"'"the--fif st---o£ ^the -cov*r- the^-othcE^rgan.
__
gaged to write for a Zlegfeld show. spots on Broadway to take to the
/
tide.
Dubin, Burke .Warner Team
Radio' ^fus^c

.

>

'

.

.

.

.

Baxter, Jack Crawford and Wayne
King. 'Weems will open June 7, r^st
following through summer.

CONRAD'S

NEW

SONG llATE

Hollywood, Feb.

4.

wiritlng mate will be
Jack Me.sklll on his new Job at Fox.
.=^^1? 'dji.'^ g^*^?^ will be next
: ear's "Fox Foliies".'"^"^

Con Conrad's

-

studios.

vaude.

Ted

Warnero.

'

for AmerREISMAN'S DOUBLE CONTRACT
ican tunes.
Biggest' favorites here are "Girl
Playing his first engagement for
of My Dreams," "Sonny "fioy," "For- Keltic's, lico Relsinan's RiKjO or»
ever," "Poor Old Bum," "I Kiss chestra of ^0, under long-t^irm conYour Hand, Madame" (really of tract to
for broadcasting, will
German origin), and "I Love You." open a series of dates Feb. 15 in
'
Flushing.
Because of the • regular
broadcasts, band will play only
New Orleans, Feb. 4. around New York.
Joe Fulco, leader of Loew's State
pit Orchestra, lost his $1,000 violin.
AS AIR SONG PLUG
After advertlSlhg fi. reward of $1()0
it was picked up and returned by
'Sam Serwer, handling exploitaa coloredi rallfoad cook, who col- tion for the Warner publishers, has
tied up With CBS for k •weekly stoty
lected the century.
Instrument mysteriously vanl.sbed and song iiroadcast- over 24 stations.
Story will devolve around the s'ohg
from music room of theatre.
which will be used as' the background; It will be grfyen 16 minuteg

tive manager of Universal studio
.music department, will become executive secretary to Bobby Crawford when he moves lnto~ the new
music quarters at First National

Arthur Franklin, former execu-

,.

Rumanians are strong

Fiorito Vice Bernia
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Chicago, Feb. A.
Following adjustment of hid afWorkine With Strauss
fairs with Gene Austin a threeFiorito band moves from the
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
ffidgew^ter Beach Hotel to the ConBobiiy Crawford has slated Ed- year arrangement has been argress, Feb. 14, for an Indefinite stay. die Ellisque to work with Osci\r ranged between Al Dubin and WarBen Bernie, oUt after his conr Strauss on the Original operetta the ner Bros.
Songwriter will be teamed with
tracted. six weeks, goes back to Vienneese cpm poser yiiW do for

only five have been accepted.

.

:

.

negotiating,
At the -end oi.' this month, Archie
Fletcher, general manager, departs
for the coast to look the field oyer
and thresh out the negotiation. Joe
Morris, Inc., Is one of the| few remaining. -.who has never published
a picture song.

'

.>

.••

-

erred- flirdugh, 'Issuing /letters J pat-i
ent for virtually the .ttanae deylcei^
and perfections to divers appllcanlK
will
cants.

"

TRABE-MARK SPUT

'

.

Another indie publisher who
shortly tie-up with a picture com^
pahy is Joe Morris,. In 0. Morris is

,

.

..

;

'

Some radio station Iji Los Angeles
^ill awaken ;to the: fact, some day,
that the engagement of one of the
Billy Hillpot and- Scrappy LamWell Icnowri bands for' Sunday night
bert, broadcasting team known combroadcasting of dance tunes would
be Instrumental. in putting it in pop- mercially as the Smith Bros. (Trade
and Mark), have split.
ular demand..
Both how doing singles for the

.

.

,

Morris Film Tieup

'

-

.-^^

'

,

.

.

-.

AQoi*i;;:SO% of existing radio lalfc;
is' reported limlte'd entirely ^o';

ent

•

,

.

spotj.iehi^s..

'

.

•

radio en-

'

,

'

many

.'^

.

.

booking will

lit

tertainers too old td learn new
tricks, or too unprepossessing In
stage presencie to stand theatrical

-The Hague,' Jan. 24, 7^
..y
I»owerful phiiips electrical manu*.''
facturlng concern, at Eindhoven;
which maices electric bulbs,, radio
equipment and. lately has gcme in'.'
for 'sound projection with Its Xuta-^'
cast hours.
piTb'he,'is In the throeis oS Wholesale 'i
Ifiigations ivith niimerbua tsiAVi acO. M. Samuels is the only cof ces^ory manufacturei-s;- dealers, .et
respondent of Variety who sends al,, over pat'enti?* thfrih^eibents.
^
In news Items about himself and
It Viriii '-be a lohg-drawh-out legal
gets away with it.
battle.
Some: ailegations are that
the Patents Oflice here might hayiB

.

.

'

•

Ray

out in
the Venetian Room of the Hotel
Roosevelt a hew wrinkle to have
each tablie equipped 'ti(rlth a tielephone. Hunch, is that requests for
favorite tunes can be made direct
to. the maestro.
Hook-up will also permit outsiders to telephone in requests
direct during Miller's radio' broade'd

'-

SmUEL

Phone

Miller Using

For Dance-Radio Requests

'•

,

cordingly.

;

;

This new trend
probably shut out

'

Songs on Spec.

,

,

.

The practice of assigning, a- 4:eam
of songwriters to ' each production
has become a thing of the past, the
same as it is obsolete in many studios
to have one. scenario writer make a
complete treatment of a picture
story.
The general practice today
for songwriters, which Tvirallols the
system of scenario w.i.Tng, is to
calMn a ^roup of tUnesters, outline
the .sfeYy anff th¥n"ask"them"t6"gulr-=
mit hunibers on speculation. More
than 50 numbers have been submitted for a single production, where

Matter of Revenue
person; is the enter-

;

marked

-

Society's Injunctipn

.

.

>

A

tainer, who is lost outside the radio
station. Such restricted talent cur-

.~

Am.

.

.

the near future. New
Standardsnbf-appralalnB-^talent—are^
gradually being estahlished.
However gifted before a mlcropiione an entertainer may be, N, ,B.
C. will not be favorably disposed
If the entertainer cannot also .be
sold by them for pictift'e or vaude^
theatre
ville
engagements,
club
dates^ or talking pictures. In other
Words, the actor or actress must,
have passage appearance and requisite-, stage poise.
...
in

t6t.igher

*

representing
several publishers, secured a temporary injunction against the Les
(Tues^
Ambassadeurs yesterday
d^y), which prevents all entertainers, in. that night, club from using
Plenty Number^
unlicensed songs.' Temporary InTitles of the eight numbers re-:
corded for Paul Wbiteman's "King junction was awai;ded after defendof Jazz," Universal, includes: ''It ants had failed, to ^ppeat for the
Happened in Monterey," sung by hearing, set for .yesterday morning;.
John Boles and J.eanette ttoff. Mu- Ten days previously, tKe' American
.sic by Mabel Wayne and lyrics by Society wa|9 awarded a. temporary
Billy Rose: "My Riagamuffln Ro-: resiraining order yrhich prevented
meo," by Mabel Wayne and Harry, the use of all unlicensed songs upde Costa. The foregoing mimberS'
til the iiearlng for the temporary
will. be published by Leo Feist. The
following five numbers by Milton injunction.
American Society is suing the
Ager and' Jack Tellen are: "A
.Bench In the Park;" "Happy Feet," Les Ambassadeurs .for $2,250 for in"Music Hath Charms,"' '?Song of the fringements of copyrighted music. ployed still out of work. The averDawn" and "I Like-'to' !Db Things
Club, will drop its cover charge age number of musicians employed
for You." rThes6, lit ''Addition' to wh^n it begins its .new. policy this in the ..studios runs around 100
"My Lover,'' -'t>ir'Jateie».t)fettffch and Thursday. Wlth C^y4bn, Jackson weekly.
;
;
,
Jack Yelleti; wiU'iillll&« ititlbllsUed by
For the past <year,. cafe and, dance
Ager, Yellen & ' ^bmiitdln, :-The and Durante ending their engage"King of Ja22" music'' scd^e was ment there, new floor show will bo hall business, locally .ahid at. the
provided by N- T; •(l^ils) .Granlund. beaches, .ha« been away off. Three
'
written b^ Ferde "Grofe*
large dance halls in the downtoynti
section have been closed for three
GOLF CLUB BATE'
Abner Silv«r,^ .iyn]i£ Sfabk iGierdon,
months, Two out of ^even -d^iice
authored andK .soltli t^Qi^v:i)Ltiriib,erB to
VTf-PsV. wag awarded Judgment .joints at ^he l^each.es are running.
Fathe for ItB-n^^. p^j^itM^e^ t^otiueive- for |'33.0 against
Cafes have been '.having a t^jiiigh
.the. JiwptipIng Brook
ly
titled
?^Tha. ..CUi2«u^^. jad^re."
Titles arei "It, Mu^t'^JE^ Lpve", and GOlf Club> A'sbiiry iPark,;last wee>k. tlnae, several having closed aiid a
."Taps," suing through Attorney .number, jemiihing. .open; have cut
"Do You Think Mt^^rcj^ifld Grow on
You t" ~- Silvei"'^ >.neit i'assighmiBnt Saul Godwin, claimed' that the club down o.n their, bands, l^ess than
will, be t6;^wr'it!eftTife'.'colnplete score had engaged an orchestra fpr New 1,000 of the local iinlon muslcliaLii's
for thd- next Hallperiri -Tiffany pic- Year's .Eve through him, but can- fare steadily employed.
ture, thert he moyes to Universal, celled the booking at the last
Organists,. have been hardest hit
mowhere he will becOm^ a: .^taff welter. ment. Taps alleged. that he offered by the coming of the talkers:" Out
'...,J6hn Conrad, farmer coast repto settle tho canOellation for |100 of 300 In the union, ohly 20 are
resentative for Spier & Coslow, is
The local union is
also" being lined up for a lyric writ- but that they refused to pay any- now employed.
now refusing to accept transfers oft
ing berth at Universal
.Harold thing at all.
Berg, after being oiit at Warnerr
out-of-toWh musicians who figure
First National, returned ttf this orthat there is plenty of work here.
FOX TAKES HA)IILTONS
gahlzationv last woek, where he" will
resumo as lyric partner to M, K.
and Grace Hamilton,
Morris
Jerome.
Congress Soiig Debate
writers of one tune from the present
"'Little Show" and three with the
Washington, Feb. 4.!
Credit Caidman
Copyright hearings of the past
Though a score of composers have second "Little Show," have been
contributed bits for Universal's "La engaged by Pat Flaherty for Fox's several sessions of Congress have
Marseillaise" picture, no one will Red Star Music.
had the songwriteris occasionally
get credit for the music -except
Both will depart for the Coast bursting into song to demonstrate
Charles Wakefield Cadman.
The shortly where they will work on certain points of their argument.
latter win have complete jurisdicRube Goldberg's Fox picture and However it took the old a.nd time
tion over what music is used in the
honored "Star Spangled Banner" to
picture for which he was originally later on Beatrice Lillle's.
get down to that isinging business
engaged to score, but could not
as an actual, basis for the hearings.
keejp
up with the many rapid
BERT BE CASTRO SUES
changes in production.
Two w.arbllhg sopranos flUed the
Kansas City, Feb. 4.
corridors of, the Hoi^se Office BuildBert de Castro, New York mu- ing, with its claims to prove the
L.- A. Needs Dance- Music
While Los Angeles prohibits ptib- sician, who was severely burned and song could be sung without effort
.lic dancing on Sundays, ballroom injured in a. hotel fire here l.^-st "^iJeas well as <^o demonstrate, it was
shufflers
in
private homes are eember, has brought suit agalnsv i-he
possessive of enOugh nierif lo have
forced to tune in- on San Francisco
owners of the property for $25,000 the number adopted, as the national
for their dance music. Val Velehtl
damages.
and his Roof. Garden orchestra ot
anthem—which it Isn't' now—legstl-.
.He charges the hotel was Inad- ly, although everybody stands Up.
San Francisco has" become popular
With Los Angeles ether dance fans equately provided with fire escapes.
Now those opposed to the idea
for his Sunday broadcast of hot He has been in the hospital until
have -promised to bring other wardance numbers over the Don Lee last week.
blers to pcove to the. contrary.
network.
'

Tough as breaking into radio
work now is, the Concert Bureau of
N. B. C. figures it will be a lot
.

ON WHITEHAK FOR 2ND

local

'

'

U EXERCISES OPTION

Mlpllywood, Feb. 4.
of the opera"Barber of Seville" last
Universal is exercising its option
season, Is making his first, venture
outside Of .opera and symphony on Paul Whiteman for a second
work. He replaces. Charles Previn. pictui:*. Chance is that the film to
follow "King of Jazz" Will be done
next fa;il,
has no option for a
third picture.
\

.

WeD

For Stage and Screen as

4,

chestra.

:

•

Philadelphia, Feb.
for

Bamboschek,

years a conductor and musical secretary at the Metropolitan Opera
house. New York, is making his first
appearance at the Mastbaum theatre
(pictures) as conductor of the or

Until lately it was necessary to
advise the telephone, .central n day
Sonosteri Fit In
ahead which progr.amB were desired.
TTonesters who migrated here a- NOW a new pUshcall buttoti system,
year ago were looked upon by the recently installed, affords any stacolony as tin godR-^gonirfisea who tion at will.
activities.

Radio Aspirants Must Have Talent

Orchestra at Mastbaum

Swigart

^hiie

VARIETY

Bambosciliek ConductiDg

the Coast
By

,

RADIO^MUSIC

1930

5,

'

Joe Burke.

.

Organists Change
Boston, Febi
.

Arthur Martel, organist,

4.

now

at

the State, Pbrtlahd, Me., returns to
the Metropolitan here Feb. C.
Joe Alexander, formerly of th«
Paramount, Springfield,- Mass., wl)!
replade Martel In' Portland*

*

,

.

-

-

.

.

—
-

.

.

Wednesday, February

CHICAGO

PORTLAND, ORE,

Reilljr. 64 Sheppard avenu*.
Harry Clark, 6 Baker street.
Alice Carman, 62 Park iavenue>

Joe

S ARANAC
BENWAY

By "HAPPY"

—

Orpbenm

Newcomers Same Period

Syracuse, Jan.

WOODS THEATRE BUILDING—CENTRAL

0644-4401

—

Frank

home March

Left Sarianae
Richy Crale. Jr.

accoraion~ctub, are rieaT~app?£a'ltiff'
Belmont
Oscar Loralne now gets under the
With many bookers preferring to and shouldered the deucea noisily*
Lamp twice daily. Help.^
reorgan- Alpine Sun
Third, "Vanity Fair,"
catch Primo Camera's act at the
keep Oscar in the spotlight he knows
and
a
girls
five
with
act
flash
played
ized
Stadium, acts at the Belmont
so well.
singno
has
It
to a lot of empty seats in the re- man, went poorly.
a
served section. FairJy entertaining ing talent and dancing is Weak,
Nell Gordon (50 Sheppard aveburlesque
skeleton
semi-radium
lineup.
improvewonderful
nue) showing
"Dance Oddities;", weak dance saving from a complete flop. Debell ment, and will bie on exercise
with anflash, opened and clicked slightly and Vine, standard, wowed
shortly.
*
__
on the youtli of its performers. Four cient hoke built on questions about
handbag
of
a
presents,' each having
girls and two men in a series
Fred Ruth, Anna Mae Powers and
full. Ah act likie thiols slightly blue
.
short bits.
nursing
Allle Bagley areu In bed
Loos Brothers Were big wj*h their but harmless.
flight setbacks.
vocalizing, especially on the big boy
Dixon ahd Riggs Trio, two men
semi-comedy stuff. These boys can and a girl, effective in strong-arm
Shrlner
houses.
Angla PapuIlS' is new arrival at
family
satisfy the
acrobatics,, climaxing with a double
their
with
80 Park avenue.
and FItzsimmons so-so
teeter-board jump and double stiff
chatter, song and dance, bits. Make legged catch, legs to legs by the
an error in using "ladies' dressing men; More hoke in next to closing
Edith Cohen (80 Park avenue) is
'

Same

Deceased

—

Period

AI Hunter.
Helen Curtla.

'

Hamrlck dropped all sensatlonat
advertising of "The Party Glrl,*^
using only the gag line "not reconxiii
mend ed for children" and drew f^r^
ly. Music Box policy against s. a.

Kelly.

Lake Same Period

—~— —

.

—Paula-Campbellr^

•

:

•

.

...

tent" on the beach drop, since the
audience keeps waiting for a. girl. to
out. Suspense and disappoint-

COR R ES P O N DE N C E

come
ment

isn't worth the weak gag.
Horton and Small presented, some
Shantrick golf and did all right.
non's Frolics, man and two little
girls, were suriefire On the clowning
of the younger girl. Otherwise their
tumbling, balancing and hooflng

All matter in CORRESPONDENCE refers to current
otherwise indicatep

:

under Correspondence
follows and on paaes:

The

.

were

just over.

Wylie and Young are entertainers
but didn't have a chance with this
audience. Chatter Is very good.
Bill, aside from the free showing
acts, was taken up by W. L. S.
Show Boat, running 40 minutes.
Three girls and eight men. M. c.
was Jimn\y Dunn, big with this auString quartet was weak.
dience.
Turner Boys are two good hoofers

cities

and

Weber

Cleo

fair clowns.

also

some
Thelma and Bernice Bow, was
over nicely with harmony. Whole
presentation mounted nlcfely, with
five changes of set, switching from

demonstrated

steps.

Sister

turn,

•

CHICAGO

..

• • •

I

•«••••••••»•

MINNEAPOLIS

OMAHA

63
63
60

CLEVELAND

60

•••••••••1
DES MOINES
DETROIT V
KY.
LEXINGTON,

62

.

.

r-«. •

•

• • • • •

LOS ANGELES

MILWAUKEE

Will entertain
Loop,

"6ne" to full stage.
almost everywhere.

BUF^FALO

60
63

....

62
63
62
62

.

by Marks and Ethel, and also a
after they dropped the society line for the weeping husband
This turn, W. L. S. "Show Boat" satire. W. L. S. "Show Boat" closed.
Loop.
minutes
of
45
provided
(New Acts),
dancing, songs and chatter.
Spending plenty dough advertis? . Four of the remaining six acts
were family time average, with ing "Condemned," at the United
More than the regular
"Christina" (Fox) before and after. •Artists.
GoldLes Nichols, bird Imitator,: opened B. & K. budget allows.
and pleased. Roletta Boys^ male wyn outfit is quarter -paging off the

•

«

wbwer

•*•

• •

I

4 • • • •'••4

the treasurer of the
Club.

Englewood

Closing act was feature of Tuesnight's seven-act preview' bill.

........

« k • • •

ing bit

is (balled

for

en

61
61
61

63
60
61

Is

Moroni

double line of vance
here Feb.

,a

(Mayer and Wilson)

chatter

Junior League

"Diagnosis," sure-

Follows with

fire.

but to boost adOlsen Players,

Company will play
MakrbpoulM Secret" and

"The

10.

.

"Medievalism." Wilson, who flopped their last date
has Mi D. billing, sings, "Don't JUTwelve Thousand."
Worry," w.hile Mayer smiles and
shows a personality that will -keep
titled

here

,

!

in

.

these two working Indefinitely.
Act gets over big up here.

ALBANY, N

:

By

—GLENN
—
—
— "Little

IQCth:

—

PULLEN

Johnny

Jones*'

;

63
63

62
62
63
63

Good Cheer

fused

wage

BKO— Vaudfllm.

vaiide,

to recognize stage hands'
scale and job demands. Latest
^brlng total since Septem

bombings
bei' up to

'

For the first time In yeiars the
Strand will have a stage act, I^eb.
22, when Little Jack Little appears
In person. Remains a week.

-

Lexington and Gaiety, neighbor
hoods, were stench-bombed last
week, vanda,ls escaping. Owners of
both houses have steadfastly re

60

Y.
HENRY R ETON DA

Capitol—'"Allaa the Deac^n«"
Hall "Lone Star B;anger."
r«land— "Nix on Dames."
Strand—"The Mighty."
Blt«—"P!aylner Around."

By
C.
Hiinna "She's No Laay,"
OhlOr-"Brother3."
riay Hoa8er-"Serena Blandish."
Palace "Love Racket"; v'aude.
Allen "No, No, Nanette."
Stlllman— "Love Parade."
State— "Locked Door"; unit
Hip— "Show of Shows." ^

20.

Al Pierce

Jiere:

.

Capitol Players have had two
good weeks with Berton Churchill
as guest star and have detained
him for a third.
.

Clevelaind
Opera Guild taking
over Hanha next week to present
RKO Is dickering for a house In
"Fortune Teller," by /Victor Herbert Glens Falls. Two sites are under
conslderatlbn for a theatre.
Ben Joel,- from New York, as
slstant to Fred. Desberg,; new gen
Wa.rner houseis. Proctor's, and C.
eral manag^er of local Loe w thea
H. Buckley, owner of th6 Hall and
tres.
Leland, with other business firms,
have been sponsoring a page ad In
Jack Dempsey engaged, as m.c. at the newspapers each week for two.
Sports Show, to be staged shortly weeks, urging everybody to go to
church on Sundays.
at Public Hall.
Movement for Sunday films has
Show Boat, nltery, closing April 1 been dormant for months, ever
for
summer.
Theodore DeWitt, since the mayor revoked a specla,!
manager of the Hotel Hollenden, permit after every house In the city
plans to open roof garden to take had. threatened, to open the same
.

from 52 Park avenue to 9 Front
street. . .Jack NIcoU from 50 Sheppard avenue to 9 Front street. . .Joe
Brenan froni 54 Sheppard avenue to
88 Riverside drive, . . Harry Clark
from 9 Front street to 6 Baker street
...Harry English from 9 Front
paid
being
picture section. Ads are
street to 64 Park avenue... Dorothy
its place.
for partly by Goldwyn and partly Jolson from 7 Front street to 72 Park
K., with Goldwyn avenue. . .Alice Carman from 9 Front
by Publix-B.
handing out the; bigger share.
street to 62 Park avenue. . .Angela
PapuUs from 9 Front street to. 80
E. A. Adams, of Hartford City, Park avenue. . .Vernon Lawrence
Ind., has entered Chicago's subur- from 64 Park avenue to 80 Park aveban field as the Wilmette Theatre nue—a busy month for Supt. MurThrough Albert Goldman, phy and the moving "Lizzie." WU:
Corp.
broker, first house leased was the llara Holly (7 Front street) up and
Wilmette. in Wilmette, for 10 years. downtown for the first time since
House had been dark. Will be his arrival.
'.

:

•

day.

&

FOR SALE

,

One family, eleht-room cottagre, two
baths. Spanish tile roof, on plot no x
100, two-car garage, oil burnor, TTrlu.-

vacuum

electric

Idalre,

<'leaner;

.

lo-

cated in one of the flnost parts cf
Flatbush.

Call
7 P,

Midwood 4556 between

6

and

M.

Seats 600.

wired.

When

for

Hif

These

VUit

[

Joe Lewis opened at the Frolics

Chicago

in

"HIT

BKQ

Flmod

In
sets

Detroit.

day vaude at the Fox, Aurora, 111.,
now playing Sunday vaude only.

Rorgeous Technicolor from, the
ever constructed In Hollywood.

Charles

manager

Lundgren,
for

waukee Pathe

SELWYN

Tonight "S'skl"
SAM H. KARRIS Fresente
THfS SEASON'S COMEDY SMASH

Chi
has
Tor" De-

LARDNER

Anna Mae Power*.
Viola Allen.
Olga Kalinin.
Helen O'Rlely.
Nellie .Quealy.
Ethal Clouds.
Allle Bagley.

I

films,

|

Mil-

Lilly Leonora.
Anf^ela PapuUs.

KAUFMAN

9 Front
Mike McNamoe.

J. C.

E.

W.

Jack

Nlcoil.

Carsbn; president Associat-

•

Production

too Glorified Girls

3 Weeks Only
CDI KfJC'VO
VsEit\ Mats. Wed, and Sat.
bKLiAn

GEORGE M. COHAN
rN HTS

NEW

AMEJRICAN PLA"i

"GAMBLING''
Original

New Tork Cast, InOludlng
PHILIPS

MARY

IN

CHICAGO

LINDrSOn RESTAURANT
Is

Randolph Street
Home, Sweet Home, to the Profession
A Good Place to Eat and Meet

"Tou bet I always stay a,t the McCormlck when I am in
Chicago," he says. "It's so wondoi-f ully located . . . near
the loop. . .yet out of the nolise and dirt. I like the s.urroundlngs and the friendliness; I enjoy the handball
courts. ...the golf -driving nets... the health and reducing
apparatus provided, for Hotel McCormick guests. I certainly recommend Hotel McCormlck!"

72 Park

»

Avemw

Harry Namba.
Joe Donatello.

Edward DeCara.

i$90 up
Aj^artments for two • • . . •
Larger Apartments for four • . $150 up
Hotel Rooms / . . $60 to $70 a Month

Dorothy Jolson.

Clyde Elliott opens at the Evanston theatre with stock Feb. 13. Will
af temate company between the suburb house and the south side National, playing four days in Chi and
three in Evanston, with house dark
on the intervening days.
"Royal Box," Warners' all-German-^talker, .opens at ihe^PxplLeum,
here Feb. 15. Plays day and. date
with the Majestic, Milwaukee.

Avenue

,

ObOB. Qulnn.

Charles A. Brown closed his
troupe in Elyri^ O., after five weeks.

CHICAGO Home

.

64 Park
Eddie Voss.
Thomas White.
Pred Rlth.
Harry E. EnsUsk.

f"" his rbutes.

his

Vog«B^

|

ed Chautauquas of America, came
from Topeka to organize companies

"WHOOPEE"

HOTEL McCORMICIi
is

Louden.

Catherine

Leah Temple.
Christina Keenan.
Charles Besnah.
Julia Kubus.'

Ri M. Caiinon closed his stock at
ZanesyiUe, O., after three we6k3.
.

iStreet

Al. Pierce...

'

EDDIE CANTOR
In
ZIEGFELD

.

1

sin.

ILLII^OIS—

'

Edith Cohen.
Gladys Bishop.

Le Grande sisters organizing stock
Ralph
Wisconsin.
northern
for
George, and George Sexton also getting a troupe for southern Wiscon-

GEORGES.

IWh

Xela Edwards.

office.

tent.

America's Foremost Humorists

and

Schaffer.

Vornon Lawrence.
Lawrence McCarthy.
Keith Lundberg.

|

former

Red Seal

Ben

|

Harley Sadler, here from 'Texas,
lining up spring stock tour under

"June Maon^V
RING

Chris Haercdorn.
Valentine Klnoaid.

has estab-

Staties

lished Sunday vaude, three acts, at
the Rlvoli, Muncie, Ind., and Satur-

SEIBERT

Mgr. of the **New Moon** Company

George Neville.
Dick Kunl.

joined Pathe sales stafE.;
laney transferred here frpni

By

ROY

Bobby Hatz.
David Mavlty.
James Wllllama.

Dietrich, former m. e. here
Granada and Marbr.o, opened at|

publlx-Great

Triumph

THE DECK"

With JACK OAKIE
and POLLY WALKER
largest

SARANAC'S COLONY
80 Park Avenue
Happy Benway.

|

.

Roy

tlie Fisher*,

WOODS

R-K-O

six- week stay.

Oscar Loralne,

at

Another

a

50 Sheppard Avenu*
Sue Nase.
Nell Gordon.
Mae Johnson.

Complete maid and hotel

7 Front Street
WllHnm

Holly.

refrigeration, light

Frank Garneld.
Rlohard Moore.
|

=^Mae^^rmltaRe.^^,^
Frtircjs X. DOnegran. ITl Pat* areniM.
Andrew Molony, 20 Church fltl«et.
Ford Raymond, 6 Clinton street.
Andreas Ervlngr, 84 Park avonuA.
James Cannon, 84 Park avenue.
Goorffe Harmon, 34 Pork aventMu
Joe Brenan. 88 Riverside drlvei,
Nick Sullivan. 34 Baker street.
Al Downing, 10 Baker street.
Charley Bordley, 24 Pine street.
Dave "(D, D. H.) Hall. 106 Park avenue.
Marlon Greene, 116 Lake street.
Ru33 Kelly, 19 Broadway.
Harry Barrett, 802 Broadway.
Charlie Barrett. 302 Broadway.
Alice Roth, 32 River street.
Connie Reeves, 42 River street..

Jamea Haesney. 0 MlUteiy roM.

-

iftepresentatlves of Equity will be.
at the state capitol today (Tuesday) to express their opinions on
Assemblyman Post's bill, which exempts actors f rom the provisions of
the immoral plays law.

'•

day

Moving epidemic

'

trie signs.

CLEVELAND

OTTAWA, CAN. • • • • « • •
PITTSBURGH .....
PORTLAND, QfitJE.ROCHESTER, N, Y... ........
SARANAC
SEATTLE
SAN ANTONIO
SAN FRANCISCO
TOLEDO
TORONTO
WASHINGTON, D. C.........
I

View of heavjr costs to change eiec«

.

week unless

m-^

Change of name of Portland
(Publlx) to the Parambuiit not yet
ordered here. New name scheduled,
for some time, but nothing done In

Theatre Saranac
For years old Saranac has been
acts of this kind, but Mayer,,
who bills himself as Dr. EJdgar
Mayer, operates much as a Mayo
and Shows showmai^iship. His openerettlngr

,

ALBANY, U. Y..
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. •••••••••
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

exploitation.

Mayer & Co. (2)
Mental Revue (Special)
Edfrar

issue of Variety are as

in this

Alonff.**

Mnslc Box "The Party Girl.**
Blae Moiue— ".Oeneral Crack" (2d wkj^
Oriental "FootUghta and" Fools.**
Bafwln-r-Henry Dnity Players,

.Sue Na^re.

Keith Lundberg received the glad
news. He's okay to leave here for
1,

Comes

Alder—"13th Chair,"
Portland— "No No Nanetts."
BUlto—"Sally" (ad-week).

Harry Bngllsb.

30.

Eddie Voss Is back from th© ''big
and iagaln at 64 iPark avenue.

street"

"Lovfl.

Broodway-^'Tbelr Own peslre."
Vnlted Artists— "Condemned" \%<L wkJi.

Frank. Oarfleld.
William Holly.

Variety's Chicago Office

1030

service,

electric

and gas included

HOTEL >
MfCORMieK
*

ONTARIO

i^nd

RUSH

STS.

CHICAGO
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61

a new.spaper man," I have
read ex'oerilts from her book and
In one place she says, 'all love and

cried

Obituary

Inside Stuff-Music

I'oniance Is d Is?; us ting.'. Well, that's

'

Peggy has had some
di.sillusjoning experiences and has
never been able to fall in love. She
the answer,

MRS.

J. C.

NUQENT

>Ira. J. C. Nugent, wife Of the
actor and playwright, and mother of
Elliott and Ruth^Nugent, died suddenly Jan. 30 at her New York
hom^, 164 IV'. 54th St., after an atHex*,
tack of acute indligestlon.
daughte r, the -w ife gf^Ajan Bunce,
actor, was with her bUt JTi^.'NufietiT
and Elliott were on the Coast. Mrs.
Nugent had planned to join them
Feb- 15; .
Body was taken to the N.ugent'is
former home in Dover, O., whei-e
funeral services and burial took
.

member of the N. V.
He wa.s unmarried.

A. since 1922.

is

John A. Wilson,

:

Mrs. W. H* Harris^ .85, widow of
H. Harris, of .the old Harris
Mr. and Mrs. Bunce accom- W.
Nickleplate^ circus, died at her home
panied the body to Dover, and J. C.
Jan.v 31. She is survived
and Elliott Nugent came oh from in Chicago
by one. daughter, Mrs, Clara Wilson,
west.
the
In

before Elliott and whose husband was secretary for
'90's,
years to the RingllngS,
wiere born, Mrsi Nugent was
Burial Feb. 3" in the. Forest Honio
on the stage, with her husband. She
cemetery.
later returned but did hot appealregularly in repesnt yearis. She' was
Frieda Rennle, 40, wife of the
Grace
Fertlg,
Dover,
in
born
local manager for Fox: films in Mildaughter of- Samuel Fertig, pioneer
She was married waukee, leaped seven stories to her
Ohio settler.
death, Feb. 2, according to dis>there in 1892 to Mr, l^ugent. In re-

the

Ruth

,

.

patchea recpived from there Moncent years th^y had resided in New
Illness was given- as cause
day.
York, maihtalhing a summer horne

prefer

it

:

,

.

.

•

-

EDWARD

,

RKO

.

Even warbli^ig a.otors are now squa^ykIng ai the prevalence of picture
They isay that they are forced to sing pictu^-e songs because they
are In the majority and the most popular, but it doesn't go over big
because its old stuff to the public once the picture lias been released.
Their only salvation Is grabbing off a good pop now and then or nabbing a pix song before the release Of the pix. Whenever .the latter opporV
tunity comes along the actors -fall over each other grabbing it.

songs.

;

A

manager had for his flame the check room gix-1 in a
Girl had a bad habit of getting on the job late, so the
Following day the palooka steerer came into
the cafe and asked the. manager how much h*) wanted, for, the hat
check privilege: Answer was $500 and the fighc manager bought.
Next night the girl was back as o^yner of the check room. Boy friend
advised that if there were any more sqiiawks, from the manager, to
k.'

fight

Hollywood

cafe.

w^.

manager

.

.

WPCH)

WABC

CAULEY

the. old

he

death

,

,

Later he went to
At his
Park Theatre.
was connected with

OMAHA

Deaths Abroad

N

been with a number Of
most engage
being with Primrose

ments

Paramount

will

have

scheduled:

premlereis

"Gala Night." by Edith Ellis, for
week Feb. 10, wl^h James Rennle,
and "Miss Gulliver's Travels," a
George Ford comedy, week Feb.- 24.
"Vanities" set for March.

week

split

out
cutting
occasionally,
policy
stage unit for, opening of road show
pictures, which will, go to "World.

Rebuilt Palace theatre In Clifton

Springs, reopened
following
fire
Sept 27.. All seats on main floor'
with Marilyn Miller's and stage eliminated. Edward G.
"Slally" for three, days witlioiit stage Williamson manager and owner.
show, followed by "Sunnyside. Up"
for -the ^art of the week.
Edward C. May, organist. Liberty
promoted to manager of Riviera,
Picture operators in Omaha now largest of the Shine group here.
niust go through a course in fire George Jennings made assistant
prevention under supervision, of city manager.

Started Feb.

3

New

fire inspector.

Con

doubling as
Jaffe

city ordinance.

Paramount

Maffie,

OTTAWA, CAN.

organist,

By W. M. GLAOISH
Exhibitors of Ontario have been
notified by HOn. Dn J. D. Montelth*
provincial treasurer, that films suitable XoV juveniles or family patronage will be marked "tJ" by the
cen.sors and that theatre managers
will be compelled to use Die designation in all advertising.

pit leader since Gilbert

left.;

,

;

—

MICHAEL

He had

Two more

Business men raised $52,000
the $65,000 needed to convert the
Bialto (Publix) Into a downtown bus
depot. Project seems certain.

of

—

tor

'

minstr^el troupes, his

on all three In this series, with
'»
"Dracula" packing 'em.

BALEY'^

J.

MINNEAPOLIS

—

Y.

By ARCHIE

Small town houses and neighborhoods rapidly wiring for .sound. Recent additions include in Nebraska:
MInne Lusa, Queen and Corby in
Howell, Howell;
(Bainbildee Omaha; Lyric and
Sliubert— "The Racket"
in Iowa, Strand, Leon; Iowa (forstock).
.„ ,,
merly Plaza) at Waterloo; CeerBee,
BKO Orpheum "Seven Keys to Baldpate"; vaufle.'
Manson; Grand, Oelwein; Palace,
"The Arctic Patrol," Canadian
VaatAgw "Murder cn the Roof
Waterloo.
Government flve-reeler, was run at
vaude,

P^Js, Jan. 25.
Count Nicolas Seebach, 76, direc—
of the Royal Coiirt theatre,
I'alace— "Stock burlesque; fllma.
Dresden, Germany. He contributed
ailnncMOta '•Burning Up"; "Auto Show
WILBERT BROWN
largely to the world reputation, of Frolic" (Fublix unit).
Century— "Sunny Side Up" (2d week),
AVilbert Brown, 60, character ac- Richard Sti'auss.
"The Sacred Flame."
Sjta'te
toi',. died
recently in South Bend
Mme. Rosa Perree, 86, widow of
I.yric— "The' Love Racket."
Ind., of heart disease.
Ahtet— "Applause."
Raimond, popular comedian of the
(irqntl^ "Dynamite" (2d loop run).
At one time he had done consid Palais Royal theatre, Paris, in preerable traveling with Jlegits, for war days.
Isham Jones and orchestra were
several years with ''Uncle .Tom's
Oscar Osso, 70, former represent- musical feature at Twin City Auto
Cabin," starting out of NIlea, Mich ative of the French Society of Au- Show this week.
Following his stage rfttirement he thors in New York, died here after
had been a printer ,woi'king on the a long Illness, He was father of
In addition to Irene Rich in perSouth Bend Times when he died.
Adolphe Osso, head of Paraniourit's son, RKO Orpheum bill marks resumption of vaudfllm policy, this
A brother, who, lives at Mon- French office.
includes four jther acts. Four
.-:
mouth, 111., ."jurvives.
Lerf Poiiget, 56, French composer, week
complete -vaJide shows Saturdays
died in Paris.
and Sundays and three week days.
J. O'BRIEN
Michael J. O'Brien', old minstrel
man, died I'ecently in Rochester,

$1.

Saturday and Sunday.

film concern in Boston, but for 14

years previously he was attached
to the Colonial, Boston.

finally fired hor.

boost the checXing charge to

A

Boston Museum.

;

AIRLINE

,

Mr. Cauley entered show busi
ness as an office boy at the old

50)

Most

to tiknce, it is said.

to the prisoners

of suicide.
at South Norwalk, Conn.
In addition, to her husband and
Theodore Stout, 46, veteran road
offered
two children, Mrs, Nugent Is suropera.
Natio.nal
llgbt
company musician, died Jan. 27 at (WJZ)
-yived by twO grandchildren, AnnaCaeser Sodero's "Russian
Miller Place, Long Island, N. Y.,
*belle and Barbara Nugent, children
Shadows." Lots of vocal strength.
after an apoplectic stroke.
of Elliott and Norma Lee.
different from familiar opex*aHe was a brother of John M,- Music
tlc strain.
Will Osborne from his
manager of the Chicago Park
Stout,
LYONS.
(WABC)
Central
stand
company.^
interlude"
"Strange
crooned.. Like iVallee; he used his'
Eddie Lyons, 52, Broadway theat
reliables and shot in a new one,
rical manag^ir, died of pneumonia
Everett H. Coates, advance man
Jn Lennox HIU hospital^ Jan. 31. arid company manager for years, "Think of Me Sometimes."
He was ill, three weeks, and had and vfho staged; many aniateur and
Nan Halperin's Debut
been removed to the. hospital sev professional productions in Toronto,
Nan Halperin made her debut via
eral days prlOr to his demiise.
died Jan. 21.
period- (WEAF) and her voice
Mr.. Lyons came to New York
came oyer immense. She did her old
from Detroit w:here he was con
Jame^ Sutherland, 64, Mississippi
nected with the Stair & .Haylland Valley Showmen's League at St. standbye, the bride's number that
theatres.
He wa,s with the Shu- Louis Jan. 29. Burial In thie Show- was in her old song cycle. .MlsSr
Halperin's diction was clear, disbierts f Or a. time, land then became
men's
Louis.
plot,
St.
Two tinct and efCectlye. W. C. Handy,
for
Winthrop daughters survive.
general
ntianager
composer of "St. Louis
coloi-ed
Ames! In thO last two seasons he
Blues," guest of the Mediterraneans
acted for Arthur Hopkins in th6
Thomas McKinney, father of
same capacity, also managing the Emerson Tracey and Ann McKay, (WJZ) directing the playing of his
own composition. It was 16. years
Plymouth;
both legitimate player is, died in ago Handy wrote it. Eddie Cantor
Hollywood, Feb. 2.widow; and wa^ heard from Chicago during the
N. HERBERT JAPP
two other daughters survive.
Pure Oil period (WJZ), which has
N. Herbiert Japp, stock actor, died
Vincent Lopez's band as the musiIn Louisville, Jan. 26. For seyei^al
Samuel Rosenstein, 51,. Yiddish cal feature. Cantor gagged and sang.
years he was with Malcolm Fassett musical comedy player, died in ChiPublix jperiod (WABC) not as enHe had appeared in. road cago; Jan. 31. He was on his way tertaining as some previous prostock.
shows and married Virginia Sprln? to California for his health. Burial grams. Depended mainly upon Par
«r while both were touring Orpheum in New York City.
Orchestra, Brooldyn, for mafn fea(.ircuit.
tures. Xylophone solo came oyer
.Mr. Japp had been associated with
Fred B. Crittenden, 71, former fine. Three Little Sacks (also heard
Nicholas Yellentl, celebratifi'd design
vaude musician and organizer of on
mildly entertaining.
er, and with Walter Bruce, artist, the Mandolin Orchestra of RochesSmith Bellew still conducting
and wa$ the first to display painted ter, died Jan. 23.
Whyte's restaurant period. On WJZ.
laces in New York. He was also a
Also heard from Club Richman. "As
pen and ink skotcher and designed
Allan Lefcourt (18) son of A. E. You Like It" (Eva LaGalllenne pehooked rugs.
Lefcourt, builder and banker, died riod) on
a wordy affair withInterment In Louisville.
Feb. 1.
out the ipersopal contact. Anierican
Home Banquet (WEAF) a stab at
FRANK R.
Name of Will D. Cobb, not Wil- nOvelty, but the old program gag
Frank R. Gauley, Boston theatri liam B. Cobb, should have, appeared under a new air blanket. Orchestra
American Radiator
cal man, died suddenly Jan. 29 of in the memoriam card placed by sounded good.
paying for this one daily except
George Je-ssel in the last i.ssue.
heart disease.
.

from Page

of the Big Time ether stuff comes
through Station WCJY of Pcljehectady, although .'^'yracuse and Rochester stations are froiiuently heaixl.
The men delight in catching stuff scnt.out during a big hook up.
As a usual thing, the prihclpal .keei>er regulateis the choice of stations.
He attempts to choose evenly-balanced programs, .'so tliat all ta.'^tes will
be pleased; Auburn inmates are very strong for yport events, such as
important pris;e fights, classic football encownters ahd world's series baseball gam.es. There are no private radio sets in Auburn prison at present,
but even'y convict is permitted to purchase a headset arid a/ lit tie wire.
Programs are heard in this way or via loud .speaker. The radio entertainment goes on at, night when the men are locked in their cells. The
prOgrahi ends at 9:20, when lights are turned; oft.
While tliere, has been considerable criticism of radio and other socalled "luxury" privileges extended the prisoners, since the Dannemora
(Continued from page 58)
and Aubin-n riots, and there has been a demand that plans for private
John" O'Dell's wOrk well, presented.
sets In cells at the new Attica prison be dropped, most penologists are,
A travesty satirizing opera with a convinced
that the radio is a promoter of morale 'and of good conduct.
ridiculous story to a beautiful musical background.
Nearest thing to perCection in radio broadcasting doesn't come from
Mlscha Elman was soul-stirring
with his fiddle during RCA- Victor the broadcastirig. stations but over remote control froih the picture
(WEAF).
Atwater Kent studios. Reason is the ultilization of
period
all the film studio recording parascored another delightful pei'iOd.
(.WJZ). Jan Garber on WMCA, and phernalia available.
At the bi-weekly broadcast from Metro's coast Studios the same forcr.>
numbers for most pai't pleasing.
Aunt Mandy's Chillun' did "Old of technicians that would be used on a picture, are pressed into service.
Black Joe" as only a good singing With twice as maiiy, and sometimes three times as many, miorophonts
negro contingent, can. On*"\VVOR. A used as in the radio stations, and with the added technical ."taff, perfect
modulation and control is xisuaily the rosult..
strong ba^ss in thisi outifit.
'

•

place.

•

(Contiiviiod

trying to do so."

still

one of the old"Oh, 1 think she is a first Olass
All
est theatre attaches in San Fran- financier," Said another man.
cisco, died in that city last week the men agreed that she had "It."
The. few women present were far
aftet- a year's illness.
lie had been
a stage carpenter for niore than 50 more puzzled and awed by Peggy
years and was said to have known t)van the men. "How does she do
practically every noted stage: star it?" seemed to be their general
during the past half century. He tjiougbt. Even' the ones who \vore
Avent toi Sah Francisco from. New sriiavt h.its were as .much at sea as
the rest/
York when a boy-.
74,

Sbow

Peggy's Party

continuous.

Minnesota theatre,

in

a slump

have

the Imperial after a Sunday showing of the .film, booked for the
.

here regarding the proposal to erect a National Theatre
In Ottawa as a part of the Federal

eral, officials

Harvard, Harvard,- Neb., taken
over by J. V. Frank from C; C.
L. A. Scoblll bought
Pinkertoh.

district

S> D., from R. C.
Iris at Belle FOurche, S. D„

Posey at Wagner,
Metzger,
Hills

Amusement

C, A. Dentelbeck

Co.

(Continued from page 48)
West's Minstrels.
O'Brien was known professionally said Peggy sweetly, "maybe it's a
Ro "The Senator."' He retired from farewell party. Oh, yes; my book
the stage about 15 years ago.
comes out this month, but I am
Interment in Rochester.
.sailing for abroad:
Now do have ander and Ray Thone, assistants,
a good time for yourselves." After have been added for special exploiCLARENCE BROWN
this she mysteriously disappeared tation for house.
Clarence Brown, 60, employed by for a. time as she did periodically
The Met still without any definite
the Orpheum Circuit in Los An- throughout the affair.
road show bookings. .Since the first
geles for 15 year.s, died Jan. 31 in
"I tell you she Is a modern Duof the new year there has boon only
that city.
He had .been ,in failing barry," cried someone who called one attraction, "J ourney.'s End,"' for
-^hfealth^forJsix^yearg^^^never recover -, himself an_An)erican hi.storian.
j-ecord for
.thiipe^^nights. a he^w
Brokeir T^lls^^ir
'
ing from a paralytic .stroke that left
^
"iegits^ here.
him helpless.
"A remarkable; woman. EveryMljcirod Billert and Dorotiiy Kich,
A daughter, Hope Brown, an ac- thing she does Is strategically
tresf!, survives.
planned," said someone who may ing'-niie.s, Bainbrldge stock, have
resigned, to accept engagem'rnts In
have been a lawyer.
york, Arthur Beliren.s, stage
>sew
"She Is just one woman who un- diiT-ftoi',
JOHN LeCLAIR
also leaves thi.s week.
John LeClair, 79, juggler, died derstands that any woman can get
Jan. 28, of heart disease in French any man she wants or anything she
Local film branches report the
Hospital, N. Y„ where he had been wants from any man," said another first month of 1930 as far ahead of
under care' of the N. V. A.
gent, probably a broker.
the corrcKponding 1929 perio*' in
Mr. LeClaIr had been in ill health
"Peggy Is Just a nice child and film sales. In several cafte.s it i."
for some time.
He has been a I have a theOry about her career," iU r]:,;(:i}, rccords were broken.

—

Four leading theatres
Keith's,
Regent, Centre and Imperial— have
a joint advertising cahiboost matinee performances and relieve nlg;ht congestion,
the advertisements being addressed

j.vceuniT— "Strictly DlHlionoraWla"; (Feb.

R.KO ralare— "Hit tJie Deck"; Vaude,
RKO Temple "AcroHH the World."
"Happy Dayn";
JtoflieeHter
ijotw'H

latinched
palgn to

—

vaude.
Kaslmftn-^"I.auKliIn(f T>ady."

—

Ow n

Dp.il re" vaude.
Re|f*nt—^"Ueneral Cra'k" (2d woek).

I'irc-adilly

••Tlxflr

al,-

president
of
Picture.
Operators'
Union, No. 3 73, .Toronto, for the
14th conflecutive year.

6-7-8),

—

scheme

(Famous Players

Canadian Corp.) has been elected

N. Y.
By DON RECORD

arid

improvement

ready under way.

bought from James O'Neill by Black

ROCHESTER,

KKO

.

S. D., soldiers to

Avalpn here, had been stopped
through lack of an Ontario GovernAmerican Legion pest at Minden, ment permit.
from
leasing
Rex,
operating
la.,
owner, G. W. Schwenn, for six
B. W. Charlton, Montreal theatre
months. House: closed several times. manager, has conferred with Fed-

•

faced with tougher opposition again
Orpheum, will bring In
name attractions to augmcn: Piitalix unit shows. Nick Lucas Is added
this week, with Stage show holding
Joe Browning. Martin Kelly, forfner district publicity manager for
central Minnesota, with Don Alex-

at

Fort Meade,

430-seat sound house.

women

to

:

F«y'»-r-Parlc.

—

only.

A

$200,000 fire damaged the Ca,pl-i
theatre building, Winnipeg, but
KamJIy Change.
the blaze was confined largely to
stores and oflices.
The Capitol is
"Hit the Deck," .scheduled for a owned by Famous Players chain.
run at the Temple, was rushed into
the Palace to help buck Piccadilly
Talkers In French language are
vaude. Opened with midnight show having a big fling in theatres of
Thur.sday, Temple features Martin eastern Canada and recelpt.s jump
Victoria Dark. ;
.Stranil— rhange.

toi

—

.

—

JohnHon-filmT-^=^-

=-7===^:^

-wliftnever--one-^appeaES,.=^heiiauf!C^
I

(neighborhood) becomos garage for Kffond time. Built
Chili

theatre

for theatre, remodeled into garage,
then theatre.
Recent attfrript to

'

,

|

j

open laatPd half a week.

"Hot

UnlesH later productions go in r*!d
Lyceum is due for most sih'cp.ss;

Of
ful l^git fif-a.son in recent years.
10 '.shows before the holid.ays only
JMz fiood

for Pari.s."

Miin.'igf-r

the

two went some into red.

the strong French element in tlie
Big runs registered
population.
with "The Love Pai>adc." "Paris,"
^The Battle of Pari.s," "Thcv Had
to .See Pari.s," "Lights of Paris" and

i

i

C^car

0*J5hca

started

with Saturday openings for liis Embsiffiy stork, but has reverted to

Monday

changf.s, finding the .Satur-

day gag a money-getter.
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TOLEDO

HOLLYWOOD

By

TAFT BUILDING,

Vine

St.

H.

OOODING
(Wrlgjit

Leave

stage show,

—

State— "Sunnyslde Up" (3d \rcek)i
Vita-Temple "General
Crack"
(4tli,

—

week).

Princess "The Aviator."
Valentine "Chasing Rainbows."
RtVoU—Vdudfllm.
Emtilrc— Burlesque (Mutual).

and Hollywood Blvd.

Phbne Hollywood 6141
Warner's of the Lyons & Lyons agency, iBoth claims against Buck Jones Wild
manager. agencies will work together in. sell- West Show for $75.
The salary
claims against Jones due^ to the
ing the studios,
flop of his circus now amount to
Whlttler as assistant to E. H. Slleri
Ernst Vajda will attend the first $7,600.
Warner's Foruni opens Feb. C American production of his play,
Eric Mayhe gives dramatic interwith all seats 35t5 and bills changed "Pie Diame mit dem ScherdungsTwo grund" (Divorce Grounds) at the pretations of "Macbeth" in the
Sunday ahd Wednesday.
shows a night, matinee Saturday, Windsor Square theatre Feb. 14. Knickerbocker' louiige every Tuescontinuous Sunday.
Straight pic- Vajda Is author of "Fata Morgana" day at eight p^ m. He started with
and "The Love Parade." Cast head- Act r Jan. 28.
tures.
ed by Fern Andra, iricludeis Eva
Sammy Cohen goes east again for
Claire Foley, of the San Fran^ Gordon, Gerda Mann, Greta von
Rue, Walter Bonn, Costea Mooth, a whirl with Publix.
Cisco Film Board of Trade, went to
the Buffalo office to take charge Anders v. Haden.
George B. Seitz, formerly of Cowhile Enifna Abplanalp of Buffalo
John Bi'owjiell rehearsing cast, for lumbia, goes to Badio :to direct
is handling the business of the Los
his play, "The Nut Farm" to. follow "Hawk Island," stage pla^y.
PrpAngeles board.
"Sun Up" at the Vine Street Thea- duction Feb. 23.
Al

Goodsteln is at
as assistant

Edwin Gallanaugh goes

to Warner'Vi

,

:

,

tre.

Laemmle

will erect a limit
height, office building (13 stories) on

Carl

Emerson Tracy, Shirley Mason

and Frances Raymond in the cast:
Kay Johnson was seriously inWill be William E.; Smith's second jured in an automobile accident
his property at the northwest cor- production
at the ex-Pangborn when her ciar overturned after colner of Hollywood boulevard and stock house.
Mding with another maicl^ine. StanStructure will be
Vine street.
ley Hughes of
Studio Transporknown, as the Laejnmle Bldg.
Hampton dei Ruth is directing his tation Co., wasthe
driving" the 'second
first stage play, a mystery called car.
Owen Davis has been switched "The Latest Murder," for two weeks'
from writing dialog for the new production at the Figueroa PlayJoe Huhbell, former Hearst news
"Fox Follies" to "So This Is Lon- house, starting February 21. Dei
man here, is now West Coast mandon." Billy K. Wells will complete Ruth adapted "Tillie's Punctured
the "Follies" script and screen treat- Romance" {ind "Mickey" for pictures ager for the new Hearst-Fox news,
and
will shoot news stuff iii this
ment.
but has never put out a lieglt piece territory.:
before. Dudley Ayres.ahd Theodora
Current
showing
of
"Sacred Warfleld will be leads.
Maurice Chevalier's next for ParFlame" (W.B.) at the Warner the.

atre here, is being billed as "a picture so delicate in theme we do not

.recommend

it

for cliildren."

First National will use the Zion

Canyon region to film exteriors for
"Under Western Skies." Clarence
Badger directs with Sidney Blackmer and Lila Lee featured.

The German Theatre Co. have decided to,,continue German plays at
the Pabst next season. The present season was very satisfactory.'
Milwaukee's

.

Philharmonic

Or-

concert at

A

change in plans allows the
Up," which has broken house record
at the State, and "Sally" equalling Tlllema '-building to stand when
building starts on the new Warner
run record.
theatre at Second and Wisconsin.
It was originally planned to tear
Paramount. has Waring's Pennsyl- down both the
Butterfly theatre and
vanians in as an extra attraction the TlUeina
building.

city

this week.
is lininig

Merlin Lewis, Par

up

stores,

chamber

p. a.,

com-

of

The Pabst, with Western Electric
equipment, has gone talker. Margaret Rice is not going to let talkers do away with her regular bookings. Burton Holmes starts his anJack O'Conneir has cut prices at nual Milwaukee series at the Pabst
Vita-Temple to 50c. top. Valentine Feb. 13,, cpritinuing -for flve Thursmerce, newspapers and out-of-town

lines for "Come to Toliedo
Weel:," set late in February, when

bus

.

Paramount shows "Vagabond King."

,

(Loew) Was
cut, going to

make

first to
40c.

day nights.

drastic

The Publix rumored deal which
involved Universal's. houses in Mil-

George B. Storer, head Ft. Industry Oil Co., has purchased the
interest In Station
here of
J. G. Tritsch; manager and director,

waukee and Wisconsin

WSPD

Toledo Broadcasting

Co.,-

.

operators

is

now

cold.

DETROIT

of WSPD.
Tritsch, who also had
charge of WGHP, Detroit, which
likewise was included in the deal,
retires froni the broadcasting field.

Wilson— "Show Boat."

Civlc-^ "Thank Tou."
Sliubert "Lost Zeppelin."

—

.

Cass— "MUe.

Mddlstie."

Pictures

Michigan

Union opera, annual
show at U. of M. since 1907, will be

AUelilffan— "Chasing Rainbows."
];Msher-^"BurnIng Up."
Sladison— "The Vagabond Lover/'
Stote— "Hit the Deck."
ParamQnnt— 'SaUy."
Adaiiis "General Crack."

discontinued after this year. Shows
lost $14,000 In the last three years.

—

Lloyd Hehrlch and Edward Katz-

'

United Artists— "Lummox."
enbach, Nelsonville, O., theatre manOrientaI-^"Murder on the Roof."
Tox "Cameo Klrby."
amount will biB made here following agers, bound over to ..the grand jury
Mildred Cassidy, Billy Norman his
present, "Big Pond," being shot for operating Sunday shoWiS.
and James Hodges to "Artists and at the Long
Island
studios.
is
JPar
The Paramount now changes proModels." Opens at the Mason thealooking for yarn with, a Russian
grams on Wednesday instead of
tre Feb. 15.
background for his initial West
Friday, the change day for all other
Coast start.
Publlx
houses.
By
WALTER
RIVERS
Leo Huhgerford succeeds Charles
Forbes, deceased, as construction
Suit for $25,000 damages was filed
Lionel
Monagas and Robert
superintendent
of
Fox
Coast Brown, actors; filed salary claims here last week against the Orpheum - W. D. Ward has replaced George
Theatres.
with the State Labor Comm. against Theatre and Realty Company by Sampson as manager Sono-An,
Robert Levy, producer'., of the La- Grace de Courcy,' sister of .the pri- World Wide office.
Fletcher Billings replaces Gerhold fayette.
vate secretary to George O'Brieii,
Playei-s
(colored) at the
Davis as manager of the; Mayan.
screen star. She charges that: two
Lifayette theaitre, for $225.
The annual Shrine Circus, with
Claims were also filed by Buddy year3 ago a colored footman isitruck Lillian Leitzel headlining, opened
at
E. W- Fletcher, formerly at the
her and gave her a black eye.
Clark
Dorothy Ray against charge
the Fair grounds Coliseum Feb. 3.
Carthay Circle, is now assistant Harry and
brought
against
the
footKerby, promoter of Jack man at
manager of the Palace.
the time was dismissed in
Carringtoh Musical Stock, for. $282. the police'
court.'
Five thousand dollars was raised
They aver Kerby engaged, them to
•Terome Zeigmand, former assistant
at a benefit show at the Olympia
play with the tab at Reno, Nev., but
They are going to try a raised last week, to be turned
manager, United Artists theatre, now
over to the
pricie scale at Publlx* St. Francis. mother
manager of the Avalon.
Grand forgot them on pay day.
of Mickey Darmon who died
"The Vagabond King" is booked to
Junction, Colo.
Clayton Long reCharles Jifdels replace^,- George go in following "The Love Parade" of a blow received In a fight at that
places him at the U.A.
arena the previous week.
Roesiier. as director of "Oh Susan- to be scaled
at $1 top, understood.
Present top 90 cents.
The general offices of Alexander na" (Mayan).

—

'

/

warmer

up the summer

chestra gave its third
the Audltoi'ium Feb. 2.

Thi-ee holdovers— "General Crack,"
in the Vita.- Teniple; and "Sunnyside

Downtown

der canvas to clean
resort trade.
.

(2d

week).

Pantheon—
— "Sally"

So they

weather when they again play un-

— "Little Spitfire"
raramount — "Seven Days'

Palace
stock).

and Los Angeles
"Variety's" Office,

E.

193Q

5,

to the Influx of talkers.
have called a halt until

SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

,

Edward

Ellsner to direct "fiast of

Suez" at the Belasco.

.

Jimmy Fawoett and Helen ThursF & M "Trees" Idea.

ton added to

A

.

Production of "The Playbody of
the Western World," at the Egan,
has been declared off.

Arthur Pierce (Jack Curtis agenis taking pver the studio end

cy)

Pantages have been moved from

EN THE BIG /HOT/
OF/TAcrAND/CREEN

The Pioneer (160), grind, hear the
Warners downtown thea,tre build- Mex
border at San Tsldro, Cal., has
ing to the Hollywood Bank Bldg.
been ta,ken over by E. A. Edmonds,
operator of the Broadway theatre,
The Musketeers, a West Holly- San Diego, CaL
Wood little theatre groiipj presented
"Women at Work," by Henry GorLos Angeles Retalf Merchants'
den, Jan. 29 -Feb. 1.
Association, on strength of Par's
that Kay Francis is the
Hale Hamilton and Grace LaRue publicity
best dressed woman in America, has
moved to the San Francisco Presi asked her to feature its

.

m

ViriT HOLLYWOOD.
THLY ALWAYr LIVC AT TH|'

Henry Duffy has signed Frank
Craven for his coast houses. Craven
is due to open in "Salt Water" at

Greaise Paiint

the Playhouse, Hollywood, Feb. 16,
and later will appear in same piece
at Duffy house here.

.

Midnight previews (by invitation)
are getting to be regular thing with
downtown picture thes^tres. Last
Easter
winweek Warfield gave one for "Haldent Feb. 2.
dow unveiling.
lelujah" ahd a few nights later Orpheum put on. one for "Hit the
"Broken Dishes," how in N. T.,
Fox West Coast. Theatres has Deck,"
will be given coast production at the
purchased
the
Fox^
seating
2,000,
Hollywood Playhouse following "It San
Bernardino, from the San BerGeorge M. Cohan, himself, In
Pays to Advertise."
nardinoi Theatre Holding Co, for "Gamblers" is tentatively scheduled
Franlc Craven will be guest star in $600,000. The house has been oper- as first attraction to appear in the
ated by Chas. Wuerz for Fox on a new Columbia, opening March 10.
Henry Duffy's, coast production of rental
basis, since last September.
Reported that' show Is to be scaled
Craven'« "Salt Water."

Today

.

Lplaycround of the xtart*

Boap and water.
No cold .cream need b9

at $3.85 top; first at this price since

226 W. 72d St.
New York City

HIsashi Wakabayastl, of Japanese
Lou Wiswell has postpphed the
immediate, production of "All Thait Picture Theatre Co., Ltd., is here
for
"

The Sunshine Shoppe

Sono-Art's "Sombras de Gloria,"
Spanish version of "Blaze o' Glory,"
opened at the Fox Crystal, Whittier,
for one week.

Reuben
w'alter at

an inspection of American theatres and equipment In the Interests of his company, which Is building an ultrarmodern house in Tokyo
as the first of a chain.

Warner J^others

—

'

.

STRICTLY UNION MADE

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

CO

ajid

up

Hartmann, Oshkosh & Mendel Trunks
ALL MOnE1.9— ALL SIZES ON HAND
AT GREATLX REDrCED PRICES

ALSO
IVE

1.000

USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRlPTrON

DO REPAIRING

OPGN EVENINGS

fVRITE FOR CATALOG

SAMUEL NATHANS,
Sfli

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

Inc.,

New York

J. MILLER
— "Phantom
of the Opera"

in "The
IClngdom of God"; "The Love Duel."
Gardeh "General Crack" (2d week).
Coyetj'— "Moulin Rouge Girls" (Mu-

—

tual).

Majestic- "Her Unborn Child."
Merrill

—

—
In India."
— "GrandTigers
Parage"; vaude.'

"Mysterious Island."
Pftlace-Orpheam "Hit the Deck."

•

RKO

FRANK

Davidson—Ethel Barrymore

Pnbst— "Hunting
ItlTetslde
.

Strand- "Hot for Paris" (3d .week).
WlBConsIn^"Navy Blues"; stage show.

"The Show, Boat" did capacity at
Charles Wlnnlnger
had a reunion with his brothers who
still operate a touring stock orthe Davidson.

ganization just as they did in the
old

days when Charley was

Comedian.

clilef

The only trouble the

WInnlngers have encountered at
Old Watson O. H., Vinton, Ia„ de- present is a lack of theatres owing
stroyed by fire last week. Loss es-

timated at $25,000.

Verona Teachout of Des Moines
and Omaha gained divorce, $150 a
month and lump sMm of $33,000
from-Hardld -Teachout,. banker, who.
had named. Jay Mills, former m, c.
at the Paramount, Des Moines and

Omaha

a,s

co-xeispondent.

Waterloo theatre, Waterloo, la.,
plans policy of split week vaude.

Ray Swan, manager.

5^

Always the Hit^ot the Showl..
That Costume Touch Which Puts
Your Girl Numbers Over
for Rent,

.Sale

or Manufactured to Your Designs

For

Crystal theatre, Earlvllle,

la.,

*

HIT

re-

opened by Dean Slick and Edwin
Parkin.

Gem theatre, Charles City,
sold to Mrs. J. C. Norman.

Prices'

HARRY BOURNE

Wire or Write
J-1

ftoventh Av«nu*, b«tw««n 40th and 4Ut Qtraati, N«w York Citv
$OLE AGENTS ITOR B & H TRUNKS IN THE EAST
Plionea: l^nrarre 6187 PentiaylTania 9004

St.,

(2d week).

.

.

Sacramento,

MILWAUKEE
Alhambra

.

:

—

reported nebuilding of a

Is

in

10 E, 12th

By

salary claims with the State Labor
Pictures; barlesqus.
Des Monies "SaUy"
Commission against Gen. Theo.
Garden Change.
owner o£ the cafe,
Lodejeiisky,
Orplienm—VaudfUm; "Hot for Paris."
amounting to $351.
Paloce^Cha n ge.
Paramount-^"Piaylns Around; 'X.ove
Glen Ga:no and Waiter Boling,
(spUt).
Miner; Inc. cameramen, filed clt^Ims against Art Parade
President
"The
Greait'
Necker"
Hammond Productions for ?600.
(stock.)
Al Easterly, C. Goodenough and
Stri»n*-"Klbltzer"; "A Most immoral
projectionists,
filed Lady'f (split).
Eastexiy,
Guen'ini & Co. F.
The Laidlot and
claims against Frank VuJaskls,
C. D. (Mike) Garrity, assistant to
Buena
Colonial
theatre,
o\vner,
J^CCOROEON
Morgan Amea,
district manPark, for $300.
FACTOBY
ager here, now manager, of the local
in the Unlletf 8Ut«i
The only rtcton
The Mitchell Photograph Studios house.
chnt mnke* ttij Ht
against
the
Dunfiled
suit
of
N.
T.
—
it Reed?
mnde by
E. F. Lampman, former manager
hnpd.
can Sisters ..for $150 due on photoOrpheum, Is now state manager and
277-279 Columbui
graphs made a year ago.
Avenue
distributor for a Dca Moines conSan Frarteiiea, .Cal
Ed Rowe^ train porter, filed salary cern (non-pro.).
Crei Cttaloguei

—

the

house

no cold cream to remove
soap and water will
it
do the trick.

Cal.

— Dark.
Cosines—

—

for

downtown

riercliel

.

Henry C.

ttsed before application

gotiating

DES MOINES

Arvanoff, former head
Russian Eagle Cafe, filed

MAKEUP
Est.

Jolsori.

.

Glitters."

Thes-I'aint.

sary. Costumes and linen
soiled with Thes-paint can
easily be laundered with

'.

Dorothea Ante!

it's

Its advaiitages over the
old-fashioned
grease
paint
are \ numerous.
TJies-paiiit spreads easily
and smoothly and produces a dry, dull, natural
finish.
No powder necen-

i
la.,

W4RCC CCSTUME

64 3 SO OLIVE

ST,

ICS \NC.tif S.t\l.

,

;

Wediiesday, February

'

'

.

.

'

VARIETy

1930

5,

-

HOTELS FOR SHOW PEOPLE

and GR^Nrr—CHicago

LETTERS
When Seodlag far 4I«U to
VABIIBTV. AddreM IteU Clark.

M

AOVERTIftINO

POStCAKDS.

LORRAINE

ONB USDS

-

.

1.JSTTER8

jtLbrama Arlynne

,

Kennedy

.

A GOOD HOTEL IN
MIDTOWN NEW YORK

Ml^rcella

McDernolt Cox L
Mulholland Ethel

Broon An»y

.

Pierce. Eddlo

WU
DonoHue-Ray

Two-room

Siirgeiit'-rjlcft

FreM'

B

J'oei

"HP

Viltid'e'rkbor

Telephone

.

.•'th

^esi 61st Street
Columbus 8950

West 51st Strefet'
Columbus 1S60

-

.355

Buddy

'Ho\Vard

.Howard May
.

BalnsfalrF .
Barker Rartdolph
Binder Kay
Buckley St Francis
•

:

>Utfm6y

"

It

Jack

Citj{lna

.

Cooke

Howard

.

.

:

and Gold -Water

McCoy

A A

.'

"
..

Frohman. Bert

W

Glllord
C
Gilbert Bert
Goodlette,

W

.

&

..Pynin

.^S^i-ed'

'

&

P;

.

.

•

•

^

.

B&lpb

:slujy:.Nftt,

J

Hall & Esslcy
Hammond Al

Thorn

HalUgan Jack
Hart

Hei'ti!. Lillian. ..
Ho^an
Er'tahley
'

Fairchild

.

1

Verobell"

:

'•

•)•

'

•
.

Hipp—"ApplattBe.".
—

.-

=

:

"Happy

Great I^ikes

,•

^^enn —
show,

GORDON SINCLAIR

—

,

..

«^

afvoU— "SIcy Hawk."
16ew'»^"Wth Chair":

Daya."-

•

-

"ChaBlng

•

—

-

rjciB^s.

;

.

here.

off-

J.

more than ager

Mi^^GHAM,

'

received pllghcly in .excess of
600,0.00. for the Tlihed^ -' ,

.

Trianon

.

'

'

-

.—

—

.

,

of
Thlner

—f'Sunny

;

Called
.

Side

tJ.p"

^

..

.

.

Phonea Bryartt 0573-4-6
.,

Lo'v'^;

:

,

SIM

•

(3d week).

HaTEL
E
Wist

CapltoI-^T-Chanere.

"••

••

205
53i'd Street
Just. Hast; of Broadway
Telephone In Every
Room ^Bath Adj5a<ieni '

——

Running Wate^'

_

I

Mode) Day and Nlsbt Service

—

.

t9— |l6

Single,

With private bath, 111—113
Transients |1.60 up \
'

•

.'

"i;

.

.

.

Room
Room

fie.50-fl7.S0 for Double

Emplri^"Thelr Own Desire."
Strand— "Secoh'd Choice."
Oolax— "Her Unborn Child."
Riolto—C h an ge.

Warner.-JBrosi. i^tartiworik ^n ifeb-

ol

eliomrs.'

'

Tbis.ls the Ideal hotel for the Frofssdon— to tha
heart of the theatrical section

•

,

CltT

temoderrd—flt«i7th(n|

f 18.0Q-fie.OO-f21.00 for Donble
<wltb Private Batb)

ALA.

CHafrCtf.*'

••,

45th St.

NEW YORK

912 for Single B«oin

Erlanger—^Musical tab..
Taxi istrike how in fourth week,
Pantagres—Pictures; stage show.
jA change in the Ontario law.re- and ho agreement yet in sight.- Both
ruary oh. four-stbry building at 1470
I.yric
Stock.
Franklin ..Street, -wr-hiehr wU^ hquse spiecting projection .operators will be sides -aLdamant, with hite clubs and
theatres
suffering.
aslked
of.
Prernier
.Howard
FerG.
^1 the -Wjlrner enterprises.'
"Sunny Side Up" goes Into third
gifson by W. P. Covertr international
Dick Powell, m. c. at -Stamley, has weelt at Trianon. Standing room
A. verdict for $37^ wks given Jn union man. At preseht an operator
only last week at every show.
Bupreme Court;' here .In favor; .of loi^es- his license; /when 'bdoth fires abandoned his dally f'Pow-Wow
Lena Link againgt.the Shek Opetat- take place'. Covert 'wants them to Cl|ub" broadcasts over WCAE, and
Pantages announces a change In
Ing Co. and>Par-F,-P,. Cerp., arising have a chance to defend themselves. nqw going after 'commercia.1 accounts.
Powell got nothing from policy. Pictures, with stage show,
out of. an injury'- sustaihed by 'the
Gimbel station, figuring publicity to will be presented, continuous from
plaintiff whien she 'fell in Shea'i
Famous Players has moved the hifnself and theatre sufficient.
1 to 11 p. m. House Is unwired.
Buffalo theaiti'fe in August, 1928';
head office of the western division
from Toronto tb; Winnipeg with H.
On Feb. 16 all theatres using picThe Children's 'AI0 .Society her^ M; Thomas in charge.Birmingham weather this winter
ture projectors in Pennsylvania, exagain urging. Improved theatre ooncept those In Philadelphia, Pitts- has beqn the toughest in 26 years.
ditions in local picture houses.
The town has already had five
— ^——
jFred Cully, former band leader at burgh a;nd Scrantoni which have
snows, all affecting show business.
their
own
inspection
units;
must
be
When Boleslaus Prsraslta, 19, -was Shea's Hip (RKO) and now with
refused
ticket to 'Shea's theattft thje Royal York Hotel, is doing a equipped with- an approved device
which in ease of accidental Interbecause he had only 26c: he broke regular .radio period.
ference with the operation of the
a window, yelling that -he wanted
projector, will function automaticalto see the manager. .He was locked
By DAVE TREPP
"Street Scene" booked for the^ ly; arid instantly cut off the light and
up by the police. Lotal dailies gave
President— "Her Friend, the King"
has
been
fear
Pqlncess
for
cancelled
stop- the projector before fire oc- (stock).
plejrity. of space to story.
Interstiff
censorship,
"Strkhge
of!
Metropolitan — "Love Parade."
curs.
—
Fifth
Ave.—
"Lilies
ot the Field";
I^nsatisfactory returtis for the fli-st •|ude," which came in with the same
j

In chare*

lh« best— Simmons fumUure (Uenutyrcsf mattresses), bot slid cold ^at«r.
tclcpliDiiea,

BRQWN

By ROBEFft Hi

Alabamar— "Street
»lt2l— "This
vatide.

-

.

now

Wast

137-139
Coniplet(!lr
;

'

,

May

.Mra. Jaelcso'q'

West 43rd Stmt. New York

tiongacre 71S9
Three 'and four rooms\wltb batb,
eoihplete kitchen.
Mtfdern^ In sVery
Will acoomimo.date foUr
particular
or more .a«luUs.
•12.00 CP WEEKI^V
'

•

Daylight

starts h^r'e

and «obTeifl«aee •t

V.F.

-

.

Sebas; former filssiBtant manof Aldine, 'now treasurer of

Warners have: sent' Al Kstye, prosaving, " ilriio oifllcially
duction chief here, to Philadelphia,
11;; lists until ;Sept.
where he will bo in' chir&e of all
$3,- ^.4l 'Railways "have 4ec'iafed to run
liiist -run houses;
their schedule A^)r.il; 2*r tb Sept. 28.'
;

The pleadings feveMfed that 'MaOk

$15'..o6'

HOUSEKEEPING .TORNiSHED
APARTMENTS
330

.

•

to 'il.crlpps'.Ho.wiaiHi li.stipiring.

UQIIT.-

-

THE DUPLEX

P^nn.

...

'

'

'

:Concert season <badly
With. big league, bookings;
BOj% below average,;

_bypugji,t;. jiy Harrison
Real £iState Gorporiation for. commission on the' sale of;.. .the Times

'

>

etage

Friday to SatopeStegaujn another fort-

;

Prop.

APARTMENTS
OhiSAJN aWd AIBT.
NEW YORK CITY
tbe comfort

Cateclnc to
th« profession.

.

.

.

BobmB.

BTEAH HEAT AND tX.EOTBIC

gtage

.

1

.

BatB7' ~ S>4

PriTBte

'^'^tftill§?^»goeS frcjm

vaua«.;

—

Norman- E.

against him

COMPMStH FUR IIOVSmiKEPlNQ.
325 Wert 43rd Street

.

i*antages^"Lone Star Hanger" ; vaude, urday
Hlppodronn*—"Wair Street,"
night, giving houseTJVeratight to set
Rnnnymede "Love Parade."
up Publix scenery coming iiTlfOIJl
Dantorth^"Fllght,"
Philadelphia.

I.jifayette^"Hlt the Deck."
CJayety Sliding Billy Wataon (Mutual).
Uttle Theatre— "The Yellow Pass."'

Mafck,- f oritter' pro-i
prletop, Buffalo- Times,- this- week
settled for $30;000' the $120,000 suit

.

-Halnbow-B" ;

-•

—
——
—

SCUNEIDEB.

P.

GlfiO.

.

'.

'

Enrlsht I'The Other Tomorrow*'; statue
show.
Aldlne "Sunnysiae Up" ; (4th week).
.Warner "Qeneral Crack"; (JJd week);
Harris— "Hell's ^eroeB" ; vaude.
Olympic ^^"Peaicock AUey.
Sheridan So.—"Hit the peck.*'

.

1

a-CQHE

Pictures
Stanley— 'Street of Chanco";

.

Royal Alexandra— "DoctorV Dliemma."
PrlncesB— "Vagabond King."

•

v

"w~«5.,-„...-;^v_^
Pltt^Sharp Stock/
'AcodeDnjr—BurlusQue (Mutual.)
'

-

ErKwiserr-VPadlocka of 1929."
Bnffal»7^"BUrnlhg Up.'^

Century— "SaiUy."

(1800

FURNISHED

Lelber.

yi>cdttU:^^igajjft_ J<iia.n."

Vlctorlaf^"l*lunkett Hevue" (new local
musical).,.Umpire "Let U>j ^Be Ga,y". (stock,).
,Uptown-^"Coridenin«d<'<-f..8tagQ sho-vr.-

-

'

By -HARdUD

Alvlh—T'rltz

-

1-

TORONTO
By

SmNEY BURTON

,

.\

h

BUFFALO

.

LONUAl'KS

PITTSBURGH

on

Wpednegday,..
.West's, close^^ for itlje

b^y.

i-

MTadame

I

Teck— "Robin Hood."

Ch^pel

"

SljoW of iRliss
Wfek. Mrs. MathiliSa'' West, Mae's
mpther, was an oldvtime Brooklyn-'
Interment in Cypress Hill Abite.

Bill

|

Lahdseer Apts., 245 West 5ist Street, New York
AH apartments can be seen evenings. Ofllpe in each building
WUl L^ase by the Wc^U- Uontb or Year — Fn.rnlaiied or Cnf ornlshod.

,

'

Bruno

Kay

.,Wynn

'

&

Holt Mllea

to

.

'.Wfift*' 11. P'lerre

Lisle. G,
Hei^an -Liewia

communications

Principal- Offlcet

Street

Piibn*

iMae West's; m.Qt^er 4ieA last -week
with funeral seryipes .held, from

...

,

Smith, ptex
$telnbecfc

all

CHARLES TENENBAUM

.

rilone:,
.s'e'ahtJTy

-

.

By

Address

^^^N
M^^-^
^

New York City
BRYANT 7228-20

:

-

.

Weit 44th

•02

-

:

Doyle

Each Room

;Bpbertsi)h ^Cath'lne

••'

'

'

T^lnt^

Telei>hon«*.Vn

,a]^4

|

Novit "Juiea

Byans

Hot.

:

Bill

Bavls &
Duffy J

Pistal- -Telegra'ph In lounge room oftheitre.- Postal- has a sending appafra-tus arid- chargtis twenty cents
fot mdsisages sent anywhere in the j
bcjrough.
Par also .expects to try.
a physical culture- and fashion show
Maurice Bergman, publicity
6o.on.
Goldbergs'
taking r lioil
director,
place,- handling these- ideas.

UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY

$18.00

$ B and Up Single
$12 9nd Ui) Doable

•

.

.

All apartments directly under the supervision of the owner
In the center of the. theatrical district. All fireproof buildings

Oecbrate.d

La^. By;ran
t;.B& Clara
Ue9ire,Si Vana'rgrlft

Beti

Newly

All

'

Paramount' ti^up with-

ferooiclyri

West 48th Street
3830 Tjohgacre

341-34'7 West 45th Street
3560 Longacre
1-2-3-4-roOm apartments. Private bath, phone, kitchen or kitchenette.

open soon

;

Jaick'.

•

liffnge'

•'

Chan£ Kal -S Tr
Churchill

house, now^ dark,. may
with, long run pictur^is.

'
•

•

janls Prank.
Jones Davy

••'

'

Capman

.

312

HILDONA COURT

CHICAGO OFFICE
Arco Saihiny

West 66th Street
Columbus 6066

HENRI COURT

IRVINGTON HAU-

.

Zapibounl Tbeo

Kyliind Franclo

343

246

264-268 Wests 46th Street
New York City

l^ew York City

St.,

Under KNOTT Monagdntent

•

:

Ave. at 95 th

BENDOR COURT

LANDSEER APTS.

Single

Electric FainA

KOTEt WELLrNGTON

JacH

.^liejlman.

•

.

Up

$14 and Up Doable
Shower Batha, Hot
and Cold Water and

$35
$45

suites
Three-room suites

RisUlete Bros

,

-

600 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

Opposite
V. A. Club

$.9°aod

to |21
$17.50 to $24

'

Double rooms

Peurrs

Fergueon Mae
Fernandez Antanio

2V

Weekty Rates
rooms
|i4

Sinjgle

Juno

Ctttr

ONIiT

Jones J Paul

Blrdwell Dorothy
Bloomberg Bill V
Boison Mlsrf

GRANT

;

SINGLE UOOM WtTHOUl BATH, $1.25 AND $1.00 FEB DAS
SINGLE ROOM. BATH. $2.00 1>EK DAY
DOUBLE ROOM WITUOU1 BATH. $14.00 PER WEEK
DOUBLE ROOM WITH BATH. $11^(0 AND $21.00 WEEKLY

SINGLE BOOH BATH, $2.00 DP
DOUBLE BOOM. BATH. $11.60 AND $^1.00 WEEKLY
DOUBLE WITHOl'T BATH. $14.00 WEEKLY
LEONABD HICKS .PreBldent

WIU. MOV
BK ADVCBTISBP
UBTTKBS ADVERTISBD flU

CmOVUkR

.'

:

'

;

LEXINGTON, KY.

.

.

.

.

•;

.

'

'

.

;

,

'

.

'

.

.

'

-,

-

-

.

•

V

1

By
Sale

DICkERSbN

0. G.

Opera

Lexington

the

of

was

Ho'tjse, built In 1881^

a4vertlsed

week but withdrawn

after the
stockholders got together and reconsidered. Effort will be made to
Install muslc_al stock Or burlesque.
last

Opera House f« the only legit theatre remaining here.

ia,

"

SEATTLE

.

;

Harry Lauder and

his

ti'oupe

bm'ed for the Auditorium Feb,

6.

'

'

iSeveral Lexington musicians who
lo^t jobs through Installation of
"*
sound filrns are ;work;In^ In tobacco
Seattle— "Burning Up.".
Liberty "Gold-diggers of Broadway." warehouse^' here.

-

I

^of -the

Shiibert Operatic Revivals;

under the $3 top -with -which "Mme.
Modiste" opened lastl week; brought
a 50c. slash for the remainder of the
series.

"
i

f ea.r,

was not

cut.

"

•

'
.

"

/

WASHINGTON;

\veek with ^'PadJock^ of 1929," fea*
turjng Lane and Majyfield.

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

— "Topaz."
Flaibiisli — "Apron Strlnpra."
Werbri's — Dark.
•Tamaicit— "DinTnorid Ul."
Itoulevard — "Those We Love."
Taramoant — "Tho Mighty"; stage
Bhow.
Fox— "Sunny Side XJp"; stage show.
.

-

.

—

.

Strnnd— "Little .Tohnny Jones."
Metropolitan— "Navy Blues"; vaude.
Alboe— "Dance Hall"; vaude,
OnWicnm Plctwrc.

—

War-7^"i5uBar Babies" (Mut.).
Lively CJlrls" (Mut.).-

Gayoty— "Stci)

Three new

;

Miller,

Johnson's

plctui'es; Feb.
Mitzl In
16,
Boat";
"Sari";
Zlegfeld's "Show
23,
Stratford Shakespearean Festival.

pemand for a probe of the affairs
of Famous Players Canadian Corp.,

.

'

toll's
(Shubert)-^"BloBBom
Time";
next, Fritz Lelber In Shakespeare.

under the Canadian combine law,
ha,s petered put without action although the government said it would
conduct the investigation if sma,ll
house owners insisted.
.

Pictures
— "Chasing
Rainbows."
;

Colombia

Fox— "Nix on
Met— "Sacred

Dames."
Flame.".

ralace— "Bishop Murder Case."
"Phantom of Opera (2d week).
«KO (Keith's)— "Hit the Deck" (2d

Biialto

—

With the immediate piahs for 6,200 new seats on the .main stem; week).
there are already 6,800 vacancies in
houses that have been dark all sear
Steve-^ochran -vvlll again have
son while twp houses holding 3,800 his /stock at the National this sumadditional seats have, been -wrecked mer. Opens March 31.
.

.

We

m, t., goes Into Philadelphia Fox
lariger)
Regent '(Famous house for the week.
2,800;
Players) 1,400,. and Victoria (Famous Players) 2,600,
E. H. Sothem recently lectured
In addition two burle.sque hduses here. Jacob Ben-Ami is the next
passed' out' 1^8 months ago.
legit to do likewise.
H[ouses dark include Princess (Er-

house downtown,

sliced adml.ssion for weekday "matinees. Greenpoint likewise..

Wecba's Brooklyn, formerly

legit

Chauncey Smith
Ciieerlo

back at the
theatre as manager.
is

.

Karle— "Sally."
,

•

Gulgnol, Leslrigton's Htti© theatre^
wJU present "East Lynnie" revival
week QjL Feb. 10, Some 40-year-old
scenery was dug up In Louls'ville.
•

Leona Powers and Howard

~

RKO

—
—

leads

opcra.s In Brooklyn
this week:— "Toprcze'/ with Frank .during the past year.
With those .10,600 seats Out of aci^Ioi'san iji the lead, produced by
Fox had "Happy Days," with all
Loe Shubert an(! at^'lTie'^ajesticr tion- during^the-past^ycar. remaining, .thft^JEex ..«tars_in. It,_ set ipr Feb. 8,
'Apron Strings," presented by For- half dozen main stem .hou.ses have but pulled It at the last mimitb^o'
rest Haring with Jefferson de An- .shown increased biz, but not to such wait for Installation of new Grange)iK, at the Flatbush.
extent as warrant building of an- deur .screen equipment.
"Those
Love;" Phil Dunning production of other 6,200.
George Abbott and S. K. Lauren's
Wrecked houses were (irajnd, legit,
When Pox plaiys Singer's Midgets
play at the Boulevard.
Strand, pictures, 1,600 nextvweek Alexander Callam, new
2,200, -and

Orpheum.

•

(puffy Players) here since
reopening of house, left for OakThe University, of Toronto alumni
By HARDIE MEAKIN
land last week to play at Duftwin,
National (Erlangor-Hapley)-^"Stranpo
is
backing the rieturn date of
Oakland, for tWo weeks.
Interlude"'; next, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
"Journey's' End."
I

;

MaJeBtic

.

in 1912.

•

,

Jfox— "Anna Christie."
CollseDmT-"Let's Go Places."
Bloe HoDse "'Sacred Flame."
IViaslo Box
"General Crack."
Orpheam-^"Hlt the Deck"; vaude.

SAN ANTONIO
By W.

;

ABRAMSON

By JO

w^s

DC

416 Th« Argonne
1629 Columbia 'Road, N. W.
Telephone Columbia 4630

George WJntz £oIl4ws his "Vaga- oratories by Herbert T- Kalmu.s,
bond King" at the Erlanger last prpsent head of Technicolor. That

•

—

VARIETY BUREAU

University,
JCingston,
Queen's
Oi^t., has declined to tip. the world
off
that technicolor photogra,phy
prpcess was discovered in its lab-

:

E.

KEYS

Majestlicr— "Lone Star Itatiger"

Xexus— *'Saliy,"
A?tec— "Bufnlng
State— "General

;

Vaiide,

Up."-

Crack."
i:mpire-^"Feacock Alley,"
Monlclpal Andltorlam
"Connecticut
Tarikoe,r' Feb, 6.
.

—

Reinhold Wallach, for past year
Universal here, has gone to MilLittle Theatre grossed $1,700 on
waukee as city manag;er for Chain three
nights of Molnar'B "The Swan"
houses there.
in San Pedro Playhouse, opening

Jack

Pan

attraction.
rius.sell

Co.:

Closed

at

the

after month's run.

Al Jolson played to 3,000 at MuInternal theatre battle Indicated, nicipal Auditorium at $4.40 top. On

by suit .filed by Jensen-von -Herberg concert tour with Morgan trio asagainst Pacific Northwest Theatres, sisting. Jolson deplored passing of
former operators of .Liberty theatre. vaudeville. Sold tickets in box office afternoon and evening- before
.show _a3_ ballyhoo.
^HPhe^^-^De
Cclen
dancers, now. featured at Club Victor, new Seattle club operated by
Shadowlahd, roadhouse 8 miles
Vic Meyers,
out on Fredericksburg ro.'ul, was
First Christian

Church

of Seattle

has President theatte for one night
this week for a church benefit. The
attraction is Guy Bates Post in
"Her Friend, the King." First time
where otrurch backed legit .«!how
(professional) here.

afloat attain this week after six
montli.s In Federal drydocki Sunny
Clapp and brchesti-a with Rex
Mayno, m. c; Ted Rose, pianist;
John KiadO -and Alex Adkins, accordioni.sts; Inez Gamble, .specialty
danror.; DOn and Mae, adagio, featured.

VAR
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PARAMOUNT BUILDING
NEW YORK

I

ET Y

dVIATT BUILDING
LOS At^GSlLES

Wednesda/r February

32

RANDOLPH
CHICAGO

6, 193(^

STV
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WORKS

GIVING PARKS THE
Wives^nnoyed

at

Met

Newsreek as Target

Social Rating,

PAGES

for P. A.

Gags

I

Among

Planners of

A feud between wealthy New
Metropolitan
over
TorkerB
the
Opera haa developed to the point
where a group of millionaires is
Bald to bo in negotiation with Ar-

board of directors In falling

Co.

The Breaks
An

strolling
down
last week shopped

actor

Broadway

to take a lingering look at the
picture of the monocled George
Arllss atop the Central thea-

turo Toscanlnl, general director of
La Scala, Milan, with a view to
financing a second opera organization for New York with Toscanlnl
In charge. La Scala Is Italy's foremost opera house.
Recent fiasco of the Metropolitan's

New^pera

After gating at It a couple
minutes he turned away
shaking his head while saying,
"And they told me my test was
-

lousy.'r

.

—

and professional side it bases iti
case in a presumed need for healthy
competition to counteract what they
(Continued on page 63)

HOODLUMS TERRORIZING
LOWER BOWERY SPEAKS

Whether the Avenue shops will
succumb to screen selling is not
much of a moot question, however.
They are credited with reasoning

dress

"that"

enforcenients.

many

in

dashed through the restauMrs. Christy Innocently an.swcrs
and shackled the heavy with a wire stating the price I?
$135,000.
Gyp offers $100,000 and
'n-i,.Miers were, held within the ends up after the hotel clerk has
1> ai
if-nde
until
another look-ont road all the wires, by touching the
tai'iiod
an okay message on the hotf'l. One hostelry went for $240

•a

part
iron door.
(

l

door.

on the schTeme.

11.

Hollywood

legit

hopers on the bouleivard spot a
Broadway refugee doing his
strut.

"One of those New Tork
-actors trying to Ritz us," says
one of the standbys, "Look,
he's got SOX under his spats."

or a suggestion are finding the
newsreel lads increasingly hard
boiled.

park

Industry

NOWBAITEDBY'THEMES'

of the business.

embryonics.

on

the

Particularly
are
the
sound
cameramen squawking at the syn.thetl(i_jiew3_eyents_lliey Are _aent..
out to cover. Where, the affair is
an out-and-out publicity splurge
for someone not intrinsically rating
such attention, the news crews feel

their sense of news values violated.
If it keeps up,
sound newsreels
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
will be following the tabloids and
Is coming into posing the widow in the attitude
she
was
in
when
she
first realized
its own with the Hollywood racketeers.
Every mugg who has ever she had killed her love mate.
Publicity hounds have been quick
written a poem Is meat for the
(Continued on page

The theme song

45)

pr6mx>ters.

All they

have to do

'

'

,

(Continued on page

12)

—One complained
he had been
by a promoter

HELP! ISLAND
WILL CENSOR

m

JOINTS

There's going to be a board of
censors next summer, made up five
business men not connected with
enterprises of any sort,
do a watch -and -ward over freak
shows ^md side shows at the big

amusement
to

And all
know their

to the City Prostaken for $200
who told him he had

another "Sonny Boy." The prosecutor looked into the case and found
that the promoter had lived up to
his promise of writing the music
When the sap
to the sap poem.
had It played on a piano it sounded
like the opening of "Zampa," but
it was music and
the prosecutor
had to let the matter drop.
After the poet has been taken in
for the writing of the music, if he
looks good for a build-up, he Is
taken for more.
This time it is
having his number plugged over an
obscure radio station. The tap for
If the mugg
thiat is usually $25.
fails to hear his number played
he was listening In on the wrong
station.

the brothers
After that they sell him a record
"don'ts" will of the piece. The recording is made
tin record bought in a novelty
made to behave.
store.
When the come-on gets a
BlowofTs and advertising what look at it the squawk is on, but as
you haven't got will be out In this a rule leaves- satisfied when innew order of things. The day is formed this is the master record;
gone when you can stick up banners all necessary Is send it to any recfor a dozen or more attractions, ord company and the duplicates will
then put a milt reader and sword be cut for him at a small charge..
box on the Inside and call It a 10ln-1 or a side show. You just can't
advertise on the outside what you Basketball
with
havn't got on the Inside any more.
College
Stage
When the snow flies and the boys

playground!

who
be

don't

rapped over the knuckles and on a

Game

Hero on

(Continued on page 63)

Like a Caesar
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Printed on Arthur Caeser'3
*
bank checks:
"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again."

Minneapolis, Feb.

IS

BAD FOR HUNGRY HEN

•

$10 up.

ecutor

PROSPERITY HOOEY

is

Each year parkmen appear opti- bring In the poem; the racketeer
mistic about the coming season, but will write rtiuslc for it.
this year there is a particularly
A touch runs all the way from

\\aiter

rant

Qf

being
publicity

newsreela

gags on the theory that a newsreel appearance may serve as an
audition and a shortcut to a studio.
Angle calculators, whether putting forward their bid as a* request

The money made by popular song
writers is held up as bait for the

-

'

figures thusly:

Final Surrender

Hollywood, Feb.

Group

are

swamped by people with

Sound

Yorker

'

amusement
be

their

The new clement of junior hold
London, Feb. 11.
iippers shun the pool rooms and
A British golfer has left a clause
other
places
considered
popular
liannouts along Broadway.
They in his will making It mandatory that
his ashes be seattercd around the
are wise to plain clothes methods.
Hy keeping a Bowery derelict or tree which spelled his inevitable
so in a few drinKs each night, one doom whenever playing his home
fipo.Tk has a spy system Which tips course.
off ovoi-y timi^ the cluster Is sighted
in the Immediate neifrhborhood. An
CIRCUS BID COME-ON
intondod raid last week was nipped
Just in time.
A moth-eaten InSt. I.,ouls, Feb. 11.
divid u,U on post suddenly tottered
New
racket here In the circus biz
in.
Ills appearance was the signal
fur the tender to leap over the har is wiring phoney offers for the
and fasten tlie side entrance' while Christy Circus.

New

eve of a new
erai
The day of the midway
park in congested areas is a thing
of the past, real estate values
prohibiting. The automobile is taking the people away from amusement parks, has been the cry
for the past few. years, but some
park men now seem convinced that
the auto will prove the salvation

and the male com-

however

Spotting a

AMATEUR LY8IC
The

may

panions present "those."
E.,

By Would-Bes on Hilary of Auditions

AUTOS AS SALVATION

that talkers will never do to models
what they did to the legit. Answer
simply is the reasoning that some
of the biggest sales are transacted
by the living model who gives a

W.
of youths,

Conistruction

tion.

"Screen style shows will play the
nation in future to show the womearly 'teens, are responsible for a en the latest style creations." And
reign of uneasiness among speaks Western, now expanding to wiring
and small merchants remaining ocean liners and railroad trains, inoppn late at night in the lower dicates by Its latest competition for
Bowery.
the model's job that even the deli0\cr $5,000 has been netted by catessen stores are not out of the
one mob in the City Hall area alone future competitive zone.
since Christmas, a speak proprietor
estimates.
Speaks are adding iron

Gangs

Necessitate

Away from Towns

WOULD

WIRE MODISTE SHOPS

social angles, with vj^ves and
prestige figuring.
On the critical

—

of

ELECTRIC

and

Future Parks Seen as Huge
Associations of All Outdoor Amusements Great
Acreage Required Would

marquee.

tre's

take advantage of the Hockefeller ofter to create a new opera
center is indicative of the situation
CO'S
prevailing between the two groups
of millionaire patrons. Factions are
reported headed by Otto H. Kahn
and Clarence Mackay.
Dissenting group is capitalizing
If the big electric companies have
criticisms hfi&rd during the past
season of certain performances at their way mannequins will go the
the Metropolitan. Music critics of way of the pit musicians out.
the New York dailies have not hesi- Wire firms want the modiste shop's
tated to slam the Metropolitan for to wire.
stereoover-conservative,
being
Jt's Western Electrlc's Idea to sell
typed, and lacking in showmanship.
This they attribute to the absence dresses via the talking screen rather
of competition, reinoved about 20 than on the girlish forms. First of
years ago when Oscar Hammer- these shows was projected- one
eteln's aggressive opposition was
bought out by payment of a $1,000,- night last week at the Pennsylvania
hotel before the National Retail Dry
000 bonus to Hammerstein.
Part of the feud between the Goods Association, then in convenplutocratic angels is due to personal
to

COIF COURSES

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
The loud whoops of Southern CaliChambera of Commerce and

fornia

other

coast defenders about the
rosy conditions in this part of ^ the
country are not shared by thdse in
dally contact with the unemploy-

ment situation.
While the various state bureaus
admit that employment is a "little"
under, that of 1929, the large JIabor
agencies claim Employment Is at
least 60% under last year.
The
stories printed in eastern papers of
the wealth of this country are bringing a" flood of easterners here looking for work. The fnflux of workers is greater this year than It has
been since 1924.
Organizations ballyhooing So, Cal.
are not willing to tell the public at
large that things are off. They continue to boost L. A. and the surrounding territory, forgetting that
the great number of people who
come here are looking for work.
Skilled and unskilled labor find
things about the same. While L. Ahas a diversification of Industries,
even In normal times the number
locally employed is far below that
of other cities of equal size.

News-

papers are laying

off the employsituation and with the other
boosters are talking prosperity, but
for the time being L. A. is a good
place to stay away from for those

ment

who must work

to eat.

11.

Minnesota theatre, northwest ace
Publix house, is going in for freak
attractkms with a vengeance.
Week of Feb. 15 it announces at
each stage performance a 10 minute
basketball game between the profe.«.slonal teams captained by the
University of Mlnnesoti's football
Idol, Bronko Nngurskl, and a t^am
recruited from the Publlx circuit.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN you GO TO BUY

14.37

B WAY. N.y
AUiO W.OOO

I

TEL. 5500 PENN.

COSTUMES TO

att-r

.

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS

'VARIETY'S" PARIS OFFICE
Paris Building, 15 Boulevard Italiens

Central^01-^7; liouvre, 52-lS

LORD

<

Australia

VARINEWS, PARIS

Cable Address:

LATHOjyi DIES

MINEVITCHCOPY

Spent Fortune as 'Show, Backer
Befriended by Maxine Elliott
.

By

Eric H. Gorrick
London, Feb. Ij.
Lord LathoTO, wliiose play 'rVTet
Paint" was banned in England and
then was produced In the States as
"I^ed Blinds" and failed,' died here
I>1eb. 6 of tuberculosis.
He, was 34

CIRCUS BILLED

'•

.

Sydney, Jan. 18,
Wllliamson-Talt appear to have
t-wo winners In "Blue Moon"," at Her
Majesty's, and "Journey's End" at
Both attractions
the Criterion.
started oft well and with reduced
admission charges should get decent

At Dawning
Buchai'est,' Jan. 26.
'?bp-t)ric?d workmen's shows'

yiears old.

runs.

Increased taxation and tremendous heat waves have practically
ruined the theatres, legitimate and
Theatrically, Australia
otherwise.
'experienced 'a pretty rotten three

failed.

ing revived as the starters.

•

'

Staging aitd Cast Put

Cncrent Attractions'.Her. MJiJeaty'js— Brilliantly staged and
acted, •'Blue ^Moo'n" met with a ei-ent
WUt(houJd set Johe rrun.
receplfo'h
llainson'Talt have mounted the produc;

1

<CHIC)

Md

YORK

Over Play on Hapsburgs

Bonlly,

Herttert

Jtarle .Breliincr,
Marie bo; Varre and

tux.

Browne..
a
Georcc Highland produped and didand
Muslt^ catchy
sreat bit p£ work.
Ilerljert

.

,

.

—

'

'

.

Shaw and Reggie Wyckham.
In
Opera House— Alfred Frith playing
"Money from Home," nights.
farce,
Pantomime at matinees. Marlow manage-

Queen Elizabeth, wife

of

Francis

>
<wlred)— "TV

,

.

'

..

„

_

"

—

,

,

-

Includes Ann Penn, Hardgrpyt), Bros.,
Hector St Clair and Roy Bene.
Bljon "Bird In Hand" playing at this
old-time vaude house for Fullers. House
will shortly be wired under same management.

—

All

Around

all city film, exchanges now
with sound to allow exhibitors
(Continued on page 46)

-Paris, Feb. 11.
Jack Vincent, here scouting European talent for Hurok, signed
Vincente Escudero, Spanish dancer,
for a 12-week American concert
tour at 11,500 per, with an option
lor five years attached.

.

,

$16,000,000 IN TAXES

FROM GAMBLING CASINO
Paris, Ja-n. 25.

.

.

-

'

iftent,

statistics show that
casino taxes totaled a lit$16,(J00,000 ffom the 166,
-'
casinos now In France.
Le Touquet, a relatively new resort getting many wealthy British
In their yachts, yielded 53,852,000
franca In taxes, a loss of 5,535,191
francs compared to '28's boom reThe Casino Municipal, at
tfjrns.
Cannes, more or less of an all-year

French Near East Rules

—

—

i

Cairo, Pe)}. 11.

he French legation has

Ambling
over

tle

.

new

sfef

Past year's

;

'

•

Vincent will shortly leave for
.Geneva to meet Pavlowa, now suctouring the Continent.
cessfully
The dancer has been turning down
American offers, deeming the work
over there too exacting. Berlin and
Vienna will be on Vincent's route
later. In Vienna, he expects to land
Richard Strauss as conductor of
the New Tork German Opera Company.

.

MAIN DRAW

.

Another ISpanish Dancer

Paris, Feb. 11,
Mr. and Mrs. John Geisel, who
been engaged for three years
'vyith ^ox Movietone in Spain and
Qermany were In Paris en route
fifom Madrid, sailing on. the Presldient Harding last week,
They described the comeback of
Pavlova who they say Is In re\

hiave

markable condition physically and
Le Touquet, Paris Plage on the
has returned to her old miraculous English Channel's French (3oast,
MADRID'S
s){lll In dancing.
She packed the Cannes
Mediterranean,
on
the
Saruela theatre In Madrid for three Deativille, also on the north coast
concerts and Is enorjnously popular ocf JFrance,. Biiirritz '^nd Nice, rate,
^^adrid, Janj-aOi
Considering Jahueiry's usual dull- In the Spanish tiapital, according tc 1-2-3-4-5 as the biggest revenue
ness, an almost Inevitable slump the Geisler account.
pirodUcers for the French Govern-

Bedroom

Most
fitted

ARGENTINE-MEXICANS

season following the holiday^, local
theatre' business Is holding up surprisingly welL
It's
due, in a
measure, to the Influx of the now
locally-favored Argentine and- Mexican theatre entertainment.
Fernando Diaz de Mendoza's company, at the Teatro Espanol, with
native Spanish rep, Is being strongly
rivaled for the hea-\ry takings by
Camlla Qulroga's company doing
Argentine rep..^ For Spain, these
Argentinian comedies, with Its new
theatre, actors, and scenery, as well
as the Mexican school ^but mpre
especially the Argentrhe~owlWiir~tO"
nuance of the linguistic appeal Is
getting the heavy local trade,
The Spanish theatre In Argentina
and Mexico expands 'when removed
from the restrictions of ancient
Spanish customs^
Spain, the homeland. Is afraid of
any new language or any new manifestation of scenic art pr histrionic
Interpretation,
and countenances
nothing but 'the classic Castllllan
topgue and .Its trite dramaturgy.
When something novel does occur
here, there Is the omnipotent fear
tjiat the wealthier Argentine will
entice away Its. talent; If not America, or Paris or London.
Aside from these new schools,, the
Farce Kickless Spanish legit season In the capital
and elsewhere evidences a marked
London, Feb. IL
"Almost a Honeymoon," at the preference for straight comedies
Garrick Feb. 4, turned out to be a rather than musicals.
Theatre managements are only
mild bedroom farce, featuring Re
too glad to foster this public prefnee Kelly.
erence,
for costs
of
brchesti?'a,
It Is generally well acted, but has
etc.,malce conditions
not the originality or the suggestive royalties,
As a result,
ptinch to warrant expectation of any rather prohibitive.
operettas
and
reviies
are
filling
by
great success.
the wayside.
Re-vTies, while greatly appreciated,
are ultra, expensive talthopgh last
Murial Starr Broke
season two or three touring comSydney, Feb. 11.
iJanles cleaned up.
Muriel Starr, American actress
resident here many Jears, is a bankOption Before Premiere
rupt, owing about $12,000 to the
Williamson-Tait people.
Paris,' Feb. 11.
Obligation Is for theatre rent and
A. K. Woods has taken an option
advances made on Miss Starr's <jn Louis Verneull's new play, a
stock ventures.
datlre on beauty contests, and due
to open at the*Edouard VH' March
:ij2 under the title of "Miss Fi-ance
to Love'
The author Is also the pnoducer,
dnC
now Is partner of Albert Franck
London, Feb. 11.
the Theatre Edpuard, taking over
in
"The Command to Love," which
played all over the States and was Sacha Gultry's.half Interest :ln lhat
then banned by the British censor, playhouse.

—

w«ek.
attendance for
'EVen the Embassy billing is similar to that used at the Mogador
with "Vagabonds" displayed prominpntly and Mayo in small letters.

Pavlova's Return

.

•

Business' fair.
•Pictures

-

Decem-

•

seems at last to have hit.
Play has to do with the Empress

Joseph, beautiful woman who felt
unhappy on the throne and whose
life was a;, tragedy because she did
Trespasser
St. JaniC9
(UA). In for run, with evi^ry Indication not l^ve her husband and the stiff
'piehf. (Col). life or the Hapsbui?g court.
*',5;?edm ^."iwVr-eS')
Queen Elizabeth was~ a pomriai
iShould stay a few weeks to fair business.
Boyul (wired)— "Married in Holly- heroine with the Hungarian^ and
wood" (Fox)'. Pulling but fairly. Four a glamor remains around hejr name
weeks at most. Hoyts-W-T.
„
Show
although she has been de^, murCapitol (wired)- "On with the
CWB). 'Doing nicely and set for run. dered by an Anarchist, foi^O years.
'D-T
The play, no drama, but only a
FrlDce JEdwdrd (wired)— "Two Black
Finishes stay of six series of scenes exploits this popuCrows" (Par).
"Love Parade" follows. CarroUs- larity. There
weeks.
Is nothing dramatic or
V-l
the
of
"Lady
.(wired)—
literary
Haymorket
about It. However, Miss
Night" and "The Long, Long Trail,
Fedak, as Queen, Is so splendid In
D-T,
State (wired)— Great show with "Wel- appearance and bearing, and the
week only atmosphere of court life, with all
for
In
come Danger"
"Frolics lOaO," stage show and good.
Added attractions Include Will Prior In the well-known figures of recent
special overture. Price Dunlavy at the history personified, has such an aporgAn and a Ford Sterling comedy. V-T peal that there Is big money In the
EmpresA '(wired) Family house playplay, at least locally.
ing "Fast Company" (Par). U-'T.
Fair
.Lyric .(wired)— "The Wrecker."
Hegedus, as Francis Joseph, had
returns. U-T.
#
»#
Begent. .(wlr«a)=:iAWqman of Af an excellent Ttaask. Beregi, personfairs" and "Tonight at Twelve" In for ifying ~ Count Balthyany, "a Well^ Emplre°^(w'lredl— "Side Street" getting known Hungarian aristocrat who Is
still living and who was Involved In
fair business.- Bnifrhe Talkies, Ltd.
In
RIalto (wired)— "Pleasure Crazed
a romantic affair wJth the EmpressHoyts:
for week.
every neighborhood Queen returns In this part to the
Practically
.house mow sound and getting busi- Hungarian stage after 10 years abness with second and third runs. sence. Beregi was politically comVery few sllents left.
promised during the brief BolshevMelbourne
„ ist regime In this country. Later
Royal— "Turned Up." Playing W-T
Gus Bluett, Leo he was with Reinhardt In Germany
Cast:
management.
rranklyn, Cecil ICellaway, Mary Lajrson
and touring in the United States.
Holly Fisher, Madge Aubrey, Bertha
Pemonstratlons against him were
Belmoro. June Mills and Fallow Twins.
expected the first night, but In
Comedy "Murder on Second Floor.
W-T attraction. Cast: Ltfbn Gordon and stead of this his appearance was
A(16 Reeve.'
,
TIvoII^—Georgp Wallace revue, playing such a personal success that It Is
Karyl
W-T.
for Fullers. Hoifee leased from
evident he will regain his former
Morman featured.
..
,
King's—"Clowns In Clover." In sixth great popularity here.
week under W-T-Nell management. Cast
ment.

dpehed'

Three weeks, Empire Thiatre,
Johannesburg; two weeks, Durban;
two weeks, Capetown.
Represented by JENIE JAdOBS

_

Includes Reginald Tate, Alan Lawrence,
Harvey Adams,. John Fernslde, Lewis

and

dale Castle,
ber 9,

'

.

ness,

com-

Arrived South Africa per Arman-

,

'

.

friended, by Maxine Elliott ^who
rented a house for him furnished
It, and maintained it during his ill-

edy.

Budapest, Jan. 30.
"Dream QUeen" is the title of a
appealing.
-new' play by Ka,lman Kovack, pro,,r .n
W-T.
stock—
In
Starr
iturlel
Vttlace—
Fullers— Ernlo Lothlnga In burlesque—- duced at the Magyar" Szlnha?. This
house, after a cataslli'bph'al seaPullera.
Crltorlon "Journey's End" opened un- son that has already devotired two
der W-)T management, .and achieved a
in
four
months,
triumph opening night. ExcoUcnt cast managements
.-

(ROSE)

KING

and

Originators of "Tin-Type"

blll-

Eddie Mayo's Harmonica band
in the Embassy cabaret. Is doing a
•poor copy of Borrah Minevitch's
Vagabonds, using the business letter for letter and with a jtivenlle
personnel that reproduces Minevitch's hokum.
The original has just returrted to
the States after closing with "Hallelujah" (I'HIt the Deck") at the
Mo'gador where Mayo was In regular

Lathom spent $350,000 backing
pays by others, but he never financed his own productions. He spent
a fortune of $1,500,000 obtained by
selling his ancestral home and the
family's art objects.
He was be-

months.

same 'V'agabonds"

lUsihg the

i

l^'g,

•His play "Ostriches," produced In
America by the Shuberts, also

on Sunday mornings are being
arranged by the municipal authorities at the National theatre, official governmental subventioned house.
Shakespeare and Mollere be-

Paris, .Feb. 11.

,|

'
'

-

'

rules for the Importation of acts- In
Syria and other points In the near
East.

Foreign dancers are to. be" permitted to enter and play in Beyrut,

Damascus and Aleppo, but the bar
Is still up on Home and Hama In

—

place, was a close second
Deauville,
50,900,000 francs;
41,981,000; Biarritz's two casinos;|
:B6llevue' an^ Municipal, 3 5r29 0;0 00 1\

riound

Syria and also In Tripoli.

with

Cario Musical Events
Vichy's Grand Casino, 21,125,000;!
Cairo, Feb. 11.
Juice's Jette; Promenade, 17,400,000 ;i
Nellie Melba, world famous prima ii Jx-les-lBaina (Grand * Ceifcle and
(lerisle des Fleurs), 13,360,000; Palm
donna, is visiting Assuan.
Vasa Prihoda, Czech violinist^' 1 teach Casino,' Cannes, 11,874,000;>
gave a recital at the Opera House l'alals ';dfe la v;Medlterranee (Jay.
Gould's casino),' at Nice, 11,023,000,
here late last week.
New people at the Club Perroquet ajnd so on dow^-. taking In all the
are Mary Davles and Nana de Her- .popular resorts at Juan-les-Pins,
ipieppe. La Biule, Saint-Jean-de:

:

.

So. Africa

Rep Flops

Capetown, Feb.

The English

i»a3ace),-

Oabourg; BouloUgne-sur-

Mer, Luchon, Brides-leerBains and
?agnoles-de-l'Orne.
Inconi« Is split amongst <the government and'munlclp^alities', the latter relying, chiefly on. the gambling

11.

Mary

Clare,
trying a repertoire season here, has
failed and returned hontie last week
actress,"

Luz, Alx-en--Provence, Vlttel, Evian,
Vichy (Casino de Fleurs and Elyseo

!

with her company.
Pieces were "The Lonely House,"

tgiT^,. local

influx

The

existence.

State also collects taxes on mem"The Matriarch," and "The Squall," berships, business taxes, etc.
which did no^ click with audiences
It "Is to be noted that amongst
here.
.

v

the big revenue producers the Paris
Jaslnos,' which are many, despite
ome of their Individual high stakes,
do not produce as much as the re-

Spurns' Newsreel
Paris, Feb. 11.

'

sorts

where

the-

minimum, wager

is

tilted considerably, and which has
't;he femmes goofy around the card
"shoot" them in the newsreel.
tables.
Savants regarded this as beneath
Roulette is taboo in France,
their dignity. Fox wanted to, land :hence Monte Carlo's draw.
the boys in session at one. of their
gala receptions.

Staid French Academy turned
down a Fox Movietone offer to

•

I

Empires Profits
Pays Old Rates

^toll

SYMPHONY FOR OPEBA

Soar,

j

!

'Command

Done

I

was produced by the Arts Theatre

PAVniON PAYS 6% PLUS

London ^Sketch Book' Off

Club la,te last week.
Reviewers found nothing In It to
Plans to send Earl Carroll's
warrant censor action and were not
"Sketch Book" to London as the
much
Impressed with its merits as
attraction for a new legiti-

Initial

mate theatre being completed there a play.
have not been consummated.
DEUTSCH TAKES DATJNOU
Negotiations have been called off
owing to differences on terms and
Paris, Feb. 11.
A representative of Benolst Leon Deutsch, who conguarantees.
the London Interests said negotia- trols the Noveautes and the Saint
tions might be resumed, but at pres- Georges theatres hSre, will take over
ent the idea Is cold.
the Daunou in October 1931, from
Jane Renouardt,. for whom the legit
house was built 10 years ago.
Deutsch directed the Salle MarlThe Tiller Dancing Schools vaux (pictures) until it passed on
to the Pathe-Natan combine re-

of America, Inc.

London, Feb.

•^London,
.

slcal arrangement has been made. It
will be the largest musical accompaniment to opera ever known in

dividend free of tax plus bonus
of BO cents per share. A"n increase
of $6,000 In reserve fund was also
made. Directors also commended
quality of entertainment provided

by Charles Cochran.

-

.'

house In Liverpool, Moss Empires will pay its usual 10% annual
(Jividend and 5% bonus.

ijiig

'Financial statement just Issued
profit's increased from $500,000 to nearly .$1,000,000 for 1929.
;

shows

London.

Berlin Circus Again.
SKABJINSKY'S TOUB
Paris, Feb. 11.
Skarjinsky, the French Bob Hall,

only better, doing lightening verses

on nite club patrons,
Continental tour.

is

going on a

Starts "with the

Riviera.

SAILINGS

London, Feb. 11.
Despite an Increase of oapitalizato pay for the rebuilding of its

j

ijlon

11.

London Pavilion Company voted

6%

Feb." 11.

The London Symphony orchestra

of about 100 men has been engaged
for the grand ojJ^ra season at Covent Garden starting April 28 and
running to July 4.
.This is the first time such a rhu-

Skarjinsky has been in Paris 13
months playing "the Russian caba-

Feb. 7 (Capetown to London), ret
Co., Jack Browning,
Las Trianeras, York and King
(Kenilworth Castle).

Paris, Feb. 11.
is reop<'ning

The Circus Sarrasini

Berlin, the first time since the
end of the war, and has invited the
leading Paris editors to be present
In

at the first performance.
Resumption of the show will be
accompanied by elaborate cere•

monies.

circuit."

Mary Clare and

.

TOD CALLAWAY DIES

Feb. 7 (New York to California),
Sydney, Feb. 11.
Charles Marsh (Virginian).
Tod Callaway, old-time vaudeville
opntly.
Feb. S (Sydney to Vancouver)
perforniei", died here of heart disHo will continue the policy of Millard Johnson, American rep. of ease a few days ago,.
light comedy and operetta at the tnlon Theatre (Niagara).
He w^as 54, and played his last
Feb. 3 (San FranclBco to Orient), en.gagenipnt on the Fuller time, finDaunou with Mile. Renouardt conRichard Wallace (Pres. Fillmore).
ishing at tlie Tivoli here.
tinning in the cast as usual.

The most wasteful

of

all

days is that on' which
one has not laughed.

.

64

WEST

74th

ST..

MART READ.

NEW VORK
Prpsjigni

Phone Kndlroit RZlT-l>»
Kew' ClasseB No«t FormlBt

i

,

I

MB. ANI> MBS. JACK MOinVOKTll
130 Went 44th Street
New York

"VARIETY'S"
8

St.

LONDON OFFICE

CABLE ADDRESS: VARIETY, LONDON

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS

Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square

Temple Bar 5041-5042

"SONS O'GUNS" BUCHANAN

jobless Aiistrafian Actors

Ask

He'll play

Doriohue Part

in

His

Own

TOUR

SAX'S

IN

London House

Gov't to Bar Aliens,
Sydney, Feb.

.

now dark because

theatres,
taxes, available for resident
panies.

Tax Films

11.

hundred
unemployed
Thirteen
actors have filed an appeal with
the government for legislation tp
aid them, alleging they are Jobless
Petition
lodged
and starving.
through the players' federation.
T^ asks the government to restrict
the Importation of overseas performers and also to Impose custoins
tariff upon foreign talking pictures.
Plea Is to restrict talker Imports
as an aid to native players and also
to apply customs revenue to the reduction of native theatre taxes, encouraging .employment of Australian
players both ways.
It is argued that tax reduction
would help native film Industry and
lower taxes on theatres would help
stock companies by making legiti-

mate

.

of

com-

BELGIUM CENTENNIALS

First

Stage Divorce

Buenos Aires, ^eb. 11.
Blanca Podesta, Argentine
has just divorced her
husband, Alberto Ballerlnl, also
a stage star, and theatredom
is all aflutter, for this is the
flrst stage divorce in the annals
actress,

The wife sued on grounds

WILL MAHONEY

.

RALPH

In-, the
French advertiseriients
Fisher even tops the Hannefords, a

$1,200 feature, which inspired a
lively iirotest from the riders who
are making their first Paris appear

ance.
Fisher"
*

State Operas from Stag^e
—
Gppenhageri,- Feb; -Hi —
The

bleriding of two national sub
sidized amusement enterprises will

11.

BALLYHOO, ;SPUTS TOP

copy act as a jazz and
mammy singer when he clicked at
the opening.
At the first; show he was inconspicuously billed as "B, Fisher" and
Ostend, Feb. ll.
Although ' the "Brussels Bourse was spotted inr^he deuce position
on the house program. After that
continues unsteady and the Ameri
can stock market situation augvu-s the house liad to get out a three
flash In the
not' too well, for the resorts. Ostend sheet and give the act a
extraordinarily optimistic • and electric lights, splitting the feature
is
Hanneford,
better situated owing to the anni- billing with "Poodles"
versary exhibitions in Antwerp and the accredited headllner.

to Broadcast

London, Feb.

in

HIT;

Jolson

Liege this year.
These are in centennial celebration of Belgium's independence, and
the Influx is bound to carry an ex
tra quota of tourists north.

LONDON LEGIT SLUMP
DULL SPRING OUTLOOK

of

Legit business is off pretty geneEarl Carroll's "Sketch Paok/'
rally in London and no broad im44th St. Theatre, N. Y. C.
The "Brooklyn Times" said, "Will provement is loolved for until Easter.
Mahohey was a big hit. He stopped Dip of grosses is seasonal.
the show going through his funny
Hits which are enjoying the most
falls and pile driver tap dancing. consistent trade are "Bitter Sweet,"
You certainly will like him."
at his Majesty's; "The First Mrs,
Direction
Paris, Feb. 11.
Fraser," at the Haymarket; "The
Apple Cart" at the Queens; "Jew
After attempting to force Bob
G.
Suss," at the Duke of York's; "The
1560 Broadway
Fisher to cancel his $420 -a- week
Middle Watch," at the Shaftsbury;
fortnight at the Empire, the man
The Jack Hulbevt revue, at the
Adelphl, and "Tlie Calendar," at
ag^ent was forced to ballyhoo the

A

is no Jolson, but works
blackface affecting an Al Herman
costume and singing "Rainbow
Round My Shoulder," "Sonny Boy''
and mammy songs. He announces
ih~T^re"iicir fhaf~ "SBnhy B^ey"" vTSsi

made famdus by "Mon Ami, Al

FARNUM

TO STAGE DESTINN PLAY;
KUBELIK BUYS CASTLE

Wyndham's.
Attractions which are receding include "Journey's End," at the Prince
of "Wales.

11.

Up

On

Paris, Feb. 11.
opera singer, who died
Heldfs Californlans opened- blg^^at
here about two weeks ago. Production will be the nation's 'tribute to the Monte Carlo Casino where they
are booked for eight weeks.
His
the world famous diva.
In the settlement of her estate option for an additional fortnight
Jan Kubelik, the great Czech vio- already has been exercised by the
Casino,
which
will
the
put
off
&^'s
linist, has purchased the castle in
Southern Bohemia where Mme Publlx route, fixea to start May 8.
There is a strong likelihood
Destlnn made her home for years.
Heidt will be held at the hew Am

.

Barrie Oliver Verdict
London, Feb.

11.

Clayton

&

Waller and Moss

Em

must therefore settle.
Lord. Buckmaster,- chancellor of
court, declared damages appeared
extravagant as in Faj' Marbe's suit
against James White, but not suf
pires

ficiently so to vitiate verdict.

Swaf Guest

Critic

Copenhagen, Feb. 11
"Journey's End" is produced
at the Royal theatre here late In
February, Hannen Swaffer will be
present as the guest critic, of a

Dorchain Kflled by

Paris Opera

Pal in Antir Accident

Copenhagen newspaper.
The Royal is making every effort
an autheritic copy of the
London production and has Imported Warner, who staged the EngNewspaper asked
lish
version.
Swaffer to attend, making the premiere 100% London. Swaf has ac-

Efforts of disinterested parties to
get an arbitrated compromise met cepted the invitation.
with Clayton and Waller's firm"' con
viction that they were either right
ot wrong. No malice Is Involved
Collapses
Lisbon
In fact at the present time firm is
'
Lisbon, Feb. 11.
considering
of
production
one
Oliver's plays.
Forty persons were seriously hurt
and many others suffered minor Injuries when a makeshift shed, put
up by a traveling troupe just outLibraries Pass
side the town of Valdigen, col-'
London, Feb. 11.
lapsed.

Shed

"Honors Easy" opened

„

late last
A band of wandering players, had
at St. Martin's, proving an inthrown together the flimsy shelter,
teresting play by Roland Pertwee,'
which gave way just at curta;in
played, especially by the men time.
Most of the injuries were
of the cast, and favorably combroken bones. None was killed.

week
w-ell

mented .upon by 'the newspapers.
Strangely enough the libraries
have shown no disposition to make
a deal, probably due to general deprassion of the theatre.

$1,200 a

Show
Paris, Feb. 11.

Raquel Meller will give three concerts here at the Salle Pleyel. First
date, Feb.. 15, only has been decided
upon. Salary will be ?1,200 a. per-

formance, double what she received
per day when at the Casino Lyrlque,
Enisselg, for three days, starting
-Jan. 31.

BACK FEOM RUSSIA
Paris; Feb. 11.
George Tlioma.s, head of the Longacre Construction Co,, active in theatre building, is sailing from Paris
tomorrow (Wed.) for New York, en
route from Moscow.
Concern has just put in con.struction in the Soviet capital a group of
apartment houses and two school
houses, costing together about $Z,Loiigacre is handling the
000,000.
construction, unusual in the patticular that foreign capital is Invited
into the Soviet country.

NEW LONDON -HOUSE
London, Feb.

11.

definitely

Hou?e when the

vCol-

were

French

capital.

Ifitrofluced" to

tiFie

^

More Water Rat Shows
London, Feb.

The Water Rats,

^

11.

composed

of

,

"

Bidding for Daly's

Opera Drowned Out
Paris, Feb. 11.

A water tank on the roof burst
during the first act of Meyerbeer's
"Les
Huguenots"
at
L'Opera,
drenched the chorus and principals
and made It necessary to ring
down.
Damage was slight and the piece
resumed
after
costumes
were
changed and the stage was mopped
up.
If It had happened a night later
would have been serious, the
opera house then being given over
to a gala charity when the orchestra chairs •^yere covered with a floor
and 5,000 people danced. A long
show was given then, also at an
admission of $8.
it

•

Weather
the
following outlook for week beginning Wednesday (12): Partly cloudy
with rain over Central and Western
portions, and ever EJastern portions
Thursday. Warmer Wednesday and
colder Thursday.
•Friday, enow or rain over Western portions and over Eastern portions Friday night or Saturday.
Colder at end of the week.

a

that played
week.

-

?400

headlino

last

Miss Russell, legit actre.ss and
former member of Parliament, appeared In a sketch used In vaudeville elight 3'ears ago and too slow
for this establishment which spe-

INDEX

Vaude Reviews

MITRDEEEE STAKE INSAITE

sf-nteiic-c

11.

London, Feb. 11.
Palladium headliners are George

Robey and .Mabel Russell with -features the Roger Wynne .quartet and
Bud and Jack Pearson on an 11-act
program costing around |6,500, a
good deal of money for this house

cializes in speed.

Now

London, Feb. 11.
On a plea from the American
''Frankenstein"— Misses
Emba.ssy that Jami-s Achew, profesLondon, Feb. 11.
A new adaptation of "Franken- sionally James Starr, American
stein" was offered last night, at the vaude perfonntr, was in.sane, the
secrctar3' commuted
d,cath
Little theatre.
It was well acted home
and cordially received, but not much sen.lcjicc that was to have been
fxonutPd Monday and committed
is expected of it.
f?t;iiT to Bfoaihnoor asylurn for life.
Starr wa.s formerly of Starr and
Leslie, juggling act, and was un'di-r

Washington, Feb,
bureau furnishes

Paiyjam's ^6,500 BiH

The Wynne quartet and the Pear^London, Feb. 11.
sons were splendidly received deSince the Isadore
Schlesinger
company bought Daly's tlieatre spite the latter act's appearance
after 11 o'clock due to the length
from the James White estate, payof the bill.
ing $1,500,000, the place has not
Robey alone used up 36 minutes,
housed a success.
Pearsons were scheduled for LiverNevertheless, the secretary of the
pool next week but will hold over
company denies that the property at the
Palladium.
is on the market.
The Woolworth
chain store people have made an
offer for the place and the Shuberts,
who have an interest, are reported
nibbling, but nothing will be done
until Schlesinger returns from South
Foreign
2-7
Africa, a few weeks hence.
The site Is enormously valuable,
Pictures
8-35
and Sclil.eslnger can probably disPicture Reviews
19-35
pose of it at a handsome profit.
Film House Reviews....
43
Vaudeville
38-42

New

Weather

.It opens auound ithe jend of Miairch^
with Lee Ephraim producing ."Rio
Rita" there as the flrst attraction,
Edith Day will play the fethelind
Terry role here, with Tommy Fields,
a brother of Grade Fields, In the
Bert Wheeler part

..

'leglaris

English vaudeville stars, and distinct from the V. A, F., being noncharitable, is_ determftne^ to keep
vaudeville alive in England.
Having launched one combination
successfully, they are sending- out
several more.
Members Include Will Fyffe, Jack
Hylton, Talbpt O'Farrell. They say
they always made money when they
ran their own cpmblnations and
see ho i-eason why they should not
do so now In co-operation. They
say vaudeville is" being killed by
was a distinguished officer and people
who qan't see beyond immember of many literary societies
mediate pi'oflts and selflsli aims.
as well as wearing the ribbon of
the Legion of Honor.

When

to produce

-

RIO RITA" SET FOR

The new theatre in Soho* district
Paris,
after
Monte which Florenz Zlegfeld waa reCarlo. The American band clicked
ported to be negotiating for Is now
at the charity ball last week in the
named the Rltz.

'

House of Lords, the final judicial
appeal, has sustained the lower
court's 'verdict of $5,000 damages to
.Barrie Oliver In connection with
his contract for ''Hit the, Deck."

(Coiitinued on page 6)

bassadeurs,

son"

K.'s

in

most of whom are, Broadway legitimate people with little stock training.
However, they have the
nucleus of a large-.repertory In the

Destlnn,

suggesting cordial friendship
win for the Royal theatre here a between them. With Jolson due
Paris, Feb. 11.
building annex upon the stage on for an engagement at the same
In a tragic accident here August
which it will be able to produce house at $12,000 a week in April, Dorchain, poet and playwright, was
fine operas, with ballets and ar
it's a cinch Fisher is no friend of killed by his bosom companion, Jean
tistic symphony orchestras..
Jolson's.
Tharaud, novelist and international
Radio broadcasting being a DanIt
was the Jolson 4ate that authority on Semitic literature.
Isli governpient monopoly, this de
prompted the house to try for a
The accident happened In front of
partment has 1,000,000 kronen ex
cancellation of the copy turn. Sing Dorchain's home when Tharaud's
cess which will be devoted to build
ing iri English entirely, the 'French machine struck the aged poet crossing the new stage. Heretofore the liked
Fisher's
zippy style
and ing the street. He was held blametheatre has been too Impoverished powerful voice.
less, but was prostrated when he
to produce operas with ballets and
Empire has a first rate show learned the identity of the victim,
other accessories for whicl^ there is 'Besides the success of the Hanne who was going from curb to curb
a great public demand. For this fords, the Three Ajex are extra in the middler* of the bloQk.
reason the Danish radio fees were ordinary gympnasts; Arcaldl Troupe,
Dorchain was born' In 1857 and
transferred to the ne^r p\trpos,e,
jugglers, and Plattler Bros., mu
was president of the Society of
sical clowns, who would be great French poets. He wais honored five
In the States.
times by the French Acadepiy and

House of Lords O.

been finishing a play, to assist

staging "Horizon."
After that piece, Sax and his company probijibly will accept an enagement to tour South America,
underwriting the entire venture
himself.
Idea is to tour eight to
twelve weeks, trip to include Rio
de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Lima and Santa Diego.
All that stands in the way of
closing the enterprise is that local
managements In some of these spots
Insists that the repertory shall comprise 25 plays oh a basis of three
changes a week.
Reason is that
the English-speaking communities
are small and the same groups of
the colonies Step out nightly.
This is a tall order for the troupe,

.

Prague, Feb.

.

.

,

probable that O'Nell himself

come out of retirement somewhere on the Riviera, where he has
will

six plays they have produced in
The Czech National theatre is Heidt Option Taken
Paris; also 12 days at. jseji to get'
about to stage a drama entitled
Monte Carlo Opening a running start on other pieces.
"Rachel," left by the late Emmy

Jol

.

Paris, Feb. 11.
Following. 'Iloliday," their cur-

rent piece, Eugene O'Nell's "Beyond
the Horizon" will conchide Carol
M. Sax's Amoriqan Players' 12-wcek
season' here during which they have
It is

desertion.

JOLSON COPY

SOUTH AMERICA

done si* plays.

of the Republic.

A BREAK FOR OSTEND

Denmark

London, Feb. 11.
Jack Buchanan has practically
completed arrangements to take
over the English rights of "Sons
0' Guns," to be the initial production at Buchanan's new London
lieatre next fall.
Buchanan will play the rolo done
in -the States by Jack Donohue,
while the book will be adapted for
British soldier angle and the production is to be elaborate.

('nsta,

for

murder

of

Da

.Syl«-i:i

housekeeper.

Times Square
Editorial

52-33
58-63
Gl-66
70

Loffltlmate

MusJc
Obituary
Correspondence

11.

Kdsor Middlcton's new play, "Tho
Big Fight," will be put on in thfprovince.s late in M.arch.
Jack Ollphant. fon^ncr publicity
man, will be associajfed in production,
Carl Brisson engagf-d for l.iffirst load in straight play.
.

;
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SHORT A DAY FOR KANE

France

Facing Film Crises Thru

Is

Producing
Schedule Speeded
French Experiment •

Paris, Feb. 11.
Bob Kane's Fren9h talking short
producing schedule has been speeded up to a record scale of intensive
releases, calling for a short subject

Scarcity of Pictures; Native Firms

Doing Best to Cash In on "Break"
Paris, Feb. 2.
Grave film production crises forcT
eeen in France through paucity of
French talker productions.
This
likelihood approaches almost a certainty hi its- dire import according
to students of the French picture
is

that

it

here.

More foreign scores

is inevitable that

In

American

,

,

CHANEY

Madrid, Feb. 11.
,_ ducing devices.
Duke Alba, Minister of Public Inpicture supply for "these hou.ses
struction, being an ardent American
ii> very limited,
Paramount's Chev- film
fan and a friend of Douglas
alier
pictures,
Warner's Jolson Fairbanks, Mary Plckford
ahd other
films, Metro's -'Pagan," and only
globe-trotting stars, is looked to bea few acceptable American-makies friend the American films from
cenof sound-synchronized films like the
sor attacks here.
.
"Pagan," are available. And when
So cordial has the titled official
the current crop of French- talkers
been to American screen celebrities
^Pathe'g "Les Tholse Masques," that many come, to call him affecPatlie-Nantan's "La Nuit est a tionately "Duke Jimmy."
Nous," Jacques Haik's "Le Mysterc
The project is up In the Spanish
do la Villa Rose," Pierre Braun- capital to enact
censorship law

Direction

-

—

soui^d -syn chronized

"

"

"

"Hollywood Revue"

'

"

In.

Doubt

Even ''Hollywood Revue," which
film a number of French picture -people have seen in London,

Metro

and which they thought a month
ago might make a good Internation
al feature, especially for France, i.5
now regarded less favorably. For
having been given a taste of the
real native French, the public will not
now have the patlencewith songs like
"I'm Ike, I'm Gus," etc., although
they might accept a "Singing in the
Rain,"
its
singing
because
of
melody, as they did in the past
with Jolson's songs.
Not' under.

dlflficulty_to..get their side

public.

'

before the

The powerful Madrid dallies "El
Sol" and "A.*B. C," have demanded
the absolute prohibition of foreign
tongue pictures.

However, the Duke Alba has used
his' influence to keep the Spanish
screen open to the best product of
the world, while the native industry
is. making steps toward Its own development.

A

Franco-:.SpanIsh talker Is being
made In Seville for Ibanez's "La
Bodega," with the backgrounds of
the action the actual peasant life yf
Andalusia, with Its gorgeous vineyards.
Benito- Perejo is directing
staniiing a word of those .Tolson's the picture.
lyrics", yet they laughed arid cried
with him, but that CarrietT'a strong
DUTCH "MELODY"
personalty element.
The Hague, Feb. 11.
Now argue thfe French picture ex"The Broadway Melody" was a
perts with the novelty worn off,
with comprise elements discounted rousing success at the Odepn •theand with tho dominant appeal of atre here.
Western Electric sound record in
the native tongue, _it will" be something else again. Maybe the locfil English was reproduced, with exMetro office may %\\t in a French planatory titles in Dutch flashed at
the
same time to .supplement the
m, c, doing the brief .introduxitory

UNIFORMfTY ON

BY ACADEMY
11.

A

committee on foreign productions has been formed as an adjunct
to the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences.
Committee consists of the heads
of the foreign departments at the
various studios, with Paul Kohner
(lI).,_cha4rnu)upi^Qthera„are_Geoffrey
Shurlock (Par), Heinz Blanke (WB),
Leon d'Usseau (Radio), Alguero de
Alberlch (M-G) and John Stone
(Fox).
Purpose, is to exchange
viewpoint on foreign picture production and to arrive at uniform
standards.
First action was the establishing
of stage Spanish as the language for
all Spanish talkers, thus ending the
pro and cotis between the exponents
of CastUllan and the South American accents.
Committee will publish a bulletin
for the dissemination of foreign picture Information for the benefit of
the producers and the foreign exchanges. Bulletin will be edited by
.

Jack Benny in dialog.
"Hollywood Revue," but still they'll

not

react

American

to

the

Gus

strictly

Edwards,

native-

Marie ized score.

But now the printed
Is becoming a somewhat glarish thing on the screen.
tiilng, no matter what, which is Let them have a few more months
characteristically French.
That's of all -French talkers and the titular
a certainty.
translations of American sound
Answer Is that any French talker, synchronizations will be outmoded.
even "Trols Masques," a poor
To further stress the threatened
example, did and is doing business crisis, exhibitors are talking about
So nnich so, that picture theatre the lack of trade shows. Where
operation in French is now being American dlstribs at this writing
revolutionized,
Wh6re a week's were beginning to propagandize for
stand, or a fortnight'gi-.run to big their annual March exhibitions of
business was regarded as good, a some 300 to 400 pictures for t)ie
Cahlll or Cliff Edward's hoke. Exhibitors will prefer booking any-

title

already

thf-atre like the Capitol. Marseilles 1930-1931
schedule, 'they haven't
with '"La Route est Belle" did flvei enough on hand now for even the
weeks to an average gross of $12,- first half of this year. Cause has
week for the first four weeks. been the American production of
Picture woiild .still be th"?re hadn't talkers with an eye. chiefly to Amef-'
Richlbe, the exhib, not anticipating lean and English distribution, with
that kind of
biz, hooked in no thought to the possibilities of
Paramoun't's "Innocent's of Paris'" the
now Ipiportantly-cTevoloplng
with Par refusing to cancel.
foreign talker markets, not alone

000 a

wow

This can only result now in exliibs deferring future blanket bookjpgs for what will become the "outside," i. e., American sound -synchronized product, leaving the rest
of tlie distribution market up in
the air and awaiting the plcasui-e
of the pxliib who can play his picture without restriction for as long
as tlie run lasts.
Taste of Home Mades
It i.s argued that the taste for tho
natlv(;-l''rench will eliminate what
otherwise have been acceptable as compromise attractions;
that Is, American films with a theme
song or two and a ^ound-synchron-

would

in Franco but Spanish
(iormanj"-, Italy, etc.
Xatlve producers fully
this
and are stepping

breach as f;ist
a banker like Albert Kohan,
figured in bringing (laumont

and

Franco-Aubcrt togctluM-, isn't wniting for the formal completion of tl)o
alliance, deferred until tho end of
February, and has organized an independent production unit to make
talkers.
He- is u.sing the Gaumont
studios so that when G-F-A is ultimately welded he will have at least
one feature In readiness for distribution In tl^e X-'ranco-Aubert house.

SCREEN REVUE
Paris,

French

die
Paris, Feb. 11.

Abel Gance

is

producing a picture

In four languages besides a silent
version, .to be called "La Fin du
Monde" <"The End of the World").
He is preparing to spend $2,000,000
on the multi-tongued project, which
will have versions in French, English, Italian and Spanish, besides
silent.'

The negative cost may run' into
even more money than mentioned,
since Gance is known as the Von
Stroheim of France, spending money
with prodigality for what he wants
an

in

The

Jackson

Tiller
dancing
in Paris In
vie"ws and other productions will be.
employed in the film musical, supplemented
principals,
both
by

now engaged

troupes

French" and English.

Menjou and

11.

The Russian

pictures were suppressed or censored, due to suspicion they probably, carried "red"

J

man, Spanish and Italian

propaganda.
The board member went on to agitate against spicy titles, undressed
chorus girls in American pictures,
and outlined his scheme for the use
of Denmark's $800,000 film taxes for
the establishment of a state subventloned film theatre similar to the
national opera.
Incident has done a great deal to
center public attention on pictures,
with Paramount's representatives
here defending the artistic quality
of the American product and arguing that the American pictures
please the public.

AM. FOREIGN FILMS

NEARSOURCEOFTAIENT
Culver City, Feb. U.

There

.•silent

which

tills

director

Is

com-

in
the Tobls studios at
Epinay, just outside Paris.
Original
shooting
had
been
planned to facilitate retakes necessary to Insert sound or songs, thus
maki;ig rasy the present talker version, which the original cast, of
Andre Roanne, Alice Roberte, Susy
Plerijon and Maurice de Canonge
are njEiki.ng^,
„

pleting

'

,

^•

,

.

a

possibility

Metro

will

of its future foreign
production in Europe, to be ne.irer
the source of talent.
Arthur Loew, here for con Tabs
with studio execs, lea-yes slior;' for
New York. He will go-^to Europe
to look over the possibilities production abroad affords.
Tentative

and Building 2-^ReprodUcing
One Old House

Madrid, Jan. 31.
They're commencing to build theatres in the suburbs, contrary to
the old custom of having therh all
in the center of the city.
There
are now five with two more in con-

idea

to

is

have a studio, cent: ally

located, probably on the, Riviera,
within easy access of the major
Continental capitals.
If plan carries, scripts bsed iji on
English versions will be translated
here and sent there. Nucleus of the
technical forces would be ITollywood-trained,

struction..

One of the new ones will be constructed in the low quarter in the
Plaza del Progresso. It will be a
reproduction of the Teatro Apollo
whicl) is being pulled down. All the
parts of the old theatre will be
tran.sported to build the new one.
Ea<:h will scat abiJut 2,000.

Cartoons as

Draw

Paris, Feb.

2.

One house, the Marivaux, has a
"Mickey "Mouse" following,
limited but decidedly there,
House has noticed the repeated
patronage Increase w'h'en billing one
of these cartoons.
definite

Other

GFA

Interests

j.

Paris, Feb. 2.
Recapitulation of what tho Gaumont-Franco-Aubert merger takes
in discloses a number of lesser alli(>d interests.
They include the Sooiete General de Films (Albert Kohane's unit). Films Historique (ICohane), Maurice Films (labs), G. M.
.

DUAL VERSIONS

is

make much

MADRID'S NEIGHBORHOODS

•

Paris, Feb. 2.
Aubcrt-Fi'anco will soon relea.se a
French talker version of "Quand
Nous.Etlons Deux," Leohce Ferret's

be.«i(1es

play the lead himself.

will .be jfie femme
lead in the Engll.sh picture. Colette
Darefeuil will ,play feminine lead
for the French picture.
Picture is to be sounded by the
Gaumont metliod.

5

Kathryn

will

Wanda Vangen

Has

wife,

the Franco-English version.

.separate, negative's

Municipal Board, which' regulates
theatres and screen, severely. criticized American blpod-and-thunder
pictures in a recent address, and
expressed the opinion that the censors had been too severe with art
pictures imported from Russia.

his

Carver, are planning an American
having bids for both stage
and pictures, but Pathe-Na tan's
plans may interfere. The producer
wants to make a five-language picture using Menjou, involving (Jer-.

visit,

artistic sense.

Two

Amorloan

of

T^ersions

productions.

.

Copenhagen, Feb.

1

,is

will

Democrat member of the

1

Natan, following the Completion of
the Adolph Menjou Franco-English
talker in which he is now engaged

return to the States, tHerelonTrm^'

and the dialog for the
and Spanish will be dubbed.

Social

Feb.

Jean Delimur is to direct the first
French musical re'vue for Pathe-

in behalf of the SKme company.
MAKING FRENCH FILM
Pathe-Natan ro-engaged Delimur,
who
an ex-Paramount director,
IN FOUR TONGUES Vh en he was about determi ned' to

Gance

A-F'S

who

TSTow the radio bid tops
the government purchase price.
Acquiescence of the Reichstag
and the cabinet would be necessary
for a sale, which seems pretty unlikely, since German producers are
terrified by the mere Idea of an
American film invasion.
securities.

versions

FOR STATE ART SCREEN

film.

DELIMURT0D9

ready has been subjected to criticism for paying too much for the

Italian

MELOS;

territory,

rocognizf'
into tlie
as they can. ICven

Pictures.
of the offer created a
since the government al-

Amount
sui'prlse,

DANE RAPS

A

outfit will

the titling of several recently
musicals.
They will be released In the foreign field as silents,
plus songs in English. Later stories
will be shot directly in the language
of the country for which they are
intended, l^lanke is now searching
for material for this first- direct

Berlin. Feb, 11.
language
Radio Corp. of America has jusf
the German government a

Jerome Lachenbrush- of M-G.

CUCKS

of

lot.

high bid for controlling stock in

be
made for the French and English

.

explanations

Warner

made

Emelka

HLM

U. S.

Ernst X.ubltsch,

to

be

EMELKA STOCK

WM. MORRIS

Hollywood, Feb.

assistant

made

FOSTER'S AGENCY

FOREIGN

mer

who was in Germany in charge of
production there for Warners, has
been brought back to head the new
department, with oflBces on the

French and German.
Initial work oh the he'w

RCA BIDS FOR

AMSTERDAM and
NORWAY to follow.

Europe:

''

last

into

Blanke is lining up his personnel
of directors, writers and players for
the foreign versions, in Spanish,

PARIS,

'

a
berger's 'JLa Route est Belle," and against foreign
language pictures
Adolphe Mtenjou's forthcoming talk- modeled upon the edict' of Mussolini
er (P-N^, also Abel Gance's and
for Italy. Newspapers have argued
one or two others are released It In favor of such a regulation, and
will react even v.orse for the Amerithe Americans have been, at great

which never showed.

Continents*'

NOW PLAYING
FRENCH RIVIERA!

.

'

rial

AMERICAN PICTURES

iUm, Rariiaphone, Lutaphone. RadioCinema and a host of other independent sound recording and repro-

films.

Two

tigue supplies most of his talent.
Louis P. Verande, who formerly
booked for Kane, complained that
after he provided people he was
deprived of commissions. Kane replied that Verande promised mate-

FOX

and

"Dancing Stars of

DUKE ALBA BEFRIENDS

RCA
go into many theatres.
Photophone also is extending its
activities now; ditto Tobls-Klangto

EDWARD

MAYRIS

•

Feb.. 11.,

Warners and First National,
the major studios to fall

go into the production of
foreign verslon.9. Uelnz Blanke, for-

.

11.

Hollywood!
of

line, will

Kane says he has no exclusive
booking agent, although Henri LarHollywood, Feb.

the 80-odd \ylred houses now in musicals is urged upon Hollywood
France (of which 25 or, 30 are in by D. S. Pratt, head of the music
Paris) will not have enough lihns copyright department of ERPl. He
to go around for tlie simple reason Is here contacting studios.
not enough French talkers are bePratt points out that one-third of
ing made either locally or by any- the product must hit the European
body elise to supply each house.
market where the tunes from Tin
And while production is progress- Pan Alley are insufilciently known.
ing very slowly, .more and more
Studios are pl.iylng with, the
theatres are being wii'ed daily. West- Idea.
ern Electric constantly has fulfllUed
contracts. Gaumont's new equipment,
a much cheaper device. Is bound

can produ ced

Last to Give In

a day.

FOR EXPORT VERSIONS

field.

Reason

Foreign Versions;

After the first test short was
razzed and jerked at the Paramount,
the house returned to the attack,
booking in two shorts Instead of one
for next week. Far is-backing Kane
and also distributing th^ product

URGES FOREIGN SCORES

.

Warners Decide on

in

3-LANGUAGE "JOURNEY"

,

Films (labs) and Comtin.=!onza Cameras, c-incjnatographic manufacturers.

Kohano

figures a.s
bankers In the merger.

one

of

the

"2ep" Goes (Sefman
Hollywood, Feb, 11.
Tiffany will dub synthetic German into "The. Lost Zeppelin,".
..

^

'

Hollywood, Feb. U.
Three foreign versions of JotirJiey's End'.' will be made by WelchPearson in conjunction with Tif'

fany.

Additional l.ssues will be in

German, French and Spanish and
be made in Europe.
George Pearson, here for WelehPearson to supervise the picture,
returns to-T.^ndon in two weeks tq

will

supervise "Love, Lift and Laughter," and "Satin Straps'."
They are to be made by Gaumont
also in collaboration with Tiffany.

Wednesday, February
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BRITISH TALKERS SALE

Free Infoirmation Bureaus

Envoy

Fre* Information on the show business of Ainerlca may be obtained by anyone In Europe or Great Britain at Variety's offices In
Paris or London.
Rectuests for such information may b« made br mall or In person
to either office. It Includes the producing: and business ends of
.

native language.
No charge of any nature will b«

made by any Variety

In

their

office for

this service.

Foreigners in the United States wishing similar Information may
apply to any Variety office over here.
Variety's Paris office Is in the Paris Building, 16 Boulevard
Itallens; In London, 8 St. Martins Place, Trafalgar Square.

GERMAN QUOTA
RULES TAKE
IN

11.

Berlin office of the Commerce Deiwirtment cables that the German
Federal Film Commissioner la to
apply contingent restrictions to
ound shorts as well as full length

Bound

No

features.

Nordisk Fights Pacent Device as
Infringement

fringe upon their rights.

on

limitation

SPAIN PROTESTSlADf-

SPANISH OF TALKERS

an- ish" are decried by the Royal Acad-

The government has

Just
of 210

new emy with a good

deal of heat, and
nounced the Issuance
-*Tjntlngent permits on-sllent-pleture's the Viscountess of San Enrique,
^
fo- next season.
president of the Cinema de la
At the same time comes the In- Madres, is putting up a vehement
timation that talking product may squawk.
nc. be permitted in under these
permits. Nothing definite has been

announced on the point, however.
First Australia "Roxy"
A hint comes out which may have
some bearing on the sound situation
Impresses Native Fans
ihere. General Electric has made an
Sydney, Feb. 11.
Investment In Siemens Halske, leadFlrst.de
luxe picture house In the
this
ing German electrical unit, and
Is interpreted^as a forecast that the commonwealth named "Roxy"
Occasion
talker pj(,tent fight may soon end, opened at Parramatta.
since German film Interests are made a local fete, with society In at
behind the patent claims made by tendance and the fans open-eyed
Klangaim Tobis which have tied up at the magnificence of the atmos^^'^
the American systems every time pheric theatre.
House Is ^one in the elstoorate
they have tried to. crash this mar
Spanish style and Is spohsbred by
i-ket.
Hal Carleton, Burr & O'Shea management. Will be run on an all

CUBA FETES MIX
Gov't

Lets

talker policy.

Him Tote His Gun-

Guest of Island President

Havana, Feb.

Fitzpatrick in Cairo'
Cairo,

11.

Tom Mix was treated, by the
Cuban government and populace as
a visiting potentate on his visit here.
His gun, taken from him by the
customs authorities, was returned
next day as a special courtesy. He
was a guest of President Machado
and given all sorts of publicity gen-

ment.
This
house.

ance

Is

is

Sarajevo's

first

wired

Second count In the grievthat the Metrotone sound

news service also premiered in. the
same house.
The talkers, are a sensation here
and through the territory, hence the
sensitiveness of the populace, especially as there, are many Russians
In Yugoslavia who would find special interest in

a Cossack subject.

British Film Censor Dies
.

London, Feb.

Charles Ilusscy,
of British
ship,

81,

11.

vice-president

Board of Film Censordied Monday.

rights

to

with him prints of
Robert
"Loves
of
Burns," "Wolves," "Rookery Nook."
"Rookery Nook," directed by Torn
Walls,

Is

the best talker so far pro-

duced over here.
It

Is

up

to

highest

American

standards.

AUSTRALIAPUTS

in English
Berlin, Feb.- 11.

,

All Censors Alike

"The Chauffeur Prince," first Ufa
100% dIalog_plcture, is a sensational
,

Splinters,"

Sydney, Feb. 11.
Australian film censors have
the
ordered
song "Wonder
What Is Going on In His Mind"
out of the Irene BordonI film,
"Paris" (FN).
At the same time the song
may be purchased In any music
store, and even may be sung in
a stage presentation in the
same show with the picture.
Censors are censors.

BAN ON FIRST

Remake

•

in Spain

NATIVE TALKER

success at the Gloria Palast. It la
a typical operetta with a romantic
story as background, and Is packed,
with laughs, besides having a firstrate popular score.
An English language version la
already completed and is ready to

be

seiiL

into

the American

mar-

ket.

The story has
an American

do with the son
millionaire who Is
serving as -adjutant to an archduke
noble boss at
his
and Impersonates
During the
a formal reception.
evening he discovers the archduke
is betrothed to a princess of the
blood. The princess and the young
American fall In love and when the
situation comes to the attention of
the nobleman he backs out of his
of

to

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
remake
Paramount plans to
"Blood and Sand," a Valentino silent own engagement and persuades the
picture adapted from an Ibanez princess marriage to a millionaire
story, by sending a troupe of Amer- would
be much better for her.
Sydney, Fob. 11.
ican players to Spain for the exRecording Excellent
The censor board has prohibited teriors.
Comedy of the picture arises from
the export for e^ibltlon abroad of
Par will engage a troupe of Span- the satirical slants upon European
Australia's first native-made talker, ish players over there for a Latinroyal courts.
The score by Hey'The Devil's Playground."
American version.
mann delivers two song socks. PicPicture is woven around life in
ture was supervised by Eric Pomthe South Seas and Is mainly cast
mer
and
was
cast
under the dlreowith locaj^^eople. British rights to
of Wllhelm Thiele, Personnel"
CHEVALIER'S RIVAL tlon
:a silent version already have been
comprises Lillian Harvey, Wlllir
sold to Unlverral.
Fritch and George Alexander, all
So far ban merely applies to f orHIS
three of whom click.
elign exhibition, but It ts regarded
Recording by Klangfllm Is enas logical to expect Australian
tirely up to International standard.
Paris, Feb. 11.
showings to be stopped aa well.
Not so successful was the .pre«
A curiously ironic assignment mlere
Ground for censor action probably
at the Capitol of "I Have No
Is regulation that no Australian pro- handed to St. Granler is the job of
More Faith In Women," 100% Toblsduction may be exported If It has producing a trailer for Maurice
recorded talker which proved a disscenes "blasphemous, obscene or of- Chevalrer's "Love Parade," opening
appointment
from the recording
fensive to the people of the British at the Paramount here Feb. 27.
angle.
Reproduction does not do
'
Sting of the situation is that the
Empire:"
most
two are more or less bitter rivals, Justice to 'Richard Tauber,
Appeal has been lodged.
popular of German tenors. Also the
rating as first and spcond leading
plot Is thin, with Tauber a secondary
men In France In popular esteem.
figure in the story,
Smart piece of business to couple
the two names. Paramount, through
the iSt. Granler trailer, hopes to run
tHe' Chevalier picture -three-months. Kidding U^S. Talkers IN
Chevalier's picture "Innocents of
Paris" ran two months.
In Prague Stage Piece

ASK

—

TRIBUTE TO GAUMONT

jOUND

AS PIONEER

Paris, Feb. 11.
'

Leon

Gaumont,

France's

film

daddy, delivered a lecture Sunday
at the Sonbonne University and
thereafter an award was made 'to
him of the premier grade gold
medallion of the scientific Institute
for his researches in screen BO\md.
Gaumont took out hla first jpatent
for talkers in 1901, his Idea at that
time being on the disc principle. Fo^
years thereafter he abandoned film
himself
to'
devoting
production
scientific research.
©ver to
H« turned his. theatres
Metro, which concern ~ later trans
ferred thelb to Franco-Aubert. Now
he Is becoming active again In exhibition on both producing and theatre ends, with his sons associated
aiid his own
In his enterprises

11.

The first, broadcast of a talk
Ing picture came over the air a
few evenings ago. Dialog picture
was sent' "out from Stuttgart and
was received in Switzerland and

Low Wave Hook-up

for

Paris, Feb. 11.
Charles Kosher, cameraman, after

"Two Worlds," which E. A. Dupont
will make at Elstree, England, will

first

European stage

to

11,

poke

fun at -the American talking pictures is a.. trick theatre here which
Buanos_ Aires, Feb. 11,
has a name so Innocent of comedy
"Halleluljah," all-negro picture,
opened late last week In Mardel as "Osvobozehl Dlvadllo" (honest,
that's the name) where they spePlata,, not far from here and the
cialize In satirical entertainment.
Atlantic City of Argentine. Picture
Piece is a very amusing travesty
evoked high praise.
on "The Volga Show Boat" and
Columns of laudatory notices have "Sonny Boy."
talker film opemi
been published In the "Prensa" and the show, after which native play-

A

"Naclon," leading dailies.
ers, mostly women, burlesque the
The former journal says, it Is', the mannerisms, of the picture stars.
most Interesting talking picture, of
Th^ native musical director also
the yejir, while the "Naclon" thinks burlesques American Jazz melodies.
the film makes the finest realization
of sound pictures exhibited here so
•

.

•

FOREIGN LITERATURE

far.

Metro Inaugurates Dept. to Locate
Foreign Tongue Stories

Paris, Feb. 11.
Paramount has bought the world
rights of Marcel Pagnol's comedy,

The play

"Marlus."

Revue's Sydney Opening

Is

Hollywood, Feb.

11.

M-G .has established a foreign
a sensa- jHteraturo department with Harry
Spiegel in charge.
Spiegel and a staff will read foreign magazines and current novelg
in search of material for foreign

tion here in Its second year.
Picture version Is to be made In
,

Frar'ie through the Bob Kane alliAustralia will emulate America ance and then supplied with English
tongue talkers.
by broadcasting an opening night. dialog In Hollywood.
Piece Is also due for. Broadway
"Hollywood
of
premiere
Evertt Is the
Revue" at the Premier,. Sydney, presentation under auspices of GilHolland Censors Sound
bert Miller.
The Shuberts have
Feb. 28.
The Hague, Feb. 11.
Negotiations are now on between Pagnol's other success, "Topaze,"
Amalgamated Radi6. of Australia, which also Is In Its second seajjon
Dutch government has ruled that
and American stations for pick-ups here.
the Board of Censors shall have
and relays.
control of ail sound in connectio.n
pictures.
They may act on
Aubert
His Sec'y with
dialog^ and song lyrics as well aa

Weds

All-Jewish Film Cast

11.

E. A. Dupont Is directing a picture for British International in
all the players do Polish Jew
Picture being made
characters.
both In German and English.

which

Producer has imported a German
cast for that version.

Southern Germany.
It
the French -made picture
is
^'La Nuit ebt a Nous" sounded in
German on the Tobis system.

CAMERAMAN WILL PRODUCE

Prague, Feb.

The

In Argentina Start

Par's French Play

London, Feb.

Zurich, Feb;

"Hallelujah" Praised

sound system being marketed.

Feb,

Broadcast Talker

FILM TRACER

TO DO

Over Talker Premiere

Belgrade, Feb. 11.
Belgrade and Zagreb are peeved
because the premiere of "The Cossack Sorig," In German, was spotted
In Sarajevo, a second-rate town,
where it played the Apollo, newly
wired with Wf?stern Electric equip-

American

talkers.
He will bear

James

AmerJ
^ FitzPatrlck,
travelog and novelty film prpducer,
arrived in Alexandria late^st week
On the steamer ColumbudL^ He will
do a series of travel sublects In
Egypt, Including the Pyramids and
the Sphinx In the desert. Every
thing will have sound but "no dialog
from the Sphinx,
•rally.
Other subjects will take in the
He left for Miami today (Tues streets of the real Cairo, Its public
day), but returns next week to stage squares, markets and monuments
a rodeo free to all school children Work to be done here in about
Mix fought in Cuba during the four days.
/
Spanish -American skirmish.
FitzPatrick sails shortly from Suez,
itinerary including Bombay, Java,
Strait Settlements, Slam, Philip
Yugoslav Town's Peeve
pines. Hong Kong, Pekin, Japan
and Hawaii on the last leg home.
•

Smash, Due Over Here

>

Pacent representative counters
with the charge that the subject has
been brought up at this time merely
to embarrass his Interest and without any basis of suit.

new shorts Is expected, however,
Xor at least five months.
some restrictive
that
Certain
measures will be placed, with these
possibly Including the prohibiting
of more than one sound short In
Madrid, Feb, 11.
any single program. A^prevlously
reported, sound features are to be
The Spanish capital Is all hot and
treated just as have been the sllents bothered with the advent of talkers
In the past for contingent purposes. made In English and dubbed for
Nothing offlcftil yet coming thru Spanish. The accents and syntax
'on the reported withdrawal of the of this speech are sometimes far
American companies as a protest.
from good social form to native ears
and the public reaction Is adverse.
Berlin, Feb. 11.
"Poor English and worse Span-

the

of

100% Ufa Dialog Picture

First

London, Feb. 11.
Charles Wilcox of British & Dominions Film Co, sails for New York
(Wed.)
tomorrow
to negotiate for

WAR

Copenhagen, Feb. 11.
Sound patent war seems likely to
break out here at any moment. The
Nordisk Tonefilm people, Danish,
are complaining that many of the
Pacent machines in use here In-

SHORTS
Washington, Feb.

DANES' PATENT

—

^"Rookery"
Called Best So Far

of Producer Saila

disposal

American showdom, for pictures or Its other branches.
Applicants from foreign tongue countries may write

VARIETY

Sherek Ufa Caster
London, Feb.

11.

Henry Sherek has been appointed
casting agent for Ufa here, handling
the people used In English versions of German scripts.
These pictures are to be made
simultaneously with the German
production schedules.
all

himself turn producer.
First film
will be "The Middle Watch," from
Fiadio Rep Due
Ian Hay's comedy, current at the
Shaftesbury, London.
Karl Fritzsche, Berlin representaKosher, American, "shot" Braun- tive for Radio, la due in New York
berger's "La Route est Belle."
Feb. 18 for thia usual check-up.

Paris, Feb. ll.
screen action.
Louis Aubert, film magnate conRuling accordingly calls upon discerned In the Franco-Aubert-Gau- tributors to supply to the censors
mont merger deal, married his sec- all film-tract sound and discs for
retary, Mme. Madeleine Menu-Jouf- approval.
frcau at the Church of Notre Dame
The censors here are tough la
Feb. 4.
many respects. They rejected the
Dr. Roi:x, head of the Pasteur In- Ufa exchange's Importation of "The
stitute here and a friend of long Godless Girl," for the ostensible
standing, gave the bride away.
reas(on that Its exhibition might be
offensive to the United States, which
"NOAH'S ARK" IN EGYPT
is absurd since the picture was oked
In America.
Ufa distributor Is apCairo, Feb. \\.
This territory is getting newer pealing.
and more Important talking product
Incident recalls that the Dutch
from the American producers.
censors turned down thumbs ob
New attraction Iri the leading cin- "Dawn," '.he Nurse Cavcll picture^
ema here is Warner's "Noah's Ark." wlilcli waM released Ih Germany, al.

though

Dubbing "Island"
Hollywood,

M-G

will

dub

Italian

Mysterious Island"

reflected

mo.st

on that

11.

Into" "Tlio

opening

Duncan Film

dl.-ilog

in

London

London, Feb. IL

scones.'

Dominlol and Fr;iin'isc()
Maran 'have' been onffau'''! to ni/ik'"

and dub the

•

Diiiu'un SL^itors' plctui'e, "A
<;rc;.t r.if'j" f.vr-fJ-M), opens at the

Mario

the translation

it

nation.

I-Vb.

Til"

ICmplrc here Feb. 21.

voices.
I

.
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THEATRE OPENINGS

Sunday Performances

in

bigland

Store

New Alhambra and Olympia Due

T^ondon, Jan.

New

29,

production

Paris, Feb.

Foreign observers, of Eng.lish lif<s .arid custom have frequently, and
of course unjustly, acc\ispd the B^ftisher of hypocrisy, and they might
justly assert Iflvas a good example that all these cinemas should be
allowed to open on Sundays, notwithstanding the statutory and licensing
prohibition and the. .loud protestations of our Sunday observance and

known

two years. Is almost completed but nothing Is yet definite
on an opening date,
Work on the...Ambassadeurs is
tion for

the old resort

having been razed to the ground.
building is to be called Theatre
de la Concorde, with the restaurantnight club adjoining to retain the
old name, Anibassadeurs. Two establishjpents wiU be distinct, but
with a revolving stage in the center
to be visible to both audiences as
required. Supposed to open in May,
but doubtful.
.

.

—

.-

•

,

of the niost profitable and popular days of the week an4 .the cinemas
•who open in breach of the law are packed to the doors. Thp receipts of
these London cinemas on Sundays cannot fall far short of $7,000,000 per

employees,-

Decision not expected

far

until
'

in th© future.

annum.
Theatre njianagers naturally ask: If "The Gold Diggers of Broadway"
Taming of the Shrew" or "Sunnyside Up" or any other talkers
which much money is paid to Hollywood can be gbven on Sunday
sliould performances of these or any other plays not be given on
.Sundays and so increase employment and earnings, of actors and. others
bV securing a. part of the large, sums spent by the public for Sunday
evening entertainment?
,
The Society of West End Theatre Managers has approached the London
County Council and asked them to, act in conjunction with the Lord
Chamberlain to secure legislation to remove the prohibition at present in
force under the 150-year-old- act of King George the Third.
The Lord Chamberlain, however, says that this is a matter for Parliament and that there would undoubtedly be considerable opposition from
chiu'ches and people of many religious denominations.
The London
County Council Is a popularly elected body and its members have to think
of wliat this opposition of the churches and 'religious denominations -would
mean at election- time. Fqr although the religious societies have done
little or nothing to prevent the presentation of films as well as dancing
and concerts in hotels and restaurants on Sunday nights, they are not
going to miss an opportunity of making a demonstration which will serve
to remind the great British public that the bigotry and intolerance of a
mediaeval age are still alive.

Girls

or "The
for

Why

.

Result of all this Is that at the present time the theatre managers are
taking steps to bring proceedings In the courts which. If successful, will
paralyze, the. machinery of the London County Council under which permits are given to cinemas to open on Sundays. Consequently, the 250
cinemas, the concerts and the dancing in the hotels and restaurants, may
all be stopped unless, of course, the cinema owners, film renters, hotel
keepers and the great British public all rise in their wrath and make
common cause with the theatre managers to demand the abolition of a
ludicrous, antiquated and out of date piece of legislation.

So far as the actors, vaudeville artists, stnge hands and other cm
ployees are concerned, they have formed a committee together with the
In order that they may have a rounc\-'tabl.e conference to decide
as to the terms and conditions upon which ^^^^^^ly performances might
be given; for it is admitted on all hands that it Is Impossible to ask
artists and' workers to labor on 365 days In the year without earning
any more money than they do at the present time; in fact It Is not pos
sible or rea,sonable to ask tliat they .should -work for 365 days in the year
«t all.
Preliminary conversations lead one to expect that an .locomniodation
will bo reached so that if legislation comes atout it will not be complicated -with questions of a purely domestic character between manascrs,
artists and other persons working In the theatres.
The most convincing rea.son advanced hitherto for Sunday opening In
London Is perhaps that of the Actors' A.ssoclatlon (our embryo "Eqtiity"),
whduhave Stated: "It Is morally desirable, as the theatre 'can provide
inspiriting entei-tainment and true recreation to that vast mass of people
which Is at present wont to find distraction in alcohol, lechery and In

managers

Grab Route

.

Paris, Feb. H.
Having missed the He de. France
from New. Yorlc, the Bon John Syncopetts, 11 girls, switched to the
southern route via the steamship

Saturnia.

They will disembark at Genoa and
open Feb. 17 in Rome at $1,250,
with an Italian picture house chain
route to follow.

for tennis publicity.
Frank Waxd O'Malley, over a
heart attack, is doing a Riviera vol

for Doubleday.

Art Samuels Is here planning a
Tprker on his return.
Orlen© Fielding, sister of Gerald

New

>

•

see the royal offspring-actress par-

It.

Noble SIssle's little girl, already,
undergraduate show
Gebouw voor Kunsten en down with artificial pneumo-thorax,

ticipate in the

the

at

the collapsing of one lung to prevent spread of incipient T. B., has

Wetenschappen.

just

SAX
.

S. A.

(Continued from Page

come through an appendix op

Sissle's
local
anesthetic.
with
band, booked in Monte Carlo by A.
J. Clarke, Is on a seven-hour day,
playing the Casino, Sporting Club,
Cafe d© Paris and Hotel de Paris

TOUR
3)

-

They- -figure- this- foir-a-totdl-of--10- -as -ordered.- This IndlcatieB-all-four
plays, but scarcely 25.
are now singly controlled by the
The success of an English com- Greek Syndicate -operating the gampany playing "Journey's End" all bling- 'lables. Between his ill child
over Europe and clicking steadily and his jumps, Stssle has been
even in near-East oriental terri- plenty busy.
tory, has drawn attention to Sax
Gregor'is jazz band has moved
and brought him many offers. S^x this season from the Rhul Hotel, to
figures, however, the South Ameri- the Palais d© la Med iter ranee. Jack
can bid Is best.
Hilton played there tor a short at"Holiday" rates th© best of the traction last year; and Is expected,
Paris group in all respects. Joan this season at Monte Carlo, though
Kenyon Is first rate in th© Fay this conflicts with Hilton's anBalnter role; Olive BrokaW, Con- nounced trip to Hollywood. Gregbr
way Wingfield, Alan Ward, Larry Is an Armenla^n. He can't read a
Fletcher and Bradley Cass likewise not©, but Is a hot hoofer and a fair
appear' to advantage. Th© Comedle fiddler.
sujrimer -he
was
-Last
CJaumar tin Is- limited with Its 320 smashed In a; motor accident .at Le
capacity and, evisn with top scale Touquet, where his band played,
and capacity, the venture couldn't and still carries some scars.
-

-

"

,

well show a. financial profit
terprise wouldn't be practical
cept for Ca.x's endowments.

Enex-

McKay

Morris, who walked out
on Sax early in th© Paris engage-

ment, has complained to Equity
against the company, forcing Sax
to file charges against his ex-lead.
Formal charges are in seven counts
including habitual lateness, failure
ration through which Leon Volterra to attend rehearsals, leaving reruns the Theatre de Paris, Theatre hearsals before dismissal, refusing
Marlgriy and the Luna Amusement 'to put on make-up for dress rePark, has reduced Its nominal capi- hearsals, holding curtains, assisting
in direction of another play while
tal from $720,000 to $600,000.

CAPITA! EEDUCTION

flop

quit

.

Agency

.-

a

season after all*
Nic© for good,
though town gave her father a villa
like

Lenglen's

two p-.ippets Fielding,, now the Oontesse Armandi,
a disk duet, Just married.
or, if it's a solo, only one cutout
Cannes gave L«rd Derby, who has
manikin is In view. None of the
figures move, excepting after eacn a hat and horse named after him,
record, when the props are changed the freedom of the port, with Scotch
for solo, duo or choral ensenibl.es, and sod&, of course, at. the usual
dependent on the ensuing disk. No gyp rate.
Harry Worth, who sold his midattempt at an operatic score's sequence is made; numbers are mere- western circuit to th© Shuberts
ly rendered Individually,
years ago is m. c.'lng for fun at th©
Everybody thinks
Gould Casino.
he's getting a percentage.
TONE DOWN FOR -ROYALTY Paderewskl, her© from Geneva
three weeks incognito, convalescing
With Princess In Cast, and the from appendicitis and phllbltus,
Family Present, Shovv/ Diluted
with no scribe i spotting him yet.
Has taken a vi^a, meaning the 75
The Hague, Feb. 1.
concerts In America to Introduce
As a compromise to royalty, in Albert Tadlewski ar^ out.
view sot Queen Wlliielmina's very
Bill
TUden, his London stag©
PuritanicaP views, Noel Coward's debut a washout. Is road-showlngf
sizzling "Hay Fevei*," done her© by with th© Riviera tennis troupe.
the (3irl Students' Club of Leyden Junior Coen la with him..
One hotel renting rooms two
University, of which the Princess
Juliana is a member, was consider- months ago on the quieter side for
$1,40 a day is now asking $16 a day
ably toned down.
Entire Royal Family attended to on th© noisy side, and not getting

.

^

Looks

"

•

-

.

there.

,

other religious orders and societies.

.

1.

Nat Ferber's at Mentone.
Leonce Ferret's villa was robbed.
Martin (Paris) Brown has ief t for

display, with
stationed to illustrate

If, however, the matter is examined a little more closely. It would
Agents Quiet
be found that this is not- an example of hypocrisy but of sound business
allied .with a keen political instinct. The London County Council, having
Paris,' Feb. 2.
That booking agents should be
issued these 250 licenses, each with a prohibition against Sunday opening^
squares its corporate conscience by saying. "Notwithstanding that the mentioned by the prefect of police
licenses which we girant state as the law demands that you shall not open In the sanie ordinance as common
your-premises on Siindays; we will pef mit you to do so prpv^^pLtljSit you employment aycnclM. and that in
contribute a sum, .which wS^ill fix> to a charity "of which w6 shall ap- thla ordOlrialle* fmiitayauat i»f dervprove." And thus it is that the law of the land is broken on terms which ant& should 1|* mMtlMMd before
enables the council to do what the public wants and at the same tlnie booking of talent, !• tb« realeaude of
to keep peace -with all the religious bodle.s who object to entertainments the recent raisIng^ «f the banner of
on Sundays by telling them that it is all in the sacred cause of th© "Association dea Agents Lycharity.
riques et Dramatlques." They In©ut as regards the "legitimate" or dramatic houses, the Lord Chamber- sist their trade Is a liberal profeslain, who ha3 a heart at least as charitable as that of the London County sion.
Since practically no changes have
Council, has not so elastic a conscience and he does, not depend upon the
votes of the populace to secure or retain his office.
He is the first been made In the ordinary booking
Officer of the King's Household and performs many duties connected routine, everything is quiet on the
with the court as well as licensing all premises jfehere stage .plays are booking front. No new meetings of
performed. He also is officially the censor o^j^aiT^lays submitted to him the union have taken place recently.
before production on the stage.
It may, therefore, readily be understood that otte occupying an office
of such great power and digrnity cannot encourage the law to be broken
Edict Reserved
for a monetary consideration, even for charity. He has, therefore, QeParis, Feb. 2.
creed that dramatic houses must remain shut on Sundaj's' as the law pi
Decision has been reserved. In the
~
—-r- action aird -counter-atjtion -pendlngthe'larid demands:
Thisj- praiseworthy regard for the law has, however, caused a fierce
between Meurlsse, agent, and his
and considerable volume of complaint to be made by managers of dramatic
former partners, Sachoff, Chernoff
theatres, aa opposed to managers of cinemas, as well as by actors,
and Ehrenthal, no-w trading as the
musicians, stage hands and all other persons who seek to earn an honest
Universum Agency.
living in- connection with the presentation of the spokein play, and the
Evidence produced In court shows
pi-es3 of London has almost unanimously endorsed the complaint.
Meurlsse as highly excitable, lively
It Is an accepted fact that Sunday for entertainment purposes* Is one scenes being witnessed to by former
-

Nice, Feb.

window

New

Scully

2.

contraption devised by a small exhibitor at the annual Leplne Invention Fair held here regularly to
develoip just these small oddities.
Capacity of the store is 200 top.
Interior is a replica of the Paris
Opera. Miniature stage is only two
feet by two feet, modeled after a

as the Plaza; and under construc-

proceeding briskly,

1930

Chatter in Nice

"(panned" operatic music reproduced from phonograph records and
embellished bjr-ar4h£alre setting and
stationary manikins to a threefranc (12c) admish is a wrinkle in
little the-atre divertissement.
It's a
store show on one of the boulevards, utilizing a crude, if Ingenious,

!n,

vaudeville, legitimate), to be

for'

By Frank

Paris, Feb. 2.
at the Folies

some 150 years ago,. It was enacted by- "IHs Most Excellent Bergere, another revue by L. LeMajesty," King Cleorge the Third of England, "hy arid with the Advice marchand, will not open until midand Consent of his Loi-ds Spiritual ^nd Temporal in Parliament as- March, a month later than antlciponalty of 200 povuids for every .pated. Work on the. new, Alhambra
semhled," that no person should, under
offense, "keep" any premises for public entertainment on Sunddys; that building Is progressing slowly.
every door-keeper or servant of such premises who should collect money
The OJympia; latest picture house,
should be liable to a fine of 50 pounds for every offense and that every and former n>uslc hall, which the
peirson publishing any advertisement of any entertainment on the "Lord's Jacques Halk's group controls, is
Day" would also be liable to a penalty of 50 pounds for every offense.
expected to. open early next month.
And this day Is the law of England In this Year of Grace, 1930,
The new mixed theatre (pictures,
In'lTSO, or

Dramatic theatres In London are licensed by the Lord Chamberlain of
of the Royal Household; every vaudevii'le house and every cinema. 16
licensed by the London County Council, and every license, whether of
the Lord Chamberlain or the London County Council, bears upon it
the words: "The- premisies shall not be opened, for public performances on
Sundays, Christmas Day or Good Fi-iday."
Notwithstanding this prohibition, over 250 cinema theatres in London
aloiie are opened to the' public every Sunday, considerable sums of money
are tiken foi' adinission, artd the performances ai'e duly advertised irt all
the newspapers. No one, however, has ever been called on to pay any of
the penalties provided, by the anciept act of GeovEP JIL

Show s 12c Top

12,

Operatic Disks and Puppets

Next Month

By Walter Payne, O.B.E.

Wednesday, February

"

Paris, Feb. 2.
Etabllssements Volterra, a corpo-

Frank

Harris'

"On th©

Trail has

been sold to Bonis's Paper Book of
the Month Club through Georg©
Bye. This means one grand advance royalties.
Norman's,
Hutchlns
Hapgood,
carmine-tinted brother, got smashed
when a car went over a bridge near
Canvalescing okay. He's
Vence.
"Vence Is a hill
60 years old now.
town 10 miles from Nice where
they're celebrating the 100th anniversary of Mistral, the Provencal
poet, this month.
Nina Wilcox Putnam has sailed'

Operation was effected by ex- under contract, and finally' walking from Geneva for six weeks In New
York and Florida, on biz, then back
changing four old shares for three out.
Outside direction refers to Morris to Her ninth century chateau at
ones? a $4 bonus being added to
helping Jane Marnac stage "Shang- Vlllefranch© for another year o'f
the lot of three new shares.
hai Gesture." When Morris bowed stories for George at three grand
out, Larry Fletcher had to' learn per.
his role in "The Barker" in 14 hours.
MAYO'S BOOKINGS
Sax didn't want to file complaint
Pai-ls, Feb. 11.
AET THEATEE CHANGE
Eddie Mayo and his eight har- but had to when Morris, back, in
parls, Feb. 2. ;
monicaists, booked by Universum New York, commissioned his cousin
tp
collect on the bond Sax had
Studio des Champs Elysees, small
the
Merry
Agency, open Feb. 14 at
with
highbrow
Equity, he was forced
playhouse in the roof of
Grill, Brussels, for two weeks at pdsted
the Theatre det, Champs Elysees,
to act.
$162 a day.
Conway Wingfield, the company has again changed hands. Camille
Mayo (American) goes to Budapest for one month thereafter, then Equity delegate and familiar with Batbedat assumes responsibilities.
the
Camille Corney, former house mansituation,
has
forwarded
a
reon to Ufa, Berlin.
port to Equity.
ager, remains as a member of this
troupe and producer.
"Le Peche" remains as the atHOLLAND TROUPE'S l.OOOTH
traction to be replaced .sobn by a
Hylton in Prospect
The Hague, Jan, 31.
revival
of
"Paquebot Tenacity,"
operetta
Fritz Hir.sch's German
Jack Hylton and his band may played here with success a couple
company has just passed Its 1,000th appear in a Broadway production
of years ago.
performance In Hollands
due this spring. Negotiations for
Company plays mainly at The the leading British bandsman have
Hague, ^jnstcrdam, Rotterdam and been made -by an Amei-lcan agent,

new

-

,v

tours the provinces.

who,

it is

understood, acted for Flo

Suit

Over Accent

Paris, Feb,

Ziegfold.

It is figured
the Hylton band
Dora Maughan's Pay Up
might be. used in the planned muWhat could be fairer than that?
London, Feb. 11.
sical to star Marilyn Miller and the
Dora Maiighan, was scheduled to AStaii'cs. However, Zlegfeld may
(Mr. Walter Payne Is, in addition to icing the President o/ tlie Society sail on the Berenfjarla Feb. 26, but hold bark that production until summer, especially If "Simple Simon"
of West End Theatre Managers, the Chairman of the Entertainments won't.'
Protection Association, ichich safeguards the interests of all vaudeville
In.stead she returns Feb. 24 to clicks.
The producer contemplates
houses in England, and is as veil Chairman of the London Pavilion and the Kitcat restaurant, set for three goin.q: to the coast to start picture
Empires,
Director
Moss
Ltd.).
month.<5
Halls
and
at
an
increase
in
salary.
of
work In that event.
a
of the Syndicate

harmonious domesticity."

..

2.

Olga Barthos, Vienna comedienne,
was booked by the local Scala for
"Louis XIV." But during rehearsals
the authors and directors considered
her accent too pronounced.' "They
canceled the contract,, and hence th©
suit for 50,000 francs.

Court adjourned the case for further consideration.

-
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"

PARIS STUDIOS BURN

Likes G-F-A Deal as Film-Radio Nucleus
Paris, Feb.

Paris, Fob. 11.
Jacques Halk's sound studiqs at
Courbevoie, just outside Paris, wore
entirely destroyed by flre Feb. 6.
All equipment was lost, involving

2.

Maurice Devies, vice-president

of

Banque Nationale de Ccedit

tlie

directing genius in
and wlio
tlie present French picture combination, denies any intention of
making a film monopoly of the proHe also disjected organization.
claims any intention of making it
the occasion of the flotation of a
is tlie

huge stock issue.
Having found, that

for years the
was held in such
here that no financiers
finding time
it,
but
touch
would
ripe to put the business on a dlffer«nt footing, he grouped a few
friends to finance the present combine without using the resources of

Singer Takes a Dig at

damage

among

the first to evidence a negative attitude to the American talker
invasion from the stage. Playing a
fortnight at the Empire, concluding

Feb.

dl.srepute

,

This,

when

men

in

realized,

control

.

would give the

Immense propa-

ganra and political power, so any Clergy-Fihn Trust Battle
development is being keenly watched in official circles.
It explains, apart from any other May Be Resumed Any Time
reason, why Francois-Poncet, Min-

was present at
demonstration of the new Gau-

ister for Fine Arts,

.the

The Hague, Feb. 1.
.Reported end of the theatre-fllm
war in Holland is only an armistice.
So many tangles to the problem that

inont sound equipment at the Theatre des Champs Elysees, this epuipment admitted, capable of Inter- a solution which might satisfy all
changeabillty. Gaumont equipment parties
is Impossible,
Is to form one of the main beams
South of Holland, where, the disof the new structure, reseaches for pute started, is mainly Roman Cathpictures and radio being combined. olic.
pressure of the R. C
Under
Gaumont's Stock Increase
clergy, mayors, in several of these
Details of the Gaumont merger towns banned films approved by the
are arranged by Albert Kohan and National Board of Censors. As this
an 'increase of the Gaumont capital board represents all political and
.stock from $960,000 to $3,400,000 will religious parties, the film trust boy
absorb besides Aubert-Franco-Fllm, cotted those theati-es which banned
a laboratory company already Gau- these films, the trust maintaining
mont controlled (G. M. Film), and that the board of censors was a na
an equipment manufacturing com- tlonal institution and that Its de
Last named cision could and should not be over
pany (Contisouza).
•firm had a fire two years ago which ruled by local authorities.
completely destroyed its plant but
•Some, of these theatres had to
which IS now -thoroughly moder-nr "cl'O'se thelr-doDTs, 'and'tfie fight went
contrary to Gaumont's.
on for months. After- a round table
equipment
sound
Production of
conference a temporary way out
will be sufficient to currently equip was found, but it is only a compro6 theatres weekly, 10 In March. mise.
As soon as one or the other
Orders for 82 theatres were booked priest Is offended by a picture, he is
in January. This shows that French sure to press the point with his "retheatres using Gaumont equipment spective mayor, and then the battle
will soon be in the majority. This will be on again.
-

equipment now sells for $7,000 and a
credit firm has been organized with
the combine to extend facilities to

exhibitors not only to install Gaumont sound but also to remodel
theatres, etc.
This, together with the advantages
In bookings of Frendlj^talkers, con-

combine, 43 expected
to' bring exhibitors under Its influence without using financial- ties
such as purchase, though a holding
company will be formed in the distant future.
The flitancial structure of the new
trolled

by

.the

merger >^U^^ make

pictures more
reputabl6,_ibkn- heretofore in the
financial world. CeCpital is small but
*the
present increased values of
properties is not taken into account
and the old book valuation is taken,
thus causjpg large hidden surplus.
Thls2<Tir'enable the new flrm to dis-

count easily any paper

it

under-

writes to finance exhibitors requiring equipment credit.

Fullers

14 Wired Houses;

Ben May Come Over

Sir

Sydney, Jan. 14.
Fullers Theatres' local St. James

and Princess, in Melbourne, have
become that circuit's leading houses
since being wired for sound pictures.
This chain has also placed sound
Installations In Its St. James, Auckland;
Palace and Gaiety, Melbourne;
Majestic, Adelaide;
His
Majesty's, Wellington Opera House,

This is the third week .since the
Kolarao theatre, after installing
Western Electric apparatus, opened
as a sound house with "Singing
Fool" (WB). Picture has been tre-

Newcastle, and Fuller's, in this city.
Sir Ben Fuller expects to be in
New York some time in March.

IN KANE'S SHORTS
Paris, Feb.
J-ocal

2.

William Morris agency Is
for Bob Kane's French
talking shorts almost exclusively.
Louis P. Verande, French agent,
is also
booking some acts with
Kane,
Be.iides Charles Ah'earn's band,
Eiscot and Trcki, two French sin-

now booking

gles, are set for

Kane

shorts.

that

remain uncompleted.
Bauge told Variety his reason
for quitting was the terrific temperature obtaining this summer in
Halk's Courbevoie studio.
Inasmuch as Bauge had been
gassed in the war and must take
special precautions, he decided to
stop work, receiving only $2,400 on
a $6,400 straight salary guarantee,
with as much again to come from
royalties on a percentage of the
to

AUOW 3 DAYS
F0R4-REELERS

'

London, Feb. 11.
Stev FitzGlbbon and Gordon>Bostock are making quota talkers for
/
profits arrangement.
Producers Distributing Co., which
Braunbei'ger engaged BaUge on
is the first American concern to
June 25 to work in England (Elsshoot its own footage instead of
treet) -for three weeks, beginning
being hijacked by native producers.
Named by Haik as Jointly
7.
They are doing four-reel talkers Oct.
flnancia,lly responsible for Bauge's
In three days each, working dolible
action, Braunberger told the court

shifts and cutting corners everythat his signing Bauge long before
where on producing schedules.
(Bauge) actually quit shows his
They have completed four short he
(Braunberger's) good faith.
features Insld© of two weeks, and
Excessive
amount of damage
counting time, from the start of
asked, coming after a similar suit
shooting to previews of the com,for $120,000 against Raquel Meller
"
pleted' plc'ttiro jlist 26 days.
for breaking a South American conIt Is believed the average cost will
tract, caused some caustic
combe about $26,000 each, including
overhead. This Is a record, and if ment by the bench. It takes over
20 years for the highest paid French
the pictures K>ok like anything

the
idea should revolutionize quota picture making In England.

Way

Hollywood, Feb.

11,

Manuel Plnella, Spain's leading
composer, will reach here with lines
out for picture work.

judges to gross 1,000,000 francs, let
alone three or fo-ur million. Decision is not likely to be rendered tor

some tlriie.
Completed sequences of the unflnished fllm "Le Defenseur".' are

Prices have
been doubled.
Luxor, on the other hand, using
"White
with
opened
Biophone,
Shadows" (M-G), decided to stick to
ordinary prices, and has been commended locally for the move. Language difficulties have been dealt
with by running translation of essentials under the pictures.
Phi..iograph companies are profiting by the sound pictures. Everyone
"Sonny
is buying the Jolson songs.
Boy" selling best, and all shop windows displaying both the film and

Heavily Cut
Paris, Feb,

S.

"Le Collier De La Relne," first
talker, was extensively cut after playing its first run at

French-made

friend's private yacht.
Rolf sailed to do a Swedish version musical talker for Paramount,
making the trip via the Panama
canal.

Feb.

.

2.

Tobls-'Klangfilm and also
Gaumont's own Gaumont-PetersonPaulsen equipment. For production
purposes, the allied Danish inventors'
patents are used, and so

private showing of these scenes
court.

credited, but for reproduction,

mont uses

exclusively

its

Gau-

own equip-

ment.

Product

Paramount

sho^yn
shorts,

included

two

three

animated

cartoons ("Noah's Lark" and "Auld
Lang Syne," community .sing; and
"Tango," a Spanish song-daiice revuette); a reel of "La RontH^est
Belle" (French talker; RCA); "King
of Kings" (RCA) "La Collier de la
;

Relne"

(French

talker;

RCA);

Tobis' short featuring Dora Stro"La
"Toilers"^ (Tiff-RCA);
eva;
Nuit est a Nous" (French talker;

RCA); "Words and Music," Gauown short, and curiously
enough the least favorably Impressive owing to poor photography and
production quality, although okay
on Its sound reproduction; a reel
(W. B.)
of "Broadway Melody"
shown in Technicolor and a poor
choice, dialog sounding bad and
owing
to .the
photography distorted
mon't

booth's mishandling.
Gaumont equipment sounded a bit
tin-panny at times, but on the whole
is regarded as a satisfactory proposition for average French ezhib
use, particularly in view of th*
$6,000 pi'lce. For the exhlb who can
kttoTd the major installatio^there'a
no question about which- to choose,
but the lesser houses which alone
now remain unsounded, and to which
field Gaumont intends catering, the
price of the big equipmentSs is out
of the question and Gaumont ia
bound to sell heavily.
Its prime purpose of interchangeability was satisfactorily demonstrated.
Leon Gaumont, the pioneering;
talking pictures' producer, made the
demonstration something of an historic event, recalling that on Nov. 7,
1902, he showed the first talklns
photography and again, before the

Academle des Sciences on Dec.

Gaumont

Palace's Sound'
Paris, Feb.. 2.
Alterations are being made to the
sound equipment of the Gaumont
Palace, largest theatre In Eurppe
(5,000 seats).

liSlO,

27,

he demonstrated synchronized

screen projection.

The Hague Deems Sound
An Effort, Not Amuseinent

The Hague, Jan. 31.
films are not making
progress as yet at The Hague,
In the Asta theatre, controlled by
UFA, the sound is reproduced by
Klangfilm system, and this latest
talker, "Melodie des Herzens," waa
clear so far as dialog was concerned,
but the songs were hardly audible.
In the minor theatres, other systems are used, principally Loetan
phone.
Tilley
So far. The Hague does not adswering questions In the House of mire sound, consfderlng it more oC
Commons Jan. 23 for the president an effort than an amusement.
of the Board of Trad^4 said the government-would not appoint any new
committee to see to the working of
Rules Hungarian
the films act but was satisfied to
leave things to the existing advisory
Soldiers Off Its Screens
committee.
In acccirdance with the peace
treaty Rumania has annexed TranQuota and Junk
There's one big snoot brewing sylvania. Majority 6f the population
there la Hungarian.
So the
over the Quota stuff some of the
American distributors have been Rumanian government has now dehandling. Some of the past year's creed, for political reasons, that n«
British product in fact, most has pictures may bo shown in Rumania,
been terrible.
Usually the bad or Transylvania, on which Hunquality has been the outcome of
garian soldiers are to be seen.
easy money promotion ;.by people
This is a serious loss to German
who have as much qualification to
make motion pictures as this de- fllm producers who have recently
partment has to to swim the Atlan- favored Hungarian subjects to «
Talking

much

By Frank
London, Feb.

Stockholm, Feb. 1.
Ernst Rolf, director of the China
found a new way to avoid
having his name printed on a sailing list and subsequent publicity.
Just sailed for the States on a

Paris,

British Film Field

2.

Fox-Gaumont

theatre,

A

was ordered by the

After Western Electric Installed
the Cameo.
its equipment, it was first found
Before going Into the Gaumont necessary to modify seme of the
Palace many sequences were elimi- seating accommodations, the theatre
nated, notably one 600 -foot passage. being a remodeled circus enclosure.

songs.

Via Private Yacht

quitting.

i^ixing

'

mendously successful.

WIRE

take phonc,

will

three months.

-

;

Princess, ..Dunedin;
Majesty's, Perth; Em'f»ire, Brisbane; Majestic, Newtown; Victoria,

,

NEW

ITS

$6,0i

and

alleged to have, cost the plaintiff
$36,000 up to the point of Bauge's

Talkers Help Music Sales

Christchurch;

Her

sible. ..,^Expected

DOOLEY

'Tool" Big in Belgrade;

27.

offices

JED
Decision has been reserved by the
The more he makes the less he First Chamber of the Paris court in
spends. He says Frank Bacon was
the 4,000,000 francs ($160,000) damnot discovered until he was sixty,
age
suit filed by Haik against
so he figures he has twenty years
Bauge, Opera-Comique and Paris
more to wait.
A riot at the PARAMOUNT this Opera singer. Haik alleges that he
week, but modestly attributes it had Bauge under contract, actually
all
to his straight man, RUDT working on a French talker not yet
VAlLiLEE.
titled,
when Brannberger enticed
him away to make "La Route est
Belle," thus causing the Haik film

Spanish Composer on

Belgrade, Jan.

The

ON

Gaumont's Ideal Sonore 30 was
demonstrated to r.n invitation audience at the Theatre des Champs
This is Gaumont's new
Elysees.
sound-reproducing equipment
men was slow.
Exhibtion reproduced about a
Haik will' continue. production In
dozen subjects, made on Western
a rented studio, rebuilding the
wrecked plant as rapidly as pos- Electric, RCA Photophone, Vlta-

Paris, Feb. 2.
rates
songstress,

6, her opening number is a rahrah "En Francaise" patriotic spiel
about German and Danish actors
playing in English to American
theme songs, and showing French
She propagandizes
title In France;
the French first and then the English-American thereafter.
the bank itself.
Gaumontmildly received,
but
the
was
to
use
Number
His idea is
Franco -Aubert merger as the nuc- although her latest special songs
leus of a vast organization which click, notably the Chevalier and
will be based on the development Mistinguett impressions. Franconay
of sound in both film and radio. has made a short here.

picture industry

of $200,000.

GAUMONT PUTS

dressing rooms were saved, being
detached. Also destroyed was the
previous day's shootlrfg on Louise
La Grange's "Le Defenseur."
Rest of the negative was saved.
Fire was -liscovered while a scene
was being taken. Curtains caught
flre promptly and the flames spread
Response of the rural firefast,

U. S. Talkers from Stage
Franconay,

VARIETY

HAIK'S $200,000 FIRE;

Devies Denies Monopoly Intentions;

.

Wilder and

still

wilder stories are

print here about the
final payments from Fox on the
Gaumont deal with the- syndicate
which Arthur Blumenthal and the
Ostrers formed here to hold the
G.-B. common stock.
Some of the dailies have discovered there has been a deal between
Fox and the Ostlers and print the
most comic figures. One says there
is a balance due of $400,000 on a
deal totaling $6,250,000, and the balance is likely to be taken over by a
British stockholder, this balance
giving him control.
As there are 5,000,000 common
shares (which carry the voting
power), and Fox bought at $6 a
share, it wants some figuring out

getting into

Rumania

—

—

DuPont's French Version
Paris, Feb. 2.
E. A. DuPont is here completing
arrangements with Delac .& Vandal,
large extent.
French ver- how less than 70,000 shares can tic. Or less.
the
producers, to film
Now exhibitors are kicking hard,
Story's so
sion of "Les Deux Mondes" ("Both give someone control.
and want
know what they're gOr
Worlds") from Herman Schulte's wrong even Variety wouldn't print ing to do to
when
the
Quota
becomes
it.
EGA IN BEEMITDA
scenario.
But F. V. Sarvazsy, who promoted 10%, as now they can't get films
Rcld-Hall, Ltd., operators of theaIvan Peirovitch will be male lead. General Theatres Corp., Is a sub- worth running to make up their curtres In Bermuda, have entered into
stantial stockholder, and it's he who rent 7%%.
They have naturally picked ori the an agreement with Radio whereby
40 Danish Installations
has been trying to make a deal. As
will
play all
Copenhagen, Feb. 1.
the final Fox payment is not due till fact one or two American distrib- they
Radio'*
of
Pehrson, manager of the Union mid-February, it is rather premature utors have bought the cheape.st products.
spoiled native celluloid they could
First audible film ever to be
of Swedish Cinema Owners, on a anyhow to talk about someone else
find to fill their Quota obligations.
taking It over.
in the
in
will
visit here, states that 40 Swedish
.shown
Bermuda
open
They ignore the others who have
cinemas have now installed the
done the decent thing as best they province of Hamilton Feb., 15. It
Government and Quota
sound
Dani.sh
Petersen-Poulsen
Interesting commentary on the could. And, concentrating on some will be "l{lo Rita." House will us«
(Continued on page 47)
UC.^ portal)le equipment.
equipment.
following story is W. R. Smith, an^
*

:
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'$1,000

a Week' Salary

Wednesday^ February

CHICAGO CENSORS

There Comes a Time

No Longer

A well-known
when

tive

Enthuses Hollywood Merchant
.

Hollywood, Feb.
S.

S.

Cowan

11.

Latest Alibi

Va-

started to give

riety a story abdut the people wh^'
are good customers of his HoU*-'
wood Electric Shop. As he ivarmcd
to the subject a.nd recalled the accounts on his books, he worked Into
a warm plea that Variety call upon
•the populace of Hollywood to vindicate itself In the eyes of local
merchants by paying their l;llls.
"You can say," began Mr. Cowan,
settling back for a trim at the
bhears of Sol Weisman, artistic hair
cutter, "that the film stars are good
users of electric and labor-saving

Latest

dearth of mergers and rumors
declared
"There comes a time even
In the picture business when
tho^plcture business must settle

Hollywood, Feb,

,

11.

picture execuasked why' the

down

to picture business."

REVISING HUDSON BILL

alibi:

"Wait till my contract exand I can get back to
Broadway."

FOR FEDl CENSORSHIP

pires

Minneapolis, Feb. 11.

CHANEV STILL SILENT
IN TALKING

devices.-

THANTOM"

Lios Angeles,

Feb.

VACATION IDEAL
"Bob Frazer is one of the best,"
Lon Chaney has authorized his
Visiting BOCA GRANDE Is like a
"i»id you know
Mr. Cowan.
he is an Inventor? He's perfecting attorney, Milton Cohen, to proceed fairy tale come true. So beautiful
It seems unreal.
an automatic message -taker for against ^ Universal upon confirmaThat's where GAStARILLA INN,
phones right now. Why, the wiring tion that U la advertising its re- built to match the beauty of Its
alone in his laboratory cost $300 to Issue of "Phantom of the Opera" as surroundings, fulfills its promise of
Leatrlce Joy Is another an all-talker.
install.
comfort, health and -gayety to an
good customer."
Chaney Is protesting on the ever increasing patronage.
The featured entertainment is a
"I mean," said the mugg, "who grounds he does not open his mouth
uses labor-saving devices?"
In the picture, though the rest of MEYER DAVIS ORCHESTRA.
"Dolores del Rio and Estelle Tay- the cast do talk. U recently made
from
.sweepers,
electric
lor bought
the talking version of the old
me. I sold a couple of them to John Chaney picture, recalling all of the
Barrymore, too. Then I sold a ra- original cast but Chaney.
RADIO OFF
TRIES;
dio to John Gilbert and a washing
machine to his wife. His former
GIVES
lAvIfe," Mr. Cowan added. "That was
Refuse to light for Par.
when she was expecting a baby.
"I sold, a lot of radio sets, .too;
News' Non-Unioil Staff Radio has cancelled its lease on
Some to people
yes, quite a lot.
the Carroll theatre effective April
In an effort to persuade Enjanuel
who didn't pay."
Reason, the firm is signing off
1.
Cohen, director of Paramount News, $2 Broadway runs.
Didn't Pay Off
to
Hereafter, Radio pictures will ,go
to employ only union men, Cohen's
"Tou ought to- do something
11.

said

^2

UP CARROLL STAY

,

.

.

Warning of an Impending, fight to
establish
national censorship of
pictures Is given by Mrs. Bobbins
Gllman, president of the Federated
Motion Picture council, in an announcement that she Is at work revising the Hudson bill for relnlroductlon into Congress.
This measure, vigorously combatted by film Interests in Its original form, will provide for a federal
commission to regulate pictures'
subject matter and its treatment.
Mrs. Gilman, president of a local
reform organization. Is also chairman of the national film committee
of the National Council of Women
and international correspondent of
the cinema sub-committee 6f the
International Council of Womdn.
All of these organizations, she declares, will support the Hudson bill
and will also get aggressively behind the Brooks-Hart" bill regulating film tta^e practices; During the
coming summer, Mrs. Gllman says,
she will lead a tour of the continent
to study legal regulations of films
over there.

1930

12,

NOW

THREATEN ALL SHORTS
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Shorts are becoming more popuespecially the cartoon comedies,
and exhibs and exchanges In this
district are becoming worried about
Indications of censor trouble.
Local censors, have never bothered the cartoon stuff, but are now
squawking, that hereafter shearing
applies to everything, cartoon or no
cartoon.
Several attempts at cuts
have already been, made, but exchanges each time persuaded the
censors to lay off.
lar,

-

.

Fight to Save Old

San Rafael

Fifan Studio

San Francisco, Feb. 11.
While Hollywood has been makinp
a fuss over the celebration of the
bfrth of pictures In a one-time Chinese laundry In that town, San Rafael, near here, has launched a fight
to save the old building that once

housed the California Motion Picture Co., one of the pioneer makers
of flickers.
Building, now owned by George
MIddleton and Beatrix Mlchellna,
one-time screen star has been condemned as a fire menace and ordered razed. Middleton has a court
restraining order, but says the
wret^cers already have done $2,000

damage.

,

^

In his ar|^ument"fo^ a restraining
order, Middleton told the court that
the studio's usefulness was not yet
at an end. He said plans are on to

reconstruct is as a talking studio
people like that realize they're photographers bumped Into union direct into, the Globe.
unit.
running down the whole picture in- trouble when they showed up at
Putting specials through the Cardustry," he said. "Can't you run an Grand Central Palace> Saturday for roll session and tlien grinding them
Del Ruth Lands Dough
editorial telling people to pay their shots of the aviation show.
the
on
follow-up
at
the
Globe,
has
Union
bills?"
technicians refused to operate the blunted the box-oflflce edge In <nher
Legits Without Tests
"Why didn't the comic pay?"
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
lights and there were no Par. shots Radio houses .around New York,
Hampton Del Ruth had 100 copies
"No money."
especially the Hip.
of the show.
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
"He's working."
New all-grind plan starts with of his' piay "The Latest Murder"
Cohen Is reported employing 25
Tendency to put legit people
"Yes. Wo saw his lawyer when camera
men as well as another 25 "Case of Sgt. Grlscha." This opens made to distribute to legit pro- uhder
contract without first makducers.
we heard about It. The lawyer says men on sound assignments. The at the Globe- Feb. 23.
It worked.
ing,
talker
But try and* matter
tests
is noted.
A
sure he's working.
couple
of eastern Canadians,
Unita^b Artists has the Carroll for
of unionizing the staf^has
This went for Billy Taft in "Good
collect.
The government comes been taken> up by union heads with the- fl?xt four weeks for "Putting Ellis and Atkinson, came through
News" (M-G) and Bernard Granflretj^ Then l^ls -wife.
with dough..
.-^
Cohen, who Is' reporteji saying he Is. on_ the RltzJ'
^^This other actor had a great reaDel-Riuth will-be hls-oVn-director ville ln"6afety-1n Numbers"- (Par);Columbia thfeatre, currently piaynot against the men. Joining, but to
"on, nit. When I asked him about
A "Follies" girl brought to the
unless called for another Henry
date the men continued to operate Ing burlesque, as a Radio enterprise
paying he said, 'Somebody's taken
has not yet had its policy defined. King film. In that case he will turn codst by one of the producing comas non-union.
expect
to
radio;
you
don't
me
my
This theatre will be renovated for the direction over to Charles King. panies was given four weeks in
An
appeal
has
gone
forth
to
every
pay for It, do you?' I told him 1
voice coaching and then her test
local of the I. A., with which Local fall use at which time It is expected
wasn't the burglar and sure I exwas made.
644, laternational Photographers, Is Radio will relinquish the Globe.
pected him to pay.
Johnson Shooting Wild
tKP
"A director pulled another one afUllated, to forward complaint
like that on me.
He got some ra- against the use of non-union cam-

make

.

.

.

.

_

,

.

.

.

di6 tubes.

Monjths later I tried to eramen and sound recorders, in the

and he said, 'They were no
had to throw them away!'
"Then there's a blonde who bought,
some batteries from me and gave

collect

good.

I

making of Par news shorts. According/to I. A. exjscs. Paramount is the
condition.

25c on Dollar
"It doesn't do any good to take
these accounts to- ^ lawyer. It costs
Universal City, Feb. 11.
you $25 to file suit. Then he gets
Unlversal's new program calls for
50% If you win. If the bill Is $100 10 specials, with several big ones
you're lucky to get $25.
of the silent days to be remade.
"Some of these people think yoU
Among the early remakes will be
shouldn't expect them, to pay. TTou talker versions of "The Merry Go
should be tickled pink that I buy Round" and "The Signal Tower."
.

from you,' one guy told me.
"When anyone tells me they're
making $1,000/ a week they pay
cash from now on."
^

—

'

COMPOSING COMBO MAY

WRITE TALKER FOR PAR
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Paramount wants combination
.•similar
to
DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson. It is negotiating to tie
up Maurice Risking to collaborate
Harry Akstand and Grant
witli
Clark, song writers, who recently
lf!ft

the

Warner

ducer.

2D EOTHSTEIN STOKY
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Universal -VN-ill follow Pai-aniount
with another gambling yarn based
late Arnold Rothstelri.
U's
contribution is "The Czar of Broadway," original by Geno Towne.
William Craft will direct.
"

[

on the

.

Chi "Pinks" Another
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Censor, board has pinked "The
Love Racket" (FN).
General reason pf being unfit for
iiivenlle audiences.

Is

sticking by Wil-

Hearst Is particularly. Interested
In the development of the chain of
newsreel theatres, similar to the

Embassy, which was halted for a
time by the Fox flpanclal situation.
This angle, however. Is active again
and negotiations are now being
closed In three key spots throughout
the country.

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
First feature length talker to be
the
"The Arizona Kid,"

Good for Extras

hunter,

is

making

"his

all-

first

by Fox.
Scenes will be shot In Utah with
Interiors In the homes and saloons
in Rlchville, old mining town* abandoned in 1882.
Al Santell will direct, with Warner Baxter and Mona Maris in the

in Person

Hollywood, Feb.

As

a

protection

from

He

is

now

reported trying to In-

getting

at Universal.

Garson

will

produce for the same

the Warner studio, personally
.SHIP'S SOUND PREMIER
directed Lotti Loder in her first
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
picture "Lonely Gigolo."
What is claimed to. be the world
Zanuck Is responsible for' impremiere
of a talking picture at sea
porting the. actress from Hungary.
was held on the Dollar Lines' President Fillmore, 6n route from Los
Angeles to 6an Francisco last week.
GARBO'S LOBBY DOUBLES
Picture was "Dames Ahoy" (U:).
Angeles,
Los
Feb.'ll.
Elsie Adair and Mable Lash,
studio doubles for Greta Garbo, are
INTERSTATE BELL
working as a lobby plug for "Anna
Washington, Feb. 11.
Christie" at the Criterion.
Shipment of advertising matter,
The
girls appear in a frame in the lobby, merchandise,
etc..
In
Interstate
dressed In tjie clothes worn by commerce, unless specifically orGarbo In the picture.
dered by the consignee, will be unThe gag ties up sidewalk traffic lawful if a house bill introduced by
during their appearance.
Bsterly (R.), Pa., becomes a law.
of

NEW

-

There are color processes and
color systems, and another one Is
being promoted by Maurice Goodman, veteran Keith lawyer.
Goodman has a camera (French)
that takes two exposures on the
same frame through different lenses.

terest Pathe in the method. After
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Friedman has succeeded that the trade may get demonstraHarry Garson as casting director tions.

started off on the wrong foot,
studio.
Daryl Zanuck, production manager

.

Goodman's Color

Phil

11.

W.

Consldlne

Jr.,

.11.

of

the

Will Rogers.

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Increase in production
had 4,021 extras as last week's total, or 68% normal.
This week looks good, and the
first two full day's work for the
Central Casting Bureau.

Gradual

Friedman, U*s Caster

Zanuck

Hollywood Feb.
iToftn

sound picture of beasts for Fox. United Artists says the report that
Several of these African shots will he was dissatisfied with the screen
also be on wide film^t being re- story of "Abraham Lincoln" -written
ported here that when Johnson left by Stephen Benet, is incorrect.
he took with him Grandeui;;, camConsldlne states not one word of
eras, a- squad of technicians and a the original manuscript has been
half dozen cameramen.
changed nor would anyone In bis
Under the agreement with Fox, organization have the nerve to think
Johnson will produce Just a series they could Improve on It.
Consldlne also says that he is now
of magazine subjects. The traveler's agreement with Dan Pomeroy trying to Induce Benet to do more,
calls for the production of the next pictures for his company.
feature length to go through Pomeroy's' hands, via Talking Picture
Epics, the coi^pany which handled
N. Y. to L. a:
the distribution of "Slmba" and
Nat Mannheim
other Johnson productions.
Ben Harrison
Johnson, it is understood by TalkManny Gould
ing Picture Epics' representatives,
Artie Davis
has taken up a permanent residence
Al Rose
in
Nairobi, A'frlca, where, they
Harold Lleblich
state, he has purchased a large parJoe DeNat
cel of land.
Alex Aarons

made completely away from

Risking is In the Par eastern
publicity department and one of the
authors of "Strike Up the Band,"
current Broadway stage hit.
Deal Calls for a guarantee and
royalties with the trio to make their
own production under the supervision of a studio associate pro-

R. Hearst.

^

-

leads.

lot.

—

Also, according tc high Hearst
spokesmen, should Courtlandt Smith,
WESTERN, MINUS STUDIO formerly general-manager for FoxHearst Corp., reenter the newsreel
"Arizona Kid" Will Be Wholly field on.Jils own, it will be without
Hearst association.
Made in Utah

studio will be

Benet Script O. K.

Martin -Johnson, big game camera

side venture.

U's 10 Specials

six.

feasts in Grandeur

Sticky with

liam Fox in the. sound newsreel
field. He will be a party to no out-

a check for $6. The checlv came
back and it was six months before
got niy

Wai

Fox on Newsreel Angle
W.

me
1

Hearst

only newsreel to operate under, this

DE FOREST SUIT MARCH

27

Suit of DeForest Phonofilm Corp-.,
again.^t Stanley Theatres, Fox-Case,
.

and Western Electric Is scheduled
to hit the Federal Court in Wilmington, Del.,

March

27.

DeForest's suit is based on the
Reis patents and asks for an injunction and an accounting. Darby
and Darby represent the plaintiff,
.

Chicago, Feb.

11,

Guthrie McClintic.
William F. Canavan.
Richard Green.
,

L. A. to N. Y.
Henry H. Tobias
Gladys Unger
Jack Gardner.
Louise Dresser.
Will Hays..

Maurice MacKenzie.
Dave Stamper.
Earl H. Hammons.
Maurice Mackenzie.
Eddie Conrfld.
"Marlon Eddy.
D. S. Pratt,
J. J.-

McCarthy.

Lou Rydell
Jack Cohn

SUIT ON "CITY SLEEPS",.
Alleging plagiarism of his original story, "Underground Tracks,"
by Metro, on its version of "While
the
City Sleeps," starring Lon

DeForest has made seven more Chaney, Frank Burr Wiles has
brought suit in New York again.st
that picture company.
Houses are the Hamlin, Ardmore
A, P. ("Bill" Younger) was. credand Grand, Chicago; Colonial and ited on the film with liaving auWest, dalesburg; jpiaza, Burling- thored the Lon Chaney piece. Wilps
ton, Wis., and the Crown, Racine, is represented by the law firm of
Wis.
Wlen &, Tomback.
installations in this territory, all the
$5,000 Junior type.

Wednesday, February

12,

PICTURES

IMO

VARIETY

RESISTANCE SPREE
Loew's

New

Stage L^hting Device;

COMPLIIS

WiD Launch Colorama Via Stage Unit
On

or about March 1, from plans,
may Introduce a new color

Loew's

ing of a scheme of coves and flutes,
with lamps and color media so arranged as to give mobile and overlapping color and shadow effects.
A demonstration was recently held
for theatre executives in Brooklyn.

Taken under exclusive contract
from the Uatlonal Lamp Works,
Electric,
General
of
subsidiary
Loew's is planning to introduce the
new lighting process through a
presentation stage unit especially
built around und named for the de-

agreement, Loew's
has colorama for exclusive use in

Under

vice.

its

theatres.

New lighting system has been
installed at the St. George Hotel,
Brooklyn, to illuminate its ballroom,
at a cost of $150,000, but while declared to be costly to operate there.
It is said it will be cheaper to handle
in a theatre than the present system
in vogue and that any regular house
In adding
electrician can opefate.
Colorama to units for other Loew
a portable switchboard

houses,

$4,000j000 in Disputes

known as

Color-ama, at the Capitol, New York. Device is described as an Innovation
In decorative illumination conbistlighting invention,

is

carried.
It will not be necessary,
said, to engage extra electrl

Slightly over 9,000 disputes,
involving and aggregating approximately $4,000,000, were
settled during 1929 by the Film
Boards of Trade. This is according to a report to be made
known by the Hays organiza-

counsel that the amount of
settlement would have been
eaten up by lawyers' fees and
court costs before judgment
could have been obtained.
Individual amounts ran all
the way from $15 to $5,000.
Under the system prescribed
by the iTederal Court exhlbYtors
who do not arbitrate voluntarily will have to seek redress In
the civil courts.

FINAL DECISION
IN

FOX CASE

it. is

clans.

Glass Instead of Gelatins
Louis K. Sidney, Loew's theatre

TOMORROW

Is trying to 'work;OUt plans
for the first unit" to be biiilt around

Final decision in the Fox case will
Colorama. Claim is made that brown
sliver light hue^ -can be secured be rendered tomorrow (Thursday).
The new banking group yesterday
with fidelity and that even black
and whites are made highly e£ (Tuesday) told Judge Coleman In
the U. S. Court that all but two of
fectlve.
the
Fox Film directors have agreed
in
glass
Colorama uses natural
to their plan. Board meets early tostead of gelatine, doing away en
tireiy^^wjth the use of the latter, morrow, at which time It is hoped
often ff^ulsance because of burn- to make approval unanimous. That
ing and breakirtg. Also the new In- accomplished, the plan is expected
through.
If Halsey Stuart
vention
eliminates
necessity
of to

and

and other creditors still Insist upon
a receivership, the court will decide
by on that action ,at the postponed
hearing tomorrow.

•using boxes, overheads, towers and
baby spots. Even foots and bord-

ers

are practically

eliminated

It,

Return Means to Uniform Contract
Traces

— Par.

—

it is now a period picture.
Pre-war scenes require Just
as special costuming as docs
stuff of the 'gos.
"Periods" trail the fashions,
with the femme wardrobe more
acutely affected.

W.

E.

—

COURT DEFINE

.

(Continued on page 29)

ITS

Early

Film,

*

STATUS

According to papers on file in
Wilmington, Del., the most unusual
motion in the history of talker patent litigation will be argued in court
there later this week. W. E. asks
that the Federal Court define its
(W. E.) status in' the sound field.

Western Electric Is making fhe
motion in the suit brought against
Its— equipment In- Stanley houses
there by DeForest*.
If, according to the papers, the
court decides Western Electric is a
licensee of DeForest under the
agreement made in 1916 concerning
certain radio patents, the company
does not want to attack the validity
of the DeForest patents.
On the other hand, if the court decrees that W. B. has not the licensee
privileges it wants, then it wants
the right to contest the validity of
the inventor's patents.
Trial of the original action, partly
because of this motion, has been
postponed from the end of February
to March 26. Restriction of the Issues to Insure a speedy disposal of
the claims) has resulted In both
parties narrowing down to that claim
dealing only with the merits of reproduction.
DeForest attorneys will demand
a dismissal of the motion, claiming
it Is beyond the jurisdiction of the

•

At one stage of the hearing, counHalsey Stuart and again attorney for the "A" stockholders
crashed the argument with a gesture to offer a financing plan of
sel for

OAKIE STEAMED UP BY
AGENT, WALKS ON JOB

opening, Feb. 28.
H. B. Franldln will prelude the
premiere showing of the double
width film with a novelty jiresentatatlon, demonstrating the development of the motion picture from
the earliest silent days.
First subject will b? the oldest
silent picture procurable. Next will
be shown a modem silent. Then the
first talker, a picture made In San
Francisco shortly before the fire in
1907 and shown only locally. A modern talker will follow, and last the
first showing of a complete Gran-

their own. Judge Coleman broke In
brusquely with the statement that
William Fox had made it plain he
would have nothing to do with pro-

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
"When due to appear In a se- posals from these parties and dequence of "Paramount on Parade," bate on the subject was futile.
with Abe Lyman and his orchestra
Samuel Untermyer, on this point,
last week. Jack Oakle disappeared, made It clear that Fox's position
eoing to San Diego with a contact was immovable, and said that the
man In the oflace of a Boulevard head of the Fox concern had but deur picture.
agency.
recently refused to take $22,000,000
Emissaries sent out by the studio for West Coast as a way out of the
were told that the agency man had situation.
Informed Oakle the only way to
Story in the trade is that, before
bring Wesley Ruggles, director, to the market crash, Fox refused ?33,Whom he was under personal con- 000,000 for himself and recently retract, to terms, was to walk out and jected
a $12,000,000 bid for his
the agency would see that he got holdings.

a job for

contract.
sation.

a week under a term
Oakie fell for the conver-

.

Meantime

Paramount

go^'

to

BANKER
TO

L. A.

Is

al-

lied
with the Gianinlnl Interests
in L. A.
It is reported the head of the

Blalr group may go into some picture affairs of film concerns for
which his eastern banking house Is
the financial representative.
Blair's Is the money behind Pathc
and Is now In the midst, with
banker as.sociates, of the Fox ad-

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Charles Haiyden, of Hayden-Stone
Co., bankers, first Interested In
Pictures and We.st
Coast Theatres, is here for an In-

LATEST; DUE IN OCT. &

First National

Hollywood, Feb. 11,
definite stay.
Chaplin's "City Lights,"
No reason ascribed for the bankyear and a quarter,
er's presence.
got three months to go,
The picture may be flr.'^t phfuvn In
October.
Charles'

$3,500

Arliss'

"Old English"

tional organizations.
It
pointed out that Judge
is
Thatcher, throughout the various
hearings and In several of his decisions, has stressed the lack of
indie voice In moves' previously
okayed by such Indie organizations.
The petitions are for the purpose of
rolling up signatures that will satisfy the court by their very volume
that the approximate 20,000 houso.s
in the United States are with the

movement

this time.

Hundreds

of

theatre owners who have never
Joined any association are expected
to be represented, in the finale.
Obaervea Edict
The cumbersome proportions admitted physically and financially,

and

In

some instances Impossible,

of

method

Is

tested.

Exhibitors who agree to temporary arbitration, effective since the
Thacher decree erased the compulsory clause In the old contract, will
either abide by Its ruling or else
win suffer the loss of all booking
privileges until amends are made.
This without the enforcement of the

Film Boards of trade, but simply by
the right of the credit committee to
continue to function for the financial
welfare of picture makers.
The
committee ruling Is providing producers. Its Is gleaned officially, with
the means of a list Just as far reaching. Indirectly, as the formerly active administrative hands of the
trade boards.

in production a

has

CHEVAUER'S 4

still

Oakie and Informed him they would
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
some adjustment was made
Following the favorable recepwith Ruggles, .so that Oakle would tion of "Disraeli," with "Green GodMAYER STILL EAST
get more than the $200 a week the dess" just being released though
Washington, Feb. 11.
presont contract called for. Oakle made first, Warners will film Georg.>
Ij0u13 E. Mayer, who Intended to
i-eturned to the studio Monday with Arliss in "Old English," another of return from here directly to Culver
the executives arranging to buy off his stage play.s.
City, was. recalled to New" York.
hi.s contract with Buggies, who Is
Understood that he Is oonforring
Al Green, who directed the first
al.so the dlvector.
there regarding the Fox situation.
two, will again officiate.

-

.

collective

N.Y.

VISIT

justment.

18 MOS. FOR CHAPUN'S

wor'keps are confldfehl' that "their
round robblns will bear more exhibitor names than have ever, been recorded as members In all of the na-

America of California, which

MAKING

cle,

Steftes strongholds, respectively.
Despite these holdouts, producer

Elisha Walker, of the Blair banking group downtown, was to have
(Tuesleft New York yesterday
day) for Los Angeles, to take over
the presidency of the Bank of

IMPORTANT

'

vealed.

hero and drawing up the single contract formula and arbitration code
befoi-e disbandment.
Proponents of this plan arc confident that it win carry in all parts of
the country except in extremist insurgent centers. Michigan, Texas
and Wisconsin are the only states
now regarded dubWtisly. They are
the H. M. Richey, Col. Cole arid Al

getting personal appearances at
such a meeting, are circumvented by
The
the power of attorney angle.
feasibility of the plan Is In its ob-J^
servance of the Federal, court dicuniformtum and that It will bririg
ity In contractual dealings and adjustments back to Individual zones.
Until the petitions have been circularized, and tabulated Individual
producers will watch the record and
function as individuals Ip their, dealThis
ings with theatre owners.
means that each company will work
up Its own contract and place it in
execution, or hold It, until the zone

With Full Grandeur

indicated at this time.

few civil court cases. This will be
the outcome and procedure according to authorities, who make the
prediction of:
(1) Naming a representative in
each of the 32 exchange centers
throughout the country.
(2) Instructing that repreaentattive to circulate a round robbin
among every theatre owner in his
zone.
(3) Getting every exhibitor who
signs the petition for the return" of
arbitration and a uniform contract
to also sign a document giving the
representative power of attorney to
okay the move.
(4) Assembling the 32 representatives in a trade practice conference
•

to

1st Talker of 1907

"

cently diecreed liberation tested in a

ASKS THAT

Bankers' new plan calls for the
Shades of the rainbow, the rising
or setting of the sun, plus an adr issue of $65,000,000 in two kinds of
$40,000,000 in Fox Theariiixtute of colors to form an aura, securities
Silent
tres
7% bonds to be underwritten
for example, around a singer; are
at' 91, and $26,000,000 in convertible
possible It Is claimed.
At the St. George hotel 60 electri- preferred stock.
It developed that the proposed
cians worked nine weeks to Install,
using 6,132 lamps, over 190 dimmer voting trust agreement with the
bankers would be for 10 years.
plates and 600
control buttons. new
The money from the new flotacourt.
Loew's answers this by claiming the
care
portable switchboard does the trick, tions would be ''used to 'take
Colorama does away entirely with of all necessary outstanding obligathe painting of scenery. The light tions, including payments for GauBritish, loan of $15,000,000 by
Is thrown on plain drops of fabric mont
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
or other texture that will take all Western Electric, and $12,000,000 by
other press"Happy Days," Fox's first Grancolors, but whether a saving In Halsey Stuart, among
scenery can be realized with the use ing debts. Fox Theatres also owes deur picture, will follow "Devil
re- May Care" Into the\ Carthay Cirof the new device Is not definitely Fox Films $18,000,000, it was
,

dustry before the end of summer,
possibly even by late spring. Producers are only holding their ace
card until exhibitors have their re-

1916

PLAYOATE PROBLEM

be taken before the courts for
recourse rather than to the film
Leading distrib sources,
boards.
questioned concerning the comare accumulating,
plaints which
say that these have Increased since
the Thatcher decree and are to be
taken to court. Where cases can be
made out, exhibs will also be sued.
While some saleis managers are
reluctant to admit the worry over
difficulties with exhibs, following
the upset on arbitration, others are
ready to disclose that notice of
trouble In the field Is being experienced and that, thepo has been an
Increase "In~ the—number -of valid
complaints since the end of arbitration. Besides which It Is slowing
up thet sale of product ^ind the
damming of the outlet Js apt to
cause a bad snarl.
Sidney R. Kent, general manager
of Paramount, and fa'ther- of the
plan to bring distributors together
with Allied and the M, P. T. O, A.
for the shaping of a new contract,
a plan \^hlch It Is understood Is
not as cold as reported, says "there
contract
is a certain amount of

tract will be

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
If the action takes place in

—

The Thatcher decree, Invalidating
compulsory arbitration under a contrao* used by all distributors, has
sent exhibitors on a minor revoluComplaints are piling up for
tion,
legal departments of film companies

Arbitration and a uniform conback In the picture in-

Recent "Periods

Following

Policy
Old
Salesmen Practices Crop
Up Again ^Sale of l^[pduct Slowed Up
Individual

—

— director;

32 Reps for Exchange Centers as

Kent and Depinet Admit Exhibs Tryinir to Kick Over

the Thacher ruling abol-

Ishing^he arbitral media been
effective during the past year
declared by producer
it
Is

Producers Figure Power of Att'y in

PILING UP FAST

tion.

Had

ARE

see that

.

M-G
of

Gpns That Bark

Culver City, Feb. 11.
will remake "The Shooting

Uan McGrew."
poem was formerly made

Service

by the same company with Lew
Cody playing Dan and Barbara La
Marr as Lou.

Maurice

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
gets a new

Chevalier

financial arrangement with Paramount calling for four pictures in
two years.
French star leaves to be In Chicago for "Love Parade's" opening
and for the Long Island studio.' to
start on "Too Much jMoney" March.
17.

P

VARIETY

10

I

C T

UR E S

CHESTERFIELD RELINES

12-Hour Rest Period Assures

Wednesday, February

Cameraless Cameramen

states Right* Film Producer Going
in fop Talkers

Hollywood, Feb.

12,

1930

Fox Going Ahead

11.

cameramen on pictures
are cameramen no longer. New
title lists them as "supervising
First

Film

Players

Protection;

Win Give This Plan 60-Day
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
A revised standard contract, with
one of Its outstanding features 1hours of rest between all calls, wa.s
agreed upon for all players In picture studios operated by members
of the Association of Motion PicThere were
ture Producers here.

•

several conferences indulged in before the final meeting o£ tlie producei's and actors decided on the
jiew- form of contract,; to go into
effect immediately.
The major changes in the agree'

•

ment, which was. drafted by the producers and the. Academy of Motion
Picture Acts a!nd Sciences two
years ago, have a clause which does
not provide for a maximum of
working house for players engaged
by the week or picture, or those
under long-term contract to the
studio. They will be entitled to the
12-hour rest period regardless of
circumstances, as will be the players

engaged by the day. The day players win be paid on the basis of an
eight-hour working day and at the
rate of one-eighth of a day for each
hour of overtime, \ylth the^i'^st
period appiying^o them if they^are
called for additional working sesfiions.

Tlie rest period Is one of the big'pest commercial and moral gains
the film player has been able to get

from' the producer. In the past
players were compelled at times towork 16 to 18 hours on a picture
and then had a call for additional
•work within six hours. The players
were tired, their appearanc#was not
right, nor their acting, with the result performance lagged in these
spots and the plaj'ers naturally suffered from a future employment
btandpolnt. With the guarantee of
•

a

r2-liouF—rest between., calls, .th^
producer was convinced that liecould get' a. much better performance from the player as well as
having the actor appear fresh and
•

alert.

Some 250 of the foremost players
the free-lance and contract group
approved the working out of this
plan by a committee of 10 who have
been conferring with the producers
on the question of adjusting studio
working conditions, without inter-

Trial

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
George R. Batcheller, of Chesterfield Productions, Is here to reorganize his company and go talker
for the State Right market.
"Ladles In Love," by Charles
Behan, Is the first. Edgar Lewis
Shooting on Tec-Art
will direct.
.

lot.

Russian Repeat
Moscow, Feb.

1.

An ex-ofllcial of the Romanoff regime, the former Gov..'rnor of the Kursk Province,
Nikolai Pa\lovltch Muratov, is
in demand by local film studios
to -eact tliose parts he once
played on th?. level. Muratov
was not only a tsarist Governor
but looks the part, being big,
burly, bearded, created to cavry
gold braid and a nagaike effect.- DIre:tors find him almost
indispensable for stories showing up the old autocracy.
In "White Eagle,"^ Muratov
plays the part of a brutal Governor who orders a pogrom on
the Jewish population. A delegation of Jews, In the picture,
.lomes to plead with him for
mercy, but 'le merely orders
hem to" be flogged.
Among the extras in the
delegation were several Jews
who had 11 .-ed thvough that
pogrom, anC Jtteen feart of the
real delegatioh.
They nearly
fainted v.hen they faced Muratov.

Loaning Connie Bennett

At $5,000 a Week
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Pathe has Indefinitely postponed
"Lipstick" so thai it can loan Constance Bennett to Warners for
$5,000 a week, and "Three Faces
After that Miss Bennett
East."
goes to Fox for "Common Clay."
Miss Bennett then returns to fin-

ish

"Lipstick."

clnematographers."
Talker regime has the head
man doing everything but turn
a camera crank. Due to the
Increased number of cameras
on a set during Shooting, the
chief now has no camera assigned him, but acts as the
supervising photographic artist.
Ordinary scenes that used
two cameras in the silent days,
now have five boxes set up.
Sound registration must be
synchronous with all shots, to
facilitate cutting, hence the

With Fox's Grandeur going into
the Roxy this Friday, definite plans
for the Introduction of the oversized film are being put under way
Immediately by that organisation.
Indications are now clear that Fox
is unwilling to wait upon stardardization.

In addition to immediately Installing Grandeur equipment in Philadelphia, St. Louis, Detroit, and San
Francisco, to offer "Happy Days"
within a nionth, production plans
are being shaped for Inclusion of a
large percentage of Grandeurs on
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
the 'SO-'Sl program.
Jack Mulhall, after seven years
Preferring to develop Grandeur
may Join along with coloi', rather than folwith First National,
Radio.
low the indicated inclinations of.
contract e^tplring, some companies to fully absorb
With his
negotiations
for
the change of color before going to wide film. Fox
dressing room are under way.
is planning, to use as much color

MoU-Radio?

FN

Roderick's Elevation
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Frank Roderick has been appointed assistant to Grant Whytock, production manager at Tiffany.

He will also function as casting
director.
-

..

^

.

Bohr

in

and Out on

New

Immigration

(Eastmaji-Fox) as rival companies

Producer at
U, Back to Former System
Garsoii, Asso.

Universal City, Feb. 11.
Harry Carson, who resigned as
casting jiirector for Universal Plcture3"iast week; Inten'dsVta 'returns
to
as an associate prd^ucer.
Universal is reverting to the old
associate producing system, with

U

Law

next season; if not more. Besides
the manufacture of Grandeur equipment by the International Projector
Corp., considerable additional lab
space In the east for the printing of
Grandeur-product is bting provided.
At the same time Fox is rapidly
"developfng ^-facilities for t^he hart^
dllng o'f color.
The new lab in the east, made
possible by the building of a six story
annex on B6th street, will occupy
the first and second floors, of the

E. M. Asher and Henry Bergerman
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
working week of 54 hours that was
established In producing spots.
Jose Bohr, Argentine actor, who
present Fox home office.
Execs,
offered, them by their committee,
sales, publicity and other departthat tatter may be taken up if they went to Mexico City from here to
choose after a 60-day tryout of the make a personal appearance with 'QUEEN KELLY' HELD BACK ments will be moved to the annex,
his Sono-Art picture, the Spanish
which Is to have a 400-seat theatre
12-hour rest, period agreement.
version of "Blaze o' Glory," was
"What a Widow," Without So Much for the private viewing of pictures.
Work Is now going ahead on the
Although Equity's coast campaign halted at the border upon his reMusic, Next for Gloria Swanson
new lab which is expected to be
was a faijure it feels that most of turn under a new Immigration rule
ready for operation within a month.
the concessions sought have been effective Jan. 1. Law provides that
Hollywood, F$b. 11.
Printing facilities will be trebled.
brought about Indirectly through its a foreign entertainer must remain
"Queen Kelly," as an operetta
efforts, as indicated in the
con- within the United States one year for Gloria Swanson, was deemed Fox color equipment has already
been Installed and the personnel
tract formulated^ by the Academy of and not hop In and out.
pushing tod much music too early
•Motion Picture -Ar-t.9 -and -Sciences.. — .PQno:^A^t appealed^ to the _Hays •upon- the—sta^. 'Her- only .singing will be nearly, doubled.
pn:e of the chief teasons why-FaxEqults' leaders say fliat their fight office, and Bohr was admitted after heretofare oni the screen has been
Is sticking to 70 -nanii. for its- wide,
for better working conditions on the 48 hours.
In "The Trespasser.'"'
film, according to reljlable authority,'
coast originally led to the formaAccordingly, Jos. P. Kennedy has
Is to avoid any wa£}te of negative.
tion of the academy.
decided upon "What a Widow," bv
Company has found that iJastmain
Johnson Moves
Equity points out that the first
Josephine) Lovett, for Miss Swangets Its raw film in large blocks, so
contract won by that body was
son's next.
She will sing three that when It
Hdllywood, Feb. 11,
:

n^

.

-

•

Up

.

.

GUARD GO^

Is cut into strips of
35
negative, there is nothing
left over.
With the 70
just
twice the size of the standard film,
there is one-half the cuts, tind no
more waste than 35. Cut into 65

mm.

mm.

mm.

strips

It is

claimed.

.

would

result in w^istage.

Columhia's

.

Colorarfs Salary Debts

.

FEYDER FAMILY

TWO

.

muneration.
Mrs. John Barrymore.
Another stipulation Is that the
Barrymores were present to argue
.producer must afllx his signature to
tax matters.
after
hours
24
the contract within
the player has signed It. However,
Tod Brownmg at U
this Is optional with the player. A
px-ovlslon was made that the revi.«ed
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Tod Browning has returned .to
•contract will be subject to change
commitarbitration
Universal
where he directed his
at any time the
After
eight
month.-?
Master
as
of
Ceremonies
at
Loew's
Valencia
first picture 10 years ago.
tee sees that the new elements of Theatre, New York, now playing' juvenile
lead in Chester Hale's "South
He will direct a group of features,
the standard^ contract cannot be em Melodies" production^ Capitol, New York, February 7.
among which will be a talking verwprked but to the satisfaction of
Slngliig, dancing, playing the violiji and banjo and Master of Ceremonsion
of ''Virgin of Stamboul."
tlie. players and producers.
whole
show.
ing the
down
Browning has ,just returned from
turned
players
Though the
Many thanks to my sponsor, MR. LOUIS K. SIDNEY.
Europe.
Not forgetting Messrs. Chester Hale and Arthur Knorr.
Ibe proposition of a cumulative
'

BOBBY GILLETTE

.

Grandeur Fdms

Increase.

largely revised, shortly after it was
Owen Moore opposite, and
Julian Johnson, editing sllents for songs.
Issued, and. a second contract was the past year,
has'lbeen elevated to Ian Keith has the 'secondary "role.
secured after Equity designated the the rank of assoclkte
Alan Dwan will direct and Kenproducer at
objectionable feature*
New con- Paramount. His first production nedy has assumed personal charge
tract is the third worked out by the will star Clive
Brook and he will of the production and Is okaying
academy, with Equity claiming to also produce a Ruth Chatte'rton- pic- the cast.
nal strife existing in the indi-.stry be in the background all the way.
ture as previously slated.
between the players and employers.
Paramount's associate producers
Arbitration
now include Johnson, Dave Selznlck,
Plays
OLD
Louis Lighten, Hector Turnbull,
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Other clauses In the contract,
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Last of the old First National Bennie Ziedman and J. J. Bachman.
which win take the place of the
Columbia has acquired the pic1928.:amended contract of tihe Acad- reglnie- to hi uprooted are James
ture -rights, to "The Play's the
eirty, provide that any dispute aris- Hartnett, assistant production man
DORIEN DIBECTING
Thing," and an unproduced play,
ing under the contract will be re- ager, and J-Iarry Weisman, trans
"Sure Fire," by James Gleason.
^Hollywood, Feb. 11.
\
ferred to a committee of five mem- portation manager.
Charles Dorien, assistant director
Dickering also for "The Criminal
Positions have been taken by Val to Clarence Brown for six years, Code," which Paramount once conbers of the actors' branch of the
Academy for adjudication or arbi- Paul, former assistant director, and has been given his break by M.-G. sidered for George Bancroft.
Buck
Beadle, one o£ Welsman's as
tration.
Either party to the comDorien will direct the modern jseplaint will have the privilege of alstants.
quences of. .''The March of Time."
appealing from the decision of the
IN TOTO
actors' committee to the conciliaMrs. Jacques Feyder, wife of
tion committee of the Academy,
Metro's French director, arrives"
composed of an actor, director, proFeb. 14, acobmpanied by her three
<lucer, technician and writer.
children, family Joins Feyder ImOther changes .provide that no
mediately in Hollywood to take up
double' .can be used except under
their re^enco.
exceptional conditions or unless for
Feyder came to America about a
foreign versions, or when a player
year ago: and with Metro going Iii
In a part is unable to meet certain
for French versions he is sticking
requlrem.ents.
Indefinitely.
A blank spaqe will be inserted In'
.the. contract to be filled in with the
Bpeclflciatlon of a definite period of
EDITING EXECS
employment. In case the space is
Hollywood,, Feb. 11.
not filled in, the gi-oducer will give
Columbia will operate with two
execs carrying the title "scenario
the player a reasonable time notice
editor."
for the conclusion of his employEdward T. Lowe, Jr., writer, has
ment so as to enable him to seek
been engaged to edit the current
a subsequent engagement.
year's product. Leonard Fields, forSalary Increase
mer Universal story editor, will look
The paragraphs of the old conafte" next year's product!
tract calling for players to return
to studios for retckes will remain
•'tiie same with the exception of an
CAPITAL VISITORS
addition that if, after a lapse of six
Washington, Feb. 11.
months' time, the player is called
William Fox was reported In toWh
have
Increased
salary
his
should
and
lasi week, but the rumor couldn't
from the rate paid for the original
be confirmed.
Louis Mayer was
work, he will get the current rehere again, however, as also Mr. and
•In

With Plans on

.

Los Angeles, Feb.

11;

Salar^<^ claims amounting to over
$12,000 Were filed against Colorarf
Synchrotone Pictures -Corp. by 18

former employees.'

The largest claims are those of
Guy Wllkle, cameraman, $2,000;
John Reinhardt, asst. director, $1,800; H. B. Klrkpatrlck, sound man,
$825; F. Harrington, cameraman,
$650, and J. Whalen, tec. director,'
$622.
All claim the company has offered
to settle for 10% of what they have

coming.

CHADWICK'S ONCE. MORE
Hollywood, Feb. li.
E. Chadwick has tSaken back
the studlbis on Gower street,, which
he leased for a long term to James
Cruze Productions.
Cruze now has space at the Edurcational studios, where he Is pre-,
.

I.

paring to beglji production on "The
Circus Parade" next month.
Chadwick will rename the studios
and operate them as a rental
equipped for sound recording.

STEP'S 5

YEARS

Hollywood, Feb.

11.

Hal

Roach has hired Stepin
Fetchit for "Our Gang" comedies
and his own shorts, giving the colored comic a contract with options

running

five years.

Fetchit ran Into trouble on other
lots

through his disinclination to

work except when the spirit moved
him.
Roach thinks he'll be okay
for him.

W. R. Johnson Returning
After a cross-country trip to consummate contracts with exchanges
that will be a part of the indie distributing-producing system known
as Affiliated E3;changes, W. Ray;
Johnson, vice-president, returns to
New York this week.

Wednesday, February

12,
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1930

Up Moderately

Film Stocks

VARIETY

Derr Entirely Change s Palkes

in

Production and Selling Plans

Strong, Quiet Market; Par Pays
$4; Publix in Title; Shu. Losses
Ist
Amusements moved ahead mod-

Yesterday's Prices

etately yesterday In a quiet session

J20000 Fox
20300 Gen.

wj(h fair turnovers in most of the
amusements.
Fox moved against
the group trend, settling back to 30
at one time and closing around 34
about unchanged.
AH eyes were fixed on the postponed liearing in the U. S. Court
on an order to show cause on a
which took
receivership motion,
Dip apparplace after the close.
ently was reflex of timid longs getting: out, disturbed -by. failure of the
^toclc to hold Its recent blghs,
.. Paramount gained 1V4 at .its best,
about making up the decline from
prompt- profit taking? on the announceni<»nt of the new dividend
rate of ?4 a year; directors haying
voifid the. quarterly $1 oh Monday,
action accepted as sure since way
before the. first of the year. Company voted to rai^Q capital and
change name to Paramount, Publix.
AVarner Bros, got back to Its 60
top., making.' up- it-s- dividend... It
^went "ex" the quarterly $1 on Saturday. Stocl« is now well regarded,
with fuv'ther strong talk of DuPont
interest iiv- the concern and absence
of further gossip indicating there
is any restriction on comfpany expansion, or if such a condition Is
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30',4

42% +
2fm 30 A-

IIU
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Pathe

45
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Shub

GIdbe

oTi

JOE BROWNrNG

200 at 77%.

Capital
(Metro)

a long way to discount the betterment in general busine.'<s, easier
money and other bullish factors.

R-K-O

&

direction, Morris

—

Roxy

Issues held .their own
only by virtue of determined support.
Monday the professionals on
the sMfcrt sl_dfe appeared to be en
couraged; at least th'ey became
bolder and' in a session, characterized by heavy volume among the
amusements made a distinct dent
In price levels. Big shots In Florida

But the

Strand— "Lilies

were reported to be going short In
volume as a climax ta their slow
campaign of pressure for ten days
back.

Fox took the brunt

of the at
issue most

tack, that being the
vulnerable at the moment.

The "A"

stock, sold dawn below 34 at one
time," its bottojh since the recover.y
to aroiind' 40; while the turnover
jumped above 100,000 shares on the
session;
Paramount slipped back,

going through the familiar opera
way when good news
about the company was out. The
directors
Monday afternoon de
glared a quarterly dl^iidend of $1,
putting the stock on an annual $4
basis Instead of the former $3 rate
Director.s also voted to recommend
to stockholders, for their approval
at the annual meeting April 15, an
Increase of capital from the present
authorized ,1.000,000 s^iares to 4,-

tion of giving

.

000,000

shares,

corporate
lix

name

Corp.,

and to change the
to Paramount Pub

from Paramount Lasky

Corp.
President Zukor said the company
had no present Intention of Issuing
additional stoffk, but the dlretitors
deemed it advisable to vote the in
crease so that the cortpany would
be in a position' to expand by Is

known

to the

market since early
In

longs

with

figured

the

ly

2,'),

King"

up

to build

a production organization to turn
out JIO specials for next year.

In.

Each of these Is expected to cogt
in excess of $500,000.
.

Pathe Is the only major fllm,coilrirpany temporally transferring its
Execuoffice to Hollywood,

home

tives here describe this condition
as brought about by E. B. Derr, executive vice-president, also occupy,ing the production seat.
Derr's stay on the Coast, It Is reported, is not permanent as credited In the announcement. Jndiccitlons.ane that he will return aft^
getting the 1930-81 schedule imcier

way.
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Any changes in Pathe personnel
Enrollments proceed at the studios
or i>ollcy will not be made until
the stockholders' meeting in, -April.
school In fundamentals of sound rePathe'a eastern production, dlscording-- ^nd -reproducing— to. -start jcupted since the ^Manhattan.. studio
fire, is being filled out by a ehprt.
next riionth.
lease on the Metropolitan studio,
Technical workers and non -tech- Fort Lee, N. J. Company is making
nical students will be In separate
four shorts there.
sections, with subject matter the
Trial on the technical criminal
same In both but adapted to the charges against John Flinn, sliort

_Fia D'Qrsay's Contract

In

contribution, t& war, the first to go

for the repetition of the Academy';:

Agency Sues Fox Over
1

ACADEMY'S SCHOOL

IN

aim.

the

is

.

Ly;ons and Lybns, through Julius
Kehdler, attorney, has Instituted
suit against the Fox Film Corp., in
effort to establish rights .as man
agers of Flfi D'Orsay. Action was
filed In the Third District Municipal

.

.

June and but
31, 1928, an

NET

:

LEAP

.

.

.

DURING

FAM ROW ME

.

Syd Grauman Is chairman of a blaze
Here.
committee of friends of Joseph, M.
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Cohn Joins Lloyd
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InT'
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Delgardo Settlement

it Is unCase of Fernando DelgarJo. expcUe^ Fo.\ fiound nowdrcfel camei-aMcCormack, who arrived In New man, ha.s Wt-n seLtle>l. Delgardo,
-I'i York yesterday (Tuesday), .«:ails for
out of court, has received a ca,sii
^ Tr'-land Feb. 22 for a vacation.
-(-3»i
sum and ha« bc-L-ii re-engaged by

BONDS
79

.

Hollywood, Feb. 11,
Madge Bellamy^ Inactive since expiration of her contract with Fox
two years ago, has been engas.cd for
a series of Fowler varieties shorts.
Also added to the rojter here la

O'
Heart," stacks up,
dcr.stood.

-i-ii%

0',

ov»

in Shorts

Lawren<:e- Lambert, formerly with
the San Carlo opera company.'

N. Y.

lOxercIslng of Fox option on John
McC'ormack for a second talker depends on how his first film, "Song

70
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Scherick who Will this week tender
the producer a testimonial and welcome home dinner at the Hotel
Schenck's return from
— % Europe
la tlie reason.
1%
-1-5%
Almost the same list of guests
-f-l
will assemble at the dinner Joe
4-094
4-2% Toplitsky will give Hiram Brown,
-1-154
president of RKO, at the Bernhclm-

8:

Net

B.Tlc?.

cn»i
4»i
4.-^V,

whole market has
and trading views are

week

.

Hlffh.

fully

mid-Junuary has gone

productive personnel

Toung Laemmle wants

will

only

Losf

lA^t is relatively .•stationary.
It might well be that the
two factions nre fairly balanced »and
the outcmnp may bo a hroak throu.gh
current levol.s in either direction.
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(Gaiety)
Feb. 19— "Vagabond
(Criterion)

STUDENTS OF SOUND

helm Is to be effected between now
and March 1 by Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Elimination of dfeafl-wood and non-

itself

.

Three'

^

.

Po.sition of the

ment

$2 Runs

—
—
Ritz" (Carroll).
Feb. if — "Troopers

" Green Goddess "
Feb. 13
(Winter Garden)
"Putting on the
Feb. 14

.

.

usual way
formal an

be based on stubborn
hull inlf-"ntiTns, or big interests may
Ik- operating to accomplish distribution at the Imi)roved levels until
tli '.v hiivo got from under. Brokera-;-' uj)ini6u Is strongly toward cautici!'.
on the tlieory that Improve-

.Ilollywood, Feb. 11.
Reorganization of Universal production witli a group of high calibre
and experienced executives at the

Bagdad" and "The Big Shot,"

be rowritten.
Studio is now confining

to its first 10 with "Swing High.'.'
Joe Santley picture, and. "Beyqnd
Victory" with, a basis of women'?

<^

the stock.

Punport

VMd"

.

Monday's turnover was near
000 .<;haro.«;. moderate lately for

been '.^ipotty
wido apart.

of the

Painted Dc-sert," "Big Guns," "Paris
to

classes.
subject production head, and' H.
Court of Manhattan and Is based
Course will, be the same as last
on alleged back due commissions fall, with added advantage of papers Lally, superintendent of the Pathe
on a contract made by the agents based on previous lectures, since burned studio, are now set for hearing Feb. 26. Those hearings Inincrease olf nearly $500,000 since Willi Miss D'Orsay in June, 1929.
published In the Academy's Techvolving the alleged violation of a
June and of more than $4,000,000
Undfer present, terms, it is al
nical Digest, and of reels recorded
city ordinance in storing film in the
In the year.
leged by Lyons and Lyons, they during the first course.
studio are scheduled for the court
Statement accompanying the re- were to be the exclusive mahagers
consideration Feb. 24.
port sets forth that the Shubert of Miiss D'Orsay for one year, with
management Is not pessimistic
a year-to-year option. Agents claim
Dot Mackaill's
to have negotiated the contract
Technicolor Figures
Technicolor presented as bright a which Miss D'Orsay now has with
MISSES
IN
-.
picture as the Shubert sketch, was Fox. Agency also asserts that after
.
Holly wood, Feb. 11,
dark. Net profit for 1929 was $1,- paying certa.in commissions Miss
Dorothy Mackaill escaped serious
223,187 before taxes, compared with D'Orsay reneged on the contract
injury when the Sunset - Limited,
$18,106 for the previous year. Com- with them.
Bringing suit against Fox in from San Francisco, struck a gasopany shows, cash of $718,463, comChicago, Feb. 11.
pared with $42,872 year^ago. Pre- stead of the actress Is on the basis line
truck- yesterday
(Monday)
Forced to leap to a net to stive
ferred stock amounting"" to. 17,425 of a clause in the picture com- morning near San Luis Obispo.
Sl<e lost two trunlcs in the fire themsclvca from a film row fire, one
has been purchased by the co'mpanyi pany's contract wIth,>IiS3 D'Ors^,
wherein
she
assigned
weekly
comwoman
is
dying
as
paid
off
$750,1)00
a result of ml.sawlilch destroyed part of the train.
Company also has
Miss Mackaill Is off the First Ing the net; a man who also jumped
notes. Accounts. receivable ttand at missions to L, & L.
Actress' film contract Is for five National payroll for the first time has a broken leg, and there are sev$491,576, compared with $77,953.
$400. in five years.
Miss Mackaill will eral mirior Injuries.
Plants and equipment now In years, "with an Initial salary
Blaze was In the Gunther Buildprocess of construction will bring which jumps $200 yearly until, In free lance with her first assignment
will receive $1,250
as lead opposite Milton Sills in Fox's ing, with those who jumped trapped
capacity to 100,000,000 feet of posi- her fifth year, she
week.
a
In the office of Bland Brothers, film
"Practical Joke."
tive pi-ints by March, 1930. A paradistributors.
Dorothy. Mackaill has until July 1
graph sets forthi that the manageStarring Jo« E, Brown
Margaret Paine Is the woman who
to go with FN on her five year conment feels safe in saying that the
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
fell to the sidewalk; Joseph Sandtract.
company's capacity will be sold for
Joe E.. Brown will be co-starred
man, broker, was taken to the hosthe entire year of 1930 by Mai-ch 1.
fjve year
Warners
under
new
by
a
pital
with a fractured leg, and Cecil
year
It Is estimated that during the
arrangement .just reached.
SCHE9CE-BB0WN SINNEBS McDonough and three girls suffered
there will be about 100 pictures usminor Injuries.
Hollywood, Feb, 11.
ing Technicolor in whole or in part.
This is the third recent film row

dl.soounted the higher yield. Hence
the prompt selling by traders for a
l\n'n.

'

total which
at $9,489,662, compared

to $9,084,138 only last
$5,462,376 as of Dec.

'

nouncement the market had

CALIBRmECS

mortgage

now appears

suance of new stobk.
Intention of the board to Increase
the annual
been
payment, has

December, and

e

.

\

.

.

estate

(Fox)

(^')

U AFTER HIGH

ciation and amortization, $16-1,709;
real estate mortgage Interest and
Interest
on debentures, $486,645.
real

Days"

(Grandeur)

'

Balance sheet reveals increase

— "Happy

Current year's program calls for
30 features, none of which will be
sold in advance, but will be dispose*
of in three separate selling caln^
paigns, four months apart.. .None of
the pictures, according to Derr, will
be of the program type,- but each
will be sold entirely on Its me'rit
Four stories ready to go into prqduction with DeiT's arrival have
been scrapped. Tlipse stories,. "The
..

Nights" (Par)

Fell

.

end.

Rainbows"

Colony— "Dames Ahoy" (U)
Paramount
"R o a d h o u s

Fox Case Up
In the case, af Fox it would have

been a simple matter fOr o. bold
group on either side to .move the
price over a wide margin by an
The
aggressive drive either way.
order to show cause why a receiver
should not be appointed was up
-after the close" yesterday and up
to the closing gong developments
were uncertain. Biest the' market
CDuid learn "was Ihiat the new bankers needed more time to draft a detailed funding plan and would seek
a postponement.
Financial reports coming out were
present it Is likely to have no effavorable as concerned Technicolor
fect upon the, situation.
General Theatre Equipment soared which made a brilliant showing, and
.sensationally to a new 1930 top of distinctly gloomy in the case of the
*
Shubert company which published
46 Vi on heavy dealings.
its balance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1929.
Resist Pressure
Income statement for the six months
The theatre group came through to the end of the year, incorporated
a week of almost uninterrupted in the balance sheet; reports net
bear pressure intact. Saturday's loss for the half year at $972,053;
figures showe d fractional net ad,- Inbluding-loss from- theatrical! and.
'•vances over the - preceding week- realty operations, $324,700; depre-

of February 21

— Chasing

a.l)an-

of selling- pic-

morie for their pr(i)duct than in the

—

Week

custom

past.

Par-

No" (WB)

Assisted by Joe Browning, Jr.
This week (Feb. 13-16), Paramount, Omaha, in Charles Nlggemeyer's "Marathon Frolics."
Direction Abe Lastfogel, Harry
Lenetska, William Morris Agency.
'

.

iTlt-

— "Dangerous

of Its

sight unseon; the abandonment of a budget system of production and the introduction "of a policy
of spending an average of 250%

tures

Roxy— "Happy Days" (Fox)
(Grandeur)
Strand
"She Couldn't Say

Presenting "A Timely Sermon"

45

Fox -script on Produce Exchange sold
SO, 100 In $100 lots hlch TO, low 73.
Technicolor was up
last, 75. oft 1.
2>.t

donment

Care"

Dec k"

the

virtually revolutionizes its

production and yales policy.
Radical cliaiigos include the

adise (Par)

Ihi+V:
-2
4r,

45

May
Girl"

"Hit

Paramount

+1%

OOVi

—

(Radio)

.V4

lo*;-^

mi

OO's

CURB
T% 0%
BONDS

Colony— "Pary
fany)

H
%

41'4

Fox T....

company

of February 14

(Metro)

Chije

Ci^V'i

4m

The.

Loew

14200 Par
700 Pa the

I..ast

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Witlv K. B. DiM-r given complete
production say-so at the Pathe lot,

Capitol— "Devil

Net
Hlsh I,ow

Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week

Leading .Ahiusements

marked by conspicuous strength In.
the Industrial leaders. Volume was
down around 3,000,000 for the (iay,

11
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IT'iriild

will

V. iirl;

I

(111

oriKin.-il f(ir

|;'inount r'-lo'ise.

lAoyd'a m-Kt I'ar-

Cnmeramaii was In Spaiji on an
assignment when notified he was
through, and upon his return here
took the matter to court, claiming
damages on a personal contract.
Delgiardo la a member of Local 1544,
International Photographers.

.
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'RAINBOWS' $24,500, PROV.
Ha» Spotty Week—"Sally"

Publix Twins Get $120,600 With

Town

113,500 2nd

Thance and 'Condemned-Roxy
and Capitol Near
"HAUEUJAH"

cram
.

In

$65,300.

Rialto's

SURPRISE AT $28,000

sister

house, the Rivoll, and also harborIng a newcomer, had a strohg $55,300 opener for "Condemned," which
previously did a trick at $2. The
Paramount, playing its first United
Artists attraction, copped a neat
$76,200 on "New York Nights."
Watched with interest by the
Irade because of its theme and character, "Men Without Wmen" at the

Roxy came through with

$95,600.

This is o)iay it allowing that the
was tagged as. doubtful of
gratification.
feminine
achieving
Technically, the trade deemed it
among the best to date and reviewers gave it raves, so from that angle
the film disappointed.
picture

Another flock of new $2 pictures
brings in "Green Goddess," "Putting
On'the Ritz," "Troopers Three" and
"Vagabond King." "Goddess" will
give George Arliss two pictures running simultaneously on Broadway at
reserved seat prices. It's the first
time this has ever happened here.
"Phantom of the Opera," revised
with dialog, opened Friday at the
Colony and copped more mpney over
'the week end than the previous picture on seven days.^
Estimates for Last Week
Astoi-^"Rogue Song" (Metro)

FRISCO'S

San Francisco, Feb. 11.
Drawing Population, 760,000)

lively pace throughout
for $28,000, 'way above the

and kept a

the week
nwinaijement's hopes.

'Diggers $14,000, 2d Run; 'Deck' $25,500
2 FILMS PLAY 4 BALTO.

•

—

gross of $24,500.
15-50)
(Fay)
Majestic
(2,200;
Excellent
'General Crack" (WB).
support bill with Joe Frisco short;
house brisk all week; aboyt $13,500
okay.
Strand (Ind) (2,200; 16-50) "Sally"
(FN). Second week, small change
firom first; close to $13,600; good.
Victory
(RKO) (1,600; 15-50)
"Love Comes Along" (Radio). Dis-

LEADS

Estimates for Last Week
50-65-75)—
(Fox)
(3,000;
"This Thing called Love" (Pathe).
Started light, built, and closed to

WASH. AND HIIS^REICORD

Washington, Feb. 11.
(Estimated White Population,
$35,000.
Warfield (Fox) (2,672; 50-65-90)—
450,000)
"Hallelujah" (M-G).
Surprise of.
Weather: Fair
The Earle almost doubled" Its
the street; $28,000.
Granada (Publix) (2,698; 35-50- usual take with "Sally" last week,
65-$l)—"No, No, Nanette" (FN). getting $25,500 and busting the preGenerally regarded as poor picture vious top by almost three grand.
and opinion refiecfed at b. o.; at- Goes into a second scheduled week

fair gross;

—

(Metro)
35-B0-75-$1.50),.
(4,620;
Phllo Vance a different fellow this tendance just fair with little build;
time; on the Paramount program $14,000.
he's William Powell; just under ..California (Publix) (2,200; 35-5065-90)—"Condemned" (UA). Ronald
$70,000, pretty good.
Carroll— "Hit the Deck" (Radio) Colman .cashed In on popularity of
"Bull Dog Drummond"; fairly heavy
(4th,
$l-$2)
final week).
(1,018;
through., .week; $2?.O0Q^.
"
Bldwl tohlglit "(Wecln"€!Sday>-to OTren- patronage"
St. -Frapcjs (Publix). (1,375; 25iPriday at the Globe for pop grind;
50-65-90)— "Love' Parade"
(Par).
did nicely here; last week, $11^300;
week given impetus by
"Putting on the Ritz" (UA) here Tenth
Chevalier appearing' In person at
Friday.
auto
show;
equalled
preceding
"Disraeli"
Central
(WB) (922; week; $6,500.
$l-$2) (18th week). Lots of stamina
Orpheum (RKO) (2,270; 35-50
at $14,400..
65)— "Hit the Deck" (Radio). Big
Coiony— "Grand Parade" (Pathe) business all week; navy exploitation
One of lowest tie-up helped; $21,000.
<1,900; 3B-50-75).
grosses since Colony reopened, $8,Embassy (Wagnon) (1,365; 50-65300- Tiffany's "Party Girl" recently 90)— "Show of Shows" (WB). Third
at Gaiety, cornea in after "Phantom and bow out week considerably less
©f Opera" (U) current.
than preceding two; $9,250*
"Love Parade" (Par)
Dairies (Wagnon) (1,150; 35-50
Criterion
"Phantom of the Opera'
(862; $l-$2) (13th week).' This is 65-90)
the concluding stanza; Chevalier (U). Another surprise; got busi
showing
any
picture exits without
ness from opening day; $8,750.
Publix
Paramount
exhaustion;
Casino (Ackerman •& Harris) (2,
making a big event of "Vagabond 400;
40-60)— "City Girl"
(Fox)
King" opening riext W€fck .(19). Last- Business seems to be building at
week, "Parade," $14,100.
this house; $11,500.
House"
"Newsreel*
Embassy

—

—

—

.

—

25).

Week

b.

Fox

after picture premiered;
"Bishop Murder Case"
Capitol

(568;

Grooving

around $8,000; still the country's
only newsreel grind, which means
everything.
"Lost Zeppelin" (Tiff)
Gaiety
Fortnight
808; $l-$2) (2nd week).
enough "Troopers Three" Feb. 17>
and then "Journey's End" April 1;
"Zeppelin" got around $7,500.

—

MINUS

A STAGE SHOW

door.

Big business of the week was done
by "General Crack," day-and-dating
downtown Rivoll and the uptown Met, "Love Parade," also dayand-dating at the Valencia and
Parkway, turned in good reports.
"Hit the Deck" claimed an excellent
start at the Auditorium (five shows

at the

daily schedule).

Estimates for Last Week
Century (Loew) "Not So Dumb"
(3,200; 25-60). Usual Hearst

(MG)

press spread, but bad weather at
the opening and stiff competition
held down gross; two grand under
previous week; about $21,000.
Stanley (Loew-Stanley-Crandall)
("Their. Own Desire" (MG) (3,600;
25-60). Not sensational, but bettered
a good house average; $18,500.
Valencia ,(Loew-UA) "Love Parade" (Par) (1,200;: 26--3rBT>: Not big
but ahead of recent weeks; about

Estimates for Last

—

Week

Columbia (Loew) "Chasing Rainbows" (M-G) (1,232; 36-60). Though
hit number jias been plugged In advance everywhere for weeks, business just didn't materialize; about
$10,000; low for this house.
Earle
(Warner)- "Sally" (FN)
Broke every house
(2,244; 35-50),
record and goes into second week
with a. great start; midnight shovj

$4,300.

Rivoli (Wilson Amusement Co)
"General Crack". (WB) (2,100; 2560). ,A smash with critics and public; consistently big at around $16,-

—

town Met and failed to stampede
'em on the main shopping stem;
just

fajr-to-better

$9,000,

Winter Garden— "Sally" (FN) (1,484; $l-$2) (8th, final week). Stayed
than takingrs wan-antfid
Arliss In "Green Goddess" opens tolonger

morrow (Thursday).

week

at about

$9,600.

Fifth Ave. (Fox) (2,600; 25-60)—
"Lilies of the Field" (FN).
Very
hot, but not too warm at b.'o.; $12,500,

Fox (Fox) (2,500; 25-60)— "Not
So Dumb" (M-G). Second week and
went to low record of $5,000; "Anna
Christie" (M-G) at midnight mat
great; heavily ballyhoolng "Garbo
Ta;iks."

-

'

"Gold Diggers"
(2,000; 15-25-35).
(WB).
First second-run at this
house and clicked for new top, $14,-

000.

tliey're in,

(WB)

(1,585;

about

"not

35-50),
Usual
recommendljig it

BEST IN

ST.

Auditorium
the Deck"
First

ence

(Schanbergers) "Hit
(Radio) (1,572; 35-$l)..

week okay astreported; audicomment mixed; in indefinitely.

children" helped to build, this one;

Palace (Loew)T;r-"Bish6p Murder
Case" (Far) stage show (2,363; 3550-60). Jumped up to $22,000.

—
but without them-^-that's
something else agiain; about $17,000
—
Met (Warner) "Sacred Flame"
will

L.-$29,500

(U)— "Phantom

•Rialto

of

the

Opera" (U) (1,978; 35-6»,. Good
second week for this house; $6,800.
RKO (Keith-s)— "Hit tha Deck"
line fKadio) (1,870; 35-50)
Still strong
for on third wee^i; reported $11,500.
.

.

St.

Louis, Feb. 11.

(Drawing Population, 1,025,000)
Weather: Fair
warmer last week gave
theatres a big break. Fans took a
notion to go places and see things.
The American (legit) offered a
week of Shakespeare with the Stratford Players, and attracted students
from both universities and the high
schools.
The Shubert-RIalto, with
"The New Moon,", did well enough
to try a second week. These attractions and the auto show furnished
Fair and

film opposition.

Estimates for Last Week
(3,000; 35-50-65-75)—

Run Par. Fdm in Big 2d Run, $5,000;

curiosity to find out; Just average;
$6,800.

Bo.ston, Fol>. 11.

(Drawing Population, 860,000)

Carthay Circle (Fox) "Devil May
Care" (Metro) (1,500; 50-$1.50) (2nd
week).
Mustered $12,700; thin at

Estimates for Last Week
(4.300; 50-75)— "Burnnig Up"
ihip .site and scale.
Not .«!0 good at $31,900.
Chinese
(Fox)
"Rogue Song"
Keith-Memorial (4,000; Sy-uO-On) (Metro) (2,028; 6«-$1.50) (4th week).
—"Hit the Deck" (Radio). Nice on Zooming along at spanking clip;
$27,000.
one voice opera got splendid $30,Keith-Albee (3.000; 50-60)— "Girl 800.
from Wooiworth's" (FN). Oko at
Criterion (Fox) "Anna Christie"
$19,500.
(Metro) (1,600; 26-75) (3rd week).
Loew's State (4,000; 3<i-40-.'>0)— Holding up strongly; $16,000; great
"Bi.shop Murder Case" (M-G). Sat- exploitation.
isfied with $20,400.
Egyptian (UA-Foi) "Their Own
'

Couldn't
Say No" (WB).
Theme song picture and Ed Lowry's
stage show; $28,600.

"She

1st

•

organs.

which Included Sunday mid-

$18,000.

and no names did it;
buy stars no matter wliat

Title

75).

town

11,

BOSTON JUST FAIR

Met

Bel and Betty Arlen playing three
Liberty had a record week with
second run of "Gold Diggers," and
the Music Box wound up a good engagement of "General Crack," but
held It toy only three weeks. Other
houses lair.
Estimates for Last Week
Seattle
25-60)—
(Pub)
(3,106;
"Burning Up" (Par)." Just fair;

night show.

Fox
(Fox) "Nix on
Dames"
(Fox) stage show .(3,434; 85-60-60

—

(I>ar).

making a new

is

000.

helped; $25,500.

—

"Little Johnny J(mes"
(FN) (2,900; 33-50-73). Not fiasliy
at $22,100.
"Son
of the Gods" (FN)
Warners—
First
(1,360; $l-$2) X2nd week).
take under $20,000 Implies limited
appeal and brief stay.

specialties,

MISSOURI AND TARADE'

fourth.

,

—

the

;

.

trial of new projection feature
here; expectations are tliAt picture
go three or four weeks.

Owen Sweeten, now m. c. at Fox
with his band In the pit, furnishinEf
sort of presentation here. Another
novelty at this house is an organ
trio, .with Mr. and Mrs. Henri Lo

.

—

lli'st

ploitation helped,

Blue Mouse (Hamrl£k).(900; 25-'
50-76)— "Sacred Flame" (WB). Second week and oke; $8,400.
$2,900.
Music Box (Hamrick) (1,000; 25-^
Parkway (Loew-UA) "Love Pa"(General
Crack" (WB).
rade"., (1,000;
25-35).
Day-and- 50-75).
dating with above, and, as usual, Third and final week; fair; $6,850.
Liberty
(Jensen-von
Herberg)
winning the race; best week in five;

'Son of Gods' $34,700 on

—

With living billboard atop the
Orpheum and "Hit the Deck" plasManager
Somers had a great week. The ex-

tered all over the edifice.

Coliseum (Fox) (1,800; 25-35)
"Let's Go Places" \.F6x). They went
Metropolitan
(Warner - Equity) other places; $2,900.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,700; 25-60)—
Everybody else got by about as "General-^ Crack" (WB)
(15-50).
expected, with the possible excep- Day-and-dating with above, and also "Hit the DecTt"^Radio). Great pubtion of the Columbia, "Chasing getting a fine break here; about licity and biz; $25,500.
President (Duffy) (1,800; 25-$l)—
Rainbows," and the Fox with "Nix $14,000.
Friend the King" (stock), with
on Dames." "Bishop Murder Case"
New (M. Mechanic) "Love Comes "HerBates
Post. Only fair; $5,800.jumped $2,000 at the Palace; "Phan- Along"
25-30). Guy
(Radio)
(1,-500;
tom of the Opera" got;^—good sec- Pfelty-falir arTr;2O0.- .r
ond week for the Rialto, while "Hit- .ci<eith's (Schanbergers) "Siiow of
the Deck," in its third, week, was Shows" (WB)
26-50). No riot
going strong and is being held for a during Its two(2,500;
weeks at the up-

DENVER DROPS, ^9,500
Denver, Feb.

11.

Ambassador

—

Strand

Baltimore, Feb.

Weather, Fair
Competition was keener last week.
"Not So Dumb," at the Century;,
failed to hit the high spots despite
the big press hook-up with Hearst.
"Their Own Desire" maintained a
good average at the Stanley, although "Hit the Deck" was in Its.
flrst week at the Auditorium next

Seattle, Feb. 11.

(Drawing Population, 550,000)
Weather: Rain

strongly.

(Drawing Population, 400,000)
Weather: -Fair
"Love Comes
Along"
Gl6be
Fans here want jazz mixed with
(Radio) (1,065; 35-50-75). One week
only for this one and also "Second their .love scenes. Proven by "DisWife," current; last week, $16,000 raeli" and "General Crack." Deemed
good pictures and started with
just so-so.
ru.sh,' but
dropped
the finish
Mansfield— "Dich Hab Ich Gellebt" "Sunnyside Up" did at
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
two weeks of
(Aafa-Tobis) (1,100;. 50- $1.60) (3rd satisfactory business
Drawing Population, 1,500,000
at the Aladdin
week). German picture picked up and went Into
Weather, Okay
the America for
week,
imextra
last
about $1,000
Those that did well at this trading
run.
proving with Inci-eased publicity;
Denver ran wIthout.a stage show, post did exceptionally well. Those
maybe bettered $5,000.
and the stenogs and flaps didn't like that didn't didn't. "Nanette" dipped
Paramount "New York Nights" it. Gross was down, even with the Orpheum into carmine and
"Locked Door" departed like the
(UA) (3,665; 36-65-$l). Talmadge '•'Love Parade."
silent Arabs after a scanty 11 days
picture did well, $76,200; Paramount
Estimates for Last Week
at the United Artists.
booking he^ps relieve Rivoli-RIalto
America (Fox) (1,500; 20-40-50)
On the smiling end was "Son of
date jam,
"Sunnyside
Up"
(Fox).
Good
the Gods," esteemed at $34,700, the
Rialto— "Street of Chance" (Par) enough to hold over; $9,000.
Tabop tindie) (2,200; 25-40-60-75) community's largest tribute; "Rogue
35-50-65-85)
(2nd week).
(2,000;
still be heard at the
Another of the underworld species —"Sally" (FN). Slightly better than .Song" can Western
and Wllshire;
Chinese, at
to mop up; glorifying the honest last week; OK at $15,000.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,500; 35-50-75)— "Anna Christie" Is a big noise at the
gambler on Broadway; public In"Vagabond Lover"
Criterion;
and
vested $65,300, not far from record. "General Crack" (WB). Not quite
gave
RKO
spifCy
$20,000.
the
a
Rivoli
"Condemned" (UA) (2,- up to average; $9,000.
"Half Way to Heaven" was booked
Denver (Publix) (2,300; 25-40-65)
Ronald Colmnn
200; 35-50-65-85).
"Love Parade" (Par). With no for. Its first run In the Independentlypulls 'em in; lots of standees repreMillion
Dollar
and got only
opei'iited
stage shOw, picture couldn't offset
sented In $55,300.
$5,000, lowest figure a Paramount
$19,500 on ei.ght Aaya.
''Men Without Women"
Roxy
Rialto (Publix) (1,040; 25-40-50)— picture has ever gotten locally on a
(Fox) (0,205; 50-75-$1.50). Fair at "Chasing Rainbows" (Metro). Av
downtown first run.
Estimates for Last Week
$95,600 for unusual type drama; erago for $2,000.
Boulavard
(Fox)
"Behind the
this Friday house plays "Happy
Makeup" (Par) (2,164; 25-50). Little
Days" (Fox) on Grandeur screen;
will

SITES-'CRACK' $30,000

-

(1,-

120; $l-$2) (3rd week). Not far off
capacity at $23,800; Interest in Tibbett;
Metro understood to have
spent $50,000 for ballyhoo starting a
week in advance and ending the day

(Fox-Hearst)

Estimates for Last

15-50)
State
Loew's
(3,500;
Chasing Rainbows" (M-G) Good
sound support bill; feature panned
by some, praised by others; good

likewise

California,

tlie

New Low, $5,000;

ond and final week. "Chasing Rainbows," Loew's State, did nicely concriticisms,
ijind
sidering, adverse
'General Crack" was well liked.
Love Comes Along" failed to regis-

"Condemned," appointment and very weak closing;
drew around $7,000, below average. "Hit
the Deck" (Ra,dio) moved In Saturo. surprise day for indefinite run.
"Phantom
Universal's
talking,
with
Fay's (Fay) (1,600; 15-50) "Mexiof the Opera," on $8,750, heavier can Rose!' (Col) and vaude. Rajah
than in many weeks.
Rabold featured and not a little
Fox offered "Thi?" Thing Called responsible for close to $13,000, big
Love" and got only fair response. for this house.
Opened light but built. Granada
Albee (RKO) (2,600; 15-60) "This
Tak- Thing Called Love" (Pathe) and
did a brodle with "Na.nette."
ings hardly to be classed as fair vaude.
Picture only thing good
for this house.
St. Francis, with about show; news; $12,600, all right.
10th week of "Love Parade," showed
r
a spurt probably due to Chevalier's
personal appearance here at the
auto show. Orpheum and "Hit tl^e 'SALLY'S' $25,500
Deck" had a gi'eat week.
at

heavy trade.
Davles also got a

Seattle's H. 0.

1930

Week

"

Two pictures rated as artistic
successes, but not looked to do anything unusual at the box office, upset expectations here last week.
Hallelujah," at Warfleld, outdrew
"Cock Eyed World"- on Its opening,

Fox

12,

Providence, Feb. 11.
(Drawing Population, 315,000)
Another spotty week with "Sally"
at the Strand, was okay In Its sec-

ter.

Of the new pictures on Broadway
week Parajnount's "Street of
Chance," at the Rialto, delivered the
Bock, They needed rubber walls to

last

Wiednesday, February

L A. Opening

Fox

(6,000;

35-75)— "Sky Hawk"

(Fox) and Bert Frohmann's stage
show. Not especially strong.
Loew's State (3,300; 25-35-65)—
"Bishop
(M-G).
Murder Case"
Screen version of detective thriller
liked;

$16,200.
(3,800;

Missouri

Desire"

(Metro)

(1,800;

Norma Shearer always

25-75).

does well

"Love Parade" (Par).

36-60-65-75)—
Got over for

$29,500.

50-75)—
"Green Goddess" (WB) (2d week).
State (Loew-Fox) "Cock- Eyed Okay at $4,600.
Worl4" (Fox) (2,024; 25-$l). After
Hollywood $2 engagement downtown, very good at an even $30,000.

here; this time $11,000.

Orpheum (RKO) "No, No, Nanette" (FN) (2,270; 60-75) (1st week).
Deficit for house when opening week
receipts failed to beat $15,000.

Grand

Central

(1,700;

Met, f'ldyn, $27,700

Brooklyn, Feb. 11.
Satisfactory week, with weather
okay. At the feriergetic Paramount,
where "The Mighty" held sway,
business was neat at $58,000.
contribution.
Fox started off with a bang on
RKO "Vagabond Lover" (Radio) "Sunny
Side Up," and Albee had
(2,950; 30-65).
Unsuspected popularity for Rudy Vallee; matinees "Dance Hall," but not so hot.
Several grind houses downtown
particularly strong;' lots of stubs
have repainted their fronts and are
for the chopper on $20,000.
25'
United Artists (Pub-UA) "Locked going in for newsreel policies at
Door" (UA) (2,100; 25-$l) (1st cents admission.
Estimates for Last Week
week). Never got beyond its wheelbase; pulled it after 11 days and a
Paramount "The Mighty" (Par)
meager $20,000 In all.
35-50-75).
(4,000;
Bancroft fans
Warner's Downtown (WB) "Son flocked; around $58,000 and no kicks.
of the Gods" (FN) (1,800; 50-75)
Strand
"Little
Johnny Jones"
(l.st
week).
Barthelmess picture (Fn) (2,800; 25-35-50-00-75). :Milil.
with
Californian
Chines© angle
Fox
"Sunny Side Up" (Fox)
struck them as potent drama lo- (4,000; 35-40-50-60-75). Snappy atcally; beaucoup sock in $34,700.
tendance at this ohe; around $35,-

Paramount (Publix) "Love Parade" (Par)
25-75)
(3rd
(3,595;
week).
Topped $92,000 on three
weeks; of that sum $22,000 the 'final
.

.

—

—

—

Warner's Hollywood (WB) "Sacred

Flame" (WB) (2,756;
week only). Sold as not

25-75) (one
for children,

000.

Met— "Navy
35-40-50-75).

Blues" (Mt5)

Good

(3,577;

at $27,TU0:

but even so couldn't extend beyond
Albee— "Dance Hall (Radio) (3,248t
$23,000 and one week.
35-50-60-75). Vaude rated ovr-r film;!
Million Dollar (Lazarus) "Half $20.00.0.
Way to Heaven" (Par) (2^200; 15Didn't mean a thing; $5,000;
60).
a flrst run film in a second run
"Mile. Modiste" will be made in.
house, and second runs generally Technicolor by FN. WUliani Seiier
mean more.
will direct.

Wednesday, February

PICTURE GROSSES

1930

12,

$8,900 FOR

Loop Back

to Normalcy, Chicago

on

'Love

H-0

Top, $49,000-love Racket' $8,900,
'

Chicago, Feb. 11.
Picture business returned to aver-

Passion Play's $28,000

age after the previous week had set
two new highs. The Chicago returned to Its normal position, at the
head of the parade, by grabbing off
a neat ?49,000 on "Sacred Flame."
Oriental dropped back to a rather
weak figure with "Kibitzer." Picture
did more than the staff and less
than the exchanges expected.
Woods was the best of the run
houses. "Hit the Deck" holding up
splendidly in its second week. "Sunnyside Up" dropped a bit at McVlcker's, but Is still doing well for
Its third week. "Love Parade" comes
in this Friday (14). "Virginian," at
the Roosevelt, was replaced by
"Show Boat" last Thursday and

"Show

of

Shows" moved

into

the

United Artists the day following,
"Condemned" having left after three
fair weeks. "Virginian" was big on
Its entire run,' hitting a new high

Tops EouisviBe for 10 Yrs.
Drawing
Weather:

proximately $3,800.,
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,7?5; 35and 50)—"Disraeli" (WB). Pulled strong
here at the close but weak opening
ruined chance for second week;
K) "Klblt very good, however, at $5,600.

&

Rio
Pic

-

(3,500;

&

B.

60
K.,

Mary Anderson (RKO) (1,387;
30-50)—"liaughlng Lady"
(Par).
of few good bets this house

was rather nervous about One

-jirosnecta:. $34,Q00. .„

11.

(Drawing Population, 125,000)
Weather: Rain
Rain means normalcy.
So fTie
weather didn't harm anything. Bebe
Daniels kept building at Pantages
and "General Crack" was oke at the
Blue Mouse.

Down

Again~W

M.C.'S

Pin RETURN PUTS

PENN BEYOND $40,000
Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
(Drawing Population, 1,000,000)
Weather: Unsettled
Penn showed its heels to everything in town last week. Wesley
Eddy's return as m, c. in Loe>v unit,
"Les Parfums," brought over $40,000
to the house, first time thid corking

2 at

.

.

("^B>

t'-^OOj.
.

.

.

quickly;

vaude held no name, some-

000 cash.

the Erlanger, but that warranted
continuance for a fourth week,
much to the surprise of the mob.

than average, $26,000,
United Artists (Publlx-UA) "Con
less

demned" (UA)

(1,700;

60-85).

mediocre weeks;

after

three

week

$19,600;

"Show

(WB) replaced.
Woods (RKO)

Out
last

Shows"

of

Deck"
Dropped in

"Hit. the

(Radio) (1,200; 60-85).

second week, but still at high pace
for this small house; looks good at
$22,000.

$14,000 SETS SEATTLE

PACE AS THERMOM UPS
Portland, Ore., Feb.

11.

(Drawing Population, 425,000)

Heavy and warm rains broke the
cold spell and boosted business
above the last three weeks. One
result of the freak weather was in
the

returns for "Sunnyslde Up."
This picture moved from a- third
week at the United' Artists to
fourth at the Alder.
i

Publix houses

still off

and

Ham

rick doing fair to good with his new
25 cent policy at the Music Box.
Estimates for Last Week
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 25-60)
'.'Wedding Rings" (FN) and vaude

Did

$10,00a.

Broadway (Fox) (2,000; 25-60)'
"Navy Blues" (M-G). Registered
okay; $14,000.
United Artists (Parker-Fox) (1,
200;
25-60)
"New York Nights"
(UA). Around $6,000.
Alder (Parker-Fox) (1,200; 26-50)
Fourth week of "Sunnyslde Up"
(Fox) In town strong for $4,000.
Portland (Publlx) (3,500; 26-60)
"BuriTing Up" (Par).
Auto race
.

feature far down at $5,600.
Rialto
(PubMx) (1,500;

26-60)

Second week of "No, No, Nanette'
(FS) fair on $3,000.
Music Box (Hamrlck) (2,000; 25)
"Hell's Heroes" (U). Outdoor talker
did okay; $8,600.
Blue
Mouse (Hamrlck)
(800;
25-50).
Third week of "General
Crack" (WB) held up all right;
;

^

$4,r)00.

Oriental (Tebbetts) (2,700; 25-35)
"Argyle Case" (FN), Just so-so;
$5,00P.

Dufwin (Duffy) (1.400; 25-$1.26)
Duffy stock and "Broken Dishes"
did

regular biZ;

about

$4,B0<».

nuns OUTPOINT

ZERO;

'CRACK' GEIS $20,000

Up," completing Its
week at the Fox, .thereby
breaking the house policy, got near
$28,000. Picture grossed more. than

"Sunnysldp
third

11.

Virginian," a new high mark for
the Plaza, seating 1.800.
"Gold
Diggers" (W.B.) Svas around ^20,000 in final week at the Regal and
is

well regarded.
Estimates for Last

Week

"Sky Hawk"^ (Fox), at the T-voli
week around $20,000.
The picture is a disappolntmeni
and heavy trade is credited to the
Managereputation of the house.
in its ftecdnd

ment

patronage will n6t be

figube's

Sunday.

"Disraeli" (WB), drawing $12,600
Marble Arch, is the best bet
the house has had in years and Is
In the

likely to

run six weeks.

"Atlantic" (B. L)

finished seven

weeks at the Alhambra,. with the
.fortnight_at a i-xite. under $15.r
Wnd now replaced by "Elstred
Calling," which Is not likely to ap-

la,st
00,0

proach the record of "Atlantic."
Gold Diggers" (WB), In its sixth
and last week at the Regal, has
been doing around $20,000 and Is
considered one of the best commercial talking pictures that has

come from America

so far.

Insiders

express the view that if it had been
spotted In a more favorable location
it would have stayed- four months.
"Atlantic" Is going into the house
Feb. 15, which makes It look as
though Maxwell, head of British International, is relegating the Regal
to second-run classification. Action
may be due to the squawk that the

wad for this reason that British
International ""leased the Alhambra.
"Welcome Danger" (Par). Terminated a nine-week stay at the Carlton^ the first month averaging over
$20,000, with the balance below $17,It,

000.

"The Love Parade" (Chevawent In Wednesday, with
St. John convinced

lier-Par)

General Manager

the best picture Paramount has
produced "and is willing to wager
grosses will support his judgment.
"The Virginian" (Par), at the
Plaza, seating 1,800 and operating
on weekly change, hung up a new
after four weeks because of book
ihgs; finished strong at $16,000 and record of $31,000, beating the previcould have Stayed another fortnight; ous' top, held by "Interference," by
$500.
Picture Is held over for &
cduld do a second run downtown.
Olympic (Tiff) (1,200; 35-50)— fortnight additional.
"Condemned" (UA). At the Pa"Peacock Alley" (Tiff). Not so forte
vilion Is averaging $16,000, mainat. under. $6,000 for first week; held^
taining. Its rate, of the last two'
over but could have exited.
weeks. Ronald Colman's following
Enright (WB) (3,700; 26-35-40- Is gradually
used up, but(^^he
60)— "Other Tomorrow" (FN). Only run probablybeing
will be forced for
fair at $14,000.
business reasons.
Sheridan Square "Hit the Deck"
(Radio). Great start at $10,760 In

$100,000 oh its stay.
"Men Without Women" again
proved a weak sister at the FoxLocust, getting a scant $6,000 on
a third week. Was to have gone
out Saturday, but lack of a successor has resulted in<. holding it In.
House was to have had ''"Happy first week; standees almost every
picture' houses. Grosses held up to
Days" In Grandeur, but it has been show; looks like three weeks.
average, passing the previous week's decided to put the large 'screen at
Harris— "Hell's Heroes" (U). Fine
figures. Town was full of good at"Little Johnny at $7,250; picture generally lauded
the Fox Instead.
tractions, accounting for the boost
Jones" did around $3,600, under av- and kind of stuff house's jiatrons
"General Crack" put the Palace erage, at the Karlton, and "Vaga- go for.
on top of the main stems with bond Lover" did about $3,000 at the
around $20,000. Fans froze for a Arcadieu
block rather than go without. The
BUFFALO UNEVEN
Estimates for last week
iowii^jt'
Garbo never i.u.119
\jaroo
fails in
1.1113
towii
In this
Mastbaum (4,800;35-60-75)— "She $26,100 for Big Publix House
"Tne Kiss" picked up $18,000, wlft
Winnie
prices up to 75 cents Saturday and Couldn't Say No" (WB).
"Happy Days," $14,000
"Chic" Lightner has acquired a draw; pic
Sundays.
Loew's
had
Haines In vaude and "Lone Star ture got $39,000, not sensational but
Bi;rralo, Feb. 11.
very good.
Ranger" for $17,500.
(Drawing Population, 500,000)
Princess was about average on
Stanley (3,700; 35-50-75)—
Weather: Fair and cold
"Seven Faces," $9,500, while the Im- "Kibitzer" (Par) (lat week). Off toi
perial had "Pointed Heels" and col- moderate start Indicating no more
Picture business for the past fortlected $10,000. Vaude was good, but than fortnight's stay; $24,000.
night has been decidedly streaky.
picture took most of the credit.
Boyd (2,400; 35-50-75)— "Love Evidences of distress among the
Neighborhoods a little down owing Parade" (Par) (1st week). Chev- public has shown itself in decreased
to severe weather.
Matinees have
business.
alier picture lauded by critics; trade night
Estimates for Last Week
excellent though riot near record; grown at all downtown houses, due
probably to unemployment. Publlx
Palace (FP) (2,700; 40-75)— "Gen- $28,000.
houses
last week reported Improved
eral Crack" (WB). John Barrymore
9tanton (1.700; 35-50-75)—"Sa- night business toward the end of the
in his first talker brought the cred Flame"
(WB) (7 th week).
crowds despite sub-zero conditions; Ended amazing run Saturday to week.
Estimates for Last Week
$20,000 very good.
about $7,500; campaign credited
Buffalo (Publlx) (3,600; 30-40-65)
Capitol (FP) (2,700; 40-75)— "The with hit.
60-75)— "It's A -"Burning Up" (Par), * "Ingenues
Kiss" (M-G).
Greta Garbo's perEarle
(2,000;
sonal popularity here gave house Great Life" (MG).
Picture with Gambol," unit. Just fair here, holdgood attendance all week; $18,000.
Duncans not so hot; just average ing to about even figures; $26,100.
Century (Publix) (3,400; 40-60)—
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 36-60)— "Lone to $20,000.
Star Rangor" (Fox).
Vaude got
Fox- Locust (1,800; $1.50)—"Men •Sally"' (FN). Business okay for
most of $17,500.
Without Women" (Fox) (3rd week). this one, although distinctly a one-week
picture for this town; being
30-55)— Off again with scant $6,000 report- held over and opening
Princess (CT)
(2;300;
slow for sec"Seven Faces" (Fox). Fair appeal ed; held In because of lack of suc- ond week; last week, $17,500.
cessor.
and average at $9,500.
Hip (Publlx) (2,400; 40t60)— "Ap90)—
"Sunnyslde
Fox
Up"
(3,000;
35-60)—
Imperial (FP)
(1,900;
plause" (Par) and vaude. Good allFirst,
time
house
(Fox)
(3rd
week).
"Pointed Heels" (Par). House has
round show, but picture not for
been falling off in late months; has over held film for three weeks; family consumption; dialog ruined
should have collected more than $28,000 final meant over $100,000 for by too much sound; $15,500.
picture's second downtown show$10,000.
Great Lakes (Fox) (3,400; 25-35ing.
50)— "Happy Days" (Fox). House
Orpheum (CT) (1,200; 40-50)
Eria'nger (1,900; 50-75)— "Hit The moving along on even keel; satis"Mister Antonio" (Tiff)
Middling
(Radio) (3rd week). factory at over $14,000.
picture with plenty of room all Deck"
Around $17,000 and held in on la.st
week; about $3,500.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,400; 40-GO)—
"Shiraz". moment decision.
"Hit the Deck" (l^a(lio). Ifung up
Roxy. (Ind) (600; 50)
(British)..
Karlton- (1,000; 30) "Little John- a good two weeks; did $24,000 ITrHt
Unusual picture that
caught on with Old Country fans; ny Jopi's" cl''N). Under avorajfo at wd^k nnd .showed a profit la.st wpok,
$3,600.
$4,000 very good and will repeat.
too; $14,700.

Montreal, Feb.

(Drawing Population, 600,000)
Weather: Zero
Coldest weather of the year
couldn't keep them away from the

11,

house Is not*, centrally located and
26-35-60)— jioes n.ol:_getJ<a. hr,eak..iQr ..product

StarteSl"
Sfi-eet~bf t:hahce""~(P^rX.
Orpheum (Warner) "Love Rackr much better than average.
engagenient's length. The Earl© had
big bu'f tumbled to under $23,000;
et"
(FN) (799; 50-75). Notices
"It's a iSreat Life," and at icbout
Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 40)
good and shopping femmes went "So Long Letty" (FN). Had nice $20,000 was a little under recent good exploitation plugged William
PlttsPowell
and
Regis
Toomey
.as
for it; big at $8,900 and held over. week;
Charlotte
Greenwood's average.
"Roosevelt" (Publix-B & K) "Vlr friends remembered; $3,500 nice for
Week's big opening, "Love Pi- burghers.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 60-76)—
ginian" (Par) (1,500; 50-85). Gross this house.
rade," at the Boyd, got raves from
Fell down
for last six days figures around
critics and a good, although by "General Crack" (WB).
Ritz
16-35)— the
(LaflTell)
(1,120;
$22,000; "Show" Boat" (U) In on
no means record, pull In Its first In second week, $12,000 or under;
First of musical •Veek. Reported at around $28,000. out for "Nanette" (FN); BarryThursday and took about $4,000 for "Hello Folks."
patronage
among This week's pace will decide Its more got nine days over first cir
the day. "Virginian" did excellent comediettes;
women building, and looks like sue potentialities for a run of more days with house switching from
biz from start;
State- Lake (RKO) "Lost Zeppe- cess for George Laffell, local presi- than three weeks which are def- Thursday to Saturday opening.
dent of musicians' union; plenty of initely set. "Hit the Deck" eased,
lin" (Tiff) and vaude (2,700; 60-75).
Aldine (Loewls) (1,900; 35-50)—
Picture started big but dropped paper opening week but about $3,- off to $17,000 In Its third week at' "Sunnyslde Up" (Fox). Forced out

what

London, Feb.

Among the excellent box otfico
figures for, last Wook here a standis the $31,000 gross for "Tho

out

figure has been reached in months, maintained
this attraction. A
and not too far away from hpune successor iswith
being sought.
record. Picture was "Chasing Rain"General Crack" (WB), at the
bow.^," but Eddy was the magnet.
New
Gallerj-, did $17,500 for Its
He was around here for throe first week and is scheduled for
months last summer. They remem- three weeks, which is about the
bered him— and how.
house average for change.
Stanley dropped with "Street of
"Flight" (Col.), at the Capitol,
Chance" (Par) to under $23,000. An- finished
Its month with the last
other good one was "Hit the Deck"
fortnight averaging $18,000. "Hot
at $10,750 in the small Sheridan
for Paric" opened at this house
Square. Holdover and good for three

weeks.
With Aldine bookings clogged,
"Sunnyslde Up" (Fox) pulled after
four weeks for "Love Parade" (Par)
but could have hung around. Final
six days only few grand short of
Philadelphia; Fob. 11.
opening, $16,000. Total takings for
Business again, Pff^^in -the. £le.wn- month close to''."$8D,00O, and at 35-60
town ho.uses last week, s^ifhough'ftie in a 1,900-seat house, draw youraverage was pej-haps a bit more own conclusions. "G«nef4l Crack"
level and less spotty.
took a dive In its second week
One of the features was the at Warners and out for "Narfette."
strength shown by "She Couldn't House cl\anged opening date from
Say No" at the Mastbaum. Attrib- Thursday to Saturday, giving Barryuted by the wise boys for the most more picture nine days over first
part to Winnie Lightner, who week. At that, less than $12,000 Is
socked the fans in "Gold Diggers." bad.
Although last week's gross of $39,Estimates for Last Week
000 was not sensational. It looked
Penn (Loew-UA)' (3,300; 25-36"good considering that there was- no 60-75). Cashed
on return of Wesley
big film name included.
Eddy, m. c, a fav here; great at
Kibitzer"
opened
moderate"The
"Chasing
picture,
over
$40,000;
ly at the Stanley, getting around Rainbows" (M-G) but It was all
"Sacred Eddy; plenty popular at this site,
$24,000 In Its first week.
Flame" rounded out sfeven remark- where he spent three months last
able weeks at the Stanton ,to $7,500. summer.
Tricky ads, emphasizing as not for

And

lbas_ha:d.L .pulled...husinessl.to.. $3^6.00,. -chlldrenr credited- with mu.cli..Qf-.the.

...

and 'Sky Hawk' at Same Figure

Week

Estimates for Last

PhiDy Biz

Regarded

'Diggers,' $20,000, Highly

.

'

which

—$5,500 London Record of $31,000, Tirginian';

Tacoma, Feb.

Cold and Rain
$8,900.
Freiburg Passion Play cleaned
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (650; 25the town last week with 11 per- 50-60) —"General
Crack"
(WB).
formances pulling in around $28,000. Barrymore alwia.ys gets his share
This Is perhaps the biggest local here; $4,850.
gross for pne week in the last 10
Rialto (Fox) (1,250; 25-35-50)—
year.s.
State held up surprisingly
Hot for Paris" (Fox). ,Did $5,500.
well in face of the opposition with
25-35)—
Colonial
(Fox)
(850;
"Chasing Rainbows."
"Applause" opened weak and slid "Bishop Murder Case" (M-G). On
the
mend since price cut; $2,700.
from there.
Closed at less than
$3,800, worst the Rialto has done
since It went sound.
Helen Morpanned
gan's'" unsyrnpathetlc role,
by critics, undoubtedly aided the
Strand also opened cold, but
dive.
by the third day of the week

—

at $4,900.
Oriental (Publix-B
zer" (Par) stage show
Picture satisfied
85).

Clicks
for Paris"

Pantages (RICO) (1,500; 25-60)
"Love Comes Along" (Radio). Bebe
Daniels drew on strength of "Rio
Rita"; kept building and good at

Louisville, Feb. 11.
•pulation, 500,000)

for the Boosevelt, and closed strong.
"Condemned" failed to show real "Disraeli" was pulling well and It
power^ after the first few days.
almost looked like a hold-over at
"Lost Zeppelin" started big at the $5,600.
State-Lake but dropped rapidly. At
Estimates for Last Week
the two small loop spots, "Romance
War Memorial (American Legion)
of the Rio Grande" came back to
Passion
$2.50)
Freiburg
the Monroe, after pliying all the (2,400;
neighborhoods, and let the house Play. Fassnacht family w,eht over
down to its lowest figure In months. with very few empty seats at night
Tho Orpheum, however, was over and big turnaways at all four
average with "Love Racket," and matiojes; 5,000 children- rushed the
doors at the 50-cent matinee Tuespicture heJd over,.
day, and, cops were called; excelEsticnat^ for Last Week
"
^
Chicago (Publtx-B & K) "Sacred lent returns at $28,000r
35-50)—
Flame" (WB) stage show (4,400;
State
(Loew)
(3,400;
60-85). Liked by the patronage this "Chasing Rainbows" (M-G).
Surhouse gets; good week at $49,000. prised the management' by bringing
McVrcker'8 (Publlx-B & TSi "Sun- in around $19,500; good.
Marie
nyside Up" (Fox) (1,855; 50-85). Dressier an unexpected draw.
Third fine week; picture started
Rialto
(RKO) (2.940; 30-50)—
slowly on account of weather, hjut Applause" (Par).
Failed to do
climbed quickly; little let-up from anything; record sound low at apfirst week on $34,000.
Monroe (Fox) "Romance of
Grande" (Fox) (1,120; BO-75).
ture had already played loop
neighborhood houses; very low

"Hot

13

PANTAGES

Comes Along"
for

VARIETY

It Is

-

—

—

—

'

.

-

•

—

—

5

'HAPPY DAYS' $18,000;
'SALLY' $29,000-K. C.
Kansas

City, Feb. 11.

(Drawing Population, 700,000)

With three musicals and one romantic drama to select from, the
fans gave the ms^ority of their play
to the Malnstreet and "Sally." Other
first-run musical, "Happy Days,"
was more of a revue than most of
the fans care for and business was
not so good.
At the midget Royal "Tho Love
Parade" continued on its third week
and turned another profitable page.
All hou.ses bonflflted by the weather

break after six weeks of snow and
dangerous streets.
Estimates for Last Week
Loew's Midland "Happy Days"
(Fox) (4,000; 25-35-50-60). While
advance publicity avoided any reference to the revue style of entertainment, customers quickly learned
it and remembering previous similar pictures many stayed away;
opening week-end fair, but mats and
some of the nights were off; $18,000,
Mainstreet— "Sally" (FN) (3,200;
26-35-50-60). Extra advertising and
an extra preview performance Friday night gave this one a good start
and it stayed out front; $29,000,
Newman "General Crack" (WB)
(1,890; 25-35-30-60).
Papers gave
this feature best reviews of the

—

—

wofk and many re.tpondcd; $14,100.
Royal— "Love raradc" (Par) (840;
25-35-50-60).
Third week for this
one and contlniied stronff; I'lstmlnute change brou.erht in "Second
Choice" for current week; $4,100.
Pantages— "Acqutttod" (Col) (2,200; !;.'>-;i.-;-50). Melodrama with lot's
of a'-rion .nrid Lole Bridge stock was
)ot« f)i' show; business increasing;
^13,400,

'

'

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

14

Wednesday, February

1^30

12,

SEATTLE

Comparative Grosses for January
SEATTLE
Table of grosses during January for towns and houses

High.. $26,000

listed.

Jan. 4

Jan. 11

"Condemned"

"Love
Parade"

Stage

NEW YORK
Jan. 4

CAPITOL

MOUNT

.

"Hot

-

Paris"

Up"

Up"

Up."
$122,000

High.. $29,500
Low...
6,500

$16,000

$14,600

"Show of
Shows"

"Show of
Shows"
$26,300

,$47,000
(1st 'Week^

20,000

.

"Song of
Kentucky"

$23,000

$17,500

"General
Crack"

"General

$20,000

$10,800

"Sunnyside

High. .$41,500
Low..
14,500

Up"

Up"
$36,700

LAKE

High.. ^5,750
Low... ,16,000

"They hfad

to

Paris"

"Lone Star
Ranger"

$6,300

,$6,800.

•

$36,606"

UNITED

ORPHEUM
High. .$16,900
Low..
4,800

$29,0.00

.

PALACr—

"This

Hall"

Called

-

MAIN-

Around"

STREET

$31,000

"Timing
Shrew"

"Con-

"Con-

demned"

demned"

$29,00(>

$23.fi00

of

$19,700

•

-

Johnny Jones"

"Little'

$7,200

-

-

"In JHext

-^'Aviator"

$7,000

..-^

..

Jan. 4
"Trespasser"

EGYPTIAN

$7,300

Jan. 11

Jan. 18

"Mighty"

"Sweetie"

High.. $57,800
Low..
15,600

"Romance

$12,600

$11,000

$12,000

"South Sea
Rose"

"Hollywood
Revue"

"Not So
DuQib"

$29,600

$19,000

$29,000

"Seven
Days"

"Love
Parade"

"Love
Parade"

Lady"

-

"New York
Nights"

High.. $38,700
Low...
6,200

$14,POO
(3d week)

$10,800

$21,000.

$13,000

$30,000

WARNER'S
DOWN-

TOWN

WARNER'S
HOLLYWOOD.
High..$37,300
Low... 12,000

'46how of

ShSws"

"Show of
Shows"

$31,700

$21,200

$16,700

"Aviator"

"Sally"

"Sally"

$18,000
(1st week)
All Sound

$31,000

$23,000

Sound

WAR-

Jan. 18

Jan. 25

"Sunnyside

"Sunnyside

"Sunnyside

"Sunnyside

ikl

A

nA

High.. $36,000
Low...
6,200

Up"
week)

All

Sound

^

$20,000
(1st week)

Sound
"Locked

$12,000

"Lady"""
$33,000

"SaJly"

"Sally"

"Sally''

$18,000

$16,000

^
Jan. 25

"No, No,
Nannette"

$5,700

$8,700

$13,000

"Gold
Diggers"

"Trespasser"

"Rio Rita"

$4,000

$5,000

$4,500

Vaude

Vaude
"Show of

"Sacred

Shows"

Flame"

"Lost
Zeppelin"

High.. $20,000
Low.. . 4,000

$6,000

^,000

$5,300

(3rd week)

$8,200

$6,500

$6,500

UNITED

"Disraeli"
$9,600

$12,000

"Show of
Shows"

$17,250

$14,000

BOSTON
"

Jan. 11

"Dynamite"

demned"
$24,300

$20,800

METROPOLITAN

"Sacred
'Flame"

"General
Crack"

High.. $66,000
Low... 25,200

$39,700

•

$60,000

(Record)

Amos 'n'Andy

Jan. 18
"Their Own

Jan. 25

Desire"

"Chasing
Rainbows"

$24,800

$22,600

"General

"Seven Days
Leave"

Crack"
$43,700

$36,000

"Sky

$9,600

"Lone Star
Ranger"

Hawk"

High.. $23,000
Low... 9,000

$16,000

$13,000

$11,500

.

Stago Show

High.. $45,200
Low... 17,000

$21,300

Nights"

'

for

$1/',-

Run

—

Loew's State
(3.218; 60) "Happy Days" (Fox). Ran along in' good
fashion and would have done better
with usual surrounding vaudeville;

Jana 18

Jan. 25

"Con-

"No, No,.
Nannette"

—

$20.70.0

"Disraeli"
$13,900

—

Orpheum
(2.400;
60) "Seven
Keys to Baldpate" "(Radio). Dix

has his local followers; $13,300.
Strand
"Marriage
(2,200;
50)
$19,300
Playground" (Par). House expen"It's a Greiat "Lilies of the ditures have been cut so that total
of
$4,300 means profit of around
Life"
Field"

demned"

Paris"
$2'0.800

$11,000
All Sound
"His First

ORPHEUM
High.. $22,000
Low.,
5,000

Jan. 11

"Hot
,

Stage Show
"Dynamite"

STATE
High. .$28,000
Low... 4,500

In for

so good; $20,000,

.$11,000'

$17,000.

4

"New York

000— "Hallelujah"

NrfW Orleans. Feb. 11.
(Drawing Population 500,000)
WeatherACIear and Cool
"Love Comes
Saenger stepped forward to take
Along"
the lead of local theatres with "Gen$11,600
eral Crack" last week at $20,000.
It meant more than ordinai*y profit
"Footlights
and Fools" for the house.
First unit along the new idea for
$5,000
Loew's was only moderately received, house showing a decline of
over $1,000 from the previous week.
"Party
"Happy Days" was doing yeoman
Girl"
service as the feature on $17,000,
$8,900
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" gave the
Orpheum a very nice week at
while
$13,300,
"Marriage
Play"Conground" showed a profit to the
demned" "Strand when it got $4,300.
$7,000
Estimates for Last Week
Saenger
(3.568; 65) "General
"Their Own Crack" (WB). Barrym.ore's first in
some time locally; stage show not
Desire"

MINNEAPOLIS
MINNESOTA

With "Crack"—"Happy Days"

—

"Untamed"

a

.

"Con-

demned"

BROAD-

WAY

"Show of
Shows"

"Sunnyside Up"
$8,000

(2d week)
All Sound

JanC>

High.. $40,000
Low... 14,100

.

All

ARTISTS

36)

(1.000;

—

'\

"Racketeer"

•

$13,600

Sound
"Sunnyside Up"

(Publix)

SAENGER, $20,000

Jan. 18

"Seven Days'
Leave"

MUSIC

High.. $22,000
Low.. . 4,000

fair.

"Pointed Heels" (Par), Second loop
run; about $2,500. satisfactory.
(Bainbridge
dramatic
Shubert
and
"Dance Hall" stock) (35-$l) "The Racket." Well
received by critics, but around $4,$9,600
000; not so good.

$8,000

"Vagabond
Lover"

,

(Publix) (900; 35)- "Ap(Par).
Poor recording,
and unfamiliarlty here
with. Helen Morgan hurt; women
.apparently lik^d it, but m?iny males
walked out oh it; around $2,400,

"Lost

(La57)

$10,000
~

BOX

$19,000

$8,000
(6th week)
All Sound
"Disraeli"
$10,500
(3rd week)
All Sound

4

Age"

$6,500.

title

Zippelin"

$6,600

"Careless

$16,000, fine.
(1,300; 40) "Love

Advertised in sen-

"Murder on the Roof" (Cbl.) and
Picture and show pifeased;

weak

$2,500

"Disraeli"

(Low)

Jan. 11
"Sally"

around

Aster
plause"

Grand
"This. Thing

$6,400

"wikii^er"

Y'*'*''

"Nights""

"Love
Parade"

"Con-

$3,600

.

(Low)

"Love
Parade"

.Jan.

.

<&alled Love"
$9,000

$8,600

.

"Love
Parade"

STATE

"Chasing
Rainbows"

$2,600

ORPHEUM
ORIENTAL

"Love
Parade"

EMBASSY

"Dynamite"

"Condemned"'

.

missed

vaude.

around

Sound

High.. $22,500
Low... 6^500
High.. $41,000
Low..
4,000

$21,000

High. .$24,300
Low... 7,000

$18,000

(2d week)

Up"

Door"

High.. $23,300
3,000
Low...

$19,000

High.. $25,300
Low... 5,700

$18,000

$9,600
C2d week)
All Sound

FRAN-

$18,000

LAND

Up"

FORNIA

CIS

$18,000
All Sound

"Love
Parade"

$23,000

Hijih. .$34,000
6,200

Low...

"Sally"

PORT-

Up"

All

CALI-

50)

$23,000

"Love
Parade"

(2d week)
All Sound

$28,000

"New
Nights"

Jan. 25
"Kibitzer"

"Chasing
Rainbows"

$2,800

to

Lyric (Publix)

Show

Blues"

have

sational fashion as "the truth about
love nest?"; drew fairly; $3,700.
Pahtages (Pantages) (1.600; 25-

"Dynamite"

"Navy

must

here, because they came in
to welcome it back after
short tryout of straight film policy;
gross sank as low as $3,500 one

week; back

Jan. 18
^'Painted

-

Irene Rich, in person,

they

droves

$18,500,

.

drew;

vaude

Angel"

"Gold
Diggers"

High.. $18,000
Low..
8,000

-

Racket" (FN).

Stage Show

Jan. 11

$34,000

Jan. 11
"Paris"

Jan. 4

Jan. 4

(1st

Show

Gave house

$9,300.

Orpheum
(R-KO) -^2.890;— 50)
Keys to Baldpate" (Radio),

and vaude.

•

$18,000

.

<

•

FIELD

$14,600

"Sally"
$13,600

-

"SeNjen
f

PORTLAND, ORE.
.

SAN FRANCrSCO
High.. $48,000
Low... 10.000

"Laughing
Lady"

$19,100

'

week;

fair
'

""rrnje"
$16,300

•

(WB).

Flame"

cred

"Big
"

$23,600

KEITH'S

"Show of
Shows"

All

$14,300

"Love
Parade"

All

$36,000

week)

"Flight"

$12,200

Show

$12,900

VALENCIA

Shows"
(1st

"Flight"

ords; holdouts nightly; bigge.st sec"They Had ond week house ever had; $17,900
to See Paris" after $19,700; held for third week.
State (Publix) (2,200; 60) "Sa$24,500

"Disraeli"

High.. $11,000 "
Low..
1,900

Stage

High.. $38,800
Low.!. 10,300

$18,000

Jana 4

.

Show
"Show of

"Dynamite"

$24,000

"Laughing
Lady"

High.. $33,500
Low... 12,000

Nights"

,

"Sunnyside'
-

to $28,100 again.

119,700

Stage

"New York

•

$17,000

BALTIMORE

STANLEY

$21;00Q

$40,000;.

Nothing left undone to attract, and
this time the folks came in; hou?e
lately In terrible slump, but back

"25

Vaude
"Show of
Shows"
Stage

8,000

CENTURY

"Taming of
Shrew"

.

Command"

$8,100

High.. $27,000
Low... 15,000

$21,000

.

Estimates for Last Week"
Minnesota (Publix)( 4.300; 75)
"Burrting Up" (Par) and Publix
stage show, "Auto Show Frolic."
Nick Lucas In person added attraction, and auto exhibit in lobby;

"Love Comes
Century
(Publix)
75)
(1,600;
Along"
"Sunnysicle Up" (Fox). A knock$19,000
out here and breaking all local rec-

Hall"

^^be"

of

All Sound
"Taming of
Shrew"

.

Jan.

$16,200

'ySjireless

TAGES

Grande"

ARTISTS

UNITED

P AN.-

-

Jan. 25

^

Rio

.JL'Laughing

^

Stage

10,000

.

$1S,200

H!gh..f33,000

'

STATE
Blues"
High.. $48,000
$32,000
Low... 15,600 Stage Show

MOUNT

_

Low..-;

Stige

PARA-

"Con-

MAN

Show
"Navy

"His First

Jan. 18

demned"

NEW-

$10,600

.

LOEWS

"Dance

:

High. .$31,800
Low.: . 6,000

LOS ANGELES
High.. $14,000
Low..
6,000

recently.'.

"Kibitzer"
$19,000

"Hot for

LOEW'8

Room"

$7,500

$27,300

Jan. 11

MIDLAND

week)
Sound

(2d
All

$22,600

Jan. 4
.Paris"

High a. $35,000
Low..

"So- Long
Letty"

Girl"
$15,000

Own

Desire"

ure, $15,000, almost four times as
great as the house has been getting

American

(Record)

High.. ^,000
$18,700
Low...
8,000 Sta^e Show

^

$34,000
(2d week)
All Sound

"Glorifying

KANSAS CITY

"Playing
.

$28;ooo

-

"Their

Nights"

Show

$23,pp0

Thing "jBey'eh -Keys
Love" to Baldpate"

$29,000

Crack"

"New York

$19,00Q

Stage

^

>

a Great

"It's

(Record)

$26,000

.

'

$16,600

High.. $27,300
Low... 11,500

first week of vaudlilm, after a
and unsuccessful try at
straight pictures, resulted in a fig-

brief

(2d week)
All Sound

(Record)
"Virginian"

"Virginian",

•

Minnesota cut one of its old time
swaths and flirted with $30,000 on
Nick Lucas in person and "Burning
Up," appropriate for auto week.
Tie-ups with leading motor car and
tire companies, and a minlatui'e lob$10,500
by auto show, also stimulatetf.
Following a record first week,
"Sunnyside Up" set a new high
"Playinp
week for a second at the Century.
Around"
Picture is proving one of the most
$11,400
remarkable draws in local history.
It Is being retained for a third.
"Romance of
Wi(;h Irene Rich in person a magRio Grande" net, vaudeville staged a great come$24,100
back at the Orpheum. Gross for
the

"Show of
Shows"

.

.

$62,600

.$36,000

"Virginian"

Vaude
"Taming of
Shrew"

-ARTISTS

ST.

METROPOLITAN

High.. $21,000
S^OiOO
Low.

•

"Painted
Angel"

"Glorifying
Ameritian
Girl"

$37,000

,

-

"Love
Parade"

(2d week)
Stage Show

"South Sea
Rose"

-

"Flight
.

"Dance
'

High.. $43,500
Low... 11,000

nA

$21,200

.

week)

•

Jana 25

Letty"

Paris"

9,000

STATE'

$8,500

"Christina"

.

$18,000
All Sound

.

Low:..

"So Long

$10,800

FOX

$36,500

"Love
Parade"

"Pointed
Heels"

$44,100

$21,900

"Dynamite"

"Painted
Angel"

EARLE
High.. $24,000
Low... 6,000

Case"

Danger"

"Con-

$14,000
All Sound
"Hot for

Jan. 25

"Bishop

"Sunnyside

Jan. 18

$14,000

$40,500

Murder

Jan. 11

$10,300

Jan. 18

'

helped.

Jan. 4

demned"

"Laughing
Lady"

'

11.

.

,

.

.$10,600
(2d week)
All Sound

Blues"

(3d

"Dyitamite

VELT
Hjgh .$36^

$10,500

BIA

"Navy

Sound

All

R008E-

.

Command"

High.. $19,000
Low.i. 5,500

$50,000

$5,700

"Flight"

$5,000

WASHINGTON

/

Minneapolis, Feb.

(Drawing Population, 500,000)
Weather:' Favorable

They

do come back—meaning
grosses. After several lean months
$6,760
prosperity again engulfed the loqal
rialto last week, Grosses were tqp"Love Comes notch nearly all along the line,
Credit for the spurt is given the
Along"
array of pictures plus mild teni$12,000
peratures. Influx for the auto show
afid Minneapolis Trade Week also

,

Sound'

All

"Aviator"

"His First

Lover"

.

Jan. T1

See

ORIENTAL

Case"

'.'Lost

Zeppelin"
;

"Vagabond

$36,000
(1st week)

$4;90O.

High. .$52,£00
Lovy..

$6,260

"Racketeer"

$30,300

.

High.. $12,500
-

13,600

.

(Low)
Sound

ORPHEUM

$140,000

"Welcome

$32,000
(2d week)
All Sound
"Christina"
'

Street"

"Sunnyside

"No, No,
Nanette"

Danger".

2,700-

$17,000

$16,100

"Sunnyside
.

Murder

(Low)
"Footlights
and Fools"

3,500

COLUM-

Show
"Welcome

MONROE

Stage Show
"Wall

8,600

BLUE
MOUSE
High. $16,000

$75,900

Stage

Low....

Again-Or., $15,000
"Bishop
.

Vaude

Jan. 4
a Great
Life"

ERS

"Lone Star
Ranger"

.

$39,100

High.. $53,000
Low... 13,000

Rhythm"

Low..:

for

$91,200

"It's

MoVICK-

"Red Hot

Blues"

All

FIFTH
AVEa

week)

$32,500
(1st week)
All Sound

1.

Sound
"Navy

a

Own

CHICAGO
CHICAGO

$7,400

All

Paris"

High.. $71,300
Low... 33,000

"General
Crack"

$9,500

$78,000

$73,600

Girl"
$69,800

$117,800

(1st

STRAND

Make

American

Stage Show
"No, No,
Nanette"

H!gh.:$81,200
Low... 15,000

Crack"

Shqw

"Hot for

High. $173,658
Low... 70,000

"General

$5,000

SR 600

?86,600.
(1st week)

Stage

ROXY

"Show of
Shows"

"Seven Days
Leave"

"Behind the

Minn. Sees $28,100

Show

$6,260

Low...
"Glorifying...

$11,900

"Show of
Shows"

Desire"

•

It;

Nights"

MUSIC

•

"Laughing
Lady"

High. .$94,200
Low... 49,100

"Their

a Great
Life"
$57,600

"It's

Show

Stage

PARA-

Jan. 25

Jan. 18

"Navy
Blues'^
$79,100

%1S,jOO
(1st week)

'

Snaps Out of

Jana 25

"New York

114 000

High.. $17,000
1
nuu
Aonn
^OW..
^fWU

BOX

Jan. 11

"Hollywood
Revue"

High.. $98,200
Low... 30,000

'

Jan. 18
"Sally"

$14,900

$9,300

"Hit the

"Hit the

Command"

"Love Comes
Along"

Deck"

Deck"

$6,000

$6,000

$12,000

$5,400

Vaude

(Low)
(Co ntiDued on

$800.

Tudor
(M-G),
o

paije

35)

—

(800;

Canal

50)

.street

"Hallelujah"
Publix hoi.i.sr.',

owned personally by E. V. Richards,
has been making money rib'ht along;
Vldor's epic showed real strcngtli
at $5,100 and being retained for run.

^ -mr
^
V A R 1 E "t 'V

^.w,n'*Myf

-.
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1930

'

.r

^
15

'

YEARS
they waited tor

SUNNY
SIDE UP
a }icw cxhibitio}i standard

to set

Read

—

J. R.

this -^

-/i

the leading
theatt^es

GRAINGER

in

Fort Worth,
Dallas,

San Antonio,
and Houston^

2

BUT ENHANCES

AND

wonder

neio accountsflocked Uespite
to Fox dunn/Jaiuiary

the fact that

business during

1929 was almost
that

of

new accounts

1928,

are

added

each month by Fox

.

.

.

Shrewd theatre owners and
managers are

new

contracts

daily

THE

GOOD STANDING

PRESTIGE OF THE THEATRE

PLAYS REGARDS

dou ble

!

HpLDING-^SUNNY SIDE' U, P SECQhlD
WEEK FORT WORTH AND BgSINESS IS
HOLDING UP GREAT AM ALSO HOLDING
SUNNY SIDE UP OVER FpR SEGpND
WEEKS RUN AT DALLAS SJOP THIS IS
THE FIRST TIME IN TWENTY FIVE YEARS
WE HAVE EVER HELD A PICTURE OVER
FOR SECOND WEEK STOP THIS PICTURE
NOT ONLY DOES TREMENDOUS BUSINESS

message frqni
the owner of

signing

and switching

to

IT

kARL KOBLITZELLE

VARIETY

19

.1,

.

of park
house* OT w

^he

bout^danes

tenseness
,Var of

(ritxy

\s .n

.

^octurna\

n-e^'

Le\

B^W'

R,cn

d>.^ay

,

12,

electric

^^^^
th*

Yhe"Scanda\s,
the

\„ hUvoic«

«venoe to
avenue

Wednesday, February.

bo"'«

rendezvous.
ren

.creen

debut

".owes.
electrifying

R'«=*^'^°"'

^

: celebritie.

';.ooecnd;cr^^^^^^^^

Announcing the

WORLD

PREMIERE

at $2.00
of the

TOP

of

one

most glorious

box'office successes
produced since the
coming of the Talkies
TE D
ARTI STS
U N

UNITED ARTISTS

I

PICTURB

Naturally

1030

Wednesday, February

12,

VARIETY

1930

17

NATIONAL
ADVERTISINlii
campaign is

working for yoij!
TECHNICOLOR'S

triple-page smashes (Saturday
Evening Post for January II th and January 25tli)
are not only the talk of the motion plcti^re Industry*

They're the talk of the United States!
'

Fifteen million Saturday Evening Post readers are
eager to see Technicolor pictures. Ten mUllon more
have read about Technicolor in the motion picture
fan magazines.

Twenty-five 'million people, ready to go to the movthe moment they read in your advertisement, ^It's

ies,

In Technicolor.''

Divide the population of your city by four and you'll
have a rather accurate idea as to the number of persons in your town who read Technicolor's advertising
—yesterday, today and tomorrow.

Technicolor is as big a box-office name today as was
Talking" a year ago.

*^A11

You can guarantee any picture that is photographed
in Technicolor. The great producers use it for the best*

TECHNICOLOR, INC.
NEW YORK

•

ROSTON

•

TECHNICOLOR

HOLLYWOOD

is

a box-office namee Advertise

it!

'

TAtKING SHORTS

VARIETY

18

•THE NEWLYWEDS"

LUCIENNE BdYER

Comedy Sketch

"Cabaret"

9 Mins.

9 Mins.

China, Stockholm
Nordisk Tonefilm
^
A Swedish one reeler, sound-orir
the-film, just pi'oducod by the Xord-

Pa-amount, Firis

•

Isk Tonefllni Co. in Coponhagen;
This is the first native short intended for general distribution in ScanIt is at the big China thewhere "Rio Rita" (Radio) Is
on the bill.
Xaturally, the public was greatly
amused, and although critics did not
praise it, it is considered a good
efart here.
Cast consists of two people.
Groom tells his bride that their
liouse has only one fault it's haunted.
Whenever a He Is told, a plate
falls off the wall.
Usual questions,
•^•ith one or several plates falling.
Dialog Is quite funny and purposely very slow, so as to make it
distinct, .but the sound Is nPt so
good, especially the "s's". Pliotoeraphy .UUmry.

dinavia.

atre,
still

—

•

•

mean a

Charles

fjtuggles,

,

Evelyn, Wilson,.

Warren Ashe apd M^ijy Charles

Comedy

;.

.

r

15 Mins.

New York .,
Paramount
Very funny skit ofT two married
.

.

thing.

'

male

Land.

attire.

"

Shaping Shorts for

Bill Saal pulling the trigger.
In fact, Saal got away two

manner

of

^as"

'

In,

what

Is well,

of It?

This Is not the first film sketch
attempting something In the nature

of irony, requiring consummate skin In the author plus deft
direction and performance.
Lacking these lofty perquisites the result is less than mediocre.
,

*THE MADHOUSE"

Comedy

17 Mins.
Stanley,

,

-

reel

slapstick

with

Jack

"White, Eddie Lambert, Mcnty Collins,
Addle McFleld and Lucille
Hutton. Chockful of laughs and
good enough for any of the grinds.
Locale Is an average apartment
house on Sunday morning when the
folks afe trying to sleep and noisy

won't let 'em.
Two
couples, living across the hall from
one another,, furnish the plot and
most of the comedy when they decide to swap apartments.
It's got

neighbors

.

.

the mother-in-law and some ancient
gags dragged, but It's okay at that.

High spot

when

the couples start
nipvlng furniture back and forth
from o.ne apartment to another.
The wives then change their nriinds.

Ate
should

Is

it up .at this house
tlcltle the risibilities

audiences.

Comedy
15 Mins.

New

York, N .Y.
Educational
Faced with the necessity of

more than a

maHIng talking

that those studios

-corner.-—
As far as
distinct

reel of film, since

filling

Edu-

:

Broadway Is "concerned
move' to give more attention

Radio

.

t

•

.

-7

•

;

'there has been a recent and
to the selection and placing of

'

'

—

Vaude

Parallel

Few

picture house resident managers have any conception of
vaudeville" and the shorts are that type of entertainment in reels.
Hence, the job Is to teach them how to pick and place, open and
close, secure a sock, spot it, and balance according to the main
screen feature. Billing is also Important, with not 15% of the pic-'
^
ture houso managers or Independeht exhibitors In the country
-fttmlllar with "names" from the legit stage and vaudeville being
dritftfed to .make shorts.
Therefore, many a short which should
draw to some extent on the people involved is passed up cold on;
exterior billing.
If the house managers pass the: buck to the division or district
men; and the indie exhibs depend upon the exchanges to tell 'em,
the 'tlieatres are going to be a long time solving the problem, for
a vast majority of the' sectional and exchange chiefs are In the same
boat with the house manager. To them pictures is show business.
They're not Interested in anything else.
But If pictures have
swallowed show business. It's up to the film exhibiting end to find
out about the menu the doctor has ordered.
And that picture- men as a whole have only concerned themselves
with pictures 'Is the basis of the kick-back now being felt on the
talking short question; The tendency to never look over the fence
Is what makes the title of "showman" so distinctive and Is responsible for what are known as '^theatre operators" being the rarest
species In sho^ business today.
Because a microphone has so closely allied pictures with the other
branches of show business, many film men have found that they
must keep In touch with the other phases. The smart film man
never lost track even before sound.
So the faster the rank and file of picture men learn what other
-angles there are to show business besides celluloid, the quicker the
talking shorts are going- to get a break.
.

-

and it
of most

'

.

.

,

HORACE HEIDT'S BAND

(12)

Musical Novelties
6 Mins.
.

It's the story of a, cantank^x'ous
old gent, rich as Croesus, who, already pickled, ..quaff? three, flngors
of ink instead of booze on reaqh"hg home and,. thlnHa he's gplng to
die on. seeing the color of his tojigue.
Seiflsh| relatives, veritably stamped©
of them, arid come to bedside to do
everything to hasten the end. Actually flguring the old man has
taken the last count, there's a wild
competition for his earthly belongings. Here the hoke is applied in
gobs, with the man's house nearly
'

shorts In the major picture theatres by all operators. But the vaudfllm houses are still prone to play down rather than up the newsreel, a vaude house's most important short.
It took some of the
picture chains a long while to' realize what they had In th'e newsreel,that there was an actual clientele for the news events s^lone. One
string had Just about made up Its mind that there was something In
it when the Embassy, 'N. T., opened as an exclusive newsreel house,
and, as far as this circuit's Broadway houses were concerned, that,
seemed to be the convincer. And the order went down the line to
'
spread the newsreel.
Publix ha3 now deemed the talking short of sufficient Importance
to formulate a plan for sending screen fare to its houses alr.eadfy
laid out in the order in which It should run. This Includes both Its
straight sound and stage .presentation sites. In other words, "canned
scteen Units." It Is logical to suppose that other chains will foUo-w
the move- if they -find it Imposislble to -train the house staffs to lay
out programs for best results. All admit that the routining by the
local manager is the most desirable solution; stm, If -this can't be
done then the "canned units."

comedies are ordinarily
known and sold as two reelgrs, padding was necessary here. Repeti
tion Is the result, and the fact that
very little In this short has a punch,
anyway, makes It a serious draw
back. Hardly a tonic to programs
needing, a punch.
Jack White, producer, has taken
a pair of farce detectives and placed
them on guard in a house whose
master and mistress, to check up on
the vigilance of the watchful dogs, MME. FRANCES ALDA
Singing
stage a holdup themselves.
Cll
mactlc .surprise Is revelation that 6 Mios.
papa and mamma didn't get the Beacon, New Yofk
Vitaphone No. 805
Jewels after all, the Yiddish dialect
Where operatic singers and soniidick having fooled them. Admix
ture of comedy and mystery stxiff' classical music get over, this short
was an .Idea, but as carried out In should please; Assisted by Frank
Several of La Forge, who breaks the routine
this case meant little.
the to-be-laughed-at speeches are with a well played piano solo. EnIn YIddi.sh, which should be great tertainment value of contrast. In
surrounding
Deadly
if
lineup.
In Idaho and Nebra.ska.
there's any similarity.
Eddie T^mbert,
Fred
Kolsej'
Mme. Alda sings "Last Rose of
Anita Garvin ?ind Robert Graves
Summer" and "Birth of Dawn."
featured. Stephen Roberts directed
Photography so-.^o, but recording Her voice to' advantage In both.
especially at the beginning, carries Setting attractive, photography and
recording average.
Char.
Char.
a ground noise.
cational

-'

York

A click comedy short. Based
upon a ,Wltwer story, the slapstick
is on hea^vy but makes it a sure bet.
on any screen.

shorts,

^l.-..^..:----

SETTING SON"

By H. C, Witwer
^la'pstick Comedy
19' Mins.
Globe, Nevy

—

New York
Educational

Two

"THE BIG JEWEL CASE"
Loew's

<

,

—

•

Falls. Girl's father stuck for
dough, and they give up their honeymoon coin and postpone the trip.
Five years later they are a,galn
ready to leave. Baby Is stricken
with scarlet fever, and they must
dtay.
They're ready for Nlags,ra
again 25 years later and the trunk is
already packed when two dicks bust
In looking for their son. He's left
the bank and taken 1500 with him.
Old boy gives up his Niagara roll
again to square It. Best they can
have Is ^ calendar ^ylth a photo of
the Fall's and ^e shower running In
the bathroom for sound effects,

'Bige.

'

ALIBERT

Max Linder,
plain things.
Jacques Haik-Cinevo%
.Frank Davis. .(Davis And Darnell-Among the first French made
of vaude) is the producer for Pathe talking sHorts. No chance any
release. Direction Is by Bradley where but France and possibly a
Char.
Barker. '
.
few Canadian spots. Must get over
on Its native tongue as it has noth"VANITY"
ing else.
With Ruth Lyons, Rudolph CamAUbert, vaudeville artist, appears
eron, Vivian Oakland
behind a bar. Explains that a song
Dramatic Sketch
cocktail can be made by .mixing
8 Mins.
styles of singing, and proceeds to
Strand, New York
sing first as a vaudeville artist, then
Vitaphone No. 3780
and ending by inil
An obvious and poor borrowing as an Italian
a ]}lackface comic. Climax
from De Maupassant's classic short tatlng
Is walking back to the- bar and
story, "A String of Pearls." Xot for
drinking the cocktail he then mixes
Important houses.
for himself.
It attempts, without much eloEveii ajjart from the French Ian
quence, a preachment on vanity. A
wife bprrows a necklace from a guage, it has no chance for Am^r
ica. It is a mediocre native short.
friend. She loses It and, not knowProduced on Halk's indie Clhevox
ing it. was Imitation, she toys with
oh
the dangerous Idea of getting the equipment and reproduction
Didn't
money to replace It from a rich ad- RCA Phqtbphone here.
sound so good.
mirer. Hubby walks

agara

'^THE

'

doubling

Eddy play well.
Young couple shown about to leave
on their honeymoon—objective, Ni-

another .says Niagara looks good on
the plctur^e.
Funny in a rather grim waj'.

•

stodglly, with more
consumed than desirable. Action Peace," is the finish.- Picture may
moves around considerably, but be new to Keane, and he fits, but
slowness Is still a fault.
flickers are no novelty to Miss
Voices 'Of 'Guy Voyer and Earl Whitney.
Bige.
Dewey featured, and others are fre-

won't llsteh to alibis, and walks out for
good. Total effect on the audience

But the

suhject.

.

New York

Skit
Paris

tlie

have also had
and tribulations in trying to find a formula to follow.
The. makers of this species are just now apparently becoming, convin'ced. tljajLjihe best channfJ. lor the prgduct is Comedy, -and .the
thicker the hbke the better. 'i'et, the main handl.caip/^hlch Ijas been
burdening this pliase of film, mjaking has indisputably been the book,7
inp and handling of the product by. the theatre.
A couple of studios bave pointed out that -when a short Is bad
there is neyertjieleiss a house for It someWhere, but kll agree that the
bad shorts should be kept out .qf the deluxe sites.'
Studio-Booker Friction
Their complaint Is that they'v^been powerless after the print has
left the studio, and a continuous undercurreilt of friction has existed
between the producing and booking factions due to the latter group
sending the product along, sight unseen and letting the house manager lay out the running order. Result has been that not only the
poor subjects have slipped by, but many a good one has been
smothered, due to the similarity of accompanying shorts haphazardly booked. The theatre chains eay that they can count on
one hand' the house managers who know how to place ihorta:
Therefore, the launching of educational campaigns In more than orie'
It is true
their trials

Comedy

Comedy Sons

broadsides on

Ing around from all theatres and chains Is not and has not been a
hidden fact.. Fox West Coast has been struggling with the problenl
for some time, and .was actually the first string to call upon Its execs
to concentrate on the matter. That dates back to the summer, since
which time the habit, of necessity, spread east because of the ob-.
vious program discrepancies as concerned the one and two reelers.

Abel,

chambermaid In the rush.- Starting
of the make and resultant accept-

Vitaphone No. 3778
Ultimate finish Is tipped catly, but
watching the story unwind makes this short amusing.
Should do all right In most houses.
Bryant Washburn a,nd Helen Jerome
Interest In

-

ance of his marriage proposal Is accomplished by the salesman during
the running time of the short The
flip talk is' handled by bptlif.
Keane hangs a wreath on' Miss
Whitney's shoulders when she says
a bride should have flowers. Close
footage up of the Inscription, "Rest in

quently so Indistinct that son^e of
the action. Is not understood, only
the original dialog standing to ex-

-

first time he applied the match the resultant flame caused the circuit's oflUce sheet to turn on the cooling system, despite the calendar.
Anyway, Publix Is out to demonsti'ate judgment In the booking -of,
and program spotting of. the shorts it will screen.
'That talking short?, regardless of merit, have been taking a tosS-.

'

-the -f&.cultie3- ter^tff ~th6 "h'otel prop; -

out

Show Values

Publix has. started aftet" the handling of, its shorts from the theatre
Plug line seems to be "Sell Shorts With Intelligence," and -the
opening salvo> Is 'fired by that chain's orgian, "Publix Opinion," with

Vitaphone Nos. 921-922

,

Char.

.

end.

'

.

are—beyond

animated.

Cher.

.

11 Mins.
Strand, New York

•

'

Smart dfiljvery -of smart chatter
by this pair In their vet vaude act.
Gilt-edged performers, and this
lacking short Is a comedy ,honey.
originality of story and direction.
Robert Emmett Keane as a fly
Recording below average and voice drummer sells undertakers' supplies.
repi?oductlon often so bad that; en- Claire W'hltney is the blonde daughof the best ears. Movelty of some
of the situations, a laugh here and
there, and f couple of dance numbers the assets.
Newlyweda Jn changes of attitude
as .the years' pass' by, together with
farcical twists between several couples to relgiilte that proverbial
spark, forms the plot. It la carried

Comedy

'

distance.

1930

With Bryant Washburn and Helen
Jerome Eddy

York, N. Y.

-

Keane and Whitney

22 Mins.
Loew's New York, N. Y.
Pathe
Secondrrate two-reeler

tire line^

New

.

Probably had more

is causing' Ariiet'Icbh 'prodUcel's to
gobble up the rejjresentative' dialeo-'
"
tic talent."
Miss Boyer went over to America
fpr Shuberts in one of those Century
Roof opei'as but 13 terribly deficient
in English, and 'doesn't rate for blr
lingual distinction. In French' she
does one of thoseTose songs' and is
jUst
another songsttes^; 'hardly
rates stardom in aiiy short. Stefan
Weber, pianologist and openihg^ impressed the best.
Production and RCA sound (reproduced at the Paramount on W.
E.)-okay. Short can't make nioney
from the French market, but probably that's Paramount's last intention for the moment so long as they
"have native shorts available to sell
as components with their soundsynchronized prodyct until such
time when^. French-version features
"
are available.
They whistled this short asu well
.("The
"Flevres"
Bancroft's
as
Showdoivh"3|' feature, silent, here, in

9 Mins.
Strand,

MARRIAGE"

IS

Loew's

York, N. Y.
Metro

Advance Trailer Servfce'
If this Is down off the shelf It
Cheap Imitation of Paramount's
should have t>een left there. In can't Song Cartoons hut. If bought right,
and won't do. Josoph Regan pos- should serve nicely as a filler to
sessed a fine tenor voice, but he Is bridge ptograim gaps. Might take
§howit to poor advantage vja out- the place of an overture .yhere pit
dated photography and direction.
men ar? now among the missing.
Brace of songs, both stooped with
Silhouette shots and printed Ijrrage, axe recorded with Regan al- ics af© accompanied hy a fair tenor
ways standing in the feame spot and voice singing "Daddy's l<u!laby."
the camera shooting from the same Only a few of the characters are

.

"SO THIS
Comedy

New

•

couples .neighborly Intervening In
each other's marital quarrels and
culminating in a drunken brawl. It
follows closely a similar, routine familiar in vaudeville. and in one. of
White's "Scandals," possibly common property.
Humorous aspects of Intoxication
as the hiccoughs .grow stronger form
the basis of. the. by-play. .Monte
Brice hz^s kept tlie hokum, from be-'
coming ''mugging^ and that tprmlts
classIflca.tlon for any de luxe house
with the possible exception of communities In the Bible belt.
Charles Ruggles will be familiar
the characteristic French
In Publlx houses or wherever his,
evidencing 'displeasured
feature productions have played.
Evelyn Wilson has been In Publix "ROOM 909"
units specializing In stew ditties and
.

jCartoon Novelty
'5 Mins.

those French -versicn talkers which

.

Paramount,

Sings

12,

"NIAGARA FALLS"

..i

but cut through screening poorly,
although suggesting himself for

•

"FAMIJLV'N.EXT DQOR"

DADDY'S LULUABY"

Loew-B

Photophon.e
First of licb Kane's talking shorts
in French and .strictly for tlie native
market. Exhibited at. the Paramount
here, with the homo Paramount
offlco financing Kane in a gcnei-al
move to retain its lierotofore favorable grip on the French field.
ThM slibrt cost $4,000 from reports
wlt1i 'T.ucienno Boyer, chief attract4dH at the Chea Boi'lrla,' class nlte
Glut), getting 55,000 'f rants fot- her
end together with her band. That's
over $2,000 In real money.
With Miss Boyer Is Pizella, juvenile in the MIstinguett "ParlsMi.ss" revue at the Casino de Paris,
and also m. c. at the Borgia. He
docs a mild m. c. here and doesn't

Wednesday, February

Joseph regan
5 'Mins,

RCA

'

Warners, New York
Vitaphone No. 908
Previous Vitaphone appearances
of this same entertaining band considerably surpass this release In
novelty content. This one Is just a

wrecked by the greedy

relatives.

Alberta Vaughn and Frank Cook
are featured, latter as the old. man
,

wfto fools everybody by. living, and
then accidentally falls down an elevator to survive the drop. Char.

"THE OPERATION"
With Edgar Bergen
Ventriloquial Novelty
9 Min». "
"

,

Warner's,

New York

Vitaphone No. 947

Okay anywhere. Edgar Bergen
and his partner, Christine Graver,
have been doing this vaude turn for
several years.
Class stuff on the
&tage, it's also class here.
Both
Bergen's 4nd Miss Graver's voices
are a bit muffled towards the close,
but only for a brief spot, leaving the
general value of this short untouched."

Enhancement given the act on
PIcturlzIng unique In.
and scenes remain unchanged and this wise treatment of
the short has provided It with a
quick and smooth gait. Compared
to the yaud'e' version "It; Is 40%"
faster, ellmlnaiting the drop between
scenes and providing continuous en.

the screen.
that dlalof;

.

tertainment.

Act Is funny on the stage but in
Alms the humor Is accentuated.
Principally, because of Its quicker
gait, yet aiSo because such a short
possesses an Increased novelty value
as a screen subject.
It's a story
of a njlxed' team that strolls in the
park, comes upon a boy dummy;
takes him to the man's office, where
the latter, a physician, a nurse, and
the dummy "put across their conversation, the "dummy" winding up by
being office boy.
,

"SPRINGTIME"
Cartoon
6 Mins.

Cameo,

New York
Columbia

Another

amusing,
Ingeniously
cartoon comedy drawn by
Walt Disney. Oke for any theatre.
In
"Springtime"
Disney
has
sought tb express that vernal feeling of animated Insect, animal and
flower characters In no.vel dance
routines set to Intriguing musical
numbers; Timing of the dances, the
accompanying tapgj etc., Is so perfect that the rhythm alone imparts
rare entertainment value to this
new one In the "Silly Symphony"
series.
Every opportunity to Inject
comedy for laughs has also been
seized.
Some repetition In the nature of the dance routines but not

made

,

serious.

This was flrst shown in Xew
York when Columbia had the Cohan
theatre on lease.
Char.

"THE HAUNTED HOUSt"
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
Mins.
Strand,

5

New York
Powers Cinephone Celebrity
Another comedy wow. Joins Ub

Iwerks' highly Imaginative

comedy

conceptions
with
sound effect.".
Mickey Mouse In a haunted villa is
Lacks the pep and sock of the fast with laughs throughout. Culminates In Mickey being compelled
others, but stlU pretty good, and
to play an eerie organ wliile a balwith Lobo, the police" dog, for a let of skeletons dance weird capors.
note of comedy and distinction
Delightfully mad, this short can
Okay, but not particularly strong.
be added to any bill and impi'ove
Land.
Land.
It thereby.
sequel.

.

'

'

Wednesdayr February

12,

NOT SO DUMB
(ALL DIALOG)
Metro production and release atarrln^
Based on "Duloy," the
Marlon Ihivles.
play, by Maxo Connelly and George Kaufman. Dlalotr by 'Justin Mayer. Directed
by KlnK Vldor. Cameraman, Oliver Marsh.

At the Capitol, New York, week
RunnlDS time, 73 mlns.

7.

Gordon..]...'.....
Bill

Xieach

;

Mrs. Forbes
Mr. Forbes..

.

.("ranklln

Pangborn
Faye

Julia

William Holden
Donald Ogden Stewart

Dyck

Angela

Sally

Perkins

for solos.
This Is particularly noticeable In a sequence where Miss
Philbln does a "Faust" favorite.
Only scenes In color are a few of
the opera and a masque ball but

Miniature Reviews
"Not So Dumb" (Metro).
Sturdy comedy that can deliver a sock. ,A laugh picture
of the better t'rpe, with Marlon

okay.

Only substitution In cast is Edward Martindel, talking in the part
played formerly by John Sainpolis.

Star

George Davis

f

ago. Including

Davies'

John Miljan, are out

to S9 minutes and dialog, sound
effects and a few color se-

time!

and the old-timer looks

,

quences added.

>

Dulcy Is an exasperating dumbbell, full, of Pollyanna bromides and
a fearful determination to run the

party and her guests. As everything depends upon the good will
of a slightly crusty old magnate
(William Holden), Dulcy's nerve
straining inslsterice on doing, and
saying the wrong thing Induces a
state of general hysteria.
Some of the points that were big
laughs In the play are muffed, or
not ^brought but, but ^<Jirthe other
hand the Hollywood version has
laughs of its own. Particularly is
"Van Dyck, the mad financier, a more
delicious character as pteyed- by
Donald Ogden Stewart, the humorist

.

Runs but

Miss Philbln and Kerry,

effect.

heard

most

in

of

the

quences, do well enough.

slick wardrobe.
of L. A. stock

(ALL DIALOG)

down

ning time. 60 mine.

houses

'

Ja«nes R. Morgan......
Da\'e Gentry

A

splendid choice for the

lywood's most reliable character
actors of the Theodore Roberts type.

"Not So Dumb"
edy all the way.

is

"Why Cry

Land.

An

(35% DIALOG)
(Some Color)
Universal production and release originala silent starring Lon
Chaney. Based on novel by Gaston Ledroux, with scenario by B. J. Clawson and
ly released In 102S as

Frank McCormack. Titles by Tom
Reed.
Rupert Julian directed with supplementary direction and supervision by
Edward STedgwlclc. SQund sequences directed by Ernst Laem'mle.
Recording by
C. R. Hunter.
Photography by Charles
'Van Anger.
I..on Chaney,
Mary Philbln

dialog by
'

Greenwood's
Charlotte
"Wlfere
name counts, "So Long Letty" may
fare slightly better than moderate.

Okay,, however, for serial
grinds. Underworld drama.

celeb—and such spots

Silent, but disc orchestraokay for wired
houses not using all-dialog
programs consistently.

er.

tion jnakes it

CAMEO KIRBY
(ALL.DIAt.OG
Fox

how 'dull

Norma

Adele Randall
Jack Moreau
Col. Randall.

Where Miss Greenwood

cpt a

is

will be^^ln the

nja jority—^the_ picture should see no
better thaii moderate grosses. It's
Just a fair picture.

fascination in
performers.

What

British produceris and cameramen seem not to appreciate, possibl.v becaiise in England It's less
vital, is tlie Inescapable necessity
for closeups. In Hollywood they're
the rule. In England the exception.
America Insists oix the illusion of
Intimacy with its actors. And thab
goes double for the actresses.
,
If "Co-Optlmlsts" Is considered as.
a pioneering effort then the reaction

should be a salvo for effort, a bill
of particulars for future study, and
sevei'al maxims calculated to enLand.
courage.

Why

Cry at Parting?
(GERMAN MADE)
(German Dialog)

produced In Gerinony by British International and Sudfllm.
Released In U. 8.
by. Mike. Mindlln.
Directed by Richard.
Klchberg.
Adapted by Alfred Halm and
Frederick Stein from musical comedy by
Hugo Hlrsch. Starring Drlna Grhlla 'wltli
JHarry Halm, Paul Hoorblger and Vera
Veronlna featured. -At Fifth Avenue. Play'house, N. y., beginning Feb. 1,
Runnloc
time, 80 minutes.

German audiences will like thi»
Miss Greenwood and "So Long better than any of their native made
Letty" have been synonymous for films for months back. However,
almost 14 years, and Miss Green- It is still a poor production tech>wood held out for and got plenty of nically and histrionically.
coirt to make it.
Inevitable that
Recording of the voices Is clear
both should break on the screen to- but, as u.sual, they've missed regether. She remains the same smart cording the sounds of the accomcomedienne. But "So Long Letty" panying action. Also, and as usual
has lost Its kick.
tlie foreign artists, tliere, -ia
Exchange of wives as a farce Idea with
too much mugging.. Drlna Gralla,
is an old-timer for pictures.
It has
starred. Is a neat little performer
been drawn from, fo'r plots by nu- though spoiling
it all by overactmerous light screen comedies in the
•

.

Insert

most

ing.

What will be liked atoout thla
fiicker Is that It Is not heavy or
dreary. It has a touch of frothlness
and quit* some action. Everything
about the. plot Is familiar, as are
most of the^ comedy situations. It
is
billed
and purported to ba

of

Crcup

for full

Music

adaptatloji, for It's straight

in

Is

"

another
in
the same boat

with Withers.
original
"Letty's"
tunes
are
Hyams
Oaumery ducked for rtew ones by Akst and
Ix>y Clarke. '"My Strangest Wealcness,"

Beulah Mall

week stands are

than average.

Jonc'^

less

"One Sweet Little .Yes" "and
"Clowning" are the specs, none wallopy. "So Long Letty," sung by the
principals as a group In the table
scene ending the picture, may or
may not be froth the stage version.
Miss Greenwood steps over fences
and benches and swings her noted
arms and long legs In her usual
manner, and delivers gags as they
.«hould be delivered. More pep than

BATTLE

Gladys DuBoLi, Arthur TreacUer and Joe
King. Directed by Robert Florey. Cameraman. George Folsey. Story and dialog
Special song number*
by Gene Markey.
by Cole Porter. Supervised by Monta Bell
at the Long Island studio. At Loew'a New
York, one day, Feb. 0. Running time, 9t

•

minutes.

Jesse Lasky released the first film
a. all the way as formerly.
of "Klrbjr" in. 1915, star- 's.
Dialog is consistently good. No
ring Dustln Farnum from the orig- credits for it. Arthur Caeser and
inal stage play. Several years ago Robert Lord, billed as adapters,
Olcie.
Fox used the same story for John prob'iMy did thX: gab job,
Gilbert
The newest (version, cofoaturing J. Harold Murray and
Norma Terrls, is with dialog before
a background of songs and music.
(BRITISH-MADE)
Well known story concerns a gam(Dialog Revue)
bler who piles the Mississippi river
Sew Era production and releose. Dlboats an honest sort of chap de- i-pcfd liv Edwin Gre'!ii-*ood. Photographed
oy
liasll
Mctnmett and Sydney Blythe.
spite his trade. Time Is about 1850.
I:' 'A Photoplione recording.
Ca<it Includes
At the Mardl Gras in New Orleans Dave J'urnaby. Phyllsa Monitman,
Laddie
he rescues a girl from a gang of riifT, j{pity ChPBter, Harry Pepper, Klfn
ruffians on the make, but she dis- -VocFiirlana, (lllb(.-rl Cli'.ld.s, Melville Gideon.
At
tiie r,,-ith Street I'layhoufe, N. Y
appears before he can do more than wei.'k of Feb. 8. Running
time, TJ min6.
'
sing a love song.

Perhaps the poorest pictures to
come out of a major studio this
season and a terrible break for Gertrude Lawrence- English girl tvlll
probably get mo,st of the blame that
properly should be apportlohal between the author, director and the
production cabinet. Strictly limited

CO-OPTIMISTS

—

PARIS

G. IwH
(ALL DIALOG,
'With Songa)

Paramount production and release starling Gertrude Lawrence.
Charles Rugglea
featured.
Others In caot: Walter Pew-le,

ver.slon

U

comedy

without a melody.
Production and camerd" work

Miller,
is

from a musical comedy.
probably got lo'st In th»

good. Film should do very well In
the Germ|in neighborhoods.

Hyma

For the third time "'Cameo Klrby"
becomes scree'n fare, and this time
Its scant 65 minutes it is a punch
drunk veteran. Box oCflce possibilities,

•

adapted

John

Mme.

li>

,

,

Ruth
Douglas Gllmorc^ Patsy
Robert Edeson straight part,

last
Bunco
ence is Walter's second Wife, and, Larkln
Claire Devezac
although she doesn't know it, her Lea
:
young stepison arouses her resent- d'oulette
ment, due apparently to the fact

and Norman Kerry featpred In cast. At that the child takes up some part of
the Colony, N. T., week ol Feb. 7. Run
Walter's attention, which she feels
ntng time, 80 mlns.
The Phantom
Lon Chaney she should monopolize. Walter sends
Christine Daae
Mary Philbln the boy to Switzerland to school,
Raoul De Chagny
Norman Kerry and a cable Brings the news that he
Florlne PaplUon
fnltz Eilwarda is critically ill.
Walter rushes to a
The PersianArthur Edmund Carewe
Carlotta
Virginia Pearson steamer to be with the child, and
:.
PhllUpe De Chagny
Edward Martindel when he returns home Florence's
love has tttrned cold. Meantime a
Of the days when pictures were child has been born to the second
noiseless with dialog, synchroniza- mating.
tion and color to help along the. reFlorence seems to suffer deeply
vival.
In taking the old negative under the domestic situation which
of "Phantom of the Opera,"
has she has promoted, and you are ineven reproduced off screen the voice vited to sympathize with her. You
of Lon Chaney In a few spots be- don't, of course, and that spoils the
sides scenes with Norman Kerry, story. Anyhow, she allows a former
Mary Philbln 'and others. It Is an lover to hang around, and even
odds on choice that thi.« revival with agrees to elope with him. It is only
dialog and sound will bring home when she lets him know she will
bring her child along, and he dethe bacon.
Chaniey, now on the M-G-M ros- clares anything of the kind is strictter. Is never seen talking, but what ly out. that Florence comes to unIs supposed to be his voice is heard derstand what Walter felt when he
on a number of occasions. In one went off to his own child. That
or two spots, a lieutenant of the makes it aU right between Walter
phantom is caught by the camera and Florence and paves the way for
(Ifolllng out the orders of the mas- a happy reconciliation.
Silly Fluff that inspires only im
ter.
Unless the audience is alert,
these quick shot? may be taken for pationce, in .«])ite of flr.st-rate acting

a

^..Charlea- Morton
Stepln Fetchlt

:^natole

Flor-

Holly-

lighting,

.

wood and Bert Roach

T^rrlt^

sets,

American can find some
just watching the

an

'that

past until now there are few snickers left in the script. Miss Green-

Songs)

and

pliotograpliy

that appeals because of its piquancy
to hotcha-surfeited Yanks. An English screen revue able to sustain
Anierican minimum requirements on
production might conceivably sweep
up a mess of change over here.
"Co-Optimists" will riot be very
funny in America. It seems quite
behind the times In its puns. Any
woll-soasoncd American theatregoer will know every answer. Everything is done so snioothly and with
such practiced artistry, however,

.

Nothing happens but conversation
the time.

rroductlon

Giwn tr:ti>plngs. smart
wood

troupe such as this might accompllsli sometlilng genuinely brilliant.
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,
and Boston are fairly familiar with
the English way in. revues through
nurherous importations and have

the -lauglis here.
Roach grabs the masculine hontfl's
from Gran.t .Withers, .vifho is fea'by Marlon Orth.
Lyrics and music by tured.
Withers' straight role Is a
Walter Bonaldson (md Edgar Leslie, as weight on the player amid the atsleted by Ed Brady and Fred Strauss, lat
Even Claude Gllter' pair not billed.
S. Harold Murray and tempted conriedy.
Norma Terrls co-featured. No cameraman llngwater, as an old grouch who
listed. At the Roxy. Ne«r York, week of gets into situations,
stands above
Feb. 7. Runatnff time. 65 mlpiites.
the featured riian because of the
Ctmeo Klrby
.....I'. Harold Hurray comedy
trailln.g
his
movements.

entertainment.
all

W^h

ud

release, directed by
Irving Cummings. From the' plar of the
same name by Booth -Titrklngton and
Scenanrlo adaptation
!Harry~.Letth 'Wllsoa.

things a picture shouldn't have, and
figures out fairly close to zero for

and

Bert Roach
Claude GlUlngwater
Helen Foster
Marlon Byron
Patsy Ruth MlUcr
Hollam Copley
Harry Grlbbon

iRobblns

minor houses.
"The Crimson Circle" (British Int.). About a third dialog
and weak for general exhibi-

and recording.
"Caught in Berlin's UnderworM" (German made). Exceptionally good foreign thrill'

play.
Film is' an utterly literal
transcription, even to having the action- cut up Into the settings that
marked the play's acts. Has all the

first,

•

Vncle Claude
Pally Davis
Ruth Davis
Grace M'.Ucr
Clarence De Drie
Joe Casey

"The" MourttsrStt'WMret^ (U);
Average program western starring Hoot Gibson. Good dialog

a picture can be 'made from a dull

PHANTOM OF OPERA

.

Music by Harry' Akst and Grant
Clarke.
At the Strand. New York, week
ot Feb. 7. Running tlme_04 mlns.
Charlotte Greenwood
Letty Robblns
..Grant Withers
Harry Miller

name.

casional properties added for characterization, the photographic effect
is drab and lifeless.
It's an- optical
monotone tluit could never get by
e.vcept in houses regularly presenting foivi.an fihus.

.

DIALOG, With Songs)

producUo^n and relenae
Bros.
Ftalures
Greenwood,
st.irvln?r.C Charlotte
Lloyd Bncob.. director.
Grant Wither!!.
Adartcd by Arthur "Caeser and Rbbcrt Ix>rd
from Oliver Moro.-5co'a stage play ot same

Tommy

tion.

Freddie Burke Frederick

(^iLL
War'hor

"Battle of Paris" (Par). Very
poor picture. Slow, dull and
of meagre entertainment from
any standpoint. Only for the

Conrad Kagel

(>f

SO LONG LETTY

at Parting" (Sud-

help.

LUa Lee
Hugh Huntley
Mary Carr

interesting, exhibit

Bang.

too.

action than most foreign flickers, and novelty of being first
German talking cpmedy will

a dandy com"

Is

fifm)., ..German ^ made and all
dialog.
Slapstick
German
served on the fanilllar platter
Holds a
of the silent days.
chuckle here and there. More

Radio production and release. Directed
Adapted from Fulton
by Russell Mack.
Ousler's plaiy, "All the King's Men." Conrad Nagel and Dlla Lee featured. PhotoAt the
graphed by William MarsbaU.
Globe, New York week of Feb. 6. Running
time, 00 minutes.
Florence n'endell
Gilbert Gaylord
Mrs. Rhodes
Junior

Era).
short

shoolai-e.
Brought to the screen
practically
svlth
one set used
tlirougliout, and the cast adhering
entirely to their Harlequin and CoUiniliiuo costumes, except for oc-

and Edgar found a quiet distinction and charm

recosjniiiou.

dt?serves

the colored comic. Stepin Fetoliit.
Recordinc is often i>oor. Opening
.scenes, in Mardi Grasi locale, are a
discordant. maze of music and noise.
Photography perks up in the duelat-dawn. scene, and for the rest
uns along in the groove.
Mississippi river scenes were supposedly filmed on the Sacramento
That's a good river,
in California.

exhibition.

(ALL DIALOG)

Walter Falrchlld.

lesser

In

(New

FngUsh-made revue

SECOND WIFE

weak kidneyed and testy-tempered
man was William
old business
Holden, who has become one of/^ol-

Dkay

and
valuer
on
production
photography.
Interesting to
the trade as a British effort
but holds little for American

Charles Sellon

TuUy Marshall

personates a self-dramatized, h^hly Sellon and Tully Marshall,
Production has the Paramouilt
affected and slightly pansy scenario
pf Comedy, stamp of cl^iss. It's a lightweight,
wrlterj- another fine pl'ece
'
but one thntr irrgratiatesritselfv Only
work.'
Miss Davles, who has long since dyspeptics and art advocates will
abandoned any idea of being sexey find Its familiarity unbearable.
or 'glamorous in her pictures, continues her light comedy series of
slightly sappy janes of 'Winnie
"Winkler calibre. And comedy is her
.

tance.

and

auditoriums.
"Co-Optimists"

Auto race yarn of the type doneyears ago by the late» Wallace Reld.
But this one "not, wri!tten by l^rpn
Morgan and has spund eiffects for

forte.

A

14-year-old stage fdrce makes
a fair picture. Charlotte Greenwood starred. Moderate for big

Richard Arden
Lou Larrlgan
Mary Brian
Ruth Morgan
"Bullet" McGhan........ Francis McDonald
Sam Hardy
"Windy" Wallace

Donaldson

edy ditty named "Peaceful Man,"
uined in unintelligible delivery by

the line.

"So Long, Letty" (WB).

Paramount production and release featuring Richard Arlen and Mary Brlon. DiStory and
rected by A. E. Sutherland.
dialog by "W. S. McNutt and Grover Jones.
Cameraman, Allen Slegler. A tthe Paramount, New I'ork. iveek ot Febj 7. Run-

It

BriXdy and Fred Strauss contributed two numbers, although not
credited.
One iS a drinking song
no^i-i-i.nnnero.ially yclept "Tankard
and Bowl" and the other is a com-

week stands and so on

full

Franklin Francis McDonald, and comedy
fame. Im- touches from Sam Hardy, Charles

Production first class throughout,
a typically efficient King "Vldor comedy effort, well dovetailed In dialog
and keeping all the characters In
their proper relationship and Impor-

Leslie..

Ed

(Fox). MusiJust passable for

cal 'romance.

Cummings

by Walter

60 minutes.

"Pameo Kirby"

BURNING UP

i^

i)0sslble out for

defi-

nitely British song and dance divertissement. All of this is accomplished on the proverbial financial

tress.

production.

tiful

minutes "KIrb.v"

well-mannered and

factltiou.s,

Oiitstai^dlng •'^onpr number. "Ronianoo."'is o.ne of three contributed

"Second Wife" (Radio), dull
and talky feature despite beau-

dialog seChar.

the petrol buggies. Otherwise it's
pretty much the same formula Paramount has used intermittently for
years. And It still manages to be
He good breezy entertainment.
lately expanded to acting.
Only runs an hour, an advantage
m&kes goofinoss fascinating. His
peculiar weakness is a yen to slja.p these days with exhibs complaining
ladles on the thighs, which' pro- about long features. Big race scene
with hero winning In last-split secvides several stentorian giggles.
Cast Is of .jiniform excellence with ond is really exciting and w.ell hanFor the rest ^there's love's
Elliott Nugent and Rajonond Hack- dled.
Julia young dream prettily exemplified by
ett getting featured billing.
Faye has one of her longest parts In the Arlen-Brian combo, menace
some time, revealing competence from the handsome blackguard,

and a
Pangorn

thriller
like a

"Burning Up" (Par). Racing, crooked gamblers, boy and
done
girl
get-together, all
many .time before, but enjoyable and breezy. With Richard Arlen and Mary Brian.

pecially In the five-year- old shots.
Is dim but not seriously so, and the
recording stands up- satisfactorily
and though none of the voices and
dialog are outstanding for clarity

and

a

box-office bet.

'

surefire bill.
|t comes to the
screen for the second time (Constance! Talmadge did it) and again
the
punctures
bull's-eye as (i continuously effective guffaw-lnducer
and tummy vibrator.
Verging well tow.ard farce, but
still
maintaining probabilities of
story, It is thoroughly seasoned
scene for scene and has been
changed but little for Miss Davles.
Dulcy Is the fiancee instead of the
wife of the anxious' young business
man. Otherwise, things happen in
their original sequence with deviations not of major importance.

Still

A

19

ing Intimately a species of lightly

often drag^^y.
isi
a
misdirected pair of cutting shears.
J. Harold Murr.iy carries romance
and a good' voice in the title part.
Norma Terrls. recently relea.scd
from contract by Fox. plays oppo*.
John Hyams.
ite with faint spark.
of the vet Hyams and Mclntyro
act. has an important part as Murray's companion and handle.*; tlie
light comidy deftly. Also well cast
are Douglas Glhnore, as the menace, and Myrna Loj- as his mis55

the title.
"Phantom of the Opera"
(Universal). Revival of Lon
Chaney 1926 film. Length cut

"Phantom of the Opera" is still a
r
"Dulcy" wa8 a corking stage com- gruesome but a suspense picture
edy In Its day and for tlie past eight which. In spite of its age, holds the
years has begn popular in stock as interest securely. Photography, esa

footage can only be guessed.
Cummings previously distinguislicil
himself with "In Old Arizona." In
inul

name over

through cutting of lesser scenes In
the revived production. This partly
explains the difference In running
.

VARIETY

his signature, relca.sing all
rights to the property.
What the director, Irving.. Cummings, iniglit have had in tlic orlgoarrici?

Marlon Davles Others who appeared in the picture
Elliott Nugent
Raymond Hackett when first made nearly five years

Dulcy. ..u....,

,Van

ot Feb.

FILM REVIEWS

1930

to

minor

dat-es.

Most features have some point to
recommend them even when the
tout ensemble is a flop. This one's
virtues are practically limited to Its
photography which Is exceptionally good. Otherwise, it's a flock of
zeros and minuses In all depart-

'

ments.

Gene Markoy's story is as sapgy
a manuscript as ever was okayed.
Ju,«t silly. No othor description can
Kirby later joins a rival gam."Vn PlnfflJ.sh .stago revue brought to
bler who Is fleecing a cotton planter tlie audible scre<.'n and of Interest fitly convey tliC quality of the story
by Nagel and Ml.«s Lee and some from his year's receipts.
Klrby far beyond lt.<! intrinslr- entertain and the stale trltf-ness of the .plot,
Chaney. ^
if it may bf> regaided as a plot.
"VSChen
pre.'iented
at the Astor, sumi>tuou.sly fine interior sets.^ Two wins everything, including a deed ment worth or its f.-f>rnn^iprcial possl
With sufh a bad start only a superNow York, for a
run E^ept. C. sou? number.^- woxen into tl»e action to the planter's properties, but the billtics (.sllglif) In -America.
are a lullul.iy afiU a casual fragment planter kills himself before Klrby
1925, the picture ran 101 minutes
Loadf-rt witli talent recognizable latjve pi-o<lii('ti')it cwild liave reMis.s Lee In can return the deed. A x'lsit to the
both sung
by
N'ow it con.«umes 8?
Dialog starts of song,
even
In
-»
long shot.s, the predominating d(;pnifd tile picture. Rol)ert Florey
a
at the beginning where the Paris ^\ remarkably sweet parlor voice. A plantation
reveals
the planter's camera angle employed, and un- lii'obalil.v furrowed his brow but
picture with excellent and palnMak
(laughter as the Mardl Gras girl. usually well recorded by the RC.\ rv.uliln'l. .';'.-c<>iijt,lt.-h much against
Opera is photographed in Tochnl
incidentals
tecl'inical
and
no
ing
color and reappears in patches for
but the rival gambler has already Photophone system, "Co-Optlmlst-s" the S'-t-iip.
Itunh.
f)|ici.iir4 ;>t J^fif'w'.s Niw-.Tork. a,
arrived and poisoned the girl's mind .succumb? to Its destitution on the
about three quarters of the running .«<tory substance at all.
time. The big scene leading to the
against Klrby. Numerous difficul- .'-Idf- of prodiu'tlfin. values, cnmfjdy tip-nrr .ill Ir.-Ji'li'. reiiL.irks' In the
finisli and capture of the Pliantom
ties,- including a threat by towns- an', tilt old-fij.shi'jrjed c-hsontlal, good siii.okiiig li.ilci.ny were heavily unwith B. &
Knight,
formerly
Jack
the .>:ort^ of picture
favorable,
li'.s
is silent action.
men to lynch Klrby wtien he kills canf-rii work.
Synchronized score:
aopompanloH throughout with sound K. as liouse manager, back to I'ub- the rival gambler in a duel, are
In London tlil-- or;,'anl5;ation of|tl'-''t ainl.l-v aloncr to never catch,
tat
iiu.'irst while placeffects added to former silent scenes lix as maintenance manager for brushed away when the deed to the sornr- nine tabrritf-d fntcrtainf'i-s i*r<- "if s
(Continued on "page 35)
and singing obviously "dubbed" in Publix Boston theatres.
property is revealed by Kirby. It ti"it<-d as a l.'atidVjo."v revu'.- pic.-jenl•
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Wednesday, February

12,

1930

^^HE Vagabond King'' guarantees

S.R.O.
by

IN ADVANCE

amazing merit and the
Greatest Advertising Campaign
ever put beliind a picture!
its

Saturday Eve. Post
(Circulation, 3,200,000).

Four big emashes,

practically all in color.

American Weekly
(Circulation^ 6,000,000), Four-color seatseHer on March 9tli.

Billboard Campaign
14,000 stunning colored 24-slieets in leading
cities

of the United States.

Four Radio Broadcasts
Columbia Broadcasting System, 60 stations.
Paramount -Publix Hours, Fpb. 15 (Dennis
King in person), Feb. 22, March 8; Philco
Hour, March

12.

Giant Tiieati^

'_'v

Special large-space ads prepared

Available to theatres

on

by

.

experts.

co-operative basis.

All-Technicolor TraUer
Golden glimpses of the picture, songs,
action. Distributed by National Screen.

PhUeo Radio Tie-np
Your local Philco dealer
you sell seats. Ask him.

is

primed to help

DENI^KKING
in "The

Vagabond King"

with a marvelous all-singing cast

JEANETTE MaeDOiVALD
Warner Oland, O.

P. Heggle

and

Lillian Roth.

Ludwig Berger'8 Production of the Greatest Song
Romance of the Ages.

PARAMOUNT

ALL-TECHXICOLOR

MASTERPIECE!

$5 Gala Openings February 19th
and Palm Beach!

in ISew .York
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Free Lunch Chiselers

Hoflywood Chatter

Hollywood, Feb.

•

loUnsky hen.
Eva Tangxiay cares now.

rules, the

nag won at

10-to-l,

Agua

Caliente.
"Girl

Who

Wasn't Wanted" (Fox)
troupe on the way home from
Rainier National Park.
George

Al Mannlon back at Teo-Art.
George W. "Weeks back In town.
Eddie Darllnff calling up every- O'Brien lumberjacked.
Ibody.
Dlmitri Tiomkln is touring westHarry Holden wants to lino up a ern cities with a program of modern
(stock circuit.
music under auspices of the ProWalter Craigr newest vlsltlngr Musical Society.
IJnvenlle.
Newsstands featuring "The Coun-,
Douglas Gllmoro on his feet again try Plumber," cashing in on the
iRfter an auto smash.
tall
of "The Specialist" at %1 a
I

Hiram Brown is trying out all throw.
the local golf courses.
Jack Francis Is trying to dig up
Mrs. George Fltzmaurice gave a a group of nationally known newspaper men to work in "Louis
Beretti" for Fox.
Robert Leonard and* Gertrude
Fanchon gave her brother Marco Olmstead tried to dispute the right
li Packard coupe as a birthday gift. of way with an electric car. They
Sophie Wachner, fashion creator need a new auto.
kit Fox, will create for another year.
Glue was resorted to in keeping
Loretta Young learning to parlez up the stockings of chorines apJrous.
pearing In "Radio Rtevels" for RaJoe Schenck In town after four dio.
faionths In Europe.
Torrence
has written
Ernest
To heat your apartment here, and "What An Irishman Means by
John McCormack will
kow, open the window.
Machree."
•

j»f

iainner for Louella Parsons.
Reed HeustlS, after a year's vaSeatlon, Is ,iust back from 'Frisco.

Newberg,

Frank

selling

legit,

sing

daughter of Sam
Arthur Caesar has two chauffeurs Wood, will make her first film .aphow. They work in 12-hour shifts. pearance in Dad's picture, "Father's
Noel Madison another returner. Day." Sam will also go before the
iBThe Noel a title change from Nat.
camera.
Holmes'
mustache oft
Stuart
With the popular flap mood to
il£:a.ln for "Marseillaise" retakes.
look* as much like Greta as possible,
Vlctois^Shaplro Insists on play- San Delgo theatre c^Lshed In with a
high-lo^
poker
only.
ing
Who looks most like Garbo" conCharlie Morrison says his regular test.
'
business is golf.
An astrologer warned Alan Hale
Viola Brothers Shore home from something would happen to him
Europe.
because Uranus was going Into the
Don Heroid penguins are the cur- fifth house. Next day he got a
rent roadside novelty for motorists. swollen gland under the ear.
Duncan Renaldo was rolling his
Alllster MacDonald, son of Engown long before he met Hari'y land's Prime Minister, now here
Carey.
studying construction of picture
Frank Lloyd wants to do a pic- sound recording stages. He's an
ture in which the N. W. M. P, architect.
doesn't get Its man.
Frank Wilstach sent Frank WhltJ. G. Schurman of Wilton, Brock- beck a complimentary copy of the
llss Tiffany of Paris, Is looking over best
Whltbeck
1929.
of
similes
the huts.
passed along the compliment via
.Bjet3on^sireclalizijig_on the_

Fritjz,

Studio Survey

yjted guests to studio luhcheons and after preview buffets
are to be stopped by a system
now being drafted by all studio press agents working for
members of the Producers' association.

the habit dt
It has been
chiseling fan writers to
bring their families and friends
to the press luncheons, but in
the future admittance will be
made only on presentation of
cards sent with Invitations.

many

Philly Thinks Par.
Is

Wood,

Behind Boyd s

Planned Chain
Philadelphia, Feb. 11.
Standing unverified, general belief here Is that Paramount is back
of A, R. Boyd Enterprises, liewly
established film house chain. Reasons for this theory have not been
categorically expressed, but the film
bunch f feel sure some factor is behind the movement which will set
up an Important picture organization to fight the existing local order.
It is rumored that RKO, locally
operating the Erlanger theatre, Is
also favorably Inclined toward the
movement In view of the fact that
its pictures might be Insured neigh-

borhood distribution.
Al Boyd, head of the

starting date. A partial list of speHollywood, Feb. 8.
Production on the coast for Janu- cials has Fo.K preparing for "The
ary past has been the lowest for Oregon Trail," expensive outdoor
by two big musical
any other corresponding period for pictiirt-. followed
revues. Fox "Follies of 1930," and
the past five years. Total units re- "The London Kcvue." Paramount'a
ported working in January, 192?, forthcoming trio of specials include
showed B5,,the same month for 1920 "The Spoilers." 'Tollow Thru," and
had 62, while this January shows "The Devil's Sunday;" Radio's duet
but 47.
It's a total that doesfi'f lists "Dixlana." operetta of the old
come near to what producers had south, and "Radio Revels," stai-ted
eai-ly in Feb.
promised for the new yeai*.
Barrymore's "Jew Suss"
Many factors have entered into
United Artists has two big picthe case, yet these ntust be overcome in the near future if the vari- tures on the fire in "Abrah.im Lincoln'* and "Whoopee," while Warous companies want to keep lip with
ner Brothers are busily engaged in
releasing schedules.
making the final story drafts on the
"Captain
Beast,"
That the studios now declare they remake
"Sea
have 97 stories in final preparation Blood," and "Jew 'Suss," new story
for production means a brighter foi^ John Barrymore.
outlook for these depending upon
Big productions now being lined
the picture industry in the near fu- up by M-G include "Madam Satan."
ture.
First National, Paramount, to be produced by C. B. DeMllle,
M-G-M and- Warners, lagging be- "Naughty Marietta," "New Moon,"
hind in product for current releases, and "Rosalie." First National, like
promise to double activity during M-G, is planning many big musiFebruary, while a large number of cals, including "Top Speed," "50
independent producers struggling to Million Frenchmen," "The Fortune
get bank-rolls seem to be closing in Teller," and "Mile. Modiste," latter
on the angels with their proposi- of which started production early
tions getting so close to closing part of this month.
that the casting and production
Of all the 91 stories now In fined
schedules are behig laid out.
preparation, musicals predominate,
In checking over the stories in while westerns follow a close secfinal
preparation for production, ond. Balance can be divided into
more than a scoi-e of big specials underworld, society, comedy, air,
are being shaped up for an early prison, and sex stories.

SHOWS SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION ACTIVITY
19 ACTIVE STUDIOS ON THE COAST DURING
THE MONTVI^F JANUARY* 1930, WITH COMPARI.
SON OF AVERAGE ACTIVITY FOR THE
SAME STUDIOS DURING THE YEARS
1S2B AND 1929.
STUDIOS ARE
DIVIDED INTO GROUPS

THIS TABLE

AT THE

"

ACCORDING TO THEIR
MAIN PRODUCT
Total

new

organization, was for several years vicepresident of the Stanley company.
He withdrew from that organization
in 1928, began erection of the Boyd
theatre and Immediately sold It to
the Warners. It Is thought possible
that the Arcadia, also built by Boyd
mlitiepgraEiL.
. a, .
many years agoy, and- now-operated^
local landscape decorator has
by John McGurk and Abe Soblosky,
three orders for cast Iron deer for
first run downtown
may become
lawn decorations. He has been un house for the new firm.
able to locate a concern in the coun
At all events, Boyd Enterprises
try making the popular decorations promises to break into the more or
of the '90s.
less solid Warner- Stanley control of

STUDIO

by his dad.
Harry Cohn has a sympathy

iCurnished
i>er

on

liis

right foot.

slip-

Kicking over

climate.

William Heughan, Scotch basso,
Is

here from Australia to crash pic-

tures.
13'rank

warming

Whltbeck held
at his Hacienda

house

s

Park cha-

teau.

Dick Weil stuck for the feeding
•f the F. N. studio execs ,for first
time in six months.
Georgie Stoll, m. e. at lioew's
^ate,. lra3 brdergd Ws -new" spring
wardrobe.
Dorla Balll
warble
Weaver's
goes three octaves to the F above
high C.
X
Bobby Crawford since turning
native is riding aroimd In a new
^
Minerva.
Some one told the picture, gals
that Pat Casey Is the catch of the
season so Pat Is dodging again,
Everybody wants to know who's
the extra girl who worked five days
•

—

a week
Joe

Joseph Cawthorne has bought a
well layout In Beverly Hills, with
John Barrymore and John McCor
mack helping to housewarfn.
Paul Whiteman was given a. sur
prise party after the broadcast on
the first anniversary of his Old
Gold ethering.
Lawrence Tlbbett has gone HollyWood. Wa^ts to personally O. K,
all

.

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Fox has organized a new western
department, calling it "Outdoor
Romance." E. W. Butcher, former
assistant to Sol Wurtzel and Harold
B. Llpsitz, former story editor, are
in charge.

First story to be made under the
classy head Is "The Last of the

Duanes," by Zane Gray, iwith George
O'Brien starred.

Goldberg,

manager,

available at pieak of production.

press

M-G

FOX'S CLASS TITLE
Turns on "Outdoor Romance" as
Handle for "Western Department

last year.

Columbia general
feted plenty .during his visit to the old home town.
Hotel Roosevelt's Blossom room
staged a Gus Edwards night for his
proteges and their grandchildren
Allan Prior on way to New York
after trying a couple of F. N. talk
ers. Closed his apartment and now
driving back with his family.
Speaker at the actors' meeting
pointed out there an'e 5,P00 screencredit players and only 600 Jobs
isales

back from Philadelphia and to offer the Indies
a chance to assert themselves.
father's grind picture house, Gra
Plan also concerns the formation
nada. La Jolla, Cal. Young New- of a new distribution corporation
the
months
at
nine
main was for
here.
Boyd's associates as anStanley, Philadelphia, learning the nounced are Frank Buhler, former
business.
managing director of the Stanley
outfit, and Louis Goldsmith, former
charge of his

j'arns
studio.

sent

.

out

by the

There are 17,000 names In the
casting bureau's files and less than
1,000 extras who work one day or

more a week.
Boulevard beauty shops "frank
ing" femme chatter writers who
mention-'the' establishment In their

columns.

Frank McGlynn got hi.«j. start in
Bhow biz larnyxing' in 'Frisco
honUy-ionks. Back to the west and
to warble in "Good News."
i Ell llatrick bet on a horse named
after lilniself, and, contrary tq the

INSPIRATION'S

WHIGHTS

Hollywood, Feb.

11.

•

assistant director of public welfare
and also a former Stanley official.
New corporation has been formed
to buy, lease, build and operate theatres in Pennsylvania, New'Jersfey,
Delaware, Maryland, District of Cclumbla, Virginia and West Virginia.
Some 30 Philadelphia theatres, iseveral of them key nelgh*borhood
houses, are reported to have joined
the group. Since Boyd/i during his
Stanley Company Association, was
reported to have been favorable toward Paramount, those aforesaid
conclusions are being drawn.
Another rumor is that Boyd, who
lias built several Philadelphia theatres, is interested in a general
movement which includes the establishment of a chain of local houses,
headed by one or two first-run theatres in' the downtown section. This

established
for

shorts

flnal

preparation.

1929.
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ROAD-SHOW "PARTY GIRL"

—

B

l.lO

3

Totals
41
6
47
Total units working, January, 1928
Total- units- working, January, 192Si

West Coast Tour Sequel
With Star

7

1

2

Sennett
Educational

.

stories in

6

6

Darmour
Hal Roach

'

1928.

•

........ 6

First National,...

Chaplin >'....,...!
Cruze
^
Leasing group.
Metropolitan .... 3
Tec-Art
2
Short subjects.

Jr.,

will take

east,

Average

units

_Warners_.

is.

Frank Newman,

Totfil

features

M-G-M
Paramount
Fox

A

the

Average Average

working working working

Feature group. January. January. January.

.

isong-and-dance section of the casting bureau flies.
George O'Brien has soloed 1,500
Figures
air hours In two years.

21

11.

Hungry members of the press
who Insist on bringing unln-

it.

Jean

mothballs.

VARIETY

—

1.8

E.5,

—
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Par-Rogers' Musical

to Follow

Hollywood, Feb. IL

Paramount

will star Charles

ers In a musicaL
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Tiffany has decided to road show
Yarn is being

Rog-

by

concocted

J.

"Party Girl" cut. here. Leroy John- Audrey Clark and Thomas Aheam;
son will handle the tour.
music by Sam Coslow and Newell
George Draney is preparing script Chase.
for a sequel to "Party Girl." Judith
Barrie, previously featured, will star
in the sequel.

New

Inspiration Pictures will follow its
P-GjS
Charter
backed by a suburban
first
Harold Bell Wright story, would be
such as not has been given
Chicago, Feb. 11.
"Eyes of the World," with others showing
to any organization In the PhiladelPubllx-Great States is changing
by the same author.
phia areaits corporate name to conform with
Sol Lesser owns the picture rights
its advertising and operating title.
to eight of Wright's stories and has.
Still legally known as Great States
PETE SMITH, OFFICIAL
made a deal with his company to
•Theatres, Inc., the circuit will have
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
take themWeekly meetings of the studio a new state charter July 1 jto be
press agents held each Tuesday In known as Publlx-Great States The
STUDIO BECOMES
the chamber of the Motion Picture atres, Inc.
New corporation will Issue $1,Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Producers' Association have taken
Albert jH. Mannon, manager of on such an air of importance that 000,000. in preferred stock at $100
the Tec- Art studios, returned here they have elected Pete Smith to act par, exchangeable share for share
from New York, where he closed a as the ofllcial mouthpiece to all for present Great States preferred
deal with Davidson Properties for a outsiders on business transpiring stock, with the same rate of divl
derfd.
Also will issue 10,000 shares
21-year lease of Tec-Art's 48th at these sessions.
street studio.
This move was made necessary; of common, without par value.
The building will be converted because of the willingness of sevinto a four-story garage.
Moby Dick With Talk
freely
and
eral members to talk too
Hollywood, Feb. 11,
often tip oiT secrets that should not
O. H. P. Garrett is doing the dia
TOST, FOX STOEY ED.
be made pTiblic.
log and script for Warners' remake
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
of "The Sea Beast," starring John
.Robert M, Yost, former publicity
ROCK'S LAUREL SILENTS
Barrymore.
head fit Foz studio, is the new storj*
New title, "Moby Dick," the orlgi
Joe Rock holds 12 silents made
editor on. the lot.
He succeeds HUrold Lipsitz, as- by Stan Laurel before he got a rep nal name of the book.
signed to the new western depart- Rock plans to take them off the

MUSICAL GOLFERS

'

Culver City, Feb. 11.
"Spring Fever," golf farce, mad*
as a silent by M-G, starring William Haines, will be talkerlzed as a
musical comedy.

Sarah Y. Mason is writing the
Music by George Wag-

scenario.

•

gener and

J.

Russel Robinson.

.

GARAGE

shelf

ment.

and synchronize them.

M-G's

First

Canadian Talker
Ottawa, Feb.

Willis for Tiffany

Comedy Team's

Original

Hollywood, Feb. 1.1.
Hollywood^ Feb. 11.
George Sidney and Charles Mur
F. McGr^w Willis, with Pathe for
the past three years, has left to Join ray will be teamed by Columbia in
"Around the Comer."
Tiffany.
He will be asuiiitant scenario It's an original by Jo Swerling.
Bert Glennon will direct.
editor.

Gaumont

11,

Corp., of Can
ilH first talker Iiere,
Treason," through C.-inadian
Britl.sh

WOMEN AND WAR
Hollywood, Feb.

IL.'

Pathe will do a picture based oa
woman's contribution to war.
Yarn is being concocted on the lot
to answer to the title "Beyond Vlo-"
tory."

ASK DISK PERMISSION
Hollywood, Feb. IL
Is
seeking permission
to make disks for use
broadcasting.
This Is in addition to platters for
picture making.
Christie

from

ERPI

in radio

June Collyer's Couplet
Hollywood, Feb. IL
Juno CoUycr has been engaged by
Warners for two pictures.

One

will bo "Mile. Modiste," First
Then to Warner Brotl*"Swf(.-t Kitty Bellairs."-

Xatlonal.
ftr."

tor

ada, Is releasing

"High

Karno Off Roach Lot

.

Hollywood,

Universal.

Gaumont marketed
tures in the
silents.

24 BrlU^h h-.i
lahl year, all

Dominion

Aftf-r
.'•lUisi^i-,

Ro.'u-h

throf*
Kr..:d
l»t.

months
Karno,

l-'eb. 11.

a.q

comedy

is olt

the lloX

*
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GALA PREMIERE
oi the

WINTER GARDEN
Broadway

& 50th

Street

•M Crmdi Stage Success.*
•M 4lwrAfter Screen Success.

with
I

I

From the iitiay bjl

Socnarw by

WILLIAM ARCHER JULIAN JOSEPHSON

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 13

Directed by

AlFRED

E.

GREEN

DAY & DATE SHOWING IS^ THEATRE^
"Vitaphone"

is the registered

tfader^arh

of

The Vitqphone Corporation, designating

its

products
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12,
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BEAUTIFUL

band and the man sKe

doomed
tical

\)?oman, her Kus-

The price
life itself.

this Eastern Rajah.

of freedom was dearer than^

Such

tic situation

is

the intensely drama-

^hich moves

breathtaking climax.

lEARCHB

—

to death to satisfy the fana^

Vengeance of

Arliss

loves

Here

triumph— new

crowds that

will

forv7ard to a
is

thrills

pack j^our

another
for

the

theatre.

—
VARIETY
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Personality Girl

of the Singing— Talking

Dancing Screen
SONG

.

.

HITS<

"A Darn Fool fVoman

Like Me**

"Watching

My

**Bouncing

The Baby Around'*

Dreams Go By'*

Following her sensational
exhibitors

and

hit in

"Gold Diggers of Broadway",

public clamored for

more

of Winnie Lightner.

"She Couldn't Say No" answers that demand with this vivacious, dynamic comedienne in a role that gives full scope to
her talent and

versatility.

laughs! Winning

new

Singing

new

hits!

Creating more

fans!

SHEXL STAMPEDE THE
**Vitaplione"

is

the registered trade-mark of the Vitaphone Corporation designating

its

products

Wednesday, February

12,

1930

mm

^^^^

Sally Eilers,

Johnny Arthur,

Tully Marshall^ Louise
Beavers. From Hie story by

Benjamin N.Kaye. Adapted

OPENING -

FEB. 14

- DAY AND

DATE

by Robert Lord and Arthur

Caesar. Directed by
LLOYD BACON.

Warner

Bros.

STRAND THEATRE
New

York

Warner

Bros.

STRAND THEATRE
Brooklyn

Warner

Bros.

BEACON THEATRE
New

York

CROWDS TO YOUR BOX-OFFICE

!

P

VARIETY
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Wednesday, February

studio In his home town. Company agreed to release the film on
a 60-40 basis, but the son was to supply all prints and pay advertising
costs.
Although the company ordinarily used only two prints^ln the
particular South American country aimed at, the distributors ordered 14
prints, while the contract called for 60 more If the pictures were to be
•
distributed elsewhere.
Picture flopped on Its first showing and company found Itself under
contract to continue its distribution through the first country when
someone in the oflQce had an Inspiration. The son was informed that the
picture was to be released In other countries and asked for Its additional
60 prints, as per contract.
Young chap, out of cash, appealed to his
father, but the old man had seen the picture and said "No," Releasing
company then had an out and canceled the contract. But $100,000 had
for

hside ShifF-Pichires

a

Man who has been publishing "castlngr dlrectorlfea" around Hollywood
f»r two or three years has decided "to concentrate on one or two newcomers" and put them over in pictures In a big way. He spilled the glad
k«ws In a chatty letter to the mother of one of his advertisers, whom he
kad picked out for special conslderatloni "I wish to give Jane ninetenths of my time," he declared, and explained that he intended to plug
kcr BO persistently the success she deserved would bo inevitable. He
(imggested there would be certain expenses he could not very well afford taken fvings.
from his own pocket, such as stationery, printing, postage and 'phone
calls.
"I have to watch 142 new productions now in preparation, and
Attitude of British engineers is charged to be a great drawback of
kundreds of others," he said. This w^as in September.
American made equipment in England, according to local recording auHis first suggestion was that this mother come in on the expense to thorities. Recent instance
was that of one of the smaller American
the extent of $75. In succeeding follow-ups, he figured he might do companies which had
sent over Tank englne'ers to make reinstallation
omething for $50. He began the new year with a renewed rave about of equipment In certain theatres following complaint
from over there
the girl. He was ready to sacrifice for the privilege of putting her over. When the Tanks
arrived they couldn't even get a hearing despite the
Til do it all for $25," he wrote, "but spot cash, or one-half down any- fact that the American manufacturer had
agi-oed to scrap the first inway."
stallation and put In an entirely pew reproduction outfit for good will.
Three weeks more and he;decided to make the givj famous even though
Attitude of the Britishers Is that they don't need or want American
•he and ma were deaf to o^jportunlty. "Here is what I'm going to do," help. This assumption, it
is said, has even gone so far In certain inlie^announcedi "I am goirfg to order 200 reproductions of Jaii^ I am stances
as to change specifications on manufacturing equipment with the
jp'olng to have them atlached to my personal letterheads and I ain going
result that British exhibitors willing enough to install and use American
producers,"
signature
to
niy
her
under
recommend
to?
made recording iequlpment are up against It. One recent group of AmerSome response wa.s wanted, simply in evidence of good faith. "So
engineers sent over to work out a plan for safeguarding installaend me sure, before Tuesday, a money order for $10 and I'll go ahead," ican
tion, and getting together on manufacture, were forced to return home
he offered.
v-'ith nothing accomplished.
•The mother was so little appreciative that she turned over the cor,

.

tespondence for'submission

to the city prosecutor.

The cameraman on 'two artistic quickies that won studio contracts
So is an actor who did notable
Is Still freelancing.
HollyA,'s for the directors, both have crumbled.
•tuff In both films.
wood talk Is that the cameraman made them what they were yesterday,
but they upstaged hlril and look what they got!
Fact is that the first director doped out most of the unique camera
•tuff oh his production himself, even shopping at the five-and-ten for
class gadjets to trick up the lens and adjusting them himself. Preview
.

for their directors

gang gave the story a laugh bu^^^jaxed the photography. Result was a
i|150 contract offered the cameramaa oh the spot.
He stalled trying to
wedge it up until it was withdrawn. The dlrectop took a $150 studio
Job and worked up to the eminence from which he fell (literally, it
.

'
.happened, before he also fell figuratively).
The high-hatting after that first production was general. One of the
combo actor- assistants expresses it that "everybody was a thls-of-a'

J

•

that."

The cameraman

is conceded a wiz with the lens, but a chronic scrlptThis has put him in- bad with some directors he's worked
But he has a job at the moment, which is more .tJian the directors

Bieddler.

with.
have.

12,

1930

COAST NOTES
Third of Continental's talkers will
be "The Second Honeymoon." Production has started with Josephine
Dunn, Edward Earle and Ernest

Rosen directs.
Nance O'Neill, "Singer of Seville,"
M-G.
Frank McGlynn for "Good News,"
M-G.

Hllllard featured. Phil

Helen

Johnson

for

"Divorcee,''

M-G.

Kay Johnston opposite Erie
Stroheim, "Three Faces East,"
Mary Forbes

to "So This Is

Von

WB.
Lon-

don," Fox.
S. N. Behrman here to produce
'Llllom," Fox.
Flora Finch, Belt LugosI, Beryl
Mercer, James Bradbury, Sh., Marion Byron and Florence Eldrldge to
'Playboy," WB.
W. J.' Craft to direct "Czar of
.

all star cast, U.
Billy Taft. "Good News," M-i3.
Jack Trent, "The Divorcee," M-G.
Nancy Dover, "Chinese Flower

Broadway,"

Boat," color short. Tiffany.
Knute Erickson, "Born Reckless,"
Fox.
Crauford Kent, "Second Floor

Mystery,"

WB.

John Sheean and George BIckel in
Two years ago a Hollywood player whose brother, a press agent, was 'Swing High," directed by Joseph
moving frorn his bungalow, dropped in at the house when hlg brother Santley, Pathe.
May Malloy in 'Oliver Twist,"
was away. With a gang of cronies they put on a party. Outfit then M-G.
decided to phone friends in New Tork and other points east. Brother
Nance D'Nell, "Singer of Seville,"
came in on th6 phoning and burned, but got playful and joined the M-G.
^
rumpus. They vacated the bungalow that night, leaving the telephone
Complete cast for M-G's French
CO. holding the sack for $275.
version of "Unholy Night" Andre
Phone firm looked in vain for the p. a., but.lt was not until it received Luget, Jetta Goudal, Lionel Belmore,
Toutta Trotibetzka. Pauline Garon,
an anonymous letter on another matter that it located him.
Letter was written by the actor brother, who, on another spree, had Doris Renavet, Jules Roucort, and
Jacques Fayder
used a .sheet^of, copy .pappr. that hfi brothep- uses for his pijss agent Jacques Vana.ir.
^ - directing.y -O
yarns, and on whlch^as printed his name.
Llllyan Tashman, "Play Boy,"
•

•

WB.
Dora Dean, "Three Flights Up,"
said to be saving plenty as the result of erecting its own
scenic studios at 142nd street and Third avenue, where everything for WB.
Charlotte Walker, "Three Faces
Loew houses In the shape of scenery, draperies, etc., is being made. This
r
includes not only furnishings for Loew theatres but all drops arid scenery East," WB.
Tiffany will do "A World of Men,"
for the stage units.
original.
Loew acquired the old Metropolis theatre property in the Bronx and
Percy Pembroke to direct "Medconverted it Into what Is known as Loew's Theatres Scenic Studios at a icine Man," Tiffany.
reported cost of $500,000, Previously this work had been jobbed. A.'S.
Title of "Jail Break" changed to
Howard, art director. Is In charge and a department on unit production 'Numbered Men," FN.
has also been developed in Loew's State building, with Frank Rohrenbeck
Stuart Holmes and Evelyn Hall,
as business manager. All musical, technical and other phases concerned 'La Marseillaise," U.
John Wray "Czar of Broadway,"
with unit production are centered in this department. Arthur Knorr and
U.
Chester Hale remain the lone unit producers for Loew's.
Al Norman to "Good News,"
Loew's

is

.

Wealthy son of a South American banker went

to

Hollywood to break

int^he picture
era v/ his wife a

business after buying votes in a newspaper tie-up that
part In a picture for a major studio. Wife didn't click,
^,bjK the husband, with plenty of his father's coin, decided to put her on
thti
-

map.

_-Jia. spent $.5.0 J)OQ_b.n_ajpIcture but none of the distributors could see
Jt until a chap, an^exchang'e 'manager from South '^AmeHca7 wh6~Jih'ew
the potentialities of his father's bankroll, got busy. He" sold his company on releasing the picture In South America,.' realizing that if papa
w^as brought to realize that his son could make pictures he would spend

A

KH€ALTHFUL

•

poler- Air©
NATURE'S

R€f RIG E RATION
Brings Record

Summer

Profits.

OOLER-AIRE

offers

the

of
certainty
controlled
fills
It
pre-cooling.
silent,

the house with a cool,
delightful atmosphere, so
refreshing that patrons
come again and again in
steadily increasing number.

'

Hollywood jTemme writer had a customer for a story but. couldn't put
the-deal- over-becauselshe-had... already given an .option xbn -the yarrutoanother' studio; This; studio had held the story months and when she
went to get it back, saying that she could sell It elsewhere, an Interest
was immediately shown. But as there was several hundred dollars difference in the prices, she. still wanted that manuscript.
Exec at the second studio was going to buy it, although he hadn't
read it. But he asked the writer to tell him the yam. She did, but
so poorly that the exec was pleased that the other studio was going to
take It. Becoming big hearted, however, he told the writer he'd let
her take it elsewhere, if she'd pay $200 for his time In listening to it,
~^

MGM.

Lillian Crowell, Pom
.club._.__
_c
...

Thelma

Todd

for

night

Harry

"A Very

Complete cast 'IBom Reckless,"
(Continued on page 29)
Still

Going Strong

4th Consecutive Year

H. L. Charhas, Warners' New York theatre head, has found out how
on change-over signs for Incoming $2 pictures. With the average
cost as high as $30,000 in the past, it is now down to a three figures.
Electric sign contractors selling the big mazda letters have been bill
ing the houses on an average of $110 for single letters and when shows
are changed sell entire new sets, taking the old ones away. In other
words,:.Warners was rebuying sign letters , for. every .new. picture that

to save

BENNY

EROFF

.

-

Pom

nese Nights," WB.
Dprothy Mackaill to
Practical Joker," Fox.

She paid.

arrived.

lead

Langdon's In "Tho King" (Roach).
Lothat Mayring added to Vien-

,

Circumventing this high cost, circuit decided to take the old letters,
some of which stand over a foot high, to store in the Warner studio
for repair and repaint, so that they, could be used for new pictures.
Result is that the total cost on changeover from "General Crack" to "Son
of the Gods," at the Warner theatre, cost around $600.
Foreign sales departments of American film companifes have been
Investigating the matter of Spanish dialects as a factor in the making
of talkers In that language.
Result so far is to confirm and endorse
pure Castillian, the
dialects.

highest form and academic parent of all Spanish

For some time various persons of Mexican, Porto Rican and South
American nationality, speaking the dialects of their native districts, have
been conducting propaganda against pure Castillian and in favor of
the
various jargons. Axe grinding behind this propaganda was the desire
of these persons to build themselves up and In with film companies.
Sales departments have, however, come to the conclusion on the basis
of experience to date that the Castillian is the common denominator to
the entire Spanish market.

No

recirculation

of

air.

JCbjplerTAire ..gives contin/^uoMs codlin'g of siich a
large,,

steady volume of

jpure, frqsh air that
,

.

when

doors are open, even
passers-by on the street

FEEL

welcome coolIt's a magnet for

its

ness.'

business!
Its

low

initial

rating costs

and ope-

make

Kool-

er-Aire many times more
profitable than
expensive systems of no greate;- capacity.
Investigate
NOW. Write today for
complete facts.

Coming of talkers put plenty of directors and writers on the rocks
Some are still there, but one chap who Is glad he jumped Is Jess Robblns,

former director for Charles Chaplin and at one time or another on the
payroll of all the major companies. Today he owns a taxi business with
branches in Kansas City, St. Louis and St. Paul.
Down to his last dime, Robblns borrowed enough dough to buy a Ford
taxi.j This was a year ago.
Ih six months he had 50 taxis operating.
Then he organlized the Red Top Cab Co. Today he has a fieet of 190
running around L. A. On his payroll are the names of 20 foi-mer studi
employees and "Robblns, himself, is still driving a Foi-d.

CHICAGO
Publicity matter without identification as to Its origin has
been recently
disseminated against the attendance of children under 10
at picture theIt states the results of a recent questionnaire
conducted

atres.

"Parent's Magazine"
welfare workers, etc.

among

health authorities, probation' officers

Out

ment, that theatres were poorly ventilatcfd
by children was time robbed from outdoor play, that the
eyestrain
(Continued on pnge 55)

New

York, N. Y.

"Bride

06,"

I>IAI.OGliE

was

Howard

J. Green
NOW WITH FOX
ADAPTATIONS

CONTtNtJITlES

and

Xicht," FN.
Charlotte Walker in "Three Faces
East" tW.B.).
Jack Perrin. Sdna Marlon, Edwin
Augu.st and Ben Corbett, "Romance
of the West," Art Hammond.
Melville Baker, scenario and dialog,

ORIGINALS

child

were against pictures for
were unwholesome exciteand that time spent in them

Wives," title
changed back to "An Adventurous

1916 Paramount BIdg.

by

'

of 19 replies to this questionnaire 16
children under 10 on the grounds that films

"Sweethearts

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp.

MAABBO

GRANADA

UA.

IIAKRT

S E

A

FRANK

P/l

A

J>4

WITH 'THEIR rAXJGUINO SENSATION
F.4NCHON and MARCO'S "MANILA BOVNI)" IDRA
Thanks to HYMAN SIIAL.I.MAN, JACK LOEB, JE.SSE KAVE

Featured

lit

Wednesday, February

12,
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27

With Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.,
{

Judith Barric, Jeanette LofT,
Marie Prevost

|

Here's the Sensation

A

of 19301

Halpcrin Production

Talking, Singing, Dancing.

Directed by Victor Halperin
|

SERVICE

px

GX^^

°^

SlOP 1^^^

^
BOX

•»

VARIETY

TheJVew

Itl

A MIGHTY STAR^
LIFTED HIGHER AND
HIGHER BY TITAN
TITAN
GENIUS
.

RESOURCES.. TITAN

SHOWMANSHIP.,.
yesterday

at the

peak of

brilliance

• «

on to greater peaks
through the daring show enterprise of Jr
today

soaring

RADIO

PICTURES

RICHARD DIX in his
fulfilfs

ever

first

Rad io Picture

most extravagant pron^ise

the

made

^

.

to world

showmen .^^vthat

he would be made by. one master stroke
into a

neWj distinct awd mightier

Radio Pictures promised a

DANIELS
-

RITA
Radio

//^u^

and d elivered

star

BEBE

RIO

in

...

promised a new
DIX and now delivers in
of all Dix shows

Pictures

RICHARD
the greatest

'

,

SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE
STRING OF INSPIRING GROSSES PILING
UP ACROSS COUNTRY PROVE DIX TOP
DRAW OF INDUSTRY AS RADIO STAR . . .
SCAN VARIETY FOR NEW KEY POINT
SENSATIONS!

Wednesday, Feb'niary

19,

U80

.

PICTURES

TXrednesday, February 18, 1930

Exhihs^ Contract Revolt
(Continued from page

9)

*

with contracts.

went

and

If violated the matter
this will
arbitration.

How

COAST NOTES

All Working
Biggest

this respect, the distrib set tlie dates

trouble as a result of the decree."
This trouble, according to Kent, Is
already evident.
Ned B. Deplnet, general sales
manager- ol First National, was also
willing to admit that exhlbs are
trying to kick over the traces, aaEumlng that with the upset of arbitration they have an upper hand
and can do anything they want

VARIETY

come Is a question with arbitration
now out. Some indie exchanges
stipulate in contracts that pictures
must be played certain dates after
a' schedule has been made out, with
deposits made on the last picture
to be played to guarantee exhibition of the entire block. Indies not
belonging to local film boards also
demand cash in advance of shipment of prints or send them out on
a C. O. D. basis.
Cancellation of applications for
product have increased' and there
have been numerous cises of exhibs
refusing to live up to contracts after
issued, distrlbs say.

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
production splurge

63

700 IN VIENNESE NIGHTS

Fox:
Edmund Lowe, Warren
Hymer, Pat Somerset, Frank AlbertHollywood, Feb. 11.
Tracey,
Lee
Paul
Page,
son,
Activity on the set is at its best
Marguerite Churchill, William Harrigan, Joe Brown, Milce Donlin, Paul tn four months, with 6,132 placePorcasi, Carol Naish, Eddie Grlb- tnents by the Central Casting Bifben and Ben Bard.
reaeu for the week.
^

M-O in years has nine
companies in the works and
six ready to go in; technicians
working the clock around in
three shifts;

EXTRAS AT WORK;

5,132

(Continued from Page 26)

at

to

be over-

29

writers pre;

Hank Mann

new material and 16
composers writing music.

to

"Arlzoi^^L

Figure is now 87% normal.
Tuesday was extra's gala day,
with 1,045 working.
Alan Crosland had a mob of TOO
"I Love You," Radio, becomes
on "Viennese Nights" at WB,
"The Roughneck Lover."
Cawthorne,
"DIxIana,"
Joseph
Radio.

paring

Fox.

'

ifetdj"

^

Paul Hurst, "Cooking Her

•

Goostfj,-,.

Radio.

Chicago Indies Will

Kant's Statement
Kent's attitude is summed up as
follows;
"Playing fast and loose with
contracts brings its own penalty.
If the exhibitors consider this an
advantage they are welcome to it."
High Pressure
Kent^has not had time since his
Another practice reported is that
return from Europe last week to
thoroughly study the Thatcher de- of over-zealous salesmen talking
previous concree, he said, and before having any gullible exhibs out of

Syndicate Trailer Ads
Chicago, Feb.

Time," and "Good News," MG.
Henrv King will produce "Eyes
trailer advertising as a syndicate of the World," Harold Bell Wright

Hollywood, Feb, 11.
Gold Article" is the title
Chandler
picture
the
first
win
direct for Fox.
Sprague
"The

story for Inspiration.

proposition.

New

group henceforth will not

Sprague^s 1st

Dorothy McNulty, "The March of

11.

Indie operators are banding to sell

Theodore
let

Divorcee;"

Von
MG. *

Eltz,

"Solid

of

Inez^Hj Jburtney,

who

recently ap-

Sonya Levien adapting "Llllom," peared'^ Ln four pictures for Fir.st
members contract individually with
Nationu i- has been engaged for It.
drug stores and furriers using Fox.
Perry Askam for lead "Sweet
trailer ads.
They will sell service Kitty Bellairs," WB.
BANCROFT'S ''CAVE MAN''
Joe Young, Bennett and Clark,
for the entire membership in ChiHolij-wood, Feb. 11.
an
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs;" WB.
comment to make directly concern- tracts with rival companies indiscago.
Next foi; George Bancroft at
While
at
Crane,
"One
Night
sale.
James
a
make
to
effort
meming the decision Is waitng for
Paramount'will be "The Cave Man."
Susie's," FN.
out that before
bers of the Par legal department to tributor heads point
Ralph Kellard. "Hell's Belles,"
It's an original by William Slaflagrantly
was
this
arbitration
return to New York.
Fox.
Chicago Closings
vins McNutt and Grover Jones.
salesmen doing anyConsensus of opinion among Film practiced by
Wilfred Lucas, "Arizona Kid,"
it is expected
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Board and distributor sources Is thing to get business,
Fox.
may assume serious proportions
Cooney Brothers have walked out
Irene Rich, "So This is London," Thompson and Jbhnnie Burke, Senthat the credit committee system of it
-.

.

the Film Boards of Trade, upheld now.

Proposed combination of Allied
last summer as legal by the courts,
M. P. T. O. A. for conferwill be invoked Immediately, requir- and the
looking
ing exhibs who prefer to take ad- ences with the distributors,
coTitract,
vantage of the present situation or to the shaping of a new
In mind
are unreliable, to post deposits. The was arranged with the view
agreement in
sales manager of one of the biggest of formulating an

on the Drake^ north side grind Fox.
house, with a foreclosure pending
Arthur Stone and Walter D. Lewis
through the Garard Trust Company, to "Arizona Kid," Fox.

in

owners.
Among the houses In the colored
belt recently closed through tough
James Gleason to '.'Playboy,"
competition and unemployment are
Baby Blossom is featured in a
dlsijribs had the Monogram, Indiana and Yen
and
exhibs
both
which
producer-distributors ^In the buslPathe short.
Thus, according , to .legal dome.
,
- 'iHe - TrumpledHer "Aoe," -Ken
•ness declared 'that the Thatpher de- a hand.
tonas
cree does not change the method <of lights, it woruld stand up
selling pictures, and that they can stltutlonal.
Kent is still hopeful of getting
even demand full payment for product in advance if they want to go the indie exhib groups together.
"Nothing has been done, in the
that far.
way of getting together yet," he
Par-M-G Clauses
Par and M-G-M have a clause In said, "arid I have nothing to say
their new contracts which leaves it until after I have talked with a
optional with the exhlb whether he few people on both sides."^
.

.

The Hays office ofi Monday denied
the contract. It is 'then optional with any knowledge of the nearness of
It was also
the distributor to decide 6n whether a price cutting war,
a deposit will be necessary and how declared there that individual adjijstments between its members and
much.
One Film Board sdurce. Implying exhibitors had pr6gressed to a sattJiis Is so, near compulsory -arbltra
isfactory' point in cases, where the
tij)hl that it Is llk^y a ll companies ruling ha d been presented^ .as an
•will fall in line with similar clause issue.
Companies using the franchise
or clauses, points out that the aver
ag exhlb will probably agree to the system, particularly Tiffany, are
The
arbitration.
Many, It is claimed, untouched by the decree.
cannot possibly afEord to post high Abram Myers arrangement calls .for
deposits, distributor officials point- Its own kind ,of organization arbiing out that recent bad weather and tration. Despite this, however, exthe advent of sound have left cer
ecutives for the company have sent
tain exhibs with very narrow mar
out letters to all franchise holders
gins of profit if not actual loss.
advising them that In the case of
With respect to the Par contract, a dispute they first communicate
first to Include the optional arbitral with the" Tiffany legal department.
far, and the letters have been
out a week, not a complaint has
been filed, it Is claimed.

Play Dates

Fox's Coast Buy

For the St««« snd SerMa

NOVELTIES
Excloalve farnlBhers of all waterproof
materials to PabUx Xheatres

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Control of the Ellis Arkush Peninsula group of theatres has been

Fox West for approximately 11,000,000, with Arkush remaining as operator for the new
owners.
Houses obtaiijii^ are the Peninsula, at Burllngamme; San Mateo,
Regent, and Garden, at San Mateo,
with the latter two houses closed
at present Stanford and Variety,
Palo Alto, and the Sequol, at RedWood City, are also on the list.

Nopinseal Biibber Ufg. Co.
WatUna MS7

1* We«t 18th St.

Now

I

Torti

PRODUCTIONS

from the Mastbaum, Philadelphia,
to succeed Gfeorge Higglns as manager of the Branford, Newark. Higglns will be reassigned.
Tony Williams Is promoted to
district

FOX THEATRES
(C

OSTUM
HI

QROR

PRODTTCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRBSEJNTATIONB

manager

of

-

—

PENALTY OF COST
COLOR is the order of the day. Sonochrome brings

it

of added

Sixteen delicate tints

without the penalty

cost.

and a warm^neutral tone are available
at the

same price

as ordinary black-

and-white. This, plus the fact that

it

gives really faithful sound-on-film,

accounts for the success of this series
of Eastman tmted positive films.

Hudson County,

Jersey, excepting only the
Stanley, Jersey City, from which he
steps up. William Co rum, former
manage that housei.
Stanley Cameron will supervise

assistant, will

neighborhood houses In Newark,
succeeding William Stahl, who goes

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

to Cleveland.

ISLAND'S

Providence, Feb. 11.
Entire state is watching the fight
Rhode Island Legislature for

Sunday

NEW YORK

SUNDAY FIGHT

In the

In East Greenwich.
Should' the legislatTire approve, bil
filed last week will give electorate'
of town a chance to express views

films

on the question at the next election.

Milwaukee

East Greonwlch clergy has been
successful in holding up Sabbath
pictures despite domands from the

Wis.

public, for

THEATRE

—

New

E,

WISCONSIN

t

Stanley Changes
Switches of Warner house executives brings William Tomkins

JOE LaROSE

Belles," Fox.

.

obtained by

COSTUMES
ANIMALS

'-'Hell's

Sunday shows.

J.

E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors

New York

Chicago

.

"Agony Column" changed
Mystery," FN. .j^

So

best we can.
Our policy at the
present time Is an Individual one."

IfEVEfinHINGmRUBBER

Title of

BENEFIT OF COLOR

.

The most serious drawback as a,
result of the Thatcher decree concerns setting of play dates. Under
the old system, if th,e exhibitor did
not give the distributor play dates
on product, becoming delinquent in

Clyde Cook,

to. '.'Second -Floor

Hays Angle

wants arbitration or not. If he
doesn't, by signifying so in signing

clause, Kent said:
"In spme cases we wUl arbitrate
and in other cases we willed© the

nett short.

Title of "I Love You" changed to
"Roughneck Lover" by Radio.
Lee Moran, "Sweet Mama," FN.
Bill Janney, "Young Love," FNHelen Ware, "One Night at
Susie's,"
FN.
WB.

Inez Courtney, femme lead
"Solid Gold Article," Fox.
Carroll Sye to "Bride 66," UA.

Hollywood
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Oechnicolor

BIGGER THAN ANY MUSICAL
ROMANCE EVER PRODUCED

NO, NO

cfcenej in QecknLcolor

^^^^

FTRJT

BIGGER THAN

ANY GIRL-AND-MUSIC

COMEDY EVER SEEN OR HEARD

Wfednesday, Felyruary

12,

V A R IE T Y

1930

•^1

4*

''SONG OF THE FLAME
"BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT''
with Alexander Gray, Bern ice Claire,

Noah

Beery, Alice Gentle, Bert Roach.

All Technicolor.

with Vivienne Segal, Allan Prior, Walter Pidgeon, Louise f*cizenda. Ford Sterling, ^Ayrno toy. Lupine Lano,
All Technicolor.

''SHOW GIRLiN Hi>l.lYWOOD
with ALICE

Billie

WHITE, JACK MULHALL, Blanche Sweet, Ford

St^srling,

John Miljan.

Technicolor Scenes.

DOVE IN 'A Notorious Affair
with Basil Rathbone,

Kay

Francis,

"SPRING

Kenneth Thomson, Montagu Love.

IS

HERE

with Lawrence Gray, Alexander Gray, Bernice Claire, Louise Fazenda, Ford Sterling.
"VUaphon*"

li

lh« ragitt«r*d trade mark of

th» Vitophon» Corp. detignoting iH produch

//

P
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BUFF. VERDICT VOIDS

PUBLIX DOING

OLD LAW ON OPERATORS

MORE PRUNING
On Feb. 28 Publlx withdraws Its
Interest In the La Petite, Kankakee.
Chain also allows the Park, Richford, Vt., to BO on March 15 and on
April 30 takes the Garden, West

Buffalo, Feb. 11.
Local theatre managers won a
further victory In the strike between the picture operators and the
neighborhood theatres. Stanley .Kozanowskl, manager of the Rivoll,
arrested at the Instigation of the
union, charged with operating a

without a license, was disPalm Beach, and the Broadway, machine in City Court following a.
charged
Dover, N. H. oft its chain list. The
declaration by Judge McLaughlin
Dnchess, Peoria, 111., has already
deciding that the Genera> City Law
been subleased.
to the licensing of motion
The Publix construction and relating
picture operators' was unconstitumaintenance department is conducttional.
theaon
checkup
ing an exhaustive
Signey B. Pfeifer, representing the
tres and -properties needing attendefendant, contended that section 18
tion and improvements, main idea
of this law was illegal and void,
being to obtain a gauge on the budowing to the fact that It required
get of the department for this year.
a six months' apprenticeship for
Information gathered will also serve
license applicants to be served unbe
may
that
as a guide on theatres
der a licensed operator" and a cerplaced .on the auction block.
from the license operator to
A part of mass chain acquisition. tificate
that effect. Provision was held unIt has been found, necessitates the
constitutional because while the legweeding of certain houses due to
islature had the right to prescribe
the inclusion In some strings purcompetency as a pre-requlsite to lichased of so-called "joints," as well
cense. It had not authority to preas first runs.
scribe the precise and sole manner
In which such competency might be

RE S

Wednesday, February

For Protection

1930

Picture Possibilities

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Local business man has set
out to sell exhibitors on the
Idea of renting ear mufCs to
patrons who etlll like silent
pictures. This lij up 'n' up.
Velvet lobe covers have already met with opposition by a
cheaper silencer In the form of
rubber ear plugs similar to
those used by swimmers.

"Dishonored Lady"

— Unfavorable

"DISHONORED LADY" (Melodrama, Gilbert Miller, Empire). The
screen has accepted bad women who murdered, but In this instance the
central character Is worse than the others, a thoroughly abandoned
liee.
person at the end.
,

— Unfavorable

"Boundary Line"

"THE BOUNDARY LINE" (Jones & Green, by Dana Burnet— 48th St.).
Obscure study In pastel shades of domestic life. Talky on stage and
Ruah,
without dramatic substance to make a picture.

Behind the Keys

.

12,

"Out of a Blue Sky"— U/ifavorable
(Comedy, Tom Van Dycke. Booth).
play within a play, calling for actors from among the audience,
Ibee,
if
worked
more for comedy^
idea
GSood

"OUT OF A BLUE BKY"

Minneapolis.
J. E. Garrison ha^ been' transferred from the Albany, N. T., Universal exchange to local manager.
A. J. Herman succeeds In Albany.

A

—

"Her Confessor" Unfavorable
"HER CONFESSOR" (Comedy Drama, Jean Blddell, Cherry Lane).
Might possess the germ of a story for a scenario. Not the type of

Char,
material the screen wants.
Portland, Me.
Charles Bassln, formerly at Need"It's a Grand Life"— Unfavorable
ham, Mass., and E. F. Goss, formTyler,
Cort),
Erlanger
GRAND
LIFE"
((iomedy,
"IT'S
A
&
erly at the Park theatre, Bangor,
Frothy for flickers with general theme of philandering husband's emassigned to the State and Maine as
Houses were recently broilment with young mistress and father of an Illegitimate child by
managers.
taken over by IJubllx. Ralph Plnk- married woman giving It two. strikes culled. With these out story shot.
Edba,
ham now at the Park.

Crawfordsvllle, Ind.
"Ritzy"— Favorable
Foster Norton has been appointed
"RITZY" (Comedy, L. Lawrence Weber, Longacre).
Decision Is of state-wide Impor- manager of the Strand.
light, pleasing comedy, which If making the grade on Broadway
bill Is already benew
and
a
tance
should
provide
fair
program
talker.
a
.
Greater N. Y. Houses ing Introduced Into the state legisVirginia, Minn.
Ibee.
A fan mag for free circulation lature to remedy the defects In the Homer Prince has replaced H. E.
among Its five Greater New York existing law, principally directed Billings as manager of the Publixhouses la to^ be Issued by Publix. toward allowing an applicant for a State.
PUBLIX IN
Baren's Song Sketches
iHfst ccfpV Is to be ready for dis- picture license to obtain the, necestribution this Friday (Feb. 14). It sary training not only^by serving an
Closing for Strand,. 1,400-SeaterFairmont, Minn.
will be known as the "fubllx Maga- apprenticeship but also in any other
Chain's First House in That City
Publix has closed the Nicholas
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
zine," and be printed In eight pages manner which will familiarize him theatre and shifted W. L. Nicholas
Amandee Van Buren has ipade
Papers are expected to be signed
on quality stock 'sized 8x7 Inches.
with the apparatus.
to the Strand as manager.
contract with Pathe to have it rea
Present plan Is not to have
this week culminating- negotiations lease a series of song sketches he
"lLoew*s
as
such
mailing list,
under which Publlx gains control of wlll^ produce In short form.
Bangor, Me.
Seek N.
Weekly" pamphlet.
F. F. Colburn, Jr.," student man- the Strand, Providence, R. I. ArchVan Buren will use a popular
Undertaking Is experimental In
Portland, Ore., Feb. 11.
ager at the Bijou, has been shlftied ibald M. Silverman, representing song for the theme of the shorts
that provision for a similar fan
chief
Pacific
Kurtzman,
Charles
to the Central, BIddeford. He suc- the Strand, has been in New York, and have the background of the
paper, to circulate throughout the for Publix, Is here. for a northwest ceeds F. A. Vennett, transferired
to nego'tlating the sale with the. chain. song visualized.
Publix chain, Is dependent upon re- shake-up.
Through. acquisition of the Provi-the City Opera House.
sults In the .five eastern deluxers,
dence house, Publlx enters this
Publix houses here and In Seattle
Sam Palmer, of the Piftilix produc- have been giving the staff grey
Rhode Island city for the first time.
Woonsocket, R. I.
Injuries
Dies
tion department, will edit.
Strand,
seating 1,400 Is the fourth
hairs, an admls^on scale slash Is
S. Sidney Holland now manager
Toledo, O., Feb. 11.
In order ,and Kurtzman has threat- of the Stadium.
Forn\erly of the largest here.
Frank Mattox, 60,. theatre, manened that unless something hap- Rlalto, Brockton, Mass.
Holland^
pens, and quick , the houses will be replaces W. B. .Sprage;, promoted- to
ager_at._Mansfield, Q.,_dle'cl, Feb. 8,
^ ONE GEUBEL RENTAL
"Kansas' "City," Feb. 11.
closed.
from Infurles suffered ^n 'art auto-,
Publlx district" manager.
ing
Papers have been filed at Springmobile accident.
Smash-up ocfield, Mo., In the recent Grubel to
curred Feb. 6, Mattox receiving a
Pawtucket, R. I,
AviTgDEAW SUIT
Publix deal.
fractured skull.
Wilfred Tully, assistant manager
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
the
rental
for
Accordlng-to filing,
He leaves a wfdow and five sons.
Suit of Benjamin and Herman of the Strand, shifted to the Rlalto,
Six Los Angeles picture theatres.
Electric theatre, Springfield, Is $40,- Warendorff, as stockholders of the Brockton, Mass., replacing
S.
S In which screen illumination is con000 for the first five years and $35,- Organizers' Holding Corp., which Holland.
sidered good, have been selected for
000 a year for the next 15 years, succeeded th« Associated Pictures
NEG
FREE
Initial study by the A,cademy's com
House and the Associated Holding Corp.,
the length of the lease.
Washington, Fep. 11.
mlttee on screen Illumination.
Kansas City, Kans!
Beats around 2,000.
During the tariff battle In the
Managing the Grubel theatres, reand held ah option on the Roxy the
Measurements were made for the
atre site, later spld, to disclose cently taken over ty Publlx, are committee by John Aalberg. He and Senate that body voted to give free
entry to all negative picture film
profits from sale, was withdrawal A. P. Baker, at the Electric, here; Emery Huse, chairman, are prepar
FIVE CHI. HOUSES CLOSE
Reynolds Maxwell, the Electric, Ing two test reels for use In the originating In this country but- exin Supreme Court last week.
Chicago, Feb.' 11.
/
Justice Levy not only permitted Joplin, Mo., and Theresa Nibler; at technical study. Dr. J. G. Frayne posed abroad.
Five more houses In and around
This applies wl^ep^he film Is to
proceeding
the
of
the
Electric, Springfield, Mo.
replaces C. L. Strong on the com
the city hav« closed. They are the the withdrawal
but vacated an injunction which
mlttee of 10, chosen by four techni- be used In either sound or silent
Vernon, Chicago; Lyric, Cerro Gor
newsreels.
Aurora, -111.
cal organizations.
Garden, held up a meeting for the dlssoluStar, Grays Lake;
do;
:
a
Publix will not erect a theatre on
tion of the company.
Ipava, and Bijou, Waverly.
the site of the old Strand destroyed
by fire last October.
Harry Paulos, who represents
owners of the property, said that
Coast Steamed
definite plans had not been made
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
for use of the property.
"Greta Garbo Is the greatest liv-

Publix's "Giveaway" for

gained.

A

PROVIDENQE

.'

.

..

Van

W. Remedy

.

'

.

from

'.

'

'

'

'

"

NEEWSREEL

|

Campaign on Garbo

Up

Has

ing actress," Is the billing being
Blkader, la.
given that star for "Anna Christie"
H. H. Hall, operating picture in 24 sheets plastered all over the
houses Jn Elkader and Strawberry town.
Point, has added his third theatre
Fox West Coast iiublicity depart-

Lionel Belmore

at

as

Osikiaii

M-G-M

Strawberry

1,126, l^st

week

Point,
Installed

ment

Is
behind
placarding that

JUDGED.

the extravagant
again creating

Is

sound apparatus and claims special comment, as did that departmerrt's
mention.
legend when the picture opened at
the Criterion and merely saying,
Oklahoma City.
"Garbo Talks."
J. S. Gaddlsh and associates have
Picture is a furore at the Cripurchased Knights of Columbus terion and the theatre's publicity
hall and will convert the building campaign generally is acknowledged
Into a theatre, seating 2,000. Policy the best this territory has seen In
will be vaudefilm.
a long while. It was handled personally by Frank Whltbeck, head
Hannibal, Mo.
of the Fox Coast theatre publicity
H. A. Schedker, manager of the forces.
Price theatre, has been elected

99

m
^^Rogue's

McGregor.

population

B¥ WHICH ML SME
ENTERTAIMMENT IS

.

Song"

Picture

.

Max Factor*^ Make-Up
Used Exclusively
Characterization which

upon with Max

is

true to

life is

celebrities.

When you
and remember it is Max Factor's.
Your inquiry on any make-up problem will receive immediate attention. No obligation. Address: Special Service Make-Up Dept., MAX FACTOR MAKE-UP
see Lionel

Belmore in "Rogue's 3ong," notice the make-up..,

STUDIO, HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF. Hollywood Blvd at Highland Ave.
At All Leading Drug Stores

FOR THE SCREEN
Max

Factor's

PANCHROMATIC
and TECHNICOLOR
MAKE-UP

Chamber

of

Com-

FOR THE STAGE
Max Factor's
Theatrical Make-Up

Skinner Film Choice
Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.

Hollywood.
Harry Bailey, former Keith manager, succeeds F. J. Meneilley as
manager of the Boulevard for Fox.

the one vital thing you can depend

Make-Up. Purity, naturalness, and flexibility are
make Max Factor's preferred among stage and screen

Factor's

other qualities which

president of the
merce.

Skinner, here last week Ih
"Papa Juan," took exception to a
Hollywood news Item stating that
he was due this week on the coast
to start making "Kismet" for First
Otis

Na.tional.

Union Would Turn Lobby
Discs—Publix Withdraws

"Papa Juan" still has 10 weeks,
more to play on the road.
.

Star

he didn't know yet
his -first fllni would be
or "Honor of the Family."

al.so .said

whether
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Publix, In conjunction with its "Kismet"
new plans, decided to make use of Contract
be made
the huge lobby at the Westslde Par
Wanted to merchandise mer.
adlse.

calls for five pictures to
in five years; one a sum-

,

music and records.
Staff spent
$700 on a fancy booth, then $200
more for a phonograph. Looked like
a sure winner.
Hired a gal at $35 a week, and
all was set to go when musicians'
local stepped in and ruled that the
house must hire a man at union
scale to turn the' records.
Publix just said what you think It
did and Junked the whole outfit.

Um

AND

THEODORE

FEATURED DANCERS

IN

F.

*

U.

"ACCORDION" IDEAS

THANX TO ATJCE GOODWIN

Wednepdaf, Februaiy

12,

VARIETY

19S0

GOES

METRO-GOLDWYN-IVIAYER
Film

X^ai.'^^s

Annua!

Poll o
vou

400 hzoAing Film Ont\c%
Qives MetrO'Qolduo'n'Ma^'er

FOUR OUT OF 10 BEST
PICTURES

IN

f

u

10

«*.

u

BEST PICTURES OF 1929 NAMED

The Ten

Best
DrummondT

"Di»rac/i"

"Bulldog

"Broadway Metody"

"In Old ArixoncT

"Madame

"Cock-Eyed WorldT
"The La$t of Mn.
CheyneyT
"MdlMujah''

A'"

"Rio jftitcT "Gold Diggert of

Broadway^-

1929

giving
400 Leading Newspapers with 27,000,000 combined circulation are
.triumph!
of
10
out
Mayer's
4
front page space to Metro -Goldwyn-

LAWRENCE

i^lBBETT
THE

VIOGUE
ISONG

AND HERE ARE 2 HITS
CERTAIN TO BE PICKED
AMONG THE 10 BEST OF 1930

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAY
Electrifying the

Amusement World I

VARIETY

84

Wednesday, February

First

February comedy

release:

—and

CABARET entertainment.

spelU

12,

1930

it

With

George LeMaire; Jimmy ConHn and
Evalyn Knapp. Featuree real Broad •

—

way talent ^Ryan Sisters, Sam Raynor,
Dave Manley, Leo Kendall and others.
And Eddie Elkins' orchestra!

BUCK

n

BUBBLES

AIVD
1

G

It -

Second February comedy release
it

spells

NEGRO FUN.

and Bubbles, vaudeville

In

T O N E D
—and

With Buck
l^adliners,

from Hugh Wiley^s Siatevepoet story.
Music includes "My Old Kentucky
Home," "12th Street Rag," "Clarinet
Marmalade," and "Lonely Me,'*

^^DOING PHIL A FAVOB^^^
Third

February

release

DOMESTIC TANGLE.

—comedy

of
Featuring the

famous English comedian, Mackenzie
Ward, supported by Val Lester and
George Thorpe. A frame-up on a
flirtatious wife that results in an up.

o explain why
8 out of every lo

6

theatres are

roarious situation of frivolity.

Fourth February comedy release
it's

best

steadily playing -

CORNERS •A

^'€ROii»BY'S
BURLESQUE RUBE
kind!

Written

by

—and

stuff of the

Harry

B.

Watson, featuring Reg Mcrville and
Felix Rush, with Josephine Fontaine

and George Patten
ville

Band

in support.

plays throughout!

Rube-

PAT HE
COMEDIES

\

Wednesday, February

PICTURES

1930

12,

BATTLE OF PARIS

variety of action, sincerity of performance, and color In sets and locales which Inculcate In this fea(Continued from page 19)
ture a commanding suspense.
While Involved, there Is not that
tng a strain upon the patience of
even philosophical time killing pa- network of detail so contusing In
trons that's apt to drive them out many foreign mellers. Story moves
at such speed that Illogical, and
on the street.
Picture Is a musical comedy ver- even bromldlo situations -will be unBlon of the war with anything- and noticed by the average audience.
everything- dragged in by the tufts Hans Stuw^'e, In a dual role, is
Several opportunities really the star. As the discharged
of Its hair.
for Miss Lalwrence's singing, but convict who justifiably kills a toreven this has been poorly handled mentor and as the son of tViat constudio
and Is at best merely vict who bears the stigma of heritthe
by
a preferential alternative to the age, Stuwve gives worthy charac.

tupld

story.
Hardly fair to judge Miss Lawrence as a picture possibility on

an unhappy

Unfortunately she will probably be judged
anyhow and on the basis of "Battle
such

start.

of Paris" the verdict will be against

THE CRIMSON CIRCLE
(BRJTISH MADE)
(30%

VARIETY

Dialog)

Produced by UrItlsU International. Disby Interna tlonal Photoplay, Inc.
Adapted by Howard G.iyo from novel of
til* uune name by Edgar Wallace.
Dltributed

r»pted by Frledrlch Zclnlk. Uiislcal score
hr Bdtnund Melscl. Dialog -sequences dlMctM by Sinclair Hill. Stewart Rome
ataired.
Cast Includes Lya Mara, Hans
Warlow, Louis X«rch, John Caatle, Albert
Recorded
St«lnrueCk and -Otto -VValldurs.
by l>«Fore3t Phonofilm, At Loew's New
Itunnlne
iTork, N. Y., one day, Feb. 4.
time, 70 minutes.

dinner party
with the chairs the most ordinary
of kitchen servli'c poivhea. Painted
backgrounds are just .is glaringly
Florey stat>^.s he wanted
obvious.
to quit the spcoml day in view of
general conditions, but- that Braunherger. hei'etofore identified with

Comparative Grosses for January
(Continued from page

'

tistry.
From her blond beauty
when her husband is Incarcerated America.
for life and when Kortner take.''

her into his hovel. Miss Dalschaft
fades into a withered hag by the
time her son, a doctor then, Is Iden-

!

and comes back to her.

"Dynamite"

Jan. 18
'•Bishop

$24,000

Case"

"Paris"

"Laughing
Lady"

$11,500

$11,000

"Sunny-

"Sunny-

side Up"
$1G.500

side Up"
$16,000

$25,000
All ..Sound

MAJESTIC
High.. $16,500
Lev/..

a6,200

.

$12,500
(2d week)
All Sound

(ALL DIACOG)

Couture.

Feb.

8.

High

.$8,280
Low.... 1,400

,

•

FINE

tnally he falls for a girl.
ts Injected Into the film

She also
-without

reasonable explanation. The blackmall chief makes her his secretary
and then things begin to happen to
him. He is Anally nabbed by the
cops and the girl is- then revealed
aa a policewoman and daughter of
a liondon inspector of police.

In Berlin's

Underworld

(GERMAN MADE)
(Synchronired)
^Presented by
Frits Kortner,

Max

Hans

Berger.
StuWTro,

In

.cart

Maly

Dai'

chaft.
No other screen credits given,
At the Cameo beginning Feb.
Run
nlng time, 65 minutes.

—

the Berlin Under
world" is unusually good for a for
eign melodrama. It will rate fair
as a programmer In the silent the
atres here. The disc orchestration
while defective in spots, malCes It
attractive for wired houses not
given to all-dialog showings.
Despite the staccato tempo, mffre
evident in the editing of certain
reels than In others, and despite
the story coincidences, there la a

"Caught

in

DOROTHY YOST
WRITING FOR

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Joseph Jackson
Wrote the Dialog for

**THE

BARKER"
MT DEEPEST

Laurotte Fleury

JEhIs_i3.1hfi .piatui;e_syJWch has. been
smasliing box office records in the
south of France, notably at Mar
seillcs (Capitol) where it ran five

weeks to unprecedented business.
No Chance outside of France even
if it had an English version.
"La Route est Belle" is also the
all -French' talker which figures a^
a revolutionary element In French
cinema patronage, indicating that
the native product can and does
_

It

Rose"
$3,500

$3,900

"Untamed"

"Love
Parade"

Take

fa'me.

com

It

Into society and
totAlly unreal but ap
satisfies a psychological
Is

parently
native yearn.

Bauge, of
his singing.

course, is excellent in
lie is a former Paris

Opera and Opera-Comlque baritone
His voice Is excellent and he Is being generously bahyhooed by the
Chatelet

management -as

"the great

est singer In the world" (ambitious
but similar to Metro's
billing

splurge for Laurence Tibbett and
they go for that here), and in addl
They can
tton Is a Marsellleslan.
tell that by the accents, from un
derstandlng. so the south of F -"-e
biz was naturally the best test for
the mosf favorable return."?.
Wolff's story Is rather awful. He
has a local dramatist rep. hence his
name la aa prominent In the billing
as that of Florey, the director
Florey had American schooling with
Charles
Metro and Paramount.
Rosher, also with a Hollywood
background, was at the camera, but
their combined efforts. Insofar as
the general calibre Is. concerned. Is
surprisingly below standard. Florey
explains that he was considerably
handicapped at Elstree (England)
where he shot the film 'In 18 days
working only about two and one
h.alf hours dally with .studio faciliThis is quite evident in
ties frugal.

Opportnnity

FANCHON

Sou'iul

and

in H'lslilnp

MARCO

My- Slncerost Appreoliltlfm

CARLOS ROMERO

"Romance

Danger"

Rio

of

Grande"'
$4,500

$4,500

"His First

Legs"

''Vagabond
Lover"

Command"

$6,900

$9,000

$6,700

?G,300
All Sound

$4,100

"Paris"

"Tanned

$6,100

£

INJUET SUIT ANSWER

IJEW 9TH FLOOR

P-P'S

Remodeling of the ninth floor of
Roxy Theatre Corp. has permis^the annex at the Paramount build- sion to file a new answer hi the
ing, formerly ?>ccupled by the music* "^iupreme Cour.^ in a suit byTMCary
and'productipri departinents of Pub
Hughes for $25,000 damages.
J.
lix, has been finished and the offices
Miss Hughes tdiarges that on March
turnd^over to the booking division 10, 1927, while working on the stage
theatre management departments.
Offices formerly occupied
by these departments In the main
building are to be devoted to the
chain's advertising and publicity departments.
Besides the offices of the booking
department, separate suites have
been provided for each divisional

and

as aii Interior decorator, employees
negligently lowered the stage and
caused her permanent tajury.
New answer alleges that the Roxy
company did not take over the theatre until March 12, 1927.

East Side Foreclosure

A suit to foreclose a third mortgage for $70,000 on the Louis N.
Jaffe Art Theatre at 189 Second
avenue was filed In the Supreme
Biophonc's Judgment
Biophone Corp. has filed judg- Court on Sattirday, alleging the
ment in the _Ne--w_ York Supreme theatre failed to pay^ a l>,.000 InEranUin-and Midland
Court against tfie Zlcofe ^Amuse- stalmeriFa year ago and* InfeT'esTof
ment Corp., of BuiBfalo, for $1,652 on $615.
Two other mortgages, for $346,00^0
trade acceptances payable at the
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Harold B. Franklin is in Kansas Grape Belt Bank at Westfleld, N. TT. and 190,625, are also catstandlng.
City endeavoring to close the details of a proposition where his organization will take over the Midland chain of houses controlled by
CRITICS
Wolf and Shanberg,
Auditors of Fox "West Coast have
been working on the books of Midland to' fix a buying price.
The
director.

.

WHAT THE

PUBLIX

CHI.

Town

Raising Wire Funds
Minneapolis, Feb. 11.
Believing that It would be a blow
to their to-wn to have the only theatre there closed, business men of
Heron Lake, Minn., are raising
funds to defray the cost of sound
equipment.
American Legion Post is the operator of the theatre.
After the
house is modernized it will be operated as a community theatre.
,

Canadian Stickup
London, Canada, Fob. 11.
In the midst of a
Saturday night performance, a lone

As Loew's was

stuck up the assistant manager, Leo Scott, In the upstairs office and secured $270.
No panic prevailed as the gunman made good his escape through
one of the theatre exits,

gunman

ISLAND"
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED PY LUCIEN HUBBARD
(Now Under Contract
MorJaunl

"TIMES"— "A
melodrama.
.

Russo-FBQ Settlement

.

for the defendant.

Columbia has added half the 12th
floor In addition to the entire
York office.
floor for Its

lUh

New

.

contrived

Ingenious.

.'.strikingly

Complete oast for "Czar of Broadw.ay," U; John "Wray, Betty Compaon, Claude Allister, John Htin-on,

W.

J.

to

Warner Brothers)

YORK "FILM DAILY"—"Intenaoly

fantastic undersea

.craftily

tively directed

.

.effec-

by Luclen Hub-

bard."

grossing.

en-

Direction, fine."

Rose Pchmck, In the

NEW YORK

"EVENING JOURNA L"—

—spectac-

"Grand entertainment
ularly startling."

Richard

Walti,

"HERALD

Jr.,

NEW YORK

TRIBUNE"

Adams. tJINCINNATl
Carl
B.
— "An "ENQUIRER"
— (selecting
—

amusing and ingenious screan "Mysterious Island" as the finest
melodrama
genuinely enter- picture of the year) J'Besldea

—

optical richness It haa dramatic suspense, emotional appeal and fine Uctlng."
Its.

taining."

NEW YORK "EVENING
WORLD"— "It is the sort of fantastic material with

which the

screen should have Interested itself years ago. Lucien Hubbard
directed and ho did a marvelous

.

Thomoi

0{j»a),,

NEW YORK

VIEW"— "The
and

direction
Impressive."

/rcne

Thircr,

Is

"REsubtle

NEW YORK

"NEWS"— "imaginative

story-

A

job."

"VARIETY"

"It s

impressive-

ness and unusualness are unquestioned
Luclen Hubbard's
handling of mob scenes and Individual performances la excel-

"ZIT'JS"— "Splendidly handled
a finely creative work."

NEW YORK "WORLD"

—

— "A

very

Impressive suggestion of
the beauties of Jules Verne's un-

grand
stunning treatment.
treat for those who appreciate
^^e artistic, the weird, the curlous, the different."

broo^LYN "EAGLE"
unusual

-

"An

picture,
fantastically
-filmed."

and cleverly

—

BOSTON "AMERICAN"
"A
from anything
you have ever seen. Judged aa
a £antasy, an epic of achievethriller different

ment."

BOSTON

"TRAVELER"—

dersea romance."

"Treated with imagination and
skill by director Lucien Hub-

N EW

bard."

YORK "SUN"— "The .spec-

tacle Is fascinating."
/.

Wilbur Mack, George Byron.

NEW

Hall,

lent."

Suit of Joseph Russo against
Film Booking Offices of America
and Leo M.. Fox has been settled
and discontinued.
"Vincent A. Connor api>eared for
the plaintiff, and James A. Mooney

Craft direoting.

SAY ABOUT

"MYSTERIOUS

MEETING

boy coming up

liEOBBnTS TS MISSING TIIK

Tills

wholly

"Great

"Vaude

merclal hodge-podge. Another form
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Singer." Including the
of "Jazz
Publix executives and managers,
"Sonny Soy" stuff, only this time about 100 in all, will meet here
he's an operatic aspirant and when
March 3-5 at the Drake hotel for
the male lead in "Don Giovanni'"
falls to appear, Andre Bauge, as the a convention.
William Hollander, B. & K. pubhero, steps In and whams 'em,
^Typical French provincial stuff licity director, is making arrangeall the elements of the poor ments.

FANCHON AND MARCO SPECIAL
I

Is

Jan. 25
"Lost
Zeppelin"

Jan. 18
"Tiger,

$4,000

'

Tet

$ia.ui)0

Divide"

RKO
High. .$14,500
Lovir...
4^0

create a new audience arid. In turn,
indicating to American distributors
of proposed French version Holly- original deal called for $2,900,000,
wood-produced talkers that the but the Fox people considered it a
French market Isn't as limited as bit too high to
close before financial
was the general belief.
Aa a picture this is a weak sister report.
Franklin Is due back, here FebAs a silent story it Is of a standard
17.
of a decade ago. As a talker It out
does' by fai" eomg of those early
"Warner talkers for general In
feriorlty,

-.'.to

Jan. 11

'.'Welcome

High. ..$8,500
Low..., 2,000

7.")

Iluguette Bouqneft

4.

Jan. 4

AH

1

'

the English rated pretty well; Story
Is a mystery yarn about a lad who
bas a fancy' for blackmailing. He
warns his victims by triangular
messages Imprinted with a crimson
circle.
In his forages he murders
three persons and rises to interna
tlonal heights as a feaored character. His victims are usually men
of prominence.* Picture opens by
giving him an unidentified position
la society that brings him close to
the police In London who are investigating his depredations. Even

1

"Love
Parade"

"Show of
Shows"

.

old.
Cinema
cestor 15
produced a picture of the same title,
and .based on th e sa mp book. -\Vhich

5

(Record)

«2,500
(2d M-cok>

.

.

RIALTO

Running

lady friend who. Incidentally, is the
Thematically, this film is in that
daughter of the former warden, a
Weak but probably oluiy for the second victim of the convict's mur- pigeon-hole of westerns where the
aerial grinds. Plenty of good stufC derous hand.
boy hero becomes a man immediIn this film knocked out by the comBut the 'con-vlct father, overhear- ately after his father is shot. And
fusing method of adaptation that ing a barroom conversation, winds there's vengeance aplenty. It's good
starts the film off with an undls- up things by doing the good deed Hoot Gibson stuff; good old grind
tbigulshed character, tlien winds up of adding a thirds victim to his material.
Flashbacks to daring and kind
by doubling around with flashbacks. conciuests when he strangles off the
Framed as a mystery underworld blackmailing crook during- jv ..crisis deeds precede th,e adult Hoot, yoiihg
iraina lt's spoiled' by lack of sus- of Identities.
"IVaiy.'" Buddy Hunter haA;ihs the .part'.ln
Furthef.
injury is done by
pense.
the opening gun play. Hoot doesn't
Otherwise relose any time, once lie's declared
the musical score.
Marches right
cording and dialog Is good. Photogin on the footage.
IS
into the enemy cami-) and pots tlie
raphy faulty in spots.
'
lad. Stove, who knocked off his Dad.
(FRENCH MADE) »
suggests
Picture
progress
In
(All Dialog)
But Steve recovers powerful fast
British film making.
Of the two
directed
Pierre Braunberger production
After that it's Steve chasing Hoot
directors on the film. Hill, who hanby Robert Florey from Pierre Wolff's atory.
dled the dialog end, has the better p>roduced on EGA Photophone, reproduced and Hoot outwitting Steve, as in
of the openinc: shots but goes cold at the Moulin Rouge Cinema on 'V,'. E. many silent westerns.
Picture gaits alon.g nicely. Girl
mlns.
In closing. The silent titles, how- -Weelc of Jan. 24. Running time,
Andre Huuge Louise Lorraine, has a slapstick enTony Landrln
ever, are often silly.
Oomte Arman-d
Loon Bary trance, but soon falls for Hoot.
Stewart Rome looks like good M. Pique......; Hubert..
Satu-mln Fabre
For a western talker, ,the dialog
American timber.. Miss Mara, from Jacqnot
...Serge Freddy KnrI
Tonia. Naviir and its recitation by the cast IS
an American viewpoint. Is strictly Mme. Deliicarrier
Recording job
Dorothy Dickson easy and natural.
Dancer-Uuest
the serial type.
Leon BclUeros equally good.
Samuel Ginsberg:..
Waly.
This present film has a silent an- Mme. Landrln
Berry
Nady
Club
years
_

"Sally"

TACOMA, WASH.
BLUE
MOUSE

rected

as elnglc
time, 05 mlns.

$20,000

"Show of
Shows"

Ahel.

Tork,

Own

Desire''
$21,000

•

.

.

Jan. 25

"Their

M urder

$11,000
All Sound

DiUniversal produ^-llon and roleas'?.
by Arthur llosaon, who also did
adaptation of this H. U. Knlbbs' story.

years before. And the doctor just
as naturally falls for the roj'iillst's

Jan. 11

"Con-

demned"
-

STRAND
"Broadway
High..$H900 Hoofer" and
8,000
"Young
Nowheres"

Low.

my, a royalist, who eventually becomes the head of the prison from Harry Keumnn, cameraman. Stars Hoot
Ca.>!t:
BuiMy Hunter, Milton
which the convict father has es- Gibson.
Brown, Fred Burns. Jomes Corey, Francis
caped with the adoption' papers Ford, Louise
Lorraine.
At Ijoew-a Now

THE ROAD

j

Jan. 4

STATE
High.. $29,000
Low... 14»000

MOUNTED STRANGER

Of course the doctor has an ene-

;

1-4.

PROVIDENCE

had promoted
loestrinsf
$120,000 and wanted to go through.
shorts,

Bauge drags in his songs almost
forcibly but he might have done
even better with o more liltiii.g assortment of theme songs.
There
isn't a catchy tune amongst the
string by French composers.
Sam
terizations.
Fox (Paris) Is publishing the
Fritz Kortner comes In as a na- tunes.
tl-ye crook and stool pigeon, conThere are son-ie low comedy laugh
veniently housed near the jail. returns, but all combined It Is an
Tears are allowed to elai>sc before obvious -bourgeois concoction for
he worms from the convict's wife peasant appeal.
evidence to blackmail the wealthy
Only the French versiori as
family which raised her son. Maly
Braunborgcr took, the position he
Dalschaft, the mother, shifts Intocouldn't make a good enough Engthe make-up of age with real arlish print to mean anythinc: for

tified

35

pseudo-swanky

the

.

Land.

her.

"

-

'

C. M., In the

ER"

—

movies."

VSupcrb

"NEW
stuff

NEW YORK
YORK'for

the

"GRAPHIC"—

"One of the most amazing pictures ever flashed on a Broad-

way

screen."
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9he Beautiful Waltz

Som homR^-O Production

YOirUE ALWAYS
IN MYMYARMS
DREAMS)
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RKO—Let's

One-Man Booking Reign Forces

Smoke

Chicago, Feb.

In

For the fii-st time on record a
vaudeville circuit has signified wlllstand a major loss In
settlements rather than play acts
out undei* their contracts. Keith's
cbnsidei-si it more ecenomical to pay
IriErncsa

to

.

.

than pluy a staggering amount of
This Is the
niiiterial.

A SWELL
Former

actor
clubs In ,an Indie
agency.

When

hearing

ceptional job, he

the

an

pl.Tv.i

it

CHARGE OF

ex-

Helps Adelaide

acts ^<'ere~lsiiue3'cbntracts^^y'^Ik^olcevs under Godfrey's direction, and
were later Informed that Keith's
could not fulfill its agreements.
The above ptentione'd losses and
numerous others were taken for the
most part by Keith's' western the
atres, where the unplayable matC'
rial was tossed In desperation when
It was deemed dangerous to bttrde^
the eastern Keith theatres with it.
are
claiming broken
Producers
promises left and right and are
waving contracts to prove their
claims.

Untold damages have wrought a
change in the methods of the book
.Ing oCflce. Producers are no longer
encouraged by promises or guaran-"
tees. They are now advised to pro
duce at their own risk. Their acts,
they are told,, will bo booked only
If the booket^ want" them.
The method of making promises
that Keith's could not possibly live
up to has passed out. In Ita wake
Is a debt of $200,000 that must eventually be paid.

Pay-off was decided on to kill the
risk of ruining the Keitli bills with
costly but poor material. Managers'
reports on several of the turns given
settlements stated the stuff was
driving regular customers out of the
theatres.

J.,

this week.

sheriff

and two

assistants,

the

who had

rental.

Flandlno had been operating the
house ort s rental arrangement, with
rental applied to purchase, but had
been In arrears since taking the
house over six months ago, accord
Ing to the Woodridge Trust Com
pany. The bill had been booked In
by Alfred Myer.
Acts included
Marquette and Maylon, Louis Chase
Co.,

Mayberry

and

RKa

Ruth

Oriental Fantasies and Galvln and
Clark.

May Leave
Work

Griflath,

Keith's for Radio
'

.

—^Loa

An-

Shaw and Lee, who recently
olosed with "Pleasure Bound," have

Hollywood
with ..an act .written by Charles
Acts for Beeicoh
Smith and John T. Doyle, which he
Direct vaude opposition to Keith's tried to ten me, and had told many
others, that he had written most of
81st looms with Warner Bros, plan
ning to use acts at the Beacon, 75th It Shutan asked me to let him play
and Broadway, recently opened by the other -male part in the act. I
Warners as a straight souhd first said OK, and we played it west.
As to the Chicago episode. I had
run.
Date when acts will be booked five ticlcets bought from Sam Thall,
for the uptown house has not yet RKO, One for him, one for his w'ife,
been set, but decision to use vaude Mrs. Desmond's, my baby, and my
is reported definite.
Plan Is to bool self. Previously I had New Orleans
two or tliree strong acts every week booked for a week. I advised him
not to take his wife and pay all that
through Warners booking office
Beacon opened Christmas week fare when he would he back in a
under a policy of straight pictures week. He said he would get another
leading man for me that week for
with weekly changes.
$75, and I could grlve him |60 so he

been booked by Loew's for $2,000,
an Increase over their Shubert salary- and a- record high for them.;
They open next week at the Cap!

his place of occupation
geles.

me

in
.

:

didn't

play

When I recovered I
New Orleans; I got

.

the late Henry Ilersh- set for March 8.
Team has been broadcasting on
fleld, known to the profession as
Harry DeVlne, was- admitted to pro- the Smith Bros, cough-drop hour.
bate Friday. Charles Robinson was
named as executive of estate and
Alhambra Quits aude
Lou Kandlu attorney.
and former
Hershfleld's
wife
Vaudeville is out again at the Alvaude partner, Belle Williams, was hambra, Brooklyn.
willed the entire estate.
House has started sti-aight pictures this week, playing double feaOavis' Pathe Shorts
tures on a grind.
Hollywood, Febv 11.
Frank Da-vis (Davia and Dai-nell)
Coscia Turns Agent
has gonei over to the Pathe lot to
Phil Coscia, formerly of Coscia
direct shoarts.
Davis, will remain out here. Last and Verdi fvaude), is now an agents
He Is doing Indle booking for the
year he made six shorts for Pathe
Yales office.
lit the east.

Will

•

of

.

spots to correct

prevalent than ever in the Keith
houses In the sticks, according to
complaints recelved\ dally.
In instances where managers are
uhfamiliai> \^Lh acts' routiners, thei**
are said to l)o cases of stalling, cutting and gem r.nl easing up for comfort.
Several are reported going the
limit on blue stuff when the clean
ones don't land.
Women, the reports charge, are
keeping their more costly goWns in
the trunk and wearing second
string wardrobe In the Jerkwaters.
It Is charged that many turns are
spic and span In material and dress,

when playing New York and caught
by

the bookers thei'e, but drop
Sunday clothes and language
outside the city limits.
In the past week th4 Keith secret
scouts have reported about 10 acts
OS ln_ne.cd .of severe, discipline^
their

when

FORUM

Mian* and Oklahoma City.
Los Angeles, Feb. 11,
I called Shutan to my room and
Arthur Lyons, of Lyons & Lyons,
RKO
told him I would take him and his.
Is expected here Feb. 25 to make
adjustment of the local Lyons of- wife, pay him $126 per week for two
weeks,
and If we had any more
and today (Wednesday) the sound fice.
booking he would have to take a cut
trailer is to be used In that theatre.
It's expected the agency will move
of |25. He said he would get a Job
to Hollywood, with Arthur to reIn a grocery, store before he would
main here Indefinitely.
do that. I. begged him to consider,
VERA MARSH'S CHANCE
George Sackett Is In charge at
but he walked out of my room,
Culver City, Feb. 11.
present.
called his wife, and that's the last
"Vera Marsh, with Harry Carroll
I saw of him.
productions and vaude. units for four
I got another leading man.
years, will make her screen debut
Tmde and Uark Vaude
Yours,
Wm. Desmond.
In "Good News" for M-G-M.
Smith Bros., NBC act, has been
signed for Keith dates, starting Mar.
in Yonkers, with Now Rochelle
Henry Hershfleld's Will
1,
Bancroft Wants $15,000
•

Names

Warner

First of ihe audible trailers to be
used by
for headline acts will
be of Leo Reisman's orchestra.
Band opens in Flushing Saturday,

'

all

buy tickets to the theatres- so that
wrongdoers cannot be tipped off In
advance.
There Is a serious lack of regard
for discipline by acts in the distant
regions, according to the booking

Granville Bates, Milton
Singer and Jimmy Dunn in the cast.
James Rennle, Ray Fant and Jane
Dixon appear in "Three Rounds of
Bill
McCaffery, act scout for
Love," written by William ^3.^ Barry.
Keith's,
is
reported leaving the Milton C. Work, the bridge authorcircuit to accept a job with WTAM, ity, is in a skit framed around the
Arthur
broadcasting station in Cleveland great post-mortem sport.
Busley and Monya
operated by John Royal, former Shaw, Jessie
Andree participate.
Keith Cleveland manager.
Ripley, the cartoonist, has also
ItfcCaffery returned from a Coast i-ecorded s6me of his "Believe It or
trip two weeks ago and a few days
Not" dope for Warners.
later was sent to Chicago, where
he is now doing scout work.
As a booker McCaffery was on
both the Orpheum and eastern Loew,
Take
Keith books and for a while booked
the Palace, New York. He was on
As Keith's Cuts Budgets
and oft the books several times
during the past year, last removal
Number of name and monqy act
occurring about threes. months ago.
bookings by Loe\Y's has increased
considerably— over the average f orthat circuit during the pist few
weelcs.
Some former Keith standards, unable to land the wanted
dough for familiar dates, have
Chicago, Feb. 7.
switched to Loew's upon finding
Editor Variety;
In a r.ecent_issue you published a their salaries available from that
statement given by a* former em- source.
Warners vaudeville booking office
ployee of mine, Harry Shutan. stating that I had discharged him with- has also been mentioned as more
out a moment's notice, left him open for names than in the past.
Keith's
Is continuing ^to gradually
stranded here In Chicago without a
cent, and without giving him two cut down on money act;s, playing
weeks' notice and h& fare back to few outside the New YorM houses.

WcCaffery

Shutan came to

AETHUR LYONS WEST

Sound Trailer

was gators covering

We^

could stay here.

First

of his first acts

of three or four shorts under the
Orpheum, St. three directors, Murray Roth, Arthur
15,
Edmund Josephs.
office and managers' reports. Many
Costumes by Saul Burger Modes, Hurley and
Shorts, or yitaphone Varieties, comedians, the reports state, are
Inc.
recently completed Include a news- departing from their regular rouDirection CHA8. H. ALLEN
paper story by and with Russel tines to kid, clown and ruin the
Crouse and Hugh O'Connell, Eleanor bills. Dirty gags and biz are more

Acts

discovered

One

Feb.
Paul, Minn.

taken possession—lasi week— after
Antonio Flandlno. operator, h^i
failM to x>ay the last three months

and

operating departments of the circuit have sent out several under-

promoting Monroe Shaff, assistant the situation. The vaudeville detecto be his personal assis- tives are woi-klng Incognito and

director,
tant.

Elliott.

showed uj} for rehearsal Monday
mornlne aiidmstead of finding the
they

of 1929"

No changes of personnel or policy
With Ted Eddy and Band, the
Seven Hayden Gloria Girls, Babs are contenjplated at the atudio,
Day and Gattison Jones and Elsie which continues the weekly output

It was a case of all dressed up
and" no place to show wlth*the fiveact bill booked into the Park,

Woodridge, N.

last. week.

LEAVITT and LOCKWOOD
In "Hit- Bits

$6,000 settled for half.

orchestra

town managers, the booking, and

of

cover scouts to check np on alleged
Lewis Warner, son of Harry, is offenders and report all infractions.
in charge of Warners' Flatbush
Both Ben Piazza and Joseph
his
hew
duties
studio. He assumed
Plunkett are said to have investi-

DOUG LEAVITT
of

-

mutually arranged ilgure.
Max Hayes' "Doln* Things" unit
represented an |ll,00O loss to the
Keith ofilce. Hose's Midgets, |8^00(^.
Kelso Bros: unit disposed of at an
.undisclosed amount.
In feach instance the. unplayed;

IN

WB PLANT

now

debt of six figures— $200,000.
Hall Minos Leslie Lyrics
Around $120,000 has been paid out
to acta and productions which were
Because of a late restrainment
booked during the solo regime of
George Godfrey and which Keith's entered by Lew Leslie, Adelaide Hall
cannot play. It Is estimated the is not singing any numbers from
vaudeville circuit will be paying off 'Blackbirds" in her vaudeville date
the debt incurred during the term this week at the Palace, New York.
of the one-man booking head for at
Breach between the producer and
least another year.
the colored songstress was reported
C. B. Maddock is said to have to have grown out of a conti'act
settled his ^16,000 claim against the dispute. Bill Bobinson, also said to
booking office for \Slightly more be at odds with Leslie, stepped on
than 50%.
the Palace stage to dance with Miss
been Hall Saturday matinee. Rgblneon
unit has
"Golf Fiends"
,bi>oked for about 12 towns In lieu announced he may repeat dally.
of 12, weeks remaining on £. K.
Miss- Hall's reported flve-^^r
Nadel's contract, with the loss contract with Leslie was an optional
allocated among the theatres..
arrangement on a yearly basis.
For 10 weeks the Marcus Show When Leslie failed to rene'W it, she
was charged up at $2^000 instead of handed In her notice.
the %i,250 stipulated in the contract,
with the difference recorded as
profit and loss against the theatres.
Meet the Sheriff
Ruth Mia: Unit's claim ot around

t

Acts

questionable

of

reports

'

stage cdViduct by numerouB acts on
the road coming to Keith's from out

hi'm-

recently

Jim McWIlIiam3> booked for 40
weeks at $1,000^ settled tor 25 at a

With

WARNER NOW

LEWIS

New York
of

self

ended
one-man general booking manager- Robinsoii
total
sliows
a
It
Keith's;
ship o£
oC

"Offensive

Sell for 26c. straight.

.

booking

unwanted

afteriiuuli

Scouts to Watch

chief
here.
publicity
Ropes will be exploited and
advertised entirely at expense
of the manufacturer, with a
guarantee of national distribution. RKO seal in red and gold
Is the emblem.

"IN"
is

Road

Keith s Sends

RKO

Unwanted Act Contracts

1930

11.

Cigars branded RKO are
latest tie-up of Jack Hess,

Buy Up

Keith's to

12,

George Bancroft, screen player, is
asking $15,000 a week for vaudeville
and picture house appearance.
About 10 years" ago George Ban
croft and Octavla Broske were a
two-act in vaudeville drawing $300.

SALARIES TOO HIGH

tol.

for

Western RKO Has Private
Records for Each Agent
Agents squawking to booker.^
about the number o^ acts rival
agents get on the books will have
to dig up a new complaint so far
as the west Is concerned.
formerly
the checkup
WJiere
sheets listed all agents and their
bookings together, Charlie Freeman's booking division now has a
separate sheet for each agent. This
makes^it impossible for one agent
to know what the other is doing or
has done.
For eastern records the old check-

New York. Belle Baker Is set
a Loew opening March 1 in Blan- up

r^aln.

lists

sai City.

Others on the Loew books are Roy
"Peaches"
D'Arcy, opening March 8, Richmond;'
Anita Stewart, Feb. 15, Akron;
"Peaches" Browning has called
Chester Conklln, March 1, Kansas off .her contemplated vaude return
City; Herman Timberg, Feb. 21; in a tab version of "Temptations"
Capitol; WIllIo West and McGinnlty, and win remain In Florida for a
March 14, CapltoL Trlxle Frlganza couple of months, accompanied by

No

and Roy

Cummlngs

week

at the Kings,
Syracuse.

started

New

this

York, and

Tab

"Ma" Heenan.
She is reported as having approached

bookers

on

the

abbre-

viated version of the legit piece and

NazarofF's

Opera

Nicholas Nazaroff, of "A Night
In a London Music Hall" act, has
quit vaude to try his ?.and at pro
duclng. He will present "Natalka
Poltavka," a Russian opera, Feb. 26
at the America theatre, in the

Bronx.

when unable
tion,

She

new

to get

immediate ac-

decided upon the Florida

trip.

will resume vaude dates In a
trio act after the Florida visit.

AGENCY TO INSURANCE
Lew Heaney has quit the agency
He has closed his office

business.

One performance

is

guaranteed

NEW FOT ACT

Bond Building, New York.
Heaney, a former vaude actor,
opened his agency a year ago. He
is
returning to his home town,

in the

Three of the Foy family are back Scranton, Pa., to start in the InNew Foy kid turn comprises Mary, surance business.

In vaude.

Charles and Irving.

Tabs Replace Vande
Dorothy Woodward's Comeback

Dorothy Woodward, formerly of
the team of Woodward and Hughes,
Is reading a new act for vande with
Frank Williams, composer, as piano
accompanist.
Miss Woodward retired three
years ago after the death of her.
partner -husband, Frank Hughes.

Musical tab pplicy will
vaudeville out of Sol Brill's
theatre,

March

elbow
Dycker

Brooklyn, when opening
22 for four weeks' trial.

Present fare is five acts and films
on a split. Films continue with the
tabs.

Arthur Fisher, Dycker's vaudebooker, also placed the musi-

ville

cals.

Murray and Clark Separate
Murray and Clark have dissolved
11.
F. & M. Units in Okla. City
New as a vaude team after having been
Oklahoma City, Feb. 11,
imderstood here, is in together five years.
Herb Murray will do a new act
The Orpheum changes Feb. 1-1
terested in obtaining picture names
for the east, providing they get them with Manrlce Berry, while Helen from full week vaude to Fanchon
Clark will team with her recently and Marco units the first half and
for the right kind of money.
The salaries in most cases have married husband, Billy Palmer, for RKO vaude the last.
a new double.
been found prohibitive.
Monday arid Friday openiiigs.
Los Angeles, Feb.
The R-K-O booking office in

York,

It's

.

Wednesday, February

12,

VAUDEVILLE
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N V A FINANCE PLAN READY
PLENTY TOUCH BREAitS

Providence, Feb.
Vaudeville team of Policy
Co. was definitely reunited

week

10.

and
last

motor van home, which
for the past six weeks has been
stranded in the rear of a garage in
North Providence.
Story begins with an empty cash
box, a pair of 1929 Illinois license
plates and no jobs. 'Mr. and Mrs.
In Its

Policy, with four children ranging in
age from one to eight years, found
themselves ih North Providence
in January. They couldn't move on,

as there wasn't enough money to
apply for a new registration for the
van. Kindly citizens permitted them
to park their home In North Providence while they looked for work.
Situation took a tui-n for the
worse when Mrs. Policy, who had
meanwhile taken a position singing
in a Providence cabaret, suddenly
disappeared.
Charles Policy and
his four children were left behind.
Providence people stag^fed^a benefit
performance for the stranded vaude

and his

artist

children.
Enough
for Policy to
plates for his

money was realized
get some new license

m mm

Boomerang Joke

BUT POLLEYS REUNITED

Hollywood, Feb.

A

11.

Downey.
Tenor landed in hot water
with the Labor Bureau as the
re;sult of an advertisement he
Inserted

a local daily for
Mexican and Japanese laborers
to apply for employment at
the home of Eddie Sutherland,
the director, the morning after
the latter's wedding.
Sutherland and his bride
In

were awakened by a crowd of
Mexicans and Japanese outside their home creating a disturbance.
Mexicans, who are
familiar with the California
Labor laws, sought the help
of Labor Commissioner.. Barker
when finding there was no job
to be filled. Barker has sum-

^Hl. DIVORCES OFF
Weather Slows Down Desire

diners.

The Carney.s live in Hollis.
are seven children.

NVA WEEK

New York

Driver Says Couldn't See

—Midget

Run Down

Her

Cincinnati, -Feb. 11.
Llonka Blaszek, 40, one of lite
Rose's midgets, suffered a fractured
leg here
Sunday when knocked

with the 10-cent Impost,
th£_riyA fund. -.'Thig.
has amounted to as much as $70,600
annually, with RKO alone.
Will H. Hays, now here on his
Therp
usual business trip, is another with
whom Casey has conferred. Hays,
likewise, endorsed the Casey plan
passes,

t.urii_py^r to_

and so communicated

down by an automobile.

The. little

lady will be confined In the local
JewIsl{*5lospltal for eight weeks.
Driver of the car maintains he
dldn-'t see the lllllputian while backing from an alley adjoining the

Newland

hotel.

Miss Blaszek was

way to the Albee theatre
the acridont occurred.

on her

when

.

Gerson's Coffee Date
Acts will be paid for ontertainlng
at the weekly jamborees Meyer Gerson Is planning for his restaurant
(Mrs. Gerson's) In the Somerset,

New

York,

Arrangement

Is to

have

the entertainers sit at the tables as
guests and bust Into their numbers
in
the
embarrassed way when
Meyer, as m. c, calls upon them.
It will be a genuine coffee and
cake engagement
Mej'er says lay-off.s will lie givrn

pvoferencc.
He calls tlieni
not othcr'wlso of^npiod."

•'ii'-tor."

JEWISH GUILD SERVICES
The annual Mcmori.Tl Services of
the .Tewl.fh Theatrical Gjtild wHl be
hold in Temple Emiinii-Kl on upper Fifth avenue, Now V»rk, fit
12: 'TO p. m., Fob. K!.

.slice

New

theatre.

Bennett declares

Tork,

never play

he'll

for Keith's again of his

own

volition.

Feeling seems to be quite mutuaL
Betinett by now Is as wc!l known
for "telling all" to thoatro patrons

FOX OPEN DOOR SLAMS

as he

is

AVhat Dick
any stage

for legit acting.

Bennett

thinl>,ing

is

what he

on

whether it s written
in the part or not. At the Fordham
The Fox Circuit will «nfranchlse Bennett put the Keith booking ofagents beginning March 1.
fice, the HKO circuit and everyone
Despite its previous decision to
operate with open door policy, some connected with either or both on the
is

says,

of the kibitzer independent agents pan.
Reason was that Bennett wanted
that had been allowed to submit
acts are reported as .precipitating -$2,500 a week from KeUlj|s for plhiy-

the franchise
Jack Loeb,
ported fed up
tering up the

arrangement..
chief booker, is reon the outsiders clut-

ing vaudeville 4nd Keith's

agency and register-

Warners' Open House for

ing squawks.
The franchise arrangement

keep the kibitzers

Is

dl'sagreo'tl.

to

Agents;

out.

CONKLIN'S 2D

No

The Publlx system

VAUD TRY;

Franchisee

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Chester Conklin, who recently left
It

in the east, Is return-

ing to the samo field, but this time
for Loew's.
Picture comic opens Miarch 8 at
Loew's, Akion, O., booked by Walter
Meyers; and is in on a route.
Anita Stewart, also set by the
same agent, is again going vaude;
She opens at Loew's, Akron, Feb. IB.

in

contract.

Wandermg Lew
Hollywood,. Feb. IL
Lew Golder left Hollywood last
night (Monday) on the start of a
special and unique roving mission
for Warners. He will go anywhere
his

NVA

"Name"

In

a

silent

.

^

local

conditions.
No 'nstructions have been given
Golder, nor will his movements be
secretive.
Jack Warner, selected
him for the unusual joh beoaiise of
Golder's long training In show business and his seasoned judgmenC
Golder was formerly In charge oC

,

required for that
objective Is $300,000. It is estimated
the total necdeid for the operation
Finds Baby
of the
Club in New York, with
a pension list of over 225 professionals weekly, and ihe Saranac
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Ed Carrutliers (Balincs and Car- sanatorium along with the VMA,
ruthers)_ found a three weeks old which Is a minor expense, will apbaby boy on the porch of his home proximate nearly $1,000,000 a year.
In return for the privilege of a
here and will Ifegally adopt the In.single midnight benefit NVA perfant.
formance In every town where the
Casey Tiembcr chains operate, the
Acts
Loew's
local houses will hold a special exLoew's has taken Billy Doolev; ploitation and ballyhoo "NVA week."
sailor comic of Christie Films, to This will be during thc; period of the
midnight performance for which all
open Feb. 22 at Akron.
Other "names" booked nrc Chos- houses, actors, and staffs in town
ter Conklln, Akron, 'Mar. S, and .Toe .will co-ope,rate. All profe.s.slonals in
town will likewise co-operate as reLaurie, Syracuse, Feb. 15.
nucsted with the theati*cs during
the NVA wrck, f>xi^lii.<-i vo of thc
BENNY IN TITLE ROLE
lone midnight pfiforniaiicf for the
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
NVA.

Judgment dictates

quest for talent, and investigation

.

still

automatic

WB

RKO,- dlsgusted-^pIUi vaudeville as
he'had found

'

of something.

of

elimination of agents rated unde^
will obtain in' the Warner
Bros, booking office, it is reported.
Thought of franchising artist representatives Is' out, following the
Keith edict
Anyone can enter thc
booking' oflBce—to—bftei^taleritv- -Whenagents are found to be unreliable,
the "automatic" features of elimination will follow the unwillingness
of the office to do further buslnen
with them.

.sirable

WAS DISGUSTED BEFORE

.

Warners vaudeville booking office
New Tork and is under a term

ASHES OVER TIMES SQUAEE
The a.ohcs of Howard Langford,
vaudcvlllian who died Jan. 20, were
scattered over Times Square from
the air .Monday morning by his

Miller-Lylcs Re-unite
Floumoy

Miller and Anbrcy Lyles
as a stage team. The
widow, Myra.
colored comics recently snparated,
Plane was piloted by Roger Wil- Miller forming a new act with a
liams.
white partner.
Mack AfcKlnley,
while Lyles went abroad.
Miller has Just recovered from
CONNOLLY BENTHAM ALLY
an Illness ladting several weeks,
Mike <.'onnolly, formerly repre- Lyles win
Join him upon his resenting Edward .Small Agency In
turn from Europe.
New York has shifted alliance.
He' Is allied with the M. S. Bentham Agency and will handle pic•

ture

bo<ikinK.s

out

of

the

will reunite

FRANK NEWMAN'S SHORTS

latter

Hollywood, Feb.

as''"''y.

11.

Frank Newman, former Kansas

City theatre operator, who hns been
Hunting and Francis Again
d.nbbling with an Inve-stinf,' firm the
Hunting find Francis are planning past few years, is brnm-hihg out
a comeback for vaude after three again in show biz.
.starting by
Jack lion iiy will do a Rovir-s o(
In the majur cities a .siiih'lc big yenr.s' ah.soni'c.
turning out a novi.-hj onc-reeler
pictures with Tiffany.
benefit show will be held In one
Si.nce
thc
team retired Tony called "Humanettes," a .<;ort ot
First will be in the name part of downtown hou.se and it will
not in- Hunting .hns bf;en operating the "Punch and Judy" idf-a with Bab«
'"The Medicine J^lan" from the ploy trrfcTC
with the regular thf-Dtro rou- PalacfTU-d Bank, N. J.
Kane In It,
hy Elliot LCi-trr.
tine. Neither will tlu; miilniglit bonNfwman Is n( toti.'it in;; ;>ir a disv illi M-O
Althoii.ijh liis i:(ijur;i'
••fit he held in any
iho.'itrc .ici'ustribution tie-up. lie cxpf-i ts to make
has four montlis to run, Beniiy se- rcmc-d to a pulii-y nl' i.iiilfiLl.t shows.
oC these shorts yoai'ly.
wlif-n th'- n<.'\v ailin)nl.<-tratlon of the
cured hi.-5 rclori.«G by mutual (••on>-'f-nt.
On Sundays
NVA, head'^d by liddie Cantor as
Bonny was roluc'tant to rf-piJiin idlf.
A oin'feie i.'.\onii)l(- nf ilio mutual prc«-i,),.nt, wi nr into office last April.
though drawiiip; .1 .salary.
MacDowell's L. I. Picture
h' hpfit of th>; ('a.s*-y
ImI' show,
Thc NVA di-^ve week and bcn'^il^
otlii.T tli.'in thf fxfusii' fur the NVA
will
h(;l(l thi.s y';ar shortly nftc:.John MacDowcll, i\!!o appearedTrixle's SKorta
>i,-illyhoo
week, i.s tlj.M; in rlo.scd l';;i>.t(.r. as f.i! lii'-rly.
in iMU.'-lcol.s, logit ajiil .-.ii'ial I'ubHollywood, i'<
Sund.-iy
towns
Ktat/
or
thc
NVA
s
c.'.npey
ha '"-^^n working out thf lix unit .shows, gor-s ir, •^'>•lllg Man
liPatlie jK'ti'itiiiting with Tri^'.
iif.n<-!ii will be hf-ld on S-iiiday as a
dt'tailsof lii^ financing plan fur of Manhattan" (Tan i.uu in prog;inz;i to make 20 ffimertics.
liaritablo event With only admis- .some
tinu.'.
It
was temporarily (liiftiijn at Astoria, r^oii;,' l-land.
CoritriH t will bo for year.
sion at the box offlco and without blocked by the Fox affair. William
tin audience collection of any na- Fox Is the president o'f the NVA
E. M. Orowltz, in charge of nKoV
tUi-«r.
The
aboli.slinif-nt of tlif> ai«lc .<-pf<Mal fund, wliich maintains thc
Windsor, Bronx, mbna.v i-ircult
national -exploitation, is now editor
collection for thc NVA, as h.is been NVA Club and also the VMA.
.stand, win play .Sunday \autl(s beof "Voice of KKO," the ciroult'f;
All of the larger tl>eatre chalnj; ginning this week. Kiglit a> \h bookconfidential or^'.-m for rnana?f;r.s and made customary In the pa.st, is /in
line with the amiounr^-nK-nls made a» VMA m*-mbere.
ed by Jack Llnder.
employecN.
-

•

;,r.

t.

-'fi

'

'

.>-i>i-i

I

'

•

Tom Howard In Short
Bofore departing for the coast for
•lis original role in (jol's "Rain Or
Shine," Tom Howard will mnke a
^Iker short for Warners.

Fordham

performance there last
Tuesday night. On the other hand,
in his final

The amount

•

a. wire from Camera
which mentions $10,000 as the weekly minimum the huge gent will take
to shuffle his dainty brogans on a
vaudefilm rostrum. For $10,000, say
the bookers, Primo would be an aw-

expensive

of the

to the producer members of the Hays organalthough the Hays organization is distinct from that headed by
Casey. Hays Is. on production webfare, while Casey is the theatre end.
Rules on Old Glory
With each division supporting Its
Washington, Feb. 11.
own.
Hays-Casey Spheres
House has a new bill defining just
An outcome of the Casey-Hays what can and what cannot be done
conferences has been that each will with the "flag, colors, ensign, stands
remain witliln his. own ...division- ard,. coat of .arms, or other insignia
eliminating any possibility of con- of the United States.''
Bill strictly prohibits the placing
flict in direction by either.
This
will throw the entire burden of of any advertising matter in any
stage unions relations with the the- manner,,.shape or form on the Hag.
atx-es upon Casey's VMA supervi- Also the flag cannot be used in
sion.
connection with advertising unclc-r
One of the first matters Casey will the propo.<?al.
take up when his financing will have
Paper mentions nothing about
been completed is the flnishlnig of acts u.sing a "flag" finish.
the NVA sanatorium at Saranac.

ization,

gentlemen

Primo Camera, the
giant foreign pug who will make a
lot of noise If he falls, to vaudeville
bookers.
A couple are bona flde
agents. Rest are unknown to Primo
or his managei-8 and are chlselers
or wise guys looking for a spot to
muscle In. Idea is to gain a booker's- interest and get an offer, then

fully

,

STAGE PAN

Keith's Is sure It will nover play
Richard Bennett again after what
he' told the audience from the stage

.

Welt, who' has

hey.

Sarnoft,

Kibitzer Indie Agents Wish Themselves Outside Looking In

Th6 Casey plan at once dispenses
with all hat collections from theatre patrons In every waj^ Its two
prime factors are a midinght benefit
performance.
Once yearly for
the NVA and the taxing of 10 cents
on theatre passes. The gross of the

Rhelii
Welssicopf,
claimed that
pent all his money on horses and wire Camera about It,
One of the few genuine authoritrailed his wife from place to place,
socking her evovv tim<^ h<» naught zations around is held by Maiwin

up with

APRIL

IN

David

president of the Radio Corporation, is expected to take
desk room in the Palace .building in that ofilce formeily occupied by E. F. Albee.
Sarnoff, as chairman of the
board of directors, has
been voted a salary of $50,000
a yc-.T« for his guidance. He
will not move uptown pemianently, but the former Alb( o
offlces will be at his disposal
on and after that date.

VMA.

Camera's 'Tals"

Cliicago, Feb. 11.

Frances White got her divorce
from Clinton T. Donnelly, whom
she married in 1923. They separated
In 1926.
Sj^lvla Rhein got her di
vorce from Ervlng Bheln on twocharges.
Bill,
filed
through Leo

—

THE HOOF

Divorce market dropped off last
About 25
with cold weather keeping
the couplo.s togotlior for t)ie time are offering
being.

—

Country No Collections
Hays-Casey to Handle
Divisions—-Start on
Completion of Sanitarium

•

Own

1

AOWN;

IT

BENNEm

RKO

Pass Tax of 10c and MidBenefits
night
Across

Los Angeles, Feb. 10.
A tentative outline for the permanent financing of the National
Variety Artists and Vaudeville Manmoned Downey to appear and
agers' Association has been reached
show reason why he should not
by Pat Casey, who has been out
pay the laborers for the loss
here for two weeks on behalf of
of tirne and carfare, his-^prank
both organizations,
cost them.
Casey ha.s been In consultation
with Hiram S. Brown, head of
Radio-Keith- Orpheum, who Is here
OFF
for a visit.
Browi) has^approved
the Casey plan, which also has been
Former Vaude Dancer Operating submitted to the operators of the
String of Restaurants
big theatre chains which are the
money support of the >r\'A and

for Separation

w'oclc,

CASEY'S OUTLINE

.

van and to start anew. Policy took
a trip to Boston last week and
found his wife, refusing to believe
that she had deserted him In the
hour of need. Friends in show busi•From hoofinsr in vaude to ownerness gav6 him a clue that his wife ship of
a string of coffee pot diners
wasi working in a Hub night club
Is the successful move of William
In a tearful reunion, Mrs. Polley
J. Carney (Carney and Wagner).
ronfessed she had left the family
Carney, working on .the stage
tp find a job Jin Boston, and that
with his wife, Flo Wagner, found
she didn't intend to return until bookings not so good and opened
she had made enough money to
a coffee pot at 32d street and Park
take the family back home.
avenue. Profits enabled him to open
And now the Polleys are reunited another at B4th_and Eigh th avenu
e.
Today he has a chain of the little

Gold

On May

'practical joke dcslBned to

embarrass a honeymoon couple
proved a boornerang for Alort

AT

DICK

In Albee's Office

okay

,

•

V A U D E VI L L E

VARIETY

40

MM DAKCE SCHOOLS

ILL

GEniNG COAST COIN
Lo3 Angeles, Feb. 11.
agencies In the. form of

Bootleff
flanc© schools

are operating

heire.

Stat© and city officials have started
a drive to make them conform to
the rules governing employment
aeenta, after a number of complaints have been lodged by legitimate bookers.
In most of the cases the dance
achool Is a gyp outfit operating
much like the film bunk schools.
They advertise for girls to do stage
and picture work. When the girls
answer the ad-s, they are told they
haye to take special Instructions.
The special work usually costs the

dancer around $50. During the time
she Is studying, the girl is used in
line

work for fndie pictures, club
and small time vaude. She

hows

la told

this is practice.

period of tuition

lias

call does
la on.

not

come,

When

her

ended she

told to wait for a call.

When
the

is

the

squawk

ENOS FRAZERE
"Acme of Finesse"
THIS WEEK (FEB. 8)
KEITH-AIBEE, BROpKLTO
I.KWIS MOSEiiY St lee: stewabt
•

AND INJURED

George Shaeffer, divisional sales
manager, Famous Players, broke his
wrist last week.
Mother of Sally Fields is very 111
at h^r home In Canada.

'W(0diW8da[7r Februarys 19; 1930

MOI^

AHEAD PRESS
DATA FOR KEITH UNITS

Mitzl Sari and Marjr
By Joe

Laurie, Jr.

Prftsli sheets containing complete
data/ on K^elth's vaudevlll^ road
took the two tickets and went to the Liberty, To shows win be sent to all RKO vauda
It's a revival of Emmerlclj jECalman's operetta theatres four weeks in advance
Alfred Hiles Bergen, singer, In see .Mitzl in "Sari."
of
Shfeets will Include full
Riverside sanitarium, Milwaukee, which opened in this same' theatre about 10 years ago. As I sold before the bills.
Of course the chorus Is Information on billing, spotting, exIt's a revival with most of the 'original cast.
following a nervous breakdown.
new, and what a chorus. Especially one lltUo ylrl. But we'll coma to ploitation suggestions, special and
Will Rising, legit, in Presbyterian that later.
personal press stories, paper layHospital, N. T.
Although I didn't see Mitzl In the original show she couldn't haye outs, cuts, pictures (and info on
Dave Schnlider, treasurer of the looked younger and more charming than here. And cute as ever. She props needed, and will.be similar to
Carroll, recovering from appendi- wore a dress in the last act that got a hand.. Even the wlfo^ liked It. the. informative press sheets comcitis at the Polyclinic.
In piled by motion picture distributors.
It'3 a tough job for a mug like me to review a play like "Sari."
Wells Hawks in U. S. Naval hos- the first place I can't pronounce It, and In the second all the characters
Keith vaudeville press sheet, first
He have Hungarian narifies. Maybe they're -French, names. It's Greek to of its kind, was adopted as an expital, Brooklyn, for treatment.
Is expected to leave there In a few
me. The music Is nice. No boup-de-doup stuff. You know what I ploitation idea for the stage bill.<i
weeks.
mean. And the Jokes were good jokes, 10 years ago. But remember, by Ben Piazza and Mark Ijeuscher.
Irene Franklin of "Sweet Adeline" this Is a revival. Anyway, the audience laughed.
Costumes are oke, Setting the bills more than a month
(Hammersteln)
was successfully nothing gaudy or flashy, and the chorus is great Especially one little in advance, when made possible in
operated upon for appendicitis In girl. Cast Is good, as also the dances and the girls, especially one little the eastern booking department
of
Fifth Avenue hospital. New T6rk, girl.
Keith's, will pave the way for usa
Monday. Dr. Herbert S. Chase, her
I have a sister-in-law by the name of Mary who Is a good looker, fine of the stage press sheet wherever
physician, reports her condition as worker, and a swell kid to have with any show. She is my slgter-lnjthe Iptact bills are played. Western,
favorable.
In fact she's her sister. Well, division, which has been booked up
lawV Honest, you can ask my wife.
Vera Walton had to cancel vaude Mary; when she's laying off, liyes with us* And she's got a pretty good a month ahead for some time, is
dates, due to the illneas of her son. appetltle. I'm not kicking, it's only a case of three extra chops, an extra ready for the sheet and will use it
Boy is In a Paterson, N. J., hospital. chicken, or a few more steaks. I don't mind that, so much, but when a Iri all the western theatres by thd
feller has got to make fresh gin every other day, well,,It adds up. But end of- this month or sooner.
Mary is a swell worker and a good looker and she should never be outManagers will be notified as far
HELEN EOLB'S DIVORCE
of work. In fact, I hope she'll work from now on. Not- that I'm kicking, as possible In advance of any corHelen Koib was granted an In- mind you. I realize what relatives are for, but I hope "Sari" runs for- rections in Jnformation contained in
terlocutory decree of divorce In the ever. On the road. You know the old gag, "Absence makes the heart the
press' sheets
when forced
N. T. Supreme Court from Florenz grow fonder and the gin last longer."
changes are made In the bills.
Kolb, known on the stage as Florenz
Mary Is certainly great In this show. She Isn't a principal, jiist one
Booking office
and
publicity
Ames. Mrs. Kolb alleged statutory of the chorus. Glad she isn't a principal 'cause she'd lay off more than bureau are to co-operate In compiloffense with an unnamed woman at she does now. But the show Is good everyone in It Is fine. Guess I'd ing material for the press sheets.
a-.BrfiSidway'.hptel, Oct.-; 7..
"Sari" should clean
better put a^"bop&t In for the stage manager, too.
'"
Question oC'v alimony w^as" not up, especially: in the far wisst. "
."
-~.
considered.
with me.
If this is what columnists call "log-rolling," that's O.,
When the .mar boosled champagne
The Rasc"h
I'll roll a log, In fact a couple of 'em, to keep Mary working.
from $5 lo $7 in the New Yorl( cafe}
girls In the show are doing the best stuff they've done In years, a fine
and everybody yelled?
troupe and the scenery Is adequate (critic lingo). Ajii If I want to I
Mitzl
are
that
Marshall,
the
leading
man,
9,nd
When Eddie Cantor relumed from
ca-n tell you that Boyd
way about each other. And why not? They're husband and wife. That Europe and teamed »i7h Eddie Kane
beautiful voice you hear ffom the wings when the girls sing off stage Is
for vaudeville?
not Mary.
When the Four Marx Brot, ttere
The wife Just poked her head over my shoulder and said, "I wish
found to really have finl names:
you'd say something about Mary. Give the kid a break." Well, I will
Juliui, Milton, Arthur and Leonard?
She may cop herself a rich husband who'll back my play, "The ShowWhen the notice stating "Acts are
man." But what I'm trying to get at Is that Mitzl and "Sari" are a
allowed two hows only" went up backgreat road bet, and they've never seen a chorus girl like Mary .in the
stage at the Palace? It's still there.
west.
,
When heft was an advantage for
film comedians and John Bunny and

So the wife and

I

.

-

—

—

REMEMBER ?

--^^

-

JOE TERMINI

...

.

.

"THE

Pennington for Palaoe

Theatres Proposed

—
—
Ano
MdL —
Essex Amusement, SP.

Girardeau,
216
Cape
Mo. (Park)
Broadway. Owner, -For Film Corp. Architect not selected.
Xayria, O. Gor. H.

Brpad and East
Owner, Public TbCi^tres Corp.
Architects, Rapp & Rapp.' \
avenue.

MELOMSr

£m«x,

Owner,'

$40,000.

contr.- let, to

J.

stores.

Qen.

Palace Is only date arranged for
Miss Pennington has Jiean
working In pictures lately.

—

Hntchlnsoo, Kans. $3^,000.
Owner,
K. C. Beck Zooloerlcal Corp. Architect
not named. FoUc]r not slven.
SCIwaakoe, Wis. -Wisconsin ave. bet.
Owner, Warner Bros,
2d' and 3d ats,
Pictures, Inc. Architects, Rapp ft Rapp.
Also apto. Owner,
A Newberry, Mich.

When

screen star Id ma^e personal appearances in Vaudeville?
When Paul Swan dance^ barelegged at Hammerstein's and^ was billed
as
"The World's Most Beautiful

her.

Guzzo, Baltimore.

Arbuckle were the rage?
Pearl -While was the first

later Fatly

'

Ann Pennington, with a band, has
been booked ^for the Palace, open
ing Saturday (15).

Man."

—By AL TRAHAN—

—

R-ko

—

Architect, D. B,
A. J. Shimmens.
Anderson.
Policy not ETlven.
"New York, N. T.— (Alt.) »3.0,00;). 4S48 Bowery.
Owner, Felix Holding Corp.
Architect, C. M. Cajano.
Policy not

T.

Kenmore,

BROOKLYN

given.
ICaclae. -Wis.— (iL P.) $600,000.
er,

-OwnFox Wldwesco. Architect not aeSite, 411 Main at.

lected.

Snlamonea, N. T.

iit. P.) Also stores
offlces. N. Main St.
Owner, .Schloe
Theares, Inc.
Architect, V. A. Rlgaumont.
St. Bernard, O.
Owner, St.
$100,000.

and

—

Bernard Eagle Holding Co.
Schulte

mis WEEK

&

Crowe, Cincinnati.

given.

Arohitects,
Policy nbt

—

Syracuse, N. T. $400,000. Also stores
ofHces.
230$ James st.
Owner, De
Witt Development Co. Architect, If J.
DeAngella.
Xenia, O.— $76,000. Main »t.
Owner,
Architect, U. B'. HenJ. T. Hibbert,

and

'

(Feb. 8)

thorn.

.

Opened PaUadium January

Immediately Held Over Second
With General Theatre* Tour

Policy not given.

Rispresentative:

Keller and Hathaway cancelled
first half at the Mjrrtle, Brooklyn,
this week, due to Illness of Miss

20,

HENRY SHERER

42,

to

Week

Follow

Cranbourn Street

LONDON, ENG.

Hathaway.
-er-

PAT HENNIN6
COMEDY STAR"
PALACE, NEW YORK, ALL THIS WEEK (FEB,
^'VAUDEVILLE'S MUSICAL

WILL BE AT

R,-K,-0.

Directioh

JACK CURTIS.

fifeRNAllD

8) IF

BURKE

SENSATIONAL

KIKUTAS
PALACE, NEW YORK,
Direction

NOW (WEEK

FEB.

RUSSEL DECKER, WEBER-SIMON AGENCY

8)

and

PAPA LASTS

'

Wednesday, February

UD E V

VA

1930

12,

Keith's- Two-Man Limit

KEITH AGENTS'

On

LOYALTY PACT

but,

according to reliable reports,

every agency then left will be restricted to one assistant. This will
throw scores of agency boys on the

them

three.

On Sunday evening, to hold
the continuous attention of the
town, the vaudevillians go on
the air.

^

"

h^

of

floor.

Numerous recent outside bookings were mentioned by the booking
when the agents were placed
on the carpet. One agent in particular was mentioned in th » warnings Issued. A short time ago he
booked a popular radio ^orchestra
with Fox for theatres considered
direct opposition to Keith houses.
Offices under Keith's ban are Fox,
Loew, Publlx, "Warner and all Indies
booking theatres considered opposiNo restrictions
tion to Keith's.
agSinst Keith agents placing acts
The
for pictures, legit and radio.
office

.

-

RKO-Erlanger Dickering

New Orleans, Feb. 11.
RKO Is dickering with A. L.
Erlanger to acquire the property
on which the Tulane and Crescent
theatres are situated.
Hitch is a
10-year sub-lease held by PubllxSaenger on the Crescent which RKO

Order on restrictions of booking
assistants will likely not be
issued until it has been decided
will comprise the remaining 14.

who

would have

Amalgamated office in New York,
Comerford's own vaudeville booking agency which books six Comerford theatres exclusively in the Indie
field, may pass out of existence If
a deal reported pendiner between
Keith's
and
Cpmerford
goes
through.
Negotiations are on for
the --return of. the Comerford group
to the Keith ofllce, where they were

have Amalgamated.

'until

settled

against

He

Labor Commission
claims

all

brought

him by members

failed to

the State,
jago.

pay

off

of the act.
after playing

Long Beach, two weeks
-

•

Randolph" expraTriej3_lTfaf

from Australia here had

'

tlie

ytp

left

him

short of money and that he had to
wait until friends in the east came
to his assistance.

BACK

DSr

VAUDE

Billy
and Elsa Newell, who
Jumped from vaud^ into "Woof,
Woof" at the Royalo. are back in
vaude. They play
weeks for
Loew and then go
iljlix.
Newells will head u unit in April
•

for the latter chain.

the

Tulane-Cres-

VARIETY

39 Houses for 100

CAPITOL TINITS IN 175TH ST.
When Loew's sixth de luxe house
Greater New York area, the

in the

Mid-season survey of the Inde- Bedford and Soollay Square, Bjostv
pendent vaudeville booking field In ton, two splits comprising one full
reveals 39 theatres book- week, through William Morris ofJohn Robbins features the
ed in the open and playing vaude- fice.
ville one or more days weekly as a Embassy, North Bergen, N. J.
Jack Llnder, Stern & Green, Lawregular policy. Total is about 50%
of the indie business as it stood at rence Leon and others of less reGeneral de- pute are hanging on as best they
this time last year.
pression and further Inroads by can with one- day or week-end
talkers brought about the huge de- houses which change policy overnight and are uncertain as to numcrease.
Probably about 50 houses
These 39 are the remaining New ber.Tork-booked vaudeville houses buy- booked all told, with the strays ining their acts outside the Keith, cluded.
Fox holds forth the most lucrative
Loew, Fox and Warner ofllces.
At the present time there are but spot for the indies out of the strictly
four theatres within the Kew York independent line, with its smallCity limits playing indie vaudeville time group of 15 and the nine reguGrand Opera House, New York* lar Fox ho\tses.
Warners' and
and Tivoli, Brooklyn, both split Loew's are also open to the Indies,
weeks, booked by Alec Hanlon; St. although Loew gives preference to
George, Staten Island, split, and Its own franchised reps.
Keith's^
Queens (Saturday and Sunday), doors are closed and the Indies with

New York

—

cent sites on a 99 -year lease with booked by Ai'thur Fisher.
68 years to go. RKO, if getting the
Fisher is the undisputed leader ot
property, plans a B.OOO seater.
the met indie field, title gained
There Is a possibility the pres- through Fally Markus' retirement.
ent Orpheum (RKO) might go to Fisher at the time Fally blew had
Erlanger in the deal as a legit the, second best book. Of the 39
house to replace the Tulane. Lat- bona fide indie stands now active
ter has been without attractions the Fisher oflice is booking 20.
A
most of this season.
part was contributed by Bill Cloo
nan, heir to- the Markus time that
remained when Fally withdrew and
PRODUCEftS IDLE who Joined Fisher with his houses
a short time ago.
Maddock Uses Acts For Shorts Then
Of the 39, 18 are split weeks, two
Disbands Them
are fulls and the rest one, two or
three-dayers. Fisher's 20 are com
Vaude producers are retrenching posed of seven splits and the bal
on production output, claiming there ance in the one, two and three cate
arc no spots on standard circuits gory. A. & B. Dow office takes the
and refusing to accommodate for deuce with seven stands, one full,
the few independent spots left. C. four splits, a Sunday and Perth
B. Maddock, George Choos, Lee Amboy, which plays acts on odd
Stewart and others are marking days, in accordance with its pic
tfme. RKO, Loew, and Fox are re- tures.
ported overloaded on production
Amalgamated is the Comerford
acts.
theatre company's own booking ofMaddock has aligned with Pathe fice and Is booking six, five splits
^
for sound reproduction of a num- and one full.

new

175th Street, ojjeng Feb., 22, It
take unit shows direct froTn ber ot hlB former production-acts.
the Capitol. Following the new up- He had hoped to keep the' assembled
town house, the stage shows go to casts together for another once
the Paradise and thence to Brooklyn around on the circuits, but after
screening he disbanded the acts
and out of town.
Addition of the 175th Street gives when no vaude dates were availLoew's 12 de luxe houses for its able.
units, which when figured with 11
weeks' in Loew vaude houses, means
JOINS SPLITS
a guarantee of 21 weeks for. the
stated because all other Keith
artist engaged for the shows.
Don Albert will be conductor and neighborhoods around New York
"Wild" Oscar the permanent or- are splits, the Kenmore, Brooklyn,
ganist.
Manager will be Bernard changes from full to half week bills
will

KENMOEE

•

t2Lawrence"Golde

is

-

Chicago, Feb.

Feb.

22.

Egan's Redheads worked with
.Healy on bills In the middle west
before going to Europe.

'

.

Feb.

Kaloheim

14,

oh

.a

and vacation.

of

leaves

office,

the
for

ades,

Benson was
Carrell

left In

moved

to

Brunswick, Red Bank, Palissplits; Bristol, Sunday, and

Perth Amboy.

Amalgamated's aro
full; Wilkesbarre,
Scranton, Elmira, Ithaca and Blng-

Providence,
hamton,

A

splits.

glance at the

wonder as

to

list

why few

dispels all
of the 100-

COAST METHODS
Agents Make Bad Conditions Worse
by Underselling

charge when

New

York

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
With bad conditions for vaude

to

handle radio work, turning over the
office with only one house on the
books.

actors existing on the Coast, per-

everywhere
are
from
squawking mighty about the knif-

formers

PIAZZA IN CHICAGO

ing and underselling methods used
by Indie agents. The latter go the

Ben Piazza, Keith booking department's business manager, left for
Chicago Friday.
grabbing off what there is
He is expected back this week, limit on'
denials In the meantime being made left out here, the acts say.
thiat' there is any thought of moving
Other agents around town comsome of the western stuff to the
these
of
because
plenty
plain
New York books.
They claim jmless It 1^
tactics.
rftncdied there will bo nothing left
Chicago, Feb, 11.
PTIBLIX BOOKINGS
Ben Piazza was here over the out here, besides driving acts to
New acts booked for Publfx units week-end surveying the Chicago desperation.
Include Bobby Jackson, Max Ellos, booking situation and affairs on the
Art Kahn, Nelson and Knight, RKO floor.
Oriental RKO Booked
If any changes they will be anTownsend and Bold, Pickard SynChicago, Feb. 11.
copaters, O'Donnel and Blair, and- nounced from New York.
Lew Kane's Oriental, Detroit, has
Billy and Elsa Newell.
Bookings through William Morris.
Goldberger,
new KKO been added to the western RKO
Louis
lists.
booking
the
at
managerial
assignment
Policy of five acts, full weak.
Franklin, N. Y.

will
"

Kalcharihi to Chi

Nat

Morris

New

11.

John -Benson has closed the Carrell office,

Thomas.
Saturday (15).
several
under
present
policy
DAVID'S JUDGMENT
months.
Benjamin. David, agent, secured a
F. & M. IN SPOKANE
Conversion of the Kenmore to
Judgment in full for $900 against
Los
Angeles, Feb. 11..
.*ipUt leaves -only- two- Keith stands
Dolores," Eddy arid Douglas, forFanchon & Marco presentations around New York on a full week
merly with "Broadway Nights."
basis. Palace and Albep.
David sued for commissions due will Invade Spokane Feb. 27.
They will play one week stands
while the 'team was under contract
to him-.
at the American, operated by the

Grombacher interests. Shows
jump there from Vancouver.

Bayshore and Red Bank, splits;
New Britain, Danbury, Middletown
and Morristown, last halves; Queens,
Union Hill and Rahway, Saturday
and Sunday; Nyack, Friday and
Saturday; Floral Park, Lyndhurst
and Dbbbs Ferry, Sunday.
Dows have Adams Bros, (formerly
Pantages), Newark, full; Stamford.

LOOKS GIFT HOESE IN MOUTH

House has been

Redheads With Healy
So that Babe Egam and Redheads
can play the same bill with Ted
Healy, the act was taken out of this
week's Palac^ bill and set ahead to

acts of their own must book through
a Keith agent.
Fisher's 20 are: State, Trenton;
Tower, Philly; Keswick. No. PhiUy;
George, Freeport, Patchogue,
St.

odd indie vaudeville agents in New
York aren't making a respectable
living, with the bookers just two
steps ahead of the agents on the
bread line. And hundreds of acts
working for, doughnuts, peanuts and
Boo'king'-New apples-^and-'very-happy to- get -em,

'

.

Indie

Last Year

50% Drop from

Agents;

41

New York

VAUDE

formation of

.

their
Keith
vaudeville
The three Comei'ford houses replacements in commissions.
maining with Keith's at the start
of this season, Elmira, Ithaca, and
Blnghamton, were withdrawn two
RANDOIPH PAYS OFF
months ago to join Providence,
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Wilkes-Barre and Scranfon on the
Forbes Randolph, owner of the Amalgamated book. Prqvidence i.s
Kentucky Jubilee Singers, appeared a full week stand and the rest splits.

and

to buy.

Erlanger has

Comerford Deal

equalled

before the State

On New Orleans Deal

'

fioor

formerly totally restrictive Keith
agency franchises were stretched to
exclude all fields but ~opBx>sltion
vaudeville and presentations a year
Since then several agents' booked for years
ago.
film, legit ai)d radio booking.^)'

Radioing the show on the
Sabbath in a closed Sunday
town is a new stunt tried at
the RKO vaudfilm house in
Memphis. The opening day. is
Saturday.
Sunday the vaude
bill lays off, resuming Monday.

Limitation of agencies to one assistant will impose on the heads the
necessity of spending more time
around the booking office, and also
This is wanted by the
In theatres.
circuit, which for years
complained about saddling of almost all
agency work on the assistants.
Less confusion In the booking office is likewise expected.
The 20 odd franchises passing
out Mai'ch 1 will carry at least 40
agents with them.

the agents to discontinue dealing
with other vaudeville booking offices on penalty of immediately losAt the
ing their Keith franchise.
same time Keith artists' i-eps w6re
asked to sign pledges of loyalty.
Any breaking of the pledge will re-

uncompromising dismissal

tfe

several of

mind all agents of the restrictions
in an extremely severe manner. An
order went out last week warning

an agent from the booking

the Keith agency
reduced to 14 by March 1,
will

outside,' most of the franchised offices now having at least two and

Recent violations of the. rigid rule
against booking with outside opposition has caused Keith's to re-

sult In

list

L L E

Holding Attention

Selected 14 Agencies

Not only

I

William

^

Chipago.

combination bubiness
He will be gone

about 10 days.

Colored- Ensemble
The 32 colored singers who appeared in Vincent Youmans' "Great
Day" are doing broadcasting and
are due in the picture houses.
"fliey are scheduled for the Capitol, New York.

"

-

Musical

Acrobatic

-:-

Comedy

Rythmic

I

Harmony

I

I

Comedy
Quality

billy

m. greene

:

of Films
Friend

Al

Thanx:

AL GROSSMAN

Is

Jack Sparling.

not working with
Doing an act with

HE'S DIFFERENT

BOB ROBISON
'^Vaudeville's

Master Salesman'*

NEW YORK THEATRES
NORTH A FLAUM

PLAYING LOEW'S
Direction

Officer Wells.

ADELAIDE HALL
LATE STAR OF "BLACKBIRDS"

NOW AT
P.

S.— Thanks

R.-LO. PALACE,

to Bill

NEW YORK (WEEK
Direction

Robinson
*

FEB. 8)

MARTY FORKINS

pa

'

,

V AfUDE VILLE
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NBC

Artists'

Bureau

Bureau

Artists'

the National

of

Co.,

which

\vjth. .ICeUh's

witlj-.th©

.

.to

bo pit;

:

in njo^npetition

variety .agents,

ji-eg.ular-

cb.nlwhile charging commission amount-,
what the Keith
tract artists on a commlssioa. basis* ing to three times
agents are ijermitted under the
has declared Itself & competitor to
franchises.

radio and theatre bookings fay

terms in their
Although Keith's and NBC are
joint subsidiaries of one organiza-

the Keith agents in Its action. ii> the
case of Caxmela Ponselle.
The opera and radio contvalto was
booked by Keith's for three weeks
through Jeff" Davis, Miss Ponselle'?
authorised Keith- agent. .-.She opens
this week, in- Providence, ^with•P'ort'

Radio, the ether branch's
tion,
artists bureau frequently places acts
ip picture, houses considered oppo^itppo. t.Q.Keith.'.or :Keith7booked the-

,

at[r«s,t.

•

•

in

addition

concert

to .its

placemen tsii Rudy Vallee' and. Amos

limd- arid iBo'stort:'schea>nea' thereaiter.'' Further' tirtie- is'- Velng ar^
f$ihged'to follpis^' ai^ a itiliity': report-^

i

'z\'''

the

Artay-'-'tiH?'

jtitiiile?." '"Bc\1i

•

•

somewhere.

may sound

It

a fancifbl thought, but It Js
being, considered seriously by some
operators this 'season.
Consider the Flap
The establishishlng of a gas station and an auto accessory store
on the lot where gas and accessories may be bought at city prices
and not at an advance over city
prices.
The 1930 flapper has to be
considered too. It seems. Park men
|20 tied
will tell you she has
up In a pair of shoes and a
pair of hose and ..the parking lot
must b© so placed that she can hop
from the boy friend's flivver right
onto th6 dance floor without ruining those shoes and hose on gravel
or cinders or else she won't come
back to that park a second time.
Realty .values ajre altering the
picture considerably in such busy old
time spots as Coney Island where

Inside

o'utatanding' "ex-

wete bobUed
'

'.with

new assessment values and new

NBC

.,

•

,

.

WORKS FOR PARKS

'

:

-

'

'

.

House

Year

.

.

MURRY HART

And

SERVICE

Material lumished

.

Eddie Leonard, who is playing his first picture house date in Loew's
Soutiiern Melodies" unit at the Capitol, New York, this week, received
the shock of his life when Informed he was to do but five minutes per
show. He. entered objections, declaring It takes him longer than that
to warm up.
The bookers and stagers explained to' him that 'th'i entire unit runs
but 35 minutes and 30 of the 35 are needed for other people and purposes; that there Is the chorus, the band .and other specialties tp consider; that if Leonard, stays on for more than five minutes, it. will mean
a loss for the theatre, because in a large picture house the turnover must
be timed. Anyway, accepting the Loew side of the argument, Leonard
consented. It should be. interesting to watch him do It all in five minutes.
In. vaudeville for many, many j-ears Eddie Leonard has spent more time
than that just isowlng.

Show DpctbrB

gratis.

The

park in congested
on the fact that It

Keith's, which Is expecting to book Alma Rubens in a sketch, sent a
representative to meet her at Harmon, N. y„ Monday morning, when she
\yas a.lso met there by Ricardo Cortez, her husband.
The circuit expects to get Miss Rubens for a few vaude dates, but
things now hinge on an offer the' former film star has to appear in -a play
by Eilmer Harris. Weber-Simon brought Miss Rubens^ east for yaude
and had an opening date arranged. Slncie howevet/ this his been cancelled and the sketches submitted thus far to Miss Rubeiis has not met
with her approval.

Novelty nights are flopping as box office magnets iri the few independent vaude stands desperate enough to use them. The novelty night gag
runs from amateur nights to camouflaged racTio nights, which amount to
practically the same thing and has outlived its usefulness.
Amateurs still around have gone high "hat and won't stand for the
seltzer squirt or hook exit to provide laughs and with these out the
contestants don't mean a thing.

A Keith booker last week, after taklnif an act away from another
agent and booking it with Loew.aftef R-K-O, had refused td use the
turn, phoned the agent he had taken the act from a^id aaiked for a ^loaii
Naturally he was refused, with' _the other
of the' scenery and lighting.
agent- doing sc burnup after he banged down the ^receiver,
,

.

JUDGMENTS

Fox Kllm Corp.; Fidelity Trust Co.
allow free parkin:
J63,086.0e.
as Rockaway, for
^RbUto TowlUt Co.,. Inc.; 'J, H, Hal
instance; v/here' the park is located flted; ID81.4B.
(otharli' PbotOplBT* '<;an>.; Peter Visoh 'a narrow' peninsula and "realty cher;$l,37Bi^
values. are high.
Merit NewApapcc Service Corp.; Public
Inc.
coat^, I14vip.
The amusement park of the future Press,
Pan American Hospitel,, Ina.;.$eeman
will include no'ii only an auto park
Bros., Inc.:-|l,409.D^.'
Waldorf Theatres Corp. SItubert The
Ing lot- of considerable size, but also atro
Corp.^ »16i,H52.J9.
a toui'Ist camp and, as In the case
Uaa Ooen; If uslcal Courier Co., Inc.
of the more progressive parks such $303.2«.
Dora De PUllllps; Musical Courier Co,
as
one
past couple

.

Also

must be

ija,rl<ing.

passing of the
areas Is. blamed
is Impossible to
at such^ a, spot

foj:

Vaui^eville Acts, Talkie. Shorts
anil jSr oadcaster»f
J-.
'

Stoif-Vaude

.

.

:

1930

.

.'

.

12;

A picture star returning from an eastern tryout for RKO'ls telling a
story of treatment by £(.n agent for that circuit which la not inspiring'
to other picture people contemplating vaudeville. The star says he went
east at the solicitation of the agen^ and was Informed Tie would have
to break, in for small money before securing regular houses and salaryj
He played a <yjuple of eastern break-ins and was Informed by the agent
the salary In ep^ch had been $5TT0,= the amount he received from the agent,
less conimlsslon.
At a party in New Tork one evening the picture star told a booker of
his experience, mentioning the $500 opening weeks. The booker replied
he had booked the star his first week at $1,760 as a cut salary for the
showing. The. picture Comedian queried his agent and the latter told
him he had deducted the $1,250 to pay for the extras required for his
debut.
"The agent said nothing about the full salary, the actor said,
because "it would only have rhlxed up matters."
So the picture man left New York for the trek back to Hollywood,
ompletely disgusted.

rentals slat)ped on operators with
after'' Keith's
'id to 'be ?^^,lJpO a w.eellj..-'
Putlii' ^'lE)^' 'the
long-time favorable
h.aB signified, it .could not compete in the expiration of
boolting'' jiuVeau
l^BC's
leases has brought about the passing
filed a formal :<!iainv,.W;lth,..:Keltl»;'s th?i. 'ga,lajcy bidd.ing for the: t^vo atof some w;hQ have been In spots
'<'•
for commissions on-'MiaS' jPontsellelg tractionSJ
for years.. Thio, original operators
vaudeville bookings-. Claim is based
of one of the oldest roller coasters
on a personal and exclusive conat Coney Island had to give up the
tract under wWcsh the NBC conghost within the past few years
tends it is entitled to commission
because of this situation.
on all of Mis^ Ponselle's engageThe amusement park of the future
ments, stage or, eiiier.
will be a glg3,ntic operation not on
(Continued from page 1)
Personal qonitracts under which
the outskirts .of towns where there
artists and .acts are bound to the
strong note of optimism. They say is enough population in the surNBC name the broadcasting 193.0 :Will be 9. big season and many rounding territory to draw from,
company as their exclusivfe repre- ace laying their plans accordingly. but the park will be miles out from
rentatlves ih all negotiations. Some There is talk of at least three new
the center'of activity and there will
200 are uhd^r exclusiva contract to p.ark. rides being sprung whereas
be entertainment for ev6ry memher
NBC*, at .jtiie present time, Miss in the past one a year could be ex
of the fatnlly.
Ponselle's name Is among "eight pected and If two were launched
Parkmen feel the worst years are
other contraltos on the NBC's list that was a good sign.
over and the tide Is about to. turn
of contract, artists.
and are laying plans accordingly.
Parking Space
NBC bureau's claim is up for
consideration In the Keith booking
The amusement park of the future
for
$1 a
Reports are the NBC's wUl cpv^ a lot of acreage and em6fflce.
demands do not Include a domplaint brace a- raft of things old fashioned
Lynchburg, Va., Feb. 11.
against Pavls's intrusion as yaude- parkmen would consider Irrelevant
If the Thursday Morning Music
vllle representative of one of its, 4;p the business.
Parking' automo- Club of Roanoke Is willing to main.^xclusiye radio broadcasters. NBC bilB«(Tt*.a big problem and to handle tain the building, make necesieary
g js requesting the usual commis- a big crowd more parking space is repairs; pay taxes and contribute a
Velon, to. which It claims It is en- needed than actual space for the dollar a year rental, It can have the
titled by contract.
amusement midways. Only about old Academy of Music, long closed.
Trouble' Is looked for lat6r on if 180 cars can be parked to the acre
The. club contemplates using the
so to make room, for several thoii
Academy for concerts and, the first
'sahd'cars on a busy day Is going scheJduled is
Rosa Ponselle In
.to__requIne_a lot. of parking acres, March. - —a—
,'

Wednesday; Febriiary

like

permitted
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VSACIPIC

ARTISTS

the

C OAS-T

PHIL
A.FREASE^
ra*- ttOLDEN OATS BUOO.
TRANKUN 5975- JAN FRANCISCO

1

REPRESENTATIVE

opened

in the

Inc.;

seasons at Pittsburgh, Pa. called
Burk's Glen, a golf course. Burk's
Glen had a 9-hole course last season and this is being Increased to an
18-hole course for the coming season.
And don't be surprised If

the aviation

field

makes

Its

bow

CIRCUIT OF THEATRES

Pool,

Ino,;

A
Otto

Bankruptcy
Grant
$123,0i2;

Pablications,
ass^tSL

Inc.;
$11,177.

liabilities,

General &Kecutive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

N EX
ANWESX
BRYANT

RADIO
PICTURES

Broadway

R-K-O FILM

J.

H.

MARVIN

Launching an Era

BOOKING CORP.
General Booking Offices

7800

46^" ST*
NEW YORK CITY

INC.

Prodacen and Dbtrlbotors of

Palace Theatris Building

Broadway

Swimming

PRODUCnONS,

Vaudeville Exchange
General Booking Offices

NEW YORK

Co., Inc.: .Q.

.

t46B.i)l,

Marine

Stahl, Inc.; 1871.34.

R-K-0

KEITHORPHEUM

1660

Miller,

160

RADIO-

1564

^63.28.

Hoboken TUeatrloal

LUBIN
H.

SCHENCK

BOOKING, AlAJNAGEB
CHICAGO OTtnrOE
600 WOODS THEATEE B'LD'G
/

C

OR P O R A T O

1560-1664

I

Broadway.

Telephone Exchancet
Cable Addressi

N

New York
Oryant BSOO

of Eiactrloal

Entartalnment
IBM Broadwar
NEW TOBlK CITT

JOHNNY JONES

"RADIOKEITH"

EIGHT MONTHS

Oi

AWAY FROM HOME

IS

CnAROE

A LONG TIME

BUT WILL BE BACK SOON
American Representative,

HARRY WEBER

LONG TACK S\M

Wednesday, February
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FILM HOUSE REVIEWS

1930

ROXY

on the lam. Anyway, that's Lee's
Btovy and he stuck to It. Page one
for the Greenpoint, also a two bit
it

(Presentation)
New York, Feb.

T.

A comparatively quiet week at
the Roxy. Battalions of ushers are
rehearsing formations In the lobby,
crisp commands manueverlng them
deftly around obstructions of potted
plants and gaping citizens. -In the
top of the balcony neophyte ushers,

without uniforms, are beliig shown
"the works" by stiff-backed oldtheatre attache conducts
timers.
a party of. visitors through the
empty rows of gallery^ seats. .There
is an atmosphere; of waiting for next
prograni,
when "ilapp'y
week's
Days" will bring Grandeur tq the.

A

topper.
Solly Schwartz also knows this
sort of theatre management, which
is the only management today above
the caretaker class. Slamming the

Orpheum over with nothing but a
front to sell involves showmanshipi
Orpheum does six a day on a 12Scale is 15 cents to 1
25 to 5; 15 again to 5:30,
and back to a quarter thereafter.
Saturdays and Sundays the night
top Is half a slug. Two changes of

hour grind.
o'clock;

LOEWS STATE

'

Saturday).
Opposition

.

-..

PENN

,

.

.

.

...

spite

routine

familiarity

of
The Roxy They've been around two or three casting fashion.
Mary Lou, cute damsel undet- tan,
ballet also has its day In. a stren- times before In the past year.
uous mammy dance.
Ellas Breeskin, pit, appears to follows with a song and dance and
It
In the pit- Joseph Littau directs a have built up his string section. may forget about the pipes.
crowded mass of musicians and This week's overture okay In every doesn't mean a thing, and as her
Tocalists through
Ferdie Grofe's respect. Dick Leibert, at the organ, footwork is enough the rest will
Arllne Langan,
"Mississippi Suite," and makes it an contributed his usual nifties and not be missed.
event. Singers were seated In.-the mob couldn't keep from warbling P. & M. protege and local fav, drew
center of the enclosure, and 41 of even during His Introductory stuff. a nice reception doing a waltz with
them as compared to the army of Picture, "Chasing Rainbows'' (M-G), a boy partner In front of a scrim.
musicians seemed like 12 from the and S. R. O. every show. Cohen.
Miss Langan was in Ted Lewis'
-

,

'

•

dizzy balcony heights.

act last year. She appears consid
erably Improved here.
Military parade by the girls
ushered In the finale, winding up
.with a formation tableau on a.
staircase that spelled flash.
No shorts other than Movietone
view of four clipig. Organ specialty
out, too. Everything held down because of the feature. Capacity Fritone 14.
Span.
Program runs to material similar day night.
Two
in. background if not nature.

Supper show Friday brought out
14 Movietone and Metrotone newsreel
clips,"
besides
a Universal
"Sporting Youth" two -reel comedy
(Newsree!)
which was missed at the first eveNew York, Feb. 10.
.nlng
But
deluxe
performance.
On the 29 clips greeted by crowded
things, a.s has been mentioned, are
comparatively quiet this week. An 45-minute turnovers Monday night,
usher In the lobby Is di.strlbuting Metrotone had 15 and Fox\MovIe•

EMBASSY

.

tinted
handbills
heralding
next
week's Grandeur display of "Happy
Days." Nepct week he'll probably be
different cruisers, Pensacola and
too busy to bother with handbills.
Augusta, are launched. Fox covered
Bang.
on© and Hearst the other.
Separate
clips
showing Jack
Sharkey and Phil Scott in training

PARAMOUNT

•

("Ace High"— Unit)
New York, Feb, 8.
Smartly put together and smoothforthcoming fight. Two
ly flowing stage show of a type that
glider
together,
of
run
a
Brooklyn, Feb. 8.
may well be commended to the atAngeles
and
launched
froni
the
Los
This 1,780-seat BKO relic of
of the Publlx production deUndy's experiment in a similar ma- tention
partment^as a pattern for emulastraight vaude days has been in chine in California.
Not a false note in the entire
straight pictures since last April,
Lack of real news matter notice- tion.
proceedings. Whole affair is neat,
Chief
Justice
but In the black only since fall. It able. Opener is tormer
carefully and expertly .weldreturn to' Washington, with pretty,
saw as much red with films as it Taft's
and highly lacdope on new cruisers following. ed at the seams,
did with vaudeville until Joe Lee Effective material on latest garment quered.
Is awarded a size
Dooley
Jed
worker's strike in New York, with
stepped In.
wreath for
seven-and-three-elghths
Lee previously made his rep by Interesting talk on sweat shops by the most successful transplanting of
keeping the names of Harry Hou- union official; a dog race high in the vaudeville comedy to the Publlx
dlnl a:nd Tom Mix on the front Sierras, beautifully photographed;
recently.
This dryrostrum
noted
pages.
The Orpheum proposition gliding clips, Sharkey, Scott train- point etcher of laughs accompanied
was tougher because it was 'dif- ing stuff and revival of ancient by Audree Evans, one of the shapferent.
No dailies to crack. The French barbecue festival principal liest "and company's" in vaudeville,
Orpheum In pictures with a two bit newsy Items.
gave the unit a delightful buoyancy
New York children learning to far
top during the week was looking
more effective than the coarser
Nifor attention that couldn't be gained skate makes funny sequence.
some interesting comedy methods commonly emdelusively through the
papers. agara Falls In with
talk.
Including
a ployed in these units by more boisTheatre's fate was a cinema mix- accompanying
terous, but less satisfactory, fun
ture Of clucks (90%) and good pic- couple of newlyweds hoping their makers.
Healey and Clifford, two
romance will last as long as the
tures (10%).
The good ones were falls.
Additional comedy material dancing youths, exhibited excepsecond runs at the Orpheum.
tional nlmbleness with their pupBy drcusing the place and mak- are a couple of Jokes by Harry pies and the unit was topped with
ing them nod and gape at the front Hershfleld, cartoonist, and bucking a spectacular display of the new
Lee put the Orpheum over. Fronts bronc tactics of an ostrich, with girl type of adagio by Jean, Myrio and
were so constructed and painted rider up.
South Seas. matter includes Hula Ayres, three men who to.ss about a
that they could te seen two blocks
blonde girl as If she were a mediaway. They were loud and gaudy, Hula girls In hot routines; banana cine ball rather than a mortal. Both
football In Fiji
aad attractive In their gaudy way. picking and native hockey
game at turns gave speed to the unit.
Isles, and a water

ORPHEUM

for their
clips also

—

They could afford to be at two bits
lor second runs.
They turned the
trick and the Orph was out of the

Waikikl.

All

diverting,

especially

mentioned, and recording and
photography good.
Stunt stuff is an adagio atop the
Once In a while Lee seems to re- Chanin building by Adler and Bradmember the. dailies. At the Green- ford, noorly photographed, and two
point, which Lee also" manages, a
small dogs doing a surefire coiftedy.
trlmson.

*

couple of- chicken-hearted burglars
were scared out of the house late at
night before they reached the loot.
Mechanics were working on the
sound apparatus in the booth and
J^hen the thieves entered the dark
theatre a picture was being tested.
The film dialog read something like
this: "Halt! What are you doing in
bore?" So the burglars, not knowing It was only a sound track, took

la-Jt
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CAPITOL

'

program, weekly (Wednesday and end, economically figuring.'
Stage entertainment at the State
Is the straight film this week breaks the rule of careStrand (Warners) across the street, less stage shows with money films.
playing .first rims day and date, Fanchon and Marco's "Sunshine"
with the Strand, New York, and layout is a neat and nifty little
Roxy.
This week's stage and pit presenr scaled hlgfier than the Orph. Fea- flash, running smoothly and with
tatlons are built to coincide with the ture of 'the program starting. Satr speed. Under any circumstance It's
urday
was "Dance Hall" (Radio). a good unit. If kept Intact It should
southern spirit of "Cameo. Kirby"
(Fox) feature.
And inasmuch as "Gentlemen of the Evening," Pathe bit the eastern trail in good shape.
Opening day switches took out
Lincoln's birthday also niust be two-reeler; Vltaphpne short (George
rung in,, there is a miniature sketch Hosnor), and- a Mickey Mouse car- Bally and Barnum, with Vince Silk,
James
by
Montgomery
Flagg, toon in the short department; Pathe monologist, replacing the comedy
wherein George Billings as Lincoln sound news. Three-quarters down- team. As a sub Silk did okay at
Friday night's last show. Holding
has a little chat with some of the stairs early Saturday afternoon.
Bige.
up the rear end of the unit, he beat
Bpirltual singers he freed.
Every
out a routine, of bromidic gags that
syllable was audible from the balcony's last row, a tremendous, tribsounded new to the audience; hence
ute to. the theatre's architects.
laughs. Silk Is a promising young
To view a Roxy presentation from
chap with a good memory and has
("Les Parfums"— Unit)
the back of the balcony Is an exno objection to dig 'em up from out
Pittsburgh, Feb. 8.
perience second only to donning the
of the trunk. In style he's a cross
With all
first pair of long .pants.
Everything Wesley Eddy and the between Slim Timblin and Joe
the stage in sight, and the succes- m. c. crocked the mob like nobody Browning.
sive rows In ensembles as clearly else since he left here. Drew more
A bit different and unusual, for
defined as a bird's-eye view of Chil- biz than house has seen for some an m. c. and band leader, is Georgie
licothe, presentations assume new time and tribute was displayed in StoU this week. He has very little
form and beauty. And although his opening reception, lasting all of to do on his own account except to
performere individually become cre- a minute and half; and forcing him baton the boys.
After that' he's
ations In miniature, not a sound or to at least a couple of those thank- practically through, making no ina note Is lost.
you speeches before he could get troductions, except Silk. Why the
The entire Roxy troupe comes to- under way..
latter should receive more considergether In the finale of "Way Bown
Eddy's regular routine with "Les ation than the others Is unknown.
South In Dixie," a fullgtage song Parfums" tossed into discard for In
line-up of specialty people the
and dance fiesta set on the lawn of week, m. c. preferring to hand them m. ac. should either announce all or
a southern .mansion. First scene Is the stuff customers wejjt for last nobody. Moreover, In this particua cotton field, the Hall Johnson summer in big way. Started off lar display, where a minstrel OpenNeg'ro choir chanting a spiritual as singing "Mean to Me," then into a
This way
Roxy's technicians let loose one of horn fiddle solo. Followed this with ing provides a good spot. was imof th? other
the best synthetic thurider and ralh "Moanin' Low," Helen Kane Imper- recognition
storms to be found at popular sonation, and then his- well-known possible except through Informaprices. Then "Call of the South" "St. Louis Blues" and "Old Man tion.
The F. & M. coterie of "Sunkist
before drapes, featuring Claude and River."
Latter two both stopped Beauties," battalion of 24 trim and
Wally Reese singing the number as everything.
He worked close to
Markert's 32 dance In crinoline. half hour alone and could have trained girls, make up the nucleus
this flash. The girl llne-upa are
of
Patricia Bowman and Leonide Ma- done twice as much..
Here
P. & M. biggest argument.
son strut before the same drapes In
His entrance with" girls In .PoIUt
a blackface cake walk, alone on the Wog garb meant nothing since the the girls start with a rubber ball
in which Norman Selby,
routine,
stage and faring quite well. Finale Customers recognized him before he
off
the
carries
pocket
Juggler,
P90I
ltf~the afdrementioned full stage got the mask off.
Other turns in
Either Richard Wally or
presentation, using .32 R.oxyettes, 41 unit naturally bowed out gracefully spot.
mixed voices, Roxy ballet and plenty for Eddy, although Adler and Bradj- Kenny Creel does a hoofing solo
Wally,
likely
It
was
following; more
.jniislclans .inMhe..pl±._
..
ford -impressed with corking -adagioHighlighting the array of singing dance and Mills and Shea managed Novelty radio "bltTJy the band with
and dancing are Evans and Weaver, to click with comedy acrobatics de- StoU just sitting by got jover. Lot
broadcolored boys with, a penchant for
here. of topical announcements in
xippy leg eccentricities.

VARIETY

suming an even hour (a break for
any house these days), bill included
("Sunshine" Idea)
a Paramount talking short, "Fam("Southern Melodies"— Unit)
ily
Next Door," very funny. Hans
New York, Feb. 7.
Angeles,
Los
Feb. 7.
Planned with a view to eventual
Stage show this week pared to 35 Hanke In white soup and fi<;h played
a
white
grand
piano as the piece service In Norfolk and other Dixie
minutes flat because of "Cock-Eyed
de
resistance of the pit overture for towns, this unit contains what may
World" (Fox) 115 minutes. Doing
very well be. In condensed form,
four shows each Thursday (open- a good fiash and build-up.
Standees in the lobby being told potent diversion for smaller coming) and Friday to terrific biz.
With five frolics scheduled for over where to toe the mark, when to munities. But it's very definitely
the week-end the house should be move, how to breathe, and where, to below Manhattan measurements of
a clinch' getaway to a bloated gross. go. Only In America could such class. Seemingly' short-sighted to.
It's
not often a picture like good-natured compliance be found forget Alb Capitol in a too devoted
"World" comea along, but usua:ily in people paying for the privilege of courtship of Main Street.
Land.
Production department can still
in de luxe houses with stage sliows, being herded.
do a lot to improve, but the fundashort shrift is made of the latter

Dave Gould's Girls assist Boris
making "Ace High" colorand Interesting. Opening num-

Petroff in
ful

ber had the

la.sses in multi-colored
still a -reliable short-cut to
sex appeal. Band numbers stronger
than average, too. Rudy Vallec is
Besides Froncli barbecue, foreign developing a more free and lo.ss rijclips are auction of horses In Mo- .strainod style of working. His anare
about
100%
rocco and opening of tourist season nouncements
Former mediocre, latter clearer in diction and intelliglblo in
In Egypt.
A-;. Interesting Interview with Col. empha.si.s than when he first a.pHouse on politics of. his day and a peared at this house. He had to bf;g
brief talk by Morgan J. O'Brien on off Saturday matinee and handl'id
50th wedding anniver.sary (with Mrs. an f>xr;<:"ptlonally heavy load of m. c.
O'Brien anxious to get away from duties very well.
Eccau.qe of the shortness of the
camera), other c])p.«. Both good.
ff;ature "Burning Up" (Par) conChar.

tights,

mentals are less than the Capitol
has led patrons to expect.
Bayes and Speck, are completely
out of the picture in the pretentious.
Capitol environment. A hokey-pokey
Pittsburgh, Feb. S.
confedy
twosome that probably will
They'll have to do something for
Dick Powell around here If he's to be welcome and popular In less fascontinue to mean anything at the tidious spots. Acknowledging their
value when properly
entertainment
b. o.
Just when Powell apparently
was clicking with clock-like reg- booked, they ore a case In point of
ularity
downtown, after several what doesn't meet Capitol standmonths in East Liberty at the En- ards. Nor Is Bobby Gillette, the
right, along comes a series of m. c- m. c.,' able to stand contrast with
proof Publlx units and Powell's out most of his predecessors .here. He
has a fine appearance In a doublein the cold.
This week's an example.
With breasted white serge suit, but he
Johnny Perkins handling what an- can't sing, and his dancing is strictnouncements there are, Powell is ly makeshift. That leaves him leanintroduced in the middle of show ing his entire weight on a banjo
for a couple of ballads with meg, solo. Whether from poor choice of
six or seven of his musicians form- selection or the general inaptitude
ing a stage band in the background. of the early part of unit, this, too,
In this unit the musickers play from failed to Jell. Gillette was caught
the pit. Something's bound to pop in a Vitaphone short some time ago
soon.
and id established by that as capAs for "Bombay," one of those able of doing far better than in this
atmospheric things, Pasquall Broth- unit, whei'e he was badly miscast
ers are the wow.
Trio tied up and probably also hampered by cureverything with their tumbling. tailment of time.
Perkins set himself with his initial
This hampei'Ing Is tough on actors
appearance but overstepped good even though from the production
taste on several occasions with some department's
standpoint it's unblue ones out of place In a film avoidable. Eddie Leonard very palhouse.
pably was suffering from finding
Dave Broudy, In the pit, plugged himself, for the first time in his life,
"No, No, Nanette," at Warner, with arbitrarily limited to five minutes, a
a medley of songs and Bernie Arm- generous time allocation for the
strong's organlog the best he's had Capitol, but hardly sufficient to get
in months. Picture, "His First Com- warmed up, for Leonard, accustomed
mand" (iPathe). Biz, as always over to vaudeville where his running
weekend, capacity.
Cohen.
time was from 30 minutes up.
Rather like a fish out of water,

STANLEY

("Bombay"— Unit)

.

CENTURY

Leonard tried
.

the

new

to adjust himself to

conditions.

show Friday he hadn't

(NEW)

By

the third
entirely suor,

although his applause was
a genuine tribute to his popularity.
Leonard will probably be the first to
admit It was less than a top-notch
performance, yet It Is remarkable
that his reception was so sustained
and hearty. It continued for several
moments,—with the- orchestra not
playing so that the full measure at
the applause could be appreciated
ce.eded,

Chicago, Feb. 8.
Formerly the Dlversey, this house
with its new label Is now under
the Publix-B. & K. banner with a
straight
picture
policy.
Theatre
has .been up about three years and

—

"has lost money ^'onsrstehtly; -first
tinder Orpheum, then under the
Aschers with vaudfilm, and as a
burlesk house for Jones, Llnlok and clearly.
Even the Chester Hales seem less
Shaefer. B.
K. now has the place
redecorated and It may be a winner. attractive than usual, this ImpresB. M. Glucksman, ^ho has opened sion possibly prevaillncr as their last,
four shooting galleries for B.
K., appearance was in costumes that
and has made everyone of them a resemble nothing bo much as three
moneymaker, supervisee this house big handkerchiefs pinned together
along with 10 others, Glucksman In a fashion best known to nursehas got a new front and marquee, maids. .When the boys notice that
a knockout for appearance and put custume's are unbecoming to the
up in six days. He has taken what point of annoyance, It^s a matter
was always a barnlike house, with that should at least call for deIts 3,200 seats and given it warmth tached consideration.
Dennis Sisters, three of them,
and coloi^.
Opening night was big with sang In "one" as a stop gap for a
"Flight" (Col), the program leader, change of scene. Awkwardly Introduced
and with the orchestra noisa Mickey Mouse cartoon. Vita short
and an oi'ganlog by Henri Keates. ily vacating the pit during their
Prices range from 25 cents after- first number, they shared the comnoons, to 40 cents top, with a dime mon handicap, although doing fairand two bits for the kids. House ly well at the bow-off.
Numerous clumsy transitions and
has had: plenty of trouble with Its
sound In the past but is now wireji^ '^^'^'l^'ng of masses can no doubt
by Western Electric and reproduc be corrected. That will make It
seem a lot better. Unit, In toto. Is
tion is oke.
Theatre has little competition In minus on sock, the only act to really
a busy nelghborliood with only the stand out being the Four Flash
Covent, another Glucksman spot, as Devll.s, colored hoofers of whirlwind
rival.
Shows every indication of pace. They do it vei;y well. Berta
Donn, soprano, handled a perfuncsuccess.
Loop.
tory Ingenue role nicely.
Overture coincided In theme and
title with
the unit, both labeled
"Southern Melodies." M-G-M silent
newsreel used and the program res(Presentation)
alibied
cued
and
by "Not So Dumb"
Chicago, Feb. 9.
(Metro). Business good.
Land.
•

&

&

ORIENTAL

Publlx has discovered that

can't give this house

if

it

good pictures

must supply stage names. This
week Sophie Tucker, and that's all.
Staff hasn^t surrounded Soph with

FORUM

it

the
lineup of performers other
headllners have had here, and the
presentation almost flopped for lack
of proper support.
Show tried to
put over a "party" idea, and In doing so was jumbled. Jerky, and improperly routined.
Miss Tucker
was over from the start with all
new tunes. In fact, she delivered
in a rather dignified manner for the
"last of the redhot mammas." But
maybe it was the long skii*ts..
Two other perfoi'mers were so
overshadowed that they missed.
Johnny Payne, blackface pianist
and singer, has been knocking over
the nelghborhoo'd houses regularly.
Here, his material was cut to pieces.

Los Angeles, Feb. 7.
Another one for the Warners. By
taking over this outlying 1,800 -scater from Gus Metzger, the brothers
Increased their theatre holdings In
and around L. A. to four. Others
are the Warner, Hollywood; Warner, L. A., and the Warner on Whittier Boul,, also on the outskirts of
the city.
It's a rapid stride the
Warners are making, considering
that less than three yfears ago they
had not a single house around the
Coast.

For the Forum, Warner.<j Is understood^ to have paid off around
$165,000, which Includes the propX
erty.
It's a buy if Warners car?
make the house pay. In the past
Tough, because Payne has shown it had a varied and checkered cahimself capable of pleasing picture reer, mo.qtly to the bad.
At one
audiences. Addle Seamon delivered time or another Keith's and Pansome hoofing but was al.so lost In tages booked vaude here; a straight
the ru.sh.
two-bit picture policy was alf=o

BaokKround was oke, Lou Kos- tried and flopped. Then Metzger
gotlinjf by a.s a sub m. c. to took it over and wired. With talkTuf.kfir and getting a .Vjrcak erti biz picked up. a little and had
been doing pretty good, up to. the

loff

Mi.ss

on his violin solo.
Band ran
through a couple of numbers aa did
the chorus. Olrl.'!, this wcok, workin? better than u.sual and are displaying .some new idoa.s in ccstumofi.
Wholo production labolcd
"Dixie Doins'," sot again.st a backdrop of a colonial nian.slon.
•

'•.Second

Prf'Ston

Cholfr;"'

Kollor.s'

(WI',)

organlog

ever with tlii.s^mob.

ff-at'irf-.

big a.s
Loop.

time Warnf.rs stepped

in.

In f;lght day.s prior to the reopening la.st Thur.sday they ronovjited
the hou.«;o and put a poli.'-h on it
tliat will do credit to the noighborhood. It'.'! a bf-autlful theatre, de.si;;nf d aloriy the Gi<;cian styl*», with
That may prove an
no bal'rony.
many ffdks object to
a.s.'-'-t where
(Continued on pa^e 45)
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VARIETY

STATE

PALACE

(Vaudfilm)

(St Vaude)

Fannie

PhU Baker and
are the name tri-

Brlce,

Adelaide Hall
umvirate and foundation for a .Palace bill that turned out eood with
or without the visitors who came

—

upon the stage Saturday afternoon.
Phil Baker was the best baiter
He coaxed Roslta
of free talent.
^oreno, Miss Moreno's father and
Jimmy Savo to step-on the rostruift
and kick in, and asked Llta Grey
Ghaplin to bow from her orchestra
seat, which she did. Adelaide Hall
called upon her good friend and

Good lineup for current week at
this New York Loew acer, with
Watson Sisters copping the show
and Jack Wilson doing a folio wup
for show stopping honors.
Four Korrfeys, three men and girl,
opened with a fast routine of gymnastic stunts and balancing that got
over: in a big way. Clark and

Sblth, male duo, followed with a'
ithskeller act that also clicked.
The rotund warbler handled most
of the songs, with the other chap
doing piano accompaniment and
probably al.so her dancing instruc- occasionally duetlng; Good act of
tor. Bill Robinson.
its kind.
The Morenos' stunt with Baker
Jack Wilson and company folcomprising
and Robinson's with Miss Hall were lowed, tlie
support
accomplished with so much ease mixed team and midget.
Wilson
they suggested previous rehearsing. dress heavy laughs as usual through
Yet to the Palace audience everyisecracks anent preceders on the
thing was as accidental as a mis- show. Midget member sewed up at
placed tap would be in Bojangles' the tag with an Al Jolson Impresh.
routine.
Then the Watson Sisters, and
Jimmy. Savo's entrance into the what they did to the mob was noshow was for the usual reason; to body's tusiness. Their comedy gab
Whenever had them in .stitches throughout,
save- a slow moment.
Savo Is laying off and If happens and the warbling topofC made a
to be Saturday, he attends the Pal- pierfect g;etaway.
Amerique and
ace. And whenever he. attends the Neville, niixed dance team, fianked
Palace he's spotted by .sohieone on by a trio of musicians, closed and
the bill and wafted to the sta&e. satisfied .with a diversifying dance
'

.

that he's alwiys a 10-to-l
allot to stop the show.
Fannie Brice is the bill toppei;
and in for $6,000, close to half the

Reason

total.

shoves

is

routine.

Expensive show around her
the Palace above $12,000

again, with most of the jack in two
spots: Miss Brice's and Baker's.
Miss Brlce did 43 minutes next to
closing with songs, her beach bit,,
a Romeo and. Juliet In dialect with
Baker as Romeo, and a closing comedy, classic in form of a dying swap
daiice with appropriate lyrics and
Song rep
proper ballet costume.
Pianist is
credited to Billy Rose.

Eddie Weber.

^mld the comedy numbers, deFannfe Brice knows how,
Folwas, of course, "My Man."
lowing Romeo and Juliet the heavy
money and hard hitting comedienne
went serious again, In another way,
to sing "Raisins and Almonds" (not
announced) with accordion accom
paniment by Baker. The Shakes
4[MHrean take-oft, leaning on mislivered" as

•

pronunciation, was said to have
kept the participants up all of the
Miss
night before rehearsing it.
Brice did It three nights previously
on a radio commercial hour with
anQther .pAjcjiner..^
_
This Is Haker'js second week here"
andTnost of the cross-fire with the
unbilled boy in the upper box was
most
Baker
looks
like
the
changed.
logical contender for a Palace run
to show up In months. It would depend on his ability to switch ma
terlal as radically as he did for the
second week. Plenty of old gags
brushed up, and they landed.
Adelaide Hall (New Acts) sang
and danced herself across in 23
minutes with assistance of, a hot
twd'-man piano team, Dandrldge
and Tate. Reported that before the
show Lew Leslie restrained the col
ored crooner from using, the num
bers she sang In "Blackbirds."
Cecil Mack billed exclusively as her
song writer. Miss Hall did well

'

'

"The Virginian". (Par), feature.
Edha.

ACADEMY

where

now

It

starta,

finish

be stronger. Only letdown is In the
(St Vaude)
Chicago, Feb. 8.
Eve Essman and Pat Grant followed with their comedy clowning.
Pair crowd Saturday afternoon to
Best features are Grant's dancing see Ted Healy and the vaude unit
and a few good gags, which, both In which held down the entire second
content and sale, are reminiscent of half. With Healy are a couple of
stuff long used by another act. Miss girl hoofers and a lineup of 12 AlEssman works as a comedienne, but bertlna Rasch girls. Healy and his
much of her routine is small time, roughhouse hoke were Jaughs for
with the piano clowning too pro* the majority of the matinee crowd.,
longer foe the best effect.
3111 weaker than usual. '
•Third spot held by Wally Sharpies
Kanazawa Troupe, six Jap risley
In his six-people offering of black- workers, opened and got going fairly
outs and bits captioned "Clippings." well after a weak start. Ward and
Idea* Introduced as conception of Van next were funny to some people
stuff from newspapers. An "Honor with their off-key mbs.lc, but n. s. g.
System" skit similar to that done by with straight stuff. Mildred Hunt,
Clark iand McCuUough and a black- radio warbler, followed, singing Jher
out about the husband who came songs through a mike. Got across
home too soon are offered. Both are nicely with the mechanical aid.
of burlesque fiavor and pack laughs. When she left the mike to entertain
Closing, Sharpies and group do a from "one" she missed, since her
special medley arrangement con- voice hasn't the power to fill a
trasting music master with lowdown house. Assisted by Hum and Strum,
jazz stuff, this giving all a chance two radio collegiate singers, and
to try out the pipes In earnest. Be- Dorothy Samson at the piano.
tween scenes Sharpies hagi a harBurns and Allen followed with
mofty sister team, who are there chatter and gags plus a few dance
plenty on the harmony.
steps. Dizzy gal meant laughs with
Hit was made by Frankel and this mob. Ted Healy preceded this
Dunlevy. Very fine harmony work act to clown a bit and promised
at la6t part of routine puts them he'd be around after the Intermisacross with a punch. Material pre- sion. He followed In the second half
ceding Is not original, but clicks with his four hokey assistants and
moderately.
the bear and the gals. Hoke was
Frank Masters and Co. (New over easily, also the blue blackouts.
Acts) has strong and weak points. Rasch girls looked pretty with their
Long running time (24 minutes) chorus routines.
Loop.

(Vaudfilm)
Three acts and a two-hour feature, "Sunny Side Up" (Fox), with
only 33 minutes for the acts. Turns
In
are good and work snappy.
order of presentation they were

Spartan Revue (New Acts), Johnny
Burke, and Senny Davis and Girls.
Capacity biz.
House has taken on a midnight
show Saturday night, and for run
of the current feature opens at 10
m. Vaude goes on at regular
afternoon hour. Spartan Revue has
three boys and two girls singing
and dancing. Did 9 minutes for a
good hand.
Johnny Burke In his war draft
monolog rated heavy laughs. B6nny
Davis and Girls closed with 14 minDavis takes a "three" stage
utes.
with two grand pianos manned by
two boys. Opens In song, talks a
while, and then brings on the two
Ruby Shore and Margie
girls.
Davis doesn't forget his
Green.
usu^l plug'"."for a Broadway- Tiightr
club and winds up with a song., medley of his old hits. Received well.
Trailer stuff was cut to one minute; Movietone newsreel, and orchestra overture under direction of
Jack Roth, filled 13 minutes.

ALBEE
(Vaudfilm)

'

best control kicker In vaudeville Lewis, and giving away to the
Her brother Is equally proficient In revuette that followed. The latter
In addition Miss enlisted six girls and a brace of
his own way.

Spangler possesses a singing voice

also dancing, and Jules

Clifton, comedy acrobats, blend
nicely In this well staged dance

and

comics Cunbilled) that kept things

humming.
"Seven Keys
feature.

to

Baldpate" (Radio)
Edba.

.turn.

Pat Henning verified his

JEFFERSON

the
chatter, dancing,
(Vaudfilm)
Instrumental work
With "Glorifying the American
KIkuta Japs were
a departure from the rules as sec- Girl" (Par) on the screen and the
ond part openers, but no .bad ef- usual bill of seven acts on the stage,
Walton acting as m. c,
fects. Its speed, thrills and beauti- Bert
ful dressing can't be overlooked throughout, there should be something within the Jeff portals to atanywhere.
Strong
Not much attention for Adolph, tract the neighborhood.
Gladys and Eddie In the closing show was needed, with nearest opI^Dt. Only terp entry In the last pbslsh, Academy, playing "Sunny
Trio worked side Up" (Fox) for the great round
half, but on too late.
at top speed to get 'em while they up. That house also places seven
remained and appeared to do a acts In the vaude column.
Walton, spotted next to closing
pleasing dance turn under the unIn his regular act, appears at the
fair conditions.
Business good Saturday matinee. beginning of the vaude show to an
nounee lie's the m; c. Spends three
Bige.
minutes In this spot and reappears
ahead of all acts, including his own
Ben Hendricks, Jr., In "At Bay" For vaudfilm grinds of this type his
chatter sandwiching the various
(F. N.).
Tommy Jackson In "Good News" turns Is o. ic Unquestionably this
sort of thing bpilds up the show.
(M-Q).
Maxlne and Bobby opened. Clev
Tom Howard and Dave Chasen In
erly presented dog act, the fox terrier
"Rain or Shine" (Col).
Arthur Stone and Solldad Jlmlnez (Bobby) performing with a mini
mum of cljlng. Maxlne has a good
In "Arizona Kid" (Fox).
Milton S. Howe "replaces James turn of its kind. If encore bit could
be worked into preceding portion of
JRlchardson as unit p. a. for U.
act and the turned closed at point
Don Douglas, Pathe Western.
"Versatility,"

In

slamming over his

acrobatics and
In hit manner.

.

billing,
three spot,

.

.7,

Five well assorted vaude acts
running 64 minutes as caught last
night balance a 70-mlnute feature
"The Vagbond Lover". (Vallee)

(Radio). From 15 to 40 rnlnutes of
short subjects according to show

caught
Tlils

j

performance

money's-'WoVth.

To6

a

Is

n&.ny

blg-

stage

waits, frequently a minute between
vaude acts, keep the bill from
snapping along the way It should.
The wow of the stage half this

week

is

Naomi Ray and Eddie Har-

adagio burlesque. The girl
super-hefty and good for laughs
on sight In her pink danseuse outfit and her piartner being a dapper
gigolo type neiarly a head shorter.
They show restraint on falls, Ray's
cute poses giving 'em the sleigh
ride. When the man actually holds
her In his arms, it rates as Samson
rison's
is

•

stuff.

This cream Is four minutes deep,
previous 10 minutes straight
and spread over kidding on the disparity in the couple's sizes, a song
the

by the girl and some slick tangle
footing by the man.

Ruby Norton's Impersonations of
'Famous Blondes," holding the middle spot, has a slow introduction,
with the material going too strong
on Ruby Norton. Picks up when
she does Lillian Russell and Jerltza,
and clicks 100% on Sophie Tucker,
^hls Impersonation alone could be
th€uwhole act. Certainly the sevenmimite opening should be cut to
the bone.
Clarence Senna at the
(Vaudfilm)
piano semi-ta!lks Jingles between
Chicago, Feb. 8.
changes. Material n. s. g.
Poorly arranged, jerky, slow and
Hal Nclman, red -nose tram.p in
cold.
.

partly responsible for the general
slow pace, but good dance finish
offering across for an outsent

standing hand.
Bert Walton did his well-known
monolog and subsequent crossfire
with man and woman plants. Part
of the appeal of Walton's act Is contained In the song solos by Bobby
Lewis, who's been heard over the

STATE LAKE

deuce, okay In his pop n\edley
There must be 87 Rln Tin Tins. comedy.
Opener Is "Dance Fables," atmos-

The

police dog doing the Rln act
Murand and Glrton filled five min- as the headliner has four stunts,
utes oh the tail-end of the show. all very ordinary. Act Is barely of
The girl did most of the heavy acro- opening calibre, and yet was given
batic work and all the trick bike the No. 8 spot
riding. Including a novel somersault
Carrie and Eddy, adagio act of
finish.
Ooutstanding virue of act Is four men and a girl, opened and
its speed. Not a fraction of a min- clicked with
two numbers, both
ute goes to waste. Fans stayed, and well staged, but time was wasted In
liked it
five minutes of soloing by a tenor
Besides screen feature there's who was nearly applauded off the
Pathe Sound News and usual trailer stage toward the end of a sentistuff.
Char.
mental medley.
Bozo Snyder, with four men and
two girls, spent the first five minutes in "one" with Sam Green and
a prop copper, and gave the best
(Vaudfilm)
part of .their routine. Bozo's latest
;;TEyerrthe" return 'at the <sld "BroTJk
.artistic effort with tiie tromijone
lyn favs, Gus VaW and Joe Schenck, Is a "Long, Long Trail" solo
done
wasn't sufficient to pack 'em In here straight.
for the second show Saturday,
After 20 weak minutes of Rln Tin
Bringing this pair into the Met ap- Tin, Flo Lewis chattered her kid
parently shaved the remainder of stuff and fought her way through
the bill.
Picture, "The Woman the cold show to some real returns
Racket,"
seemed an economical toward the end of her pushmoblle
gesture..
skit. Lew Pollock and Henry Dunn
Songsters were billed outside as closed, two girls assisting, with &
having Just arrived from Holly review of Pollock's theme song efwood. They have been doing shorts forts.
After coasting weakly 10
on the Metro lot Duo strutted out minutes they pushed into a good
as though they had just stepped off exit
the pickle boat.
On the screen "The Grand Pa
There Is tt dash of the ballady rade" (Pathe), a "Mickey Mouse'
stuff, but the standouts are their short and Pathe
sound clips. Busisongs with a humorous twist, ness excellent
Loop.

Over

air.

nicely.

LOEWS

MET.

-

Despite absence of names, the
Albee had a good bill and capacity
attendance Saturday afternoon.
pacemade and
Frazere
Enos
clicked with a neat routine of aerial
gymnastics. Stan Stanley and Co
grabbed laughs in follow-up with whether it's about Lena and ^lelny,
Stanley, orig- the
their audience act.
witty MicV^ or the
pash
enough on her own. When Robin inator of the audience stuff, still Italians.
son entered the. picture for some has the best act in the business and
Manning and Klass gave the show
stepping, applause was not curbed is a surefire comedy crash in any ^ quiet start.
Grace Smith and
Nuntil Phil Bakw's name appeared man's opera.
Buddies, colored act, got Its best
on the slides. Baker closed the first
White and Manning, mixed team results on the dancing. It should
part. Opener, Joe Mendl, champ of fianked by a male trio of dancers, tone down a little on" shouting.
all vaudeville monks. In the bag were clickers In the terpsichorean
Claude and Marlon registered
from start to finish with very division. The hoys planted a couple strongly here showing what type of
human antics.
of precisions, buck and tap, that comedy hits a bullseye In the
Jack and Kay Spangler, In a pro evoked plenty of hand slamming neighbs. Laughs the woman got at
ductlon dance turn, "The Lobby .Featured duo knocked off a travesty this house were heavy.
Mark.
Ists," hit hard enough In the deuce adagio cleverly.
to Intimate they could do as well
Norman Thomas Quintette also
In a later spot. That the hotel desk smashed over for hit honors. Good
chatter has the blood of "The Night act all the way, with the eccentric
(Vaudfilm)
Watchman" coursing through Its drummer grabbing laughs. Harry
veins makes little dllference, for the Carroll andplMaxine Lewis followed
With a handful of customers sitSpangleW dancing ties up th in a song /double as prelude to ting in stoical silence, acts found It
works. Miss Spangler Is fast ap
Harry Carroll's Revuette. In the tough getting any response Saturpreaching the first flight of feminine double Carroll planted a reprise of day afternoon. Vaude was not exsteppers and now appears to be the pas*, song hits warbled by Miss ceptional, though much better than

Red Colman,

(Vaudfilm)
Los Angeles, Feb.

•

-
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12,

RKO

pcresent encore.

RIVERSIDE

.

Wednesday> February

PALACE

would

.58TH

STREET

(Vaudfilm)
Good bill here the first half, mixing substantial comedy turns with
one of serious nature. Latter w%is
Rlcardo Cortez (New Acts), film
player, making his vaude debut
here.
His
this house.

name was a draw

mate

In nudity as this town has
ever stood for. Act "carries a cute
prolog girl, Idea possible being a
spare In case of accident.
Closer has Frederick Sullivan
handling three midgets In h.and-to-

hand stunts, many drawing "ohs."
Midge trio does a song nicely. Act
clicks, but would be placed better
at the front of the

bill.

HAMILTON
(Vaudfilm)
Close to capacity Satarday night.

Vaude

section fiashed no b. o. puller,
but "Glorifying the American Girl"
(Par) had been depended upon to
turn the trick. Five-act bill was
pretty good entertainment, -with sufficient

comedy

to

make

it

ride easy.

Alex Melford Trio opened with
an effective flash of gymnastic work.
No stalling, and the men do tricks
expertly without any faking. Leslie
Strange, English Impersonator, followed. Since his debut at the 58th
St., Strange has strengthened his
routine with an Impression of

George Arllss.
Bee and Ray Gowati CNew Acts)
pleased.
Fid Gordon Jjddled and
clowned In hla famlllSf^iway, and
scored nicely.

In the closing spot

was Manny King and

Co. King has
changed his act considerably for th©
better. It 'runs faster and has the
comedy worked up to a more legiti-

for mate climax. King sticks to nanciPar's "Glorifying the fied twitting and does it effectively.

American Girl" was the feature.
Also Pathe Sound News.
Paul Nolan, deft manipulator of
silk toppers, got away -nicely. Other

objects also are Juggled, but high
hats are the routine's forte. Fair

comedy

pheric adagio, richly dressed as to
set and thoroughly undressed as to
costumes of the three men and the
they handle.
Four breech-clouts and one brassiere as total costume for four people Is probably as close to the ulti-

girl

Mark.

COLISEUM
(Vaudfilm)

Goss and Barrows,
Neighborhood turned out apparfew laughs. Open with ently en masse Monday night to
filrtatlon bit and other straight hu
witness
the buffoonery
of
the
mor. Girl closed the turn with solo Sohnozzle boys, Clayton, Jackson
hoofing.
and Durante. Barely an empty seat
its reception Indicated.
Rlcardo Cortez (New Acts) next tn the house. Good all around vaude
Entire show ran about two liours, and did very well.
bin, with the flicker attraction Par's
with the five acts taking up ha'f
Barry and Whltledge drew
the time. Talking shorts, Pathe laughs, though much of their stuff "Glorifying the American Girl."
How those three boys goaled this
Sound News and trailers took up whizzed over the BSth St. heads
house!
They couldn't get enough
the remainder. Quite an oke combo Acrobatic and balancing Jap
duo,
Twice they darkened the
of shorts, consisting of "Wednesday the KItayams (New Acts), classy of 'em.
house at the end of their turn and
at the Ritz" (Pathe), Grantland closer.
started
running
a couple of trailers,
Rice
Sportllght
"Skeleton
and
but
each
time they were forced to
Dance."
stop and light up again. Many of
Bob and Lucy Gillette shoved off
ST.
the
customers
were
quite familiar
the vaude.
Girl does the work,
with what the boys could do and
juggling and
balancing various
(Vaudfilm)
shouting for their favs.
props.
Man assists with comedy
Hardly a draw bill for the first kept
Jimmy Durante's feud with the
and a bit of juggling. Danny Small half this week, with "Glorifying
the boys in the pit was a constant laugh.
aind Co., classlly arranged colored American Girl" (Par)
feature and Pinochle devotees were forced to
boy supported by Creole girl, sup- the vaude talcing an RKO
road unit duck for cover constantly to avoid
plied the singing and dancing. Small of four acts. Biz
very good at the being socked
by those flying hats
warbles pops and a couple In for- late show, but .that's
the usual and Durante's overcoat.
Because
eign tonguei. Dresses It with leg Saturday night thing here.
work. Gal sings and dances.
Unit opens with Jeari Rankin and the proboscis of Phil Fabello, pit
ran a close second to DuWhen Willie, West and McGInty Blue Belles, girl band.
Rather noisy, leader,
rante's schnozzle, he was Invited
trouped on next the house came out and but for the help given
join
to come
of its apathy.
Boys are laborers by Raynor Lehr, who trots inthem
and the mob. up on the stage and
working on a bungalow. Numerous around the unit and Marjorle Selzer,
Harriman, Lucille and Swan on
mishaps which occur are bound to singer and dancer, the band wouldn'
dancfirst.
Lucille
are
a
create mirth.
and
Swan
rate.
Audience returned to its languor
Girl band Is followed by a couple ing team going In for adagio, ballduring performance of Walte Hoyt of hat tossers who drew a few room and acrobatic dancing. Harand J. Fred' •Coots, bn next. Coots laughs here. They're slow and the riman is
corking ;hoofer, espeis composer-songster, using his own chatter is
uninteresting,
Raynor 'cially on eccentric'routincs. Harricompositions. Hoyt of baseball tcok Lehr and Shirley Dahl take the next son and Dakln,
mixed comedy
a solo with warbling and then spot and click. Next was Chas. couple, went nice. Harrison is the
dueted with Coots. Boys are given "Slim" Tlmblln and Co., two black- mainstay, gagging at the piano and
great support by Mae Questelle, who face boys and a blackface girl In delivering a few punch line comedy
won the RKO Helen Kane contest comic chatter that sailed across.
poems. Miss Dakln foils and warand was formerly doing a single.
Finale was impersonation of Bert bles a bit. Close with duo hoke inAll girl band, Florence Meyers and Williams by Lehr, and round robin strumentation.
Co., filled the closing spot.
Girls turn by the four acts. Feature took
In next-to-shut was Frankl.vn
double considerably and space hand 89 minutes, trailer one minute D'Amore, with Jack Lane. D'Auioi-'-'
numbers with agreeable vocal work. Vaude ran 73.
(Continued on page 45)
turn,

sprinkled a

:

86TH
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NEW ACTSPREVIEWS

1930

RICARDO CORTEZ

ADELAIDE HALL

"

(4)

"Wanted"

Sona; 0»ncta

Songs

A

.

'

"

"

.

.

.

'

registers

though having a
Specialty

Kane

a. semi-spiritual
weak tenor voice.

In

girl

doing the

and only

Helen

o(8)

Songs, Dances
14 Min.; One and Full (Special)
Lincoln Sq. (V-P)

to ballet dance.
Back to "one" special,

and the two

boys do a skating dance, to be followed in full atage with a special

It, does
Pop stuff. Seven girls and one woodland setting, where two girls
up badly.
In this one. Four of the gals and a third boy do a neat adagio.
One would ^e plenty, and Masters boy
compose p. chorus, two others do It's not sensational but rhythmic,
could easily and effectively chop twin specialty,
other girl's a blonde well tuned and nicely costumed.
down the comedy attempt at the be-

stuff,

fair at

two. numbers, slowing act

ginning, even to tossing away the
crossfire by one of the specialty artists for laughs.
Talk old and not
especially funny.
by Masters at the finish
..^ Dance
saves offering from what might
have happened If pace had not suddenly increased. Result, over well
hero.
Char.

MORRELLand BECKWITH
Songs, Piano
13 Mins.; One
Lincoln Sq. (V-P).
Male team, pianist and baritonetenor that rates pop houses only.
Man sings In alternating throaty
tones and monotone low.
Pianist
pulls a nifty by reciting what he's
going to do and then with an old
man's mask plays ''Dance of Macawbre" in dramatic lights, etc., to
goal this please-easy.
Then he
proves he'^s not much of a pianist in
tttempting what he called "The Doll

Dance."
Just the same the pair got the
audience here for an encore and
the only act on a five-turn bill that
received that compliment.

THE KITAYAMAS

(2)

Risley
9 Mins.; Full (Special)
B8th Street (V-P)
Oke closer or opener. Two Jap
boys do a bit of acrobatics but
BUpply mostly pedal Juggling.
One of the chap.s, on his back,
twists and turns with his feet a
Jarge tub. which the other boy later
mounts for a few feats. Major portion of the turn is taken up with the
Jjnderstander's manipulations, with
his feet, of parasol.

cartwheeler.

Just routine stuff with

good costumes and setting. Act
opens in one for introductory song
and dance and then changes to full.
Twin girls and boy do opener
after which chorus does the familiar dance routine only so-so style.
What the turn needs is dancing
direction.
It's
got two numbers,
one a rag doll dance skit and another,
an Indian tableaux that
while not original, could be worked
up to class. Singing's mostly by

CARDIFF

and

WALES

Comedy
15 Mins.
58th Street V-P).

man

a

acting as

straight and feed.

DE SYLVA and Matt
GIBBONS (10)

Nina

"Flowers of Seville" (Dance)
14 Mins.; Full (Special)

81st St. (V-P)

Such effective scenery as carried
by this turn is seldom seen in vaude.
"WHilch is "Flowers of Seville" In a
nutshell; It will go as far as any
act can on scenery.
Second to the scenery is some
dancing, all Spanish, by a line of
eight girls and Nlnja. De Silva. Matt
Gibbons adheres to the American
style in work.
The two principals
dance separately until the finale.
Girls' work is unusual in tlpls day
standardized unison dartclng.
of
Ml.s.«( De Silva's standout Is a solo
in Bti'iking radium costume.
Gibbons' contributions are a series of
dlfllrult splits and a Spanish cape
waving number.
Scenic arti.st rates first mention
and will get it from all audiences.
Stager also seems to have known
his stuff, for the turn Is so paced
that it never drags. Other fianh act
Bige.
producers, take a look.'
,

clean-cut
Material centers

house.
Policy

(Continued from page 2)
is rather unusual
for n
No mats during week days,
with but two shows nightly; Sat- preview attractions. Before fitting,
exchanges generally arranged show-

grind.

urday one afternoon frolic to draw
the kid trade, while Sunday is continuous frooi two to 11, allowing
about four shows. Two splits a
week, Wednesday and
Sunday,

ings at city theatres

while the most attractive feature to
the box-ofllce Is the straight 35 cent
top all the time. In a sector where
they've been socked pretty heavy in
the same house in the past, the
minimum scale should mean a lot.
They'll go for 35 cents where they

won't for a

Sunday

nights.

began to kick at having to
do extra work on the -Sabbath, so
Idea was- dropped.
Critics

KaiTl Norman with the Fullers
for the season.

New Zealand
"LombardI, Ltd.," for WilliamMelbourne follows.

Leo Carrillo touring
in

son-Tait.

$1.

Warners will use this stand as a
regular second run release for Its
own and F.N. product, and with
shorts will naturally give the break
Vltaphone subjects, though it's
understood they'll pick these from
the outside too, where and when
needed. Preview nights from time,
t-o time will be
a further Inducement.
It's a good
spot and Warners
looks to have the right dppe to put
the Forum in the running. Opening
was big, arc lights, crowds, and
celebs attending.
House filled up
early and stayed that way, lines

"Clowns In Clover" decided hit at
Melbourne, with Ann Penn, English,
featured.

to

jamming the outside and a healthy
Interest notable among the rabble.
One of the most outstanding
things about this opening was that
people stood in line all day to buy

This is the first time out
has occurred, inasmuch as
usual premieres carry a $5 top, with
reserved seats.
Opening of the
Orpheum, Xmas Day, has been the
only other Instance of waiting lines,
but there it 'wai an aU day grind
with no stars, while at the Forum
it was a gala affair, stars and all.
Premiere program ran abijut two
hours with "So Long Letty" (WB),
"Stimulation" and "Dance of the
Paper Dolls," both Vila shorts, and
a Mickey Mou^e cartoon, "Jungle
Rhythm," filled In while a Par
newsreel opened.
House Is W.E.
equipped, sound coming over great
aided by good acoustics. Vic Rosen
in manager.
Span.
tickets.
hei-e this

"Desert Song"
(WB), picture,
playing all States with success for
U-T.
"Singing Fool" (W^B) also
doing well for same management.

Hot weather hit business hard
during the Christmas season, with
outdoor attractions leaving the city
managers weeping.
Ted Henkel scored at the Civic
Auckland, as musical di-

theatre,

presentation

rector 'and

producer.

Henkel played 82 weeks at the Capitol,

Sydney.

George D. Parker, American producer,

staging

with

responsible for magnificent
of "Journey's End," Cri-

Sydney.

terion,

W-T, for

Parker has been

six-yeare,

[

Joe Wayne, American, returns to
America this week after two years
at the King's Cross, Sydney, as featured organist.

.

•

CAPITOL

(Presentation)
Chicago, Feb. 7.
•<Flyln' High," local production,
was in the nature of a prolog for
•'"Flight"-(Col),-but-'succeeded.-only
in a stiff finale showing a lighted
plane with 10 girls perched on the
wings.
^
One specialty is good, the other
fair.
Maxellos, tumblers and footbalancers, five men. Worked a nice
15'>'minutes with novel foot tosses
and plenty of comedy.
Played
around with Cookie, the m. c, but
stretched it a bit. Fred Ardath,

Julia Dawn
scored nicely
on
opening as organist at Prince Edward, Sydney. Miss Dawn Is first
woman Wurlitzer expert in this

country.
E. J. Carroll, managing dlrect<jf^'
of Carrolls' Theatres, Ltd., leaves
this week for America in search of.
concert talent. The Carrolls are big
operators in Queen.sland, playing In
conjunction with Union "Theatres.

playing

Fuller's

JRio

-.

Rita". In

.

neighborhood house near Sydney to
Gllmore,
huge success.
Janotte
American dancer, still a feature.
Dave Mallen and Charley Sylber
quit the show some time ago, returning to America.
"Rita" about best money-maker
ever handled by Fullers.
,

Broadcasting Is on a very low
drunk comedian with man and a level over here. Some of the stuff
occupied another 15 minutes. going on the. air is extremely poor.
Act well known from vaude but his
Still all kinds of chatter around
pantomime registered. Dialog rather
about vaude being still alive. ^
old, however.
But one large company played
Refnainlng 10 minutes supplied
the usual presentation stuff. Clean vaude with its picture programs and
opening, band muffled behind an employed an experienced booking
girl,

Illuminated

Abbot

girls

cloud

saw the man

scrim,

doing an ordinary rou

to
sheets.

take

care

of

route

the

Circuit
usually bad anywhere
Then Qookle tried a recita
a "Navy Blues" specialty, from 30 to 40 acts playing weekly,
chewing the words some, but com- mostly Imported. Now one act Is
tine.

'

.

tipn for

pen.satlng with comic stuff, the girls playing the chain. And th"^ former
booking manager Is assistant to the
as sailors In a drill number.
Business excellent at the fir.<;t house manager In one of the comPractically solid pany's theatres.
evening show.
downstairs and a good part of the
Another talker apparatus on the
Loop.
balcony occupied.
market under the title of Defoy
Talkie Equipment and selling from
.

•

COLISEUM

$3,750 to |4,7B0.

Stated to operate both sound -onRupert Foyle, Vicfllm or disc.
(Con(,Inued from page 44)
is a wop dialectician who comedes torian showman, behind the com^
at the opening and then introduces pany.
Lane for a little comedy instruUntil such time as the Federal
mentation. Main portion of turn

government, working in conjunction
with the State government, can
make available tax tickets, each
theatrical management must affix
stamps to every ticket sold at the
box-office to the value of 35 cents
and over the tax value.
Box-ofllce girls are hollering beca,usQ their throats get dry during
the busy periods licking the stickers.

.good,

around marital arguments of pair
outside of dome.stIc relations
court where judge has told them to
to
things themselves,
settle
Baby clothes (but for dog) Is angle
borrowed as twist for the finL-ih.
Played third here on .a four-art
bill and found
the going smooth
and ea.<!y.
Char.

LINCOLN SQUARE

just

try

MILLER and WILSON

Comedy Acrobats

8 Mins.; One
81st St. (V-P)
No Bimllarity to the Miller and
Wil.son recorded in the lil'-.s five
years ago. Former a song and dance
team.
This combination of .same
nam" does a good No. 2 Toutlne of
acrobatics and tiimbling, all with

comedy Intent.
One does a

Australia

"

(Continued from page 43)
climbing, and In this way can ^(feo
and hoar from any angle of the

is taken up with a buffoon ballet
between D'Amore and Lane, very
This mixed couple has been In good.
vaude for years, but act now done
Phil Fabcllo's orchestra has gained
is new to the Variety files.
Is big quite
a rep In this neighborhood
time from start to finish, with good and the boys are all known and
material and salesmanship giving liked.
Their instrumentation and
it especial rating.
Next to closing* singing for the overture Is given
average neighborhoods as much attention and respt)nBe as
girl
twins but doesn't call for spots In
thought and Is used to Intro dances should entail no worries.
the entertainment on the oilier side
The woman Is a clever comedienne, of the footlights.
in a couple of spots.
Opened show

here for fair applause.
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FORUM

Dramatic Playlet
5 Mins.
S3 Mins.; Full
20 Mins. Full (Special)
Capitol (pres) N. Y.
Palace 8t. V.).
58th Street (V-P)
Eddie Leonard makes his debut
Adelaide Hall, whose reputation
highly melodramatic underis
"Blackbirds,"
a
bet
in the stage band field after life
blossomed In
world
skit is this in which Cortez
long
service
In
minstrels
and
for vaudeville If the money Is right.
is making his debut In vaudeville
vaudeville. Accustomed to at least
With headline billing, as she is reand one that will probably go as a 30 minutes
of continuous rostrum
ceiving at the Palace, must go headhit anywhere. It is from the pen
occupation, the vet blackface artist
line salary. It's dependent on Miss
of Edwin Buxke,,who has yrjtten
^^as under"iobvious handicaps when
Hall's al>lllty to "draw in vaudeville"
for Cortez a miniature part not unaway from as well as in New York, like those Cortez has done in pic- needing to compress his stuff to the
for vaudeville touches cities where
minimum requirements oi! picture
Broadway musicals mean nothing. tures.
house
units.
performance,
His
Her discs may have partly blazed a
Interest Is worked up for Steve's
caught on the first day, was below
trail.
entrance by two "dicks," and a
his average, but his applause was
As entertainment, Miss Hall is a
person vaudeville can easily use. "moll," formerly the sweetheart of too great to. admit any question- of
The colored singer and dancer has a gangster caught by one of the the place he holds with the theatreShe dicks and "burned." One of the
poise, appearance and ability.
also had 3111 Robinson as a helper dicks bears a grudge against the going public.
When finding himself in this, his
at the Palace Saturday matinee, and other and persuades the gal, now
Koblnson said he may be on hand the moll of a gunman, both dicks new restricted orbit, Leonard should
He didn't enter until the are seeking, to squeal to him alone. click far more strongly than he did
all week.
Practically
finish and by then Miss Hall had He discoyers that the murderer on this early showing.
proved herself.
under an alias, is a brother to the all performers finding their orchesLew Leslie's reported refusal to hated dick and determines to send tra behind instead of in front of
permit the girl to sing her "Black- brother to get brother. Without tell- them for the first time experience
birds" numbers seemingly made ing the other flatfoot that the mur- this same difficulty.
used, derer is his brother, he tells him
These
difference.
little
"Roily Polly Eyes" and "Ida,"
credited to Cecil Mack, suited the where they can find him.
quickly recognized as Leonard's
singer. After all, the way she sings
Meantime the gal goes back to the trademarks, form the basis of his
Is what counts.
murderer's room, disclosing the fu- turn, a series of songs topped by a
Dandridge and Tate are the gitive as Cortez. After the girl paci- little jingle danolng. He wears his
harnessed plapo accompanists and fies the man's uneasiness and takes customary spic-and-span satin vestdouble with pipes in the act's hotter his gun away, his brother, the dick, ments of minstrelsy.
moments. Hot enough also when enters. When the detective disA respected representative of an
Bige.
covers that the accused is bis older school of show business comes
just playing.
brother, he Is in a quandary, but belatedly to the newest, medium of
spun-ed on by the jibes of the other popular entertainment. He carries
WILL MORRISSEY and CO. (4)
detective, determines to arrest him, with him indubitable proof of a
Comedy,. Piano, Dances
asking for a few minutes alone with well entrenched popularity.
He
30 Mins'.; One and Two
his brother.
Thereupon both grow should prove a good booking for
Jefferson (V-P)
sobby recalling old times, the dick the Loew picture chain and will at
Okay anywhere. It's 30 minutes determines to let his brother escape last find out it's not necessary to
of snappy hoke -and slapstick, and and. gives him a pistol. Cortez 3tay on a stage forever.
Land.
Morrlssey's' name is still good bill- 'mo'ves as though for the window but
ing. Plugged hat comic is assisted instead gets behind a screen and
by Mldgle Miller and three males. shoots himself. Curtain falls after "ECHOES OF THE DESERT"
(5)
Bnglish
plays
a
roller
skating
One
Cortez' brother makes the other
dude and the other two are blank dick promise he will not divulge the Dancing
13 Mins.; Full Stage
comic and soft shoe dancer. Closed right name of the dead criminal.
58th
Street
(V-P).
seven -act bill to excellent returns.
Cortez does very well with his
Nothing original, Morrlssey even part. Leslie Adams is the detective
Neither the action nor the atmosBut
using his old film making bit and brother of the criminal and Tom phere carries out the title.
dumb dog who doesn't do anything. McGulre the other dick. Doris strictly on specialty merits, leav
Act opens in "one," goes to "two" Kemper Is the girl. All three give Ing novelty out, "Echoes of the
and finales in "one" when the quin- neat support" with Leslie Adams Desert," dance offering, passes a
tet trots out with paper bats, chant- doing especially good work.
fairly rigid test.
O. K. as a suping gags and swatting Miss Miller
porting attractlo.h.
and the pit band all over the place.
Trio doing adagio work and a
Opener sends Morrlssey into the Bee and Ray GOMAN and Co. (6) team of hoofers make up personnel
orchestra.
He backslaps the cus- Songs .and Dances
The act opens In a set with a
tomers and pit band. Second comic 20 Mins.; One and Full Stage
marine drop and closes in one of
enters from front to stop him, say- Hamilton (V-P)
woodlands atmosphere, there being
Jng he's a,, censor. Ho goes Into a
feature no' desert, color in turn or its stag
Bee
Ray
Gonian
_ and
^hox~ to -watch the turn, getting his dancing, doing very w'eir Vith' itT ing. "Jilale' team appear" as colbit In In a "later spot when the dog
The
man
has an inning with a Ted leglates and do two routines, one
comfs on.
Outside of
Lewis imitation that ,was w^ll re- a skating eccentric.
ceived. Work of the Harmonir Sis- adagio combinations, with a longters and four hardworking dancing distance throw for a good finish
Frank MASTERS and Co. (13)
femmes helped greatly. Act is ani- there is a toe dancing specialty of
Band, Specialties
mated and pleasing.
b.£.tter than the common grade.
24 Mins.; Full (Special)
The Gomans carry a. musical diRoutining o. k.- but better tttlie
Jefferson (V-P)
"a blond woman who works than "Echoes of the Desert" might
Not enough clicking material here rector,
as 'hard as the principals, doing her be found.
lor the 24 minutes' running time
stuff in the pit, and a helpful part
Char.
congumed. At least six or eight of the turn.
minutes could be lopped off, some of
Songs by the Harmony girls got
the numbers cut and the remainder over; they change
for each number The SPARTAN REVUE (5)
tightened up, act now havlngi a and
aided by the dancing four- Dances, Songs
tendency to set a rather slow pace. some.areThe Gpn^ans
show good team 9 Mins.; One^and Full (Special)
Changes should rig up offering as work, especially with their opening Academy (V-P)
very worth while for better neigh- number as the toy soldiers. The
Class dancing quintet, good anyborhoods.
gym
number
the girls was a where.
by
Played opener here on
,
Masters as a sailor leads a band standout and well done.
tnree-act bill and ^ent over nicely.
of eight dressed 'as Parisian artists.
.Act has speed and animation.. Three boys and two glrLs, who do
An average band. Masters arid his Hanillton audience applauded it en- about four numbers. The
two boys
lour specialty artists lifting act out thusiastically.
Mark.
in collegiate outfits with sweaters
of small-time rating.
Sister team
and gray striped trousers open in
(Anita Twins) score in an acrobatic
"one,"
Drop
singing
and
dance.
the
dance and In other numbers and BRADLEY and TIERNEY RevOe
files to "two," when girl does single
comedian early in act, doubling for
solo,

VARIETY

EDDIE LEONARD

feature,

I3iz

somersault

(Continued from pqge

Monday evening was

fair.

1)

sense the value of the audible
newsreel which, because of its
llhiltatlons in covering spot news,
has been much more receptive t«c3l'a novelty Idea (even if a plug) than
to

Vaude showed

turns, with
only a flash act called "Libby
Dancer's" attemiJling originality.
Of interest on tnc bill beyond the
feature and vaude was a Metrotone reel running about half silent.
Library shots, and maybo old.
Op'.-ning act was the Nltos, >forfive,

merly the Three Nitos and

now

only

two.
The woman is out, 'Casual
pantomime acrobatli; clowning, a bit
more subtle than is oustotnary. 'Woll
lik^'d,
Morroll and Hockwith fNcw

were

th** old silent reels.
Concert,
opera,
amateur little
theatre groups, and personal prc-ss
are
for
various
people
among those li.^tcd as trying to
.soil
the ncw.src-el a reason for
wljc-''ling out the truck.
.

agents

,

Actsj, spottf'd .second, <;omprI.«e an

uncultivated
flying

which lands him on hi.s spine with
a terrific tliud. Otiier's best Is a
foot spring against the proscenium
arch.
Comical flnl.sh gets them off
to laughs.
Landed in the deuce at
the 81st and can do as well anywhere in that spot.
Biac.

NEWSSEELS AS TARGETS

(Vaudfllm)
Lop.slded vaude bill here the first
"Navy Blues" (Metro), the

half.

baritone-tenor and

a'

who acts. Wowed 'em here
sail along in the pops.
Third wore IJIlly Arlington and
Co., the "Co." a woman who slng.s
and feeds. Still good for laughs
with his comic drinking bit and fake
harmony singing. Arlington now
plays a clean Irarnp, .shaved anr]
pianist

and can

>ill.

Ri<:h

and

Adair in next

to

flowing were pretty weak, but got
the crowd. Same turn used to be
known a.s Richardson and Adair.
It's a mixed duo, the man playing

an old

niiiii

with young ideas.

Knflro showing took 161 minutes.

Night faro for

floor is 60c.

'

-
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Charlotte

WEEK

THIS

COH'MBUS

Castleton

State

COftONA,

(One to

I.

Plnza

l^ew's

Paul Nolan Co
Ethel Pastor
Claude ft Marlon
niu

connection with bills below indicate opening day of
-show; whetlTer full or split week

in

(Two

'

Fisher

"Jazz Cinderella"

Picture Theatres

Fanchon & Marco

U

Mae

trsher
Billy Randall

NEW

Shaw &

ROCUK.STEB

Al Evans
Jerry Coe

Xost Zcpjielin"

&

Bros

(7)
"Soutji'n MoJortles"

Sti(«o(fl)

Bayea & SppcJc

Chester Hale Girls
(Jlllette

-Not So Dumfc"

Paramount

K

Bltllncs

Jim Coombs
•

Bowman

Patricia

Leohlde Masslne
HaTOld Van Duzee.
Evanp--&\Veayer

"Cameo

Kii'by"

IIU

•CHICAtiO,

Avnlfln (7)
Coolcle'S'

Bd

Dir.

State

hcK

<ie-18)

Painted aTclodles"
Forsyth- & Kelly

& Gresham
.

Bd

Irene Tay".or
Birdie Dean

King

.

Fox

tiarmbnIstB

4

Benny Meroft Bd

&

Burns

Klssen

Collclte Sis

'

Joey Ross Bd
Nelson & Knlgrht
Mulroy JlcN & R
Joe Grlttln
Mnrbro Theatre Co
"Welcome Danger"
Oriental (7)
"Dixie Dreams"
Lou KoslofT Bd
Sophie Tucker

U

Johnny Paynos
Addle Seamon
Grimn & GrcBham
"Second Choice'

raradiM

<7)

"Believe It or Not'
Mark Fisher Bd

The

Leon

.Great

Barl I-nVero

Mary &

"Thirteenth Chdlr'
Stratford (7)

Ted Leary
Al Thles MldpretB

Evans &
Meyakos

"Wolf

Seed & AusHir-^
William Sis

Bemis & Brown

Electa Havel
SeroVa Girls
^Thirteenth Chair"
iri>town (7)

"NItey Nlte U
Al ICvole Bd.
Herschcl Henlere

Lang & Hughes

(•)

"Aladdin's Revels"
Al Mitchell Bd

Aithur Martel
Orch
VGreen Goddesa"
•

.State (8)
0'Donriell.& Blair
.

May Care"
liKOOKLYN

"Devil

(8>

"Gardens" Idea
3 Slate Bros
Mnffa X: Mae
Vina Zolle
Cliff Nuzarro
Sunklst Beauties
"

Paramount (8)
"Red Rhythm" U
Chief Shunatona
Indian Bd

mUdll S'

& Bobby May
GoraldiDC
Marty & Ray

Joe

•

,

Hutchlps
Jtonro'e & Gront
Varsity 4
'Pauline GasUIna

.'Roy'RoKero
'
.

^

"Tiller Rose"
I,ara.rette (8)
•

Gil

to

ft.'

Hewitt

fill)

NEW ORLEANS

•

2d half (19-21)

ft Hall.

M

&

2d halt (12-14)
Clarence Downey

.

fill)

Keith's

Cheater

3

CITY. Bather Ralukton
Pat Hennlng Co

& Walker
Happy Harrison (To.

Gordon

Fnlnnoiint"

r'

On Wa'h

'Jcanlne
2d halt (19-21)
Bnoz Frazfrre

Corelll

.

ft

Tr-

—

.

:

Henry Santrey Bd

.Lamb

Fortunello. Ik C'lmo
Carlton .Elniniy Pets
'

Stanley (B)
-"Bombay" Unit
Dick Powell
Johnny Perkins
Madelyn -McKcnzle
Pasquali Bros

Com'd"

PROVIDENCE

Klein

•

Texas

Armund

Gould Gfrla

SJovlk

& D Kapp

Bobby

Gillette

Bayea & Speck
3 Donnla Sis
State

-

Tlrlorla
1st half (15-18)

De Onzos
Lane ft Harper
Cmll Boreo
Blllle

Tichenor Co

(One to

BALTIMORE

nil)

Carloton & Ballew
Ferry Corwey
nilly niason

Co

BROOKLYN

Ut
Ryan

Itcdford
half (15-18)
RIs

Paul Remoa Co
(Three to nil)
2a half (19-21)

Frank
Jack Norworth Co
Joe Termini
Wll.'ion

(Two

to Oil)

Gntp<i Ave.
Ist half (16-18)
Prank Wil-'in

Ferry Corwey

(One

White ft Manning
Maxine Lewis
Harry Carroll Rev
BnHhwick

-

Norman

Loew '8

Morrell ft Beckwith
Art Henry Co

Laiirein

Johnny Downs
Harris

to All)

La

2d half (19-21)
Michel

Belle Pola

(Ono to

Smith

All)

Lew White Co

2d half (12-14)
Alleen ft Marjorle

Claude ft Marion
Blllle Tichenor Co

Ewlng Eaton
Van EssI

ft

'

BOSTON

Orphoum
I.cs

(16)

Jardys

Romalne

ft

nsth
Castle

Jack Janls Co
Calts Bros
Carl Freed Orch

CANTON

,

I<oew'8
1st halt (15-18)
Fortunello ft C'llno

Carlton Emmy Pots
Alleen Clark
Ivan Trlesnult

Granada
ft
ft

(15)

Bradford
Shea

Flo Myor.M-

Swan

ft

Girls

Vogt
Lewis Rev

ft
it

(Two

Briants

to All)

ft

Dakla
SlameEe Twins

ft

i

to nil)

Kenmore

Geo K Arthur
Enoz Frazere
(One to nil)

Sinclair

&

Co

Orphoum
Salle

Blood

(Two

PIrila.

:

Johnny Downs

Josephine Harmon
Harris ft Radclirte
La Belle Pola
Prospect

Gfeo -Schrecli 'Co
Ly<lla Barry

Wm

.

(One to
'

PORlXAND

2d half (18-21)

Camerons

Faber & Wales
Harry Holmes Co
Shuron Devrles Co
(One to nm
T.ACOSIA
RKO Pantagra (16)
4 CIrlllo Beys
Monica ft. A SkeliV
Scott Sanders

Jerome Jackson Co
The Rangers
Peplto
Ray Shannon
(One to fill)
Henry Bergman Co,
(8)
2d: halt (12-14)
Lee Twins
Groh Co
Medley & '?uprey
Brooks ft Rush
Snoozer Junior
Toby Wilson Co
Jack Pepper

OrpHcum

-

TORONTO

Hlppe^onM
-

"Home Folks"

Jack Pepper
(One to -AH)

(One to

flU>

(8)

Polar Pastimes

Ada Brown

Long laland
Buck 'ft Bubblea'
(Two to All)

Alexander Girls
Ken' Christy Co

2d halt (12-14)
Pinto Arcara. ft F
Modern Cinderella

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE

Fairbanks ft Hall
Bernard ft .'quires
Vance ft Elinore
Shipwreck Kelly

Sliver Flanhes'

Tills

2d ha.lf (19-21)
Ergottl ft Herman

Morrl.'i ft

lat half ri6-18)

Francois Denamore

Flapper Frcshles
Kennccly & Cohen
Dayton'
ft

C Morton

PaddV Saunders
BInfrham

&

Miller

ft

H

Smyth6
Co-Eds

Meyers

J Velle
Bisler

ft

Meyers & Roth
Wilbur Rwiiotman
-

AKRON

Palace

to- nil)

.
'

(16)

Campbell

Kcii Murray Co
Butler' ft. Santos

(One

May

ft

Mainatreet (16)
Foster Fagan ft C

/- (JS^

-

.

.

Frabclle's FroUcs

ft M Bros
Mkrlon WHklna
Rne Samuels
(One to All)

Brerris P'

ANCELES

I.Oa

^flllstrcct

Gaynor

ft.

(16)

Byron'

•F.oltcn ft l-'arker

Olacn

ft

(Two

to All)

Johnaon

,

(8)

Chinese Show Boat
Fred Llghtner
(Three to AH)

.

McLaughlin ft E
Alexander

Cecil

(Three to

fill)

Claire VIncett

Co

N. V. A.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Emerson ft Baldwin
Joe Mendl
Sam ft C Morton
Vaughn Comfort Jr 4 Sldneya'

KANSAS CITY

(16)

Roy Roger*
Weaver Brothers

(-S)

3

flll)

Paris Foahluna

(16)

Snoozer Junior

Melody Mansion
(One to All)'

Keith's
Ist half (16-18)

Cross

Clarke

All)

Lee .Twins
Medley & Duprey

•

'

Robblna

4

Ralph Olsea Co

•

Demons'

.6

^.1

(8.1

Sylvia Clijrk

-State"
lat halt .Xl £"-18)

'

.

ft

Rose Perfect
Clifford ft Marlon
F Richardson Bd

'

,

JERSEY CITY

fill)

(16)

Red Dohahue

Armstronjr Bros

Spangler

Onwah Troupe

Afterpie ce

Bd half (19-21)
Frsncots Densmor^
Glad Raga
(Three, to PII)
2d half (12-14)
Flowers of. Seville

ft

All)

SYRACrSE

2d half (19-21)

to Alt)

M'KEESPORT

Roe

(One to

2d h^lf (12-14)

"Doln' Things"

ft
ft

Sinclair

Jean Rankin

Raynor Lehr Co
Mowatt &'. Hardy
Chas Slira T.lmblln

& K

BalkofC

Keith's

Irving Edwards
16 Syncopetts

2d half (19-21)
Grace Doro
Arthur ft M Havel
Jimmy Savo

L

(One to

6

All)
(8)

Kellh'B

Chain ft Conroy
Leo Relsman Orch
(Three to All)

MadiBon

(8)
ft

Irene Rich Co
Al Tralhan

PATER SON

Jack

<16)

KItayamos

Llbonjitl

1st half (16-18)

Keith's

Orphevm

O

Co

Leavitt ft Lockw'd
(Three to flll)

Tinova

Paula ft Al Blum
Anderson ft Graves

FLUSHING

lat halt (16-18)

Butler Santos
ST. PAtJI.

Marrone-Lacoste Co
(One to All)

1st half (16-18)

•.

Ward Co

Ken Murray Co

All)

Boyd Sentcr Co

Kelso Bros Rev
(Others to All)

<Ott)era to All)

126tli Street
lat half (16-18)

(One to

flll)

(8)

Solly

Daveys

Campus

HImea

(8)

While ft Manning
Jim McWI. name

(Or.e to

OTTAWA

(15)

MoBconI Bcoe

Van

Schepp's Circus
Foster Fagan ft

Van

Wllklpa C*
Moirla ft Campbell

Keith's (15)
Polar Pastimes
Gracle Barry
Chabot ft Tortonl

Mack

ft
ft

Orphenm (16)
The Meyakos
Manny King -Co
2

Thunder

ft

IjOUIS
ft

M

De Marcos

Steps
Noblette

Brown Bros
Florrle La Vere

<3lory of St>aln

Jim

Marlln

Ryan

ft
ft

flll)

ST.

Tates & XdLwIey
Morris ft Campbell
(One to' All)

.-..(8)

La

(Three to flll)
2d half n2-14)
Nathal
Joe Termini
Esther Ralaton
Snyder ft Cooley

to

(One to

'
Keith's (15)
Spirit of Mli'i-Lrelay

(8)

Harry Holmes
Ben Bemie Bd
(One to All)
Songs

Diamonds

4

Ward

(Three to

Zaatro White Co
Nan Halperln

Great Rolle
Walter Dare Wahl
Vox & Walters

Byron
Fulton- & Parker
Olaen ft Johnaon
(Two to All)
ft

OMAHA

Palace (15)

'

Chamb'l'n-

2d half (19-21)
Odette Myrtle
.Klkutas Japs

2d half il2-i4)

ft

O'D

ft

Roxy'a Gang
Joe Cook
(One- to All)
i:.-ENVEB

1st half (16-18)

Stan Kavanaugh
Josephine Harmon

St,

(8)

St Clair SLq

-

(8)

(16)

(8)

Tyler Mason
Paris Creations
Burtia ft Allen

2d halt (12-14)
Moody ft Harr'gton
Joe Daly Co
Taylor ft Bobble
Lee ft Bert Ryan
Eddie Carr Bd

ft

Orphenm

The Digltanos
Der|ckson ft Brown

Gaynor

Eddy

ft

.

'

Leonora.

Wells Craven

Co-"

OAHXAND

Cavaliers

Jim McWUllama

B Dur^

Harry Foat'r Welch

&

Clayton

(One

Sawyer

SPOKANR-..
Orphenm (10)
Lime 3

Will Osborne Orch

Powers & Jnrrett
Stuart ft Lash

.

& Baldwin Harmonica Bd

Bmers'n

Abe Reynolds
Lander Bros

Skelly

Peplto
(One. to Ail)

Adela.. Yfixne
.
Bob.' Hope
Webb's Entert'n'rs
(One to flll)

.

'

2d half. (19-21)
Mary Ardls
Geo dchreck Co

•

Corday
Willie West ft MoG

-Anger

A

let half (16-11)

& B

.

L Frank

ft

Wilson ICopple

(1!.-21)

Larry Rich
C
Larry Rich ft Gang
2d half '12-14)
Luster Broa
»
Sid
Morley

Geo K.Arthur Co
Earl Flslier Co
(T-vo to n\l)
2d half (12rl4)

2d .half

Mlliard

2d half (19-21)
Pat Hennlng

Lubin Larry ft
(One to All)
Fordliam

OLEVEL.\ND

•IcfTerhon
1st half ae-18)

Hurat

Street

Dave Harris Co

Mills

Sma'.l Broa
Brady ft Wrlla
Joe Jackson
Chain ft Conrov
Cunnlngha-n ft C

Wllron Kepple
Jean La Cross

Harrison

'

Peggy Hope Co

1st halt (16-18)

Jack. Major
Flo Lewis Co

ft

'

Grace Doro
Arthur ft M Havel
Jimmy- Savo

Harrlm'n Swan

Adler

Fays

Tenklrta
(3)

Honey Tr

Dotson

Pavla
Qua Alexander
2d half (19-21)
(Others to All)

ft 4

Kitchen Pirates

Honey Tr

Corlnne Tllton
Chinese "SVhoopee

105th St. (16)

Carry ft .Eddy
Bozo Snyder Co

Dean
Devlto' Denny Co
Ray Shannon Co
Elizabeth Morgan

Simpson

:

Three

Radollffe

ft

(15)

Ellis

Co Glenn" ft

2d halt (19-21)
Flowers of Seville

(Two

Jean

La Dare

ft

Kane &
Wells

Philllpb

Sun Tanned Follies

ft

Mlacaht/a

Larry Rich Friends
Rich & Cherle

CLEVELAND

1st half (16-18)
Cardlnl

(Two

M.-fCk

ft

Corelll

Hippodrome

,

Klkutas Ja:ps
Cora Greene

to All)

Daro

Costa Rev

A

Stanton
All)

seth StHmi
lat half (16-11)

DAY RIDGE

Cuby

Plynp

Claire

ft

E

(One to

4

Ist half (16-18)

Mary Ka'ynea

&

Harris
Val ft

Loew's (16)

Runaway

Teddy Joyce
Helen McFarland
Salty ft Ted

5

LIPSHUTZ

L.

'SssiSK'' TAJIOR. 908 Walnut

(IS)

Mangec^n Tr
Billy ft' E Newell
Jack Oaterman
Modena's Fantasy
(One to nin

Tieh

ft

Chas B'nniugt'n Bd

JACK

MANHATTAN

Sis

Janls Co
Parndlse (16)

Riilofr-E'ton

ANTONIO. TEX.

lat half (17-20)

nil)

2d half (19-21)
6 Jugglfng Nelsons
Clark & Smith

.

.

Clayton J'kson
Paul Nolan

TUESDAYS
HOTEL

& Hay Co

to

Maximo

(8)

"Song Shop" U
Hal Sherman
CarletOn & Ballew
Maureen. & Sonny
Faust 8
Gladys St John
Harold 'Hanson

"Accordion"

(One

2d half (19-21)

Mae Mark

R

Carlel

Tra^cey

.

Gus Alexander
Enoch Light
Che.tter Hnle Girls
"Hot for Paris"

& Harry

Bud

'tfeyers Lubow ft
(One to nil)

Fielder-Harriet CoVan & Scho'hck

Eddie Leonard
4 Flash Devils
Berta Donn

Pehir (8)

"His. First

1st half (16-18)

(8)

.

Norman Thomas

A

ft

SandMs

Scott

'

RuBseH Markert Co
Dooley ft SalesHarry. Delf
Ike Rose's Midgets
(One to All)

(8)

Enoz Frazere
Stan Stanley

Monica

'

2d half (12-14)
Chevo-llcr Bros
Moore Sis

-

(16)

Bill Ro-blnson
(One to-* All)
(8)
4 CIrlllo Boys

.

Gang

ftoxy's

Orphenm

Howard ^ Newton
Teck Murdock Co"

LubIn Laurie ft A
Paula Paqulta ft C

Fred. Llgjitner
Billyjilouae Ca'-

flll)

American Belf'dp

S
.

iQiiestelle

Bsther,.Ralstoi|.

to

SEATTLE

Murand & GlrtonMack ft Wright.

Bobby Mae

Chinese- Whoopeer
"Corlnno 'Tiltoii"

(Two

Millard ft Marlln
Joe Jackson
2d half (19-21)
'.

(16)

'

.

^ellaack

Bill

L Bopst^ad Co

-'

Jack Usher Co

CINCUfNATI

Albee
Jean parr

2d half. (12-14)
Billy Forredl Co

Dobaon

Keith's
1st half (16-18)Al Gordon's Dogs

May

.

•

NEW ROCUELLE

•

',

:

Ist half (16-18.)

Golden Dreams
Rudcll & Donegan
(Three to fill)
2d half C19-21).
Grace Doro
Tlnytowh Revue
(Three to flll)
'

Lillian .'Mprton.

'

Albee (16)
Echoes of Desert
Alleen .ft Marjorle

Keith's

.

All)

ft

•Tambs Barton

Bozo Sriyder ,Co
RIn Tin Tin
Flo Lewis
Pollack ft Dunn..

,

DiBOOKLYN

,

1st half (16-18)

-

Watson

"The AVli^tor"

S.

B

Patrlcola

.

Carrie

'

Don Cummlngs
& 4 Faya

Wella

NEW YORK

2d halt (19-21)

.

SCHENECTADY

Co

Kitchen Pirate

-

(y
ft Eddy

'

Cavaliers

Nelsons
Wilson!

Co- •

•

Co

Billy Piirl

(8)

(«)

.,

J Mandell

The Digltanos
Derlcksoh £; Brown
Powers ft'Jarrett
StUart ft Lash

Stojiton

(Two- to

.

-

Chevalier Broa
Rudell & Donegan

let half (16-18)

Robinson & Pierce
Van & Schenck'
Tracey ft Hay Co
tone" to flrlly-

Owen McGlvney
The Wager

W.&

Barry & Whltledge
Pat Rooney Rev

Co

State IjJke (15)
Marlnclli Girls
Tyler Maaon
Solly WardBurns ft. Allen
Louie's Hungry S

L

tf

Le'Panl

Ellne

Sun Tanned Follies

Ted Healy

.

Melody Mansion

Michel
Hooper-Gatchett Co

(One to

Swan

Harri'n^'n

Raymond- ft Caverly
Grace-

Naah

.NEWARK.

Ja'pa

.-liunt

& -Fataly

Patrlcbla

Albertlna Rosch.Co

Spence ft' True
J Tlu>maa SaxQtet

(19-21)

2d', half

Le Groha-

Olson

,

Senorlta AJcanez.

(8)

-•.

Mildred

''

Golden Gate (16)
P OukralnaHy Co

(16)
Jacka.-ft Girlie

Ward & Van

.

All)

SAN FRANCISCO

Palace

Kanazawa'

-

Nj),thal'.'

I

§tate (16)
Jeronie & Bv'elyh"

Louvan

Ed

"Toytown" Unit

Burt

& Lehman-

'O

Carror
"Lost Zeppelin"

(8)

Bros &
Honi* Folks
B)istep Shaver
"Wefliver'

(8)

Ch.arles

.Fred Evana Co
"7 Keys to B'pato"

,

ElwlKUt

.

"Topsy Tun'y''
Jay MlUa
,Bert Gordon

Eddie Hell
Bob Rogers
Bernard Weber Co

B &H

Hil>|>odroine

(8)

.

Fny'8

Lampkln
Bobby Pinkus:

.

(Two

2d halt (1!;-21)
& E Baraton
Clark Sc O'Neill
Kelly-Jackson Co

Oritlieum

"Modes & Models"
Verne Buck
O Bamboschek
"New Tork NItes'
PITTSnVKGH

Al

CaiJs" Unit

Phil

.'

Orch

Devil's Clrciis

Alexandria

Hyde ft Burrell
Happy -Harrison Co

Sunklst Beauties

Stanley & Savoy Sis
Geotgo Shellon Co

Bl'lTALO
BulTalo (8)

.

Gordon ft. Pay
Keith Wilbur
Jack NorwortK Co
Robblna ft Jcwett
Bernardo De Pace

•

m)

.

King

"Burning'TTi)"

"White

-

NEWARK

.

State
Zelda Santlcy,

'

.

.

Darcey

.Toe

.

IVan TrlesauU

•Rube Wolf
"Sunny Side Up"

lEiennls

Signer. Frlflcoe

Ends

ft

(Others to

FrankeJ.ft Du'nlpvy

De Marcos

'

(8)

Odds

(One to nU)
2d hart (19-21)
Al Gordon's Doga

Joe Cook,'

..Royal
..
1st half .(16-18)
Clifford ft Wd,yne 6
nilnto.n & AiTgellns

•

Alleen Clafk
Mile Pavla

I

.

Myra Langford

"

lat half (15-18)

'

VERNON

.

.

.

.

.

.

Frank DeVoe

Fox

.Iien[LVJe,._

MaBtbnum

Chair"

BOSTON

MetropoUtan

Getssler

Kennedy Co

U'Donnell ft Blair
Emll Boreo.

(One to nil)
Kings (!,'>)
Ted Claire
Zelaya
Pe^; Bates
Nina Oginsl;a
Catherine Lewis
Atkins & O'Day
Tom Fullmer
Loew's 40th St.

"

Girla-

Will J

Wilson Bros
Abbott & BIsland

Dick

RaU Rah

'

-

"Thirteenth

-

"

N. Y.
.YonkcTB

Harrlm'n Swan ft LHarrlson''& Dakln
^"
Will Oaborn6-eo— - Chase ft LaTourr
Jim 'McWIlllams
Roger & Donnelly
1st half (15-18)
Metropolitan (IS)
Leo' Rlesnian Orch
Luster Bros
Hlckey
McManus &
Royal Uyena Japs
2d half (19-21) .- (One to. nil)
Lionel Mike Ames
MIcIilKan (8)
Masters ft Grayce
2d half (12-14)
Corelll ft Jeanlqe
Grace & M Eline
Paul Ash
Venlta Gould
RIcardo Cortez Co
Dotson
(Two to fill)
Peggy Bernler
Joo Frlscoe
Odette Myrtle
2d half (19-21)
Joe Besser
Gracella & Th'dore Watts ft Hawley
Ralph Olaen & Qlrls Lite Buoys ft D da
Gordon ft Day
Orlffln Beauties
Oriental
Barry
All)
(One
to
ft Wnltledge
Wilbur
Keith
"Laughing Lady"
lat half (15-18)
Franklyn D'Amore
2d half (12-14)
MINNEAP.. MINN Hooper-Oatchett Co Olvera Broa
Danny Small Co
Lane & harper
MlnaesotA (16)
Henry Regal Co
Franklin
Three Jolly Tars
Believe It or Not" Carter & A'Ibera. Sis Watson SI#^
.1st halt (16-18)
Phllbrook ft Baxter Jordan ft Doyle
Gmnd
The Great leoa
Edna Torrence Co
Marty May
Ist half (lB-18)
Earle LaVere
(One to (111)
Ergottl ft Herman
Anatole Frlcdland
4 Karreys
Mary & Bobhy
id half (19-21)
Layton ft May
Lew White Co
Walter Powell
Herberta Beeaon
ColiBeum
Cecil Ardon
Frankle Heath
Evans Girls
Bernard ft Townea
1st half (16-18)
(One to nil)
N. ORLEANS, IJi. (Two to nil)
Brandies C ft Mann Flowers of Seville
2d halt (19-21)
2d half (19-21)
Saenccr (IS)
(Two to fill)
Hazel Liee ft Boya
Johnny Downs
Ryan
Sia
"Velvet Revue" U
Pitkin (16)
Morrison' ft Larkln
OdettjuMyrtle
Paul Remos Co
Deagon & Canlfax
Calljarl Bros'
Garry Owen
Harris ft Radcllffe
Sheldon Heft & L
Walter Wallers Co
Serge Flash
La Belle Pola
Harry Fost'r Welch
(Two to
'John Qulnlan
Ken Whitmor
Fairbanks ft Mall
2d half (19-21)
Lincoln Square
Blair & Thornton
(Two to nil)
Jean Rankin Bella Al Rauh 4
1st half (16-18)
Rpade Girls
I^remlrr
Mowatt ft Hardy
2d half (l.<-14)
Myra Langford
OMAHA. NEB.
1st half (16-18)
sum Timblin
Bert ft O Turner
Kelly-Jackson Co
ParairXMUit (IS).
Helen
Carlson
Co
Friend & Wella
Raynor
i*hr
Carter '& Albera Sis Dolan ft Gale
2d half (13-16)
Afterpiece
De Luxe Five
(Two to nil)
"Marathon Frolic"
Gordon ft Walker,
.2d half (12-14)
Wright ft Mtrrlll
2d half (19-21)
Joe Btownhig Sr
(Two to All)
Jerry ft J Martin
Heehan ft Shannon
Manning & Klass
W-hltey Roberta
2d half (19-21)
May Questelle
Ray Stanton Co
Gaorgle Hunter
Jules & J Walton
Bud Carlel
Any Family
Dorothy Kamden
Harry Hayden Co
Katharine Wright
Morrell ft Beckwlth Rich ft Cherle
Delong % Rcnard
McManus A Hlckey Fielder-Harriet Co Larry Rich Friends
Joe Browning Jr
Hamilton
7 Mariners
Gould Qlrls
Betty Cooper Rev
Slst Street
lat half (15-18)
National
PHILADELPHIA
(One to nil)
1st half (16-18)
Cnwah Troupe
1st halt (16-18)
Ear]* (8)
AKRON
Jean Rankin Belle
(jhaa Tobias
Louvan 3
"Melody L.ind" U
Loew's (16)
Mowatf ft Hardy
George Hnggerty
Bernard & Townes Bd ft Jen Rooney
LBoTj; Hall
SHm Timblin
R Olson ft Girla
Fisher & Hurst
Belle Baker
Smith ft Hart
Rayhor Lehr Co
Earl Faber
Brandcia C & Mann Anita Stewart
'Tiger Rose"
Afterpiece
2d halt (19-21)
Grace Smith Co
JPox (R)
Les Gellls
2d half (19-21)
Nathal
2d half (19-21)
"Jazz CindcroIIa' U
Benny Barton Co
Luster Bros
Marie 'Decoma
4 Knrreys
Mae Usher
ATLANTA
Harrison & Dakln
Honey Troupe
Ethel Pastor
Billy Randall
Grand (16)
White ft Manning
Buddy Doyle ft. H'
Art Henry Co
Albert Hugo
Aurora 3
Josephine' Harmon
J Thomaa, Saxotet
Cyclone Steppers
James Oaylord
Bob Nelson
(One to nil)
2d half (12-14)
Dorothy & Virginia (One to rtU)
Johnny Berkes Co
2d half (12-14)
Jean Rose Rev
"Matchbox. Revue"

Samufl

"LonevStar R'nger'

Jimmy Ray
.

2d half (1^'-21)
Paul Nolnn Co

YONKERS,

Fred Sylvester
'

Maxine & Bobby
Spence ft True
Wally Sharplda Co

ft. 'King

Faber ft habx
Frank -Gaby
Rae Samuele
Summers ft Hunt

(16)
-

•

Will Oaborne Co
2d. half (12-14)

falace (16)
Gordoji
-

Marie iDe. Comba
Man'hattan Steppers
Bert WaltonLt 01t& Rice

SAN DIEGO

Ewlng Eaton
Jack'.Uaher Co

CHICAGO

:

Murand & Glrton

-

XlvoU <7)
"ShanRhal Jesters'
Frank Masters Bd

Cleo Floyd

(8)

.

Loew's (15)
Tlje Dn- Ponts

fill)

Conroy

(Two to All)
2d half (12-14)

\

Wills

.

Walter Powell
Fred Evans Ens'ble

"

.

(One to

Lucky Boys

Henry Regal Co
Mary Haynes Co
Edna Torronce Co

'

Bobby..

May

Olive

Grace Smith Co
Delancey St.

Arsehe Slegral
Del Delbrldfce
"Love Comos Al'e"

Chief Eaglefeather
"Welcome Dangrer"
Blarbro <7)
"Ifello Baby"-

BIsland
Burrell

.

Brown & Wllla
Harm'y at Home"
FlBlier

&

Manning & Klass
Georgie. Hunter
La -Tour & Meyers

(8)

Johnny Pla^k
Jean McDonald

2 RoyarMldtrets
Fred Evana Ens'ble
"Not so Dumb"
Gronndn (7)
_ "SUy Harbor"

2d half (19-21)
Olvera Bros

1st half. (It-IB)

"Art In Taps"
Frankle Jenks
Rodney & Gould

S.Qoba
Dorothy Neville

5 Juggling Nelsons
Hewitt & Hall
Richy Cral;? Jr
Nina Olivette Co
(One to All)

Hyde &

DETROIT

''KttJrtona

lat half (15-18)

Abbott

vSi':rCtni?

Dorothy Bcrke Co

.

,

.

,

Lionel Mike Ames

Irvln Lewis
Klmuva Jape
3 JackR & 2 Queens Duval Sip

Allen Reno
ChlcitRQ <7)
"IJardl Gras"
_Jgob No"an Bd

CITS

Boplevard

TllTany 2
Fred. Evans Girls
D£S .MOINES, lA.
Ptiraiiiunnt
"

6
SI

'

flU)

MONTREAX-

NEW yOKK

Paul Klrkland
Bard & Avon.

(16)::

(Three to

&

Chain

fill*

Ruby Norton
Ray -ft Harriaon

.to nil)

Kay

& LaRue

2d halt (19-21)

"Milady's Pnn"
Bobby Henahaw-

COI..

LEDDV & smith

Dir.

to

Orpheum

Savoy &• Mann

& Hartman

Hlbfcltt
Ellis

MEMPHIS, TENN. Raye

Dance Fablos
Hal Nelman

5

'•

MT.

"STUDY IN SUPPLENESS"
PVBLIX UNlTij

1.

s

S;

rtnii.i.-i

Campus

Keith's
1st half (16-18)
Briants
Scooter Loivry

Harry Hayden Co

•

Dresden China Tlnlt

Denver. (20)
'Jazz Clock Store"

L.

Ballew

ft

bJ

(Two

(One

AND
BIRDIE DEAN

Wlllnrd

Carleton

Inc.

Wilton ft Weber
(One to All)

Harry J Conley Co
Gracle Barry

"THE LADDER LAD"

.

to nil)

•

to All)

PAUL K1RKLAND

D. C.

Ist half (16-18)
Slivers

3

Entertainers

(One

Leach & Co

B.

Mijar«8'

WOODH.V'N,

Kr.tfolt

Leon NaVarra
(One to nU)

LEDDY & SMITH

I/oewl) (IB)

.

Cupitol (7)
Charlies Crs^tts

Sammy

(One

Bob Horie

Webb

Street

.

Hungarla Tr
6 WhIte LIlllea

BONDS

A

<16)

Adela Verne

Spangler

Allan .Rogers

KANSAS CITS

Bob LaSallc

1st

Barbara .Vernon
Cowan' & Grey
Franlj Hamilton
OlfEord:

.

K

ft

SLOAT
HOWARD
FOR INVESTMENT

to nil)

CALGARY

Urand
Lime 3

Eba

Jack

Dodd & Rush

.

liOew's (16)

3

Wm

Loew'B (16)
Les Ghczzis
Kaye ft Say re

JERSEY CITT

JACK POWELL

Hal Sherman
& Ballew
& Sonny

(16)

WASH'CTON,

Nat Nazarro

(One

Glad Rags
(Three to flll)
2d hfilf (19-31)

Ussems

Dream

Prosper ft Maret
Myrtle Pierce

HIGH SEAS

Maureen

DENVEIt,

Loew'B
4

B

ft

Riverside
1st half (15-18)
Ha.p Hazzard

Vincent Co

Claire

Co

to All)
(8)

to nil)
(8)

Tiny Town Rev
Roy Rogers
Weaver Bros
'.'Home Folks"

Klkutas Japs

.

Primrose 4
Edgar Bergen Go
RosB Wyso Jr Co

I.

Trixle Friganza

ON THE

,

TEX.

iBt half (14-16)
Song tihoD" U

Stowe

l«BUe
Hall Johnson Choir
Clarke & Reese

L.

Mayo

Flo

Gladys St John
Harold Hanson.
Armuhfl Sjovik
Gould Girls

Maurice Baroa
Miacha VloUn
Oerorgc

JAMAICA.

ADDRESS THIS 'WEEK
S- S. AQUITANIA

Palace

Carlcton

Days Leave"

Bobby Walthour

Chester Holn Girls
Maurice Splraln>

Faust.

(B)

Jane ft Kath Lee
Toney ft Norman
Ann Pritch'rd Boya

(Ono
•

Fanny
Baker
Adolph Gladys

(Two

6 Brown Bros
Chamb'Iin ft Hjmei
Florrle Le Vore

Willie

Ada Brown

Twins

Sl.amese

Adelaide Hall
Brlco

Phil

Eddie Pralb Co

MONTREAL

Breen

ft

Orphenm (16)
ft LaRue

TUlIs

'Curley XTuras

nil)

Imperial (16)
Higgle Girls

4

& F StGdman

Al-

I

Jack & K Spangler
Pat Hennlng

Gang

AVhlle

SYKACUSB

Valencia (16)

& Mack-

T>AI.t..\S.

(8)

"7

Meyer. Davis -Sym

The Kibitzer"

i

Roxy

Midgets

Si/iger's

B

Al

Burke & Diirkln
Ix>ew'a lis)
Xam Hearn
Francis ft Wally
Down Home
Wally Sharpies
HOUSTON. TEX. Joe Lajirie jr
I..oew's (13)
Living Jewels
Archie ft G Fall»
(One to nil)
Ted & Al VVuldman
TORONTO

"Burnlag Up"

Helen Maol-'urland
Chester Hale Girls

(8)

Unit

Diuys"

Castleton

<8)

"Ace Hlffh" Unit
Rudy., Vul.lee Orch
Jed Dooley
Audrec ISvans
Jesse Crawford
"Burning Vp"
•

'JElon

Dave •Sphooler
John MrkwoIiMarguerite A Gill
MMlvr & Henrlelte

Loew'B (16)

Chapelle & Carlton
Ktroud Twins

"Bermuda Bound"
Teddy Joyce
Runaway 4
Sally & Ted

City Girl"

•

Bddie Leonard
Bennis bTs
Berla Donn
4 rVash Dcvlla

Bobby

Sunklst Beauties

Alexander C^llam
Meyer Davis Sym
Leon Brusili.fT

Sunklst Beniitles

EVANS VI LLE

U

Joe Mend

Gus Mulcahy
Hamilton Sis ft F
Roy Cuinmlngs

'(Two to

Hlpptidrome (16)

Chlaholm

(8>

MaxellOB

6

Lament

Joe Bonnmo'

J.oeiv'R (ID)

Iliirst

ft

Richy Craig Jr
Nina Olivette Co

Allan Rogers

Dorothy & Virginia

Arnold Haitm.in
Accordion Beauties

I<e«

Polnre (IS)
"Blue Garden"

Loew Unit

Albert Hugo
Jamea Gay'ord

yORIC CITI Theodore t Katya
Mary Price
(14)

Capitol
Tito Coral

Desha Sansone

Leon BruslluA
"Harm'y at Home"

SALT LAKE CITY

(8)
6 Galonos
Chesleigh & Glbbs
Lcavltt & L'kwood

BUFFALO

Kov
Ann Pennington Bd
Carroll

HJCrry

fill)

(8)

Wilson, Kepple ft B
Glad Moffat
ClirCord & Marlon
Henry Santrey Bd
(One to fill)

Natacha Nattova
(One to All)

Hap Hazzard
Tabor ft .Gcbene
LInzced Arabs
Carmella I'onsello
M.~iy!and CoUeg'ns
'

.

(16)

Danny Duncan Co
Sully ft Thomas

(8)

nil)

Maxine, Lewla

MINNEAPOUS

Jack Major

6.

Corbett ft O'Brien
Gobs & Barrows

Palace (16)
Leslie Strange.
Willie West & McG

& D
<•

(Two. to

3 Silvers

C.

(19)

I^'ox

Twins

Pearl,

Palace .(Us>
Songs ft Steps
George Befttty
Viola Dana Co
Evans & Mayer
Theramin

3

Orphenm

Norman Thomas

Baldwin

ft

Inez ft Dewyn
(Others to nil)
2d halt (12-14)
Rolling Stones
(Others to All)

•

Mascagno 4
Nancy Decker

to nil)

Emerson
(Two to

(16)

Ixiu' Holtz'

Dolores Eddy

to

2d half (19-21)

WASn'CiTON, D.

(One

BO.STON

2d half (12'14)
Klrtly ft Rankin
Bert ft H Skatoll

nil)

PITT.SBl!Jt4>S

lat half (16-18)

Numerals

Betty

& B Brown
Herman
Money Is Money
Jerry

Al

L.

Proctor'e .(16)

Kelth-AII>e» (16)

1930

12,

ROOHESTBt

2d halt (19-21)
-

Anatole Fried land
(Others to-AH)

McGarry ft Dawn
Evans -ft Troy
Moran Warner & M

(16)

Carr. Bros

Mack

ft

Dave Schooler
John Maxwell

ALBANY

II

2d half (19-21)Shields ft Wilson

NORFOLK. VA.

Loew's (13)
Eddie Miller ft H
Marguerite ft Gill

(Feb. 15)
(Feb. 8)

Wednesday, February
Freeman R ft
(Two to nil)

Jack North
Goor^o D'f^rmonde
Demare.it ft Deland
Hughle Clark Co

Wesley Bddj
(One to nil)

Bills
Varietv
NEXT WEEK

ET y

I

-Iruft

.

BROADWAY

1660

Week: Pntay

Kelly,

TRENTON

PIM>VII>ENCE
Kclth-Allx-c

(16)

Lane Osborne

ft

Paul Sydoll ft S
Llazeed Arabs
Sylvia Clark
Chas Bonn'Kton

Cupltol

C

^

1st half

(16-18)

Chevalier Bros

Bd

(8)

Francois Dcnsmoro

Nancy Decker
Junior Durkin Co
Corbett & O'Brien
Rudell ft Dunnegan

QUEBEC

Auditorium

Fonr Karrey*

Wilton ft Weber
Will HIgglo ft Glrla

Healy ft. Cross
Block ft Sully
Howard's P(inl<>.<i

Marie Decoma
Lubin Laurie & A
Pnulik Paoulta & C
(One to flii)
2d half (19-21)

Del Ortos
Cora Green
Joe Jncksrn

Eamondo

£r

Grant

mil
2d halt (12-1'4)

(Onr> to

(16)

Gautier's Toy Shop
aid ft D Leslie

Boyd Senter Co

Marrone-Lacosta Co
(One to flll)

Glad Rags
George Morton
Cardlnl
Earl Faber

(One

to

Co

All)

.

Wfednesday, February

TROY

Hope

Town Bevuo

to flU)
half (19-21)

^ 2cl
Oolcl<*n

"Vernon

Bayes & .Speck
Peter Hlgeins
2d half (12-14)

BTt WQltrn
/Two

Ada Kaufman

5 ICavdnaiigh Co
Miller & Wilson

4

Cheslelffh

Peter Hlselnn

Olalre

Capitol
iBt half (15-18)

Bobbins 3
Clnrk & O'Nell
Ijonff Island
Buck & Bubbles

(One

to

fill)

to

1st half (15-18)

fill)

4

2d half (lfl-21)
Melfords

3

&

P.-tla«e

&

Anger

Ritchie

Miles

Palace (13)

Coray

(16-18)

& Van

Summers
(Two

Mth

Golf Fiends
(Others lo fill)

Heyday

(16)

Scooter

4 Dlainonda
All)

Murdock & Mayo
Dixon Hoyer Co
Eddie Hanley
Johnny Bastlne R

(8)

American Belt'ds

6

Kdward & Newton
Teck Murdock Co
Boblnsnn
(One to nil)

Bill

TouNosxbvra
Keith's (13)
Russell Mfirkert
Ryan & Noblette
Harry Delf

1VHITE PLAINS
Keith's
1st half (16-18)

Adi Kaufman Girls
Anger & Corday
Mack & Wright
Fred

(Two

Doln* Things
(Others to till)

Peter Hlgglna

&

Fanchon
Palace

& Barnum

Bailey

Cook

Sis

.

Lewis
Moore & Moore
Jon^s & Hewett
Scdt-ty Weston'

^

'

Maxine Evelyn
Dorothy Henley
N'CRA F-LSr N. T,

Kramer

Johnny Ashford

Wanda

Fox

N. T.

(13)

Melodies'

'Scr'nl'nd

KaravaefC
LambertI
David Reece
Sherry Louise
Pranklln & Warner

JAB
Luollle

PASADENA

Harris

H B

Fox

BUTTE, MONT.
(13-16)

(Two

6ACRAAII3NTO
Fox (14)

Joan Hnrdcnstle

FRESNO

Orphenm

nSHER and GItMORE

(One

Douglas Wright Co
Claudia Coleman

(One

Majestic (13)

"Desert" Idea

Idea

Carla Torney Girls
S.VN DIEGO

Grand

Fox

half (11-13)

"Uniforms" Idea

Armand & Perez
Joy Bros
Shore & Moore

Richard Wally

& Selby
SAN FRANCISCO

Langan

Fox

(13)

Carroll

Wisconsin (13)
In Green"

I'loa

Horn

i'

Luvrenoe

Avalons

Pollack

& Dunn

Belcher

Dan'"'»r!>

SEATTLE.
.

AVASir.
Fifth Avr. (13)
'Hot Dominoes' X'l
Les Kllcks
Paul Mall

Dexter Web'j .v: D
SP'G'F'LD. >IASS.
Pnlnre fl3)
"Ki.Mvo's" Idfa
J

&

J

JlcKc-nna

LANSING, MICH,
'

i

i^trand
iPt half aC-1'9)
Lfiioa" ''"r
Victo: Oliver

Corey
I

I

1

ft

ilohn Co

2d half .(20-22)

The Ktnnedys
l''r:in''i3

(One

H<?nau:t

to fill)

Husband,"

"Road to Dishonor,"
the Fog" and "Harmony
Heaven," respectively. All talkers.
E. A. Dupont Is due here today
(Feb. 2), starting shooting on "Two
of Soho,"

Brides," bilingual talker for Greenbaum Company of Berlin,
United Artists, needing two hy
the end of March, to fill its Quot^,

bought

Elinor Glyn's "Knowliii*
for around $175,000, and get •
back of Charlie Rosher and some
fellows as Artistic Sound Productions, Ltd., to make "Middle Watch"
from the stage play.
Alexander

Men"

,

Esway

to direct.

Gayety, Mil-

had been making quickies, with
about as much talent and technical
would make a fair news reel,
the hangover of their silents (whicli
were all there was for distribs.
Quota) was what the exhibitor is
now calling it a pain In the neck.
Board of Trade's Advisory Committee has met to consider the complaint from the Exhibitors' Association General Council both as to

staff as

—

Schlesinger's Concerns
Meeting of creditors of British
Talking Pictures, Ltd., held Jan.
22 with petition for compulsory
liquidation due for hearing Feb. 3.

Kershaw Company,

pi'ojector

man-

ufacturers, largest creditors.

This company, promoted by Isidore Schlcsinger, was handling the
Phonofllm business, and recently
mado an agreement to sell Its stock
to Associated Sound Film Industries, Ltd., details of the formation
of which by fusing Schlesinger's
concerns here with Dutch Tobis
and others have already been given
In this department.

A

motion for adjournment was

seconded by Henry Morgan, saying
It would be the committee's business to find out what had become
of the large amount of money the
company had had at Its disposal,
as there appeared to "be debts of
$400,000 to trade creditors and nothing to meet them. Large sums had
been put into subsidiary companies
and the board. In Morgan's opinion,
had not had enough regard for the

and quantity, and John
Maxwell, sitting for the first time
as Federation of British Industries'
nominee in '-lace of Colonel A. C.
Bromhead, said a mouthful about
Get Hot— Empire, Newark; 17, Orpheum, American dlstrlbs., raking the ash
'
Paterson.
_
„ cans for junk.
Ginger Girls—Gayety, Montreal; 17, L. O.
creditors.
Maybe John has some films he'd company's
PhilaGirls from the Follies— Trocadero,
Finally It was agreed that the
like to sell In place of what, say.
delphia; 17, Gayety, Baltimore.
directors were not to make any furGirls from Happyland— Lyric, Dayton; 17, Fox and Universal are handling for
ther commitments and only to pay
Empress, (Cincinnati.
Quota.
Blue— Plaza, Worcester; 17,
in
Girls
Fox .showed two In December. out what was actually needed for
Howard, Boston.
wages to carry on.
^
Hello Paree— Gayety, Brooklyn; 17, Co- One was "Over the Sticks," horse
Meantime, another Schleslnger
opera made by G. B. Samuelson.
lumbia, N. T; C.
High Flyers—Casino, Boston; 17, Troca- Cast made un of small part folk and company. United Picture Theatres,
bought the Savoy Picture House,
dero, Philadelphia.
old
footage
had
news
reels
aplenty.
Hindu Belles— Gayety, Baltimore; IT, Gay- Film was only 335 feet
Dayton
(largest In East London)
the
over
legal
ety, Washington.
Jazztlme Revue—Empire, Toledo; 17, Co- minimum for a feature (which is for $500,000.
lumbia, Cleveland.
3,000 feet), and is a disgraceful
Laffln Thru-H ft S Apollo, N. T. C; 17, waste of all the $300 it must have
The Fire Bugs
Irving Place, N. Y. C.
Charge against Frank Roylance
cost to produce. Other was "Pride
Mischief Makers— 10-12, Wedgeway; 13-1.'!,
of Donegal," also a horse song and (proprietor), W. W. Rogers, and
Schenectady; 17, Gayety, Boston.
dance, not made by anyone tra^ce- Johanathan Hardy, of firing the Gor17,
Chicago;
Moulin Rouge- Empress,
hpi-e. and looks like It may don
Gayety, Dftrolt.
Street picture house, Luton,
NIte Club Girls— Modern, Providence; 17, have come from an amateur stable ended -with Roylance, who pleaatJ;^
Gayety, Scranton.
in Ireland.
One of the .lousiest guilty, getting four years penal'
Parisian Flaupers- Lyceum, Columbus; 17,
pieces of junk shown for Quota dur- servitude, with Hardy going down
Lyric, Dayton.
Pittsburgh; irig the year, and that's saying a for three years and Rogers a year
Breaker.";—A rademy,
Re<>ord
17, Lyeum, Columbus.
mouthful.
and a half In the second division.
Cleveland; 17,
Social Maids— Columbia,
Universal, having picked many
Rogers w^as alleged by witnesses
Gayety, Buffalo.
Speed Girls—Gcrrlck, St. Louis; 17, L. O. Quota lemons, recently showed a to be a professional flrcbug.
Sporty Widows— Fox, Jamaica, N. T. 17, thing called "Durgesh Nandl.". InModf-rn. Providence.
dian scenic mainly, 12,372 feet long.
Stars Won't Be Dolled Up
.Step Lively Olris— L. O.; 17, Casino, Bos- Little
story, less acting and direcTalking .short studio announced
ton.
After which another jewel it was about to make a series of
Stepp" Phow— Gayety, Milwaukee; 17, Em- tion.
of Asia, "Anarkall," 10,500 feet of short,? with Gorno's Marlonnettes
[irp.'P. Chicago.
.Sugar Bables-ColumWa, N. T. C; 17-10, nothing.
'caricaturing
Chaplin,
Fairbanks,
W'-ijg'-way; 20-22, .'^ohenectady.
This same week also .'=aw Par- Garbo, IMckford, Mix and a few
Take a Chance—St J te, .Springfield; 17,
amount show "Yellow Stooklnc,'.<-;," other,". In return they got a r^"""
'Jrand, Hartford.
Tompters^Howard, Bcston; 17, H ft B which even the trade papers admit from Guedalla, Jacobson and
Apollo. N. T. C.
Is bad.
And Kox has .shown "My Company, attorney.s for Pk'n buslWatson .Show— L. O.; 17, Gayety, Mon- Lord the Chauffeur,'? •which, was
Fairb.ank.s, Chaplin and Sam-ot with
tr' al.
wyn lier'», warning them to elr New
AVinn. Wf.man en .'•'(.rg Gayety, Detroit; made as i>ropaganda for t.li'^ AiT^i'-nt
Ordfr of Frothblowers and looiis Tli'-y are laying off.
;;, E)'ii!-'rf-, 'r< 'r-v.
17,

Washington;

quality

17,

17,

j,

;

2d half f20-22)

Nanoy Glbbs Co
(Two to fill)

1st half (lS-18)

Junn Worth

Creel

Candreva Bros

Genesee

Harry Oirard Ens

Song

"After

.

Bros

Harry Rose

Palace

"Peasant" Idea
Dlehl Sis
General Ed Lcvlne

M

1st half (16-19)
6

PEORIA. tLL.

California
2d halt (17-19)

ft

WAUKEGAN, IIX

Jack Kneeland Co
(One to fill)

Royal

SAN JOSE

Trees" Idea

Rhems P

The Graduates

All)

2d half (20-22)
Teller Sis

Seamon
Romero Family

Stella

Nnynon's Birds
Levlne & Relcafd
Mavis & Tod

B St U Buroff
MILW'KER, WIS.

(One to

H & P

HOLLYWOOD

Esther Campbell
LONG ItKAOII
AVcHt Coost (13)
"Uyes" Idea

(14)

'Manila Bound' Id

Jerome Mann
Dorothy Kelly

Prances Kennedy
(One to fill)
2d half (19-22)
LIblnatI

Max ft Gang
Nancy Gibbs Co

'

"Compulsory

Roof,"
'

'

G

.

Great States

Bialto
Ist half (17-19)

CT.

"Drapes" Idea
Frank Melino Co

Don

*

JOLIET, ILL.

Capitol (13)

,

fill)

(13)

"Zeppelin" IdeaBailey & Bainum

Keo Tokl & Tokl

Ruth Hamilton

Konny

to

Manuel Lopez

OREAT FALLS

Egyptian

Beck

Muriel Stryker
Cropley & Violet

June Worth
Belcher Dancers

HARTFORD.

M

B &

AH)

to

C;

French Models— New Empire, Albany;

Girls

Majestic (10)
Oolleano Family
Hall ft Ermlnle
Joseph Regain
Eddie Stanley ft

(One to flU)
FT. WORTH. TEX.

17,

„. .
State,

Cincinnati;

Darlings— Empress,

L. O.

Plaza, Worcester.
Frivolities- Gayety,
Academy, Pittsburgh.

SAN ANTONIO

Herb Williams Co

Johannesbarg, South Africa

Dimpled
17,

Flapper Follies-L.
waukee.

Samaroff ft SonIa
Talent ft Merit
ft Boyle

Loma Worth

African Theatres, Ltd.

17-10,

17, Lyric,

.

Springfield.

Kramer

B Palm Beach

17,

Orpheum, Reading.

Dainty Dolls— Gayety, Boston;

(IS)

Onr>.UIOMA CITT
Orphenm (13)

ft

Revue— Gayety, Scranton;

Cracker Jacks— Grand, Hartford;
Bridgeport.

Carr Lynn

Fant
McLalien ft Sarah
(One to All)
Falls Reading &
Prliprose Semon

Burlesaue

Lyric, AllentO'wn; 20-22,

Result Is some of the American
are finding means within
the act of financing their own Quota
product, while others have bought
junk. Additional difficulty has been
that most all the Quota-floated companies were only equipped for sllents
and by the time they had shot their
dough making these films the market f05 silents had blown and they
were without a bankroll and not
equipped for talkers. And as they
dlstrlbs

L. O.

fill)

Wheeler ft Morton
Texas Com'edy 4
Stop Look ft Ldsten
(One to fill)

DALLAS, TEX.

(15-17)

to

'

major native producers.

Brooklyn;

Broadway Scandals— Star,

second

"Virginian"

"

Burke

Evelyn Dean

Phil Levant Bd
Varsity
Al Handler Bd

L. O.

NEW ORLEANS

fill)

Majestic (13)

Dlehl Sis
General Ed Lavlne

Eddie Varzso Bd
Vanity Fair
Rick ft Snyder
Jack Edwards
H>;len

in for

1.

British International is now using
the Alhambra for previews, scheduling seven for suc(iessive weeka.^

•

Vlllaire

(Weeks of Feb. 10 and >17)
Bare Facts— Irving Place, N. T. C; 17.
Empire, Newark.
Best Show in Town— Orpheum, Patcrson
17. Hudson, Union City.
Big Revue— Hudson, Union City: 17.
Gayety, Brooklyn.
Bohemians— Lyric, Bridgeport; 17, Fox,
Jamaica, N.. T.
,
Bowery Burlesquers— Gayety, Buffalo; 17,

to All)

2d half (18-20)
Lottie Atherton
LaMarr ft Bolce
Lytel

Elstnore
Ist half

(14-16)

Twine

J-reddie

Uptown

Feb.

Total of wired houses In this
And werV tolcl the-y-cbuld -ha'Vfe twKJ-, mar.ket_jiojty jarpUnd- 950, Western
at $62,500 each. The two were b1- Electric having 490 of these,
Bert Coote, known In vaude
lents which the producing concern
won't put out because there's no mainly for "Lamb on Wall Street,"
playing in a talker for Gainsbormarket here for them.
Asking how United Artists could ough, which Is hiring floor space
be expected to pay $125,000 for two at Elstree now that Its own studio
films which were hardly bookable, is burned out.
With C. R. Seelye In New York
U; A. got the reply that was the
tribute they would have to pay for and Arthur Blumenthal on the Continent, It's all quiet on the Park
the privilege of trading here.
This Is at any rate perfectly frank, Lane front.
and expresses the attitude of the

'

Turkish ¥U)ace
ft His
Parodlan Bd

.

Mutual Wheel
BURLESQUE

'

Orpheum

SALEM, ORE.

Wilson

1st

Loomis

Majestic (13)

(Two

CHARTX>TTE

.

Q'ns

Allx

Miss Harriett

Ray Huling ft Seal
Britt Wood
Lee Gall Ensemble

Ensign
Hall Co
ft

Al K
(One to

"Overtures" Idea
Edison & Gregory
Tools NovelJe
Louise Manning
Huff & HuffHelen Hllle

Ruth Kadamatsu

—

Frolics

HOUSTON, TEX.

Billy Miller

Kerr

Carr

Osaka Boys

(13)

Triangle

Jack Waldron
Goo McQueen

Eddie Dale Co
Freda ft Palace
(One to fill)

(10)
fi'.l)

BIRMINCrHAM

Sederico Flores

MIgnon Laird
Billy

Johnny Dodds Bd
Terrace Gardens
Dusty Rhodes Bd

Par postponed "Why Bring That
Up?" till this month for the Plaza.
Holding "The Mighty"
week
and
started

.go to the
are VElstree Calling" Feb. 6,
The producers These
followed weekly by "Raise the

are shortsighted, fools to risk ruining their own best foreign market
by acting this spoiled -child way is
another matter.
But they've got a hard job, anyway. United Artists wanted a couple
of Quota films not so long ago. They
went to tne of the larger producers
here and said "Or what have you?"

Stables
Singing Walters

Ray Reynolds
Jimmy Green Bd

for Par.,

for shortage.

had all the facilities for that, and
Percy Marmont for lead with Komisarjewskl, Russian art-brow director, megaphoning. So how come?
There's no defense for some of
the dlstrlbs who have gone right
out to buy Junk for Quota, except
that they're foreigners and are
obligated to do no more than carry
out the letter of the law. That they

Claude Avery
Ely Khmara
Gregory Davldoff
Geo Stcherban Or

Walter Barnes Bd

2d half (20-22)
Morris ft Shaw

lUtz (10)
TacopI Tr

& Faun

Markell

"Far East" Idea

"Peasant"

:Mal

Capitol

ATI^VNTA
Keith's

(Others to

(13)
'International' Idea

Frank Stevor
Helen Fachaud
M Saaml Co

1st half

Bros

1st half (17-19)

Count Bernl Vld

Broadway

Formah

2

M

mat

;

PORTLAND, ORE.

(12)

Ed Cheney
Rita Lane
DETROIT. MICH.

Sc

ft

(18)

Pauline Alpert
James Gaylord
Billy Randall
Albert Hugo
A'dair & Stewart

•Lot's Pretend' Idea
Tlllyou & Rogers

Jacks

King

ft

Mae Usher
Roy Rogers

Fox

2

Bobby

'Jazz Cinderella' Id

>2arnlval Russe' Id
Countess Sonia
Alex Shere Bekefl
Russian Sunrise 3
*ani Llnffeld Co
DENVER. COLO'.

Fox

-

James Meo Bd

PjBt'L'bPHIA, PA,

Brown & Wllla

Florence

Foulds ft- MilanRobert Robertson

PIckard ft Seal
Geo Broadhurst Co
The Nutty Cluib

.

(Tvvo to fill)
»d half '20-22)

Charlie

lA.

WINDSOR, CAN.

Bao S.imupld

Brip'te

ft

&

Matthews

Peggy Moore
Ray "Dean

Blackstono
(Others to All)
2d half (19-22)
Kelso Bros Rev
(Others to fill)

•

Orantos
Lewis

Hawk

"Yellow

Welsh-Pearson
and Par.

which

Company made

My Cellar
Charlie Rose
Joe Monnone Bd
Petruslika
George Nelldoft

College Inn
Lloyd Huntley Bd

1st half (10-18)

Keith's
half (16-19)

li-t

3

Darnale

Black

Stockings,"

.seen

has just' had to show or

Austin Ma:k Bd
Metropole
Lee Borton Evans
Art Kassell Bd

Carmen
ft

You should have

'

Wagner Bd

Sol

Glbb 2
SO. BEND, IND.
Palace

Hudson

Dody

Sid

3

Molandin
Flobelle

ft

Emmy

Natale

Bd

Babe Sherman
Gypsy Lenore
The Camlnos
Benny Strong
M Sherman Bd
Green Mill
T Gulnan ft Gan-j

(k>Iasinio

& Deun

designed to supply cheap
Quo.ta." Very nice. And what happens to their own companies? That
resolution is something most of
them would find it hard to laugh off.

Pumpkin

Golden

Jean Jordon
Cotton Club
Johnfiy Hudglns

Brems P

Parker
(One to fill)
2d halt (19-22)
Blackstono
(Others to fill)
CrO B'P'DS, M'CH,

>01llon

(14)

Colorado (13)
"Marble" Idea

.

ft
ft

Louis Sales

Bd

.

ously

Buddy Howe

Llbonatl

Senna

I>D,

Ist half (16-18)

Lewis

Hy Meyer
Goetz & Duffy
Betty Lou Webb

Johnny Plank
Jeanne McDonald
Eddie Lewis

Tabor Grand

Teller Sis

Gabriel

Lole Fink

Orphenm

Palace

Larimer

Price

For

&~Lowry

WATNE,

(ISl

1st half (16-18)

fill)

Mary

OAKLAND

'

Paul

ft

Bernie Adler
Eddie Jackson

Hanlon Bros
(Two to All)
SIOUX CITT.

Krazy Kata
to

Burt & Lehman
Theo & Kivfya
Net Specter

"Ivory" Idea
High Hatters

BUFFALO, N. T.'
Lafayette (13)
'Art In Taps' Idea
Mrytle Gordon
Rodney & Gould
Al & Hal

•

FT.

4

fverson

1st half

(Two

Arnold Hartman

WoUIng

Everets

Hafter
Ha.rt's

Strand (13)
"Accordion" Idea

Allen

Henry Agulrre

BROOKLYN,

"Lo've3oy "D'an'CWa

Bob McDonald

Cohen
Mary Thorn
Dale Dyer

Mildred Andre Girls
Hall ft Pillard

Victory
.2d half (20-22)

,

Billy- RolTs

Coley

Roinalne

EV'NSVILLE, IND.

"Columns" Idea
Rome & Gaut
Nlles Marsh

Xoma Ruth
Dolly

NEW HAVEN,

Broadus Erie
J.oe Freed Co

CT,

'

(16-18)

Homer

Belle Rose
Hauscr Bros

Bd
NASHV'LE, TENN. Coon-Sanders
Cinderella
PrlnceeK (16)
Hank Llskln Bd
Marcus Follies U
Coffee Dan
ROCKFORD, ILL. Prank Shaw
Palace (16)
Johnny Tobin Bd

lA.

Spcnsley
Ist half

Doris Nierly

Palace (13)

B & B

Riverside

fill)

DUBUQUE,

& Weston
Franklyn Record
Watts & Armlnda
Moran

CT.

(13)

'Gobs of Joy* Idea

Pat West

to

Rhythm

Lonesome Club
John Steel
Little Plplfax Co
(Two to All)

& Lam.irr
Pat Daly Co
Barton & Younr
Dalt

(Two

BRnDOEaP'RT,

till)

La

Jack Bloom

R'.es

Kittle

Val Harris Co

Sid Lewis
Flashlights
Oriental (14)

Marco

& A

J King

Earnest Charles
Small ft Lewis
Ford ft Truly
Ben Pollock Bd
VilUge Nut Club
Louie Dogloff
Albert

C Carruthers

Alalmm

Broadus Erie

2d half (20-22)
Oront^s

3

Bd

W'shlngt'n

Ambassadenn
MEKIPHIS, TBNN. Esther
-Durnell
Orphenm (15)
Thelma Vjllard
Monge Tr
Louis Stover
Norton
J
Gildea
ft
Isabelle Gerhardt
Angus ft Searle
Jimmy Noone Bd
Rita Burgess Gould
Bean Monde
Cowboy Revels
Eddie Cllflcrd
Blancbard
JOILW'UKEE, WIS. Jerry
Nelle Nelson

1st half (16-19)
Rose's Midgfta
to

Ruby Shaw

Ellington

Isabelle

Elliott

ft

CHICAGO

2d half (19-22)
Internat'l

Hollywood

(Two

Duke

Clulj

Orpheum

DETROIT, MICH.

fill)

Vivian Hall

Johnson's Jubilee
Singers
Washboard Serenadcrs

HADtSON, WIS.

'

G

Beth MlMer
Blanche

frotto

Is

A

Dolores Farrls

Everglades
Wm
Seabury
Joe Candalo

2d half (20-22)
PIckard & Seal
Geo Broadhurst Co

The Nutty

Helena Justa & C
Francis Renault
Browni Derby Bd
2d half (19-22)
Bobby & King
Glbb 2'
(One to nil),

(S>

Co

Strltt

to

LA.

1st half (16-18)

R

Renec

ft

All)

Loew's

Silver supper
John Byam
Olga Royce

Arden Stuart

Cora La Redd

LONDON, CAN.

Orplieum

Muriel Kaye Co
2d half (-.2-14)
Marionette Guild

(17)

DuVal 4
Roy Ingraham Bd

Estelle Phillips

Leitha Hill
Daly ft Carter
Henry Weasels

stands there

.

Landau's Bd
Pattunonnt Hotel

Leonard Harper Rv
Le Roy Smith Bd
Cotton CInb

5)

La Mar

Loretta Flushing
Mildred Lorraine

Rlch'rdson

it

mum

Wynne

Dot Crowley

Dan Healy Rev

fill)

(One to

fill)

DES MOINES,

Patrlcola.

Vox & Waltors

to nil)

2d half (J9-22>
to

(J

Stuart
Grlfnn 2
Princeton

Brown Derby
Tuong King Tr
(One

Lowry
G Haggerty Co

"Walter Dare "Wahl
to

(Two

Kay Green
Rosalie

off.

—

Peggy Bolton

Shirley

someone had blown the

So as

British Association of Film Dis- used politically by everybody ^espetributor^ taking a hand witli a com-, cially the derelict native director*
plaint tp. Board of Trade Advi.sory and the financially bustedji QuotaCommittee and demands for mini- promoted companies looking for an
of $50,000 as negative cost be- alibi to stall stockholders squawkfore a film can qualify. And .eohie ing about the swindle into which
association's
mcinbers they've put their dough.
of
this
couldn't make a snappy box ofhce
picture if they had a Stroheini bankFolks and Such
roll 10 spend.
Sir Gordon Craig on the ConPast presidents of tlie B. A. F. D.
Maybe looking for multiare Percy Xasli and Cicorge Pear- tinent.
Son. Since tlie iilm act was passed lingual angles.
Jacqueline Logan doesn't seem to
Nash has been director of productions for British Lion, who made, have attriictod much notice since
among other world-beating supers, slie arrived. And Will Rogers is
"Clue of the New Pin" for P. D. C. not sending the newspaper -boys
film, which was a black eye for flying around overmuch either.
anyone.
And George Pearson's
J. C. Graham sailed for New Y'ork
Quota-floated company has made Jan. 28 with Sid Kent. Annual din"Huntingtower" and "Auld Lang ner of Distributors' Society (K. R.
Syne" for Par.
The former w.as S.), of which Graham will be 1930
nothing to rave over, but the latter president, may be postponed till his
was the reverse way.
return.
This association has passed a
"Rio Rita" closed at the Tivoll
resolution "that no member will un- Jan. 26, replaced next day by Fox's
dertake to direct^ film for whlcli Sky Hawk."
the facilities are msulllcient' to as"Hallelujah" is not pulling at the
sure production of rtrst-Class tech- Empire despite press enthusiasm
nical standard (having regard to the bordering hysteria. Will be followed
story concerned) or which is obvi- by "Marianne."

Helen Seville

Ada Winston
Joe Storacy

Ann Pennington
Norma Terris

LINCOLN, NEB.

(16-18)

Golf Fiends

Touth

of

Oakland's Terrace

Buddy Kennedy

Harry Riobman
Connie's Inn
ft Lee

(One to
lA,

Capitol
1st half

Drena Beach

Rlchnian

like

well

a bright*
quirement, they can show a strong and lively sclileniozzle working up
case.
about this Quota, which will be

Will Oakland Rev

Rosenthal Bdx.CInb Udo

Swan

Lyrlo

Bd

Ambnssedears

liCS

Morrtocal
Lloyd Nevada Cc
Sherman ft McVea Wells ft Taylor
MIId"ed Dixon
Tex McLeod
Irene Verml'.llon Co Madeline Belt

fill;

2d half (19-22)

N. V. City

St..

VANCOUVER

H

of the currently offorod (Juota stuff,
which several o£ the distributors are
showing to coinplete this yoar s re-

Frankie McCoy

Bobby Brook Bd

IND'POLIS. IND.

Hart

ft

to

DAVENPORT,

1632 B'way, at

Johnston

Smith Bellew Bd

Fauntleroy & Van
Corey ft Mann
(Three to fill)

C'D'B RAPIDS, lA.
Iowa
Fauntleroy

BEN ROCKE

M

ft

Beatrice LlUie

"Types" Idea
Trado 2
Carlena Diamond
Harold Stanton

Marveltone

(One

Psrlee

ft

John Vale
W'RC'ST'R, MASS.

B

Kewin

Tira

Marie Regan
Joey Chance

Elinor Kerr
Garden Twins
Harry Stockwell
Hale Beyer Orch
Casanova
Jaclc Buchanan

Ja^zllps

1st half

EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED
GARMENTS FOR GENTLEMEN

Orphenm
Great RoUe

CT.

(13)

AssociatioD

Major Mite
Jack Hayes Co'
Frank Masters Co

:d half (12-14)

& Barrows
The Rangers
Ebbs

Go.is

Caullleia

W'TEBBIRT,

-

Wm

Mo-icagno

Gallant's

'Hollywwod Girls"
3 Gobs
Chas Rozelle
Lorrls & Fcrmlne

TULSA, OKT^,

Murand & Ulrton
Jean La Cross

Barry

(Two

Maffa ft Mae
Vina Zolle
Cliff Nazarro

Keith's

& Byan

Jerome

Fox "(13)
Black ft Geld' Id
Kenimys

(Continuoil from page^ 7)

NEW YORK

Slate Bros

YONKERS

2<I half (19-21)
Cardlnl

Iiydia

(15)

,

British Film Field

C.

"Gardens" Idea

LOUIS

6 Galenos
Orphenm (13)
& Glbbs W'fnn'lon
Blues' I
TInova & BaikofC
Manny ft Picks
'
Al Trtihane
I^ulse^ ft Mitchell
(One to fill)
Ted Ledford
(8)
Southern Steppers
Gold & Rnye
UTICA, N. T.
T'mpest & S'nsblne
<>ayety( 13)
Sol Gould
Accordion" Idea
Arthur Petlcy Co
Burt & Lehman
(One to All)

Camerons

&

W'SHINGT-N, D.
Fox (13)

Arnold Grazer
Maxine Hamilton
Lee Wllmot

WINNIPEG
Capitol

.

Arnold Hartman

'

George Herm'n Co

Dreama

Mary Price

Mable & Marcla

Dave Hacker
ST.

47

Theodore & Katya
Nat Specter

Mltzl Mnjt.rlr
AVallcn ft Barnes

Girls

Bert AValton
(Three to All)
2d half (12-14)
Wacl: & "VVrleht
Stateroom I'J
Chabot & Tortoni

Gates

Cowan

Will

Ada Kaufman Girls E Flat 4
Jack & Buth Hayes Helen Aubrey

Proctor 'g
1st half (lS-18)
Grace Doro

Tiny
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2d half (19-21)

I

qj

,
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Wednesday, February

MISCHIEF MAKERS

Mid-April Looks like End of

cantanta

Is

Alutual, better than

'29-'l Burlesque Wheel Season
At tlie present rate of show and
theatre closings on the Mutual
wheel, traveling burlesque Is destined to see this season end five or
six weeks sooner than any on record. Ordinarily and up to last year

the Mutual season Is completed In
the first week in June, when the last
shows play their final dates.
This season it is unlikely there
will

be

a-

Mutual show

in

action

after the middle of April.
SumtTier All Year
isn't thj? reason.
Reason is that warm weather business has prevailed since the last
week in August, when ,,the season

"Warm weather

BURKHARDT GETS YEAR
IN EMBEZZLBHENT CASE
Milwaukee, Feb. 11.
Charles J. Burkhardt, burlesque
comedian, was sentenced to a year
In the house of correction, following
conviction in Federal court on
charges connected with the embezzlement of more than $200,000 by

Erwln

Things Have .Changed Sine

(MUTUAL)
This

F. C. Voelz, former

manager

12, 1930

a natural for
most of its prc-

ceders at the Columbia, New York,
and having* all the ingredients? of
burlesque as It should be. Harold
Raymond, producer, deserves compliments for .displaying sufficient
showmanship from both casting and
presentation angle.
'.'Mischief Makers" is one of the
best burlesques this reviewer has
grabbed this season. Its comics are
better than usual, material good
for type of entertainment and the
femme principals have all the requisites for burlesque.
Milt Frankford and Harry Meyers
are a corking brace of comics, both
doing eccentric but no conflict and
carrying the laugh burden of the
show equally and to results. The
duo work like Trojans throughout
and make everything they do count'.
George Reynolds is a good straight,
Chuck Morrison is spotted okay as
male warbler, while Eddie Innes
classifies as better than average

Amy Lenlle, for over 40 years tlon with Scribner's "Big Show' on
dramatic critic of the Chicago the old Columbia circuit.
"Dally News," was prima donna of
the McCaull Opera company and
Ed Shiller operated the Emma
married Harry Brown, the co- Bunting stock through the south.
median.
Harold B. 'Franklin used to be a
impresario and made his
J. J. Dillon, general manager for stock
A. L. Erlanger, was a pro baseball headquarters In Paul Scott's office.
player and a member of the ProvlEarl Reynolds was a champ roller
rtencie, R. I., team.
polo player.

Marc Klaw was dramatic
the

editor of

Cleveland "Plain -Dealer."

Pitou, general booking manager of the Erlanger circuit, wa^
a road advance agent.

Gus

Mort H. Singer was threatened by
bomb throwers when he was interested in the old LaSalle theatre
in Chi,

Jack DrlscoU used to sing the ilsavings department of the
lustrated songs at the old 14th
National Bank of Cominerce.
Fannie Brice lived in Indian- Street theatre.
In company with Charles J. Fox,
a polls.
juvenile.
commenced.
for many years manager of the Gay- dancing
Al Jolaon was end man with the
The femme Contingent also are
With no money coming in, the ety burlesque theatre, who was senDan Slattery, manager of "Sub- Al G. Fielda minstrel.
theatres were unable to pay the tenced to five years in Fort Leav- there and give plenty of backing up
"guarantees." Cuts as slight as 25% enworth and fined $10,000; Burk- to the comics. Marjorie Vay, eye- way Express," was secretary of
with
numbers
handles
filling
blonde,
Perrin G. Somers was doing five
ProducBingham.
Police
Commissioner
spots.
were good news in
hardt, Louis H. Frank, Chicago "bet- a zest and manipulates teasers like
characters In burlesque.
ers and troupe owners never saw ting commislsonier," and Charles
nobody's business. She has abunsuch slim profits. People never saw Schippers, race-track followiar, were dance of work and they make her go
John C. FHnn, vice-president of
William F. Canavan was an elecsuch slashed salaries.
Indicted for aiding in Voelz's em- the limit. Babe Harris, also with a Pathe, was a reporter on the Chitrician in a St. Louis theatre.
The entire burlesque fraternity bezzlements.wealth of "it," handled her stuff like cago "Tribune."
givfortunate enough to be in town atFrank was sentenced to two years' a veteran, although a youngster,
ball
Joseph Weber used to play th«
burlesque
twister
diviannual
in
them
plenty
the
the
ing
tended
imprisonment and a $500 fine. Schipauthor,
Peter
Toohey,
John
sion and making tliem furnish apviolin in public.
at the Palm (garden in Harlem Sunper got two years. Voelz himself
dramatist and presa agent, was a
day night. They were there, appar- was let off with one year in the plause on the level on the semi- news hound on the Scranton (Pa.)
Mildred
strips.
Lucille Carroll and
George Van was with tlie origently, to drown their sorrows, have
house of' correction.
Rogers round out the femme con- "Tribune."
inal Primrose quartette.
a good time and forget. But distingent and also display much and
cussion of the season just past its
get over.
Hearst
William
Randolgli
met
the
James Bowman was an actor
normal half-way mark and already
The show handled in usual revue
TAB
drawing to a close marked all of
formula with zippy dance number.^ Wilson Sisters when^. they were with William Brady.
spacing the comedy scenes and playing at Bergen Beach and marthe conversation Amidst the. moGeorge White and Benny Ryan
tions at making merry, the talk was Giving Benefit Performance to Get blackouts maintaining speedy tempo ried one of them.
Out of Birmingham
throughout. If it were possible to
(Continued on pa.ge 63)
pretty sad.
maintain this pace around the wheel
Everybody agreed this season Is
Mrs. Pat Campbell played a drashow should be a winner in all matic sketch in vaudeville.
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 11.
the worst they've ever experienced.
of the- bits are faspots.
Most
anything
think
of
And no one could
After playing one week here a miliars but handled by the comic.s
much to do about it.
Theodore and Alex Kosloff came
musical tab headed. by Limie Stil- with sufficiently new slants to deChicago backers serve laughs. "The Smuggling" bit, to this country under the managewell is sti-anded.
Up China" and "Posing," ment of the late Percy G. Williams
Chi Empire ; . are reported to have welched when "Breaking
of
semigirls
in
series
latter
with
a
appear in the first imported
to
the set-up was seen to be unhappy.
comics cracking troupe of Russian- dancers.
Only about 5 persons at Satur- strip tableaux with
ojUpstairs Dancing Closed
wise, were the standouts for laughs.
day night's performance and not
Mutual Circuit is angling for
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Raymond has given the opera a
George McKay met and married
The Empire, old burlesque spot, enough dough to get out of town. good production from a scenic arid Ottie Ardlne at the Olympic the- former Columbia comics and prinwin be torn down and a new house A benefit performance to raise rail- costuming point with plenty of the atre, Chicago, whence was work- cipals now in stock to jack up curincluding undress stuff all around and more
rently operating -Mutual shows fqr
erected. This follows the news that road fares for the troupe,
50 people. Is scheduled for than usual attention paid in setting ing with Johnny Cantwell, and she a build up to keep the units rotating
the seven-story building In which nearly
of the Eight Berlin Madthe song and dance ensembles. Some was one
the r^st of the season.
'
the theatre is licensed has been tonight (Tuesday).
of the clioristers are of tjie blah caps.
-With xecent xJrop.rxaits, itutual
up,
cbndemned-^fom- the- third-floor
type'biit can'probabTy be perTcea tip
has narrowed down to ^ 35 houses
due to the "operation of a public
for reasonable animation.
Evie Stetson, of the famous team and 88 shows, necessitating a three
Layoffs
All In all a fast show with plenty of Melville and Stetson, married her
nuisance" in the form of a taxi Mutual
weeks layoff for troupes playing the
of laughs that some of the other
danCe hall, recently shut by cops.
brother, Sam Gumpertz,
Playing American,
Y. wheel producers- should get a load partner's Coney
circuit.
House is owned by Joe and Ben
Island, and retired.
mayor of
Under the present hook-up, $1,25
American Music Hall, New York, of as a tip on "burlesque as It should
Drell, I. Herk's lease on the propEdba.
be.
weekly is top for
comic ylrith the
erty, at $22,000 annually, still has is being utilized for spotting of MuThomas Gorman, European pleni- comedians reporteda holding out for
18 months to go, and he Is dickering
potentiary for Pathe, was in' the
tuals during layoff weeks and pracdouble that or better.
Induction
with the owners to put up a new tically giving th* regular wheel
boxofllce of a Peoria (111.) theatre.
would naturally precipitate a tilt
house.
(MUTUAL)
shows booked in under guise of
In the current weekly guarantee of
John J. Garrity, general w^tern $1,760 for the
This one will call it a season after
stock shows,
shows
with ho&se
Mutual assumed operation of the next week. Columbia now, Apollo representative of the Shuberts, expected to stand the extra tilt on
Chi Stock Survivor
and then nothing. Schenec- joined the Shubert forces as comAmerican in association with Irving. next,
tady should follow, but Schenectady pany manager for George Pawcett the higher priced comics, if they
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Sellg after Joe Hurtig stepped out
go over.
The Academy goes pictures, and has continued the stock policy. has had enough Mutt\al burlesque in "The Great J'ohn Ganton."
Mutual heads are sounding out
this year.
shortly,- leaving Star and Garter as
The new arrangem«nt of, spotting
A little more than five months for Sam P. Gerson, the Shuberts' gen- the Remaining stands on the reonly burlesque stand on west Madi- Mutuals on layoff weeks at the "Sugar Babies."
Five months of
Haymarket recently house has clicked so far and will be smiling and stripping for the sticks. eral press representative in Chi- juvenated shows and await the
son street.
latter-a reaction on the guarantee
went talker when Warren Irons was continued. Mutual how has five Five months of cuts, of "guafan- cago, ran vaudeville at the Buafi boost before signing
any of the
bought out by the two opposition weeks of layoff time that will be tees" that don't even guarantee next Temple, Chicago.
,
^
higher priced comics.
week, let alone full salaries, and of
spots.
taken up via the American.
empty- theatres. That's the story of
Victor
Watson,
the
Hearst
execuSince the closing of the Haymar'Puss ,Puss" and "BJlre Facts" "Sugar Babies." And the story of
the
have
found
tive,
solicited
theatrical
ads
for
houses
ket the other two
principals have already played the traveling burlesque.
Quits Irv. PI.
life still a struggle, with grosses American with
Guarantees! Taka it or leave it. New York "American."
others to follow.
Mutual shows have stopped playdropping oft again after a slight The arrangement will remain okay Take less and leave town.
Dudley Clements, the rotund ac ing the Irving Place (14th street),
spurt.
Gaping goofs who try to imagine
as long as shows have previously
N. Y., with the house going Into
played the Columbia, which holds the there's no brassiere there at all. top. In "Strike Up the Band," was
straight stock. The last Mutual in
Humorless muggs who won't respect
Times Square franchise fcrr Mutuals. an aged gag. Muggs who sit on treasurer of Percy Williams' Co there was "Red Hot." The house
Burlesque Changes
Otherwise should the wheel shows their hands. All of them out for lonial theatre. New York.
operated
joint stock this season with
Leon De Voe and Tlllle Ward play the American first there's "Sugar Babies." No. use getting
George
produced Mutuals, with the Wilner interests
Broadhurst
closed with house stock at the Irv
likely to be a squawk.
tough.
"Sugar Babies" rates an
to oust the Mutuals in favor
ing Place, New York, last week.
obituary, not a panning.
A trade "What Happened to Jones," featur deciding
of their own stock.
Hal Kathbun closed with Leo
paper's comment won't help it in the ing Katherine Osterman, who mar
The comics are Shorty McAllister
rled the agent, the late J. J. Rosenstorehouse.
Stevens stock and opened this week
Troupe
Stock
and
Johnny
Weber. The Wilner
brightness
in
the
thal,
offspring
Is
Jack
One
bit
all
and
whose
of
of
with Minsky stdck at National Win
sadness. "Sugar Babies" will fold in Osterman.
operators have aiigmented the Co.,
Chicago, Feb. 11.
ter Garden, New York.
having nine men and seven women
Tony Brill closed his "Pretty New York, Much better than foldSpellman
replaced
Jack
has
ing in Allentown, Pa.
Eddie Mannix, of M-G-M, was of- principals and 32 chorus girls.
Babies" company on the Mutual
Jimmy Roonle with "Bare Facts."
"Sugar Babies" Is Harry (Hello
Marja, Oriental dancer, has been circuit at Indianapolis, and moved Jake) Fields' own show, and Fields fice manager for Nick Schenck at
signed aa added attraction with the troupe up to his own house. Is the principal comic It Is an av- Palisades Amusement Park.
VIC PLANT HURT
Majestic, In Fort Wayne, as a erage Mutual production. Perhaps
"Puss Puss."
Vic Plant is out as comic of
Lee ("June Moon") Patrick's
because "Sugar Babies" and so
stock company.
many others are "average" is the father, the late Warren A. Pat- "Sporty Widows," due to an acciROUTE SHIFTS
reason for the short life of this sea- rick, was in a Barnum and Bailey dent in which the comic broke his
son.
They used to call them bad. ticket wagon.
ankle while show was playing Hart"Sugar Babies," the "Hello Jake"
UTICA OUT OF
Now they call them average. Cusford. Conn., last week
Fields Mutual show at the Colum
toms change, even in burlesque.
utica, Feb. 11.
Plant is confined to his hotel.
Walter K. Hill, of the Warner
bia, N. Y., this week, which exWith the Saturday night per- Everything's changed in burlesque
was
in
publicity staff,
advance of
pected tb, move on to the Mutual formance
of "Ginger Girls," the excepting the ga:gs.
house in Utica, N. Y., now dark, Colonial theatre ceased to
When the season ends for "Sugar the Buffalo Bill show.
.-.ii^.'.cers
operate
j.'-j
Babies," so does the season end for
switches instead to the Minsky, as a spoke in the Mutual
burlesque Billy Cavanaugh and Johnny Rags
Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 11.
Lyle Andrews, owner of the VanApollo, N. Y.
wheel and left Uticans without a Ragland, second comedians; Harry
derbilt theatre, was auditor for OsCliff Dyer, local boy, and Margie
With no further time booked, the burlesque house.
C. Van, straight; Frank Scannell, car Hammerstein, the first, at the Lamage, burlesque
chorus girl, were
Fields troupe calls It a season here
RKO vaudeville will be installed dancing juve; Mabel Spencer, Victoria
theatre.
detained at St. Joseph, Mo., where
jF^b. 15.
late this month by Manager Nathan prima; Jean Gardner, Dottie Read
police s.iid (hey olopf^d in a stolen
and Patricia Kelly, soubrets, and
Bobbins.
Mike Selwyn was Mike Simons, car.
Mutual is out of the Wedgeway, the chorus. Of the bunch Miss Kelly
ST. lOUIS HOUSE OUT
stage manager at Hammerstein's.
Schenectady, N. Y., after Feb. IB. should find the least trouble landing
St Louis, Feb. 11.
another job. Even Miss Kelly, with
Garrlck drops off the Mutual Shows have been playing there the all of her advantage in natural
Yvette Guilbert played Koster and
Burlesque Closings
ability, is forced- by modern stand- Bial's 23rd Street theatre.
wheel after this week. May go last half.
"Moonlight Maids," operated by
ards to strip for her applause, but
Biz has been terrible with
stocklegitimate efforts break through the
John Pollock was general press Sam Krauss, ended its circuit route
the travelers.
ugly
there.
So
surfnt'e here and
CO-OP TEY FLOPS
Saturday at Mln.sky's Apollo, New
House Is a pool ownership propo
here nml 'ouo, when Miss Kelly was representative for Charles Frohman
stock burlesque finished at the on, "t^UKiir I'-abies" really enter- and was known as "Truthful John" York,
sition with several , Mutual execs
The show ended its season with
Fulton, Brooklyn, last week with tained,
Pollock.
In.
Bigc.
"I. O. U.'s" held by people for final
house reverting to traveling legits
Costello's Job
this week. It makes another BrookChanning Pollock was the Shu- stand.
Walsh 'Lsaves City
Another Mutual wheel show, "The
Maurice Costello has succeeded berts* general press man and marorge Walsh is relinqulshlhg his lyn stand on the subway circuit.
Company took over for the final Ab© Felnberg as manager of the ried Anna Marble, Hammerstein's Tempters," closes at the Howard.
as producer of .the stock shows
Show
Saturday night.
Boston,
week on a co-operative basis, but Mutual show, "Tempters." Costello lady p. a.
3 City, New York, this week
operated
by Charles Burns, formermanaging
been
previously
there was little to split among the had
.is successor not decided upon
'Take a Chance" for Charley Fox.
Will Rogers was an added attrac- ly of the Irving Place, N. Y.
mob after house took first money.
of the

,
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COP PINCHED

Women

Ticker Players

Back

to

BeaTMen

Somerset Bell Boy Complains Over
Alleged Assault of Patrolman

With the

Recoup FaD's Losses

side of

left

his

World's Wettest Thoroughfare

head

Stages

badly swollen and his left ear sev-

Own Shows-Bowery

Its

erely torn, Bernard Grant, bell boy
at the hotel Somerset, appeared in

Times have changed in the brokerage offices around tqwn. Most of
the time' they are quiet and almost
deserted. No stir or excitement except on a rainy diy.
On a recent bad day a crowd
Jammed into a brokerage office near
the Square. Overcome with curiosity a Variety reporter trailed
along to see what it was about, Bull
or Bear.
Plenty of people there. All setthemselves comfortably to
tling
watch the Trans-lux.
Said the customers' "man, "Oh this
.

Is just

Among

'bad weather bull market.*
all these people here there

a

probably not one customer. They
just come in to get out of the rain.
Many people have gotten into the
babit of hanging out in brokerage
offices, but now they only come on
rainy days. They now use the ofIn
fices Instead of hotel lobbys.
good weather they are either looking for jobs, I guess, or attending
Is

to business.
"They don't do

any business with

us.

Women

First to

Return

he continued, " a lot of
people now drop into brokerage offices who were never in thenri beThe recent crash seems to
fore.
have morbidly attracted them. I bet
"Also,"

half the people sitting there gazing
at the board don't even know the

symbols."

"What was

the last quotation jn

fox?" he asked the nearest

sitter.

The man questioned looked blank
and a bit uncomfortable.
"You see?" said the customers'

man

triumphantly.

"There

is

one funny thing about

who were recently
"and that is that the
women "have come back for more
much more readily than the men.
Of course most of them didn't lose
the speculators

A

A couple of decks (stagehands) wer« standing on a corner where they were joined by
a fellow grip, the latter all
togged out in a brand new outbut with an old pair of
fit,
shoes. !Looking him over one
of the boys remarked:
"New set of scenery, eh? And
a new ceiling. That center
door drape is sure a pip, but
the side tab is hanging a little." And then, spying the ancient

McAns:

bankroll
the
"Wouldn't
stand for a new ground cloth?"

FAKE DRAMA SCH00I5

trate McKiniry on a charge of disorderly conduct. He has been suspended from duty.

Grant charged that the claimed
assault was unjustified.
A fracas
had occurred on the ninth floor of
the
hotel.
McGorry, off duty,
learned of it, and went to the scene
of the trouble. Grant was not one
of the combatants. When McGorry
got there he is said to have struck
the bellboy who was rendered
senseless. The latter, when he regained consciousness, complained to
hotel officials.

alleged slugging.

FADEOIJT IN TIMES SQ.

as the pien, and what they
was usually not their ovfii
money or at any rate not many of
them had worked hard to earn it
and Eftock speculation is an excit-

as

much

-.dld-lose

LACK OF NAMES

CALLS OFF
FRIARS' TRIP

Square.
talker innovation in pictures
gave, some of the. former fake
school projectors an idea to reopen
studios and plunge on advertising
in suburban papers at cheap rate
as bait for chumps with a yen for
pictures, getting them on the angle'
of the voice culture and elocution,^
instructions, but with not enough
falling for this to count.

The

Florida trip of the Friars was
declared off yesterday (Tuesday). A
special FriaY-s' Frolic train had been
to leave .next Wednesday for Miami, with the Frolic to

arranged

be staged the night before the Sharkey-Scott fight. Complement of reservations necessary for the special
was completed, but club olficers
were not satisfied with the show

ing pastime to them. While many
the men, who hal anything left,
closed out their accounts the women
did not.
"They are attempting, and are
very hopeful of getting it all back."
The men it seeois are all at work
trying to earn more money.
"It may seem strange," he continued, "but women who can afford
to dabble in stocks always. seem to
have more ready cash thjin the
average man. Women are not under
the same constant expense both for

"of

SignmoDS for Fugazy

Over Unbuilt Arena

lineup,

Magistrate McKiniry, West Side
court, has issued a summons for
J. Fugazy, sports promoter,
on a charge of unlawfully withholdable

property.

Summons

is

which was

to

have been

given at a $50 top.
Fred-Block,—in-charg6- of- the -ex.eurslon, conferred with I. H. Herk,
dean of the Friars, after two lastminute cancellations were registered
by headllners. It was then decided
that rather than lose standing with
the public the Friars would defer
the MiEiml Frolic until next year.
Club went to considerable expense
in arranging for the trip, which was
to have been a benefit for the club
and In which several Florida chari-

—

Humbert
inl:

its

return-

tomorrow (Thursday).

.

Paper was issued at the request
of Louis Luca, a Brooklyn tailor,
liuca told the magistrate that in
October,
he gave Fugazy
1928,
$237.60 for 10 shares of preferred
and common stock of Metropolitan

have participated. Hepresentatives were 'sent In advance,

ties

were

to

own shows,

fights,

and minstrels

on the curb.
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
master of
ceremonies at a private gathering said, after annoying the
company, that he would let
loose a ballad.

An

.

He
title

impromptu

started by giving the
as "Tour Mother or My

Mother;

Was She
Ever
*
'

Wrong?"

When a

.voice

from the rear

piped:

"Only once, kid."

FIUPINOS-WHITE GALS;

COAST COPS WORRYING

Fake dramatic schools have practically passed out in the Times
Square theatrical section through
process of self obliteration on one
hand and shortage of chumps withFact remains
coin on the other.
that most are gone, although a few
may still be operating surreptitiously in other, districts than the

—

Because it's the wettest thorouglifare in the world, the Bowory stages

When Ma Was Wrong

McGorry was then

ordered arrested by Captain Louis
Dlttman and Inspector McCormick.
Grant was hustled out of court
by police officials when efforts were
made to obtain his version of the

hit," he,ajj^ed,

.

Theatre-G(Hng Just Means Sleep

West Side Court as complalnaint
against Edward ^cGorry, mounted
patrolman attached to Troop B. McGorry was arraigned before Magisr

Deck's Outfit

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Dance halls where Filipinos are
permitted to dance with white girls
at so much per dance are coming
in for their share o^ the blame in
connection with the recent race
riots between whites and Filipinos
in Calif.

The

Filipino

Is

figure It differently.

Recently there have ueen a number of flare-ups in L. A. dance halls
between the whites and the browns
with the Filipinos coming out on
top.

Thei policerare tryling to flaajre_out
in

which they can regu-

late the dance hall racket as far
as it concerns the mixmg pf whites

and

Just where Park

Row

lets off

and

the land of flotsam starts l.s found
the Bowery's Madonna. She's all of
that with her peroxide and poorly
lathered paint.. She describes herself as a girl of Palestine ancestry
turning Catholic, and more and
more each day through her contacts
with Sing Sing's ex-chaplain, now
pastor of the printers' church, and
the nuns doing charitable work In
the vicinity.
One bum socked Just a little too

hard and his opponent hit his forea much better head against the curb directly In
front of the box ofllce of the Venice
in which this Madonna, Mazie, sister of Rose Gorden, owner of the

spender than his white brother and
a favorite with the gal taxi dancers.
Coming to this country from the
sugar plantations on the Islands
he finds that the freedom granted
to him here means that he can do
Wlilte
as does the white man.
boys who frequent the dance halls

—a method

It goes to five theatres
domain only to relax from the
rigors of Its own entertainment, and
to get that preliminary doze which
the regular two-bit flop joints don't
permit.
Like sc cat that's gorged with mice,
so are the cops on this lane. Muggs
brush by their shields in bloody
combats or Individually from the
mental torpor Induced by the Bowery's own distilleries, sink hooch
makers. Nary a word or comment
Is uttered unless one rowdies for a
night "stick.
Then, official action
and sometimes the wagon.

in its

Filipinos.

Judge TeHs Jury to
Acquit Greene of Murder
Trial of Charles Greene, alias Entratta, for the murder of William
Cadsldy, who was fatally shot In a
fight In the Hotsy Totsy night club,
last July, ended suddenly on Monday when. Judge Rosalsky, in General Sessions, directed the Jury to
Trial lasted less
acquit Greene.

.

house, has listened to ticket bargainers for the past 18 years. Forgetful of the change lying about, little Mazie, who admits her hardness
is only an exterior to keep the foft
elgners, pickpockets, gunmen and
plain down and outers at a distance,
was out anc\ at 'em.
The older of the two sidewalk
battlers, with blood streaming from
a cut and a handful of hair on his
chin, got not only two ne.w handkerchiefs but "one of the~dozen'or more
caps Mazie keeps next to the till for
Just Ruch purposes.

Mazie's Got Religion
Mazie will talk plenty. But all
about God. The theatre has gotten
to be just a gag that' her sister and
her sister's handsome hubby, Louis,
who has some Coney Island concessions, are going to get rid of any"
day now. Sound has eaten up the
few former profits. In fact, all of

the other Bowery emporiums agree
that pictures were made to talk Just
the support of the Friars was tenFugazy, he said, was dered by the chamber of commerce,
BO that the cro.wd uptown could
squeeze out some more dough.
an arena where fights and newspapers and city officials. For
Mazie's chest is covered with
sports of all kinds were to be held. that reason the Friars felt they
religious emblems, some of which
themselves and someone else as. a A short tinie ago he said he went to cbuld take no chances with the calishe claims are real relics.
And
man generally is, and they usually Fugazy and made a demand for div- bre of the show to be offered.
some of them actually are. It was
have cash socked away some place." idends. Unable to get satisfaction,
than a week.
these and some prayers that got
Luca said he asked for the return
Simon Walker was Instantly Aunt Jemima, of Zlegfeld's "Showof his money. Fruitless in this, he Seek Mercy for First
killed during the fight in the club. boat" fame, through her appendix
made application for the summons.
Argue Edel Retrial in
Life Termer Greene is Jolnly Indicted with Jack operation. And Mazie knows Big
for
gangster,
Diamond,
"Legs"
Tess because Che latter spent 20 of
Actress Murder Case
Mrs. Ruth St. Clair, 29, former Walker's death.
Diamond is a her good years a few blocks away
actress, was sentenced to life im- fugitive from Justice.
A motion for a new trial for Fred- Dame's Yen for Notice
from the Venice.
Max
Levlne
Judge
S.
prisonment
by
death
erick W. Edel, who is in the
verdict
Judge
giving
his
In
Court
the
Ignored
by
Lady Copa^
her
in General Sessions following
house at Sing Sing awaiting execuRosalsky declared the State had
Pauline Stevens has no luck get- conviction by a Jury of being a
Lady cops aris as plentiful as
tion during the week of Feb. 17
completely to make out a
She is the first failed
the men, and Mazie linows 'em all.
for the murder of Mrs. Emmoline ting her picture in the papers. She fourth offender.
that
defendant;
against
the
case
O, Harrington, actress, was made summoned to the West Side Court woman to be given this mandatory there had been no evidence to show One of them came by while she was
by Alexander I. Rorke, counsel for the house detective of the Hotel sentence in this state under the even that Greene hid taken part in talking and just walked in. Over at
Edel before Judge Nott in General Astor, whom Magistrate Kelt im- Baumes law. The sentence has re- the fight at anytime. Only evidence the City Hall theatre,, many blocks
Judge Nott mediately dismissed. Miss Stevens sulted in widespread comment and adduced, the Judge said, was in the westward, cops have to pay. Just like
Sessions on Monday.
charged the hotel sleuth with efforts are being made to have her defendant's favor.
reserved decision.
the unprotected. But Mazie always
term lightened by Gov. Roosevelt.
Mrs. Harrington was found beaten seizing her and ejecting her.
believes in the pound of prevention.
After he was freed of the charge
woman is in the Harlem
"I was taken ill. Judge, as I was The
to death In her apartment in West
With her mob of halfbreeds she
Greene was rearrested on a warrant
190th street I>ec. 29, 1928. Edel was passing the Hotel Astor. I stepped Women's Prison awaiting transfer
n^vfr knows when something Is goreturned
to Sing Sing where
be
to
Prison.
to
Auburn
State's
women
the inside and sat down. Two
•subsequently
for
ing to start
Indicted
She keeps a pretty
a
years
on
11
the
State
he
owes
With Mrs. Frances Saunders, who
murder and convicted March 7, ministered to me. Soon the house
nily the.atre. Cleaner than Inr a lot
previous conviction. He had vio1929. He was to have been electro- detective approached me and or- claims also to be an actress, Mrs.
of neighborhoods posing as respectlated his par-ole.
cuted three weeks ago, but Gov. dered me out of the hotel. I was St. Clair was arrested for shopliftable.
Good
crowds
at night, too.
In view of the decision It is
Roosevelt
the. execution never so embarrassed in my life," ing in Wanamaker's last December.
But the bunch inside doesn't mean
stayed
Both pleaded guilty to grand larceny doubtful If either Greene or Dia- anything. They come in at six and
pending the argument for a. new said Miss Stevens.
will be put to trial for the
mond
degree.
Mrs.
in
second
the
trial.
William Holder, Astor house demurder of Walker. Throughput the stay until closing, 11. There are alIn his argument for a retrial, tective, said several guests in the Saunders was sentenced to a term
ways two features, one of them was
trial Diamond's name was not menRorke contended that he had newly hotel had complained of Miss Ste- not to exceed three years in the
Fox's "The River," and several
tioned.
discovered evidence of Edel's in- vens. He told her that the hotel Penitentiary but Mrs. St. Clair was
shorts as well as a newsreel. When
tried by a Jury as an habitual
nocence.
Nott settees were only for guests.
Unless
Judge
anyone on the Bowery buys, the
grants the motion Edel will die durThe woman was recently in West criminal. The Jury- decided she had
SHIRLEY HEADS VOTERS
theory Is not to leave until closing,
prior
three
convicted
of
ing the week of Feb. 17.
Side Court complaining against two been
and that dbesn't mean after one
Schenectady, Feb. 11.
Mrs. Harrington was the wife of men who started to escort her home felonies and Judge Levlne was comprogram has unreeled.
William M. Shirley, president of
Guy Harrington, actor, who was late at night. When one of them pelled under the law to sor.d her
"Aw, take a dime, I only got a
the Farasji Theatres Corp., Scheplaying in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., at the got "smart,'' she said, she chocked away for life.
quarter^' is a plea that generally
nectady, has been elected president
time of the murder. He was seek- him. She admitted on the witness
gfts Mazie, because .she knows when
newly
formed
Jewish
Voters'
of
the
ing a divorce at the time.
stand she had the men arrested so
It's true and, anyhow, she .figures:
5 YEARS FOR BIGAMIST
As.soclatlon here.
Purpose of so- "When yuh can't get 20* take 10.
she mlglit get some publicity.
John Carentz, 33, chauffeur of 0C5 ciety, according to announcement, is A dime Is better than nawthln*
TICKET SPEC. TRIAL UP
B.'i.sf 88th street, was sentenced to
to secure the rights of the pfople
LANE DEATH ACCIDENTAL liive years in Sing Sing by Judge of the Jewish faith In this city and when you work on the book.s."
The trial of Irving Gold, 29, clerk
Orderly Chinese
in the Broadway Ticket Office, for
Autopsy performed on the bodj^of I^ViUlam Allen in General Sessions to see that they receive a square
Chinese arc the most orderly of
deal from the prenont Republican
on his plea of guilty to bigamy,
ticket sfcieculating, was set for Feb.
Dr. Frank Lane, Timos'^quare dehOne of Mazie's
the theatregoers.
Carentz was arrested on the corn- administration.
24 in Special Sessions. Gold pleaded tist, who was found dead in his
The lone Jewish alderman on th'; women guests who keeps her comnot guilty and gave ball.
home Feb. 4, dl.sclosed that death ;Plaint of his .second wife, Adole
Accordinr to Pollceniiin Nicholas was due to an overdose of sedatives Dancliez, dancer, who claimfd that city council Is an ofilcer In this new pany a few hours each night crackHis constituentrt arc said ed:
after she had livr^d with the chauffeur society.
Anker he was approached by Gold taken to induce .sleep.
"The Chinks mind their own buslon Dec. 27 in 42nd street and ofDr. Lane was in .his early oO's and for several months she Ifarned ho to have been nf-gl'-cted in the parnf.ss. They fight alone and not with
fered two seats for the Apollo theunmarried. He catered to a large had previously married Elizabeth celing out of the Jobs because he
a gang. They're havin' their New
atre for $11.
After accepting the theatrical clientele In his offices in|Kane, a dance hall Instructres.s, of oppo.scd Home of the adrninl.^trallon's polifif-K.
(Continued on page 50)
tickets Anker arrested Gold.
11^*3 Park place, Brooklyn.
the Bond building.
,

Coliseum, Inc.
to build

'
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.
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was stopped by a new and unknow"I'm the guy

last week, saying part
didn't suit him.

licginald Owen has written a play
called "The Pool."
Ned Dobson's gone In for collect-

Walked out
who's

Marjorle Selzer's In vaude
'stead of Shuberts shows.

now.

New York
John M.. Nance, with
patronymic prominently dis-

.There's a truckman in
the-

name

is

played on his vans.
at the

Warner

studio

Stagehands
biz
have named their mops after variwhile Jimmy Plunkett's 111 in bed.
They have a
ladies.
Earl Carroll was called in to help ous leading
mop named Els'a Ersi.
stage Ruth Selwyn's "9.15 Revue" red-headed
Louis Levinc has traded in his
during its run In Boston last week.
and gone
Max Tishman can't find his idea taxi for a Packard'n'limiouze
everything, but
with spats
of home. Moved three times In three swank
no cane yet.
weeks, and only once by request.
Fifth
aveWill Mahoncy is now a
David Belasco visited the Paramount Long Island studio on a curi- nue property owner or sometliing.
Bought one of the co-operative
osity quest last week.
Wiseboy p. a.'s on the Main Stem apartriients at 60th street. Threw
Saturday.
are by-lining their yarns, with the a birthday party
bosses' signatures.
Bill Maher's persuasion flopped
Dorothy Rosen Berger, bride of last week when he tried to crash his
six months, back in town for a visit way into the hospital to glimpse his
with the kith and kin, while Milton's new daughter. After hours and sublue in Chi.
pervisor a tough audience.
Netta Packer, writer of ' vaude
Paul Small, formerly with Paul
acts, now playing In vaude herself. Ash, has scrapped the pit stuff to go

Max

running

Tlsliman

the

'

Dishes the

a.

s.

lii

Eddie Nelson's ether

act.

and

being
groomed as competish to Rudy Vallee as radio crooner sans megaphone.
Amplifiers usea in one of those
take 'em auction stores on Broadway. Via the mike auctioneer not
only clear but stunt a.cts as ballyhoo on passersby.
Peep holes In entrance doors of
private apartment's have become a
feature In newer vbulldlngs. ."Idea
adapted from the speaks. Protection against intruders, especially In
walk-ups.
With fire regulations driving Paramount studio employees outdoors
entertainer,

AT

this

12, 1930

A RIOT

TOURNEY

ICE RINK
Washington, Feb. 11.
joflrtj!;'
Beprcsentatlve Robert L. Bacon
George McKay and Henry'-Bei-gman Invented a time killer which (R.), N. y., has introduced a bill to
No comedy In pratt-falls which
they'll give away free to other iay- repeal the
tax on club dues as incor- evoked groans instefid of laughter
ofts.
They sit at a restaurant table
at Madison Square Garden last
and bet on the number pf hand- porated in the revenue act of 1928.
Thursday when the 1930 world's
This
rnob
is
the
first move of the pres- championships
shakes each receives as the
for fancy skating
passes In and out. Rules don't per- ent session toward repealing any of were decided. It was the first time
mit forcing the issue.
such events were ever held on this
this class of special taxes.
Of the 45 beauts In "Sweet Adeside.
line," 28 are stacking away dough
Feature of the event was the inweekly. They're giving it to George
troduction of a skating horse "the
Dejlmos, ass't stage manager, who
only one in the world."
Here is
GIVE
deposits it in a downtown bank and
something for the
professional
has been ordered by the girls to disIt is funnier than the famous
QUIET EVENING stage.
regard future pleas for part of the
prop horse in ''"Wake Up and

TS^lly.

ing useless keys.

who owns

SKATING HORSE

Club Tax Repeal

ing guard when trying to crash the
booking floor. "Who am I?" yelled

Broadway Chatter

Wednesday, February

:

AMATEURS
FANS

GARDEN

A

cache.

A scourge of colds has been both- Broadway's fight addicts who
Jimmy Duering Broadway Ites.
care for amateur ring contests atrante's schnozzle was brought up
tended the Garden In moderate
in discussion as one of the reasons.
Friday night. The profesA committee of sufferers is report- number
sional card was cancelled because
ed having called on him with this
demand: "take a deep breath and William Muldoon of the boxing
commission
decided the main event
stop this epidemic."
slated between Johnny Risko and
Victorio Campolo was not a good

ON THE BOWERY

Is.

match.

Drea:m."
The skating horse had a trainer in
the person* of "Professor Ivan
Skateonandoff" who was Robert
Front and back of the
Phillips.
horse were J. Lester Madden and
George E. B. Hill. All three are
amateur performers and should be
welcome on Ice rinks and would
especially amuse during the rest
period of hockey games. The horse
did stunts, such as barrel jumping,
but when the hind part revolted
against the fore legs, the packed
and polite Garden exploded.
The figure skating of the women
experts seemed much, better than
There was
the male competitors.
•

Why Muldoon feared for Risko
was not explained. Johnny Is. a

tough heavy who has fought nearly
the tough big heavies. He turned
down the Idea of meeting Georgie
we're getting so 'many of them to- Hoffman instead. The Garden peonight."
ple promptly switched the Risko,The Venice is in the vantage spot Campolo bout to Miami, where it a monotony to most of the routines,
of being a bloclt away from China- will
be the semi-final to the but when one of the best known
town's main orifice. With the Jew- Sharkey- Scott fight and will prob- skaters suddenly fell flat, there was
day.
a long ooh from the audience. One
ish and Christian populations it has ably provide as much Interest.
Albert Carillo Is no longer with.
to celebrate New Tears three times
The lobby of the Garden was <le-. male^ entrant seemed to set up a
Leslie's
"International
Revue."
annually. The Chinese event is the serted Friday. Usually it is peopled record for taking lium'ps, gblrig down"
best paying proposition.
with guys with a yen to bet, those four, times In the five minutes ho
A block north, and on the west- who lay or take the odds as a busi- was cavorting. That meant four
erly side of the strret, the first ness— oi"ally, of course fight man- long groans.
Next t6 the stage door of the
The show wa^ sponsored by sohouse actually In the Bowery is the agers, and so forth.
Palace Theatre, the new home of
these days for a smoke, their Idea Chatham. It's ru^ by a Chinaman.
Inside a hastily arranged but in- ciety and the Garden. Top hats and
of a funny Joke over there is Zukond sometimes, 'tis reported locally, teresting collection of amateur evening gowns kept strolling in uncatching Lasky smoking arid firing .pictures -with Chinese titles are glove
It was
exhibited. til well after 11 o'clock.
slammers
was
MRS. GERSON'S
him.
shown. The Chatham fell for sound There were laughs now and then, around midnight when the judges
Sully the barber, who has heen in the other night. Fairly good crowd .but the evening was without the finally picked the winners.
After 11 Years on Broadway
the Palace building since it opened. in the close atmosphere, but not excitement
Under the rules of the Interof
professional fight
the mob or the orderliness found in shows. Early on the program there national Eislauf-Vereinlgung, Sonja
Henie of Oslo, Norway was crowned
Mazle's 600-seater. Latter, incident- were several quick knockouts.
ally, is the biggest house accommoA very dark-colored bby with a in the woman singles for fourth
dating bums in their own kingdom. funny pan proceeded to lay low a year in succession. The class of her
And, a few blocks up from the chap with a Dutch monicker and exhibition should not have made
Chatham is the Bome. Up and a week's beard on the cltin. Latter the judges think twice. Karl Schaedown the thoroughfare this spot sat T)n his haunches, ]triedi-to covet .-fer, of .VietmLa,.y_on. the_men'3jslnglo
has the reputation "for caterTrig -to his eyes and waited to be counted title and he looked best by a. good
the Bowery's pansles.
Schaefer is a little chap
rnargln.
out.
Less than two minutes,
Charlotte
YORK TV
/n 111 (O
DKOCK P£HBERTON rrcMnts
A peep into the Borne finds a lot Later for the final the^ame col- and It seemed the smaller people
GREENWOOD g^^j
of men sleeping on each other's ored boy, Angel Browri"T>y name, have an edge In figure skating.
in SO
BC^j- Mldnlte Show Nltely
When the villain with met another Harlem boxer who was
shoulders.
The pair Bkatlng championship
YORK
the fasle mustache in the reissue of much cleverer. The fans called for went to Mr. and Mrs, Pierre Brunet.
tc .<
E
Anthony Angel to start something, but he Nothing new for this team to win,
"Dynamite
Dan,"
an
J«h St. & Btway
Storting Frl., ^ftW
Xydias
presentation,
said
wool,
loses
Comedy Hit by Preiton SturtM
having been Olympic and
Mldnlte
lost.
they
And
Show
so
It
went
until
midnight.
'ETery Sat,
Feb. 14. Winnie S?T
Staled b> Antelnett* Pirry A Mr. Pembarten
BROOKLYN rv soprano .voices pipe into hilarity Jlot a bad show at all for the J2.50 world's champs before. Thelr's was
TUca.,W.45th
Dlr.A.I^Erlangor

Meyer Gerson,
who recently
moved to the Somerset and expand-

reopening the old Mrs. Gerson'a on Broadway.
Norma Taylor, one of the gal's
for whom Tex Gulnan requests a
big hand, got in from Chicago Moned,

is

(Contnued from page 49)
Years now and that's the reason

all
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SNEW
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^Strictly

LONG
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£7(0.8:50.

s

ACON

LETTY

Dishonorable

AVnW
ATVXI

BNEW

Cheater Morris
In 'She Couldn't

MatB.Wed.,Thurs.& Sat.

average of 26 Gtan(\ec3 at orery porfonunncB aincc the opening, Sept. 18, 1020

Bay No-

STRANU

< U
>
^
> CO

Thurs. Double Foat. Nile

ROXY:
O "CAMEO KIRBY"
BASIL SYDNEY and
'S

L,

50th St.

Kenneth MacQowan and Joseph "Werner
Reed present

MARY

ELLIS

William

X

in

A

(ROXY)

Rathafel

A

Fox

7th Avt.

Dir.

prNcnts

Musical prama with

SloTlotono

HAROLD MURRAY, NORMA TERRI6

J.

Southland Stage Spectacle
Hall
Johnson
Negro
Choir Geo
K.
milltiga— Host of Singing and Dancing
Shows.

—

CHILDREN OF DARKNESS
njr Kdn-ln Justui Mayer
BiLTMORE ?s?Stf.'wri u ?r?6

Stors

—Midnight

f;r:.

among

various of the 365 seats.
Careful scrutiny through the din
raised by the nickelodeon piano
didn't reveal a single woman.
Between this site and the next,
the Universal, on the corner of Hester street, is the real theatre of the
Bowery. When the push carts go
in with the sun, that's the time the
playboys of pan handle alley disport themselves.
The games and
conversations can be classified by
Altogether, though,
the hunCreds.
it's like some big fraternity having
Everyone
its national conventlo:
knows the other, as Is soon learned
by the stranger who gets bids tq
shell out for coffee until compassion
would relieve him of enough cash
to open a chain of pots of his own.

the prettiest exhibition of the eve-'

top.

They stop amateur fights for any ning. American and Canadian enlAimber of reasons, but generally to trants never even seemed close in
keep the boys from being seriously fhe competitions. Foreigners have
hurt.
That^is the referee's princi- monopolized the game for some
pal function. Very few cauliflower time, having mucH more chance to
ears among the amateurs. As for practice. But with the development
betting, fans pick a corner, backing of ice rink- in America, the developthe fellows assigned there through- ment of native talent Is regarded
out the night.
as Just, a matter of time.

'Round the Square

.

RFI A^JirO

Th"- wi

41th

GEORGE ARLISS

Etj. 8:40

St,

In

DAVID DELASCO FretenU -

Green Goddess"

''The

It's

a Wise

A New Comedy

WINTER GARDEN

Child

I

Dally, 2:46, 8:4B
Sun., 3, 6, 8:4G

B/xyay ond 50th St.
Warner Bros. Sc. Vltaplione Talking
|

A

by Lanrenc* E, JoliBioin

OND YEAR
NEW YORK

(iEORGE ARLISS

IN
CITY

In

"DISRAELI"

STREET SCENE
lias

froni the

Picture

A Wamor

moved

Bros.

&

Vltaphone Talking Picture

CENTRAL THEA.

PLAYHOUSE

B'way and 47th

TO ANOTIIER TUEATSE

St.

|

|

Dally, 2:45, 8:46
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"How'd you like it, pal" to a red
from the Universal
got a good review for Dux Film,
Inc's "The Mask of the Devil" star
ring Flora Vanol This place caters
to the spaghetti eaters.
Just before 14th street, with all
of Its deluxe houses, can be found the
Comet, a first class dump and the
Variety, a little better. After that
the lane takes on the dignified title

In

the world with their Brides

^Dr^ml" Marriage
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to
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offorlnff

Marriage Playground

Living Girl Adv.

Copying the living billboard idea originated by pictures

a.

cigarette

company has erected a huge sign and gangplank walk over a Broadway
building on which an electrically silhouetted fat lady flickers off and on
while slender girls in natty red coats and blue skirts walk up and by.
Idea Is cigarette smoking will keep one thin?

Camera's Dogs
According to the numbers of pairs of his shoes displayed in barber
some of these poor shops and restaurants around Broadway, Prime Camera must be the
guys a few crumbs its they whirl best shod man in the country. At least 30 pairs of his enormous dogs
can bo seen in the windows of places about town.
along here in their cars."
that fiop.

if

He'll help them, though,

they'll give

J.

LEX
86»ST. AVE

Wednesday

Cynical Lecture Fiends
still people In New Tork who in the midst of gayer activichoose to attend travel lectures at Carnegie Hall. Burton Holmes,
who has little of the known world left to picture or lecture about, is the
lecturer most sought after. He always packs the hall.
Almost all of the audience are people who have made the trip lectured
about. They just want to see the places again and can be heard to say
as they leave, "Oh, he didn't make nearly the extensive trip that I did."

There aSe

ties

Band

Filipino

CHINESE WHOOPEE REVUE— 16
CORINNE TILTON, Others

Thoid Avenue.
The more you see of the Bowery's
theatre now the more you think of
Mazle's.
"God punished the big
shots of Wall Street for passing
up the poor. That's why they took
of

Adelaide Hall
'a

A

lidded denizen

•ee dally papers

Eves. 8:40.

Surprise for a Bride
A Hollywood surprise is awaiting Arthur Johnson's bride-to-be, sociel.v
girl fr6m fashionable Larchmont, N. T.
The marriage is due around
Newspaperv.-iae
April, but the noted music arranger-bachelor has started his preparations.
lot of the raggedy lads arc,
The future Mrs. Johnson liv«s with her parents on a circle in the home
strangely enough, newspaperwise.
town. Mr. Johnson combed the Hollywood territory for a slmilai'ly laid
They lamp every stranger with a out circle and found it. He has taken a house 'there. Likewise he has
slouched hat as story bent. It's Im
bought a dog that looks like a twin to the dog ho saw on the Larchmont
possible to reach the Universal
place, while his fiancee's car will be a duplicate 'of the one she now
without having been offered serial
drives around Westchester County.
rights by at least four or five of the
The prospective bride and her mother are now In Miami. They will
better spoken boys. And there are
visit Arthur and Hollywood before returning east prior to the wedding.
some with some well groomed vo-

People

'S?,?,

F. Dillon, to direct "Girl of the

Golden West," FN.
Chester Morris, "The Big House,"

M-G.
Zelda Sears, in "The Divorcee,"

Conscientious Cop
The other day in a side street, a man got out of his parked car ahd
attached a sign to it; "Dear Al. I'm in the speakeasy at No. 2C,"
lew minutes later a cop strolled by, read the message and quietly
destroyed it.

A

M-G.

Mack Swain, "Sea Bat," M-G.
Betty Compson, "Cherry Malotte,"
"The Spoilers," Par.
Ray McCarey writing for Larry
Darmour.

Indian Medicine Shov/

There

Is

an Indian medicine show wagon around town

selling

"Famous

Iroquois Remedies." Between sales Indian braves in the wagon do a war
danco. A spieler who can speak the language of the district is always
brought along.

Wednesday, February

12,

Chatter

TIMES SQUARE

1930

From

By Wallace
Palm Beach, Feb.

8.

Princess Xenla and Otto Kahn
waiting impatiently for Vincent
Astor and party at the next table
to flnleh reading a chalked black-

Hollywood Time

Florida

Hollywood, Feb.

Sullivan

An

door diningr place here.
The fascinated graze of Jules
Baches' party while George LaMaze
engineers the serving of planked
fish in a sputtering pan.
I>anlel Reeves, who walks like
Clarence Darrow, eyeing the vegetables being served at his table. A
grocery king should know what's
whati
Count Gerpslcari modestly, avoiding the glances of the debutantes
who probably are attaching Countess to their names to see how it
sounds.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Stotesbury
applaudlnj? the stringed instrumentalists.

At least 190 diners in the room,
nearly twice as many as were at
Bradley's an hour ago.
And at the gambling casino bne
leaves with recollections of all* the
little cards on each roulette table
reading:
"Two fiercent Insures
$500."

The

Iron ..barred

room

In the rear
of Bradley's resembles a bull pen.
Men peering out keeping vlgll over
gems of the women visitors.

Babe Ruth, roaming about, and
two gentlemen commenting on his
wicked drives of the early morning,
saying he turned in a 79 with two
sevens and that he engenders an
inferiority complex in other golfers
with his consistent 290 to 315 yard
smacks, all straight as a die.

Hoodwinked on

night, Feb. 10, at the Deauville.
Harding, corn beef king of Chicago, has 100 pounds of it sent. each
week for his friends at the Roney.

B. H. Sothern is a tanned Shakespearean actor, and giving recitals
uhder the auspices of the Monday

Club.
President Hoover and Mayor
Walker, scheduled for fishing trips
off the Keys.-.;
^,
Opening on the ^Alcazar Roof,
which hotel incidentally has. radios
In each elevator, are Irene Faery,
once of the Guinan Club, acrobatic
dancer; Nina* Long, prima; Jean
LaRue; Paul LeRoy, tenor; Betty
Reuss, dancer; and Delphine, Hawaiian, with "Boston Joe" Rubin
.

..

comedihg.
Virginia Hawkins, late of "Sketch
Book" at the EVerglades hotel, here

The Colossal Ponciano
hotel
Bcraes the bay, which looks as if it
were on canvas and the surprising
fact that rooms are now but |14 a
day there; that Is, some of them.
The visible delight of the women
with ermine wraps, entering the
outdoor night clubs—so comfortable
since .the temperature has been off
20 degrees. You hear many a party
eaying, "We're going farther South,
the weather is cold."
There were

but three

warm days

In

the past

eight.

conform to the 25-mile limit or be
fined, and the cops, who are not
content to take more than four or
five

speeders In a group.

Pour

women

flying past in a
phaeton, recognizable as
members of the group of 21 at a
Pajama party in Miami Beach yesterday afternoon. -Ten to one they
nave headaches after killing 16 bottles of champagne and 8 quarts of

powerful

Bac.

for

a

rest.

.

A lease for a large part of the
Broadwaj^ Block Corp. building,
from 51st to 52d street, has been
thrown Into the Supreme Court In
Loop hotel a suit by the Fleur-de-Lis Restau.

In 1893.

1945.

Horowitz Is the town's
The restaurant company claims
no-pay radio m. c. Booked that Cunnnlnham knew that the
by Al Beilin, who gives him three plalntilf intended to use the premto five dates a week.
ises for unlimited dalicing and that
Groucho Marx last week cele- he had been notified previously by
brated. his 10th wedding anniversary the Bureau of Buildings that dancand received a lot of at-tin-tlon ing would not be permitted for fnore
with a sprinkling of aluminum.
than 300 persons.
"Sport" Hermann was_ In the
party, that left supplies for Dr. Fr^d- Femme^ Cashiet Is Held . _
«rick Charles Bitter and Frau Koerin, held 17 nonths on the GalaOffice Charge
I>a«Afl latend.
Mary May, 35, former cashier In
Some clown has been sticking the Symphony theatre. Is held by
"wet paint" elgns In the Woods Magistrate McKlnhry in West Side
building the payoff coming when Court for trial In the Court of Speyou find out that the signs don't cial Sessions. She was arrested on
Willie

chief

On Box

—

lie.

the charge of petty larceny by Detectives

Statement Gone in Show
GirPs Merchant Suit
Pittsburgh, Feb. 11,

Statement of claim filed In a
by Myrtle C. Bauer, New

show .eJrl, against. LudwJg
Kaufmann, departnient^ store owner
.

.

..

of Pittsburgh, has disappeared from
the files of the clerk of the Federal
District court and is under Investigation by Clerk of Court J. Wood
Clark.
The suit, filed Jan. 13, was "discontinued and settled" on Jan. 29,
according to' the entries on the
court docket. Settlement entry was
signed by Attorney D. K. Ferree,
who said he was merely the Pittsburgh representative of Anthony
Buffalo, the plaintiff's counsel In

.

W.

New

11.

On^ of the prize exhibits is 50 old
mugs,
some
thunder
fashioned
equipped with, knitted silencers. All
are' decorated with hand painted
flowere and one has two hearts with
a bow.
Pasadena's flrst attempt at outdoor plumbing has a prominent
place in the outfit. It's a*t^yo-passenger model and lined with paper
from the Forpaugh Circus. A ho•

from an old mining

register

tel

camp has
U.

S.

thei signature of a tormer
President who signed up with

bis "wife."

•

Tho contents

of a, general store,

from one of the deserted mining
in Nevada, have been moved
into the museum. The bar and
back bar of a saloon that one*
help- sway at Jackals Flats are set
up with aU the bar room trimmings,
including the soap designs on the
back mirror.
Saddle bags of all the famous
riders In the Pony Kxpress are part
of the exhibit. Clothing and guns
of famous western bad men have
an honored place.
Lyon delights in having his
friends visit the joint and showing
them his ability as a collector.
Most of the Pasadena gold colony
have a bug for collecting. A short
distance from the Lyon estate, is

camps

Springer, manager and part
owner of the theatre, fetated that
Miss May was dismissed after the
house discovered a $76 shortage In tiie collection of paintings willed
her accounts. She denied that she to the city by the late William B.
"
was responsible.
Huntington and valued at 50 mllSubsequent to, the dlsmlssal jjf -llon .dollars^. .
_
_. _.
Miss May,"the safe in the boxofflce
J.

suit here

.York

Harold Moore and Nicholas

Campo.

,

;

was rified and almost $3,000 stolen.
Moore and Campo are conducting Chi.
an Investigation. Mies May had
been in the employ of Springer for
"I

—

..

,

Kid Alibies Gat as

A

several years.

lion Trainer's Prop.
know

didn't

mit for the

I

pistol.

needed a perhad it in the

I

Where I
circus to frighten lions.
Jail for Theatre Dip.
it the salesman told me I
Thomas Gregory, 29, salesmaji of bought
did not need a permit," said Karl
the Plymouth hotel, was sentenced
Cronaner, 18-year-old of 316 West
to the penitentiary for up to three
55th street, when he was arraigned
years in Special -Sessions on his
In West Side Court. Cronaner told
plea of guilty to petty larceny.
reporters that his home was In
:

.

According to (Miss) Billie ChapYork. Ferree refused to. say
anything about the show girl's suit man, salesgirl of 539 East 29th
sponse. Her work Is more distinc
Clark said he was satsified the street, CBrooklyn, Gregory snatched
tlv9 and refined, than the quarters,
sta,tement had n<lt been misflled her pocketbook while slie was in
inhabited by a fast gambling mob
Paramount" t^atre/
She
Volunteer
entertainment
was and expressed the belief that it had the
screamed when the m^n? ran. He
strongest at this opening than any been removed by somebody Interwas caught leaving the house by
thus far.
Sophie Tucker made a ested In the case. He said' its dis- Det. George Lenihan
the
of
Pickspeech bidding adieju to her friends appearance was diecdvered a few pocket
Squad,
who found the
days after the suit was filed.
and was compelled to sing a song
pocketbook on the man.
Ritz brothers called on, one of them
sick,
so the other two obliged;
Tvette Rugal, who just arrived,
bowed thanks; Anatole Friedland
did his usual medley, ^nd Arthur
Brown let loose; then Shaw and
Lee. Other new entertainers on the
bill now are Mary Lee, acrobatic
dancer, who does well; Darling Sisters doing much better than at the
By Claude Binyon
Villa Venice; and the St. Louis Blue
Blowers.
.
Ring (Walencia) Lardner, co- grams, Guggenheim and Post-OfInez Norton arrived and is much author
of "June Moon" and seyeral fice-the-Way-We-Play-It. The stuff
discussed in the casinos and hotels. children, ranks strongly
In the list ran under title of "In the Wake of
of America's humorists.
He was the News," and makeup men had a
born in Gallopis, O., and early standing privilege of throwing away
Booking Fight Films
changed his name from O. O. Mc- whatever was left over.
The Mclntyre label was
Intyre.
Jacksonville, Feb. 11.
Lardner also wi'ote a series of
With speculation rife as to the later appropriated by a gossipy "You Know Me, Al" stories for the
outcome of the Jack Sharkey and creature- named Emmett Malone, "Saturday Evening Post," In which
Phil Scott fight at Miami Febl 27, who became aggressive when he baseball
different
with
players
the motion pictures have been taken found he could fill a column de- names acted very fresh.
It was
over by Frank Rogers,' of Jackson- scribing things lying around on his years before the magazine dl.sdesk.
ville, from Henry Sonnenshlne.
covered that was all there was to
As a reporter. In Chicago, Lard- it, but as a play, named "Elmer the
Rogers distributed pictures of the
Strlbllng-Sharkey fiasco last winter, ner rated second to anyone else Great," the same-stuff discovery was
Big surprise was that plx looked learning the business. Some of his m&de In eight weeks.
better than the actual bout, due to stories became quite famous in tlie
Walencia is busy now with short
trade, among them the one he told
expert camera work.
stories, plays and the increasing inRogers is booking houses for the his wife when she 'phoned th6 office qulsitiveness of his children. Refight pictures now, specifying deliv- and asked why he didn't bring his cently ho exploded the Santa Claus
pay home.
ery day after fight. Publix has con
myth by reading that annual "Sun"
"Mr. Lardner," said Mr. Lardner,
tracted 100 per cent, in state for the
editorial to the-kids; his next step
"is out."
films, he says.
to prove that no Easter rabbit
"Throw cold water on his face," is
could be. so low as to lay the eggs
suggested Mrs. Lardner, 'Vand tell
peddled by Great Neck's leading
collector is run-

Inaccurate Biographies
Ring Lardner

,

The dellghtfu) site in Indian
Creek drive purchased by S. S.
Kresge for $85,000 which will shorUy
be made into a palatial estate.
A flock of society women bathing
from their Cabanas, at the Roney
Plaza and who will appear quite
•different in Medieval costumes next
Friday night at the Nautilus, which
Will be the scene of the Venetian
statement and Designation
Ball, expected to transcend
any so
National Vlelon-Tone DlfilrlbuUnK
.cial event ever given
in the South, Corp., T>e\., picture.^; New York bfllcc, 62
t-verj-body aflutter about It.
West Tth street; John E. Byrnes, preal
Herman Mllgrim displaying ex- dent.
Dissolution
ceptional ballroom ability at Deau4Stli Strc«t Tlieotre I.«a8lDE Co., Man
^ille.
Quite the man about town. hatlan.
Pennsylvania
Nearly as difllcult to keep up with
W. n. ITocdt .StDdlos, Inc., Thllaflpl
as Sailing Baruch. Jr.
phia, manufacturlns: Illustrative copy and
Mr. Christo and Al Goldman all motion pictures by pbotocraphs andsniiles (no tears), having put over other art processes; »5,000; W. H. Hoedt,
C. W. Gamble, C. B. Kenworthy, It. DU"10 Roman Pools Casino which for wortli.
.

Los Angeles, Feb.

Parker Lyon, Pasadena millionhas opened a trick museum
for the entertainment of his filcnrts.
Lyon, for 20 years, has been collecting anything that had to do
with tlie early days in California.
He has built the replica oC an old
trading podt on his estate ami liere
he houses the museum exhibits.
There are over 100 hangman's ropes
used by .the Vigilantes wltli the
name of the blokes hanged attached.
airo,

Clrlcago,

111.

"Cronaner

was arrested by Detec-

tive Nell Winberry when he tried
to pawn the gun for the price of
lodging and. eats. He told the sleuth
he had been out of work and in dire,
straits.

"I quit the_ circus Job because I
got tired of It. I came east believing I could easily get a Job but I'm
cured. If you let me go I am to get
a Job on a .Vlp," said Cronaner,
with a sob In his voice.
Winberry and Assistant District
Attorney Max Boldt told the Court
that they believed the defendant.
The weapon was unloaded and archaic. The Court wished the youth
success and discharged him. Cronaner, red haired, thanked the Court
and hurried away for his seaman's

Job.

.

Lake Worth, the motor trap,
where one must conform to the 25-

.
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Lease, Sstys Chinese

•

-

odors.

Museum

.

—

Samson, the "handsomest snake" in
the world for 25 cents, 26 feet long
and so many pounds; or Jasper, the
66 -foot whale, weighing tons and
tons and which exudes miasmic

Freak

Woman appeared In
and Mrs. Anatole Friedland, could
walk away with any baby contest with her fingernails coated with rant Corp; against the corporation,
mother-of-pearl.
here.
to cancel a lease on the ground of
First club casualty of the winter
Spring. First pitchman appeared false representations by the owner
session was the abrupt termination .on Nortel Clark last Sunday eve. and its vice-president, Thomas L.
of the Riviera In South iPalm Beach, wheh the cold broke.
Cunningham, for $25,000 as the
which opened with a fanfare of
Cornelius Otis Skinner had to value of fixtures and furnishings
trumpets and ended a prospective cancel all her engagements account alleged to be worthles.s, and for
glorious career when its promoter, of Illness. Not serious.
$49,437 deposited.
John W. Walter of Flint, Michigan,
The Fleur-de-Lls Co., Gong Tick,
Tom Maloy, operators' head Just
Entertainers, musicians
departed.
back from Cuba, left for Hot Springs president, expected to conduct a
and other employees clamoring for
in
restaurant
Chinese- American
to recoup.
pay, according to the sheriff, walked
which dancing would be permitted.
Cincinnati May Festival Chorus In
out. Club merely lived through Its
Lease called for $75,000 a year to
week.
town
last
Second
time
in
57
premiere.
1934, $85,000 for the next five years,
Irene Bordonl opened Monday years has left Cincinnati. Last time and $105,000 a year from 1939 to

John Hertz given a dinner at
The New Palm Beach hotel from which all the celebs attended en
which Ann Greenway moved to take masse. ^George Ade wrote a book
occasion biography
of
an apartment and the padded-like for the
Hertz, a copy at each plate..
elevators and floral bedspreads.
Olive. McClure xontinues in luck
The music of Heni'y- King's orchestra at the EmlJassy, occasional- at roulette. Jean Ackerman not doly drowned in the roar of planes ing badly, and Ethel Merman mainarriving and departing from the tains she nearly took over one place.
The Marlon Harris opening at the
port across the way.
The Fairbanks Twins at the ring- Florldlan Club was the talk of the
side of the Colony club, nestling in beach this week.
Miss Tucker's
tropical foliage.
successor broke down and was
And across from them a woman obliged to leave the floor during her
whoSe arm glitters with bracelets third number. It must be the clifrom wrist nearly to the elbow
mate, so reminiscent was It of Ann
rubies, diamonds and other gems.
Greenway's walkrofl: at the smart
Much lovelier women in Palm Colony Club premiere two weeks
Bea6h than" Miami or Miami Beach. ago. The second half of the show
Sort of a comiilacency in all the went well, Miss Harris entirely resupper clubs here, aloof from the vived and drawing a tumultuous re
dizzlfylng whirl of the slstfer resort.
The freak side-shows of "West
Palm Bea<bh, where one may see

Pasadena Millionaires Bug

actor

the time. Answer was :
"$7.75 after six."

and Ralph Wonders and Grace Kay
White, whose friends are legion. Not
the exceeding popularity
board menu held by a waiter at the to mention
of Red Stanley.
Patio LaMaze, most popular outGloria Friedland, daughter of Mr.

51
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walked up to a
studio musician and asked him

years has been a white elephant
here.
The Thursday night mardi
gras is already an institution. Much
credit due Aronson's Commanders

VARIETY
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him the installment
ning away with his wife and his
Joe Miller books."
"The installment collector will
have hl.i neck broken," said Mr.
Lardner, "If he loses Mr. Lardner's

dclicatesseur.

Keane's Car Stolen and
Recovered Quickly
Robert Emmet Keane, recently with
the "Sweet Adeline", company and
residing at the Park Central Hotel,
detectives pursued an alleged thief who had stolen
his Lincoln coupe. The culprit, Edward Doyle, chauffeur, of 1348 St,
Nicholas avenue, was captured after
a chase of several blocks. The detectives fired six shots over Doyle's
head before they came abreast of
him on 55th. street near 10th avenue.
poyle In West Side Court pleaded
not guilty. He was held for General
Sessions.

was on hand when

Keane

had

been

•

dining

with

his wife, the former Claire Whitney,
pictures and now doing a vaudeville
act with her husband. Keane parked
his car outside.
Detectives John

HO end walks StigUn, Jojtin
Drake and James
He wears blue Hamill of Inspector McCormick's
when all his white ones are staff saw Doyle acting suspiciou.sly.
and sometimes mu.st be forciWhen Doyle got into the actor's
bly reminded that the white ones car they ordered him to halt. Inplace."
stead, he raced up Broadway and
After three copy readers had gone have come back from the laundry.
Insane trying to correct Lardner's
"He's jn.st a grownup boy," says west on 54th street.
The cops fired shots over Doyle's
stuff the Chicago "Tribune" gave Mrs. LardiKT,
"Yes," says Mr. Lardner, "but head and he stopped. "I don't know
the kid a by-line and told him to
be himself. From this happy idea what a boy!" Wiifreupon ho snaps why I took the car," the cops quote
his knuckles and yells, "Bang!"
resulted crpss-word piizzles, anaDoyle as saying.

Lardner is near
with a slight lope.
shirts
dirty,

——

WOMEN' S PAGE
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Uncommon

Chatter

By Ruth Morris
Audience Week at Palace
year It's the one about the Old
This seems to be Audience" Week Negro and the Snooty Admiral.
White, yellow and green are deat ibo Palace, which fits In nicely
with RKO's flair for slogana, Phil scribed in the cunning ruffles of the
Baker Is having a grand At Home period in a dance before the curtain by the Roxyottes, and spot
on 47th street.
Lita Grey Chaplin, smartly rigged their color beautifully In the fullcombined with the
in a beige ensemble with deep stage finale,
dresses.
nutria trim, took a pretty bow at brilliant hues of plantation
Then Roslta After weeks of classical InterpretaMonday's matinee.
and Masslne
Bowman
Patricia
tions
Moreno was applauded Into doing a
their
time
doing
grand
have
must
a
neat song and dance, followed by
Ferdle Grofe's
her father orating on the art of hotcha Cakewalk.
To oblige the house ''Mississippi Suite" provides a digbull-fighting.
to
While Fannie Brlce changed Into nined and beautiful introduction
*
her Dying Swan costume Jimmy the program,

Savo crooned an Italian song to tlie
accompaniment of the' Baker accordion obllgatoa. Previously none

Collaljorating on "Kirby"
Lots of collaboration in "Cameo

gestures. With very few exceptions
even their costumes are alike
long trousers molded into high
waistbands over full crepe blouses.
Evening dresses would be more attractive since the leader's batlc" Is
turned to the audience most of tho
time and the gown could be given
daring
original
treatment with
decolletage and Interesting trim.
But no act has ever set the precedent.
Jean Rankin's Blue Belles at the
86th Street are, naturally, clad in
blue silk evening gowns, very, gracetheir diagonal flounces
ful with
trimmed on the hips with large
chartreuse bows. Their leader wears
velvet turquoise, trou and a chartreuse blouse. Aside from the singing of a girl who leads a number in
front of the orchestra, the vocalising
Isn't so hot, but the playing Is acceptable. Procedure Is strictly routine.

Half way through the bill, with
Booth Tarkington and
Harry Leon Wilson got together for the various 'principals slipping in
the original play; Walter Donalson and out of each other's acts, one
realizes that an unprogramed unit
for
teamed
up
Leslie
Edgar
and
words and music; J. Harold Mur- Is sneaking to a get-together flnale.
ray and Norma Terrls made a duet The Blue Belles work into the last
out Of starring honors, and Stepin scene, wearing surprise, surprise
Fetchlt's face got together with velvet trou and crepe blouses, and
Stepin Fetchlt's voice (except in do a cute banjo specialty seated on
moments where erratic projection a large prop slice of watermelon.
This department's two pet hates
split them) for lugubrious comedy.
Results of these collaborations are ostrich feathers and rhinestones—
nice if you happen to like a thick are worn by Shirley Dahl for a hot
spread of southern treacle and mu- number with Raynor Lehr, but the
materials have been combined with
sical comedy graiid-manner.
Norma Terrls seems much im- such chic that the costume looks
proved In her second film, She has swell. Another rig for a strut numgreater ease in front of the camera ber is of ail-over sequins, black for
and gives a warm and sincere p'er- the trunks and silver for a baekless
The new lines become Miss formance. She looks quite lovely in vest. Diamond-studded topper and
Brlce's slim flgiare, swathed in a the "fluted ruffles and full skirts of shoes, black gloves lengthened with
brightcrepe
whatever days the story happened bracelets to the elbow, and a rhlnegreen
gown
of
simple
stone care complete Its smartness.
ened by brilliant bracelets and to take place in.
With a voice that can gargle notes
and emerald
crystal
squareT-cut
In the darktown manner, it is innecklace.
Murderous Caracul
Adelaide Hall's costumes are well
Katherine Cornell, since that shin- evitable that Miss Dahl should go
chosen In the bright shades that ing performance of the flapper in Into a Lulu Belle imitation, weai-ing
wicked-looking outfit in red tafvoice.
a
husky
and
dueky
her
suit
"The Bill of Divorcement," has been
She makes her first entrance in a the essence of dishonored, but gal- festa.
white cape of ermine collared In lant ladles. Scripts which rob her
eoft white fox, looking very up- of virtue alVays have given her a
Paramount's "Pep Ball"
towny.
Starting a party oft by calling It a
supreme sacrifice to raise her above
Kay Spangler registers agile kicks her righteous sisters.
'Pep Ball" Is an awful handicap, but
Her
in graceful dance routines.
"Dishonored Lady" runs true to Paramount's annual party developed
prettiest ffock is in white tulle, with form. Miss Cornell plays a conniv- Into a very nice affair. The Brawl
"crisp -white taffeta- -moulding- the Tng murdress— a'^realljrlrorrible pei;- Room -at-the Astor-was-prettlly .decr.
waistline and lower bodice section. son who redeems herself only by orated with green festoons arid no
If this column mentions it enough
giving up the man sh^ loves. She crepe paper, and the floor was dotted
times, at least one or two dancers sits surveying the broken pieces of ^ith gaily colored frocks^aquamay read and believe that dance her life and the blank future as blue, pale green apd lipstick red
shorts fashioned- of flesh crepe,
There can be no
the play ends. It is here that the predominating.
black lace and rhlhestones can do
playwright has given her the grand- doubt about the new long lines (it
nothing but cheapen their act.
"Ah well," she really seems about time to stop
est gesture of all.
Pat Hennlng's Mama wears a blue
says softly as the curtain falls, calling them "new") adding dissuit with embroidered jacket that is
summing up In those two words tinction to any dance floor.
out-dated but nice anyway, and
Entertainment was so gpod that
poignant sorrow for all that has
Gladys with Adolph and Eddie does
thoroughbred, Rudy Vallee appeared as an opening
"Dances As Tou Like Them!' In cos- gone before and a
unwhimperlng attitude for what is act, with Charles Ruggles m. c'lng
tumes as you don't.
the
various turns. Frances Williams
has
auNever
before
an
to come.
thor been kinder to a completely appeared in a lovely sUver-lace
gown,
looking
Chanel-lsh,
and
Telling It Again
dishonored lady.
Her performance is unwaveringly touched off with bright green slipThere la nothing In "Burning Up'
that hasn't beenus^ In other fllma true, etching In the motives that pers and paler chiffon handkerwhich concerned themselves iJvith.a detei'mlne action In the simple way chief. Jessie Matthews also chose
motor race the herb promises to that engages audience sympathy. To green to compliment a ruffled frfcck
Helen Kane
hear her, in the presence of her of white, organdy.
"throw," but doesn't, due to a sud
den change of heart and script. But victim, arguing herself Into poison- boop-oop-a-dooped In a princess
the performances of Mary Brian ing him. Is to witness one of the gown of black velvet, with ermine
and Richard Arlen make the story most flesh creeping scenes iever en- tails bunched on the left shoulder
appealing and succeed in holding acted. Some In the audience may and a band 'of ermine circling the
audience-interest over trite situ- forgive her on grounds that the vic- hem.
Ginger Rogers caused an audience
ations.
Mary Brian is one of the tim is a tenor.
few pretty ingenues who can be
Gowns fashioned by Mrs, Pem- gasp in blue lace describing ^ full,
counted upon not to go too sweet. berton's Studio at Saks have the tiered skirt and bodice-trim over
Her frocks in "Burning Up" have glamor that should go with dis- flesh crepe. The gasp came in havthat same quality simple and girl- honored ladles. One is a gorgeous ing the underblouse such a decided
ish with crisp touches that give ensemble in heavy canary satin. The flesh tint that the bodice appeared
them character.
gown moulds beautifully into super- to be made of nothing but lace and
other than Bill Copesettic Robinson
had climbed over the footlights to
team up with Adelaide Hall. Informality of the afternoon provided
swell entertainment.
Fannie Brlce fans will be delighted with her reprisal of old favorites.
One moment she's Cieopatra; the
next Mrs. Cohen watching over her
brood at the sea-side, and then an
opera singer worried over the inattention of Otto Kahn. In all the
numbers she's Fannie Brlce which
means that she's grand. To celebrate a Joint appearance with Phil
Baker she mounts a piano and becomes the Juliet who changed her
name from Caplin to Capulet, The
scene is a howL

ICirby."

—

—
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'

'
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Clothes
Two Hours

two-hour
p. jn. unshows for the
acts.
In person are Bob and Lucy
Gillette, juggling; Willie- West and
McGlnty, who must have to work
fast between shows to collect props;
Walt Hoyt and Fred Coots still
under the Helen Kane Influence.
Miss Questelle looked nice in a
11,

making

Playing-Card Unit
Elaborate costuming carries out
playing-card idea in Paramount's "Ace High" unit, smartly
produced and neatly rounded-out
All effects hinge
entertainment.
upon the card theme, with principals Introduced as face cards, and
the stage backed with red, black
and white poker chips and card
combinations;
Silver and gold, in
this gambler's paradise, become appropriate punctuations for scenes
and costumes. Jed Dooley Is the
Joker who runs somewhat wild
with too lengthy comedy that is octhe

.

,

casionally in bad taste, and a battle
of Three Kings over the Queen of
Hearts provides a beautiful Intro(taction for the sensational work of
the Myrio-Ayres adagio quartette.
It may be thought that adagio Ingenunlty had been worn threadbare,
but this troup has conceived some
new twists to keep audiences
gasping.

Roxy Goes Occasional
The Roxy is never more happy
it has an Occasion to

than when

celebrate-^occaslons which are alspelt with capital O's and
treated with a solemnity that may
give Irreverents in the audience a
reverse reaction. Abraham Lincoln,
having lived a life obligingly full of
anecdote, always has a Happy
This
Birthday at the CathedraL

ways

A

coat,
sable,

Ginger.

The

girl

with the

Tommy

Atkins Sextette wore a ruffled black
appropriately trimmed with
long* brown gloves complete the taffeta for fast and graceful roucostume. Her dinner gown In brown tines.
lace has very little bodice left by a
Fun With A Theremin
deep decolletage, and a skirt that
Lionel Partegas is mystifying
sweeps to the ground in three

and

slightly-flaring

tiers.

A

gown

of

visitors to

five

.

orders, yet they are a distinct part
of the dress.
But for its star, Lawrence Tibthe picture Is moving picture
hoke, dished up for the box office.
But a dignified though popular
score, sung by one of the most
magnificent voices In the world, and
occasional color sequences of awing
bett,

'

.

•

—

—

ot^

°

lar numbers, a ballet and "Loveland," about all there was of eyeease. Feather costumes in the former were remarkable. Set for
Helen Morgan strikingly pictured.
Olive Shea gives promise of fac-

ing

many a camera and doing

it

a

favor, too. Her face registers delicately y£t decidedly.
Mary Eaton
appeared extremely uneasy most of
the time.

A
Moving

pictures liave done ter-

rible things to

Catherine Dale

Owen

She obviously Is suffering from the
Hollywood considers her
the type to enact a haughty, bored,
high-born lady. Iter beauty screens
perfectly,
her speaking voice is
lovely and she can be a fine actress,
fact that

layers of affectation.
She is beautifully dressed In "The
Rogiie Song" In the manner becoming a princess.
travelling en^
semble in beige Is neat and practical
looking, softened with a frilly ruffle at the neckline.
tiny velvet
hat, severe but for a coyly drooping
feather on one side, completes an
effect that Is simple and expensive.
The selection of her ball gown was
an Inspiration. The usual choice

A

A

would

have

been

something

in

heavily studded with brilliants, but nothing could give more
of an effect of refinement and noble
birth than the simple black chiffon
she wears. Its low decolletage Is
covered with a rail, all-around
chiffon cape that has two strands
of large square- cut crystals pendant
from the shoulders. Tho necklaces
are so rich that they might be royal
white,

—

For her

first dance Miss Torrence
about in unruffled mallne,
with small bunches of violets showing under the circular flounce that
ended the hip-length velvet bodice,

floated

Mary Dunn made a

striking picture

an abbreviated costume

of dark
with but one tight
sleeve, and neckband, and a hug»
taffeta bow where the supposed-tobe skirt was shortest the left side.
For the flnale a pleasing picture
In

green

velvet

—

resulted

Tibbett Rave

Paramount's music room but in "The Rogue Song" any emotion that escapes through her frozen
exterior has to worlc its way through

black chiffon and accompanying with his "Mystery Music Marvel of
coat of black caracul gain murder- the Age," over which he waves
ous Intent in the dim light of the magic hands to extract a tune.
Many of the witnesses, never having
scene of the killing.
heard of Theremin's Ether Music,
gaze in awe as his pantomime draws
German Puzzle
Witnessing "Caught in the Berlin forth tones that can be as deep as
Underworld" is very much like gaz- a 'cello or as tremulously high as a
ing at the separate pieces of a jig- musical saw.
If his tone at times falters It is
saw puzzle. Only difference is that
there Is some hope of eventually only because Mr. Partegas ha,s
getting an unbroken picture out of grown interested in the comment
him.
about
So far he has heard
the puzzle. The German opus remains broken up in little pieces definite statements that he has a
~
radio concealed on his person or an
which never flt anywhere.
Fritz Kortner plays the chief fly electrical device yp his sleeve which
In the plot's ointment as a malig- turns on a victrola concealed In the
nant underworld character. Acting box. Other speculations voice the
plpds. along at a maddeningly slow opinion that he Is a ventriloquist
pace.
Possibly the worried looks with a whistle In his mouth. Still
on the faces of tho cast were, occa- others believe that he has an orsioned by wondering what the whole chestra concealed under the floor of
the music room.
He has a swell
thing was about.
time watching his audiences trying
to figure what it's all about.
Lady Orchestra Costumes
Lady orchestras have grown from
Spilling the Heart
a novelty Into a vaudeville instituAmong the most entertaining pertion and have, accordingly, become
standardized. Each one Is as like formances never given on any stage
the other as separate prints from can be mentioned the conversation
the same stamp. Girl loaders con- of almost any talkative taxi-driver.
duct their groups with duplicate
(Continued on page 64)

Gray-

beauty, make it fine entertainment.
puffed sleeve frock of coral net over No scenario can make a rogue out
satin, sash of grosgraln ribbon, blue of Tibbett.
His voice may express
slippers.
a flerce glee, but there Isn't a
Danny Small's assistant has new wicked note In Its entire
range.
frocks since her Academy days.
When
he
sings
of love It's not of
Black velvet ensemble with points
of hem and sleeve lined with pink, the vagabond affection, but of the
rhlnestoned bodice and cuffs, pink grand passion. His voice bespeaks
roses posted on the flaring collar. all of the noble emotions of the
Aflame with coque feathers and world.
some sequins for her next strut, the
unnamed miss looked very attrac-^
tive in white crepe frock and sliver
South with Eddie Leonard
bolero, silver petals on one side of
Capitol stage show Is 'way down
the scallbped-hemmed skirt.
Florence Meyers and her talented South, but not entirely in the land
and personable girls' band liven up of cotton as concerns costumes,
appropriately
enough a
the show. Girls' costumes are mili- though
shot
presented
tary affairs of white satin and black newsreel
cotton
leather belts. Singing. Is their one frocks for all hours of the. day. Very
weak point and could easily be good looking, too, on the screen.
omitted.
"Southern Melodies" is arranged
Screen entertainment was above for Eddie Leonard's benefit, and the
average.
"He Did His Best," did stage troupe probably will be
ex- »
Taylor Holmes, and though overdoing it for the camera, he still got hausted when the week is over, if
results.
Carmel >Myers displayed a the audience keeps up its enthusiasOpening In
shimmering negligee of lace and tic encouragement.
ostrich and a mink coat. Yes, to- white froojks whose taffeta bodices
gether.
Katheryn McGuIre's frock, ended with" a ruffle at the hips, very
was a black satin with skirt points full organdy skirts of many folds,'
at the sides, light fox scarf; simple touch of violet at the waist,
puff
but appropriate. "Wednesday at the sleeves. Berta
Don, if she was the
Ritz" paced too slow for the farce It
was.
Evelyn Knapp In satin pa-; soprano, looked sweet In blue buffant
with
pink
bows
at
the
sides.
jamas and lace jacket.
Best of the screenings was that The flrst being a garden scene, there
Silly Symphony," "The Skeleton had to be some of those large,
Dance," original and amusing.
drooping hats and floor-touching
skirts but just a few. Secgnd half
combines Aunt Jenilma and minstrel
Repeat Gown
Barry and Whitlege studying au- atmosphere, curtains of red-dotted
yellow,
steps like dice and the ordiences and learning anew the value
of hokum at the 68th St. Size of chestra in high hats and brown
the house probably accounted for skins. Girls In bandana frocks and
some of the laughs getting, lost; a banjo finish. Dennis Sisters harMiss Barry's gown has been re- monize and so do their frocks, each
of the three a different shade
ported before.
AndtTier l^efo' from Hollywood pink -and all "with blue datin .sashes.
braving the perils of personal ap- No master "to coiemony the show/
pearances and discovering they which was no catastrophe.
never needed courage before. RlcarMile. Cherie's Coiffure
do Cortez gets little chance to prove
The Slst Street audience seemed
himself the "romantic idol of the
silver screen" in a gangster sketch, satisfied with Larry Rich and his
called "Wanted." His one real con- friends, of whom Mile. Cherlels the
It may be the
tribution was his short and unpic- most Important
ture-like speech of thanks. Girl In Helen. Morgan coiffure, but this
the sketch, Doris Kemper did very Mile, doesn't seem the same Cherie
of
the
past
One
costume was a
Well.
Her frock is a simple black
dull one-piece affair under a robe
one with flared skirt
that fitted so poorly it parted where
It shouldn't have.
Another was of
"Glorifying" Minus CIpthea
red satin and net ruffles. Production
"Glorifying the American Girl" as about the same.
all the world knows, depends very
Eflna Torrence has a new* femilittle upon clothes.
Two spectacu- nine partner a cute little blonde.

—

fluous trails of self-material.

of Riverside

Riverside now has a
show, continuous from 1
til

1930

and Clothes

By MoUie

I

12,

from

all

three.

Including

Brother Johnnie Torrence, wearing
white and each with a touch of a
different color.
Miss Torrence'a
costume was a pajama idea with
a circular flounce at the waist
Brother's tie and kerchief were dark
blue and Miss Dunn used a green
kerchief, her charming frock made
with circular skirt and peplum that
tied in front
A most engaging
trio.

Women

and Consequences

Richard Barthelmess will probably play Atlas In his next picture.
He's been training to carry the
world on his shoulders with many
inferiority complexes,
"Son of the

Gods" is a weekly release selling as
a specIaL Filled with the wisdom
of Chinese philosophy, and proving

how wrong Is the" attitude of the
world, it reneges at the last minute,
leaving him nameless instead of
Chinese,
Constance Bennett Itfoks lovely
but acts via the character—just

—

the opposite. Why Is a woman Invariably shown as unable to take the
consfequences of something she has
brought on herself while a man under the same cohditlons will smile
wryly and "be big"? Miss Bennett's white silk velvet gown fitted

beautifully; skirt of two flat tiers
to a point In back, giving
back dip a point, too. Wrap w.is'
short and foxed. Black velvet eveCowan, ning ensemble without any fur,

was yoked

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Walter J.
Feb. 2, Los Angeles.
Mrs. delicate black lace negligee
Is Lenore Coffee, scenarist.
(Continued on page 64)

son,

Cowan

with
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Adrift in Hollywood
By

E

N. Y.
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MISTREATS

By

HOLLYWOOD'S
be a jazz

spiritual.

The chorus

is

dressed In tattered ginghams with
bandanas on the heads of the women
and frayed straw hats on the men.
dazzling California sun, he recovers They all hold their hands aloft In
his Bight only to be stunned once the way "Porgy" found to be so
effective.
Miss Roth's dress, truly
HoWyvrooA, Feb. 11.
more by the magnificence oi: filmis a flashy thing of black satin unBroadway may. be one of the eight
Here, where
dom's automobiles.
stinted in rhlnestones. It slinks
bloom the year round, down the figure fondly till it reach- wonders of the world to Manhattan
flowers
flooded with sunshine by day and- es the knees, where godets meet it, habitues and rubes from the Easteearchllghts at night, the motors, appliqued In points. The Irregular
ern sticks, but it's a trial and tribusensitive to their environment, take hemline is edged with rhlnestones,
lation to the chorines who were reon the rainbow hues of their back- a jeweled belt clasps the waistline,
here for "Fifty Million
cruited
ground.
and rhlnestone embroidery marks
They're trying, these waves of the Joining of the white pointed Frenchmen."
color that meet the unaccustomed yoke to the black of the bodice.
Fifteen of the 24 who made the
eyes from every point. In the east Such a dress as is sure to win the pilgrimage axe back.
Glad of It,
an automobile is a means of con- admiration of the chorus, and make they say. Disillusioned and how!
veyance unless It's a taxi, and Its them follow their leader.
According to the gals, they wouldn't
aspect Is trustworthy and sombre.
Sue Carol Is almost burled by the swap a comer of Hollywood on a
Not so in Hollywood. Here an
wet night for all of Broadway.
automobile Is one's last cent, a hoity-toity, sweepingly grand avaAnd what they think of stage
pink souffle and lace In
painted, triumphal chariot to tell all lanche of
"Just a bunch of
Calf." Her face peeks door Johns'."The
Golden
Hollywood Boulevard.
more out from under a pink horsehair, Scotchmen. They thought we were
eye
the
attract
Colors
said Helen Splane. "Thought
Sue.
hicks,"
isn't
the
same
old
hat,
but
it
Of all the
quickly than' black.
generous
for a chop suey
Draped in plctui'e magnificence, a we'd be
colors, yellow and cream have the
Will o' supper. Those guys ought to come
highest degree of visibility. Most madcap is apt to emote.
to Hollywood ajid learn what a
of pictures' motors are yellow. the wisps can't go about with grand out
is.
There is such a preponderance of dame long skirts and long correct girl's appetite really
"Subway stuff may be thrilling in
yellow automobiles' only the most gloves stifling their fresh young
Grant, "but
devoted observers can tell one Rolls impulsiveness. Here Is Sue in a very pictures," said Donne
With
from another. Those w^io choose haughty gown just as if she were who wants to be a sardine?"
salmon pink and orchid are smart. playing her own mother. The long- automobiles out here as necessary
stick, It's
There aren't so many of those and fitted bodice, crushed a little to in- to a gal's job as her rouge
Street
get Donne's slaiit.
the business of identifying cars is dicate the waistline, has a high easy to
round neck, a shirt waist panel of cars are only used by the visitors.
easier.

DARLINGS

—

As for cars with nickel hoods, they
are in such profusion nobody cares,
except the chauffeurs who have to
Baby blue was
them.
polish
Secondary

Not even the stars can find out when ihe Marilyn
Miller, Astaire show will be produced .... A handsome baritone named Bartlett would knock
The Jack Warthem cold In Hollywood
ners have colored lights on their swimming
pool
Mrs. Harry Archer is in Paris buying the
new models for a big fashion house. .Helen Kane

Importance

in

only to distinctive coloring Is the

fundamental that a motor .be a
"custom job."
Since nickel has been done to
death, brass glitters very, nicely as
a metal trimming to set off the gay
radiator trim of brass is
colors.
the utmost in dash right now. As

.

A

"a,

last

gasp~for the fdeal-HoijywGOd-

. .

-yrocB .a lDvel.y .bJack Yelv.et_g.own_wlth_a. band_gi;.
.

ermine at the hemline at the Mayfalr Setturday
Blanche Ring jokingly told Ethel Kenyon
night
that If she ever met her nephew, Eddie Sutherland, she would lose her heart and sure enough ....
Betty Compton is speeding southward for a vacagreat student of
is
a
tion. .. .Bobbie Clark
Dickens. .. .Peggy Fears Blumenthal is back from
an extensive European trip.... No one seems to
know If Grace. Menken and Bert Lytell are married
yet... .Phylls Haver Seeman.wore a smart tailored
suit and beret at the Algonquin the other day. . .
Ruth Tester lives In a cunning house in Bronxville. .. .Susan Fleming will shortly depart for
Hollywood and pictures. .. .Bebe Daniels Is considered one of the best bridge players on the
Shy little Dorothy Jordan has surprised
Coast
her friends by blossoming into a full fledged screen
name.... Most (if the current young men of the
stage meet weekly at alaily hair expert's shop who
undertakes to preserve what's left of the flowing
locks..., all the picture people are furiously deevloplng their voices .... Jeannette MacDonald and
Bob Ritchie are practically engaged. .Mrs. Crane

car are tires of white rubber, their

marked

treading

non-skid

off

In

black.
In motion,
they give oft a kaleidoscopic effect
to set the now thoroughly blinking
Easterner reeling again.
Creatures of many moods that
they are,
some of Hollywood's
famous have taken to using Ford
town cars. In a fine spirit of play
they drive about In, these little toy
cars.
But let no one suppose that
crisscrosses

it is

.

.

of

more than

A

.fun.

Hollywood

personage ^loes not buy a Ford till
he has nestling in his garage at
least one 'good, staunch, expensive
limousine.

And Garbo, Now
On

all
billboards
over town,
Talks."
Greta Garbo is
bell
Christie on the screen.

"Garbo

Anna

A

rings and
looks tired!

Garbo slides In.
She
That brave little velvet

bow around her neck!
She's talked!
As quick as
and

it

can

never

happen

that,

again.

Well, well!

She speaks with a low, throaty
voice, naturally.

Her

voice

makes

an agreeable sound. It sounds as
one would hope Garbo's voice would
sound.
She's intense, that Garbo,
very serious about everything, .but
always she's Interesting.
She's
grander
than
with
that
ever
pleasant voice of hers.

Dorothy
clothes
Mackail's
in
"Modern" prove how wise
were the fashion arbiters to lengt>ien skirts and place waistlines again
where Nature always thought them
l>€st.
This picture -was made just
before the present blessedly knee
less era.
From a fashion view
point it is hopelessly dated.
Miss
Mackall has nothing to fear from
the short skirt angle, but the new
mode's high waistline Is more
"Strictly

Janet Gay nor will always be a
sweet young thing who listens obediently to her elders, as contrasted
with the other sweet young things

of the screen who don't mind so
Her clothes appear to be selected for her by a maiden aunt, for
Miss Gaynor never seems interested
in clothes on the screen. In "High
Society Blues" she is her own helpless, wistful self In an evening dress
youthful and therefore a flatterer. of pink chiffon, embroidered In
An example of what so recently brilliants. No daring decolletages for
was the last word Is a chiffon dress her. The modest square neckline,
appliqued with lace. It has a long- as high in back as in front, has
waisted bloused bodice pulled tight jeweled straps. The dress follows
across the hips, from which hangs the lines of her figure, attaining
the skirt of two circular flounces, fullness from the hlpline and ondr
lace bordered up the front. Lace ing with a wide, floor-reachin^j hem«dges the
neckline tied in a bow line. In no way a smart dress, for
at the base and there are long tight this Is to be a sophisticated "sosleeves.
The scalloped slip of the ciety" picture; it does a i;ar morr
<'ress ends above the knees so that important job than to have stylf.
they may glimmer from under the It suits perfectly the personnllty of
well.

V

tran.sparen.cy of the skirt in the best
manner of spring, 1929. But all that
IS changed
now. Soon picture release dates will catch up with the

IsniK.

will bo

the ladies.

to work.... Harry

its

wearer.

If

Cohn

asking about but

still

Is

,

Spltzer's novel, "Hungry
Toung Lady," is out. .. .Freddie March has his own
Guggenheim pads with his name on them....

a luncheon.. .Marlon
.

former and pi'esent occupants of the Pa,lace.
sixth floor held a reunion at the Brown Derby In
L. A. Monday.... If you're going to the Coast take
summer clothes, it's hot
Eddie Buzzell and the
frau, Ona Munson, will Havana for a couple of
lot of

weeks, sailing this week.

do you' know how much they charge
you for orange Juice?" she asked.
"Real orange Juice, I mean?" It
must be plenty. Judging by the riot
denunciations
this
question
of
brought on.
Broadway, if you want our gals
you've got to reduce the price of
orange juice, take the fishhooks out
of the pockets of the Johns, and
make the sweet young things happy
Anything
with one car apiece.
from an undcrslung Ford up wilj do.

you happen to be married to a
drummer. Every show I have ever
been with, the drummer has been
the oracle for every

by'cut

steel button.s,
(ind otiier places to attacli
f^n the dress.
sr-lvf-.'i

Edna Murphy reverses the onh-r
Thin dross Is a version
of things and wears long white Md
The
gloves in "Wide Open," inptearl of wood .style of 1930.

-whirli

thi-m-

of Hollyhat,

too,

woman

In the

company.

47th street,

—

gone unpunished. "Well," said the
judge, "you see it's this way:-- The
mule Is a valuable animal, a beast
of burden; he haa to work hard, and
hardly gets enough to eat. Any man
who would abuse a mule ought to
be fined or put In jail. The mule
can't help himself and is entitled to
our protection, but any woman who
will let a man beat her and continues to live with him isn't wofth
protecting."

My

husband, a mo-

actor,

makes money

Dear Madam:
tion

picture

Tet he exdo thja housework,
"which T WCuid be glad to d<r lf hls~
circumstances demanded.
He de-

enough to keep a maid.

me

pects

to

himself nothing; is the best
dressed man. in the studio, keeps a
car, belongs to several clubs and
entertains lavishly; but- Insists It Is
a woman' fj Curf to do her own
housework. I have refused to do- It.
Do you think I am right?
nies

Amy.
Answer: Absolutely. If your husband -wanted a chambermaid he
should have married one. If he is
making plenty of money there is no
reason why you shouldn't share In
the comforts his Income affords.

Dear

Nellie:

I

am

one of those
has

women who

singularly Tiinglo

fallen /or her piano player, and the
fact that he wants to marry me
pro.ves he, too, is In love. There is
so much difference In otir ages th.it
I am fearful of taking the step. You*
have seen so many ca.ses like this

that I wish you would tell me honwhat you think I should do.

estly

No.

Answer:

3,

Yes, and you have seen

just as many cases as I have. And
you also know love doesn't go
around with a calendar In Its hand.
I also know that If you are In love

Bear Nellie: I may get In bad
for addressing you this way, but It with him, and he with you, all the
just seems as If I had known you philosophy of Socrates and all the
for years you are so friendly.
I wisdom of Solomon won't stop you
hope you know who I am. In case from marrying him, and why should
you don't here Is a little lead. I'm It? Even If you only get a few
a little guy with a big heart which years happiness out of It you are
has a big ache. There Is a little that much to the good. But be sure
gal chorusing in the musical com- it is love and not Just loneliness.
edy "Fifty Million Frenchmen" who
found a bright spot in my heart.
She's cuter than cute and don't look
I'd
like the usual "gold digger."
Dorothy Marlon Jenkins, legit, to
'The
like very much to meet her.
manager of the show is a great pal Jack Williams, publicity director for
of mine but I hate to ask him for Publlx' Texas theatre, Feb. 6, San

—

MARRIAGES

an Introduction. She might think Antonio, Tex.
Elinor Reld
I'm worth a lot of dough, and that's

to

Jack Kingston

last

what I don't want her to week in Boston. Both members of
Would you advise me to Somervllle stock there.
Marg'aret O'Connell to Hugh Mckeep away from the sliow and her?
Kay- last week on stage of the MaA. Z.
exactly
think.

Answer:
velvet is notable for the determination of the fitter to moan tight
wlien .she says tight.
The basque"
bodiee 1r joined by a flared circular
skirt. An Insert of dull black marks
the liii)line, ascending in a point
fiviut.
An accordion pU-ated
]ln
))fiMgs
from the jiet-kllne,
|jiili6t
Icaiiglit.

This doesn't apply

.

Natives don't even

West

Dear Miss Revell: My husband is"*~
a musician on the road with a mu- clothes and other essentials and the
sical show, and his letters are get- few dollars I send weekly to my
I
ting; colder, shorter and fe-ft-er.
mother. He claims he needs the
am just wondering—and you know money to finance our summer laywhat I am wondering, don't you? offs. Duririp that period I work
What do you think I should dt)
hard at our Freeport place keeping
just let him drift away, or should I the home in order and cooking for
him of my suspicions? Or him and his guests. He has always
tell
should I go on and surprise him abused me, Insulted me in public
and maybe learn the awful truth?
and In. front of our friends. Last
Wifie.
week while In a temper as result
Answer: Nobody ever goes look- of some bad booze he beat me. If
they
don't
that
ing for something
I walk out on him now it means I
want to find. And those surprise' will have to leave the show. I must
visits don't always turn but the way work iand jobs are hard to get.
one anticipates. But if you feel he What do you advise?
is straying from the straight and
Burlesque Girl.
narrow, and you want to hold him,
Answer: Down in Mlsfiourl, where
why not tell him you would like to
Justice is sometimes tempered with
join him and apply the same formuphilosophy
well
as mercy, two
as
la to reclaim him that you did to
men wera brought before the same
attract him In the first place? Mujudge. One was charged with beatsicians are highly strung men whose
ing his wife and the case was dissensibilities are keenly developed
missed. The other was accused of
My observation of them on the road beating
a mule and the man was
i3 that they are too busy playing
fined |5. The lawyer defending the
pinochle, rehearsing and trying to
mule beater protested the decision,
figure out how much longer the
show is going to last, to bother with polnt-lng out the wife beater had

hasn't bought that yacht. .. .Claiborne Foster has
•written a play she may peddle for the screen ....
Lawrence Tibbett was a boy sop;'ano in a choir.
people walk by the Algonquin looking skyward so
as to dodge the hat fulls of adverbs tossed out
the windows.
Mrs. Bert Wheeler crashed the
society columns of the Dos Angeles dallies with

and the kindly picture audi- the black gloves that have taken belonfjs to that categorj', for it i.s
spared these anachron- the town by .storm. But originality a skull cap worn oft the face, with
ends there, for a pair of white foxes a ruffle aeross the back oi the neek
Lillian Roth, in "Honey," leads a are
her and ear.s, and With curls pushed
carelessly
flung across
'"""i-u.s of colored folk in what mu.<:t
,«honl(lers. Her dress of blaek panne foi'ward on the cheeks.
'"Ofle

encp.<5

suppressed.
Miss Revell may be addressed at the Hotel Somerset,
or care "Variety," New York.

That-

—

to play 'lady."

for the Woeful
Nellie Revell

Wilbur, Is in town on a visit, and may appear in a
Inez Courtney has a new wire
play while here
haired pup... .the Corday perfume people get out
a weekly pamphlet with Intimate Interviews on
stars, makes a terrific hit with the flaps behind
Bide Dudley is presithe counters who sell It
Gray
L,Ita
dent of the "Lackadillua" club
Chaplin wears a black velvet evening cap with
her low cut velvet evening gown.... the Philip
..Glenby^. entert?ilned- at Jiome last .nlgl^t,.... Chick..
Chandler, son of Major Chandler, founder of the
N. T. State Police, Is taking screen tests.... the
J. J. McCarthy's arrive in town Sunday. .. .there's
a Philadelphia girl living In town who used to
be In the chorus, married money, and will have
none of It because she says, he must learn how

know the price
lace, edged with a
and sleeves flowing from the elbow of a ride".
with lace. The floor touching skirt,
Hollywood just knows how these
circular In no mean degree, is girls must have suffered In being
joined to the dress In an Irregular forced to use the pleblan street car
Sue carries and subway train. "Yes," pipes
line low at the hips.
with all this grandeur a large chif- Lorraine Lowell, "I tried to get off
handkerchief, at Times Square and the mob was
lace-bordered
fon
poising herself, as who can blame too big I v/as at 166th street beher, with a swagger stick. ^Even fore I could get off."
though the costume fits so relentHelen Fairweather missed her
lessly it could only be here, she tennis and golf. And her morning
still looks like a little girl trying orange juice and grapefruit. "Say,
ruffle of souffle
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This department, conducted by Miss Revell, has been instituted as a
weekly feature and is placed at the service of ahy "Variety" reader.
No
Matter submitted to Miss Revell will be treated confidentially.
attention will be paid to unsigned letters, but real names will always be

Did You Know

popular until a manufacturer put
out a line of stock cars all in that
color.

Wisdom

Cecelia Ager

Hollywood, Feb. 8.»
Pity the poop Easterner In Holly
Temporarily blinded by the
'vood!

'
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world

I

nee no reason in the jest ie theatre in Danville, Va. Couple
shouldn't a.sk your are In the same vaude act.
Ethel Kenyon, stage, to Eddie
.Sutlierland, director, Feb. C In Agua
Callcnte, Mex.

why you

company manager, to introdueo you to the young lady.
How you reason that the mere fact
friend, the

of

liis

Kenneth Seaton Garnet to ^f:tryou arc. a little guy garet Gillespie in Hollywood, .Ian.
15.
Uotli have been a; e." Ing wiili
is beyond me.
Henry Duffy PI ycr.- on Wf-st (.'o.-ist.

presenting you would convey

the impre.sslon

with big monf^y

.Miss P.evell:
I
am just ai
ilie end of tlio road.
I
don't fi-el
that I can go any fartlier and I )iccd
help.
I have been
married four
years, Ipave worked .stf;ady all that
time and have never .seen a cent' of
salary.
hii.iband, who Is In the
same show fburlesfine) with mo,
dr.'iws both salaries, and whllo he
jiays all
living expfnsfs he hegrudges me spending money for
..Dear

My

.

Jo.'^epbine
danghti-r of
enKa^ed to

Foster,
sl-'itr-r,

Hiiuhnian,
J-'i-jincis

w'-d

X.

John

s e c o n 1
linshu'iaii.

William

Ilejin April.
I.,enore Huslimaii, is engnged
.St.

Loui.s,

Markham, a Hollywood
to Dean
booliseller.
«
Greta 'iran.^ky, dau^lfter of the
llie;iti-"
IJ.-ket
broker,
will
wed
l-'ri-di-ri 'k P. I'nni* r;irjtK ,'it tlif* vM.
.street

Temple, ai.nday night.

—

.
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watchman and

Wednesday, February

looted Henri's Ren-

contains theatre of that name, and

RKO

-

the DaOies

This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pubweek in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and London. Variety takes no credit
for these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

lished during the

LONDON

,$219,123, Dr. F.

Koebling Geyser has

nied voluntary bankruptcy proceedOne of the claims is by Myrna

jing.s.
•I''ink,

former actress, who charges
"Here comes the Bride," Julian Geyser mari-ed her appearance
Wylle's latest, opens at the Picca- with powerful X-ray treatments.
"Evangeline" drii:ted
i

dilly
out.

Feb.

20.

.Myrtle

Judge, in the King's Bench Division recently: "I know nothing about
films,- except what I .see on the advertisements on the imderground. I
thought there were no degrees in
them, but that they were all super-

Bauer,

show

girl,

still

wants $5,000 from Florcnz Ziegfeld
on a Claim that .hc-r Pekingese was
destroyed by Blllle Burke's police
dog.

A

Llta Grey Chaplin
summons, secured

CLOTHES AND CLOTHES

.

'

by

.

V

Short Skirts

Century Circuit' of theatres last
week began construction of a 2,600answer a Beat theatre' in the Thomson Hill

didn't

.

A

Florence Piatt, here with "AnSpeaking of the company, "Not
imal Crackerp," has filed suit for So Dumb" is "in order; speaking of
the
Telephone the resultant picture, is different.
against
$10,000
by
Chi.
Caused
Operators' Club of
Marion Davles, Elliott Nugent, Raypublication of femme's photo In ads
for the hello girls' popularity and mond Hackett, Donald Ogden Stewart, Sally Star and Julia Faye are
dance contest.
all very good.
"Dulcy" had the'
case of parrot fever; she
Dan R. McGinnity, sports prom.o- original
repeated everything she heard. Miss
ter, and brother of "Iron Man" Joe
McGinnity, left a $9,000 estate to a Davles' frocks were all rather short.
woman he is alleged to have mar- A crepe frock made an attempt at
ried blgamously.
He cut off his length with a side panel, but only
widow and son.
an attempt Crepe frock laced with
self fabric on upper sleeves, bodice
Martha Grief, divorced by Harry front and one side of skirt. Sally
Syndicate
headed by Edward C. Molr, Jr., has filed suit to have Star arrived In a 50-60 suit divided
Sedgwick, Sr., bought a corner a the. decree set aside.
down the middle with light and dark
block above the boulevard at Yucoa
sides, buttons trimming the bodice.
for 12 -story hotel and store buildJulia Faye trailed black net very
ing.

Nicholas section of Long Island City.
Oiyory, who claims 1616 due him as
New Oxford and Cambridge Club her vaude manager. Hearing was Jake Wolff, former cafe proopposed the music and dancing li- to have been in Mun icipal court.
prietor, rescued an old bottle of
cense for the extension grill room at
whiskey he had placed in the corLicense of Adelphi Theatre Ticket nerstone' of the- Casino In 1904 and
Idea was the
the May fair Hotel.
bishop members might be worried by Aftency was revoktfl by the divlf.ion threw a party for Broadway oldof licenses in Albany, on complaint timers.
the jazz.
Casino, legit, has been
of a customer who thought he was demolished.
Max Derewski, pianist and com- getting football tli^kets. on the 40poser, husband of Ruby Miller, died yard line for a $3 premium per
lative."

1930

western ofnces. Lake Michdezvous, Brooklyn night club, of, the
few minutes previously igan building holds the NBC ofHces
the proprietor had left with $3,500. and studios.
Another trio of armed men gagged
(Continued from page 52)
the night watchman at the Liberty
David F. Albln and six employees rolled collar of velvet from which
theatre on Staten Tsland Sunday wer^liamed in an Indictment chargnight and took a reported $2,000 ing th'em with possession of liquor back train fell.
Another negligee ensemble of satin
from the safe^
and maintaining a nuisance at the and
exquisite lace, different on the
Epicure club, hl-hat nlte spot.
bodice and the jacket, was an eye^Following lead of Peggy Joyce,
fifl.
Black suit framed Miss BenLa Argentina, dancer, cancelled pasAttempts are being made to nett's face '^vith soft fur collar in
sage on the He de France just before sailing time and submitted to unionize soda jerkers as the "Soda grey.
Van Dorn would
Want $35 never beMildred
an appendix operation. She will re- Dispensers' Alliance."
recognized again unless by
minimum and $45 maximum plus
turn to Paris later.
her saucy tip -tilted nose. She never
nine-hour day.
.a full face view.
got
in
Her black
Y.,
with
Village of Waverly, N.
fi.OOO population, saw Its first Sun"June Moon" leaves the Selwyn velvet frock had a white silk coUar
day pictures Feb. 9. In Its only thea-. Feb. 22, moving to Cincy. "Jenoy" that came to a larger point on the
tre.
man in Waverly was fined originally booked for the Garrick, right side,- while long tie ends fell
recently for sawing wood on Sun- turned down this house and moves from the
point on the other.
lay.
Into the Selwyn for four weeks.
?!1,000.

News From

12,

.

"

Intestate

and

practically destitute.

•

LOS ANGELES

ticket.

Jerry 'Austin, three-foot agent,
the States,
presenting "Getting Mother Mar- has been hauled into court by seven
Due here in girls who claim they paid him $20
ried," by Neil Grant.
for instruction in modeling and got
March.
only unfulfilled promises' of work.
Colin Cllve, and a number of Austin - retorts that the garment
"Journey's End" players, are listed workers' strike has ruined his business.
iof a Sunday performance of the
Irish play, "4?," by the Stage SoLouise Burke, "beauty contest winciety.
Sort of complimentary show,
in recognition of the fact the so- ner and fiancee of a Bronx cop,
ciety's production of the Sherilt play whammed Niclvolas Genovltch when
gave the lads their biggest break he became friendly in a Bronx picture house, Geno.vitch is pondering
last year.
for 30 days in the workhouse.
"Thames "Wine," at 50 cents a botInvestigation of vice in Atlantic
tle. Is a fiery illicit brew unearthed
by the Licensing Commission. 3\!la.de City includes ciuestioning of Roelim
and Richards, Nev York agents. No
In Limehouse.
Implication of wrong doings; agents
Birth rate for Great Britain, last ai'e to furnish information concernyear was the lowest on record. This ing employment of, girls for revues.
fact is being linked up by cinema
Perqulta Courtney, In legit, has
managers with the menace of overrenewed her suit for $15,000 against
seating.

Evd Moore, back from

Is

'

Lucien

H. Garwood, cab driver,
The new Ben Travers farce at the whose cab is alleged Jto have struck
Aldwych has been titled "A Night her In 1927^ "Last year a jury
awarded
her $5,000, but Garwood
Like This." Eighth successive cbmr.
liatef" permitted a Tie w trial;
e'dy at the house; sl-xth by Travers. was
'

'

Just 390 entries for the British
Drama League's production competition this year, as against 233 last.
Indication of the growth of the amateur and little theatre movement in
England, particularly the north.

Gaumont has shelved its Idea of
making a British talker. Waiting
for an American unit to come over
artd

do

It?

House committee

In

Washington

has- favorably reported the bill des-

ignating "The Star-Spangled Banner" as the national anthem. Over
oi'ganizatlons approved It
Last week two prima donnas sang
it for the lawmakers.
Committee

200

killed the credit carried In the bill
to Francis Scott Key, making It
read, "Hereby designated the song

known

as,", etc.

Clarence Drowns former manager

NEW YORK

of the Orpheum, .who died recently
left his estate, valued at $150,000,
to his daughter, Grace Hope Drown.

Alma Gluck, opera singer, lost her
suit to recover $6,700 she paid to the
government in excess profits ta.x,e3
on phonograph recordings In 1917.

Anita Leone White,, pictures,
wants a divorce from George M,
White, chai'ging jealousy.

Her contention was thjit the records
Local
had been made the year before the
been on
tax was levied.
,

Preliminary petition for a receiver
for the DeForest Radio Corp., entered by H. v. Van Korff, was dismissed by Vice Chancellor Vivian
Lewis on gi-ounds that Van Korff is
not a stockholder and the company
owes no money.

court's show of shows has
for 10 days, -with Ferdinand
Plnney Earle's latest romance hbldthe stage. Show has been playing to capacity with moms and flaps
forming the audience and relishing
lijg

the red hots from the witness stand.
Femme lead filled by Dolores SalSpalnish dancer,- suing the
heavy lover for $30,000 for breach
of promise to mai-ry and breach of
Harry RIchman served with sum- motion picture contract.
Chief burning morsels for the cusmons in the breach of promise suit
for $100,000 started by Tlorette Bas- tomers were the reading of flamingr
set Stanley, former Sennett bathing love letters from the creator of the
the description of five
girl and ex-wife of Jerome Stanley, soul kiss;
Elinor' Glynlsh months In Mexico
broker.

When Anne

Caldwell, former acobtained an order permitting
lier to levy on Mrs. Isabelle Hut
chins' home furnishing for a $553
judgment, the latter settled the
debt. Mrs. Hutchins Is the former
Belle Livingston, actress, and is
supposed to have.' refused payment
for five gowhi3 turned over to her
tress,

'

by Miss Caldwell.

^

Irene Franklin hit print

some time

ago with the statement that she was
establishing a vacation home for
Latest, Is that she
chorus girls.
changed her mind and bought a
yacht.

Rehearsing for the Newspaper
Club ball in the apartment of Max
Lief, author, 18 chorus girls went
Into a near-panic when fire was
discovered In the rooms. Damage
estimated at $1,000.
E. Ray Goetz as brought suit for
divorce against Irene Bordoni. Unusual because Miss Boi-donl has secured annulment .of tlie same mar
riage in Chicago.

Morris

Shapiro

and

Samuel

Cohen, said c6 be publishers and
distributors of popular song sheets
sold for 5 cents n copy, were indicated last week by the Federal
grand jury and held in $5,000 bail
Complaint was made by M. P. P.
and A. S. C. A. P. on charge of

A

copyright violations..

azar,

UNCOMMON CHATTER

Premiere of U's talker, "Dames
°Ahoy," aboard "President Vlllmore"

(Continued frorti page 52)
somewhere between Los Angeles
and San Francisco -Feb. 3. First New York has a tribe of the most
boat on Pacific equipped for talkers. friendly hack-men In the world,
ready at the slightest encourageParamount is bringing daudette ment to pour out the story of their
Colbert here from the eastern' stu- lives. If there Isn't much, of a story
dios for the femme lead in "Man- they can be equally fluent about the
slaughter," apposite Fred'lc March.
weather, or expound the evils of the
new traffic system.
Alice Day, pictures, announced her
Mrs.. A. J. Balaban recently hailed
engagement to Jack Cohen, broker. a cab In- front of the. Dorset and was
To be married In April.
astonished to find Its driver greeting
Sue Brighton, dancer, suing Skeet her like a long-lost friend. He InGallagher for $10,000 for Injuries re- quired into the state of not/"only
ceived' in an automobile accident on her own health but that of her three
Dec. 14, accepted a 'settlement of children, congratulated her on hav$450.
ing such a good huoband, and asked
if the"n'ew~i:ovefness hard, prov-enAlumni of Columbia University satisfactory. All this in a heavy
liere will listen to the address of Dr.
dialect that had his passenger prayNicholas Murray Butler by the
canned process at the annual dinner ing she could think up enough
to be lield this week.
John Boyce words tOv prolong such a grand conSmith, of Inspiration Pictures, Is versation.
president of the alumni and he had
Tlie driver finally- clearid up her
the sound picture address at the
"Prexy" mttde in New York last surprise- by explaining that he had
driven the family across-town last
week.
year en route to the Pennsylvania
Mrs. Gladys Belzer- has -withdra-wij Station and Atlantic City.. He also
hpr suit for the annullment ofjthe explained that ho had grown to like
marriage ot Her daughter, Loretta them In that shor' trip and had
Young, and Gra,nt Withers,
thought about them many times
since. He confided that he was the
Carl Freeman and Alice Day -were father
of three aind had experienced
injured hi an automobile accident
when the car in which they were quite a hard time seeing them all
riding skidded and overturned. Both through the whooping cough.
ai*e recovering at their homes.
Another taxi story Is told by
Ruth Brenner, who did the cosWith Federal agents Indicating tumes for the "Little Show." She
that none, of the cases Involving pic
was whiling away a hold-up In
ture stars charged with making false
tax returns -will be brought to trls^l traffic by humming bits of "Pelleas
Federal Judge McCormlck continued and Mellsande" and was Interrupted
the setting of trial dates for Tom by the delight her driver manifested
Mix, Eleanor Boardman, King Vi- in the fitct that he was carrying a
dor,
Raymond Griffith, Rayinond passenger who could sing bits from
,

'

•

McKee and Eugene Forde

May

until

15.

Mrs. Lois Pintages», on probation
following a manslaughter' conviction, will ask the court for permission to leave the state for Pueblo,
Colo., in an attempt to regMn her

hem white lined, fiat bow of
white over the shoulder, and hat
with a loop each of b. and w. over
the right ear. Dark crepe negligee
had a heavy cape collar of lace
trimmed with tiny flowers at the
the

.

Silk frQck Tised back- and;
front godets to make the yoked skirt
longer, buckles In back at waist and
neck, two large pearls gathering the
ffeclfT."

collar

In

front.

Smart hat used

rough tweed and dark

fell.

t

"So Long Letty"
Pity the sets of "So Long Letty"
weren't bigger so Charlotte Green-

wood could

really exhibit her extraordinary angularity with greater
ease and frequency. Many laughs,
and all Miss Greenwood's. Costumes
unimportant to the rest of the world
since no one but Miss Greenwood
could possibly wear that silk suit
with the enormous bow under the
chin.
Same bow also, served later
at the back of the neck with a light
frock.
Patsy Ruth Miller was restricted
to domestic atmosphere In gingham
apron -frocks. Helen Foster looked
too mature In black crepe evening

ensemble, even though brightened
with crystal. Her previous frock of
checked skirt and dark Jacket was
pretty, with two tone wide scarf
collar.
Marion Byron wore white
yearly subscription but that the wife with lower skirt of ostrich.
was ill and he couldn't go.
"Grand Parade"
Still another of the talkative taxi
"The Graiid Parade" is In honor
ists, given an address, recognized
It as that of Variety
which called of Helen Twelvetrees, whose performance
Is splendid.
Hollywood
to his mind the old days when he
worked at the Biograph Studios. rarely produces such as this little
He summed up the moving picture lady. As a rootning house ablgall
situation of the past, working up to she has a Glsh-llke quality and later
the present by stating that he'd she displays a cold deterndinatiori
his favorite opera. He then, offered
to sell her a four dollar ticket for
that night, explaining that he had a

Gwendolyn McCormack, daughter

of John McCormack, Is in the Good
the dancer as "eerie." On tlie stand Samaritan hospital suffering from
Miss Salazar. denied that she fell appendicitis.
Into the defendant's lap like "a ripe
peachi" as he said.
Engagement of Josephine Bush "love to see Lawrence Tie-bit in
She described an alTinity marriage man, another daughter of Francis the Rouge Song."
that took place in. the moonlight in Jf, Bushman, to J6hn William FosEarle's garden in Hollywood as the ter of. St. Loulk announced in
whistles were blowing to -welcome Baltimore, Feb. 7.
The wedding
Rehearsals
1927. "He took me intd the garden," will take place in April. Bu.shman's
Scene at a recent "rehearsal of the
she testified, :'and placed a bible on first wife and the mother of his two
a bench. We^held hands while he daughters, now engaged,- lives In "International Revue":
Dave Apollon making a speech It.
repeated the marriage ceremony." Baltimore.
Russian to Anton Dolin, who transAlso another marriage performed in
John O'Brien, picture director, lates it into French to the Boy
Mexico, the girl described, but later
to find out that the ceremony was was sentenced to six months on the Prodigy Conche, who translates it
performed by a chap engaged by county road gang for failure to pro
into Italian to Apollon, who wants
vide for his wife and their five
Earle to masquerade as a priest.
to introduce an Italian tenor with
Case will continue to occupy year- old son.
the proper fiavor— providing one
Judge Harry Archald, a jury in Sugood reason ivliy the show was
perior court and an eager assembly
nicknamed, in rehearsal, "The Inof dirt chasers for some days' to
fernal to Do."
come.
All but three showgirls, worn, out
The Tsu Tsui, Japanese theatriLeon Leonard, co-owner of the from nightly rehearsals until seven
cal company, brought over by the Green Mill cabaret; was fined $100
Theatre Guild, is scheduled to arrive and costs on the charge of assault- and eight jn the morning liad hysin New York Feb. 21.
Company ing Leonard Schwartz during a terics after the dre.'ss rehearsal of
"The International Revue." Kyen a
comprises 24 persons. They show fight in the club.
fat tenor fainted.
in Los Angeles this -week.
Depositions to prove that Nellie
Plea of Carl Reed, producer of M. Joyce, who succeeded Peggy
'Pleasure Man," that his good repu- Joyce as the wife of James Stanley
tation as compared with that of Mae Joyce, was not legally divorced from
West called for separate trial, was a former husband when she married
"Sunkist" Eddie Nelson. Hollydenied by Judge Bertihi. The judge Joyce, -were filed last week.
wood Collegians (bandl and sixdecided Reed's status would not be
girl line from "Woof Woof," with
damaged by courtroom association
Ben
F. Lindheimer has secured
•
Billy Dale and Netta Packer.
with Miss West,
control, from Lawrence Stern and
Henry Bergjuan in a production
Co., of the State-Lake and Lake
Three armed men tnissod a colored Michigan
buildings.
Stnte-Tjake act (18)..
.

'

CHICAGO

NEW ACTS

'

Listing claims of five womcJn for

Too Sensible
"The Second Wife" Is too sensible
be considered good film. fare. Lila
Lee and Conrad Nagel seem to cover
all the fundamental causes for discontent—not the comic strip ones
and discuss them openly.
Miss' Lee looked well in all her
costumes, and chose black and
Willi e for the running-away gown,"
witli wide back panel of white
edged with black, many points of
to

—

health.

and weird marriage rites performed
by "Affinity" himself. Attorneys for
the girl described Earle's wooing of

gracefully.

which

is the real thing.
Not the
pettishness most leading ladles use
for that. Hers is not a happy role
but a human one, and she kept to" it
so absolutely the changing of scenes

found her the same character in
each, a remarkable achievement
cliorus. Mr. Scott sings
well, too, but Miss Twelvetrees is

Good male

Grand Parade." No occasionlaugh at what the women wore in

"Tlie
to

the minstrel days; present styles
are reacliing back too close to them
for comfort.

Shops
Simon's kashmir coats
One with trim
of light broadtail has detachable
belt finished with a buckle; another
using blue-dyed fox has a tie belt.
Knitted suits still prominent. Best
showing one with a longer cardigan
which ties like' a man's smoking
jacket,
with raglan sleeves and
short sleeved white jumper. "V^'anamaker has a windbreakcr-type .«un,
skirt with one Inverted pleat duwu
the front.
A belted cardigan is
worn with gored skirt, jumper the
lacy weave.
Afternoon orchid.'; arc being worn
on Ihf small muffs.
Franklin

wrap 'way around.
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Metro Picture Corp. was formed
with Richard A. Rowland as president, James Clarke, vice-president,
Lfouls B. Mayer secretary. Capiwas $300,000. Clark and Rowland

and
tal

I

A

L

WilHam Morris Is unlikely to again plan an attraction anywhere In this
country under auspices of a local promoter. His experience with the
brief .tour of AI Jolson In the south cured him.
The promoters Morris accepted guarantees from down that way had
a dozen sheriffs on their necks. None of them had any credit locally.
No advance work through thaj; lack and about $75 would cover the cost
of the advertising for the Jolson show In any one town.
Morris was thoroughly disgusted long before the trip ended. Besides
the bunglin^r, the New York manager had to dig out his guarantee in
every place and at one period carried a bouncer for $1,1(00 for three days
before it caught up with Itself. In one city the promoter gave out paper
in another town
for the Jolson show to sooth local minor creditors,
when Morris was absent Jolson refused to appear until 9:40 and the
dough appeared. The money was in shoe box, jammed full, with the
promoter saying it was all there. 'While Jolson was on, Bill Grady, for
Morris with the show, counted up, finding It was all one dollar bills,
amounting to $1,200, less than one-fourth of the guarantee, with the gross
In, the house for the night $8,500.
Morris was helpless and Grady also, as the local men had complete
charge under their contracts. All the Morris bunch could do wais to

Morris accepted the guarantees initially to convince Jolson there
were others besides himself with faith enough in his concert drawing
powfer to give a staggering guarantee per evening. Now that Al's draw
Growth .of the legit cut rate has been tested and approved, Morris has sworn off the fly by nifehts
ticket game aroused comment. Bar- of the sticks for Jolson or any other star.
Jolson's share of the tour of eight evening performances was over
gain ducats were then called '.'Moe
Morris about broke even, not counting the annoyances. Al
$32,000.
Xevys."
wanted to share equally with Morris, but Bill said he was satisfied.
Success of ."The Eternal City." on
After
submitting
their play, "Armistice," to Lohmuller & Emery, who
Famous.
determined
Broadway,
Players to extend special runs. An- held It for about three weeks, Garrett Fort and Gamett Weston, the
nounced that all the Mary Plckford authors, sold It to A. H. Woods last week. Lohmuller & Emery offered
films wouia he given pre-release option money In advance on the play, with the authors refusing on the
runs at the Broadway theatre, grounds that they first wanted the security that a capable artist would
aljandoned its vaudeville have fhe leading r.ole. Three w. k. femmes read the leading part and
Tvhlch
Lohmuller & Emery were all set to go ahead with the production of it
ehows for the. purpose.
Bill

Monday.
at
It Is reported that Ihe authors sold the play to Woods In consideration
up, of the higher royalties which would eventuate, as Lbhniuller & Emery
a conclusive bust. Fittings that cost Intended to produce it' at pop prices, with a $2.60 top. Another reason
which swayed thenj towards Woods was that the latter producer, since
$179,000 were sold for $5,600.
the play is about Engliishmen, said he would pick up an all English cast
Nora Bayes, for the play while in England.
of
Combination
Harry Fox and Jennie Dolly was
offered for vaudeville at $3,000 a
During the turn-over of management on the Hollywood (Calif) Vine
week and managers were friendly street, Pangborn's name came down from th© front electrics leaving
to the Idea.
exposed the name of a previous lessee. Bombardment' of phone calls
and string of collectors hit the manager's office almost immediately, the
Griffith's "Clansman" ("Birth of. a
word evidently passing that the old lessee had come back. The new
Katlon") had been cut from 120,000 management
put In a rush call for new signs. The lights now read
feet to 12,000 and was ready for
"Vine Street" any way you look at them.
Bhowlng.
When Louisa CasselottI, 19, sang "Carmen" In Los Angeles last
December the talker scouts spotted a fresh bet Jn a looker with vocal
Fa^tagea Circuit o ffered the Marx
chords- to-matchr -They -also found Alexander—Bevanl- had foresight and.
iBros. $1,400. a week, ~up' to then a
a tour- contract.
top figure for 'Pan time.
After playing the sticks and the cactus the opera company folded
Jan. 31. CasselottI was back In HollyTopical song, "Sister Susie's Sew- prematurely In San Francisco
wood Feb. 4. and made two tests Feb. 4 for Fox aiia M-6. Her possiing Shirts for, Soldiers" was a remarkable rage In England, even to bilities extend to versions as she speaks English, French and Italian.
made
been
had
picture
the extent a
Fortunlo Bonanova, '^ho plays the Argentine lover In "Dishonored
Sortgsmlths were
with that title.
busy making Imitation tongue- Lady," is a real Spaniard, though some first nlghters tabbed him as
Italian. He was. bom on a little Island off Gibraltar, going to Argentine
twisting' titles.
as a youth. He is rated the best warbler of the tango on disk records
and it was his voice that attracted Gilbert Miller's and Guthrie Mc.

Cllntlc's attention.

(Frorn Clipper)

the
A Clipper reader suggests
baseball editor that much disorder
over umpire decisions might be
avoided If two officials functioned,
one to call pitched balls and the
other
rule on base-running.
to
Clipper replies "Our correspondent
does not seem to be aware that
this cumbersome contrivance was
abolished a quarter of a century
t'o

ago."

•

^

•There seems to have been a cer
tain amount of side money in the

Katharine Cornell, who stars in the "Lady" at the Empire, declares
this Is the last vampire-murderess she will play.
She was a cold
blooded killer In "The Letter" and figures' the similar assignment In
"Lady" Is enough indefinitely. The action calls for Miss Cornell to be
socked by her South American lover. She takes the slap on the neck
On the third .night the heel of Bonanova's right, hand landed on her jaw
under the ear and the stai' all but passed out.

Nine players and four execs are. signed up under the commonwealth
organization of the Civic Repertory theatre, with another actor and a
legal advisor yet to be enrolled for Its season at the Hollywood (Cal.)
Music Box. Each member of the commonwealth draws an equal amount
In lieu of salary,- the amount depending on what's left when expenses
have been subtracted. Maximum set at $100. What remains above
$1,500 goes into a sinking fund to be held for the theatre's next season.
This fund may be used for emergencies, such as failure to gross the nut.
In such a case members of the commonwealth would draw the minimum

game. Paddy Ryan and of $10 each.
Twenty solicitors are circulating among known patrons of dramatic
were matched- for the
One of the pre- and artistic activities in the Los Angeles area, lining up subscriptions.
liminaries was a meeting of the
parties attended by a crowd of
It took three lawyers, ap agent and a producer to decide the value of
sports at Ryan's saloon in Chatham a maid in the theatre.
They agreed and so Alice, femme valet to
Sq., where the formalities of post- Gertrude Lawrence, will be listed officially as an employee of Lew Leslie
ing a deposit were' attended with the with his "International Revue."
sale of
much refreshment over
Under the terms of the conti-act which Miss Lawrence negotiated with
Ryan's bar.
Another deposit was the producer he Is to pay half the maid's salary..
to be posted two weeks later with
The lawyers who argued the case were one representing Leslie, Nathan
like ceremonies In another saloon.
Burkan's representative for Miss Lawrence, and a third representing the
William Morris office who negotiated the Leslie contract for the English
An Indianapolis saloon had a star.
famous drinking donkey, pet which
"«^as kept In the barroom and salk
They aire going to an unusual length to provide Illusion or atmosphere
cd up to the mohogany on command in
the presentation of the all-male cast show, "The Last Mile," opening
to drink beer.
Said to wake ud at the Harris this week. The action occurs within a prison.
every morning with a hangover and
A covermg of cement is being laid over the stage proper, waterheel's had to be avoided until he
proof paper Insulating the boards. The effect will be that of the charlelt better.
acters walking upon the concrete corridors of a jail, Hea^vy linoleum has
fi'^quently been used for effects like a polished floor or ballroom but
Account is published of a novel this Is the first time cement has been used.
The covering will be
game of chess in Paris. Squares about an inch and one-half .thick.
were marked on a billla[rd table and
pieces, were varieties of wine, startStuck for time on a recent broadcast date for Publix at the Brooklyn
'fig with champagne
as the King Paramount, Ginger Rogers, now appearing in "Top Speed" at Chanln's
and claret as the Queen. Players
theatre, W. 46th street, made the dash for the air appointment In a
""^hen they took a piece had to
police ambulance.
drink It at one quaff. Result game
The trip was done in nothing flat and got the performer In Brooklyn
never finished and players hors de
She left the legit playhouse at
just on time to turn in on the mike.
combat.
11:36 and got to Broojklyn at 11:46. Only one guy. can ansswer how the
He's Maurice Bergman, p. a. at
police ambulance was accomplished.
Two rival companies playing the the Brooklyn theatre.
same piece struck New Haven at
the -same time and played daiy and
Even the little theatres in the Los Angeles area are beginning to get
"ate at opposition theatres.
One Icary .of picture nanie.«. One community group in an outlying locality
^•a.s Abbey
& Hiokey's "Humpty wanted to know why no attention from the L. A. dailies. Press agent
^iirnpty"
and other was Nick alibied that there had to be names in the cast. So the group got hold
Robort's troupe with .same extravaof a picture girl who has been going for legit ports of late and featured
ganza. Roth reported to have done
her strong in a production. The regular patrons squawked plenty and
•w-fll.
(Continued on page 63)
prize fight

Goss
American
Joe

title.

(Continu«il from

Pago

2C)

injurious, tlic character of the illms tlioni.'solves iin.«uital>le
upon the Imitaiive child mind dangerous.

and the affect

In surveying and testing viivlbus' typos of siloncinc: apparatus in use
In talker production on the Cba.<it,' the Aoadomy's search party is keeping
the identity of the studios involved concealed by the use of key letters.
Only one man has the key which Identities the studios. He is Irving
Thalberg, chairman of the joint producers-technicians commltt(»e of the

Academy.

Tests of camera-silencing apparatus conducted by ERPI and RCA
technicians for the Academy revealed the most efficient sound muffler
as one leaking only 14 declbles. Curiously enough. In practical results
It was far from efficient as the cover was in use on one. Of the most
quiet cameras tested.

Robert Florey, directing Plevre Braunborger's ''La Route est Belle"
("Road Is Beautiful"), all-Frencli talker, worked under extrenv* diffi-

&

culties at the British
he made it In 18 d.iys.

International's Elstrep studios,

For one.

tliiog

French troupe, if getting up at eight In the morning, with tlie studio
an hour and a half out of London, didn't show "up until mid-forenoon,
and then one of those famous two hour luncheons occtirred dally, 'tying
matters up good. Pierre "Wolff's story. It develops, was not an original
for the screen but a flop play which Braunberger, and, an uncle In the
shoe business, had .previously backed and wliioii they essayed to salvage
through the screen rights, and successfully, according to.re.ceipts.
France is using its screens to plug its colonies with educational and
Over a year ago a film showing North. African
scenic productions.
French possessions In Morocco and Algei-ia was released. Central African
possessions are now being exploited in a film, "Marche du Soleil" ("The
Way of the Sun"). Production Is by Rene Le Somptler, made under
the auspices of the Afrlque Equatoriale Francalseoauthorlties.
President of France, Gaston Doumergue, witnessed a special showing
These propaganda picof the picture at the Champs Elysees theatre.
tures always receive all possible government«:l support. *-

.

Rose Garden, dance place
Broadway and Blat street, gave

50 YEARS AGO

55

Inside Stntf-Pictures

bad been Pittsburgh exchange men burn.
before the "Trust" took over that
end of the Industry.

VARIETY

Inside Stuff-Legit
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A producer who had a director under contract found that he could
not do anything with him as his program was complete. Turned the
director over to an agency asking the agents for nothing. Agency sold
the director to a major company for five years and collected the commission. Recently the producer found things breaking tough. Took a
trip to N. T. to try and arrange a release. While there he ran short of
money. He thought of the agents who were collecting a nice commission through his generosity. Wired them to send him $150. The "Sorry"
came back

collect.

Film companies have now reached that point where they've about decided or found out, that the color prints of pictures can serve around 15
houses. With the other end, the studio, figuring the tap is $1,000 to turn
out such a print It gives the color pictures, on film alone, a cost of approximately $67^ a house. Multiply that by the 4,000 theatres the picture
is-apt *o play-4n- thIs-countr-y-^i)d it totals-$26a,a0.Q. the atudlo_can...pay _
for the prints of!, one of Its color specials.
For plain black and Mrhlte stock the studios have been charging off
.

around $40,000 to $50,000 on domestic prints.

A

survey of what constitutes French territory and Its potentlnlltles
sound films distribution reveals tlie currently technlckl French "market
more vast outlet should the talkers wake up the rest of the world.
For example, France Itself plus Belgium, the French sector of Switzerland and Morocco,. Algeria and Tunisia constitute the bulk of the French
market. However, there is also the French Congo, Sudan, Senegal, Africa
Equatorial Francalse, Madagascar, Hlndo-Chlna, Slam, Annam, CochlnChlna, not to mention various sectors of Canada.

for

aS a

At a meeting of exhlbs, one told a story about an operator of a small
Chlcago-northside house getting gypped by cashier and ticket taker
who were reselling tickets. Exhlb said he didn't know who the owner
was, but he felt sorry for the "little worried old man." Another exhlb
Jumped up saying, "I'm the little worried, old man, and I've been trying
Two detcctlvea
to figure out how that house has been losing money."
now at the house.
All temporary lights, electric signs and wiring In Chicago theatres
has been banned by the cliy hall. On the Inside it Is claimed the reason for the ruling Is due to the sudden stoppage of "gifts" to big shots.
Three months ago, when a chain sent a letter to local offices tolling
them to cut the "feeding," the flrst department retaliated by banning
Crowds stood on the sidewalks for a couple of weeks
all lobby holdouts.
until the ihatter was straightened out.

Option contracts on directors have proved bitter pills to producers on
three different occasions recently. In each case the directors turned out
sour, but their options came due about the time their pictures were released. Studios couldn't afford to let the directors go, for the bad effect
And at
It would have on exhibitors so the firms had to resign them.
the advance salary called for.
In two
of the cases the directors have since been taken off the pay*
rolls.

new plan for story construction at Pathe has three writers
The story Is written. In nan*atlve form, by a picture
second scenarist and an imported playwright put it Into
form,
shooting
the former contributing the picture technique and the
E. B. Derr's

on each yarn.
scenarist.

A

latter the dialog.

Last step is a. final conference with all three writers and the director.
Derr's Idea Is to have the scripts fool-proof before shooting, thus eliminating the posfiibillty of changes by the director on the set.
Foreign departments of picture companies have to issue orders periodically forbidding office boys from tearing postage stamps off letters.
Very often letters arrive from, forsaken corners of the globe with
When-stamps are torn the postmarks generally
scanty identification.
go, too, and the problem of finding out where the letter originated Is
next to Impos.sible at times.

Meeting of the Fox foreign managers in New York uncovered the following peculiar situation:
J. C. Bavetta, Italian, is handling French terrltoi-y; S. S. Horen, a
Frenchman, is supervising Spain; J. Au.Hsenberg, an Austrian, Is in
charge of the German division; H. Kalm, a German, is overseeing
Sweden, and E. Fux, an Ausitrlan, looks after Italy.

WamOr Brothers have a big musical load to carry for the operetta
"Viennese Nights," with a payroll for rehearsals and regular ses.sions
of around $5,500 for the 100 mombers of the Los Angeles Symphony orchestra. It is figured that the synchronization work for this group of
musicians on the picture will run $12.=j,000.
Warners will not dub chorus singing In "Viennese Nights," as In previous mu.sifals. Chorus Is being picked for the individual ability to danCe
and sing. No noiseless lip moving with singers off screen.
Edict m'-ans eomplftc rflicarsals covering three to four weeks before,
tlie film i.s started,
l-'ormtrly, rehearsals ca.'iie between sequences.

'

'

'^PLEASURE

Chorines Hate the CoDege Boys,

Madison, Wis., Feb.

Ugh.

I

11.

love

"Gr-r-r-r. How I'd like to throw
those educated fools out of here!"
That's any one of Madison's aeven
theatre managers speaking, also
For Madison
typical sentiment.
Is a college town, home of the
University of Wisconsin with Its
10,000 students, and presents a prob-

lem to managers found In few

them-

to them, they'll make
selves. Consequently a sour line In
a dialog, a touch of bum acting or
It

Kiddin*

Hotel Ticket Agency Girl:
"You should see 'Uncle Dudat

ley'

the

Cort,

Wise."
Customer:

with

"But

I thought
dead."
I'm sure Tom
In the show."

Tom Wise was
Girl:

Wise

is

"No;

"You might be

Customer:

a piece of amateur promotion elicits a crop, of cat-calls, tremendous
aipplause and the blubbering bold.
Nothing can be done about It.
A year ago one manager opened
a campaign against penny-tossers,
a peculiar form of animal life that
squats in the balcony and heaves

right. It's a iGeorge Tyler show
and he's a great guy for revivals."

Ryskind Reconsiders
Walk-Out on "Band"
Arbitration of

a royalty

dispute

between Edgar Selwyn, who produced "Strike Up the Band," and
Morrle Ryskind, who wrote the
book, has been set by the Authors'
League, who have Ryskind's complaint.
It is understood
Selwyn
welcomes the arbitration and to

force the issue removed Ryskind's
name from the program Immediatecoppers at the hoofers. The cam- ly after the show opened on Broadpaign was short-lived. The bouncer way.
DIffer«oces between the author
threw out the wrong pair of offenders and the lads retaliated with and manager started In Boston,
a suit for many bucks for public where "Band" opened and where
Ryakind Is said to have declared
ridicule.
The night of a football victory himself through with the show.
,

has been, up to this season, an However, Ryskind later changed his
evening for possession of every mind and said what he hid said
house in town by the students. didn't go.
Regardless of that dispute, roySnake-dancers thumbed noses at the
box-offlce, marched past the door- alties could* not be denied Ryskind,
man and whooped down the aisles. especially since show is rated a hit
Operators shut off the current, ar- at the Times Square and the royalare no unimportant Items.
tists on the stage retired, and the ties
boys In the pit struck up the foot- However, Selwyn contends that aa
ball song. Demonstrations generally Ryskind walked out in Boston and
while
mandid not stick until the sho'.r cam-^
lasted 10 or 15 minutes
agers grinned a' sickly grin and to Broadway, he should accept a
- grounxi their molars.^
half of onfe per -cent less royalty:

The football teaxn, indirectly re
Sponsible in past years, cleared up
the situation this season simply by
losing every home game.
With the artists it's different.
They hate the coUeglann and make

That

Is

what the arbitration
S.

The trial of Mae West and' 53
other performers for participating
In an alleged obscene play has been
definitely set for Feb. 19 beforfe
Judge Bertinl and a Jury selected
from a special panel in General
Sessions.
All the defendants are

Kaufman wrote

may take two or three weeks.
said he did not wish to take up^
the time of the regular monthly
petty Jury. Burkan vigorously opposed the motion, but Judge Bertinl granted Wallace's request.
This is the second time Miss West
must stand trial during the past few
years on the same offense.^ On the
first occasion she was found guilty
and sentenced to 10 days in the
workhouse, which she served.
trial

He

A

motion for a severance of trial
for Carl Reld, producer of "Plea-sure
Man," was denied by Judge Bertinl.
Reld's counsel argued his client
would be prejudiced before a Jury
If tried with Miss West.
The first reason, he said, was the

record and unfavorable reputation
brMIss'West In her comiectlon with
the plays "Sex," for which she
served a term in Jail, and her show,
the "The Drag," which was banned in

original

methods of expressing disapproval
But they like tc go. out with them
L. A. Rep. Loses Collins
GOING
5
Although against all rules and
regulations of the only house now
playing vaude, It's a bad night when
Hollywood, Feb. 11,
Includlng"?^*orevlvals there are
rows
for
suppers
both
"A
Bill
Divorcement,"
there aren't
of
second*
on \Broad way's outgoand even prima donnas. News- production of Civic Repertory The five shows
\
paper boys, welcomed anywhere In a atre at the Music Box, resulted In ing list
"Recapture," ppesented at the El
house, fix most of them up, but divorce, between Arthur GreviUe
there's alsb a clever note system Collins, director, and the common- tinge by A. H. Woods, will stop next
Tuesday night. Show holds over
and a way of smartly timing phone- wealth group.

OUT

SHOWS

,

Collins objected to Interference
with his authority as director. H,
Ellis Reed, one of the organizers,
demanded changes In the cast ReUluminate 'Interlude"
sult was Collins* withdrawal, with a
Intermission Diners successful direction wf -'And So to
Bed," the group's first produe'tlon, to
Minneapolis, Feb. 11,
As a dinner "entertainment", fea his credit.
Paul Irving is directing "Divorceture designed to attract intermisment," to open Feb. 17. Ian Macsion crowds from "Strange Inter
lude," playing at the Shubert the- Laren Is Its guest star.
atre, local stock house this week,
a leading loop hotel announces ex
*
Waterloo'
planatory lectures on the O'Neill
calls.

until then because of picture rights
which require three full weeks for
a manager to participate. Business

To

Row

Denied

RECAPTURE
Opened Jan.

29.

"Almost a

total loss" said Littell '(World)

lower

from

$1

floor.

$2

Balcony

prices

$40

WEEK

starred

McClIntlc'a pictui'e contract extends until late summer. In addi-

also were doubled.
tion to his direction of "Dishonored
The Theatre Guild production of Lady," McClintic has an interest in
the piece recently played the Metro- the show. His and Miss Cornell's
politan here to turnawray crowds, share
Is said to be more than 60%,
grossing $27,000.
Gilbert Miller or the FroTiman ofHoo
having the balance.
Miss Collier Wants "Field God"
James Thatcher states that every
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Constance Collier Is trying to se- time "Variety" prints he is backing
cure the British rights for Paul Myron Fagan he has to deny It, and
•Green's "The Field God," revised, that It's become a habit he'd lilte to
stop.
for a London producer.

two weeks.
"Bad Girl,", another of Miss Del-DENIES
mar's h6vels, is also being dra-'
matlzed and will reach production
via Crosby Galge^
EDITH
"Candle Light," with Eugenie
Leontovltch taking over Gertrude
Lawrence's former assignment, is
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
in rehearsal and will be sent on
Domestic
difficulties
of
Jack
tour, ^opening at the Shubert-RIvera,
Kearns,
sport
promoter and fight
New York, March 3. The piece will
play six weeks of subway circuit manager, and Edith Angel, former
dates and will later be spotted for show girl, will come closer to a
runs In Philadelphia, Boston and climax Feb. 28, when Miss Angel, or
Chicago.
"A Month in the Country," by Legana Kearns, as she has bc^en
Turgenev, Is next on list for The- known, will make a deposition In
New Tork in an -effort to arrange
atre Guild and will gp into rehearsal
a settlement of her alimony deafter "The Apple. Cart," by G. B.
Shaw, at the Beck, New York, mands.
She's asking $2,000 -back paymfentFeb. '2"4." ;
on the basis of an agreement beAlia Nazlmova, who has .swung
tween them, assuring her $500 a
allegiance from the Civic Repertory
month.
Kearns' answer to this alto the Guild, will head the cast.
"Miss Gulliver's Travels," Into leges they were never married
legally, though conceding the $500
rehearsal with George Ford figurCast in- agreement, made in 1924. He asing as author-producer.
serts he signed the document after
cludes Eth'el Taylor, Colin CiampMiss Angel threatened to ruin him
bell, Jack Roseleigh and others.

in

JACK KEARNS

"

;

ANGEL MARRIAGE

'

,

other'tThe Old Rascal," starring Wil- financially and disgrace him
liam Hodge, opens at Werba's Flat- wise, by giving- stories to the newsFollows papers which even though untrue,
bush,- Brooklyn, Feb. 17.
Kearns says, would have been
into New Tork two weeks later.
"What a Question?" by B. M. Kaye, detrimental to him.
Kearns states ^at for no other
Into rehearsal as next for Murray
Phillips.
Opens at the Apollo, At reason did he sigh the agreement
and is asking the courts to set It
lantic City, Feb. 17.
Cast: Spring
Bylngton, Patricia Barclay, -Herbert aside. Kearns expects to be In New
Tost, Gerald Smith

and others,

"Who Goes There?" a

farcical

Tork when his alleged

wife's, deposi-

tion Is taken.

war by William
Maher, is listed as first for Maher
and Shaw, newcomers to the legit .Closing Notices

slant on the world

producing

division.

.

Now

casting

Apply

To Dance

Girls

Shannon, Joseph Kllgour, Marjorle special director, are subject to tho
Peterson, Edith Shayne and others. general notice of closing of pro"Blind Windows," produced by ductions and are entitled to extra
David Belasco' and withdrawn' after pay If the notice Is defective.
be around long."
a two weeks' tryout, but now reThe first case of its kind convised, will reopen in Washington, cerned a Chester Hale unit with
"A Wonderful Night," presented Feb. 24, preparatory to steering into "Broadway Nights." The week the
house.
Tork
show closed, notice was posted
by the Shuberts, will tour from the a New
Beth Merrill and most of the orig- Tuesday night and the company
16
completed
having
Majestic,
made salary claim for an extra
weeks on Saturday. Operetta did inal cast have been retained.
"Armistice" Is set as initial pro- -eighth, the Hale girls being Includfairly good business but never hit;
grosses averaged around $23,000 for duction of the newly organized pro- ed In the general claim filed by
Lohmuller
Emery.
ducing
of
&
firm
lately.
Equity.
jis.OOO
The Shuberts contended
a time; around
Now casting and goes Into rehearsal that, as the Hale girls were paid by
"City Haul," presented by Gil
in two weeks. Lolimuller,. formerly
Boag at the Hudson, with manage connected with Earl Carroll, was Hale, he was responsible, but the
ment changing after opening, will previously associated with William arbitrators ruled the management
must pay the unit the same as
Show
Is in seventh week.
clqse.
Demarest In "Woof Woof."
others In the show.
liked, but business failed \o develop

.

tilted

FOR BITS AT

femme

"thin entertainment."
Variety (Ibee) aaid: "won't

Fox

tire

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Irene Delroy hiais been set for the
lead of "See Naples and
Die." Miss Delroy's first for Warners was to have been "Sweet Kitty

SCALE

EQUITY

and Winchell (Mirror) added:

Reports that June Walker, cowith Glenn Hunter In
"Waterloo Bridge," at the Fulton
would leave the show are denied by
the Dillingham office.
Reports of
differences between the two leads
have been around for some time,
The hotel's exploitation man Miss Walker, however, saying there
reads excerpts from reviews of the Is no basis for such rumors.
play to the dinner guests to let
Wliether Miss Walker gave in
them know what the play Is all her notice was not confirmed by
about,
the Dillingham oflUce, which insists
"Buzz" Balnbrldge, of the Shu- Miss
remain
in
Walker will
as It should. Started around $3,000
bert, claims to have broken all stock
"Bridge" for the balance of the with
last
$5,000
approximately
advance sale records by taking in Broadway engagement.
week.
approximately $10,000 at the boxoffice for "Interlude" three days beThe
fore the attraction opened.
McClintic on
Lot
CITY HAUL
house was practically sold out for
Guthrie McClintic having accomSecond
Opened Dec. 30.
the entire, week on the opening day
plished the staging of "Dishonored
found political comstringers
for
announced
attraction
Is
and the
Lady," which stars his wife, Kathedy amusing.
a second week.
erine Cornell, at the Empire, is go"small
said:
Variety (Span)
No* guest star was engaged for ing to tlie coast to resume picture
time stuff bound to get lost
"Strange Interlude," but the scale direction for
Fox.
around
maelstrom
the
in
for the ento

was

New

Groupr
and goes into rehearsal next week.
By arbitration It has been ruled
"Young Sinners," second company
currently In rehearsal bows in at the that
troupes
of
dancing girls,
Wilbur, Boston, Feb. 20. Cast In- though under contract directly to a
Frank
cludes
Hardle
Albright,

after premiere poor.

,

drama.
"While you are dining between
the two parts of 'Strange Interlude'
you will hear an exposition of the
hidden meaning of the O'Neill mas
terpiece by an authority," the hotel
ads rend;

Delroy Also Set for a
Warner Talker

FUTURE PLAYS

book for "Strike Up the this city.
Band." Ryskind fashioned the pres
Reld contends that he signed a
ent book, but Kaufman was called contrsct to produce "Pleasure Man"
no bones about it. Dirty looks, in during th$ Boston date to make when only a mere outline of the
suggestions.
not-so-subtle wise-cracks and down
play had been written.
right walking xjft are common

•

Irena

12, 1930

Bellalrs," but this Was turned over
to Claudia Dell, also from Broadway.
Miss Dell will play opposite
free under bail. Miss West has beeii
Equity has established a $40
appearing around New York In Percy Askam, It is reported Askam weekly minimum for small
part
'Diamond LIl." The other defend- has a Warner agreement at |2,600
players
in legit holding Equity run
weekly,
with
four
weeks
on
"Belants are scattered over the country.
The indictment charges a misde- lalrs" guaranteed. Askam is cur- of the play contracts.
meanor, and the defendants do not rently in "New Moon," staged at the
New arrangement abrogates the
necessarily have to appear in person local Belasco.
former agreement under which proMiss Dell is a former Zlegfeld
at the trial, but must be represented
show girl. Her nearest approach ducers of long cast shows had been
by counsel.
The indictment against the 64 al- to a principal role previously was buying small part actors for as low
leged offenders followed shortly her advenfure as the first player of as $16 and $26 weekly. Walkons or
Miss supers do not come within this clasafter their arrest for participation the English "Merry Merry."
In "The Pleasure Man" at the Bllt- Dell opened In the provinces over sification but Equity members carmore theatre in October, 1928. Miss there with the imported English rying lines are no longer classified
West did not appear in the show, production, but "did not appear In It with the latter at>d must be .combut helped to -write and produce it. in London.
pensated at the set minimum.
The trial has been delayed sevPrevious to the current decIsIon>
eral times owing to the various moEquity has never had a minimum
tions made both In General Sessions
for legits save the choristers. Latand the Supreme Court by Nathan
ter come under the Jurisdiction of
Burkan, counsel for the. group. Last
Chorus Equity and the $35 weekly
Wednesday James G. Wallace, as"Loose Ladies/', dramatization of minimum established for that divisistant district attorney, moved for Vina Delmar's novel of same name. sion.
the selection of a blue ribbon jury Is listed as ilrst for the new proExtras and walkons are not peron the ground that the case had ducing firm of Abbey & Green. Ed- mitted to sign or cannot be held unattention win Barry has made the adaptation der regular Equity contract.
considerable
attracted
the
country
and
throughout the
that
and piece Is scheduled for rehearsal

will be

about.

George

JURY

IN

•

Tom

.

cities.

When students go to the theatre,
they're out for a good time, and If
the screen or the stage can't give
it

And No

to

go out with them, but how I hate
'em out front!"
Thats' a coy young thing with
a youth and beauty revue speaking backstage at the RKO house
here. The sentiment Is typical.

Wednesday, February

CLAUDIA DELL FALLS

MAN" TKIAL

FEB. 19; SPECIAL

But Not as After-Theatre Chomps
"College boys.

GITIMATE

L E

VARIETY
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Broadway."

and the Gray," revived
Hoboken by Morley and Throck-

"Thfe Blue

,

In

Sidney Howard has been commissioned to make the American
adaptation
of
Ferenc
Molnar's
"One, Two, Three," to be produced
Howard Herrick, ahead and backj
next month by Gilbert Miller.
"Coast Wise Trader" Is next In "Your Uncle Dudley" (Cort), Chiline for Hyman Productions, Inc., cago.
already represented with "It Never
advance for
Clarence
Taylor,
Rains," current at the. Bijou, New "Strictly Dishonorable" (Adelphi),
Tork. Effle Shannon will head cast. Cliicago.
Maurice Wakeman to manage
Piece goes into rehearsal next week.

AHEAD AND BACK

"The Chair," by Luther -Tantls, "Oh Susanna" (L. A.).
William McC.ormack, to manage
next for J. J. Leventhal. Now casting and goes Jnto reliearsal as soon "Bambina." coast,
David Wallace, with Arthur Hopas Leventhal has launched his mutemporarily, Eddie Lyons hav-'
sical, "Tou Don't Saj'," In N'^w York kins
Ing died.
next week.
Charles Pope, general manager;'

morton, closed last Saturday night
there at the Rlalto. Failed to i-eNew Elitch Head
peat the success of the revival
Denver, Feb. 11.
"After Dark."
Arnold Gurtler has been named
president of Elitch Gardens ComIn addition "The Chocolate Sol
dier," revived by the Shuberts at pany, (stock), succeeding the late
Effle M. Lynch
It John M. Mulvihill.
Jo.lson's, win leave Saturday.
wag a* three -week date instead of was elected to Gurtler's former position as secretary.
the usual two weeks.

Cliarles

"Many a

Washburn,

publicity,

Slip."

Edgar Ruokle, ahead and back,
"Strictly

Dishonorable"

(Adolphi),

Chicago.

Robert Stevenson, Sr.,.iH back on
Broadway, treasurer of the Little.
Chauncey Keim is house manaRin'
and is also handling the Hopkms,

~

Wednesday, February

LEGITIMATE

1930

12,

CARFARE
11.

Anotlier society woman with a
yen to see her name In lights hals
popped up to help the local actors.

Mrs. Anna Brlggs, local clubwoman,
produce "Tempered Justice" at
the Actors' theatre Feb. 15.
will

Cast will be non-Equity arid work'
with a guarantee of car fare. They
will take a chance with the producer on the rest of the money."
Frank O'Conner, picture director,
will stage the piece.
The r-production Is undert^ the
management of Ruth Rennlck, who
has a lease on the Actors' theatre
for her Ruth Rennlck Players. The
Rennlck Players blew up on their
second production, "The Power of
which had only power
Love."
enough to draw $7 at the b. o. on
the opening night.

SpEt Team's Bet on

Longest

Run—Free Work
Hollywood, Feb.

Margaret Gillespie and Kenneth
Garnet Married on Coast

Morality clauses in picture
contracts ai'e not new.
M-G
execs discover this when they
looked over the contracts of
the original Florodora Sextette,
while preparing for the Marion

GUARANTEED

Los Angeles, Feb.

Old Morality

SO-Yr.

NON-EQTYCAST

11.

Hollywood, Feb.

dissipation

would

void.

In local legit previous to Jan. 15.
tlie set
didn't know they'd
joined until three weeks later when
one of them. In gathering Miss Gillespie's niali to forward to San
Francisco, a letter was noted addressed to Mrs. Kenneth Gamet.
It was then- disclosed the couple
had married, one afternoon just before Gamet loft for San Francisco

Loser has

nothing In a

show

in

to

work

ETHEL SHinTA JOINS
OLSEN IN "WHOOPEE"
11.

Ethel Shutta, of the original stage

troupe tlien jumping to the
Music Box theatre for regular

show.

Dramas

Gilbert

for Shuberts

were
engaged
with
Goldwyn being more prolific In that direction
through Jessie Wadsworth.
tlian
at
any time heretofore.
Joseph Urban arrived this week With several dramas about to open
to
design the sets.
Production on Broadway, the Shuberts will
scheduled for March IB, with the
have seven such attractions and
shoW' now In Chicago.' Eddie Cantor
.three on tqur.
^•
will arrive here In time to start.
Nearly all the Shubert dramas
Olsen. with his band now playing
importations. The list Includes
are

(opening next week), "The. Matriarch," "Siberia," the latter a thriller

Line Beauts

Miss Seabrook would play the
femme lead when Treacy's play,
"Down With WimmIn" Is produced,

Treacy "must-do a- gratis part Jn
"The Little Go-Getter," piece by
Joseph Kearns, for which Miss Sea
brook has been plugging.

~6t'

Fagan Demands $20,000
For Flop FUm Bights

Richard

soon,

and "Young Sinners." The
which Is getting top money

m'uslcal show production at
lowest ebb choristers are farming out temporarily as dance hall
hostesses and being given preference and better percentage arrangements than noyices by operators of
Broadway 'dance halls.
The line beauts already spotted
have been doing land office for the
halls and themselves through being better lookers a;id better dancers
and' with the former date stuff out.
The gals needing work and grabbing the dance hall jobs as bridge
gippers until Increase In musical
productions roll along locate in the
better class places with guarantee
of $35 and $40 weekly against the
regular commission arrangements.
Thus far the gals have beeii aver-

sets forth he sold screen
for $26,000, but only got
Bal^ince,' however, was due
royalties and there a'ppare^itly

behind a musical "Oh
Susanna" now current at the May-

Warner

is

Harvey Fendler, attorney, acting for Fagan, slapped attachments
on Warner's home, baiSk account,
an.

automobile and other property.

"Parasites" Folds
"Parasites All" folded In rehearsal

week when Frank Wagner,
producer, was unable to post Equity

this

bond.

i

Wagner had engaged

cast upon
promise of salary, but when angel
vamped as he said propositioned
cast to go commonwealth. Most refused and rehearsals were called off

Wagner puts a bond up.
Wagner, newcomer to show busi-

until

ness,

CO -authored

Harold
the

TClein.

missed

Snd the

March, and
go directly to the Coast for his
In

share

and 10%

Is

latter

brought

Wagner disthe proposed femme lead
angeling money was out.
In.

Labor Commission, where he stated
that he was broke and could do

a

$4.40 top. price for his attractions,

such as "Dishonored Lady," "Berkeley Square" and "Journey's End,"
bases the admission scale on a
theory in which the government tax

a factor. Ordinarily dramas are
scaled at $3, up to which figure
Some shows are
there ifi no tax.
$3.86. ($3.50 plus the tax), with only
a few at $4.40.
Tfce manager argueo fallacy of
the government's admission tatx
schedule. At $3.86 the government
gets 35 cents and the house 50
cents over the $3 line, meaning the
federal portion is 70% of the excess
over $3. "But at $4.40 the government gets but 40 cents, while the
house and the attraction which
shares, g^ts $1 of the excess. The
government's share at the high
is

weeks for "Simple Simon." which

There Is a 12 weeks' buy on
"Ripples" which opened this week.
George White Is seeking a 20 weeks'
buy on "Flying High," due soon,
with a 10 % return privilege. An
added 12 weeks to that buy would
permit A 20% return during the lat,

ter period.

Shubert Deals

The Shuberts have arranged &
four weeks' buy on "Topaze," which

opens this week, and ""The Infinite
Shoeblack" due next week. Similar buy goes for "Ritzy," which

21.

Harden is suing for $3,000 compensation for a song entitled "The
owner of the Cavalier" which was used In "The
Lafayette, rifCered the troupe the Red Robe" produced
by the Shutheatre for a week to give them a berts last season. He is represent
chance to get a "few dimes In' the fed by O'Brien, Malevinsky & Driskick.
The troupe turned down the coll.'
offer, stating that th^y didn't want
The Shubert attorneys In an ef"

'

Halt Chi. Extortion

will

UA

fort to postpone trial claimed that
J. J. Shubert- whom Harden alleges
contracted him for the song, was
sick and in Florida.

Chicago,- Feb. 11.

of that will be
of the celluloid

1

Racketeers are

tion

from

still

trying extor-

more

legit players,

notes.

reported receiving $2,000

Abbott Steps In
George Abbott will go into the
Love," opening at
lead of "Those
He
the John Golden next week.
Abbott is
replaces George Brent.
show,
which Is being
.staging the
pre.<?ented by Philip Dunning. Furthermore, Abbott Is co-authoi" of the

YOUNG BOLTON ON SHOETS

We

Richard Bolton, son of Guy Bolhas become an

ton, the playwright,

assistant director at Warners' Flatstudio.

No Admission Theatre
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
California has a theatre that has
no bu.Mn§f;s worries and charge.? no
admission to Its patrons.' Since its
organization, in 1927, It has staged
32 one-act plays and four full
length dramas.
Theatre Is owned by the Red
River Lumber Co., at Weslwood,
Cal.,

and

Community

meantime the auxiliary

authors. Equity and the agencies
continues its almost dally sessions.
One idea proposed last week is unlikely to hold water.
The question of how tickets
bought at box offices could be prevented from falling Into the hand.s
of gyps was considered (the plan
calls for approximately half the
tickets for each house being placed
on sale at the box office direct). It
was proposed that slips be given Instead of tickets, which could then
be picked up 24 hours prior to a
performance.
It was pointed out,
however, that such a rule would
make It harder for patrons to secure
possession of tickets, rather than
easier. That same Idea was talked
about when the central ticket ofThe centralized
flco was proposed.
ticket office plan wa.s always considered the best ticket control plnn
yet brought forth, but It never materlaUzed» bjicame the
managers
could not l^e entirely sold on' the

scheme.

Complain of Agencies

The

the

Adelphla

agency was rescinded by

Now York

license

of

State last week upon complaint of
misrepresentation. One of the complaints was from a patron who was

the Westwood
Players. All bills of the told tickets for a football

hou.ses

game were

venture were paid by the lumber on the 40-yard line, but called for
company. Patrons were drawn from the five-yard line. New York rethe men employed by the concern quires ticket agencies to be licensed,
and their famlliea.
but cannot control prices. The law
originally set a 60 cent premium
limit which was ruled Illegal beFilm Job cause it was price fixing.
Clare
U. S. Attorney Tuttle stepped
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Clare Kunin.er, novelist and play- Into the ticket picture agtiln, chargwright, goes with Pathe to Avrlte ing the Ticket Library agency controlled by David A. Warfield with
"Lazy Lady."
failure to pay the government Its
It Is for Ina Claire.
legal C0% share on excess pre-

Kummer's

Young Bolton, tired of Wall
Street brokerage, went to Brooklyn
.ellOW.
Reading, Pa., Feb. 11.
Rajah theatre, Wilmer & Vincent for excitement.
stock musical comedy and picture
SPECULATIVE AAEONS
HAILIDAY OPPOSITE
combination house, closed for sev^ LOEOTHY'S GIMMIES
Alex Aarons starts for the Coast'
'
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
eral weeks because of dull business,
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
this week, another legit production
John Hallidaj', stage, has been recruit attracted by picture making.
has reopened with a company, headH. H. Van Loah is collaborating
ed by Ben McAtee, transferred here with Arthur Gregor to get latter's engaged by Warners for the lead Trip is speculative, Aarohs not befrom Lancaster, Pa., which city Is play, "Decency," in shape for pro- iop posit e Pauline Frederick in ing tied to any film concern, despite
now without any form of theatrical duction at the Mayan, Feb. 24.
j'Kame," based on a short story, reports he had joined Paramount.
fare except pictures.
Xot definite that Dorothy Eurges.s j".Ml.<;deal."
Legit firm of Aarons and Freedley
Slie's got the
will do the lead.
Same studio will star Miss Frod- remains Intact, Freedley being on
one-grand glmmles.
i-vii'k in a, ver.don.jof the stage piny
"a Florida, fishing trip.
50 YEAKS IN STOCK
'Scarlet Page?," now being scenarGladys Unger's Play
lizf d by Walter Anthony.
Marlon, O., Feb. 11.
Young Durkin at
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Frank Dean, of the Myrtyl Ross
Junior Durkin goes with Warners
riayerg (stock), here, la.st week celGladys Unger, staff writer at M-G
Testing
via Edgar Allf-n of the Davidow
ebrated 66th birthday and 50th an- studios has been granted a leave
Hollywood,
11.
Feb.
Office.
niversary as an actor. Began as bit of absence.
plaj f^r in "Lady
Doria Ealli Weaver, legit, testod
Durkin won attention last season
Miss 'Unger will go to New York
of Lyons" In Canion, M. 'Y.
His picture work
Most of his 60 year.s to complf te negotiations for staging for The title part In Cecil DeMlllo's In "CouraKe."
iiar'is next morillx.
^V'lnt in stock.
a new play she has just completed. ".Madame Satan."

EEADING STOCK EESUMES

the

committee representing managers,

nothing for them.
Adolph Ramlsh,

weekly.

bush

establishing

ZiegfelS has'^ arranged a buy of
20

arrives next week. There Is a stipulation In the agreement the agencies will not charge more than 76
cents premium. Whether the manager will be able to control the
premlun» Is another matter.
The
fact that It is a "buy-out," with
the agencies permitted only a percentage return privilege (usually
10% of the allotment) Is counter to
the new basic rule eliminating buys.

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
'SAnybody that's in Florida these
Robt. Levy closed the Laf- days can't be sick."
And with that Judge Keller
colored stock, he
marked the case of Harden vs
owed the company 'two weeks' sal- Shubert Theatre Corp. "ready" and
ary.
The troupe took him to the ordered the suit to be heai'd Feb

to star In this picture.

Wray

also.

Players,

but meeting
with small success since a Variety
expose was picked up by the dailies.
Francine Larriniore in "Let Us Be
Gay" was the latest Intended vicWEAY'S SECOND TALKEjfc
tim and asked to part with $1,000
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
John Wray, brought here by Uni- or it would be just too bad.
Star and police set a trap for the
versal from the east for "All Quiet
who was to get the
On the Western Front," has been me.isenger
he never showed. She
engaged by U for "The Czar of money, but
now
has two plain clothesmen in
Broadway."
there have been no
attendance
and
Joseph Schlldkraut was scheduled
$100,000
gross.

15 thei newly, suggested starting point, appears quite Indefinite

ITS

When

ayette

picture.

Cantor's

sure the ticket

system will not begin by
(two weeks away) and

1

In

Chicago, Feb. 11,
closes here in

"Whoopee" early

It Is virtually

control

Shubert Must Be Well

"Parasites" with

The

money man

Cantor

time.

the'

charity.

Eddie

Is

improbable that the new plan to
curb high prices along Broadway in
the agencies will be tried at this

Colored Co. Rejects

$100,000 and 10%

were none.

it

-

Fagan

irt

both

In

at

for

show.^i,

.

performances.

$5,000.

Bennett,

Miller

contracted

a dozen Incoming

•

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Myron C. Fagan, playwright, filed
suit In Superior Court for $20,000
Fagan
against Franklin Warner.
claims sum as due him on "The
Great Power," the picture produced aging from $60 to $75- weekly which
by Warner and yanked out of the beats show business except for the
Capitol, New York, after playing five longer grind on the ballroom floors.

rights

RENEW

buys being arranged
attractions, including

price Is 40%.
Shubert dramas, Is the
Few of" the other managers ap- started Monday.
Gilbert Miller, one of the leaders
only one on the list of American pear to have figured that out. So
authorship.
On tour is another far as the public Is concerned, the in the proposed ticket reform, has
company of "Bird In Hand," on of actual box office price m^ans little a buy In "Dishonored Lady" until
March 1, but It Is to extend until
"Sinners" and Ethel Barryniore.
If the show Is a hit.
Four week agency buys have alIt Is planned to again seek the March 29 unless the new plan beready been arranged .for "Topaz" removal of admission tax from all comes oper-^tlve before that time.
and "Shoeblack," well regarded out priced tickets. Managerial repre- "Rebound," which also opened, last
of town.
sentation' is' expecfed Tto' renew the week, has a—buy- imtil- the end of
tax exemption before the congres- the month, but may extend along
sional Ways and Means Committee similar lines.
latter,

With

due

with

as Hostesses among

its

half

TAX REUEF CAMPAIGN

Old Musicals, Imported

new

least 10

March
March

LEGIT TO

the tip-olf.

ticket

or already

for

"The Boomerang" at El Capltan
Hollywood and couldn't leave unIt closed Feb. 1 and
til It closied.
she hopped north leaving forwarding directions. Out of which came

Having for the time at least
role In his picture version.
George Olsen and his band, also shelved musical productions, except
of the, stage "Whoopee" at its in- for revivals, the Shuberts are conaugural, will be there too.
Both centrating on dramatic productions,

in this city.

Extra Act

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
"And So to Bed" company
Started Act II the other night,
then played Act I and straight
tlirough the show.
First performance of Act H
was over KMTR at 7:30,

to open In "Your Uncle Dudley"
at the Alcazar. Miss Gillespie was

"Whoopee," has been brought here
by Sam Goldwyn to play her same

Do Well

for

which the win-

ner's Interested.

Start of Ticket Control
With

An

in
in

Miss Seabrook opens Feb. 16 in "The ance.
Nut Farm," at the Vine Street theatre and Treacy opens the same day
In "Salt Water" at the Hollywood Jobless
Playhouse.
They have a bet on which run'3~'

Distance Buys Barrier

To Prompt

But

"Death Takes a
Gay Seabrook and Kmerson TreaJack Shutta, Ethel's brother, has "Bird in Hand,"
(opening this
Holiday," "Topaz"
cy, usually teamed in 'Duffy stage also been engaged.
This willl be
"The Infinite. Shoeblack"
productions, are doing a split, and Miss Shutta's first screen appear- week),

longest.

New Long

11.

Margaret Gillespie and Kenneth

render the contract null and

Hollywood, Feb.

57

Gamet were the only unmarried
members of one young married set

Davies' "Gay "Nineties" film.
The contracts of"30 years ago "
provided that none of the girls
could announce their engagements or man'iages during
their stage engagement; that
none 'could accept attention
from the stage door Johns and
that any Indication of the
slightest

VARIETY

MAIL TIPPED MARRIAGE

I

The law requires that If
a broker charges more than 75
cents over the box office price, onehalf of the total excess mu.st be
paid the government.
The ca.tje In point was made by
miums.

Lane of 489 Park avip.nue, who
showed a bill for two tickets for

E.

•

i

j

WB

"Strictly Dishonorable" at $13.20
each.
Tuttle contf-nds the agency
did not pay the rightful share to
the tax collector. The federal attorney sent the complaint to A. O.
Mf'Nulty, deputy secretary of
Ytirk State In charge of the licenses.
The latter did not indicate if he
'

New

would tako action since the complaint is based on a matter of price
only.

-
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Scei#lJ^

Chi. Musicals Off ''St;

^

Wednesday, February

12,,

1930

a

Spice as Life Sayer for

Stocks as Last Resort

To $16,000; Towtt Acdims feorge 1|.

Stocks

naughty

going

aire

bills

PkiUyWeek

Builds to

the

for

In

and boudplr farces to
Uje few
/

.

offset talker, 6i)PQSition in

towns
Chicago,
), Feb., d.
no br

Legit o.utlQok

'.

PrdducerS;

such as

is

no darker,

for stpcl^,

left,

.lis

shlp their

spice

^hei

^gruf,f
uni»,b|le

pnly

!|

,

pass

.to

stuff

censijir-

clipg

'saiivatipn

tq
came b'aclt' 'tb' liEfe^ •>E(}Tliiiii'' h'ail^-^vdluntarily' amended on. Consequently fl^rokers have been
its seventh week •n-itU t'i 9,000, is its unused rehearsal rule which had
deluged for requests for release
showing a nice advance ahd niay been operative for 10 years and
get set right for- the predicted run. whiclv in the new form sliould be dates on fill naughties from "The
Easiest Way" to "Jimmie's Women.":
Plans, to jerk the Brady-production welcomed .by producers.
HeretoNew arrangement has made "Up
of the Rice play hav« been thrown fore
U'riUsed rehearsal time had to
In Mabel's Room" and "Ladles'
away.
"Gambling" as expeqted did ca- be Used within six weeks pf the Night In a Turkish Bo,th" demand
pacity .its first week al the lirlangef'. Priglnal opening date (usually out releases Qwt^r others despite thelf
and Geprgei M. Gohah .will do. aTj^iut' of town).
not having seen Broadway in 15.
the sanie business ''the remaining
in 'lt.s new form managers may
years.
.

,

"Street iScene"

'

.

twh-w^fek^'iit hft i^toft''l\ereJ"iHe"iirid'
••'hi& pla^''''rec6rvea'i*iW'6 :ftotloes.'
>
•'.'Anlniali Cnackersl' Islthe goad bia

ujp;jj,uiT^expjl^;e4

upip,

;

'

'

^ny,

:

I

;i\'Pifi\

•

wai*

I

.

,Sl^puJidu?u

horsfi 'laJnon^.'tttie •.•.•rauslciuj.
stiUr.aAwve (Sao.OOO.-wflth in6

.

It. Jig

.

.tfie,,bp3f,.,office

io-letup. iri„ den(^i,fl<?,
'-~
.ap.d^'-rid the a^enaJ,^^^

"
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v

,

i

-pi'ior

•

i

to'

'
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'cla.}jji9;iPf.i?ial?iTy',ftgaips,t

the

man-

"June^ Moon" Sellout
agements Tho: same "thing applies
Among thd non-mxisiGals otlier to
musical shows for which there
than "Street Scene," "June MoOn'"
was aided by two seUouts at reg- is a five week free rehearsal period.
Another advantage for taking. up
ular, fig!U.res,i and "Let Us Be .Gay"
commanded, steady patrbpage.. The: reliearWl time is the selection of
Golde9., pr.6ductlop, Is good- for ^t an .'.opening night which does not
least ^Ix .Weeks at the Stiidebaker, oppose:, another premiere.
For Inand ppkslbly loti'ger, defending on stance If a drama which rehearsed
booking datfes for Bostoh and thlla
three-.. a.nd one half weeks, booked
delph'la.'
a -Broadway hovise it could open
"Strarig©"Tnterlude""wa3- dpld opt
as- lh.te -as Thursday without salaIn advartce on the entire balcony,
but .the O'Neill masterpiece was ries being payable for the first three
•

-

.

',

.

'

.

-

i

'

.

'

.

off

.

main

its

..on.

pllghtly.

days.'

slipping

floor,

.

•

•

.

and ear" show -was a long wav
noticeable since the holidays.
Smash of the week- was William" ffom capacity at the Shubert and
"Sherlock 'Holmes,^', which tPok it on the chin plenty. Long
ahd
ragged openlhg performances
'started
so
h£td, the wee'k previous,
mildly at the Broad. Second week resulted in lukewarm notices and
was virtual" capacity ,with around hurt b. o. trade during the weel;.
easily led the About Wednesday the show began
$21,t)00,' ahd- show
'"
te show its triie colors and word
dran>4tlo .offk-iiigs.
were began to spread around. End of
hdn-mu'sicrfls
otli^f
'"Th^'
slPael'y fetJnched' wifh hohe of thejm the week found some real attendoutstanding.
'"The Inflnlfe ShoP-r ance, but It wiis too late. May. have
bTacki" 'spbnsov'ed by tl-ie' 'Profes- hit $25,000, .but that, meant plehiv
Adelphi, of^loss. for a, show that needs 10
Playiers
at
the
sional
dropped ti'6'm 'arouAd $12,0t)0 to. hit' around .$35,000 qr moa-e to, evi>n
li?iye a' look-Ip for proJi;t.
"The For.tune "teller,' '. fourth of
the series 'pf X'lctor Hei:ber't. i-evival
at. Iveith's, looked' the weakest .of
All
Settings for
the lot with not more tlian $14,000
on the week. Eleanor Painter won
White's "JFlying
high praise, but the rest of the
George White lias comraissloned show was generally
panned.
Joseph Urban to- design an entirely
"The New Moon'" had Its poorest
new ;5benid '•produttlori for "Flying' week with^ not rriol-e than $22,000
Higli" and' the.'^'bon^tract caU'fe folr' reported at the' Forrest;' Indications
delivery of' the' s.et.-s .^t tl;ie, Apollo point to a gain for this, its' eighth
'

Gillettp's

,

.

'.

'

Halts Provincetowners

:

'

,

house, halted in I'eliearsal; last' week
as rejault of differences between
Blak6 'and Paul Greeni author.
Green, who authored the Pulitzer
prize winner, "In Abraham's Bosom,"
Is reported dissatisfied .with rhe production Blake was giving his new
one and exercised author's prerogative in demanding a better cast and
production br else. The author says -Feb. 24,'. -wlj^n th'e show is- due to
he stipulated in contract with Blake open on Broadway.:
that both cast' ind: production would
Heretofore White's slvows- have
have to meet with his approval oi-< been dolled 'up with settings af forhe would withdraw the play, ithe eign'' design. Uriian Was '';discov-.
matter njay ,b^ t^ken tp the Dranla- ered'* "by ^ieg'fei4 ''k'nd'-' 'designed a
tists* Guild ..fpf-i a.rbi.ifa,tio'n un'jbsa 'o'ljimlier'. Qf the letter's pro'dqctiohs.
the principals gptitpgetber., .•,''.' ,^t'-wlll..be the first ipb of .the kind
Blake has cpuntered to Green's flrom White.-:
peeve by claiming that' he had prThe' ifiew settings is -the -i-'eas.bn'
dered 'seyeriiil ch'angea' in script that for White- sPtting-'back his Broad-''
caused the [biitti up and prec'ipitat- wa^^Si«l»ut 'a wefek^ \\'heri "Flying
ed the breach..
High" opened In Boston it was
Blake is, reported b^ing .financed rated having a great chance, .but it
in the Proviacetpwn Playhousg ven- wias .argued not enough attention
Blake Ijas had .been given to ;the 'sfettings. Urture .by Otto Kahn.
renamed it the Macdougal. Prpv-r bart: was accordingly referuited and;
incetowners p&ssed' iip house t|iis. tHe 'sfhoW booked'out of loWn'ftn aidseason to 'ahlft' to'' the Gafrick, ilp- dltlonil' -Week!. ''", '';'.
'
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'

s
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-
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'

•

.
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ance. steadily declined. The
The tour arIn its fourth: we^j.
ranged starts :'in Phila./ with Pitjtsbui-gli brealclnlr thfe jump to Chicago, whferA -a Tifn is anticipated.

Shubert revival of ."Mile. Mo.dlste"
.;:xith Frltzl Soheff at.: the Majeaticr;
Harry Lauder opened at the ^Qar-i
rick for a.w.e,ek;,,.".yoyr Uncle Dud^
l^y" -relighted the. Cort, .after a fairly
,.
New Xovlt run; a
PA-osperous
.

.

.

-

•

^

'

:

.

'

-

"S'trlctly'

pishpHprabTe"'

'6penM"at

the' Ad^liilil.

c6rii\>an>i
•

Aft^Insfitute^s :lltthis week'
-.with Paul Gi'een'.s "Th© Field. Gody!'

.

but has something

1

•

Union Principle

..

cutraters.

"Gambling" (Erlanger, 2d week)
his troupe com-

attention "with

practically a sellout for the entire

around $24,000. Booked in
only two more weeks.
"June Moon" (Selywn, 8th week)
Comedy came Up a couple of G's
Just one more week,
to $15,000.
week;

and then travel
"Let Us Be Gay" (Studebaker, 3d
week). Held steady at $15,000 after
a good start. Should have a minimum run of six weeks, and possibly
longer if bookings do .not clash,
liitlss

draw

Larrlniore is proving she can
at the Michigan boulevard

spot
1st
(Majestic,
Modiste"
"Mile.
week). Revival, with Frltzl billed
should prove something more than
weeks
a.n experiment for the two
booked,
•

Matriarch.'f

.'.'The

4th

(Princess,

week). This impoi-tation did around
$10,000, but the business included'
subscription scrip for which
Dramatic League of Chicago

much
the

collected
ling's

prise
.

in

advance.

(May Dow-

management of this
been more than

has

entersatis-

factoi-y for the sponsors). Doubtful
whether the play will go to
This Is Its last week, and
York.
"Dear Old
then to Phlladeliihla.

New

Enpland" succeeds.
"Street Scene" (Apollo, 8th week).
This natural proved Itself again by
..bounding back to a good $16,000.
"Nina Rosa" (Great Northern, 5th
week). Shubert unislcal Is PtlU off
at around $23,000.
•

"Strange Interlude" (Blackstone.
Dropped a couple of
12th wpck).
errand to $10,000. but i.s selling tlicni

advance

to
upstairs sales a
in

March 1, with
week ahead of

tlio
tlio

performances.
liked
Judilli

New

.

'

Orleans, Feb. 11.
A.; T. S. E. lost an opporciinoh the new municipal

'

'

quudl^Orlvini

,

for

its.

members by an

insistence the -auditorium recognize
the iinlon and operate as a closed

CAST;

GHi^

i.ZanpsyiuW

o.!- F'Sb-

ii.

•

'

utda^^

Tji^a
Jeane "Wood, and -Willis ;Mi)- kit ihto
tli'e s'^cohd fliQp-;t^i'S se^'ibn'^br IJhe'
'It Pays to Advertise" at: the .SoBywood Playhouse/ ;i;eplaplng Myra producer,. .Bob. (p^anfipn, 'wljo ''|ra"ye jup.
Hubert and, Biirlo^e Borland, :^yhP. ithe-.gjipst in ;C'ari,tP;n;/,l)e.ifojre. .epmiing.
went Jnto. "Laddies of the Jury."- at herp,: after.. six 'weeifsi of"; poor ijlz.
El Cwpltan, Hollywood, Feb. .2J
For; the last- week. a.t Canton !lxe:
Maude Fealy temporari.iy out! 6£ bro-ugiht in Leetal' Gorder from N|8W
the Clvio (Repertory, igroup, Los An- York to do "Irene," and they h^d i
geles, with laryngitis.— Second-to gtet fair v\-'e'ek, b'ut:..'not enot'Sh to ca^ch
It in the "And So to Bed" produc?-'
ui)" 'with the nvit.
.....
..
tlon. 'Elise Bartlett had it, but! is
The deal here was .bankrolled |by.
back in .the caist.
.a -"Oanton banker' and lawyer whp
'ftf ter

"five tpii'gK wetfcs.-''

'

,

'

'

Gall Ponder.arnarrt If
as well in tlio cast as was

Anderson.

"Strictly Dishonorable" (Adclphi.
1st week). House relighted by this
on<». a s(>ronrt oomp.'iny, ami Pomberton and Woods c.Kpoct business.

.

.

i

.

,

.

ter.

Row

Donald had been understudying
Author-Producer
Miss Compton, who quit with the
"It Takes a Thief," produced by
announcement that shp was ill and
Frank
Finnerity, has quit for rewould take a rest. The latter is
Washington, Feb. 11.
pairs after a two weeks' tryout
Advance men are now almost go still in N. T. and plans to go to
tour.
ing on their own. Leon Friedman, Miami, Fla., for a stay.
t'lnnerty has crossed swords with
Virginia Venable. 'It's a Grand
ahead of Ziegfeld's "Show Boat,"
Frank Bell, author, claiming the
blew in hei'e last week raring to go, Life."
lattei: refused to make certain reonly to find that the booking for the
viSilons
of script, which prompted
National had been moved back to
"SPOUTING BLOOD" JDEIAy
temporary scrapping instead of
Feb. 24.
"Sportiing ^Ipod," produced. by Steering into the Bayes, New York,
Friedman hied himself to the sta
George M. Coban,. has .been with- next week as per schedule.
tiori anft back to Pittsburgh.
drawn for revision after twow^T^ks
Controversy between author and
out. Piece was to ha've- steered !in- producer will go to the Dramatists'
.'/JOURNEY" INTO -CANADA
to New York next week.. but Cojian. (jruild ,for arbitration next, we.ek.
"Journey's End" ends Its engage- ordered the fixing instead;
The show may not gP out ajjain.
ment '.at the Lyric, Philadelphia,
./OPTIMISM IN STOCKS
after 'haying, been in eight weeks, until late Spring thrpugh. iCohan
There have been several instances
apii; will move into Canadian terri- being occupied With <'Gimbling", on
opening in Montreal next tour and headed for the C(jast in. the east where stocks h.ive gone
tory,
w.eek, and spptted for eight weeks where he will 'write and dii-'ecti Al out deploring terrible conditions, and
other'stock
men have ru.slied right
returning
scre'en
ass^2rt^meht\
preparatorjto
Jdlson's
next
in Canada
in.
to the States to play Boston and
An example was In Allentown!
Chicago.
COAST REVUE'S CAST
The promoter there gave up the
Los Angeles, Feb. IJ.
Lyric after he lost $7,000. Before he
Andrews Sells "Yankee"
After four weeks of rehearsal, was on the way out another stock
Lyle D. Andrews has sold his in- Roger Gray will try out his new
impresario
announces a new comterest in "The Connecticut Yankee" musical revue, "Gone Hollywood,"
pany for the same house.
which Is touring Tejcas. ' The show at Santa Barbara latter part of this
is
due to continue,' with Arthur month, and then open the show at
"Romance" for B'way
Harrison in control. Harrison is
the Biltmore, Jm A., for a run.
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
not hei-etofore having
Detroiter,
Principals include Pert Kelton,
H.' H.
Van Loan's comedy of
been known in show circles here.
Mr. Gray and the Aber Twins, Glenn
talker production. "Romance, Inc.,^'
Dale, Charles McNaughton, Eddie
has been bought by Charles Doyle
"Whoopee" (Illinois, 4th -vveek) Morris, Charles Cross, Carter Sex- and the producers of. "Sons o' Guns"
Zlogfeld mu.sit'al, dropped another ton and Mary, Frances Taylor.
tor New. York production.
couple thou to $33,000, which Is
George Eboy tried It out success$.S,000
under capacity.
about
Cantor Rests Pen
Cully in Ciakland last May.
"Your Uncle Dudley" (Cort, l.-^t
Chicago, :Fel).
1.
week). On fron^ Xeu Yoj-k to re
Eddie Cantor's newspaper comlight a spot which can show com- ments will be disoontinuf>d l-'i'li. 1.",
Coast Re-./ue's Switch
fortable profit with an inexpensive
Los .Vngeles, Feb. 11.
but resumed .iune 1,
ca^t if it grosses $5,000 or so.
Jack nu.ssell's
Wheeler syndicate, Cantor's 'ilismusical rc\-ue.
Special Attractions
Garrick (Shubert)— Harry Lauder tributor, made the move, fi^'uring "Les 1 olios Itiiua-c," to open at the
Cantor will have more general i)res- Mason ]''cl>. l.'i, has been switched
fdl- 011f> WPOK.
.\fervis
and tige in June, when the film version to the Windsor Square theati-e.
Goodman Harry
of "Whoopee" will be relo.'iscd.
Opening date is now Feb. "JO.
others in "The I'iold Ciod,"
'

AGENTS ON THE LOOSE
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^
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;

trade.
;
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"This 'W'^ek -findsj two openings, one
a newcomer, and the other a return
.The- first is "Scanthe.-.Shub.ert fpr two
wepks,. and the other is "Dracula."
retijpihg to the Broad, also for a

.engageiTient..
dals," In at

;

fortnight.

Matyy Newcomers.
week will" be very,, heavy.
The Adelphi gets "The. Matri-

"N^xt.

arch"

..

iig '.the, fifth, ot ltd' subscripoff fei'Ihgs; l!he 'iLyr ic ' Ixas
'

tion-

'

"A

'

Rbnia^' G^ntlerni'ri'l^wllh HaV gkellv,
opening Tuesddjr'Wight;' thfe 'Chestnut has 'Pi-.itz Leib^r in' Shakespearian' repertoire;, the 'Forrest Jma
"BloSsoht TinTe," um'Pti'-umjith re-"
turn, imd Keith's" 'hafe^'The Alerrv
'WidbW," all' are, iti '^of'twi)" weeks
'

excelit' "Th'eJ

•

has

Mrttri-Aryii"'^^-li"i(^h

four.
'rTie;24th 'wlji 'al^o' .m' iveavy, with
"'Strdtfge Intettude" -kf 'th^'. Garricli.
"l»oW6'i^"
d'e-iiamiJd"'
her'efrom
"JoSef Stfzz"y"it';:tft^,iSt'pia, and
''-'

...

•

•

3rother.s" with.

Befft'.'fcyt'ell 'at

WalilUf.' On,'Ti:'e$(?aT,

Woriderful Night"
S,hubeVt.

ItJie

25th,

the

"A

Iftto the
Itt 'for
at
wi^eks; iaiiiij.-j if iip to.
•'
'
^c'ortl^-s

"IhterlUde"

'

i.g''

Wa^t- 'eight
Easter.
.;The" Weelv of Mai-pH 3. brings
-Ethel .Barrymbt-'e in -/'Th'e Kingdom
b'f God" to the Lyrld; "rthe Chocolaite Soldiei-" to Keith's and probably a couple of others. On March
10, the Stratford .'on- Avon company
comes to the Broad; "Siberia" with
Richard Bennett to the Adelphi
and y "The Little Rhtiw" tb the
Shubert.
Phllly will probably get the biggest dose of Shakespeare in its
history between Monday, February
.

.

"

,

'

17

and Saturday, March

22.

Between

the Leiber and Stratford outfits,
there will be fifteen.. different plays
by the bard offpred,' the former organization having, a I'epertoire of
ten and the latter nine, with four
conflicts.

Estimates for last week
"Dracula" (Broad, first week) return engagement for this thriller.
'•'Sherlock Holmes" reported- $21,000
or better in final week.
"Scandals" (Shubert, first week)
"White revue In for two weeks. "International Revue" single week here
led the town with $25,000, way under capacity and meant a loss with
this expensi've-'Show..

"The New Moon,'^ (Forrest, Sth
week) final week now- for this oper.

Off to $22,000 last week,
"Blossom
worst of engagements.
Time,'* Mondaiy.
"Rope's End" (Walnut, second
week) notices sharply divided. Gross
about $7,500 which was better than
many expected and probably at
least an even break.
"Hunting Tigers in India" <Chc.stnut, second week) film did as well
as most of its kind here. Frits; I-'fiber in Monday with Shakespeare.
"The Fortune Teller" (Keith's,
second week) poorest of "Victor Herbert revivals and gross not much
oVer $14,000. '"Merrj' Widow"' next

etta.:

:

-

Monday.
"Hot Chocolates" (Garrick, .'•econd week), negro revue got between
$16,000
and $17,000, which was
'

profitable.

"Journey's

,

End"

(Lyric.

'^th

fine war play that starn-il so
strongly hero could not hold up :ind
!?hould have left after five or six

Week)

weeks.

Scant

$6,000

last w.-ek.
Tu.-Mliiy-

"Roman Gentleman" next

Shoeblack" (Adelphi. 4th
dropped to around S'.M'OO,

.

—

week.

final

"Hot' ChocPlates" did 'Irtoderatelv
well at the 'Garrlek in fclre first of
three weeks.: BetwePn ,'^16,000 'and
$17,000.
The ninth- legit:.hou8e, the
Ohestmit, had a film,- "Hunting
Tigers in India," and "claimed pood

'

.

^

shop.
Buck and Bubbles, "Change "Your went for the six weeks at Canton.
Auditorium- committee' explained
Luck."'
There was Union trouble when the
it was not l^gal for a public body
Reginald Sharland, Bily Maylon troupe came in
-here early in Janto recognize any union solely, but
and
John Lodar to "Bast of Suez" uary,' and they' had to get nonIt was willing to place stage hands
at the Belasco, Loa Angeles,
union staff-e hands and permission
8th to work at the usual scale, but the
For
the present Gertrude McDongo- union w'sia adamant and therefore ald will take care of the pai-t in from Equity to oi>en with the nonfew lost an opportunity to procure em- "50,000,<)00 Frenchmen," formerly union crew.
ployment for quite a few of its ros
played by Betty Compton; Miss MC7

.March 1.
Hand" (Harris,
in
"Bird
week). Drlnkwater comedy Is
ing along at $10,000 with a
Geo. M. Cohan and
manded the city's

'

Local, 1.'
tunity to,'
.Mjer vis

hearsal and .will usp, Harry
in the, leading rolo.
Estimates for Last Week
"Animal. Crackers';' (Grand, 8.tH
week). Perfectly steady and per
feetly swell at $31,000, having done
all
of
business
steadiest
the
throughout its run> Remains until

.

'

re-

.else .uncj.ej:

-Cannon Stoclt.Quits_i

The. dramatic :stock companj' iatthe Weller thfeStre-'he're folded S^t.

-

-

Goodman, the

tle" theatre,- continiied

-

'

•

;

and

.

'

;

'

'

'

'

-

,

,

High"

using the original title.
"Suss" is a $50,000 productiPn.
Oiit' here, nobody. .Hnows .whether
' ,6ibr'ge
M. Cdljan ^bre up his pic Most of the cast was imported from
'tu're contract in etfrrieat or" as
Londofh, .ihPludln'g tilauricp Mosco- fdwn, and ,aft^r €iiicoutiteHh^'..&iShiss]tunt
for
-3110%.
-Jipre.ss.'
vitch, who is starred. _Businfss the
1^ first' two produ'ctibris
t'oiir 'op6hlngs~£Hls- week leftT>nly lirst, week was strong, but attend-"
threw up the, aponge arili^dipsolvled'.
one house; the Playhouse, dark.' The
show is
.

.

New

;.

'.

.

.

'

'

"June ^oon" stays at the Seluntil Feb. 2V, when VJenny"
'^'^S.uss" .Goes to Road
replaces with Jan© 'Cowl.
"Josef Silss" will take to the road
When "Gambling" leiilves the Er
langer at the end of next week, from Erlanger's after another week.
another expected strong attraction
The pei'lod drania which is running
comes on in the William Gillette in London as "Jew Suss," is berevival of "Sherlock Holmes,-", also lle ved-tp' have been affected by the
booked for three weeks. This will Yiddish presentation which opened
be followed by^ a different twist ifl
two weeks., of. ThvLfSton, .th^, ma- here earlier and is still current,
gician:

.

'

.,

.

•

.

wyn

.

.

.

.

.,

'

Author-iProducer Battle

of 'the four

btitJ >threef

"Tread the Green Grass," schedt;liid''^^hP"vy^. could jump tp'.N^w
^)irlt' ^^1j,,'i,nV^ltim^; aticl open dur- uled to inaugurate William Blake's
ing,,; jtlv^i" 'ijdllci.wjn'g
wejek -w'ltho.ut tenancy of the Provincetown Pla-y-

'

•

days

-to; Chicago
Broiadway and

frfee "feltfearsal pjeriod origiii-

'vji'^^lie

'm alij!=,"-

wjerei
"Wli6obeev:anCt: "Nma i^q^
both off. Th^'^ife'efeid- sh'oW
to' get gdliig as expected p^,-

seem

•spite Ed'di6 Cdrt'tor's presence.

i

had used

it

retiearsi^^

diaplng,; tiiei-.peason.

new'isbow. go

fbr 4 vrun

,Phjla4eli)hia, Feb. 11..
aboij^, $,9,000,' w.lij.cii.waji. still, okuv.
sUgh'tly' .'in
'o'f£,
'."flppe's' End" .met divided notic- s.A>erhaps on. .ac- otiening at ,t;he ."\V;alnut.
'fJournev 3
of bad wea'tlie'r End," in 7ih week at the Lyric, was
there were de-' way off.
this rule which
Q£ tlip .four musicals, "Internakept the general average high and tional Revue," due to its hlght-r
prolonged the box ofRce spurt scale,"led the field, but this big "ei e
.

'3^£iine,ss'. ieitsed'

hou.^4?r
count' of a couple
However,
breaks.
elded exceptions to

!P,billy legit :

"Infinite

week)
last

week,

.profit.

day.

but

that

still

sn-lled

"The Matriarch" next

-M-'':-.-

|

:
;

Wednesday, February

Shows

12,

m N.

—

;

LEGITIMATE

1930

Shows

Comment

Y. and

'

"Juno

Square,"

''Berkeley

Lyceum

week).

(Cr957.-$.4.40).
g-'enerally holdlrie up

w.Ith'
.

apt>lies

.

on

fair notices

((X5th

Broadway
very well,

ahead

last weekis,. grosses

over

Phillips),

in

excellent business at $19,-

but generally mixed

Hand," Forrest (46th week)
.(CD-l,016-.*3.86). Appears to be doing better In this house than at
others which had It; $10,000 to
IlliOOO, which Is plenty.

"Bir^l in

"Bitter Sweet," Ziegfeld (loth week)
Perked up last
(M-l,622-$6.60).
week with Saturday trade virtual
capacity; takings $35,000 .or better; moves to Shubert next Monday; "Simple Simon" comes in

Rivers), Vanderbllt.
"Young Sinners," No. 2 (Shu-

opinion.

"Phantoms,". Wallack's (5th week)
(CD-77p-$3). Appears dependent
oh cut" rates; players sharing on
proceeds. whlch are small.
"Rebound," Plyihouth (2nd week)
(C-l,042-$3.85).

000.

berts), Morosco.

"The Fatal Woman"
Woods), Eltinge.

(CD-892-$3.85).
Closes Tuesday
next (Feb._ 18) which then completes three weeks; house dark
until "The Fatal Woman," due
'

KOLB AND

two weeks later.
"Ritzy," Longacre

(1st week) (Cl,019-$3).
Presented by L. Lawhere.
rence Weber; written by Viva
Tattersall
and Sidney Toler;
Masque (15th
Dishes,"
"Broken
opened Monday.
week) (C-700-$3). With a small
(1st
cost cast and one set this mod- "Ripples," New Amsterdam
week) (M-1.702-$p.60). Presented,
erate money comedy is making
by Charles Dillingham Fred Stone
good money; $9,000 the average of
starred out of town regarded as a
late.
cinch; opened Tuesday.
"City Haul," Hudson (7th week)

(A.

H.

"Birds of Prey" (Clark &
Hlckey), Mecca Temple.
"Dead or Alive" (Theatre
Guild Studl^), Guild.

Another

of last
week's premieres that started like
a hit; critics seem to hold back,
but .business' of $22,000 Indicates
success.
"Recapture," -Eltinge (3rd week)
.

DILL'S

COAST RETURN

AT $3,500

;

;

Final

CD-l,094-$3).

week,

al-:

"Sons-o'-Guns,"

Imperial

(12th

week) (M-l,466-$6.60). New muthough another berth may be
sicals may contest money honors
booked business -light from start,
with this one, but has* topped the
but Improved somewhat; "Nancy's
field since opening; $.48,000, with
Private Affair" moves over from
standing room right along.
Hudson Monday.
''Sketch Book," 44th St. (33d week)
"Children of Darkness," BUtmore
CR^l,325-$6.60).
A run musical
Got
(6th week) (D-l,000-$3.85).
that Is making excellent money,
as high as $11,000 mark, which
with recent attendance even betwas approximated last week;
ter than before;- over $29,000.
"Street Scene," Ambassador (58th
should la£,t for a time.
week) (C-l,200-$3.85). Has not
•Death Takes a Holiday," Barryfallen under $12,000 and should
more (8th week) CD-l,090-$8).
last well Into spring; dramktic
Out of the ordinary in plot idea;
smash held over from last season.
feminine draw especially; busiStrictly Dishonorable," Avon (22d
ness built to $16,000 weekly pace.
week) (C-830-$3.85). Nothlngwill
"Dishonored Lady," Empire (2nd
stop this one; $22,000 weekly Is
Started
(D-l,099-$4.40).
week)
all It can crowd In; another comoff big; first week with seven perpany opened In Chicago.
forpianc'es, business virtually ca- "Strike Up the Band," Thnes Square
pacity; bettei-ed $20,500.
(5th week) (Mrl,057-$6.60). Went
"Fifty Million Frenchmen," X-yric
into capacity strlde.^ at the .start
(m: - i,400.r$."6,$o)
-week).
(-i-2t*i
airid* 4nalntains--tha£' opace;_ mlth
Claimed to be better than ever in
standees, $36,500 and more.
.

;

'

.

—

-

point of ticket demand; outstand- "Subway Express/' Republic (22d
ing musical has been averaging
week) (D-901-$3). Longest sticker
$46,000 weekly.
among season's mystery plays;
"First Mrs. Fraser," Playhouse (8th
business holds to profitable marweek) (CD-879-$3.85). On a nine
gin; about $9,000.
performance basis St. John Irvine "Sweet- Adeline," Hammerstein's
(24th week) (M^l,265-$6.60). Has
comedy is cleaning up; gross exnot held to big money expected;
ceeds $16,000.
some salary cutting reported;
"Heads Up," Alvln (14th week)
about $28,000, which should be
(M-1,398-$6.60). Among the most
okay.
likable
of musicals and consistently drawing profitable busi- "The Boundary Line," 48th St (2d
week) (CD - 964 - $3). Opened
ness at well over $30,000 mark. .
Wednesday of last week, with
*lt Never Rains," Bijou (13th week)
mixed opinions resulting; fair
Gets about $3,000
(C-606-$3).
business afterwards; better line
weekly, but with cast getting
on chances this week.
small salaries, show is bettering
even break; moves to-Bayes (roof) "The Criminal Code," National (20th
week) .(D-l,164-$3). Was slated
next week.'
to tour, but expected to remain
•It's a Grand Life," Cort (1st week)
at least another month; business
Presented by A. L.
(C-l,042-$3)
quoted at $10,500, which Is about
writTyler;
Erlanger and George
the average weekly' pace.
ten by Hatcher Hughes and Alan
Mrs. Fiske starred; "The Last Mile," Harris (1st week)
"Williams;
(D-l,051-$3). Presented by Heropened Monday.
man Shumlin; written by John
(48th
Miller's
"Journey's
End,"
Wexley; prison play with allweek) (D-946-$4.40). Holding to
male
cast; opens Thursday (Feb.
the $11,000 level weekly which was
13).
the approximate figure last week;^
"The Street Singer," Shubert (21st
previous week $1,000 more.
week)
(M-l,395-$5.50). Moves to
"Joseph," Liberty (1st week) (DRoyale Monday; business about
Presented by John
l,202-$3).
$18,000, just fair; "Bitter Sweet"
Golden written by Bertram Block
•

;

moves In from Zlegfeld.
"Top Speed," Chanln's 46th St. (8th
week) (M-l,413-$5.60). No plans
George Jessel starred; chances
for another attraction, but this
•Josef Suss," Erlanger (4th week)
one likely to leave within a
(D-l,520-$3). Leaves for the road
month; estimated around $20,000
after another week; last week
or a bit over.
paced about $12,500, which was "Topaz,"
Music Box (1st week) (Dhardly profitable for production of
l,000-$3). Presented by Lee Shuthe kind; all-colored cast drama
bert; adapted by Ben W. Levy
to follow.
from the French of Marcel Pagnol
"Jiine
Moon," Broadhurst (19th
opens tonight (Feb. 12)..
week) (C-l,118-$3.85).
One of
Up and Dream," Selwyn (7th
Broadway's favorite laugh plays; "Wake
week) (R - 1,067 - $8.60). English
holds to great business, takings
revue going along to rather good
between $19,000 and $20,000.
money,
with agency buys a fac"Many a Slip," Little (2nd week)
tor; around tlie $29,000 mark.
(C-530-$3.85). Figured to have a
Bridge,"
(6th
"Waterloo
Fulton
good chance; new comedy paced
week) (C - 913 - $3.86). Consideraround $8,000 .first week; that
able agency buy a factor here;
money fairly good in small size
business rated $11,000 or slightly
well thought of on try-out; opens

tonight (Feb. 12).

•

house.
Inc." Bltz
(12th week)
(C-945-$3.85).
Parties scheduled
for dialect comedy well into April;
show getting $10,000 and the way
It Is hooked up, making coin.
•Meteor," Guild (8th week) (CD914-$3).
Will extend through
April according to present plans;

"Mendel,

.

business continued good with the
subscription period over; $16,000.
"Nancy's Private Affair," Vanderbllt
^5th week) (C-771-$3). Improved
further with the gross approach^
ing $9,000 last week; moves to
Hudson Monday, "The Plutocrat"
-

coming

over;

not exceptional.

"Wise Child," Belasco (28th week)
(C - 1,050 - $3.85), Holds remarkable pace, with the average weekly

eross well over

comedy

$22,000;

hit this season
at the top.

and

first
still

"Wonderful Night," Majestic (16th
week) (O-l,776-$5.50). Final week;
goes on tour; around $19,000 of
late; "The International Revue"
next week.
"Young Sinners," Morosco (12th
week) (CD - 893 - $3). .Well up
among the comedy winners and a
run looks sure; ha.s been getting

In here.

$18,000 weekly.

—

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
First two nights of the week were
One of those special bargain, days af^he stores In-town so
that the women sort of shunned the

bit off.

SHOWS DO $103,000

Bu.slncs.s along Broadway during
Februai-y is holding to very good
gross levels, and the debut of newsuccesses has peped up the list, as
vi-as

anticipated.

Last week two new top -money
contenders entered the non-musical
and the Impending major muwith another big week's bu.<?inoss.
sicals
are exceptionally well regardChicago Civic Opera did the biggest
single week it has ever known hero. ed In the out-of-town tryout points.
"Rebound," which opened at the
"Simple Simon" at the Colonial
crowded them in for a capacity Plymouth, grossed $22,000 Its Initial
week, the second, with a gross of week.
"Dishonored Lady," at the
better than $35,000.
Just around Empire, drew $20,600 in the first
the corner, at the Wilbur, the top seven performances; "Many a Slip"
business for that house this season
the best of the other prewas being recorded. Ruth Selwyn looked
ended her two weeks with "9:15 mieres, getting fair money at the
Little;
"Th© Boundary Line" is
Revue" at $21,000.
Down at the Majestic "Babes In somewhat In doubt at the 48th
Toyland," in its first week, got $14,- Street, which goes, too, for "Out of
000, not bad at all, and "Little Ac- a Blue Sky," at the Booth.
cident," at the Plymouth for its
Non-Musicals
second week, held up to the same
"Strictly
Dishonorable"
and
strength it showed on its opening, "Wise"
have been leading the
This show seems to be straight show list
$18,000.
at $22,000 and
going over as big here as in New
better,
neither
figured
to
be
afYork and Philly.
At the Hollis "Draoula," second fected by the new successes; "June
week of its Boston revival, did $15,- Moon" again close to $20,000 mai-k;
000, an exceedinijly good figure for "Berkeley Square" holds to $19,000;
the show. House Is dark this week "Young Sinners," $18,000;
"First
with no further announcement.
Mrs. Fraser" and "Meteor," $16,000;
Estimates for Last Week
"Death Takes a Holiday" rated al"Simple Simon" Colonial. This most as much; "Street Scene" over
Is third and last week In Boston.
$12,000;
"Waterloo Bridge" and
Held over after two weeks of full
"Josef Suss" about the same; "Jourhouses;.. $35,000.
"Dracula"
Hollis.
.Last week ney's End," $11,000 ;-Bani.e. for "ChilendSL two -week engagement. House dren of Darkness" "Criminal Code"
and "Bird In Hand" .around $10,000;
dai* this week; $16,000.
"Babes in Toyland" Majestic. "Nancy'j3 Private Affair" nearly
Second week of this show; '$14,000. $9,000; same for "Broken Dishes";
"Flying High"— Shubert. In sec- others less, with shows like "It
ond week.
Never Rains" around $3,000, but
"Little Accident" Last week was hanging on.
third week in Boston. Continuing
"Sons o' Guna" has led the musithis week; $18,000.
"The Little Show"—Wilbur. Ruth cals since opening at $48,000, but
Selwyn moved her "Nine Fifteen new top money contenders are In
slgh^;
"Fifty Million Frenchmeii"
Revue" to New Trfrk after $21,000
strongest musical In the agencies,
week.
$46,000; "Strike Up the Band" over
$36,000; "Bitter Sweet" stands up
Boston; Feb.

Legitiniately

town

this

11.

clicked

field,

.

—

—

;

palaces after tiring days. Trade
straightened Itself later In the week
and remained healthy.
"Bambina," new musical, opened
at the Mayan and did not seem to
cut any dent Into the traffic at the
The
Majestic with "New Moon."
latter picked up over its second
week and seemed to be the leader
of the town at $14;boO. "Bambina"
with a cast classified as amateurish got off to little better than $7,000
with the overhead around $10,000
f&r the first of a three-week run.
"Journey's End" has been underquoted by Variety, with $17,000 Its
prevailing pace laist week and be.

—

—

Frisco Grosses

fore.

Kolb and Dill appear _tp have lost
their hold here as they started" off
in "Give and Take" with around
.

unusually poor showing for
this team who always have been
called the "Weber and Fields" of
the coast.
Of the four legit houses open,
Hollywood, El Cafcltan with a new
attraction, "Ladles of the Jury,"
was the leader, at $6,000. Hollywood
Playhouse, the other Duffy emporium, hit $5,200 for the fourth and
next to final week of "It Pays to Advertise." "Salt Water," with Frank
Cravan, opens here F4>. 16.
"And So to Bed," St the Hollywood Music Box, and "Sun Up," In
the Vine Street, are okay, and blessings to the folks who supply electric
$3,500,

-

.

San

—

well, around $36,000; "Heads Up"
"Wak6 Up and
Dream" and "Sketch Book" $29,000;
"Sweet Adeline" a bit less; "Top

well over $30,000;

—

Francisco-, Feb, 11.

~Cloak of- -darkness^ that ^has- Speed," never In- the running.-a-^ bitshrouded practically all road show over $20,000; "Street Singer," $18,houses here was partially lifted last 000.
week when "Oh, Susanna" came into
Coming and Going
the Curran and clicked.

Incoming and leaving: "The International Revue" oomes to th«
Majestic, "Wonderful Night" tour-,
ing; "Simple Simon" arrives at the
Zlegfeld, "Bitter SWeet" moving to
the Shubert, with "Street Singer"
moving from the latter to -the
Royale; "Those
Lo-ve" comes to
the Golden; "The Plutocrat," Vanderbllt,
"Nancy's Private Affair"
trian farce, "The Peephole," and moving from there to the Hudson,
drew $2,800 opening week. Good where "City Haul" closes; "The Infor this small house.
finite Shoeblack" relights the Ellight.
La.tter attraction Improved
Columbia, Capitol still liott; "Apron Strings" succeeds "It
Geary,
on first w^ek 'a bit.
dark.Nev<y Rains," which moves to the
"Bambina" started off very poorly
Bayes; Mel Lan-Fang and his ChiFranklin Warner opat Mayan.
nese company comes to the 49th
erating house. had to lend producers
Pittsburgh Figures
Street; "The Count of Luxembua-g"
enough to meet payroll and also to
Pittsburgh,
Feb.
11.
fallowed
the revived "Chocolate
guarantee bond for stage hands and
Legit
trade
way
up
last
week,
S'oldler" at Jolson's;
musicians.
"R. U. R."
attractions
can
showing
class
get
An effort Is being made to get dough. Even fourth week of taxi comes Into the Beck, for a short
Leon Errol to step Into the show
repeat; "Tread the' Green Grass"
Which Tom Miranda Is now re- strike had little effect.
real coin for will debut in the Village; "Recap"Papa
Juan"
meant
writing.
Nixon at over $19,500. Otis Skin- ture" will close at the Eltinge next
Estimates for Last Week
ner always b. o. here but. showed Tuesday; "The Blue and the Gray"
"Journey^s End" (3d it more than eVer this time. House stopped In Hoboken last Saturday.
Belasco
week). Started getting repeats. De- has Wintz's "Vagabond King" curmand for nights practical capacity. rent.
Around $17,000 last week and week
Fritz Leiber brought his Chicago
Digs Again,
before.
Civic Shakespeare Society into AlEl Capitan "Ladles of the Jury" vln and, with cut rates for studenjs,
$13,000 Besides $85,000
Orchestra
Perfectly oke here. cleaned up at $18,000.
(1st week).
San Francisco, Feb, 11.
Looks as though It will last from trade- s.llghtly off but balcony and
gallery packed.
Backing an opera troupe has been
four to six; weeks. $6,000, good.
anything but a lot of fun for Mrs.
Hollywood Playhouse "It Pays to
Hector
Gelger, wealthy Pasadena,
Advertise" (4th week). One of the
HOPKINS
NICOLAI
Cal., music patron.
plays of yesteryear, good any day.
George H. Nlcolal Is now acting
Big at $5,200.
As an aftermath of the sudden
as general managed for Arthur Hop- closing of the Columbia Grand
Majestic— "New Moon" (3d week).
kins, taking the place of the late
Spurted above week before to $14,Opera Co., at the Columbia theatre
Eddie Lyons, who died of pneu- here, Mrs. Gelger, who had dug Into
50.0..
Mayan "Bambina!' (Ist week). monia.
the grouch bag to the tune of $85,Nicolal has been active I9 road
No panic and never chance of be000, was haled before the Labor
ing one. For push off week $7,000, attractions, but the decline In that Commissioner, subjected to several
with produc_er figuring It will be a field led him to accept the mana- hours of haranguing and compelled
gerial berth., He still operates the
Chicago natural.
to dig up $13,000 more to cover anMajestic, Brooklyn.
Music Box (Civic Repertory)
other week's salaries and pay their
"And So to Bed" (2d week). With
fares back to where they canie
season reservations and subscribers
from. Some had been brought all
NEGKO
clientele exhausted none too hot,
with the share holding actors worHemsley w\nfleld, Inez Clough the way from Italy.
The chief concern of the featured
rying how to stretch a take of $2,800. and a number of other Intellectuals
Piece showed

a MSalthy

build from

Tuesday on and did $15,000. Show
has heavy nut and this figure probably not much profit.
Henry Duffy's "Tour Uncle Dudley" at Alcazar holding up well- at
$6,000, but his President with "Her
Friend the King" disappointing.
Gross barely $5,000 in first week.
Sid Goldtree has reopened his
Green Street theatre with new Aus-

We

.

'

"

—

Opera Angel

—

—

WITH

—

.

AET VENTUKE

President

—"Give

and Take"

(1st

of the Harlepi black belt

artists

have or-

was what was

to

become

of

Looks as though Mr. Duffy ganized the new Negro Art The- their contracts, most of them havhave to get nev.-er plays than atre, and have acquired a place on ing been signed for a 20 weeks'
vintage In this house lately If he 136th St. to put on a series of px'I- tour.
wants to make some money.' $3,400.
vate Sunday evening performances.
Wilkcs-Vino St.— "Sun Up" (2d
Winfleld is directing the producHAET, CONNOLLY SETTLE
week). Theatre parties helped this
tions.
one last week, at $3,700 shows.
Max Ilnvt and Bobby Connolly
week).
will

"Nine Fifteen Revue," Cohan (1st Special Attractions Little Theatres
week) (R-l,170-$5.50). Presented
"Michael and Mary," Hopkins; vlval; midnight performances tried.
by Ruth Sehvyn; house has been extra matinee added for little thea"The Blue and the Gray," Rlalto
f^howing fllm.s for some time; re
tre hit.
Hoboken; revival, closed Saturday
ported much Improved out of
"Everything's Jake," Assembly;
"At the Bottom," Waldorf; retown.
doing o.k,
vival,
attracting attention.
"Out of a Blue Sky," Booth (2nd
"late Soldier/' JoLson'-s;
"The
Civic Repertory, 14th Street.
week) (CD-708-$3). Ipremlere was final week* rf>viv?>i
set back until la.st Saturday night;
"General John Regan," Iri.sh; reRuth Draper, Comedy.
.

''Rebound"

Empire Does $20,500

$22,000;

BOSTON HAS BIG WEEK;
5

Bryant Hall.

"Miss
Gulliver's
Travels".
(George Ford), Masque.
"Green Pastures" (Laurence

$3

.

some Instances; "Berkeley" .first
figured a limited draw still com-

mands

tickets

At

Paycock"

the

Country"
(Theatre Guild), Guild.
"Change Your Liick" (Fred
Fl.sber), Imperial Hall.
"'What a Question" (Murray

Classification of attraction, house capacitjr and top prices of the
'admission scale given below. Key to classification: C. (comedy)
D (drama); R (revue); M (musical comedy) ; F (farce); O (operetta).

Admission lax

and

(Irish Players), Irish.
"A Month in the

also considered.

la

New Hits Pep Up B'way;

59

Guild), Beck.

*'^''

house capacities with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross of profit. Variance
In business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatie
play

in Rehearsal

VARIETY

"The Apple Cart" (Theatre

comment point to lome attraction! being
ucceuful, while the aame grosa accredited to othera might. auggest
mediocrity or loaa. The variance ia explained in the difference In
Flopi^*

'

.

l)avo

sottI«'d

their

differences.

"Gone Hollywood" Musical
Agrfjomfjnt was effected by lawyers
Los Angfel*.'S, Ftb. 11.
roprc'seuting both sides of the conRogr-r
Gray and Jaf-k I'k-vo: trov'.T.sy which centered around a
have loa.s'rd tho lliltrnor'i f<>r two manager's contract hfld by Hart
wcoks st.'irllny F'.-b. 24.
j.Tnd .signod by Connolly.
They will prodni'f-^ a ri<ii.-i'-.'.l
iJnUi-t WD.son n'lirr'.sf'ntoa
Conwrit.f,f;n
by (.',y;iy '-jiijil--U "dfi/" hi<I!y and Jullu.s Kondler sat in for
I

Ilollywoo'l."

.

LITERATI

VARIETY

60

This may be the first tIp-ofE to
the New York "Evening Post" that
that "Cossack atrocities" story, on
which that sheet has assigned a man
to locate "a former Cossack colonel
now in New York" for a feature
story, is merely a gag and the work
of a couple of newspapermen on
another daily.
H^ax started when the pHoney
Cossack colonel wrote a couple 'of
letters to both the "Post" and "Tele-gram." Paper? us^ed the letters, and

gag sent
"Telerebuttal.
printed the letters,
hut the "Post" saw In the "Cossack
colonel" a good story and assigned
a man to find him.
Best that the reporter could do
was to get the "Cossack" on the
phone, and one of the conspirators,
feigning an accent, gave the ngvfS
"Post"
hound a sizzling story.
v/ouldn't use the story, however, until it could get a confirmation from
that
person,
but
In
the "Cossack"
Individual has become shy.

Best Sellers
(Current best, sellers as reported by the American

letters

News

Co., Inc,

.

Million

Pound Deposit

FICTION
E. Phillip

($2)

Oppenheim

Kathleen Norris
.Catherine Brush
.....Ethel M. Dell
Ernest Hemingway

Passion Flower ($2)

Young Man, of Manhattan
Altar of Honour ($2)....
Farewell to Arms (?2.50)

.($2)

.

Coronet (?3)

Manuel Komroff

%

NON -FICTION

in

Is

gram" merely

Sex Necessary

The

New Worlds

to

..James Thurber-E. B. White

(?2)

............

Specialist ($1)

Conquer

Charles (Chic) Sale

y

Richard Halliburton
.Bernard Fay
.Francesco Nitti
......Karl Mennlnger, M. D.

($5).

Franklin ($3)

Escape

($2.50)

Human Mind

($5)

.

for Macfadden Publications.
His place on the "Graphic" is to be
filled by. Joe Cohn, now. assistant
publisher. Howard Swain, now m,
e.. Is slated back to the city desk,
whence, he came, and the new m. e.
is named as Ed Sullivan, now sports
tlve

"Mirror's" Dancehall Crusade
New York "Mirror" has launched
a crusade against the hostess situ-

editor.

ation In New York dancehalls. It is
being handled as ii serial and Is running daily. A couple of sob sisters
collected the data.
The slap Is being handled somewhat similarly to the crusade con-

Charlie

present

is to go to
city editor.

Gammon, now

at hearquar-

Sullivan's sports Job

Jim

Collins,

ters, comes
editor.'

in

to

become

political

Shaw and Rogers
Will Rogers, who walked out on
ducted by the Hearst New York the naval parley, arrived In New
Rogers said he
papers 20 years ago against the then York last week.
New York "Herald's" personal came back to go to work, but had
columns. At that time neither the spent sOme time talking to Bernard
."American" or "Evening Journal" Shaw.
had been able to build up its perRogers told Sliaw the latter's
sonal column advertising, so both newsreel debut was the best ever
papers went after the. "Herald" recorded and that he (Rogers) had
upon the premise of shpwing that been Instructed to study and obmost of the advertisements inserted serve the picture carefully. Shaw
were for nefarious rather than up and expressed surprise that- his first
up business purposes. This crusade talker was of such importance and
lasted- for months and kicked up that it had been showH throughout
sufllclent dust to have the late the •world.
Shaw's secretary, howJames Gordon Bennett, publisher ever, chirped in with, a comment,
of the "Herald," discontinue the "And to think we made that pic"Personal Columns" for a period. ture for only 30 pounds ($150)."
They indicated they never would
^
"Le Journal's" Loss
quite get over that..
Death through heart failure of
Francois Mquthoji, managing direc
Hollywood's New Mag'
-tor of the most Important Paris
Latest. iQja.e In". Hollxi?OQd_to. ap^
"daily, "Le ."Journal,"- -will not -only
peai to the art, of .the colony Is
deprive that paper of Its head but "Topics of the Town," edited by
may cause internal strife.
Robert Clay Monroe, former direcMouthon was part owner of the tor, who held a similar position on
paper, others being mainly the pa
Ferdinand Pinney Earle'a "Y/eat
per manufacturing firm, Derblay, and Wind."
also the Agence Havas, news and
First Issue for 10c has 24 pages,
advertising concern, represented by
with six additional announced for
one of Its directors, Gulmiez. This the next Issue. Departments of art,
caused Inside Influence to be divided music, drama, pictures and ad.

=

'

amongst several clans, amongst vanced thought. Merle Arraltage,
which Mouthon always maUvtalned head of the local grand opera asthe balance of power. This power
saclatlon, chief contributor. Futurwas maintained through certain of istic wood cuts and other arty fea
the late publisher's favorites, per
tures, with some members of the
sonally appointed by him, voting
colony advertising.
whichever way he desired.
Nobody has yet been arpolnted
Syndicates Merge
head of the paper.
Wheeler, Bell, ;M6tropolItan and
Paris "Trib's" Worries
'Tribune,"
^Paris
edition
'Chi
starting with the Jan. 28 Issue, has
besn experiencing difflcultles getting
out owI.ng to a printers' strike at
"Le Journal."
The "Trib," unlike the Paris edi
tlon of the New York "'Herald,"
hasn't Its own printing plant and
uses the. French daily's presses,
That paper hasn't as much difficulty
gettIng,out as did the* "Trib," owing
to the American ^heet getting sec
end play, naturally, at the "Journal'
plant, with all resources thrown Into
getting out the French paper.
The "Trib" editorial staff pitched
In lightly to get a smaller sheet
(eight pages) out on schedule, dou
bling as lino men, make-up, etc.

or other publication, thus getting
the benefit of the latters' organization.

The one exception

Is

"Comoe-

dia," Itself a daily entirely devoted
to amusements, with a picture page.
Tliere are over a dozen trade

memoirs.
Ultimately

Dude Ranch Tie-up

A

trip to Gary Cooper's
dude
ranch In Montana with all expenses
paid Is the latest bait to be used

1930

Associated Newspapers, all feature
syndicates controlled or owned by
Jack Wheeler, have combined 'with
the North American Newspaper Alliance. New outfit will operate un
der the N. A. N. A. label. Wheeler,
who was reported having trouble
handling his units, propositioned
the N. A. N, A. He has moved his
desk into the N. A. N. A. head
•

quarters.
N. A. N. A. Is a co-operative organization. Fifteen or 20 big dallies
put up the coin for the service. It
was started as competition to
About 40 smaller papers
Hearst.
also belong.
'

Newspaper Club Ball
Arrangements are on for the first
of the New York Newspaper

ball

they

will

appear

his
iu

book form.

Mag With a Mission
the Fgwcett publications to
New monthly, mag Is called "Sideboost circulation on their western
walks of New York," and subtitled
magazines by way of a popularity The Pocket Magazine."
contest.
First Issue contains a biography
Fawcett yill foot the bills, while of Mayor Jimmy Walker, written
Cooper furnishes the ranch and by Daniel J. Hauer, editor
of the
reaps the publicity.
hew publication. No other reading
matter, or advertising.
by

O'MaMey'B Book

Frank Ward O'Malley, now on the
Riviera, and who fetched a storm of
protest at some of his pro-continental opinions a.t the expense of
bourgeoisie America, Is completing
a book about the Mediterranean resorts.

^
D.

Lawrence's Revenge
H. Lawrence, whose

"Lady

Chatterley's Lover" is banned In
this country, tells what he thinks of

book cenpprs and censored books
"Pornography and Obscenity,"

•

in

to

be published soon.
His syndicated stuff Is free in
Lawrence will give a list of books
papers, "CIneopse" and "Cinema- plugs for Frank Jay Gould's Palais considered clean, and show why he
togfaphic Fi-ancalse" enjoying the de la Mediterranee, and other hotels, thinks they are obscene.
casinos, etc.

largest circulation.

When They

Carbon Copies
Coast publishing house advertised
When the yoUng literati split,
they split in Hollywood. Estranged it was in the market for stories of
wife of the tfditor of a new coast 10,000 words and up.
Within six days 240 mss. arrived
journal of opinion pitched In to help
Of these 103 were
organize a rival sheet and figures at the office.
In it as associate editor. One of the stories of the picture business aucritical departments in the latest thored by people in and out of picweekly Is handled by the ex-wlfe of tures, and 41 were based on Chic
Split

—

'

.
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Opie Reade's Memoirs
old man with, "Want to seU? I'll
Ople Reade, the Arkansas humorbuy."
ist,
now living at Howey-in-theLIverlght's comeback was, "Do
Hilis in Florida, has contracted
you want to sell? I'll buy." He with Cosmopolitan magazine
for
then walked out of the office.
publication In serlaL form
of

and branches.)

perpetrators of the

the

other

Wednesday, February
Knopf camp, and was greeted by the

Another Gag Story

a former Hollywood llterateur, a
gent now abroad and way up on his
former frau in the way of news
headlines.

The first sheet also has as contributor a phrase fashioner who Is
not only doing .a marital single but
has resolved to divorce himself from
the -fleshpots of publicity.

Gardiner's biography which will be
out Feb. 21.
Book contains much information
on the theatrical figures of that
time.

.

,

Skolsky "Tintypes"
A collection of Sidney Skolsky's
Times Square Tintypes" comes out
Books On Newsstands
this month, illustrated by Garde.
One of the book publishing houses
Ives Washburn hastened the pubis repo.rted approaching newsstands
lication,
when Skolsky became
direct with a view to placing its
Broadway columnist on the New
books on sale ialongside newspapers York "Dally
News."
and magazines. Concern will supply a bookstand free.
Hellinger's Shorts
Publisher
newsstand

Sale's "Specialist."

wants

Kitchen Details
Passing of Karl Kitchen's column
In the New York "Evening World"
was not part of the publication's retrenchment policy. It was a result
of Kitchen's yen to travel too much.
Last summer he spent, several

Canfield Biography
Canfield, the Rothsteln of the igay
is the subject of Alexander

'90's,

the

Mark Helllnger, the columnist. Is
boys to buy the books wholesale,
but the boys want the books on a under agreement to write scripts for
12 talking shorts.
The producer will slip "Mark $1,000
per.

returnable basis.

Paid Autobiographies

Frank B. Shutts' Miami "Herald"
Bostwick Dies
in March will issue a special secSals Bostv/ick, cartoonist with the
months In Europe and upon his re- tion containing autobiographies of
turn was Invited to "Join Doug Fair- those who pay the $375 advertisings Chicago "Evening American," died
in Merey-hospital-- following 4in op-;
banks and Maty PIckford~bn a, trip rate per page.

—^

-
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to the Orient jis their guest. When
Among those who bought space Oration for appendicitis. Bostwick
he returned to the Pulitzer building are J. C. Penny of the store chain; was 27.
he discovered his regular job was Robert Law, and Joseph H. Adams,
Wising the Kids
gone.
oil men.
W. Boyce Morgan, who conducts
a boys' and girls' page for AssoNaval Conference News Dud
Book Clubs Complain
Book clubs complain they can't ciate Editors, is in Hollywood to
As headline copy the 'London
naval conference Is proving a flop. get the right kind of stuff for the write a series of picture articles for
Try as they may in Washington, customers. It's so tough they don't Juvenile edification.
they can't arouse the reader inter- know the winner more than two
Peggy's Ghost?
months in advance, whereas preest hoped for.
Basil Woon, who writes travel
Broadcasts have brought some at- viously they were at least six
books when he isn't showing Paris
months ahead.
.tentlon because of the novelty.
"Book of the Month" picked "Rise to delegates from the sticks. Is ruNews angle is so low that George
Holms and Byron Price, Washing of American Civilization" for Feb- mored ghostwriter for Peggy Joyce's
"Men, Marriage and Me."
ton heads of the international News ruary, a reprint from 1927.
Service and A. P., respectively, in
Norweigan Chatterer
Chi Boys' Annual
Washington, are on their way back
Brilng Bergendall in Hollywood
Former Chicago newspaper boys
from London to the Capitol.
now in New York will ipake their frorri Oslo, Norway, to write picture
features
for a series of Scandinaannual
attempt
at an informal re-:
Newspaper Men West
vian newspapers and mags.
Roland KIrby, Lewis Weddock and union Feb. 14. Site not selected.
Affair
la
being arranged by
Norman Hall, all. New York newsBridge Waning?
paper men, are in Hollywood on (ieorge Clarke, of the "Mirror,"
"Bridge," the mag read by bridge
different missions.
Kirby, as car- Dave Beehler and Charlie Washtoonist for the New York "World," burn. Reported hotels are dodg- fiends, has passed out of existence,
due
ing
the
to
lack
of support.
bid like some golf clubs steer
is seeking Ideas for a new strip
based on Hollywood life. Norman clear of tournaments.
Sam McCoy, VTlnner of the PuHall, formerly with "Liberty," quit
litzer Prize for reporting some years
Clean From Lackawaxen
New York to turn rancher In AriZane Grey's million-dollar home ago, and recently rewrite man on
zona.
He's selling his works to
the studios, or trying to. Weddock in Altadena, Calif., contains every- the New York "Sun," la through
thing new except the old Morris with the game.
Is there for a vacation.
chair In which the author does his
He Is now with the Robert M.
writing.
McMulIen advertising agency.
80O Circus Books
Grey has kept the old seat because
There are more than 800 books
W;ith both
William
Farquhar
about circuses. England has pro- of sentiment, having done his first
duced 19, France 9 and Germany 7, writing on it when he lived in a Payson and James I, Clarke out of
In- Payson & Clarke, the publishing
with the rest by American authors. shack in Lackawaxen, Pa.
P. T. Bamum started the list in cidentally, Grey does his stuff In house Is now known as Brewer &
Warren, after Its present owners,
1855 with his first autobiography. longhand.
Joseph Brewer and Edward K. WarYearly thereafter, until 1869, he
Book League Resuscitated
ren.
published a circus book.
The
Book
League
America,
of
one
Circus Fans' Association Is tryOnly lltertary editor in New York
ing to round up a copy of each of of the younger book clubs, was
the books. Walter Scholl of Chicago floundering when new money in the who owns a villa In France Is Idwal
already has a nearly complete person of Thomas L. Stix, a Cin- Jones of the "American." Jones, who
cinnati business man, came In.
took Nat Ferber's place as book
library.
Club la now O. K. and StIx is critic, also writes editorials for the
president.
Isaac Don Levlne, one Hearst sheet.
Reprinting Stories
Tales In the new Street & Smith of the founders and recently busimag, "Best Detective Stories," are ness manager," Is out
Herb Crocker, one of the few
press agents to get a book published,
reprints, and the publishing house
Spewacks in Colony
ia celebrating the event March 10
isn't paying a cent for the mar
Samuel
when
terlal.
Macauley produces his "HolIteason la that when buySpewack Is In Hollywood
ing fiction Street & Smith In most under a three-year option contract lywood Murder. Mystery."
cases acquires sole rights and can to Paramount to write.
Earl Sparling's "Mystery Men ot
His wife and collaborator, Betty
use the stuff as often as It cares to.
Detective stories In great demand Cohen, is with him and will free Wall Street," which recently ran in
the New York "Telegram," will soon
Just now, and as this type of story lance.'
a^jpear in book form.
Is never o.utmoded. It may be used
«

^
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Club, scheduled for Friday, Feb. 28
A Rejection Slip
at the Rltz, main ballroom. Crystal
A rejection slip from "Cosmopoll room and everything adjoining.
tan" started Editli Fitzgerald on Buffet supper's Included.
her career as a short story writer.
Mob has made yp a stage
Miss Fitzgerald Incidentally Is co- woman's reception committee to
author of "Many a Slip," current greet the pencil pushers, witli iBetty
Broadway show.
Compton heading the committee.
Having read over a couple of Others Include Ona Munaon, Bobby
yarns, the authoress came to the Perkins, Flora Sheffield, Joyce Bar
conclusion that If these were, short bour, Gertrude MacDonald, Marie
stories she could- do them.
She Saxon, Shirley Vernon and Helen
wrote and submitted one to "Cos- Morgan.
mopolitan," appending a note asking for a "frank opinion." The reSticks Go for "Well"
jection slip also carried a postscript
Lesbian literature finds a rcadln.
from the mss. reader saying, "Not clientele even In so-called - "hick
only should you stop writing, but in towns." A news room and books
this opinion you'll never be able to renting establishment In Rensselaer,
write."
N. Y., reports that a profit of ?13.2B
Miss Fitzgerald then submitted was netted on one copy of Radcllffe
the same yarn to the "Saturday Hall's "Well of Loneliness," which
Evening Post," which accepted it received widespread publicity due repeatedly.
Henline Quits t-Iveright
Maurice Henline, for many years
Affiliated
anti- asked for more.
to efforts of John S. Sumner to supMagazines, Inc., ha^
vice-president of Horace Llveright, taken over the three publications
press it.
Snappy Dialog
"Graphic" Shuffle
After the stock market crash Sam Inc., Is through.
He threatens to discontinued by the withdrawal of
Into
Grant
French Fan -Trade Papers
pictures.
Publications from the field.
Knopf, father of Alfred, the publish- go
New York "Graphic's" stalT Is
Place taken by George Hummel,
French theatrical publications can er, called Horace Hverlght on the
soon to be shuffled, according to
Jesse S, Butcher, manager of the
report.
Supposed new lineups has as elsewliore, be divided Into fan phone and asked him to call. After novelist, who. will be In charge fo
Martin Weyruch,* publisher and and trade papers. Fan papers, of a dialog in which they debated publlelty. A dinner Feb. 7 at the News Syndicate of the New York
offices
will
Introduce Times and for several yeara assobusiness manager, will take the up- which there are half a dozen, are where the meeting should take Llveright
town road as traveling representa- usually coniieotod with some daily place, Liverrlght went up to the Hummel to, the press.
(Contlnued on Page 61)
'
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(Continued from page 60)
SwafiFer
elated with Doubleday-Page & Co.,
now Doubleday-Doran, has been
Eve's New Play
named
director of the news departLfondon, Feb. 2.
Eva Le Gallienne's new play,
"We celebrated the first anniversary of "Journey's End" with a dinner ment of the Columbia Broadcasting "The Women Have Their Way," was
System.
In the Kit Cat CHub, a private room being made to Jock like a dugout
adapted from the Spanish by Helen
and Harley Granville Barker. For
l)y a use of the original scenery, which cost ^50, and which, at a similar
li. D. Proelick Is out as editor of
Overhead were ribbons
price, has now been copied all over the world.
some years Barker was an actor in
"Asia."
He
has
been
s\icceeded
by
leading from 18 maps, which show the different towns and cities all
England, and was divorced by LIlMarietta.
Neff
Gertrude
Emerand
over the world where "Journey's End" was being played that night.
lah McCarty, actress, who later
son, who will function jointly as
The Author's Mother
married Sir Frederick W. Keble.
The proudest person there, I have no doubt, was old Mrs, Sherriff, a editors-in-chief.
Barker then married. Helen Gates,
modest but beaming mother, very proud of the fact that her son was
who
had divorced the multimiillonBoyden,
SaJle
William
La
C.
aire Archer M. Huntington, of New
»ow a celebrity.
street broker and free lance writer
Sherrlft made a very poor speech, and so did Colin Clive, who, like
York and California. Huntington
strictly theatrical, has
on
subjects
is now married to Anna Hyatt,
most actors. Is apparently useless without words written for him to say.
been named drama critic for "The sculptress. Archer was
the son of
Maurice Browne, however, was illuminating. He disclosed that the Chlcagoan" magazine,
succeeding
Mrs.- Arabella Warsham, of AlaElmhlrsts, who found the $12,B00, all that was needed to put "Journey's
Charles Collins.
bama.
He was adopted by his
End" on the map, were a couple living in Devonshire, the wife, Dorothy,
mother's second husband, the milbeing a Whitney, who was using h6r American millions on works of
Rumor that Mary Rennels, lit lionaire, ColUs P. Huntington. After
benevolence, uplift and constructive work.
editor of the New Tork "Telegram,"
the death of Collls, the widow marThe Benevolent Millionaire
is quitting Immediately Is wrong.
She married a Torksliireman who had learned farming in America, Miss Rennels, although married to ried her second husband's nephew,
England and India, and they were doing reafforestation in Devonshire a millionaire from Gary, Ind., Is go- Henry E. Huntington, who had also
Inherited a share of Colli.'s's fortune.
and all sorts of good without an unselfish thought In their heads.
ing to stay on the Job, at least, until
Already, the Elmhlrsts would have been able to take out about $200,000 this summer, when she goes abroad. Finally Mr. and Mrs. Henry E.
Huntington died, and Archer M.
as their share of the profits of "Journey's End," Brown© told me afterHuntington inherited the united
wards, but they have sunk all the money In the theatre. TJiLs means,
Richard
Halliburton,
lecturer,
with
part

By Hannen

^

.

of the $1,26P;000
«f course, that their profits are
has bought the Globe and the Queen's.
Maurice Browne's High-Brow Plans

which Browne

globe circler and author, will do

announced Browne's program

Rollins'

last

.

..

—

She started designing

In

a temperamental set. Another
John Hays Hammond, Jr.,

married Irene Fenton who had divorced Frederick Reynolds, a shoiedealer of Gloucester, Mass., where
the Hammonds have a fine estate.

Vincent Astor

Is cruising In the
Indies on^ his -yacht witTi- a
party. Including Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Huntington, Lady Patricia

paperman,-'has been appointed U. S-

Ambassador

millionaire,

Hammpnd.

brother,

•

.

Washington

was han'e at the Royal Acade^r.y in London.
Then she tried
sculpture.
Her brother, Richard P. Hammond, lives in New York, and moves

—

- -\_
_
.
_.
"on!
You're -a -professional;"
Charlie had borrowed somebody's cap and muffler, and pinched a few
evening papers to put under his arm, but, even then, he could not help
showing himself, even in those days, as a great performer. He was too
good.

Arctic Circle, to hune polar
The winter before Best wont
South Sea Islands with William B. Leeds, and flew from one
the

bears.

to thp

Island to another in. an airplane.
Leeds was recently divorced by
Princess Xenla. Plant's mother, Mrs.
William Hayward, who Inherited
millions from her second husband,
Morton Plant, is also at Palm

Beach.

Wed

Rennies Happily

James Rennle has replaced Lou
in "Escapade."
He and

"Tellegen

Dorothy Gish have been happily
married for years. They participated in a double wedding In Greenwich, the' other couple being Con-r
stance Ta}madge and John Pialog-

West

to Albania.'

1

lou.

John Kays and

colors

When Charlie Chaplin Faked
"Farm and Fireside," one of Colwent the other night to a try-out show at Collins' Music Hall, Isling- lier's publications, has been changed
ton one I mean In which street kids have been encouraged to go on the to "Country Home" as a move tostage In a competition.
ward modernism.
One boy, who nearly won, was told he would be allowed to go in for
the final If he produced his birth certificate showing he was 14. His
Leonard Falkner, assistant city
face Immediately fell.
editor of the New York "Post," has
Then I remembered the story Syd Chaplin told me recently, how his first book out, "Murder Off
Charlie, when hard up once, went in for a newsboy clog-dancing com- Broadway," Holt & Co. published
petition at the old Canterbury Music Hall.^ Unfortunately for Charlie, it.
half way through, his artistic soul ran away with him. He forgot, and
danced so well that the manager threw him off the stage, shouting,, "Go
Herman Bernstein, Jewish news
I

Last summer Plant chartered a
belonging to Sir Ernest
vessel
Shackleton and with Best went to

Later Constance divorced John,
still later divorced Capt. AlasMackintosh, finally marrying
Netcher. Netcher had
a few years -ago,--and -did -the eet-Ueen. "divorced "by Gei-trude' -Selby.tlngs and costume's for Nazimova's
Mackintosh
later
married
Lela
First she
vaudeville act, "India."
Emery, New York heiress, sister of
ti-led painting, and one of her waterAudrey Emery, who married the

-

•

Revue

Leighton Rollins, who during several summers past has directed the
Surrey Playhouse at Bar Harbor,
Me., Is about to .offer a revue on
Broadway with scenery designed by
Natalie Hammond, daughter of the

.

•

Gertie Millar, whose first husband
was the late Lionel Monckton.
o
Philip Plant is also cruising In
Florida waters,- accompanied by his
friends ,o£ years, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
R. Best. Leo and Betty Best accompanied Phil and Constance Bennett,
the movie star, to Greenwich when
the latter two were married, and
later Loo accompanied Phil to Paris
when the divorce suit was filed.

millions.

a

series of articles for "Cosmopolitan"
on "Why I Go Adventuring and
Sunday. It is a high-brow sort Women I Have Met."
•f thing, but it Includes "Dance, Damn You, Dance," an American play
about a long distance dance championship, and "Street Scene," which
Richard Atwater, who conducted
Bill Brady once planned to do hfihself. There are two plays by George a humorous column on the Chicago
Preedy and one by Clifford Bax,
'Evening Post" titled "From Pillar
The program, of course, starts with the Paul Robeson "Othello," pro- to Post," Is out. He is working on
tests against which are already reaching .me.
a novel about Chicago.
Browne is Installed now In a most elaborate office, and, I wish him well,
altho-ugh I told him in my speech, which closed- the proceedings, .that I
Wallace West; formerly with - thethree
did not think more than one or two of his plays would last for
foreign bureau of United Press, reweeks.
placed John Qulnn In the ParaStill, he learned It all In the little theatres of America, and he starts
mount publicity department. New
off with experience as an actor, author, manager and producer.
York.
I

a musical comedy star In London,

talr

Townsend

Grand Duke

Dmlti<i.

Cortez and Valentino
Cortez and Peggy, dancers, have
made a hit in the Chicago tryout of
the Shubert show, "Nina Rosa."
Partners for years, he was married
to and divorced from a New York
girl named Jacobl. He once shared
a room In a New York lodging house
with an Italian dancer, Signor Rudolpho, who later became Rudolph
Valentino. With par^t of his early
savings he ran a Spanish, boarding,
house; "El Cehti'alis;" m: ther -East
Sixties.
Cortez is Spanish. Peggy
is Irish.

Madeline Heath, who edits "All Ward and William Rhlnelander
Story Magazine," has a new a.ssis- Stewart. Huntington is ar brother
A Viscount
tant in' Marcia Nardl.
of Mrs. Astor.
Lady Ward Is a
A foreign gentleman of pro•--The Two Stars
daughter of the Earl of Dudley by nounced mannerisms recently enConstance Collier leaves in order to appear in "The Matriarch." Mrs.
King Features has taken over the his first wife, the, late Rachel Gur- tered a bookshop near Sutton Pla.ce,
Patrick .Campbell, who created the part in London, has left for New York. Central Press Assn., syndicate. Wal- ney. His present wife, stepmother
and introducing himself to the proIf so,
I hear that Mrs. Pat Intends going to Constance's fli^st night.
ter Howie will be in charge.
of Lady Ward, was for a generation prietor
as Viscount Alain de Leche,
there will be at least one addition to the many remarks for which Mrs
requested that a window display be
Pat Is famous. She can sum up a situation In one biting phrase, so
his new book, "Mr. Goldmuch so that I have known a woman to sit in room afraid to walk vertlsement. Besides, I am sure -it was only a face -slapping threat to me. given
berg's
Party."
The Jacket design
Anyway, when I printed a history of the O'Neill family, which started
out until she had left.
about the year 400, writing a more or less guying paragi-aph, Peggy is by Mrs. Harry Lehr, and rumor
has it the heiress daughter of the
took It seriously, said there were crowds round her car every night to
Gladys Frazin's Choice
where did 1 get my 'nformation late Joseph Drexel of Philadelphia
I hope Gladys Frazin has stopped her published plan to act in "Cpngai" see the crest, and how wonderful it was
(who was a partner of the late J. P.
one Sunday night, spending $15,000 on It, Just to get it by the censor from ?
may accept the viscount
Peggy beatljl you every time. Why, when she had read my paragraph Morgan)
Her failure In "The Woman in Room 13" was quite sufficiently exas her third husband. She was the
she sent me a present the second- since Christmas Day!
pensive.
widow of John V. Dahlgren before
Gladys should retire now, and live with her film star husband, happy
becoming the wife and then widow
Plays of the Week
ever after. This is not a Joke.
of Harry Lehr, who used to dress
I was not asked to the Playhouse the other nfght, because, although
Some press agent woman wrote two pages, slgiied by Gladys Frazin, In
up in her clothes and years ago was
a film paper, the other day, all about her "romance." It ended by saying Barry Jackson, who produced it, is not quarreling with me, Gladys often pliotographed In feminine athow the two people she wanted to meet chlefiy in London were Almee and Cooper, who owns the lease of the theatre, still Is.
tire.
I am very grateful to Miss Cooper for quarreling with me.
I am told
Philip Stuart, so I suppose the press agent is also the press agent for
The viscount has been taken up
Almee and Philip Stuart. There could not be any other reason for Miss it was awful, & silly story about a spear. that missed a man and thc-n hit by a certain set in New York, whore
Frazin's remarkable choice. I would rather talk to a couple of policemen me, and oh, Zulus were about." Still, some of them were quite fat, so It he Is living at the Rltz Tower. In
ever
known
fattest
Zulus
funny
moments,
although
the
of
all
had
its
the
myself.
Pai'ls ho was a protege of Count
•in London was dear Oscar Asche himself.
EonI de Castcllane,' who was diThen, at the Comedy, we saw some sapper stuff. This time, a British vorced by Anna Gould in order to
)
Failure of the New Theatres
There is no fdoubt that the theatre situation is changing. I should not officer, who was always^ drunk, sold his counti-y's secrets to a Chinaman marry Bonl's cousin, the Duke to
be surprised tp see Alfred Butt out of the business' altogether In a few in order to get drugs. Then there was a strong silent man who did Talleyrand. Temperamental Amerimonths. American money Is coming In to buy theatres all over the place. escape from tortures. Things like thU only happen In real life.
cans who frequent the Select Bar in
The new theatres have been a failure. The Piccadilly made Its best
I am sorry I missed H. M. Harwood's new comedy, "The Man In Paris encounter the young Count
profit when It was let as a- talker. In the Dominion everyone complains Possession." He writes well, as a rule.
de Castellane, son of Bonl and Anna,
to me they cannot hear a word.
Ruth ShepIey.Part
Bribes for Radio Work
The Duchess, a small theatre built near the Strand, is now temporarily
>
Ruth Shepley Is leading lady In
let at $500 a week, while the Fortune has been a failure almost from Its
Jack Hylton was telling me, the other day. Just before he went to the new show, "Sporting Blood," by
opening.
conduct his orchestra on the radio, that all day long, before he nVikes Lewis B. Ely, presented by George
The new Cambridge theatre at Seven Dials will be opened with an an appeai-ance of that kind, he is inundated with offers of money from M. Cohan. Her bow to Broadway
Andre Chariot revue, while the Ziegfeld theatre, as it was to have been English song publishers, offers to boost American songs and American was in "All for a Girl," at the BlJou
called, although I doubt if London would stand the name, has been dance music.
in 1908, and later lhat year she was
considei'ing an Earl Carroll revue, which was offered to another manager
Your song publishers must be very aatute men. They sell their entire In "A Gentleman from MissIsBlppi,"
and turned down because he said no one would stand CaiTOll in London. catalogues to our poor leaders, who apparently cannot find music of with Douglas Fairbanks and the late
English
publishers
attempt
their own the poor things-^and then the silly
Tom Wise. In 1927 she was named
to bribe bands here to play the American music, so that they can unload. by Inez Plummer, actress, who diAn Imitation American Show
"Darling, I Love You," produced at the Gaiety two nights ago, Is one
As though any particular sort of noise they make matters. I think vorced *Paul Duckey, playwright.
of those silly Imitations of the American method which London man
we could invent quite as many stupid noises at home if we tried.
Miss Shoplcy married Gordon Sarre.
agei'3 think are what the public wants.
Young Baruch and Peggy
Changed My Restaurant
The tunes are not melody, but bone music. The dances are American
Sailing Baruch, Jr., Is conspicuous
In style, if they have any, while, so Yankeefied Is the Idea, that even in
Will Rogers has been here for a few days, b.ut I have not seen him nor
In the liveliest set at Palm Beach.
an English yacht club scene, a girl has to come on imitating Emma Halg heard much of him, except that 1 am told he has been having supper in
"This fall he was often encountered
And wearing a sailor's costume more or less like one of your gobs,
the Savoy Grill.
with Peggy Joyce. The only memitiean your, men-o'-war.
I kept
I have not been using the Savoy Grill since the face-.slapplng.
bers of the family In the Social Regaway for two or three days to avoid the many questions I Phould have ister are the uncle and aunt, Mr.
The Provincial Comedian's Nerves
George Clarke niade his first appearance as the leading comedian in been asked, and then, when I was told I ought to go back for the .sake and Mrs. Bernard M. Bar\]ch, and
London and was so nervous that he shook hands with himself when his of my reputation, I refused to go. I think a reputation that depends their children, Belle, Renoe and
triends applauded.
on going to the Savoy Grill is worth losing.
Bernard, Jr. Another uncle, IlnrtThe humor is dreadful. None of the people have charm and there Is
Major King of the Alll(:d Arti.sf^ lia.s been imploring me to go back. wlg Baruch, was leading man with
"They, all como there and Olga NcthPr.solc In "Carmon," a
scarcely any personality in the show.
"It is not fair to the Anir-rican.--," he said.
and
Hannen
Swaffer?',
wo
don't
know
F.fiy."
what to
ask, 'Where's
"I have never seen a comodlnn try so 'hard," said one of the manage
genfrallon ugo, under the name
ment to me, after two hours of George. Clarke. "I can quite believe It,"
So, if any American wants to slap my' face,, kiss me, or do anything of XaiiiaTucl llarlwig.
Harry Prince,
1 replied.
"He's been trying me-all the evening." As he seemed even that sort, ho had better ti-y the Carlton restaurant.
brother of Mrs. Sailing Barucii,
more nervous after that, I am afraid somebody mu.'it have told him.
Carl van Wlegand was In there, the other day, with Lady Druniniond movf'rt in a toinporamcntal sot.
I find thorn much more amusing than
Still, Clarke is a good fellow.
I daresay he in more funny when ho liny and Edward Prj-ce EoU.
Jack Bui:hanan is living at 2 Went
hasn't got so many nerves.
actors. Newspaper people always are.
C7th street. Modest Stein, who dcg
Lady Drummond Hay was reminding me that, when she wa.s going in covers for movie magazines, has
for Journalism, she called on mo first to ask me what camera she hIiouM rcntf'd an apartiiicnt at 44 GramerPeggy CNeii's Red. Hand
Indignant Irishmen have been writing to me complaining that Peggy buy. She has got on, since these days. Indeed, so far as I know, she is ny J-'ark North, Anne Andrews is
O'Neil uses the crest of the O'Neill family of Ulster on her car. What she the only Engli.«h woman Journali.st who has made good In rtc/nt year.-. ix-. iipylng an aijartmtnt at 400 East
liifies, of course, Is the Red Hand of Ulster, which is really a beer adShe can do a man'A Job.
I
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A ORAND

room, bath and pantry. He Is a
$10,000 a year In.surance man seekComedy 'In throe acts by- Hatoher Hiighen ing a salary boost, but they're getComedy prcsont<>d at the Booth Feb. 8
and Alan Williams.
Stars Mrs, FlHke,
ting along all right.
by Tom Van Dycke: adapted from the
staged by Harrladn Grey Flake and ))reGerman of Hans Chlumberg by Leslie 1ns: Tammany young.
Edgar has had a phone call from
sented by A. L. Elrlanger and George V.
Howard; dlrectpd by latter.
"Out of a Blue Sky" is a prood Tyler at the Cort, New York, Feb. 10,- some- m.vsterlous fellow» who later
(In the Audience)
30 top.
turns out to be an elderly lawyer.
Freldrlch Xeuniann
Keglnald Owen title, concoriiing a pretty good idea fa.
Cyril Scott
Austin Tyler
There
was mention of Nancy's Uncle
Oabrlpla Neun\ann.
.Katherlne Wilson that misses,
Ihee.
Mrs. FIske
Helen Tyler
Paul Rana
...AVarren Wllllnma
Leona Beutelle Peter, who was always broke, but
Jean Tyler
JesBictt "Wcndei'Oth
Eleanor Tevry
[rinimy Tyler
Andrew Lawlor, Jr. who has disappeared in Mexico. The
Sohia I.anser
.Tanya Ama^ur
Doc" Burdctic
Baymond Van Sk'kle lawyer arrives with the news that
Alexander SonnhSlj.
.AVUUam Haskell
tS'lkoUis Viin Tyle
....^Gtnc Gowing
Peter has died, not a pauper and
Lewis Leitncr
Lee Crowe
plajor RK-hnrd i^alc....
..Robert Burro
Mulodrania In ili.ree act« prcnenled by Gil- Meroedes Dale.
<ijn the Stage)
..Germalne. XiHroux has left Nancy a legacy of $200,000.
bert Miller a.t the Empire In as.sociatlon Valldla Slerm...^
Properly jian.
.OtlB Sheridan
.Virginia Venable
Looks like the Smiths are going
roiectneian.
Barl Redding with Guthrie McCllntlc; written by Mar- jr>r. Moran
..William Lorenz to step out. Edgar gives up his Job
.~<taffe Manager.
Tammany Young garet Aj'er Barnes and RJwnrd Sheldon; .r.oporter.
C. W. Van Voorhia
I.ottle
..Wllla Gray Katharine Cornell starred; staged by Mc- Heijurter
..Walter Kinsella and goes golfing, on the way down
Cllntlc.stnge l")lrector.
buying
a now car and putting a
.Grogorv Ratoff
Ji.Hpph
...Edwurd Powell
Katharine Cornell A Trained Nurse
Play Reader
Rlsle Keene grand down on a Long Island home
AVIIllam Gargan Madeleine Cai-y
Marquess ot Parnsljorough. .FranciH Llelcr

William
hot lover but repressed.
Gargan did the wise play reader.
The balance o£ the oust was nnade
Up of bits, Includiner the gate-crash-
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DISHONORED LADY
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.
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Martin Noble

I

Paul
Treasurer

^

'

;

oe

.1

KnnislPr
Stanle.v AVoods

.B; Franklin

"Out^ o£ a Blue Sky" has novelty.
But the element of entertainment
otherwise did not seem to be promT
incnt enough at the premiere performance. 'Thouph there \Va.<i f'nough
interest to' hold the' aurtience until
the' filial 'bri^f act, theVe is little
doubt ..the play had ,,growi) tire,

some.

•
.

.

It is

Tom Van

Dycke!s firHt.shot

.

Paul Harvey
.Id.'so
.Moreno
Fortunio Bonenova
RIohai'il Wadsworth. ..... .Harvey Stephens
Rufus Cnry
Fred .L. TIden
RoKle Walsh
Ruth Fallows
l!:ila
Brenda Dahlen
:
SlniR
Lewis A. Seoly
IjB wrence

Brennan

.

.

.

.

Just anotlier prop for Mrs. Fiske
that will last as long as her
devotees rally to support and no
longer.
Aside from providing the
Riley
Kdwtn Mor.se
Albert
,7immy Dnnlels star with a fat assignment, the plot
will riot hold the avet'age theatregoer. TJnless given herculean supKatharine Cornell is one of BroQdport 'by the star's followers it will
way'.s favorite actresses 'and that
tip well to' round out a month's met-

means more

to

.

"JDislionored

Lady" ropolitan run.
"It's a Grand Life" Is sophisticated comedy of the drawing room
Vftriety bordering upon brilliancy
^n spots but failing to hold up its

than the play itself. She will draw
audiences in a successful quantity
her -as another v*ry bad
towoman^eveh though the show is net
a drama to shout about.
"Dishonored Lady'* is melpdrama
.

He chose the unnot a bad sign at
all.
In securing -the services of
Leslie Howard 'lo adapt the piece and in spit6
of the manner of its
from ihe Germ'an' and to direct it, preseiitation and performance, quite
he was in the right cllrection, too. lurid. Miss Cornell
played a murThat it wa$, opened cold- was -not deress in "The Letter" and now she
so good, though Leslie .could not must ply her
lover 'with the lethal
nave attended the allow out of town cup and under
conditions that
since he Is appearing in "Berkeley
would indicate a diseased -brain. T'iiu
as a producer.

which

usual,

Is

.

.

Square."^

authoi-s -cefer.. to. a ..Madeline.. Smith
The first act .wais "fir "loo Toiig," of
Glasgow, "whose public and prirunning' nearly an hour.
By that vate life suggested this play."
time having to listen to the dialect
Madeleine Cary Is an attractive
of an excitable Russian stage man- woman of about 31. She-ie an imager had bec6me a bore.' .'After the passioned soul rather* than passionlights went up .and down' a number ate, given to lusts now and then, as
of times, which was part of the Some men go on sprees. She is livbusiness' and quickly recognised, ing w.ith her father in Washington
the curtain rose on a partly bare Square and conducts some sort of
stage, the crew playing cards and. little shop further uptown.
The
unaware ^n atnilence was out front,' place is ratlier a' blind, since she
That is explained when the direc- has been accepting stocks and
tor rages on, demanding to know money from
Lawrence Brennan,

early promise throughout three acts.
Its comedy Is of the sardonic, epigrammatic variety, especially that
^•hich falls to Mrs. Fiske.
measure of this was lost all around at
the boWrin -performance Monday
Monaay

A

night through Inability to
across the foots. Probably
chant for repressed tempo in stag-

what

It

about

is.' all

and

why

everything Is not .ready fot his
great pr.esentatlon
of \!Camllle"
(this is at the Stadttheater; proj» grames of "Camllle" were flrsi
^ .giy^^J the AUiJience w:tth. regulation
.

'

.

.

programs after

tM

He

first act).

Informed that a. notice oh the call
board stated there. would be no performance that night, and upon examination of the notice ft Is found
to be flated 1929 and not 1930.
What to do? The treasurer won't
refund on the tickets. He says so
from the- aisle.
Enter the play
reader, who suggests the director
Improvise a play, take ^some idea
out of
blue sky. He further suggjests that since the regular actors
are scattered, a cast' be gotten together, from among the audience.
And the play reader ranges the
house and 36cures a cast with a
start In a married couple, Freidrich
and Gabfiela Neumann. He la 'a
d.ivorce lawyer, but a plU to his
is

si,

.

gentle wife.
The director chats with the Neu
inanns as to what they will play. A
triangle Is suggested. From the au
d'ience there arises the "lover, who
demands to play that part, the Neumanns having exited for a change
The fellow is really In love with

>

Gahriela.

The scdond act

of the play within
begins with- the dialect
.again
before the curtain, again
craving the Indulgence of the house
and so forth. Husband, wife and
lover then' try to make conversation.
When the husband Is finally
made to exit, lover and wife do
their scenes, but are on the level
with it.
She responds to his affection, but
wants to tell husband she is finished.
That she does, and he in
mock anger rushes from th<» the
atre by way of an aisle.,- Hie Is
supposed to be Injured by a taxi
oh the-'street, a physician riishes in
to say so. and the bell of ah ambu.

.

a play

.

:

i^ng.

Story is strictly conventional with
but a few dashes Of spice elevating
hackneyed dategory, saved
perhaps by"~the -brllliaht-.pevforntiance of Mrs. Fiske and Cyril Scott
as chief siipportec.
Mrs;- FisJce.
draws the delineation of the wife
of a banker, whose philandering
transgre'ssioris 'have'''become so fre-.
quent that shii IS Immune fironi further emotional reactio'n. '-'-Austin.

it fv.o.m .a

.

Tyler's weakness for femmes has
long since been ancepted to such
an extent that even the. grown children, boy and girl, accept thenr with
ihe same degree of matter-6f-fact'ness as their mother.
Head of the house's latest eshearty oil man from the west. His
status Is that of a friend of the fam- capade Is an auto a,ccident wlth his
ily and certainly hers, though she favorite stenog.
He is brought
lome and in his delirium mentions
no longer iised the key to his apart.

Idricfe

makes

flhg's froth

the' lobby.

That

for a pretty good curtain.

Qabriela

Is

broken up that

all

husband should attempt suicide for
Iris
love of her.
But he comes
thpough the casement from the g;arden, saying the accident bit was in.serted to make things realistic. She

had suffered,' and he congratulated
her on her acting.
Further he says he would never
do such a thing, and If she shoiild
leave him he would be hurt, but
that's about all.
He leaves again
by the aisle to get his coat ahead
of the crowd, saying tlie play is all
Lover and wife agree it is
over.
over, but, as for their buddln.g afthat will start tomorrow,
'There might have been niuoh
fun to this idea. Very littlo
to smile over and less to create
lavghtor. The actors are supposed
tb be amateur, and. they certainly
did so impress.
fair,
i

rfidre

.

'

Gregory

Ratoff is the R.us.«!iaii
sta.ge director with too .much to
Reginald Owen played
talk about.
the more or less silly husband
sometimes irrltatingly, but withal
a very good performance of Its
Katherlne Wilson, the unkind.
happy Mrs, Neumann, did not
-seem particularly. happy playing her
'

'

i-ble.

Warren

'Vt''llllams is

a sort

of

'

k more recent paramour, Mercedes
ment.
;AbTOBCd—she-had met a sort-of 43ale,._ftho-. is 's;entj- £oE ptpato. ...It
gigolo cabaret singer, an Argentine, later develpps that Tyler Is the
she had had several dances father of Mrs. Dale's offspring,
with and who became smitten with Such to the displeasure of Mrs.
alers husband, p. Kentuck gentleher.
At 4 one morning ^he telephones him at his flat in West 49th man who wants to shoot it out.
To further aggravate things the son
street and surprises him with' one
married a. former mistress, of
has
This
of those quick love affairs'.
Jose Mareno had kicked out his lit- tils father and the daughter -chucks
he playboy she has been runiKng
tle blond mistress, Rosle, as soon
with, now 'that he's divorced,
around
as Madeleine phoned.
Several months later Madeleine ac- to jump ship with an m.. d. from
California.
cepts the marriage proposal of Lord
The burden of these complicated
Farnsborough, who has been- mad
about her, and it is announced in affai;-s falls upon the shoulders of
Mrs. Tyler, who' rises to the situathe papers. Jose comes to her homo
tion and Irons everything out even
in high anger, demanding she stick
to the extent of frlgidalrlng the
to him, siricie-she is his woman. He
socks her Jn the face yhen she calls Kentuckiari's yen to shoot and acthe illegitimate offspring as
him a vulgar South American rat cepts
But she ills own at the curtain.
or something like that.
Mrs. Fiske'a performance of the
goes to his apartment that night
wife and mother Is superb through,with a vial of strychnine in her
out.
Her handling of the sardonic,
handbog.
quasi -sarcastic repartee, with her
Jose and Madeline make It up ap- erring
spouse Is dpne with remark-^
parently. In any event they spend
able understanding.
gives to
the night together.
As the dawn the piece not .only its She
best delivery
breaks she poisons his coffee and of
the evening, but most of its
writes a letter to her Englishman laughs.
to break off the engagement at
Cyril Scott is equally up on asJose's demand, the while watching signment
as the philanderer. Leona
the drug take effect.
Beutelle, as the daughter, Andrew
Wtth gloved hands this murder- Lawlor, Jr.,
as the son, Robert Barous vampire removes all trace of rat, as the outraged Major, and
finger prints, "jut a clue is left and Virginia
Venable all register.
the next evening one of her friends,
Entertaining in spots, and for the
an assistant district attorney, cross most part conceded
entertainment,
examlnos Madeleine, and she is sent It nevertheless has nothing
to imto the Tombs. Her alibi is that she ply
lasting quality despite being a
had been in Brennan's apartment at

whom

>

.

'

the time of the murder.
Despitethe identification by Rosle and Jose'a
colored man, Madeleine is acquitted
because Brennan and her father lied
for her on the stand.
Th6 English lad is still for taking
Madeleine as his wife, but when she
desperately tells him just what had
happened, Farnsborough could do
nothing 'but walk out. She really
sends her fiance away, telling him
the same sort of thing might hapfpen again. She believes she has thb
mother, who had
taint of hei*
skipped out with a lover when
Madeleine was a ))abe. Her confession to Farnl)orough is the climax of
the play and one of the big moments.
Brennan had gone to the
coast to square things with his wife.
He expresses cnc human note when
telling Madeleine he could have had
.the old lover bumped off for a
couple of hundred. Her father goes
abroad, so Madeleine's acquittal
speni.s empty.
SIic is just a thor-

,the

end will break

him,.

1930

And h«

comes at last to tdke that view himself, bpwing out of the iriangle in
the end and leaving the A.lfe to divorce him and marry the lawyer

who, he realizes. Is the man to fall
into her pattern and give her happiness arid contentment.
All this Is set. forth tiirough the
medium of mucii talk and no action.
It Isn't even bright diajog for the
most part, although there Is a certain crisp humor in the social chitchat of the cpmmunity neighbors.
But motives and meanings ai-e ohscui-e.
It may be that the author
himself has erred in taking on the
job of dlrectipn.
Another with a
witli five acres.. .I>Iancy gives away more distant view of the work migh^
all Iier clothes and goes on a ward- have done much to clarify it for the
robe spree. There is an argument stage.
about Long Island as a place to
You get the idea that the author
live,
but everything is squared. has something unusual and interThey decided to throw a party that esting to say, but he doesn't make
night, and order gin, Scotch and himself understood.
You feel that
win. from the bootlegger.
Their these people are making a vast fuss
happiness is complete when they about something that doesn't parreceive a phone call from
the ticularly matter, with a tantalizing
swanky Jackson Potters to hop over huncli that it might be Important,
for a cocktail. They go, figuring on after all, if you oould only get hold
soon returning to their guests. It of the essence of the thing.
Kruger doesn't make his poet unseems the Potters would not permit
tliem to leave iintil visiting, the swell derstandable, which is so unusual as
Park avenue club, and it is after 11 to suspect that It isn't his acting
but the play that is at fault.. Kathwhen, they come back, to the hotel.
By this ti>ne the males aniong the erlne Alexandei' brings her' extraorguests are plenty stewed. One starts dinary formal beauty to' a part that
to pan Edgar, saying the inherit- is rather pale and lacking in shadaiice has 'made him ritzy.
Another ing of character, -while the role of
defends him, saying he couldn't ,be casual interlocutbr, apportioned to
that .way with his pals. There is. a Winifred Lenlhan, gave her' small
row
" when the. Smiths. return .and the elbow room for delineation.
Prodiictlon has two .beautiful setuests leave. What Smith had been
l)ianning was the formation of a tings, one a country house living,
company in, which -he.'was to place room that is aarticulate of modest
elegance and'
'very unusdal extehi.s friends at good salaries.
Only one guest remaj,n3. It is the rior, a grove of wliite birches with
of the unseen brpok
old attorney, who slips them the suggestion
among
nusli.
the
trees.
news that Uncle Peter's estate was
hot to gp to Nancy •afte.r all; Peterhas .mari-led a Mexican wbniRn- has
had cliildrein and. they are tp get the
dough.
But Edgar's dip. in.to the- Con[iody-dram9 in three -iScts by Glll>ert
swanky crowd turns out okay. He .Rlddc-U.
Presented by Jean Rlddell, who
has lilked a
11 lio.n- dollar .policy to
plays- a leading role.
Staged by Paul GUI-one feUoW wlib- decides tp take it. more. P'.iiyc<l in two sets. At Cherry Lane
theatre, f3 top.
His boss cnlis up to olter the job Jo."»eph
ChaHe!> Johnson
bacic at 25 gi-and, and the Smiths' Lady June Maitland
JoAn- Ridden
,

.

.
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-

.
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OUT OF A BLUE SKY

good background for

its starr

Edba.

RITZY

m

;

dream of

wancy SmUh.

.~. .

,-Katharlne

Mr. Peabody
Louella McKen^ile

J.

Edgar Maltland..F. Mortimer -Mitchell
Count Virfov Grimaldl
Raymond Kelly
Gerald Dirltorman.
.,
Stanley Hearst
Alice Bennett
.'J.Ermlnro' 'Nadeau

Ix)rd

.

.

-

and

.Efflo.

Afton,.

.

..

'.

.

"Ritzy" is a -one-set,' short-cast
show, which should be able to oper..

.

ate to a profit at moderate grosses.
That's the way this light arid amusing little play impresses.
Ihee.

THE BOUNDARY LINE
Three-act comedy by Dana Burnet, starring Otto Kruger and produced by A. L.
Jones and Morris Green. Staged by the
author and Green. At the 44lh Street, New
York, starling Feb. 5. (?3.,')0.)

Dorothea Fenway
Margaret Larson.
Allan Fenway
Sarah
Elbert
Gussle

Katherlne Alexander
'Winifred Lcnlhan
...Otto -Kruger

Doris Sanger
Lew Payton
Marie Simpson

,

....John T. Doyle
Miriam Sears
Charles Trowbridge
John Butler
Houston Richards

BlIJa Ho'rton
FIfl

Hodge

Peter Sturgis.'.

George Hodge
Reggie "Vane

'.

..B. E., Blanchard

Sam..'..;

What

used to be called a "problem play," but too tenuous to make
tliree

be

its

liave
print.

by

Its

acts,

however excellent may

content.

It

wo'ilc'

possibly

been an efiectlvc etcliing

On the stage it
own subtle half

is

in

defeated

Not a chance. In present condition, with poor cast, stilted acting,
clumsiness of movemer^t and weakness of plot, play is on ah uphill
fight for recognition.
Rewriting,
puhc^liing. up ,.of ._situaUo.ns a.nd >.
topnotch company of players might
make that climb easier, but it is
V.ery doubtful If the piece would'
ever get very far. For amateur or
little theatre purposes it is even
woefully weak as seen here opening
.

night.

'

Locale Is Paris, where a mother
and her prospective daiighter-inlaw fight with each other over the
both knew what being
mistresses meant.
Their secret Is
their own and the to-be son and
isn't to know, With the mother, having this funny Idea in her
mind obviously to keep her lover
from going on tite make for the
girl.
It transpires, however, that
the girl has been a former lover of
his, with the result, that after a
great deal of .Intemperate emotionalism, including the antics of a hotheaded boy artist, the girl and the
count, who talks like anytli'ing but,
.decide they'll pair Off.
In the meantime the lovesick lad*
has tried to commit suicide, but he
wins a prize for a painting and. even
if he lost the gal, that evens things
secret, that

groom

up-

Jean Riddell, -who presents the
play; does Lady Jane Maitland, and,
together with F. Mortimer Mitchell
as her lord and Erminie .Nadeau as
the girl, gives tlie best performances.
Stanley Hearst overacts
badly, and Raymond Kelly "is far,
from the sort, especially with his Illfitting
dress clothes, that could
prosper as a lady killer. It Is especially true of the entire cast that
the acting suffers from affectedness.
Apparently put together here as
reasonably as possible, settings are
very simple. The scene representing Lord Maitland's Paris suite is
entirely put of order for a lord
Char.

''

Cones.'

Net

result is thr-33 dull act-j obscure pf
chatter and a brief stay cn Broad-

way.
Audience reaction to the first performance may be eloquently suriimarized by tlie circumstance that
the crowd 'went blah for the second
act curtain which held the one deliberate theatrical situation of the
three acts. When, Ott6 Kruger can't
ar stage situation click, there's

intricate

.Tlllle'.

better .things

-

J8.30 top..

Mr. Truex
.Miss Hopkl'ns

home and

True?c and Miss Hopkins seem admirably suited to be the Smiths.
Josephine Evans was liked as Nancy's closest^ friend; J. H, Brewer
very, good as the old, lawyer, and
Katliarine Renwlck amusing as a
colored maid. In fact, all the cast
coimted .opening rii|:ht, the .others
beln.g Sydney Riggs, John Junior

make

'.......,...

a'

is 'realized.

Comedy in three acts Presented at the
[Longacre by L. Lawrence 'Weber. Written
Iby Viva Tattersajl,and Sidney Toler, Ernest
iTruex starred and Miriam Hopkins feallured.
Staged by Toler. Opened Feb. 10.
Edgar Smith

HER CONFESSOR

,

pretty sure to, be something the
matter with the situation.
Play is made out»of the npt-so-very
dtbry of a poet with a

,

'

Gypsy temperament failing in love
Renwlck with a thoroughly practical and
rather selfisli woman and feeling
badly about it when the paradise he
dreamed of develops Into a rather

H. Brewer

Josephine Evan?
EfHe Afton
John Junior

Coast

Show East

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Greenwood reopens "She,
even
If
moderately
Sydney RIggs hum-drum,
Charlie McT-tenzIe.
Couldn't Say No" at the Dufwin,
swanky, home In the country.
The whole confilct of ideals is Oakland, Feb. 16, for two -vveeks.
A pleasant little comedy with the symbolized
in a fence tlie wife wants
Bryant Washburn is expected to
grace of
good third act. Probably to build along their brook in disrejoin the company, trouping east via
will not jam them, but good enough gard of a neigliboring farmer who
Denver, Kansas City and St, Louis.
claims
right
a
of
way
and
is
disto achieve moderate success.
The show goes into the Erlanger,
posed to defend it to the last ex"Ritzy" has a chance because of treme. Her idea is that the fence Chicago, April 19.
Its two leads, Ernest Truex and is something that helps define the
security
of
her
position.
Husband's
Miriam" Hopkins, whose playing is
view is that "if you -draw a line MENNEILEY, L. A.-ERLANGER
oughly a))andoned woman.
always worth while. Truex bocamie
Los Angeles, Feb. 11<
As indicated. Miss Cornell niake.s •something of a favorite In London, around yourself, you have to live
within it." Undercurrciit of domes"Dishonored Lady"' worth while.
Floyd Menneilcy is resident mantic war crystalli/.os on tlie issue.
I'aul Harvey as the westerner, For- i^cturning early this season in "Many
A city lawyer falls in Ipve with ager for the. Erlanger' interests, reMiss Hopkins tried her
tunlo Hoiianava, who.'se dialect was Waters."
more like Italian than Argentine; luck ov(?r there last summer in "The the iioot's wife and takes hcv side, placing "\'al Kennedy, who leaves
to defend he" property
Ruth Fallows, -wlio made Rosie Bachelor Father," which didn't agreeing
rights In court and the poet hus- March 1.
stand out; Francis Lister a.? the click because they took the punch band lets the
Menneiley will manage the Biltsituation go on, puz.Britisher and Harvey Steplions the line out
zled, but hoping that the situation more theatre and supervise operadistrict attorney iirovided very able
This is not a new story— that of a fthat balks, hl'in may be clarified that tion of tiie Mason. At present he
support.
pair who count their chlclcens be- way.
is
Gilbert Miller ha-s not tried melo- fore they're hatched but It's told
A before-marriage woman friend ;managing the Boulevard for Fox
drama btfore, but despite its lurid nicely, Edgar and Nancy Smith are ot hi.*? .^ees tlie situation more clearly West Coast. Prior to arriving here
ness, the .new sliow should b.e profit- a happy young couple living in one and explains to him that the social he was manager of the Lyceum,
able.
Ibc.e.
of those many New York hotels
t'ormula wife Ls crushing him and in Rochester*, N. Y.
Maude Mooney

'.

Oscar Mooney

.

.

'

1

i\

.

—

Cliarlotte

Wednesday, February

\2,

OUT-OF-TOWN REVIEWS

FLYING HIGH
Boston, Feb.

8.

musical comedy In two acts and 14
acenee; book by B. O. DeSylva, L-ew Brown

A

and J^ck McGownn; songs by DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson; musical numbers
etacred by Bobby Connolly; book staged by
Kdward Clark LlUey. Al Goodman conducting; production by George Wblte; opening
at the Sb'ubert theatre, BoElon, Feb.

Bunny UcHugh

Tod Addison
Cordon Turner

Tim

Henry

'VN'hlttemore

Bob Lively

•

Judy Trent

Dorothy Hall

;

'"Sport" TVaddell

,

Pansy Sparks
Busty ICraus
Major Watts
Air.
2Ir.

3.

Grace Brlnkley
....Pearl Osgood
John Barker

Sllcen Cassldy

Henry......

;

Charles
Specialty

PLAY REVIEWS

1930

Ruas Brown
Kate Smith
.Bert Lahr
Fred Manatt
^Robert Lewis
.....Jack Bruns
Gale Quadruplets

VARIETY

a pretty country lass who pops up man with Sweeney & Alvidos minand mistakes the hero for her strels.
fiance. Just to make matters a little more complicated, a feminine
Eugene Walter srtunned the town
cousin of the hero enters the scene
and accepts the stranger as her rel- with such sexy plays as "The
Easiest Way" and "Paid In Full."
ative.
Situations unravel just as easily.

There are some reminiscent tunes,
and a troupe of terpsichores show
no Inclination to sing or step.. Miss
Hay does several solo numbers
which are just so-so, and Joe Dona-

Adolph Zulior had a small
and Broadway.

at 42nd

office

Inside Stulf-Legit
(Continued from page 65)
the group figured tliut the extra patrons drawn In wore dead loss because the production showed below standard. So stage struck film cutles
•
are out there.

Healy's, Reisenwebers
Rector's,
When a conimittce of Equity people went to Albany to urge amendand Jack's were the hangouts.
ment of the Wales Padlock law, which would eliminate players from
arrest where immoral performances arc alleged, two unusual incidents
A man in San Francisco closed resulted. The Codes Committee voted the bill out In the presence of
his saloon one night In •1874 to al- the delegation. The action of the committee was credited chlefiy to the
low a lady in the rooms above to impression made upon it by Genevieve Rubelle representing Chorus
die quietly, and then sued her helr;s Equity.
San Francisco, Feb. 11.
Miss Rubelle is from the coast, an alumnae of a California university.
for $350 for the favor.
Farce with mu9.'c In three acts adapted
Her address to the legislators was the clincher. Miss Rubelle has ambifrom Viennese of Julius Horst at Green
career and .sought chorus work as an entering wedge.
Presented by. Sid
.Street theatre, Jan. 20.
Grace t.a Rue (La Rue and Alene) tions for a stage
Goldtree and directed by Hugh Metcalfe.
Following the publicity attendant to her Albany impression, she is said
Chicot
Joseph Kemper appeared in "The Dainty Duchess,"
to have received offers for work.
Betty 'Blossom
Celestlne
show.

hue, brother of Jack, does his best,

which IsnT enough

in this case.
'iVcintraui.

THE PEEPHOLE

,

burlesque
Carol Winston
Taylor Graves
La Argentinita surprised Spanish show pcopj.e in Madrid with the
Carlisle
Louise Groody and Bobby Watson news of her $3,000 salary for Lew Leslie's "International Revue" In New
Hugh Metcalfe
Anna Close were in a Gus Edwards floor show York. Her sister. Pilar, also a dancer, and two musicians accompanied
Madame Maxene
Champonnet
Gerald Heather
cafe.
hotel
Marlborough
old
the
at
her sailing via Paris Jan. 29.
Flfl
Gene West
Franclne
Maren Fleurnoy
..:
Surprise to Spanish showmen is that La Argentinita was a star of the
Jack Llndsey
Bert Ralston
Joe Laurie, Jr., and Alene Bron- variety stage there a few years ago, and It was thought that she had
T^^rry Cook
Nicholas
.C*.,..Gudy Swanson son carried a framed wedding li- retired, not having appeared In public there for some time. This is her
Fleunettc
Bruce Payne
Armund
Rudy Schneider cense to keep from being thrown second American tour, her flrst being in 1926.
First Gentleman
John Malpass out of boarding houses.
Second Gentleman
Ree'k FellzlanI
First Officer
Despite the Impression, Flo Ziegfeld Is not under written agreement
Lee Pulton
Second Officer
Atlantic City was the champ try- with Sam Goldwyn for picture direction. Other than Zleggy's interest
"Follies"; when in Goldwyn's forthcoming talker production of "Whoopee," there is ho
the
spot
for
out
Sid Goldtree brought "The PeepYoung's hotel had that good old understanding between the two.
"White and the probability Is that hole" over from Vienna and put it
.A contract was proposed by Goldwyn to Zieggy, with the latter stallthe show will hit New York in fair on with songs at his tiny Green beer on tap; when many acts tried ing. Its first term of five years was reduced to three, then two, then
Street theatre.
out on the old pier and later beehape.
one and then forgotten. Only objector, Western Union.
To say the stoi-y-is- risque Is only came headllners.
Bert Lahr Is the backbone of the
ehow, with Kate Smith a supporting half of It. Its suggestlveness bowled
When "A Wonderful Night" takes to the road from the Majestic this
surprise.
This huge comedienne, over even the most hardened paThe boys around Hammerstein's
galumphing
around
the
stage trons and everyone expected to see
week, it will be preceded by a complete extra revolving stage.
in a low comedy part, but with the cops around the ^>la<f§' before Victoria used to hire a room at a
Crews in
It requires about 30 hours to set up the revolving stages.
a voice that loosens the win- the second night was under way. nearby hotel and shoot dice. Many advance will start working on the Sunday prior to each opening date,
dow-panes, and doing some endur- Particularly a^ they had just got an act on the bill ended- behind the the stage being ready by the time the sets are unloaded from trucks.
ance dancing that brings down the through raising no end of fuss over eight ball Saturday night.
house, will probably prove an ideal 'Bad Babies."
"The Apple Cart," which the Theatre Guild will bring to Broadway,
Up to the beginning of the second
foil lor Lahr's equally robust com
Sam Lyons was the clerk in Feb. 24, has the longest flrst act ever written by George Bernatd Shaw.
week no gendarmes had put in an
«dy.
The story opens like a straight appearance and business was grrow- Coney's best known drug store, and It runs 90 minutes. Nearest competitor to this among Shaw's creations
known as "Doc."
comedy, with two girls on a rooftop Ing.
is the flrst act in "The Doctor's Dilemma," which runs 57 minutes.
The situations and plot go the
of an apartment house. Overhead is
a mail plane which bursts Into flame limit in risqueness but the nine
recently announced that he will stop
Tommy Purcell, of the original
and the pilot lands on the roof in a songs scattered through the three
writing operas because of condiparachute.
Thus starts the love acts are clean. Several of them Yacht Club Boys, was a boy prodigy
in
opera
brought about
tions
theme, with the first comedy being look as If they might develop Into and Addled with his father's conpolitics
and
through backstage
the return of Pearl Osgood with hits, particularly "You're So Sweet" cert company.
(Continued from page 1)
managerial Incompetence;
epsom salts Instead of smelling by Larry Yoell and Bob Spencer
begin to frame their joints this year
as
salts.
From here the plot moves and "Maybe, Baby" and "Love" by
mentioned
Toscanlnl,
Arturo
Lester Allen was a circus clown. they will be visited by this committo the Newark airport, where the Helen d'Asalena.
nl&ht
Opening
Impresario of the second New York
tee of flve, who will pass upon the opera if it materializes, was in New
hero and the vllllan are to com- the audience didn't quite know
operated
pete for a solo endurance flight for what to make of the mixture. They
Gorman
J. W. and R. L.
quality and the merits of the attracof months In th«i
a fat side bet. Ultimately the com- read double meanings In lines In the Gorman Circuit of vaude houses tions on the Inside and will check York for a couple
the Phil.edy mechania_(Lahr)_^ea up_alone, the songs-, wh'e^i—there -vwere Jione and- amusement parka- -with 27 , con - up-every-^at-tra<2tIon- bannered on- the fall as- guest conductor of
when the plane starts by accident there. Since the show was risque secutlve we^ks from Bangor, Me., outside. License Commissioner liirmottIc~Symphoi|iy. He larfahrousniuSIc In
without
conducting'
for
and he breaks the world record the songs must be the same, was
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
to
Brooklyn
Bracken
of
Is
to
take
the
without refuelling. It's that kind their apparent reasoning. At any
front of him, knowing every part
word of the brothers and will be and note of all the major scores by
of a book. He crashes when he rate, the musical numbers do a
lands and the hero has no plane for great deal to offset the dirt.
Ed Talbotl's Hippodrome, St guided by their decision In Issuing heart.
the contest.
The sweetheart thenIn plot "The Peephole" follo^-s Louis, was the ace vaude house of licenses to showmen.
raises $18,000 from some vague along, the general lines of other
And the reform wave may hit the
sugar daddy (Just like that!), buys Green Street farces. For a premise the southwest.
joints, too, which will make it even
the hero a new plane, and he wins It has two couples. One, the bus
Some People Knock on
the bet for' the flnale ensemble.
Jack McGowan was In vaudeville tougher to meet the terrlfflc nut
band, Is an amorous cyclone. In
Buy
Pearl Osgood, a soubret ''with the other the husband Is a complete with Leeta Corder In an act he they get per front foot at the
paradise.
Buy-backs,
c h u m p s'
gorgeous flgure,' Is turning In a dud and his wife has brought him wrote .himself.
Ineurancel
smart performance that establishes to Paris to undergo an operation.
gfiffed Joints, and cash prizes will
her as a real comedienne. Th'e .Gale
be a thing of the past and they may
couples, a gigolo and a
The
two
94,000
KNOW
that
over
DO
YOU
Nellie Breen, her dad and slstei-s even give you an honest count on
Quadruplets are a novelty that will peephole resort furnish complicapeople are killed by accidents in
stand exploiting, and they certainly
the Juggling
tions that test police leniency, but and brothers, were
a roll-down.
the United States every year?
look the part; also they can really supplies uproarious amusement to Breens.
Such pi;3,ctices have been hurting
dance. Grace Brlnkley is the heroDO YOU KNOW that ten times
the frequenters of this house whose
the reputation of the Island, they'll
ine, and John Barker the heroic
many people are killed and
policy has been well advertised.
Tom Gorman, of Pathe, was with tell you. Some of the business men as
aviator, neither being outstanding,
injured than d^e from natural
The action is interrupted at the white tops, as was Ray Elder, have been trying
Show Is using 32 girls and 24 boys, various
raise
the
tone
to
causes?
points to permit the play
with the medium weight girls not
O'Sullivan, of the place and make It a class reBurns
Mills
and
Duke
•xtremely undressed but unhar- ers to go into a song. Besides the RKO house managers.
sort and they say these unscrupuBuy Accident Insurance
nessed to an extent that may indi- three already mentioned there are
"33-34," "Don't Forget," "Within
lous showmen have been holding
Tomorrow
cate an attempt to start a new
Ethel Shutta worked In front of them back.
vogue in dance costuming. It cer Your Loving Arms," "What's Come
Be Too Late!
With the olio with her father's tent show
tainly doesn't look accidental. Cos- Over Me" and "I'm In Love
tumes are good aTid scenery lavish You, Cherle."
As usual Hugh Metcalfe dom
although White hasn't cashed- in for
WIVES'
The late Clyde McArdle, the
the maximum possibilities for trick Inates the cast, playing the role of^
the over-amorous husband. He Is George M. Cohan of New England
effects such as the burning aero
plane and the final race between the ably seconded by Taylor Graves a.s^ stocks, was a boy tenor.
(Continued from page 1)
two planes. Connolly's dances are the other husband. Joseph Kemper
fear Is a decadence and a diminishgave a nice performance of Chicot,
all set but not as climaxy at pres
William B. Friedlander wrote,
ent as they will -be after awther the Paris gigolo. Among the women staged and produced floor shows ing of popular interest.
Upon her recent retirement from
Conny Carlisle ranked first, partlc in Texas honky-tonks.
week's drilllrig.
Betty
the Metropolitan, Amellta GalllThe score is right, with "I'll Know ularly with her singing.
Sikeclalist In All linea •(
Him" being plugged for the theme, Blossom and Gudy Swanson also
Curcl criticized opera as old-fashGrace Hayes and Dale Winter ioned and stale. Such statements
"Red .Hot Chicago" the jazz shout- did very well. The balance of the
ing feature, and "Without Love" the cast was fair and included Larry sang In Colisimo's, Chicago.
by pronilnent persons connected
big ensemble number and probably Cook, Jack Llndsey, Bruce Payne,
with opera In general, not just the
York
the best all-around bit of the show Carol Winston and Maren Fleurnoy
551 5th Ave.,
Benny Fields and Benny Davis Metropolitan, have become IncreasRivers
The ticket office men have been
worked In the same combination ingly numerous and have started
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9
over twice and are at present In the
in a Loop cabaret, Chicago.
much controver.sy.
mood for a heavy^buy, despite apaSEBVICB FROH COAST TO COAST.
thetic Boston business.
They base
In Italy Pietro Mascagni, comtheir judgment on lobby chatter.
Things Have Changed Since Ruth Etting was a chorus girl in poser of "Cavallerla Rusticana," has
a Windy City flo^r show.
Lahr Is finding tnat he can be
Just as funny without the rough
(Continued from page 48)
stuff, and it looks at this writing
Sliss Patricola was making
as if "Flying High" will land in New
name for herself In the Green Mill
Tork reasonably clean and with were a hoofing team on the small
Gardens, Chicago.
enough added speed of performance time.
to carry it over for a long-pull sue
Johnny Burke tried to change his
cess although not a smash prob
Sam Scribner. had out the Scrib- piano
Booking Exclusively Through His Oivn Office
Ably.
solo at the finish of his monoTAVhey.
ner and Smith circus, and when he
show.
was a manager with the old Harry log during a Winter Garden
1560
It for weeks he
rehearsing
After
Williams show out of Pittsburgh.
muffed It and they almost had to
City
ring down- on him.
Atlantic City, Feb. 10
Rose Sydell was considered a real
Mary Hay made her first appear "queen of burlesque." Miss Sydell
The late Pop Bloom threw a sack
ance in Atlantic City tonight ^In is now living In Brooklyn.
F. GILLESPIE
of mall Into the baggage car of a
neither an original or refreshing
Shubert show train to compel the
Personal Representatioe
musical called "You Don't Say.
Marty Shea (Feiber & Shea) railroad to move the troupe from
Production bears all the signs of booked the Sunday shows at the
the
during
Fri.sco
Ogden, Utah, to
having been assembled in Cain's Columbia, New York.
railroad strike.
and the plot matched the trappings,
Jules Leventhal is credited as the
I. IL Ilerk was a lithographer out
producer.
It tells of a wealthy young man in Chicago.
who. In order to dodge a summons
for speeding because he faces a 30
Louis K. Sidney managed thp
day sentence, gets a stranger conve
Nemo, N. Y., for Fox.
nicntly passing by to take his name
end place for one month for $1,000.
Elmer Rogers managed the old
The hero then assumes the role of
Square for Keith's In 14tli
LOEW'S NEW YORK THEATRES
his butler, who he has flred that Union
Addreea ASTOIt IIOTKI., NK^V YOKK
same morning. As It turns out, the street.
rcrhoiml MaDOgcri), STANXKY RAITJUR.N nn«l JERRY TAROIM., l.MIO Itrondttnj-, Sow York
real butler has been corresponding
William L. Wllken was an end
and promising marriage via mall to

George

White

in
succeeds
musical up a few
more notches, it will probably be
popular with those who raved over
"Good News," "Hold Everything"
and "Manhattan Mary."
The book is quiet, two or three
changes In cast are Imperative, and
ever since opening night the blue
gags have been gradually deleted,
as it became more and more apparent that the hope for the show
was speed, humor that was rough
but not raw, and a featuring of a
great chorus and a wow of a score.
Bobby Connolly is on the job with
IC

speeding

this

Margot

Severln

Conny

Olivette

Rene

.
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RCA

Starting

Network

Ukelele Honored

Huge Commercial

Programs as Wedge

Inferior

RADIO ADMISSIONS

Paris, Feb. 2.
Capitalizing upon the general Inferior quality of radio broadcasts in
has started what probEurope,
ably will develop Into a gigantic

RCA

WLS

In Chi Puts Two-Bit Peep
Tax on Rural Rubbernecks

In

•

XYZ

Soap

is

ing a certain number, all the soap

company arranges to have broad
castjjetween numbers is some such
ahnounceriient as "Buy XYiZ Soap."
As such advertising announcements
are more and more encroaching on

N. B. C.

ADDS TO NAMES,

HAS BIGGEST AIR LIST

N. B. C.'s latest confidential conthe broadcastin;; schedule, and since tract list, containing the names of
the entertainment Is only given as_ all artists held under exclusive cona- bait for such advertising and tracts for radio and all other encost reduced to a minimum, the gagements, shows an increase of 27
listening public, whenever possible, over the previous issue and a total
in
London or Daventry of over 120 names. It is the largest
tunes
(England) for jazz music; or Vienna list of talent under exclusive conand Prague £o.' classics.
tract to any theatrical organization
To shave brpadcasting costs in the country.
gramophone records are frequently
Floyd Gibbons, Grantland Itice,
When real performers get Phil Cook and Bob Sherwood are
used.
on the air, cut salary Is c.ompen among writers to have recently
announce
repeated
the
oft
sated by
signed N. B. C. exclusive contracts.
ment of their name.
They are classified as speakers or
"2,000,000" Listenersspecials;'-' - Other -new additlons -tothe two classes are Harry Edison,
the
In spite of such broadcasting,
MacGimsey, PIckard Family,
Bob
French are" exceedingly fond of
radio. There are fully 2,000,000 lis Frank A. Arnold and Dick Grace.
New dramatic names exclusively
teners-in In France among 40,000,
000 Inhabitants. Equipment may be playing for N. B. C. are DeWolf
obtained for as little as $40, and it Hopper, Rosaline Green, Harvey
ia possible to tune in on neighbor- Hays, Percy Hemus and Katherine
ing countries wltli a |120 set. Tift Jones.
Pauline Haggard, soprano; CarPrice range up to $800.
French, broadcasting, using vaH- mela Ponselle, contralto; Reinald
ous wave-lengihs,- is not very Werrenrath, baritone; Earl Waldo,
Milton Cross, tenor, all
powerful. No station In Paris ex basso;
The. most classy concert and operatic names,
ceeds 1,500 kilowatts.
powerful In France, at Bordeaux, are other new contract artists. Also
Sannella, saxophonist, and
Is 3,000 kilos, considerly under the Andy
Sam Herman, xylophonlst.
new Rome station (RCA-Italb),
New announcers are George HIcks
under Italian
. This Rome station,
Weir, latter doubling
Snedden
and
control
in
alliance
with
Government
Rosario
RCA, will be one of the spokes jot as a baritone soloist.
a gigantic commercial broadcast Bourdon, Harry Horlick and Cesare
ing network in Europe in which Sodero have been .placed under excluslves as conductors. New N. B. C.
RCA Is interesting itself now.
In Russia, two more such sta band Is Howard PJjllUps'.
tlons are being readied for opening, this, probably coinciding with
a $1,000,000 blanket hook-up be
Bargain Sets
tween'the Soviet film Industry and
Illustrative of how the market has
RCA Photophone for the use of dropped
out of the radio merchanRCA sound-recording and repro- dising
business are the sales In
duction
equipment.
Elmer E
Old
radio
shops around town.
Bucher, a vice-president of RCA
never used, are marked
Photophone and chiefly a commer models, but
as low as $3, $4, $5 with tubes extra.
currently
cial
merchandlzer.
Is
Quite good - sized and standard
"surveying" the field here.
makes in earlier models- go from
RCA "Casting Eyes"
$30.
RCA, through its National Broad $15A tocabinet
radio priced at $175 a
casting Co. In America, has long
year ago is available for $49 with
cast eyes at Europe as a field for many other similar slashings,
commercial expansion. Last sum
mer both David Sarnoff, now the
president of RCA, and Merlin Hall
Cohan CBS Super
Aylesworth, president of the NBC
Edwin IC. Cohan Is the new techcame to Europe for a personal study nical supervisor of the Columbia
of radio, with a frank eye to It^ Broadcasting system.
commercial possibilities, not alone
Cohan in 1918 was radio engineer
In England for English products for the Panama Canal Commission.
but generally on the Continent
His first station cgnnectlon was with
Same condition as In France was WOR.
found by the radio experts: the
kilowattage weakness and variance
of wave-lengths calls Xor complete
the 60 -kilowatt station on a
From that came of
reorganization.
short wave of about 76 meters.
the Idea of building new key sta- This station,
with 12 kilowatt powtions at points north, east, south
er is expected to be heard pracand west. In that wise blanketing tically all over the world.
the Continent.
Inaugui'ation Is expected about
February 1. Station was built by
•

—

,

,

.

i

.

'

Rome, Jan.

24.

New Rome broadcasting station
power is admittedly
the highest pov/ered radio broadcasting post In Europe, and is only
equalled by two American stations.
Engineer Edmund Laporte- of the
Radio Corp, of America, built the
Rome station for the Rome Broadcasting Co.
Station is on 441 meters and Is
new shortheard all over Europe.
wave station Is shortly to be inof 50 kilowatt

the Marconi Co.

ISM

By Mark Vance

—

'

DEPT. JUSTICE LEARNS

Outstanding event on air was tho
appearance of Mme. Galll-Curcl on
Victor hour (WEAP).
Her
voice came over beautifully.
The
musical embellishment was splendid,
Washington, Feb. 11.
Nathaniel Shilkret did some excelDepartment of Justice has at least
lent directing.
"Request numbers"
found out one thing concerning alLA.'S
leged monopoly by RCA in the radio on Atwater Kent's program. (WJZ)
Something Is that RCA ran more to numbers that have not
MUSICIANS Industry.
still owns or controls about 3,600 been popularized by picture themes.
Sounds strange.
patents.
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
This information was given Congress
via the Interstate Commerce
Radio stations broadcasting by
Sherwood on WJZ
remote control in the future will Committee of the Senate by John
Bob Sherwood and his Dixie Cirhave a minimum of 10 musicians, Lord O'Brien, assistant to the At- cus on WJZ goes merrily on. Looks
General. Throughout
the a permanency. Honolulu Melodists
following threats of a walkout on torney
Hawaiian outfits all
the part of the local musicians' hearings on the Couzens' bill before (WMCA).
union. This applies, to class A sta- this committee on a proposal to sound alike. Jan Garber orchestra
tions.
Stations in class B will only have all communications under a one of the best air bets on WMCA.
Raybestos
Twins
(WEAF), short of
have to employ six men. The salary new commission, whenever there
was a lull in the proceedings some gags but long on songs. Cities

OF RCA'S 3,500 PATENTS RCA

REMOTE C0NTR0I5
MUST HAVE

broadcasting network
Chicago, Feb. 11.
Europe.
Peculiar early spring radio situaGeneral broadcasting is done In
tion has caused one station, WLS,
France by half a dozen stations
to order 500 seats which will be
located in Paris, including one in
sold for 25c to visitors who come
the Eiffel Tower, and In, the provto watch the show.
inces by stations located In Iiille,
Idea was put in effect last week
Ijyons, Bordeaux, Grenoble', Marwhen it was discovered that the
seille, and Juan-les-Piris.
spring horde of visitors were outBroadcasting organizAtions, which
of-towners who, passing up theare under government supervision
atres, came to visit the radio sta- for 10 men will cost this station $550
but indei)endently managed, are
tion and once-over the folks they weekly.
entirely dependent on the revenue
The threat of a strike was made
had listened to, during the cold
derived from advertising on the air
months. Other stations report as after a number of stations had disas in America.
Aveek-ends charged their orchestras to cash In
plugging are high as 1,000 visitors on
Advertising and
plenty of folks standing in Tjy using hotel orchestras via redone In. such crude fashion they with
line to get a peep at the ether acts. mote control and getting the prooften cause unpleasant reaction in
gran) free for plugging the hotel.
the listening public. Instead of anMost of these programs have been
nouncing that, for Instance the
sponsored by national oil compabroadcastCompany

commercial

12,

The Air Line

Chicago, Feb. 11.
Musicians' local has ruled
that radio players o- ukeleles,
mandolins, guitars and accordIons come under the Jurisdiction of the union.
This goes into effect Immediately. Those who do not
Join are out of Jobs.

Europe -Current

in

Wednesday, February

would

one

Service, concqft

go

(WEAF) manages

after the "radio to holdi its own with air competias being It. tion. Vocally Improved by Jessica
committee wanted Dragonette, formerly with Phllcp
something on It from the depart- program.
May Singhl Breen and Peter Da
ment, so O'Brien submitted a rather
Oldlengthy letter stating that the de- Rose (WJZ) bully feature.
of air service, repartment was still investigating. He timers in point
liable and entertaining.
Only 15
described the case as one of the minutes for Ben Bernle and band
complicated
undertaken
"most
ever
via WJZ on a Chi hookup seems
short for an air program of this
nies, who pay the station heavy for by the department."
O'Brien also claimed that though sort. Brevity of period didn't give
the broadcast. Until this time^remote control broadcasts have oeen the Federal Trade Commission had the maestro much chance to wiseall profit

for the station.

French Lyricists' Idea

RCA named

trust," with
Finally, 'the

'

certified the results of Its five-year
delve into the same alleged trust,
this "complicated" condition still
exists.
Department has tried to influence
In several ways to let go, but
to each such attempt the answer has

RCA

Paris, Feb.

Minor

2.

lyric writers are agitating

.

LYRIC WRITER'S CLAIM
Holds

Seitman

Up

Sale

of

Cecil

Arnold's Sonji

Hollywood, Feb.
Cecil Arnold, composer of a
called "Beautiful Sweetheart,"

It

"You Told

O'Brien's letter arrived.
He said
It,
confining his testimony 'to the proposed merger of
British and American communication systems.

nothing on

song

Bellows C. B.

ob-

Me.'!

U

eventually decided not to use
thi song and returned It She then
took It to Metro, where It underwent
more changes, but when Metro was
ready to buy, Seitman stepped In
and claimed he was in one-half be
cause of his work on the song.
Meanwhile Metro is holding off
buying the number until the matter
Is straightened out.

S.

V-P

WGBS,

which

alleged the
latter station Is not entitled to its
present broadcasting frequency, will
Federal
Radio
Comaired
by
the
be
mission in Washington Feb. 20.
Both stations are In New York.
believes it should have the
frequency allotted to WGBS. It will
attempt to prove its programs are
more deserving.
In

it

Is

WRNY

Eskimos Dependable

Harry Reser's Clicquot Club Eski-

mos (WEAP) can be depended upon
for fiashy banjo soloing, thanks to
Rescr himself. Alpha and Omega
Opera Co. on WEIAF Is a new one.
It's a colored layout with 10 minutes of opening talk that submerges

Rossimund.
the period completely.
Johnson's musicians supplied the
musical phase.

Another new air combo was the
"Great Day"' Singers that were, heard
durliig the Lyons & Lyons period onWABC. The introductory sounded
blah but their later efforts came
over much better. Johnny Burke
was for L & L but 'was Just warming up when he had to bow out. The
period not as hot as the opening
one.
Kinney orchestra (WOR)
ganist,

WOR,

Emll Velaszo, or-

effective.

tion of '"The Beggar on Horseback"
(Kaufman and Connolly) which was
Bellows also is head of the directed by Cecil Lewis, the BrltlsR
as
director,
announced
Northwesrtern Broadcasting Co., op- studio
Lewis acquitted
"guest director."
erating WCCO, Minneapolis. Form
himself with credit. Cast seemed
erly was a founder-member of the Jumpy In picking" up cues due to
Federal Radio Commission,
the knowledge of running on time.
(Continued on' page 67)

president.

Germany's "Revelers"
Berlin, Feb. 2.
Revelers, known as
Les Abels, a quartet similar to the

Germany's

American Revelers, are becoming
popular on the Polydor disks. These

German made records.
The Abels sing the latest pops

are

German, but are as carefully orchestrated as the Victor quintet.

Lopez

at Pavilion?

Vincent Lopez may have tho
opening summer's engagement at
the Pavilion Royale, on the Merrick
Road, Long Island,
If consummated it will be on a
salary basis. John and Christo are
negotiating with Gene Geiger, manager for Vince. But $500 difterenca
at present.

STAMPEE OFF FOX LOT
Hollywood, Feb.

11.

CBS.

Washington, Feb, 11.
Hyiton's Scandinavian Tour
Copenhagen, Feb. 1.
Radio manufacturers are stepping
Jack Hyiton's band has been
out for foreign business,
Figures
compiled by the Commerce Depart- booked for a tour of Scandinavi.i
ment disclose that total exports of commencing in April. He opens
last year ran to over $23,000,000, as here.
against the previous year's total of

doesn't hold

November, has been made a vice

WMCA

King In Par-Publix Hour
Dennis King will be heard in the
Paramount-Publlx weekly hour on
the Columbia chain Feb. 15.

it

For most part pretty

WRNY

Henry A. Bellows, who has been
advisory counsel for C. B. S. and
ded In Its effort to send the chills
head of the advisory board of its up and down the spUnal cords. It
Farm Community network since was followed by the radio adapta-

Among the first of the music
writers to reach the picture colony, Dave Stamper turned in his
Fox contract last week. He has
gone to New York for a brief rest.
Stamper's agreement was for two
years, with six months yet to go.
Known as a class composer.
Stamper balked at Jazzy composition, this leading to the .break. The
Atlass CBS Chi Mgr.
composer is said to have opened
H. Leslie Atlass has been named negotiations with another large stumanager of the Chicago office of dio before departing for the east.
Stuart Eggleston was announced
as western sales manager.

tension.

stuff.
"Curtain at 8.15". on
is Just as dry.
sure
could stand a lot of Improyement.

dry

Spook Period
"Mystery House," on WEAF, skid-

in

WMCA COMPLAINT
Complaint of WMCA against

much

pleases in spots.

11.

tained a temporary Injunction here,
restraining Joe Seitman, lyric writer
with Universal, from interfering
with the sale of the number and
f -m claiming 60% royalty on it.
Miss Arnold alleges that she first
submitted the song to U, which took
it under option and proceeded to
change the title and lyrics. It was
twice altered. Miss Arnold claims,
winding up with Seitman, who called

The Natural Bridge- -program of
"Famous Loves" (WJZ) may look
great on paper but

come back that the corporation was

acting strictly within Its rights unfor
rights
increased
obtain
der the privileges granted by the
mechanical use of foreign sale>. of patent laws.
the songs for which they wrote
O'Brien expects to file a detailed
lyx'lcs, even If they sold these outreport with the committee within
right.
three or four weeks, as he believes
Mechanical rights of music pub- the case will then be in such shape
lished in France previous to 1917 as to Justify some sort of action
are unprotected if there are no either to drop It or bring suit ,Gen.
lyrics, but fully protected other- James
G. Harbord, -chairman of the
.'^
-wise.
board of RCA, appeared before ths.
day,
committee
the
on
same
to

crack.

,

RED STAB ADDITIONS
Three more out of town representatives have been engaged by
Pat Flaherty for the Red Star (Fox)
Music Company. They are Robert
Earle, who will cover the southern territory with headquarters in
Atlanta; Tom Houston In Philadelphia, and Carl Moore, Boston.

Sammy
Metro's
Into the

Wlgler, formerly with
music department, moved
offices last week.

Red Star

OLSEN'S

OWN

Hollywood, Feb.

OWN

FAMOUS'

L. A.

OFFICE

11.

Upon George Olsen and band con-

cluding the current indefinite enHollywood, Feb. 11.
gagement at the Hotel Roosevelt,
Famous Music Company has Olsen will start a nite place of his
separated operation of its Los own In this film village.
Angeles office with Harms. Hei'eNo location is reported, but It is
after it will be conducted as an said the rendezvous will seat 700.
individual distributing office for all The only place of that capacity
Paramount picture songs published around here is Sebastian's Cotton
under the Famous label.
Club.
Eddie Janis takes charge of the

new Famous

office here.

Harry .Ruby Returning
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
to wind up at
.

All Saints

New

Band Suit

Harry Ruby expects

Radio this week after finishing the
about $10,000,000.
Lyman in Parade
Thomas Barblerl Is suing Raf- book on "Radio Revels" and return
Biggest competitors are England
Hollywood, Fob. 11.
faele Macrl of Merlden for $300, to New York,
and Germany. Canada's American
Abe Lyman and his band will be for services of his band during obRuby,' of "tlie Bolton, Kalmar &
augurated near Rome which will pui'chases alone are about $10,500,- spotted for an act in "Paramount servance of the Feast oC All Saints Ruby music writing combo, c.inip
on Parade," talker.
in Merlden last August.
west for the one picrtiu-e only.
duplicate the concerts and programs 000.

A

Britain, Conn., Feb. 11.

Wednesday, February

12,

MUSIC

1930

HERB BROWS son JOB
AND RADIO CONTRACT

Threats, Losses

GrowinS&lOc

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Nacio Herb Brown has just refrom New York where he
made a contract with Radio Music.
It breaks up the Brown-Arthur Fried
combination in existence at M-G-M
for a year. The Radio term is for
two years at a high weekly guaranturned

Lyric Sheet

War

attempt at prosecuting
First
tee against his royalty account, with
sources of the song sheet supply
Feist's.
was taken by the M. P. P. A. last distribution likely by
Brown Is to have his own publish•week when Morris Shapiro and
will
Samuel A. Cohen, owners of the ing company by the deal. He
Darby Press, and Harry B. Paul, be privileged to choose any lyric
Brown is
owner of the Hexall Press, were ar- writer for collaboration.
permitted
for
any
picalso
to
write
raigned before U. S. Judge Thomas
and release his songs
and held In |6,000 bail. Indictments ture company
publishing concern
were presented against the men by through his own
to any distributor or itself.
District Attorney Charles TUttle.
The deal was made by Rufus Le
Trial will be held tomorrow (ThursBrown to
who
accompanied
Maire,
day) in the U. S. District Court
New York.
If the men are found guilty. Judge
Edward EUscu, who recently colThomas pointed out during the arVincent Youmans,
raignment, it would be of a federal laborated with
Radio Music to
misdemeanor, which carries penalty has been engaged by
work with Brown in the' imme'diate
of $1,000 fine and one year in
Song sheets containing from 60 to
100 lyrics are sold for 5c and 10c.
jail.

future.

Arthur Freid, teamed by

M-G-M

VARIETY

Music by Mail

New

originated

Idea

with

thing

worthwhile.

First picture to be given this

extra

plug

Say No,"

is

"She
for

slated

Couldn't
release

Feb'. 14.

ALL PUBUX MANAGERS

TO LEARN SONG PLUG

FRENCH FIRM'S

EXPpRT.|;-

Paris, Feb.

2.

No wonder some French music
publishers
make money, when
impresarii help them do
business. Rottenbourg and Goldin
are responsible for the export,
mostly to. Italy and Spain, of over
150,000 copies of "Valencia" and
90,000 copies of Chevalier's "Valen-

French

tine."

This same firm's export activity
extends in all directions from sending new scenery to the Hansa the-

the art of song plugging for exploit-

.

—

iNDtE PICTURE FIRMS

AFTER MUSIC REVENUE
Indie picture producers are trying

on special theme songs
and other music In talkers the same
the larger companies using
to cash in

as

special tie-ups with publishers to
handle music.
Thus far, with Indies proceeding

cautiously on. talker output, -there
has been no direct indie acqui.'sltlon
of a publishing house to guarantee
output, nor have songwriters been
producer
placed under contract.
source In the east declared Holly^
wood Is filled with songwriters who
could be nabbed for pictures indiis
vidually where theme music

A

wanted.

Where at first the indies were
using any music they could pick
to go along with their talkers or
synchronized product, now special
composers are being called in for

.

'

iWdividual jobs.

.

"You'll

Never Be Forgotten." Both

are being published by Shapiro
Bernstein under a special tie-up
with the company.
Continental is planning, to use
and have published -theme and other
music for all its pictures containing
/
numbers.

Jolson Dictates

a week ago.
•

Three Chicagoans blew into town

with 5,000 copies to start things off
and sold out In a hurry. They re
turned with 10,000 more and sold
them to local newsboys for two cents
a sheet. Sales were great until police slopped the outsiders from selling without street trade permits
>Jewsboys wore instructed that sales
would be permitted provided th*
Song sheets were not displayed or
Dushod.
Restriction made sales drop and
Hie Chicago boys blew, urged by tlie
police department.

SCHENCK'S BED STAR POST
Herman Schcnck, formerly with
Shapiro-Bernstein, has been engaged by. Pat Flaherty as coast representative for Fox'.s Red Star Music Co.

Eddie Peterson has been engaged
to

cover the vicinity of Detroit.

1930.

.July 1,

<

Gene Buck, president of tho
An\erlcin Sbciefy, was here Saturehthusfaistlc as to
the chances of getting Iftlu-ough
before adjournment now scheduled
for June.
Buck expects that the bill will be
Introduced In. the Senate by Senaor George Moses, Republican leader.
With the new proposal enacted
Into law, the copyright owner would
be given the right to bargain for his
royalties and to also, have exclusive
control of reproduction. ~
Incidentally, the present law Is
the only statute wherein price' fixing Is resorted to* in the arbitrary
2-cent clause.

day and'wais very

Musicians' Holiday

Law

Answered by Wiring

agreement.

Cinemas countered by wiring with
cheap equipment and dispensing
with the musicians entirely.
.

$60,000 Maine Music Camp
Promoted by Stock Mgr.
Augusta, Me., Feb.

U'S

11.

A combination summer resort

and

may pursue
Intention

and

Is

Universal City, Feb,

their musical studies.
to give public concerts

recitals,

camp a

bO% OF NEW FIRM

Picture Producer on Verge of Deal
With 3-FirJn in N. Y.

school of music is to be established
on Lake Messalon.skce In Kennebec
Students of both sexes
County.

making

culture spot in

11.

l^^gotlations are on bctweenjunimusic versal and the music publishliTg firm
of Hartman, Kent & Goodman of
tho Maine

the

New York

City, for the picture

com-

woods.
pany to acquire 50% Interest in the
Willard H. Cummlngs, one of the
new publishing concern.
owners of the Skowhegan dramatic
It will bo for a. concession to act
stock company, is behind the new OS U's official
music publisher.
venture. Capital to the amount of
The deal is exp.ccted to be closed
$60,000 is available to establish' the this week.

music camp to be modeled some-

what along the lines of the National Band and Orchestra camp

Society's Verdict

conducted each summer at InterMichigan, by Joseph E.

American Society was awarded
tho right of representing all the
publisher members during an action
for infringement of copyritjhts. Decision was given last week by a
U. S. District Court in MIs.sourl.
Society commenced action against
the Knickerbocker Dance Studio,
Kan.sas City, for using copyrighted
numbers without the necea.sary li-

lochen,

Maddy.

EOCHESTER UNION TROUBLE
Rochester, N. Y., Feb.

tion.

11.

No agroenient has as yot been effected in the controversy recently
raised by the musicians' union whf.n

ALEX BUNCHUK ELEVATED
Bunchuk,

•

The Hague, Feb. .1.
pictures, and the
is Incorporated in
Gronlngjsn, northeastern Holland,
Jolson's contract with United Art
has passed a local by-law favoring
Ists, which Includes four pictures theatre musicians, especially those
after the final one for Warners.
in picture houses. New rule makes
Jolson is probably the single star It a municipal mandate to accord
of the picture colony with such an them a weekly holiday.

Tiffany's Music

Alexander

.

Warher made
same provision

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Carlton Kelsey, music director for
.<3ix
months at Tiffany studios, has
resigned.
He will shortly align
himself with one of the larger producing companies.
Tiffany in future will farm out its
scoring and musical synchroniza-

musician Publlx

with Loew'fi, and brother of Yascha,
conductor at the Capitol, New York,
is being elevated to post of guest
conductor.
He opens ."Saturday (Fob. 15) at tho
Valencia, Jamaica, and later will
play in all the other Loew de luxcrs,
including the Capitol.

bill

House {1U<

present copyright law.
Measure as now presented does
away entirely with every previous
attempt to placate the mechanic
manufacturers, dropping the provisions of the previous bills which
brought In the Copyright Office as
place to record transactions between cojjU'i'Ight owners and the reproducing' companies.
Under tUe told bill of last session
(HR 13452), if the copyright owner
entered Intp an agreement as to
price for reproduction, that was to
be recorded hero In Washington.
All other reproducers were then
automatically granted the right to
manufacture under the same terms
as the first agreement. This Is now
out entirely.
In the old form the bill was favorably reported by the committee, but
was blocked on every occasion when
It was reached on the calendar. In
spite of all the efforts to get It
through. An appeal was even made
to the Rules Committee, but nothing was ever done.
Now, It Is evidently the attitude
of Mr. Vestal and the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, behind the measure, to
thi'ow all compromising overboard.
The new bill kills the present two
cents royalty clause plus the right
for all to reproduce when one manufacturer Is granted that right.
New measure consists of but two
sections, the only move at compromise being that an extra proviso is
added making the new proposal, if
enacted Into law, to only affect musical works written and copyrighted
after the proposed effective date,

Hollywood, Feb. 11
Al Jolson designates the publisher
he sings In any talker.
This was the agreement on his.

WouM

Milwaukee, Feb. 11,
Many Milwaukee dimes have been
handed over for song sheets brought
to tliis city by Chicago racketeers

the

of the songs

•

Ottawa, Can., Feb. 11.
L. J. Ladncr, M.P., Is again preparing his amendments to the Canadian Copyright Act for the consideration of the Canadian Parliament,
Ladner's
opening here Feb. 20.
amendments would enable, the Performing Rights society to collect
royalty on British music played In
Canadian theatres without registration of the thousands of selections
at a fee under Canadian regulations.
Measure was sidetracked by the
Canadl-m house last year.

•

-

"ThcJ-^lampant-Agc,^ -indie- talkermade by Continental Pictures, has
"Life's Like That" as its thiemo
song, and "Phantom in the House,"
another Continental production, had

-

for 5 and 10c.
In New York the song sheets are
sold fpr 5c. Same sheet is sold for
10c In other territory.

Washington, Fob. 11.
has been introduced in
flC39) by Chairniian
V.ostal of. the patents committee to'
repeal the mechanical clau.se of the

A new

Includes Scenery
and Troupe of 85 to Havana

Besides' Music,

atre, Hamburg, Germany, and a
company of 85 to play the Havana
Paramount will train the 1,400 National theatre, Cuba.
Publlx managers and assistants in

ing to Interfere.
Cards
France Carry
John G. Paine, chairman of the
M. P. P. A. board, last week received an- anonymous communicaParis, Feb. 2.
tion calling his attention to the fact
Prefecture de Police hits issued
that a meddler had been stabbed in new orders to theatrical managers
Brooklyn. Letter warned him to lay that all foreign musicians must hold
off, on threat of the same treatment. a "worker's card," like any other
Similar warnings were sent to foreign laborer. Any alien not alCommissioner Whalen and District ready In possession of such an ofAttorney Tuttle.
ficial permit to work -in France, IsChicago racketeers are acting sued by the Department of Labor,
even tougher than those in New must not be employed. Those al
York. A private detective engaged ready engaged in any orchestra
to run down the printing plants by must obtain the card immediately,
the M. P. P. A. wks told by a gang or be discharged.
engineering various plans designed
of guerrillas. "There are two kinds
This regulation applies to all to assist In the marketing of music
of weather In Chicago ^hot and bands and managers, latter being in the theatres. A list of the 10 best
cold. Which do you want?"
subject to a fine if employing a sellers of music from pictures will be
Milton Weil, Chicago publisher worker without the card, which Is furnished all Publix houses weekly
and memeber of the M. P. P. A., not the ordinary identity card where eales counters are. Installed,
started actioji to tid Chicago streets Many foreign, rnusicians are. engaged with J, Scott Middleton, head of the
d'epartmfenft "Ondef Boris—Mottob;
of tte hawkers and caused them" "to here In bands without this, work
lose approximately ?7,000 through er's card and the French Musicians' catching all new pictures and with
the proceedings. Shortly thereafter Union, in view of the large number consensus of others arriving at the
three gangsters, claimed by the of French members now without selections. Theatres will be notified
M. P. P. A. to be members of the employment, has taken the matter of the songs prior to general release
of the jjlctures, this advance ballyCapone clan, ordered Weil at the up with the authorities.
hoo to plug the songs being designed
point of a gun to make good their
to push them as hlts._
losses or take a ride. Weil replied
Also planned is a catalog of Pubthat he had no money. The gUnmen WHITEMAN'S STAGE DATES
lix records as a give-away to paforced him to sign an agreement
giving them permission to use all 'Jazr King" Nearly Finished at trons, purchasing music (sheet form
or on wax) In the lobbies. This will
Later
his songs for their sheets.
Universal
list numbers recorded by Publix.
Mayor Thompson Issued an execuSpecial numbers from stage shows,
tive order classing sellers of the
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
for exploitation In the unit houses,
song sheets as public nuisances, and
Paul Whiteman with his orches
of the
instructed the police department to tra will open Thursday (13) at are to be furnished as a part
general plan in the Publix music
arrest any of the pirated song sales- Loew's State here, Splaying the fol
merchandising sqheme.
men.
lowing week at Fox's, San FranSheet music and record dealers
National Coverage
cisco.
Each of the stage engagepubIn New York, states Paine of the ments will be at a .guarantee with ai-e also being urged by
M. P. P. A., the racket Is apparently a split percentage over the average lishers and record companies to
the most of all music from
make
controlled by two gangs, one of gross.
exploitation
special
talkers through
which has a national coverage. EviWhiteman's Universal special mudence of rivalry is seen in many sical talker, "The Jazz King," was and tie-ups with theatres. Advance
dealers
street brawls occurring in various finished in Its first outline last week. record and music lists to
sections of the city. Paine claims The Whiteman bunch will go back everywhere emphasize Importance
of merchandising music from picthat- Paul of the Rexall Press, now
to the lot March 1 for retakes and tures in the most effective manner,
under indictment, Is responsible for insertions.
Finale,
called
"The with as heavy a plug behind prodthe nation-wide distribution.
Melting Pot," is causing conversaThe headquarters of the other tion among the locals who have uct as can be arranged.
gang is not known. Authorities in. seen It.
Pittsburgh have advised the M. P.
"The Jazz King" is due to open
P. A. that a Philadelphia group is
Settle with
Fox
on Broadway next month.
supplying New York territory with
the sheets. It is stated the Philly
David Braunstein of the Pelham
Over-Manned Song Staff
group Is composed of carnival men
Heath Inn, Bronx, Is dickering with
and circus racketeers.
as the musical atNo doubt that the lyric sheet Paul Whiteman roadhouse
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
for three
racket has made potent inroads In traction for his
April 15.
Fox has requested three-fourths
the sale of legitimate sheet music. months commencing
Hitch at present as reported is of the songwritlng staff to accept
Legit sales have dropped more
contracts, as
than 25 per cent. Composer., are the terms, with Whiteman demandj'^ settlements on their
that the the Fox music department Is glutted
also hit, with smaller bulk royalties ing a percentage, and also
with writers.
Radio created the market for thestf guarantee for the full term be deAfter rejecting the proposition,
in advance.
posited
song sheets. The melody is learned
the following songwriters accepted
via air, and from 60 to 100 lyrics
Byron Gay, Burke,
settlements:
may be purchased from the vendorft
Ladner's Royalty Idea Pease and Nelson.

New

In Bargainii^ for Mechanicals

Sam

publicity for the picture.
Staff of the Famous Music Co.,
jointly owned by Paramount and
Warners', but operating solely as an
outlet for Paramount songs, will be
kept at a minimum, with barely any
additions made to the present staff.
Murray Press, in charge of Famous
Music for Paramount, will have the
road representatives of Famous
make the rounds of Publix managers and teach them how to plug
the songs.
Among other things, house men
will be shown how to tie up Par's
tunes with- the neighborhood music
stores and how to get them plugged
on local radio stations.
Publlx music department also is

Foreign Musicians in

Owner

tion.

Scrwer, handling cxploitatioj\
for the Warnar publishers. He
bellevea the songs will go over
better if they are not heard
cold, and hopes enough of them
can read music to make the.

with Brown, has a new tworyear ation of all songs used In ParaThe song sheet racket has reached contract
mount films. Idea Is to boost sales
with M-G-M.
a more serious and troublesome
of the songs as well as gain added
proportion than the publishers and
protective society originally feared.
Of late the racketeers have been
making threats against anyone try-

Copyright B31 Favors

Previous to the opening of
Warner pictures in key cities,
each critic in the city will be
mailed a set of music regulars
of the songs in each produc-

65

brouf,'ht
WaltrT I>avlson'.s
Loul.svllle Loons Into the PlccudiUy.

cense. Attorney for Knickerbocker
Union demanded tho band be filed a motion to dismiss the suit
withdrawn and Roche.stor musi- on the grounds that tho American
cians only be employed on the stage Society was ono oic the plaintiffs
dais.
and not a nece.ssary party for the
Both sid(-s arc trying to orrangc determination of all the Is.sues ina Rf'ttlerni-nt. This wofk l.s the volvfd. The court then made lt»
band's third Iktc.
I'liling known.
I

]

J

-

NIGHT CLUBS— MUSIC

VARIETY

€6

Along the Coast
By

Bill

Hollywood, Feb. 8.
Latest reports concerning bands
along- the coast show that an arrangement between the Carr Broth
era' orcliestra and Max Fisher has
been made whereby the two bands
will alternate between the Casino at

Aeua

Max

and

Caliente

Fisher's

Fingerprint Hostesses

Swigart
.month ago to plug for Plantadosi.
Splitting of Harms and Famous
hero was brought about by the
Paramount studio executives, who
claimed that Paramount picture
songs were, not getting adequate
representation through the Harms
Their list of current plugs
office.
now consist of "Sweeter Than

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Eladio Pictures.

The ftumber

of out of town song
and their representatives making their appearance here
last week read something like a
convention register. The influx was
started by Bernard Prager, sales
'manager for Robblns. iHe was followed by Bill Wiemann of Marks
aiid Bernard Pollatk, sales manager

publishers

now

Wltmark's,

for

here,

More than 122 musicians and 80
voices are being used constantly in
the production of "Viennese Nights"
Cor Warners. This is the first original screen operetta to be composed
by Sigmund Romberg and Oscar
s
Hammerstein.

Miami

Price in

Miami, Feb.

while

11.

Georgie Price suddenly departed
-Harry Engle of the Davis, Coonts
and Engle firm made a trip here from vaude and hopped down here.
He opened at the Club Lido last
ior 'but four days,
Latest changes in the local mupublishing offices report the
Famous catalog being divorced
from the Harms office and handled
Independently by Eddie Janis, former manager of the Harms office
here.
The Harms catalog will be
.represented by Artie Mehlinger,
yiho came out here less than a
.

(Mondajk) night.for four weeks.

He -remains -there

sic

'

Keating Doubling
Fred Keating will double between
"9:15 Revue" and the Casanova
Club,

He
this

N^ht Club Reviews

last week Introduced a bill
in the state legislature which
passed will require all
If

opens at the club the end of
week.

LITTLE CLUB

ular with the debbies.
This spot
is perhaps the smallest club in the
Miami Beach, Feb. 8.
country, little larger than the checkgirls sit- room of any of the
society
Picture
pretty
regular
joy
in New York to be licensed
ting on the laps of the boys In the haunts.
starting
finger-printed
and
orchestra of a miniature night club
Club depends mostly on the
July I.
with a capacity of 50 people In the Deauville patrons, either overflow
Annual license fee under the
club proper, and two small booths, or afterflow. Despite its non-couvert
bin would be from ?5 to $25.
not unlike Pullman compartments, policy, it frightens away the prolecapable of holding 20 other guests. tariat. There are but two waiters
Assemblyman Feld lives In
That's the Little Club.
New York City and Is from the
and a manager aside from the proIt Is a wind-up retreat, situated prietor.
In the rear are three
23d Assembly district.
at the north boundary of the Carl croupiers, also the office of the ownFisher propertied and a stone's toss er, which is decorated and furnished
from Deauvllle. No cpuvert charge, with rare tables, chairs, rugs and
and there's a_sni3.ll room In the reai- tapestries. All guests are invited to
Mopping Minneapolis
with three tables for gambling. It inspect the office.
is operated by Billy Shannon, once
Floor show consists of Ann Allia jeweler, a'nd he has virtually son, a very good toe dancer; Rita
Minneapolis, Feb. 11.
transformed the place, formerly the Well, blues singer, and Frankie
Federal prohibition department Jungle Inn, into a jewel box.
Hyers. Show is dainty and quite
here has announced that abatement
Club has a floor show and the in conformity with the environs.
Instituted Ross Allen orchestra, last year at
will
be
proceedings
Rounders, shouldn't miss this spot.
Five Best time to visit is after tWo, alagainst all Twin City night clubs the exclusive Bath Club.
young
men in tlie band, highly pop- though any hour after is good until
the
where liquor is brought Into
moi'nirig.
establishments and consumed by

hostesses and dance Instructors

It Is also planned to jail all
such patrons found carrying liquor,
on charge of violating the prohibi-

guests.

tion law.

WB

ajministrator for the northwest, put
the policy into effect last we%k,
prohibition
stationed
leading night clubs.
Harney said he not only proposes
to start arresting the customers
within the next few weeks, but also
will call on them to testify In abatement proceedings... againSt -the night

he

agents In
'

clubs-

CLUB FOREST

and

all

cdfes.

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Bobby Crawford, acting for DeSylva, Brown and Henderson, did
not renew for Warner's with Washington, Magids6n and Cleary, songwriting trio. His explanation was
the firmjs need for taking care of
other writers under contract.
Writers explain their exit as, due

a refusal to sign at their former
salary when each had been prom-

to

ROAD TOUGH FOR OPERA
Chi Troupe Finds
ing to

Pew Towns

Will-

Underwrite

ised a raise of $100- weekly.

Quebec Liquor

Profit

Quebec, Feb.
Chicago, Feb.

11.

Chi Civic Opera Co., now on tour,
is facing one of the worst seasons
of Its career. Few towns will underwrite the showing despite the
fact' that every available man and

New Orleans, Feb. 11.
"Smiling" Henry Berman is the
fioormaster of the new Club Forest,
which is turning them away nightly
and tops the South at present in
point of popularity. Berman doubles
as host and m. c, keeping things
going at a fast clip, and Is a potent
factor in aiding a more than aus'

Sides to Washington, Magidson' and Cleary Being Off Lot

M. L. Harney, Federal prohibition

when

TRIO OUT

Two

.

short.

12, 1930

Assemblyman Spencer Feld

cafe In LfOS Angeles.
Alternating Sweet," "Dream Lover," "My Love
schedule calls for two -week en- Parade," "If I Were King" and "If
Have You."... Art
to
gagements by each band. .George I Have
Scwartz will remain with the local
Fabrigot's band folds at the Hall's
Wltmark office for another year*
Chinese! restaurant next week and with the publishers holding an opis being booked for an eastern tour tion on his services for a second
by Patrick and Marsh. .Cooney year... Billy Burton has been apConrad and his El Patio ballroom pointed in charge of the Ager, Yelaggregation are doing muph to pack lon & Bornstein office here, replacinLos Angeles' biggest ballroom, ing none, as the office has beenBermany months. .Ben
while Lou Traveller at Qcean Park active for DeSylva, Brown & Hennian of the
Is doing much to draw customers to
derson office here is being swamped
the beach ballroorns. .Owen Fallon with numbei-s by the recent acquiand his Californlans are playing to sition of the Stept arid Green cataheavy matinee and evening crowds log and the new production numWhite's "Flying High"
of
at the Wilson ballroom. .Abe Ly- bers
man is kept busy covering mileage show.
by playing a triumvirate of band
Hollywood's wandering musicians,
dates at Paramount studios, M-G-M
and nightly at the Chinese theatre familiar figures on every studio set
silent days, have re-ap.Paul. Whiteman- determined the In the eld
.
peared at the Radio studios to act
number of friends he has In the as
emotion doctors for stars and
picture colony when he celebrated players who need the soft music to
his first anniversary over the air. bring out their emotions for a betAssisting were Lew Cody, Jack ter performance. The Radio studios
Oakie, Madge Bellamy, Lola Lane, have reverted back to the old pracMildred Harris, Richard Arlen, Lil- tice of assigning "set" musicians to
lian Roth
and June Clyde. All each producing company,
gave their services gratis to the
Victor Baraveile has renewed his
coughing cigaret company. .Ray
West recorded "three numbers iiv one contract as musical <iirector for

day for a Path©

Wednesday, Feb'ruary

Quebec Liquor

11.

Commission

re-

ports sales for year at- just over
$27,000,000 with $8,000,000 net profit.

This is record.
Gross receipts since commission
formed eight years ago have been
woman from the offices of the com- $165,292,432. Increase for past year
pany is now on the road trying to and record stated due to U. S. tourget -the 'music societies-, and. busjjiess. ist trade^.,
_
^
men to come In with a guarantee.
In five past yearns sales of wines
Coupled with this fs the serious has increased' 125% and spirits
opposition from S. Hurok's German 31%.
Grand Opera Co. In nearly every
stand of the Chi company HurokMUSICIAN'S COMPLAINT
Is two weeks ahead, with his show BLIND
coming In underwritten.
New Britain, Conn., Feb. 11.
George Peters, blind orchestra
leader, had his employer for two
weeks haled into court and fined
Royalties Held
for not paying the musicians.
Will Mercer Cook, former .AjnPeters, of Plainville, was engaged
herst college student, who claims to play with hii band at the Silver
to be the author and composer of Slipper inn.
The following Saturtlie song "I Love Tou," applied In day was just another day in the
Supreme court Monday for an in weelc Following Saturday also was
junction restraining Shapiro, Bern
without salary. Peters had a warstein & Co. from paying royaltIe'=) rant issued for Ludwig T. Naylor,
on the Bong to Art' and Kay Fitch proprietor of the Inn.
Justice
and Bert Lowe. Royalties are al- Hewes slapped a $100 fine on Nay-

.

..

picious result.

With the Forest the show is incidental as far as its financial end
proper is coiicerried, but it Is oh" s^'
par with those of the best night
clubs and entails quite an expense.
Tlie $1.50 cover. Including a meal,
means the Forest l8< about breaking
even on the cabaret, Sporting rooms
Immediately adjoining make the
gold mine.
Julia Gerlty is highlight of the
fiopr show.
She Is properly placed
at the Forest, her booming voice and
cheery manner being perfectly attuned to the environment. She is
set to remain for the balance of
the vwinter.
The Castles, rather
smart dancers and quite personable,
rank much above the average team.
Rita Delano has clicked with the
clientele,
but Frankie Meadows,
'

. dowA. .froin..,JS[ew_Jf'o_rk,_
seems pot to have sensed local re-

b^pjjght

Berman stands out in
specialty, while Charlie Fish—
bien and his orchestra, which Includes that great pianist, Buzzy
Williams, are plenty hot.
Club Forest is being maintained
by M. Karger.
Samuel.
quirements.
his

Wants
.

LEADING ORCHESTRAS DIRECTORY
AARONSON

IRVING

THE BRICK TOPS

COMMANDERS

and HIS

(PARISIAN

RED HEADS)

Featuring

"RED STAJJLEY" and PHIL SAXE America's Greatest Girl Band
AT
PeriDBDent Addreia
ROMAN POOL'S CASINO
•

Miami Beach, Florida

\

tS West North

MAL HALLETT

1

'

HIS ORCHESTRA
6EASOKS ON IIROADWAT
En Toar

Orchestras

•

Opening Soon at the SUUlon Dollar
Arcadia nailroom; D'n-ay and C3rd St.
MannRcmeiit
CHARLES SUIRDMAN, Salem, Blass.

VINCENT LOPEZ

I

and His

ORCHESTRA

HammerInK

Pelham. N. X.
OonbUns at th«

-

ST.

REGIS HOTEL

New Vork

AND

,

HOLLYWCOD,

H

F

I

P

I

:

;

fi."

vrith

siD

CALIF.

grauman

VICTOR RECORDS

ARTHUR WARREN

I

|

TAL HE^UE^
Victor Records

Warner Bros.-Vitaphone

B. A.

Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra
Palais D'Or Restaurant Orchestra
BdlaoD Ace ReoordiDS Orchestr*

ANSON WEEKS

Pork Central Hotel Orchestra

PARK CENTRAL HOTEL
York,

Now

ROLFE

Radio's Premier Conductor

Now

Main PInlnir Room
A Entertainment
New York, Suite 711

In

Muslo

1483 Broadway.

Artists

ExclDsIye Management
Orchestra Corp. of America
lOSO Broadway. New York

AND

Mirt. Variety

ORCHESTRA

and His

AND HIS
New

IPAUL WHITEMANI
And His Greater Orchestra
,

DETROIT

HIS. MUSIC

ROOSEVELT HOTEL

I

I

City

GEORGE OLSEN

I

VICTOR RECORDS
812 Book Towar

Office:

at the

PELHAM HEATH INN

C.

Indlanapolla, Ind.

JEAN GOLDKETTE

AND
9

St.,

FROM DETROIT

Now Making
"KING OF JAZZ"
for. Universal

PontoDal R«p,t JAS.^I*.

OIIXESPIE

HIS

ORCHEStRA

In Tliird

Year at the

HOTEL MARK HOPKINS
San Francisco

COLUMBIA RECORDS
Will Operate Alone

leged to

how

total $2,B00.

Cook brought suit last July, alleging that he originated this song
In 3923 while at Amherst, and that
It was featured there at social func
tlons and became popular through
out the East. Cook claims that In
1926 the FItcha copyrighted It under the name of "Dear Little Girl
of My Dreams," and that in 1928
copyright was assigned to
the
Shapiro, Bernstein
Co., who again
copyrighted and published the song.
Bublishera filed an answer asserting that U Cook ever had any
rights to the song, he assigned them
to the Robblns Music Corp. in 1928.
They say the FItchs wrote the song
prior to ,1924, and that they first
performed It successfully In 1922.

lor.

YACHl: CLUB EEOPENING
Phil Green and Billy Walsh have
taken over the old Yacht Club at
117 West 48th street.
They will
reopen- it Feb. 20 under the name
of Night Boat,
June Day, for the past few years
playing in the Plantation Club,
Paris,-. will be the feature attraction at the Night Boat. Musical attraction will be Vic Irwin's band.

2,000TH

PERFORMANCE
Toledo, Feb.

11.

1

•! Bro«dw«ir

1. ..

Paul Spor, m. c, how in New
York, on return will conduct a special

show marking

his 2,000th local

appearance.
This Is believed an endurance
Qulncy. 111., Feb. 11.
record for a Publix m. c.
Musicians' Union, Local 266, has
raised the Tjan on the Empire, rated
A. F. of M. Elections
unfair, and will permit the CleveLociH No. 802, American Federaland Symphony Orchestra (union)
tion of Musicians, has elected Danto appear there March 13.
Affair arranged by the local Civic iel Bruno and Conrad Henri as delegates to the A. P. of M. convenMusic Club.

LIFT

A CHOP HOUSE
OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT
156-8 WEST 4gTH STREET

BAH FOa SYMPHONY

.

tion.

Other elections are: Louis Wolff
"Susanna's" Publisher
ast delegate to the Central Trades
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
and Labor Council; Joseph AbraDifferences between Franklyn hams, Michael Briglio and Edward
Warner, producer of "Oh, Susanna," Urbach as members of the governarid the authors over the choice of ing board; Harry Bennett, Maurice.
a music producer, have been settled Bernhardt, Joseph Briglio, Daniel
with Warner agreeing to allow Al- Bruno, William A. Deutsch, Dome-:
fred Hustwick, lyricist, to publish nick Fantilli, Max Frey, Henry M.
tlie numbers.
Kielgast and Jack Zimbler as mem-

Harry G. Neville, local publisher bers
and owner of the sheet music departments of Piatt Music Company;

Contrary to report, David Braun- will distribute.
Schlpa for So. America
stein mlintaina he has no deal on
for a partnership in Pelham Heath
Tito Schipa leaves in May for a
Inn,
six months' concert tour through
Braunstein Intends to operate South America,
He will bo accompanied by his
alone and is negotiating for two
entire family.
bands to split the sunimei*.

Director of Miislo
Hotel Manger Grill,

the
located

in

where New York meets Broadway, Is already a radio favorite over stotlona WEAF and
AVJZ.

The fine discrimination he employs In his choice of tunes
accounts for his great popularity.

On

all his

prosrams

"WHEN

I'M LOOKING
AT YOU"

Lawrence Tlbbeltts sensational hit In
"Tho Iloguo Song,' is a consistent
fealuro.

RpBBiNs Music CoRPcmAi'i

of the trial board.

Harms' Coast

Office

Hollywood, Feb.

Harms music
Warners,
tl.e

HOWARD

opening an
Warner Theatre
is

11.

firm, controlled
ofllce

bldg.,

Artie Mellinger in charge.
Aielllnger was with the
dosls firm.

by

here in

with

Pianti-

Carlton Kelsey
Director Music
HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

m

Wednesday, FeEruary
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OUTDOORS

1930

FORMING NEW Cok's

ED. SHIPP

Concession Profits

SOUTH AMERICAN SHOW

Chicago, Feb. 11.
Check-op her© by the National
Printing Co. of money possibilities
Bhlpp,
formerly part of the Cole Bros. Circus, reveals
Edirard
«wner of the Shipp tc Feltiis Cir- that last year, with the season a
cus of South American fame, Is or-o month and a half short, the circus
ganlzln^ £1 Oran Circo Shipp on took nearly |60,000 on the conceshis own for a tour of Central and sion end. No question but that the

South America, where circuses can circus, how In Breham, Tex., will
of dough. The trick as go out early In March, even If Nanow being organized In New York tional has to bankroll.
hy Shipp, who is understood to have
promoted part of the bank roll here,
will be about the equivalent of a
flve-car circus In America, traveling
by boat and rail on the tour, but will
not travel on its own cars, that not
being customary in those countries.
James Douglas, son-in-law of
Shipp, will be general agent and

win plenty

TURTLE RACE URCUIT

MILLER-HARVEY PLAN

Ponca City, Okla., Feb. 11.
Is now blading the trail for the op'ry
R. M. Harvey and Zack Miller
which leaves New York by boat at
the end of February. Shipp is tak- plan to breed 50,000 turtles for races
to
be
staged
in auditoriums and
El
Capitan
man
from
Duffy's
ing a
theatre, Los Angeles, along for halls throughout the country. Miller
treasurer. Essie Pay and her horses, on his farm here" now has about 10,Moe Aarons and other circus at- 000 turtles.
Each turtle, numbered on Its back.
tractions from America wiH sail
from here with Shipp and his fam- Is sold for $2 to participants. The
ily.
Guttenberg's got a play from holder can win plenty if his number
will cross a given line. ElimiShipp, many of the costumes for
the minstrel show, the spectacle and nation races are staged, with a flock
the street parade having been of turtles in an enlarged tub which
has no bottom. When the tub is
bought there.
Shipp knows the territory he hoisted the mudders begin their
plans playing like a book. He ex- grind, some often coming to within
pects to be out for three years.
an Inch of the line and then dumbly
He will use a llO-foot round top turnng back. After all eliminations
with 50-foot pieces of side wall.
comes the Derby, which pays according to the number of entries.
"""There— Is- no- entrance.- fee, -making it lawful 'in all states.
.

OUTDOOR NOTES

Paddy Harmon was

re-elected to

the board of directors of the Chi
Stadium. No changes and no statement to the press on aniiual elections.

Fred Buchanan

is

the best posted

Shriher in loVa. H^s had many
speaking dates this year for lodges.
Peru, Ind., sold out every local
paper containing notice of death of
Jerry Mugivan. Req'uests from all
parts of the U. S.
"

Geo. ~ Melghajil- " "addressed" "the
Cleveland Traffic Club last week.

VARIETY

YAKIMA CANUTT'S IDEAS

ON OWN FILM BUSINESS
Hollywood, Feb.

11.

$55,000

Yakima Canutt, back from roping grossed
for the Shrine circus at Toledo, is
making his final western for J.
Charles Davis. His 1930 program is
to make his own series to states

cities.

Canutt figures his personally conducted sales trip at about six weeks,
then back to finish his series.

Florida Side

Shows

Miami Beach, Feb. 8.
Aside from making the rounds of
gay spots, there are numerous odd
diversions for spare hours.
One may take a ride for $1.50 on
a sea sled at the Floridian, skimming the waters of Biscayne bay.
It is

non-hazardous and

thrilling.

Or one might care to cruise to
the coral reef on a glass bottom
boat, inspecting marine life, for $3
a trip. Lots of sport looking for
Try to find
octopus or sharks.
V
them!

One may

satisfy

a yen for a gon-

dola ride In the artificial "VTenice b«r*
at $3 an hour alone or $19 aa hotlr
for a party over-four.
There aria the" Goddyefff' "bllftipa,
continuously In the air, which give
one a birdseye view of the Magic
City for $5,
Ringling-B-B Miss. Fair
There Is a veritable Coney Island
Regina Date below Fifth street with scores of
concessions, exactly like Palisades
t
Jackson, Miss., Feb. 11.
Park, only no roller coasters or
Ringling-Barnum & Bailey cir- ferris wheels.
cus will play the Jackson Fair one
In Biscayne boulevard, near the
day. Price $20,000 for the day.
MacAllister hotel, are sidewalk asOther 'attraction on the midway tronomers, astrologlsts, etc.
for the week will be Rubin &
And, nearby, the public band con"

Jam Over

$55,000 In nine days.
total around $20,000

AND QUIT
Johnny

'ter

to

ARLINGTON ROUTES

tiie

Jones,

J,

hct*o, 'm.^y

Fla.,
-it

Fob,

is

qu^t his carnival

circus

have had

some

CIRCUS

HIS CARNIVAL

Tampa,
.

was

net.

ED.

MAY TRY

JONES

9 Days

Of that

right.

Plans to shoot the first at Newhall, put it in shape,
then, personally peddle it through th^ key

in

Los Angeles, Feb. Hi
Shrine Circus, under the axispiccs
of Al Malaikah Temple, with vaudp
acts brought on from the ea.^t,

67-

field,

Jones

this plan in

Many

time.

of his

11.

reported
and enIs

mind
plum

said
for
fair

dates have slipped away.
The past three weeks' biz, worst
In his history, is said to have hasJones was extened his plalis.
Edward Arlington, who used to tell tremely friendly with Jerry MugiP. T. Barnum and James Bailey van, and often discussed the circus
where to play their cirous, an<i who end with him. He expres.^ed a desire to leave the carny field.
hafl_, more recently been connected
with several hotel fiascos In New
The Johnny J". Jones Show lo.st
York City, is now b.ack in the circus business. Together with a com- the CKiss ''A"^ circuit of fairs in
pany of 50 midgets, animals and Northwest Ctinada, the. North Daperformers of note, he left on the kota circuit arid also the State Fair
S, S, Mohawk Mr Jacksonville, Fla., at Jackson, Miss,, but retains Sawhere the Lester Brothers Euro- vannah,' Ga.
Jones plans to play Wa.-^hihgton,
pean Circus is being organized.
Starting about February 20 thi,«; D. C, a.s usual and Is considering
circus will play through Florida and taking in the big cities In the East.
come' north under the routing of There are some big spots for him
Arlington,
to play, isueh as Baltimore, PhiladelLester Brothers, in case you don't phia, Newark, Jersey City, Bridgeknow, are well known in the British port, Springfield, Worcester and
Isles for their midget enterprises. lots of towns in New England with
It is' understood that this midget a population of 100,000 or more.
circus is going to pay ifull salaries.
Max and Joe Kunkely are going
to Jacksonville to look after the requirements In the way of canvas.

AU-MIDGET TENT SHOW

,

Sunday Law Dooms Menlo
Park and Flaming Youth

Ties" Up St. Louis
Lot as Circus Holdout

Marphy

St,

D. D.

Ix)uis,

Feb.

11.

Murphy shows, wintering

here, have sewed up the the circus
lot for the next three months and
are holding out on an offer of the
Sells-Floto circus to use the ground.-!
for spring showing.

.Reading,. Pa., Eeb.Jl..^

Flaming youth In Perkasle, Pa.,
30 miles ^ast of this city, will have
to do Its flaming week days and
week nights. Town council has repassed, over the Burgess' veto, a

Sunday blue law.
Ordinance,
practically

regarded as drastic,
puts out of business

Mcnlo Park, llenry Wilson, owner,
says the park cannot operate unless
Town was figiired by Ringling Sunday opening Is permitted.
ofllce as first spring date under
In retaliation Wilson Is expected
canvas, but account of Murphy's to demand the closing of the town'6
Cherry carnival.
cert. Every night.
For sightseeing, there are buses move may blow stand. Opposition stores, Ice cream parlors and susstarted
by
Murphy
to
Chicago, Feb. 11.
shut-out
pension of trolley service.
which leave at Collins^'and Fifth for
Ringling ofllce here is In a huddle a glimpse of the territory here- s h o w I,n g of Beckman-Gerrety,
"VVortham carnival.
-over the -Regina— Fair date- of- thfi; -abouti
Bpth carnys
- — -- —
Hagenbeck-Wallace circus.
'You can swim at the Deauvllle winter" In Ea"i5t' St~L6ui3," ahd~try" to
Calif. -Rodeos Can't figure how they can get the for $1 if you bring your own suit; make the same lo,t for the first
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
circus into Canada under present $2 otherwise. Sundays offer the Ro- stand.
routing, and still show a profit. man pools.
Southern
California will have two
You can see a man
Possibility date may be waste- wrestle an alligator. and a show of
rodeos during April. First one will
.

-•

—

•

.

"

Rubin Gruberg made a bid for
services of Arthur Hopper while in
Chi. Hopper is still slated to take
the general agentship of the Rob-

'

basketed.

aquatic stars In

inson cirous.
C.

One may

W. Finney

will be

Floyd King's

partner this season if successful in
floating the Cole circus, now in
hands of National Printing Co.

Three new circus books soon roll ers of the Urrutia & Lloyd Circus
from the press. M. Willson Disher
now in Analgua on a tour of the
of London Will bring out "Circuses."
Robert Sherwood also has another British West Indies.
titled "Hold Your Hosses; the Elephants Are Coming," while Clint E.
Stathis Antonopulas, who has had
Beery, chairman of the Circus Fans' concessions in and around the city
Association, is working on one to of New York, Including m&.ny on
be named "The Annals of the Cir.

city-owned ventqres as well as at
Yankee, Stadium, died Friday.

.

Mabel Stark is the feature of an
article by Francis Beverly Kelly In
Collier's of Feb. 8.
A whiz of an
article.

Miss Stark

fornia breaking

Barnes

is

new

now

in Cali-

acts

for the

circus.

L. B. Backenstoe, owner of the
chimp, Joe Mendi, now playing the
Palace, New York, is fiirtlng with
the idea of returning to the carnival
lot with

A

guy with a yen

for

something new

circus

at

midway

With the passing of Jerry Mugivan, and Bert Bowers not interested
outdoor show business any
in
longer, Fred Buchanan becomes the

man

National Printing Co, in Chi. is second richest circus
asking $6,500 cash to release the tive
Cole Eros,
Texas.

in

knowing shows.

things in Chi has 'figured there are
carnivals that are not afraid to
let the world know where they are.
He hasn't the dope on how. many
hide out.

1.^9

sti'll

ac-

Brehemn,

representative

—^^

there's

Shriners'

Chicago, Feb.
Bros,

circus,

automobile

shows

bins'

Canada Date

The Shrlner's Convention
week of June 16, at Toronto,

Auto Show on Side

for the

will be
affair this year, since

11.

Robert Buchannan, of the Robwilt

with

have two
circuses

this season.. Circus uses a separate
tent with display of new cars, all
admissions getting a trip thru the
auto tent.

be at Burbank on the 13, staged by
Garrett and Wright, Other will he
the annual event at Saugus April
27, staged by Baker and Anderson.

Roy Arnold

Is

promoting an event
Angeles during:

to be held in Ix>s
July.

Other rodeos to be held in Calif,
during the season are at Sonera
reported

General Motors Co,,
liking the Idea, with Buchannan May 10-11; Azusa in June, and orte
hoping to Interest Ringling on some promoted by Garrett and Wright at
of his circus. The two circuses set Santa Ana, Oct. 3-6.
Plenty' of dough will be spent to
=
entertain- the Nobles during this are Robblns and Christy with a
week. One of the attractions talk- possibility of the "101" coming In
Chautauquas Merge
ed of for the date Is the Ringling line, Medium priced cars used.
(Chicago, Feb. 11.
Brothers and Barrium & Bailey JClrColumbus Redpath Chautauqua
cus to play the Fair grounds, the
circuit and Chi Redpath will be.
price for- the week being set at
merged this season, with W. S.
$100,000.
Rupe, general manager. Territory
Sum of $20,000 will be spent for
will bo from Gulf to Great Lakes.
(Continued from page 64)
fireworks.
Other entertainment.
The two organizations split In
While hurried the broadcast suggested possibilities of what can be. 1914 when business was good. Both
circuits owned by H, P. and W. "V.
done with stage pieces.
Hoxie with 101
Henry Burbig bobbed up during Harrison.
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
the Brown-Eilt period on WABC.
Reported at this end Jack Hoxie This program pleasing. Eversharp
will be the cowboy star this summer Pencil had some good musical stuff.
Brunswick Program (WABC) School Build-Up for
with 101 Ranch Wild West.
This appears to dissipate the brought Norman Brokenshire in as
Chicago, Feb. 11.
a "guest announcer." Music typical
Ringling office is readying a plan
rumors Tom Mix might go with the of this period. Josef Koestner
won
Millers.
new mu.sical glory with his orches- to have a young womai^ visit schools
tra during Armour program (WJZ). on the route of] Sclls-Floto and sell
Ben Pollack on WABC had some thj youngsters the western
lea,
soothing topical numbers. Tuneful which Tom Mix will represent.
Jones' Terrible
Takes (WOR) talked its period into
Growth of America, the west and
Tampa, Fla„ Feb. 11,
exhaustion, Goodwin period (WMOA) all it means will
be the sum of
Week's biz for Johnny J. Jones shifted pace. Not so, much Jewish the lectures the young
w6man will
carnival on midway of fair here stuff, with a M'r, O'Hara and a Mr. deliver.
Femme not yet chosen.
.Schullz introduced for atmosphere.
took a nose-dive.
Miss Hill, femme baritone, enjoyBooking plans now up In the air. able on WGBS.

a very big
this

is

the

first

time

it

has been

held in Canada.

AIRUNE

Mix

.

^ Harry Earl and George J. Mendelsohn haye been re-engaged for
J. A. B. Hossick has filed suit
"101
against the Ringling Corp. for two the press department of the
,
years' salary, which he claims is Ranch."
due him on contract.
JJ. J. (Cap) Shelton, veteran cirFra.nk Braden, formerly general cus p. a., has deserted the white
press

divisions.

the laugh.

The Riding Lloyds are part own-

cus."

aU

fish.

you go for dog races,
the Biscayne Kennel Club.
If

another organization, they withdrew

of

the

101 tops for fiction writing.

Ranch, will not be with that show
this year, Braden and R, M.
vey, general agent of the show,

Jerry Mugivan
Harhave cleared up most

reported to have
of his Interests in

is

conferred recently but without re- carnivals before his death.
sults.
Braden has not trouped
Roland Butler, formerly with the
with an outdoor attraction in sevSparks and , Ringling Circus press
eral seasons.
departments, now operates a comFlying Floyds, Riding Rooneys, mercial art service in Boston and
Hodgini and the Martini 'Family gets a heavy play fror.i show press
Not deto the Shrine Indoor Circus, Gal- 'agents playing Boantown.
cided whether he'll be with one of
veston, Tex.
them or not this season.
Oscar Lowande is still operating a
Beverly "White, p. .a. for thft Bocksmall circus on the island of Cuba.
man Garrlty carnival, got kicked
Sammy J^awrpnce will manage by his bed in ChicaKo whrn a pineooncppsiona on the Ruhin & Clierry apple went off next to his rooming
Modpl Phow.-i.
house.
•

Week

Major Bowes' Family
IN CEAKGE
^fajor Bowes' Family diversified
Milwaukee, Feb. I'L
program and results gratifying
WKAF,
Banjo solo over great,
Ralph E. Ammon, Madison, has
been appointed head of the division f.'hase and-Kanborn Choral orchestra
of fairs and state development by (W'VjAV) fntertalning: Ohman and
Arden, piano playing, also good.
the Department of Agriculture and Nina Koshetz's
top noting, Atwater
Markets. Ammon last year was Kent hour (WEAF), without a
secretary of the Dane country fair. break.

AMMON

—

Bert Earle Dies
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.*
Bert Eafle, prominent fair concessionaire, died suddenly In a telegraph ofllce here last week. Detailed report Is in the obituary department,
Earle's fair contracts for 1930 will

be carried out by H. P. Bee, his
Market and Halsey Streets play- business partner for the past 18
house (WOil) good In spots. A tap month."?.
dance was eflpeeially so. Seth Parker period (WiOAl-') Is a contrast
AUKDSt.
to the jazz band stuff. Almost good
JAEVIS TO TEY PAEK
enough for a oollectlon. Ollmatlcs
Arthur Jarvic:, for „a while m.m(WJZ) show improvement with tvpc
Spark's Show Staff
of numbers.
Collier's hour (WJZ) ager of Luna I'ark, but more reChicago, Fob. 11.
associated
doing ns:\ial mag ballyhoo.
witb
C'-orge
South cently
Rubin Gruberg wpnt to tht; Tampa
T. W. Ballengpr will again h'» .Sea Inlands fVVJZ) don't g»'t far Hamid In th»; orit-ration of White
Fair and made bids for .several dis- genpral agent of. the Sparks circus. from the beaten path,
City park at "\\'or<:ester, Mass., will
Bnrt
Lown,
now
corning
his
into
satisfied attractions.
Dixie Engle' local contractor and
try it on his own thi.s peason.
own as f,'n- as his natne on the air
Arthur Dlggs car manager.Jle plans an a>ni).-;en)ent park at
is (:ono<-iTK'd,
showing eai-e in his
the lines
Zach MUlPr, after a trip South,
Bruce Cliestermap, who lias hand- Hotel
JiiltTii'jre
pi'oRrams
from Freeport, L. I., bnili alorig
('.'ourii y-eonWp.'.t'-he.-jfr
is back p'layjng cards on the front
led the newspaper for some years WABC,
ti!.'
lie'sef-n around the .sm- ;0f
porch at Ponca City, 0.'<la.
will again be P. A..
i'irol''-d d»'vrlfi].;.i(-nt at Kye, N. Y.
di'iH long
iioiigh Ui IjC dl.se/-rnJng,

New

position places Ammon In
charge of the Wlscon.sln State Fair
to be held here the la.st we^k Iti

J

,

.

Frank West announced he would
not have any sting'em stores so he
kissed the Bi-aden boys good-bye in
a most frlpiidly way. The annfluncenient brought a laugh from the
fraternity, but when the Braden
hoys showed up on the roster of

i.s

,

l

<

T

"
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CHICAGO

Wednesday, February

who went

to the coast to break Into
pictures. Is out of the profession
temporarily. Now operating Bradley hotel, Ocean Park, with his wife.

features blamed for the fair attendance.

Hazel Baker.

local Keith house for
glnnlnig Feb. 17.

Qarmela Ponselle

la

booked at the

a week be-

ROCHESTER,
"Weddlnr

Englewood
remains

.

night

bargain

treat for the shoppers down south
and they continue to pack the house
for the 10 acts evecy Tuesday evening.
Opening were the Three
Marvels, girls, with a, nice hoofing
routine; over well. Pat Lane gave
'em weak stuff with well remembered gags. Ibllngs and Thomas,

man and woman
•with their tunes;

song team, missed
mostly old stuff

and too slowly paced tor this house.
Burgess and Kay- have a few
Jaughs at the start with their comedy dramatic reading, but dig themselves Into a bad Ijole later. Need
a new routine, Frank Hamilton has
built his turn on hjs stutter song

—

matter in CORRESPONDENCE refers to current week unless
otherwise indicatea
The cities under 'Correspondence in this issue of Variety are as
follows and on paaei;

.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA
BOSTON

71

BRONX,

71

BROOKLYN,
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

>

-

WOODS'

71
71

HOLLYWOOD

STEICTLY DISHONORABLE
Staged by
Antoinette Perry and Mr. Pemberton

"An

eve^ilnc of delight."
^Heywood Brouii, "McCaU's"

"HIT

Mag.

WOODS

RKO

Triumph

THE DECK"

With JACK OAKIE
and POLLY WALKER
in

largest

seta

Tecluilcolor from the
ever coiislnictod In Hollywood.

ForgcouB

70
69

boys, five rn,en and two girls, in a
musical act.' Red-headed comic not
bad, while a girl lariat twirler is
fair.

On the
Business off.
Racket" (M-G).

screen,

McEvoy; Parkside, Chicago,

G. P.

Brunhild Bros, to Parkside Theatre
Corp.; Symphony, Chicago, United
Theatre Corp. to Samuel C. Levin;
Avalon (formerly Lyric), Bement,
F. R. Mellinger to Durbin Bros.;
Empire (formerly Star), Bradford,

Boyden

Q.

W. W. Dorgan;

to
Ind.,

City

Amusement

Ind.,

Griffith

&

James Blkos

to

Co.; Gem, Kouts,
Griffith to Edward

Le Roy,

Geo.
Tarelton;
111.,

Tonight
HARRIS

H.

«^S,^s"ar

Presonta

THIS SEASON'S COMISDY SMASH

"June Moon"
By America's Foremost Humorists

RING

GEORGES.

and

LARDNER'

Because one scene In "Show
Boat" is laid in the old Sherman
hotel, the present hotel management
has submitted to a tie-up with Universal for the picture's local release.
Hotel Is printing and distributing literature at its own ex-

Baker,

to Columbia as
Louis exchange.

.

EDDIE CANTOR
In
ZIEGFELD

on

Unlversal's

Jack Fine

Is

.

moving

his office to

York. He has been producing
here 12 years and held a Keith
franchise the last six.

New

Procluctlon

"WHOOPEE"

Malcolm Is now general
Cliff
manager of the three Hazel M. Cass

100 Glorified Girls

attractions.

Weeks Only
ANHFR
GEORGE M. COHAN

Elwin Strong organizing a stock
which opens in Freemont, Neb.,
early in May,

NEW AMERICAN

Mrs. Ethel Bennett sends out fourChautauqua companies early In
April, two months sooner than In
previous years.

3

PIjAT

"GAMBLING"
New

Original

York

MARY

LOUIS

71

PAUL
SAN ANTONIO
SAN FRANCISCO

•

68
68
69
69

SARANAC LAKE
SEATTLE
TOLEDO
WASHINGTON, D. C

By

E. H.

— Dark.
—

Paramount

71

68
71

—

of investigation.

Eastman

Theatre

Subscribers'

Paramount, Publix house, has In- concerts gave the fund a bad kick
a lobby show, with beauty this winter and added burden oC
winner and local radio Civic Orchestra causes problem.

contest

—

Blv^lL-rr-yaudfllm.
_ -.r.^
Burlesque (Mutual).
ISinplre

_^

Worst concert

flop do far was leading Metropolitan eta* (Gigll) guartossed subscribers for

.

names as

GOODING

"Street of Chance"; stage

Valentine— "Hallelujah."
State "Hot for Paris."
Vlto-Temple "She Couldn't Saj No."
Fantheon "Playing Around." ^
Princess "Grand Parade.'^

——
—

money held up pending completion

stalled

show.

.

Ofilclals see little chance of getting conviction in recent Fay's theatre fire. Plenty of circumstantial
evidence of arson, but Investigators
unable to turn up any direct evidence.
Rebuilding and insurance

profitable basis, with second-runs Assoclaticn, wealthy group supone half of week and first-funs the porting musical activities In city,
other half. Scaled from 15c to 25c. are seeking larger organization to
help foot the bills.
Same of the

TOLEDO
Palace

In this film.

After
trying
several
policies,
Strand finally has been put on a

entertainers.

Women's City Club has put over anteed $3,500,
a two-month ticket-selling drive for $2,000 loss.
engagement of German Grand Opera
company here this week.
Death of. L. N. Scott leaves his
two. legit, houses, Metropolitans in
St Paul andTMInneapBirs; to be car-

HOTEL RALEIGH
048 N. Dearboen

'

Wright Players (stock) folded
last week in the Palace after six
weeks at 75c top and house goes
dark.
Howard Felgley, manager
Rlvoll, is keeping Walter Vaughn
and others of the co, for a series

on

by

two managers,
Samuel Neuman and Robert Scott,
on behalf of the estate. Only one
ried

their

show, "Journey's End," since Scott's
death a month ago.
Nothing set

St.,

Chicago, HI.

DAY or NltiHT
comfortable and reasonably
priced Theatrical Hotel -within easy

A

clean,

walking distance of

all

LOOP TH£ATRBS

'RatA*.
I\ace8.

for future.

*
^10.00

Single

ond Up Donblo

First next
of dramatic sketches.
week, Holworthy Hall's "The Valiant," with Vaughn, Betty Colter,
Earl Dwire and William Laveau.

Milton Goodhand, stage director.

IN

ROY

SEIBERT

Mgr. of the "New Moon*' Company

— "Sunnyslde Up."
— "Street
of Chance."
—
"Their Own
-State— "Sally."
—
Empire "Song at Love."
Texas
Aztec

Desire.**

Fields and Andrews' "Connecticut
Yankee" had Its 1,001 performance
at the Municipal Auditorium here
Thursday night. House, estimated

HOTEL Mccormick

at 2,600, considered small with seating capacity of more than 6,000.

18

Edwin Carewe here and
week on business.

CHICAGO

MNDY'SOn RESTAURANT
Randolph Street
Home, Sweet Home, to. the Profession
A Good Place to Eat and Meet

CHICAGO Home

"You bet I always stay at the MpCormIck when I xuu in
Chicago," he says. "It's so wonderfully located. . .near
the loop. ..yet out of the noise and dirt. I like the surroundings and the friendliness. I enjoy the handball
courts... the golf-drlvlng nets... the health and reducing
apparatus provided for Hotel McCormIck guests. I certainly recommend Hotel McCormIck!"

Chlcago Civic Opera Company
booked for Municipal Auditorium
March 14-16.- Sixth season here.
Opera has always gone over without

his

In Dallas

last

deficit.

Vic Inslrlllo, m. c. at the Texas,
-will not go to the Paramount, New
York, as previously announced.
Staff men of three dallies announced they would produce "The
Front Page" shortly.
Carl Gllck,
Little theatre director, will stage

Apartments for two
$90 up
Larger Apartments for four • . $150 up
Hotel Rooms .
$60 to $70 a Month

It.

.

PORTLAND, ME.
By HAL CRAM
"The Spider" (Stock).
——"Playing
Around"-Vaude.

Alice

LaMarr Johnson,

director, Hayden Players
son), has resigned.

publicity
(Jeffer-

Arthur Martel has closed four
weeks' engagement at the organ at
State and Strand here arid has returned to the Metropolitan in Boston.

Portland's 18th annual auto show
closed after a week of none too good
business.
.Laok o£ entertainment

.

Complete maid and hotel service, electric
refrigeration, light and gas included

•TcfTcrRoii

Keith's

Cnst, Includlni;

PHILIPS

Is

Pajace-Orpheum overhead skyhigh this week with Irene Rich and
Al Trahan on a four-act bill. Irene
Rich announced a few weeks ago
and then taken off. Ray O'Connell,
local manager, squawked and she
was put back on In gnly available
date, which happened to be the
week Al Trahan was booked.

.

Majestic

William

IN HIS

70
68
68

fitted for pictures and he was
personally Interested because episodes In his last African trip when
he met the Johnsons were Included
Is

Child."

SAN ANTONIO

Felertag.

pense.

KAUFMAN

FRI

71

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ME
ROCHESTER, N. Y

Hall"

Up."

"Applause."

,

sales staff for 12 years, has gone
head of the St.

ILLINOIS—

Strand

William
to
Fuse in the Paramount's power
Marengo, Nell Wilson to
blew" "one' day last; week,
Royal Theatre Corp.; Nlles, Nlles plant
plunging house In darkness for 35
Center, Arthur Kausal to George
Nothing
minutes, 'during picture.
Goldkette; Sheffield, Sheffield, 111.;
to do but sit there as stage talent
Varsity,
ValF.
Masters;
James
to
was out to lunch.
paraiso, Ind., J. J. Gregory and Ed
Rosecan to G. G. Shauer and Sons,
John Evans, Hlllsboro, O.-film theCo.
atre operator, arrested on -liharge of
Warren Ii;on3 has assumed half opening show on Sunday. W. C. T.
and four preachers complainants.
U.
the ?4,000 in obligations of the Palace, New Oi'leans,
which closed
Hheatre managers In Flndlay
with burlesque stock. He was a
opening
again Sunday evenings,
partner.
after 15 years of Sabbath darkness.
Marjorie Maxwell, opera- singer, Local preachers plan fight.
owing to a cold, quit the Uptown
show and was replaced by Lucille
Eunice Lefkovltz, personal secreJack Hess (RKO), has been
promoted to a news desk.

SAM

OTTAWA

— "Burning

Tower—
—"Her Unborn

71

69

"Woman

Theatre transfers listed by the
film board of trade last veek fol-.
low: "Fr^hcisr Chicago,' It. Blwm-to

lUvlera

70
J

OAKLAND, CAL.

Oklahoma Cow-

attention.

tary,

SELWYN

RKO Temple gave pre-showlnj
of Johnson African film, "Across
the World," at home of Georg*
Eastman. Film magnate's residence

-'

Royal,
Presents

Comedr Hit by PRESTON SPURGES

Flmod

69
.............. 71
69

KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MILWAUKEE
needs

MONTREAL
NEWARK, N.

ST.
70 ST.

Michaels

BROCK PEMBKBTON

R-K-O

69
68

Stibbs; Princess,

A DELPHI

Another

71

DES MOINES
DETROIT

Grand, Gary,

—

Y

N.

DENVER

F.

A. n.

69

N. Y...

MINNEAPOLIS

Belmont
Said Senator Murphy, "All of these
acts have played the biggest and
best houses In America," proving
that he'3 funny.
Winchester and
Ross, hoke team which has modernized with a blood and thunder film
on the screen, while they do the
talking from behind,' supplied 15
minutes of entertainment next to
closing.
The remaining eight acts
- •• as -usual.
Georgia Steppers, four colored
boys, opened with a song and finished on tap attempts. Gypsy Strollers, man and girl, sing.
Mirror of
Personalities, flash act with four

—

PAUL

— Dark.
Paramount — "Sunnyslde Up."
BKO-PreBldent— "Happy Days."
Palace-Orphenm — "Dance
vaude.

All

hoofing oke,
but. their
clowning doesn't click. Melodyland
has too high a nut for the thin
entertainment it delivers. Old Stuff.
Five femmes with string Instru^
ments and a classical dance, pair.
Can't stand competition.
Wilton
and Murphy, song two-act, pleased
with some tunes and couple of gags.
Max and his gang, animal act, over
big, and deservedly; being a dog
act with fine touches of comedy, besides real stunts.
Loop.

•

expected.

ST.
Sletropolltan

straight-

RlngiT';

—
—
——
——

CORRESPONDENCE

but the rest of his act won't do.
Should buy himself a couple of
numbers. Femme at piano does a
weak warble solo to give Hamilton
a change interval.
Leo and Graff, first on the regular
half, were big with their strong arm
stuff.
Merritt and Nornian, comedy
hoofers, have ah Idea but don't
know what to do with it.
Their

,

N. Y,

BKO Temple— "Hit the Deck"vaad^
(3
week).
Dan Russo opens at the EdfifeliOew's B4>«he«t«r "DevU Hay CarV^
A new theatre la to be erected vaude.
water Beach hotel Feb. 14 for an
Eoatman "Condemned."
indef stay. Will be replaced at the here In the so-called Deerlng disPiccadilly— "JLove Racket"; raud*.
Leon P. Gorman, former
Beach View Gardens by the Earl trict.
Kegent "Behind the Makeup,
manager, Main and State theatres,
Hoffman band.
Fay's Dark,
has been appointed treasurer of the
Victoria Dark.
Strand Changs.
Clarence Parrlsh has replaced Deerlng Theatres, Inc.
Family Change.
Harold Lee In charge of the local
men and two girJs, neatly staged, Witmark office. Lew Butler out
Recovery of a- Photophone equipiRochester
Community Player%
has a two-man team of good hoof- since Green and Stept catalog taken ment attached by a deputy sheriff Is
ers modeling after half of the Four over by DeS. B. & H.
asked In a $2,000 suit filed In the producing "Voice In the Dark?
Kings. Shaffer and Bernlce, com-i
Superior Court here.
Lew Anger, mystery play by Ralph Dyar, starts
edy dialog duo, list as a man lookHe Ing Feb. 13 for nine performance*,
Tiffany's franchise total In Illi- Bridgeport, Conn.,- Is plaintiff,
ing for a wife while a girl tries nois is now near the 200 mark, Chl- claims the property belongs to him
to sell him a used car. Vanity Fair, pago exchange, under Henry Ell- and not to the Colonial theatre.
RKO Palace, under new managei;
flash act of four gu'ls and a man, man, has sold 40 since Jan. 1 with
Jacob Golden, trying out 11 A. IC,
which tried at the Englewood the four men In the field.
Racket over the 24 sheets got opening Instead of 12:30. New houj;
week before, still needs pep and cutIllinois Independent Theatre Ow^ii- extra biz for "Party Girl" (Tiff) at corresponds -with competing houses^
ting of a "Bathtub" blackout to pass ers' Association, which affiliated Hamrick's Music Box.
muster.
Publix worrying o-ver poor RochesLocal censor board dema,nded
with Allied States, Is making a
'
Lee Evans, with a pianist, did drive for downstate members. Steve white strips pasted on bill boards ter biz. Heavy competition further
three songs in a baritone, plus Inter- Bennis, Lincoln, 111., inde., and E. E. showing much limb. Papers picked downtown Is hitting the Eastman
and
Regent, and new stage shows
up the protest. Result: plenty more
pretations. Good voice, but routine Alger, Champaign, are chairmen.
at Piccadilly are not drawing as
seat sales.
,
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By DON RECORD
tyoeom— "GaU
— Night"

BJKO Palace
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Vine

St.

and Hollywood Blvd.

J. Cohen to Calvi, Comm amounting to $150. The girls
claim that after they had sold
Montrose theatre, Montrose, Cal., tickets for the highbrow shows, to
Reeve Houck to S. G. Carr. be presented by the Rep company,
they were unable to collect their salFred Campbell, former manager ary. Girls used the house-to-house
method.
of the Orpheum, is now in the insurance business.
Victor Seastrom will direct the
Albert Goodsteen replaces Leo M-G re-make of "Never the Twain
Hirshon as assistant manager of Shall Meet." Martin Flavin is asWarners' Downtown. Hirshon trans- signed on same lot to dialog "Blushing Brides," Joan Crawford's next.
ferred to the Forum.

sold by

mimeograph form.
"William
of P.

staff

Hardwick added to the
& M. publicity depart-

ment.

Lloyd Taylor,
Louis Fitzroy,
Arthur
Eleanor Bronson added to "The Nut
Farm," opening Vine Street theatre
State labor ofllice's Investigation
Forrest Stanley's name
Feb. 16.
Paramount has loaned Paul Cavaand proceedings against the pro- naugh to Universal for the male,
noted In this cast in error.
ducers of the flop "Front Pagte" lead in "The Storm."
show on the Coast, have wound up
Chic Sales left Feb. 6 by plane In a civil action filed against Dr.
Montrose Bernstein for his share
Mon Randall and Harry Johnston
for New York via St. Louis.
Bernstein have opened offices here to serve
of the liability, $145.
of the show/with re- picture producers with complete adDick Stockton, Par casting assist- owned
ant, goes agent Feb. 17, teaming maining interests held by Ray Bry- vertising and exploitation art work.
ant, 25%; John J. Hill, 32%, and Mr. Randall was formerly associated
with W. O. Christensen.
and Mrs. James" Nerval, 25%.
with the M-G studios here In a similar capacity.
Radio has borrowed David Newell
Jack Gardner, casting director for
from Paramount for a part in
Fox, on way to New York in search
"Cooldng Her Goose."
Arnold Korff, German stage difor New York stage talent for rector and actor, engaged on term
Lucille LaVerne will give "To future pictures. The, caster Is ac- contract
for
pictures
direct
to
.What Red Hell," new play by Percy companied by his wife, Louise M-G-M. This is the first w. ^. forRobinson, a tryout at a special mat Dresser..
eign director to be signed to a term
Forrest

Feb.

14.

Taylor,
Lovejoy,

It. clicks

If

it

"The Nut Farm" Feb.

will follow

Mahde Howard,

20.

Sheldon Lewis and Miss LaVerne
play the leads, supported by Rica
.

Allen,
,land,

William Eugene, York CopeDavid Henderson, Earl M.

pianist,

has

filed

salary claims with the State Labor
Commission against Michio Ito,
manager of the Japanese Players,
for ?259.

Joseph Buckley, Grace
Pingree,
Treon, HariT WlUard and James
Page. "Sun Up" closes Feb. 15.

Colonial, Orange, Cal., has been
sold by the Vuleskas Brothers to A.
L. Easterly.

San Diego Orpheum (formerly
Pantages) is still using a prop billing sign in front of the house, as
the owners of the property will not
permit a new marquee to be put up

Raymond Lawrence for "Let Us
Be Gay". at the Dufwin, Oakland.

"

"

bootli.

tlon.

Betty Blo.<5Som quit "The Peepthe Green Street tlieatre
last week because of Illness. Valerie

Residents of Winchester, ritzy
Boston suburb, are having a battle
over whether or not the town shall
have a picturo house. Like Brookline/ liie woalthy have always op-

Henry Duffy has signed Percy
Pollock for "Broken Dishes" (Presl
dent) opening Feb. 16.
Leo Carrillo is en route frolii
Australia and upon arrival here will
go into rehearsal of "Mister Antonio" (Henry Duffy).

Cal., sold by L. &
Buffo and Bufflno.

F. & M. spress books are being
Included as a supplement to "Now,"
West Coast theatres trade
paper, Instead of being issued in

picture chairman pf the orgiiniza-

In

fire

Xoyes substituted.

Phone Hollywood 6141

Fox

his

caught

film

hole" at

and Los Angeles
•Variety's" Office,

69

A

week.

man ready to. build If given permission and a number of ministers
opposing the plan. Question will be
voted in March at the annual town
Maurice Chevalier proved a big meeting.
card at the San Francisco Auto
Mayor Russell of Cambridge has
Show. Receipts thus far reported
much higher than previous years. approved "The Whistling Oyster," a
He has been making two appear- .satli-e on Greater Boston politics by
Ex-Reprcsentailve Arthur F. Blanances a day.
chard of Cambridge. Play will be
produced In that city next month.
Criticism of the play by Cambridge
politicians led Blanchard to send
Metropolitan Dark.
the manuscript to the mayor for

MINNEAPOLIS

—
— "Strange
Inlerluda" (Buln— "Tbclr Own Dealr"";
—
ZeUepIn'- \-auae.
"The
—

Shabcrt

briclKC

-stock).

some

'

approval.

BIvO Orpheum
vaude.

T.ost

I'nnta^re.s

FnJiice
lesque)
run).
;

SARANAC LAKE

;

"Steppln' High" (stock bur"The Donovan Affair" t.2d loop

—

Publlx
Minitesotn "General
Crack,"
show.
Ontiiry "Sunny Side Up"; (3d week).
State "Ch.TslnB Hnlnbows."
Sevontli Street
"H.ippy Daj-s."
"Hearts In Hxllo."
l.yrlc
Aster "Hell's HoroCi."
(irxTid
"Kcw York Nights" (2d loop
;

——
—
—
—

—

Closed a week following the cessation of the vaude-film policy, the
Seventh Street (RKO) i.g open again
as a de luxe picture house.

BENWAY

By "HAPPY*;

Thirty below aero reported last

week

at the 80 Park avenue san.

Mrs. Al Atkins,

who

"cured" here

Park avenue, now
San Antonio, Tex.

at 80

Andrew

run).

Molony

living

in

from

returnrd

New

Yorlc lool^ing his best;
resting at 50 Shoppard avenue.

now

A year
Saranac does wonders.
ago Benway, "the voice of the
Northwoods," didn't have a tooth In
hia head, now he has 32 and howl

—

Plenty of grand opera, but no
legits in sight for the Twin Cities.
The German Gr.ind Opera Co. here
An "exam" was held at the san.
Feb. 10-13.
Chicago Grand .Opera by Supt. Murphy. Chris Hagedorn
Co. is due at the Auditorium next was asked to repeat the alphabet.
month.
He did, omitting two letters.
Kat"
"Krazy
Corp's
Winkler Film
"You loft out T B," says Murphy.
Shrincrs' Indoor circus at Audicartoon comedy staff is being moved
"Wlio wouldn't?" modestly anfrom New York to the coast. In- torium last week a money-maker, swered Chris.
cluded are Ben Harrison, Manny netting approximately $40,000 above
Harold
all expenses.
Gould, Artie Davis, Al "Kbse,
Andreas Erving has moved from
Llebllch and Joe"^JDeNat.
a nursing to an up-cottage and is
"Buzz" Bainbridge doing own now at 64 Park avenue.
stage directing at Siiubert (stock),
Samuel Behrman, playwright, is replacing Arthur Behrens, who has
Gladys Bishop, of Bluefleld, W.
here under contract to Fox.
returned to New York.
contract in Hollywood since the inception of talkers.

—

.

First dialog on "Lillom" in collabArthur Metcalf, Jack Seed, Bobby oration with Sonya Levien.
Boulevards of Paris, leading night
Hill added to tryout cast of "Lollaclub, is using revue and six acts
agreement is paloosa" at Santa Monica.
Ian MacLaren to "Bill of Divorce- for floor show.
made with them. Case has, already
ment," Civic Repertory theatre.
cook,
and
Dave
McGowan,
Frank
decision
is
gone to court, where a
After her engagement at St. Paul
Phillips, painter, filed salary claims
..pending.
_
"Tour Uncle Dudley" with Taylor Palace this week Irene Rich- goes
a^lnst the Duck- Jones Wild West- Holmes,- comes to the Los -Angeles back- to Hollywood
by a,Irplane' -to
Due to' the antirFlliplno feeling Show amounting to |300.
and appear with Will Rogers in "So This
"Give
following
President
In some spots op the Coast, F. & M.'s
Take." Now playing the San Fran- Is London."
Elsie Bartlett had laryngitis and cisco Alcazar.
been
has
idea
"Manilo-Bound"
changed to "Havana-Bound." As Marion Clayton had two hours to
New Publlx pass rules ar© so
soon as the company leaves the get up as Mistress Pepys in "And
Gay Seabrook, Pauline MacLean, strict in St. P&ul that even the
Coast it will be "Manila-Bound* So to Bed."
Low.den Adams and John MacKen- critics of the two dailies there are
It was the first emergency of the zie
agnin.
supporting Frank Craven in oft the season list. Th© m. e.'s of
Civic Repertory theatre at the Hoi
At the Hollywood the papers were taken care of, but
"Salt Water"
Strand, San Bernardino, sold by lywood Music Box.
Playhouse Feb. 16.
the men who review the pictures
Brockway & Elklns to the Orange
were left to use their Imagination
Robei"t Kurrle's flve-year contract
Bels Theatres, Ltd.
on a way to get by the gate.
Logan theatre, L. A., sold by E with Edwin Carewe as chief cam
eraman has been dissolved by mu
A. Edwards to Zweiss & Willard.
By WOOD SOANES
Eagle Rock theatre. Eagle Rock, tual consent. Kurrl© will- move from
the Radio studio where he was
Managerial sbifta her© remove
By SIDNEY BURTON
loaned by Carewe, to Warner's. He Jacli^ Hunter from the Vitaphone
Teck "Naughty Marietta."
will photograph "The Sea Beast" and Ira La Motte from the Dufwin.
£rlunR:er — "Jango."
and other Warner specials.
Hunter has resigned and will go
Bu/Talo "Seven Keys to Baldpale."
La Motte goes, to
to Los Angeles.
Centnty "Sally."
To avoid confusion vflth title of anothejp Duffy house.
Hipp— "Tiger nose."
226 W. 72d St.
Great lAkea "Chasing Rainbows."
the old Ince silent, Warners will not
E. O. Bondeson returns to OakLafayette "Tlie Lost Zeppelin."
us© the handle, "Those Who Dance." land when th© President in Seattle
York City
.
tiayety — Burlesque (Mutual), v
Film will go out as "Three Flights closes. Harry Nasser has charge of
title of -the play from which the Vitaphone.
The Sunshine Shoppe Up,"
The Little Theatre (Art Cinema)
the yarn was taken.
has abandoned attempts to build
Percy Pollock comes from New a
community art center adjoining
Nat Mannheim, Universal export York for a coast engagement In the theatre.
manager. Is due here at Universal Martin Flavin's "Broken Dishes" at

unless

po.sed the idea, as they think patropage that may be attracted to
the" theatre will not be desirable.
At present the situation hangs, in
raiOalr, with a wealthy Winchester

financial

.

is on unlimited exercise; has
gained plenty of weight and is nearly
ready to go back to the land of soft

Va.,

coal and

'

Olga Kalinin has gone to New
York to the French hospltaj for a
minor operation.
Oscar Loraine, after two months
rest, got his first okay to go

of

downtown

OAKLAND, CAL.

BUFFALO

—

Dorothea Antel

liill-billies.

Irving Bloom (Irving Bloom orchestra) new. arrival at the san..
.now Jiving at 84 Park avenue. Just
over-wbrTced" and needs rest: "

to witness the talkers.

When the'bic /hot/

of/tace and/crcen

%

%

Vlf IT HOLLYWOODTHtYAlWAWllVt ATTHT

——
——

>

New

i

INERS
MAKEUP

Est.

Henry C.

th© Dufwin Feb. 16.
Jake Isaacs goes to Cleveland
with Charles Jacobs filling vacancy
Alice Joyce played two final perKnarry Bortz, trick roper, filed salin Gayety (Miitual) staff here.
ary claims against the Buck Jones formances of "Her Friend the
King' at the Dufwin Feb. 1 preWild West Show for $75.
Samuel Wallersteln, proprietor,
paratory to opening in San FranMiner, Inc.
Broadway theatre (neighborhood
Mary Thomas, trained nurse, filed cisco opposite Hale Hamilton.
picture), waa discharged in City
salary claims against' Jocelyn tee,
Court
after a trial on an assault
"Krassin," Russian Soviet film,
pictures, for $25.
Gueri'ini & Co
dealing with the rescue work of the charge brought by Louis Hllbert,
Thf Ltidlnf and
picture
LV9«it
Leohore Bushman, daughter of Noblle-Italia, waa given two show- theatre. operator, Lafayette Square
^CCOROEON
Bushman, engaged to ings at the Women's City Club last strike of Th© fight rose out of the
Francis
FACTOnV
picture operators now in
< tilt Unltetf BUtv Dean Markham, Hollywood book week.
progress. Hllbert on night of Jan.
The onl> Ptrtora seller.
chat Dak«> any let
Kathleen Clifford, advertised to 14 was picketing In front of the
)t Heedp — madf b>
Broadway and claimed Wallersteln
iiand
and Louise appear at the Vitaphone and on struck
Lillard
Charlotte
him across the face. WalV7.27b ColumBut
Hastings, selling subscriptions for Radio KLX, cancelled and started lersteln
stated that Hllbert was
Avenue
the Civic Repertory theatre, filed directly east from Los Angeles.
-ian
Franeiioa. Cai
blocking the entrance and that he
salary claims with the State Labor
^'^e* Catalogue*
A. M. Bowles, division manager, was obliged to push him aside in
Fox-West Coast, put the kibosh on order to pass through.'
th© plans for the Theatre Managers'
Club of Alameda County to hold a
STRICTLY UNION MADE
Night Club Frolic at the Auditorium
Washington's blrthdiy. Bowles deBut few films "bad" wajj the recided managers working for him port given out at the Massachushould stick to their jobs. This re- setts Federation of 'Women Clubs
duced the committee from a group convention here last week. General
to a unit and a dinner dance was
improvement during the past year
studio.

.
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and up

•CO

Hartmann, Oshkosh

MODELS— ALL

&

SIZES

AT GRKATLT KEDI'CED
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MS

ALSO
no

1.000

sub.stitiitod.
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SAN FRANCISCO

ri{ICEi>

USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
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EVENINGS

By

tVKITE FOR CAlAI.Or.

Inc.
SAMUEL NATHANS, Naw

York CiU
Seventh Avanu«, batween 40th and 41st Straatt.
•JOJ.K AGENTS KOB Ht t M TIU'NKS'lN TUP. EAST
PhODcn: lAtntarrf 6191

quality of pictures was pointed
out by Mr.s. O. A. Blalsdcll, motion

in

Mendel Trunks

Pennsylvania 9064

For

WALTER RIVERS

time the OretMi
ransacked last
taken int'ludcd
pali-.*;
Of women's hoso, a
dime bank containing $6, a pair of
old sliOPH and a quantity of clif'Jir'
Street

week;
three

st.'igo

the

third

theiiire was
All the loot

•

j(.'\v(-lr-y.

INSTITUTION

INTEBNATIONAL*

Shoes fir the St^g^ <^nd Street
SHOW FOLK'S SH05SH0P- 1552 BROADWAY

H. A. 0].'<on, operator at Aciiw
theatre, small neighborhood liousc
here,
was .soriously burned lafji

FOR SALE
One family, eight-room cottage, t-vro
baths Spanish tile roof, on plot TiO x
100, two-car garage, oil burnnr, Frlgelectric

Idalrc,

vacuum

rieaner,

lo-

cated In one of the flneat parts rf
Flatbush, Brooklyn, near Vitaphone
.Studio.

Call
7 P.

Midwood 4556 b«tw«cn

6

and

M.

Eyebrow* and
Lashes Darkened
Permanently

^^Zj

m^^M^^t
WSHESZJ

darkens them ptmiancntly with one
UnuppllratlOD.
Kany to apply batmlcBf.
affected by batlilns, creams, penplrallon, tV.
Eyebniu'i and iHeliiti Hliancd nnd darkened at
(blark or
llox o( Coloura
our tliHps, 75r.
brown). $1.25 portpuld.
j. Splr*. 2S W. 38th 8t. Ui4 35 W. 46th 6t
Colour*

—

m
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TANDMtO [NGA/WINGC«1,Im

aas West

NcwrotiK

f)AMNGr DIFFfi;fMf€MGIHl^
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—

^ffnt
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Always the Hit of

the

Show!

That Costume Touch Which Puts
Your Girl Numbers Over
.'or

Talking pictures were installed ou
Mat.son
liner
"Mololo" last
wor-k.
liCA I'hotophone was tli<
system adoptf'd, and the first shov.
ing will hf on lier trip Feb. 22.
the

IWAVCWDOND Of THE XTART*

Kent, Snir or .Munuf.-icl iired to Your

For

Wire or Write

641 SC

Dchlgii''

I'rioc-

HARRY BOURNE

I Marco Coitdme
CUM SI. lOSASCIIIS.rU

.

,

.

,

'

.

Wednesday, February
Bathmann was placed with them
a

Obituary

feature.

CHARLES DIAMOND
suddenly Jan. 22, The burnt cork
Charles Diamond, 78, muBician team oi' Conroy and Le Maire was
and vaudevillian, died in a private not only a stardard comedy ace in
New York sanitarium Feb. 4 of vando, but had been with a number
heart trouble.
Mr. Diamond hAd of Broadway shows. Including Shubeen on the stage ever. ,'feln'ca. lie berts' "Passing Show" at the Winhaving SRent ter Garden.
•n-as a young- man,
'more than 50 j-ears with circuses
"When Conroy and LeMaire split,
and-in vaude.
v.
Conroy attempted other partnerHe ivas bom In Italy and came ships, but they never had the sucto the United States when a boy. cess of the former team.
Frank
He adopted the stage as profession Conroy's health became impaired
and was credited witli being the along with his failure to continue
originatoi: of a song and dance with his blackface comedy without Le
an instrunient, Mr. Diamond spe- Maire. Finally he became wholly
cializing on the harp.
unabl6 to work at all, and he was
He was a standard during the sent to Kings Pari; State Hospital
days of Tony Pastor's, his musical for treatment.
Conroy is purvi^ ed by his widow,
act being one Of the' highest sal•

.

of,

Bert Earle,

47,

A

Barnum &

Bailey, survive.

Mr. Earle was active as an outdoor showman, having interests
throughout the country. Including
a string of fairs in Canada. He

I

LOVED BY ALL
His Spirit Will Always Guide Us

CARLENA DIAMOND
CARLOS DIAMOND

returned to Los Angeles
to bury his partner of many years,
Mas Klass, who also died suddenly.
Interment in Los Angeles.

had played

for six years* consecutively in foreign music halls. When

Agnes Earle Conroy,. jalso of vaude
and for a time with the act, "Tango
L.

I.,

brother, living in Glenand a sister, living in

Honolulu.
Interment in the family plot In
St. John's cemetery, Brooklyn.

COL.

C. T.

My

Jlnsband

Robert Fulton, former manager,
(Publlx), Sioux City, has
named manager of the Broad-

EDDIE FOY
Died Feb.

IC,

Pi'lncess

been

way

1928

(Publlx), Council Bluffs.. F. C.
Crosson goes to Sioux City.

MARIE FOY

O'DONNELL

J.

J.

DAVIS

Col. C. T. DavLs, radio writer and
author, died Jan. 29 In New York
after a long, illness. His last work
was in adapting several short
gtorles for Collier's Hour broadcast

FULLER MELLISH,

JR.

Village.

Lane was unmarried.
Several
brothers and sisters survive.
John McNulty, 41, died at the
Speedway. Hosplta,l, Chicago, of
pneumonia Feb., 4, La&t season he
was with a side show of the Robbins Bros, circus.

Billy Wells, stage hand in Washington, D; C, dropped, dead Jan. 31,
on the stage of the Palace theatre.
Heart trouble.

Feb. 1. It
In Iowa.

Oberfelder-Ketcham stock (President) has reduced top to $1.

Bob Wagner, in charge of boxing
shows at' Riverview park for four
years, has disposed of his Interests.
Boxing events at the park last season were run as a free attraction.

MILWAUKEE
.

LEN
Len

R.

ACKER

R. Acker, 65, died Jan. 20 in

Mr. Acker was a vaude and

Detroit.

picture promoter and had operated
*a string of theatres in Nova Scotia

and

New

Brunswick.

He was

'the

introduce vaude
In the Atlantic provinces and the
first to combine pictures with vaude.
For many years he was owner- and
operator of Acker's Orpheus and
Strand theatres, Halifax, N. Syt
Acker's In I^artmouth, N. S., lessee
and operator of the Opera House" iii
St. John, N. B.; also headed a clr
cult playing vaude in llalifax, Truro,
N. S.; Amherst, N. S.;' Moncton, N.
B.; Sydney, S. S.; .St. John, N. B.;
Fredericton, N. B.; New Glasgow,
N. S., and, had booking" office con
nections in both Boston and New
Tork. His wife, Mrs. Acker, was his
booking representative.

first to. successfully

The Orpheus and Dartmouth Acker's

were used solely for

pictures,

lowing

Its

in

1922.

in

New York

fol-

London run. This was
Following. the N. T. en-

while shoveling

—

Ernest Fox, assistant manager.
Palace, has been replaced by John
Larson.

PITTSBURGH
HAROLD W, COHEN
— "Journey'.a—
--^
NIxoii — "Vasabond King.'
— "Ghost Train" (Sharp stock).
By

New

Hubbell,

Mr.

ALEX SEABERT

GARDY
Alex Seabert, 70, old circus rider,
Louis Gardy, 40, and for many died In
a bathtub in Coney Island
years publicity director of the Rilast week after accidentally Inhaling
LOUIS

BATHMANN

inces.
He left the New England greatest prominence professionally
and located In the west, when he traveled at direction of
where he remained up to the time P. T. Barnum as a musical prodigy
of his death.
at the age of 9, hi? harmonica play-

section

Frank

Conroj', 52, blackface
comedian, died 'Feb. 6 of a complication of diseases In Kings Park
J.

State Hospital, where he had been

GEORGE LeMAIRE

Kmtefullr acluiowledses your kind

.

CHRIS.

ing being considered a sensation at
that time.
With the Jenny Llnd Concert
Co. Bathmanji played solos between
acts and with the orchestra when
Miss Lind-sang. For his services he
received clothes, expenses and $2
weekly. When the Barnum circus

removed under N. "V. A. direction
Nov, 1, 1929.
Conroy had been on the stage a went to Europe he toured with
long time, but his reputatlpn was and also traveled with the show

it

In

obtained through his association the States. "V^'hen Barnum sent out
with George Le Maire, who died the Peel and Campbell Minstrels

Endv^'-

-v

'

;

.

Pitt

—Mut. ,bur.
Pictures
Penn — "Hot for Paris"; rtage show.
Stanley — "His First Command"; staga
Academy

show.
Aldlne

—

"The Love' Parade."
IVamer— "No, No, Nanette."
CnrlKht "The Aviator"; stage show.
Uarrls "Harmony at Home"; vaude.
Olympic "Peacock Alley" (2d week).
SItorldnn Sanore "Hit the Deck" (Zd
week).
Gayety "Jango" (2d week).

—

of

expressions of STmpathy
playing the leading character of an
air piece he co-authored.
He Introduced "Don Amaizo" as an air boasted that he never short changed
feature. He had played In the Col- a circus patron.
He had been in reli.er's Hour sketches.
tirement for
time aifd had
He is survived by his widow, a been sufferingsome
from heart trouble.
daughter of Read Admiral C. F. His' physician warned him against
Goodrich, U.S.N, (retired) whom he physical exertion.
married in 1913.

Christopher Bathman, 90, harmonist and one-time accompanist
his attention to pictures, but after for Jenny Llnd, died in Chattanooga
two years he left the'maritlme prov- Feb. 7.
Bathmann obtained his

CONROY

James H. Walsh, for, many years
painter at Proctor's Grand, Albany,
Tom,". N. Y., died there recently.

known as "Old Man Donaldson,"

FRANK TRADO

J.

known as "Honest
The Famllj

gas.

Seabert was once a rider with the
old Barnum
Bailey circus and
later appeared in the Luna Park
circus (Coney Island), where he did
an act with his wife.
few years ago he retired and
opened a riding academy in Brooklyn. His wife (Lizzie Seabert) died
several years ago.

&

A

MEMORY

FRANK

Alvln

snow

in front of his
house In Southlngrton, a suburb of
Britain, Conn.

He collaborated with Malcolm Le
Prade on "Bachelor's Brides" In
which he also played lead.
His first radio connection was In
1924 at WJZ when he became

CHARLES DIAMOND

(2d

—

——

•

role.

After being cipposition to R. E alto and Rivoli theatres, died at his
Franklin for several years he home, 237 Third street, Ridgefleld
merged with Franklin, who operated Park, N. J. Mr. Gai-dy had been 111
the Strand In Halifax and later took several years.
"Ulien Mr. Gardy was taken 111
over the Franklin interests when
Franklin retired to connect with the he had been with William DeMllle
on the Coast. He was well known
Keith interests in Ottawa.
After he dropped vaude he turned on Broadway.
Mr, Gttrdy was born in Hamburg,
Germany. He came here when he
was 18 months old. He studied at
the
Ethical Culture school. He then
IN
became dramatic critic of the "Call."
Leaving the "Call," Mr. Gardy went
Of Our Loving Father
to the Rialto, and later the Rivoli.
DeMllle took him as his representative on the Coast, \\lien his
health began to fall, he went to
Saranac, N. Y. He leaves a widow,
Who Passed on Feb. 4, 1930 Grace.
Funeral services were held Mon-.
day at his home and his body creMr. and Mrs.
mated. No children survive.

—

"Applause?"
Palaoe-Orpheiim "Hit the Deck."
Biverslde "Loves Cornea Along."
Strand "Love Parade."
Wisconsin "Laughlne Lady";
stage
show.

Fuller Melllsh, Jr., 35, actor, died
Feb. 8 from a cerebral hemorrhage
caused by a blood clot on th© brain.
Mrs, Maxmilllenne Perrin, mother
Among some of the productions In
"Her Unborn Child," at the Mawhich he. appeared were "What of Oscar J. Perrin, .ma.hager of jestic, now in its second week, has
Price Glory," !'The Dancers," "Black Capitol, Albany, N. Y., and operat- smashed all house records.
Capitol
Players
ing
head
of
the
Boy" and "Present Arms."- Later he
L. K. Brin may take the new Warwent with Paramount and played (stock), died recently in Albany.
ner Brothers house at second and
opposite Helen Mqrgan In "ApWisconsin as soon as completed.
plause." and hfj also worked in Par's
Jasper C. Rockwell, who had The razing of the old Butterfly on
"Road House Nights" and "Sarah "Rockwell's Sunny South" show for the site of the new theatre is In
and Son," both yet to be released.
many years, died last week at his progress.
Melllsh died in his home in Forest home in Melrose, Mass.

gagement he toured with the play
for eight months with Elsie Ferbyson in leading

MILLER

J.

——
—
—

Merrill

.

of Life"

—

Alliambm' "The Vlrelnlan."
Davidson Dark.
Gorden "She Couldn't Say No."
Giiyet.T
Burlesque (Mutual).
Mnjestic'
"Her Unborn Child"

week )

'

Wheel

FRANK

By

by N.B.C.
Col. Davis was an Englishman, Hills, L. L
the Barnum & Bailey-Buffalo Bill
show went on Its foreign tour, Mr. and- 20 years ago was attached to
The mother, 85, of Edward J.
THOMAS HUB5ELL
Diamond .>'as,j)ne' _ot its features. the military staff of. Lord 'Syden- :j Thflroas .Huhbell,' 67,_ for 40 years Morris (Morris and Daly, Morris
-ham—
then- Governor of- Bombay-.--Ininteifment In Calvary ceniefery,
and-Corbley and Burns and- Morris)
1921 he retired .from the army and a ticket seller with Ringling Brothers
Brooklyn.
Jan. 27 in Irvlngton, N. J.
died
went to London. He was In "The and Barnum & Bailey, dropped dead
•

The Drake Avenue theatre, Cenla., was destroyed by fire
was the oldest legit house

'

tervIUe,

ment, 49 Grove Street, Greenwich

by his mother and a. sisAmong the plays in which ^le ap- ter.Survived
Burial in Holy Sepulcher Cemr
peared were the original and reetery, Feb. 7.
vival of Shuberts' '"The Chocolate
Soldier" and the original and reMrs. I. L. Peyser, sister of the late
vival of "Arizona."
His last engagement wag on the road 'with Nat Reiss, died at heFhome In Chicago, Feb. 4. Survived by her hus"The Clinging Vine."
band,
concession man. Burial ForInterment In Calva,ry cemetery,
auspices Actors' Fund and Catholic est Park Cemetery, Feb. 7.
Actors' Guild.

KNOWN BY MANY

A

Feb. 9 by John Eitel.
In LotIuk 9Ieinoi7 of

He had

sylvania.

February 4, 1930

th.e Paramount last November
and permanently Injured her back.

In

for $160,000.

O'Donnell, actor, died
Jan. 30 of heart trouble in St. JoTm's
*HosRital, Brooklyn. He is survived
by his srister, Mrs. Mary Medina",
Denver, and a niece living in Penn-

CHARLES DIAMOND

dale,

1930

Dp. Frank O. Lane, 35, theatrical
dentist In the Bond Building, N. T.
Donald Brian, guest star, Oberwas found' dead in bed at his apart- felder-Ketcham stock at the President for two weeks, was succeeded

also Interested in the vyl^^'li'^ff
business and alsp had patented an
auto signal which he recently sold

'

Shoes."

12,

morning and midnight

Fred L. Hayes, 61, show owner and
man, died Feb. 7 at his home
Publix Theatres Corporation is
Bronwood, near Galveston, Tex.^
In a suit for $6,800 filed
He is survived by his widow and defendant
here by Mrs. Magnolia L^aming,
son.
who claims she fell through a seat

was

George

Our Beloved Father

aried of, that time. His two children, Carlena and Carlos Diamond,
were natural musicians and when
he was forced to quit the stage
about four years .ago the daughter
continued the harp act. Chrlos is
at present with Ben Riley's Arrowhead. Inn orchestra.
Htis last vaude appearance was at
the Palace, N. T., with the Hi Tom
Ward act. His daughter is the wife
of Frank Trado (Trado Twins)
The elder Diamond had been
around the world several times;

—
Saturday
show.

HAYES

In

dropped dead in

a telegraph ^office In Los ARg'STeS
Feb. 6 t)f heart disease.
widow,
three brothers and a troupe of
adopted midgets, featured for the
past few years on the Ringling,

GEORGE

MEMORY

Who Passed on

L.

hotel

BERT EARLE

IN

FRCD

as

CULLEN

FERRELL

H.

Cullen H. Ferrell, of the Univerexploitation department (home
died Feb. 7 In New York following a brief Illness.
Mr. Ferrell had been in picture
work many years. Before Joining
Unlvei'sal he was with the Pathe
sal

office),

offices,

and before that with Gold-

wyn
wife, Mrs. Ruby Ferrell, living
in Eustis, Fla., survives. The body
was shipped to Eustis.
'

His

HARRY

F

WICK

Harry F. "VVIbk, 63, Rochester picture theatre manager, died Feb. 1 of
cerebral hemorrhage while driving
his automobile.
Car crashed into
another and Wick died an hour
later in hospital.

Isaac Baer, 86, fatlier of A''^^^"''
(Bugs) Baer, N. Y. columnist, died
In Philadelphia, Feb. 9.

o

The father of Bert Walton (vaude)
died of "cancer In Philadelphia, Jan.
15.

died Feb.

5

at his

home

in

Kansas

permanent
of
girls, Harris has cut
vaude from four acts to
three and sometimes two;
addition

chorus of eight

Its

RKO

—

Nice, of iftngina pectoris.

Burlesque Is back In to^-n. Tommy
Jean Hure, 52, French composer
Conway, many years manager Gayand organist, died in Paris of pneu- ety, has leased
the house and put it
monia.
back on Mutual, wheel.

DES MOINES
Dark.
——Pictures;
burlesflue.
Dos Moines — "Tlie
rarndie."
n«rcliel

—

ROSE

Davenport's African

MONTREAL

Crack."
President

picture exhibitor,

Daniel

—
——
— —
—

—

D.

Dr.

film exploration, "Jango," held over
for second- week at (gayety.

'

C'ltslne

45,

—

—

Paris, Feb. 2.
Taxi strike now In fifth week and
Oscar Mouvet, 42, born in New nothing to indicate agreement.
York, former Parisian cabaret diHarold Dygert, formerly with
chain and liater
rector, died at Itxassou, Pyrenees, Rowland-Clark
France. He was the owner of Le Stanley and Warners, Is now doing
Jardin de ma Soeur, popular night special exploitation for Tiffany pictures In this district.
club In Paris eight years ago. He
leaves a widow, Peggy Vere, EngAldlne may get (S-randeur screen
lish vaudevllld artiste. His brother, In time for Fox's "Happy Days"
Maurice, a partner of Florence booked to follow "Love Parade."
Walton, died three years ago.
Edith and Maurice Caranas,. dance
French
Raphael
Garreta,
65,
team at Tracy-Brown's Plaza (cafe),
writer, died at Rouen.
doubling in Harris this week.
Alexander Smirnoff, 47, Russian
Hardie Albright, with Otis Skinauthor, died in London.
S. Francis Holman, 60, Amierlcan ner here last week in "Papa Juan,"
was recalled by Shuberts to go Into
artist, died in Paris.
Chicago
"Young SinherS" cast. Fred
N. Harry, 62, pioneer French picDilloway replaced him here..
ture distributor. He recently started a new Paris organization under
the trade name "Harry Selectloris,"
but he. was known as a distributor
His Majesty's— "Robin Hood."
in. France in 1914.
His first busiPalace "Sally.'
ness was bought by Aubert years
Capitol— "The Sky Hawk."
Xoew's— "Behind the Make-Up."
ago.
Princess "Pliantom of the Opera."
Mme. Anatole France, widow of
Imperial "The Painted Angel."
the well known French author.
Orpheum "Tanned Legs."
Itoxy "Shlraz" (2d week).
Francois Mouthon, 62, editor«-lnStrond Double bill.
chief of the Paris daily "Le JourEmpress—rDouble bill.
Gayety Burlesque (Afutual).
nal," died suddenly at his villa, near

— —

ORA

—

•

With

Deaths Abroad

I..ove
He was at on© time manager of (aurdeii "Hollywood
Revue"; "Pointed
the Lyric and Venice theatres there Heels."
and later built and managed the
Orpheiiin "Hit the Deck"; vaudfllm.
Pulnce C ha n pe.
Lincoln theatre.
Pnrnniouiit "Burning Up"
"General

Ora D. Rose,

—

(stock).

—
—

—

;

"The

Princess Dark.
Shrine Park.

Queen's

Husband"

Proyincial Theatre Managers' Association is on the rocks, having
spent In the past 15 months around
$£0,000 in fighting children's act and
Sunday closing to very little result.
There Is talk of the Montreal Theatre Managers' Association stepping
In and assuming charge of things.

Imperial theatre, once gold mine,
lately been

running close to

der discussion by

May

close for
policy In fall.

Famous

red, unPlnyer.s.

summer, with new

Strand— "Her Unborn Child."
City, Mo.
Mr. Rose, In association with his
Ail theatres doing split weeks
Neighborhoods started breaking
father, operated a number of second now, Strand" only exception for- week records last week, but subsequent
run film houses In and around Kan- with "Her Unborn Child" doing ca- zero weather conditions froze them
sas City.
pacity and two additional showings
out with only fair grosses.

^

—
Wednesday, February
.

—

:

.i'.

^

I
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—

12,

•
:
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VARIETY
'

ScBdlBB tor Ha|] t«

LORRAINE

VABIETT- AddTMi fcUU Clerk.
POSTCARDS, APTERTlfltWO er

,

IXTTBRS ADVERTISBD IH

ONE ISSUE

./vendano Carlos

Boae Gil
Braldwood Frank

Morshall ,TOm
MulhoUand Ethel

BROOKLYN,

Tom

"Burning

Faraniount

Burnett Betty

Philips

Bon Clark

Rapbaelsori Sa'pson

W

Friedman

Savoy Paul
Sohader Frederic
Bliannon Harry
Starr Bee

ISllzabeth

Goldberg Harry

Up":

— ——

Hayes Ed

Thomas

.

W

Binder Ray

Novlt Jules
Pints

To drum up business for the toy
a department store here,'
show was

Robertson K'th'rine

W

poy Philip

W

J

Smith.

Thorn

Janls Frank

Uex

A

free

attraction- Is

the "color-

ama" at the new Hotel

WASHINGTON,

ama"

D. C.

In all colors

The Argorine

416'

St. George
Brooklyn heights. This "coloris in the grand ballroom and
contains over Il.tlOO hidden lights
which can be diffused ov6r the hall

In

VARIETY BUREAU

1629 Columbia Road, N. W.,
Telephone Columbia 4630

—

National (Erlanger-Bapley) Mr. and
Kts. Martin Johnson,, pictures; next,
Zlegteld'B
in
"Sari."
Feb. 24,
Wltzl
"Show Boat." Mar. 3, Stratford Shake•pearlan rep.- Mc^r. 10^ Nazmiova with
Theatre Guild.. Mar. 31, Steve Cochran's

—

Leiber in -ShakePoH'e (Shubert)
•peare; next,- ''Fortune -Teller.'' Feb. H,
Ethel" BaTrymore" ur "Love Duel."

Colambla

Flame" (2nd

"Sacred.

Jlet

-week).

•

—

PftlRce^"Seven Days' Leave."
"Night Ride.",
BKO (Keith's)— "Hit the Deck"
^eek).
.

is

to

set

Amos, radio team. Earle
claims blackface comedians will follow Little Jack. Little within two
'n'

;

Earle is trying new policy of special features, alternating with com"bination of radio' names and pro-

Currently Is second
of "Sally," then comes Little
films.

Jack Little and program feature.

Andy

Amos

'n'

advertised as ^ next

"Blossom Time" last week at
Poll's had two ^eat matinees, with
nlghtis fairly good. Originally set to
close in Baltimore, but now has

bookings into April.

Two downtown houses

are

now

opening Fridays. Rial'to, for past
several weeks, with Met starting the
current week.

DETROIT

—
— "Thank
—

Cans "FoUo-w- Thru."
AVilson— "Padlocks of 1929."
Civic

"Lost

JTou."
Zei)pielin."

Pictures
— "Harmony
at Home."
— "Laugliing
Lady."
——"Son
ot the Gods."
Comes Along."
"Love
—
"Devil May Care."
Pnnimount
— "Unborn
Child."
Madison — "'V'agahohd Lover."
Fox

•Statt'

)-'ishor

.'VdaniS'

—

.Many of Michipan .small town
theiures have been forced out of
business, at least temporarily, by
in;ibinty to .spfure ]>roper .sound ins:;illfalon.-5.

now has

Detroit

in the loop
night shows.

atre.')

eipht grind thedistrict

playing

The Co-operative Bookinij
hiis

Oillce

been consolidated with the new
Theatre Service Co.
now occupies offices with the

('<>-o)ierative
<iiul

latipr in the

"The
over

r.ir

I';uil

Fox

building.

Lost Zeppelin" was held
a third week at the Shu-

Ash

i.s

playing the Michigan

v.-.-ek.

^^•i'-h

fli'oproot

buildings

—

7228-29

LONOACRB

Phone:

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
By ROBERT

H.

BROWN

— "Anna Christie."
— "Lone
Star Rttnger"; vaude.
Trianon — "Sunny Side Up" (4th week).
—"Hard to
Empire
tialux— "The Wortian- Racket."
Strand — "Bishop Murder Case."
Pantages—Pictures; stage show.
JBrlanger—Musical tabs,
—Stock.
Blalto—Change.
Capitol—(5hange.
.

.41abamo

'Get'."

COMPLETE FOR UOOSEKEEPf NO.

Every theatre In Birmingham now
operating.
The Erlanger the last
got started last -week with
Limle Stilwell musical tab.

to open,

Collier,

former man-

^

325 West 43rd Street
Private

Bath.

S-4

Rooms.

apartments
CLEAN AND AIBY.
NEW
YORK CITY
comfort
and

UP

916.00

THE DUPLEX

eonvenlcnce

Mrs. Jackson

now

West 43rd Street, New York
Longacre 7133
Three and four rooms with bath,
complete kitchen. Modern in everir

330

137-139

West 45th

St.

NEW YORK CIXX
remodeled — oTcrylhlni

Comrletcly

telephones, ishoucrs.

DP WEEKLY

Room
Double Room

V12 for Single
1tie..';0-$l7.00,
'

which

first

.

for

$18.00-j¥10.0D-$21.00. (or JPonhle
•

RQ»ni

(with Private Bath)

'TLIi Is the Ideal hotel for the Profesclon— to 'Ike
heart of the theatrical section

Phones Bryant 0573-4-5

'

HOTEL
ELK
West
205

53rd Street

new Punch and Judy theatre

.wiai icd out as a two change
^•'\k liouso is now playing three

^

Just East ot Broadway
Running- "Water Telephone in Every

—
Room—Bath

'

Adjacent
Model Day and NIeht Service
Single, 19— no.

'

-

DENVER

of

beat^SlmmoDs (umlturc (Bcautyrpit mattresses), hot and cold water.,

llio

accommodate four

will admit the public for the
time on "Washington's Birthday.
Berg has lined, up the Washington
"Vanities'.' (legit).
Her Unborn Child" was' a near Heights Chamber of Commerce, con(Icglt)
flop at Galax last week, owing to a
sidered a feat.
sex picture at the .Pantages previous week.
Got by local censor
Gotham, Harris & Harris house,
o. k.
has stolen a march on Pox apd the
other wide screen people. By movEl Brendel headed the stage show
Fox's "Sunny Side Up" has broken ing the projection machine forward
last week at the new Fox house all box ofBce records
here at the Gotham is able to throw a much
here.
Trianon. "Will be held another week. bigger picture than before, and is
advertising "the biggest screen in
Arthur Casey's stock drawing at
New York City." It really Is— at
the old Orpl^eum" theatre.
$1.00
suit.

et

choree

In

ACKSON

HOUSEKEEPING FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

SIZ.Oti

Prop.'

FURNISHED

Catering to the
the profession.

STEAM BE.AT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Will
particular.
or more adulta

BCHNEIDBtt.

OIGO. P.

6803

Till?
UPUTII A
IJtlrii jDrjrilllix

RItz

William H.

to

CHARLES TENENBAVM

;i3
•With prlvoAc bath,
Transients, $1.60 'up

present.

.\luddln—"Hot for Paris."
Tabor "Jazz Heaven"; Fanchon

—

Consolidated circuit will observe
&
The auto show at the new Arena Marco tdea.
its 25th year next month, and R. Bively at Club "Victor and on KJR
all records dally last week;
America "Sunnyslde Up."
Kuehne, general manager, Is ar- nightly. Floor show added.
47,763 attended first two days. AdItJalto
"The ,13th Chair."
Denver "Burnlncr Up"; Fubllx staeo ranging a celebration.
mission 50c.
revue.
Joe Cooper, RKO publicity head
for Seattle diati-lct, In Portland last
Bobby Meeker and band of Hotel
Mrs. George C. Orr, Jr., wife of a
N. J.
week, managing house, Earl "Wedge,
Drake, Chicago, now in the Jefflliri -fexchange employee,
has filed
there, transferred to Newmanager
ferson's Salle Royale.
By C. R. AUSTIN
suit for divorce and has also sued
ark.
Broad "Jenny."
The Ge^^man Grand Opera Co. his parents for $15,000 for. alienation
"International Revue."
of
her
.husband's
affections.
Shubert
Very
little
"vaude booking In
gives four Wafrner performances' at
Make-up";
the
"'Behind
Proctor's
I^or'thwest now, but clubs very good,
the Odeon Felj. '21-23. Prices ?4,40
Mary Brian and. Richard Arlen ••aude.
State— "Her Groat Desire"; according to Alf G. Kelghley (FM).
to $6.60 each.
Loo>v's
appeared personally at the Denver vaude.
Roof
in connection with their picture,
the
Xework "Murder on
"When "Columbia Grand Opera Co.
"Granite" is third offering of the "Burning
Up." Tieups with dailies vauilo.
Little Theatre this week.
The Lit- gave the house
stage folded down south recently. Just too
"Loose Ankles";
Branford
plenty of publicity.
bad as advance sales here had been
tle tried for two years to get rights
show, Take a Chance "Week.
"General Crnclc."
Moficiue
great, reports Eddie Cooke, manto "Granite" ar^d just successful.
Bernai'd Rose and John J. Rose,
Rinlto— "Love Parade" (2d week).
Metropolitan.
ager.
Looked like
managers, and Victor Irving and
Fox Terminal "Hot for Paris."
fl5,000 advance for the seven shows
Capitol "The TrespasBer."
John 'Whlpfel, employees, were each
here as first reservations poured in
Empire "Get Hot" (Mutual).
lined $250 for .aelUng obscene. liter
to the tune of ?2,000.
ature at a. "men onjy" show at the
By W. M. GLADISH
Music Box. 5,00() copies of the books
Charlie Mel.son unexpectedly left
C. E. Schaffer, head usher at
Sevei-al the Branford to open in Utica. He Seattle theatre,
Film distributors and exhibitors were burned by police.
has been promoted
of Canada are drawing up a slightly girls, posing as models, Were also is succeeded by Bennie Ross.
to treasurer at Seattle and assi.stant
arrested
but
later
released.
modified form- of standard rental
to Andu Gunnard at Metropolitan.
contract, the compulsory arbitration
Shubert
the
at
vaudc
Sunday
The Tompkins Theatre Co., Colo
clause being retained despite the
two weeks.
decision of Judge Tha'cher in United rado Springs, has leased the Strand (legit) dropped for
there and will reop'eii It In April.
States against compulsory arbitra
tion as an offense u'nd^er the SherBellevue (Warner) Upper
The
By WILL. R. HUGHES
Lucille Ferry, local Little Theatre Montclair, had "Jealousy" booked
man Anti-Trust Act. There Is no
Shubert ".Sh<>'8 No I..ady."
has signed with A. H. for Feb. 1-1. The Women's Club at
.such act in the Dominion, and all actress,
Orpheom "Ronlance"; Violet Homing
Canadian provinces have arbitration Woods for an N. T. appeai-ance.
the recommendation of the director (stock).
"The Son of the Gods";
JttolnKtrect
statutes which provide Just such
of civics requested that the picture
Fred Dunham, with Denham stock be canceled "becau.<ie it is wholly vaudc.
machinery as embodied in the
Newman "Burning Up."
standard contract. The outstanding until it closed, left for 'Washington, unsuited to the desires of your
tMcvi'H Midland "Devil May Care";
chancr? is the reduction in the num- D. C, to Join an air travel co.
patronage and unworthy of a place vaude.
Royal "Second Choice."
ber of arbitrators from six to two,
The managein your program."
Tipped off that a badger game ment
Puniages "Ivove, Live and Laugli."
to represent both sides, with power
cancf-U-d
and
sub.stltuted
Guyety— Burlesque (Mutual strjck).
raided apart
to appoint a third man if necessary, was planned, police
"Sailor'.^ Holld.ny."
thus following the. contract method ment of two chorus girls and arCharle.s Raymond, of Loew's therested Cuma Irvine and Jeanette
In the British Isle.s.
atres, Baltimore, has succeeded H.
Ander.son. They were sentenced to
H. Maloney as manager of Lo.ew's
French and English versions of 30 days in jail.
."Vlidland,
here."
Maloney lia.s reDAVE
TREPP
By
"The Love Parade" (.Maurice Che
turned to New York.
"."^unny.side Up" ran two weeks at
valler)
opened pimultaneously at Huffman's Aladdin to good crowds
Metropolitan Moronia Olsen Piaytrs
the ReKent and Imperial theatre."; and i.s at his America for an ex- (ffp. I.
J. H. Elder (Publlx) has been hei e
Dark.
PrpKldfnt
with mid)iight performances Feb. 7 tf-ndf-d run.
"''h.'i.sing
Rainbows"; looking over the two hou«f'.s here
>1f(li
Ave.
and the new ones lately a(.:<iiiired
Manager T. R. Tubman, Regent
"Anna Chrlallo"; band presenta- from the Grubol circuit.
I'os
tions.
servi.d hot coffee to patrons lined
N.
Y.
Seattle -".'rtr'-M of Chan'-o."
up to see ".Suniiyslde Up."
Earl Carroll "Vanltlc.e," at the
vaude.
Ori>l>euni
"Hit tho iJ^cU";
Vilna "Troupe,' Yiddish company at
Shubert last wrick, failed to draw
liberty
"nio Rita."
Hon. J. D. Montfith has intro- the America theatre, has gone coColiseum "SfiTiora Am<>rIcano."
as well as antlflpated. Many of the
Blue MouK« "Safi-f-d FlaDifc" 2d wk.). %AAf) seats vacant all welt.
duced amendments to the Ontario operative. Poor bu.siness made clos
Music Box "Girl Who Couldn't Say
Cinematographs Act providing for ing imminent, and cast agreed to No."
.strict
governing the continue co-op, "
regulations
With tlio three Electric thHiitres
of the f;ruli<-l circuit (.Sprin;^(Icld,
.storai?e of picture films by Ontario
Tex Howard band now at Trijinfui, .Joplln and Kan.sas) added to this
exchanges. This is the outcome of
Harry Berg is doing special ex
I'libll.v (ll.'-tricf, divi.sion o/Ilce has
an offifial investigation into ex ploltation In advahce of the opening Jolin i^avapre's dance hall.
Dr^nv-r.
bef n
movf'd li'-rc frrpin
change conditions- JoUowing the of Lof.w'fl new de' luxe film and
Vic Mfyi-rs ;ind b;ijul im'm c-x';1u- Loul.s t'in.ske will remain in ohiirge.
Pathe studio fire in New York.
presentation house, the 175th Street,

———

broke

NEWARK,
——
—

.

'

—

;

—

•

—

—
—

OTTAWA

—
—
—
—

——

SEATTLE
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Tnitort Artists— ','Lummox."
Oriontiil
"Behind the Makeup."

all

BRYANT

all

;

——
American —
Shubert — Rlilto—'"Ne-W Moon"
(2d week).
Orphenm— "Front Page" (stock),
(innrick — Burlesque (Mutual).
Liberty—Stock burlesque.

'

KANSAS CITY

.Michigan

•

•

•

radio name.

Shubert

West 48th Street
383Di^rtfeaci-e '

Principal OlTice: Landseer Apts., 245 West 51st Street, New York
All apartments can be seen evenings. Office In each building
Famished or DDfomlshed
n'ill lyeaae by tlie Week
Month or Vear

44th Street

ager, Victory, Tampa, Fla., new
shorts,
.St.-I-<»ul9-".'-iThJB Thl«g- Called Love"";' manager -of,; Strand (Publix), JBernard Buckkelt is now assistant
vaude.
Capitol "Condemned"; Aborts,
manager.
(irand "Acquitted"; vaude.

row"
.

weekSj while the civic auditorium
jsays they are sewed up for coming top
seems to
radio show.

gram
week

CRIGLER

312

.

(ith

.

Arg-ument as to Who

.

M.

AmbOAsador— "Street ot Chance" stage
show —
(Ed Low.ry).
Fox "Harmony at Home"; stage show
(Bert Frohman).
Loew'B
State— "Chasing
Rdlnbows";
shorts.
Mlwonri— "The Love Parade" shores.
Grand Central— "'the Other Tbnior-

HENEI COUI^T

-

,

RIalto

Andy

E.

;

Pictures
— "Devil
May Care."
Eorle— "Sally" (2ndj -week).
— "Harmony at Home."
Fox—

West

Ljk-rlo

LOUIS

ST.
By

By HARDIE MEAKIN

toclc.

and shades.

'• "

Address

"New York City
Phone

Bill

'•

In the center of the theatrical district.

Cp Single

The Grimbtvll Players, present
"Salt of the Earth," a new play by
Katherine SearW- at the Brooklyn
Little theatre shortly.

Seabury Ralph

Hall &rE3sley

'02

Sue Hastings' puppet
given free of .chai;ge.

mo

and Dp Doublr

Each Room

section of

& Doyle

Cooke Bin

51st Street

West 65th Street
Columbus 6066

341-347 West" '45th Street.
3560 Lbngacre
1-2-3-4-room apartments. Prlva,te bath, phone, .Kitchcyi or kitchenette.
Vy/EiEKLY--^70<00 UP lyiOriThtY
f18,00.
All apartments directly under the supervision of the owner

Oecorated
$12

343

HILDONA dOURT

Newly

$ 8 and

West

Cbluftrttirf

«ot and Cold Water
and Telephone In

'

Calvert Charley

Goodlette

All

BENDOR COURT

West 51st Street
Columbus 8950

355

"Those

Love," Philip Dunning's producby George Abbott and S. K.
Lauren at the Flatbush, movlneover from the Boulevard last w^eek
Strings" produced by
"Apron
and
Forrest Haring, at the Boulevard.

Lange Howard

GlfCord
C
Gilbert Dert

v

IRVINGTON HALL

Telephone
Fans

Electric

West 46th Street
New York City

264-268

tion,

Johnson & Duker

Bainsfair F
Barker, Randolph

—

here:

.

'

We

CHICAGO OFFICE
Sammy

'<GRANT>.

.:

,:

LANDSEER APTS.
246

$ t and Up Slncle
$14 and Up Doable
Shower Baths, Hot
and Cold Water and

j^^Y

'

—

Two new shows

Davy

Walnwrlght Lee

i^^^

'

stage

;

——

H

Kahne Harry

'

Up"

Side

Taylor Frank Lee'

Heddeh. Froyty
Hollander Editb

Arco

— "Sunny
—

stage show.
Stmnd "So Long Letty."
Met "The Woman Racket"; vaude.
Albee "7 Keys to Bflldpate"; vaudc.
Orplienro Picture.'
Star Burlesque (Mutual).
Gayety Burlesque (Mutual).
SVerbn's Brooklyn Dark.

Fox

Rogers Elsie

FraJey Will

.

600 HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
Oppoaite
V. A. Club

show.'

U
Dcwees
Dl Domenlco Jos

,

N. Y.

ABRAMSON
— "Those
We Love."
MnJeKtIo— "Babes in Toyland."
Boulevard — "Apron Strings."
—
Jamaica "Sari."
—
By JO

Flntbusli

M

Briscoe

,

ONIiT

Lafayette George
Leonard Bernlce
Lowing Robert G

Allen Jack

:

SINGUB nOO.M WITHOUT :BATBi •Ii.25 AND «1.S0 PGR DAT
SINGLE ItOOM^ VATIU $2.00 J'ER DAV
DOCBl'JE ROOM WlTiroUl B4TIt?^$5l.OO I'EK WKER
DOUBLE BOOM WITUi'BATn .$1ir;oO'AND SZl.UO WEKKL1

^IMGLE ROOM. BATH, fZ.M CF
DOUBLE ROOM, BATH. $17.60 AND «21.00 WBEKI.T
DOODLE WITHOUT BATH, $14,00 ytKEBSSI
LEONARD HICKS Preeident

BE ADVERTISED

Aflajr Estelle

71

t

—I-

Hotels L^ORRAIINE: and GRi^.IMT'-^OHicago

LEiFTERS
When

:

'

—

.
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BUZZELL
COMEDIAN

PRINCIPAL
'THE

Gingham

''Lady Fingers''

Girl"

Based on

"Good Boy"

By EDDIE BUZZELL
Davis' "Easy Come, Easy Go"

Owen

THE

"THE

!

Town Clown

Desert Song"

99

"No Other

Girl"

"Tip Toes 99

"Sweetheart Time"

(California

Company)

FEATURED IN 1ST NATIONAL'S PRODUCTION OF GEORGE M. COHAN'S PLAY
Screen Story and
DiafoBue by
'

Directed by

MERVIN LeROY

NEW YORK
By

"UHLE JOHNNY JONES"
"DAILY MIRROR"

BLAND JOHANESON

"A

vastly entertaining: little pica real screen find.
fresh .from the
Broadway stage, ^^makea aTi impresBive movie debut In this story of
the Jockey, Ulttle Johnny Jones.'

ture, Introducing

"Eddie Buzzell,

Hia appearance is young and likeable.
He can sing and act. And
his description of a horse race in
one sequence is one of the' neatest
pieces of
movies."

work

you'll

see

in

the

"VARIETY"

iEddie Buzzell Real
Star in Former

Cohan Hit
By ROSE PELSWICK
Johnny Jones? current at
the Strand, is an entertaining talkie.
" 'Little

"And
Buzzell.

comedy

S.

"SUN"
COHEN, Jr.

Buzzell."

"DAILY NEWS"
By IRENE THIRER

"Lilttle

Johnny Jones'

" "Little

—

Eddie

"Eddie Buzzell screens well and
has a pleasant microphonic voice.
sells his songs nicely; he conveys conviction and sincerity to the
role.
It is not the type of thing in
which Eddie appears to best advantage."

"Eddie Buzzell, fresh from musical comedy, comes through with a
He is a surprise the
couple of colors flying bravely In the breeze.
pleasant kind. Photographs well, act apparently without restraint and
warbles a couple of songs pleasantly. Eddie Buzzell, known to musical
comedy goers here and there, taking his initial bow in talkies and earning
to the last handclap the applause that Is his for a nicely rounded out,
pleasant and sincere performance."

CREWE

Reviewed by

Johnny

Jones,'

which

in-

troduces Eddie Buzzell to the talkr
Ing screen, in this opinion, scarcely
gives Eddie what Is known as a
'good break.' For it Is a pretty old
vehicle.
But even with such a
handicap he comes through with a
conviction that he is suitable material for a screen comic, and tliat
his acting can be human and emo-

"MOTION PICTURE NEWS"

By REGINA

of

"HERALD TRIBUNE"

N. Y.

if you've a craving for laughs and
Eddie Buzzell, title-rolist of the talkie, renders them with
songs.
vivacity and feeling almost tenderness.
"And they couldn't have chosen a more convincing jockey Johnny
than Eddie Buzzell of the musical comedy stage, who is little, cute,
good-looking, and well versed in the way a song should be put over."

"Y ou'll enjoy

NEW YORK "AMERICAN"
He

because

The Broadway musical
makes his screen debut
one and proves to have a

NEW YORK

^-

musical comedy comedian.
"Unimportant, that is, save as a
vehicle for the genial, likable Mr.

that's

star

in this
likable film personality.
He gets
over his role with a disarming
smoothness and both his acting and
singing brighten the old familiar
situations."

NEW YORK

By JOHN

" 'Little Johnny Jones' at last becomes a talkie single, and Its chief
claim to film life Is the engaging
personality of Eddie Buzzell, the

and

EDDIE BUZZELL

"EVENING JOURNAL"

N. Y.

"Eddie Uave-Tou-Heard-Thls-One' Buzzell, one of Broadway's most
determined story tellers and an electric lighted comedian of musical
coniedy. makes his major film introduction in this old Cohan quasi-epic
Oshkosh and Podunk won't know much about Eddie, but
of the turf.
the picture should deliver general satisfaction on Its intrinsic entertainment. It's a nice, .agreeable and well, done feature. And a propitious
beginning for the Buzzell lad.
"Buzzell is unlike any other young actor brought to the screen since
dialog. Essentially a comlo and smart cracker, he is still able to play
a love scene without changing makeup. Broadway will probably be a
little surprised at some of his more serious histrionics, though he's
always had a flair for pathos.
"Screen credits list Buzzell as one of the collaborators on the screen
adaptation. This would identify many helpful touches of humor.
"A number of the old Cohan tunes are ^ung by Buzzell. They may
carry some sentimental appeal for old timers, and they further demonstrate Buzzell'a versatility.
"Picture is good lightweight diversion. Buzzell made a personal appearance at the Strand the first day handing the audience some chuckles
Land.
on his own. Screen audiences, in general, will like him."

ADELADE HEILBRON

RED KANN

tional.

—

"Mr. Buzzell gets several chances
to sing, which he does well.
He
grows better as, the film gets under
way. There Is a likable, ingratiating manner about his screen personality that has appeal."

AND

THREEJTWO-REEL COMEDY FEATURETTES FOR WARNER BROS. VITAPHONE VARIETIES
t

"THE

"Hello Thar
By EDDIE BUZZELL

99

"Keeping Company"
By

STANLEY RAUH

and

"Royal FonrfhisHer"

EDDIE BUZZELL

ALL DIRECTED BY

By EDDIE BUZZELL

MURRAY ROTH

WATCH FOR MY "BEDTIME STORIES FOR

GROWN-UPS''

I
I

•f

Direction

LOUIS SHURR

p

I^.

C

O.

THIS AD IS ABOUT t
EDDIE BUZZELL
|

r-^

—
'
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FILM MEN
Epidemic of
Is

New

Freak Cults

;

but to those inside they are more
powerful than family relleions.
The cults, however, go through
They spring up
lashion cycles.
•auddenly, out of nowhere, gather

.

.

•

converts rapidly, live a short while,
then. die. put as ..quickly as they
arose. New ones are formed immediately to take the places of the
old.
Some of these societies are
only rackets, others appear to be
dead in earnest.
Psychiatrists are explaining this
Budden epidemic of cults as result
(Continued on page 60)
'

•

GYP AIR RACKETEERS
AIRED BY COAST CO'S
Los Angeles, Feb.

AS Fenunes Flop as Dialog

COME BUCK

18.

Major radio stations here have
the fortune- telling, sex
secret and horoscope gag.
When
any of the racketeers, cashing In on
tliis gag, showg up at the station
they are told there Is no time avail-

Dine, Dance and Film
Chicago, Feb.

18.

Dinner and pictures for %Z Is
becoming popular and profitable at the Hotel Stevens.

Organizer Spots Them in
His Various Co's
Psychology Is That They're
^[ot Leaders but Can Be

-Tiewareel.— -AH Universal
-

Led,

They

and

Trained

—Not
Board

Men

Bill at First

Are
a $5
Meet-

ing

singers.

IF
The

film industry has a Bowery
mission of its 'own. It ia an inter-

nationally known trade organization and its head, rated high in
Bradstreet's, takes pride in describing his working personnel as men
in

the organizer are without

title.

That

(Continued on page 54)

Chi Nite Club Operators
Will Try Summer Boats
Chicago, Feb.

18.

stations have had too many
Salt Lake, Feb, 18.
With nite club biz definitely in
kick-backs from Usteners-In .who
Birth control talk on any stage the red this winter, operators are
have been gypped by the racket. One
In this Mormonlzed town la poison. casting around for some means of
station where a seer had been
So the Mormons Informed Grant recouping during the summer. Sucoperating claims It has had over
Pemberton, manager of the local cess of a taxi dance hall on a boat
300 squawks following a one weekOrpheum," when the Eddie Pardo moored in the Chicago river has
broadcast by the fortune teller.
The people who had been taken company started its turn as part inspired preparations for floating
say they expected their answers to of the vaude bill. In the Pardo act night clubs.
Three promoters are at present
be broadcast over the air, but dis- is a short fctretch carrying comment
covered they had Hi? pay %2 to find in a gag way on the best method making arrangements for a season
on Lake Michigan, One has already
wit what the future held for them. of population suppression.
chartered
a steamer and Imported
As Salt Lake was moulded Into
Most say they received but a 10
tsent mimeographed horoscope for a city on the reverse, Pemberton an eastern decorator to give the
their dough.
was told that the Pardo stuff was boat a modernistic atmosphere. AnThe fortune teller announced he in wrong. With the manager ad- other operator Is planning a pirate
aid not have enough time to answer vising the actor to delete. Pardo Is boat, and is searching for an old
ftU
questions and requested the filling in the void with songs and galleon.
First operator Is figuring on a
•ender to write for his or her regrets for the remainder o£ the
regular club, with a definite reserve
answer. Those he answered on the week.
li.st every night for sailing at midradio were phonies.
night and a return in the morning.
Ducats will sell for a sawbuck. The
other is planning to anchor his pirate boat a mile off shore, with a
Customer's Right to
launch to provide transportation.
Boys figure the ordinary excurNew Haven, Feb. 18.
sion steamer doesn't get any play
A precedent liable to mean plenty
of future trouble here from theatre
National radio broadcasts of pic- from wise, mob and Is only for barpests was set in a local court when ture openings are ^old throughout gain hunting youngsters who grab
a disturber was dismissed outright the country, partly as a result ol off a dance and a ride for six bits.
In spite of having admitted the the broadcast for "Condemned" from
It is reported Chi operators are
charge. The man was arrested on Hollywood a couple of months ago. also planning to try the boat clubs
iiockplaint of the Paramount theatre
Overtures on the New York end cast.
Management that he refused to halt recently for a radio "first night"
razzing of the "Chauve Sourls" broadcast established the sentiment
the Point
Publlx unit, breaking in here this among the radio people that It was
*eek.
too dangerous ti put a bunch of
West Point has decided talking
Bird artist's attorney, entered the wisecracking actors before a mike pictures are here to stay and will
ftovel defense that If
his client was with no way of controlling or ce^n- install Western Electric equipment.
legally permitted to applaud.
Silent pictures have consistently
It is soring the remarks.
^iBo right that he should be allowed
Radio officials explained that been exhibited to the corps In the
to show less
favorable reaction. while by dint of advance bcseoch- gs'mnaslum, but steel girder conCourt agreed.
ments actors might be careful what struction and its acoustical propor111?'^^ Haven, the home of Tale, they said, there was no way to keep tlos render the building unfit for
like all other
college towns, is tough them from talking exclusively about wiring.
on actors. Thursday
nights are the themselves and this was almost as
The new Point film parlor will
^orst here, and probably the worst offensive
as off-color gags or flip probably be the mess hall, unless a
'n the country.
remarks for network events.
better spot Is figured out.

The

,

Court Defends RADIO CHAINS OFF FILM

NETWORKS

Wiring

—

'

Ig

using dis-

all

Hollywood writers

with the migration from the stage.
Especially on the femmes.
Today all the women writers
that count can be tallied on the
fingers of two hands.
Smaller fry
are In the cold or back home again
with the carpet sweeper.Of the new crop of writers, imported from the stage, none is of the

—

.

CROWDED RADIO

Exec at- one of
the major studios, who superintends
writers, says eventually ^the writer
percentage of the screen will comwith

pare

the

stage

— about

1%

skirt.

TIME BRINGS

Same exec gives the low down for
the diminishing femme. Many, he
pointed out, were wives of directors,
with husband pulling in tfie headache after him, ofttimes as a team.

the business

came to him as derelict«~so
far as remaining in the film industry was concerned.
These men who are working for

able.

Razz DEBUTS FOR

funeral services.

was tough on

sex called weaker.

formerly prominent

CONTROL GAG

18.

morti-

CANNED

CLICKING,

MORMONS DON'T who
TAKE TO BIRTH

local

Bros.,

have engaged Otto Poletz, concert baritone, and former Hollywood Bowl artist, to
supply the vocal music to their

play advertising oh Poletz.

up as a

Besides the meal and show,
diners also get dinner-anddance music and a couple of

Pierce
cians,

The cprnpany

llne-^-

rule, though outside
pictures sometimes used. Ballroom Is equipped with "Western Electric wire.

Los Angeles, Feb.

.

Two

fumed down

New Haven

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Talkers have proved an antifeminist movement, so far as writers are concerjied. Transformation

Funeral Rights

—

shows on Sundays, afternoon
and evening. Pictures supplied
by Universal.
BUI Is a feature, cartoon and

Writers,

Hubbies Can't Hold in Headacbes

TITLELtSS EIECS

18.

Cults, all kinds of cults, are ex-'
tf emely popular In these parts, espeTo the
cially amone: performers.
outside new cults look like hokum,

PAGES

72

1930

WHO HAVE FAILED

Sequel to Stock Market Crash
Chicago, Feb.

19,

"AIR SPECS'

(Continued on page 54)
Speculating with radio advertising time and selling It for premiums
high above actual cost Is one of
New York's modern rackets. It
grows out of the first grade stations'
practically „ complete
sell-out
of
commercial time between the 'dlnne." hour and midnight.
A group of high-geared gabsters
has been organized by a Manhattan
promoter to solicit all big and moderate buyers of night radio time on
a chance they will let some of it go
for a price. The ether specs have
made offers as high as double the
amount the advertisers are paying
broadcasting companies and stations
for the time.
This clicque is reported to have landed several choice
hours, and is holding back to spring
the valued minutes to high bidders.

Anti-Sunday Clergy

Now

Showing Sabbath Fihns

•

One means of relieving the huge
demand was recently tried with fair
success by several advertising agencies.
Clients who had purchased
evening air space were asked to help
less fortunate accounts by splitting
(Continued on page 60)

Providence, Feb. 18.
The sanctimonious clergymen who
put up such a holler throughout the
width and breadth of Rhode Island
a few years ago over Sunday films

have practically become exhibitors,
and are giving Sunday shows.
That's the opinion of

showmen

this

town and nearby suburbs

the

"blue laws" proponents?,
the boys are burning up.

now

in

of

and

These same proponents of the
blue laws are giving Sunday pictures under the guise of "special services.

"Shows are being staged

in as-

sembly rooms of churches and auditoriums of the T. M. C. A. Performances are ballyhooed through
the "dallies.

Show Biz

Will Supervise

Washington Celebration

MIDNITE SHOWS RUIN

COAST NITE CLUBS
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
of midnight shows

An epidemic
hitting this

town

Is

cutting in plenty

on the draw of the cafes. With
dancing taboo after midnight Saturday and the midnight shows spilling

Washington, Feb. 18.
Congress has turned to show busito take charge of the nationwide celebration to honor Washingtort's 200th birthday in 1932.
Sol Bloom has been named with

n(!ss

Col. U. S. Grant, 3rd, to act as associate directors to put the celebration across through tho rx'riod of
Its duration.
To start the ball rolling a special celebration will, be

at 1 a. m., th-pre is little incentive
for the boys and glrla at the high

staged on Washington's birthday
this year by tlio House of Kepre-

-spots.

sentatlvcs.

L. A. and Hollywood are at b^st 9
o'clock towns and the popularity of
the midnight peifornianccs is attested by those brave .soul.s who can
keep from yawning after 10.
Now the buya can rut down Iho
nut of Ktfpping out with a gal. Tlui
show sets him back $1.50 for two,
and lie can talk lu-r out ol koihk to
a cafe becau.se the danfin.:; has
stopped by tho time they l(javo the
theatre.

BROOKS
THE NAME YOU GO BY
WHEN YOU GO. TO BUY

/
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'VARIETY'S" PARIS OFFICE

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS

Paris Buildingr, 15 Boulevard -ftaliens

FOREIGN TIE-UP

FUTILE FOR

London, Feb.

locat-

ing here on its own, brings up the
subjects of continental agents notably in Paris.
Even the best organized of them
all, William Morris, with the Fosters in London and Henri Lartigue
and C. C. Fischer (Agence des
Champs Elysees), has two-thirds of
its Paris branch In local hands, divided between Lartigue, Fischer and
Edmund Sayag, the resort Impres.irio.
Other agents are but haphazardly represented at best in

—

Paris,

and London

isn't

much

bet-

although Americans prefer to
arrange foreign dates through London connections rather than here.
ter,

the local agent's
outlets are meagre and certainly not
of any scope to permit a practical
hook-up with a progressive American agent. For the main, the local
agents Jiaye but one or two spots as
a basic means for sustenance, such
a.s booking a theatre In the provinces or -in another country. What
happens to acts after the fortnight
or month they play at this house, or
two' houses, Isn't their concern.
There's no .regard about the acts.'
welfare thereafter, and as a general
things agents take "it for granted
that acts shift around from one
agency to the otlier and seek engagements wheirever possible.
If notr'unrellable,

)

and

at midnight by one group
literary society, while another

Movement Is progressing slowly.
The snag upon which It appears to
be caught at the moment Is the

ACTORS ABROAD

Theatre in Paris
Paris, Feb. 18.

(ROSE)

YORK

KING

Jean Berlin, Swedish dancer,
started It when he retained Pierre
Weil to sue a paper ijubllshed in
London, Feb. 18.
Sweden because the Swedish critic,
Sybil Thorndike, England's pre- who signs himself "Volmal," said
mier actress, appeared with indif- Bprlin was getting er-faitter. Paper
Bot Lawyer Samuel Krainlk to deferent succeas at the Coliseum in fend the action. Ground
for bringthe- sketch, ."To ' Meet the King.;* ing a suit In Paris is that the SwedPlaylet Is an unsuccessful attempt ish paper circulates here.

Moscow, Feb.

18.

The Vekhtangoff theatre will soon
Eugene Zamiatin's transHere it is

present

lation of "Front Page."

.

"Sensation."
Profanity In the Russian Is un*
derstood to eCllpse that In Engtitled

lish.

.

a supernjiiural incident
'to the
which Js not understandable
'
vaudeville mob;
1
SobolowskI Troup of circus riders
from the World's Fair Circuit which
has been touririg .in the provinces
showed a familiar sawdust routine
and were quietly received.
to present

•

Vedrenne Dies

at

Show

"

'

:

.

•

:

•

'

hundred, francs they get paid

off In

nightly.

No sound

production avall^
able as yet, and what there Is Lar
tigue has covered in handling Bob
filiB,

Kane's shorts.

Its territory.

Paris, Feb, 18.
American Players opened
with "Beyond the Horizon" to capacity at the Comedie Caumartin,
March 14 (New York to London)
Show has an excellent chance.
Mai-y and Margaret GIbb (Majestic).

SAILINGS

acts.

ADDED TO "BRIDE"
London, Feb. 18.
of' "Here

Comes

the Bride," at the Piccadilly,

Feb. 20, Howell, Harger and Naldi
have been added as strengthcners.

STAGING IN "NEWS"
Paris, Feb. 18.

Allen K. Foster's mixed troupe of
28, in "Good News" at the Palace,
will stay for the run of the play,
having had their original contract
for eight weeka extended.

March

7

(l<rew

York

to

Paris)

Terry Turner, Fred La Reine (He de
Prance).
Feb. 28

^

.

."

;

.

Song.'.',

.

.

Both

meeting

are

societies

secret this

in

week with the incorpo-

i-ated

•

'

,

.

'

.

.

.

Sam Rachmah,' with a British rural Itom'eo-Juliet
in Berlin",
forrner millionaire and now an plot,
Piece Is well acted but handi-'
agent, sued out a .writ of attachment under claim: of $5;000' commis- capped by an extravagant dialecf
sions. res,ultlng in the seizure of the which is not generally 'understandable. Unlikely of success.
pearls,

were

.

'

•

.

'

'

.

,

.

^

.

.

Anyhow Miss Negri considered .the
report undignified. So idid her husFOR S. A. IN
band on account, of being; a Prince.
Parlls; Feb. 18.
Mdlvanl, who Is with the,' star at
Victor Francen, local matinee
the Chateau Madrid,. Paris hotel,
idol,, supported by Suzanne Nivette
whjere he conflmied the bringing, of
and Renee Corciade; head it comthe law suit, although the Tribune
pany which sails for South Ame*i(;a
hasn't yet been served.
the end of May to play French cofri-

MAT

,

»•

'

edies there.

Tour, arranged by the Arnaud
agency, will last three iponths, ai^d

AU-Male Cast of 45
In

New

Includes, of course, Buenos
Pigalle Play and
Rio de Janeiro.

A3^Fei'

Paris, Feb, 18.

lONG TACK'S

$2,000

Paris',

Long Tack Sam and

Feb.

18.'

his troupe'

open In Madrid Feb.' 21 at $2,000 a
men and week and then go to Barceloiia.
no women and Is done In 30 scenes, After a month In Spain the &tt
with a change of scenery for each leaves for a 10 weeks' South Amerl*'
can tour.
.
scene'.
,
P. B. Arnaud booked the Spanish
Theatre has to be especially
equipped to handle this production. and S. A. tours.
Romalne Is the author of "Trouhadec" and "Knock," both former hits
G. SISTEES WITH HOPE
at the Theatre Champs Elysees.
Universal City, Feb. 18.

.•

.

(New Tork

to

London)

Ula Sharon (Mauretania).
Feb. 26 (London to New Tork)
'Dora Maughan, Walter Pehl, Mur-

Radio on French Trains

>

The G. sisters, brought, here from
Berlin by Universal for Whiteman's
•».
i"KIng of Jazz," are off at U.
They are lingering here hoping
to studio connect elsewhere.
,

Paris, Feb. 18.

Regular radio reception for pasr
ray Leslie (Berengarla).
sengers on French trains has been
Feb. 22 (Caribbean Cruise) Emil Inaugurated on the Paris- Havre
Jensen (Reliance).
line.
Head phones are attached to
Feb. 21 (New Tork to Naples) J. seats and are available to pasE Stropck (Augustus).
sengers at a charge of 20 cents.
However, many hours of French
21 (London to Capetown),
time without any
broadcasting
Til
'.-elds. Tommy Tucker (Arunmakes it necessary to tune In on
d
le).
foreign programs frequently.
lie. 13 (London to New Tork)
Sir Archibald Flower, Lauritz Mel-

Spencer Leslie, American specialGreenwald's Vaude Tour
ty dancer, also stays for the length chlor (Aquitania).
London, Feb, 18,
of the run having had his option
Feb. IB (Capetown to London),
Fisher and Gllmore, Harry and MarJoseph Greenwald opens at the exercised.
jorle Rlstori, Spltndid and Partner,
Coliseum (vaude) March 17 for a
short tour. He will then be seen in
Two Sharpes (Windsor Castle).
MME. LTJNN DIES
a now play.
Feb. 13 (Paris to New Tork) John
London, Feb. 18.
Madame Kirby Lunn, famous Zanft, Richard and Jessica Barthelsinger, died yesterday (Monday) at niess (Bremen).
Feb. .12 (Paris to New Tork)
The Tiller Dancing Schools the age of 57,
Arturo TuscanijnL^ (Paris).
Feb. 11 (Melbourne to London)
of America, Inc.
Frances Day at Splendide
Bertha Belmore, .Cyril Northcote
London, Feb. 18.
YORK
64 WEST 74th ST.,
Frances Day goes into the cabaret and Co. (Maloja).
MART RBIAD, Pre0l<lent
Feb. 10 (Melboutne to London)
show at the Hotel Splendide cabaret
Phdn« Bndlcott 821
Mui'iel, Greel and Fenn (Orsova).
Feb. 19.
Xew ObiMM Now Formlac

NEW

What

repre-.,'

theatre In April.
Plaiy has a cast of 45

MAY HAVE A HIT

London, Feb. 18.
Performances of Alan Ward,
There is every likelihood that
Larry Fletcher, Joan Kenyon, ConCharles Laurlllard will do a revival
Jessie
way Wlnfleld, splendid,
of "The BIng Boys'* at the Winter
Ralph, as Mother Atkins, especially
Garden.
good.
Idea Is to have George Robey and
win produce In New York a
Sax
Violet Loralne play their original
translation of "Sentimental Pilgrimpart^ and cast Arthur Bascomb in
age."
In French It runs for nine
Alfred Lester's part.

For the London opening

now

profitable field js

sented by losses. Managers attribute
the decline- of touring troups to the,,
custom, of. releasing tal}cer versions
In the provinces in close proximity
and sometimes simultapepusjy with
stage productions.
Instances are cited In the cases
of ''White Cargo" and "The Desert

Society of English Authors,
Playwrights and Composers with the
object of prevailing uppn the writers
to insist, that fiitui-e talking' pictures
of their rtrorks shall not be .released
until after the plays have been produced in. the West End arid have
Rolf de Mare, wealthy Swede, has toured the provinces for. not less
backed Berlin's recitals at the than two years.
Theatre Champs Elysees ;here sevIf. some kind of a pledge can be
eral seasons.
Newspaper attorney obtained the associations concerned
argues that what "Volmal" said will set about enlisting the c'oabout the dancer wasn't a mark pperation of American arid Eluropean
upon the cortiments of the critic writers to a similar end. Trade here"
Malberbe of "Le Temps" and no- feels that trie authors society will
body has sued "Le Temps,"
not be mnch moved by the manOn top of that suit Pola Negri agers' appeal, because the authors
comes to bat with an action through and composers can get more money
Lawyer Robert Bernstein (brother from screen rights now than, they
of Hfenrl, "whose play "Melo." Is a ever can obtain for all the stage,
hitj^at. the Gymriase); igainst: the rights.
continental "edrtlon,'i>f "the~ "Chicago
Tribune," alleging that It misrepresented her character by saying she
Rural Romeo-Juliet
and her husband'resisted the seizure
London; Feb. 18,
.of a string of pearls under legal
"Devbnfehlre' Cream'," revealed at
process In Berlin,
'Affair happened when Pola and the Plaiyhouse, Feb, 13, Is another
her husband, Prlnqe .^ei'Si Mdlvanl Eden ,f>hilpdtts -com'edy, this' time"

"Don ogoo- Tonka" Is the title of
operation successfully last week. now performing In Syria after tour- a novel play by Jules Romalne,
During her absence her sister took ing Japan, India and Egypt.
which is sheduled for production In
her place In the cast.
Palestine admits all dancers Into Baron de Rothschild's New Pigalle

Sax's

"Bing Boys" Revival

was a

—

Rougher "Front Page"

'-

-

Whole legit division Is. disturbed*"
harm the talking pictures arc/,'

at the

Sybil Thorndike's Sketch

London, Feb. 18.
John 'Vedrenne, retired manager
Through the Morris-Sayag hook- and producer,, died here, Feb. 13, French Non-Jazz Band
SeelJ^.
found
Ri-:
out Jthat the
VP..
following his .collapse in a box at
Under Cubain Auspices
viera is vlrtualiy closed. t"p"'ariy 'out- the St, James~tHeatre wheKe ;he-was
"
'
."''"'"'HVvana, Feb. 187
sider, Lartigue selling everything' watching a matiriee performance of
Societe des Instruments Anciens,
for Monte Carlo> where Sayag Is In "Micliiel and Mary,"
French orchestra playing eld fash-'
control.
And through the Sayag
He was 63,
ioned Instruments and doing a reppartnership with Andree, the casino
.ertolre of works composed before
king in Ostcnde at the Kursaal, An1800 B. J. (before jazz), has ar"Bolibar" Colorful
dree's own Riviera venture at the
rived h^re f rojn, iAjiaml.
near-by Cannes also gives LartigueBerlin, Feb. 18.
Ofchestr^i :wil^ ,.slv(a a series of
Morris an ^ilmost exclusive inside
"The Marquis of Bolibar," drama- concerts under the auspices of the
track.
tized from a novel by Leo Beruz, Cuban music Guild. The orchestra
Seelig also, found that any. other proved a colorful romantic play at
founded In Paris In 1901, arid
was
tie-up with the sundry local igents the. Deutsches olkstheater.
has played for all the rulers of Euis unsatisfactory.
It resolves Itself
Principal role gives abundant opdown to a case where an American portunity to a strong character ac- rope, acoordfng to their, billing.
act, coming over tO' work, must tor, handled here by Paul Wegner.
chance If,' and It's risky at best.
London Club Dates
After a few weeks they find themSegar Ellis, Jsinger, and Frank
selves either obligated to cut their
Police Guard Actors
Crummlt
figure radically, If they would rego to the Cafe de Paris,
Bucharest, Feb. ifi.
main on the continent, or return
The Opera National Is heavily London.
Ellis opens March 24 and Crumhome. And expensive transporta
guarded by gendarmes because stumlt June 16.
tion figures for the all too brief for
dents halve threatened to molest
Bita Bell opens at: the Mayfair
ejgn run.
several members of the cast.
hotel, London, April 1. All booked
Other high spots are also pretty
by T. D. Kemp, Jr.
well taken -care of.
The Empire
buys its big acts through Lartigue- Fay Compton and Knife
Foster here an(} London, or through
London, Feb. 18.
WEAKNESS FOR DANCERS
Reeves & LamnOTt and other agents
Fay Compton, appearing In "VirCairo, Feb. 18.
In London,
The rest of the people
Mary Noble, American dancer. Is
don't ratfe Importantly for the few tue for Sale" on tour, underwent an
•

London, Feb. 18.
The Society of West End Managers and the Theatrical Managers'
Association, which represents the
provincial
theatres
and touring
companies, are banded to oppose,
talkers of stage successes released
in time to compete with the stage,

doing to touring productions.

:

no reservations.

TALKERS

versions.

TURN SENSITIVE

(CHIC)

aiid
Headed by Harrison Gladstone, a
Paris, Feb. 18.
group of American students have Originators of "Tin-Type" Comedy.
Either the actors will have to be
organized an American Little TheNow
Star Attraction rtn Arman- less sensitive or the critics will have
atre to. open next season here. It ^ale Castle.' (That's'the name of a
to watch their steps and spare acIs supported by the Rev. Clayton
boat.)
tors' feellngsi
Williams. His American Church is
Represented by JENIE JACOBis!
Perfect epidemic of law suits over
equipped for
being temporarily
newspaper comments, upon player
three showings,
folk
here.
Kaufman and Connelly's "Dulcy" Indifference Returns on
opening Peb. 28. All seats are 60
cents, except to students, who are
admitted at ^a lesser fee.. There are

FIGHTS RIVAL

a
group

lips.

Am. Students Form Own

is

LEGIl

BRITISH

.

point, upon which all players are
not united, whether the organization
will adopt trade unionism as the
American Equity has done.

Little

'

of

was being entertained at a pajama
party given by Princess Paleologue.
Two factions got In each other's
hair and there was hekvy fighting
with clubs, bottles and furniture.
Sally ended In the police station
with plenty of black eyes and split

on

carry

Group Stages Cabaret

Paris, Feb, 18.
The Malador, a new Montparnasse
cabaret was the scene of a raid

18.

Briti!3li

tre
and manage
theatricals."

ROW

Battle Against Rival

draft of the constitution of
Actors' OEquIty Association, just released, sets forth as one
of the objects: "To acquire a thea-

AGENTS

an American agency

Literati

The

Paris, Feb. 9.
Sojourn liere by Arthur Seelig,
representing the Jerry Cargill agency, to establish either a Paris or a
London offlce, and the general futility of

PARIS

Draft of Plan Proposes Own Theatre
and Productions

VARINEWS, PARIS

Central Ol'S?;! Louvre, 52-15

BRITISH EQUITY SNAG

the

U. S.

Cable Addreu:

EIXA SHIELDS' JAUNT

COLUMBIA RECRUITS
London, Feb.

18.

Browne and Lavelle have been
contracted by Columbia Pictures on
the strength of satisfactory tests.

Shorts Help Singer
Paris, Feb.

18.

4 DI Mazzei plays
a three week date at the Ca.si'pj^n,

Opening April

Brussels.

London, Feb. 18.
He. is
Ella Shields sails for South Africa
Feb. 21.
She opens in Johannes- because
burg March 17 and returns in time shorts.
to play the Coliseum here In June.

,f..

singer, lately In dcinand,
French talking',
his
of
'

a.

Tommy Tucker, American pianist,
goes as her accompanist.
.

Worry
Wodehouse on "Musketeers" Book
London, Feb.

18.

P. G. Wodehouse is adapting the
book of "The Three Musketeers" for
the British production of the music
al at the Drury Lane,

is

interest

paid

on trouble that may
never become due^

AND

MBS. JACK

NOBWOnTB

18« West 44th Street

New

Ifork

'

"VARIETY'S"
8

St.

LONDON OFFICE

CABLE ADDRESS: VARIETY. LONDON

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS

Martin's Place» Trafalgar Square

Projecting Stage Scenery by lights;

Temple Bar 5041.S042

Subsidized

Plans Elimination of All Agents

Vienna Saves $16,000 on 2 Productions
Vienna, Feb.

Berlin, Feb. 18.

8.

Projection of stage scenery in
light and shade, Instead of its simulation with actnal wood, cardboard,

Monks Sue on Mingled
'

Hymn

over here.
Professor Geyling and Engineer
Paul Planer, both of Vienna, after
working on this device since 1920,
haye practically perfected it. Max
Keinhardt has approved at his Vienna, theatre, and the Viennese State
playhouse, the Burgtheater, and the
Vienna Opera House are also using
itj' wlth savings of $16,000 on two
productions alone.
At the Burgtheater, where "F?er
Gynt" was mounted, this projected
scenery saved the house $6,000 and
"Reingold," at the Opera House, was
staged at a cost of $10,000 below
normal, due to the new lighting.
stead of freighting heavy scenery en tour, all that is necessary
witli the Planer- Gey ling device are
sets of five by seven inch glass
slides an* the special projector.
In Line of Focus
[H'incipal difficulty, as explained
by Planer, is to keep the actors from
setting in line of focus with the proThis results in blotting out
jector.
part of the background. Inventors
think they have solved this by placing the projector at a very steep
This means that the scene
angle.
as painted on the glass slide is necessarily designed a bit out of perspective so that it comes out right
when projected at the steep angle.
Planer now uses arc illumination,
but hopes to have a successful bulb
.

On "Variety's" foreign news
pages the distinction between
matter received by
foreign
cable or by mail may be found
in the date lines, other than
in the location.
Matter by mail Is usually
dated from 7 to 15 days previous to "Variety's" current

Paris, Feb. 18,

The Dorninican Oi'der of
Monks permitted a phonograph
company to make records of
religious chants in their chapel.
When the disks were released jazz music was recorded

on the reverse side, opposite
the monastery rituals.
Dominicans now say the sale

day

Phonograph company says
was within its contract.

it

"SILVER WINGS" SMASH

London, Feb. 18.
"Silver Wings," opening Feb. 14
at the Dominion, looks like a tenant for the house for the balance
Piece is a musical
of the year'.
adaptation of "The Broken Wing",

produced

is

by

Clayton

Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book"
44th St. Theatre, N. Y. C.
"Variety" said: "Will Mahoney is
the comedian star of 'Sketch Book.'
When he
How: that boy clicks.
danced the first-nighters would
hardly let the show proceed, and the
first act finale was well on its way
when Mahoney had to appear from
an exit for a quieting bow."
Direction
in

Musical From "Broken Wing" Looks
Like Year Run in London

and

RALPH
1560

G.

FARNUM

Broadway

its

'

.

$8-$12

A HALF

&

FOR ACTS

Show has all the marks of an
instantaneous success with reviewers raving over its blending of
story, music, dialog and lyrics. It's
a $100,000 production with first rate

IN

Paris, Feb. 18.
semi-private rehearsal at the

A

Comedie Francaise

of Jean Cocteau's one-act play, "Voix Humaine"
(".:^uman Voice"), when a "nut,"
hidden in the balcony shouted insulting remarks referring to himself as the author's "boy friend."
The players resumed after the

PARIS CABARET CHAIN
IN

FINANaAL TANGLE

Idea

Robert

cheaper class vaudfllm houses

Paris, Feb.

18.-

— —

The Paris night club business Is
a tangle. String of places was a week regularly.
Agents try repeatedly to get these
December by
last
over
taken
Paul Santo, night club mogul, on performers to take up some other
behalf of Huntley of the Huntley- means of livlne, and have generally

Palmer biscuit concern, Britigh cor- been successful with the girls, but
That group has with- the men appear to want to stick.
poration.
drawn and the Banque d'Expanslon
Financiere which was concerned In

for all deliveries of

material.

Cash terms is. due to fact creditors
had to settle for 60 cents on the
dollar, losing an aggregate of $160,000.

i

'

.

States.

Czechoslovakia Bans
All Foreign Players

Chyton-Waller CImch

ing
.

of

March

10.

Production will

Bernard Nedell.

ai^fl-

hands
Doe Doe Green

bfe

In the

Nathan Shandell, of the origare coming over for the

inal, cast,

Anderson got

piece.

)iis

own

financ-.

in?:.

Vienna, Feb. 18.
Non-resident foreign actors and
troupes are forbiddert to play in
Czechoslovakia, rule being a measure to protect local companies In
towns near the border.
An instance is that of a Viennese
company playing three times a week
in Bratslava, a Czech culture center near the frontier -and about an
hour by train,, from the Austrian
capital. The visiting troupe copped
all the local amusement budget and
left the local stock company with

meagre crumbs.

"ROSARY" 500 TIMES
Amsterdam, Feb,
]'"li>r(.'nce

whi*'li

past

opened

Barclay's

18.

Edict does not prevent resident
aliens from giving performances.

"Rosary,"'

in April, 1927, is

now

500th performance, a very
unu.sual record in Holland,
It was produced at the Vereenlgde
its

Schouvspeelera under the management of Perre Mols.

'Trenchmen" for London

of the

Paris, Feb. 18.

London, Feb. 18.
Although the Clayton & Waller
opened at the'

Majestic.

H«

Is

on his way to

Dean's

New

Piece
London, Feb. 18.
Basil Dean will produce "Wealthy
and Wise" at the New tlieatre next
week.

Arnaud, president of the

B.

new booking

agents' association,
president when he

resigned as
found that advantage was being
taken by his colleagues to try and
sleaT his "acts whlleTTe was "devoting
his time to their interests.
No new president has been elected
and the association. Is not showing

SEQUEL TO PAGNOL'S
^?MARIUS" COMPLETED
Paris, Feb. 18.
has completed
Marcel Pagnol
"Fanny," designed to replace next
season the same author's success,
"Marius," current at the Theatre
de Paris.

any

activity.

PJU'is

"Fanny" is a sequel to "iMarlus"
and the same characters appear In

Gaming

Spot,

Dark

For Years, to Reopen
Paris, Feb, 18.

both pieces.

The Parliament finance committee
Pagnol Is. the author of "TopJizc," voted 12 to 6 to reopen the gamwhich opened on Bfoadway last bling casino Enghein, about 16 minweek knd was well regarded by utes from Paris and closed for
most of the critics. "Marius" Is years.
Place Is controled by Duels who
also slated for New York shortly.
also runs the Municipal Casino at
Nice.
Parliament's approval probably will be ijecessary before the
casino can be lighted, but that
formality is expected to involve no

piece, "Silver Wings,'!

Dominion Feb. 14, Clayton quietly
sailed two days before on the

When

Members Start Double-Xmg

Toto Balks on 15 Mins.,
Gets 26 and Is a Riot

New York

difficulty.

London, Feb. 18.
Toto the clown, headlining at the
Palladium, found himself- scheduled
for 15 minutes' and threatened to
London.
quit unless his time was extended.
Musical Is scheduled to follow Management gave way and the ec"Dear Love" at the Palace about centric did 26 minutes of the 'most
May. Bobby Hawes has been en- amusing bultoonery the house has
gaged for the leading role at a seen in many a day.
salary of $1,500 a week and a perToto will Continue with his longer
centage of the gross.
time and management wanted to
Howes is under contract to Dill- hold him, but he is due at the
ingham for the Broadway produc-» Hansa, Hamburg, next week, starttlon of "Mister Cinders," due when ing a month's stay. From there he
the piece ends Its London run at goes to the Scala, Berlin, for another
the Hippodrome March 29. Dilling- month followed by a fortnight at
ham has agreed to Howes* request the Empire, Paris, returning then to
to cancel the agreement on the the Palladium.
actor's plea that a baby Is expected
Also at the Palladium was the
in the family in July and he is Quatour Vocal Russe Moussorgsky
reluctant to be separated from his quartet of male singers doubling
wife at this time.
from Chez Taglioni cabaret and doDillingham said he would nego- ing nicely.
tiate a new contract when he is
in London next summer.
Howes
sails for New York to look over
NOVEL AS LONDON PLAY
Frenchmen" at the end of March.
London, Feb. 18.
Original Intention was to end the
"Murder on the Second Floor" Is
run of "Mr. Cinders" March IB, but near its end at the Lyric. It will
date was shifted to March 29, due be superseded by Frank Vosper's
to the "Co-optimists" not being dramatization
George Stem's
of
ready.
The Co-op aggregation Is novel, "Debonair."
practically new, with the exception
The author is a woman hiding

Enghein likely to prove heavy
opposition
to
Cercle Haussman,
operated by Francois Andre, casino
king who runs the Monte Carlo
establishment and that at Deau-

clinch a deal with the Warner
Brothers and E. ilay Goetz to produce "Fifty Million Frenchmen" in

to

-

vllle.

Toscanini Sailing for U. 8.
Paris, Feb. 18.

Arturo Tcscanlnl, Italian conductor at the, Scala, Milan, Is due
in New York with the arrival of
the Paris,
Feb. 12.

.
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Monkman, Dave Burnaby her identity under a man's name.
and Stanley HaUdway.
Madeleine Carroll probably will be
Group now comprises Elsie Ran-, leading woman.
dolph, Mlml Crawford, Elsa MacParlane, John Barry, Herbert MunStuart Ross and Joe Sargent,
$65,000 DROP
the last named two being Americans
London, Feb. 18.
and originally of the Three New
Syndica te Hall.'), controlling seven
Yorkers.
.suburban theatres, dropped its profDudley Rolph, a "discovery" of it.«;
from $200,000 for 1928 to $13r.,Henry Sherelc, may also join the 000 last year.
troupe.
Miss Randolph's presence
with the company Is a temporary
arrangement
Swedish Cabaret Date
She has been engdrged as leading woman for Jack
London, Fel). 18.
Oianoy and Fox open at the
Buchanan's show In his new theatre
next fall, the pleoo probably being 'J'ivoli cab;trf-t, Cslo, Kwcd^Mi, in
Marfh.
"Son.i 0" GLins.-

from

Foreign

of Phyllis

dln,

sailing,

Pictures
Picture Reviews

'

.

London, Feb. 18.
by Garland Anderson, American Negro, is to be
produced here by Mrs. Arthur Bouchier at the Royalty theatre start"Appearances,"

now manager

the

in

Agents' Prexy Quits

open in the fa,ll. Manbe In the hands of

will
Gallols,

in

Parls-and- suburbs.
Aboutripo such theattes pay $8 to
$12 for three days' work, and it Is a
lucky act that gets work three days

in

:

LONDON "APPEAEANCES"

is to

"joker"

so-called

for the enterprise.

P.

About 1,000 vaudevlllians are ekeing a meager existence in the
,

The Russian Eagle and Tienda,
where Santo has a half interest are
going behind $4,000 a month. Club
business all over is unsteady with
Casanova
violent ups and downs.
took in $1,400 In two nights and the
next night grossed just $34. Monico
disturber had been given the bum's has run along at $1,000 a night and
rush.
Supposed the crank had a then dropped to $5.
grudge against the author.
One curious detail of the flop is
Berthe Bovy does splendid acting that Hartman, decorator of the RusIn the short piece, but it is poor sian Eagle, has accepted in part
Bttff with a single character, mere- settlement credit In due bills for
ly an over-long telephone conver- more than $3,000 in food and drink.
sation by a jilted girl with her
Walk-out level*. It wouldn't do for
the

The

scheme, according to its interpretation by performers. Is that it is designed to shave salaries of acts to
pay the operating costs of the society and the agents serving as goat

Comedie Caumartin.

manding cash

Comedie Wrecked by Nut

this year.

Manager

Paris, Feb. 18.

the operation has gone Into voluntary liquidation.
The Embassy club has been sold
Description of this Geyling-Planer to Sabarier while the Florida, Nardevice is not unlike the lighting guileh and Rat \Mort have been
mechanism in which the Loew cir- shuttered.
cuit is interested and which was
Remainder of the club chain, indescribed in last week's Variety, cluding the Perroquet de Paris, Palisew system is known as Colorama ermo and Plantation are being opeover here with M. Messner and F. rated by Santo, representing the liJ. Cadenas credited as engineers.
The catch-as-oatch-cah
quidator.
system of operating is causing many
embarrassments, supply people de-

Rehearsal at

pendent agencies which remain are
to cease opei'atlons at the end of

Bilouard Millon, luiown as .(>abrlel
]\larot, and- chairman of the Caumartin theatre, plans to open a new
house with 450 seats (Caumartin
also is an intimate establishment)
in the Rue Troyon, near the* Arch
de Trlomphc, using the ground floor
and the basement of a standing

agement

association,

is

Advices' here are that the inde-

.

building.

VAUDHLMS

dancing and all
the other details on a high scale.
excellent

economy.

,t*rivate

NEW MAROT HOUSE
tin

the

of

under direct government
engagements
branches of
entertainment without charge to the
players or the managers. Argument
is that the system will do away with
the agent "racket."
World-Wide Plan
The society already has 23 oflflces
operating in Germany, and the object is to extend the organization
throughout the world, with all representatives under fixed salary from
the parent association,

Paris, Feb. IS.

prime objective,

for fake (but more
realistic than the present Scheme of
painted backdrop) scenery for pictures is stressed by Planer, who
foresees th<e"greHtBst beneHts In that
field'.
Local demonstration • to anInvitation audience at the Viennese
State theatre evidenced that some
further development is still necessary.
Color and' plasticity are almost perfect and, especially for fantastic
backgrounds, the shadow
scenery proved better than the real
thing. But in some cases it looked
unreal and immaterial.
Its ultimate theatre benefit, when
perfected, is obvious for general

The object
which

control, is to obtain
for performers In all

is

In position whenever convenient all mail dated matter
is placed on a left hand page
and the cabled news on the
Ofttlmes these
right
hand.
overflow, with the cabled matmore frequently being
ter
pushed onto the loft hand page
as well.

<

projector.

adaptability

ists."

450 Seater Set for Fall by Caiimar-

Waller.

casting,

Cabled news

of issue.

Engagements Nachweis
tatlscher
fur Varicte, Zirkus und Kabaret
Geselschaft," meaning the "Mutual
Association of Managers and Art-

dated the day before^

WILL MAHONEY

of these disks is sacrilegious,
and have asked the court to
have- the. recoVds seized. Order
also is suing for damages.

.

The first stage of the German government's plan to dispense wltlv all
kinds of entertainment agents is
seen in the formation of the *"ParI-

Cable-Mail Datelines

and Jazz Disks

and expensive scene painting and
carpentry, is a scenic invention

With economy

German Managers Ass'n

.
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VARIETY

Expect Peace on U. S.-Gennan Sound;

Fox Faces Spanish Suit Over Aeo Light

Wednesday, February

NOW HAVE 2
French-Made Talkers
WAY SQUAWK ON QUOTA
BRITISH

Feb.

.

From

Delicatessen

;

Clerk to

manufacture
and Install souiid
equipment using radio tubes for
amplification and at the same time
Klangfllm and Telefunken, holders
of certain tube patents, ai-e prohibited from interfering by warning
exhibitors against use of the Kinoton apparatus.Telefunken alleged a contract
with Lorenz for exchange of patent
use was no longer In force and caiicelled It, which led to the suit be-

ing brought.

Rivalry between Telefunken and
Philips, a powerful Holland concern affiliated with Lorenz, is believed to be behind the litigation.

Von and

'

'

.

German Quota

FAVORS THRILLERS

High Hat Director

Par,

Deems Melos and Westerns as
Best Bets for Foreign Field

melodramas, and westmade in. SpanA German technical director on
one of the war films in the making ish, German and French versions by
on the coast is reported using great Paramount, First to have an actual
care to avoid further contact with foreign version, sans the least bit
anyone who knew him a year, ago as of dubbing, will be "The Benson
a clerk In a Spring street delicat- Murder Case." Spanish first for thi.<;
essen.
One of his compatriots one.
around the lots is the Hollywood
First foreign stock unit to be
correspondent
of
the
Chicago formed by Par. on the Coast is com"Sonn-tagpost" and devoted several plete by Spanish list of players. W.
hundred words in one article to an Tuschlnski and J. Carrara Rebalta
expose of the high-hatting.
are a<lapting "Benson."
"For years I have every week
visited a certain delicatessen store
in my neighborhood to make small
Technicians Abroad
purchases," he explained. "A very
Hollywood, Feb.

18.

Madrid, Feb. 18.
Action has been brought against
Fox' Movietone News for making
pictures In Spain by use of the soccOled* Aeo' IfgH't 'In; Tecoi-tllng-.polite young German Usually- WjaitedTobis Is bringing the court action on me. He and I occasionally exas the owners of patents alleged to changed a few woi'ds and I w°as
control the art.
pleased by his courtesy. Then unFox has already been enjoined in accountably the youngster, disapthis same regard against making peared from the store.
pictures In Germany and Austria.
"In June of the year of his deTobis suit against Fox is sched- parture I was called upon to work in
uled to be decided March 11, and a few scenes of the Fox film, 'Marshould Tobis win the understanding ried in Hollywood.' To my utmost
here is that like actions will be astonishment 1 met the young man
brought against Fox In every Euro- again. Upon my inquiry from him he
pean country.
answered laughingly, 'To be sure, I
Fox holds the American rights am now In jiictures, and earn much
to these patents but did not buy in more money than ever before.'
the European rights at the time of
"I noticed a growing Intimacy bethe original sale. Locally It Is said tween this young man and several
I ran
that Fox could have bouRht the assistant casting directors.
world rights for $40,000 but turned across him in many of the other
studios and upon one of these occaIt down.
sions I discovered the young man
had acquired the title of 'von.' The
No Word of Truce
dellcatessenvender had become a
Tobis Klangfllm-recordcd German nobleman.
and English productions are being
"Recently I was called to an inimported to the U. S. even by the terview at a certain studio. Know.Smallest Independent companies to ing that this must mean
a nice role,
run over Amor^can talker eciuip- I went there a little early to fament, which l.s barred by court rul- miliarize myself with the possible
ing from Germany.
competition.
Someone passed me
-Regardless of Berlin dispatches and
J was cognizant of a familiar
filtJiratlng
a
compromise
with voice. Looking up, I gazed into the
American producers on the picture eyes of the former dellcatessenvensituation, Tobis- interests declai'ed der.
A half dozen Ge'rman actors
here this week that neither Western literally were hanging to his coatlOlectric reproduction nor recording tails.
One passed him his cigaret
will be permitted in Germany until case and another was there rendy
American producers follow the with the light.
precedent established by Warner
"Asking an American beside me,
Bros, and pay for licenses. That is 'What is this fellow doing here?'
how the Brothers have been able- to I was quickly informed, '.Man,
show the .Tolson picture and others what's wrong with you, don't you
in Germany, it Is declared authori- know that this is the technical director for this II Im, and that today
tatively.
That the stand taken by Major he will engage about 60 people?'
"A queer feeling- overcame me. An
Jlorron of the Hays bfllce when
AVcsteni was defeated on the pat- inner voice told me to leave, but 1
ent issue, and when the Warners stayed. The youngster had. already
refused to participate in what they seen me, but did not let on. AVitlitermed "a light between electric in- in .several hours ne passed me aboutterests" is further woakeiiing. Is 15 times, but he would not recognize
me.
also gleaned.
Several other companies, including United Artists, have recently
made Inquiry about the special 11- popular and arc being used only ''i
con.sc now reciuircrt to project West- the smallor houses.
ern recording in Germany. Before
WesicrTi Electric also intimated a
he sailed Herbert Erenon, wlio revival" of the non-intorchangcabilily
made "Lunmlox," announced that war. It termed the subject oC
within a few week.s the Teuton ver- whether it will permit Klangfilm
sion will be shown throughout Gei*- recordings to be reproduced over
many.
Western equipment here "hypothetiParamount has indicated its trend cal" at this time.
One oi the latest of the states
In that directibn by announcing
that among forelgn stock companies righters, attracted with bigger inwhich it will bring to Hollywood terests, such as the Schlessinger?,
to form for foreign product is the
will be one from Germany.
To Herron, who has refused to be Unusual Photoplay Corp. Headed
personally Interviewed since the by Dave Brill, who recently had a
the stand taken by Warners and slice In UFA'S American distributhe gradual breaking down of bar- tion. Unusual already has exchanges
riers, was submitted several perti- here. In Boston, Philadelphia, and
nent questions via an intermediary. Chicago. Brill has a foreign repThe replies were general, the Inter- resentative who is closing for 12
mediary crediting him with saying German dialog feature.s and as many
that German pictures are not yet British pictures.
^

Force

18.

ICarly setUement of the battle between the American and German
sound patent holders is expected
here. General and Western Electric

Flops Again-Not

Thrillers,

erns are pegged to be

Enough Pictures

1930

Good Fdms

U. S. to Cut Loose

London, Feb. 9.
Squawk against the quota has
broken out again. This time It's tak-

ing two forms.
TO REBUILD ISLINGTON
ACTION ON "NOOK"
FIr.st.
complaint of American
renting houses is that they can't get
Rowson-Gell on Gainsborough Board moderate British pictures at a price
Described its Best British Talker,
Balcon Retiring?
which would get their money back.
at New Gallery
Second, growl by British producLondon, Feb. IS.
ers themselves, kicking American
Simon Rowson, head of Ideal, and houses for taking junk British slrepresentatives in conferences with
London, Feb. 18.
the German patent holders are sup- William Gell, general manager of lents in preference to worthwhile
"Rookery Noolt," new British &
Gaumont, have joined the Board of local talkers.
po.sed to have re:iohod an agreement
Dominion all-talker, is the first
Americans allege that by sinking
which Is acceptable to all con- Directors of Gainsborough, producEnglish picture to win unanimous
tion unit of Ganiount British.
their money In a flop picture they
cerned.
I.slington studios will probably be can scrape out on the cost by cut- praise on its trade showing and to
Under this, world territory is to
go into a theatre promptly. It openbe divided, with the Americans get- rebuilt and it is also probable that ting all advertising and exploita- ed at the New Gallery Monday,
ting as exclusive territories both Michael Balcon, present head and tion, but they haven't a chance of following Warner Bros. "General
North and South America,. United founder of Gainsborough, will short- getting back their check on the good Crack," which Just missed making
homemade talkers as the producers
Kingdom and Australia. Germans ly retire.
the grade for this country.
want too much for the negative.
will hold on to all German speaking
Prompt release follows upon
lii-ltish producers wee crying In
countries this including, in addition
official
circles,
clamoring for an Variety's pointing out the advanto Germany, Hungary, Austria and
amendment to the quota act to pre- tage of quick exhibition Instead oi
part of Switzerland.
vent pictures not up to standard the British custom of keeping comIt leaves Holland, Italy, Spain, and
pleted pictures on the lee for long
troni making the grade.
the rest of the worJd open to coniperiods.
If an American firm doesn't get all
lietitlon,
the cheap quota pictures It needs, it
The lower courts have granted to
makes 'em itself.
Kinoton and Lorenz the right to
Berlin,

May

19,

Paris, Feb.

9.

While from time to time M-G-M'ii
Madelelne-Clnema (boulevard show
case) holds midnight ccreenlngs ot
Metro's

the naIndustry at

pictures,

latest

French

tive

picture

large wants to

know why

all the

good pictures are held back. French

soma
producer, or director, returns from
America or London and raves about
the new Hollywood-made talkfirs,
color stuff, etc.
But there is no
every so

that

persist

proof of

It In

often

Paris.

This may be a sad state of afbut It's also true.'
There are but two de luxe American houses here, the Paramount
and Madeleine. Latter shows anything it pleases, and usually runs
apything (or months, averaging
four new films per year on a a-eserved seat basis, The Paramount,
with a weekly change, does ditto In
unloading Par's last year's and even
the 1927-28 product and packing
fairs,

—

them

in regardless.

This house gives them the usual
Publix trimmings In the ^ appr.oved
Publlx manner no charge for programs (a local graft) or charge .for

—

coatroom

They Jam

service, or any tipping.
'em in on a 10:30 to 1 :30

grind, including five de luxe shows.
.

Washington, Feb.

18.

What They. Get Away With

The German

film contingent ihas
flopped again, says George CpLnty,
picture commissioner in a report to

For the rest, the. Pathe-Natan or
Aubert-Franco Film houses must
take anything and still do trade.
Commerce Department.
For years, says Canty, the Ger- It's not that Paris is espScIally unman government has worked to der seated as that they can get
bring about a plan that would be away with more murder on Inferior
"fool proof." When the new figure product than any other metropolis
was set for 1929, starting last in the world. Odd for a city that
.

the

Feb —18. — August,, thought _Av'a3 that just rates as the third largest in the
enough foreign fllm.s would be per- "World and" as one of-^the -foremost
mitted to come in to stimulate the cultural and artistic centei-s. Vet,
home producers. Plan would have such is the case.
If Aubert gets a- good picture, as
tions, in the Anglo-American tie- had 420 features with 210 of them
foreign.
However, instead of it "The Jazz Singer," which ran for
up, are on the way.
Those due In London, March 5, working out that way, the German's 11 months, and currently "Singing
are Joseph McKenzie, cameraman; produced 12% less films than thS Fool," at the Aubert-Palace, he can
By a
John Burch, assistant director, and year preceding and a shortage re- play It until unconscious.
-

•

•

Hbl'lywootl,

First contingent of technicians to

go from Radio studios to England
to woi'k with Associated Produc-

,

Exhibitors are
sulted.
dates for 26 features and

left with,
no place to
get them, says the American official. Foreign productions cannot be
admitted and there are no domestics
to be had.
To make It tougher, present regulations stopped any calrrylng over
from the year preceding which actually creates a 60% production
'

sound engineer.
Robert Martin, cameraman, will
go to England next week. Also sev-

F, G. Eisenberg,

eral electricians

and

cutters.

Screen Paris Play
Paris, Feb. 18.
Picture rights of "Arthur," current musical at the Theatre Daunou,
have been pure,hased by Leonce
Perret, Fi'ench director, once noted
in Hollywood, for production.
Picture will be done on the screen^
with its original Paris theatre cast"
and an English version also will be

made.

Stop Russian Film
Paris, Feb. 18.
Police prevented Eisenstein, Rus.sian director, from showing his latest film at the Sorbonne Auditorium
because of the heavy propaganda
angle.
Director
"Potemkin"
was
of

process of elimination, since there's
nothing else good .to go to, the
natives wait their turn on a leserved
seat
booking and
thus
patronize only what's worthy.
Tiffany has a boulevard showcase, the Capucines, but couldn't
click with some of 'em It's tried to

unload here, where It might have
been wiser to throw In a good picshortage to be faced. Then came ture and thus carry
the rest of the
sound to further complicate it,
product.
Houses are now being wired with
Same tiling goes for Wai ners
the Germans seeminly concentrating
despite the Jolson successes. They
on this, but thinking little of putting
tried to unload "Noah's Ark" at the
some of this" money into production.
Max Llnder, also a boulevard house,
Estimates have it that every first
playing it on percentage, and py^blio
and second run house will be wired
disinterest
eased it out pronto.
before another year elapses.
-

.

Commenting on the situation Mr. "Lucky Boy" (Tift), in the same
Canty says: "Even assuming that house, was booed off in two or three
fewer features will be required for days as a copy of "Jazz Riim'if."
the 1930-31 season, in view of the
Just Somewhere to Go
longer exhibition runs of sound
Yet, the answpr is thai I'n'rafilms, the supply is inadequate, and
a material change in the German mount's silent, "Showdown," 'de-

contingent for the next release spite considerable unfavorable comhowever, allowed to go on record season, commencing August 1, 1930, ment, and being frankly whistled
favoring color but knocking sound seems absolutely necessary if the at in the unmistakable native manner of manifesting disapproval, was
trade Is to make any progress."
in a public address.
held over a second week. And the

British Fflm Field

By Frank

Paramount will still draw,- getting
the reserve element which fiiuls itself with no place to go.
Maybe there's a more imp)-essive
and
Important
the
reason
for
American

Tilley

distribs

holding

back

product, but as pointed out, .•^Inee
they're go hungry for somewhere
it doesn't matter much.
At

to go,

London, Feb. 7.
Checking up on Board of Trade
registration

returns

for

last

year

shows some curious results. Periods
overlap to some extent, but until reare

turns

published

there

is

no

of dissecting them comparable with the result.
From the end of November, 1928,
to Dec. ], 1929— actually 13 months'
survey 495 features were registered. This compares 'with 778 from
Jan. 1, 1928, to Dec. 31 of the same
year, and a reference to figures previously given, in this department
will show how the fall in numbers
of features was mainly in the last
Subsequent
quarter of the year.
figures now given reveal how this

means

—

drop continued.

Of

the.se

495

features

registered

over the 13 months, 334 were American, 80 British (60 of these being
sllents), 58 German, 16 French, four
Russian and two each Swedish and
Italian. In the Jan. -Dec. period previously surveyed, the American average was- 46H features a month;
in the period now covered It aver-

ages only 25 9-13 a month. Briti.ili
feature averages over the same periods were 8 1-6 again.st 6 1-6, a vei-y
small reduction in quantity compared with the American, but actually a very much- greater drop in

terms of booking gross.

Reasons for the fewer number of
features are simple to define. Thoy
do not include any smaller consumption of American product in
terms of money or any effect of the.
quota. They are entirely produced
by the greatly increased length of
play period a change created entirely by the talker.
In the silent
days almost every theatre, including
the first-run houses but excluding
Ihe l(oy theatres, which were very
few, ran two features to a program
and changed over mid-week. Features con.'<umption was thus fouifcature.s a -week per ihoalre.
But with the talkers coming, this

—

changed not merely. to one feattn-o
a program, but to runs of anything
from one to four weeks in the firstrun houses, and produced a condifContinned on Page '^)

least

it

didn't until recently.
talker

advent of the French
thrown a new light on

it.

The

has
They're

flocking to the native dialo.g fiiekers
and maybe the American producers
will be forced to throw onto the
market some of their latest stuff.

now French

But
of

until
talkers,

]'^r'!>nch

suj-jervisors

directors

with

and Without American training and
experience, but with actual knowledge of what Holly\yood has turned
out of recent montiis even t.iking
in the best of last' season's crop
which hasn't even percolated hero
.

—

have found themselves periile.ved at
not seeing any of these pici;)rr-«.
They counsel tlieir actors and
producers about how great Hollywood's- output has been, aiiil with
pardon.able l-'rench indigiini;"ii the
local industry scoffs at the current
crop on exhibition and deri-^ively

wants to know if that's a -«:rmple
thereof; If so, that's nothing i" hv.xs
about.
And they're right.

-

Wednesday, February

19,
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At

Whole FuDer String Goes Talker,

It

Again

Two

Capetown, Feb.

Sir

Ben Coining
Sydney, Feb.

18.

'Every theatre In the Fuller Clri^it Is changingr from the vaudepevTie policy to all-talker program,
completing a transition evident as
^. tendency for some time.
Sir Ben Fuller In making the announcement expressed his conviction
that the specialty and revue type

for U. S. Capital

"MELO" RIGHTS HELD AT
$25,000 FOR ADVANCE
Irving

.

"

Fullers Intend to throw their enwhich represents $15,000,-

000 into the

new

policy.

The

first

inove will be the renaming of the
rullers', Sydney, the Roxy.
Sir Ben sails fftr the United States
In April for the purpose of conolidating the company's film con-

and also to negotiate for
American capital with which to expand along the new lines, with partracts

Version

In

Woods may

New Tork Is that
secure the production
to the Bernstein

but has not yet closed. Contracts were forwarded to Woods,
but he has not yet affixed his signature.
The author demands unusual advance royalty rights, first
payment being around $25,000.
Woods is of the opinion "Melo"
would be better as a picture than a

in

.French in

New

Tork.

Bevue"

RUNG

IN

FOOL-PROOF SPANISH
Metro Gets Argentine Elocutionist
for Dubbing

Buenos Aires, Feb. 18.
Metro-Goldwyn proposes to get
screen

when

FN
British

DUPONT'S EMELKA POST

it

«i'al

supervisor

of

Emelka under

flemi -government

appointment.
Move is the first step of the Reich
toward putting the company, in
which the government owns a stock
majority, on a sound business basis.
Appointment is lauded In picture

'elrcles.

STAIK TOURISTS BY FILM
Cairo,

Feb.

18.

Lebanese government Is contemplating a film project. Not so much
for entertainment purposes as educational. Object will be to develop
toUrist traffic in Syria.
Lebanon special agent will
'shortly visit Egypt.
,

IN SPOTS

die in the

Dutch Go for German

StoH's

Wide Screen

falling flaps, as used by magnascope, being evidently worked on
spring principle said to have been
Invented In England within the
Stoll organization.

Projector head used
to be a

houses here are playing German
talkers this week, and the public is
turning to the allied language with
interest.
Houses are the Tuschinsky, Rembrandt and Royal.

Advent of German dialog is new
here, the first sound pictures having been of American origin and received with varying reaction.

A

•

40

GERMANS DUE

Is

believed

development from American

patents
heretofore
unused and
brought back by Sir Oswald's son
on his recent visit to New Tork.

Browne's Film Co.
London, Feb. 18.
Maurice Browne, stage producer

who

presented "Journey's End" and
recently acquired the Queen's and
Globe theatres, plans to enter the
talking picture field.

Browne
Amsterdam, .Feb. 18.
All three of the biggest picture

will

a

float

probably in April.

No

company,

subjects yet

slated.

Kingsway Prologs
London, Feb. 18.
younger StoU's

As a
visit

result of the
to the States

Kingsway Cinema

recently.

Is to

The

have a se-

ries of prologs.

First of the presentations opened yesterday, staged by Alexander

Oumansky.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Forty German producers, directors
Egypt's
Film Duty
Capetown, Feb. 18.
and writers are coming here In June
Fire destroyed the Theatre Royal, to get the low down on American
Cairo. Feb. 18.
Kim hcrly, Cape Province, Union of sound technique.
Film tariff on imports, previously
South Africa, last week. House was
Agents of the American Express, assessed on a footage system, has
owiioil by the municipality and was handling
the tran.sportatlon, are been revised.
under lease by African Theatres,
making arrangements at the studios
Ad valorem basis now in use, with
House was dark when It took fire. for their reception.
duty 1S% of estimated value.
SO.

AFRICA HOUSE BUENS

Party Off On 'Scout
Trip to Land of Grandees
,

Paris, Feg. 18.

L

.

influ-

same manner.

SEEK SPANISH TALENT
Paramount

has under consideratjon a plan
launch Into picture Producing In a
big way and Columbia will have a'
hand. In this expansion. Association
of these two concerns In a sound
picture producing opec9j;Ion would
have a far reaching influence on th«
whole trade here.

AT NEW
SOUND THREAT

*

'

ence in settling the question.
Proposal of a monopoly over
broadcasting, contract for which
was up for consideration, has been
postponed and it Is believed It will

gotiations up to the point of signing
on the dotted line.

•

London, Feb. 18.
pictures and has turned these over
Sir Oswald Stoll, at the Kingsway
to First Na,tIonal for the American
last night (Monday), opened his
company's quota.
Films Involved are:
"Song of "magnafilm," wherein the screen
Soho," "Raise the Roof," "Romance enlarges automatically to fill the
entire proscenium opening.
of Seville," and "High Seas."
Standard size film stock was
John Maxwell, head of B.I., is also
joint head of First National oyer 'rather more clear than 'ordinary
projection. Screen unmasks without
hero.

Madrid, Feb. 18.
* Danger
of a customs bar to
American film product In Spain Is
believed to be averted.
Idea was
brought up in political circles, but
seems to have been defeated.
Position of a German-Spanish film

Kohan,

William Powells, attorney for
SCOFFS
Paramount; George Boronsky, of W.
UA
the picture department of the Moruct for France, Italy, Belgium and ris Paris office, and Andre Daven,
SWISS
Switzerland, while Par will dis- production manager for Bob Kane,
tribute it for Cuba, Panama and the are off for Spain to scout for talent.
West Indies,
Zurich, Feb. 18.
Object of the party regarded as
Other distribution contracts are significant due to a good deal of
The Trl-Ergon company of Zurich,
with Reed Hall, representing local uproar In Spain over fl.awed Span- Is renewing Its threat of legal acinterests In Bermuda for showfng of ish dialog duped on American made
tion against Western Electric, which
Radio product there and' wfCh Cap- pictures shown In that territory.
It claims Is an Infringement of the
itol Theatres, Ltd., of Singapore for
Tri-Ergon device.
pictures In Dutch East Indies and
Tliey have retained a lawyer

London, Feb. 18.
has can-

Films

Albert

who Is engineering the managerial function.
Gaumont merger, has carried on neIt is known that Master's Volcf

Radio has agreements- covering
this season's product \Hth -UA, Paramount and local film Interests In
foreign countries for the distribution of Its talkers. Including "Rio
Rita," which ia to go Into every
civilized land In. the world.
Is to handle the Radio prod-

celled Its scheduled previews of four

S.

although

competitive bidding for disc names
and to cut competitive costs in
Northern Europe, principally In
Scandinavia. Although the personnels of the companies have not yet
been rearranged it Is likely that
drastic changes are In the making
in order to avoid overlapping of

banker

cluding France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy.

Without Previews

Spain Open to U.

closed right away is that there Is no
properly qualified officer of the
French concern to sign the contracts,

Paris, Feb. 18.
office will
of Radio
Pictures In certain territories. In-

United Artists Paris
handle the distribution

International

Marks German Effort to Put Co. on
combine may have had some
Sound Basis
Berlin, Feb. 18.
E. A. Dupont, director well known
in the States, has been made gen-

UA, PAR. DISTRIBUTE

.

ON TALKERS

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Paramount Is making a series of
novelty features for the purpose
tof opening up new fields in the foreign market.
The method is to take a French,
Spanish or Italian actor on a tour
bf the studios where they are pTfetographed on sets of various pictures In production. The foreigner
ineets the known players and talks
with them In his native tongue. In
the event the actress does not sneak
the visitor's language, her part In
the conversation Is later dubbed In
by a translator.

holders will be invited to ratify the

merger of the two leading French
concerns and also to elect officers.
Reason why the Tobis deal is not

Spanish on the
dubbs. dialog. Following trouble from faculty diction
In dialog material that has been
shown here and got adverse reaction, Metro has jproppsed a contract .thejStrait Settlements.
with Bierta Slngerman, a profession"Rio Rita" opened last Saturday
al elocutionist here and it Is near (Feb. 15) at Hamilton, Bermuda,
closing.
for its first showing outside of the
Miss Singerman should reach United States.
Hollywood in March if the engageThe entire product of Radio will
ment is made now. ..Her job will be not be distributed all over the wojld,
to preside over the mike when nor will all Radio product be hanSpanish dialog is worked Into pic- dled by UA and Par In countries
tures. Plan is regarded as 'the best alotted, although "Rio Rita" will be
so far devised to insure natural ac- shown every^vhere. Only such piccent for South America.
tures as are considered desirable
for countries covered are to get foreign distribution under existing
agreements.
B. I. Turns Over 4 to
Argentine

pure

18.

the aspect of a merger, are regarded

Turkish government has created a commission to gather
evidence that- Jimmy Durante
wasn't born anywhere! near
Constantinople.

.

London, Feb.

Mutual arrangements between
Heads of Hiss Master's Voice and
Columbia Gramophone which have

as the preliminary to an important
Paris, Feb. IS.
move of these two recording comNothing remains to close a deal panies toward film producing, a
between G»umont-Franco, French development of immense signifproducer and operator and owner of icance.
The two concerns now are disa sound device of its own, and the
Tobis people who already control cussing workip.g agreements which
Germany on sound, except the for- would have much the same effect as
since two of the
amalgamation,
merger.
mal
Gaumont-Franco has called a Master's Voice directors would sit
general stockholders' meeting for on the Columbia board.
Object of the maneuver Is to end
March 25, at which time the stock-

piece,

itol,

FOREIGN TONGUEACTORS

GAUMONT FRANCO DEAL
WITH T06IS HANGING

This seems to be. a favorite
foreign newspaper sport. Not
long ago somebody discovered
that Gloria Swanson ^was a native of Melbourne. Before that
a Budapest publication dug up
an intricate lot of proof that
Charlie Chaplin was a Hungarian,
or
maybe It was
Czecho - Slovaklan.
understood the
It Is also

FOR RADIO

Co s

Partners in Film Making Plunge

story that Bebe Daniels' origin

has been established as. in Johannesburg and Richard Dix
was born in Maritzburg, Natal.

and picture rights

ticular reference to the building of
modern type mammoth theatres in stage production h^re.
Bernstein, too, has some plans for
the principal centers of Australia
an American lecture tour, sugand New Zealand.
gested by W. A. Brady for spring
The Talker Vogue
Brady has had an Idea of
dates.
No question but that talkers now importing the original "Melo" procommand the theatre here.
duction and company, presenting It
"Rio Rita" Is a smash at the Cap-

Melbourne, where "Hollywood
is in Its fifth week at the
Palace, while In Sydney "The Love
parade" (Par) and "The Trespasser"
(UA) are solid successes.
It is estimated that $2,000,000 will
be paid to the Commonwealth in
fllm duties In the year ending with
June, 1930, from imported pictures,
•xclusive of product from England,
This represents a
"Which is free.
footage of 40,000,000 feet with the
800,000 feet or so from England" free
©f the 6 -cent duty disregarded.
Legitimate theatre is. badly crlpplfed by the widening influence of
the talking screen.. Richard Bellairs,
an independent producer, made a
curtain speech at the Sydney Opera
House a few nights ago, In which
he declared with a 'good deal of
heat that America is responsible for
the unemployment of Australian
Btage players who are jobless on the
Streets while the theatres are octupied with "cheap canned drama."

Biggest British Disk

18.

Local new.<5paper prints the

Paris, Feb. 18.
Marks, acting for A. H.
Woods, has bought the American
bf entertainment can no longer right covering stage and half Intermkke any headway against talking est In screen production to Henri
pictures, a view forced upon him Bernstein's "Melo," current hit at
4uring an unsuccessful battle for a the Gymnase. Price Is said to be
year to hold to the older policy, he the biggest ever paid in a like transaction.
aid.

tire capital

VARIETY

New

In Kane's Shorts
Paris, Feb. 18.

Acts booked for Bob ICane's shorts
F>'ench)
include:
Marguerite
Morenp, Drean; Fernand Fran cell
and daughter Jacqueline; Canaro
tango band with Roberto Rey; Dan(in

named Smalhout— from—The Hague
'has already made gestures

who

•

against American sound people In
that country. Trl-Ergon people appear to have In mind a system, of
making Western Electric take but
licenses under Its patents to operate

•

in'^SwItzerland.

j

Move comes unexpectedly since
the Swiss courts have already ruled
against native concerns In parallel
cases.
One explanation Is offered
that the legal maneuver was Inspired by the Tobis people,, which
Smalhout had openly declared Is the
only system which Is not In conThe two Paramount-Bob Kane flict with the Trl-Ergon patents.
Clifford Smith, European agent
shorts at the Paramount here this
week are capital and won approval for the Western Electric company
In one Janine Brazlne sings Rus- scoffs at the gesture. He says Westsian and French songs, and makes ern Electric will back exhibitors
a fairly good Impression. In the who use W,. E. equipment to the..
otheV Saint-Granler does a sketch Jlmlt with all its resources.
disguised as an old woman.
Audience liked both, reversing Its
The Hague, Feb, 18.
opinion of the First Kane subject
Exhibitors who use Western Elecat the same house recently, a caba
tric wiring are Immune from damret bit.
ages for sound patent Infringement
It Is disclosed.
Western Electric
contract takes care of this phase.
dy,

and the Plattier Bros.

Plattiers are now filling a short
engagement at the Empire before
they replace the Fratellinis at the
Cirque d'Hlver.
Fratellinis, after
four years at tlie Cirque, go on tour
in the provinces.

.

Tuschinsky, Amsterdam, and Odepn
here are houses. Involved.
Matter came up in lawsuit here
brought by Kuchenmelster, Ltd., the
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Paqulta Santigona's Spanish dra parent com,.. . of Trl-Ergon, Swiss
matic company of 11, playing In sound patent owners who .are
New York, and used by Pathe In threatening the American company
dubbing "Hpr Private Affair," has in Switzerland.
been brought to the coast to dub
"The Grand Parade."
Emll De Recat will be in chai-ge
Spain's B.O. Record
of the foreign versions of both
languages.
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Laurel and Hardy's "Ladrones,"
French Writers* Society domestically "Night Owls," the first
American-Spanish version to play
Washington, Feb. 18.
in
has broken all house recNew authors' society of French ordsSpain,
in Barcelona.
cinema writers seems to be in the
Cable with this info got M-G aH
oflllng, reports George Canty, trade
worked up yesterday. ResuU, Buscommissioner, to the Commerce De- ter
Keaton's "Free and Easy," Iddpartment.
ding the picture biz, will be immeThis follows a series of confer- diately Spanlshed,
ences wher^jln writers are demandKcaton and Anita Page, of origing a percentage of theatre grosses. inal
cast, will be In the foreign ediM. Delac, acting for the French tion. Otherwise a complete SpanChambre Syndicate, has refused ish cast.
this (lomand.
Tran.xln tlon has bf'en started by
Albrlch and producSalvatoro

Dramatic Dubbers

Row Over

Censor Dough

tion will

The Hague, Feb. 18.
The Hague film conaor.ship foe

in within 10 days.

Far Film Venture

has been reduced a quarter, going

Zurich, Feb. 18,

to 4 cents

por 10 foet of film.
Disposal of a large surplu.s

jfo

A

(;i>i-ni

cn-.'^wisy exp'jdltlon partly

of
iciitiflc, partly commercial, starts
accumulated, during two yars Uii-< Wf'ck for the Himalayas in
of th6 censor office pr'^fipltatcl ;i norlh'Tii India, days' of travel berow and the reduced foo was do- yond the outpcsta of civilization.
termlned upon in ordfr to mako Hm:
fJroup is headed by the Swiss
cftn.sor
self-supporting but non- )))i(itoKi"if)lii'r Duvanel, who Is subprofit
biaizL-d by the London "Timea,"
ca.sh

.S'-

'

"

—

.

—

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS

VARIETY

In Parisraris, Feb.

9.

Copenhagen, Feb.

Budapest Plays
Budapest, Feb.

overalls,

of his desire to .find

a way

'

a

seat.

Moved by

man's enthusiasm,
the stagehand agreed to find

introduced as a rtew assistant.
He's been there ever since.

ANTi-DANCE CAMPAIGN
Holland's Killjoys "Oh Rampage
'Mustn't See Dancers From Street.

The
is

'.Hague, Feb.
of ^killjoys.

full.;

9.

As

their efforts to enforce prohibition

have

failed,

they are

now

turning

'

tity.

image of Napoleon, in -a
come to life. The
figure of Landru, the man who
murdered 11 women and who was
guillotined, tries to convince him

and

that he had best not meddle with

highbrows of Hungary.
Play ia
about a woman physician who kills
an lncura,ble patient with morphine.
She Is too scared to take the con-

Vigszlnhaz presented a serious
Important
drama,
"Alice
Takats," by Dezso Szomory, one of
the most gifted and relpresentatlva

sequences, so the young doctor, Irt
love with her, takes the crime upon
himself and goes to prison. Woman
falls in love with the son of a professor and when the dbctor who
sacrlfied himself comes out of prison
and Wants to marry her she Infornis
him that It-Js too late, she is going
to have a child whose father Is the
professor's son. This doesn't go to
prove her an admirable character,
but the. psychology of the play ia
such that she is very human.'

represented by a multi-miUionaire;
supposed to be a typical American^
but to no avail. Then he falls into
the throes of an, actress named
Josephine, who makes him act the
part of. Napoleon in a motion picture. In the course of this he finds
out that a hundred-odd years ago
Josephine, his wife acted in the
pictui-e by Josephine/ the actress
deceived him, a historical fact ignored only by Napoleon himself. He
Is so upset at the information that
he strangles the actress and after a
short stay at a lunatic asylum repairs again to the waxworks, content to stay on a pedestal to be
stared at for the rest of his life.
The play, produced at the Belvarosl theatre with Somlay and Mar-'
git Makayvln the principal parts,

—

their attention to dancing. Curious
aspect; Is that the hiayor of .a.
Dutch city Is, In a way, the sution. True, tlie Ijrealifasts ar* light; while.
preme authority In the grant of a had much
success. At least It must
just coffee and the native "brioche"
The photo-mugging racket in the license, being also chief of police.
be considered ao in these days that
(bun); no eggs. For luncheon, how- nite clubs during .the season is a
At Amsterdam the. Town Council are so hard upon' theatres.
ever!
Two hours of it. Hors great gag,
throw
a
buck a
for
Is pro and the mayor Is anti-dancIn has ja good .chance in every
d'oeuvreSj then either "oeufs co- q.ulck flashlightj with the house, geting, while at The, Hague It Is just country.
cotte" or "oeuf jambon" (small ham ting a cut, of cfturse;, and every
reverse.
and eggs) or other forms of eggs, or tourist sending back prints to rela- the.
"The "Venus of Biarritz," new muAt Amsterdam the mayor was sical
a psh^ this to precede a sturdy gril- tives to show them actually acting
comedy with book by Kardos
permits to firstThen cheese; naughty in gay Paree. Swell swin- forced to give a fewrestaurants, but and music by Szenkar, new, flopped
lade or meat dish.
class hotels and
beauthen, desert and coffee, with
dle 'specially on galas, Xmas and
reluctantly and with a
them
gave
coup du vin in between. Maybe tea Ne'^v Year's eves, etc.
The dancing Russian
Bird" Co.
again for the more leisurely at five
You pay almost as much for string of restrictions.
couples are roped off from the aubells; If not, an apei-itif at six or Scotch and gin and "foreign" whisdience like boxers In a ring.
Clicks
Belgrade
eight, meaning more, coffee, possibly
(Continued on page 45)
At The Hague dancing in public
Belgrade, Feb. 8.
places may not be visible from the
The "Blue Bird" Russian thestreet.
atrical company opened well at the
killjoyj..are. jiot

.

But very

Puritan
and owing to their

Still .'the

satisfied

-

activi-

a royal commission will be appointed to Investigate this problem

ties

tance for inside dope on the new

Anthony Asqiiith takes a kick at fashions.
American talkers in his new film.
Francis Mangan's stage shows at
Situation- is American talkers won't the Plaza (Par house) are the neartime taking kicks at est thing to Roxy this side.
Anthony Asquith.
The fact Fox grabbed Jilllan
'Some of the stage folks are. lay- Sande has put new life Into the
ing off the New Year charity lists rest of the studio girls.
with the Hatry crash the excuse.
Bob Sheriff's next play will circle
Wall Street crash Is doing for an around cricket, the national game.
'"out" over here, too.
George Bancroft's .£The Mighty"
Monica EWer, authoress of "The broke
house records at the Plaza.
Best of Two Worlds," holds down
Eugene Goosens' sister, is playing
the film box at the "Daily Herald"
In the Cpliseum's symphony oruntil th^ change of management
their

wa'ste

'

due shortly.
Immediately they kill him off In
"Bitter Swee.t," Alan Napier will
trip- around to Daly's to do his
.

Way

in "This
nightly. ".
stuff

to

Paradise'

and

all Its

tangles.*

*Tempest" Poorly Staged;

,

LaReine to Paris
Fred LaReine, agent, sails for
Paris March 7.
He •win carry a list of American
acts and attempt European place'
ments.
.

.

photographed

'

•

When

Drop

,

On

Tax

•

.

.

.

—

'

prison.

Folks are wondering, now their
with the Gramophone Co. Is

split

pretty certain, where British Dominion!?, talker unit, is going to find
next rich uncle.

Its

,

.

Company

is

headed

Juzhni, acting as m.
ballets

c.

and

died

in

wore banners on which appeared
by M. I. the
names "Alda," "Libusa" and!
and gives
"Sarka," roles in which Destinn hod"
sketches.

'

Egypt

Cairo, J^in. 30.
Ruth Deyo, pianist and composer,
left here for America.
She expects to return in about six weeks.
While in New Yox'k Miss Deyo will
.

9i.

Operetta' is very;
on here for the last few years.
Miss Deyo is making arrange- popular on the Continent and Is b'ements for the production of her Ing done anew In Belgium.
Young Hanna, distantly related' to
work at the Metropolitan Opera
House in the autumn of 1931. Those the Cleveland Hannas, is with
Interested include Otto Kahn, Leo- Paramount In the Orient, headqua;rpold StokowskI, director of the tered in Calcutta. He.ia due here
Philadelphia symphony, and Mrs. to Join his wife whom he married
Henry White, wife of the American in Calcutta following her tour ^4n
Ambassador to France.
the Malaya.
'i

Cecile

Sorel

attracted

large

houses In Alexandria at the Alhambra. Troupe traveling by land
to the Syrian State.

A big fire In Aleppo, Syria, 10
days ago at the Pathe picture theatre.
Blaze also consumed the
Egyptiana theatre.
Council of ministers of the Syrian
states has decided to abolish the
tax of 10% on theatres and cabarets.

whole of the

RAQUEL

EEVIVAI^:

Paris, Feb.

Beth Berrl, now - Mrs.
Matlc
make the preliminary arrangements Hanna, has gone to Brussels on"' a
for the production of fier music three
months' contract to appear 'in
drama which she has been working "Rose-Marie."

Meyei*, S. Jay Kaufman.
Amin Atalla's
Bill
Tilden, II, Gerard Swope,
rived at Beyrut
Arlette Marchal, Marcel de Sano.

MONTH

BETH BEERI IN

has

DECORATED BY QUEEN
Belgrade Feb. ^,7^
Alexandre,

Madame Roblnne and

of the Comedle Francaise touring
Jugoslavia, were honored by Queen
Marie, in the name of King Alexander, with the educational Order
of St, Sava, during their, engage^
ment here.
They did "The Elopement," "^by

Duvernois, and

Edward

TOUR POE
Anyone, who can keep awake right
Paris, Feb, 9.
startip
through it has a chance to see "Man
Raquel Mellcr, after her engagePaul JRobeson's reminiscences to and Superman" in Its entirety. Shaw
ment at the Casino, Brussels, goes
be published, as soon as he plays himself kept away.
British talker companies are get- on a month's .tour of Holland and
OUiello.
Backstage at the Victoria Palace ting ideas. They tab the local trade Germany.
to the
These date follow her Paris conbecoming the new rendezvous for press reviewers &nd write
bosses, enclosln.g ad copy; asking for cert engagements.
Mile. Meller is
film people.
getting $600 a day.
(Continued on page 66)
Girls are calling Paris long dis.

who

opera singer,

•

'

classy

Prague

Prague, Feb. 7.
Destinn, famous

a

TWO

'

a

Emmy

is

'

on spiritualism.
Drinkwater has
album.

Czecli

of

Paris, Feb.

'

.slant

Body

Somerset Maughan's "Lady Fredeux orchestra..
A-t the Malson -de rOeuvre there erick," adapted by Horace de Carwill be produced at the
is likewise a Shepespearean season bjicela,
chestra.
Weather
edition, by G. Duval, Athenee after the run of "The LetGabrielle Casartelll is out of with a French
of Errors," pre- ter." ,
"Milestones" to play Ophelia. Joan of "The Comedy.^
"Prlncesse Czardos," operetta" by
t*ax and M. Barr.
Pauline
sented
by
Washington, Feb. 18^
Harben deputizing.
Emmerich
Kalman, will be played
withdrawn
Falconnetti
has
Mile
Jean Adrienne, Continental dancer,'
Weather Bureau furnishes "V'athe Russian drama, "Rust," at the In French at the Trianon ^yrique
is getting a. break in British musirlety with, the following .outlook for
Theatre de I'Avenue,- and is giving the end of thia month.
cals.
week beginning tomorrow (.Wed.)v
Harry La-chman's been on a a classical season for a couple of
Partly cloudy and warmer Wed-*
weeks, reviving "Les Caprices de
reading plays marathon for a fortnesday., Thursday and Friday prq{>Marianne," of Alfred de Musset, and
night.
ably colder followed by showers Frione-act eighLubln,"
"Annette
et
Simmy Rowson's stunt, of giving
By
Edward
Asswad
day
night or 'Saturday. Slightly
comic opera by M.
a Mickey' Mohse tea party netted teenth centui'y
colder Sunday.
plays
move space than all the rest of and Mme. Favavt. Falconnetti

.

J'ohn

Destinn's Funeral

Nat'l Event in

taken to the principal appeared.
9.
One of the numerous wreaths Was
cities'
of
Jugoslavia,
especially
the trans- where there are
sent by President Masaryk.' Leadsizeable Russian
ing persons of the government and
lator of the French version of, colonies.
*
Shakespeare's "The Tempest"
society attended.
Burial was in Vyserhrad ceme("Tempete"), now at the Odeon.
PLAYS DUE
Mounting is poor, with music by G.
tery, where rest noted" Czech perHonegger played by the LamourParis, Feb. 9.
sonages.
.

Guy de Pourkales

.

a

A

picture house, but Is
national affair.
also used" for plays and has been
Soloists of the Czech national the-^
doing heavy business with this imatre, serving as a guard of honor,
portation.
is

•

Theodore Dreiser seems to be
dabbling in English journalism.
Sybil Thorndike's the latest to get

Enuny
j

Casino last week -after -an-absence
Bifdwels,' was bfoughf here tor -infrom Belgrade of over three years.
terment and the funeral became a
Theatre

Falconnetti in Classics pantomimes,
Show will be

American diplomatic Stenogs, oyer
tot NaVal Conference, got
wltlh
Horse
the
Guards, and- tliought. they'd gate
crashed societyv
"Tiptoe
Through the Tulips"
vogue song 'Of the moment,:
the leads in both, the work, perhaps,
Birmingham is klllirig off Its par- the cartoons' in the film Industry being a bit too heavy for her.
put together.
rots.
An o-tmer died of fe^ver.
Sari Maritza a new British talker
Sam Ecltmari, of Metro, Is putting
discovery.
Extra
up golf prizes for the film lads.
Posters
Daily Mail published a large
Cochran threatens hie n^t :revue
of audience at premier of new
Is Slapped
minus "Cochran's Young, Ladles." Ijhoto
^Ifiy
taken by ordinary theatre
Says the type is getting scarce.
..Paris, Feb. 9.
baldPicture
shows
lighting.
They offer y6u tea while waiting headed man covering face with his
Municipality of Macon, of wine
to see Earl St. John, general man- hands. You never can tell.
growing fame, having voted an adLondon
manager
Glehlster,
Frank
ager of Paramount's Pla^a.
ditional tax on posters, theatrical
Binnle Hale out of "Mr. Cliider.s" Pavilion; just cMebrated 70th birth- directors and exhibitors have deday, old West End manager, ahd
for rest Doctor's orders.
cided to suppress all billing matter.
still going strong.
Cavalll, Sphp restaurajit propriFederal, stamp on posters (printShoi't-distance me^ssages delivered
etor, banished to Continent
flome by taxi .drivers; found more .weedy ed or manuscript) is about 12c a
Oflflce refuses to state reason,
one-sheet and pro rata..
than it telegraphed.
A rearrangement of the vaudeville
There is also a municipal' stamp
The dinner Jacket's coming; back
agency map is looked for this again on the ice rinks.
tax in Paris now of about a quarter
Phyllis Shande, In the Godfrey the federal rate on this type of adspring. Disintegi-ation and hew alTearle piece, is the comedian's vertising.
liances scheduled.
daughter.
Efile Atherton is the latent cabaret
Cyril Maude, veteran actor, is the
rage,
Says
latest to take up the talkers.
Limehouse is coming into its own he's off to Hollywood.
Americans Abroad
again.
Jacqueline Logan's making i>erDolores says she's going to marry sonal appearances.
Paris, Feb. 9..
Jack Strachey, composer, is synher fourth.
Einest Davis, William Mengel"Evangeline" took in $10 one per- chronizing for British International.
The meml^ers cracked a bottle berg, Jeanne Kithnou, Trevis Banformance at the Piccadilly.
with Mrs. Meyvick when she visited ton, Katherine Hooper, Allan Ross
Chorine;3 as Kaffirs round the sup- the 43 Club immediately on leaving
MacDougall, Horace Heldt's band,
per tables these days.
here

Return

and mahy

stance, "Sti-ange Interlude" had .a
strong appeal.
Frlda' Gombaszogi, who jlid "In-'
terludS" her€f, a somewhat similar
character, has the lead. The entii'e
cast Is excellent.

•

"Blue
on

acti'bn

little

words; although beaiitlfully Written.
Szomory' is more a poet than a
dramatist, but the play Is interesting and. can- count upon success
among people for whom, for in-

A

London Chatter

—

wax

this period, but Napoleon won't let
himself, bo dissuaded and goes forth
into present-day Paris. He tries to
Interfere with the League of Nations, Is just going to sell Europe
to the United States and big money,

companied his sta'gehand friend
to the theatre, -where he was

Holland

Musio

uations.

Wax

him a chair backstage.
The following evening the
young man, Thomsen by name,
donned white overalls and ac-

•

—

Paris waxworks,

into

the theatre cheaper than that
of buying
the young

in spite of great expectations.

,

was the .first presented here

.

store for that quick sandwich-andJava. Here they sit down^nd wait
for service, getting a deml-glass of
coffee for three francs (12c.) which,
with the franc tip, makes it 16c. for
a cup of coffee you'd get for a jit

7.

Walter Hasenclever's new satiri- is nice and not without distinction,
comedy, "Napoleon Interferes," but the book Is just too slUy. Has
in Hun- to do with the nude portrait of a
garian previous to Its presentation lady seen from behind discovered
In Germany. It Is very amusing, not by a Polish artist asleep on a Biarso much for its political satire, but ritz beach. Three acts are too long
rather for the naturally comic sit- to discover the nude model's iden-.
cal

has watched 4,500
performances at the Royal
Theatre entirely free of charge,
began
It
J6 years ago when
a yoiing man, poor but stagestruck, approached one of the
senior stagehands and told him

light sandwich, or as the word
means, appetizing
aperitif really
Then dinner at 8.30, with
drinks.

a

.

9.

1930

D.

talk of Copenhagen is
the story of a man who,
dressed in a stagehand's white

even the lower floor occupants.
Everybody does the tango. Nlte
clubs of any size have two orches-: home and not as good, and with
Time is what
tras, jazz and tango. If one doubles more time wasted.
in both, they shift routines at will. they have nothing else but in Paris.
Nuts About Dogs
Where ofttimes in America a jazz
Crazy about
They love dogs.
hound walks off because he can't
handle a waltz, here all steppers are canines. In front Of Louis Vuitton's
establishment on the Champs Elyexpert on all types of hoofing.
her
water-trough
girl
"dog-bar,"
a
by
sees is a
They tell an American
trim ankle or her shoes; a man by for the swanky Jenny's customers
(slang for
his shoes or his long-pointed col- which that couturier
Not to mention by his. b. r. modiste) built for her patronesses'
lars.
An Englishman by his gall, especi- bow-wows. Dog acts go great on
ally when stewed in. tjw nlte joints. any bill; so much so that they boolc
A Spaniard or Argentinian, by his two and three on the same la-youti
extravagance, loudness, sometime ilay be not good booking, but dogpugnaclousness find great desire to actc are cheap and they cater to a
Escort more than one gal around public prefepence.
'town. Argentinians and Americans
You quickly become accustomed
are the best spenders.
to
those
sidewalk
roundhouses
.-Eating is tlie toj) indoor sppi;'t. which, so astonish new worl.ders but
*Fhey eat on ihe'^ slightest provoca- which you don't ev£n notice after a

London, Feb.

19,

The

They evidence marked displeasure
at any theatre by a long, drawling
the heavy routine all over again.
Ushera Sidewalk cafes crowded at all times
whistle
of
disapproval.
don't dare to interfere and nobody and all hours.
You miss most the corner drug
regards the more demonstrative
auditors' reactions as being particularly amiss. They often talk baclt,
be it the mundane I'promoirs".
(standees), or the balcony ites, and

Wednesday, February

16 Yrs. Without Buying

By Abel Green

,

company has arand will play the

Ramadan month. This

engagement has been secured by
Khadr El Nahas, Syrian impresario.
Latter is also making arrangements with Neguib RihanI, Known
as Klsh Kish Bey, to bring his company to Syria and the Lebanon during April.

Suez Canal Company proposes to
open a Casino, as well as a sports
stadium, at Port Fuad.

"Mon Ami Teddy."

Actors' Troupe Touring

The Hague, Feb. 7.
Company, under

Schouwtooneel

the management of two actors, "V^n
der Horst and Jan Musch, are presenting for tho first time in Holland Maxim Gorki's "Children "ofthe Sun,"- written In 1906 and translated fi'om the Russian by Josi'ne
(3.

Termaaf.
Troupe is now on

tour.

Wednesday, February

19,
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STUDIOS' HARD WINTER

French Indicate They Will Not Let

Constant Mist Has Halted All Exteriors
Nice th« Best Spot

Hollywood Take the Best of Their

Paris, Feb, 9,
conditions are raising

Climatic

Screen Talent-Main Need Is Showmen
Paris, Feb. 9.
Hasn't Forgotten
"With the bankers now vitally
mixed' up In pictures, the best availNiblo and "Ben-Hur"
able talent will not be permitted to
go to America apparently for any
French versions to be made In HolRome, Feb. 4.
lywood. French producers are InAmong the most notable films retent on keeping everything pos- cently here is Fred Niblo's "Adrlenne
appreciating the need for Lecouvreur" (M-G), original Amerisible,
showmen which currently figures can title being "Dream of Love."
as the gravest situation in the Despite critics finding fault, the
French business.
film is praised and Is drawing a big
They lack showmen over here public.
who appreciate what it takes to
Niblo is still a bit of a myth here
handle production, theatres and dis- In the cinematographic world, which
tribution.
So far,- everybody has has not yet forgotten the time when,
mixed up in more than one of these a few years ago, he made some
branches.
But wliile the French thousands of meters of a trial reel
field is not as big as America, the for "Ben-Hur" and sailed Roman
same conditions are applicable; galleys in. the Roman port of Anzio,
more bo now that things are ex- to the delight of the population.
panding and developing. The| bank"Lilac Time" or "Seven Eagles"
ers, although not showmen, are now (FN), known here under the title of
endeavoring to accomplish this very "Le Sette Aqulle," is a success at
differentiation of Interests.
Critics say "the
the Capronlca.
With an eye to the necessity for synchronization is effected with
showmen, Jean de Limur is being taste and art without those excesses
retained by' Pathe-Natan at a fig- of high tonality witnessed In certain
ure Jie couldn't refuse, although .the othet^merican films which might
ex-Paramount director had bids justIfy~tKelr being called noise films
from Amei'ica. His contract also rather than merely sound films."
calls for a six weeks' annual vaca- Colleen Moore comes in for much
tion with all expenses paid to per- praise.
"Women of the Sea," or "Femmine
mit him visiting his favored California, although he recognizes that di'Mare," and "Noah's Ark" are two
the bankers appreciate his trip to other American sound films enjoying
the studios would not be without successful runs in Rome.
beneficial qualities as to the new

Rome

•

with
picture
production
havoc
around Jolnville. Weather has been
Londonish all winter and days have
gone by when the quickest of exteriors, such as boulevard scenes
of another period, and similar stuff
had to be abandoned and done Indoors.

'

developments there.
De Limur has just finished
Adolphe Menjou's bilingual FrenchEnglish talker and is going to do
a French musical revue, the first
French -made musical. It will employ the various English -dance

CURE FOR SOCIAL

ILLS

Paris, Feb.

,

9.

troupes out of the current revues,
French government, as with its
some' of which rate highly, notably coloriizatIo.n_propaganda flj^^s, will
"
'the' J.TcksoTr'glrls."""
foster a special company fo "proFrance's Foreign Versions
duce propaganda and educational
Pathe-Natan indicates a serious films on anti-alcoholism, hygienics
Intent for its talker activities in and social ailments. Especially the
planning English and other foreign latter, because official statistics inlanguage versions generally. This dicate an abnormal increase semiafter
the New Tear's
differs with the policy of Bob Kane, annually
who, with Paramount backing, is whoopees and Bastille Day (July
only making French talking shorts. 14th), similar to our Fourth of Jiily
Official representatives from the
Kane will also go into Spanish
versions for the Latin market when various French picture companies
he gets "Western Electric equipment were Invited to attend the conferinto his Joinvllle studio. Right now ence, but it was decided that a sep
Kane uses RCA Photophone at arate unit would be founded for
Gaumopt's Paris studios.
that purpose.
Gaumont also, like Kane, confines itself to French, with possibly
German and Spanish alternates Spain Honors Hays* Sec'y
later on, letting English alone on
For Screen Protection
the theory it couldn't turn out anything good enough, as yet, to com"Washington, Feb^ 18.
pete with the American product.
Mrs. Irene Crisp, secretary in the
Menjou differs. He is optioned local "Will Hays office, has been
to Pathe-Natan' for another fea
decorated by the Spanish governture to be made if he does It In ment in recognition of her efforts to
Italian and Spanish.
He is pro- keep misleading material out of pic
all, these
languages tures having to do with Spain.
ficient
in
Counting the regular silent version,
Spanish government's recognition
this would n^ake five versions of 'the of Mrs. Crisp's service was because
Menjou feature. He has American of her personal effort in following
bids, also stage offers In London through on every possible angle thai:
and New Tork, which may switch might be offensive.
his Pathe tie-up.
He returns to
America In March, or early April,
regardless, following the opening
of 5
4
..of his picture here at the Marl
Belgrad.e, Feb. 8.
vaux.
wired
houses
here only
Of
five
Like de Limur, Robert Florey,
'former Metro director. Is being kept one, the Corso, is using the German
equipment. The Ko
in Paris by Pierre Braunberger who made Tobls
lorac and Casino, of the Kolorac
Mihas a tie-up with a circuit of the
atres to turn out talker specials group, are "W. E. equipped, and the
•••jjor
them regularly, the theatres two theatres, on two different floors
of the same building, which togeth
^-practically underwriting him. Louis
b'Mercanton is another director with er forih the Luxor, are both using
Biophone installations.
r;;CBrItish-AmerIcan training who is
Hence four American equipments
France for
being retained
"

~

—

—

I.!

in

na

production.
that is the general picture
oE the French ..film trade to date.

,tive

And

Everybody's marking time watching what new developments ensue.
Indicators

Menjou's picture success or failure will be one criterion. The ac-

•

are in local use.

MAOTLA'S GEOUP

•

Fdms-Native Producer Plans 3
May Try

Rome, Feb. 5.
Since Mussolini's decision a few
ago forbidding the projec-

to

weeks
Stop Luguet in Pictures

'

'

most
equipped soon
wants to prevent Luguet from doing
with Gaumont wire for sound.
will

and threatens injunction
proceedings to prevent Metro from
screening them.
Luguet, formerly of the Comedic
Francaise, "W'as -sentenced to heavy
damages when he left that organlzitlon to play in "Rip's Revuo." plus
a fine per showing he wo'jld give
with a new sentence due when performances would total 20. This case
Is now pending.
When Metro took him away from
the revue the producers had to be
softened with coin for the release.
Metro would probably welcome a
suit for the publicity entailed.
talkers

M-G UNLOADING SILENTS
IN

FRENCH SHOWCASE

Paris, Feb. 9.
Stuck with a flock of silents because of the quota wrangle, Metro
plied up some good non-sound Alms
with the sudden advent of sound,
and Allen Byre, Metro's chief In
France, found himself holding a cel-

However, Byre now sees
a ray of hope with Jacques Haik's
Olympla opening with "Trail of
•98," then "Student Prince" and the
rest of M-G-M's silent product on
week stand changes Instead of runs.
Byre is anxious to unlQ.ad his silents as fast as possible. Having a

luloid bag.

boulevard showcase, the Olympla, he
believes the rest will be easy and
that there are enough provincial
houses which can play silents. Byre,
Just back from a tour taking him to
Egypt, Morocco and Tunis, where
French pictures are played, found

"Dancing Daughters"

(silent

version) topped ""White Shadows,"
an especially popular M-G-M release,
by over 30,000 francs in
Tunisia.
Haik's Wire
Haik is wiring his Olympla with
his own Radlo-Clnema equipment,
he states, but also confides that It
wouldnlt surprise /him- if .h.6. jnlght
use Western Electric ultimately.
The Olympla will be a 2,000-seater
on the Boulevard Capuclnes, practically around the comer from the
Hotel Scribe\ind right In the heart
House has been expeof things.
riencing considerable difficulties with
labor, plus delay on a cooling system and acoustics, American features of Haik's venture.
With the Olympla becoming the
showcase for Metro's silents, Haik
also exhibiting some of his own
talking shorts. Byre counts on unloading Metro silents in style. A,s
the pictures will have been shown
almost everywhere else in the world
but France, notoriously late in getting decent American film product.
.

.

It wouldn't be worth while sounding
these silents just for the lYench
market, hence the urgency to unload

pronto.

Arthur Loew has advised Byre
will have at least 30
•

that Metro

French-dlaloged or sound synchronnlzed features suitable for this
market by next fall. Already "The
Duke Steps Out" is being FrenchLaurel-Hardy comedies,
dubbed.
popular here, are also being Frenchdubbed.
As part of the general
News
Hearst-Metrotone
scheme,
will Issue

a French

Padded Comedy 2 Reeler
For French Feature Date
Culver City, Feb.

M-G's

18.

Rome

Meetings
Paris, Feb.

Harold Smith, Will Hays'

9.

local

representative, is now in Rome acting for the industry at the executive
sessions of the Educational Cinematographic Institute, the ofllclal
Italian-endowed cine unit which
Mussolini endorses for film educational purposes.
Chief reconimcndatlon is the abolition of all taxes on educational

.

ters, but these were already on the
road before the Italian censorship
board stepped in as a result of the
Duce's dictum.
Work facing the Rome offices of
the American producing firms Is
rather a thankless one, they say.
As the great majority "of all films
now being made in America are
talkers, the Rome branch laboratories of the American producers
are obliged to resort to cutting
and slicing, suppressing all dialog
and keeping in only the sound effects. This is a complicated matter
and hardly satisfactory. It was
pointed out, as dialog films are one
thing and silents another. But at
present it's the only thing that can
be done.
Fascist policy is dead-set against
the subtle form of propaganda that
(Continued on page 45)
•

talker to show
"One Extravagant
Laurel and Hardy.

Night," with
Film will b^ distributed domestically
as a two-reeler, but with added
stuff, it will run in France as a

Budapest

Budapest, Feb. «.
..
V
"Submarine"
(Col) was presented
here by three houses simultaneously.
It
would
have been ^very
Picture is shortly due in Paris to
well received but for the technical
meet a play date of five weeks at sound deficiencies
of the Palace and
one theatre.
Corso cinemas. The only adequat<ji,_
sound performanjie was that at tli«
Capitol. "Words and Music" (Fox)
was taken off after only a fort2 CENSORING
night's run at the Ufa, whereaa
Brbssels Rigid Concerning Children^ "Fox Follies" Is still running to capacity at the Royal -Apollo In ' its
"but Everything "Goes fdt-" Adultgthird week.' "Woman from Moscow," with Pola Negri, at the Decsl
Brussels, Feb. 8.
theatre, proved a flop.
Film censoring methods here are
curious. And maybe more than that.
Tiffany didn't have much success
Films here are djvlded In two with Its first production to be shown
classes:
Those which can be here. This was "Modern Faust," at
screened before children under 16, the Omriia and, Capitol theatres.
On the whole, talkers have overstrictly censored and those- which
can be shown to adults only, liberal- come the opposition with which
they met at their first appearance.
j
ly censored.
At the present moment there are lT
Admission of a film to the first cinemas wired in
*
Budapest with
named class carries possibilities of t'wo more, both belonging
to Ufa
heavier receipts, many people giv- and seating over 2,300, to open with
ing up a show if they (^nnot take Klangfllm machines In February,
children along with them. Allowing
Of the long run theatres, what we
children to enter a theatre when' a
film Is fop adults only is a crime call premiere houses. Royal Apollo
which can easily entail the tempor- (seating 1,00), Decsl (650), Forum
(780), Capitol <624) and Radius
ary closing down of the house.
Liberality of the censors for films (900), are wired by Western Electric.
Also one of the minor houses,
Intended tor adults Is illustrated by
Jozsefvarosl, seating 650, is W. E.
the first Belgian talker, "Family Omnia,
premiere house of 686, has
Clubkins," at the Coliseum, Para- an Edison Bell machine, and
two
mount's local showcase. Film Is a small houses, Patrla and Bodograph,
story of a Belgian family visiting have Astrophone, English makes.
Paris on a trip. Their adventures Ufa and Corso, long run houses,
would certainly never pass a censor have Klangfilms, as will also have
in the States. As the first Belgian the Corvln and Urania.
There Is one Telefunken machlns
talker, the film played to big business, in spite of heavily increased In a small house, one Gaumont, one
Gerard and one Televox. Two difprices. They got IB Belgian francs
ferent Hungarian makes, Meltner
(45 cents), which is high hero.
and "Vesta
.,ci

,

feature.

PATHS

-

"

"

Double Fee on Fridays

As Good Film Propaganda

cies in Italy, principally Paramount
and United Artists, are beginning
to find themselves in a difficult
position.
There are a number of
American dialog films still being
shown in Italy in provincial cen-

first Frenc'*'.

20c for Lobby Art,

Figure

tion of any talkers in Italy, whereof the dialog is in a foreign language, American firms with agen-

In Paris will be

edition.

Manila, P. I., Feb. 1.
While it means nothing to
films.
Film Exhibitors' Association was the commercial film manufacturers
formed here last month, with the this added interest In the screen, via
membership genei'ally consisting of the educationals and non-commer-

the theatre operators who can't aftual closing of the details of the ford to wire.
Tentative officers elected wore Dr,
merger
Franco-Aubert-Gaumont
and Pathe-Natan's several talker Jose Eduque, Jose S. Galvcz and
productions are others. Three talker Lorenzo Bautlsta. .Purpose of the'
companies are working simultan association 1,? business and social.
eously at this writing In Joinvllle.
A visit to the studios, after six
weeks'
interval.
much protection. It may al.so be that the
Indicates
technical progress.
P-N and F-G-A rival groups will,
Pathe-Natan, through Xatan him
if
remaining apart, create some
self and via one of those press keen competition for the general
-agents' denials, scoffs at the Variety good of the French picture industry
report of P-N ultimately going in
Then the advent shortly of some
,with Franco-Gaumont-Aubert.
It's of the Hollywood-made French ver
aievei-theless a strong probability sions. With Chevalier's "Love Pa
:and l)y others regarded here as al- rade" probably the advance guard,
most inevitable for general trade will be something else ag'ain.

Francaise

Plenty Tough for

Paris, Feb. 9.
regarded' as the Ideal
is
Andre Luguet, French com-:dian,
location over here. Franco
Film has an excellent studio there imported by Metro to work under
Feyder,
is likely to be the
Jacques
but doesn't use it much. With the
Franco-Aubert-Gaumont merger It cause of another lawsuit. Management of the Coniedie Francnlse
likely be

Out

.

U. S.

It

Nice

that;

GOV'T FILM DEPT. AS

Making

studio

.

'

Italy

—

Paris, Feb.

9.

Electric, have been Installed at the Ujlakl and Vesta theatres, respectively.
It Isn't going to be an easy job to
solve the problem of interchange
ability in Budapest.

A

year ago, a limited company

Turning spai*e time and space Into wis formed, under the name of
cash has been inaugurated by Hunnla Films, to exploit the studios
Baron Henry de Rothschild at his of the extinct Corvln and Star proPlgalle theatre.
ducing companies. The money came
A picture gallery (showing Afri- from the government, derived from
can art) is open to visitors at 20 contingents paid for import of forOnly thing
cents admission, except on Fridays, eign made pictures.
when the ante is doubled. Friday is Hunnla has done so far is to back
generally regarded as the fashionable day in Paris.

Gorman productions dealing with
Hungarian subjects, some of the

pictures being taken in this country

and many Hungarians being employed on them.

LIKE ."STREET GIEL"

Now, Hunnla

is to go Into partwith Paedagoglcal Film
Among recent American talkers, nership
Studios, a concern belonging to the
'Street Girl" (Radio) has met with city of Budapest, and start the proIt la char- duction of talkers on a big scale.
cials, Is favorably regarded for prop- a favorable reception.
acterized as very entertaining and Scitoveky, Minister of Interior Afaganda purposes.
Western Electric has donated a more "European"- than most Amer- fairs, and Rlpka, Lord Mayor of
Budapest, are negotiating the matcomplete outfit to the Institute to ican films.
Betty Compson is much praised, ter and there has been talk of
be used In conjunction with the Italbeing president of the
ian unit's educational film library, also her four partners, as well as Scltovaky
united concern If it comes to a
one of the most complete of Its kind the infiuence of the Danish art- clinch.
director. Max Ree.
in the world.
The money question, however, is
"Viennese angle to the theme fig- .still the principal difficulty.
An imposing array of educators
It is
and intellects are attending the ures in the general opinion.
planned that all Hungarian picture
congress.
The resolution for the
houses win be obliged to devote five
shown
to
pictures
all
per cent of
taxation abolition will be presented
$18,(X>0 for Italian Rights
Another
Hungarian productions*
to the League of Nations next May
Paris, Feb. 9.
plan Is to give foreign producers
for ratification, whereafter It will be
Italian rights to Leonce Pcrrett's
who finance Hungarian pictures, 40
a matter for Individual nationalis- "La Posses.slon" (silent), starring contingent
tickets Instead of the 20
tic ruling to creat the necessary
Francesca and Jane Aubert, have they now receive for every Hunregulations governing each particu- been sold for $18,000 by Aubert- garian made picture which they
lar country.
Franco Film.
bafk financially.

Copenhagen, Feb.

8.
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Wednesday, February

Supervised by Job

Arbitration Clause Ready,

Hollywood; Feb.

Will

Dogs talking on the

Use the Am. Arbitration Society;

Metro's

ment

Dix

.

in the business claim this is legal

so long as there is no concerted
agrecinent on the shaping of con-

Own

Is

Cutler

was occupied. He wanted to
off a picture.
The young man returned

that the exit was framed collectively by dishibitor will have compulsory arbi- tributors, with exhibs having no
tration depending on the nature of hand In its making, preserves the
the clauses chosen singly by the right to. pass on any new plans.
various distributors.
Insiders report that the belief is
The attitude is that so long as keen in the industry that Judge
the distributor frames his own con- Thacher, though his decree was
tract. It can contain anything within stern and is causing considerable
constitutional boundaries that the unrest and havoc, will see not only
company wishes to include. If the the practical but the legal side of
exhlb is not content with purchas- the moves now being made.
Formulation of individual coning that company's product under
tfee stipulations of its contract,, even tracts, under constitutional rights
endowed to the companies individuif it demands compulsory arbitration, the legal viewpoint is that he ally, together with whatever move(the exhib) la free to go to any ments are set on foot to get the
ma.Jority of exhibs or representative
others.
According to reliable Inside in- organizations to approve compulsory
arbitration, will eventually reverse
formation, distributors do not see
a favorable "cut" from the Thacher the present situation, it is predicted.
Sidney R. Kent, general manager
arbitration
in
optional
decree
of Paramount, the first to decide
clauses, with deposits -on product
on compulsory arbitration as an inthe alternative when the buyer of
dividual proposition for his comfilm refuses to- agree to arbitral
pany, is me€tin^^ with Abram F.
proceedings on any and all claims.
Meyers, head of Allied, today (WedParamount'* Clause
nesday), but plans for the delayed
Paramount, first to try the op- conference to weld AlUed and the
has MPTOA are admitted, to be considclause,
arbitration
tional
junked this for a stiff compulsory erably indefinite.
arbitration clauss which places that
No date for a general meeting has
company ln_ virtually^ the same posi- been set, but Kent hppes, through
tion in its dealing with 'exTrib ac- continued conferences with Meyers"
counts as before Issuance of the and other exhib leaders, to arrange
Thatcher dictum.
a general conference as soon as posOther producer-distributors
sible.
reported framing similar clauses of
In the meantime many exhibitors
thelf own, in their own legal favoring compulsory arbitration are
phraseology, to give to them similar going on record with the Film
rights and protection as enjoyed un- Boards by wi'iting in to decry the
der Film Board rules and arbitra- end of the old arbil^ral system.
effect,

V®

tion.

Paramount's new contract, to be
used in the future and' supplanting
the experimental optional arbltrareads as follows:
"Clause 15 Arbitration"
"All claims or controversies arising hereunder by arbitration as fol-

*tion clause,

lows:

—

.

COLOR FAKES GO

FOR CHUMPS IN

"The arbitration shall be held In
the city wherein is situated the exchange out of which the exhibitor
is served, unless the parties shall

USUAL WAY

mutually agree on another place.
Three arbitrators shall be selected.
One shall be appointed by, each
party (distrlb and exhib), and the
shall designate the
either party fails or
If
neglects within a period of three
days after written notice by the
other to select- an arbitrator on its
part, or if the two selected by the
parties do not agree upon a third
within three days after they have
been chosen, the arbitration committee of the American Arbitration
Association, upon the request of
either party, shall appoint such arbitrator or arbitrators from Its national panel and fix a date of hearing within a period of five days.
"The parties hereto hereby waive
a trial by jury of any issue arising
under this contract and agree to
accept as conclusive the award of
the arbitrators or a majority of
them, and further agree that a judgment on such award may be entered in any court, State or Fedr

two so chosen
third.

eral,

having competent jurisdiction.

The oath

of the arbitrators is here-

by waived.
AI-G-M, which was planning an
'optional arbitration clause. Is now
working on a new contract, but the

manner

in

which

this

company

will

circumvent the end of the old arbitration plan is not known. The legal
department has not yet divulged
what course It will take In framing

1-03 Angeles, Feb. 18.

With

VOICECOACHERS

cutting his pic-

•

.

of a footbafl game.
Title of
the short is "Hot Dog,"

run

tracts.

This means, in

This
precise* Instant needed.
required weeks of weary waiting for the dogs to do the right
thing at the right time.
Complete story is carried
during whlcii there are scenes
of animals eating a meal and

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
At the Radio Pictures Studio
other afternoon, an exec
asked if the projection room

is

the success of color photogthe publicity it has

—

KINGS

Reynolds Tobacco.
Meyer Davis Music.
When Miss Nancy Reynolds,
daughter of j. R. "Reynolds, and
Mr. Henry Walker Bagley were
married at Winston -Salem a Meyer
Davis Orchestra played for the

—

Hollywood, Feb.

18.

gree that

is

They

FAaiONS HALT

lining up instructors for a
semi-ofllcial course in talker training on the coast, 25 out of 30 inter-

viewed were found incapable.

FOX-LEHMAN

How-

ever, all talked glibly of "timber,"
resonance," 'centrallty," "emphasis," "pitch."

sounded authentic.
But it wasn't sound.

It

PLAN
NEED 12 HOURS REST
Recalcitrant creditors and stocks
holders who through counsel have
bucked the Fox financing plan looking to issuance of 165,000,000 in new
securities to avert receivership because they wanted an opportunity
to formulate a plan of their own
as a_ substitute, 'Wpn_out at the Feb.
13 iiearing in Justice 'F. j. "Coleman's chambers. And despite warning by the court at the previous
hearing (Feb. 11) that William Fox
had indicated he would consider
no other plan.
A special meeting of Fox stockholders will be held March 5 with
all shareholders of record at the
close of business March 1 entitled
to vote on the hanking plans up
for approval on that date. The 10
days' notice in advance of the
stockholders' meeting, required under the by-laws, was sent out yesterday (Tuesday).
Fox Film stockholders will meet
at 11 a. m. on March 6 and the Fox
Theatre stockholders at 3'p. m. the
same day.

TO KISS THE FAMLY
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
of "The New MiniContract for Freelance Ac»

Official title

mum

less.

Two men, formerly employed as
film salesmen by several producers,
are reported at the Hays headquarters to be the chief agitators for a
new Texas anti-chain bill which
would Include theatres. The men,
Preston Reynolds, who worked recently for Paramount and Metro,
and. E. B, Reden, whose previous
employments were with RKO, Fox
and Worldwide, are claimed to have
Inspired a semi-monthly publication
called the "An ti- Chain World."

with

With the standard shooting
day running 9 a.m. to 5 p. m., a director who kept his company working after 9 p. m. would not be able
to call it to the set next day before
ing.

m.
Framers

10. a.

figure 12 hours, will inhome life in

sure sane and normal

Hollywood.

issue

published

is

you.'its

spleen

kinds of chains, citing what
statistics to prove the
"failure" of such bulk operations.

It

all

terms as

In a summary article
that 280,000 traveling

it

declares

men

who

"were happy and prosperous a few
years ago" are now without jobs.
One of the pages Is devoted enIt
tirely to the picture industry.
has a flare headline: "Wall Street
vs. Main Street, or the Movie Magnates vs. Texas Independent Theatre Owners." At the present time,
according to the Hays office, Texas
has no statute prohibiting chain
"systems.

EXTRA JOBS

6,259

LAST WK. IN COLONY

was chosen because some of
attors insisted "minimum—con-

tract" is better psychology than
"standard contract."
Try-out period for the new contract will be one year, with actors
at end of that time deciding whether
they want the 12-hour rest provision or the 54-hour week with overtime,
The 12-hour rest proviso will require unit staffs to eliminate stall-

first

The publication vents

tors"
th'e

the

In

what is purported to be a telegram
from Senator Brookhart endorsing
the movement. This reads:
"Your movement just inaugurated
method of
Is the most effective
fighting these combinations I have
ever heard of. Will put your teie^
gram in the Congressional Record
and hope to be able to co-operate
on

In

Hollywood, Feb. 18..
Lot of unused smiles were polished up and brought out again last
week with picture production hitting ii normal clip for the first time
in six

months.

made

Central Casting

6,269 place-

ments for the week. This is 106%
normal, based on weekly average
for

1929'.

Harry Beaumont started the week
with a rah-fah mob of 553 in a
football game at M-G for "The
(5ay Nineties."
Paul Stein had 106 working on a
Swedish street for "Bride 66" (UA)

off

Wednesday.
Alan Crosland had 125

in

a court-

room for "Viennese Night" (WB)
"An actor should have enough Thursday.
Ray Enright had 109 in a dance
In
which Halsey^etuart & Co., time to eat, sleep, dress, kiss the
wife
and
look
kids,'.' explained
at
the
hall for "Those Who Dance" at
Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
and stockholders gain a point, the one of them. "You can't do it right Warners Tuesday, and expanded to
in eight hours."
368 on the same set Saturday.
date for the next hearing will not
As a

result of

new developments

be set until after a special "A"

back royalties under a licensing
agreement, but also from stockholders, has not been directed against^

Another good sized set Saturday
Collins' at U with 250
in a carnival' scene.

was 'Lew

STORY WITHOUT SMILE
N. G. FOR McLAGLEN

working

U. A.'s
Hollywood, Feb.
•

want

20

18.

"The Sea. Wolf." filmed three times
will be taliferized by Fox.
As yet
no decision as to the-wolf. Victor
McLaglen, Fox contract logical candidate, will not do, as execs do not
to jeopardize his b. o. power,

which they say is due to his smile.
No use for a smile in "The Sea

With more associate producers

in
lineup than ever before, and negotiations reported on for others,
produce at least 20 pictures
on its 1930-31 program.
Average for
has been 15 pictures a season. This year the number stands at 16.

its

UA will

UA

Wolf."

Quarter Retake on 'leveF'
Hollywood, Feb,

18.

None
receivership.
sidetracking
Fox's "On the Level," starring
want a receiver appointed for the Victor McLaglen, was scheduled for
company, according to the record. preview then yanked back for reThe EJrpl note for $15,000,000 due takes of about a quarter of the picFeb. 26 automatically carries over ture.
until a final decision is reached.
Studio felt that one of the femme
characters was allowed to play an
Opposition Differs
Irlsli part too broadly.
Resistance toward the $65,0(10,000
banking plan approved by Mr. Fox
and his board as an out has dif-

mm.

McCormack's 35
Halsey-Stuart and Erpi
fered.
have. been blocking acceptance of
John McCormack's "Song o' My
the initial banking plan because Heart"' will not come into New
one of its conditions is that the 15- York in Grandeur. Neither will it
Christie-Par Split
ycar agreement with Halsey-Stuart open on St. Patrick's Day a.s first
for preferential financing for Fox announced.
Hollywood. Feb. 18.
is automatically abrogated.
Decision has been made to unChristie
Brothers,
after
three
The banking house obviously does wind the feature on standard
yc.'Ks, arc terminating their releasnot want to repeal this agreement, width (35mm) film, although no
circles.
ing arrangement with Paramount in but on the other hand, it does not hou.se has yet been .•selected for the
Judge Thacher's Right
favor receivership, the inside from $2 run.
Switch In the opening
.Judge Thacher, who ruled tl;e old March.
Now flgnrlng on another sales all indications being that the for- date is to pot the picture away
<'ontrnot, witli Its compulsory arbl(Continued on page Cti)
from any patriotic angle.
ti'ation clause, was illegal bPca\ise outlet with a major company.
individual contract, and other
producer-distributors are likewise
its

guarding activities with seerecy.
That all will eventually have their
own arbitration clause, no matter
what nature it a.ssumes or stipulations it makes, is regarded as aforegone conclusion in inner arbitriition

Anti-Chain Drive

danjgerous in practical

effect.

and

allege color photography
for about the same price as black
and white. Their samples are, as
a rule, short ends from color pictures made by one of the recognized
color outfits.
"Picture money" has been silways
easy picking around here, but of late
the public has been wised up by
the Chamber of Commerce and other agencies. Color Is a -new angle
and they are not wise to it as yet, so
the promoters are cashing, more or
color.

REAP ON COAST

Voice coaching" in Hollywood has
ceremony and the festivities.
become a lucrative racket. Many of
The roster of elite America is the the teachers have had training in
patron list of MEYER DAVIS' some school of elocution, but th*ir
MUSIC.
knowledge is of that superficial de-

stockholders', meeting has been held
gained in the past few months, March 5, at which time these holders
every gyp producer is trying to pro- will approye or reject the financing
mote a system for photographing propositions. As a 10 days' notice
of the meeting Is necessary to
color.
Out of some 67 companies claim- stockholders under the by-laws, and
ing to have color pat, Technicolor, as Judge Coleman has indicated he
Multicolor and Harrlscolor, former- will call the next court hearing 10
ly Kellycolor, are the only ones that days after that, March IB seems to
have gone into production. The oth- be the date for whether a receiverers are in the process of financing or ship win be avoided.
That stockholders will o. k. one
perfecting.
Those perfecting their process are of the plans placed before them is
almost certain, counsel already havsaying nothing about what they
ing indicated that they preferred
have. The financing gang yell their
wares from the house tops and are to sidestep receivership if possible.
Opposition not only from Halseytaking the chumps right and left.
Most of the gyp producers, who Stuart, creditors to the amount of
formerly took nickels and dimes out $12,000,000, and ErpI, creditors for
note and |400,000 on
of Poverty Row, have switched to $16,000,000 on a

raphy

Salesmen Behind

has
an achieveshort,

months of patience as
was .fitted to each dog

and had to be made at the

the

saying:
"Mr. Dix
ture in it."

It Is

Think Former Film

18.

sci'een,

of

dialog

Claims Individual Right-Others FoUow
With the proposed eet-together
of the distributors with the M. P.
T. O. A. and Allied States for a new
exhibition contract and return of
arbitration still only a possibility,
producer-distributors are well along
on formulating plans to have compulsory arbitration as individuals
rather than as a collective body.
The best picture and legal minds

novelty

been released.

1930

19,

Wins $267,000 in Texas
Suit Over Sound Patents
Dallas, Feb. 18.
of Laredo, Tex.,

John L. Dannelly,

won, together with his wife, damages amounting to $267,000 in a suit
brought against A. F. Bard, San
Antonio, promoter of two talker
equip firms, Aleograph Co. and
Photioaudigraph Co.
Dannelly claimed Bard infringed
on a talking film machine patented
by Allen Stowers. Verdict found
that Dannelly had been damaged by.
other stockholders of the two firms
and was awarded $5,000 punitive
damages from these. Stowers pat-

ent was claimed to be the first talking machine and was. exhibited here
several years ago.

MAYER ON COAST
Hollywood, F.jc. 1>.
Louis E. Mayer artivt-s tixi.iV
(Tuesday) from his eastern trip 'd

Waphington and *Xew Yor!;.
He was away four week.s.

Wednesday, February

19,

PICTURES

1930
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PICTURE "DONTS" FOR '30
Hudson Introduces His Censor

Bdl;

Hays' Film Regulations

F

Hollywood, Feb.

No Mention Church Bodies Behind Act
Washington, Feb. 18.
Representative Grant M. Hudson
Mich., one of the reform leaders of the- House, has Introduced
hi.s new motion picture censorship

Street Testing

bill.

Just a few weeks ago the con-,

gressmah stated he didn't know
whether he would introduce such
a measure this session or not. He
then denied ir.eetings were in progress with reform groups tending
toward the creation of such a bill.
But now it comes and though Mr.
doesn't like the word "cenEorship," stating that he had omitted entire paragraphs from his previous bill because of stressing that
phase too strongly, the new bill
cover.s every jjossible phase' of the
Industry which he sets up as a pub-

Hudson

utility.

lic

Ho starts with the scenario and
goes through to the advertising. In
the bill's 28 pages nothlrig Is overIt Is titled':

loolcefl.

"A

hill

.

to protect the

/
motion pic-

from unfair trade
and monopoly; to provide

Industry

ture

pr.nctices

just settlements from unfair deal;
Ings; to provide for the^manufacture of wholesome motion pictures,
both silent and talking, at the
source of production; to create a
Federal motion picture commission,
to define Its powers and for other

purposes."

For a groundwork Hudson has
gone back- to :-the original Brookr,
Last sesbill In the Senate.
sion hei revised that bill. This Is
another revision and In contrast to
Senator Brookhart's plan to place
.control -under the Federal Trade
Commission, Mr. Hudson falls in
line with the original Canoti Chase
proposal of a separate commission.
There -would be nine members,
four of them required to be women.
Salaries are $9,000 a year with
Unusual
$10,000 to the chairman.
six, four and three-year terms are
-

hart

set

down

for their

stay In

office.

This proposed commission would be
required to know nothing of the
motion 1 Icture Industry.
Must Submit Everything

Kvery

scenario. Its dialog. Its sets,
fn fact everything pertaining to the
picture would ^flrst have to be submitted to the commission In order
to secure a license to go ahead with

production.
To follow this through the commission would appoint Inspectors

(Continued on page 66)

BIGGEST DRAMATIC CAST
IN FOX'S "ARIZONA KID"
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Addition of 25 new principals to
the cast of "Arizona Kid," now being filmed in Utah by Fox, makes it
the largest cast of principals ever
assembled for a dramatic picture.
Original cast contained Warner
Baxter, Mona Marls, Carol Lombard,
Theodor Von Eltz, Walter P. Lewis,
Hank Mann, Wilfred Lucas, Mrs.
Solidad Jlminez and Arthur Stone.
Additions are Larry McGrath,

Cora Walsh, Jack Henderson, Bob
Perry, Jim Gibson, Sidney Bracey,
Capt.

Clampett,

Patton, Joe
Ray, Sam Allen, Roily Asher, Frank
Austin,
George Magrlll, Charles
Stevens, Ray I,opez, Jeanne Hart,
Carlotti
Monti,
Thelma McNeil,
Borothy MoGpwan. De Sacla Mooers,
Alice Saunders, Lillian La-\vrence,
I-!ob Fleming, Jack Herrick, Douglas
.Greer. Frank Rice, Charles Sharp

and

Bill

Jnme.-; B.nlch.

In addition to transporting this
large cast of players to the Utah
location, more than 200 select extras
win he forwarded later to furnish
a(nio.'-<piieric sliots in

picture shall be produced which will lower the moral standards of
those who se(? it. Hence the sympathy of the audience should never be
thrown to the side of crime, wi;pngdoing, evil or sin.
"Correct standards of life, subject only to the requirements of drama
and entertainment, shall be presented.

Thi.-<

tl>e

la.st

Hollywood, Feb.

POVERTY ROW IS

The technique of murder must be presented in a
spire imitation.
"Brutal killings are not to be presented in detail.
"Revenge in modern times shall not be. justified."

way

that will not in-

METHODS OF CRIME SHOULD NOT BE EXPLICITLY PRE-

18.

SENTED:

Will Hays put the halter around
the necks of the members of the
Association of Motion Picture Producers at their annual meeting last

NOW WITHOUT

"Theft, robbery, safecracking, and dynamiting of trains, mines, buildbe detailed in method. Arson must be subject to
same safeguards."
"Use of firearms should be restricted to essentials. Methods of smuggling should not be presented. Illegal drug traffic must never be presented.
"The use of liquor in American life, when not' requU'ed by the plot or
for proper characterization, will not be showh."
ings, etc., should' not

the

Producers and
nrght (Monday).
members agreed to abide by his
rules and regulations that will govern the industry in such a manner
that censorship measures throughSEX:
out the country will not be required
"The sanctity of the Institution of marriage and the home shall be upand will possibly be abandoned acheld. Pictures shall not Infer that low forms of sex relationship are the
cording to his plan.
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
At this session the producers also accepted or common thing.
"Adultery, sometimes necessary plot material, must hot be expllcity
For the first time in a number of ratified the new contractual agreeyears, Poverty Row is without a ment made with players for «n treated, or justified, or presented attractively."
SCENES OF PASSION:
production company.
eight hour working day for all call
"They should not be Introduced when not essential to the plot. ExCalifornia actors and a twelve hour rest for all
Recording,
National
and Chadwick studios, are dark, players between calls, it was pointed cessive and lustful kissing, lustful embraces, suggestive postures and
with little prospects of doing any- out that already over 250 actors gestures are not to be shown.
general passion should so be' treated that these scenes do not
,"In
thing for some time to come.
were ready to sign and work under
Shoestring producers flocking to the standard contract aipproved by stimulate the lower and baser element."
SEDUCTION OR RAPE:
the Row at other times are mostly the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
"They should never be more than suggested, and only when essential
oiit of business. The ony small Indie and Sciences and that some 360
.sty d;f Q . in _prp du.c ti o h_Is . the_- Telefl I
more .-representative. -.players were .for the plot, and _even then, ne.vjer. shown by. explicit method. They are_
where the Hammond productions is prepared to join the., ranks of the never the proper subject for comedy.
"Sex perversion or any Inference to It Is forbidden.
making a western.
Academy to enable them to approve
"White slavery shall not be treated.
Poverty Row at one time housed the new agreement.
"Miscegenation is forbidden.
a dozen studios. Now but three left.
Jhe new regulations give studio
"Sex hygiene and veneral diseases are not subjects for motion pictures.
The others have been turned into production managers the privilege
"Scenes of actual child birth, In fact or in silhouette, are never to be
supply houses for picture accessory to obtain information as to the
outfits.
probable reception of stories or the presented.
"Children's organs are n-fever to be exposed."
In most cases the buildings have manner in which they should be
VULGARITY:
been unsuitable for the installation treated from the Association, and
"The treatment of low. disgusting, Unpleasant, though not necessarily
of sound equipment.
allows the production manager to
submit a copy of any script he de- evil, subjects should be subject always to the dictate of good taste and
In turn, a regard for the sensibilities of the audience."
sires to the Association.
'
OBSCENITY:
.
the Association will give such ad"Obscenity In word, gesture, reference, song, joke, or by suggestion
vice and suggestions as figure necessary so that the script does not (even when likely. to be understood only by part of the audience) Is forIN
get away from any 6f the rules bidden."
PROFANITY:
and regulations established so that
"Pointed profanity and other profane or vulgar expression, however
no objections will be taken to the
Grace Moore and Lawrence Tibfinished product by censors In any used, is forbidden.';
betts will be the leads in the "RoseCOSTUME:
part of the world.
Marie" musical talker. Metro will
Producers, according to the new
"Complete nuUltS^r'fs- never permitted. This includes nudity In fact
start making it on- the Coast early rules, are required to submit to the or In silhouette,
or any lecherous or licentious notice thereof by other
in the fall.
Association every picture they pro- characters in the picture.
It will be Miss Moore's advent on
duce before the negative goes to the
"Undressing scenes should be avoided, and never used save where
the screen.
laboratory for final printing. If essential to the plot.
In the picture William Kent will the picture does not conform to
"Indecent or undue exposure Is forbidden.
likely re-create his original comedy the rules laid down the association
"Dancing costumes Intended to permit undue exposure or indecent
role
In
the musical, for -which will notify the producer what is movements in the dance are forbidden.
Metro has held the film rights for wrong and corrections to conform
DANCES:
some time.
must be made before the picture can
"Dances suggesting or representing sexual actions or indecent passion
Miss Moore leaves for the coast be released.
are forbidden.
March 9.
Should the production head of the
"Dances which emphasize Indecent movements are to be regarded as
studio feel that the ruling of the obscene."
association is not fair he can apRELIGION:
peal to the production committee
"No film or episode may throw ridicule on any religious faith. Ministers
All
Forest Sound
of the association and should this of religion in their character as ministers of religion should not
be used
committee uphold the findings oi as comic characters or as villains. Ceremonies
Suits Are Delayed the assoQlatlon, the Individual pro- Should be carefully and respectfully handled,"" of any definite religion
ducer then has further recourse of
LOCATIONS:
appeal to the board of directors of
"The treatment of bedrooms mu.st be governed by good taste and
Postponements In all of the De- the
Motion Picture Producers and delicacy."
Poresi. suits alleging talker patent
Distributors of America, which Is
NATIONAL FEELING.S:
infringements were effected this
the Hays" organization in New
"The use of the flag sliull be consistently respectful. The history,
week. The big one against Western
York.
The decision of thi.s body institutions, prominent people and citizenry of other nations shall be
Electric via Stanley installations
is to be final and must be abided
represented fairly."
has been put over in Wilmington,
by.
TITLES:
Del., until the end of March.
This,
There are to be 1!> members on
"Salacluus, indecent, or obscene titles shall not be used."
it Is claimed by the plaintiff's counthe production committee and the
REPELLIONT SUBJECTS
sel, is due to delay in arguing the
secretary of tlie Association may
The following subjects must be treated within the careful limits of
motion made by W. E. for a legal
select any three to hear the api)eal good
ta.ste:
definition of its status in the sound
as long as none is afllliatf-d with
"Actual hangings or electrocutions as legal punishments for crime.
field.
the applicant.
"Third degree methods.
Brutality and possible gruesomeness. Branding
In Philadelphia the action .'ic:a!)-:;-:t
Tliose chosen for the cominitiec
Pat Powers' Cinephone via the include Joseph M. Schenck, Hen of people or animals. Apparent cruelty to children or animals. The sale
Southern theatre has been dolaycd i^chulberg, Irving Thulberg, "\Villi;im of women, or a woman selling her virtue. Surgical operations."

SHOESTRINGS

m

.

.

OPERA STARS AS LEADS
"ROSE MARIE" FILM

'

'

De

.

;

i

several

Nature of I'owcrs' LeKaron, Carl Laemmle, Jr., Jaclc
is Warner,
Charles Sullivan, f'ecil
Powers enters gcii'-ral DeMllle, Sol WurtJic), Cli.-irl.-s Chrislie is encroachins;.
tie, ]•;. ir. Allen, S;im Coldwyn, .'md
John Waldron.
Prod.uci'i-s -.lid not take up the

daj-a.

answer, a .surprise to DeI''ore^f.
the cau.'^e.
denial tliat

32 in^Singing Ensemble
First National lias organized a
singing ensemble, giving contrajct.s

dubbing.

Mixed ensemble was chosen by

Norman
5,000

Spencer,

applicants.

directing,

fi-uiii

i

90 Mins. Yarn
Holly s-.o<
Torn

Leiinon,

d,

TAHITI NATIVES WILL

Feb.

columnin

of

IS.

the

Oakland "Tribune,"
v/as
placed
dispute adannual mc-ling under .a three months contract by
Pathc when .he sat down in the
last niuht fMondnyj, as otlirT m.'itstudio and. within an hour and a
tcrs l;»-|)t Uic meeting going lo an
half wrote ai. original.
>-arIy hour TiK-sday mornine.
Story w;i8 accepted for producA committee was appointed to
meet
W. J. Canavan. i)r«'sid"iit tion.
of the lAT.^K, with Dick CJreen and
Harry Warner, Coast, March 5.
Paul Hurd of ihe local canieraiiiMi's
union ti? discufss the problems at isHollywood, Feb, 18.
«ue with a view of expedient .s'-ttleHarry Warner is expected to ar(C'ontinuPd on page GB)
irive heie around March 6.
mailer

f>f

jju.stinent

l-'eb.

Holly wood Feb. 18.
to 32 songsters.
Chorus will be
spend $13,000,000 on its permanent, for' the camera and for

contrasts -wUh $9,000,000 of
budget.

desire for imitation."

MURDER:

I

production program for the coming

PARTICULAR APPLICATIONS
CRIMES AGAINST THE LAW:
"These shall never be presented In such a way as to throw sympathy
with the crime as against law and justice or to inspire others with a

RATIFY NEW CONTRACTS

,

year.

"Law, natural or human, shall not be ridiculed, nor shall sympathy be
created for its violation."

—
—

the picture.

Pathe's $13,000,000

Censorship

—

Studios
Unnecessary
Must Submit Every Script
15 on Production Comm.
2 Boards of Appeal

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
here they say street
beggars run the danger of being grabbed as "types."
The story is that a beggar
with blinders on and a cup in
hand had his pictui-e taken for
a test by a sound truck passing by:

Out

liurbank,

PiillK- will

Make

Would

(R'),

.

IS.

CSENERAL PRINCIPLES
"Xo

IIPPEIIl

COME HERE FOR SOUND

caiii'M-a iiifu

at

Los Angeles, Feb. IS.
and F. W. Mur-

tlieir

Ro)>ert Flaherty

nau

will return from Tahiti March
23, to add sound to the picture they
have been making in the South

Seas.

With them they will bring a number of natives to supply the music
and other sound effects necessary
to the picture.
Picture lia.s an all native cast.
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Camera-Silencing Points

Efficient Experts

Hollywood, Feb. IS.
blankets seems to help reduce an.
camera-silencing to tendtMioy to vibrate.

Stiinrlai'Js of

be souglit by research eneincers on

The amount

of noise transmittal
silencing device appcar.s virtually independent, of the
direction of the pick-up device from
the camera.
Rough quantitative observations
indicate that the various blimps and
bun.2;alows absorb more high than
low frequencies.

behaJl! of the Procluccrs-Tcchrilcian.s
joint committee ct the Academy oC
M. P. Arts and Sciences are:
1.
Noise o: camera operation to
be maintained at the level of the

.

through' the

normal whisper by adequate servicing of rhe mechani.sm.
2.
A blimp capable of reducing
camera noise by 25 decimels to be
developed.
3.
A blanket capable ol reducing

sans mous-

Noise
mochanr.sm

tache.
E. J.

Montagne vacationing in the
Yosemite,
Ruth Corbin plays her first talker
IJart for Radio.
Bi"nest Torr-ence, Jr., is a sound
engineer at Radio.
JUlian Sand here from England,
possible starter with Will Rogers.
Elliot Lester called to PhiladelSET-UP FOR NOISE TESTS
phia through death of Infant son.
Charles Farrell will yacht to
This standard set-up was used in
Santa
Cruz islands.
laboratories
the .sound-rooni of EKPI
Leyland Hodgson, legit, founded
in measuring amount of noise made
noddy's
Sandwich Shop, Sydney.
by each camera, and the degree of
Asked what he's doing, actor says
noiselessness obtained by the varihe's just between promises.
ou.s silencing devices.

The mike was suspended at norshould be
Camei'a
mal camera height 6 feet from the
propoi'ly serviced and maintained
camera tripod.
Sonie center of the
so that it will remain quiet.
The quietest camera found in the cameras tested were noisier than
sound tests was 5 db (decibels) others of the same make.
report
above the normal whisper.
preliminary
The
Thalberg's
most efUciertt blimp reduced camera points out that elaborate silencing
noise 19 decibels.
The most ef- devices are not required in al!
ficient bag reduced camera noise 14 places where the camera is used.
decibels.
For outdoor shots, crowd seHollywood, Feb. 18.
The silence standards to be quences, musical sequences and
Representatives of studio workstriven for were determined upon most scenes whero the camera i.s
Thursday by a selected group of some distance from the microphone, er's will confer with Eddie Mannix
cameramen and sound engineers, only a moderate degree of sound in- and Keith Weeks, representing pictures pr-oducers, this week on the
after ..studying an analysis of the sulation is required.
final revision of the. cameramen's
efficiency of 16 types of silencing
Measurements of normal speech contract.
devices as determined in sound and of whispering at the same disLeaders of the studio locals retests conducted by ERPI and RCA tance from the microphone (6 ft.)
turned Feb. 11 from an eight-day
technicians.
as the cameras were placed in the se.ssion of the Producers' -InternaCameramen called into the con- sound tests revealed that noise from tloi^s' joint committee in New
YoWc, where interpretation of the
contract was. thrashed out. The
joint committee referred the conDogree of
Net degree
tract revision back to the coast
camera
of alienee
locals for clarification.
noise
Degree oC obtained.
Studio
Howard E. Hui'd, business manabove Innulatlon (Normal
Icoynormal obtained
whisper
ager of the Photographers' Internaletter.
Katurc of silencing device tested.
whleper. by device. I8 zero.)
tional,
says that producers and
A.
Rigid composition blimp set on table
workers
are agreed on terms and
(flexible cable inside blimp)
8
19
11
that remaining cpnferences simply
B.
Blanket hood, blankets over tripod
11
12
1
involve agreement on wording of the
Special capok blim.»^^; no blankets. ..... . 13
C.
15
contract.
T^.-One-piece-Gast-alumlnum.bungalo.w. . ..... 15
ift
.r± 4.
~ Producers wercn-epresented-at theE.
Rigid composition blimp
15
15
0
eastern conference by Nicholas M.
F.
Papier-mache blimp
18
15
3
Schenck,"
Albert Warner and Guy W.
Rigid composition blimp
G.
13
14
1
Currier,
with Weeks of Fox, Mannix
Rigid composition blimp
-|- 8
H.
20
12
of M-G, and A. J. Berres, producers'
I.
Rigid composition blimp
.0
4
6
secretary of the committee, sitting
J.
Semi-rigid multilayer bag
.11'
6
In from the coast.
camera noise by

20

decibel.s to -be

de\"eloped.

STUDIO WORKERS NEAR

PRODUCERS ON TERMS

Partial

Summary

Data

of Insulation

.

—

-

_

—
—
—

..

—
—

—
—

K.

Heavy

L.

(open front and back)
Old bag: Light, blanket around tripod..
New bag: Heavy, blanket around tripod.

M.

blanket

camera

over

Heavy

N.

Special bag:

O.
P.

Metal bungalow

Q.

thro\yn

Semi-rigid

zipper
blimp;
around tripod
Rigid composition blimp

2
9

+3
+1

-10

0

5

10
10
10
11

14
17

blankets
;..
;

9

20

11
IB

.

—4
—6
—2
-|-

<-

5

Table indicates wide variation in efllciency of the silencii'.g devices
applied to cameras. Some studios, while having less effective sound-insulating equipment, apparently took greater pains in
maintenance and care of camera and drive mechanism.
Figures quoted are decibels. The. decibel is the ofRcial engineering
term designating the loudness unit. Loudness of reproduced sound in
flie average talker Is about 60 decibels.
The net results of silencing
devices shown in the final column are indicated In decibels above
or below a zero, representing the normal whisper.
It will be noted that while Studio A attains the most efficiency
with 11 db below zero, tho camera used makes more noise than do
three others tested. Most silent camera listed, for Studio K, registers only 5 db of noise above whispering, but as the silencing device
used Is only 2 db efficient in practical results it Is one of the three
noisiest equipments.

now being

—

Internationals were represented
by Joseph N. Weber (musicians),
(carpenters and joiners), H. H. Broach (electrical workers), Charles Lessing (scenic artists), William F. Canavan (stage
employees), and Frank Carothers,

Thomas Flynn

or) the noise.
Use of a heavy steel
tripod seems unnecessary so far as
sound
concerned.
Insulation
Is
with
Covering the tripod
legs

Arthur Loew.
William Wellman.
Charlie Morriiion

and Ben Simmons

of the car-

Try
"Danube Love Song"

Strauss' First Screen

FOOB—

Counselman Back at Par.
Hollywood, Feb.
ihe first draft of

18.

"Whoopee"

It's
.

As

They Meant

if

It

their job.s

and

if
they
as
nieant it. -While the' whole thing,
starting Ffeb. 22.
Ernest Ness and Fredericka Sagor from the composite perspective, was
here after a few months on' Broad- strictly amateurish, the "Gaieties"

way.
Stella Stray, head bookkeeper at
oldest employee, observed 16th annlvei'sary.
Barney Sarecky, Lou's brother,

Paramount,

should do a lot of things.
all It should satisfy every

First of
little girl

from last
and screaming
had better use
a thoroughfare and

and boy (judging

Solely

Sur^day's shaking
orgy) that they

from the PhllHpplnes and on Radio Broadway for
Hollywood for vacations. Second,
scenario staff,
^
Constance Bennett's contract with that everybody, had a lot of fun rePathe allows her two months a year gardless of results. As the outcome
of
these two things It should proon the Riveria. She has a home
tnote Warner Club, Inc., from which
there.
Prop store selling off some of It's the- cast was'' conscripted and to
furniture
advertised,
"Have tlie whiclj the fui-.ds (minus oveihead)
chair that Gloria

Swanson

sat

In,

in

will

be donated.

And the chorus. No two limbs
_.
Beaudine is being guided by alike -and -all—blue-^ with- Sunday 'szero weather sifting through backthe Los Angeles Rogues' gallery in
Pounding th© celluloid on
stage.
selecting authentic types for ."At
Eighth avenue is tough enough in
Bay," crook drama for FN.
turn out
Bert "Wheeler called for a double daytimes, but having to
nearly every night before the big
when scrip called for a Gypsy to
must have been excruciating.
throw a knife through his hat In bow
In view of tliat even hard hearted
"Radio Revels" for Radio.
critics melted a bit for the hybrid
"Pasty" Wright, manager of Grauchorines- the professional ushers In
man's Chinese, president of the the Chanin so enjoyed.
newly formed Hollywood Boosters'
Stiff arms, unruly hands, con-

^QUii

horrie."

'

.

Bill

Club.

.

Final conferences await return
from east of Weeks and Mannix.

critically.

.

tests.

.

never could be good,

"Wai-ner Club Gaieties." The
stenoes, office boys and general help
eulogize their firm for about four
all in

'

Takes two weeks for show girls
to learn not to wear tight garters;
Camera finds marks hidden by stage

penters!

out of town,

lowdown on a
home office

tor troubles and sales difficulties,
listen to fair and terrible warblers,
and witness some ballet stuff that

—

tographers;

local,

company's

They sang about
Emll Jensen is taking a 27-day
firm's
future
Caribbean cruise for his health, the

cial secretary of Internatlonal'^Pho-

Wllllarn Cullen, presi-

i)artlcularly
to get the

picture

should step around to the Chanin
next Sunday or the following Sabbath. They'll hear all about exhibi-

o'clock tea.

scious legs, and quavering voices
plus blinking ay es. All of these prevailed until that encore, ahyays
positive, assured them. Then tiier©
was a dash, hardly before applause
was allowed to commence, and th©
girls changed from cringing ^\'altz
'

time into a ra.vlng fortissimo.
With a show that lasted as long
as this did it's impossible to find
space for titles and names. Monroe Silver gets credit for the gen-

make-up.
eral direction, and more power to
Mystery no more of who shav.ed him. It was a job. And a lot of
off Allster
MacDonald's goatee
others assisted.
Ronald Colman, the barber, the
Heralded as the Warnerettes are:
urger.
Bee Rose, Reglna Bellim, Ruth
Jack Benny and Ken Mun-ay are Kahn,
Lillian
Levin,
Hortense
spending their spare time hanging Hlrsch, Ruth Sturm, Alberta Rosenaround the R-K-O booking office. stein, Dorothy Castle, Miriam Rosen,
They say it's the only place out here Rita Dorkwit, Ella Salav, Sophie
where they feel at home.
Sally
Pollack,
Ruth
Kramer,
The old electric belt Is being Abrams, Etta Shore, Elaine Dolgoff,
ballyhooed in a hoUywood drug Backal, Ann Hengber, Syd Roth and
store window as a "Developer of Janet Klein, Helen Bernhardt, Mae
Personality and Pep, so necessary Strollo, Ann Bluesteln, Ruth Seigerto your success in pictures."
Sylvia* Arnovntz,
Mildred
man,
Femme agent spent Valentine's Pauline Love.
day cutting canceled stamps off the
office mall. Explained it as foreign
charity work, the stamps being sold
Dinner for Zukor
by the pound in China to decorate
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
.

walls.

No

gag.

Upon Jaunita Hansen reaching
Hollywood, her first move was to
order $4,000 worth of clothes. She
had won a $167,000 verdict In the east
against a hotel for burns received
when taking a shower bath with the
water too

hot.

Instead of being the guest of honor at a welcome home dinner in his

own

Joseph M. Schenck
planned by Sid

behalf,

turned the

Grauman,

affair,

into

a "Welcome

to Cali-

event for Adolph Zukor.
Schenck acted with Grauman as

fornia"

co-host.
,

KY. CENSOR BILL
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 17.
State Senator H. M. Cline Introduced a bill in the Senate last week
providing for the creation of a board
of censors for pictures.
Proposal calls for three members
to be appointed by the governor for

two-year terms. Remuneration for
the .job would be $2,500 annual sal$2 for each film reviewed.

ary and

About

vited

to

75 film moguls were Inthe Hotel Roosevelt to
the head of

meet and welcome
Paramount.

THAW

SUIT DISMISSED

Mere plot does not constitute a
scenario.
On that ground City
Court Justice Ryan, In the Manhattan District, dismissed the suit for
$4,900

brought

Thaw by John

against Harry K.
Lopez, scenarist,

S.

and Arthur B. Reeve, writer of the
"Craig Kennedy" stories.
6 MONTHS' REST
Action -was an outgrowth of
Thaw's last attempt to cra.sh picHollywood, Feb. 18.
After a six months retirement tures as a producer.

completed for Samuel Gold-wjTi, from the screen Norma Shearer will
William Counselman moves back to retiirn to the Metro lot next fall to
LeBaron Due East
the Paramount lot temporarily.
appear in "Let Us Be Gay."
William LeBaron is due east this
He is to collaborate with Vincent
Star will spend the spring and Fi-iday <Feb. 21) on one of his
.•summor rofting.
Lawrence on "New Morals."
periodic vi.^lts to Radio Plclun-s.
.

Kcginuld Rouljen.son
Ml*, and Mrs. Jimmy Plunkett
Fred Block.

called to

—

dent of scenid artists' local 235; Carl
Kountz, manager of the new Laboratory Technicians and Film Editors'

With

N. Y. to L. A.

Sigmund Romberg

Folks,

who want

Show

by illness of her mother. hours (that's nearly the time it
Sidney Blackmer still out one takes to unfold the 32 scenes) with
week's salary check lost In the all the relatives and friends present.
Maurice Graham mail plane.
In view of the relatives paying in
Frank Chamberlain, M-G reprethe applause angles, what
sentative In the Orient, is <Jn his and
debuted last Sunday night In th©
Way to Shanghai. .
Victor McLaglen wants to write Chanin as the "Warner Gaieties,"
first
of
such namely or otherwise
a book titled "The Low Down on
to occur on Broadway, or world,
the Shake Down."
Renee Macready's English can't %yas, and will continue to be, a terbe downed she must have her four rific sticcess.

Joseph Zahovich who sculpts at
secretary
of
the Radio Is thinking of changing his
name In too many limericks he
committee.
says.
Coast Delegates
Wlrlle playing the, local R-IC-O
Delegation from coast locals Included Howard E. HUrd, business last week Eddie Pardo and his partn^anager, and R. H. Klaffki, finan- ner, Dorothy Carrigan, took talker

HAVE

•

Mrs.'

In Its First

New York

internationals'

Is
Bultation were four who had de- many of the better-silenced cameras
veloped the most iefflclcnt silent de- had a sound intensity of the same
Hollywood, Feb. 1^.
vices discoverptl- in the laboratory order of magnitude as a loud
Oscar ..Strauss'
first
original
whisper. They could not therefore operetta for First National will be
tests.
be
used
for
very
quiet
called
scenes
un
"The
Danube
Love Song."
non-competitive
Because of me
less
the
camera
is
some
Based
distance
on an original libretto by
nature of the research work in
Many of tho Jcseph Jackson.
which the major studios are co<- from the mike.
©pcratlng, the Identity of individuals cameras tested must be used at
MUST
REST
and studios Involved Is concealed least 10 tt) 15 feet from the mike if
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
by letters, with the key In the pos- camera noise is not to be objectionEdwin Carewe's production of
session of Irving Thalberg, chair- ably loud.
Amplifier gains and volume In- "The Spoilers" will be delayed about
man of the Producers-Technicians
dicator readings were kept constant six
weeks beyond the original
joint committee.
throughout the series of tests. The March 24 date.
Recommendatloijs made Thurssound irsulatlon value' of the deGeorge Bancroft, to be starred,
day are now in the hands of H. G.
voice under test was therefore the wants a three weeks' rest between
Knox, of ERPI, and F. M. Sammis,
difference between the attenuator his present pt-oductlon and starting
of RCA, comprising the sub-comreadings for the camera and motor on "The Spoilers." Latter necessimittee on camera-silencing.
without and with the silencing de- tates his being In good physical
"Ice boxes," or sound booths large vice.
Betty Compson Is set for
health.
enough to hold both camera aind
Room noise during the tests was the femme lead.
operator, were not included in the in all cases 5 to 10 db below the
Only blimps,
bungalows, quietest camera condition" meas
tests.
BUT NO STARS
blankets and bags were measured ured.
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
for their degree of efficiency. Tests
Auctioneer selling contents of a,
wore made in a sound-proof room
Beverly Hills home advertised: "A
at the ERPI laboratory.
sumptuous repast at noon and an
L. A. to N. Y.
Among preliminary recommendaopportunity to bid against celeHiram S. Brown.
tions following the tests are:
brated picture stars on the purchase
Wm. LeBaron.
Motors should be mounted as an
of authentic antiques."
Dennis McSweeney.
Integral part of the camera so that
Public showed up for the free
Walton ButterfielO.
any external silencing device will
feed but squawked at the lack of
C. Hatrlck.
E.
be effective for both.
film stars.
coupling
Devices
motors
to
cameras should be improved to
provide quieter operation.
The type of camera tripod u.scd.
does not seem to have much effect

Cavorts for 4 Hrs,

of lacrosse.

Victor Schertzinger

From

W B's Home Office

Mitch Lewis has nine pairs of
golfing knickers but doesn't golf.
Dorothy Lee plays a mean game

As Found by Coast Connnittee

1930

19,

.

.

Wednesday, February

19,

PICTURES

1930

VARIETY

11

ACTORS TAUGHT BY
Lab Handicaps Give Black and White

TIILKEII!i

CALL FOR 6 B'way $2 Houses Spend $250,000

Too Great a Release Edge on Color
In all producing quarters where
color pictures ai'e part of the year's
product, there is much concern over
the drawback occasioned by the inability to get sufficient prints. Within the past two months, when a
large number of color talkers have
been released, the competition to
get color prints has been unusually

of February 21
— "Chasing
Rainbows"

Colony— "PaTty
fany)

—

Paramount

Roadhouse

Week
Capitol

February 28

of

—

"

Anna

Christie "

Colony— "Dames Ahoy" (U)
Paramount
"Slightly Scar-

—

let" (Par)

Roxy—"Sky Hawk"
.

Strand

"

(WB)

(Fox)

Generaf Crack"'
"

producers no longer hold back the
films general release.
Radio had
30 dates set on "Hit the Deck" immediately after the picture opened
at the Carroll.
It could have set

DAILY CHECKS IN JAN.
Hollywood; Feb. 18.
Although an average of only 470
extras worked daily in Januaryi the
12,685 checks issued show an average of $9.68 per day's work.
In January, 1929, 637 extras were
working daily, with the average

double this' number within two
weeks had Uie supply of color prints check
'

been

sufficient

according to report.

-~ Competition- bcihg extremely keen
now,

producer-distributors
with
pictures face the handicap

color

that

competitors

with

black

and

whites beat them to wider territories. Although producers are kicking no%y, it is believed that .color
prints will be available next season
in as great a number and as fast as
black and whites" are at present.

HOLLYWOOD BIRTHDAY
FROM BARN TO ACRES
Hollywood, Feb.

Add famous February

18.

bi»«thdays:

Fox studio, 15 years old.
They choppe<l down a whole lot
of cherry trees when clearing space
for .'itages at Sunset
It

'

$8.87.

Reason,
iff

is

that

when production

slaw~thc"- economies

come -mainly

in the ordinary mobs. Only 12% of
the 19,745 working January, 1929,
got $7.50 or $10 checks, while 85%
of the 12,685 working during January, 1930, got those checks.

BtPllar part.

began in a barn and a bungaNow two square blocks in
Hollywood and 40 acres in Beverly
l-'ox

low.

'

"

retary of the Academy.
It is

aimed

to give pi'actlcal in-

struction on the nature of speech
and
hearing, reading
lines,
of
speech defects, accent and similar
There is no intention to
subjects.
establish
a permanent dramatic
institute but to meet the exigency
requiring actors of both stage and
picfure experience to adapt their
art to the microphone...
A few outstanding ,1- stars have
been given Individual instruct.ion
by stage experts, Gloria Swanson
•

by Laura Hope Crews and Norma
Talmadge by Mrs. Leslie Carter as
,

Field Coaching

Culver City, Feb. 18.
Rudolph Vaopetich, representing
the National Artists* Bur'feau, Is here
endeavoring to slgrn Ramon Novarro
to' a CQntract to appear In a concert
tour ahd also over the National
Broadcasting chain.
Novarro will listen to the broadcasting, but reneges on the concert
stuff.
Will do. the former if M-G is
willing.

and Western.

property:
Birth of a Nation" went
over in a big way he decided to turn
producer on his own. Later sold
to William Fox.
Lot has seen the rise and fall of
Theda Bara.
John Gllb^ took
"The Count of Monte Cristo" as first
'

...
I
Edeson and Richard Tucker, as a
sub-committee
of
the
Actors'
Branch,
are co-ordinating plans
with Lester Co^van, assistant sec-

Pleads Guilty on

Tax

Charges Because of Elness
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Because of ill health Edward H.
Hayden, Income tax specialist for
film
stars,
unexpectedly pleaded
guilty to two of 18 counts charging falsifying of Income tax re"

.

turns.

No Good

Such

coaching
has not been
feasible for the rank and file of
Isolated
screen -credit
players.
studio attempts
have vocal
to
coaches working from the sidelines have not been effective because of actor resentment at having errors called.

An

admit he's
actor has
to
he'll mend his ways.
self-respecting actor will admit
Glutta, of
the Whatnot School of Elocution,
that she knows more about voice
placing or expression than he does.

wrong before

No
to

Sophrona McAllister

Edeson, Tucker and Cowan seek
diplomatic means of calling the
actor's
attention to his fallln'gs

mieres, particularly where pig^tures
fall to hold up and are replaced

Thomas was met at the end
suburban street cai; line
about one a. m. Bandits forced
him into an auto and .carried

of a

every few weeks.
Iij
some cases signs are only
leased to theatres.
In others the
theatre buys the sign. A minimum
the robbery was committed.
sign
cost
for one of the houses menThomas waS not discovered
Secondtioned
is said to be $7,000.
his cries
until hours later,
hand value of th6 15 -foot letters Is
.finally being, heard by .a policeI>ractlcally nil, as the sign compa-.r
man.
riles allow only a trifling rebate or
assume that the letters revert to
them ^t the end of a run.
CHI
Each letter in a giant electrical
display costs from $200 up. Lengthy
titles are a luxury.
Electrical item
Is often about 50% of the pre-opening nut of a $2 film, except where
special newspaper campaigns are
Chicago, Feb. 18.
conducted.
Film row is making a survey of
The Winter. Garden has had the
tlie foreign situation here and in
most pretentious displays, having a
surrounding states as to foreign sign expanse running an entire
block on Broadway and three stories
tongue pictures for domestic u.se.
high. For "Noah's Ark" a curtain
Metro precipitated the rush bv
of steam was added to the electric
Willi effects, bringing the cost up to
first s'endlng out its scouts.
progi-a-mihing-foreign
thl^ company
around- -$i)0,000,- That remains— the...
dialog as soon as pos.sible, it is par- pinnacle of the. electrical splurges
ticularly charting the German sec- tc> date.
tors', and then the Spanish areas.
Chicago's German speaking population is around 1,000,000, and seen
as a rich field for the introduction
Wisconsin
Of the German talker.
as a whole, and certain sections of
Minnesota, also are heavily popustock.
with
Teutonic
lated
Policy of holding midnight shows
Local field for Spanish talkers Is on Saturday
hlght,
which the
more limited but adaptable. There Broadway theatres started about a
is a heavy Mexican population in monvh ago, has today spread to althe south end mill district and In most a majority of tlie theatres In
nearby Indiana towns which con Greater New York. Even the twotinue the Industrial area along Lake bit houses in the Bronx and BrookMichigan.
lyn are now giving midnight mats
oyer the v/eekends.
Theatres
off
Broadway were
afraid to try it at first, believing
Vidors' $33,235
that the late shows couldn't di-aw
from the neighborhoods. But after
a few of the circuit theatres piHollywood, Feb. 18.
oneered the midnight policy and
Judgment of $33,235 was granted
made
a success of it, the smaller
King Vldor and his father, C. S.
house followed suit.

him back

.

where

to the theatre,

.

AREA FOR

SCOURING

FOREIGN TONGUE COIN

MIDNIGHT SHOW HABIT

SWEEPING ALL NEW YORK
'

.

without calling him for them, and
Vldor, for us'.iry cliarges on money
of persuading him to correct them
loaned In 1923 by the Milwaukee
of his own volition.
Building Company and "Title InsurHe is going to be able to stydy ance and Trust Company of Los
his voice and correct his defects in Angeles for the building of the Edtne privacy of his own home, ac- ucational Studios. Harold A. Fcndcording to the plans in formation. ler represented the Vidors.
It will cost no money.
Case was opened a month ago, although of seven years' standing.
Disc- Teaching
The disc method will be used. Loeb, Walker, and Loeb, representAfter a few tips by technicians on ing the defendants, lost on a motion
the reactions of mikes' and talks of dismissal because of the failure to
by notables of the legit on deliv- sue earlier.
Studio actually cost $88,000, but in
ery and placing, each member of

United States Judge McCormlck
sentenced him to nine months in
the county jail. Hayden was secretary to William G. McAdoo when
Columbia's Splurge
the latter was In Woodrow WilColumbia's, set for a splurge on
son's cabinet. He also accompanied
its lOtli anniversary, in April,. and
the late President to the Paris
will spend about $20,000 that month
peace conference as one of the the school will be invited to rein a niagazine and newspaper camsecretarial staff.
cite a standard verse that conpaign.
tains the necessary sibilants, gutAfter that, under the direction of
teral-s, high and lows, etc.
This is
Hank Linet, advertising and pubDancing
as
recorded and he Is given th6 disc
licity head, the company will dig
in.) a $500,000 trunk to spread the
to take home.
Holli-wood, F;eb. 18.
Columbia legend over the next 11
Chinese theatre's Innovation of
With it he receives a disc on
montljs.
open air dancing in the fore-court which the verso Is recited as It
every Saturday night, with Abe Ly- should be by an expert.
Also a
man's band, is attracting the news- set of horrible example dlgcs In
BACK
reel noses.
which each type of vocal defect Is
Los Angeles, Feb. IS.
Metrotone took shots of the scene demon.strated by an expert culled
Hiram S. Brown is due to leave
and will release it this month under fi-om the foot of the class in
hove this week for New York.
Brown has been on the coa.st the head of "Dancing Under the elocution schools.
about three weeks, giving his at- Stars In February."
The actor can play these over on
tention to R-K-'O affairs in general
his phonograph. He can listen to
out thi.s way.
the perfect delivery, then to his
^
Wadsworth-Steffes Suit
Willi;iMi
LeBaron,
production
Mason Wadsworth lias filed a own delivery. Then if ho ron't dehead for R-K-O here, left Monday,
tect what's wrong, he plays the
nlso for New York. While east Le- judgment in tiie New York City horrible
examples until he disBaron will confer with Jos. Schnlt- Court for $1,114 against :willlam A. covers- tow.ard which of them he
Steffo.<;.
It's a suit for $1,000 paid to
zer president of Radio Pictures.
tends.
Steffes
under an agreement by
When recognizing his defect he
which the latter would procure the
LET BLtTE GO
exhibition of the film, '"The Gift of la expected to eliminate it, nuiT. lo
Hollywood, Feb, 18.
tlie Jungle," in towns and states be humble enough to reciuost oilMonte Blue, who has the longe.'ft west of the Mississippi River of over vlco if he can't maMMtrf It aloiio.
ri-v)r(i of continuous service with
George Arllss, llv liurryniini^.10,000 population.
^\.;^ll<••rs, has left that company.
Plaintiff was to pay Steffes $5,000, and
actors of th- ir iMlilirf will
Remainder of his contract has but alleges that ho did nothing and appear at sessions of tlK- t.-il'iter
boi-n bought OIL' hy Warners.
failed to return the money.
school on the theory that tln^lr adHills.

$1,500 out of the

oflice safe.

the

to obtain in-

reactions and suggestions
from production executives for the
school
of
speech
sound
and
fundamentals for actors projected
by the Academy of M. P.' Arts and

examples.

Novarro Off Concert Thing

was Thomas Dixon's

When The

Robbers got
18.

making

Robert Edeson is
rounds of the studios

Sciences,-

LESS EXTMS AND HIGHER

Film companies have been competing with each other in the matr
ter of splurges by bulb. iJign makers, of course, clean up oh the pre-

injuries.

Hollywood, Feb.

dividuail

(Metro)

Kew

investment and an inability to set
playdatcs as soon after the New

carried to the theatre, forced
to open the safe and then
tossed over a balcony rail to
the main fioor of the house,
breaking his leg among other

—

terion, is reported experiencing difficulty in getting the number of
prints it wants to shoot into the
field
without unnecessary delay,
even while it is in its $2 run in
York.
This condition, also
applying to other producer-distri-

York opening a.s desired.
Even though $2 pictures achieve
or are forced on Broadway runs,

New Art

FOR VANITY

ALIBI

mum

manager of the Carolina theati-e, was Iddnapcd by bandits,

of

Instruction

Professionals in

(Tif-

Girl"
"

Roxy "Happy Days" (Fox)
Strand— "Lilies of the Vieli"
(FN)

,

means a slower return on

Practical

—

C„ Feb. 18.
Thomas, assistant

Howard

Nights" (Par)

'Paramount, with its first all-color
talker, "Vagabond King," opening
tonight (Wednesday) at the Cri-

butors,

,

(Metro)

Half a dozen $2 Broadway film
theatres Criterion, Astor, Gaiety,.
Central, Carroll, Warners and Winter Garden— are averaging a miniof $260,000 annually for special
electrical displays.
This includes
the cost of building signs. Installation and maintenance (labor), but
does not include the cost of the
power to light the displays.

Nightmare

Charlotte, N.

dom's Academy Aims for

Week
Capitol

A

Branch of Picture-

Actors'

(Subject to Change)

keen.
Several studios are being forced
to hold back play-dates on color
product owing to the limited lab
capacities and the care that must
taken in the printing of tinted
pictures,

Runs on Broadway

1st

Annually on Electric Displays

News

BROWN

.

Swetland Upheld in Sale
Of His Trade Paper

Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court upheld the action of A. B.
Swetland, chief stockholder and
liquidator of the "Exhibitors Trade
Review' 'In selling the property to
George C. Williams for the Exhibitors Review Publishing Corp. for
$75,000 in 1923, although .he collected
only $18,000.
financing stood, at $115,000.
This,
Objections were made by Jamem
court found, was $11,078 above the
M. Davis, a stockholdc'r, who got a
legal rate of interest. Damages In
decision in the lower court that
judgment were trebled according to Swetland's acts were unlawful and
*
law.

In

had

violation of his duties.
$20,000 In stock.

Connolly Leaves Fox

Davis

Day's Device

Jack Connolly has severed relations with Fox. He was in charge
of Movietone News throughout the
Continent, being called to this side
about three weelcs ago. He was tqsponslble
for
grabbing Bernard
Shaw, the King of .Spain, Mu.s.Mollnl,
K'ing of England and other International figures for the Fox reel.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Charles E. Day has a new recording device which will get its test in
the making of a ono-reolor .starring
Eddie Lambert at the Phil Goldstone studio. Tlie devise is a telephone wire which carri<'a the sound
to a record which is later duped
Connolly has gone south and will onto the film.
The picture is to b", called "Dry
remain away about a month.
Docked in the Dcs'-rt," and will be
directed by Cullcn Tate.
Betty Hculy will make her screen
vice wl'il be icc('i)led with respect.
LcsK-r Cowan is consulting with df.-but as the fv-mnif- k-ud.
Carl E. Seashore, dean of the grad.-li'ijol
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Hollywood, Fob. 18.
Clilbort will be cast as a
gun-toter of the gold ru.'^h days in
Ills ne.xt for Metro.
Laurence SlalUngs and Maxwell
Anderson assigned to do the story.

John

—

—
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Wednesday, February

19,

1930

$35,100 BIRTHDAY

"Not So Dumb" Lets Chi. Slide Into
Split

Two

For Ambassador— State Does
800 and Missouri $15,300

with Oriental-Both Top $42,000

Chicago, Feb. IS.
de luxe houses pi-actically

A

BALTO. SUDES

BIT;

,

CENTURY BEST, $20,000
Baltimore, Feb. 18.
(Drawing Population, 850,000)

about abandoned hope for grabbing
Ju.st another week with weather
any box office pictures, and is rest- and screen sharing the blame. Ruing its hopes entirely upon stage mor last week that the Palace, dark
names. However, house has proven since failure of combo policy early
that with good pictures it can make this season, will house a civic themoney.
atre project.
"Show Boat" was a definite disapCentury again led the procession
pointment at the Roosevelt, and will but with a reduced gross and
Chi "Nanette." "New York Lights," at
be yanked today (Tuesday).
was the last city In the country to the Stanley, also slipped below re-

18.

Wks.; Stock's "Interlude" Hurts, $12,
\

many

STAGE SHOW HELPS FOX,

second week of
"Love Parade," did well. Ed Lowry's
birthday party on the Ambassador
stage drew the girls to that house.
Lowry always has had a special

WASH., ROLL UP $22,700

Missouri,

kept

offerings

In

Its

Washington, Feb. 1«,
(Estimated White Population,

following.

Bad

Weather:

Feb.

(Drawing Population, 1,025,000)
Weather: Fair
and
somewhat warmer
Fair
weather helped bu.siness last week,
but inferior
away.

tied for the loop lead last week, the

Oriental doing great business with
"Second Choice," and Sophie Tucker
on stage, while the Chicago went
Into a dive with "Not So Dumb."
Latter took the lead position with
$42,700, Just ?300 more than the
Oriental figure.
The Oriental has

St. Louis,

"Sunnyside ' Minn s. Wow-$50,000 in 3

$16,-

Lowry's

Fox

Home"

(Fox).

Warner houses presented a wide
contrast

respective holdpvers.
Met, with "Sacred Flame,"
should have let it go at one week;
at while the Earle, with "Sally," got
Just so-so; around more than the house registers on

35-75)

(6,000;

Weather: Fair

35-60-65-75)
Ed
(Par).

party

birthday

$35,100.

450,000)

Week

Estimates for Last

Ambassador (3,000;
Chance"
of

"Street

an

aid;

In

their

"Harmony

•

an average week by $5,000.
Loew's two houses did well. CoLoew^s State (3,300; 25-35-66')
"Chasing Rainbows" (M-G). An- lumbia had "Devil May Care," and
get the picture, film having been cent highs at this stand. Outstand- other "in the wings" story, legs and the Palace got $20,000 with "7 Days'
Leave." Fox Jumped back Into top
held out because of Universal's con- ing was the New with "Hot for theme songs; $16,800.
tract with Zlegfeld, giving the stage Paris."
business with "Harmony At Home."
Missouri
35-50-66-76)
(3,800;
show first crack at the town. "SunKeith's with a double bill, "Peaby a potent stage attraction,
"Love Parade" (Par) (2d week). aided
nyslde Up" held remarkably at Mc- cock Alley" and "First CommfS-nd,"
Singer's Midgets.
Oke at $15,300.
-Vlcker's and Is still making go£d also reported a good gross
Estimates for Last Week
Grand Central
50-75)
(1,700;
money. Stays an extra week, "Lovev
eather -first half was ha.d, and
"Other Tomorrow" (FN). Just a
Columbia (Loew)
"bevir May
Paradif" having been postponed to Saturday night ditto.
Care" (M-G) (1,232; 35-50). Back
picture; $5,200.
give Maurice Chevalier time to get
Estimates for Last Week
where house usually registers; $13,here for a personal bow.
"No, No, Na:Century (Lbew)
200.
~ "Show of Shows" did well its first
nette" (FN) (3,200; 25-60).
Good,
?
Earle
(Warner)— "Sally"" (FN)
week at the United Artists, though but
not up to expectations; at least
Portland,
(2,244;
35-50).
at
Everybody Joyous
no riot at f 41.000. Revue films selunder previous week at about
with $18,000 on second stanza.
'dom stand up In this town, and B. $1,000
Fox (Fox)— "Harmony at Home"
& K. has "New York Nights" ready $20,000.
Stanley (Loew, Stanley-Crandall) ?10,300-B'way, $14,000 (Fox) and Singer's Midgets (3.434;
as soon &,s there's a sign of' a slump.
':Ne>v York Lights" (UA) ,3,600;
36-50-60-75).
Top business .with
"Hit the -Deck" dropped at the
25-60). Under recent averages here;
matinees; $22,700.
Woods. "Grand Parade," oh the time
P6ftrand,-Ore.-, Feb. 18.;^
was when Norma Talmadge
"Met (Warner)— "Sacred Flame"
screen and Rin Tin Tin on the sttge,
(Drawing Population, 310,000)'
here in any film; about $16,000.
(WB) (1,585; 36-50). Got all there
meant a big week at the State-Lake. bigNew
Latest publicity gag Is "Come wa,s on "not recommended for chilKids Jammed the house and dragged Paris" (M. Mechanic)- "Hot for
(Fox) (1,500; 25-60). Drew Down Town Week,"' ' staged by dren" on first week; second week,
their parents to see the dog.
consistently well despite weather; Chamber of Commerce, merchants, with day out to switch to Friday
Estimates for Last Week
$11,000 or better.
showmen, to boost rialto traffic, opening, gave house less than $8,000.
Keith's (Schanbergers)
"Peacock window shopping and b. o. biz. Idea drop of 10 grand.
Chicago (Publix-B & K)— "Not
So Dumb" (M-G), stage show (4,- Alley" (Tiff), and "First Command" started with the Publix effort to
National
(Erlanger)
Johnson
400; 50-85). Not so hot; additional (Pathe) (2,500;. 25-50). Double bill get back Into line of good grosses. African pictures (1,745; 25-$1.50).
Hearst plugging didn't help; fair pleased; I'eported satisfying at $10,- Charlie Kurtzman's dynamite has Not a good week, but praise for pic500.
week at ?42,700.
ture.
had Its effect. Fox and Indie houses
Auditorium (Schanbergers) "Hit Joined In. It Is believed that the
Palace (Loew)
"Seven Days'
McVicker's (Publlx-B & K)—
Leave" (Par), stage show (2,363;
"Sunnyslde Up" (Fox) (1,856; 60- the Deck" (Radio) (1,672; 26-$l). A boost will help for some time.
The Portland had a better week 35-60-60). a $2,000 drop from pre86).
Dropped .on fourth week, but thousand down on second week; $7,000;
one
more
to
go.
with "Street of C!hance" than vious week, but good at $20,000.
still showing strength; will hold on
"Little usual, and the
Valencia
(Loew-UA)
Rialto (U)— "Night Ride" (U) (1.an extra week; "Love Parade" (Par)
Fox houses, BroadJohnny Jones" (FN) (1,200 25-35). way and" United Artists, were okay. 978; 35-50). Holding above former
lollows; $30,000.
Film okay, but business as usual; Duffy Players had Tom Moore, film average; about $6,000.
Monroe (Fox)— "City Girl" (Fox) means around $2,600.
RKO (Keith's)— "Hit the Deck"
player, as guest- artist in "The
(1,120; 50--75-). Bettei- than a-verage;
Parkway (Loew-UA->-="The Ki- Bbbmerarig"' and got" extfia~buslnessr (Radio) (-1,870; 35-50).-- Good fourth,
$30,000.

—

—

Mlix,

Up

—

-

—

-

—

—

—

—

bitzer" (Par) (1,000; 25-35). A con(Publix-B .& K)—"Sec- sistent business getter; got a big
Choice" (WB), stage show week at the downtown Century and
60-86).
Sophie Tucker on duplicated uptown; about $4,600.
stage the draw; excellent business
at $42,400; stage names now definite
policy for the house it seems.
OVER
Orpheum (Wai*ner) "Love Rack- "HAPPY DAYS"
$7,800.

Oriental

ond

(3,500;

—

(FN)

et"

(799; 60-75),

HOLDS

Bad

—

for this

week at $7,800.
Estimates for Last Week
Orpheum (RKO) (2,000; 26-60)—
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" (Radio),
and vaude. Got them In early and GARBO TAKES
kept coming; $12,600.
Broadway (Fox) (2,000; 26-60)—
"Not So Dumb" (M-'G).
Proved
good comedy film draw; $14,000.
United Artists (Parker-Fox) (2,000; 25-60)
"Chasing Rainbows"
(M-G).
Good opening week and

—

.

.

able.

COO.

United

(Publix-UA)

Artists

"Show

of Shows" CWB) (1,700; 50Started big but .showed signs
75).
of weakening toward end; nice at
$31,500.

Woods (RKO)— "Hit

the

Deck"

(Radio) (1,200; 50-85). Slumped five
grand on third week; getting close
to the line; $17,000.

$14,700

N. O.'S

STANDOUT

"This Thing Called Love" at Orph.

—"Sally" No Throb at ^19,000

New

—

total close to $15,000. Disappointing
from the boxofllce angle was "Sally."
Weather perfect and publicity
of first rank, j;et picture ran peculiarly.
Started light Saturday and

Sunday, picked up Monday and
Tuesday, only to slip again the final
three days. Gross was $18,900, just
about a "break."
"This Is Heaven," at the Strand,
got $4,100, and "Hallelujah," in its
second and last Week, went above
$3,000 and was beginning to pick
up again at the end of the engagement.
Estimates for Last Week
Orpheum— (2,400; 60) "This Thin?,Called Love" (Pathc).- No doubt
about this one locally; real click,
.

getting $14,700.

Loew's State— (3,21-S: CO) "Ship
from Slianghai." Freighted with lots
that plfa-^od the
clientele; vaude holpod; $17,500.
stuff

liurrali

Saenger- (3.5C«;C0)
Marlllyn Miller in her

".Sally"

(FN).
here

first try

no panic by any mcan.s; tot;il $18,about even break for house.

900, Just

Strand

Heaven"

—

(2,200;

(Par).

50)

"This

Managed

to

Is

eke

out a small profit; $4,127.
50) "Hallelujah"
Tudor
(800;
(M-G). Playing to whites only in
its second and last week; $3,200:

—

cated.

Estimates for Last

Orleans, Feb. 18.

(Drawing Population 500,000)
Weather: Ideal
Outstanding draw of last week
was "This Thing Called Love,"
which gave the Orpheum a stellar

of

"HapQy Days" was held over at
the Strand when it grossed around
This is the best here since
"Sunnyslde Up" and well over the
average; second week also opened
strong. Little Alamo, only 900 seats
at 40 cents, lined them up with
This film
"Lone Star Ranger."
was propoi-tionately a stronger
di'aw than any other In town. Best
reviews were given "Love Parade,"
which helped the Rlalto to a comfortable take but failed to prove as
sensational as the opening indi$7,800.

Week

Mary Anderson (RKO) (1,387; 3550)— "Love Racket" (FN). Undoubtedly lost some business be'

cause of similarity of title to "Love
Parade," playing next door; $2,800,
Just fair.

'

Strand (Fourth Ave.)

(1,785;

60)— "Happy Days" (Fox).
to its name at around

up

36-

Lived
$7,800;

held for second week, with strong
business- continuing.
36-50)—
State
(Loew)
(?,400;

"Bishop Murder Case" (M-G). Well
liked but a little too gruesome for
many; hfeld well against stiff opposition; just over $16,000.

15-35)—
(Laffell)
Ritz
(1,120;
Sun.shine Revue." Second week of
musical comedle'ttes .«<lightaround $2,600; care has to
be used hove; house, as the Walnut,
was closed less than a month ago
and a stock .burlesque was foroed
out of town for indecent perfornianpc; LafCcU has an aoe in his
chorus, best looking in a long time.

for one

more

picture.

Ed ScdgAvlck Is collaborating with
the comedian on a story.

With a strong picture, "Their Owa
and pleasing vaude, the Or^

Desire,"

pheum

did as well as could be exx
pected at Its low scale. "Hell's Heroes," at the. Aster, did better than
average.
Big problem for Publlx Is Its ace,
the Minnesota. Everything possible
being done in the way of exploitation, etc., and both shows and pictures okay, augmenting the units
stage shows with extra name at-"
tractions, yet the public does not
respond adequately. Maybe it's the
75-cent scale.
Lincoln's birthday helped, but this
was offset by the return of blizzards
the i^xt few days.
;

Estimates jor Liftt Week
Minnesota (Pubilx) (4,200; 75)—
"General Crack" (WB) and unit.
Well-liked
picture;
expected
to

draw the femmes In droves, but
didn't; previous Barrymore pictures
undoubtedly hurt, but favorable
word-of-mouth should have brought
better trade; around $22,700. House
Just cannot get going.

Century (Publlx) (1,600; 7B)-»
"Sunnyslde Up" (Fox). Third bl«
week and held for a fourth; outdlS'*
tanclng all predecessors at house;)
arfeal smash at about $13,100; nearly $50,000 for three weeks.
State (Publlx) (2.200; 60)— "Chasing
Rainbows" (M-G).
Highly
pleasing, but no magnet; public apparently- fed- up-on. backstage stuff
and house in bad slump; aroxind $8,^

Orpheum

SEATTLE

Seattle, Feb. 18.

"Their
vaude.

Own

(RKO)

50)—

(2.890;

Desire" (M-G)
Shearer picture

Norma

and

won

unanimous approval; best screen
card hous^ has had in moons; large
crowds, but low scale kept down
gross;

maybe

$12,000.

—

—

—

Down

Week
Orpheum (RKO) (2.700; 25-i50)
Up" (Par) "Hit the Deck" (Radio) (2d week).
Rudy Vallee drew Okay but way below opener; $16.-

Estimates for Last

—"Burning

Paramount

4,000; 35-50-75).
exti'a crowd on

Valentine's

day,

Met— "Woman

Racket"

(3,577; 35-

40-50-75). Wrapped by the scribes;
Van and Schenck headlining vaude;
$22,800.

Albee

— "Seven

Keys

to Baldpate"

(Radio) (3,248; 35-50-60-75). Pleasing film with vaude; $27,000.

SALLY STABE,

NOW PATHE

Culver City. Feb.
Keaton's One' More
Hollywood, Feb. 18,
M-G-M will keep Buster Kcaton

the film theatres.

Seventh Street (RKO) (1,500; 60);
(Drawing Population, 560,000)
"Happy Days" (Fox). Good picWeather: Rain and Cool
"Garbo talks" and the town talked. ture of kind, but another backstage
Town heavily billed, "Anna Chris- revue; house made Inauspicious
tie" In for two weeks and looks start as de luxe film theatre sans
stage entertainment or ochestra;
good for more.
Liberty did good biz with "Rio about $4,000, bad.
Rita," second run, and the Met
40)
Lyric
(Publlx)
(1,200;
had "The Other Tomorrow." okay. "Hearts In Exile'' (WB). Dolores
Blue Mouse did good second week Costello a fair draw here; ai-ound
with "Party Girl."
$3,400; i}Ot so hot.
Estimates for Last Week
Pantages (Pantages) (1,500; 25Seattle
(Pub)
26-60) 50)— "Lost
(3,106;
Zeppelin"
(Tiff)
and
Music Box (Hamrick) (2,000; 25)
"Street of Chance" (Par).
Stan- vaude. Picture deserves credit for
Fair at
"Sonff of Love" (Col).
lelgh now organist; biz just fair;
fair draw the house enjoyed- about
$6,000.
$6,000, fair.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) .(800; 26- $14,000.
Fifth Ave. (Fox) (2.500; 26-60)
50)— "General Crack" (WB). Pretty
Aster (Publix) (900; 35)— "Hell's
"Chasing Rainbows" (M-G).
Got Herpes" (U). Splendid picture for
good In fourth week; $4,600.
Oriental (Tebbetts) (2,700; 25-35) $12,500.
this house and pleased Immensely;
Fox (Fox) (2.500; 25-60) "Anna around
—"Taming of the Shrew" (UA). Christie"
$3,600; much better than
(M-G).
Picture liked; average.
Back for return showing and did
Marie Dressier also a wow In this;
fairly; $5,600.
Grand (Publix) (1,000; 35)— "New
Dufwin (Duffy) (1.400; 25-$1.25) great biz; $18,000.
York Nights" (UA) first half; "Dy-i
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 25- namlte" (M-G).
Duffy Player* with Tom Moore,
second half. Secguest lead. In "The Boomerang"; 60-75) "Party Girl" (Tiff). Adver- ond loop runs near $i2,50O, satisfactised "not recommended for chil- tory.
good with $8,600.
dren";
good
week;
$8,750.
Studio (Civic) MOO; $2)— Moroni
Shubert (Balnbrldge stock) (1,Music
Box
25(Hamrick)
(1,000;
76-$2)— "Strange Interlude."Olsen Players, tfiaA company, in
600;
"She Couldn't Say No" O'Neill play, after a capacity week
"Makropoulos Secret."
Junior 60-75)
(WB). In for run; $9,260.
at $4.4<l top recently, proved a knockLeague management. $3,500 fair.
Liberty
(Jensen-von
Herberg) out In stock; capacity at each of
(2,000; 15-25-35) "Rio Rita" (Radio). seven performances; around
$12,000
Folks like the sound effects at this great and held for second week.
house; on second run; $12,000.
B'klyn Par, $48,000
Coliseum (Fox)
25-35)
(1,800;
Brooklyn, Feb. 18.
"Senor Americano" (Fox).
Weak
Ordinary film fare last week. At on $2,500.,
^00:
Mel Revives for
the Paramount "Burning Up" pulled
Metropolitan (Pub) (1,200; 25-60)
$48,000, not so good.
"Other Tomorrow" (FN).
Billle
Fox held over "feunnyside Up," Dove and picture advertised heavily
Mem.
to $20,000
and business was uneventful.
for femme appeal; $4,700.

Rialto
(RKO) (2,940; 30-50)— when he distributed autographed
Brought valentines; plenty of cops; $48,000.
(Par).
"Love Parade"
Strand— "So Long Letty" (WB)
nice return; swelled to $6,900.
Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 40)— (25-35-50-60-75)3. Nothing exciting
"Lone Star Rangei'" (Fox). Stood here.
Fox— "Sunnyslde Up" (Fox) (4.them out at bargain matinees; with
35-40-50-60-75). Second week
"Happy Days" made a big local 000; this
one and not too strong;
for
week for Fox; close to. $5,600 here.
$23,000.
Laffoll's
ly off to

!

100 poor.

FOR $18,000 IN "ANNA"

holdover; $5,300 second week; Ger- $7,800 in Louisville "Ranger" Real
Leader at $5,600
man talker, "Royal Box" (WB) current with hopes and fear.g.
Roosevelt (Publlx-B & K)— "Show
Louisville, Feb. 18.
Will hold; $8,000.
Boat" (U) (1,600; 60-85). Didn't
Portland (Publlx) (3,600; 25-60)—
(Drawing Population, 500,000)
stand a chance after first couple
"Street of Chance" (Par)., DraWeather: Mild and Rain
days; dropped off quickly and goes
matic and went well; best showing
As a whole, last week proved for house in weeks; $10,300.
out after 12 days; $22,500. "Nansatisfactory -to all exhibitors. Only
«tte" (FS) replaces.
Rialto (Publlx) (1,500; 25-60)—
State- Lake (RKO)— "Grand Pa- Loew's, with. "The Bishop Murder "Men Are Like That."
Fair at
While $4,000.
rade" (Pathe) and vaude (2,700; 60- Case," fell below average.
75).
Rln Tin Tin on stage brought its $16,000 was somewhat off, conAlder (Parker-Fox) (1,200; 26-60)
all
the kids; Lincoln's birthday sidering the pace this house set in —"Sunnyslde Up" (Fox). Still good
house 90% youngsters; good at $27,- January, still busr sss was accept- In fifth week; $5,500.

18.

(Balnbrldge stock), at the Shubert,
proved smashes.
Fox picture
doing a record-breaking business at
the Century and holds for a fourth
week. At $2 a throw "Interludie"
actually drew business away from

'

W

"

Minneapolis, Feb.

(Drawing Population, 500,000)
Weather: Fairly favorable
Rialto Is apparently settling back
Into Its protracted slump from
which It emerged during auto show
week.
With few exceptions last
week brought little encouragement.
Bucking the trend, "Sunnyslde
.Up," In Its third week at the Century,"
and
"Strange
Interlude"-

Sally Starr's contract with

18.

Metro

700.

$7,800 Tacoma High

Boston, Feb.

18.

(Drawing Population, 850,000)
Weather: Warm
The Metropolitan came back into
its own last week and closed the
period with a gross of $44,400. This
Is something like old "times for the
big Publix

houses,

theatre. All film
Tacoma. Feb. 18.
excepting the Keith-Memorial, had
(Drawing Population, 125,000)
a good week.
Weather: Cool and Fog
At the Memorial, "Hit the Deck,"
Normal last week with some good
ending a two weeks' run, brought
pictures at the first runs.
"Sally"
brutal
clicked dnd "General Crack" had a the total down to $20,000,
good second "tveek at the Blue for this theatre, and the Keith
Albee,
however, grossed $17,500,
Mouse. This hou.«e is consistently
which
is fair at best.
clicking.
Estimates for L^ast Week
Rialto
was okay with "Navy
Blues" and "Hallelujah" fair at the
50-76)
Met
(Publix)
(1380;
Colonial.
Arlies
"Green Goddess"
(WB).
Estimates for Last Week
drew 'em for $44,400; sweet week.
Pantages (RKO) (1,500; 26-60)
Keith-Memorial (4,000; 3,--50-60)
"Sally" (FN). Nice at $7,800.
"Hit the Deck" (Radio). Took bad
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (650; 25- dive on holdover; $20,000.
"General Crack"
50)
(WB) (2d
Keith-Albee (3,000; 60-60) 'Seven
week). Good for $3,000.
Keys to Baldpate" (Radio). Quite

as a featured player was taken up
by Pathe when the former failed
Rialto
(Fox)
25-35-50)
(1,200:
to exercise Its option.
"Navy Blues" (M-G). Got $5,100.
Her first for Pathe Is femme
Colonial (Fox) (850; 25) "Hallelead In "Swing High."
lujah" (M-G). Did $3,200.
•

ordinary; $17,600.
Loew's State (4,000; 3('-40-60)
"Devil May Care" (M-G). Not tad
at $19,400.

.

Wednesday, February

PICTURE GROSSES

1930

19,

—

I

BUFFALO JUST FAIR

Broadway Has a Quiet Week;
Cap. $2,000 Behind Par at

VAJJIETY:

13

,

House $29,100—"Sally"
2d Week, $11,700

Big

$73:31)0

Dives

Heat Wallops L A.-Whiteman, $37,000,

lummox

Buffalo, Feb. 18.

Low, $18,000—Beaches Reap

(Drawing Population, 500,000)
Weather: Cold and Fair
Business was nothing to boast
about last week. Matinee business,
however, continued heavy..

Roxy's 4 Days of Grandeur, $84,

Estimates for Last

George

Arliss*

second

picture,

Harry Richman's first, the Grandeur
feature -at the Roxy and the Paramount-Publlx publicity fireworks
for "Vagabond King," due tonight
(Wednesday) at the Criterion, pro-

PITT EASES DOWN;

ENRIGHT UP AT $17,000

Pittsburgh, Feb.. 18.
the trade excitement last
(Drawing Population, 1,000,000)
actual boxofBce performance
Weather: Rarn and Snow
the week didn't bring forward anyWeather crimped the town almost
thing extraordinary. "Not So Dumb" without exception. Holdovers espewas funny enough to get $73,300 at cially suffered.
"Love Parade"
the Capitol, "Burning Up" gave the started slowly at the Aldine but degood
we€!k,
an
average
Paramount
veloped into virtual capacity after
and "So Long Letty" proved one of first day and shot into real dough at
Strand
the weakest attractions the
Flattering notices served
$17,500,
has had since summer.
hold-over and should
as impetus.
.Publix twins, Rialto and Rlvoll, get three weeks unless booking jams
again did proportionately the best interfere. Hqjjse 'way behind schedbusiness of the street. "Condemned," ule, five pictures here of late having
particularly, was steady, running accounted for 20 weeks.
about neck and neck with "Street
"Hit the Deck" dropped a few
of Chance" at the Rialto, which grand at Sheridan Square in second
dropped $18,200 from its first week. week. About $8,000 but still rated
The Goldwyn picture slipped only strong enough to warrant^third ses-

vided

weelv.

On

A

.

sion.
Second and final week of
Phantom of the Opera" showed "Peacock Alley," at Olympic, not so
some potency at the Colony and forte, hardly $4,000. Went out for
German all- "Troopers Three" Saturday, giving
earned a holdover.
$9,800.

talker at the Mansfield. "Dlch Hab
Ich Gcliebt" doing less than $5,000
scrammed, house reverting to' legit
this Saturday.
y
Xew York was .treated to the
worst weather of the winter over
the weekend. All day rain Thursday
and snow- with Intense cold following cut In on most of the picture
palaces, although "Happy Days"
opened strongly at the Roxy. This
Innovation
(Grandeur)
technical
aroused public curiosity and against
the bad weather break accumulated
''

$84,000

from Thursday

Sunday.

to

Estimates for Last

Week

Astor— "Rogue Song" (Metro)

(1,-

Doing nicely
though surrounding houses note the
overflow is no more; $23,700.
Capitol—;'Not So Dumb" (Metro)
120; $l-$2) (4th week).

3B-50-76-$1.50).

(4,620;

Deemed

good- laugh picture;: with Hearst,
papers backing, $73,300 very sporty.
"Puttln* On the Ritz"
Carroll
-

—

(UA) (1,018; $l-$2). Came In Fricomment divided although
Broadway In general favorably surday;

but

"Alley"
stanza.

"Hot

five

days

second

in

for Paris", fared. nicely with-

out standing out at th^' Penn. Maybe
Picture terribly mutilated
$31,000.
by censors. Unit "Toytown," without m. c„ not a very happy thought
for this house, where they seem to
be m. c.-nerts. Pathe got its first
downtown deluxe break at the Stanley with "His First Command," but
results only so-so; under $23,000,
"Nanette" had no wallop for Warners on. first week, trifle below $16,000. Town seems to be getting fed
up on screen musicals.
Estimates for Last WeekPenn (Loew's-U. A,) (3,300; 2535-60-75)— "Hot for Paris" (Fox).
Chopped to pieces by censors but
got by on strength of "Cockeyed
World" plug; okay at $31,000.
Stanley. (WB). (.3,6.00.; 25-36-60)—
"His First Command" (Pathe). Weak
at $23,000; first downtown deluxe
showing for Pathe and picture considered only mild fare.
Aldine (Loew's) (1,900; 35-50)—

"Love Parade" (Par). Off to slow
"Disraeli" (WB) (922; start but developed quickly; first
Central
Going along week excellent at $17,500; flattering
(19th week).
very well at around $12,600; on notices sent film into high after first
present estimates can stick through couple of days; holds over.
April; what a darb this one has
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-75)—
been.
"No, No, Nanette" (FN). Weak at
Colony-=-"Phantom of Opera" (U) $16,000 In first week; exits Saturday
(1,900; 35-50-7C). Dialog reissue of for "Green Goddess" (WB).
old Lon Chaney picture beat $15,Enright (WB) (3,700; 25-35-40000; retained for second week.
Criterion
"Vagabond King" 60)— "The Aviator" (WB). Liked
(Par) (862; $l-$2). Opens- to public here and pulled house out of slump;
about
$17,000 best here in oV«r a.
tonight (Wednesday)
two pr.fmleres,
one for press exclusively; month.
Olympic (Tiff.) (1.200; 35-50)
Publix has guest critics, in town
prised.

—

$l-$2)

—

Week

MONTREAL'S TUT WEEK

Buffalo (Publix) (3,600; 30-40-G5)
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" (Radio).
First Radio picture at this house in
months; about average at $29,100.
Century (Publix) (3,400; 40-60)
"Sally" (FN).
one-week feature
only for this town; slid sharply

Detroit,

Kansas

City,

—
— "Troopers

March

7.

.Embassy Newsreel House. (FoxHearst) (568; 25). Around $7,500
olfiiy.

Gaiety

3"

(Tiffany)

(308; $l-$2). Opened Saturday
inee; rated agreeable comedy.

—

Globe

mat-

"Second Wife" (Radio)
Just a filler;
house has to have

(1,065;

35-50-75).

around

$16,000;

neighborhood;

Times Square

name meant

nothing;

Sheridan Square—"Hit the Deck"
(Radio). Dropped few grand in second week to $2^000, but rated strong
enough to hold over; Jack Oakle being given all the credit around here.

outstanding attractions to connect.
Mansfield— "Dlch Hab Ich Geliebt"
(A;Afa-Tobl3) (1,100; 50-$1.50) (3rd,
final
week). Needed a German

Liked by

(Fox).

Collier, Sr.'s
mild $6,000.

PROVIDENCE SLUMPS
"Deck's" $10,500

Just

Right-

All

State's $19,000 Best

side

street no good; hardly $4,000.

Paramount— "Burning

—

600.

Roxy— "Cameo Klrby"

(Fox) (6,50-75-$1.50).
Cut this one to
days to give "Happy Days"
(Grandeur) a Thursday opening;
"Klrby's" short week, $79,800, and
205;

six

$84,000

"Happy Days" on

for

screen Thurs. to Sunday.
Strand— "So Long Letty"

big

(WB)

35-50-75).
House low is
this one poor at $20,500.
of the Gods" (FN)
(1,360; $l-$2) (3rd week).
Not up
to recent Barthelmess successes;
(2,900;

$15,000

and

Warners- "Son
'

$18,700.

Winter Garden— "Green Goddess"
$l-$2).
(1,484;
Opened
Thursday; two. days last week got

(WB)

•

$^,200; Arliss longevity In "Disraeli"
points to at least moderate engage-

ment

for "Goddess"; first time any
slfir in two $2 films on Street simul-

taneously.

Madge

Bellamy

Providence, Feb. 18.

Up" (Par)

(3,065;
35-65-$l).
Nothing weak
about $75,300.
Rialto— "Street of Chance" (Par)
35-50-65-85)
(2,000;
(3rd week).
Second week, $47,100 after opening
to' $65,300; sharp drop.
Rivoli
"Condemned" (Ua) (2,200;
35-50-65-85) (3rd week).
Holding
up strong; Jess than $10,000 difference in pace from opener; $45.-

contradicts

the

eiory that she is to do talking shorts
tur Fowler.
She has made no ari;inirfmontf with this firm.

(Drawing Population, 315,000)
Weather: Mostly Fair
Nothing startling last week. Weak
bills didn't help.
The Strand and
Majestic fought it out with doublefeature bills, both housed- being
around average:
"Hit the Deck," preceded by a
carload, of ballyhoo, was okay at the
Victory, but there was no big noise.
Considering the type of picture and
the slow biz all over town, "Ship
from Shanghai," at Loew's State,
did pretty well on $19,000.
Estimates for Last Week
Loew's
State
15-50)—
(3,500;
"Ship from Shanghai" (M-G). Opinions divided on bill; drew faily well
considering everything; about $19,000,

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 16-50)—
"Painted Faces" (Tiff) and "Second
Choice" (WB),
Bin not so hot;
around $11,000, average.
(Ind)
15-50)—
Strand
(2,200;
"Kibitzer"
(Par)
and "Wedding
Rings'! (FN).
Harry Green well
liked, but siipport feature no help;
about $10,700, also average.
Victory (RKO) a,600; 15-50)
"Hit the Deck" (Itadlo). Opened
brisk, but faded later; feature here
indefinitely; plenty of ballyhoo, but
poor sound in house is beginning to

—

raise more syuawks; close
good enough.

Fay's
(Tiff)

fl'^iy)

—

and vaude.

"Lnst

to $10,500

Zei)i)flin"
$9,000.

J\i.-t so-.so,

mo-

leisure

'

.

to Its title and the California,
on a second week of "Condemned,"

St. Francis bowed
out "The Love Parade" after eleven

also tobogganed.

weeks
fered

week

to fair trade.

Orpheum

suf-

considerably on the second
Feature
of "Hit the Deck."
up as expected.

failed to hold

Estimates for

last

week

A

show

Home"
at
cricks but Willie

its

.

Stage Siiows^Back

Fox (Fox) (6,000; 60-65-75-$l)—
"Devil May Care" (M-G).
coin
Out after getter from the start;
^'Peacock Alley" (Tiff).
Novarro
light fortnight for "Troopers Three"
clicked with femmes and matinee
arid
contender
"Alley
never
(Tiff)
second week under $4,000 for five trade much better than usual; stage

— "Harmony

in

IS.

Ponder Bringing

;

for Rivoli Feb. 28 or

citizenry

local

Montreal, Feb.

(Drawing Population, 600,000)
Weather: Milider
Slildcr weather tilted grosses last
week, -ivith the Palace leading the

Frisco H.O.'s Dive;

—

from Chicago,

Los Angeles, Fob. IS.
(Drawing Population: 1,500,0(X))
Weather: Very Warm
While other parts of the republic
were taking chllbluin remedies, the

ments last week was splashing
about In the ocean cooling off. As
the beaches got their first break of
the
season,
the
film
arcades
A
drooped accordingly.
Heat socked about everything
on second week^ $11,700.
field.
Weekend attendances piled except the Chinese, where "Rogue
Hipp
(Publix)
40-60)
(2,400;
"Tiger Rose" (WB) and vaude. up in twoblock lines at some houses, Song" continues to reign as a box
making it look like records all office smash, and the State, where
Good all around show; held up in around.
But thln,is later came 'Mysterious Island" received stalgood shape; $19,300.
Great Lakes (Fox) (3,400; 25-30- back to normal. Hockey on three wart bulwarking from Paul Whitenights accounted for some of the man's orchestra, special stage at"Chasing
Rainbows"
(.M-G).50)
traction of the week.
Business maintained good level; drop.
"Sajly," at the Palace, collected
For the first time since the new
around $15,000.
$22,500.
Marylln Miller is a big Saturday midnight matinee was in•Lafayette
(Ind)
40-60) favorite
(3,400;
here.
Capitol tried out a augurated, the houses dedicated to
"Lost Zeppelin" (Tiff) and vaude. war picture, "Sky
but
didn't the entertainment of milkmen and
Hawfe,"
Business oke despite unfavorable do so well, and $18,0OO represents
other -night prowlers found business
notices; over $14,500.
just about average. Loew's $17,000 conslderabl.v shy of capacity.
was TOliected mainly on "Behind
Estimates for Last Week
the Makeup." Vaude was average.
Boulevard (Fox) "Claiicy In Wall
Princess put across "Phantom of
Opera," with dialog, in great shape, Street" (U) (2,164; 25-60). Charlie
going well over its usual $12,000. Murray's presence picture's only inPicture will be held uiitil Monday. ducement; Just average, $6,800.
Carthay Circle (Fox) "Devil May
Imperial relied more on vaude than
"Painted Angel" for $10,000, better Care" (Metro) (1,500; 50-$r.50) (3d
Novarro picture being
than average.
Orpheum took in week).
around $4,000 with "Tanned Legs," snubbed at scale; not distinguished
at $10,500.
Neighborhoods had banner weeks.
Chinese
(Fox)
"Rogue Song"
Estimates for Last Week
OHetrq) (2,028; 50-$1.60 (6th week).
^ Palace (FP)" (2,700; 40-'r5)— Just "tmder
sensation of
$30,000;
"Sally" (FN).
Away to a bang Hollywood.
weekend; falling off some later, but
Criterion (Fox) "Anna Christie"
(Metro) (1,600 25-75) (4th week).
$22,500 good for this house.
Capitol (FP) (2,700; 40-76)— "Sky May make two or three more weeks.
San Francisco, Feb. 18.
Hawk" (Fox). War picture had Garbo picture has hung up»records
(Drawing Population, 760,000)
only average appeal here; $18,000 and will probably peg others before
Downtown house managements fair.
departing; last week $12,000.
are beginning to scratch their heads
Egyptian
(UA-Fox) "Laughing
Loew's (FP) (3,200; 35-60)-*'Beand wonder whether or not stage hind the Makeup" (Par). Picture Lady" (Par) (1,800; 25,-75). Very
good for this one, previously flopshows of some kind are not a neces- took most of the gross of $17,000.
sary adjunct. All houses on main
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-66)— ping at downtown Paramount; got
stem showing pictures only last "Phantom of the Opera" (U). Talk- $11,800.
State
(Loew-Fox)
"Mysterious
week had indifferent returns while er effect crowded house and brought
(Metro)
25-$l).
(2,024;
houses with stage shows, or acts of in $12,000, better than average; held Island"
Paul Whiteman's music gets the
to Monday.
some kind, clicked healthily.
credit
for
tremendous
week;
$37,000;
Imperial
Fox, with. "Devil May Care," got
(FP) (1.900; 36-60)—
"Cockeyed
World"
last
$34,000
got
better b.o. play than In weeks and "Painted Angel" (FN). Vaude took
week, not $30,000, as reported.
stage show helped the draw. Casino, most of gross of $10,000, good.
Million
Dollar "Applause" (Par)
Orpheum' (CT) (1,200; 40-50)—
with "Cameo Kirby," a picture that
disappointed, hit a- good attendance "Tanned -Legs'-' (Radio). - Collected (2,300;. J15-50).. "T-lrst run for Helen
Morgan.-plcture spotted Here; gross
pace believed largely due to a good $4,000, fair attendances.
Roxy (Ind.) (600; 60)— "Shlraz." of $5,500 ordinary.
presentation act with plenty of girls.
Orpheum (RKO) "No, No, NanThe Golden Gate, only vaude house (British) (2d week). Better than
in town, has been hitting excellent first week with $5,000; held for a ette (FN) (2,270; 50-76) (2d week).
Fell down; two weeks ample; final
third week.
grosses regularly.
take only $13,000.
Warfiel'd, with "Hallelujah" in a
Paramount
(Publfx)
"Burning
second week, brodled badly. GraUp" (Par.) (3.695; 26-75). Heat felt
nada and "Burning Up" didn't live $29,400 for "Son," K. C;
here; avoided red, but $20,000 not
up

;

Boston and Buffalo; Paramount
spending dollar for dollar on publicity with Publix; "Lipve Parade"
days.
still around 514,000 on exit, renamed
Harris

"SAILY'S" $22,500 TOPS

also

a draw;

$46,000.

boastful.

•

Warfieid (Fox) (2,672; 60-65-90)—
"Hallelujah" (M-G). After an unexpectedly big first week, tobogganed badly; $13,000.
dranada (Publix) (2,693; 35-5065-$!,)—"Burning Up" (Par). Didn't star, Richard Arlen, In "Burning
go for this one; opened extremely Up," an auto race story for the oclight and failed to build; hardly casion.
Pantages had "Love, Live
fair at $12,000.
and Laugh," but neither meant as
California (Publix) (2,200; 35-60- much to the regulars as the Bridge
65-90)— "Condemned" (UA). Second musical stock. Looks like this comweek brodied after great first seven bination is set for another long run
days; closed to about $14,000.
here.
St. Francis (Publix) (1,375; 36Estimates for Last Week
50-65-90)—"Love Parade"
(Par).
Mainstreet "Son of the Gods"
This one took a bow after 11 weeks; (FN) (3,200; 25-35-50-60).
Lines
fair considering long run; $5,500.
long and continuous; Barthelmess
Orpheum (RKO) (2,270; 35-50-65) and Rae Samuels names made it
—"Hit the Deck" (Radio). Another sweet; $29,400.
one that disappointed badly on secLoew's
"Devil
Midland
May
ond week; first seven days big with Care" (M-Q) (4,000; 25-35-50-60).
promise of holding up, but dove; Thos« who like costume and period
$13,500.
pictures went for this one; $20,500.
Embassy (Wagnon) (1,365; 60-65Newman "Burping Up" (Par)
90)— "So Long Letty" (FN). Mueh (1,890; 25-35-50-60).
Auto race
expected of this feature, but failed story, appropriate for auto show
to click at pace looked for; long week; $14,100.
run of star In stage show here
Royal— "Second Choice" (WB)
recently believed to have hurt; $11,- (840; 35-50). Set in on rather .short
500.
notice as It was expected that "Love
Davies (Wagnon) (1,150; 35-50- Parade" would be held for a fourth
65-90)
"Phantom of the Opera" week; held up fairly well; $3,900.
(U). Held over this one and stood
Pantages
"Love,
and
Live
gafC satisfactorily; profitable at $7,- Laugh" (Fox) (2,200; 25-35-50). The
way Manager Charnl.sky is billing
000.
Casino (Ackerman & Harris) (2,- this house they don't know whether
400; 40-60)— "Cameo Klrby" (Fox). It's a musical stock house with picPicture a disappointment, but stage tures or pictures with musical
show exceptionally spectacular and stock; not that it matters, as
they're going lor it in increasing
pulled; $10,300.
numbers,; stage show counted this
week; $13,400.

—

—

—

—

—

Drops

Its

Culver City, Feb. IS.
K. B. Hatrlck, head of the Co.'<mopolltan Productions, left for X"w

Tork after conferring with

M-O

on

sion Into three sections, past, present and to como.
Propo.sed sootion will he broken
up into two reeler and releas'-d a*;
"Kiddles Folli-.'^." 'J'hi.s part of the

the three Co.smo pictur^.s to be produf-ed there.
Titles .are "Margin Mugs," now In

revue wa.s

;iiid

."l.'igf-d

.and

GIVE DENVER $21,200
-Denver, Feb.

dij-'.>>-ted

by

production; "The Big Hon*-;-," ;l
p^l.'^•m
siory by Fram-'-s M.-ninn.
iiiiv

'-Fivo .iiid
If'.irs^t

Ten" Irum

>i"jvi'1.

tii"

i'nn-

18.

(Drawing Population, 400,000)
Weather: Fair

Weather the past week has been
grand, but

It

didn't help

grosses.

The Denver topped the list with
"Burning Up" and $21,200, due to
stars present In person.

"Sunnyslde Up" held up well at
Its second and last
week, having been at the Aladdin
two weeks le.Ss than a month ago,
"Hot for Parl.s" was a diasappolntmcnt at the Aladdin and -was not
Tabor
held over, as expected.
pulled "Jazz Heaven" and started
"Hit the Deck" a day early.
Estimates for the Week
the America In

Denver (Publix)

26-40-65)

(2,300;

— "Burning Up" (Par). Flappers
and sheiks swarmed here to see
Mary Brian and Dick Arlen; $21,200.
Tabor (Indie) (2,000; 25-40-60-75)
—"Jazz Heaven" (Radio). Six days
and yanked; $6,200.
America (Fox) (1,500; 20-35-50)—
"Sunnyslde Up" (Fox). Second arid
last week very good, $6,000.
(Publix)

Rialto

20-40-50)
Just

(1,040;

—"Thirteenth Chair" (M-G).
average, $4,100.

Aladdin

HATEICK SETS STORIES
18.

Metro will oinlt the future .sequence of the "March of Events"
revue originally scheduled for divi-

On..- I-Mv,-anls.

PERSONALS OF STARS

(Fox).

"Future"

Hollywood, Feb.

RKO—

"Wall
Street"
(Pathe)
(2,950; 30-65). Vaudeville included
Olesen and Johnson, who sell tickets
locally; picture so-so, leaving $18,Kansas City, Feb. 18.
500 occasion for satisfaction.
(Drawing Population, 700,000)
United Artists (Pub-UA) "LumMainstreet did it again last week
(UA) (2,100; 25-$l) (Ist
with "Son of the Godfs" and Rac mox"
Samuels heading the vaude end. And ^veek). Disappointment; opened to
don't belittle the latter at the -local ?18;000.
Warners Downtown (WB) "Son
box office. Springlike weather for
the openings was a genuine relief, of the God.s" (FN) (1,800; 60-75)
and It was almost too nice Sunday. (2d week). Fairly smart at $24,000.
Warners Hollywood (WB) "WedCars were out in droves.
Annual. auto show brought in the ding Rlng.s" (FN) (2,756; 25-75)
out-of-townera, but failed to help (one week only). Quite puny at
the downtown cmuscments mueh as $13,300.
it pulled them a couple of miles
away. Loew's Midland, with "Devil
May Care," drew the f emnies and
the Newmg,n also featured q, male

Pan Reaches $13,400

(Fox)— "Hot

Not

for

Parl-s"

so hot, $7,000.

VON STERNBERG BACK
Given Inave of ab.-^ence last suniiner to direct pliaureg in Germany
Joseph von
for Kinil J;inTil;igs.
Tork
Sternbr rg returnf-d to
.

New

(Tue^dayj on the Breunder contract to"Par.%r.'ionnt ua a dlrertor, he leaves for
t\ic f o.-trt wii.iiin a wr-ek or 10 days.Hi 111-;.; pi(-iv;re his uot yet beea
ypslerday
SI

nti^ii.

-

ii.-.-.l:;iica.

ill

PICTURES

VARIETY
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Wednesday, February

A

Amusements Touch New Tops

On Upward

Way

Surge, Give

Colony Conference

FULL OF COMPLAINTS
Women

Complain

Club
Over Midnite Shows-Trailers

Frisco

When

San Francisco, Feb.

AL GREASON

By
Several

of

the

picture

Yester day's Prices

stocks

Leading Amusements
Net

20%
a.lOO Am.
2,200 Con. Film 21% 20%
34,200 Fox
30% 28%
41,100 Gen. Thr. 4S\4 47%
300 K-A-0 pr.lOr. 103%
14,200 Par.
05% 04%

who have for two weeks
been working to bring on a reacBest performers were Loew
tion.
and Warner Bros., former going
fractionally above its old top at
67 >A and the latter shading its best
for the year of 62%. Gen. Theatres
also did well. Late reaction about

•

previous best, but not venturing into new territory higher up.
Spectacular performer was Radio,
In
the background, which
long
jumped abruptly from around 42
to above 45 and looked to b6 headed
of their

,

toward levels above the 49 peak
touched in the jfireworks of mid-

RKO

Decemb.er..

did nothing to fol-

low Its parent stock, but was
churned around In the way lately
common and fractionally between
80 and 31, which mark it touched
again for a few trades.
M^ket Leaders Set Pace
The spectacular doings were
among the industrial leaders, with
U. S. Steel above 189 and Westinghouse up five points on the day at
177.

Even Shubert Theatres took on
lively complexion-, climbing around
12 after its dis^splriting slump from

a

LftSt. Clige.

2S%
20%

Seat. 20V4

Florida

cancelled the day's gains.
Otherwise the amusements played
but a subordinate part in the period
of whoopee, ruling within fractions

High. Low,

Sales.

nalizing the unqualified defeat of
professionals in New York and

400 Pathe ... 4
204, nOO RCA .... 4ri%
800 Sliu
11%
80,200
1,100

W,

B.

:

.

.

20<4

.

+ %

i6% +1%

103% —1

....

05

4

0%

0% + %

43% Hi'A. +2
11
11% + %
02% 00% 01 - %

CURB

FOX Tr.

—H
—%

3%.

0%

Pathe bonda,

nical reaction Is overdue; bulls re-

spond with the theory that pools
are merely consolidating their positions in preparation for a further
drive into higher levels, admitting
that they riiay be distributing stock
for the moment in a maneuver to
stiffen their resources.
On Satuday week-end profit taking made a dent in the market leaders and on the' Monday opening an
accumulation of «ellihg orders made
the list look wobbly for the first
Bulls took an aggressive
hour.
stand there and brought on a rally,
but it was short lived. Trading was
quieter, with prices inclined to ease
until a burst of strength In the
final hour.
The amusement stocks turned
over in large volunie, with special
weakness .under pressure for Fox,
and Lpew retreating gradually from
Close was
Its top of last week.
mixed In the' theatre group, Eastman Kodak, scored, a sensational
gain of 11 points on the day for a
.

'

10.
For the time being the
of the bears seehied re- new top above 209, bringing up remote, although it was noted that ports of an Impending plan of rewould_ Jnclude
auclT demonstrations as that -of- yes- .capitalizaUpiV ._t.hat_
'

IB" ito

menace

with Fox Coast managers last week sical activities.
Judy Josephson, screen writer.
by women against the midnight
Paul French, screen writei'.
shows on Saturdays. Matter was
Larry Bailey, dance director.
put over* for further discussion unCarl, his assistant.
til next month, it was said.
Lionel Forbes, music director,
Femmes contend these late
Leonard Pabst, at the Steinway.
matinees are a moral menace to
Scene
young girls particularly because of
Office of studio producer. Wrecker,
inadequate car .service at that
The case of two girls, at- Curtain rises on a conference in
hour.
session. Business of the day, "Howtacked recently on their way home
nell shall we make this HIctor Verfrom a late affair, after they had
Now at the BRAN FORD, NEW- accepted an offer from two youths bet musical and whatnell shall we
ARK, N. J., mastering the cere- to "drive them straight home," was put in it?
monies with WINNIE LIGHTNER
Wrecker: Has everyone read the
on the bill in person, A GREAT cited as a case.
adaptaitlon
Josephson
and
of
Another complaint was voiced French?
ARTIST.
certain
trailers.
against
picture
(Chorus of yes, yeah, you bet.)
These, it
parts of

be active again, running the price
up from around 36 ten days ago to
Monday's high ot/'t^, but there was
no corresponding ^ove in the theatre chain. Thursday of last week
the Keith stock spurted suddenly,
apparently on a gamljle that the
pending hearing in the iFox suit
after the close that afternoon would
bring forth something In reference
to Fox's holdings of Loew, which
would like to take over. When
the Fox matter was postponed activity stopped suddenly, as it had
begun in RKO. Issue continued to
turn over In volume, but price levels
remained almost stationary

m

'

'

was charged, showed only

serious.

Los Angeles, Feb.

.

,

•

-

.

.

was inconclusive because although
the long faction seemed to have the
better of the argument it was realized that the bears had not by

-

•

tive setback.
Both sides hold stubbornly to
their views. Bears argue the tech-
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South

Gen. Scott.

World-Wide Realigns

—But

If

we change

it

we

will
offend
following.
Verbert's
That's serious.
Fighter Nuts.
Bailey How about the name of

—
—

Realignment of the advertising •Cyril.
and publicity departments of both
Fighter ^Whoops.
Sono-Art and World Wide PicCarl How about the name of
tures is in progress. Mike Simmons, William.
former advertising and publicity
Chorus Great.
chief in Gotham pictures, is slated
Cresendo Then the hero's name
to take the helm.
He will assume will be William.
charge March 1.
Simmons now
Fighter But I've got to sleep'
holds a similar position with the somewhere, he said
Stanaphone Co., makers of indusCresendo Save it. Bill, save it.
trial shorts.
South Let's hear some of the
With Simmons taking charge, Verbert music perhaps it will give
World Wide plans to Increase its us an inspiration. (Pabst plays the
advertising and publicity scope to opening chorus of the play, the coninclude every field in the business. fi^eres all join in, singing. Cresendo
Three new divisions are now being and Wrecker, too then they real-

—

—

—

—
—

—

organized in the department.

—

—

—
—Lissen
down to business.
Fighter— So the farmer said
Cresendo —
you'll never
Wrecker

LONG ISLAND LINEUP
Paramount's Long Island features
are scheduled in about the following
order: March 10, "Queen High,"
Fred Newmeyer directing; March 17,
"Too Much Luck," with Maurice
Chevalier, Hobart Henley directing;
April 15, "Heads Up."
"Young. Man of Manhattan" and
"Dangerous Nan McGrew," now In
production, will finish up about Feb.
'

28

and March

8,

respectively.

fellas,

let's

Bill,

able to

you

direct this

get

be

pitcher unless

lissen.

Bailey
picture?

—How about dances in
—
—

this

Cresendo We'll get to it.
French Let all the bit players be
chorus men, so that in the modiste
shop they can stop acting as customers and lookers-on and start
dancing.

Chorus

—Great.

Cresendo— Okay. But It's getting
late we'll have to adjourn, but we
Belle Bennett's "Fame"
certainly have accomplished a lot
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
+1%
Warners Brothers will star Belle this last two hours.
Fighter So the farmer said you'll
Bennett in tlie second production
originally
scheduled for Pauline have to sleep with
South—If that's the "Baby" story,
Frederick within the past month.
(Babble^ of
Upon completion of the title role we've all heard It.
-6
Fighter's voice heard above
in "Courage" Miss Bennett will voices)
the babble but let me finish
start on "Fame."

—

—

OTHER MARKETS

Hid.

10

•

We

.

-n%

93%

I'rcv.

Bid.

22

-t-1

04%
47

Quoted for Monday
Over the Counter New York
Produce Exchange New York
All

Situation looked to be unchanged,
basically.
Market has gone up
without interruption for three weeks
It Is reasonable to suppose that
its technical foundation has been
Impaired by the reduction of the
short account. It is in ground above
the tops of last December, February Is a month coupled in the trading tradition with uncertainty. Normally, It should be ripe for a correc-

O'n, '46
O's, '41

no

any means been routed.

and

.

BONDS

74

—

Nat Levine, New York

tributor,

—

EXCHANGE

101%
01%

,

tence of the new treatment.
18.
South I'd save that introduction
indie disdeal out here and the song until later. How do
with Edward Small, forming the Ar- you gentlemen like the idea of
istocrat Productions, Ltd., for pro- starting with a song?
have a
duction and distribution of pictures plot .that is dramatic but it should
It does not Interfere with start on a light, lively tempo.
only.
near 30.
Small's agency biz in Hollywood.
Fighter
As
there was no
.
Los Angeles advices say RKO
Articles of incorporation have hotel in town the traveling salesshowed a net profit for January been filed, with Small, Levine and man ...
alone of $800,000, with preliminary Philip Cohen, attorney, named as inCresendo For Gripe's sake, Bill,
estimates Indicating 1929 twelve- corporators. Levine Is returning
Qrawfish ^I don't like the idea of
month would bring net to |2,B00,000. east.
starting with a song.
For the first nine months net was
French I'm for it.
11,637,900, of which $1,007,330 was
Josephson So am I, The story
accounted" for-In th^ late-third andisn't- airtight, being, from a musical
$5,000 Officially
early fourth quarter! Of course, a
comedy the. sooner we establish its
net of $2,500,000 represents scarcely
Indians musical nature the moreistory latiFor Film
more than $1 a share after preferred
tude we'll have for later sequences.
Washington, Feb. 18.
dividends, but it is the Increasing^
Fighter But the farmer said he
Bill appropriating $5,000 to be
pace of net that gives the stock its
expended in making a talking pic- hadn't ^ room
favorable aspect. It is pointed out
Cresendo ^BiU, listen, you're goture of the historic Indian lanfrom Los Angeles that the Improveing to direct this.
ment is coincident with the produc- guages, under the supervision of
Fighter ^I don't like the name of
Gen. Hugh L. Scott, who has made
tion of better pictures, by Radio
a life study of the American Indian, the hero. Etienne, sounds Pansy.
Pictures, if indeed the Improvement
Wrecker You're right, the name
has passed the House and been fais not entirely dependent thereon,
is hard to pronounce.
The mike
vorably reported in the Senate.
and, with 'the company preparing to
Etidorsed by all phases of official blurs it. We spend several hours
spend large sums on expansion of
Washington, its passage. Is practi- trying it with an American and a
its coast picture plant—$10,000,000
French actor we must take libnot
cally assured.
Contracts
have
is mentioned In this connection
erties with the play and change the
prospect for further progress looks yet been negotiated for the com- hero's name.
pany to- do the producing under

RKO

RKO

80

.'^

—

,

.

04%
01%
00%
47%
104%

"

"

Chorus— G>'an Bill, let's hear it.
Cresendo—Let's make pitchers.
Wreckef Reads the opening sen-

Levine^Small Deal
,

.

108%

give you the

I'll

.

'

structive side in the last hour. Test

—

—

RKO

waged with fortune favoring first
one and then the other, culminating
in an Indecisive victory for the con-

now

All right,

scenes and were cut In story as we Mr. Cresendo and .1
such a manner as to prove dis- outlined it last night.
suggestive in themselves,
Fighter:
Speaking of stories:
while the actual scehes in the pic- Did you ever hear the one about
ture might be entirely innocuous.
?
the tra-veling salesman who
Cresendo Please, Bill, this is

tinctly

some sort of a. split-up, SometHIng
terday, In Eastman Kodak for in
of the kind has been in the air for.
stance, up to 212, often have been
three years, starting when Kodak
the forerunners of market set
first got above 160, For a long time
backs. It was the sky-rocketing of
Radio had before the start of the story was that disbursement would
In the form of a stock dividend.
New Tear that foreshadowed the be
Nothing happened until last year
slump
early January.
In Dewhen new stock rights were offered,
cember the general advance had not
to the disappointment of holders
gone quite so far as the climb since
who looked for a melon. Meanthen.
while, Kodak's enormous cash surFox Above 30 Again
plus has continued to grow and conFox participated in yesterday's tinues to be a luxurious study for
betterment, recovering at one time holders.
to better than 30 and about 4 points
Defer Fox Settlement
above its low of the quieter MonFox continued, to work lower,
day session. Stockholders are due with some selling reported to be for
to meet Felj. 27 to vote on the rieW account of interests which took favorable.
Anyhow,
insiders
financing plan and the court will the buying side when the stock was talk optimistically of the issue for
hear their decision March 5. That in the low 20's. Final decision in an early advance, talking still of 40
leaves two weeks more for the boys' the refinancing plan as alternative as the objective.
to play with the stock on the to a receivership is now put back
Par. and Loew Support
ticker;
until the middle of March, giving
Paramount showed the first sign
General Theatre equipment which large elbow room for clique manip- of being tired in a fortnight when
has been sensational in the speed ulation either way. As noted be- it dropped back below 64 Monday.
of its price recovery and the volume fore,
the position of the stock Even on this minor recession) howof daily turnover since it came upon leav.es the way open for any pool to ever, it met strong support just bethe Big Board from the Curb was stampede timid venturers. It would low its ruling level of 65 and closed
anotheir to set a new top above cause no surprise to see wide move- the day unchanged at just that
48.
Operation in that issue was ments up or down in the next three mark. Loew got below 65 for a
shrewdly timed for the, coming out weeks.
short time, but the same situation
of its Qrandeur screen at the Roxy.
Action of
is puzzling.
The appeared to be working there. It
Gen. Theatre controls the device old pool in Radio Corp, appears to closed at 66^, net off a fraction.
with Fox, and Wall Street has
STOCK
heard of big profits to be made in
Summary for week ending Feb. 13;
equipping theatres. Revenue from
1U30
Net
this source is, of course, added to High.
IjOW.
Sale?.
L,ast.
Chge.
I.ssue and rate.
High.
Low.
23^
000
17%
28%
20%
+2%
big volume business in projection
23%
23
10%
4,400
21
21
21%
t '^
machines incident to the introduc- 25
1,300
Film
18
Consol.
ptd. (2).
23%
23%
23%
+
tion of sound in the lesser theatres 205
175%
7,800
200
106%
108%
+8%
-7%
10%
408,200
28
80%
86%
28%
all over the country.
'85
200
161
101
100%
100%
+ %
Technicolor made further progress 47%
^-8%
151,000 Gen. The. Equip. V. T. C...
151,500
30%
47%
42%
47W,
40,000
07%
42%
61%
60%
+3%
67%
following announcement of Its first
200
Do pret. (0%).
03
03
03
93
+8
85%
year's
Income statement, which 14%
12
2,500
[adison Sq. Garden (IV
+1%
14%
13
13%
-1- %
25
26
25
800 Met.-G.-M. pref. (1.80)..
23%
25%
pointed cut that even the company's
65
48%
07,000 Paramount-Pom. -Lasky (8).
60%
.66%
63%
enlarged facilities for color film
20,200 Pathe ISxchange
4
3%
4%
2%
4%
0.800
:he Class A..;
8%
5
7%
7%
+ %
8%
would shortly be sold up for the
072,000
40%
40%
41%
+1%
34%
48%
year.
-1- %
31
10
155,000
30%
20%
31%
100
71
03
70%
7;i
70%
Tug of War
+ %
700
10%
10%
14%
UU
8%
%
Real
market drama Monday. 80%
-1%
20 Universal prof. (8).
30
37
37
37
321,400
rncr Bros. (4)
62%
.18%
62%
00%
58%
-f-1%
Battle between bull and bear was
B436
30%
4,000
54%
51%
04%
+2%
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knows

18.

BENNY ROSS

unchanged.

'45,

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Present
Braiham Wrecker, co-producer.
Hal Cresendo, co-producer, also

his press agentry.
Bill Fighter, to direct the opus.
Robert South, another producer
only
singing producer in
opera
Downtown film houses are having
club the biz.
troubles
with local
their
Robert jCrawfish, in charge of muwomen. Formal protest was lodged

Late Retreat Appears

capped pi-evious tops during a
eurging bull marlcet yesterday, sig-

1930

19,

DO

49%

49%

W

M

00

—

—

Chorus-i-Nuts.
Curtain
Title

Changes

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
LLOYD ON "CAPT. BLOOD"
Week's title changps are "ChilBurbank, Feb. 18.
dren of Pleasure," M-G, formerly
Frank Lloyd rejected "Heart of
"Tin Pan Alley" ,and "The Song the North," scheduled for him by
Writer" and "Lovin' the Ladies," First National.
Radio, form(*rly "I Love You" and
In.stead he will meg a talker re"Roughneck Lover."
make of "Captain Blood."

Wednesday, February

The

19,

VARIETY

1930

best thing of

15

its

kind done anywhere
at anytime by anyone*
—'Ex. Daily Review

—Herald' Tribune

•isco

It^6

express speed to the finish.*'

—

comedy short
had the
night audience howling.*'

great
first

—Variety
•

•

•

"Joe Frisco in *The Benefit*

fit
The

comedy and vaudeviUe stage
famous cigar and derby. Singing, Talking Laugh Riot.
Directed by Murray Roth.

inimitable star of the musical

with his

scream.

^

—N.

Y.

is

a

World

The best thing of its kind done
anywhere at any time by anyone.
The Vitaphone Varieties are going
over with a snap. Thirteen of them
are playing Broadway this week.**

—Ex. Daily Reveiw

Font MOUE STARS .Mr ST MrVAfiW

^^Wamer

Bros, have hit upon an
amazingly popular series in their
Vitaphone Varieties.
Sixteen of
these little pictures are showing on

Broadway at the present time.
Which reminds us, don *t miss Joe
Frisco's imitation of Helen Morgan
m *The Benefit*. It*s more fun

HERT
AUK

I.

ILLI AM

(;a\ton

EDDIE
HI ZZELl.

than a feature.'*

l.Ul
JK)1.'J

—

Y.

American

/.

FOUR KIXG<i> OF C03IEDY

VARIETIES
VITAPHORE
^ .^^Wm
W * •^
SUPPLY THAT DEMAND FOR VARIETY

Vitatihoru" is the registered traHe-marfe of The

Vitathom Corporation designating Uts

products

VARIETY

Wednesday, Febtiiary

19,

1930

GEORGE ARLISS in
««THE

GBEEN GODDESS"

H. B. Warner, Alice Joyce, Ralph Forbes, From the play by
William Archer. - Scenario by Julien Josephson. Directed by
Alfred E. Green;
_

JOHN BARRYMOREm
^^GEJ^ERAL CRACK''
Lowell Sherman, Marion Nixon, Armida, Hobart Bosworth.
From the Novel by George Preedy. Adapted by Walter Anthony.
Screen play and dialogue by J. Grubb Alexander. Directed by
Alan Crosland. With Technicolor.

''SHE COrOIN'T SAY ^0^\with
WINNIE UGHTNER— CHESTER MORRIS
Sally Filers,

TuUy

Marshall, Johnny Arthur.

From

the play

by Benjamin Kaye. Screen play by Robert Lord and Arthur
Bacon. Directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Vitatihone' is the registered trade-mark of The Vitaphone Corporation designating

its

products

VARIETY

"Vednesday, February 19, 1930

/

commq
From the Broadway success.
Winnie Lightner, Joe £•
Brown, George Carpentier.

AL

All Technicolor.

JOLSOII^

in

"MAMMY"
An epic of the minstrel.

Story

and songs by Irving Berlin*
With Technicolor.

^'SOIVG^OF THE WEST'
Fr o m t h e~ s t a g e s u c c e s s

r

^^Rainbow^'. John Boles,
Vivienne Segal. Outdoor Western all-Technicolor Operetta.
.v.^^^.•»^.'•.v.^^^{

JOHN BARRYMORE in

•«THE MAN FROM BLANKUBY'S"

the idol of the screen destined for new triumphs in a

modern sophisticated
comedy.
•w.'.r'X.-.'.v.rrv.'.'.'.r'r-v.

^''GOLDEN PAWN"
From the, famous stage operetta. Walter Woolf, Vivienne
Segal, Alice Gentle, Noah

««IJNDBR

Beery.

All Technicolor.

««DIJMB

BEIXS IN ERMINE"

A TEXAS MOON'

Frank Fay, Raquel Torres,
Armida, Noah Beery, Myrna
Loy.

All Technicolor.

—

Robert Armstrong
James
Gleason, Barbara Kent and a
distinguished cast.

««SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS"
From the famous David Be^^^^^^

lasco

stage

play.

Claudia

June CoUyer, Percy
Askam. Technicolor.
Dell,

VARIETY

THE

^^"^^^

Wednesday, February

19,

1930

^^1^"^

THR

TIFFANY
PRODUCTION/
TEVEMTH
MEW Y O
729

AVE.

P

INC.
CITY.
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«

Wednesday, February
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1930

19,
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19

ANH-FILM BOARD CAMPAIGN
Layout of House Programs

IS

rollowing programs, and thelr runhing order, are printed to aliow
the major houses are assembling and routing their bills.
It
be noted that in this box all houses (B. & K.) have a straight
sound policy.
Variety will attempt to weekly assemble a proportionate crosssection of both the straight sound and de luxe (presentation)
houses of the major circuits and reprint the running orders to
indicate the placing of shorts by these theatres.
Total running
time of programs is given directly beneath the name of tlio

Press Stunts

SimiTED BY

will

Show Down at Next Meeting
Upon Hay«* Return Contend Thacher Ruling Has

—
Boards — Hays

Stripped
Office Confident of Support

theatre.

Following table on

all

houses

is

for the

week

of Feb.

1-1

Chicago
TOWER

NORSHORE

(145 Mins.)

(134 Mins.)
(iflRST HALF)

Combina.tion News. Film,
"Imagine My Em ban-assment" (Comedy Short),

11 min.

min.
min.
, .Disk, 103 min.
8

9

"Hallelujah"
"Cat's Meow"
Cartoon) .
Trailers

(Sound
Film,

.

1

2

min

'

Disk,

Organ Solo

Combination News.. Film
Mandalay" (Song
Sketch)
Film

8

min.

,6

iftln.

—

Organ Solo
"Navy Blues"
Film
"The Real McCoy"
(Comedy Short).. Film
Trailers

11 min.

min.

9

76 min.

min.
min.

.20
6

--SECOND HAI,F)
Combination News.. Film

HARDING

Hartinelli (Operatic

(149 Mins.)

Organ Solo

Disk

Short)

12 min.
8
9

min.
min.

Combination News. Film, 10 min. "Welcome Danger".. Film 113 min.
Trailers
0 min.
"Mandalay" (Song
;

Sketch), Singing. Film, 11 min.
9 min.
113 min.
C min.

SENATE

Organ Solo
"Welcome Danger" Film,

Combination News.. .Film

min.
9 min.
Film 115 min.

Organ Solo
"Flight"

RIVIERA

My Embarrassment" (Comedy
Disk
Short)

Sound News

9 min.
Film,
"Bedella" (Screen Song
7 min.
Film,
Cartoon)
.Disk, 103 niin.
"Hallelujah"
"The ileal McCoy (Comr--^
'20'hiln.
Fllni,
edy Short)
.

6 niln,

Trpiilers

Trailers

4

Combination News.. .Film
"Mandalay" (Song Film
Sketch)

10 min.

"

-.

Organ Solo
"Welcome Danger". Film
;

...

11
9

min.
min.

113 min.6

min.

CONGRESS

.

(FIRST HAUF)
Combination News. Film,

Mins.)^
(FIRST HAIJF).
Combination News. ..Film 12 min,
"Madcap Jiuslcians"
Disk 7 min.
(Short)
9 min.
Organ Solo
4 min.
Tallring Trailers
%
Film 115 min.
"Flight"
(156

min.
min.

9

9

Organ Solo
"Mandalay" (Song

11 min'.
Slxetch)
4 min.
Talking Trailers
^Welcome Danger".. Film' 113 min.

Film,

"Merry Dwarfs" (Sound
Film
Cartoon)

6
3

.

Trailers

min.
min.

"Merry Dwarfs" (Sound
....Film

Cartoon)

SECOND HALF)

(142 Mins.)

6
3

min.
min.

(133 Mins.)

Combination News. ..Film 12 min..
"Granada to Toledo"
Film 10 min.
(Travel Talk)
9 min.
Organ Solo
"Imagine My Embarrassment" (Comedy
8 min.
Film
Short)
4 min.
Talking Trailers
Film 76 min.
"Navy Blues"
"The Real McCoy"
•

(Comedy Short) .Film

20 min.
3

Trailers

min.

Combination News. ..Film 12 min.
"Voice of Hollywood"
(Novelty Short)... Film 11 min.

Organ Solo

9

My

"Imagine

min.

Embarrass-

ment" (Comedy

min.

Houses from Coast
Chicago, Feb.

18.

12 Froslni houses, newly acFox circuit in southern Illinois, will be operated from the coast

quired

instead

of'

by Sidney Meyer

of the

local offices.

No

reason advanced for the move.

Refuse to Indict

Tremont

arrests.

of

Boston,

are

submitted to

Objections

When this stand was, presented
at the recent meeting it was quiokly
snuffed out by Paramount's representativie who is quoted as stating
that niatters within the Industry ^.re
in too chaotic a state for such a
solution to be entertained at this
.

time.'

Warners opppsed the total
1930 budget, demanding a

of the
In

cut

premise.

3

Wheeling, W. Va., Feb. 13.
Ohio county grand jury refused to
indict nianagers and employees of
seven Wheeling, theatres which have
been pre.senting Sunday pictures. No
true bills were returned in the 112
cases developing from the Sunday

Corp.,

Two

20 min.

. .•

due a real estate agent for commission on land supposed to have
been secured for the project.
Fox Film Corp. of Boston, FoxNew England Theatrs, Inc., of Boston; Fox Theatres Corp., Fox Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.; William Fox
and Alexander S. Kempner, all of
New York and the Boylston ind
-named defendants in this $150,000
action brought by Solomon Hamburger, doing business in Boston as
Hamburger Brothers Realty Co.
Hamburger claims a commission
of threfe percent, up to $50,000, and
one and a half percent over tbat
amount; that he did his part, and
that the Fox companies signed papers for purchase of the land.

offlcially

Hays.

(Comedy Short... Film
Trailers

8
4

The

.

already been

view of the elimination of the arbitral function. This .was also tabled
by other companies on ^ the same

Boston Theatre Plans

.

.

'

min.
min.
66 min.

Illinois

Boston, Feb. 18.
A second suit as the result .of the
failure of plans to erect a Fpx theatre and ofllce building in this city
was filed last week in Suffolk Superior Court.
Suit is similar to the
first one in that it represents claims

In arbitriation through

Short)
Disk
Talking Trailers
"Lone Star Ranger".Film
"The Real McCoy"

Fox Will Operate Frosmi

Second Suit Over Fox

hand

the Thacher ruling, was approved
Is known that at least two picture company members intend to
bring the matter to Issue at the
next directors' meeting. This will
be held within a few weeks, or
shortly after Will Hay^ return from
^
the Coast.
That the boards have outlived
their usefulness with the. end of
compulsory arbifratTon^ and thai
the present contractural situation
could be better met by repllaclng
them with a system similar to that
used by retailers to handle their
credit accounts In other trades Is
the position being taken by one of.
the oldest companies in the field.
This contention. It Is learned, has
it

.

Trailers

SECOND H^LF)

.

min.
min.

(149 Mins.)

Trailers

CENTURY

8

SECOND HALF)

:

(155 Mins.)

9

"Imagine

(145 Mins.)

OBJECTIONS

Theatres where Sabbath programs
have been shown are the Liberty,
(Tolonial, Rex, Victoria, Court, Virginia and Capitol, all located in the
business district. Since the opening of the Sunday shows, Dec. 22,
arrests have been made every succeeding Sunda.v, the manager and
one operator zt each show hou.se being served wiUi warrants.

SOUND SAVES SUNDAYS

KURTZMAN'S SHAKEUP

It was explained that defending
Government suits has been largely

responsible for the board's expenditures last year being In excess
of the previous year. About $100,000 was spent by the industry for
this purpose, of "which a $20,000 item
was necessitated by bringing to and
housing In New York for a period
of two weeks the 32 secretary wlnesses.
When Interviewed, the representative of another Hays company said that Its individual apportionment for Film Board's maintenance had increased "enormously";
that this service from Hays Is costing In the neighborhood of $1,000
a week. His company, this executive said, will also oppose the
power of a.ttorney Idea advanced
by Hays officials close to the
arbitration situation as the best way
to bring arbitration and a uniform
contract back into the industrj'.
Radio Interests, outside the official meeting are also said to be
voicing anti-Film Board s'entlments.
Companies In opposition are, In fact,
counting upon Radio as one of thelr
colleagues at the show down next

month.

his

last

San Francisco, until Kurtzman returned to his regular duties.

liroposilion
tion.

tlian

the general

elec-

Akron, O., Feb. 18.
of the best publicity yarns of
season was planted here by
Herb Jennings, manager of Palace,
to promote "Hit the Deck" and

.

One

New York

the

film coml)any, now. captain of u.shcrs and a
tap dancer; Don Otis, the house

office

boy

in

a

Jack Oakie.
Digging into his thearte
Jennings discovered that

It is

known that the Hays

office,

while expecting a squall. Is confident of the support of Its biggest

and most powerful members

register,

Oakle's
appeai-ance was In 191G,
at the Palace, where he played with
Lulu McConnell. Oakle was then
•"down-and-out with no prospects in
sight.-. He signed out on the theatre
register as follows: "Jack Oakie,
Hotel Howe, Home address: 14th
and Seventh Avefiues, New York.
Next week's destination: walking
the sti'eets."
Jennings then tacked on a gag
minaries attftiid the opening of
"Vagabond King" at the Criterion and sent it out. It clicked.
tonight (Wednesday) they will be
caught, vocally and otherwise.
When "Subway Express" recently
Half reel win be distributed to all moved from the Liberty, New York,
theatres awaiting general .release of to the Republic, a natural was pullthe feature March 7.
ed that surprised, the coppers on
post.
It was advertised that adGUARDING RECEIPTS
mittance could be had for a nickel,
same as the usual subway fare.
London, Can., Feb. 18.
A turnstile was installed at an
Detectives have been detailed to
accompany- theatre messengers to. .en tran.ce_dpjbr. .and the tu rnput to
tlieir respective banks each morning, see the show cheap took tlio manThis order was put In force follow- agement unawares. The jam of
people was so strong that the turning the armed hold-up of Loew's.
stile \vas pushed aside and a door
bashed in. Police had to be called
within Its own group and the Indie and the stunt easily crashed the
exhibs have had at least another dailies.
It was intended to use the gxiUery
two months experience In an Industry without arbitration and one for the five cent customers but the
excess customers who. got Inside
contract formula.
It Is pointed out tliat most of the stayed.
companies realize that the industry
Joe Lee got hold of two prop
would be unorganized nationally
without the boards which are de electric chairs, a couple of dumscribed as "ambassadors of the In- mies, a ventriloquist and built up
dustry."
In one phase the attack "The Racketeer" (Pathe) until It
is now gaining for them the credit beat "Rio Rita" (Radio) at the RKO
of being the industry's actual ma- Greenpoint and Orpheum theatres,
chine. Far more than the duty of Brooklyn.
administering
decisions
the
of
Exactly 18 .pages of newspaper
arbitration boards^ t\\e trade units
aid in combatting adverse legis- matter wex'e given the Rube Wolf
traffic tangle contest conducted by
lation.
•Very often, through the civic ac- the Fox Brooklyn theatre on a tieup
tivities of tlieir women secretaries, with the N. Y. "Journal." For four
the Industry Is afforded Its most weeks the house ran a talker trailer
valuable protection. This is known of Wolf violating traffic rules with
by those outsidj the Hays organiza- prizes offered for four of the most
complete guesses as to the number,
tion as welh
Attitude of the Hays office con- of misdemeanors committed,
"Journal" distributed 100,000 cards
cerning various producers squawks,
especially
numerous since the at the Brooklyn auto show without
Thacher decree. Is that It Is pysl- charge to the house. Also 1,000
cally and legally Impossible for the one sheets as well, as sending out
Film Boards to function as in the eight trucks with special banners.
past but that an old film adage Paper averaged 200 replies a day.
Gag engineered by Bert Adlcr for
holds true: There ar$ so many theatre's and so many pictures, and the the Fanchon & Marco offices.
theatres have to have the same
number of pictures and the pictures
Chicago.
Jaclc IIcs.s, publicity director for
have to have the same number of
IIKO here, burned up the B. & K.
theatres.
Through the legal loopholes pro- exploitation staff.
With
"Love
(Par)
vided indle.% pictures are being rcParade"
fu.sed and substlliites made. AH the hooked at McVicker's (B. & K.),
disruption In this respect, the Ilayp Hess, for the State-Lake, playod his
"The Grand Parade"
If
office maintains, does not include ads' as
more than one-fifth of one per- (Pathe) were 'Love Parade." Hess
cent, of the exhibitors in any one had screaming type with the words
"Drama," "Love," "Parade," one
of the 32 exchange zones.
And so far as assessments are above the other, and In small type
concerned, it is countered by the atop the word "Parade," the words
proponents for the Boards that no "The Grand."
Illusion was perfect and the afterproducing company member pays a
weekly toll in excess of $800. Some math of a E. & IC institutional camof the smaller members donate a? paign.
low as $100, thf: minimum.
"At the Hays office it Is dcflarod
that within the next two weeks, at
Booth
the latf-st, every company will have
for Small Houses
its
own distributive contractual
form in elocution.
Alinncapolis, Feb. 18.'
I>ocal
picture
opr'rator.s'
union
Wa.shinglon, Fob. 18.
has agrt'Cd to the demands of the
Alji'um V. Myers, liead of thf .«inallf>r local Indopondent theatre
Allied indies, is sending word to owners to abrogate the requirement
mfmbers of liis group to "excrci^ft r>f two men in a booth. Abrogation,
judgment and. patience" as the .'^K- howovc.'r, applies only to the smaller
U.'ition created by the Thacher d.-liDU.'iPs,, many of which have adoptlast local

"Xing"

-,

,

Union Okays One

Confident of Support

in the

Man

.

stand for retention of the Film
Humboldt, Iowa, Feb. 13.
18.
Boards. Hays' unit ia also firm in
Publix^ shake-up.
Promise of Immediate Installation its belief that the power-of-attorCharlie Kurtzman has appointed of sound in the only picture house ney plan to line up an exhibitor
B6b Blair, Seattle city manager, to in town swung a decisive majority plurality greater than that reprebe northwest district manager: Ralph in favor of Sunday films at a ppecial sented in all Indie state and national
E. Ki'dble also becomes temporary, election here last week.
organizations, is the most feasible
roast manager with headquarters at
A heavier vote was o.'ist on the move. It will not, however, put
Portland, Ore., Feb.

In

prolog for "Lummox."
All of the boys are under 20. They
are Francis McPhlUips, once ah

fireman, who bills himself as "UkeAgitation for the abolishment of lele Don" and sings blues; Jo Bothe Film Boards of Trade, long rec- back, chief of Bervlce, a ukc-strumognized as one of the strongest bul- mcr, and Klmer ^^'eddill, a tenor.
warks of the Hays organization, has
been started within the M. P. P. D.
Trailer
Special
A. Fireworks In this dir'ectlon comParamount, exiierfmentlng more
menced at the Hays meeting called
to consider the 1930 budget for the thar. any other company In the
trailer field, wlJl Introduce an old
maintenance of the 32 boards.
Hollywood custom but release It in
While the appropriation, the same
a new way.
as In 1929 despite that this year the
When Broadway crowds and. luboards are lessened of -their administrative

(145 Mins.)
(FtRST. HALF)

.

Trailers

BUDGET

and mechanics heard him, while
empty seats greeted the tenor's
voice what usually goes for $7.70 a

•1,000

smash. Tito Schipa was trying out
Detroit, Feb. 18.
the acoustics of Loew's new 175th
I'nitcd Artlsfts' local house has
Street theatre.
had four members of its uniformed
Arrangements made by Osc^^i'
staff nppearinsr on the stage doing
Doob, advertising and publicity
an act for the fun and experience
chief of the Loew chain, In a pubof the thing without extra compensation.
Currently they form a licity tieup.

^

(148 MlnS.)

Oiieralic star tang In a New York
film house, but only the carpenters

HOUSE STAFF FOURSOME
IS PROLOG FOR "FUN"

how

crr-e

"calls for cool

hf'.'uls."

.Mvf-vs urgfs Uic r'xlii'uii.M^
this campaign or any other Into to sofk (o l!il<p a'l\:int:ige of
operation until both the anti-trades siiiifition.

».lif

Si>

ii>;-

llic

opMi sliop policy,

.'i.Krf'(.inr-nt

.

s-'ii'dlng

i

jii^

scah'.

oul for

$t)0

(-.'ichf'il, as yet, reTlio union Is holdi

a

wu'.'k.
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1930

to the

tune
of

FOX MOVIETONES
playing sweet music
at

^

^

-

-

.

your box

office

Released -M{irch 2nd^

^

HAPPY DAYS
The musical hit of hits! Now playing to sensational business at
the Roxy and other first run theatres. lOO stars/peppy tunes,
song hits galore! Your happy days are assured^ Directed by
Benjamin

Stoloff.

Released' March 9th

SUCH MEN ARE DANGEROUS
Elinor Glyn's

Cosmopolitan Magazine story was sensational— as a

Fox Movietone romance
ine Dale

it's

a revelation! Warner Baxter, Cather-

Owen and Hedda Hopper

Released

March

TEMPLE

in

o story you can't

forqet.

16th

TOWER

Follow the further adventures of "Bulldog

Drummond"

in H. C.

McNeile's mightiest mystery. Enacted by a cast of screen favorites

headed by Kenneth MacKenna. Directed by Donald Gallaher.

Released

March 23rd

THE GOLDEN CALF
Twinkling ankles, dimpled knees, perfect calfs, tunes that please
in this fast-moving musical movietone of legs, love and laughter.
A story of a model young lady who became an artist's model
before becoming his wife. You don't know the "calf" of it!
Sue Carol, Jack Mulhall, El Brendel, Marjorie White, Richard
Keene.ahd Paul Page are in this Millard Webb production.

Released

ON

March

30th

THE LEVEL

Cock Eyed World" for the greatest
dollar delivery in history and "Mot For Paris" is still burning up
box-office records. That's the tip-off on this, his latest and funniest movietone to date. Directed by Irving Cummings.

Vic McLaglen knocked "The

Get set for the
windy month and
blow yourself to
a

cyclone of

hits

from

.

.

.

W

Wednesday, February

19,
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GREEN GODDESS

.

Talking Shorts

Miniature Reviews

and artistry

With Taylor Holmes
Operatic
11 Mins.
4 Mins.
Colony, New York
IWVinter Garden, New York
Vitaphone 3336
Tiffany
Alice Gentle, concert soprano, also
A new one in the "Voice of Hollyoccasionally appearing in picture
wood"
series in which various Holhouses, sings the principal aria
lywood
stars
and personalities do
iCrom Blzet'3 "Carmen." Needs to
sandwiched between comedy
and not a strong Item.
Miss Gentle photographs nicely,
but the number, in Technicolor, ha^
jiot been smartly handled.
Cliorus Is a poor grouping of
(Bharacters about Miss Gentle unto
being rather awkward and sappy;
Couple of pudgy cheeked blond
youths impersonating Spaniards are
lb«

shorts,

their

little

bits

in

manded by

an Impromptu

Different and intimate,
fibort Invites booking all over, even
if some of the material
falls to
click.
The novelty should hold it
up.
Taylor Holmes, with his Ideal
talker voice, seen and heard here as
a radio announcer. He Introduces

-EVOLUTION OF DANCE"

Gus Edwards and a protege, Armlda, do a song number
(fair), and Harry Langdon and Lew
Cody kid around without doing
anything In particular. Last two
seemed totally unprepared and
didn't know what to do with themcon- selves, let alone what to do to en-

Revuette
12 Mins.
Winter Garden, New York
Vitaphone 3895-96
Good idea, but wasted. No.
tinuity or reason for anything, fln- tertain.
An angle worked in Is the reading
being simply an asproduct
tehed
senibly of dance numbers, wavering by Holmes of what are apparently
markedly In interest and of only letters from fans asking to see and
hear
certain stars. Requests fl}l in
novelty
score
and
minor value on
the Introduction, and Holmes asks
color. A filler at best.
Comedy number is a rehash on the fans to send in more, addressing
"station
S-T-A-R," In care of the
the hoboes 'X-illes of the vField,"
Luplno Liane, theatre. This publicity Is a good
Bog'tis spring dance.
uncredited,: leads- this bit;- Whlch- .'Check -on -the .jfudlence app.eal ..of
the
series.
Char.
&as moments of humor, but Is pretty
forced comedy for the greater part,
Larry Cebellos and Jack Haskell FRED KEATING
Perhaps two
Jointly responsible.
dancing masters, like a multiplicity "Illusions"
Just Magician
.©f cooks, spoils the works.
9 Mins.
Land.
fair.
Beacon, N. Y.
Vitaphone No. 907
•MORE SINNED AGAINST THAN Nothing special as entertainment.
USUAL"
Cut down It might make fair trailer
Travesty
for Keating's vaude act. .Keating
;16 Mins.
speaks with a potato voice, photogStrand, New York
raphy Is flat, and the manner of
Vitaphone No. 3681-2
presentation is off. A filler at best.
Plenty of production value behind
Keating's tricks are engaging bits
this kidding of the old time mellers. of sleight-of-hand that click on the
Passing it up on any bill would be stage through the ingratiating and
a. mistake.
personable manner in which he
-JT-his is;.going back, plenty Xor.le.m. •executes ;them plus-his awn person-,
Sketch is a famous vaud© act first allty and a likeable^ voice. But on
produced by Arthur Hopkins In the screen It's different. And It's
1912. Here It almost runs as It did not Keating's fault. He's still perIS years ago.
sonable but presents his usual act
Warners saw fit to put one of its with no variations except a bunch
vet directors on this short, Howard of dumb looking extras gaping at
Bretherton. Good cast also proved him in a flat-looking drawing room.
the right thing to do with Chari No story or skit to help.
lotte Merriam, Charles B. MiddleThe screen Itself Is an emboditon and Theodore Lorch playing the ment of Illusion so powerful that
Btern father, postmistress heroine presenting Keating with his coin
and villain.
tricks, his disappearing water glass,
Short is split into four sequences, and card stunts Ghapes up as puny.
same as the act. Setting- Is a the- They may not even believe he does
atre with audience reaction to
And even Keating's wit can't
meller as contributing comedy. Plot 'em.
Illusion.
concerns innocent Nell who's driven penetrate that
from the house because of "rumors"
and lands in the hands of the "HEAD WORK"
mustachioed villain.
She's saved Comedy Monolog
from the fiendish plan of the villain 9 Mins.
In the approved 1876 manner, and Times, New York
it all makes for very pleasant and
Radio
good entertainment. Technical asDry gagged and the conventional
pect3"^6f short A-1.
OJiar,
set In "one." For the small. nelghbs
.

.

,

"UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS"
Comedy

i9 Mins.
New York,

only.

Two laughs counted In a supposed
Has an exploitation angle in the fact that Bugs
Baer Is one of the authors. Al
Boasberg collaborated and also directed. But for the reputation which
comedy monolog.

New York

Universal
especially strong

Remade from

S. cavalthrill and

a likely busiChances strong It

before.

"Black

York

_

Wellrlcnowri. .vaude. team- are. .first
seen as-two of the unemployed and
not anxious to go to work. Accidentally they fall Into a colored

where they

crossfire,

songs

and dancing. Short gets title from
fact "Darktown Follies" Is the show
they

c.rash.

Camera and sound Jobs okay.
Char,

ERIC ZARDO and GUIDO
CICCOLINI
Singing and Piano
8 Mins.
Strand,

New

Yol-k

Vitaphone No. 876

Where
terial is

the operatic type of mawanted this short shapes as

entirely suitable.
from the Met for

.Though

some

away

time, Cic-

collnl still tosses considerable tenor

^nd

Eric

Zardo

Is

still

a

class

who knows how. Both arhave technique and can sell It.
the final number with CIc-.
collnl as a clown, but not doing
pianist
tists

In

"Pagliaccl," an unbilled girl steps In
to make it a duet.
Number Is of
the light operatic type with Neapolitan folk-song flavor. CiccolinI,
alone, opens. In this the tenor does
himself proud,- and his voice regis-

but- good
Not
enough anywhere. One of those Baer and Boasberg enjoy this one
bedroom farces similar to the silent hardly measures up. Its best point ters with fidelity.
a little dull.
slapsticks.
Recording's good and is Its brevity.

Photography

is

Char.
photography's okay.
Monologlst, unbilled, is dressed In
Cast of five includes Vernon the comic outfit of a burlesque un- "TURKEY FOR TWO"
Dent, Lou Archer, Dorothy Coburn dertaker. He does a lecturer on Comedy
and Charlotte Merriam.
All do phrenology and analyzes the heads 19 Mins.
well.
Kichard Smith and Harry of three persons one woman and Hippodrome, New York
Edwai'd directed. Story and dialog two men. Latter are shown standPathe
by Pierre Coudero and Hal Yates. ing at his side, one at a time, as he
Overdone. Too much dialog, too
Concerns two married couples lectures about them.
much hoke and too little action.
who live in apartments above and
But the continual crossfire lands
below.
Upper one Is moving in
a laugh now and then and this twoand consequently make a lot of CHARLEY CHASE
reeler may rate for the better first
noise. Situation turns frisky when "Great Gobs"
runs in a pinch.
the dumbbell friend of the husband Comedy
Late George LeMaire produced
in the upper flat shows up to com- 21 Mins.
and directed from a story by Frank
plicate noises.
Lower Inhabitants Stanley, New York
Davis (Davis and Darnell), who
complaints
involve one of
Metro
the
plays the part of the escaped conwomen, but everything winds up
Charley Chase and Ed Kennedy vict-wooer turning stralglit when
suitably.
One wife, shotguns her as a couple of gobs on shore leave he finds the tea-room owner heroine
husband and friend.
in Old Mexico, gather a boatload of is. so thoughtful Qf his welfare and
Business of exchanging
laughs for themselves, Kennedy heart.
serving as the victim of all Chase's clothes with prison guards and later
*THE COSSACK'S BRIDE"
clowning.
Okay for most corners. that of one crook emptyingr tea
In Technicolor
A senorita* daughter of the pro- room of valuables, while other spills
Romantic sketch
prietor of the saloon the boys visit, pretty things In the unsuspecting
10 Mins.
supplies the love Interest; their gal's ears, comprise most of the
Gaiety, New York
lack of familiarity with the native action,
Turkey dinner slapstick

—

Tiffany
lingo and their united wooing of
Poor recording and Russian dia- the fair damsel supplies- the laughs
frejiuently so indistinct that which are served up in rapid Are
whole lines are lost, stand against salvos. One of the high spots Is
this one.
Fortunately the action that surefire bit about the talking
alone almost tells the story. Fine dog.
The boys prevent a burly
color job, atmosphere, and enter- mariner
from kidnapping their
lects,

taining 'song ijumbers add, but it'll sweetheart at the finish, a fight folhave its troubles holdin'g attention lowing from which Chase within the better class first runs.
draws, leaving Kennedy tlie task of
.A Cossack Is beside himself try- polishing off the bad man.
ing to rescue his kidnaped bride, but
Chase-Kennedy fans will go for
a friend, a street musician, sug- it in a big way. Recording is exgests they go to the Inn disguised as cellent.
Flock of people used and
beggars. A bet's made that they can an elaborate
Spanish set with
play and sing longer than the vil- warblers, hoofer.s and .stringed inlain can drink.
Eventually all the strumentalists furnishing a backInn drinkers pass out.
ground.
Recording is good, except for unRoach evidently made this one
natural noises of a raging storm with an eye on the Sp.ini.^h marke.t
outside Inn.
Nice looking item for a quick reaction. It's odds on
minus a punch.
Char,
that they'll like it.

Has

scope In names

-big

ant of the rajah, who played the are In. addition to the fact that it
opens up the big screen technique
In the play and silent verdission, seems to have a clear claim to which would alone mark It for
second honors In the acting. Others tinction at the box office. The sum
total Is a release of big money and
also entirely competent.
Production, Sound recording and an epochal enterprise in the industry.
It should also do well on
photography all first rate. Land.
standard width film, which is being
used now for general release elsewhere.
Wide angle justifies Itself at the
(ALL DIALOG, With Songs)
getaway. Here it Is used for effects that would not bo possible In
(One Reel in Color)
Three-quarters of
Unltea-- Artists'- production iind- rolease,. '^W. other_way.
starring: Harry Richmtin.
Written and tlie footage Is dfevoted t6"''a sVrles
produced by John ^V. Consldlne, Jr. Dl
of spectacular stage ensembles that
reeled by E. H. Sloman. -Settings by W. C.
Mcnzles.
Cameraman, Itny June. Dialog are eye-openers In screen pageantry,
by W. K. Wells. Special music by Irvlnff numbers involving masses of peoBerlin. Score by Hueo Rlesenfeld. At the ple and
bigness of backgrounds.
Carroll, N. Y., opening Fob. 14 at $2 top.
Picture has everything that goes to
Running time, -00 minutes.
Harry Raymond
Harry. Rlchmon top class product In the usual diDolores Penton
Joan Bennett mensions, and the wide screen beJames Tlemey
James Gieason sides, but It Is the effects of the
Mrs. Teddy Van Rensler
Alleen Frlngle
Goldle DaVere
Lllynn Tashman enlarged screen that monopolize ini.tcorge Barnes
PumcU Fratt terest because this Is new.
Fenway Brooks
Richard Tucker
There Is, for Instance, a whole
Dob Wagner
Eddie Kane
Dr. Blulr
.<}eoi-ge Irving
minstrel first part, with four tiers
Kchml(Jt
Sidney Franklin of people in tlie ensemble, number-

same part

Pathe
Only
Very entertaining short.
drawback, and that minor, is padding.
Slowness In spots, however,
not serious enough to bring squawks.
For the best houses, fain

with

Page, James J. Corbett, Tom Patrlcola,
Charles Farrell, Ana Pennington, Janet
Gaynor, Frank Richardson, Richard Keene,
Will Rogers, Dixie Lee, David Rollins,
EdmCind Lowe, "Whispering"- Jack- Smltti,
Sharon Lynn, Marjorle White.
At the Roxy, New York, Feb. 1^

ground-.

Sticks.

In "Darktown Follies"
Comedy, Singing, Dancing

solidly

Siuddivrd and Klauber, and McCarthy
and Uunley.
•^A!<slstant directors: Ad Schamuer, Michael
Farley and Dew Urcslow. Art director,
Jack Sohulzc; cameramen, Luclen Andrlot
and John ScUnilyz. Grandeur cameraman,
Soundman, Samuel White.
J. U. Taylor.
Franli Alberlaun,
oeoige MacFarlanA,
Warner Baxter,
Victor
Mcljiglen,
EI
Brendel, J. Harold Murray, Walter Catlett,
George ulscn. \S'llllam Collier, Sr., Paul

H. B. Warner, Alice Joyce and and Is on an enormous production
Ralph Forbes combine with Arliss to scale; Impressive beauty and scenic
give the picture a 'strong marquee magnificence, excellent comedy and
and exploitation argument.
Ivan at least three numbers of popular
All these elements
Simpson, as an English rogue serv- hit prosi>ect.

BUCK AND BUBBLES

land

mU-

Revue type of picture on wide
best of the rajah series, but the
stigma of famdjlarltyjrand similarity angle film with a thin story back-

_

houses.

office,

of

mountains of India.
"Goddess" Is more
plausible, more exciting, more Intelligent than most, and Is easily the
danger-Infested Himalayan

.

show producer's

Watch" and "'Wheel

Life," to mention but two recent releases, were similar In locale, the

click.

.
16 Mins.
Gaiety, New

release,

B.icr,

.

Nancy Carroll-Dick
scenery.
Erlen names as aid.
"She Couldn't Say No" (WB).
Title
and Winnie LIghtner
make this good ptogram. Racketeer story with dlfferent^ twist
Should
and tuneful songs.

.

and

production

Story and dialog by
Sidney I-antleld and liXlwln Burke; staged
by Walter Cutlett'; dances staged by Karl
Llnd;>uy. Numbers by Conrad, Mitchell and
Goltlor, llaiiley and Brockman, Gilbert and

"

"The Great Divide" (PN>.
Western based oh. plfty. of .satpe
name. Very weak. Sm.aller
grinds and double features bill
Cast names
Its likely haven.
can't hold it up in the big

Grandeur

Credits arc myriad.

rather tongue-in-cheek melodrama
by the literary William Archer, It
was smart. Brought to the screen.
It unfortunately suggests too many
syntlietlc thrillers that have gone

combos

for

with plenty of support needed;
thin story wrapped around nice

-

(Grandeur)
Fox

Directed by Benjamin StolofI with
sLar cast. Running time, 6U minutes.

That it is not a distinguished effort is no fault of the star, for Arliss
is' every consecutive inch an actor.
Rather it is due to the bloodcurdling plot. On the stage, as a

this picture

programmer

'

(ALL DIALOG. With Songs)

program

grosses.

hardly a song and
Jume? Gieason and

Is,

fare, of course,

"Dangerous Paradise" (Par).

'..

It is nice

.

HAPPY DAYS

released
(Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan),
and completed before "Disbut wisely held back, this
George Arliss picture, while very
intei-esting, will be something of a
raeli,"

disappointment.

.she

type.

version

silent

in '23,

with kids.

.

Its

ry sequences that

Frail

dance

Lilyan Tiislunan provide the low
vaudeville i-ontrast, both doing excellenlly.
La.st 10 minutes of the
film is in Technicolor.
Land,

Hetty Boyd
Ivan t!lmp.<on

Hawkins

will thrive in sticks, especially

-

I'rlost

Aynh

thou.!;li

Davlil Teavle
IteKlnald ttlielllold
^Nlgel <V' Hru'.ler

comedy and actual U.

make

.

-

Hormil

Wnrnor

It.

Mice Joyoo

Ualph Korb^^H

with the prestige of
"Disraeli" to help it along for nice

ness getter.

routine;

r.oorffp .\rllss

H.

Uui'ilU <."r>'.spln
Dr. Trahorne.;
HiBh Tomple Priest....
TJeut. t'anlew

good comedy, and neat romantic story background besides.
"Troopers Three" (Tiffany).
An ordinary story but fine

Montagu Love

nilnulcs.

The llajah
Major i'r»'»i)ln

"Puttin' on the Ritz". (UA>.
Entertaining backstage story
with ultra production values an
alibi
for the familiar plot.
Ought to stand up generally.
"Happy Days" (Fox). All that
a sumpituous revue can have,

tells a gory little bedtime story;
lightly ridiculous.
Blanche Mehaffey and a male team
Color helps and Miss Gentle, of
•ourse, has class.
Short running do a dance and instrumental number that's very good; Harry Jolson
time also figures as an asset.
and Lola Lane appear in a little
Land.
,

,

Oponlnff I'Vb. 13 at the \Ylni)>r (iav.lon,
N. 1'., for $'2 cng.iKement- llunnins lim*,

W

the essentials dethe average fan.

to

closer

ing numbers,

Jospphson from
by AViUlam Archer. Wrootod by AltnM E.
Ureon.
I'nmoraman, Janios Van Trios.

"Dis-

Arliss'

Danger

r'"".i^asft.

1

Ailupttnl liy Julian
the play of tlip sumo nam<»

starrlnfr tioorffo Arll.-»s.

raeli," but may do better in the
smaller houses because it's

manner.

the various names;

of

nrothevs' product Ion nn

21

Uuoer.
Tuttin" on the Ritz" and "There's
in Your liyea" are the leadBoth are fairly well
known around already.
Joan Bennett will have "em ejaculating admiration on some of the
>.hotjj wherein she looks .exquisite.
Her porformanec is capable, al-

(ALL DIALOG)
Warner

-•B).
Goddess"
"Green
Strong melodrama for program
Lacks the intensity
release.

"VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD"

ALICE GENTLE

VARIETY

becomes animated, an applause In-

PUTTIN'

ON THE RITZ

—

There's nothing secret about the
expectations Broadway held anent a
picture starring Harry Richman
They predicted a flop. Richman

ing a total of 86

screened

In

and

all

of

them

proportions that give

them

Individuality. There are sevdance ensembles, one of them
with a leader and 32 girls In Intriand John W. Consldlne have upset cate maneuvers,
and each separate
the dope. "Puttin* on the Ritz" Is
dancing girl visible in what would
good entertainment, not $2, but It'll otherwise
bo a seml-closeup. There
do well for Itself In the program
are scenic and atmospheric shots
houses. And It's a backstage yarn,
from the first Grandeur newsrecl
too.
Richman Is strictly of Broadway, woven in as story accessories thj^t
although the Clara Bow publicity stand on their own as stunning
pictorial panoramas.
One of these,
may have made the hinterlands
Rlchman-conscious. Whether wom- to mention a few of the many, is
en -will turn out to see him on that a fiash of the New York skyline
that is rather breath-taking; anaccount is hard to estimate. On his
recent personal Publlx appearances other Is a remarkable view of a
in New York and Brooklyn there train tearing down the Hudson
was no overwhelming clamor. Such River bank, bearing the heroine to
city,
another
photographic
business as the picture will do the

should be attributed to the general
merit of the film, Richman being
helped aa much as helping.
No entertainer from Manhattan
within casual recollection has been
treated to such a flock of breaks as
has been provided for Richman.
Neither time nor money was stinted.
Several good, and possibly hit, tunes
are Included, besides a dandy cast

and much smart and

intelligent stuloose for a perthe wi.se mob had
spotted as cinematically Impos.slble.
Richman
looks
pretty
good
throughout. He's no beaut facially,
although nifty In dress and of imposing carriage. His voice registers
excellently.
Most camera angles
avoid close-ups, but Irt general the
night club kid stands lens scrutiny
well.
What his debt to Ray June,
cameraman. Is those :who saw the
early tests of Richman must judg^;
Story Is of the usual type. Starting in poverty, sudden .success corrupts the hero, who gets elephantitis
closes.
Davis talks uncommonly fast In of the cranium, goes society, and in
the end finds himself Just a blind
his stage manner, but despite this
RCA got it. Support ca.st o. k. and clown. Literally Mind liere as ho
loses his sight from bad hootch- Nor
photography good throughout.
does he recover the optli-H for the
Char.
clinch, thereby fooling everyone. In
many respects the piftnro is auto"CAVIAR"
blofrr.'iphlcal,
Cartoon Comedy
Including
Itlchman
running a night joint on tho side.
7 Mins.
Inevitably the noccssl.fy for p:etGaiety, New York
ting
-.
Educational
in an actor's singing t.alents reAvoraKe cartoon comedy material .«!trIots plot po.ssIbllitif.M, It Is natIn the new Terrytoons .lerles.
Cat, tering commf-ntary on the i)rodiicdog, mice, etc., in vC'intor sports un- tlon that "Pultin' on the IJif/"' trnntil attacked by wolve.".
Less "story" .seends the trIt''ne.Ms of it.n .«itu!i(Ioiis
and conlinuity here than rnoPt, with and the porou.<< them''. .Sev-nil nurn.«liort having plenty of comitctltion
ber.s are outstanding, quite olfisc to
the best that has lif-n acl.iiivcd
ag.ilnst it from box-ofllco angle.
Opening is novel, with sllhouettf date In doing a song plug In a tall:<'r.
effect of mu-^lcians playing appar- Menzles has oonr'oct'-d seviTal pi-ai ii
ently for skaters.
Char,
sets, notably a crazy land.si ape that

dio

work was turned

former

whom

all

t

eral

.smash.

Story Is a smart weaving of
script and revue spectacle, story
being but the merest thread, but
serving to knit the whole. Marjorle
White Is a soubrette on "Col.
Mississippi show boat, in
with the Colonel's grandson,
but ambitious to try her fortunes
in New York. River show Is going
broke and when they slap on an
attachment, she beats It to the big
town to call upon the star troupers
of showdom who served their apprenticeship under Col. Billy, to

Billy's"

love

coriio to his rescue.

She crashes the Stage and Screea
Club by strategy and all the stars
there agree: to

stage a benefit In

Memphis that

will put the Colonel
on easy street.
They gather for
the event and the show is staged,
with a final sequence of Marjorle
and her sweetheart together again
to round off and knit the whole
story.
It is the
show ftself, running
probably
three-quarters
of
the
whole, that .supplies the production
wallop.
It fall.s into two parts: a
inln.'-trel first part bringing In all
the s(.Teon iiaine.s. and a girl revue,
iiitroilnrnd logically enoiiirh as the
iiiusioal comedy troupe that i.s playing the hoiise )ho week the star
.'/^'^rf^sr.'if

Ion cr.T.':hes in.

Ili'xililiirl.il.

the

r-o'.vi>,

a
and

of the minstrel are

diK't
h.v
McLaglcn
CJcor.go
Ol.sen

foin.Miy

band,

J. CVirliftt in a brief bit as
iritci loi. iiior with Walter Catlett and
VVilllaTii ("..illnr as ond men,

.l;ii,.f.^

Tom

l\itrifola in a

ber"

by

ir.'ii'oM

.iMy

.Mnr-.ij

tiii^

song numnnd J.
former Is prob-

d:iriiT> bit,

I'l.iiik

Tilchai'dson

»

sons.:

("ilie

}:it

of

tlic

picture,

(ConliMU"d on page 33)
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Wednesday, February

19,

1930

THE SWELLEST

REACH

Presented by

Joseph M. Schenik

Wednesday, February

VARIETY

1930

19,

TALKIE-SINGE

WAY

New York

Says
it

gives ''Puttin'

Daily News as
On the Ritz"

* * * *

I ''Richman Talkie Scores
Exceptionally

I

good en-

requisite of a big
box-office success.
1 Rlchman puts over

I

his

I

with which

I
l

1

1

was

re-

a film

I

audience.

I

that possesses that

1

much sought-after
ingredient— good

1

dollars/'

I

million

It

celved by a large

songs like a

It Is

entertainment."
—N.Y. Him*

—N. Y. Graphic

I

Rits

I well deserved the favor

tertalnment. 'Puttin*
on the Ritz' hat every

I
I

on the

I "'Putting

Big Hit at opening her*.

I

I

Film Fare chock full of

entertainment value.
Rlchman Is magnificent.
His voice

long

life

thrills.

It's

a

and a merry
^

one for

'Puttin'

on

the Ritz' at the
Carroll."
"
.

— N. Y. JoHmal of
Cemmarc*

Mr. Rlchman

is

superb.

"Harry Rlchman Film

He emerges a decided
success.

A good

you should make

will

better screen offer-

I
1

Ings of the

I

soh.

new

sea-

lt|

a point to see, be-

|oy

of the

pic-

ture and one that

cause you

One

Good.

I

I

en«

Darned good

movie entertainment.

It.

-N. Y. T*l«9rani

Y.

Magrapli

Another

New

Personality!

''Harry Rlchman

Scree

Another Tre-

mendous Box

Office
HIT FOR

Shines In 'Puttin'

on the Ritz//'

—XY^II«rr#r

UNITED
The Hit Songs from
On The Ritz.11

^'Puttin'
;'WITH

YOU"

r'PUTTIN'

ON

"THERE'S

DANGER IN YOUR

THE RITZ"

EYES,CHERIE"
;'SINGiNG A VAGABOND

SONG

Now the big sellers on Records and Sheet music.
Mr.
Richman records exclusively
for Brunswick.

with

ARTISTS

JOAN BENNETT
Tashmon,

James Gleason,

Lilyan

Aiieen Pris^gle. Written and
produced by John W. Considine, Jr.

DIRECTED BY

EDWARD

H.

SLOMAN

VARIETY

24

Wednesday, February

19,

1930

^3
J

Ik

I

mm
Oy
Ndf,'

^

hit

S

/r,

^

for

°^t-Or.

H

ANT
HERS

WITH

G R
W T
I

Adapted from the

itory

by Octavut Roy Cohan

Directed by Lloyd

Bacon

1^

.1 >v%^.
Or,

s e

t i

Of
"Vitaphono" 1$ fh« registered trade mark of
the Vltaphone Corprdeiionating iti products

FIRST

OSs

KATIOMAL^lVri^w«rx PICTURES

1

!

Wednesday, February

4ft

19,

!

ADVERTISEMENT

1930

VARIETY
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THE

GAB

i

KING^

NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

OPENS

19,

OPENS

1930

SHOWDOM'S BIG NIGHT!
GREATEST MOTION PICTURE EVER

DENNIS KING SURE TRIUMPH IN

PARAMOUNT SONG ROMANCE HIT
The magic voice

of

romantic star

showdom's

BROADWAY

be heard
time

HAILS

NEW

OPENS

IK

1

MADE

IN $5

PREMIERE SELLOUT

the screen
tonight.

for

will

the

KING OF THE MOVIES

first

,

be hailed as the which he played for over 90 weeks
-on- -the New. Yotlc.stag.e
the screen with
King is young, handsome and
the opening of Paramount's gor- possessed of a rich baritone voice
geous All-Technicolor picturization and dashingly romantic personality
of "The Vagabond King."
Success that should make him instantly a
for this big one seems assured.
favorite.

on the stage,

new

will

sensation- of

1

_

I

When

the curtains part at tho
Theatre, Broadway, tothey will disclo.sc the show
world's mightiest triumph.
An S. R. O. audience composed
of the elite of the Big Town are
all set to give this singing monarch
of the movies a royal welcome.
ican serpen public in "The Love
In Palm Beach the picture also
Parade," will charm them ;incw in
opens tonight at the Paramount
The" whble show' -world cagoi-ly^ "The Vagabond King,"
awaits the debut of what is confiIn "a cast rich in fine singing Theatre, with society paying' $ir "a
throw
for the privilege of being in
chief
feathe
dently expected to be tlie greatest voices she plays
motion picture hit of 1930— "The tured feminine role of "hn<\y Kath- at the start of a world-wide
triumph.
erine" to perfection."
Vagabond King."

JEANETTE MACDONALD

Simultaneous $5 Opening in
Palm Beach Also S. R.
WINS FRESH UURELS
Eagerly
^O.
Audiences
Wise showmen say that Dennis
The beautiful blonde singing
Dennis King comes back to
King-, who sang and acted liis way
Await Greatest Smash Hit
prima donna, Jeanette MucDonald,
to fame in "The Vagabond King" Broadway tonight in the glamorous
of 1930
who won the hearts of the Amerand Ziegfeld's "Three Musketeers" title role of "The Vagabond .King"
pi-paLost

on

—

Crilerioi)

night,

vmm
witH

JEANETTE MacDONALD

Warner Oland,

0. P. Heggie, Lillian

Roth

Ludwig Berger Production

PICTURES

VARIETY

FedXAgenls Warn B. 0/s

Behind the Keys
Glens

Fiiills,

N. T,

A

2,000-seat theatre Is to be built
here by Fred W. Mausert, adjoining his Stats theatre In Warren
street.

House
city.

will

There

be the largest In the
no balcony.

will be

Bristol, Coni),

Frank J, Dillonsyler has reslghed
as manager of the Palace theatre
here and has gone to Philadelphia
tak© a course in business administration at Temple university.

On Phoney Money Passing

Pioneer, Robesonla, closed for
time. It has reopened.'

somo

Birmingham, Ala.
Several wee!<s ago the Alabama
(Publlx) hired a good looking girl
to hang around the lobby and act
as hostess. But tljey decided she
wasn't earning her pay. Now the
hostess serves tea every Thursday
from three to five. It's terribly high
hat for Birmingham.

Pine Bluff, Ark.
G. J. Meredith, Publlx publicity
nianagcr, appointed to this office.

Washington, Feb.

dis-

1930

2 WICHITA B. 0. BANDITS

18.

There's a difference of opinion as
whether or not the picture incovered that about 126 counterfeit dustry approves the new copyright
of
.designs bill now before the
bills of various denominations are
House Patents Committee.
being passed In the city dally.
A bogus 10 spot was given the Dress creators, artists, builders
Paramount theatre Jan. 29 which and practically everyone having
resulted In Joseph Becker being ar- anything to do with designs, were
rested, found guilty, and sentenced on hand for the hearings. Louis
Swarts, Arthur W. Well and Fulton
to six years In Atlanta.
The 14th street theatres more Brylawski, of the Hays organizathan other houses have apparently tion, were present, but did not apbeen subjected to the fake slipping. pear before the committee. Questions
put to
Chairman Vestal
brought forth the statement that
the picture industry approved the

who have

19,

NEGRO DOORMAN GRABS

Can't Figure if Picture People Approve New Copyright Law or Not

Treasurers of New York picture
houses have been cautioned by Fed-

eral nloney experts

to

Los Angeles.

Wednesday, February
BILL ON DESIGNS

to

Wichita, Kan,, Feb,

IS.

With no other weapons than his
Frank Young, 47, colored door-

fists

man

at the Fox-Mlller theatr^ captured two bandits who attempted to
rob^ the theatre, saved the money
and handed the men over to the

Young went on with

police.

his

work

despite an Injured hand but,
nevertheless, found himself the hero
of the hour.
Both dally paper-s started funds
In recognition of his heroism and
he was more than $200 ahead, besides rewards of the theatre mana!gement.
Youi\g and Mrs. Tom Curless,
secretary to S. N. Chambers, manager, were surprised by tlic gunmen while in the executive offices
on the second- fioor. StIck-up pair
were Carol Turley and John Glbbs,
both armed. Turley. marched Young

Pathe's 8 Short Classes bill.
The following managerial changes
Elkton, Md.
in the Rocky MounQueries put to the Hays repreHarvey H. Mackey will probably
of West Coast the- enlarge his Mackey theatre In Elksentatives brought a statement to
Culver City, Feb. 18.
Pathe's short product will be sold the contrary, from Brylawski, who
ton.
He has purchased the LIpman
Ray Davis succeeds O. G. Brown store building;, adjoining the the- during the year in eight different said the picture people disapproved
as manager of the U. S. A. theatre, atre, for $13,200.
the bill.
designations.
and Mrs. Curless downstairs and up
Sidney, Neb., Brown goes to the
The progrlim of -52 will be divided
the street .to a store where ,he ortheatres.
and
Rialto
American
Brooklyn, N. Y.
into classes, with schedule calling
dered them to look In the window.
Sterling, Colo. Chet Miller succeeds
Six Checker comedies (slapA. H. Schwartz (Century Circuit) for:
Young obeyed but got a glimpse of
CALLS
OFF
Ewart Boyd as manager of the Fox Is building another 2,600 seater in stick); ^Ix Manhattan, comedies
a cop directing traffic. Getting tired
theatre. North Platte, Neb., Boyd Queens.
(parlor, bedroom and bath type)
Straight picture policy.
of just looking, he suddenly hit the
goes to the Rialto and Loveland
six Melody comedies; six Follies
IN N. Y. holdup man on the chin, grabbed
DATES
theatres, Loveland, Colo.
Woodstock, Ont.
comedies
(musical revues);
six
the gun, picked the man up and
It took the house staff of the Cap- Rodeo comedies (Westerns); eight
literally carried him over to the
Omaha.
itol three hours to find the false Rainbow comedies (all color), and
Figuring more dough can be policeman.
.
Sunday problem, dormant In many teeth of a patron which popped out eight Whoopee comedies (musical taken out, the Warner Strands
Young then raced back to the
of the small towns of this territory while he was laughing at .i two- novelties).
(New York and Brooklyn) and the theatre where the other bandit,
for ^ome time, is* springing up again, reeler.
Beacon ^yill no longer play product now at the ticket window in the
have been made

'

.

tain division
atres.

WB

DAY

AND

'

-

.

across -the

'^particularly

river

in

Iowa.
Lincoln, Neb.

After several years during which
ho public theatres have been per-

Atlanta, Ga.
N. Edward Beck, formerly general
press representative for 101 Ranch
Shows, joins Publlx as publicity director here.

Bandits in

day ind ditei; .Effective- this Friday; lobby, was- ordering -Pauline Algeo,under ah arrangement worked out tlcket seller, to put tire cash in a
by H. L. Charnas, managing di- sack. With a leap Young wa.s on

Makeup Tap

San Jose

^ite for $5,000

San Francisco, Feb. 18.
Two. bandits, made up to indimitted at University place, a subcate age and extreme swarthiness,
Yonkers, N. Y.
urb, a petition for a picture house
walked into the Fox California,
Historic Warburton, one of the
has been presented to the city
San Jose, held at bay a man and
country,
In
the
oldest theatres
councfl.
two girl employees and escaped
10-cent
opened Saturday as a
with $5,000 In currency.
A hot
Finhouse.
Abe
picture
second-run
Wichita, Kans.
chase through the town ensued.
Howard Jameyson, publicity head berg, manager.
Bandits used stolen automobiles and

Fox local
Interests, has been appointed to act
in the same capacity for Its chain
of 40 theatres In Kansas and MIst Bouri;-. -Janieyson "has left here- for
for the recently acquired

Kansas City and

his

new head-

quarters. D. S. Lawler, of the "Daily
Beacon," replaces In Wichita.

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

Murray Lafayette has been appointed manager of the Embassy
theatn^. at. Dobbs. Ferry. He came
from the Broad Street theatre "at
Trenton, N. J., and succeeds George
Roberts.

WB

rector of the
Greater New
York houses, the Strand on Broadway will have precedence over the
other houses.
"Lilies of the Field" comes into
the Npw York Strand, and "The
Other Tomorrow" goes Into the
Brooklyn house for a first run, while
"She Couldn't Say No" is held over
at the Beacon. In the future the
plan is to shoot the pictures from
the Broadway Strand to the other

Still

Going Strpng

.

Strand

theatre,

Iowa Operating

owned

Co.,

will

la.

by the
undergo

motorcycles to make their getaway,
and they got away.
Robbers are believed to have two houses for simultaneous showburled the silver, which weighed ings a week later.
about 7.0. pounds, and^ to have kept
on them only the Vapef money;
Robbery occurred just as the theIn Again
Again
atre treasurer was waiting for a
Chicago, Feb. 18.
policeman to arrive to escort him
After
being
oiit
of
show
business
to the bank with week-end receipt.^.
two weeks the Ascher Brothers ape
Loss covered by Insurance.
.

—Out

'

remodeling within the
next few weeks, even to Its name,
which will be changed to the State.
Harry Kr upper of Pittsburgh became manager of the house this
week.

4th Consecutive, Yejir

BEHNY

MEROFF

re-entering. They have leased the
Vista, 900-seat south side spot, from
Harry Ortenstain, wealthy druggist.
The three brothers, lost their one

extensive

Chattanooga, T6nn.
Paul Short, manager of the State,
has been shifted to direct the VicM.
tory, Tampa,' Fla., for Publix.
Phillips succeeds here.

Rivals Use

and only house, Feb.

18.

several months..

House
Farash

will

be wired for pictures.
thereby run op-

Washington, Feb.

18.

Getting to the opposition's employees by bribes, directly or indirectly, or promises of commissions,
money "or other valuable things as
an inducement," to get the trade
secrets or secure contracts, will become a Federal offense if a bill introduced by George S. Graham
(R.), Pa.,

becomes a law.

This, of course, will only apply to

companies operating in interstate
Fines totaling $3,000
commerce.
with t\yo years in
as penalties.

BLAIR'S N.

Jail

iff.

are set

down

CHARGE

Seattle, .Feb, 18.

NEW TRADE MARK

officials will

position to their other house as the
State,
their first run
stand is

through

same

lobby

Wedgeway.

Of

(HR

18.

2828),

which has just been fa-

vorably reported to the House.
Bill widens the scope of protec-

HOUSE WINS NEWS SUIT
Lynchburg, Va., Feb.

BILL

Washington, Feb. 18.
considerable importance to
as pictures Is the new Vestal bill

,

Fox lost a court decision here
when Judge Christian, in the Cor-

Bribing as Jail Offense

when Publlx

1

Wedgeway closed Saturday night, took away the Diversey, north side
terminating Mutual Wheel season de luxer, and renamed It the Cenhere. Business was terrible the last tury.

reached
Hartford, Conn.
Harvey G. Cocks has succeeded
Clarence Millett as manager of the
Allyn. Cocks was formerly at the
Capitol, Allston, Moss.

Same Lobby

Schenectady, Feb.

tion on trademarks used In interstate commerce, chief purpose of
the measure being to incorporate

in on© law the various trademark
poration Court, ruled in favor of acts.
It also simplifies procedure
C. M. Casey and the Academy thea- for
speedy registrations of marks
allegtre.
Fox had sued for $1,980,
used on commodities exported.
ing breach of .contract Involving
Chairman Vestal, of- the House
newsreel releases of last summer.
Patents Committee, Will send copFox company claimed the contract ies of the committee's report, which
covered a specific number of reexplains the bill In detail upon releases over an Indefinite period. The
quest.
house suspended during the summer, and upon reopening in the fall
declined to further use the newsPOUGHTSIE PICKETING 0. K.
reel, claiming that the contract had
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Feb. 18.
expired. Fox continued to send the
Picketing of the Strand and
reels, but they were not screened.
Rialto theatres here by union operators is now permitted under a ruling by City Judge Haas.
When
DEMBEOW-BOTSFORD
Sam Dembrow and A. M. Bots- union operators in both houses were
discharged
they were re-,
ford, Publlx exces, leave town this first
week, for the south on more or less strained from picketing by the

the police.

Short Reel House,

Pitt's

Palace, Calls It Quits
Pittsburgh, Feb.
Pittsburgh's short subject

A

IVI

little

for

t:

M.

"ACCORDION" IDEAS

THAN'X TO ALICE GOODWIN

It

was shown

or no enthusiasm
the
proposition.

Yesterday

(Monday) house switched to second-run feature pictures with a
daily change.
Admission remains
at 16 cents.

EXHIB.-PILOT CRASHES
Galveston, Tex., Feb. 18.
Carl Anderka, oWner of a picture
theatre at Orange Grove, Tex., was
seriously injured when the plane
which he owned and -n'as piloting

crashed In a plowed

field last

week.

Frank Neumann, 17, a passenger,
was killed.
Anderka suffered a fractured skull
and other Injuries.

RIO BROS,
2'nd

This

Year With

PVibllx

Week Chicago

Theatre,

Chicago
Thanks
Dir.

to.

Karl Saunders

JTBRRY CARGCLI.

Joseph Jackson
Wrote the Dialog

fop

"THE TERROR"

AWAY

vacations.

police.

•

WISCONSIN

THEATRE
Milwaukee
Wis.

DIALOOCE

ORIGINALS

Howard

J. Green
NOW WITH FOX

CONTtNCITlES

ADArT.^TIONS

SPANISH-LATIN AMERICAN FILM BUREAU

IN F.

and
'

-Pronioted. -by theLJHarrls^iater.esta
at the 400 seat Palace, downtown,

.

AN

AND THEODORE
KATYAFEATURED
DANCERS

18.

house has flopped.
folded after a month's trial.

newsreel

.

Later the court ruled that picketDembow pulls out for Miami toCharles Kurtzman, Publlx western division representative, has ap- day (Wednesday), to be gone 10 ing in this case is not prohibited by
The men are now at
pointed Robert Blair, manager of days, while Botsford leaves this ordinance.
the Seattle theatre, this city and Friday for Pinehurst, N, C, which their posts dally.
visit he win, Interrupt long enough
Portland.
CHICAGO
to address a group of_merchants at
MACON'S OPEN SUNDAYS
Raleigh, N> C. Latter expects to be
Macon, Ga., Feb. 18.
away a week.
FRANK
HARRY
City Council here has killed old
blue laws forbidding any activity
beyond a short walk on the SabSO-YE.-OLD HOUSE BURNS
bath.
Mendon, 111., Feb. 18.
AVITH THEIR LAI'GHIXG SENSATION
As a result of the movement, MaFire last week destroyed the MenFefttured In FANCHON nnd MARCO'S "MANILA BOtNIV IDEA
don Opera House, which was more con's two talking picture houses can
Tlmnks to IIYMAN SHALI.MAN, JACK LOEB, JESSE KAYE
operate Sundays,
than 80 years old.
Structure originally was a church
but later was remodeled into a picture, vaudeville and legit theatre.
Loss is estimated at $15,000.

S E

the theatre

Crapo, driver of a
and third member of
the holdup trio, was captured by

MABBRO

aRANADA

U

Young has been with
17 years.
Al
"gf taway car"

.

-

Sioux City,
Reading, Pa.
Warner-Equity, Inc., has wired
the San Toy and reopened It with
eecond runs. Interests allied with
WarneV-BquIty have wired the large

the holdup's back.

Now
Joe Cook and

Two

Columbia will have three of the
original cast members of the stage
"Rain or Shine," In its picture version, Joe Cook, the star, Tom Howard and Davltf Olui.sen.

Acting as Advisor for

SONO-ART'S PRODUCTION, "SOStBRAS'

STARRING JOSE BOUK
ADDRESS

DE

GLORIA,"

METROPOLITAN STUDIOS, HOLLYWOOD
Teleplione

GR

3111

The Surprise First-Run
Serial Sensation /
Feature CLASS
feature PRODUCTION VALUE, feature DRAWING POWER in every episode. ... A mighty mystery
.

.

.

and young
the
answer to the showman's prayer for somethriller built for old

thing to

.

.

BUILD BUSINESS

!

.

.

.

.

Here's

your chance to keep your weekly figures

CLIMBING UPWARDS

.

.

.

GRAB

IT!

LOUISE LORRAINE
With

MUSIC
and

SOUND
EFFECTS
Also

silent

JACK PERRIN
MONROE SALISBURY, FRANCIS FORD,
LEO WHITE and WILBUR MACK

10 SMASHING CHAPTERS!

TlniversaVs New Sellincr Season is onA/^OTV/

VARIETY

28

Wednesday, February

19,

1930

Continuing to sell out at every performance at the
Aston N.Y., and at the Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles
OOIDWYH

METRO-GOLDWYN-M AYER IS
ELECTRIFYING THE ENTIRE
AMUSEMENT WORLD!
Each

year the truly

outstanding hits bear

the

name

of Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer* Each
year theatre owners be-

come more and more
convinced that to be
associated with M-G-M
is

the one and only

guarantee of profit and
prestige*

GRETA GARBO in ANNA CHRISTIE
4th week of record'breaking business at the Criterion Theatre, Los Angeles. Her First
Talkie! Noto playing to sensational business at Michigan Theatre, Detroit, and moving
to AddmsTheatre^onJFriday for extended. run^

|

Wednesday, Ffebruary

VARIETY

19, 1930

29

/
i

SOMEnONG NEW
IN

THE

MASHRING OF CEREMONIES
NOW AT THE
A CONDUCTOR
AN ARRANGER
A SHOWMAN

CAPITOL

A PERSONALITY
AN INDIVmUAL
AN ENTERTAINER

NEW YORK

OPENING SATURDAY
(FEBRUARY

NEW

22)

17 5" STREET THEATRE

NEW YORK
Than

Mr.

SIDNEY and

Mr.

HARRIMAN

PICTURES

VARIETY

do

242,250,

:

SELF THREADING

C

:

PATENTED

in

1,745,900.
7 claims.
Projection apparatus (with three
W. K.
lenses for various angles).
.Schwanhausser, Maple wood, N. J.,
Beseler Co Xew
as.signor to M.
York. Plied March 14, 192S. Ser.
.

;

Xo. 261,455, and In Prance Feb.

i

1928.

1,740,014.
2 claims.
Color. photography. J. G.

man, Madison, Wis.

I

1,

Zimmer-

Filed Jan. 29,
20 claims.

No. 84,575.

Ser.
1926.
1,740,330.

Framing mechanism for cinema-

tographic projectors. A. Dina, Jersey City, assignor to the Preci.sion
Wnshlngton, Feb. 3 8.
Machine Co., New York. Filed May
Oulstandins feature of current 19, 1925. Ser. No. 31,415. Renewed
11 claims. 1,746,385.
27. 1929.
list o£ patents Issued on ni?v.- inven- June
Film Trapdoor lock. A. Dina, Jertions. Is just liow long an iriVentov sey Cltyj assignor to the Precision
York. Filed Sept.
New
Co.,
sometimes has to. wait to ger the Jilachine

government protection.

official

5

A.

No.

Ser.
27. 1929.

1925.

Renewed

54,618.

16 claims. 1,746,386.
June
Photographic print washer. D. C.
McCandless, Boise, Ida. Filed Nov.
Ser. No. 150,838. 6 claims.
26, 1926.

Dina, of Jersey City, fileo for a
couple of patents coverinpr a framing mechanism and a film trapdoor
lock back in 1925, and Just got his 1,740,667.

,

A new

Basketball Victory Is

device for Inspecting film,

Costly to Albion

are also included in the list.
Details on the following may be
obtained upon request to the Comml3.sioner of Patents, Washington,
D. C, it being necessary to give the
name and nujrnber of the particulaiinvention plus a 10-cent fee to cover
printing and mailing costs:

claims.

6

Toledo, Feb. 18.
Students at Albion, Michigan, all
but wrecked the Bohm theatre there
whefi, following a basketball victory some 300 youths presented
themselves at the theatre and desired to be deadheaded Into the
show.
In the fight that followed 18 students were jugged but their schoolrhates bi-oke dcwn the doors of the
town lockup and released them.
When finally^br pughl up on charges
all escaped witii fines.
•

Manufacturing foils, films, ribbons and the like from viscose and
similar cellulose solutions. E. Czapek and R. Weingand, Bomlitz, near
Walsrode, Germany. JTiled Sept. 1,
1927.
Ser.'No. 2.17^012, and In.Ger-.
Sept, 13, 1926.

—

translations.

1,-

Film-feeding mechanism.
D. E.
Gilmore, Chicago, assignor to Helios
Corp., Chicago. Filed Dec. 24, 1925.-.
Sen No. 77,653. .6 claims. 1,745,481.
Device for Inspecting continuous
picture films. A. C. Sargent, Westford, Mass. Filed Oct. 27, 1927. Ser.

No. 229,238. 1 claim. 1,745,718.
Rewinding mechanism for motion
E. J. Nolan,
Iplcture projectors.
Rochester, assignor to Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester. Filed April 9,

No. 182,458.

Ser.

2

claims.

1,745,861.

Self-threading motion picture apparatus. A. Stuber and B.'B. Underwood, Rochester, assignors to
Bastmah K<)dak' Co.;'" Rbcliester.
Filed Dec. 4, 1925. Ser-. No. 73,119.
22 claims. 1,745,874.
.Means for positioning and holding
sensitized paper onto the exposing
table or board of an enlarging and
'

'

reducing photographic camera. C.
G. Lowen, London, Eng., assignor to
E. T. Pearson & Co., London, a British Co. Piled Dec. 23, 1927. Ser. No.

share the leads in "Stepping oh the
Gks."
It's th© first Kent Production.

Jackie Heller In
with Bennle Rubin.

-REMEMBER ?—
When Harr^
Longacre
qs

Frazee

theatre
the

in Fox's "Follies of 1930."
Fox has renewed option on the
and
following
actors,""
directors
writers for th© next bIx months:
Frank Albertson, Prank Richardson,

Rex

n>lth

Mona

son, J. G. Blystone, Ben Stoloff and
Tersselt, directors; William

Frank

Kernell

opened the
Marguerite

When

Dillingham's

Step" broke
vpcning week

all

lobb\f

of

When

the

Sisters

produced

"THE INFINITE

Murder

Shoeblack"— Unfavorable
SHOEBLACK" (Drama, Lee Shubert,

every/bee.

Infinite

Maxino

Elliott's).

A quiet play. Reclamation
and Harlaji Thompson, brow trend and tragic finale.
and Sophie Waqhner, cos-

of

a woman of many

lovers,

with a highZbee.

.

:

Original date was during the first
of next month. Site remains
the same, Drake hotel.

week

May Beatty, "Smooth as Satin,"
Vincent Lawrence on an original Radio.
Brook and Ruth ChatterEarle Snell re-engaged by Tiffany
to write baseball yarn for Benny
Geneva .Mitohell aa the heavy in Rubin.
Harry Langdon's current comedy
Jed Prouty "Devil's Sunday," Par.
(Roach).
Hugh Herbert new year's writing
Hank Moran In "The Cisco Kid" contract. Radio.
(Fox).
John Ince, "Smooth as Satin,"
Knute Erickson In "Double Cross Radio.
Roads," directed by Al Worker at
Complete
"Tempeta'tion":
cast
Fox.
C6I. Dorothy Revier, Matt Moore,
Craufurd Kent in "Thre© Faces Catherln Clare Ward, Nick DeRuzy,
East," WB.
Tom O'Brien, Joseph de la Cruz, Vic
Judith Vosselli In "Mile. Modiste" Potel, Buff Jones.
FN.
Bertha Mann, Maria Mannon, EdAlbert Gran In "MHe. Modiste," ward Pell, Heine Conklln, Bodil
FN.
Rosing and Serg© Tenoff, "Western
Eddie Phillips for "Those Who Front," U,
Dance," WB.
Dorothy Yost, continuity "SinMay Boley in a short for Edu- cerity," U.
cational.
Complete cast, "Trigger Fingers,"
Tom London, Dilck Hatton, Edna U: Hoot Gibson, Sally Eilers, Jack
Marlon and Henry Rockmor© for Richardson, Monte Montague, Wal"Romanic of th© West," Hammond. ter Perry, Max Asher and Neal

ern studios.
for CHv©
ton.

"LADIES" FOR $2
Columbia's next $2 picture will be
of Leisure," according to

'Ladies

A New

York run

will

split,

be arranged

starting about the middle of April.

Tax

•

ment for "Scarlet Pages" WB.
Joseph Jackson, screen treatment for "See Naples and Die."
Paul Dauer and' George McContract renewed of A. A. Kline,
Carthy, has been sent over. Carroll writer. Pathe.
b. o. men have been let out.
Geneva Mitchell replaces Virginia

Lotito,

By AL TRAHAN-—

JUDGEI

Bob Tanzy to direct.
^
Hart.
Matt Moore, Dorothy Revler,
Vincest Barnett, "Courage," WB.
Katherlne Clar© Ward, Nick de
Rose Dione, Dorothy Jarvls, Kor-

last

todlans at the Carroll theatre. New
York. Former Glob© staff of Louis

his

"Red Heads"?

nr WHICH ALL SfAM
INTER?AIMMEMT M

.

RuJz, Tom O'Brien, Joe d© la Cruz,
Vic Potel, Buff Jones and Ford
week.
Trio bound and gagged Thomas West for "Under Western Skies,"
Col. Al Ray and Ira Hards directReno, night watchman, blew the ing.
safe open and got away with $2,100
Kate Price for "Three Flights
Up," WB.
Walter Anthony, Bcre en treatComplete change of box office cus

Fox?
Jesse Lasky
vaudeville act,

"The

.

was robbed by three bandits

Rosczika teaming with Martin Brown
and Jenny with her husband, Harry

When

(Melodrama, Herman Shumlln, Harris).

house drama arid attempted prison outbreak.
Too gruesome for the screen.

deat-h

'

$2,100 Robbery
Liberty, Stapleton, L; I, pictures,

"Watch Your

records with a $22,000
gross at the Amster-

Doll})

"THE LAST MILE"

A

where.

.

the

dam?

last big

Char.

"The Last Mile"— Unfavorable

Wm.

law.

Cesl

in/" the

Land.

,

—

"Topaze" Unfavorable
"TOPAZE" (Farce' comedy, Lee Shubert, Music D3ox).
Is adaptation from French and typically lacking In meat for the screen.

writers,
tume designer.
Boyd (stage)

Fort Worth, Tex,, Feb. 18.
Suburban theatres In Texas- cities

Oscar Hammerslein and
ended a long feud fcp

When

Richard Keene, Thomas
Maureen O'Sulllvan and
Marls, players; A. P. Erlck-

Bell,
Clifford,

reaching over the 40,000 pop mark
must continue to pay a $75 occupation tax, same as the downtown first
runs, according to a decision of
Judge Lattimore. Tax is a state

star?

shaking hands
Victoria?

'

(Tiff.)

Ernest Laemml© to direct "What
Want" for U.
George "Red" Corcoran to "Solid
Gold Article." Fox.

sical hit publicity value attaches.

.

Tex. Suburbans' $75

When Hcrhcrl Brcnon, the picture
direclof, and -Helen Dotul'mg {Mrs.
Brcnon) were a vaudeville team?

Morris

"Sunny Skies"

IMen

plans.

Clarl(

—

"Ripples" Favorable
Russ Powell, "March of Time,"
M-G.
"RIPPLES" (Musical, Charles Dillingham, New Amsterdam).
Russell Hopton "Singer of SeFavorable rating Is with reservations. If done as a screen musical
ville," M-G.
would need an entirely new score. Certain film possibilities inherent in
Francis X. Bushman, Jr., "Father's group of dwarfs in Catskill Mountains turning out to be bootleggers.
Day," M-G.
John Darrow and Helen Foster Extensive rewriting would be Inevitable but If piece develops as a. mu-

added to "The Bruce In "Safety in Numbers," Par. and Ned Sparks for "Devlfs HoliMiss Bruce gets another spot.
day," Par.
Storm" (U),
For Pai''s Spanish version of
Russ Powell and Austin Young
Herbert Prior, Margin Mugs,"
"Benson Murder Case," Barry Nor"March of Time," M-G.
M-G.
Delmar Daves for "Good News,"
ton.
Nella "W'alkcr nd Charles "Glblln, Pathe has bought Sada Cowen's
M-G.
Smooth' 'as Satin/' Radio."
"Extra," newspaper yarn. AuthorLeRoy Prlnz directing dance
Fritzl
Rldgway, Claude King, ess will put It In screen shape.
numbers for "Madam Satan," M-G.
Bert Glennon Is directing "Rosle Gilbert Emory, Fred Warren, JoyClara Bow, "Quarantine," Par.
TEAFFIC tANGLE AWAEDS
Emma Dunn, "The Texan," Par.
O'Grady" for Columbia. He wrote zelle, Fred Sullivan, for "Princ© of
Diamonds," Col.
Rube Wolit, m; c. at Fox, Brooklyn, the dialog.
Dorothea DeBorba and William
Byrne
President
and
Borough
Maude Turner Gordon "Smooth
James Crane, for "One Night at Bechtel, "Lover Come Back," Col.
Susies," FN.
Dodge Sisters, M-G revue.
awarded two automobiles to win- as Satin," Radio.
Joe Farnham can eat for another
Three In a row for Frank Mcners of "Traffic Tangles," exploitaRaymond Hatton for "Under
Hugh at F.N. "Treasure Girl,"
Wolf year as writer at M-G.
Western Skies," FN.
tion stunt held by theatre.
James
Murray
fb
"Primrose
"Mile. Modiste and one to come.
those
and
made special picture
Sally Eilers opposite Hoot GibPath" Chesterfield.
spotting his traffic violations won
Edward Everett Horton for "Mile. son in "Trigger Tricks," U.
the prizes.
Lothat Mayring added to "VienModiste," WB.
Jeane Cohen, former secretary to
Bert Adler promoted gag..
Ray Harris adapting "Rain or nese Nights," WB.
Jesse Lasky and one-time head of
Shine," Col.
Andree Henderson for "Radio the Btory department for Para^ Joe Poland engaged by M-G to Revels," Radio.
PUBIIX DATE SWITCH
writ© Duncan Sister picture, reWallace Smith Is good for an- mount, has been appointed east
coast representative for Myron SelzPublix convention of district and tained for a Joan Crawford film.
other year at Radio.
Jack Klrkland, Paramount writer,
Theodore Von Eltz for second lead nlck, artists' representative.
division managers In Chicago has
''
to
New
York
write-at'
Eastto
the
"ArizdnarK-id,"
Fox;
been put back until' Mairch 'lO-lS.'
"

745,247.

1927.

House

1930

Picture Possibilities

Frank W. Beaston, Juvenile lead

a rewinding mechanism, and a selfthreading motion picture machine

19,

Qarnett Weston writing dialog
on "Sap from Slcamore." (Par.)
"Joseph" Favorable
to
Conklln
"Heinle"
Charles
"JOSEPH" (Comedy, John Golden, Liberty).
"Western Front," U.
With the right treatment should make a more amusing picture than
Mrs. Mary B. Lewis engaged by
a
play.
lice.
Hal Roach for four foreign tongue

patents.

many

Wednesday, February

COAST NOTES

31, 1926.

I

I

;

PROJECTOR

and

Great Britain Doc.

I

da, untitled. Fox.

Harry Stray, Jack Pennick, "Born
Reckless," Fox.
Joe Balch, James Gibson, "Arizona
Kid," Fox.
Charlotte Walker, "Yonder Lies
the Daisies," Fox.
Sally Starr, Mickey Bennett and
Nick Stuart for "Swing High."
Pathe.
Mary Forbes, "So This Is London," Fox.
Jason Robards, "In Love With
Love," Fox.
Edgar Norton, "Sweet Kitty Bellalrs,"

WB.

June Purcell, "Viennese Nights,"

WB.
Charles Morton and Anita Page,

"Margin Mugs," M-G.
Nick Grinde remains with

M-G as
director for another "year.
"Soldiers' Wornen," play by Paul
Fox, acquired by. Col.
Tommy Jackson, "Good News,"

4

M-G.
Paramount has engaged Stanley
Fields for five years.
O'Connor,
R. E.
Satlifl" Radio.

WE BUILD, BUY, LEASE,
OPERATE OR MANAGE
MOTION

PICTURE THEATRES

PENNA.-NEW JERSEY
DELAWARE -MARYLAND

IN

•^DISTRICT

VIRGINIA

OF COLUMBIA-

AND

W. VIRGINIA

Edna

Murphy,

"Smooth

MANAGER

Who

"Those

Dance," WB.
Bert Sprotte, "Lover

PICTURES OR VAUDEVILLE

As

Come

Back,"

Liov©

You,"

Henry Armetta,

"I

Radio.

Looking for

Phyllis Crane, "Dumbbells In Er-

mine,"

title

of

Langdon

KNOWN B

.TO

1700

SANSOM STREET

Philadelphia.Pa.

"Lipstick,"

Pathe.

Jack

Trent,

Charlotte

Stevens,

"On a Chinese Flower Boat,"

Tiff.

Florence Eldridge, "Broadway
Playboy," WB,
Frank Lloyd, "Heart of the
North," FN.

James Kirkwood, Hobart Boswortk

COAST

A
r I I- D E »
EXPERIENCE
OF
BEST OF REFERENCES
BUSINE.SS

YEARS

UA.
Bennett,

:

Conquests

INCREASED RECEIPTS
FROM COAST
AS

"Harry Lee, Marceline Day, "Sunny Skies," Tiff.
Enrique Acosto and Cesare Vernonl, "The Texan," Par.
Earl Lindsay, dance numbers for
Constance

New

MODEBATE SALABT
AND PEECENTAGE OF

WB.

"The Shrimp"
Roach comedS'.

I

EXPLOITER

Col.

I

Have Broken Records In
Every Theatre I Have
Been Connected "With

CAN SO THE SAHE
THING FOE YOU!
Wire Box

101, Variety,

New York

Wednesday, February

19*

VARIETY

1930

The Melody

Man

—

A

highlight of the week easily. The
picture about which Columbia has been
throwing raves. So much so, in fact, that

81

Says Red KANN
Motion Picture News
The Melody Man

it became difficult to imagine any one
production could be as good as its producer claimed.
No other course was open then but to
find out what the shouts were all about..
took a peek and this is what we saw
beautifully
tempoed production,
charmingly acted, and a vast, but never
overplayed, sentimental appeal.
slight enough 3tory of a Viennese
musician whose rhapsody leads to his arrest for the murder of the man who
wrecked his home, while, at the same
time, it brings happiness to his daughter
and her sweetheart.
Adroitly directed; and handled always
with appreciation, "The Melody Man" deserves a widespread play. Far removed
from silly musical comedies and stories
of backstage life, it further disproves an
industry adage that a picture to get by
must be loaded down with unfunny aiid
unnecessary wisecracks.

A

( Columbia—

II

Dialogue^

Excellent
{Reviewed by Red Kann)

GHARMING

We

ment

K

in tempo, appreciative in treatAdd to
an^^ dignified' in perfor^^

these fundamentais in picture-making, a dramatic story bolstered by a high-grade of direction and the answer is an approximation of

,

f

"The Melody Man."
Here is the picture which represents -a high
mark in Columbians long career as a producer.

A

Its

motif revoi^jes around a rhapsody and

KANN

Says FILM DAILY
Melody

Man

( All-Talker

Colu-mbia

Time, 1 hr.,-15 mbis.

PRODUCTION
OF GREAT HUMAN APPEAL
AND RICH IN TENDER CHARM.
A splendid little film based on the
FIRST-RATE

Fields, Rogers and Hart stage piece
of the same name. Here is a beautiful picture with wide popular appeal,
thanks to the fine human sentiment,
the quaint tenderness and the remarkable simplicity prevading it. No pretentious, production, to be sure, but
certainly one that moves you deep-

how

loyely melody leads the Viennese police to
the composer charged with murdering the interloper wha^ wrecked his early family life.
Against this theme is written the love story "~
bf the ihiisiciah's "daughte^^^ for ia jazz band'
leader and how the unpublished music played
at the Philharmonic without the old man's
knowledge leads to his. apprehension and his
implied release.
Roy Neill never directed a better picture;
John St. Polls never outstripped his work in
this. Alice Day is delightful as the daughter
and Buster Collier as the jazz musician is fine.
Nothing hot or jazzy in "The Melody Man,"
but, despite that, a fine motion picture.
its

It is honest and it
R. William Neill has directed
intelligentit straightforwardly and
ly. A Viennese composer takes refuge
daughter
infant
his
with
America
in
after killing his wife and her paramour, thus sacrificing a brilliant career.
fy

and

sincerely.

is true.

girls' inherited love for music
turns to jazz and she becomes inclash
fatuated with a band leader.
follows when the father finds the
spirit of jazz threatening the old
He is arrested when one
masters.
of his pieces is heard in a concert
hall by Viennese agents sent to look
for him in New York. The cast adthe film.
mirably catches the spirit

The
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HAPPY

meant little here, al- Love Me," theme piece, is an infecDAYS,
though smaller town audiences may tious tune, and "Please Be Good to
go for It.
(Continued from page 21)
Me" is a fair melody featured by
House
Is
not
spreading the screen Rex Lease and no dubbing, either.
"Moana"), and other bits of novelty
and fast danclngr.
Performance -then goes Into speand revue ensembles. First
rate novelty song by Janet Gaynor
and Charles Farrell called "Little
World All Our Own," iwith the singers building up a miniature cottage

cialty

;

as they sing the love lyrics.
One of the most .elaborate song
and dance numbers probably ever
screened Is "Crazy Feet" with Dixie
Lee singing and 32 girls doing tap
Song melody
and Jazz routines.
is great as a dance tune candidate
for the best sellers and the staging
superlatively
striking,
getting
Is
shows a gigantic pair of shoes and
two trouser legs stretching upward
to what would be the wearer's
knees. Trouser legs are drawn up
and the shoes are revealed as two
stages each holding groups of eight
doing tap routines.
What
girls
would be the shoelaces tyrn out to
be stairways. Main body of dancers
works in front of the shoe platforms on the floor.
Another similar number earlier
also has a snappy jazz lilt and is
called "Snake Hips," sung by Sharon
Lynn, with Ann Pennington as
While
wriggling and how! lead.
the elaborate finale Is "Happy
Days," sung by "Whisperfng" Jack
Smith before one of those wedding
cake scenic backgrounds like the
finale of a Roxy presentation, everybody dancing and the whole star
cast brought down front for a frag-

—

—

ment

of their

numbers by way

entirely across the opening but
has allowed It two-thirds of the stage
width. It is also to be noted that
the Roxy's projection throw is from
the front of the balcony, possibly
saving a lighting problem.
Hom'
,

much

light houses using Grandeur
will need
.something to mull over. Another
angle is that Grandeur's oblong
shape permitted a full view of the
screen irom the rear of both lower
floor and loge section, balcony sight
lines not interfering to cut oft the
top of the picture, at least at the
•
Roxy.

from rear balcony booths
is

The new
modic

One

gags -and smart surprises.

them involves Will Rogers, Collier,
George Jessel and Catlett In spar-

kling banter; another is a moment
of joshing with Tom Patrlcola and
El Brendel over a pool game in the
Stage and Screen club; a third has
McLagleit and Lowe in one of those
"dame copping" episodes reminiscent of "Cockeyed World." Audi-

ence responded to the last-named
promptly.
Reproduction on the wide screen
extra-gQod (explanation is a
is
wider sound track). One minor flaw
In the enlarged image technique is
that fast action in closeups such
as fast eccentric dancing is inclined to flutter or flicker. One of
the remarkable things about the
bigger screen, hpK^eyer, is that view
from short range (4th row); and as
far to the side as it is' possible to
get at the Roxy, brings very little

—
—

-

isn't

so

the big camera's results.

And what

Grandeur, means abroad Is still
something else. Just about the time
they get straightened out on sound
across t^je Atlantic, they'll have to
readjust again. But maybe they'll

C OSTU

IVI

E

jPORPBozmcnoNa
HIR
I
I
I
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PRB8BNTATIONS

on the chin for a Park avenue
lass, but he eventually recovers and
unknown to Miss Lightner puts her
back on hor feet In a big musical
show. Then he mixes up In a gun
fight, brought about apparently to
obtain funds for additional angeling, and dies from wounds in the
heroine's arms.
Besides several special comedy
numbers
Miss
Lightner
sings
it

only the

Dangerous Paradise

o

(ALL DIALOG)

Paramount production and relcasp.
Directed by William A. Wellman. Nancy
Carroll starred; Richard Arlen and "Warner Oland featured.
Story by W. 3.
McNutt and Grover Jones, based on Incidents from novel by Joseph Conrad.
At the Paramount, New York, week of
Feb. 13.
Running time, 68 mlns.

Alma

,

TROOPERS THREE

His Wife..

1

THE GREAT DIVIDE

Fung

Willie

His Wife
Myrtle

"That's

Mc" and "Bouncin' the Baby
Around." Second mentioned Ks the
plug tune and bids fair to be a
moderate hit.
.Noncy Carroll
Sally Eilers and TuUy Marshall
Richard Arlen turn in flne accounts of themselves.
Warner Oland
Gustav .von Sey/fertltz Johnny Arthur lends little to a
pianist.
Photography and recordFrancis McDonald
George Kotsonaros ing an asset.
Char.

Wong Wing

;

Lillian

(ALL DIALOG, with Songs)

Worth

First Xntlonal producllon nnd release.
Fresehted" by Richard A;- Rowland.
AssO'
ciate ]>roducer, Robert North,
Based on
play of same name by "William -Vaughn
Moody, with scenario and dialog by Fred
Mylon and Paul Perez. Directed by Reginald Barker.
Music by Herman Ruby
and Ray Perkins.
Photography by Ivee
Garmes.
Mo recording credits. At the

.

Captain Harris
•Halllgan

William
Slavens
MoNutt and'
Grover Jones, the authors, base this
screen play on incidents from a
novel by Joseph Conrad, the great
writer of sea stories. What Conrad
novel the incidents were taken from

-

.

Hippodrome. New TTork, week starting
Feb. IS.
Running time, T:: mlns.
Ruth Jordan
Dorothy Mackalll
Stephen Ghent
Ian Keith
Texas Tommy....,
Luclen Llttlcfleld
Dutch Romeo
Ben Hendricks
Manuello.
Myrna Loy

isn't in the billing.
Anyway, the
picture is not there, which means
Nancy Carroll and Dick Arlen will
Joseph Glrard
pull
have
to
it
through.
Its best bet
"Walter Perry
is the smaller houses.
They'll have to be very broad-

Exhibs may not find "Troopers
Three" the sort of picture to send
highly laudatory telegrams to distributor about, but chances are^
slim there'll be any squawks. Background, with 11th U. S. Cavalry seen
in action, and unusually fine comedyr are this talker's-savlng- graces..
It's nice program material, especially promising for the smaller

the sticks. Besides the appeal
has for the smaller centers, It's
the sort of entertainment kids will
get a kick out of. At the opening
performance (matinee) young 'uns
in the audience seemed to enjoy
It
most, particularly the comedy
and the thrilling cavalry sequences.
Besides a drill and a stunt riding
in
it

Wong

minded
yarn'

SOMBRAS DE GLORIA
(ALL DIALOG-IN SPANISH)
(Blaze

o'

Glory)

Spani^fh version of Sono-Art'a

Glory."

Produced by Sono-Art
•

"Blaz.* •'
in Holly-

wood.

Distributed by World-Wide.
Cost
foreign except for female lead, M6n»
Rico, described aa American.
Star, Joaa
Bohr
(Argentinian);
Francesco
Mitmn
(Italian);
Cesar
VanonI
(Argentinian);
Rlcardo
Cayol
(Spaniard);
Demetrius
Alexis (Greek); Tito Davidson (Chilean);
Juan Torona (Spaniard); Enrelque Acosta
(Mexican); Robert Saa SlU-a (Peruvian)
and Frederlco Godoy (Peruvian).
Dialoc
all

by Fernando C. Tamayo.
Mualc by Jos*
Bohr and James F, Hanley. Photographer,
Arthur MartlnelU.
Directed by Andre-v
atone.
W. E. recorded. At the 55th
Street Playhouse, N. T., week Feb. Id.
Running time, 80 mlns.

L|ike

Dorothea "Wolbert
Clarence H. "Vl'ilaon
Evelyn Selbie

Wang

(ALL DIALOG, With Songs)
Story
Tlftany production and release.
dnd .supervision by Arthur Guy Empey.
Directed by Korman TaurbBT. Scenario by
Clarence Kolster, film
Jack Natteford.
Photography by Ernest Miner and
editor.
Benjamin Kline. Sound recording by Dean
At the
Dalley. RCA Photophone system.
Oolety, N. T., for <2 run beglnnlne Keb.
Running time, TO mlns.
V5.
Rex Lease
Eddie Hasklns
Dorothy Gulliver
JDorothy Clark
Roiicoe Karns
SBugB
Slim SummorvlUe
Sunny
;
Tom London
Hank Darby

My Dreams Go By,"
the Way with a Woman

"Watching

.

,

Schomberg
Zanglacomo
Mrs.

.

FOX THEATRES

Photography good on the whole,

permit one Grandeur print to count Heyst
for two normal films on the various Schomberg
Mr. Jonex
Rush.
quotas.
Rlcardo
Pedro

^

PRODUCTIONS

killing off
interest.

types.

away.

far

Studio heads, however, will likely
hold this back until at least the
key centers become accustomed to

Images seem closer to centers.
distortion.
normal than in a standard screen
Arthur Guy Empey, famed for his
from the same angle. Another de- "Over the Top," done years ago
tail Is that even from the most dis- as a silent, wrote and supervised
separate
the
tant point in the Roxy
this latest special from the Tiff
screen figures have much the ap- workshop. His is an ordinary stqry.
pearance of a standard screen image It tells of three hams tossed otri
frpm the middle of the house. How- a vaude theatre who figure the best
ever, from the high point (balcony bet for chow and flop security is
top) the screen angle does bring on the army. Rex Lease goes on the
some distortion.
make for Dorothy Gulliver, ^ven beThe big camera (70 mm) is fore he gets Into uniform, and saves
moved around to flash a few angles, her favorite mount from a fire to
a 45 -degree slant at an exiting line cap hia long conquest, once upset
of girls being a pip. And amongf the by a jealous officer suitor. Situa"news" shots included must also be tion that would make it appear the
mentioned a night flash of Times rookie hid, squealed on the officer
Square which practically takes in puta him on the snubbed list by
everything from 43d to 47th streets, brother soldiers, but apparently the
looking up and downtown, in close- stigma is removed. Picture is badly
up.
^edited toward finish, ostensibly to
Picture -seems to be running a
keen down running time, but imtrifle long, due to a couple of superpression is that ther ignominy has
McLaglen and be6n
flijous Inclusions.
Fast close, inclined to
Lowe are permitted too many chor- leave lifted.
matters a trifle hastily, has
uses in their comedy duet, taking
usual flnal clinch.
the edge off It, and there doesn't also edged out the
Despite the clumsily handled
seem any particular reason for the scenes
in last reel, picture has sufcomedy follow-up on the GaynorFarrell number after^ perhaps, one ficient comedy, In most cases expertly applied, to give it good enfull chorus flash at the stars as
bonneted tots li> a baby carriage tertainment rating for masses.
for a laugh.
Brendel's breakaway Slim Summerville, gawky, hick type
and one of the trio tabooed in
suit item, following a minuet Intro
vaude, almost cops the .picture. A
perfect comedy type, Summerville
has a smart chance to step ahead.
"Troopers
likely
that
Very
Three" will roll up decent business

JOE LaROSE

Narrative fools for the finish by
Morris, the main love
He has fallen for the
cabaret singer and backed her in
a swell night club. Lapse from the
romantic straight and narrow occurs when the racketeer-hero takes

aids
Summerville nicely.
Lease also helps when not busy
wooing or scrapping. As army officers, Joseph Girard, Tom London
and Walter Perry are excellent

.

incidentally,

33

tells.

Karns

.

of

of

Another, "The Girl from Oscaloosa,"
is a good chorus number with comic
lyrics and a swing.
Lease and Miss Gulliver, as the
rpmantic leads, impart what's necessary. Voices record satisfactorily
throughout and in the love scenes
the directorial touches have meant
much.
Completing the three act
looking to Broadway laurels, Roscoe

cavalry scenes suffering
audience talking it over throughout from
dullness and this perhaps
the picture, and the general imprespartly due to a magnified negative.
sion is th%t all class A and B houses
Job
on
recording
best passes the
will havQ''to go to the big screen
Char.
sooner or l atgr
That's surefire test.
when the boys turji loose color in
conjunction with the big film which,

reprise.

Outside of these high lights there
is a succession of capital sequences,

sized screen and its spasspectacle flashes had the

VARIETY

the comedy work. She's all they'll makes the least of it, but Georg*
Feature of her Fawcett, in a still smaller part,"
want, and more.
work is Its freedom, smoothness wrings more out of It.
As the male lead Keith steals the
and the innocuous touches she inpicture from Mlsa Mackalll, who
jects.
It's all very effective.
has done many better things and
In. several Instances Miss Llghtner Is called upon to go dramatic. wasn't in favor of doing the picNot bad with it either, but. If they ture when approached on it as she
can sidestep the society stuff for is said to have felt she. wasn't ready
But this
this star so much the better.
It's for dialog at the time.
When they give her
doubtful if anyone delivers slang girl's okay.
bettor than Miss Lightner. Not too something she proves it.
Recording pretty good.
Char.
rough. How that stage experience

ductlon, also

to swallow this South Sea
without snickering. Every-

Frank

,

Edgar
MacGvegor
Vorna

thing that other pictures have used
in .South Sea locale is again included. More villains than the talkers have produced in one fiUn In a
Five all told and all
long while.
h.eayy..
TJirce after the girl and two_
after the gold the' "liermit-liero Is
siJpposed to have oh his island, but
hasn't. One of the girl chasers doubles in gold. Only one hero and one
heroine and, at the finish, everyone
else either to the grave or, the

Tang

Crelghton Hale
George Fawcett
Jean Laverty
Claude Gllllngwator
Roy Stewart
.James Ford
Jean Lon'.ilne
Gordon Klllott

"

Amesbury.'.
Joe Morgan
'Rut,h"3 Friend
Polly...

Ruth's Friend

.

Imitative of Dowllng's

own

ver-

and badly acted.
Engendered with a conglomeration
of dialect, Spanish enunciation that
ranges from the Greek manner to
sion, Just as sobby,

the Mexican.

It is

this film will reap in

not likely that
Spanish local-

unless the novelty angle Is
strong enough to carry It.
Regardless of the dialect a foreigner speaks, when he must listen
to his mother tongue from the stage,
screen or platform it's got to be
the original and undeflled. It's true
"Of the "Spaniard as -othera:^
Even
more precise with Spanish nationals.
They limit their dialect to those
within their borders, and with so
many existent Spanish speaking
countries It's doubly necessary to
attain a fundamental speaking plane
acceptable to all. There's only one
plain, unadulterated Castillian. Any
other rumples Tiational pride somewhere. The Argentinian won't go
for the Mexican^ and the Mexican
won't go for the Yucatan.
One other fault with trying to
shove ovefr Spanish versions of
American made pictures Is lack of
actors.
In this version the cast Is
way below par. ^Uslng foreign casta
leaves other loopholes, such as giving the picture American atmosphere:"' In 6ne~spot-ln .the film- the
American hero who speaks In Spanish, is asked to sing an "American"
song, and he sings it In "English."
Jumbled continuity
Immediately
threw the film off gear and audience
noticed it by laughing.
Story runs similar to the English
ities

-

-

.

Shoddy "treatment 'of play- done
on the stage by Henry Miller and
Ruth Chatterton, with much of the
original legit version throvtn over
board in transit to the screen.
Gives this western a low rating.
Mediocre photography, stilted direccooler.
f
Girl Is a fiddler in an all-girl band tion, -colorless acting and the use
playing one of those tropical joints of cheap, unnatural settings, many version,
where they hire to entertain and of them miniatures, contribute to
Sobs, sniffles, a kid posing with
entertainment
weaknesses bowed head and anguished eyes^, a
devote them to something else after the
they arrive. This girl doesn't like Double feature bills seems the best couple of lawyers tlrlag a jury, and
to mix.
She stows away on the out outside of the small grinds and the prisoner fainting, all tend to get
hero hermit's skiff to get away from despite cast names.
a verdict of acquittal and everyLocale Is near the Mexican bor
it alL
thing ends happily.
Miss Carroll's usual good per- der and. while a few. unusually fine
formance, accompanying her looks, exterior shota are spliced in, there
W. S. Van Dyke has written hl«
rises out of the cream In this Is so much of the obviously faked own
theme song, "Africa," for
cream-puff picture. Warner Oland as to kill the effect of the few good "Trader Horn."
also Is prominent.
Richard Arlen mountain scenes. These are filmed
Nance O'Neill added to "HlgK
Is again nice looking and nothing on the trip in which Ian Keith,
Road" (M-Q-M).
more; Photography and decording with Dorothy Mackalll his captive,
Hamilton McFadden will direct
returns to his mpuntain cabin from
excellent.
Biffe.
the fiesta in Mexico where he poses "Six Cyllgder Love" for Fox.
David Butler will meg Beatrlc*
as a bad bandit lad.
He was a
former partner of the heroine's LlUie's London musical.
She Couldn't Say
Leo McCarey will direct "Road/
father and had been secretly "seeing
for the same istudlo.
House"
to
her
support.
The
spark
Ignited
(ALL DIALOG* with Songs)
Helen VIrgll (Billy Kent's sister)
"Warner production and release.
From th^ minute he met the girl, Keith In "Good News" (M-Q),
etory by Benjamin M., Kaye, _wlthr dialog kidnaps her on the pretext that
Blanche Frederlcl to "Courage,"
by Robert Lloyd and Arthuj&y<7aesar. Di- she's living too profligate a life. In
rected by Lloyd Bacon.
Winnie Ughtner the play the hero was utterly de- WB.
starred
and Chester Morris featured.
Marlon By-ron to "Play Boy,"
Photography, James Van Trees. No sound spised by the heroine, but had her WB.
credits.
At the Strand, N. T., week be- under his complete domination, and
Helen Foster to "Primrose Path,"
ginning Feb. 14. Running time, 73 mlns.
for the finish the great outSoor's
Winnie Harper
Winnie Lightner man and the girl's tenderfoot hero True Life.
Jerry Casey
Chester Morris
Final title for "Girl "Who Wasn't
Not so in the pictute. Wanted,"
Iris....;
Sally Ellers Bhot it out.
Fox, changed to "A Holy
Tommy Dlake
Johnny Arthur It's simply the fadeout that might
Big John
Tully Marshall be expected with very little action Terror."
Cora
Louise Beaver* leading up to the grand clinch.
.

No

.

Title for

Some bad cutting In evidence. Indraw and Winnie Light- dicating that much may have been
taken out to chisel down the run-

ner, with Clftster Morris ably assisting, sends "She Couldn't Say

ning time.

No" through value as a programSeveral songs are done, including
mer. Separting everything from the a couple of comedy numbers by a
rest. It's Miss Lightner who sup- cowboy team, Luclen Llttlefleld and
Al- Ben Hendricks.
plies the- entertainment here.
Theme numbers
though Miss Liglitner's name should are "The End of the Lonesome
mean something even If it doesn't Trail" and "SI, Si, Senor." Keith,
the rfitle should help.
with someone palpably doubling for
exhibition, there's as flne a sham
Another story of racketeers be- him, does "Che former and Myrna
ever screened, hind that saucy title.
battle staged as
And with Loy the latter. That they are fair
either In features or newsr.eels. All
cavalry stuff is enhanced in effect
by being projected in the Gaiety
on a large screen with a magnifying projection lens on the projector.

Pleasantly Interwoven In story
are several songs. "As Long as Tou

Chester Morris picked to play the
tough gunman aspiring to more
embraces than his cabaret
singer sweetheart can offer, there's
a flne actor in the cast to lend Miss
Wasn't necesLightnej support.
sary that any one besides Miss
Lightner should do the singing and
elite

melodiesported.

la

the best that can be re-.

-

.

During the fiesta sequence Keith
speaks in a Spanish accent and one
that is moderately clear and distinguishable.
Myrna Loy, with an
affected Mexican acttent
ner, hasn't much of a

and manpart and

JACK and KAY SPANGLER
JUST CLOSED SUCCESSFUL ENGAGEMENT PALACE THEATRE,

Jack and Kay Spangler, la a productloa dance turn, 'Th* Lobbyists,' hit
hard enough Im the deuoe t« Intlmata they eoulA do aa well la a later spot. The
Spangers' daDOias tlea np th* -work*. Kt«a Spaneler !• Cast approaching the
Irst flight of feminine stappera and mow appears to ba the best control kicker
la Tauderdla.
Har brother U aunallr profloteat la h(« oira way. In addit ion,
VI.H .Spangler poaseaaea a alnstoB TOloe,"
Bigt, "TAtaBTX."

—

Pertonal Direction

NEW YORK

"Jack and Kay Bpangler. who ara famllara hera, cleared tha hurdles easily
danca and comedy, which haa already earned
For the Palace date thero'a a new set— very
sweat. Kay** high-kick work la outatandlnc and Jack runa her a close aecond
-with hta deft handllnf of tfaa gab comedy and stepping.
A mora appealing
danclntr combo than th* Spanglera does not exist la this time."
in their clerer potpourri of aonr,
lt« chevrona In the aclchborhooda.

1

TISHMAN

~"THK BnXnOAKD."

Sc
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OMEDY
BUYERS
DEMAND

This explains very simply the

extraordinary

b.

o.

powers of

PATH£ COMEDIES
WHICH ARE PLAYING
S0% OF AMERICA'S
WIRED THEATRES!
IN

Wednesday; February

19,

VAUDEVILLE

1930

Much Chance

Film Actors Don't See

As Acts

in Present

Many Acts Already Going

Contracts

On

That Jean Cook, knovra In vaude
as Jean Vernon, will emerge victor
in
her annulment suit brought
against Frank Robinson Cook, to
whom she was married in 1918, was
indicated w:hen the latter failed to
make an appearance when the case
came up for hearing before Referee
John Proctor Clarke in New York.
Miss Vernon was represented by
Attorney Julius Kendler. She Instituted her present action in Oct.,
Miss Vernon's comCook was already married
another woman when he married

According

to

—

LEAVITT

and

In "Hit-Bits

LOCKWOOD

of 1929"

A Speed Record

Another thing scaring the picture
away from vaude Is that any
number of mediocre screen people
have attempted and flopped In vaude
j»nd arc now disgusted. They have
spread
unfavorable
propaganda
.iChrough the picture colony. Another
ilactor they consider Is the fadeaway
•f two-a-day vaude.
Many of them would still be willing to plajr If vaude assured them
assistance and guaranteed contracts;
Otherwise the picture actor figures it's a waste of time, with
chances scant of being successful
.

ment

Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
easiest thing' to making

-

tn'

vaude.

No

WB

B'kl;n Chapges

All Mexico

wants to know about

people marrying there are whether
they are living and if so ,how old,
single or divorced, and where they
live.
Anything 'else you can keep,
to yourself.

The interpreter, speaking for the
justice after the ceremony held in
the presidential suite of Callente's
only hotel, said that the Justica had
already worked on three couples so
far that day and couldn't stand any
more

liquor.

When the justice got started on
Appointment of Lewis Warner, the wedding shine he was a streak.
on of Harry M. Warner, to the The Interpreter 1^ supposed to grunt

WB

Flatbush plant does not inter- at the crucial moments of the adfere with the status of the produc- dress, but he never reached the section personnel there. Murray Roth ond grunt. Haley was six seconds
continues as supervisor with Arthur behind in slipping the ring on his
Hurley and Edmund Joseph direct- bride and four seconds after that
By that time the
ing those shorts not personally ho kissed her.
bridegroom was third in line.
megaphoned by Roth.
If funerals are held at the same
Shorts
completed
across
the
bridge include: Orth and Codee, speed in -Mexico, dying there must
who have made over a dozen shorts be a pleasure.
for Warners; Kuznetzoft and NlcolGo Broke or Else
.

,taa,

"The No-Account,"
A party of 18 people from screen
Hutchinson and and stage accompanied the newlyand "Footnotes" with weds to Caliente where you either
and Oscar Grogan.
go broke or you're under suspicion.
Leo Morrison was the advance
agent, but went to tlfte races instead,
dus* Pupils
causing a delay of three hours.
Tlollywood, Ji'eb. 18.
Everyone arrived and sober, but as
Gua Edwards refers to Vera Rey- the hour for the ceremony neared
ftolds, Marguerite Livingston, Julia all the talk was over Mexican booze
I^aye, Albert Cook and Armida as being the best on the continent.
Tny class." He's coaching them on
Jack Haley is from the musical
with

sketch;

Josephine

Russell Hardy,
Paige Sisters

,

who

Issued the agree-

to the act,

Billing"
has
"Exceptional
never teen previously heard of
in connection with a playing

a bet in Mexico Is getting maA-led.
Jack Haley and Flo McFadden dis-

Interpreter, handled the serylces.

contract.

What

it

implies

Is

not described. Headline, second or feature billing Is the
customary expression "td "denote position in advertising
and program.
It is said that when Harris
of the act mentions the "exceptional billing"' agreement he
holds, he displays the agreement when some doubt appears amongst his listeners-

Personalities.

arriving In

New Tork

Sund.ny.

Mr.«:.

Sherman.

ing contracts for next season with

Sherman's

decree from his wife in 1928 by the
N. Y. Supreme Court on statutory
grounds.
The charges were contained in depositions taken from
witnesses in London and Paris.
Mrs. Sherman in her plea to reopen the case denied the charges
and claimed she had never been
served In the suit. Before Sherman
can effect a l^al end to his marital
affairs the-caurt will hay,e to.. hear,
testimony of the deposition writers

circuit Publix expects to

personally.

Meager Info
Information on the prospectlv*
vaude circuit by Publix Is meaner.
It has been reported William Morris
will be the final sayso in that mat-

DUAL SONG

AO

ANNOYS OTHERS

ON SAME BILL

'

<

in.

Gaudsmiths in Court
Over Children's Custody

Oakland, Feb.

18.

Long culminating feud between
Charles Derlckson of Derlckson and
Brown, and one of the Digltanos,'
both on the local Orpheum bill last
week, climaxed when Derlckson had
Dlgltano arrested for assault. Postraightened out .the battlers
a promise from both
they would behave, at least during
the week In town.
Derlckson, singer, and Brown,

establish

its own houses for the new
season opening in September next.
The other would be for talking
shorts for Publix at the Long. Island studios.
Vaudeville acts of the kind being
signed by Publix are available for
either purpose.
They could be
switched, from theatre to studio, flUirig. In- open, time at either In .this,

from

.

manner.

ter,
selecting tha Publix housea
thought suitable, for vaudeville, programing the shows and routing tha

acts.

The Morris agency is also doing
niost of the booking of acts for tha
PUblix shows. ^
Around here no apprehension appears to be felt by other vaude act
consumers over the Publix engage'me'nt3. B6bkers"Bay "there are plenty
of acts and will be despite those
Publix will pre-slgn.
No on© In
this city has any Idea of the minimum or maximum number of turns
Publix will require for next season.

lice

after getting

pianist,

$250 AUCTION OF BUCK

AND BUBBLES CONTRACT

have been in Janis with

other acts before. Keith office has
Nat Nazarro'a contract with Buck
admonished the boys several times. and Bubbles, colored vaudeville
Chicago, Feb. 18.
Charles Freeman, Keith's western team, was sold at referee's auction
Henry Gaudsmith, of the Gaud- booking chief, who Is on the coast to Jacob Markus, proprietor of th*
smith Brothers, is fighting in court now> was advised that Derlckson Hotel Stanley, New York, for $260.
and Brown be removed from the bill Contract runs until September, 1931.
for the custody of his two children.
He is estranged from hi.s wife, as soon as possible, as all other acts
Nazarro'a bankruptcy proceedings
on the layout express active dislike have thiia far proved disastrous.
Florence.
of the' two and unless split up, fur- Creditors,
among them Marku/i, alGaudsmith claims the children are ther trouble may be anticipated.
lege hidden assets. A diamond pin
being neglected, although he pays
Freeman let the matter rest un- and household furniture which,
$50 monthly for their support. Mrs. til seeing the boys personally.
as
single
man, Nazarro cannot
a
Gaudsmith claims her husband
hold against attachment, have been
wants the- children to make them
claimed by the trustee, Lewis H.
acrobats. She also d,emands an inAgents
Queried
A. C.
Saper. The trustee also ordered tha
crease in alimony.
Children are
sale of the Buck and Bubbles conKenneth, nine, and Adolph, six.
Bookings Crusade Result tract,
Nazarro'a most valuable asset.
New York agents known to have
Nazarro's claim that the act was
placed girls directly or indirectly owned by a relative waa disallowed
Stillman in Act?
for Jobs In Atlantic City cafes are on grounds that transfer of title had
Jack Stillman, nephew of James under investigation by. the ofllce of been made but a short time befora
A. Stillman, banker and million- TJ. S. Attorney Tuttle. Around 26 filing of bankruptcy.
aire, who was to Join "You Don't are believed to have been ordered
Nazarro owed the Hotel Stanley
Say So" (musical), is back in New to appear for questioning during
$1,100.
He ha<> been sued for this
York, the proposed debut going ;^y the past week as witnesses in the
amount, but had settled privately on
the board.
Inquiry now going on.
a note basis calling for tCO monthly
Stillman may Join Ann PenningCharges were made to the au- until liquidated. He defaulted in
ton's vaude act.
thorities that girls theatrically em- payments and later filed pleas of inMarkua retained Abraployed at the New Jersey resort aolvency.
were devofed to other purposes ham M. Parlser to look into Nazarafter arrival.
The Atlantic City ro's assets.
Purchase by Markus of the Buck
case, started by the Hearst papers
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
in a crusade against conditions al- and Bubbles contract does not affect
George Moran, formerly. .Moran leged to be existing In that city, the 11,100 debt still owlpg the Hotel
and Mack, and William LeMaire, had a purely local a.spect until
the Stanley.
formerly Gallagher and LeMaire,
white slave angle entered. So far
have teamed to do a blackface turn. none. of
the New York newspapers,
Possibility Pathe may feature other than Hearst's and the A. C.
Gras
them in series of talking shorts.
locals, have taken editorial recogNew Orleans, Feb. 18,
nition of the matter.
Mardl Gras occurs this year
No serious charges have been March 4.
QITAETET IN
lodged against any of the agents
Town is all agog for the annual
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
quetilio.neO, or none made public.
festivities, which will be brighter
Empire Comedy Four breaks Into
than ever, especially considering the

on

—

Moran and LeMaire

Mardi

March 4

WESTEEN

"ong delivery for particular num- comedy stage. He is out here to
bers In current talkers.
do the role he created in "Follow
Dudley Chambers, voice arranger, Thru."
In the talker version of
•nd his "Rounders," radio quintet, the musical shortly to 'be started pictures.
Quartet will be spotted in a two»re associated with Edwards In the by Paramount, Haley Is under a
chool work.three-year optional contract with reel western, "Ilou^h House Blues,"
Patiie.
the first year, play or pay, at $2,250
Mildred Harris is to hnve the
weekly^
Mrs. Haley al.^o is from
DANCING SHOETS
musical comedy and has been a fenime lead.
Hollywood, Feb. 18,
minor producer of en.<:oiiil.ile iiroducXonna Gould, local dance studio tlon.s.
JEWISH GUILD MEETING
operator, has made a deal with TlfOpen meeting of the Jewish The«nr for the release of 12 two-reel
oancp subjects to be produced In
MOEEISON FLYING
atrical Guild will be held Feb. 23 at
•olor.
Charlie Morrison's return from his three o'clock at^ the BlJou theatre.
Subjects will be made at the Tlf- first trip to the coast will be by air. New York.
5*ny studios, with classical dance
He leaves Loa Angeles Friauy,
George Jes.sell (flecond vlee-pres'

sign-

This Is in addition to $1,- route or designation, receiving what
13.
counsel fees to her lawyer, amounts to a blanket agreement.
Order came from Ap- These bookings are being made
pellate Division of the N. Y. Su- through the Willlani Morris agency,
preme Court following an appeal mainly in New York.

The term was written In by
George Godfrey, RKO eastern
booker,

ican section for a 'rabbi to perform the ceremony, for a publicity
gag, but Sunday must be the day
off for coast ra'bbis; none could be
found.
A Mexican justice of the
peace, speaking native and with an

phrasing

tional billing."

A

act.

unprecedented

in a clause of an RKO artist
contract issued to Harris and'
Radcliffe, colored act, calls for
the team to be given "excep-

Wedding Hangs Up

covered that Sunday (Feb. 16) at
Agua Caliente where they start
gambling before breakfast, and any
worry connected with producing an picture star is just another bettor.
Mr. and Mrs. Haley were iperged
act of his own. The big bugaboo
of vaude to a picture star is when in two deals.
The first was the
finding out about, paying his own license fill out time, 90 seconds, and
fares, b^-ggage,
members of the the ne^jt the marriage ceremony,
cast, commission and incidentals, time bI» seconds.
besides the worry of producing the
search wa* made in that Mex-

lustor

now

David Huari

by

-Exceptional Billing
.An

The next

IS.

mostly reo-

It Is thought Publix is obtaining
With Ted Eddy and Band, the divorce decree has been set aside.
the acts with two objectives. One
Seyert Haydcn Gloria Girls, P.abs
Hal Slierman received a formal may be for the proposed vaudfllm
Day and Gattison Jones and Elsie

Haley^'McFadden

Ducking Worry

acts,

000

flopping.

In the opinion of showmen out
here a picture actor asking $3,000
for vaude, knowing of the pitfalls in
getting a good act together, would
t4k«.le3.S than,_half that amount if
assured of work and relieved of the

Chicago, Feb,
pgnisted as standard, are

Feb.

RUTH LOCKWOOD

.

as
g9Bt that the same
'by the studios in selecting a name
should be used by vaiide.
As an example, -it Is felt that
"taking a" name "Of Potential -box" offlce appeal, gfv'ing him or her a contract for 10 weelcs or as many more
as can be guaranteed by the booking office, wliich adiould take the
responsibility of building an act for
the name, would be a feasible plaji
and perhaps solution. It's believed
that the booking office would not
be taking much of a gamble^ as a
clause in the contract covers an act

Being Signed

Hal Sherman, now en tour with Publix. This information comes
"Song Shop" Unit for Publix, must from acts playing In or passing
pay his wife, Georgia, $75 weekly through this city.
temporary alimony dating from
The turns are engaged without

argument they mention being fa- to
miUar with the disappointments en- her. The other woman's name is Elliott,
countered by some of the stars who given 'as Blanche Taylor, and marNow, Orpheum, St. Paul, Minn.
have gone into va^ide in the past. riage is alleged to have taken place
Week Feb. 22, State-Lake, Chicago.
£ome are willing to admit they have in 1908.
Costumes by Saul Burger Modes,
neither the experience nor ability
Cook and Miss Vernon had beer Inc.
to put on a desirable act and sugIn vaude together until last fall.
Direction CHAS. H. ALLEN
method
used
'

Now

Many vaudevIUe
Vaude Comic's Divorce Decree Set
Aside Alimony Order

of

1929.

in pictures.

the side of the picture actor's plaint.

to

HAL SHERMAN'S TROUBLES

find

week

35

Poblix for Next Season Under

VaudevOle

Loa Angeles, Feb 18.
ANNULMENT SUIT
Advisability of taking on picture
^tora for vaude la proving quite a Jean Vernon Calls Partner- Hubby,
problem to eastern circuits. They
Frank Cook, Bigamist
deal
it almost Imposalble to
with the screen folk. The R-K-O
office more than any other eastern
booking office, has been and still is
after picture names, but finds salaries so prohibitive there isn't a
chance to do business.
The average picture name, when
Approached out here direct or by
an agent, starts, off with $3,000.
Many ask more. That three grand
price is getting to be a gag. Most
of the Ins/stent "three granders"
get no more than $500 to $1,000 a

VARIETY

Ident) will pre.sldo..

now

Arthur's Two-Reeler
George K. Arthur made a tworeeler himself while In the east
playing Keith's, but has not decided
what to do with it. He returns
to the west coast next Tuesday
(B'eb. 25) as a free-lance in pictures and may go in for .shorts production In the future.
Arthur's contract with M-G-M,
recently expired, has not be^n renewed. On returning to Hollywood.

Arthur
weeks

will
In

have

KeH.h

completed

lioii.sf.s.

IS

lighting system Just Installed.

DEUGGIST'S. HEADACHE
Tiffin, O.,

Irene
girl,

Albert,

Feb.

18.

New York show

has sued Harold L. Youman,

loeal druggist, for $52,200 damages
in common pleas court for aliened

of promise,
.Mirfs Albert charges
that Youmfin proml.'ied last July to marry
liLT and now refuses to do so.
Slio
says that she first met him In 1027
when >.liB cam'* lie.i'a io «
lirn.Toh

.

VARIETY
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Talking Up A 5oNe
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Hear All Ahcut These Great Songs From

HOCCO
YOCCO
RADIO MUSIC

~''i%i%TJST,r"''

LEO.
FEISX
BROADWAY

SAN FRANCISCO
942 Market St.

n

ST.)

Lyrlo

Thoa.

BIdg.

1228

BOSTON

W. Randolgli

240

St.

Tromoat

TORONTO
.

193

Yonga

WEL80URNE, AUSTRALIA,'

17«

I3S

CalKat

Markot St

Gayety

at

310

Michigan

ENG.

Charini Crou Rd.
St.

Th.

30

CI

TkML

I

LOS ANGEL

DETROIT
LONDON,

St.

KANSAS

PHILADELPHIA'

CINCINNATI
707

CHICAGO

INC,

NEW YOF

and 50th ST.
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Can You Imagine?
Sez Joe Laurie,

VARIETY

NBC Bans Use

of

38
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Feature by Theatres Over Country
they ever held an Actor's ConQuartets would complain about
would be In some town the lack of harmony.
where the actors can get a breal^
Doubles would complain about
by getting a room, even if It Is each other, and the spotlight.
their convention.
Sketch artist would "_. complain
The hall would be an exact replica about
the property man.
t>f_ a stage, to give some of the acEx-film actors would complain
tors a chance to see what It looks
)il{e...All the different lines of the about the talkers.
px'ofefeeiton would be represented by
Film actors would complain about
a "talking delegate." The hall would the directors.
Directors would complain about
be decorated with old programs,
cigaret Indorsements, facial ads, the authors.
Authors would complain about
make-up samples, shoes and costumes worn by Booth, Barrett, Hollywood's methods,
Mansfield, and jolson. There would
Singers would complain about
be booths all around the hall sellr sengs.
ing phamplets on "How to Act"...
Wire acts would complain about
"Dancing In 5 Lessons". ."Learn the stage hands.
to Play the Piano". ."Back-bending
Two man acts would complain
for Presentations"... "Easy Way to about their tailor.
Get on and Off the Stage," (€^c.
Burlesque actor would complain
The convention would o^ign^ by a about business.
Flash acts would deliver an orajyvCLY^ for a break. Thejf the contion on drops and all that they
vention would be called ijo order.
Monologists' representative would mean.
Comedian would complain about
no doubt speak about the many
large theatres and how they are the straight man.
complain
hurting "my people."
Straight man would
Acrobats' delegates would talk about the comedian.
(or try to) about opening and closTent actors would complain about
ing shows and what effect it has rain.
Circu,3
actors
would complain
on his nation.
Leads would speak about' too about odors.
Colored iactors would complain
many lean parts.
Character actors' delegates would about the music not being fast
speak about the curse of thie "type enough.
part" casting.
Juggler would welcome the oppor.Dancer would have an essay on tunity to speak about anything...
bad orchestras and 'concrete stages. as long as he could use the clp(ar,
Single women would complain hat and cane.
Animal act would read a 400 page
about piano players.
I-*iano
players would complain essay on "Why the Railroads of the
Country Should be Blown Up."
about the single women.
Jazz bands would complain about
And the convention would be
broken up bjr a manager walking
the master of ceremonies.
Master of ceremonies would com- In and announcing that he is'~castplain about the dearth of gags.
ing for a show.
If

rentlon. It

Warrant Out for Manager

Who "Went

(Irand Rapids, la., Feb. 18.
Warrant has been Issued here for
the arrest of Harry A. Lewis, manager n'nd lessee of the Savoy the-

He is wanted for Issuing
worthless checks to the amount of
Lewis left the theatre one
$488.

atre.

day
ton,

HARRY CARROLL

.

.

'

'

'

.

Hallen's Contract Suit

AS PATHE SHORT

:

Alleging breach of contract, Billy
Hallen, vaude comic, has instituted
Supreme Court against
suit
In
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Lyons and Lyons and Loew TheJesse Lasky's old vaude acts, "The atres for $3,600. Hallen is repreRed Heads" and "The Beauties," sented by Attorney Nathan Hendon
will be made as shorts by Pathe.
Hallen charges L. & L. Induced
Rights w^ere acquired by William him to cancel a contemplated Aub
Woolfenden, who owned part of the trallan tour in order to accept a
©riginal acts.
contract with the agents for 26
ISoth will be made In color with weeks of Lpew time.' Comic alleges
Frank Davis (Davis and Darnell) that after playing only 17 weeks of
directing.
the agreed 2B ho was let out.'
Nat Carr, who played nine years
In substantiation of his claim
with the "Red Heads," has been
Hallen Is exhlblt}ng a decision o;f
engaged for his original role.
the Joint Complaint Board of the
Variety Managers' Protective Ass'n,
which rendered a verdict in his fa
Oriental
vor last month.
-

_

.

RKO

Routed

PALACE,
YORK.

R.-K.-O.

NEW

until 1931.

"What Do

I

Care?"

F-M

in

Spokane

Spokane, Feb. 18.
FancTion & Marco
makes its
debut here at the American theatre S'eb. 28. House will play the

F-M

units.

Shows will operate on a six day
week basis, Gertrude Huntington,
formerly .booking road attractions
at the American, holding Thursdays
until May 31 for outside road and
musical attractions.
An extended lease was taken on
the theatre by R. A. Grombacher,
one of the main Independent exhlbr
iters in the Northwest.

RKO

Managers Out
additional RKO managers
new appoint-

Cecil Miller has been succeeded
'by A. L. Haynie as manager jof SeventTi
Street, " MlfineaTTolis; - Edwin

Mochary replaced by Louis Goldberg at the Franklin, New York, and
Andy Anderson is out with the appointment of J. S. Powers as manager of the^ State and Rivoli, New
Brunswick, N, J.
Harry Storin has been signed to

manage

the Victory, Providence,
with Foster Lardner in the future
to devote his entire time to the RKO

Albee there.

Owen M. Reddy, who

out as manager of the Al-

was

let

bee,

has been in show business 39

Mathew

years.

J.

Reilley,

out as

manager

of the Albee in Providence, also Is a veteran Keith employee.

'

.

Michon
36 weeks

-

Shubert

Bros., who recently lost
of Keith time, due to a
contract, will play vaude
"they open Feb. 22 at the

Anna Seymour and Dennis DuFor anyway,
Palace, Chicago,

are engaged to wed. That much ie
certain, but no date has been set
for the ceremony.
Miss Seymour recently divorced
Henry Santrey, her first husband.

Kane is showing a weekly profit DuF^r, formel-ly a vaude actor, is
with the Oriental, only downtown now agenting.
Taude spot. When he took the theatre over It was operating at a loss.
House Is playing five acts, full week,
Extra Act for Coast
booked by th« Chicago RKO offlce.
To overcome weakness in the
screen end, RKO's Golden Gate, San
Francisco, and Hillstreet, Los AnDOUBLING IN SHORTS
geles, win add an act to the present

for $1,000.

Michons were ordered,

to

cancel

a few days before they were to have
opened for Keith's wJien the Shuberts sent them into Ruth Selwyn's
"9:15 Revue.''

Chicago, Feb. 18.
Because .of Its rule against private tieups for Station
talent
booked in vaude, the "Chicago
Tribune" requested RKO not to exHollywood, Feb. 18.
four-act bills starting Feb. 26. Botli ploit the Hungry Five, Trib radio
Daphne Pollard is working in a are playing the Keith western road act booked for the State-Lake, In
aeries of short comedies for Pathe
a cafeteria chain.
shows.
and another for- Mack Sennett at
RKO publicity department decidScreen deficiencies which the cirthe same time.
cuit's operating department will at- ed that for the salary the Hungry
Slie alternates between the lots.
tempt to offset with .Increased Five Is getting there must be extra
vaudeville are due to the two op- exploitation, ami went ahead 'with
LOUISE BEOOKS FOE VAUDE posing Orpheum (also RKO) the- the stunt.
atres in both towns, playing the best
Louise Brooks,. American film films first or?, exclusively.
player who recently returned from
RKO Takes Ft. Wayne Houses
Los Angeles Keith office will book
Germany after being featured in a the extra acts.
Ft. Wayne, Ind., Feb. 18.
few pictures, is being offered by the
M, S. Brntham office for vaude.
Final papers by which control of
Mi.ss Brooks mny upe a sketch by
the Kmboyd, Palanr^, Ji^fforson and
ALL-NEGEO SHOET
Anita Loos titled Why Gontlemen
Strand theatres passes from W. C.
liollywood, Feb. 18.
Mnrry Brunettes."
.

'

WGN

NBC

Andy" (Cor-

Burean,
does the booking for the
team, Is reported negotiating with
Publix for additional time. Publix
Qutbid RKO (Keith's) for the attraction and got it despite NBCs
affiliation with the vaudeville cir-

of

$6,500.

Artists"

which

cuit.

In this particular case is seen an
NBC to stop piracy af

attempt by

broadcaatfl for commercial um,
such as the use of "Amos 'n' Andy"
programs by theatres for box ofBM-

all

purposes.

The Amos 'n' Andy theatre broadcasts apparently started in Washington.
manager noticed a audden decided drop in average attendance around 7 p. m. regularly,
The mechanical age in theatricals at which time "Amos 'n' Andy"' ai^.
eiuch startling on the air for 15 minutes, paid for
la developing with
rapidity, along with the art of by a toothpaste concern.
Decrease
fakery, that nothing seems an Im- in attendance at that hour was
Next off shot of sound traced directly to the radio team's
possibility.
may be the use of talker wiring in popularity. The theatre rigged up
theatres to_ reproduce a bong, instru- sets and amplifying apparatus for
mental number,' dancing, even dia-" lis" own iise and billed' the '"Amos
log, with the artist on the stage 'n' Andy" broadcast as "added atwho's supposed to be doing all this traction."
Shortly thereafter nuremaining dumb..
merous houses outside of New
Wiring may thus make sensations York City adopted the idea,
of sixth-rate performera in vaude,
was said to be planning tha
picture houses or anywhere else. All theatre radio programs as a reguthat the artist will have to 4o is lar policy for theatres in and out
learn the movements he should go of New Tork when served with the
through to be the big hit.
notice of infringement.
Several
Revelations and ext>crlments in- tle-upa with radio stores In New
dicating what can be done with wlr-^ York had been arranged.
ing In and out of pictures already
"Amos 'n' Andy" are generally
have showmen anticipating the day conceded to be the most popular
of puppet actors.
Near perfection radio act In the country today.
of fakery, stronger Fide-llne of pic- Their weekly Inconie when playing
tures than ever before, is bringing theatres in addition to broadcastthat dayviearer, thfi prophets claim. ing la said to be in the neighborAn actor who has no voice at all hood of $12,000.
can be placed on the stage .to do a
Last fall the NBC paid $100,000
number.
record of that number, to an Independent station in Chlperhaps sung by a Caruso, Is or- cagOi -WMAQ, for the team's condered and run from the projection tract. Prevloiis to ^hat the team
booth over the theatre's wiring, with had worked on the Chicago "Tribhorns concealed on the stage near une's" station WGN. At that time
tvhere the artist will perform. It's they were known on the air as
simply a matter of "dubbing" for "Sam 'n' Henry." The boys started
the stage.
The artist's Up move- together In vaude under their own
ments or even a very small, weak- names, Correll and Gosden.
ling voiue accompanies, the talker

FOR STAGE

A

RKO

.

A

reproduction doing ihe rest.

and ia reported
now dickering with a mechanical
genius who is working on the theory
of "wiring up" for anything by borrowing from the talker science. Knsembles in new Publlx units are
using faked banjos ajid harmonicas.
Mechanical engineers In all fields
are reported experimenting on all
sorts of methods by Which music,
singing, dancing;, everything, can be
faked for the theatre.
The way
talkers are advancing with mechanics and technique l.y driving invr-ntlvc minds toward applying the
".system" to everything else. What
has bofn po.ssible In picture, It is
maintained, ought to be pos.slbfe in
of the faking stuff

other llelds atid directions.
The camera :Tils«es nothing, hut
itlll dubbing fa freely done.
It's
getting down t^i such a fine point
that only experts can detect the
fakpry In many instances, whether
it'.s
In .talking, singing, dancing or
.

CHI.

'n'

and Gosden) Ju.st llnished sevweeks for Publix at a salary

eral

,

FAKERY AID

"Anios

the flesh.
rell

SEE WIRING AS

Quimby to the Rl\0 interests have
Forties Randolph and his Ken- beon signed. Dnal was closed Jan. 1."
txicky Jubilee Singers engaged by
Total rentals, plu.s tn^os involved,
Tiffany for .series of shorts.
are approximatfly $4,000,000. QuimThis is the first to be made with by has left for Florida for two instrumental n.-aterlal.
After three, weeks at the Palace,
*
Why not dub for the stage, arguo
Kew York, Phil Baker has been all colored cast.
months, and on hj.« return will contlio.se who look to the future.
It's
booked for the Palace, Chicago.
itinue with ihf^ .MU-n and Colonial
jcHSifT to coVf-r i.p lip or other mwvcHe opens there March 1.
(lu'al !'•.«, ^vI1iI.h h'i still owns.
Harry Jplson's Time
mfjnts on a stage, with lighting,
T^os Angeles, Feb. 18.
.shadows, mul\f;up, etc., to do the
Jimmy Plunkett West
trick.
Timberg's Film Route
Also, it's pointed out, there
Jlari'y Jol.son, prior to his Ivnglisii
Jimmy Plunkett, the Keith asent. va\ide tour in lOnKland .starting next
ff'-iiii!in
Timbfog, playing Loew are no faniera close-ups as in picfully recovered from a long siege of June, will probably work his way vaude, .switches to the I>dcw pic- tures to give things away.
pneumonia, left Xew York for Uie east over the RKO time.
ture
houses
btariing
Saturda.y
(.'oast last week for a month'.s rest.
Negoti<'t11ons are on for tlic pro- (Feb. 22) at thf r.-ipltol, N. Y. TimDonald Kerr and Bfflc Wt-.sl.on
Mr.<!.
Plunkett and the children fe.sslonal trip ea.^t with Ihp lonal berg ha.s made Iwo .whoi't." for I'ara- have (lis.solv«-d ^.(nge partn^r.sliip.
accompanied.
RKO offi<"0.
moiinl in the east.
iSpl't i" profe.osional only.

BAKEE TO

Motive behind NBC's ultimatum
i-eported to be an effort to protect theatres playing and paying
heavy for the blackface team In

is

Lewis leased the theatre from
Charles Kclsey, local banker, who
owns the house.
The theatre is closed, with stage
hands, actors and other employees
minus most of last week's salaries.

It's done In pictures.
Why not In
vaude or anywhere else, claim the
looking ahead.
ATTEMPT TIE-UP EESTRAIHT showmen
Publix has already gone for some

'

.

Lewis is v.'ldely known as a trap
drummer. His wife, Rhea Wyman,
and ho were formerly teamed In
vaudeville and later •forked with a
band under name of Mitzie and Her

,

Michons' $1,000

is

Seymour-DuFor Wedding

George Daywas on

telling

to

Band.

Wants

Detroit, Feb. 18.
dickering with the bankers for the Oriental, now being managed by Lew Kane. Circuit is offering $2,000 weekly rental for a
long l^se. Original rental of this
vaude house was $3,300, and present rent $1,000.
Chief obstacle in the deal Is
$50,000 In land taxes demanded by
the bankers above ne.t rental.

RKO

week

his assistant, that he

.

NOW AT

SeveraJ
are out as a result of
ments.

LASKY'S "RED HEADS"

last

way

Detroit and would be
back the following day. He is still
gone and Detroit police have been
asked to look for him.
his

National Broadcasting Co. has
decided to take legal st(^ps against
theatres throughout the
country, mainly In the cast, using
the NBC radio broadcasts of "Amos
Andy," blackface team, as a
'n'
regular part of their programs flv«
nights a week. NBC's legal .department has>notlfled all theatres known
to be making use of the ether entertainment to desist. Charge is Infringement of copyright.
Among theatre circuits ordered
by NBC to discontinue the Amos
n' Andy reception is RICO, Joint
subsidiary with NBC of Radio. Im
its blanket action against all alleged offenders the NBC apparently decided against discrimination.

to Detroit" numerous

.

Two

Brodies Bring

Vaude

Rochester, N. Y.. Feb. 18.
Piccadilly (Publix) will play aUact bllla booked through the 'Wil-

liam Morris office. New York, commencing Feb; 27.
Ho'uae recently went straight pictures, following a brodie by a ataa*

band

policy.

OPENING CHANGE DOUBTFTIl
Loew's may not switch back to
Monday and Thursday openlngs,»although the move was seriously considered.
C. C. MoHcowItz, vicepresident of Loew's, admits there la
some doubt now about switching
from the Saturday and Wednesday
openings.

Reports that Keith s mny also go
back to Mondays a^d Thur.sdays
are untrue. Joseph Pliink'itt, general
theatre operator, .^ay.s iKfith's whl
remain In the Saturday and Wednesday change days for vandr; and Alms,
whether other cii'/niiis change or
not.

HUNTEE-PERCIVAL'S BREAZ
I'Vank IluntPr and IMac I'tTcival
landed is week.'-' <'unsfciuivn work
with Fanchon & Morcfj's "Watermelon Blues," altlioiiKli not originally slated to

When

the

go
unit

\Utli the unit.

reailicd

Fox's

Brooklyn Hunter ami J'rM cival yr^r*
added for the week roil.v. I<^ & M.
office then retained (lip d io with a
[rontract for 36 wt'fKs.

'

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY
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ILL

Nice to Paris for an appendicitis

AND INJURED

Wednesday, February

FEILLY AGENTS NEGLECTED

lATSE Heads West

Another house la Philadelphia Is
trying a vaudfilm policy and going
a New York agent for the shows,
step6r, Injured in a fall
leaving Phllly booking- offices out
in the cold. Frankfort theatre, ownping fi-om a New Tork tail cab.
Los Angeles, Feb. 3.8.
ed by William Frlchofifer, who reRichard B-jtsch, manager, Loew's
Wm. F. Canavdn and Dick Green, cently tried vaude In the Tower,
tnwood (pictures), New Tork, dan- heads of the lATSE, are here from gets its first five-act bill Monday
gerously ill of pneumonia following New York. Canavan, president of (24) from Arthur Fisher.
House has had musical comedy
an operation for appendicitis. He's the Alliance, 'is out to review trade
stock for over two years.
conditions on the Coast and also to
in Polyclinic hospital.
select a site for the lA convention
Margaret Mansfield, stock actress, here this summer.
Lincoln Theatre Fire
in Naples, Italy, recovering from a
This will be the first meeting of
serious Illness.
Lincoln, 111., Feb. 18.
^
the stage hands to be held away
The Lincoln theatre, 1,000-seat
Alice Weaver is undergoing treat- from
east In 17 years.
the
house opened seven years ago, sufment in Joint Disease hospital. New
Local stage union reports em- fered more than $76,000 damage in
York.
ployment conditions for Its members an explosion and fire, Feb. 14, at
Carltoon Coon (Coon-Sanders orto be better at this time than dur- 2:30 a. m. Steve Bennis, manager,
chestra) operated on In Chicago for
ing the past two years. Out of a and one of the principal stockhold'
appendicitis.
membership total of 400 only 42 are ers, said the building would be reGwendolyn McCormack, daughter idle at present, or 10%.
paired and reopened at once.
of John McCormack,"" operated on
Union's jurlsdictory territoi-y takes
$15,000 pipe organ, sound apNew
in
for appendicitis Feb. 16
in from Whittier to Ventura and paratus and stage settings were deYork. Sailing for Ireland has been Long Beach to Monrovia, practically stroyed.
Bennis, overcome In the
postponed.
county,,
400
building,
wttli about
all of L. A.
was rescued. He had atTo remove pressure on a facial theatres in that area.
tempted to save valuables in his
teeth
nerve, Sophie Tucker had two
office
extracted in an operation at the
operation.

A roqueflt la made by the N.V.A.
«x«oi for friends to either visit or
write letters to the following confined in N.V.A,' wards on the sixth,
mad. aeventh floors of the French
New York; Connie
hospital In
mtchell, Richard Cook, Harry Bartlett, Freda Brilliant, Mildred Leslie
Flshar, Olgra ITillnin and Mrs. Jack
Anthony.
Father of Max de Vaucorbeil,
fikiumont exec In Paris, taken from

Zinalda Nicolina

(WABC),
as she was

slng-

Only

\% Idle Out There

to

Judgments
niai Corp.;
Jersey; tl2T,946.09.
JsmM Ornc*,

Masonic

hospital.

She was

PICKARD
and PAL
Be Sure

of

Roger Bauer

SoIoonM narokt Bryant Park Build-

(

for Foreion Booking

Belle Montrose and hier partner
husband, Reynolds, have split. Miss
Montrose Is now teamed with Don
Roberts in same act on tour In the
Publix unit, "Modes and Models."
Separation solely professional.

THEATRE

EXECUTIVE

Productions

FARNUM

RALPH

G.
Picture Houses

.

LYONS A tYONS-

-in-the- act.

-

,.

•

Eddie Resnick, agent, who recent
moved Into the Charlie Bierbauer
agency. New York, has
again, this time to the legit
field with the Harry BestiTr office,
(Keith)

moved

FRAZERE

"Acme of Fineaae**
WEEK (FEB. 8)

THIS

'

Jtack

New York

and Franklin,

of

HE'S DIFFERENT

BOB ROBISON
**Vaudeville*s

PLAYING LOEW'S

Master Salesman"

simultaneously with-the picture
til April 6.

Present Residing

Bowling opened

DANCERS
Set adagio trios and toe dancers
communicate with tor. I will be
at the Palace In Chlcftgo all next

week

(Feb. 22d).

ESCO LA RUE

Boston this

In

Summer Vaude Stand
Keith's vaudeville resumes at the
Tilyou, Coney, Island, April 1, after

the usual winter layoff. Bills will
be five acts wide on a split,
Tilyou plays Its vaudeville In the
summer and straight films over the
winter.
It's a summer resort lo
cation.

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

N EX
ANWESX
46^ ST*

160

BRYANT

Island, and the Rockland theNyack, N. Yl

J.

780a

NEW YORK

H.
QBN

LUBIN

PRODUCTIONS,

MA NAOKB

Launching an Era

CORPORATION
1560-1564

Broadway,

Talephons KxohanKOi
Cable Addritssi

New York
Brrant tSOO

"BADIOKEITH"

WOODS THEATRE BID'O

JONES
JOHNNY
Di CHABGK

RADIO
PICTURES

R-K-O FILM

BOOKING CORP.

600

INC.

Prodacers aad Dlitrlbntors ot

Broadway

General Booking Offices

CITY

BOO KIWO MANAOKB
CHIOAQO OFITOK

R-K-0

Exchange

NEW YORK

New York

MARVlOrSCHENCK

General Booking Offices
Palace Theatre Building

Broadway

in

Will Go Anywhere
Address Box 148, Tarletr, Now Tork

City.

ufl

week, after which he plays Philadelphia, Newark, Jersey City, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Pittsburgh
and Washington, D. C.

atre,

RADIO-

1560

«

Vandeville and
Road Attractions

plaj'ed prior' to that time.

Long

NORTH & FLAUM

KEITH-ORPHEUM

1564

Picture

Booking

Fox Is about to open the Park,
Brooklyn; Ozone Park, Ozone Park,

NEW YORK THEATRES

CIRCUIT OF THEATRES
Vaudeville

Manager

Also

EKAl.

I

District

Vandeville and
Theatres

HODGSON'S SCHEDULE OFF

M. Lewis, former Chicago

agent who recently came east to
go with
Arthur Horwitz, has
switched to "Sam Shannon,

UCWIS MOSEIiT * LEE STEWABT

Direction

36
AT LIBERTY
Past Bxperlenoe as

Manager and

.

ly

ENOS

81«t

AGE

Marcus Loew

R-K-0

HARRY ROMM

-

|S74,20.

Morris Gest; Sackett-'WIlhelms Corp.:

NEW ACTS

SO
WILL YOU

Inc.;

Morris G«*t; Saokstt-WUhslms Corn.;
»2,S2».

Alma Ruben's Opener
Jack Hodgdon's schedule assign
Alma Rubens Is tentatively slated
hospital, N. T. Condition not serious. ing 10 minutes daily to each agent
to open next Wednesday (26) at the
has been discontinued.
Broioklyn, for Keith.
Madison,
Short trial on the Keith booking
floor showed It to be unfair for
A sltetch Is being sought to be
agents whose submitting time ar- topped by an encore of songs and
Emmett Guilfoyle, Howard Moris rived late i(i the day.
uke accompaniment.
sey and Edna Northland (Northland
and "Ward).
act
Dowiing's
Travels
Larry Rich and Co. In new
which Includes the Keeler sisters,
Starting this week, Eddie Dow
Holman and Holman, new sketch ling will make personal
appeai-ances
by Ellis O. Jones.
with Sono-Art's "Blaze o' Glory,'
Jules Sananoff, recently split from In which he Is featured.
He is
ClifE O'Rourke, now has George Lee scheduled to appear In eight cities

Name When Booking

HenrT

»2,007.

"B'WAY VENUSES" UNIT

announcer)

an auto accident
to Harlem

Monday and removed

THEY LAUGH,
Op«n

(WOR

severely injured in

Thu

and

11,200.
ing's,

Apollon ftuits "International'*
Hollywood,, Feb. 18.
Dave Apollon in a mutual agreeMel Klee will head the unit com
McNeese and Ridge posed of N. Y. "Graphic" contest ment with Lew Leslie left the "In
Mulroy,
withdrew from the Capitol, Chicago, winners, which begins a Fanchon ternational Revue" Saturday night
bill when Miss McNeese tor© a lig- &
Marco route at the Colorado, In Newark.
Apollon is signed to play at least
ament In her leg.
Pasadena, Feb.. 20.
elglit weeks iu and around New
Charles McDonald (RKO diviThe idea will be known as "Broad- Yorlc for tlie Loew offices, starting
sional manager) suffering from a way Venuses."
March 7. Several Fox date's will be
catafiict on the. right .eye.

Mar-

New

Ca.

Columbia. Phono-

Sonenahlne; International l(a,dl«oa Bank
and Trust Co.; |$,24T.*0.
Boxy ThMtrM Corp<'i K. J. Huchei;

A

forced to leave the bill at the'
bro a day after opening.

Triiat

graph Co., Inc.: $T,3C6.1t.
Ooodhart Pictures, Ine.,

•

Illinois

19S0

19,

Musical

Acrobatic

Comedy

Harmony

Comedy
Quality

billy
Thanx:

m. greene
AL GROSSMAN

An Expression of Grateful Appreciation to
JACK PETTIS and His Boys for Their Marvelous
Co-operation At R-K'O Palace, New York, This
Week

Rythmic

of Electrical

Entertainment
16M Broadway
MKW TOBK diTT

(Feb. 15)

ANN PENNINGTON

of Films

t

Wednesday, February

19,

INCORPORATIONS

RKO

Dumping hto

VAUDEVILLE

1930

Western Houses

VARIETY

Comerford's 51 Wks.

New York

BntOrtalnnient Holdixif; Corporation,
operate theatres, really, 1,000
share.s no par value; Ella Horimann,
Barbara T. Endlleh, Catherine .T, Davis,
Filed by Jame.s E. O'Kane, 310 Madison avenue. New Tork.
Wllllnrd Synolironlzrd AdTrrtininf; Co.,
Inc.,
New York, sound reproduction
eduipmcnt, 200 sliare:;, no par value;
'
Wlllard L. Bergman, John H. Casanave,
F.
M. Unit's
Date
Filed by Stanley
SIdne.v B. Freeman.
B;+Ecker, 1 Park avenue. New York.
Chicago, Feb. 18.
Gordon AniuHemcnt Corporntion, Kings,
Charles Hogan has booked the
operate theatres, moving pictures, |15,-

New York,

Be Added

to Keith

May

Books

Keith's Act Settlement
Final .<;ottleincnt of around 50%
Max Ilayos' reported $3,000 claim
has boon niade by Keith's on the
of

Following Booking Spree in East

Vaudeville time amounting to
about five and « half weok.s will bo
added to the Keith books if two
Chicago, Feb. 18.
deals now pending go through. Negotiations are reported partly closed
BKO Is again unloading expensive
for acquisition by the booking ofilce
acts on Its -western junior circuit
of
the
six
Amalgamated-booked.
string
the
is
showing
that
a
Fanchon
Marco
&
"Black
and
Gold"
DOW
000; Frank Jones, Anna Jones, Tina
yearly profit of $800,000, instead of unit for week of Feb. 21 at the r-erner. Filed by Alexander Bloch, 2S9 Comerford theatres In Ithaca, ElBroadway,
New
York.
mira,
Blnghamton,
Providence,
an $800,000 loss, as was the case Aval on.
Tyolininller & Amery, Inc., Manhattan,
First time for an F. & M. unit In operate theatres, moving pictures, |250,- Willces-Barre and Scranton, and
two years ago.
Bernard Lohmuller, Curtis W, Canadian Paramount's pair in To000;
This dumping of eastern acts on National Playhouse theatre.
Emery, I^yinan Hess. Filed by Lyman ronto and Hamilton.
Fltth
York,
Is
one
HesB,
B61
avenue,
New
time
of
the
consewestern
Techno Distributors, Inc., New York,
Jack Arthur and Morris Stein of
quences of lax booking methods in
Hunting Not Returning
deal in motion projection machines, 100
New York, recently stopped, but
shares no par value; Godfrey J. Jafte, the Canadian concern left for home
Reports that Hunting and Francis Abraham Sbabslielowitz, Ida Schwartz. yesterday (Tuesday) after a twowith the acts still to be taken care
are plotting a vaudeville come-back Filed by Godfrey J. Jaffe, 1440 Broad- day shopping tour for a booker in
©f.
way, New York.
New York office contracted for were wrong. They've been away Momait Amnsement Corporation, Man- New York, without definitely closhattan, operate theatres, moving pic- ing- a deal.
Edward Milne, eastern
more than $600,000 In acts. To clear for three years and are staying tures,
$5,000.; John W. Springer, Cora
away.
Pantages manager. Is still booking
the books of this stuff, the circuit
A. Springer, Grace C. Springer.
Filed
Tony Hunting has been operating by Kelley & Connelly, 28 W. 44th street, Toronto and Hamilton, but is on nohas revived the tactics which two
New
York.
tice.
years ago ruined Its western divi- the Palace theatre. Red Bank, N.
Itney
Corporation, Manhattan,
J.,
which he owns, since retiring. operate Holding;
"When New York booking connectheatres, restaurant, 200 shares
sion.
no par value; Williom Wynne, Henry tions are made the two Canadian
Although they know that comparHorn, William Rlchter. Filed by Gilbert
Paramounts, both named Pantages,
atively few eastern acts are adaptS. Kosenthal, 291 Broadway, New York.
Windsor
Sliows
Corporation,
Manhatwanted
on
leaving
will
western time, and $1,500,
them little for
undergo name changes.
able and
tan, deal in musical productions, plays
the eastern bookers have begun to the rest of their show.
Mike Shea paved the way for
and motion pictures, 100 shares no par
Many houses in the western divi- value; David J. Hyman, Huth Cuba, Keith's by agreeing to permit enpile them on these houses without
Fannie Schechter. Filed by Charles Seany regard for normal budgets. sion which normally would show a gal,
trance of Keith vaudeville into an570 7th avenue. New York.
Many western houses which .are profit of $500 to $1,000 weekly will
Tlio Cinema Guild, Inc., New York, other Toronto theatre besides hi?
limited to $1,800 and $2,000 a -vVeek lose money as a result of this allo- operate theatres, moving pictures, $10,- Hippodrome. Canadjan Paramount
000; D. Ray Boyer, Percy
Fredfor their bills are not being con- cation of acts and assessments eric H. Schader. Filed Elkeles,
by Louis P.
sulted, but are booked with single against them if the practice Isn't Randell, 1660 Broadway, New York.
American Bocono, Inc., Manhattan,
acts out of the deadwood at $1,000 stopped.
deal
in
cinematographlo nims, 6,000
shares; Marlon V, Nolan, Margaret L,

&

41

CM

in-oduoer's "Poin' Tilings" iinit.

one '>C the oa-^ih settlements
in liou of playing mawith which the books were
overloaded hy the late one-man
booking rcgtnn'>. Totql amount to be
paid off by Keith's is around $-00,Tlii.s is

by Keith's
terial

000.

.

.

Ethel

Xelleher,

Lindsay.

1.

Konip Fibn I^aborntories, Inc., Manmotion picture business, ° $300,'-'

hattan,

000; George C. Dobbs, Chester D. Coram,
Betty Kaplan. Filed by Albert P. "WoUhelm, 42 Broadway, New York.
Studio of Sister Arts, Inc., Long Beach,
offer ways to perform, singing, acting,
dancing, 100 shares no par value; Sara
Goldberg,
Lillian
Greenberger,
Julius
Rubin.
Filed by Schleslnger & Schlesinger, 17 East 42d street. New York.
Xapperson Enterprises, Inc., Kings,
general theatre business, motion pictures,
?10,000; Irene Rappaport, Rue Greenberg, Charles Da.vldson.
Filed by Feinberg & Felnberg, 145 AVest 45th street.
New York,
Tulking Plctnres Merchandising Corporation, Manhattan, operate theajtren, moving pictures, 100 shares no par value;
Morton Peyser, Milton H. Goldson, Cecelia Goldsmith.
Filed by Bertram L.
Marks, 8 West 40th street. New York.
Radiant Homo Slovieg, Inc., Kings,
operate theatres, moving pictures, 200
.shares no par value; George B. Sullivan, Charlotte M.. Form,- Alice P. McKeon.
Filed by Edmund F. I/amb, 44
Beaver street, Albany.
J. 51. Wall Mnclilne Company, Inc.,
Syracuse, operate theatres, motion picture, 100 shares no par value; Br&ce. R.
Tuttie, I-.ee Cotton, Edward M. de Cas-

&

Plied by Smith

tro.

Tuttie,

61

"Doin' Thing.-i" clo.sos after current week in Akron, O.

Audubon's First Holdover

For the first time in its historyFox's .\udubon. New York, held over
for more than a week a picture,
"Sunnyside T"p" (Fox); and Its
vavide lineup..

house, however. If taking Keith
vaudeville, will not use the

RKO

billing.

Should

Keith

th3

deal

fall

through, Arthur and Stein may pick
one of the Now York Indios for a
booker. Comerford angle is due to
be settled latter part of this week.
:Closing oC the deal by Keith's for
the six Comerford houses would
wipe out the Amalgamated ofllce.

ROSE
KESSNER
VERSATILE COMEDIENNE
SINGS AND DANCES

Wall

New York.
Jamestown Roosevelt Tlioatres, Inc.,
.Tamestown, operate theatre, motion pictures, $100,000; J. Clark Brown, Stowell

street.

B. Brown, Maude B. Story.
Filed by
Wright & Fletcher, Fenton Bldg., James-

town.

Uerdon Players, Inc., Manhattan, optheatres,
moving pictures, 100
shares no par value; Jennie A. Katz,
Mary TartagUa, Charles Rush. Filed by
Charles Rush, 141 Broadway, New York.
erate

Statement, Designation
Vistonola Mtg. Corp., Del., deal In
talking pictures of all kinds; New York
02 West 47th street. New York;
George
Krleger,
S.
president;
2,000
shares no par value.
Filed by Larkln,
Rathbone & Perry, 70 Broadway, New
oflloo,

York City.
Filmtone

Corporation, Del., moving
picture industry; New York ofllce, Cth
Washington avenue. Long Island
N. Y.
Edward McDougall. president: 50,000 shares no par value. Filed
by Richard C. Storey, 63 State street,
*
Boston, Mass.

and

(.'Ity,

;

Dissolution

Faversham Tlays, Inc., New York.
Filed by William Klein, 1440 Broadway,

New York

City.

Oklahoma

EDDIE DRUCE

mdlll Business Men's Club, MndlU,
Okla.; capital, none. Incorporators: Jack
Blalock, H. P. Keller and Harlan Sullivan.
K«creation CInb, Sayre, Okla.; capital
stock, $5,000. Incorporators: D. F., A, A.
and C. L. WUaon, all of Sayre.

Maine

FEATURED COMEDIAN

DeerlnK Theatres, Inc., Portland. PresN. M. Kent; treasurer, Leon F.

ident,

Gorman;

WITH

John

clerk.

Portland.

Purpose,

HARRY CARROLL'S REVUCTTE
er,

KEITH'S PALACE
(NEW YORK)

WEEK

W.

(FEB. 15)

Direction

CHAS. H. ALLEN

—

—

—
—

.Smithyman.
Kowcnstle, Ind.

&

— $600,000,

Also hotel.
Architects,

Shook.

—

Oborlln, O. Main st.
Owner, withheld, care J. Steel.
Policy not given.

Nine additional weeks above time
have been set for
E.sther Kalston's dapce act. Former
Paramount star has been on Keith's
for two months.
orlgin.illy laid out

S.

of

enter-

berger, mgr.
Detllance, O.
(M. P.)
Owner, Deflance Amusement So.
Site and architect not disclosed.
Harvey, lU.— (Fire rebld. 15411 Center avc.
Owner, W. L. Voss. Architect
not selected,
Miinston, WIfl. $25,000. Owner, A. A.
Sussychl.- Architect, J. E. Nason.
Site
and policy not given.
MonesseD, Pa. Also olTlre bldg. DonOwner, Harris Uro.s. Amusener ave.
ment
Co.
Architects,
and
Gelsler

McGulro.

M.

all

. Ind.
(Harris
Grand,
22 N, Walnut st. Own$36,000.
Publlx Theatre, Mrs. H. C. Bram-

Owner, Goodwin Tower Co.

R-K-O

Hill,

conduct

Theatres Proposed
Bloomlngton,
alt.)

THIS

to

tainment business.

BENTHAM OFFICE

Just closed a successful tWo-year engagement as
featured comedienne with E. K. NadeFs

"Happiness

Girls*'

Offers Invited for

PRODUCTIONS
VAUDEVILLE
WILLARD

MOTION PICTURE!
PRESENTATIONS

Address
HOTEL, 254 West 76th St.,
Phone ENDICOTT 6900

New York

MONGE XROUF>E
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ROSENBLOOM OVER ACE
BY A GOODLY MARGIN

Legion's Fight Club on Coast Is

Country's Steadiest
Los Angeles, Feb.

IS.

opening of the new
Eiustside Auditorium, 7,000 capacity,
L. A. now has a fight club operating
every night in the week except Sun%Viih

the

Wednesday, February

Money Maker

ROTATING PRINCIPALS
ONLY, WHEEL PROPOSAL

By JACK PULASKI

APOLLO
(STOCK AND MUTUAL)

AMERICAN
(STOCK BURLESQUE)

That many a private stag has
been nailed for no more Is no deterleft-hooked his way to a clear win rent
to this Harlem stand for Mufrom Ace Hudklns at the Garden tuals. For the dirtiest stage show In
Friday night before a capacity town the top Is $1.65, as high as the
downtown Columbia's, with the
house. Not only that, but he slap- show here probably carrying the
largest salary nut In burlesque. Besides the Mutual travelers, complete,

day.

ped the westerner so hard

Belief of actors and producers In
Of the six local clubs, the Hollywood Legion Stadium is the only the burlesque field as the wheel
one making money. Rest are all season is about to close Is that
In the red.
The Legion is unusual Mutual's next season will call for

ehort ribs that the blond from
the Apollo maintains Its own stock
Omaha was turned half way around company of eight principals and 16
many times. Some of the smart girls.
On Thursday night, In very bad
money took the short end on the

fight clubs as it sells its reserved seats by the year, has cleared $80,000 annually for the past
in

Tom

years.

five

Gallery,

Previous-

ly he had been a picture actor. Today the Legion's Is the most con-

money-maker

sistent

way

the

in

of the country
of fight clubs.

The Olympic, operated by Jack
Doyle, has been In the red for four
years.
In the last six months it

has broken even and shows signs
of making money. With a capacity
of 16,000 it has had about three
sellouts since opening.

All the other clubs are neighboraffairs with a capacity of from,
They make enough
to *4,500.
to pay salaries with nothing
left over.
There are also about six

hood
3,00|p

Ace's rep for winning In the east,
and their bank -rolls were dented.
The so-called "Nebraska wild cat"
was wild all right.
From the
impression.
One suggestion aims at a policy seventh round on he wa.s Infuriated
at his Inability to land on the elusive
whereby the chorus remains stationarj'
and only the principals and always punching Rosenbloom.
Thoatres would maintain He talked to Maxie, calling him
travel.
names, while Rosie would pepper
their own stock choruses and suphim with both hands and none too
ply the scenery while the seven
gently.
Hudklns tried to counter
or eight principals travel as a
with
those funny half circle punches
vaudeville act. Elimination of three

manager some are

and matchmaker, stepped into the
job of running the club without
(Experience in promotion.

drastic changes.
Numerous ideas have been advanced to the wheel heads and
said to have made an

the

,

money

bootleg clubs operating sis amateur outfits. They grab what little
Is left over after the legit clubs
get theirs.

traveling stage hands,- railroad fares

that never landed.

Max's Elusive Chin
and transportation expenses In general, with cheaper chorus buys posThere was a time when Rosensible under the stock system are bloom and K. O. Phil Kaplan used
the economical features of this pol- to fight a round- robin.
Phil was
icy which was used for a time on a hard socker and wished he could
the old American wheel.
get a clean sock to Maxle's chin,
but
never could.
Everytlme he
The strip, which supplanted the
cooch as the punch of practically would get_ set to shoot- a haymaker
all burlesque leading women, is def- across, pop would come Maxie's left
initely through. Audience response hook, smack on the mouth or nose,
with the result that Kaplan was
has been sadly off lately.
Hudkins did
With the stripping on the skids tilted off balance.
.recently the comedians of burlesque manage to land his., right a couple
-

and rainy weather, the

$1.65 orches-

DRAW

BIG

AND HEAVY

k->

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
With a score of miniature golf
courses spotted all over, one course
-th^Jiear±:..of JEollyw.oQd's. business section yielded a. gross of
$1,800 for the week.
This course opened three months
ago as an experiment until requests
for night playiiig forced the opera-

in

-

tor

install

to

lights.

Now games

can be played here as late as 2
a.
m.,. with plenty of customers
dropping In after the theatre to
practice for the big
following morning.

game

the

in

Prices are 25c. day and 50c. night.

Chicago, Feb. 18.
Dis^nal flop here of the bike races
that closed Feb. 15 Is another

enigma for the Chicago Stadium.
Average daily gross was under
$3,000, with some nights slipping as
low as $2,000. Final desperMe efof

away

giving

free

tickets

backstage at theatres also flopped

John Chapman talked It over with
Charles Hall and may open at the
Coliseum, for next race.

Selznick's

2nd Acquittal

Cleveland, Feb. 18.
Phil Selznlck, rilgfit club operator,
last week 'was acquitted of liquor
conspiracy charges of every local
sheet.

Selznlck claimed a frame-up during the trial when federal men testhat they, along -with girl
friends,, bought liquor and openly

tified

drank

It

at' hia

Marigold Gardens

roadhouse.
It was the big shot's second trial,
the first one Oct. 29 ending In a
disagreement. Jury's verdict, 8 to
4 for acquittal, was surprise to both
spectators and judge. Latter dismissed jury from all further service, the first dismissal in a federal
court in the last five yeai-s.

Lake's Hotel Raided
Washington, Feb. IS.
Jinimie Lake's Commercial hotol
\..eis raided here Saturday and police claim complete gambling out-

were found behind dooi-s a foot
-which had to be battered
Several arrests wcr« made.
Lake in addition to his hotel manages the Mutual burlesque house.
fits

thick

down.

Schenec. Burlesque Out
Scneneotady, Feb.

a dame show

all

18.

The burlesque season has closed
at the Wedgeway theatre and the
house will be .traivsformcd Into a
.

first -run picture liouse.
Guy Graves, associate manager
and' secr^itary of the Farash Theatre Corp., atinounced RCA photop^one equipment Is being installed.

the

way

and

semi-kootches.
Irving
eccentric comic, spaces the
runway numbers and does a good
job of it.
Current week's layout Is labeled
"Nighty Night Girls" and no pajamas. Nearest to boudoir raiment
Is a union suit number spotted next
to shut of first part which has tha
gals on in white union suits, which
the Eighth Avenue goofs go for
stuff
Sellg,

was nearly filled with a plenty.
An Jtll-around good show for a
of all shades and
Some women among them, stock troupe and better than a lot
women who laughed even louder of the wheel shows. Eighth Avenue
want their entertainment salad raw
than the men at the blue gags.
Also among the auditors were nu- but In this one getting it only well
crowd

,

merous boys around 16, whose
sheepish glances at the "art studies"
peddled during Intermission betrayed their years.
Joe Van and Les Dunn, first and
second comics of "Laffln' Thru," the
Mutual visitor of the week, refused
to he outdone in dirt by the house
staff and helped to mould the verbal

mud

pies.
The troupe's .women
meanwhile were never bashful at
exposing, although they had more
than enough competition from the
stock women.

Besides Its pair of comics, the Mutual entry's principals are Art Gilson, Don Proctor, Jack Baird, Anna
Althea Conley arid -Vinriie
Phillips.

Foley,

•

Theatre's little family is composed
Eddie Green, the colored comedian from Connie's "Hot Choco-

of

broiled, and that goes for the teasers, too.
Despite a fast dancing
show with more or less fun and

with Selig carrying the comedy burden and equal to the assignment.
The bits are of the usual archaic
variety, but still get laughs.
Selig struts his stuff throughout
both stanzas and gets plenty of
laughs with time-worn material,
especially in the boudoir scene and
courtroom bit with the latter planting the old gag about the boy with
nervous fingers In a picture theatre.
A lot of wheel shows are using it,
but they don't know the difference
on Eighth Avenue.
Femme contingent is there 40
ways. Ann Paulsonr Ingenue, haii-dies several numbers and never goes
for the semi-strips.
BIlHe Shawsmacks across plenty of hot stuff in
her numbers and manipulates teasers to perfection, making them practically beg for the strip, and how
they go for it! Mable White Is another who knows her onions as
•

lates"; Chick Hunter, Jacque;s Wilson, Andy McCann, Ella Corbett,
of times to Maxie's map but without RItzIe Phillips,
Vllma Joszy and a
gaining prominence, but general damage.
coocher called Cleo.
Cookie, also
It was the first showing In New colored and also from the Connie
failure hints there Is something radshow,
York
for
Ace
for
has
been
a
year
or
so.
The
a
magnet here late- number leader and teaser manipically wrong in that quarter.
Algivly
as
the
Apollo's
principal
wiggler, ulator, with Miss Collette also
most unanimous thought Is that-the boxing solons never liked his style
ing them everything they want in
comics cannot be funny for $75 a and said so. No doubt about Hud- didn't show up to 11 Thursday night. a visual way.
At that hour the weekly auction sale
week and will not until a way Is klns being a tough baby. He land- of an ensemble
current
layFor
a
stock
show
the
girl's attire (all but
ed low at least twice and was warn- the tights)
rates with any and has all infound to raise the ante.
had commenced.
On out
gredients of a typical burlesque
ed for "heeling" half a dozen times. Tuesday nights the come-on
Salaries paid burlesque feature
is billed
deserve
a
show.
The
choristers
Hudklns
abandoned
his
crouch
exas "Block Party," with th6 boys inpeople this season would daze anycept when In close quarters when vited to "dance with your favorite great big hand for the animation
one. In this day of .huge salaries in
they show In the musical Interrupbaby doll."
Ather branches. of_ show, .business, he would plant his head on Rosentions, all working as though they
bloom^s chest and flail away. Maxie .. The.gags .usjed.-were.so rough _that enjoyed- it which is Jn. contrast to.
the highest sum mentioned in a
most can't be prihted. That much
Mutual contract this year Is $226. would bob his head from side to for thfe script gags. But when the the dead pan girls In most wheel
Contracts for that amount were Is- side, som^lmes pushing away Ace's boys started to ad lib It was- murder. shows.
Biz at the American has been
sued to two well known comedians, left mitt which seemed to grasp The girl between two men In a .steadily pjlcklng up since the house
hinj by the throat.
It could have money changing bit, after shouting
both conceded to have a following
stock burlesque and w:ltli a
led to thumbing.
Masie paid no her own rough line, became so em- went
in the wheel towhs and neither
good
house In Monday ni.ght. The
Cuts Imposed on attention to Ace's taps to the kid- barrassed she had to Intervene to shows are not too rough, and with
of them got It.
the;extent of picking up the straight less double entendre stuff than most
neys
while
infighting.
Often
he
almost all wheel people reduced the
man's lines. In the meantime the
two salary toppers' weekly figure fought himself out of a clinch and straight was trying his best to beat wheel shows, seem to click with the
Invariably had the best of It.
customers.
to an average of around $175.
comic with dirt, until the comic
Rube Bernstein, In charge, ig an
How the boxing commission now the
offered to give him his o.wn red astute burlesque showman and litis
rates Rosenbloom is- their own nose. The pit drummer rang
a bell
worry.
Early last week Jimmy and the boys mentioned the wagon. been lining up good stockonshows
blue
without going overboard
Hurtig Enters
Slattfery fought a Buffalo boy for
Production Is negligible.
stuff, and has built up business conMlnsky Bros, and Joseph Weln- siderably since taking charge after
Rotating Stock the vacated light heavyweight stock
are the Apollo operators, al- .Joe Hurtig vamped to Passaic, N. J.
•crown. Slats won, but few in the
though
the
defunct
of
flrm
Hurtig
&
fight game take the matter seriously,
Despite the near Broadway locaJoe Hurtig- has taken over the Slattery must defeat Rosenbloom- to Seanipn is credited with the entertion the American Is holding its
Opera House, Bayonne, N. J., for get a clear title and It is doubtful prise. Eveo'one from the doorman shows within bounds as far as burto the manager excepting the pi-ostock burlesque, w'ith new policy he can\turn
that trick, for Maxie has prletors— Is listed on the program. lesque suggestlveness goes and provgoing in next. week. Hurtig, forstill a clientele for that
outpointed nearly every other good
As long as this lasts it can't be ing there's
merly operating the American, New man
Edb-i.
sort of entertainment.
In th5"aiei«iQ,n, and Slats hasn't tied for dirt. It's there to be looked
York, vamped the latter spot to Inat and listened to, if you like that
Always In Condition
stall burlesque at the .Playhouse,
sort of dirt.
Bige.
It
was
Stand
Passaic, N. J.
a hard, fast fight. Once
American, N. Y.,
Acquisition of the Bayonne house again It proved that Rosenbloom is
Optional to Layoffs
Maxie is acis the second stand in a proposed an exceptional fekpw.
chain of rotary stock burlesque in cused of unorthodo^tcaiJifrig, yet he
The Mutual ofl^ces deny that any
(Mutual)
New Jersey. The Hurtig interests always appears to be in condition
Lee Hickman, a good burlesque plan has been under consideration
and
frequent
ring
battles
appear
to
are negotiating for the Majestic,
comedian with a bad burlesque show
be his meat. During rest periods around him, is Hon. Nickels' 1930 for traveling Mutuals to play the
Jersey City, for similar policy.
the man sits calmly as he. did last edition of "Hello Paree." If this is •American, N. T., where stock ia
Friday, never taking a long breath. the sort of show that is considered a operated under arrangement with
Fred Lenhart, who was recently show at Hon. Nickels' Gayety thea- the Mutual execs and with the MuComics in Relays
stopped here by Larry Johnson, was tre in Baltimoi-e, then Hon. Nickels
Steve Mills, who was with the awarded the decision over
Rosy has found a way to get away with tual interested In them on an alignShuberts and replaced Jack Pearl Resales, the Cleveland Indian, who anything In Balto.
ment -with Irving Sellsbcrg and Ike
Hickman, who was a straight man
in "Pleasure .Bound," opened Satur- is
credited with a wiii from John- before he switched to comedy, is Weber.
burlesque
City,
N.
Y.,
day with the
son. The decision did not meet with "Hello Paree's" best recommendaThe Mutual, however, has agreed
stock as principat comic.
favor from ringsiders by any mciWE. tion.
Mildred Franklin; principal to principals of Mutuals, laying oft
The deal was engineered by Ike Lenhart went' down but without a woman, could be a lot better would in N, Y. to work the house on a
Weber. With. Mills going thei'e the count In the second round from a she but try. The way she wears stock plan, this, however, wholly
house will work two comic leads, hard stomach punch. Seemed to oe her hair Is a severe disadvantage. up to the players themselves..
the other being Sam Raynor, who woozy later on too, but the judges It could easily be changed. If the
The Mutual comic working there
of burlesque did not prompt
was also under Sliubert contract figured Lenhart's forcing and show- customs
her to speak such lines, her stew- doe.s so at the ."salary the house ofuntil recently.
ing the last five rounds gave him scene would be an exceptional bit
of fers.
Mills supplanted George Carrbll. an edge. That certainly could not legitimate
There ha-.-c been case.s whore the
characterization.
The
Frances Naomi' also joined last have included the .ninth session In lines, however, murder all the like- principal women thus invited to
which he took a proper trimming. ablo points there about it. Hickman work have turned the proposition
week.
Vincent Sirecl, former amateur and Miss Franklin, who could, be cold beonuse the money was below
knockerout, won that way from another girl, after a session at the that paid by the wheel show.
hairdres.sor'.s, are co-featured.. Milt
Stuffy Mclhnes, of Scotland, who
Mutual Closings
.Davis is second comic, with a diawent out cold In the fourth round.mond in hi.s putty nose and a yodol
"Dimpled Darlings" closed Satin "one" as double forte. The other.x
Burlesque Changes
Part
urday night in Cincinnati.
are just others.
In an "avcvago"
of the Co. went to the Gari-ick, St. Black, White Divisions
Fay Norman, former Mutual wlioc-l
burle.«:que show.
Louis (stock), and the remainder
Why take these Mutuals .-;criously souli, oponod v.-ith the .stock nt tlie
journeying to Temple, Albany, N.
In St. Louis Stock Co. when not even the producers nr the Palace, Buffalo this wook.
people in them do?
Y., for stock engagements.
Praise for
St. Louis, Feb. 18.
Helen ^Tort-Tn fnot of "i^u-ft't
"Hello Piiree' would not only i.ie un"The Tempters closed in Boston
Gayety, reconditioned, opens l'''cb.
with
foalurod
Saturday with several of the Mu- 24 on a twice nightly stock bur- called for, but a." useful as a second .Vdeline"),
soub
mothei--ln-law.
Everybody's
on. or
tual show getting stock placements
lesque policy. Daily matinees also .should bo by now. Feb. 17, and the "Nau,s:hly Nlflios." opened in similar
by wire from N. Y. casters.
a.'<signnu'nt with stock at the IrvPart of house will be on reserved sea.son's almost over.
Tch, tch, toll.
niijr,
seat basis at night.
ing Placo. Xow York, this week.
Two companies have been enAnna Rose with tin- stock 1>urJiine 1 at Columbia
gaged, "Figures and Facts," and
lofif.iuc
tho Ilippodromt-, l!;il;i;it
BERNSTEIN WEST
WiiltPr Rradc's remodeling of the. Drake and Walker's Revue, a negro
nioi'c.
RUbo nornstoin is oxpei'ii-d to
Now York Columbia theatre and unit. Each will give an hour'.s enDillii->
Diamond olused with 'lie
Waland
av-.
tertainment.
Verne'
Phelps
and
leave
7th
for Hollywood withiii the next Minsky stock at tho National Winbuilding at 47th street
enue will start June 1. General order ter, Steffln, radio entertAIners, will t\v.o weeks for an indoflnile Ktay. ter Oai-ilon. Now York, last weol;.
appear.
Frajik :Macl>ey has been sent on
Injporfanoo of Bernstein's depaa-t;lq 'p.iove pn that date has been given
Gayety reverted, tO:, .p.resont op- ure Is that he has been closol.v con- from New York to fill \ic Pla4ifs
to teuiints, with Information they
erating company headed by C.
nected with I. H. Hork thi.s scrnson place with "The Burlosquo Tiovlow"
can return Sept. 1.
R-K-O .«lpps into the theatre In. Crawford, ofter several attempts in :therdpcration of -tha iMiUwal' (Mutual) urrtil the tatter rccovr-rs
V
with Mutual bifrlesque.
Wheel: *
the full after the cleaning...
from a broken anklo.'

have, received their first chance at

—

Bayonne

With

Chi. Bike Grind Flop

fort

Strictly

with the femme principals romping
away with honors through strip

tra floor

mixed

grades.

.
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BURLESQUE REVIEWS

New York's light heavyweight
boxing marvel, Maxle Rosenbloom,

to
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ROXY

HOUSE REVIEWS
TWO ROOFS

and his mob wlU have to do sixes
and sevens to handle the crowds.
(Presentation)
No doubt he won't mind, as he Is
New York, Feb. 14.
In on a guarantee and cut with
New York, Feb. 16.
Those daddies, grey haired but
possibilities that the cut might ex- discreet,
and ultra-economical, are,
their
work
cut
out
for
had
They
ceed any heretofore to other big with their sickly oop-de-oops, over
this
week's
show
staging
on
them
name attractions the house- has coy but cool eyed part time girl
Idea was to get played.
tho Boxy stage.
friends, virtually dominating one ofa wallop In It that Would steal
Whiteman was astute enough to Broadway's two picture roofs. The
some attention away froni the In- arrange his program so that the soprano voiced males no longer
troduction of the heralded Grandeur specialists in the organization could horde Into what
was known as
Maybe they didn't try for do their stuff in addition to the col- their evening meeting
screen.
place.
competition with the epochal event, lective playing. Though girls might
Public necking
now being
on making have .been shy on the stage through onstrated on theIs New York demconcentrating Instead
roof.
a presentation typically Roxy in Its the regular presentation being elim- Loew's upper deck, with its pastoral
linished showmanship.
inated, the amount of entertainment paintings and subdued lighting, evi"Happy Days" (Fox) with, its the Whitemans gave the cash buy- dently gets 'em. A quiet walk, alscore or so of "names" and its ers here was in excess of that -af- most as long as half way around
sumptuous spectacle held enough forded by the regular units, and a Central Park, reveals not much atgasps for anybody's show, and for variation of the regular week to. tention being paid to the picture.
Big novelties There'll probably be a dearth of
once threw the stage proceedings week stage show.
Rostrum feature of the Whiteman sort can always park bench cooing this spring. No
into the shadow.
find a niche here coming in at in- fear of the cops, and it doesn't take
is an intricate and very lovely baltervals to carry along a picture an awful lot to satisfy the old guys
let, "La Grande Jardiniere," and the
supporting novelty is the return of Which the house might not figure whb are doing the hide-a-way. The
elderly Lochlnvars are better bets
Von Grona and his dancers In a to be a b. o. whirlwind.
With chimes clanging in mellow for a theatre than the more virile
bizarre dance episode called "Rhaproaming Romeos.
They've about
sody," a fine bit of staging, but one fashion, the curtain arose on Whitecrowded out the younger lads.
of those interpretive dance things man and his crew playing "MonIt's embarrassing to house manthat suggests it ought to be full teray," song number of the "King
agers to be quizzed about such
of meaning. If you could only grasp of Jazz," talker that Whiteman is
things, but Dave Bromberg, up at
now completing for Universal. It the
the significance.
Japanese Gardens, is an excepWide film monopolizes the flicker is one of those dreamy, languid tion.
portion' of the show. First there's ballads giving the tenor in the out"In the three years I've been here
fit
a
chance
chant
the
lyrics.
to
"Niagara Falls," the last word in
I haven't had an arrest on anyNumber
sounds
like
another
Whitepictorial scenlcs and a punch by
thing.
Just one complaint I reItself Included In the overture. Idea man natural.
member, and that was from a
From this the Rhythm Boys get woman.
apparently was to pave the way
She didn't go through
for the wide screen feature to let their chance to liven matters up with it. If the guy had been better
the patrons become accustomed to with patter and clowning, stopping looking I probably wouldn't know
the new dimensions. About i reel the proceejiings. Then Goldle, who about it tonight."
However, this audience on the
of it and a treat. Not less Impres- has taken the Henry Busse spot in
sive than the picture itself was the the outfit, does a "Sgt. Quirt-Cap- eve lamped just shaped as a norMore like a theatre
musical, background supplied by the tain Flagg" burlesque. A wow and mal bunch.
orchestra, Niagara being a theme he finishes it with a bit of trumpet- than the Loew roof. Got a balcony,
upholstery, etc.
upon which the big organization ing and hoofing.
"Great Day," another Whitetnan
Jap place has a great sky emcould spread itself with plenty of
^elbow room for effects. -Overture natural, is thrust forth with a porium functioning during clear
worked through ponderous chords, chariting quartet getting Its chance. weather on warm nights. This went
to a dashing brass and everything- Wilbur Hall, with his gi-otesque over so big last summer that Fox
else climax. Percussion trio at the trick fiddling and pump, next and is making a stadium of it for the
new term. Bleacher like stand with
Capitol would have enjoyed the slamming home a four-bagger.
"Rhapsody in Blue," which has 500 extra seats now being condevastating musical climax.
structed.
Waly.
Rhapsody" had Von Grona sur- never missed, offered as semirclinumber
max.
"Meet
the
Boys"
rounded by the Roxy chorus work- finaled and gave the individuals in
ing in silhouette against a flaming
the
band
a
chance
to solo.
red drop, pleated in vertical folds
Altogether 35 minutes of enterth.ls time instead of flat.
What the
("Modes and Models"-Unit)
pantomime means was anybody's tainment that can never be exPittsburgh, Feb. 14.
£uess, but It was a striking per- ceeded In a picture auditorium.
Compact little show that woi-ks
Fox Movietone News did a little
formance whether it conveyed a talking
for itself prior to the White- smoothly throughout.
Some effort
meaning or not, the girls In those
Screen apparently made to give this one
jerky maneuvers and Von Grona ex- man advent on the stage.
Mysterious a story, enabling Brengk's Golden
was
"The
pressing whatever he was express- feature
Ung.
Horse to be introduced at finale as
ing In his own peculiar style of Island" (M-G-M).
Btralned contortions.
work of young American studying
.

.

'

STANLEY

—..

UsuaL mal©._oliQlii_episode. .was

with Harold Von Duzee and Jose
Santiago singing the Schumann
duet In character of the wounded

-

CAPITOL

a.

picturesque staging of "The Two
.Grenadiers," opening down front
before the much used Roxy scrim

("Pearls"— Unit)
New York, Feb.

art in Pafis,_ but It's unnecessary.
'
of evefythnig" to ' make
"Modes and Models" ride along on

Enough

.

Messrs. Shaw and Lee, buffoons
the stiff stance school, and in
a couple of musicals, are featured
In this newest and quite pleasant
of

and the picture lighting
from behind to reveal a posed group
Three
of Napoleon surrounded by his Old Loew picture house unit.
Guard and the chorus finale. Fine supporting acts are of suflScient va
riety to make the entertainment
tableau for a big musical drama.
Into the newsreel, all Grandeur, diverting, and production activity
brought In for the new week and of Arthur Knorr is expended in one

soldiers

eliminating the standard size screen attractive full stage set.
Of prime financial Import to the
from the entire program. Grandeur shots were not particularly Capitol currently Is "Devil May
Impressive. There's better material Care" (M-G), which has its first
popular
priced showing In New
on the shelf flashed at the Gaiety
last, summer.
This had mostly bits York after a two berry run at the
strong
Business
was
that have been made familiar on Astor.
throughout
Friday.
the small screen many times
"Pearls' " full stage set is an elabNaval Cadets in review on their
own parade ground; big guns of the orate stage band terrace .on which
Coast Guard; cavalry drill of rough musicians are partially concealed
riding by the troops at Fort Myer behind a pyramid of glittering blue,
and a semi- comedy shot at the big and white upright shells. Hang-"
elephant In the Bronx Zoo. Novelty ing from the files Is a set of un•f the big screen carried these, but original, but appropriate, electricThe comthey'll have to do better if It's go- ally lighted balloons.
ing to stick. Light artillery flrlng posite picture is refreshing as a
took the edge off the big gun clips. mother-in-law packing her grip.
Unhurried in the midst of feverMaybe they're holding back Tilden,
Babe Ruth, the West Point flash ish film house pacing, Shaw and
and the Leviathaji. It's one of the Lee looked straight ahead and picfew times this house has missed tured perfectly the mental worries
of two gentlemen who have nothwith its news.
on their minds. They're still
Then into the main ballet and ing
doing their same act and wei-e
a spectacle of abundant charm. liked.
Beatrice Belkin, soprano, introduces
Jerry Goe and Brothers, three
the episode with a coloratura numboys mixing dancing with instruber, the drop flying to reveal the
mental work, afforded an early pep

on a tiered series of
platforms, girls' skirts held up in
front forming a tight bouquet of
flowers.
Ballet comes down front
Xor a formal routine on the toes,
giving way to tho jazz steppers for
one of those precision bits that
never fail to pull applause and deeervedly.
Beautifully done here.
ballet posed

Girls

fall

back Into their

oi-iglnal
returns to

pose

and ballet corps
earlier flower tableau for a
curtain, while Miss Belkin finishes her song. Incidental to the

their

low

period.

Act has been working

in

vaudeville and doing well. Another
popular entry was Tito Coral,
Spanish baritone singing native
numbers. Coral's voice and appearance are to the good. Completing

Desha and Sansone, had moderate results with posing' adagio
done slightly slower than a snail

act,

in full gallop.
in full gallop.

and

directing
capably.

.

Al Evans is m.c.'Ing
the
band quite

Chester Hale girls were beat in
dance staging Patricia Bowman and
which drew apLeonide Masslne, as an idyllic gar- a precision routine
for
dener and country lass, do a trim plause before the girls started
Another round greeted
Winers.
the
dance duet.
Tdinh.
dance
balloon
at the unit's
the
producNo additional stage
finale.
tion was used for a closing flash.

LOEWS STATE

None was needed.
Yascha Bunchuk's overture Is
Whiteman)
"Spanish Sketches," softly romantic
Los Angeles, Feb. 13.
afc times and at others a hey-hey of
Paul Whiteman still holds the fortissimo. This variance' brings a
erown of istage, concert, dance and contest for honors between the fid(Paul

screen premiership so far as bands dle and percus.'iion departments, and
are concerned.
Best proof is his Bunchuk let the fiddlers take the
value current week to this house, bow. Can the throe drummers be
where he and his gang are taking .slipping? Have they let the inthe place of the regular Fanchon toxicating
celobritism
of
wine
and Marco stage unit. Started off satiate their veins with the ui;aaiy
Thursday doing flve shows of 35 alcohol of overconfidence? Or has
minutes average, with capacity on their splendid display of musical
the flrst and second. Capacity for calisthenics come to be taken for
second performance has not been granted? Other drummers, take a
attained In this house in many a look.
.

month;

With trade starting
Indications

are

that

off

the

as

it

did,

map.otro

entertainment qualities.
This one's brightened by a crack
in the middle, not
permitting usual
sagging when
switch is made frOm full stage to
one. Following Duflin and Draper's
dance, Dick Powell, m.c, sings number, then introduces a couple of
muslckers, Joe Falvo and Hynle
Graver, both of whom were local
stage band favs at Penn and Enrlght, respectively.
Trio meg a
ballad for fine returns, then the band
alternates on great hoke specialties,
ending up with a fast banjo quartet
led by Powell.
Montrose and Reynolds kidded
around, the dumb femme keeping
customers giggling throughout. Used
a few blue gags, but didn't depend
wholly on them. Chester Fredericks
.whammed with his stepping, but
should stop warbling.
Nita Carol
has a voice and knows how to use
its

14.

Completing the film program were
Fox-Hearst sound news clips with
a few Tnternatfonal silrnis.. Banff.

band specialty

•

•

it.
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PARAMOUNT

Florida dames reducing on beach
similarly uninspired.
NBC broadcasting youngsters caught at the

"Aladdin's Revels"— Unit)
New York, Feb. 14,
Wolff,
old
timer,
Crawford's i-endltion ot
Jesse
wrecked building bottle of real stult
In Blue" at the console
"Rhadsody
he cached 20 years ago may be
a below
is
bright
bit
the
In.
genuine, but audience didn't lake it

mike and entertain

way. Jake
from
taking

in flat

that way.

Thomas

Edison's

S3rd

and outdoor celebration

Is

standard Paramount bill. "Dangerbirthday ous rarndise" (Par) Is the feature
mainly a while the stage show Is just one of

battle among photogralihers and
scribblers.
Gcorgo Ade I'ates an
editor's note.
Not a laugh despite
the rep.
Frieda Ilompel testing kiddies'
voices first bit of bonafide comedy.
.

''

those things.

Ronle Riano does her best to keep
Cambria's "Aladdin's Revels" head

above water, but can't save
at times, she's off the stage.

it

for,

Miss
RIano and Ducallion handle all the
"Sonny Boy" by kid duet and prison- comedy in their very proficient and
ers' affair by colored youngsters get respective styles.
Flash scenic finish has the girls
the grins.
Doc Wiley also has
birthday recordort and recalls pure in gorgeous costumes^ but they're
Four Cheer
food law struggle. French Guards- getting used to that.
men do formal turn before the Leaders, collegiate-llke male quartet
which recently hit the east in a
"
colors.
Wall/.
Fanchon & Marco Idea, had a
chance to mop but ml.ssed when
permitting the stage band to outnoise the harmony.
Boys sound
("Toytown"-Unit)
best without accompaniment. SudPittsburgh, Feb. 14.
den insertion of orchestra unnecesPantomimic novelty not so forte sary and rather disastrous.
for this house. Customers, used to
Ducalllon's chatter, while balancan m.c, want one and missed when ing himself atop a ladder, sold him
absent.
Unit pretty enougl^ but the same as It did in vaudeville.
quite drab as far as entertainment Miss Riano's specialty was a ecgoes. Received less tlian enthtislas- centric dance.
She was applauded
tlcally, usual here.
Penn was the Into an encore.
Her kicks are
first local film house to mix jazz cleverly mixed with comedy, and
with Its screen fai-e and mob expects she's adept at both.
plenty of it when they ti-ek down to
Gambarelli Girls, dancing chorus,
Sixth and Penh.
shine in a toe routine after an
Not -a solid laugh and everything earlier stereotyped precision numsuffered as result.
CUillino and ber, va. c.'ing and directing withFortunello stood out, but they've out creating much excitement Is a
been around so often thai any nov- tall chap named Ray Teal.
elty attached to the turn has been
Many standing and waiting Satlost.
Publix shows, when they used urday afternoon.
Bige.
to tenant this house, were bad with
their quick repeats and now .Loew's
appears to be no different in this

PENN

,

respect.

ORIENTAL

.\

Carlton Emmy's dogs carried out
the toy shop Idea and the animals
were consistently amusing, but it's
not ivhat they go for here. Chester
Hale girls okay, especially in their
wooden soldier routine, and a fiock
of shoiv girls draped In the background added class. Dick 'Leibert
did a timely organalog and one that
packed lots of audience punch.
Miniature igloo built around organ,
with Leibert garbed in pair of those
polar
pajamas supposedly
bear

(Presentation)

Chicago, Feb. 14.
Stage show of 46 minutes, "Dancing Around," locally produced by
Paul Oscard,, is a matter of hoofing
from a Crinoline start to a near-hot
finish.

Llna Basquette, of pictures and
more recently on Keith time, the
Sisters, a male tapping
team and comical Delano Dell we

Williams

the talent.

Williams sisters were toppe^s with
broadcasting program to Byrd at two songs and Hannah's lively leg
Hoke messages and and body gestui*es. Miss Basquette
South Pole.
answers flashed on the screen, with had no trouble getting across as a
Leibert
announcements neat worker and knows her techmaking
through .loud , speaker, interpolating .nlqi^e, .especially, ballet, .but seemed
them with some "corking parbdies to work rather listlessly. Dell's ecand pop tunes.
centric hoofing carried him over
Picture "Hot for Paris" (Fox), after 10 minutes of profitable gagBiz ging with much familiar patter.
badly chopped by censors.
Golicn.
forte.
Usual amount of specialty work
by the band, with an "Harmonica
Harry" arrangement that should
have gone big at the flrst show had
Los Angeles, Feb. IS.
It not been Impeded by Lou KosPublix ace standby In this town loff, m. c. who sometimes gets In
has been going along pretty well the way. Six chorus men and girls
ever since stage shows were ban- formed a neat opening, the girls
ished, and the house went straight In yellow crinoline in front of a
sound, about nine months ago. colonial cutout drop.
While Miss
Again, that the picture is the thing Adams eang, the girls were joined
is a cinch argument here.
And no by the boys for an old-fashioned
bills, waltz.
headaches about budgets,
Slipped off most of the
opening day turmoils and attend- dresses and the boys rejoined for
ing aggravations pertinent to stage an ensemble tap.
This was re•
work.
peated with variations for the ballet
At one time the Paramount,' then number, the girls wearing colonial
the Metropolitan, was operating un- evening gowns and concealing Miss
der a straining tiverhead that made Basquette.
it plenty tough to get out from unPreston Seller's organlog, with
der. -When Publix road shows made slides shot on a scrim and living
this a stopover there was more grief. heart cutouts on either end of the
Those shows were sent out with a stage, did well.
'Xocked Door"
topheavy nut that only a prize pic- (UA), the picture, and six minutes
ture could carry along.
of Par sllents and sound news shots
All this is changed and past. Par- completed.
Business ordinary for
amount now is as quiet as a cathe- first show, minus the customary one
dral, except for Its sound from the o'clock holdouts.
Looj).

PARAMOUNT

Powell acted as talking trailer for
next week's Anniversary Bill. Not
In view, but introduced himself
through screen mike and then deFirst time ever
livered his stuff.
screen. During the last nine months
tried around here and quite effective.
the house has been getting breaks
Picture "Son of the Gods" (FN) and
on pictures with the percentage of
weekend biz saw standees.
weak ones limited to a degree that
Cohen,
didn't hurt. Current week happens
to be one of those things with
"Burning Up" (Par). Opening day's
(Thursday) attendance showed it,
when at the second show house was
(Newsreel)
three-quarters empty, with
balNew York, Feb. 17. cony™ almost a total loss. the
Spot news is not to be found In
Feature, running but 68 minutes,
current Embassy reelage. It's 90% brought In a raft of Par shorts to
magazine stuff. Not an outstanding fill. out the program to normal size.
clip, and 14 are credited to Hearst, This Is strictly a Paramount house
while the remainder are titled Fox wifh no outside subject ever getMovietone, Full running time just ting a look in. Short cycle started
45 minutes.
with "Pining Pioneers," a Bruce
Study of New York harbor dur- scenic built around old timers meloing fog is illustrative of the most dizing outdoors. ''Marriage Wows"
Initiative used by cameramen for (Max I'loischer cartoon) followed
this show. This Is composed chiefly and not as good a.s some of the othof tooting whistles and horns and ers of the samtj kind. Two comedies
"study" is from a ferryboat. Jackie in "The Plasterer.s," with O'Donnell
Coogan gets one of those plugs for and Blair, vaude act, and "Weak,
which talker newsrcels ai-e proving but Willing" (Christie), featuring
Obviously that, for Will King. Seven clips from Par
susceptible.
the kid tells of Intending to come sound camera and a Paramount
back, when he gets through, school. Per.sonallty Film tleup with the
Five-year-old brother talks, but local Evening Expres.s concluded the
can't be understood.
.screen library.
The Garden's d6g show is repreHou.se feature is the organist,
sented by about three breeds. Polo Milton Charles. Charles is a Chithis time done in same way on Cali- cago product, who got In on the
fornia cour.se. Likewise for skators organ specialty thing when It was
In Central Park.
Old oar practice in Its Infancy and earned quite
stuff shows Princeton boys in gym. a. rep in the bigger Chi house.s. He's
Sail skating at Lake Ilopatcong and been out here over a year now, and
skiing elsewhere as has been soon flicking strong. One of the .things
before. Sprinting in Garden, poorly Charle.s has picked up during his
lighted, and library stuff of bathing Kojourn on the coast l.s singing.
styles in Florida. Chorines on va- Pleasant surprlHc, considering he's
cation will do anything for pub- been keeping it a secret for years.
licity and this time they are shown Amplified horns In the hou.se arc
stepping at Seminole Indian gather- well adjusted to his voice, while at
ing. Shots of St. Patrick Cathedral's the console proper Charles -need
new organ okay, but recording poor. offer no apologies.
This week excepted, the J'araSame defect in short shot of Budanicunt should continue to do biz
pest chorus.
O^l.oha Gfrl.i doing routine and pretty .steadily.

EMBASSY

.

MARBRO
(Presentation)
Chicago, Feb. 12.
Presentation here this week has
laughs and hoofing. Got
over well with "Welcome Danger"
(Par) rated the draw.
Chorus opened with a fair routine,
the presentation then swinging Im^
mediately Into the three acts. Joe
Griffin delivered two semi-dramatic
songs for nice returns. A repeat
here for Griffin. Three Browns, colored hoofers, followed, and big with
fast stepping and clowning.
Nelson and Knight liked by mob, who
went, for the sailor and gal comedy
chatter. Joey Ross, m.c, managed
a song. Ross Is developing and Is
color, speed,

becoming popular, at this house and
the Granada.
Big holiday crowd at the supper
show.
Douglaf) Gerrard, Bertram Jones,
?
"Sweet Kitty Bellalrs," WB.
Margaret Seddon, "Those Who

Dunce,"

WB.

.loan Bennett,

"Moby

Dick,"

Jcannette MacDonald, "Bride

WB.
66,"

UA.
Bernard Granville,
Numbers," Par.
Solldad

Giminez,

"Safety

"The

In

Texan,"

I>ar.

Horace Jackson, formerly at FN,
Fox to collaborate with Jules
Furihman on adaptation of "Com-

Joins

mon

Clay."

Victor Fleming to di-

rect.

Warners has borrowed Charlotte
Henry and Itex Bell from Fox for
"Courage."
In
Loff
"Moonlight
Jeannette
Madnc-s.s," formerly titled "Singing
U.

Cabalk-ros,"

;
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STATE

PALACE
(St.

Vaude)

(Vaudfilm)

Corking good show at this RKO
acer £or- current week, and capacity
Phil Baker,
Saturday afternoon;
holding over for a third and swan
song week; Ann Pennington, dimple
kneed dancer, and Harry Carroll
are the featured triumvirate, with
all three hitting the target.
Danny Small, colored dancer,
flanked by a mixed team of colored
dancers, set a zippy tempo In pacemaker. Trio gave them everything
In a stepping way. Went over big.
Leslie Strange, followed with Impressiona of famous statesmen In a
burlesque manner and got good returns.

WlUie,

"Monkey Business." They
carry a team of cute steppers, cou^
pie of other femmea who work In

West and McGinty, male

trio,

clicked heavy In a novelty rout-

ine

of

The

knockabout comedy^

are spotted as workmen on a
building under construction, and the
laughs are grabbed through awkward manipulation that has boards
and other paraphrenalia socking
them.
Good act with plenty of
laughs.
Robert Emmet Keane and Claire
Whitney were valuable assets to
the comedy division in a skit titled
"The Faker." Keane recently stepped out of "Sweet Adeline" and was
In fine mettle for the vaude reThe skit has Keane on the
turn.
side lines chirping anent the ro-

men

Chicago, Feb.

15.

Seven acts, only two after Interdoorman knows how many male
mission, with the showing ending
aides and audience plants.
No meat to the material, just near 5 o'clock. Rae Samuels jumpipd
Join June's Joy-fest.
In
from Hollywood with a bunch of
gags and chatter, punctuated with
In view of- the competition now cap pistols. Outside of trick props new songs and a new pianist. Jack
raging between the press depart- and costumes they are always edg- Carroll, formerly with Sophie Tuckments of Locw's and Keith's, each ing toward the bathroom for laughs. er. She fed the audience an openclaiming as

months

its

very

own

the various

of the year, perhaps

a few

slogans might be appreciated for
the months still to come/ Above
samples are graciously submitted.
Third bill of 'Loew's Famous February Fun" consisted of Hazel
Mangean Troupe, three Tiffa,ny
Boys, Harry Bui-ns, Jack Osternian
and Modena's Art Flash. Tout ensemble okay.
Osterman and Burns are too well
known to require extended comThey deviated from the
ment.
usual by doing their encores toBurns omitted his regular
gether.
extension and combined it with Os.terman's later, giving the customers,
no doubt, that feeling of something
.

have recently stuck ing ballad, three comic numbers,
called "Real Estate," and
closed 20 worthwhile minutes with
Two other -vaiide acts. Gaynor a touching ballad to which she
and Byron op6n With solo and added a hot finish. Call for an enadagio roller skating on an 8 -ft. core was not answered. Miss Samplatform.
A. fast one -foot back- uels closed the first frame.
whirl draws a storm, as does the
Joe Cook, assisted by 50,000 props
final spin-around by one man with and several people, told jokes, tried
the other necking him by a foot.
foot-balancing,
satirized
almost
Nifty chatter act by Johnnie Ful- everything and rode high during his
ton and Peggy Parker precedes entire act. He closed the show.
Olsen and Johnson. Light material
Gordon and King opened the bill
by Paul Gerard Smith suavely put with 10 minutes of team hoofing
over, Fulton cocking an ear for and singles.
After building strong
every laugh as though It were a the boys anticllmaxed by leaving
try-out. Effect Is to build up audi- the stage, during
a sUding-run rouence response. Technique Is novel
tine,
"woman Crazy," mountain
to this house where It Is customary
camp skit with Harry Faber, Leta
to ask for laughs and not mean
maybe. Girl has three changes, one Wells, Lew Lehr and Nancy Belle,
healthy laughs In the
to crinoline which Is about as risque was good for
a .costume as can be worn these deuce.
Frank Gaby, ventriloquist with
days. It wouldn't hurt the turn to
girl and boy plant In the upper box
have a better finishing song.
Feature is "Wall Street" (Col). went oyer unusually well, first with
Sound news featuring Lindy's glider his softg on "The Meanest Man on
debut at Lebec, OsCL, also Mrs. Earth" and then with the dummy.
Lindy's.
Three
short
subjects Strong all the way but turned down
spread over the day's four shows an encore.
Fourtli, the DeMarcos started exfor two to three showings each.
cellently with tango and followed
Biz good.
with classy ballroom numbers. In
the final specialty Renee slipped
and fell. It so upset her that she
In

in
set.

fact
the

they

Jimmy Durante bathroom one a wow
.

Plenty of breezy lingo ploding balloon and- twisted English
routine. It has been unnecessary to
therein and plenty of howls.
Phil Baker spotted a radio gag make any further report on him
bit and then walked on to Intro- since the Wilson administration.
Three Tiffanys (New Acts) are of
duce Ann Pennington. The latter,
backed by Jack Pettis orchestra, the newer school of heated harmony,
came arid conquered with her in- boys with the right idea, but less
Chicago, Feb. 14.
Lots
imitable dancing. The orchestra is than the complete solution.
Sunday,
Sir
Harry
Lauder
a good combo of versatile quality, of acts of this general calibre
the boys spacing Instrmentals with springing ur recently. What most stopped-In the Garrick to adjust the
warbling. Miss Penifington tossed of them need Is a little seasoning lobby display. Monday afternoon a
over thi'ee dance numbers and land- to blend with their youthful en- Scotchman took It
on the lam out
thusiasm.
ed for a solid hit,
Modena's Art Flash (New Acts) of the Hotel Sherman lobby when
Harry Carroll and Maxlne Lewis,
spotted after Intermission, goaled brings to vaudeville four sopranos Couthoul's asked him $4 a seat to
for
background
four
tenors
as
a
and
them with a piano act far above par,
hear Sir Harry.
and with Miss Lewis cleaning up adagio. Membet-ship and set-up is
on the vocals. Carroll got a good unusual and therefor glve§_the act hisMonday night a half-a-house of
followers came out to greet
reception on walk-on and then novelty value.
J
"The Mighty" (Par), on the screen. him. Sir Harry Is still a great enIntroduced Miss Lewis for i reprise
for the Scotch, but today
The gal Saturday matinee the race for seats tertainer
of his former song hits.
a
little slow for the young folks.
hasit everything and should get far down front was to the swiftest, and
Th©
In any man's opera house.
After the sharpest elbows won. Meaning ence "Elders, who made-up the audiwomen
who never knew
Land,
the double, Carroll and Lewis were business was good.
bobbed hair and men who drank
again spotted In a revuette followopenly over public bars are still
up, which projected seven nifty gal
enough
In the majority to. make a
-specialty dancers and -Eddie -Bruqe,
Lauder tour -a- success.— They-^ipeccentric comic. Carroll has a nifty.
plaudod until they split their gloves.
(Vaudfilm)
In the present layout and can't
And Sir Harry Is still master of
miss anywhere.
Biz off, and not much show^, any- the curtain speech,
taking a half
Phil Baker, who had been clown- way.
hour and three songs to tell 'em
ing In and out Intermittently, spotLockett and Page opened. Same- how he likes them.
ted his accordion spesh In follow ness of hoofing by the men appeared
Don Julian, caricaturist, opened
up. Phil rolled them with his wise- to hurt. Much pep, but why a balthe show, followed by Fleurette
cracking rejjartee with male plant lad must almost stop the turn cold
Joeffrey, a fireworks soprano, who
In box and then got down to busi- when It was getting hot Is one of
never smiles. She was beaten In
ness on the accordion. For tag he vaude's mysteries. The turn swept
amiling game by Kharum,
brought oh Ann Pennington for a back Into speed and closed nicely. the
Persian pianist who might be called
vocal and dance.
Phil stole the Large artd Morgner continue to be
He scared the elders
show as usual, and althbugh carded a novelty with their expertness In "Stoneface."
and they didn't ask him back.
here for farewell week could stick doing risley work. Each Is minus a Arnaut
Brothers, wece the comedy
indefinitely as far as the customers leg.
relief.
Sir Harry sang eight songs
are concerned.
Huston Ray and orchestra next out of a list of 18 he had on the
Joe Bonomo, screen strong man, Ray has grown stage wise since he program,
Loop.
assisted by Arthur Karoll, spotted used
to thump the Ivories as a sinsome strong man feats and balanc- gle, and
his band also shows Iming with Baker and. Carroll hoppln^ provement since he first Introduced
into the act for additional' laughs.
yet the act, supposedly a musical
Baker hauled up a Russian baritone It,
outfit, closes with a dance number
(Vaudfilm)
for a stanza of "Old Man River" as
the Wheeler twins.
As a perfect example of how dizzy
a closing feature. Plenty of fun byFields
and Georgle are of the old booking can ruin a bill full of taall the way, especially in the bur
lesque bout "bitween Baker ""and school' of- hoke comics, who use lent, the 86th Street's first half has
everything to garner laughs. An
no equal. Acts In this show must
Bonomo.
Edba
clent gags fiew thick and fast, a few suffer along .with the audience
and
hitting and many missing. A tough the theatre.
house for 'em, but they did fairly
flve-act bill composed of the
well.
five greatest acrobats In the world,
Dave
his
revue
Apollon
and
fol(Vaudfilm)
each a sure-lire show-stopper unlowed. Apollon Is a great fav here, der other conditions,
Fair house for the Hit» Monday
flop on
The two remaining turns found Its ear. That's lessonwould
night. Vaude went soso.
No. 1 In the
themselves up against a tough prop- bookers' kindergarten.
Class femme wire-walker, MiaBut meanosition In following him.
ing nothing to the 86th Street's
cahua, strutted on the stretched
Next to closing were Bobby Barry booker who just doesn't
wire with natural ease and without
know or
and DicIc Lancaster.
Both men doesn't care.
the balancing assistance of an umfound themselves shrieking to shoot
brella or pole. Went through a va/ Opening spot was a perfect spot
their crossfire to the upper tiers, for
single woman singer to brodie
riety of difficult wire routines, Ina
It's hokey and a familiar brand of
In, and Cora Green
cluding a bit of dancing and rope stage
comedy, but they managed to colored songstress did. Here is a
jumping, done expertly.
who can sing,
out safely. The dash Into the hold
a spot and score under fair
Lau ren and LaDare's attempt to pull
audience, where Lancaster chases
supply Instrumental laughs fell flat. Barry and pummels him, was rel conditions, but who fell badly here
because a booker used his pencil inThe girl straights- on- the accordion ished by this audience.
stead of his head. That's one form
and warbles a bit. Man works on
Closing were Maryn Bellitt and
various wind Instruments.
Mixed Co. The songs fell flat, but with the of throwing money away.
No. 2 were The Klkutas, sensacomedy crossfire couple, Kane and little Co. going In for acrobatics
the
Ellis, did nicely.. Male half of this
finish was In their favor.
Some tional Jap turn that can hold any
team a pollslned worjcpr and knows fliahy Arabics, with Miss Bellitt spot on any bill, luckily enough.
how to put his sturt across for best .pulling some .effective ground work, Reason why a slngrlng act was
forced to open and acrobats placed
results. Gal also knows her onions.
disaster.

LAUDER CONCERT

-

—

A

.

RKO

Sam Summers and

•

.

ter of

a million annually.

In Its
four years of operation the theatre
has practically paid for Itself with
a net profit of more than a million.
This week Is no exception. Friday
and Saturday were tremendous, the
mob standing In line to view Ramon
Nbvarro In "Devil May Care." Vaude
section began in swift style but
petered out toward the end, which
meant the picture had to stand up.
Jerome and Evelyn, opening, sent
things along in banner fashion. Jack
North following, held to the fast
pace established, and D'Ormonde and
.

partner proved a heavy click.
Demarest and Deland, next to
closing, and Hughie Clarke, suffered
through repetitious material, letting
the show down. Some acts remain
the same while the world passes

them by.
The State has had the same maestro during Its regime, Joe Fulco,
easily the most popular of local
baton wlelders. Fulco and his boys
satisfy the.Loew clientele, sensing
their requirements smartly.
State has not taken to the unit
Idea, several that have appeared

here tending to drop receipts.

ALBEE,

teOOKLYN

(Vaudfilm)

It's Schnozzle time In Brooklyn,
Hunt and
the b. o. Is tinkling. In slipping
with cos-

Estelle

opened after Intermission
the Clayton, Jackson and Durante
tumed hoke and wise conversation. tribe this Brooklyn date the Keith
Although getting the laughs on rube office did their families a favor, as
appeal the first five minutes, they the Albee Is a lot closer to their
gradually cooled as their stuff be- respective hovels than the Keith
came a bit. blue.
outposts In the Bronx and the
weather
mild,
Loop.

Business,, with the

was above normal.

MET. BROOKLYN
(Vaudfilm)
Jo.e
bill, a little too long.
FrlTJco - topped—the- -vaude- billings.
Feature was "Seven Days' Leave"
.

Okay

(Par). Biz fair.
Scheduled running time was 195
Second show ran more
minutes.
than 200 minutes with unnecessary

Film lineup Included Metrotone
News, 9 mlns.; trailers, 3 mlns.;
lecture

travelog,

and Hardy

9

talker,

mlns.; Laurel
20 mins:, and

the feature, 81 mlns. Vaude took
only 62 mlns.
Five acts, none really new. Masters and Grayce, and the flash,
"Woodland Revelry" have changed
a bit. Bill opens with Uyeno Japs,
formerly five and now seven male
acrobats. Did okay for 5 mlns.
Masters and Grayce,- mixed duo,

work comedy chatter, dance and
.songs. Spotted second here for fair
Frank Dobson took the
results.
middle spot with his bedroom skit,

Dyckman

and

It

set -her

And then

up

right.

Much,
have done around,

the Schnozzles.

of the stuff they

to Durante's "I Ups to Him,"
sojid flickers. Everything Jake, and

even

the boys encored In one for some
biz with the orchestra. Trio's

funny

is a KO for the
Greeted with howls

"Wood" number
neighborhoods.
here.

il/nrfc.

"The Love Doctor," aided by four
About a woman-hating doc
who suddenly collapses for a blonde.
Finale Is a round robin with all
participating, girls doing brief solo
specialties. Well received.
Joe Frisco was next to closing
and rocked 'em -with hi& regular

sections.

The w'ay the trio entertained the
house, the rest of the vaude show
could have been sent back to the
Keith offices for oth^ assignments.
Support Included "Echoes of the
Desert," featuring Truce and Dorae;
Eileen
and
Marjorle;
Chinese
Whoopee -Revue;- Gorlnee- Tilton
and Clayton, Jackson and Durante.
"Echoes" mixed male hoofers with
an adagio feature; mildly effective.
Eileen and Marjorle worked hard
and pleased Immensely with their
ground tumbling. The Chinese act
dressed up the stage nicely; specialties well received, particularly
the work of the males.
Corlnne Tllton got over here and
her voice was not lost In the big
house. Her ace was the stew bit,

81ST STREET

girls.

(Vaudefilm)
-

Good layout

for

first

half

here

with Charles (Slim) TImblln, still
under cork, grabbing laugh honors.
Surrounding bill projected plenty of

Morgan take- diversified entertainment.
Jean Rankin and her Blue Belles,
"Woodland Revelry" Is a pop 10-pIece femme orchestra, pacemade
gypsy novelty musical, song and to everybody's satisfaction, unleashdance routine In full stage with ing a repertoire of torrid jazz and
Mowatt and Hardy,
three girls and five men. Nothing vocalizing.
Principal singer has male duo, followed and clicked with
outstanding.
fairly pleasant nasal soprano, and an admixture of ,,hat manipulation
Best Is and club Juggling, enhanced by
the male baritone's okay.
a girl violinist. An adagio trio that comedy stuff.
Raynor Lehr, who had been doing
does fairly well.
an m. c. previously, was assisted In
routine and a Helen
off.

his own act by Shirley Dahi nifty
brunette dancer.
Lehr clowned
plenty and got major laughs. Combo

STATE-LAKE
(Vaudfilm)
Chicago, Feb.

After the

first

show

thei'e

smacked over great.
TImblln, Raymond and Russell
14.
were followed and sewed up as comedy
hit.
Parson sermon ga.g getting

six acts Instead of the usual five.
because another Additional act, Fred and Daisy Rial,
rushed In to replace a talker
Johnny Marvin, was
short, "Mickey's Big Moment" (Radio).

"Men Without Women" (Fox) and In the
Wells and Four Fays came next,, Movietone News on screen. Marh.
deuce was
straight singer,
Commenced the works ver-y slow
and didn't gather Interest until near
came third.
the finish, wiilch was spurred on
Booker's answer may be that Miss
by a peppy contortion number done
Green necessarily opened to keep
the two straight vocal entrants
by one of the gals. Wells' gro(Vaudfilm)
(both singing pops.) apart. But If
tesque makeup and pantomime and
Los Angeles, Feb. 14.
anyone should happen to ask the
verbal giggle attempts weren't so
And what a valentine Is handed booker why two straight singing
hot here. Four Fays on mainly for
Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson In the acts are on
straight dancing, also supply a bit
one bill.
old home ground. These' boys don't
Colored turn opening. Jap turn
of loomedy.
have to ask the stagehands the No. 2. More
Jim McWIlllams, monologlst and names
singing No. 3.
No
of- the local gag towns. They
comedy until next to closing, and
ivory kidder, also started slow but
'em and use 'em all, and
camo up fast. Slow start was due know
throw In the' names of the mayor then but 7 minutes by Larry Rich
to his fast patter, which wasn't
and the district attorney and the and Mile Cherl. Rich's band and
caught by the majority of those but. district attorney's tailor. L. A. had specia,lty act closed the- show, holding' Rich, who knows the peculiarfront. When he delivered his hoke forgotten
all about the d. a.'s pantspolitical speech In loud tones, which prcsser
until Olsen and Johnson ities of a small time audience much
everybody caught, he went good. brought It up. They remembered bettor than of a Palace crowd, on
Closed nicely with parody of opera because It was In the headlines for 45 minutes all told.
performers
while
86th ran be thankful for booking
jiccompanyins when they were here last year.
himself on the piano.
The boys prance on and off for of "Seven Keys to Baldpate"
An adagio quartet, Kitchen Pi- 50 minutes oC the 74 on the stage (Radio), as the feature. Dlx film
rates, closed and was the best liked end of the RKO hill this week. Pos- got
the
laughs
the
vaudeville
turn on the bill. Three boys toss sibility this time may be sliced, as missed. Biz light In the bad weather
the girl around In tln-illing manner. the guy who drew up the schedule Saturday matinee, with the heavy
I'Vmmo here Is a shapely looker figured on only C5 minute's vaude snow probably keeping the rogularsi
and al.so a oontortlonl.'it, going Into and the bill was running 31 minutes away while drawing some strollers
The same snow, perhaps, .'>aved
difilcult contortion pos!e.<5 while sup- late at the last show Thursday in.
the vaudeville from drivinar the
ported by the understander.
uight.
Ol.son and Johnson rightly call strollers right out again.
F. N.'s "Gre.it Divide" feature.
]tigc.

losing week. Nothing like it below
Mason -Dixon Line for Loew's,
with the same manager, R. D.
Toups, and the .same policy, has
shown a profit of more than a quar-

the

was lowered.

Unhurt.

.

86TH STREET

(Vaudfilm)
New Orleans, Feb. 18.
Down South they refer to Loew'a
State as Dixie's gold mine. Without
any frlHs or furbelows the house
has been turning them away for almost four years, without a single

Excitement backstage held the stage
dark for only a half minute. Rae
Samuels followed after a scattering of anxious applause. Renee was

—

ACADEMY

HIPPODROME

fainted as the curtain

1930

19,.

LOEWS STATE

Vaude)

(St.

the four black-outs, couple of jazzboes In the pit, and only the stage

Mak« Merry in March.
Abate Agony in April.
Much More in May.

added entirely gratis.
always,
as
natty
Osterman,
worked hard and did very nicely. A
couple of middle-aged women coming out were commenting on him,
one remarking that she understood
mance of Miss Whitney and George he was a local boy. Other Implied
Sweiet, which runs the gamut from Chicago was entitled to an assist.
Harry Burns Is still doing the exflirtation to matrimony, and then

.

Wednesday, February

iPALACE

their act

Headlining was Louie's iHungry

over %0T tpps as It usually does.
Afterpiece with everybody on the
followed and provided addition-

bill

al fun.

"Seven Keys to Baldpate"
Edba.

(Radio) screen feature.

comedy German band from
Act played the Oriental. some
months ago and rated weak, as here.
Closed the show to numerous walkouts. Off key band and pratt falls
meant little after the first minute.
Five,
radio.

JEFFERSON
(Vaudfilm)

Meagre attendance for the .supper
Opening were the Six Marlnelll show Saturday. Customers are no

Girls, over nicely with novelty acrobatics.
Tyler Mason, blackface,

followed, and did excellently with
talk and songs. Has nice pipfes and
used them for the best parts of his
act.

pushovers, either. Five of the seven
acts strove for laughs, but not many
landed.
Bill was really entertaining.

Trio of male acrobats and stuntsers,

Alex

Melford

Trio,

On

first.

Stando.ut Is the upside-down roller
sented a fast moving comedy sk;it skating which one does on a small
that clicked. Ward got a reception circular table supported by his two
and built his act nicely, timing side-kicks. .DotsOn, colored dancer
laughs without a miss. Burns and and chatterer, deuced fairly. ChatAllen, at the Palace last week, were ter Is hurting results on his good
big with chatter and nonchalant dancing.
Co-Eds, comedy-singlng-d.'inclng
routine. Act has class and the mob
here recognized it quickly. Louie's revue, troyed and hit the spot. Thri'">
liungry Five, six-person turn, fol- femmes and two boy.s, all cnpabk-.
Besser
and Balfour one of the best
lowow. Draw was evident.
Night Ride" (U) feature, Hold- received turns on the 1)111. Bes^•'•^
louts ill the. lobby during the fn\st AmplovK g'bntccl. Ilobe dlalfot,-nii.1
Loop.
ishiVw.'
(Continued on page 43)
Solly

'

Ward and two femmes

pre-

'

Wednesday, February

19,

REVIEWS
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NEW ACTS
MODENA'S Art Flash (16)
Singing, Adagio Revue
25 Mins,; Special Sets
State (V-P).
,
Four sopranos and four tenors
•working In couples and giving musical support of a seml-operatlc
character keep this one out of the
well-worn ruts. Finile sock is two

Italy

Dusting the Attic

•

men and girl adagio arrangement of
the new body-throwing type. This

spectacular and sure-fire, being
well handled.
Practically all of the musical
Jb

employed, are standards
That, too, may
rather than pops.
be regarded as an asset in giving
bills needed variety.
Numerous changes of set and
costume create a pretty Impression
throughout. In toto, good producLand.
tion turn.

numbers

THREE TIFFANY BOYS
Songs, Instrumental
9 Mins.;

"Variety's

files

New

of

well known In show business,
or away from It. Herewith Is
the first of a series of reprints:

OCTAVIA BROSKE

CO.

(3)

"Highwayman"

(Operatic)
18 Mins.; Full (Special)
Royal, New York.
(March 9, 1917)
"Highwaymen" may best be
termed a miniature operatic
skit.
Carrying but three people with one merely nibbling
at a small bit to provide a
touch of broad comedy to the
affair.
.
.
Octavla iBroske
and her partner (both familiar
to eastern vaudeville patrons),
provide the greater part of the
entertainment, mostly vocal,
and while the man's voice was
a bit off, perhaps due to a cold,
the
fact
that
his
singing
capabilities under normal cir.

One

-t

State (V-P).
Three harnioneers,

who

also

do

bits on clarinet, guitar, piano and
harmonica, suggesting boys may
have stepped out of a band. Fairly
good deucer at present with time
and proper attention plus ambition
possibly leading the turn to higher

and hotter

In

Acts are numerous reports of
people who have since become

cumstances

levels.

Comedy now somewhat

uncertain,

but idea of "staging" numbers
Land.
fundamentally snappy.

is

SWAN

are

generally

known and

considered excellent assures the ultimate success of this turn.
The nuriibers are especially
"Highfitted to the theme.

and LEWIS Revue (7)
Dancing
waymen" Is' a good piece of15 Mins.; Three and Full (Special)
vaudeville property and, as
Jefferson (V-P)
with the natural
A mediocre dancing revue. Swan
aforesaid,
and Lewis, two boys, are supported
should
handicap eliminated,
by seven girls, none of whom does
connect.
Tospecialty or is outstanding.
gether, with chorus routines, arc
Airs. Broske's partner, who
just group of dancers in style o£
would have been good in 1917
work.
if he hadn't seemed to have a
There is one good girl number
here, which should be given more
cold, Is now a Paramount pictime with more routines added. This
ture star George Bancroft.
is done on a latticed drop with the
girls posing and going through acrobatics while hanging on the ladderrung supports. Idea is like the one
used in the web scene in "Great
('Continued from page 44)
Gabbo."
Swan and Lewis take the spot Miss Balfour foils nicely. Comedy
-only once for a duo. dance and ec- crossfire_contained. ample laughs.
centric number followed by soldexwith Jack
S^anklyri"' i)'Amdre,
bibish stepology.
Lane, started a bit of dizzy instruClosed with the girls doing mili- mental work. Followed with a gag
tary taps, with Swan and Lewis ballet and closed with some straight
joining at the finish. Tap work on acrobatics. Ballet was the big numstairs by Swan and Lewis is fea- ber and drew major responses. Too
tured In this number.
fast and to6 glib for this mob. Hurst
Relying solely on the dancing, as and Vogt missed their customary
not a word Is spoken or- sung laughs.
Only the obvious caught
throughout, the turn will find It on. Boys worked smooth and put
>
tough going.
all they had into it, but no use.
What the act needs is a few peppy
Swan and Lewis (New Acts),
chorus routines, as those now used dancing revue, topped off.
ai-e below par.
"Seven Keys to Baldpate" (Radio)
•

—

JEFFERSON

featured.

WELLS, CRAVEN
'

and

LeROY

Novelty
6 Mins.; Full
B8th St. (V-P).
Fast novelty opener or closer and
different.
Two boys, mounted on
what appear to be powerful motorcsycles,
stage a basketball game.
Use a large inflated light ball, two
baskets lowered -from the files on
either side of the stage, and two
thin sticks with which to bounce
the ball, dribble It and shoot. It Into
The girl simply anthe basket.
nounces, acts as referee and retrieves the ball when It gets away
from the players.
©oth boys race around, the stage
at full speed while playing the
game with many skids and near
tumbles. It looked pretty dangerous and turned out that way near
the end. The motorcycles bumped
Into each other, became wedged
with one of the boys legs caught
between, and couldn't be pried
apart.
Curtain had to be lowered
before the scheduled finish. Looked
on the level.

Dixie VALENTINES (9)
Song, Dance
25 Mins.

58TH STREET

terpolates

In-

some grotesque hoofing

Two. Full (Special)
Englewood (V-P), Chicago

and

Well-dressed act with a goodlooking and capable chorus of six
girls.
Will just make the grade for
family time after being smoothed.
Mildred Melrose, a few years back
Chicago Charleston queen, Is mistress of ceremonies. Her only hoofing Is a hotcha for the fast finale,
and she should try more.

ing at the risibllitie.s.
Another comedy turn, third In a
row, was Casa and Lehn. Routine
has been changed from the straight
stepology which they featured last
year to verbal comedy. Four look
Opening skit is
ers support well.
the big chuckle grabber, being a
parody on motion picture acting.
Interpolate a hoke ballet, by Casa
and Lehn, which was liked.
Radio's "Seven Keys to Bald
pate" featured. Pathe Sound Nc-ws
completed.

Dancing team of two men will
pass. Act should b6 improved with
comedy.

HARRIMAN, SWAN

and

LUCILLE

Dances

10 Mins.;

Full Stage

58th St. (V-P)

By adding Warren Harriman, a

buck and winger and a standout Rus.sian stepper. Swan and Lucille have greaatly enhanced their
danoing routines.
Instoad of a
piano man whamming at the key.s
fa.st

bptween danro numborp, Harriman
boxincos on and dances effectively.
Act made splendid impression here.
Swan and Lucille pep things up,
using speed in a whirlwind acrobatic opening, a combined waltz
and Jazz adagio as well as a z'ippy
Whirlwind finale. Harrlman's hock
stepping unusually good.
Mark.

finishes

off

with

In Paris-

S. Films

(Continued from page 7)
talking films In a foreign language
might Introduce here, and a revocation of the prohibition is^^ very unlikely. So much so that It °is leai-ned
from the American agencies here
tendency generally In
that the

(Continued from page 6)
kies as In bootleg America; not
strictly as much, but normally half
Broadway's scale at any average
restaurant for a whiskj'-soda.
In the nlte joints, at the bars It's
U, S.
Italy is to make things more dim- 80c. to $1.20 for a replica of
prohibited beverage that peddles for
cult for American films.
60-75(5.
At tables, when the nlte
its
down
puts
board
Censorship
the
nick
champagne,
lifers
dodge
the
foot whenever it gets the chance.
As one American film man said; is $1.60 a copy for a Scotch-and.
"They are quite ready to handicap Anyway, the chief consolation is Its
authenticity. Champagne, at $10 a
us when they get the chance."
quart for the McCoy, compared to
Case of "The Letter"
the $20 and $25 for the California
A notabe exampe of the change grape, seems a better buy relatively
over to place American films on but that 10 Is murder for a country
the market Is the case of Para- where they make it in their backmount's "The Letter." Entire film yards.
was based on Its dialog appeal, and
The Prize Gyp
the cutting and suppression of
The prize gyp joints are the Prusspeech, that has had to be resorted sian cabarets.
The French don't
to
to
get the thing past the like 'em to begin with. With rightcensors proved very difficult, and eous Indignation, should a vodka
the film Is to be released here joint essay
on a Frenchman,
a
.

Nobody knows how

shortly.

remedy

Is

45

the

going to be accomplished

for this feature.

Suggestions are being made for
some compromise. It's doubtful if
It would pay American producers
by
to turn out Italian versions,
Italian actors for Italy's 42,000,000

gyp

they have a stock threat that makes
the alleged ex-Romanoff nobles behave, to wit: "You're not French,
you don't belong here; you're giving
us a bad reputation as a take-'em
natiop when you're the real gyps,"
and words to that effect. A native
tested It out on a Russian gyp joint
knd had the maitre d'hotel bending
himself Into knots ti'ylng to square
a threat of local publicity. The
French are very patriotic and a
People's Voice squawk like that
would' become alinost a national is.^

But there Is a tentasuggestion
that
something
be done on the following
lines: American producers to shoot
a part, at least, of their Italian
language tallters here, thereby giving employment to Itali^^s, and at suethe same time contract Italian arIn line with this, at the Casanova,
tists to work on films especially In- one of the stiffest joints of 'em all,
tended for Italy.
they tilted the Xmas scale for wine
to 360 francs plus 150 francs "war
Pittaluga
IMean while, there is the Italian tax" maybe for some ancient Rusviewpoint to the question, expressed sian war, nobody knows what -plus
by Signer Stefano Pittaluga, the the Governmental "timbre" (stamp)
biggest man In the local picture In- tax of another IjO francs. Makes It
dustry. Pittaluga Is going to make 20 bucks a bottle and led to the
suspicion this might be bootleg
Italian talkers In Italian soon.
In
March, his big studio outside the stuff or that there's Prohibition 4n
Lateran gate In Rome will start France. Only American umpchays,
of course, would take such a bill
worlting.
Contracts have already
been signed with Fi-ench, German, and settle without squawk but with
and English firms for productions the silent determination not to con
patronage or encourage It
made her© -In these four- -languages, tinue
thrcrcrgh u-wide 'and-freely-spendihgso that Pittaluga has already segroup that goes out regularly.
cured himself against a good proof the "commissionaires"
Some
portion of the high expenses of inare your best friends. They're the
stalling sound equipment. The accommission-merchants who take
population.

tive

might

—

have been contracted, and the
machines" supplied by RCA are
Four or five American electrical engineers have been In Rome
for some weeks putting things In
tors

.

here.

shape.
Pittaluga owns six of the largest
picture houses In Rome, Including
the Super Cinema, Volturno, Modr
ernlssimo, and the Cola dl Rlenzo.

—

the toui'lst-shopper around to the
most accessible shops or pseudo"wholesale" places And get things
at a cut and, on top of that, get
their commissions from the shops or
merchants direct. No extra charge
to the shopper.
Which gives an
idea of the margin of profit when
customer A. can go Into a shop and
If
commissionaire B happens to
'

what would happen

If

a big Uipso

(and. they're lou.sy with 'em here)
to one of those toy taxis
Talking of
If they ever smacked.
Ilispano-Suizas, being a continental
brand, they're still expensive but
much more common on the boule-

would do

vards than home. A Buick and even
a Ford being In the same category
of a "foreign" car as a Minerva,
Rolls, Hisso, Mercedes, etc., is In
America, gets more attention. Aa
for a Packard limousine they cost
more here than a Hlsso does in
New York.
The Cops
They have the most genial and
yet the most efficient police force
the world.
In characteristic

In

French
cabbie

a cop

manner a temperamental

may argue blue-blazes- with
to forcefully, explain how he

came to do this or that upon which
the gendarme frowned.
It makes
you wonder what would happen to
the bozo who argued with a west
47th street bull thataway; but while,
like as not, they talk 'em out of It
too, proving the policemen's general geniality, just try and do anything really wrong here. Yon can't
bribe or Influence a local cop with*
anything.
There's a seml-miUtary
dignity about them that removes
them from that sort of thing. And

another item

—you

can use

all

the

words In the lexicon you want to
and there won't be much protest
for abusive, language,- but If you're,
ever indiscreet enough to engage In
a street fight, or any fisticuffs, they

throw the keys away on you.
There must be more bicycle riders
than any place else in the world.
Everybody velocipedes. It's a popular means of getting around and In
the suburbs as many women as
stags pedal.
There are two prices In many
places tot natives and tourists,
especially Americans. Two or three
of the highest class restaurants,
which means the highest-priced, are
only so to Americans. In one spot
where a couple went for $24 for a
meal that was really nothing. It's
•notorlous-tha t- they havfr -the sanio
menu for natives but don't exercise
It,
They just size up the customer
and charge accordingly below published scale.

Check
.

All

Che»ks

You must read every check they

give you.
And
klnda small at

"read"
first

to

It.

the

Looks

New

Yorker but nobody, waiter or maitre
d'hotel nor your femme vls-a-vls
thinks anything wrong of that here.
From experience It's gotten to be
so that it becomes a customary procedure because of the way they "err"

The newly Inaugurated Augustus know of It, B can tell the shop
In Naples also belongs to his com- keeper, days aftei*,
In tho house's favor,
A native
"I sent A In to
He contemplates producing see you and here am I for my com- took this reporter on a tour of
at least three talkers this year In mish." He gets It without a squawk three spots, proposing this checkItalian.
There ca;n be little doubt regardless of whether or not. A was up as a gaJg and, as if framed, the
any decent native job will sweep directed by the commissionaire to batting aiverage was 1,000 on the

—

CVaudfilm)
For some reason SaturdaCy mat
inees neyer pull much of a crowd
here. This week was no exceptibrf,
even with two good vaude names
as magnets. Three of the five turns
aimed fQi' laughs and all hit the
target.
Other two supported well
Wells, Craven and LeRoy (New
Acts), was a different type of
opener.
Two of the boys stage a
basketball contest on. motorcycles.
Dexterous Ivory work of Grace
Doro, in the* deuce, found apprecia
Miss Doro plays familiar
tlon.
tunes In various arrangements.
Arthur and Morton Havel, &s-J
sisted by two comely girls, sprinkled
lots of giggles! Boys are still doing
their fllrtatloii act where they represent themselves to be their own
uncles to "make" the two girls who
Comedy lines and
live next door.
situations got good results.
Jimmy Savo ankled on next and
Uses
was thoroughly enjoyed.

mainly pantomime for laughs.

and U.

VARIETY

vocallng,

sometimes straight, but mainly aim

pany.

the market, as native productions go there. There are others who are attempted gyp. If It occurred once,
France, and have terrible gyps, working with certain It could have been an accident;
South America, jolnts.^but If you'-re not a too quick twice even, but^three out a>f-^hree,
colonies are nu- tourist, and get to know the ropes a a paralyzer.
In Argentina and bit, they know the ropes even betEven nlte clubs give you an "InBrazil.
ter on your behalf.
They like to side" cut on your check of 25%.
Pittaluga Is also wiring his own' deal with Americans best as they Natives get It chiefly and are not
houses with RCA,
spend best and they treat the aver- bashf.ul to ask for it, nor even the
age tourist with an eye to the fu- 10% cut 'some restaurants accord
ture,
for
."recommendations" to the regulars.
certain favored
other tourist friends.
They found few are even urged to partake of
Agfa, in Sarajevo
out.
One commissionaire, upon tho restaurants' best for some ridicBelgrade, Feb. 15,
hearing from tourists that there ex- ulous flat sum such as 55 francs.
Baron Shluga, director of Agfa,
isted a trend to fprego tho' Paris
You can never be lonely. You
has arrived In Sarajevo, Czechogyp-and-take and play Berlin and can safely walk up to any girl In
slovakia, to make a "Hunt for
Vienna Instead, said he'd take up
Millions."
Scenes will be taken In his business headquarters where the a cafe and converse as chattily and
unconcernedly as If knowing each
Dubrovnlk, Raguea, Sarajevo and Americans went.
other for years. Or ask for a dance
Hercegovin^. It is expected that
(and get it) in any dance spot. If
30,000 American*
everything will be ready by the end
There aren't so many Americans. unescorted, or even If with another
of this month when the company
Only 30,000 in actual number, but couple. Being the odd girl, the aswill arrive.
German film firms evidently In- because these -.re usually the sumption Is she wants to drag the
tend to dominate Balkan film trade mooneyed group they are more body around the arena, and there's
by giving productions in Balkan set- omnipotent due to their prominence no objection.
in the social life at the prominent
ting!?, thus. Increasing the draw for
S. J. Kaufman's, floating around
hotels and cabaret.s.
Actually the
these countries.
Poles and Italians in Paris are 15 the Continent looking it over. Mr.";.
to 20 to one over the Yanks, but be- Kaufman went from the Riviera to
St. Morltz for the winter sports,
ing
inconspleuo\in
in
the
highlights
man Phillips and Norman, Jr.,
Boyle and Delia and White and of the city, their presence is not us thence to Budapest where her

have been doing in
a good outlet In
where the Italian
merous, especially

A

.

mother Is ailing.
much felt.
Manning.
Danny Simmons, over here al'•His Birthday Suit" hokiest hoke
They have the fastest taxifj and
imaginable, "Where the Sun Plays" the cheapest.
Even with the in- most a year, is going back the end
colors with sound accompanicreased
rates the day scale is only of this month. Has to .settle sora^
ment.
"His Family Next Door"
affairs
Including his mother's estatefeatured Charles Ruggles and was rivaled by Detroit's five cent per
quarter (20c a mile) straight. But resulting from her death by acploa.«lng.
"(Mad Rags" revue is an all- wlio would dare to give an Ameri- cident.
feinme affair, on gpn'.-ral sum- can cabbio a four cent tip?
It's
marization shy of talent.
An ex-piig with a top-tenor yen
Bobl)y enough here, however, up' to a 10
Taylor turn held attention.
I'liilfranc rldo. As for speed they put a l.s° .Sammy IMerec, former leather(Vaudfilm)
Hps.act depends greatly upon the 1'imes ,«quare "cowboy" in slow mo- pusher, who waxes mellow at
Prp.«ciit pulii-y of film shorts, and work of Norman, Jr., and witli- a
The youngster working the old tour-}) of tion. In char.'ieterlstic continental Harry's New York Ear and at
vaude' hasn t caught on here.
provocation
faslilon
moJ't ears are small in slightest
steals
the
next policy attempt is not known. nature racket the r<-snlt is never in
Shorts on Saturday's bill were of doubt. Went Well here with a famall build, especially designed for .speed floor from Curt .Snilth, Roy IJarton,
and ready extrication from tniflic Harry RIeser, ct al., and gives out
an ordinary calibre, and vaude wa.s audience.
I>,(iyle
and Dei'.a wore surefire.- tangles, and the way they shoot in heavy pash ballads in Rudy Vallee
a typical small-bill layout without
with their wop comedy,
(;io.«ing and out of ti'aflic Is enough to m.akc mannr-r.
any names.
I'iercc Is a curious study,
Oh the screen: "His Birthday turn was JTarry A. White and Allee. any hardened cab rider's stomach witli t!ie ringside beak under the
Suit"
(Pathe), "Where, the Sun Manning. Their travesty adagio hit do aerobatics. Just to make it cer- spot, doing torch songs, and how!
three
sol+d,
and
the
news
tapping
the
of
sound
(Castle),
Pathe
Play.s"
tain, tJiey have no speed laws.
Yet L.'iMcrly nilo club impresario and
and "The Family Next Door" (Par). boys, Al Samuels and Brothers a
On the stage: "Glaid Rag.s" revue, plp.'ising feature. Trio work.s lilcf the percentage of accidents In sur- al.'-o hock'-y manager during seaprisingly low.
One hates to lliii.k feons at St. .Muritz,
Mark,
Bobby Taylor, Mr. and Mrs, Nor- clockwork.

RIVERSIDE
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK

(Ore to

Tiffany Boys

Desha

DENVER, COL.

LONDON

Denver

(20)

"Jazz Cloclv Store"

Week

Rob La

of Feb. 17

UNSBURY PABK
Cnipire

Punny Pace

& Cay

Hassell

tONDO^:

£ni|iire

STRATFORD

Rich & Qalvln
Uanders Si MllUs

Empire

.

For

Goo(lne:<s'

lA.

1st half (22-2S)

Adventures of P'k'r

Gus Powler

2

Fred Evans Girls

DES MOINES,

Paramount

Dora Mnushan
NEnv ciioss

Wppodrorae
Ml- Cinders
Victoria Palace

Bard & Avon

Tiffany

Sake

Vina Zolle

Jay Mills
Hill

Enrlglit

(IS)

Days"

"School

&

(Two

U

8

Paul

Eddie Julian Co
Dale & Cllirord
& Sussex
The Lyntons

NEWjCASTLE
Empire
Wake Up & Dream

BiaCKrOOL

NEWPORT
Empire

WP
kottinghAm

All Right on

BRADFORD

Lucky

CARDIFF
Street

Charlie

GLASGOW

Parisian Pleasures

SOLTHAMPTO'

Mr

HAM.EY
Grand

The Limping Man

SWANSEA

Empire
This Tear of Grace

Vnluce
The >\pi)Ie Cart

F-

Stanley

Mlclilgon (15)
"Ingon-jes Gambol"

Dumn & Draper
The Golden Horse
"Son of the Gods"

PROVIDENCE

MINXKAP., MINN.
Minnesota (22)
"Shanghai Jesters"
& Austin
Mary Williams

Seed

Bcmls & Brown

Electa Havel
Serova -Girls-—

-

Capitol

(31)

Stratford
Tel Loory.

(14)

Billy Taylor
(14)

Bernard & Henrle
Elsa Greenwald Co
Walzer fe D>«er
TivoU (14)
"Sky Harbor" U
Frankle Mjistera Bd
Herecliel Hcnlere

"Pearls" Unit

Collette 31s

Shaw & Lee

Giersdorf Sis
Cleo Ployd

Herntun Tlmberg
Barbara Dlalr *

& Lopell Co
Charles Wilson Co
May Wynn Buddy

•Oliver Harris

Leo Chalzel
Sammy Tlmberg

Desha

Sanaone
Jerry Coe & Bros
&,

NEW HAVEN

Fox-Poll (15)
"Columns" Idea
Rome ti Gault
Nlles Marsh
Nellie Arnaut
Billy Rolls

Jimmy Ray

Bros

Maxlne Evely
Dorothy Henly
Barney Rapp Bd
"Hit the Deck"
4 Ortons
N. ORLEANS, LA.
2 Gobs
Du Calllon
Saenger (22)
Dorothy Neville
Renle RIano
"Song Shop" U
4 Harmonists
Ray Teal
Hdl Sherman
e Royal Midgets
4 Cheer Leaders
Carloton & Ballew
Fred Evans Ens'ble Maureen & Sonny
GamberelM Qlrls
"D'ng'r's Paradise" "Laughing Lady"
Paust 3
BOSTON
Koxy (16)
Gladys St John
Von Grona Dancers MetropoUton (15)
Harold Hanson
Harold Van Duzee "Bveryb'dy Happy" Arinund SJovik
Ted Lewis Orch
Jose Santiago
Gould Girls

Tito Coral

Chester Hale Girls
"Devil May Care"
Paramo'unt (15)
"Aladdin's Revels"

]Mlscha Voljanln
Beatrice Belkin
Patricia Bowman

"Slightly Scairlet"
State ^15)

Leonlde Masslne
Markert Roxyettes
"Hapijy Days"

CIUCAiH), ILI..
Avnion (14)

.Sh'ghal"

Paramount

(IS)

"Ace Hlgli" Unit
Jed Dooley
Charlotte Ayres
Clifford & Healy
"D'ng'r's Paradlee"

Capitol (14)
Cookie's Bd

R

Lamb

P'm

BROOKLYN

Andersons
Senator Murphy
Byron & Willis

Gil

Venlta Gould
Rose & Ray Lyte
Jack Miller Bd
Harry. Rodgers

"Ship

Charlie Crafts. Bd

Johnny Payne
Mulroy McN &

"LaughinK liady"
Uptown U4)
"MardI Gras" U
Al Kvale Bd

BUFFALO

Buffalo (15)

"Now & Then" O

JACK

Formerly

of

OMAHA, NEB.

Paramount

(22)

"Painted Me°>odles"
Forsyth & Kelly
Irene Taylor

Dean
King & King
Birdie

Ixwin I/ewls

PHILADELPHIA
Earle (15)
U

"Rodeo Revels"
Dob Hall
Bert Gordon
Llttlefleld

Dancers

Masters & CJrayce
Venlla Gould

.

..

1st half (24-27)
Frolls'^

(22)

Unit
Idea

M

3 Slate Bros
Cliff Nazarro

&

EsHley.

Vina Zolio
Mae Packer
Sunklst Girls

Alexander Callam
Meyer Davis Sym
Leon BrusllofC
"Lone Star Ranger"
.

(IB)

"Jazz Cinderella" V
Fanchon &
Idea
Alexander Callam

M

Mae Usher

&

Moore

Pal

Billy Randal]

James Gaylord

Hugo

Albert

Dorothy & Virginia
Sunklst Girls

Meyer Davis Sym
Leon Bruslloff
Palace <iZ)
"Gypsy Dri'am"
Loew Unit
Loon Navan o

U

"Ship F'ni Sh'ghal'
(IB)

"Blue Gar.lon"
Loew Unit
Allan Rogers

'

U

of

Geo

Tommy Wonder
D Washington Ward Sis

Miller

Dorothea Berke Co
"Streets of Chance"
(14)

.

.

"Dixie Doln's" V
Benny Meroft Bd
Joo Besser
Joe Grldln

Addio

.'tieainon

lyron Willi?

„rana<la Ballet
"Tam'g the Shrew"
Mitrhro (14)
"Hello Sophie" U

Joey Ross Bd
Sophie Tucker

Burns &

Kis;Ben

Chief Eaglpr<^ather
Mar.bro Ballet
"Tum'g the Shrew"
Oriental (14)

"Dancing Around"
Lou KoslofC Bd
LIna

Basquotte

wminm

Sis

Oriental Ballet

"Locked Door"
Paradise (14)
"Shanghai Jesters"

Mark
Seed

Fisher Bd
Austin

&.

Mary Williams

Bern Is & Brown
Electa Havel
Serova Girls

"Laughlns Lady"

Les Ghezzis

Kaye & Sayre
Dood & Rush
Chester Hale Girls

"Burning Up"

EESley

"No No Nanette"
Hippodrome (16)

plorla Vestoff

Granada

&

Hall

S & L Oodlno
Al & F Stedman

Chlsholm

& Brcen

A & S Lamont

"Playing Around"
Lafayette (16)
"Art in Taps" Idea

XKW

.Toan

Rodney & Gould
MaoDonnld
Brown & Wllla
Johnny Black
Al & Hal

Joo Termini
Carlor & Aaibu Sis

Eddie Lewis
"Th'g Cnlled Love"

Frank Whitman

Int half

Manning &
Fl.sher

,

CLEVELAND
Stale (16.)
"Los Porfiims"

YOKlv CITV

Boulevard

'

U

&

(22-2r>)

(One to flll)
2d half (20-28)

& U'kwith
Robinson & Pierce
llotty Cooper Rev
(One to nil)
Dolnnccy St.

The GollhvopB
Chostpr Hnle Girls

Si

"Burning Up"

Seymour P &

DALLAS, TEX.
Palace
1st half (21-23)

"Marathon KroUc"

.Toe

Browning

Oould Olrls

.Tr

(Two

Wills

Bronson

lb

Gardn'r

M

Juggling Nelsons
2d half (26-28)
Pearson Bros
Groh & H'nds

WH

Barrell
Devil's Circus

(Two to flll)
Falrmouut
1st half (22-25)

Grace Smith Co

ftll)

B Hamp Co
Trncey & Ifay Co
I

(One

to

fill)

Grnua
1st holt (22-2B)

Royal i;ycna Japs
Jack O.Mterinan
(Three to 1111)
2d half (20-23)
Les Jardys
Myi'a Lnnijford
I<anc

ist half
3

Gillette

Bcrta Bonn
Cooper & Rodello
Loew's- 46th St.
1st half

Nltos
Keller Sis
2

2d halt (26-28)

Le Grohs

Loew'B (22)
Bros

Calljarl

Serge Fldsh

Ken Whitmer
(TWO to flll)
KANSAS CITY
Loeiv's

& G

(22)

Falls

Ted & Al AVnldman
Toney & Norman
Belle Baker
Ann Prltch'rd Boys

(22-26)

MEMPHIS, TENN.
State

(25)

Aurora 2
Bob Nelson
Johnny Berkes Co
Meyers Lubow & R
(One to nil)

MONTREAL
Loew's

4

Uessems

Primrose

(22)

4

Edgar Bergen Co
Ross
Jr Co
& Lynch DreamWyse
Street

Allan Rogers

(One

r22-26)

silvers

Myra Langford
Watson & Woods
Hyde & Burrell
The Canslnos
2d half (2G-28)

Thelma De Onzo
Dugan & Parker
Cardiff & Wales

to nil)

BAY RIDOB
T/oew's

1st
C!

hair (S2.26)

irdon

& Day

Gus Mulcay
Harry Hayden Co
Tucker & Smith

Edna Torrence Co
2d half (26-2I)

Louvan

3

Bthel Pasfor
Kelly & j7ckaoa

Dnve Vine
Carter

& A

Sis

(Three to nil)
2d half (26-28)
/'
2 Nltos
Harrington Sis
Emil Boreo
Sheldon Heft & L
YOXKERS, N. Y.

Yonkors
halt (22-26)
W
H Groh Hounds
Mae Francis
1st

& Oatchett
& Mack

Hooper

Flynn
(One to

nil)

2d half (26-28)

Eton Days
(Others to

flll)

M

1

Rlcardo Cortez Co
Lubln Larry & A
Klkuta Japs
(One to flll)
2d half (19-21)
Jean Rankin' Bells

Orpheunt (22)
Helena Junta & c
Manny King Co
John Steel
Burns & Allen
Marveltone

(22)

(15)

M6watt & Hardy
Lehr Co

Afterpiece
81st Street
let half (22-25)
Maryland Colleg'ns
.

Maxlne Lewis
Harry Carrpil Rev

(Two

& Parker
Stan Kavanaugh
Clifford & Marlon

Warner &

-

M

(IB)

Danny Small Co
Strange

Maxlne Lewis
Harry Carroll Rev
Keane & Whitney

& McG

Bonomo

Riverside

(10)

Lament
Al

1st halt-( 22-26)
Belle Pola
.Tohnny Downs
Harris & Radelllfe

Flowers of Seville
(One to flll)

Johnny Downs
Rlcardo Cortez Co
Harris & Radcllffe
La Belle Pola
6Sth Street

Clemens Boiling Co
Ebs
Jack & K Spangler
(One

Raynor Lehr

6

Afterpiece
2d half (26-28)

Wee WlUle Robyn

D

4 Jacks & Girlie
Barry & Wliltledge
Pat Roonoy Rev

—

(Two

Mascagna

Murand S~~Glrton
Mack & Wright

(16)

Bobby JIae

Esther Ralston
Lubln Laurie &
Paul Paqulta &

Roxy'6 Gang

Fred LIghtner
Billy House Co

OAKI.AND

CLEVELAND

Orpheum

•

Nash

The Wager

(16)

& King
Ward Co

Bob Albright

Chinese Sho^^ Boat

(One to

nil)

Harry Holmes Co
Ben Bernle Bd

DENVER

Orphcum

Franklins
3 Rolling Stones
Goss & Barrows
Brandies C & Mann

Maryland Colleg'ns
2d half (10-21)
Nathal
Marie De Coma

Hll)
(ll)-2l)

Jack Hayes Rev

Fynon & Dorrls
Odette Myrtle
Jones .t Ray
ICIkutas Japs

Honey Troupe
Buddy Doyle & H
Thomas Saxotet
Hippodrome (22)

Joe

4 Jacks & Qlrile
Wilson Kepple &
Savoy St Mann

(Three to
2d half

B

Franklin D'Amour
4s Jenkins

Mndlson
1st half (22-26)

Murand & Girton
& Rae
Margaret Young
Roy Ingraham Bd
Jones

(One to

nil)

2d half (2C-28)
Stdn Kavanaugh
Dillon

&

Parker

6

& Mack

Salle

Chamb'l'n & Hlmes
Blood
Thunder
Brown Bros
Flcrrle La Vere

fLUSHlNO

Kcirii'e

Ada Brown

to

Grade Barry
Chabot

Grace Doro

& M Havel
Jimmy Savo
Art!:ur

Hollywood Rev

JERSEY CITY
StuJo

Klkuta Japs

(Two

2d hnlf (19-21)

Del

Orto."'

Jerome JaclJson Co
The Rangers,
Ray Shannon
Henry Cerdman Co

PlTTSIUIKGn
Harris (22)

Co

McLaughlin

* Spencer

& R Hayes

Co

(One to nil)
2d half (2t;-28)

High Ho Hoys
4 Cameron
nil)

2a half (19-21)
3
I.o'Ise

(16)

Kratt

(Two

Orphcum
4

Scott

Mnlnstrect (22;

Meyakos

.>-

M& B
(23)

CIrillo Boys
Monica & A Skell.v
Sanders

Poplto

(One to

flll)

(15)
.-iwley

1^'

Liiiiiont

to mi''

PORTLAND

Daley
(One to nil)

KANS.VS CITY

&

Brady R'd:e
VlclorgrafC

&
Rudnck
Buck & Bubb'es

Joe

& E

Cecil AIc.-«;inder
'V'Ictorgraff
(Two to flll)

Robblns

Tates
Morris

to nil)

2d half (i!6-23)
Arleys
Pat Rooney Rev
(Three to fill)

3%

1st h;ilf ('^2-2!;)

Che-'tcr

Camerons

Patrlcola

2d halt (19-21)
Wells Crnven t L

(Three to

Tortoni

6
flll)

1st half. (22-26)
4

flll)

Sni.ill

&

to

Keith's

2d half (26-28)

Hnydcn

fln)

(16)

Polor Pastimes

PATERSON

White & Manning
Bert Walton
Thermln
(Two to fill)

Danny

P^a.

St.,

(Three to

(One

Barl Paber
Odette Myrtle

Al

(22)

Evans & Adams

'

NIblo

nil)

OTT.VWA

Campus

Keltli's

Ist half (22-26)
Bllz Morgan Co

Jack

'

Brown Bros

UPSHUTZ

L.

(Two

& Thunder

Florrle Le Vere
Chamb'l'.n ft Hlmes
(IB)

(15)

.

Orpheum (22)
Salle
Mack

Blood

(three to

Eddie Pardo Co
Beehee & Rubyatte

La

La

The Meyakos
Manny King Co

(22)

TIUIs & I4i Rue
Curley Burns Co
Fritz & J Hubert

TAILOR. 908 Walnut

0

&
OMAHA

Stuart
^Lash
CavalTSrs

(10)

Zastro-White Rev
& Marlln
Nan Halperln

'Millard

JACK

Fately

The Digltanos
Derlckson & Brown
Powers & Jarrett

Palace (22)

Gordon
Solly

'

&
Wm
& Joe Mandel
Owen McGlvney

& Eddy

Carrie

A
C

(22)

P Ouki^lnsky Co

105tll St? (22)

Sawyer &. Eddy
Jack Major
Bozo Snyder
PIo Lewis

2d half (26-28)

4

(One to flin
2d half n(l-21)

Jean Carr

Murdock' & Mayo
Lubln Ijarry & A
Lander Bros
(One to 'nil)

Welch

Post'r

Pegfty Hope
Corbett & '.'/Brien

Ben Bernic Bd
'

to nil)

2d 1)alf (26-28)

Harry Holmes

Demons

Lowry

Pat Rooney Rev

Harry

& Noblette
Mildred JHunt Co

Coi:roy

flll)

Keith's

Scooter
6

Co

Elliott

to

NEW-KOCH-EILB
'

Ward

Ryan

to nil)

(Two
-

1st half f22-26)
3Vi Arleys,

Albee (22)

Bo}'aI
1st half (22-26)

Slim Tlmblln

Clayton J'kson &
(Three to flll)
2d half (19-21)
Vic Honey 8

&

Cham.

1st half (22-26)

Rankin
Mowatt & Hardy

Bnyes & S|)eck
Johnny Pastlne Co

l.'r!».wood

«r

to--fllir—
(15)

Johnny

'

(IB)

CINCINNATI

2d half (19-21)

flll)

NEWARK

Burns & Allen
Loule^ Hungry

Wm

to

Al Gordon's Dogs
Bwing Eaton
Jack Usher Co

Pnlnce. (22)

MarlnulM Cilrls
Tyler Mason
Solly

Robey
Herbert
Henry Bergman Co

Luster Bros
Harrison .ic Dak In
Jack & K Spangler

State Xnke (22)
Frabell's Ti-olics

Leavitt

Paul

I<e

(15)

& Hunt

Summers

Joe Cook

2d half (26-28)

Bddle Garr Bd
(Three to nil)

Jean

flll)

CHlCAtiO
Palace

Ledova

Murand & Glrton

Ray Stnnton
Will Osborn« Orch

•

Gordon & King
Paber * Wales
Frank Gaby
De Marcos
Rae Samuels

(TWO

Bpandlea.C &-MannRandall & Watson
2d halt (26-28)

2d halt (19-21)

Brcen

it-

S'ertmftn

(One- to

Hope

Peggj'

(One

Fred Llghtnev
-

Wm

.

Siamese Twins

La

Josephine Harmon
Le6 Relsman Orch
2d half (19-21)
Flowers of Seville

F

«:

The Dakotas
Ebbs

4

Chlsholm

-

flll)-

Leslie Strange-

O'clock Rev

12.

Ted Healey Co

Ann Pennington Bd

Evan & Lewis Rev

Glenn

Hippodrome (22)
Sawyer & Rdd/
MarUiw
Jimmy AHurd Co
Morty May
Miirlo

Roslta Ensemble

Joe

Keith's
5

BUFFSLO

"

Win Higgle & Girli
Ada Brown
Claire Vincent Co
Wilton * Weber
(One to nil)
MT. VERNON
l3t half (22-25)

'X'homas

•

(One to nil)
Palace (22)
Grace Doro
Babe Bgan Redh'ds
Jimmy Savo
Arthur & M Havel

Therm In
to

(IS)

Norman

Corbetf.& O Brien
Goss & BaVrowi

2d half (19-21)

Willie West
Phil Baker

1st halt (22-26)

(IB)

Mascagno 4
Nancy Decker

& Vance

flll)

Bob & L Gillette
McGarry & Dawn
Evans & Troy

Leslie

Paris Fashions

Any Family
Chas fiennlngt'n Bd
Lane Osborne & C

Vera Grllfln
Lee & .Bert "Ryan' j
(Three to nil)

Moran'

toi-nil)

2d half (26-28)
Enoz Frazere
Will Osborne Orch
Margaret Young
Joe 'Thomas Saxotet
(One to. nil)
2d"half (19-21)
Luster Bros
Harrison & Dakin
Josephine Harmon
Henry Santrey Bd
(One t-o flll)
8Gth Street

'

Dana Co
Roy Rogers

Viola

.

BOSTON

Corey
to

MONTREAL

Imperial (22)
Everett Sanderson
Local

(16)

Ketth-AIbee (32)
Paul Sydell
Sylvia Clark

2d half (26-28)

Slim Tlmblln
Rayjio'r

&

(Two

Natacha Nattova
(One to nil)

Anatole Frledland
(Others to nil)

Ho Boys

HI

Pox

Sylvester

Jack Major

Danny Duncan Co
Sully & Thomas

nil)

Proctor's (22)

125tli Street
1st half (22-26)

nil)

MINNEAPOLIS

Win J Ward
The X'shcrs
Geo Andi-ee Co
(Two to nri)
•

Ray & Nord
(Others to

ALBA>Y

PUBLIX UNIT
FOUR ORTONS
TWO GOBS
ROYAL MIDGETS
Dir. LEDDY & SMITH

Keith's
1st half (22-26)
<
Ltia Campiii.

2d half (26-28)

-

(16)
Doin' Thlngc

3 in

.

fill)

Hughes & X.ang
Brian McDonald
(Two to nin

AKRON

(Others to

tp

M'KEESPORT
'

6

Bobby Mae
Billy House Co
(Two to flll)

'.

Dodd & Rush

(15)

(Two

Fairbanks & Hall
Bernard & Squires
Vance & Ellnore
Shipwreck Kelly
Palace
Jean Carr

R'ym'nd & Caverly
NEWARK
Gray Family
Ralph Olson C<r
State (22)
Paddy Saunders
(One to flll)
Bloomb'g Alaskans
Pat Henning
Billy Arlington Co
2d half (26-28)
Russell & Marconi
Geo K Arthur
yill Billies
Herberta Beeson
Mary Hayqes Co
Burl Faber Co
Emerson
& Baldwin
Dolan & Gale
Swann & Lewis Rev Corelli & Jeanlna
2d half (19-21)
O'Donnell & Blair
(One td nil)
Fordlmm
Harrlm'n Swan & L
Cole & Snyder
NEW ORLIIANB
Ist half (22-26)
Le Paul
The Canslnos
State (32)
Le Orohs
John Barton Co
Bd & Lee Travers Swan & Lewis Rev Chevalier Bros
Metropolitan (22)
Billy Beard
May Questelle
Paul Nolan Co
Rudell & Donegan
Jack Sidney Co
Ryan Sis
Clayton J'kson & D Bd Carr Co
(Two to nil)
Oscar Slang Orch
(One to flll)
BROOKLYN
NORFOLK. VA.
B & E Newell
2d half (-26-28)
Albeo (22)
State (22)
Modcna's Fantasy
La Bello.'Pola
Lillian Horton
Vernon Rathburn
Plowerssof Seville Henry Santrey Bd
Oriental
Ed Ford & Whltey Roy IngVaham Co
1st half (22-26)
(Three to flll)
Lorraine & MInio
Tracey & Ila-y Co
Johnny Downs
(15)
Ann Codee Co
Bentell & Gould
Harris & RadcllITe
Echoes ot Desert
Hamilton Sis & F (One to flll)
2d haMt (19-21)
Alleen & Marjorle
Billy Giason
PITTSBURGH
Knos Pralzere
Chinese Whoopee
Loew's (22)
0 Young Co
(One to flll)
Corlnne Tilton
Runaway 4
iise &
2d half (26-28)
Tour
Clayton J'kson & D
Teddy Joycf
Parker & Mack
Helen McParland
Barr & Davis
Sally & Ted
TUESDAYS
Joe Termini
(One to flll)
(Two to nil)
HOTEL
RICHMOND. VA.
PHkIn (22)
Bobby AValthour
Loew's (22)
Bernard & Townes
Flo Mayo
169 West 47th St.
Perry Corwey
Trixle Frlganza.
YORK
Lan^&
Haley
Nat Nazarro Jr
Carl Shaw Co
Prosper & Maret
(One to flin
Myrtle Pierce
Leo Relsman Orch
nnsliwick
ROCHESTER
(One to flin
Premier
1st half •'22-26)
Loew's (22)
Franklin
The Skatells
1st halt (22-26)
4 Karreys
1st half (22-26)
Larry Riley Co
fjouvan 3
Francis & Wally
De Kos Bros
Nelson & Parish
Barr & Davis
Wally Sharpies Co Kit Kat Boys
Bert Walton
Claude & Marlon
Joe Laurie
Don Kerr
(Two to nil)
(One to nil)
Living .Jewels
Kay & Barr
2d half (20-28)
2d half (26-28).
All Butts Peaches Ashley & Paige
SYBACrSE
Manning & Klass
Dave Manley
Loew's (22)
A Close Shave
Yorke & Lord
aifford & Gresham
2d half (26-28)
Fred Stritt Co
Wilson Bros
Alf Loyal's Dogs
Ruth Howell
Willie West & McG
Merle Smith Co
Watson Sis
Joe Burke
(Or.e to flll)
AKRON
(Two to nil)
Kennedy & Cohen
2d halt (10-21)
Loew's (22)
Chas Wllklns
Betly s>I>orinun Co
TORONTO
Chapelfp & Carlton
(One to nil)
T-oew's (22)
Mary Ardls
Stroud T.wTns
Dave Harris Co
2d half (19-21)
Emerson & Baldwin
fillllan .Shaw
(Others to flll)
Hazel Lee Boys
Heavenly Rest
Bill Dooley
WASH'GTON. D. C. Harry P'ster Welch Clayton & Leonora
Russell Markert Co
Fairbanks & Hall
Loew's (22)
Maryl.md CollCK'ns
ATLANTA
Hungaria Tr
Al Rauh 4
Kenmore
Grand (22)
MlUer & Ve.lle
1st half (22-25)
Carr Bros & Betty Mllo
Sammy Kreoft
Ha ml Hon
Echoes of Desert
Jerry fc B Brown
Leon Nnvnrra
1st half (22-25)
Leslie Strange
Al Herman
(One- to nil)
Rhapsody in Silk
Larry Rich & C
.\ronpy Is Money
WOODH'VN. L. J. Vassar & Bond
Larry Rich Friends
(One to nil)
RIchy Craig Jr
Wlllnrd
(One to nil)
BALTIMORE
Ist half (22-26)
Usther Ralston
Loew's (22)
2d half (26-28)
Lane & Horror
(One to nil)
Maxlhp Lewi."!
Les Ghezzis
O'Donnell
-2d halt (26-28)
Blalr
Harry Carroll Rev
Kayo & flay re

& Harper

Van & Schenck
Grace Smith Co
Lincoln Sq.

B

Hyde &

to

2d half (2G-28)

Maximo
Mao Francis

JlorrcU

Wesley Eddy
Artier & Bradford
1st halt (22-25)
Mills & Shea
Adolph Ciln<1ys & E
Charlotte Woodruff Jack Koush Co

•Joo-Brownlng Sr
Whltey Roberts
Jules & J Walton
Katharine Wright

Wilson Uros
Abbott & Ulsland

IClass

Hurst

& Manning

B

Wilson Kepple &
Jean La Cross
Briants
Millard & Marlln
Larry Rich & C
Larry Rich Gang

NEW

Ganibarelll Girls

Gaudsmlth Bros
Helen .Kennedy

Woods

"Gardens" Idea
Slate Bros

3

Mary Harrison

Rio Bros

(15)

Osborne Orch
& Conroy

Afterpiece
2d half (19-21)

MANHATTAN

—

Fox

Plynn & Mack
(One to flll)
Khigs (22)
Eddie Leonard
3 Dennis Sis
f Flash Devils

Bobby

PETERS

"His First Com'd"

Tom Fulmer
JERSEY CITY

1632 B'way, at BOth St.. N. V. Cit>

SCENERY EXPRESS

Phil LampkinCharles Withers

Valencia (22)

Ted Claire
Zelaya
Nina Oglnska
Peg Bates
Katherlne Lewis
Tommy Atkins 6

D. C.

Welcomes Tou at
863-366 West 48th Street, New York City
Six-Story Storehouse Anything from a Trunk to a Carload
Chicago (14)
"Showland" U
Bob Nolan Bd

Loew's (22)
Dresden China Unit

BEN ROCKE

Gould Girls

Hall

Will

(One

Joe Browning Jr

Fox

Llazeed Arabs
Josephine Harmon

Chain

& Lehr Cp

Raynor

2d half (20-28)
Llazeed Arabs

Katharine Wright

"Gardens"

Jean Rankin Bells
Slim Tlmblln

Ccrilseum
1st halt (22-26)

(22)

Gavnor & Byron
Fulton Sz I>.\rker
Olsen & Johnson

Emerson & Baldwin
Joe Mendi
Vaughn Comfort Jr

& Hardy

Mowatt

Watts & Hawley
White & Manning

HlllHtreet

Stuart & l..ash
The Cavaliers

Fr'm'n Russell &
2d half (19-21)

6

ANGKLES

1.0.S

The Dlgltanoa
Derlckson i Brown
Powers & J.-xrrett

.

Pruzer

Norman Thuinas

2d half (26-28)

Campus

&

Carney

Fred Stritt

Henry Bergman

Stan Kavanaugh
Ralph Olsen Girls

Don Galvln

White

1st half (22-26)

Mascagna 4
Goss & Barrows
The Rangers

EVANSVILLE

Marathon

Joe Browning Sr
Whltey Roberts
Jules & J Walton

Panchon &

iTeffemon

.Sharon DoTV'rles
(One to nil)
2d half (19-21)

(15)

Charlestons
Butler & yanloa

Mullen & Vincent
Jeromer & Ryan
2d half (26-28)
Frank Sidney Co
Morris & Kappl
Joe Mendl

Kitchen Pirate

&' lUisch

Rangers
Barry & Whitledge

Gordon & Day
Keith Wilbur
Nat C Haines Co
Calts Bros
Ruloft & Elton Co

EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED
G ARM ENTS FOR GENTLEM EN.-

OTEX.
Xcxjis.- - :

WASH'GTON,

•

Dillon

ANTONIO,
,

&
Fays
Jim McWIIllums
4

flll)

Ken Murray

1st half (£2-26)
A! Barnes Co
Ashley. & Pdlge
Versatile Rev

Ellis

Wells

to

Poster Pagun & Cox
Morris & Campbell

Prospect

& La Dare

Kane &

6

Sheldon Heft Sc L
Alexandria & Olson
(One to nil)
2d halt (26-28)

Archie

nil)

Edna Torrenoe Co

Mauus Co

J.
"On Time Vaudeville Express." Now Manager

N. V. A.

to

2d half (26-28)

"City Girl"

Duval Sis
Dorothy Berke Co

half (22-26)

"Song of Love"

-

Branford (15)
"Tip Toppers" Rev
Benny Ross
Winnie Llghlner
Geo Morgenroth
"Marr'ge Playgr'd"

(One

Uelll

NEM'ABK

NEW, YORK CITY

flll)

2d half (26-28)

Herherta Beeson
El Cota & Byrne
Vnn .& SchenckNat C Haines Co

Fields

Willie

M

Royal Uyena Japs
Fisher & Ilurst
R'ym'nd & Caverly
Ralph Olson Co
(One to flll)
1st

Keith Lovewell
Grove & Loon
Dore Dancers

S.
.

'

Gntiss "Ave.

Fay's (15)
"Sliver Flashes"
Lillian

Eduard Werner
"Anna Christie"

to

Adams

1st halt (22-26)

Davillos

(One

(16)

1930

19,

(One

Mr & Mrs Phillips
Johnny M.xrvin
RoBlta Ensemble

Leon Co

.St

Laureen

L, I.

J & B Cavanaugh
HUIer & Henrietta
HOISTOX. TEX,
Hooper GatchettCo
Loew's (22)
Clnndo & Marlon
Jerome & Evelyn
DavUIos
6
Jack North
BROOKLYN
George 'D'Ormonde
Bedford
Demarest & Deland
1st half (22-26)
Hughle- C'ark Co
'Smair Bros
JAMAICA, L. I.
6

Lillian

Mlacahua

Marie De Comba
Geo K j^rthur Co
Ross & c'ostello
(One to nil)
2d half (26-28)

Happy Harrison Co
Zelda Santley Co

Masters & Grayce'
Bmll Boreo

(16)

& R'nolds
Chester Fredericks

Joan Hardcastle
Frankle Jcnks
"iioutli Sea Rose"

The Ingenues
Jean Boydoll

Cinders

SOUTHSEA
King's

N'ghbors

mirx

.

Empire

(16)

CITY

Plaza

Castle of Dreams
2d halt (26-28)

"Modes & Models"
Dick Powell
Montrose

Ruth Kadamatsu

Empire

Allinnibra

Hold Everything
Empire
Show's the Thine
ot

Roynl
Peace

SHEFFIELD

End

(15)

Helen pach.iud*M Sanami Co

PORTSMr»UTII

Empire

Penn

"Far East" Idea
Frank Stever

Love Lies

Slnsrer

EDINBURGH

League

DETROIT

Fox

Girl

Royul

Empire
The

Journey's

CORONA.

fill)

Jack Norworth,
Cole & Snyder

LEDDY & SMITH

Fisher (16)
"Laceland'' Unit
"Skyscraper Blues" Lou Holtz
Dolores Eddy & D
Del Delbrldge
Pearl Twins
Arsene Slegal
Chester Hale Girls
Samuel Benavie.
"Devil May Care" /
"Playing Aroimd"

Empire

Alliambra
Covent G'd'n O Co

to

Odette Chas &
Bthel Pastor

Show's the Thing

timnd
The Edge of Life
Opera House
The New Moon

Fays

(Two

let half (22-25)

Palace

Royal
Byes

Blue

Dir.

MANCHRiSTEB

.

Rcinos

Olive

Roy Cummlnga Co
VIctorU

JACK POWELL

Empire
Love Lies

Grand
Pormby's G'd Deed

'

Jue Pong
Art Henry Co
14 Brtektops
Frankle Heath

REVUE

LIVERPOOL

-Surrey

fill)

Rltz Bros

3

Gilbert

EUROPE

IN

Boyal
Mother Goose

Sc.ila Girle

COLUMBUS
Lo*\Vb (22)
Adler & Bradford
Mills & Shea
Charlotte Woodruff
Wesley Eddy Co
(One "to fill)

Paradise (2S)

AWAITING R£UEARSALS
C. B. COCHRAN'S

Empire
Hit the Deck

& Muurlce

to

(22)

Pavla
Gus Alexander

State (22)
Olvera Bros

ENaiAITD
BIRJUNUHAU
LEEDS
Marine

& La R

nil)

Gus Mulcay
Green & Bloissbm
Jack Norworth Co

PROVINCIAL
Kniplre
WJll Fyffe
Bert Errol

Grnnnda

Fortunello & C'llno
Cal Emmy's Pets
Alleen Clark
Ivan Triesault

2d half (26-2»)

"Burning. Up"

Girls

Ellis

(One to

PITTSBURGH

Walter Powell

Evans

Raye

"Dynamite"

"Believe It or Not"
The Great Leon
Barle LaVcre
Mary & Bonoy

CLEVELAND

(22-26)

Harrington Sis
Yorke & Lord

Itlastbaum (15)
"Jazz I'referred"

flll)

Smith & Hart
Les Gellls
Benny Barton Co

Maximo

Verne Buck
Jaqucs Samossoud

D

2d half (26-28)

Si

1st hall

to

tt

Dixie Hamilton

Orphenm

Mac
curt Nazarro
Sunklst Beautlea

Dolores Eddy
Pearl Twins

NEW YORK

Ist half (22-26)
Hill Blllle.?

Ed & Jon Rooney

Sansone
Jerry Coe & Bros
Shaw & Lee

"Cameo Klrby"

Paul Klrkla.id

Mason & Scott
Joo Bosanny
The Jovers
X.ee

'.

'

Satlo

Laceland
lyou Holtz

(Two

Al Evans
Tito Coral

Keith's
Chester

I/oew's
1st half (22-it)

Castle of Dreams
ITSth St. (22)

connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

in

(22)

Olrls

CANTCON

nil)

Bronson & Gardner
Billy Giason

Numerals

Orphcum
Rah Rah

3

Will J Kennedy Co
Joe Darcey
SIgnor Frlscoe Orch

2d half (26-28)
Cahlll & Maybolle
3

& Marlon
Odette Myrtle
(One to nil;
2d half (10-21)
Qled Rags
Bayea & Speck

Clifford

The DU Pon^

(22-2$)

B Hamp Co

I

Wednesday, Februarj^

BO.>:TON

Parker & Mack
Keith Wilbur
Robinson & Fierce

(Feb. 22)
(Feb. 15)

WEEK

THIS

1st half

E T Y

I

Serova 1
(One to tt.:i
National

'"•upbell

Ward & Vaa

Lee Twins
Duprey
Medley
Snoozer Junior

.

Wednesday, February

Kcltli-AIbeo (22)
Allpen * Miirlorle

Teck Murdock Co
Bin Uoblnson
(One to All)

Bwin? Eaton

Corlnne Tiltcn
Cardlnl
Chinese Whoopee
(15)

&

4 Clrlllo Boys
Monica & A !*liolly

(One

Svlvia Clark
GitHf nennliifffn

Hippudropift (22)
f.ian>ont

(Tlirco to

Jlarrone

&

(Ono to

nil)

Home

tn lUi)

to nil)

(One

Cora Green
Esmondo. & Grant
Joe Jackson
(One to nil)

(15)

Songs i Steps

SAI-T )L.\RE CITV
Orpheuni (22)

Wah

Odds & Ends

ClllTord

(Others to nil)

(Three to nil)
2d half (19-21)

(15)

& Marlon

N.

ISOO

&

Tillis

Rue

I-a

Co

Bert Walton

SAN DIEGO

UNION

UrpheuD)
Ouynor &- Byron
& Parker
(22)

Fulton
'DIsen

(Two

&

Barry

(Two

Dance Fables

Ray & Harrison
Ruby Norton

SAX FRANCISCO
<ioI(1en Cinte (22)
^>irla

&
&

(Two

Cross
Sully

115

(15)

&

Fately

SCIIENKCTADX

&

Clifford

(22)

3

Bob Hope
Entertainers

mi)

to

(15)

Greai^Rolle

Walter Dare Wahl
Vox & Walters
4 Diamonds

Marlon
~

•

(Thrbo to flliy
2d half (26-28)

(One to

On Wah Tr
Grade l«arrle
Boyd Sinter
(Two to nil)

nil)

WinTE PLAINS
Keitii-B

3

Myra Langford
Tiny Town Rev

Milt DougTaH

Slagyptte Lelner Co

& E
SKATTLE

Chambcrlalne
.

Orphcum

(22)

Great Rollo

Walter Dare Wahl
Vox & Walters
4 Diamonds
(Ono

(15)
6

American Belf'ds

Howard & Newton
Teok Murdock Co
Robinson
(Ono to nil)

(One to fill)
2d halt (19-21)

Ada Kaufman

& Ruth Hayes
Don Cumjnings
Browning & Clark
Peter HlKRlns
Capitol

Cox

(15).

Gnlenos

6

Glbbs
& Balkoff
Al Trahan.j

Ohe.<=lelgh

(Ono

&

Hal
Johnny Plank
Teanne MaoDonald
Eddie Lewis
Al

Brown & Wllla

nil)

ST. i.onrs
KQith'6 (15)
Spirit cf Minstrelsy

Ward & Van

Marlon WUkins Co
Morris & Campbell
(One to nil)
ST. I'AI'L

(21)

'Manila Bound' Id

H & F

Seamon

.«-.

Keith's
1st half (22-26)
Harrlm'n .Swan & L
Harry Fost'r Welch
Corbett & O'Brien
Allan Corelli & J

(One to fill)
2d halt (26-28)
Bert Sloan Co

Wm

Ebbs

S7 (William SI

Inc

Natacha Nattova
Si

(One to

3

fill)

Anger

(16)

KItayamos
Leavltt & L'ckwood

N

V

& Corday

Hey Day of Youth
Lowry

Scooter

George Haggcrty
Patrlcola
Attrcss Flashes

fill)

SYRACUSE

YOl'NGSTOWN

Keith's (22)
Songs & Steps

George Beatty
Bozo Snyder Co
Evans & Mayer
Stanley Bros & A

.

Kolth'H

(22)

Grauman Hess & V

& Marlln
& Dunn

Millard
Pollack
.

Red Donahue & Pal

Frank Gaby

Marlnelll Girls

6

(15)

Rose Perfect
& Marlon

Russell Markert' Co

Florence Rlchards'n

Harry Delf

Clifford
4

Camerons

Ryan & Nobielte
(Two

to

ATLANTA, GA.
Tox

,

(20)

Gardens" Idea
Bros
Mafta & Mae
Vina Zolle
<;ilft Nazzaro
Slatn

BRIDGBP'RT, CT.
Palace (20)
.'Columns" Idea

Rome & Gaut

Nllea Marsh
Billy Rolls

Maxlne Evelyn
Dorothy Henley
N. Y,

BROOKLYN.
Fox

(20)

•»llyWd Studio G"

&

.

.

'W't'm'I'n Blues' Id

Picks
Mitchell

&.

Steppers
UTICA, N. Y.

'Art In Taps' Idea
Myrtle Gordon
Rodney & Gould
Al & Hal

Johnny Plank
Jeanne MacDonald
Eddie Lewis

Brown & WlUa

Fox

Pcrieo

Lafayette (20)
"Far East" Idea
Frank Stcver
Helen Pacliaud

Sanaml Co

&

2

James Forbes was G.

Fox

(One to

Melodies'

'Scr'nl'd

Karavaeft
LambertI
David Recce
Sherry Louise
Franklin & Warner
J & B Welling

Majestic (20)

Kramer & Boylo
Palm Be-fh Girls
(One

to

Wright Douglas Co

Majestic (20)

to

(Oi;e to

&

Seal

St

fill)

ReaOJng

I

ILL.

Teller

Idea

(One

to

Sis

(One to

fll4)

WIjS Show Boat
(Two to fill)

(i3-25)

Vuong King Tr

'&

Qu'ns

Ruth Kadamatsu
Joan Hardcastlc

BUTTE, MONT.
Fox

M

Johnny Ashford

Johnston
Kerr

Elinor

Iowa

Rich man
.Smith Dellew Bd
Ann Pennington

(Two

to

fill)

CHAMPAIGN,

ILL.

Orpheum

flU)

Palace

(23-25)

Cathreen Sinclair
2d half (26-1)

Roode & Francis
Larry O' Toole
Harry Gordon Co

Earle & Edwards
Cathleen Young Co
D.AVENPORT, lA.
Capitol (23)

King

.&

Mildred Andre Co

(One

to

nil)

DES MOINES,

lA.

Orpheuin
1st

Golf

half

(Two to fill)
G-D R'P'PS, M'CII.
Keith's
1st half (23-25)

to

nil)

FauntJeroy

A Rasch

Greenwell

Elsa

Rae Samuels
Geo Broadhurst Co
(One to nil)
2d half (26-1)
iittle PIplfax CO

Goo Broadhurst Co
(One to fill)
Oriental (21)

Dot Myers Rev
Morgan & Lake

Francos 'White
Bertrand & Ralston
fOne to fill)

Gene Greene
(Three to

Auditorium
1st half

(21-23)

The Alexanders
Pat Lane
Bachelor's Rom'nce
(Two to fill)
IND'N'P'LIS,

INT).

(22)

Larimer & H'-.diJon
Johns & Mabley
Harry GIrard's Ens

(Two

to nil)

LINCOLN, NEB.
Stuart (24)

'

Intern'I Rhythm
.Senna & Dean

(Ono

to

nil)

LONDON, CAN.
I»e^v's
let half (24-26)
3

Lordens
Lewis

Sid

Corpy & Mann
2d half (27-1)
Francis Renault
Hart's Kraijy KatK

(One

to

nil)

MADI.SON, WIS.
Orplieum
1st half

Viotory

:

2d half f27-l)
r>amar & Boyce
."Stanley

Armand & Perez

('Jhrce to

Rnlllckers
flll)

Hall

&

Plll.ard

2d half

f20-l)

Black.<<tonfl
(Two to fill;

Earnest Charles
Sma:ll & Lewis
Ford & Truly
Ben Pollock Bd
Vllloge'^'at Club
Louie Dogloff
La Belle Rose
Hauser Bros

Thelma

Gabriel

Isabelle

.

Gerhardt

Green Mill

Kyle Pierce

T Gulnan & Gan>r
Austin Ma:k Bd

Carl VlllanI

Wagner Bd

Cinderella
Liskin Bd
Coir^e Dan

Hank

Frank Shaw
Johnny Tobin Bd
College Inn
Lloyd Huntley Bd
Colosinio
Al

Hnig

.Mile

Mctropole
'

Art

Ka.s.o.ell

My

Bd

Avery

Ely Klimara
Gregory Davldoff
Geo Stcherban Or

Vcrobell

Stables
.Singing

Johnny Dodd.i

.loiin

Meo Bd
Jordon

Bil

Terrace (iardens
I.>u.>.-ty

RI;i."lf'«

pire.

Scranton; 24-20,

filil!?— (Jnycty,

All<:n!ovin;

27-20,

"Watch

Orpheum, ReadI

Flappers—Lyric>

Parisian

Dayton;

24,

r.inr'innali,

Emrre.v.s,

Record Urt-akero-Lyccum, Columbu!;;

Hd

Widows -Modern, Providence;

Your Step"
and

opened in
of Broad-

Syracuse,

N'.

way went

upstate for the event.

Y.,

all

24,

Lyric, iJ.'iMon.
Hoclnl Mald.s—Gayety, Buffalo; 24, L. O,
Girls— L. O. ; 21, Gayety, Mil-

Sporty

late William Pinkerton tried
his detective service to a.

all of my wife's relatives whom I
can't Are because It would be cheaper to keep 'em working than t<3,
lay 'em off and have to support 'em.'*"

Toledo.

Nitc Club
Lyric.
ing.

24,

Mr.s.

Paul A.sh Oiee Ida Goldberg)

was prima donna
Marco mu.«ical.

in"

n Fanchon &

L. O.

Step LIv<-lv Gills— Casino, Bo.ston; 24,
Trocadero, Phllndr-Ipliia.
Steppo .Show— Km press, Chicago; 24, Gayety, Detrol'.

&

Sugar Bab)"';- IL
24,

S.

Apollo, N. T. r.-

L. O.

Take

a

rhancc.- Grand,

Hartfonl

Wftt'on .Show— Gnyr-ly, Montreal;
Pino.

ft,.

I^iMton.

Wine,
I'-lo;

'J4

21

W.man

Dave Chatkln, now director genof Publlx, played tJic (irnt $2.50
for Adolph
Zukor .starring
•Sarah Bernhardt.
erfil

Dim

24.

Brl'lKf-porf

Lyrl<',

Waiters

ISraer^ccn

Robert Robertson
.lamrs

24,

Speed
waukee.

Cellar

Charlie Rose
Joo Monnono Bd
PetruNlika
George Nelldoff
Ola'Jde

Washington;

Jazzilme Revue— Coldmbla, Cleveland; 24,
Gayety, Buffalo,
Kuddling Kutles— Star, Brooklyn: 24, Columbia, N. Y. r.
I.Amn' Thru— L. O. 24, Emplr<>, Newark.
Mlichief
Mak»r8--Gajtly,
Boston; 24,
Plazn, Worcester,
Moulin Rouge— Gayety, Detroit; 24, Em;

Buddy Howo
Louis Saks Ed
Golden Pumpkin
M Sherman Bd

Watson
Margie Well man
Sol

Hindu BelU-.<!—Gayety,
Academy, PIttiburgh.
•

sell

Chicago theatre magnate and was
turned down, even after he had
found out about 40 employees ticking In on the chain's receipts, the
theatre saying:
"You've caught

Phllad'.-lphla.; 21.

Goyety, Baltimore.

Holland

Frolics

Bean Monde.
Eddie Clifford

The
to

Hartford.

High FlyfTS— Trocadcro,

BJmmy Carmen

.Myrtle

Itlnck ilawk
Coon-.'<anders Bd'

Grand,

Texas Rcdncails
Geo .McQueen

Jimmy Noone Bd

Oscar Doob was society editor,
sports editor, obit compilator, church
editor, city editor, and m. e. of the
LaSalle, III. "Weekly Herald."

From

24.

nati; 24, L. O.
Girls In Blue— Howard, Boston; 21, State,
Springfield.
Hello Paren— I'olumbia, N. T.. C; 24,

Joe Lewis
Nelle Nelson

Villard

A. II. Blank sold balloons at the
Chicago World's Fair.

'

Club

Brown & McGraw

Louis Stover

impreearlo.

Bill
Carlson,
who has made
plenty as a poster artist in Detroit
was second comic In an Empire
Circuit burlesque troupe.

the Follies— Gayety, BaltiGayety, Wa.shlnglon.
Girls From Ilappyland--Kmpre«s, Cincin-

more:

Mai Allx
Walter Barnes Bd

Bernle Adier
Eddie Jackson Bd
Ambassndeiirs
E.sther Durnell

show
then.

Telegraph."

;

dence.
Girls

Albert

Jack Bloom
Bob McDonald

Gilbert.

Mary Thorn
Dale Dyer

(23-26)

Hanlon Bros

Cohen

Kittle

a Juggling act In
up a fortune

to rolling

Allen-

Dainty Dolls— State, Springfield; 24, L. O.
Flapper Follies— Gayety, Milwaukee; 24,
Empress, Chicago.
French Models—Plaza, Worcester; 21,
Howard. Boston.
Frivolities— Academy, Pittsburgh; 24, Lyceum, Columbus.
Get Hot—Orpheum, Paterson; 24, Hudson,
Union City.
Ginger Girls—L. O. 24, Modern, Provi-

Teddy Peters
Ethel Dudley

Tina Valen
Alex Kerenoff

Lyric,

—

Elliott

Cotton

Alnbnm

Revue-17-10,

Burlesciue

CHICAGO

fill)

EV'NSVILLE, IND. Edith Grimth Co

(IP)
"Uniform.*;" Idea

Washboard Sere
Cora La Redd
Duke Ellington Bd
Tsabelle W'shlngfn
Leg Ambassadcors
Frankie McCoy

singing

John Zanf t worked In the advcrtl.slng department of the "Morning

town; 20-22, Orpheum, Reading; 24, Star,
Brooklyn.
Bridgeport;
Cracker Jacks Lyric,
24,
(Fox, Jamaloa, N. Y,

Miller
ft

a

;

Estelle Phillips

Ruby Shaw

did

Hill

He was Gus Metz

;

Dolores Farris

Blanche

Gus

vaude prior

as a' cartoon road

Gayety, Brooklyn.
•Big Revue—Gayety, Brooklyn; 24, L. O.
Bohemians— Fox, Jamaica N. T.; 24, H.
& S. ApQilo, N. Y. C.
Bowery Burlesqucrs— L.v O. 24, Gayety,
Montreal.
Broadway Scan'lais- L. O. 24, Gayety,
Boston.

Arden Stuart
Vivian Hall

was

Levlne

.Huber's museum on 14th street
gave a two-hour show for 20 cents.
One hour in the freak hall and the
other In the vaude theatre.

24.

Sliver supper
John Byani
Olga Royce

Leitha Hill
Daly & Carter
Henry Wessels

Mordecal
Wells & Taylor
Mildred Dixon
Madeline Belt
Johnson's Singers

Lewis

waiter, cracked his voice through
air sessions at outings and
later diverted in the taxi racket.

^ (Weeks of Feb. 17 an^ 24)
Bare Facts—Empire, Newark; 24 Orpheum, Paterson.
Best Show In Town— Hudson, Union City;

La Mar

Loretta Flushing
Mildred Lorraine

Dan Healy Rev

GR'EN BAY, WIS.

& Van

Girls

2d half (27-1)
Elsa Greenwell Co

Co

Wynjie

Dot Crowley

Beth

Cotton Club

(Three to fill)
2d half (26-1)

Max & Gang

Rlch'rdson

Leonard Harper Rv
Le Roy Smith Bd

Max & Gang

Joe Storacy
Shirley

assemblyman

open

Mutual Wheel
BURLESQUE

Peggy Bolton

Kay Green
.Rosalie

Al's

Rev

Helen Seville

Ada Winston

ntramount Hotel
DuVal 4
Roy Ingraham Bd

Terrls

Bd

In

marrjjpd."

Varsity
Al Handler Bd

Village

A'ar/.Tio

Jones.".

Percy Heath, scenarist, was Fred
Thompson's p. a.,, for "Girlies," and
wrote the first naughty adv. which
the "Times" turned dowp. It ran
"None of. them 20 and none of them

Buddy Kennedy
Will Oakland

Landau's Bd

Harry Riohman
Connie's Inn
Swan & Lee

Jazzllps

Broadua Erie
Jack Wilson Co

J.yrio

(23-25)

Fiends

IND.

-

1st halt (23-25)

Morris & Shaw
P Yocan Dancers

Englewood
let half

Convey 2 & Johnny
Gushing & Hutton
Blue Ridge Co
Parker & Davis

Bobby

WAYNE,

FT.

(23)

Homer Homaine
Brown Derby Bd

Eddie

Oakland's Terrace

Bobby Brook Bd

Norma

Uptown

Drcna Beach

Barney Gallant's

B &

Kramer

Bd

Johnny

daysi

Vanity Fair
Rlclc & Snyder
Jack Edwards
Helf-n BOrke
Kvelyn Dean
Phil Levant Bd

Triangle

Turkish Village
Freddie & His
Parodlan Bd

NEW YORK

Loma Ruth

Smith back

(Paul Whiteman's manager) was doing Juvenile
and dancing in the 'Wadsworth

Ray Reynolds

stuff of -'Little

Jimmy Durante provided th'e one~
man vaude show for ex-Governor Al

Gillespie

J.lmtpy Green

Association

Teller Sis

C!ampb(ill, .J^proljibition

Jimmy

lessoni?,

Lafayette, Ind.

Georgie Cohan carried a snap'
bamboo cane and had the Broadway mob going heavy for the dandy

dude

Cabarets

Hewett

Scotty Weston
Coley

offlce

.

circuit.

Maurice

home town,

in his

,

2d half (27-1)

& Barnum
,SIs
B & E Lewis
Moore & Moore

Bernard Sobel took violin

was Minnie Maddern.

Brown Derby Bd

Palace

HaiTy Singer was In the box
a Milwaukee theatre.

in "Dope" at the Bush Temple, Chi"The cago.

was a newspaper
ILL. administrator,
man, later a theatrical producer and
1st half (23-26)
husband of Henrietta Crosman.
Byron & Willis

& Plllard
nil)
PEORIA, ILL.

Arnold Harlman

C'D'R R'PIDS, lA,

pheum

'20

Herman Lieb wiotc and appeared

Genesee

(27-1)

(One to

1st half

in

his host..

"Whiskey 'was

Richmond."

Belle of

WAUKBGAN.

nil)

2d half

starred

Toler

clerk.

Martin Johnson, the wild animal
picture man, worked for the Or-

Nancy Glbbs Co

Rialto

,

Txipez

Sidney

ordered Thi'ee Feather

Feather

cents a shot.

oC

Robert Miltern was a drug

Mrs. Fiske

Great States
JOI.IET,

Guy who

Whiskey was Imposing on
Three

Francis Reid and Al Strassman
were reporters on tlie New York
Herald."

& B

Primrose Semon
Herb Williams C6
(One to fill

Cardell Twins
Wanda Allen
Harry .Stockwell
Henry Agulrre
Lucille Iverson
W"RC*ST'R, MASS. Hale Beyer Orch
Everts & Lowry
Palace C20)
PORTLAND, ORE.
Casanova
"Accordion" Idea
Broadway (20)
Fred Kentln
Burt & Lehman
"Desert" Idea
Ja.ck Buchanan
Thoo & Katya
B & M Beck
Jeiry Freedman Ed
Nat Specter
Muriel Stryker
Club .Lido
Mary Price
Cropley & Violet
Beatrice Lillle

Manuel

Arthur Klein was as.ilstant treasurer of the Metropolis theatre In the

Majestic (22)

Square,
Hammersteln's,
York, Majestic and Oarrlek
had next-

Xew

theatres, Kew York, all
door bars.

fill)

WORTH, TEX. Loma Worth

Hugo

Herald

theatre.

SAN ANTONIO

fill)

MnJeRtIo (20)
Samaroff & Sonia
Talent & Merle

Billy Randall

G. O. H., J^Lanhattan O. H., Casino.

OKT.AHOMA CITY Bronx.

Falls

l-T.

Hippodrome, Columbia, Palace,
-Mhambra,
Hurtlg
& Seamen's
Folies Bergere, Weber and Fields'.

(22)

Wood
Gad Ensemble

(Two

was a writer and soon the White Rats Weekly,

Louis B. IMayer was an exhibitor
Mass.

llolconib was dramatic
editor of the Washington "Post."

Lyceum

York

~
.

in Haverhill,

of

John Rumsey was nianaser of the

fill)

boy for

Xew

.

"The Player,"

'VS'^lllard

Brltt

Lee

(One

to

Veiller was manager
the old Princess theatre.

office,

the

Pete Smith
licitor

Hale

Bayard

.2d half (26-1).
l8t half (24-26)
Adair & Stewart
Golt-i'Iends
Clnb--WATEKB'RY, CT. •Lonesome
R Markert Dancers (Two to nil)
Palace (20)

Dolly

for

fill)

HOUSTON, TEX.

CoUeano Family
Hall & Enuinle

Claudia Coleman
Eddie Dale Co
Freda & Palace

Pauline Alpcrt
.Tames Gaylord

Jone

A.

Heni'y B. Harris.

Orpheuni (22)
Kanazawa Japs
Brooks & Rush
Pllcer Douglas &
Jerome & (3rey

.

fill)

Bailey

(20)

P.

managing

Lewis J. Selznlck was in the jewlery business in Pittsburgh.

(27-1)

Lordens
Lewis
Corey & Mann
.<;id

(20)

Cook

PHIU^DELPHIA

Ilolb'wood
1st half (23-26)

.

Jacks

.

Dosmopd Co

"Jazz Cinderella"

Royal
Samuel Pedraza

& sranner.s
DETROIT, Micro.

John Vale
Bl'FFAIX), N. Y.

2

Wm

Mae Usher
Roy Rogers

The Kennedys

M

fill)

A. P. "Waxman, head of AVarner
publicity, was a stage hand.

W'SIIINGT'N, D. C.

Pat West

2d half (26-1)
Sallardo 3

Gobs
Chas Rozelle
LorriS & Fcrmlne

&

.

Oilly Miller

Southern

LONDON
Stella

Ben Sohulberg was
the publisher or
ICvening Mall."

Kdw.ird Locke was an aotot.

3

Orpheum

DALLAS, TEX.

Ted Ledford

Romero Family

(Two

fill)

Marco

Miles

CAN.

Ray Hullng

Orpheum

2d half (25-27)
Gloason & Brown'g
Kerc..*..En3lgn

Hall

Nancy Glbbs Co

a

to

wliere

Gimbles now stands.

Gang

Capitol
1st half (24-26)
J'^ancis Renault
Hart's Krazy Kats

2d half

The Aranhaltan theatre was

quit

Poli's in Scranton to go overseas as
a field Koci'etary with the Y. M. C. A.

fill)

WINDSOR.

NEW ORLEANS

CHARLOTTE

Florence Forman

O'Neal

Fanchon

Don Santo Exlo

(One to

Marlon Wilklns

CHICAGO, rLL.

2d half (10-21)
Melfords

Thomas

(Three to

THIyou*& Rogers

and GILMORE
REEVES A LAMPORT

Glbbs 2
(Ono to

BONDS

fully

Id

Pretend'

nSHER

Evans & Wolfe

SLOAT
HOWARD
FOR INVESTMENT
leach & Co

K.-VN.
(24)

FJddie Stanley
Jos Regan Co

Rltz (17)
Count Bernl Vicl
(Others to nil)
•

'Gobs of Joy"

2d halt (28-2)

B

BIRMINGH.VM

(20)

Mammy &

(17)

Carr Lynn
Wheeler & Morton
Texas Comedy 4
Stop Look A Listen
(One to nil)

to nil)

Esther Ral.=>ton Co
RIchy Craig Jr
(One to fill)

(22)

Tyler

A

Fox

Albert

.OAKLASDL
Fox

Keith's

MASS.

Palncc (20)

"Types" Idea
Trade 2

YONKKRS

Entsrtalnors

Orphrum
Lomas Tr
Mason

&

Danny Duncan Co
Ken Murray
The Charlestons
Tlnova

(15)
3

Bob Hope
to

(22)

Foster Fagan

(22)

Adela Verne
(One

Rodney & Gould

Girls

The KItayamas

SPOKANE

Webb

ATLANT.V

Car;ena Diamond
Harold Stanton
ST. T..OUIS. MO.

Louise

Frank Whitbeck

ville.

Girls

Alan CorclU & J
Scooter Lowry
Peter HIgglns

win:nii'E<}

Arthur Petlfiy Co
Gold & Rayo
Tempest & S'nshlne
Sol Gould
(One to nil)

Lime

Jerome Mann
Dorothy Kelly

huddle.*) then.

vaude-

in

wa.<?

I>alrd

Billy Carr
Osaka Boys

(Jayety (20)

CT.
Pnlaee (20)
"Drape.H" Idea
Frank Molino Co

Peter Hlggins
2d half f26-28)

Ada Kaufman

Bill

Orpheum

WisooDNln (20)
'Ja'/.z Temple'
Idea
Wally Jackson
Nora Rohlller

Kddie ^rannix (M-tT-M .«iudio
was park Dianaijor fur the
Sehcnoks at I'ali.^ado, .N, J. Arthur
Z^Icnugh and Joe Tlyiin were his

..Denver

WICHITA,

(One

\V:i.«liin;;ion

I

Walter Ha'mpden

nil)

Butler &
(Others to

.

exec)
••Post."

"Intorn'l" Idea
Markell & F:iun
Federico Flores

•Let's

"News."

nil)

Ollvpr

.Miller

on

IToigbts.

(Mrs.
Heywood
Broun) was drariiatlc editor of the
Philadelphia "Public r.ed.£;er."

Girls

Roiling Stones

Mord & Francis
Co

Jack

nil)

to

MILW'KF.E. WIS.

to

editor

slock

theatre

In In(3iiiniipolls
l-'lorenoe I>ono, now
oC tlie IndiatiapolLs-

livoil

married

socioty

Burns ^luntlp was on tho

.Vanity Fair

(Two

Kay Long
an(3

Ruth

Ist half(:'2-25)

Ada Kaufman

2d half -(19-21)
Prancolso Densm're

.

Loii

N'G'R.A F-LS. N.Y.
Slrnnd (20)
"Art in Tans" Id
Myrtle Gordon

Adela Verne

(One

Keith's
1st hair(22-26)
Pearson Bros

(20)'

London

(10)

.'Vve

Sr'GT'LD.

BurrofT
nicArii

NEW HAVEN,

Syncopets

Webb

Ol.ieji

LONG

West Coasf

Temole Bonuties

VANCOUVER

Line

Paul

Kifth

Sylvia Poree-

to nil)

Orpheuni

& Joe MandcU
Owen McGIvney
The Wager

Mignon

Carroll

Campbell

E.<!i)ior

Gus Elmore

Kitchen Pirates

Jerome & Ryan
iragen & Marsh Co
Tjydla Barry

P Oukralnsky Co

Wm

to nil)

2d half (19-21)
Cardlnl

Howard's Ponies

Nash

& Whitlcdge

Danny Small Co

Alexander

Kenny Crcol

Egypt inn (20)
"Eyes" Idea
Candreva Bros

Don

(22-24)

Daveys

2.

O'Neal & Manners
Joe Freed Co
3 Mel\ln Bros
(One to nil)

& ReScard
& Ted

Levine
Mavis

—

Dutiedin

2d half (26-28)
& Parish

Ken Christy

Ist half

Idea
Naynon's Birds

LOS ANGELES

N'elson

Hal Nelnian
prod Sylvester

Healy
Block

& M

J

Orpheum

Onllfornla
2d half f24-26)
"Trees"

Locw'h .Sttttb (20)
Ed Cheney
Rita Lane
"Stilts" Idea
TTp in Air Girls
TUST^, OKLA.
-Ocphoum i20',.
'Shai)iro-fr O'Mall'y-

JarkBO«~&-Xce

to nil)
(15)

SlOr.X CITY, lA.

SEATTLE, WASH.

Mary

HILI.

Cnpltol
1st half (22-25)

.

Jo)ihsoii

'

B

Cunningham &
De Iiuye 5

(20)

"Sunshine" Idea
Bailey & Bnrhum
T.angan * Selby
Richard Wally
Keo Vokl i Tokl

Golden Dreams
3 Jolly Tars

Eddie Pardo Co
Ciirlcy Burns
(Two to nil)

Welch

Hazfird, Ilnrry

CT.

Russian Art Circus
(One to fill)

JOSE

.SAN

T>

Bros

Louis

(Three to

Sherman & MacVac
Harry Levan Co

Sis

Bush

Victor

(Others to fill)
2d half ^20-1)
Paul Yocan Danc'rs

General Ed Levlne
Belcher Dii'nrers

&

Broadus'Erle
WBB.M Nutty Club

2d half (2C-2S)
Herbert O & V

ILL.

Bl.ackslone

June Worth
Johnson & Duker
DIehl

-fill)

I'ulnce
1st halt (23-26)

(21)

Hflen Aubrey
Mable & Jfarcla
MItzI Mayfair
Wallcn & Barnes
Dave Ha''kfr

B & K

BROADWAY

Week: Hup

Id

HOLLYWOOD

A

V.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
Tills

.

to

ROCK FORD,

"Pea.sanl" Idea

"Klsse-M" Idea
J & J JfcKenna
Will Cowan
E Flat 4

Tr

Boyd- Sonter Co
(Three to nil)
2d half (20-28)
Pearson Bros

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE

Fox

(irund (19)
'Hot Dominoes"

HARTFORD.

(One
Orlg'nlo

Sc

& Charlie
II B Matthews
SAN FRANCISCO

Campbell

Cnpltol

I'roctor's
1st halt (22-25)

On

"Marble" Idea
Flobelle.

Ted

lies Kllcka
Paul Mall
Doxler Wr>hb

Monge Tr

Glldea Norton & .T
Rita Burgess Gould
Cowboy Revels

(20)

Things Have Changed Sine

Sherman & MacYae

Val Harris Co
Riverside (22)
(One to fill)
Joe Christy Co
2d half (26-1)
Irene Vermlllfon Co- •Morris & Shaw
Tex Mcl.eod
Urown IDerhy Bd
5 Honey Boys
(Three to fill)
(One to fill)
ST. I,OlI.S, .MO.
N.VSHVILLE, T'N.
Gmnil
Prlnrcss (22)
1st half (2.2-25)

SALE.M, ORE.

Harris 3
JI'Tndln

(21-23)

(22)

Klalss

& Babb Or
(Two to fl'l)
.MILW'KEE, WIS.

47

SO. BE?{D, IND.
Palace
lat half (23-25)

Pat

&

Pressler

Parker

Elsinore (20)
"Overtures" Idea
Edison & Gregory
Toots Novelle
Louise Manning
Huff & Huff
Helen mile

Fox

G'T VLLS, MONT.

On Wall Tr

Orpheum
Princess

(21)

"Ivory" Idea
High Halters

4

Hy Meyer
Betty I^u Webb
Goetz & Duffy

FRESNO

B.'ilher

TKOY

ticorgo Bealty
Viola Dana Co
Kvans & Mayer
Thcramln

.SACRAM ENTO
Fox

TENN.

.UEIMl'IUS,

Girls

SAN DIEGO

* Evans

Aleno

Carla Torncy

Ki nny Creel

Cnpltol
(22-25)

illch'dson

Pearl Hoff

&-

iBt halt

l>a]nce (22)

Flo IjOwIs
FroncolBO. Uensm'ro

Rose Valyd.a

1st half

TRENTON

lU>CIfEST£R

Tiny Town Rev

"Baby Songs" Idea
Penny Pennington

"Trees" Idea
Xaynon'a Birds
Levlne & Pelcard
Mavis

Folks

(One

Co

.Sam Llndfield

Wilson

fl5)

Weaver Bros

Lacosta

Sonia
Shore Bekcn
Russian Sunrlso 3
A1P.-C

Siamese Twins
Paris Fashions
Roy. Rogers

Boyd Senter Co

Florence

1

Chlsholin & Breen
AI & F Stcdman

fill)

(15)
Oauller's Toy Shop
Sid & O T^eslle

Id

DETROIT, MICIl.
Fox (20)

to nil).

TORONTO

Ha

(22)

\iiilItorluni

Cliabot & Tortonl
Will Hlffgle & Girls

(>rnn<1 (ID)
Ru.sse'

t.'ountess

Scott Sanders
Pcplto

S

Arabs

Jjjizoed

Tnbor

Carnival

(16)

& C

Osborno

I>ane

Paul Sydell

Ruth Hamilton

RKO-PnntageH (22) Joy Bros
C American Bctf'ds
Shore A- Moore
Howard & Newton
DENVER, COL.

flin

(One to

VARIETY

1930

19,

TACOMA

Popper

jaclc

Connie Bennett qu"ened
I'laz.'i

and

Coliifn'iii,!,

Sonj;

I'l'vi'lBn'l.

Kinrl'e,

To-'

(hotel) grille,, ;ind

(CoiH

ln\ii-H

fis

It

In the

the un-

on i'age 71)

TIMES SQUARE

VARIETY

48

60 Days for

DQg Show Shop Talk

Is Blunt

Alexander Carlos,

show

(loK

Garden can

at the

certainly be classed with the very
realistic type o£ play which leaves

nothing unsaid and the dialoe of
is rather breath-taking in
blunt words of kennel technique.
The canine perCormers of the
show have plenty of stag© tech-

which

Sessions 6n plea of guilty to
Harriet Carling Is having her tonpossessing a revolver; He was arrested In his home by ofllcers of the sils out.
West 100th street station Jan, 23
Irving Kaye Davis hats a new play
after complaints had been received
It Is
tifying his or her animals.
with 160 characters.
from neighbors,
really a dog's dressing room. They
Val Lewton novelizing "Rogue
Carlos told the court he carried
are being washed, brushed, oiled, the gun for protection from a man
Song" for A. !>. Burt
put Into little white jackets to keep who had threatened his life.
J. E. Stroock, costumer, leaved
ihem clean and almost all of them
are made up. Their white spots are
Friday on his annual businesspowdered, their black parts lavishpleasure jaunt abroad.
ly coated with what looks like eyeHy Daab's back.
brow pencil. About tiie only thing

They know their stuff and dogs don't use is lipstick.
One young ^irl, evidently a novice
have stage presence galore. None
of them suffers from stage fright, at dog showing, is bewailing the
but a few of them seem very tem- fact that all the dogs ure being
made up and that her own animal
peramental.
Good looks certainly count. One. will have to go upstairs without
English sheep dog gets first prize benefit of cosmetics. It is a bullbecause she has a pair of ingenue dog and does rather look like a little
blue eyes, which are the thing fot country girl among a bevy of fol-

CASINOS SHUT

and

BROCK rESIDERTON-

leash.

BY FLORIDA

O

William

"pfcru"

Dishonorable
AT VII
An

GRANOEUR-Thc New

—

Motion
Cirentest

Wliltli

AT POPULAR PRICES

FIRST TIME

RAMON NOVARRO
Konneth MacGowan and Joseph "Werner
Reed present

BASIL SYDNEY and
MARY ELLIS in
CHILDREN OF DARKNESS
By

Til., 47 St.,

W,

MU. Wed.

8:40.

rietnrc

Show— SHAW

G APITOL
At Warner Broj.
3 POPULAR

of

& Sat..

2:40

Price ThcaCTCf
Tlica.. W. 44tli St. EvB. 8:40
MalB. Tliuts. and Sat, 2:4tr

BELASCO

DAVID BIXASCO

It

A N«w Comedy bj

M

The

STAR el

aoLo DMonis

WINNIE

Freaenti

a Wise

s

4i

LEE

Bunchuk, Orchestra
B'waj
Slat St

Mnyer

'EdAvtn Justas

LIGHTNER

Strand
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lj»arence B, Joliason

GEORGE ARLISS

OND YEAR IN
^NEW YORK CITY

In

STREET SCENE
has moved
from the PLAYHOUSE

TO ANOTHKB TIIEATUE

'The Green Goddess''
WINTER GABDEV

B'woyand

Warner Bros.

For further Information
Even.

•ee dally papers
Mats. YTed. and Sat.

8:40.
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John Ervlne comedy
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GEORGE ARLISS
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60th

"DISRAELI"
CENTRAL THBA.
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|

B'way and 47th

Dally, 2:46, 8:46
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with A. K. Matthews
and Lawrence Grossmith
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THOSE WE LOVE
By GEORGE ABBOTT
and

K. lADKEN
GEORGE ABBOTT

S.

Stared by

JOHN GOLDEN THEATRE
West
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Olrcio 6078.
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&
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is

tliis writing.
Agitation by
"Herald,"
Miami's
morning
newspaper, started the war on Dade
County's open season. Hundreds of
croupiers and attaches of the rooms
are out of work. Boatloads of visitors here are skipping to Havana and
points where liberty Is unrestrained.
Merchants, storekeepers and virtually all- other business people
depen-dent on the winter infliix, are
singing the blues in high G. Qrders
for clamping on the lid issued from
the governor, raiders on the lookout

the

still

single.

costs $50 to scatter a beloved's

.

:

W

men to see" tTiaf the' law,
gambling, wasto
reference
enforced in Dade county."
The ultimatum includes horse
racing and dog racing wagers, although books were not bothered at
Hialeah this last week-ejid, while
they were stopped cold at the dog

strlctlj'

Chatter

From Horida

By Wallace

Miami, Feb. 15.
c'.ubs were immediately afIrene Bordoni's opening at Deauinsomuch as most of the ville. Where the sporty rich cavort
from the casinos. in Miami Beach, and the acclaim atjThe present situation is the most in- tending her singing of "There's
tensive campaign in years. Last Danger in You're Eyes, Cherie."
year there, was a two-day shutdown
The ubiquitous Mr. and Mrs. Flo
on all the casinos, but orders to Ziegfeld at the ultra resorts and
^
shut shop were telephoned. The fetes in Palm Beach.

Night

Sullivan

speed, employing

all

in enlivening her

gang

lers,

profits are derived

housepartles

,

hcv ingenuity
of 30 revelyachts to
niglit
all in

who meander from

fected

clubs.

and

back to
Attended one affair,

disguise just for laughs.

Georgie Pi'ice's premiere at the
Lido in Hibiscus Island, where he
acts as m.c. and gives off special
Mary Brown Warburton at top "theme song" material he wrote especially for his two weeks engagement there. Imitating the reaction.^
of various stage stars who were
Execution Stay Over caught in the market collapse. Concurrent opening of LaMae and
Delay in Filing Briefs Josine,
dancers who but a year ago
Judgel Nott, of General Sessions, were tripping in the lesser spots of
on Monday sent a letter to CJovernor Broadway.
gambling and permitting another Koosevelt requesting further delay
The presence of Loretta McDcrbecame evident.
in the execution of Fredoiek W. mott and Flo LaVelle, ex-showgirl,
While Miami Beach and nearby Edel, chauffeur, due to die this week tanning up at the Roman Pools by
resorts are silently bearing the pain for the murder of Mrs. Emmoline day and pepping around the high
of a season now so tardy the prof- O. Harrington, actress. Woman was spots at night.
Florida's acute chagrin on learnbeaten to death with a hammer in
Its at best would be short, this last
blow seems decisive in ruining the her New York apartment In Decem- ing the Friar's Frolic was postponed"
Edel was later arrested until next year.
ber, 1927.
year.
Anita Garvin, of Hollywood, a
Many of "the boys" are scraping for the crime and convicted by a
classical picture personality, who
railroad fare to lam. Numerous in- jury.
In his letter to the Governor, illumines class spots.
stances of parties arriving by train,
boat and motor, turned back on ar- Judge Nott said ^that neither the , The inebriated playboy, who, after
rival oj:, departed immediately for District Attorney nor Edel's coun- losing all his money, except $20,
walkied from the chemin de fer room
sel, Alexander I. Rorke, had subHavana.
mitted briefs to him as he had or- to the crap table and made 18 passUntil he re- es, himself hitting for $2,500.
dered them to do.
ceives these briefs, the judge exThe block long line, outside the
plained, he would be unable to ren- Community theatre in Lincoln Road,
der a decision on Rorke's motion waiting to see Greta Garbo's allraiders are personally on the scene
this time.
It Is understood that many complaints were made to Gov. Doyle
Carlton regarding alleged gambling
conditions,, and addresses of the
gambling halls were 'published by
Subsequently the
the "Herald."
difficulty of- closing one form of

Ask

Ij

for a new trial. Judge was of the
opinion it would require at least a
week for him to decide. It is unFilm row Is hockey mad.
Francine Larrimore phones her derstood the Governor will grant
Edel a further stay.
mother in New York every day.
KEITH'S
BUYANT
In his argument for a new trial
All the sophisticates at the U of
4-300
rhade a week ago, Mr. Rorke deChicago have taken to ping-pong.
A Powtrful Combination of Stars
Six-day bike race is going into clared he had discovered new eviANN I'ENNINGTON, PHII, BAKER, the red.
dence favorable to Edel.
HARRY CARROIX, 9(AXINE LEWIS,
Sudden epidemic of baby-lcaving
ROBT. KEANE Sc CLAIRE WHITNEX
on front door steps. Ten in a week.
B'way Soda Under Fire
Constance Collier averaged three
Carl Mohlir., 37, manpigcr of tlie
R.K-0
NEAR. teas a day one week, society going
3rd for her in a big way.
Mirror Candy Company store at
f^ROCJOR^
AVE.
Nate Bluniberg, western RKO 149C Broadway, was fined $5 in
Wodnosday to Friday, Feb. 19 t« 21
boss, will get a miniature model of West Side
Court by Magistrate
GEORGE K. ARTHUR in Person
Ben Piazza's reduc ing machine.
Dreycr, on a guilty plea to a charge'
PAT HENNING: Ollieri
particular
key- of violating the sanitary code.
Art
Kahn's
T^'.'"
Albert Weinberg, an Inspector of
Behind the Make-Up powHELL Mckllng finger, smashed in a door,
foods, testified he had seen a soda
is well again.
Ed Pierce, Liyiiig o(T, has taken dispenser in the store rinse used
RKQ.
COR up the bridge habit, but bids his soda glasses in a ixiU of dirty, soapy
PKOCTORfS
LEX no trumps 310.
water and then permit the glasses
AVE
Groucho Mar.x gave the wife a lo drain.
Wednesday to Friday. Feb. 19 to 21
Mohlin told the Court he had fired
diamond bracelet for their lOtli

RKO'TflANK I'MCNTHi

ACRfATEB SHOW'TMTf RKO

presents

into

O'Hell by the Innocent young thing
who makes the entries.
Johnny Cassldy of Keith's press
department moves Into a new house
March 1 that he Just bought at
Jackson Heights, L. I. And he's

Chatter in Loop

^o'gjt,^ 2:30

MatlDjto Erery Thursday until Jung

name was put

Ted Husing says he broke lUs
record for words per minute while
broadcastintg the Penn-Colum..!a
airplane.
basketball game.
Claims to have
Louise Dresser arrived In New spoken 400 words to the minute.
York, from Los Angeles, last week.
Joe Friberg of the Somerset, who
Harry Engel back after three recently took the pledge to be hard
weeks on the coast.
hearted, is still letting 'em flop on
Con Little, lormeriy a company the cuff and still denying he does
manager, and Jazz Rogers are con- it.
Princess Elsie, Bill Jacobs' black
ducting a sea foodery on Eighth
poodle, and the only one of its kind
avenue, called Con and Jazz.
Star returned from the Coast In the country, copped, first prize
stated his rival's picture M-as shot in the poodle class at the ritzy
in black and white; but came out in Westminster dog show at the Garden last week.
Technicolor all red. J
Ben Serkowich has compiled a
Donn Carney left a Broadway
chorus for 'an insurance post, and list of 800 questions and answers
his bride, Valarle Petrie, formerly culled from trade papers and scientific sources about proper theatre
was of the Roxy ballet.
Since Joe Lee painted the front managerhent, which he is feeding in
of the Oi^ieum, Brooklyn, a bright short encores to his readers of
purple for "Shannons of Broadway," "Publix Opinion."
he can't stop the ribbers.
Meyer Plotz ,now' lectures at thft
Dora and Ed Ford, formerly Cheese Club, l^e was mentored into
Mabel and Dora Ford in vaude, the organization by Julius Ziegler.
Tliey have sun-ray equipment for
are running a coffee shop in Forest
the house dahcers at Loew's IT.'ith
Hills, L. L
Records, of the "New Yorlc Su- Street, the chain's newest de luxor.
That Peggy Udell divorce actually
preme 'Court reveal no Fanny Brice
suit against any picture company, occurred about two years ago.
There's a speak in the 40's, thougli
although story got big playup in a
they only frain admittance by "walktab.
George A. Wright, Jr., John Gold- ing through a pitch dark alley. The
en's ace stage manager, must stay other night a swanky foursome heswith "Let Us be Gay" on its tour itated at the edge of the alley beunder Francine Larrimore's con- cause of the dai'kness. Two mounted
cops standing nearby w a t c li e d
tract.
has neyer them. Finally one dismounted? and,
Walter
i n c h e 1 1
"caught" George Jessell In any of turning on his flashlight, showed
tlie
latter's plays.
Reason being the group the waj'.
It

in 'DEVIL MAY, CARE'
A .Metro-Colilwyii-SIaycr All Talking tracks.
Stage

Del O'Dell's

the Keith book kept in the publicity
department for reference as Del

ijusiness
Double

ricture 100
slora.
World's
Stngc and Screen Show,

—Midnight Plcturet—

M«t».We<l„Thurs.i Sit.

Evcs.8:50.

areruKc oC 25 sttndecs at ev«ty perfonaanco since tlio opening, Sept. 18, 1030

Miami Beach, Feb.

Every gambling casino nere
dark at

every spot. Up until last Friday
play was wide open. Only the
Embassy club casino in Mi.ami
closed voluntarily two weeks ftg".
Thursday night Edward T. White,
Miami lawyer, and son of the Rev.
J. L. "White, pistor of the Baptist
church, raided the Roman Pools
closing the place and concasino,
50th St. t 7th Ave. Dir.
fiscating alleged gamblirtg equipof S. L. Rothafel (ROXY)
ment valued at $86,000.
Fax prsients a
All the other big time casinos
'HAPPY DAYS' locked doors. White announced that
he had been employed "by local
«ovt«tan«

All "Star, "-Air Taking

>

Comely Hit
Prtilen Sturgn
Singea D> AaUlaettt Ptrry
Mr, PtnlMrton
AVniir Tliea.,W.4Sth St. r)lr.A.I,.Etlangei'

REFORMERS

in

ROXY

Pi>C<sents

Strictly

that Jessel is a childhood crony of
the columnist,

ashes ^over Times Square from an

,

MRS. GERSON'S

1930

cial

nique.

lies beauties.
sheep dogs.
The dogs receive more than the
Alongside of the handsome beautifully groomed dogs, the kennel usual courtesies bestowed upon propeople who show them look seedy. fessional performers. They are all
The dogs couldn't hope for a more fed and benched gratis by dog food
companies. Spratts' would feed the
flattering contrast.
Downstairs, where the dogs are whole show it there were not other
"benched," everybody is busy beau- competitors who Insist on doing
Veterinaries bestow
their share,
thejr services free and department
stores and sporting goods stores all
the latest
displaying
stalls
have
Next to the stage door of the
thing in what the well dressed dog
Palacd Theatre, the new home oi
will wear.
There are even women's dresses
made up in the mateVial 'to match
GRILL
a, dog's blanket and belts and bags
After 11 Years on Broadway
for ladies to match a dog's harness

19,

Broadway Chatter

film extra,

was sentenced to 60 days In the
Workhouse by the Justices of Spe-

But Benching Technique Flossy
Tlic>

28,

Wednesday, February

Gun

PAIACE

.

58''ST

86^51

'

SHOW

•

RICARDO CORTEZ
HARRIS A. RAOCLIFF

JOHNNY DOWNS, Othen

But NIro
I.on. 0950
Vo',1',

Behind the Make-Up pqweLl

talker, Anna Christie," which all the
Success
folks here flocked to see.
in Florida.
Bud Fisher, the mirthful rounder,
who lay on the floor of the Embassy
club drawing INIutt and Jeff on a

wedding

Nan
guns

atuiiversar.v.
Elliott stands loyally by her
though
in -the Pan
ofRop.
(Continued on page S5)

menu which was presented

to

a

ringsider holding a lucky number.
Bud wears a black sash and a black

handkerchief witli his Palm Beach
ensemble.
Seems llic ciuloonisls liavi' most
fun everywliore. Bert Green is allowed to break dishes for llio fun
of it and has tlie privilege of re-

moving his necktie or suspenders.
Goldlierg can do anything he
chooses. And ne chooses.
The peculiar difllciilty an ituto
concern is having disposing of the
fine motor car driven here by tlie
New York bank teller who ab-

Rube

sconded with all the mazuma.
Jerry Blanchard's premiere at tl>e
the astonishing change
tlie clerk.
Weinberg said this was in her blues delivery. Jerry is
the forerunner of a drive on soda style show in herself.
and drug stores that fail to keep'
Which reminds that Sally
their soda glasses clean.
(Continued on page 50)

Embassy and

i'-

-

Wednesday, February

"

TIMES SQUARE

1930

19,

Sunday Dance

Coast Club Promotions to SeD
Lots Dry

Up

with

iKJs Angeles, Feb. 18.
For the first time In a number
without a club
of years, L. A. Is
promotion of some sort. All kinds
started, beach,
of clubs have been
golf
and athletic,
social,
hunting,

with but few ever getting to the
The beach front
building stage.
has had about 10 swimming clubs
years.
flpp in the last two
has been an easy
racket
club
'The

With about

one for promoters.

30

miles of beach front there Is only
small space where the public can
bathe without paying. Most of it
is owned by private real estate outcare to have the
fits who don't

family around.
In most cases the beach clubs
have been sold on the ten-downAs soon
and-the-rest-later plan.
as enough sugar was In, the promoters would put up a tent and
Tl"let the chumps hang around.
were told that the club house w. ||

come

Later

later.

it

did,

in

Benefits

No More Sugar

VILLAGE GOOD TIMERS

Up

in Court

at the Walter Hampden theatre
recently at a Sunday night benefit.
Also summoned were several employees of the Craig and Guild theatres.

The court called for .briefs and
he would render decision

so...

but the hobohemians are grabbing bluecoats called It.
Margaret Severn told of the show
them up on temporary tenant terms
being a benefit. The proceeds, she

when the second or third payment of the dues breakers and unconscious house
fell due and the club member saw wreckers and are no longer letting
the summer leaving, he got cold that sort get away with murder.
.

When enough went
In the better class places the
promoter grabbed what was leasing arrangement incorporates n
curfew clause forbidding revelry
buildfar
as
A
after midnight or else.
ing club houses, but the members
In a few cases violators of the
found that It cost money to belong curfew clause have been presented
to a club and the boys who bought with summonses in dispossess promemberships at so much per month ceedings and with the landlords uplack the so-called "club spirit."
held by the courts.
Others Easy
Playboy element of the Village now
Athletic and social clubs have admit there is little whoopee left in
been easy for the promoters. With New York's former bohemlan censo many strangers In L. A. they ter. They'll tell you that the money
were able to sell the prospect in muggs have stepped in and crowded
the great advantages a club mem- out the merry maker, with the land
bership would mean In a business lords swinging where the coin is.
The night owl group of the Vil
and social way. Most of these clubs
flopped before they got to the build- lag 2 say they made the spot and are
now being shunted out for the
ing stage.
All sorts of hunting and nshlng itioney mob. They s\y€ar they'll get
-clubs- have been, promoted ..by real another ?iS_iTee and easy as the Vil
estate companies with a view to lage used to be, even If they have to
selling lots to the club members. light in Staten Island.
These, too, have hit the low spot
when the members found that the
Got Past Roxy Ushers
club meant nothln? but a come-

estlfied, were to be used for scholarfor dancers unable to pay
their way.

ships

Haakon,

Paul
dancer,

noted

who was making

Danish
his debut

In this country at the Guild theatre, testified that his dancing was

And not acrobatic. He stated
was religious and educational.

art.
it

on the club.

cold the

Iri-aTid -blew.--

number went as

.

on for the sale of

lots.

JOE REILLY,

N. Y. COP,

.lulius Solomon, 20, shipping clerk
816 48th street, Brooklyn, was held
in $500 bail for further examination

when he was arraigned before Mag.
istrate August Dreyer in West Side

DIRECTING FOR FOX

Court on a charge of unlawful entry
Solomon was arrested on complaint

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Jo© Reilly, director of public
safety for the Fox properties here,
did such a good job as technical
advisor on "Louie Bercttie," now
called "Born Reckless," that he is
being assigned to another picture
titled "A Very Practical Joker."
"fitter Is similar to the "Berettl"
picture in contents of underworld
life.
Since the ex-New York police
lieutenant made his knowledge of

of Julio Cocozza, orchestra
of the Roxy theatre. Co-

manager

cozza said he found' Solomon in the
pit* on the moving platform.
Later, Cocozza declared, he saw
Solomon about to enter the club
room where valuable musical In

strume^its are kept. He questioned
him anafeSolomon said he was looking for Morris Tartar, a musician

no such musician and Cocozza surnmoned the police and
caused Solomon's arrest.
Underworld tactics known to Fox
executives and writers, he Is being constantly consulted on matters

of this kind.

Since
Ezekiel

There

Is

Check Raising, Nite Clubs,

the

announcement
police

spent sleepless nights.
"Zeke" fears no one. When he
In the Police department he was
reduced because of his fearlessness.
He raided political clubs where
in

operation.

Police

Commissioner,
George V.
then,
McLaughlin, upheld him.
Politicians vowed he must go.
McLaughlin quit rather than be
shackled. When Grover Whalen later
got McLaughlin's job the first thing
he did was to clip "Zeke's" wings.
"Zeke" went back to desk duty. He
then took the examination for prohibition agent and made an excellent showing. His time in the police department for retirement arrived a few days ago, and "Zeke"
turned in his

.shield.

.

TICKET CLERKS' TRIAL

.

"

VILLAGE ATMOSPHERIC

BLACK BELT BRODIES

an additional loss of $4,621.
In pleading guilty Murray told
the judge he had squandered the
money in Broadway night clubs and
He said he had main
at Miami.
tained a hostess at the Florida re
sort until his money gave out. She
then deserted him.

Greenwich Village's black belt at
tempt to .slide in as competitor to

N'at

Marks,

48,

and Jack Harris,

both employed by ticket agencies
as clerks, will be placed on trial
In .Special
Sessions March 3 for
violating the ticket .scalping law..
Koth were arrested Feb. 7 at Broad

28,

Miss Pickford was born in Toronat the time W, J. Bryan was
running for President., At the a.gc
of five she played a speaking part
to,

with the Valentine stock company
of Toronto, where legit was considered a good training field for
tempting to sell tickets for current choir singers. When she was eight,
f^hows over the legal price.
Miss Pickford appeared in "The
Officers allege the two men so- Little Red School House," later con1i''Itf>d patrons as they were enterverted Into a best seller by Chic
'"g the theatres.
Her first appearance on
Sale.
"vay

and Seventh avenu© for at-

In

any way unprotected are

left to

of the colored cabarets are operat

SENT

AWAY FOE

ing,

STABBING

aboo with Its reading appeal to
but no mixed clientele,
throw runaway boys into the limeago a dozen Joints light. Even though ho can come to
harm, no one seems to worry about

Two months

Bessie Williams, 22, colored ac- spotted in the colored section of
the Village sprouted up practically
tress, was sentenced to the Peni
tentiary for a term not to exceed overnight as a last resort to stimu
three years by Judge Koenig of late night life in that sector. Most
General Sessions on her plea of of the places were operated by
whites, some former small cabaret
guilty to a chsirge of assault.
Complainant against the actress operators of the Village figuring
was Phoebe Carter, who charged since the uptown spenders wore go.
ing heavy for the Harlem night
the Williams girl with having
clubs they might also get a play In
stabbed her in a fight over a man.
the Village. Help and entertainers
were colored with the white backers remaining in background.
The joints got a flurry of i^lay
for the first two weeks, but not
after. The bust Is rated as the operators own fault through exacting
top prices for everything and offering nothing in return.
Only a
couple of places had the semblance
of a floor show, while the others

had singing waiters and waitresses
doubling as servers and entertainers, and for most part depending
upon tips and throw money.
Even the chumps wouldn't go for
the high tariff on food and mixing
waters. The colored cabarets where
no whites are admitted have survived the crash and are still op-

Around Broadway was in "The Warrens of
Broadway," presented by David
to Her, Did Tou?) Pickford was
Belasco, in which she originated and
Sweetheart"
"America's
christened
outlived the role of Betty Warren.
by Sid Grauman, the Aztec rumNext cam*- pictures. First was a
Grauman used a bottle of 500-footer titled "Her First Bisinator.
champagne for the ceremony, and cuits," and the plot doesn't even
gi'ovels now every time he thinks have to be imagined. D. W. Griffith,
of it. "It Isn't the champagne thg.t who made it, later padded it conhurts," says Sid; "it's the rheuma- siderably and relea.sed it again as
tism that sets in every Ides of "Birth of a Nation."
^During her picture career Miss
March where my finger was cut."
Then he smiles. "Ides of March," Pic'kford's salary has jumped from
he explains, "is Yom Kippur on your $(5 weekly to free room and board
at the Fairbanks home.
side."
"How dp you like America?"
Mary Pickford's real name is
Thinking of the asked the reporter.
Gladys Smith.
"ICct ees grande!" exclaimed Mile.
champagne episode one day, she rearranged the letters in her name and Pickford. "Comrne ce, Comme ca!"
."
"How about New York's tall
She
found "Glass Hit My D
spent three days trying to figure

tected even against her own inclinations.
However, the same societies adrt^t that boys who run away or are

Harlem has gone bust after a few their own devices. No one seems to
weeks and with shutters up on most care what happens to boys. There
of the black and tan jolnta. A few has never been the white slave bug-

Finally Got

what her "D" was, and then switched
to Pickford for a new start.

Kcw

or too stout.

By Claude Binyon
Mary (So You

or lost girl in

Let .the. young girl eyade her~pro.They were told, the girls said,
they were either too short, too thin tectors If she can! Even if she Is
Austin denied that he on evil bent she will be found out
and
nearly always kept In control.
had promised any of them positions.
Colorful Charity
A short fling on Broadway and He said his school was to teach
the privilege of maintaining a night them to be models and that if he
All types of philanthropl.sts pour
club hostess In Miami cost William could obtain positions for them he money Into the coffers of organizaT. Murray, 32, an accountant, over did.
tions for the protection of young
Austin, who had to stand on a women who constitute the most apBesides this he must serve
$6,000.
a term of from one year and three chair to be seen, produced evidence pealing and colorful charity In the
months to two years and six months showing that he had obtained jobs World. They Just must be and they
He was given this for a number of girls. H© had sev- are saved from the world and themin Sing Sing.
term by Judge Koenig In General en girls in court with him to testify selves. Newspapers, feature writSessions following his plea of guilty that they were satisfied with the ers, never cease writing about them
instrucilon they received and some and their perils.
to grand larceny.
Newspaper readMurray was arrested on the com- testified they had obtained positions ers never cease being horrlfled at
plaint of Herbert Sacatt, president through him.
th© dangers that may overtake
of the Bonded Tobacco Co., for
With
thfem.
the constant and overwhom he wbrke'd.' It rwas -charged
whelming" amount of publicity that
that the defendant had raised a
Is always centered upon the young
$27 check of the company to $2,127
girl, she cannot go to perdition Jn
Inspection of his accounts showed
obscurity.
She Is more than pro-

Hostess, and Sing Sing

Mary Pickford

that

was

games were

The runaway

Jerry Austin, 328 Monroe street, Virtue in the big town ar<f so thorBrooklyn, midget proprietor of the oughly organized that girls cannot
"Broadway Studios." 152 West 4Bth go wrong Innocently and have a
street, was held in $150 bail, for trial hard time doing so intentionally.
in Special Sessions by Magistrate The police and' even the' "bettor
Dreyer in West Side Court charged class" taxi drivers are connected
an employment with societies for the protection of
with operating
agency without a license.
wandering girls.
The Travelers' Aid Society, which
Austin was arraigned on complaint of William Gill, license in- has much to do with stray girls in
spector, after a half dozen girls had the big city, Is convinced that jio
complained that Austin, after ac- young girl can escape Its eagle eye
cepting money from them, failed and come to harm. Travelers' Aid
The bureaus are stationed at all the ento get them jobs as models.
chief complainant was Mary Mc- trances to the city and as soon as
pherson, 645 57th street, Brooklyn. a girl arrives In town she Is seized
The girl said she gave the dwarf upon, her condition, antecedents
$10 for instruction and $10 for a and Intentions discovered, and she
She said the only Instruction Is Immediately surrounded with a
job.
she received was that she was di- throng of protecting officials who
rected to walk up and down the whIsk her away to a protecting esLater, she said, Austin re- tablishment, get Into communicafloor.
turned $10 to her. Others testifled tion with her friends or family, and
that when they went to places either send her home or prevent
Austin
sent them they were her from doing anything she should
where
not do.
told they were not the type.

lieutenant,

has quit the department to join the
forces of Maurice Campbell, owners
of night clubs and speakeasies have

Always

York is practically safe, but the
world at large does not seem to
care about its runaway boys.
Measures for protecting female

SLOUGH MODEL TRAINER

Inaccurate Biographies

!

Job as Dry Agent
Keller,

Girls Can't

NOT TYPE" BUT GIRLS

"Zeke," the Speak Terror,

Oh

Runaway

stated

of one month notice, and arc spotting their sun-dodger revels therein
without Interference.
The Village has improved as a
residential section, which has put a
muffler on the old rowdy gayety'.
Since going swank, landlords figure
being no longer at the mercy of lease
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Go Wrong, but a FeDer Needs a Friend

Margaret Severn, summoned
under Sabbath law while appearing

of

Nocturnal orgies conducted as rent later.
The summonse.<j were Issued to
parties are out now in the class
had been
apartment houses In Greenwich the police after complaint
made to Deputy Chief Inspector
Village.
James S. Bolan, said to be at the
The older and ramshackle domir Instance of the Sabbath Day Comciles still stand for the all-night
mittee. AH three shows were conhoodlums as long as the rent Is laid
ducting benefits.
on the line regularly. The latter,
The cops testified that they saw
however, are mostly dumps on the
Hampden and conmarket and liable to be razed any the show at the
dancing a violation of
time for modern apartment build- sidered the
Acrobatic dancing, the
the law.
ings. Most are unfit for habitation,

cases, but as a rule

.

N. Y.

Magistrate Dreyer In West Side
court heard testimony in the cases

GATED BY LANDLORDS
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Recital

erating to profit.

SUICIDE

WITH DOOR CHAIN

It.

The

community

washes

its

hands of him.

Who

Cares?

No one Is In sympathy with the
runaway boy. He is never forcibly
sent home, and If he comes whimpering to some organization to seek
aid he Is told to be a man, to stick
to his guns. If he wants to go home
ho is told he Is a coward.
If he
cannot support himself he is called
a weakling, ,and if, eventually, he
gets Into trouble and commits a
crime he Is clapped Into prison.
There Is not even a place for runaway boys to sleep In connection
with th© Travelers* Aid Society.
They are not regarded as a problem at all.
And there are many more boys
than girls. I^ast month
of them
cam© Into the Pennsylvania station
alone. Most of the boys run away
In search of adventure or romance.
They have usually had some trouble
at home or In school and are looking for a new break.
Girls usually run away to New
York because their home conditions
are not pleasant and becaugo they
have not pretty clotjies. They com©
"

to

New York

with

more than

little

111 health Is believed to have been
th© vagua intention of somehow
the cause of the suicide In a room getting pretty things. The stage or
in the Hotel Manger of Solomon A. pictures
are th© only definite goal
Rosenbu.sh, 45, shoe salesman, 24 any of them seem to have
in mind.
Abbottsford road, Brookline, Mass.
Rosenbush ended his life by hanging himself with a brass chain. He
"Fingers"
Parly
13
rc-movf'd the chain from a door, fas"Fingers" Joe MulhoUand, well
tened It around his neck and then
buildings?" continued the reporter, atta'.'hed it to a hook over the bath- known race track "hooker," was
turning over a new leaf.
room door. To reach the hook he bagged In a raid with 12 oth^r )nr n
"Sacrc," exclaimed Renorita Pick- .stood on a chair and ihfin kir'kod it on the third floor of a loft building at 207 V.' est 48th strfi-t.
"Muy bif-n! y ustod:"
.
ford.
away.
Detf'ctlvcB df ;tcf-nded upon
the
"I'm muy bion, too," .said the re^
unlucky thirlcen. 'I'he raid occurred
porter. "Do you think wide film will
Girl's Suspended Sentence
ever be standardized?"
at matinee llmf. Miiiiy missed part
Miirgarf.-t
Zl.«a,
]'J,
night club of the first act to watch the raid"rs.
"Ay ban tank so," replied Fraulcin
Pickford. As she uttered the words host'-.-H, was convicted In Special The cops seized racing chai-t.s and
the .sky became suddenly darkened Sf-sKions of po.sKf.sf--ing horoln. .She other paraphernalia.
Magistrate Drcyc-r dlsriiissfd the
and loud peals of thunder rc-nt the was Ir-t off by the ju.«Hf'Ps on a susdefendants for lack of «'vldence.
Then a huge el'iftrif sign nia- pf'ndf.'d .'••'•ntence.
air.
Girl was arrr-.Mtf-d liy ofIlc*'r.s of Mulholland has been a defendant
je.slicajly flashed its mossiige to a
the narcutic squad in lu-r apai
in West !^i-le court ni. lea.^-l a dozen
waitine world:
men I Dec. 10.
times.
"Chan'iy Talk.-!"
.

i

i

•

.
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and

Clothes

Radio's Beauty Line

Clothes

Pictures made info clerking a
but radio has made it an
The girl who presides over the
outer desk In film offices may be
tactful, intelligent and pleasant
but in radio she's all this and a
double ruffle oclge looked not aged
Baker, the Reliable
beaut besides. She's got the radio
After all these years the Palace enough. Black felt hat and black
voice, too.
still runs its llrst show twenty min- suit were good looking.
Compared to some of the gals
Rlvoli now has "Silence Please"
utes overtime. Phil Baker is again
that decorate the oak and mahogentitled to add to his name S. O. a. signs suspended over the orchestra
any, leather bound furniture at
(Savior of Shows). And with th« from the balcony. One on the back NBC,
many of the Zlegfeld lookers
but
seat
might
help,
the
perof every
most ancient of life rafts, too,
would welcome a stand off. There
son using the seat being able to
a^y sae in a dance show.
are
of them who work day and
Ann Pennington dances with the flash a red light as a warning when night16shifts
on the five floors which
Jack Pettis orchestra in two ^brief the party in back gets too noisy.
house the chain's offices on Fifth
costumes that wouldn't make an
avenue and every one of them
adequate one if put together. Green
Killing Charm
rates the front line in a musical.
point
lace frock with velvet bow at
"Dangerous Pai-adise," being a
They call 'em hostesses here and
of back decolletage and circular Joseph Conrad tale, must have blood
picking the right type of girl to
flounce ending fitted bodice; pink and bones and bad, bad men.
drape the soft and glowing halls
slippers. Orchestra a good one.
Richard Arlen with an infant mous- of the radio chain Is such an imClaire Whitney with R. E. Keene tache is not one of the bad ones.
portant task that selection Is done
in a sketch previously done by a Nancy Carroll is the gal causing
Miss Whitney the census figures to drop four personally by the treasurer of the
different company.
company, Mark Woods.
wore a smart black crepe de chine men killed because of her. And
After being selected for their
suit, small cape topping one sleeve, she's in one of those military cosjobs the girls undergo a systematic
white bow trimmed blouse, black tumes girl bands afflict themselves training
routine.
They're shifted
and white chiffon kerchief and bag. with. Melodrama had some of the
regularly from floor to floor until
Slippers b. and w., too, but more audience cheering the servant who
they are acquainted with the locaappropriate for a sport frock than shot the villains.
tion
and
entire
personnel.
One of
a dressy suit. Very good looking
them Is a Russian countess.
grey flat crepe with cape ensemble
A Sailor's Leave
Nearly all are talented along some
followed, snugs hips and many"Hit the Deck" is the picture Polly line and often are used to flll in on
flared skirt on the sleeveless frock.
Walker lost oh the screen. She program breaks, some even getting
Blue yoke and cape lining was a
be seen to be appreciated. permanent mike berths. Some are
And finally a deep must
pretty touch.
Jack
Oakie's grin almost saves It singers;
some are musicians of
yellow silk suit with circular skirt
but not quite. Ethel Clayton uses more than ordinary ability; others
and bow blouse, hat of ribbon
an affected voice and smart hat of dance and their constant contact
ma:tching.
Harry Carroll has finally made a stiffened n^t, off the face, gown of with the firm's biz provides them
circular skirt with several hems, with the opportunity of stepping
find, Maxine Lewis with a good
longest hanging in the back. Color into a program any time.
voice when kept within rarege
sequences brighten it a bit. Miss
and quite some dramatic ability.
Walker then in blue velvet and
Frocks nice, too, even if she did
bead-flected net with puff sleeves. eyes came under that minor tragedy
have to follow a previous green
That story about the bus man aforementioned. By far the lovelace one. Hers was made more Ingoing for a ride on his day off lier girl was Karina Bell as the
tricately, having circular tiers just
must be true there were sailors pert maid who certainly knew her
over the hips, longer skirt opening
watching
this sail around the world mannerism (accent on the first sylin front showing another straight,
lable, skip the second and the third
by way of screen titles.
but shorter hem. Cute taffeta cutameans a system). Hero Goesta Ekway jacket encircled by a ruffle, a
man who has Hollywood possibiliMrs.
Johnson's
Complexion
point
to
peach shade and coming
ties and a sensitive performance by
Traveling
with
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Mar- Fritz Kortner.
In back; green slippers, pink bows.
Miss Lewis' flowered chiffon frock tin Johnson "Across the World"
is just about the' next best
fell to a straight hem from a shirred on film
Washable Gloves
band at the hips, deep bertha, pur- thing to the actual trip. Three Boy
Seems as though everybody's
Revue dragged out Scouts along and, true to their washing gloves now.
ple slippers.
Franklin
training;
'.wJ\en_a.Uon.e§s!
arrived,
th^iy Simon
endlessly even "though- the'-girls- all
•has-'-wd.shable- French suede,
Immediately gave her their standing six-button
can dance, nothing changed.
length, In eggshell, flesh,
Joe Bonomo would have played to space. Mrs. Johnson Is about as big beaver, light grey, black and white.
the letter that predominates in his as a minute and the method she
Lord and Taylor has washable
uses to keep her complexion in the glace
name but for Phil Baker.
kid In the new shades Includjungle should be worth a fortune ing
mode.
Small cuff, piped or
Peggy White with Harry Carroll both to her and whoever gets the stitched, is in a contrasting color.
at the Palace made her spangled testimonial. Thrills and lots of In- Mark Cross has washable capetei'tst.
skin, also with fancy cuffs.
costume herself ^believe it or not
counting up to 8,493 spangles.
"The Great Divide"
Shops
"The Great Divide" suggests anGping to be an interesting suit
State's Gentlemen
George Bancroft, "The Mighty" other use for the Grand Canyon be- spring, no monotony judging by the
man is he, and that's all the State sides as a receptacle for old razor early arrivals. The Tailored Woman
needs to get an audience. There are blades. / Dorothy Mackaill doesn't shows a cape costume suit of dark
«a few acts to support Jack Oster- seem to have her heart In. this one, toned covet cloth, satin blouse; cape
man, Harry Burns and other men. A great cast gone to waste In the coat can be worn with frocks. Best's
great open spaces.
wide variety includes suits, of men's
Not. a woman until the closing act,
wear cloth and cut of course on
"Modena's Art Flash," consisting of
Advertising Relatives
masculine lines though nipped In
a double mixed quartet of which
at
Larry
Rich,
the waist. Those of grey fiannel
at
the
86th
Street,
haS
the'women completely overshadowed
added the "Keelcr Twins," sisters of are double-breasted and have wrapthe men, and some dancers. Tango
ing black taffeta lined with white Ruby Keeler, wife of, etc. Girls, In ping around skirts, lingerie blouses.
frilled
blouses and velvet
peplum suit of dark silk calls for
'satin, only the front of the skirt blue
ruffled, rhlnestones at the waist, and shorts, do a few taps and retire with a light blouse.
Dobb's hand knit
waltzing In white crepe hemmed their experience. Mr. Rich now has suits from France are very very.
six
dancers,
well
his
nine
as
as
muBolero
blouses are everywhere, a
with ostrich. Another costume consisted chiefly of crystal fringe used sicians almost enough to surround mesh tweed frock in Best's being
sleeveless with the bolero jacket
a new way, still another adso white him.
Cora Green, -being a real trouper, tying at the neck.
for a man-to-man adagio trio.
knew one bow was enough, but
The "color line" wasn't half the
Johnny
Marvin
managed
in
three
problem the waist line now Is, so
At the Paramount
"Aladdin's Revels" Is the human a split second and^went into prac- Bonwit Teller shows an adjustable
Miss Green belt on one pf It's dark silk frocks,
half of the Paramount show and tically another act
Rene RIano, triumphing In this new wore black satin with fitted bodice, pleated gllet contrasting. And what
square neck and. a poplum over the a revival for the manufacturers of
field, is three quarters of the half.
hips
continuing
into
the
back skirt. pins for the hair. Growing bobs
Her eccentric dancing and comedy
were a spontaneous hit. Set Is In- Front hem was straight, sides and require so many the shops are full
side of a treasure chest, draped with back with deep points, pink lined. of every kind and twist, all guaranPianist In white mallne with span- teed to be Just the thing to keep the
colored pearls and otheir baubles.
unruly ends In order.
Orchestra Is In silver coats. Gamby gled bodice.

By

position

Mollie Gray

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

open two vases and tumcostumes of deep blue
velvet bodices, beaded green trour

sers and gloves to the elbow. For
a "Pirate Phantasy" they dressed

—

the part fluffy pink skirts, green
velvet bodices, large, pink, velvet
hats and gold cutlasses. Finale was
a costume parade and living jewelry
tableau.
Miss Riano wore brown
velvet frock with gold apron effect
skirt, later a green and black bolero
dress and finally trailing quite out
of character ^black velvet and gold
cloth. "Cheer Leaders," a good male
quartet.

—

—

"Condemned's" Pleasures
Ronald Coleman arid his beret,

Ann Harding and her parasol and

the

most operatic chorus ever photographed In a prison make "Condemned" anything but a sentence.
It's a pleasure, Ann Harding's fine,
'

ash-blonde tresses are another pleasure, to say nothing of her honest
6it strange she should havu
eyes.
such a modern suit and v.h'.to kid
slippers when leaving the penal colony after' "being married a long
time." according to her hu.sband, but
that may have meant marital time,

A

Also her dark

slllc

negli.ece

with

its

A HoUywood

—

art.

—

girls break
ble out In

Wednesday, February

"Baldpatcs" Foxes
"Seven Keys to' Baldpate" has a
rusty lock.
Miriam Seegar looks
sweet in a velvet coat with dark;
fur edging its cape collar. Matching
turban, embroidered. Red fox on a
dark cloth coat used the width of

MARRIAGES

By

FLORIDA

—4-

.

^

—

Woman's loyalty to her hairdresser!
The relationship, when
once established^is a more enduring

than marriage. It Is a bond that
causes a woman to follow her water
waver from shop to shop, that permits no one other than her own
manicurist to polish her nails, in
Hollywood this fealty Is In a most
place.
ardent state.
All the big auto tire and rubber
The number of beauty parlors to
men here. What club of note hasn't townspeople is staggering,
till you
had reservations for Harvey Fire- remember this Is
Hollywood. Th«
stone and the F. H. Goodyears?
born pretties must take care of
Holly Hall's closing at the Em- their looks.
bassy.
Likewise, Florence, now
bumb Beauts
dancing in Palm Beach, and CorWhere the acme of feminine
dova.
beauty Is achieved by regularity
The termination of the Mont- of features, expression and indivmartre club next to the Roney- iduality become secondary. Some
Plaza, which Is now a lesser rendez- faces here are lovely to behold, but
they don't seem to be thinking about
vous.
anything, these dolls with wide eyes
Cllft O'Rourke, now at the Hollywood Country club, and doing and curly hair. After a while it
becomes hard to tell one from annicely.
other.
They might be turned
The brilliant entertainment for by the dozen instead, of each out
an
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Individual creation,
looking the way
T. Stotesbury at their Villa El she does because
she Is her very
MIrasol In honor of Nina Morgana,, self, expressing nobody's
personalsoloist, and conductor of the Minne- ity
but her very own.
apolis Symphony orchestra, followIt Is a question whether the
ing the concert at the Paramount standardization of beauty
In Hollytheatre In Palm Beach.
wood results from the lack of imagThp lavish party at the Munn ination of -the' beauty .shop workers
villa
Casa Amade for Rodman or "Whether their patrons lack the
Wanamaker, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. imagination. There Is no question
Gurnee Munn, who departed for New as to the horrors perpetrated by the
York.
shops.
The excitement at the Florldian
The most famous haircutter in
the other night, when a patron Hollywood uses electric clippers!
tossed pennies at the casters, Carlos His customers offer no protest.
Chita and Co., causing the act to Meekly they sit, while Insensitive
walk oft; and the same guy's repl- electric clippers give them each the
tition with half dollars upon their same shaved line at the back of the
return, resulting In the three men neck.'
in the act hurdling tables to get
No variation, all leave his chair
him.
content with the same hairline, just
The arrival of the Countess of as if every nose and chin were the
Carlisle; Naworth Castle, Carlisle, same.
At 15-minute intervals a
Scotland, who fiew to Palm Beach new neck Is presented for his sterofrom Nassau and swaggered along typed treatment.

(Continued from page 48)

grim's style extravaganza at the
Deauville last night (Tues) drew
several times the capacity of the

Palm Beach avenue
.

looking ever so
girl,

title

and

in fiying

much

like

Jogs
a school

all.

William

Rhinelander
Stewart
strolling the beach in front of his
cabana.
Mr. and Mrs. John Emerson
(Anita Loos) In Palm Beach invited
so many places they'd need fifty
proxies to

fill

dates..

Grover Whalen, sunshining, and
the male fashion experts must
know, in white suit with blue shirt,
two-tone shoes and blue and white
if

cravat.

Glenna Collett leaving after a sojourn and a great day at the Bath
and Tennis club.

One

of

Miami beaches'

prettiest

sub-debs placed three chairs In line,
improvising a cot, and slept through
the show at one of the smart night
clubs.

Knute Rcckne "lying on the beach
figuring out formations for football
season, yet nothing but medicine
balls In sight.
Billy Selwyn flying

above Miami

Beach.

^

John Golden looks just

name

sounds,

after

the

like

Old

his
Sol

treatment heref

Those waffle breakfasts on the
boardwalk seem to be the thing.
Girls who play golf must wear
the skirt six Inches below the knee,
so says the fashion experts here.
That was the edict after the golf

show.

An outboard motorboat race In
the Deauville swimming pool. Gar
Good presenting the trophies, was
one of the unusual sporting events
of last week except the race was
merely for cameramen to grind for
the talker screen.
Wesley Piercp of Harris and
Pierce, ballroom dancers at the

—

Elizabeth Walker to Hugo Zacand Gertrude Reigel to Bruno
Zacchinl, Feb. 13, in Sarasota, Fla.
All are members of the Ringling
circus; brothers do a "human can- Embassy, and Val Vestoff, have
teamed in an eccentric dance that's
two skins to make a shawl collar nonball" act.
Marie Simpson, legit, to Arthur the talk of Miami.
very a;ttractive. Margaret LivingsThe Cable Club flopped after a
ton was also foxed, this time white W. Byron, artist, Feb. 13 'in New
Bridegroom Is the son of few week.s, the owner having spent
on a white coat with animal heads York.
advertising on billboards
meeting in, front, and heading the Arthur Byron, actor.
$18,000
double circular tiers of the lower
Vera St. Clair, of the St. Clair from Palm Beach to Miami Beach,
coat.
An anin>al also wrapped Sisters and O'Day, to Henry J. forgetting to put the address of
around each wrist. Nclla Walker Kelly, vaude, Jan. 25, in So. Caro- the spot on the signs.
wore a mink coat.
lina.
Flo Scott emerging from the Lido
Irene Rosen (non-pro) to Joe club fell down the two steps arid
Minor Tragedy
Fuchs, Feb. 16, in Philadelphia. broke her arm at the elbow.
Screen describes "The Last Night" Fuchs is Phila'delphia branch manRoy Howard and Robert Scrlpps
as "a minor tragedy of th6 reign ager for Witmark.
here at the Flamingo.
of terror" and it probably. was since
Marriage license was issued In
Parachute gowns are widely worn
only three men were killed and one Providence, R. I. to Joseph Francis
George Ade has transfornied the
woman's heart broken. And what a Harrlgan, 325 West 71st street, New King Cole hotel into a literati asyThe two feminine players York City, and Grace Adele Gould, lum, all the big shot writers in
hero!
rather better than usual and as Is 142 West 49th street New York City, the country housed there,
customary the secondary actress Is vaudeville performex's.
by smart women, but what a Job
the more attractive, stirs strangely
Lorena Jones, non-pro, to Fred to dance with one on. Some of the
being selected for some other qual- Fink, Jr., Redding, Cal., theatre night clubs look like the gay nineDiomira Jacobini was the bride manager, Feb. B,' in Southern Calif. ties with the girls holding the tentity.
who switched partners so easily and
Agnes Kdert dance teacher, to Hke .skYi't's^n the shoulders of the
was pretty when she smiled though Kenneth F. Macomber, epmposer, male. Mrs. Hnrry Lenetska and her
her efforls to put her heart in her Feb. 17, in New York.
Icompanions exploiting the fad.
chinl,

1930

Drifter

Cecelia Ager

—
CHAHER

19,

The marcel- waves of Hollywood
are the sriiallest ancl" tightest;' tlie
permanents,
water waves
dips.

the
lie

frizziest.

in

orderly,

The
rigid

The manicures concentrate

on the color of the polish.
Yet the beauty business here is
magniflcently lucrative. Shops move
to larger quarters, redecorate. In
purely local interpretations of modernism, their waiting rooms; new
shops open. There is business for
all.

Holiday times find the shops so
rushed that to be assured of the
services of her favorite operator a
patron must make her appointment
two weeks in advance. It malies
the operator see^n priceless and the
customer a lucky creature to get
her.

Talk and^Talk

With so many b'eapty shops In
Hollywoojd, each has Its own adherent clientele.
The operators and
their customers are old friends
who've shared joys and sorrows.
After all, women are a kinder lot
than men.
Tradition has It that
men resent the chatter of a barber
when In his hands. That can never
be said of women. Should it be
necessary, they will encourage their
operators to talk, for haven't they
found these girls to be full of, and
generous 'with, information about
anything or anyone?
Women are eager to hear. While
listening they add a word of their
own now and then to keep things
going. It's gratifying to know who's
currently going with whom, where.
How he treats his wife, how on
earth she can afford those clothes.
Deposit vaults of information, except that the deposits circulate
more freely, these beauty parlors.
Juicy tidbits of gossip may be found
there by the enterprising. Curiosity
one of the better known femi-

is

nine

traits.

By whom is gossip so appreciated
as by those of show business? About
whom Is gossip so fascinating as
about those of show business? Since
the quality of the work done in the
Hollywood beauty shops is uniformly mediocre, it must be the
quality of the gossip that gives
each place its consistent draw.

BIRTHS
Mr, and Mrs. Charles Mac.^rthur,
a daughter, in New York February
16. Mother is Helen Hayes, stage.
Father is playwright.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Emerllng, a
daughter. Father is manager of the
Loew houses In Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bradley, Jr-.
in St. Louis last week, daughter.
Mother is daughter of Bradley
whose property studios supply many^
Broadway productions.

—

,
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Uncommon
By

Chatter

Rough
pianlste who Impresses vaudeville
curtain delayed until audiences by sailing into solos with
more vigor than accuracy. \Vcar9:15 pre-supposes a fashionable audience of late diners and a smart ing a lovely gown of beige lace
tone that is not; lived up to by the (that needs more careful fitting) she
entertainment In the "Nlne-flfteen delivers extremely clever planologs.
Bevue." Its humor has a frequent The act would seem of a much
barroom flavor and a coarseness of higher grade and probably not go
There Is a way, for in- over so well in the family houses—
delivery.
stance, of saying the word "lousy" If Miss Doro would discard showy
and making It sound like an ultra- tricks and attempts at brilliant
Miss Doro knows what
there is playing.
fashionable expression;
another way of saying "lousy" that she's doing.
makes it sound like nothing more or
Vaudeville Institutions
less than lousy. Nine-fifteen utter1. The actor who addresses the
ances achieve the latter inflection.
An Indefatigable chorus hoofing, audience as "folks."
2. The
Mademoiselle from the
Zouave
nianoeuverlhg
marching,

—

.

—

formations and doing everything but booking offices who wears tight-fitclimbing the highest mountain— is ting black and says "M'syear."
3. The team of hoofers who wear
responsible for some of the revue's
gayest moments^ Costumes in •every double-breasted jackets, Ice cream
case heighten the effect of precise pants, and white shoes with* brown
'

routines.'-

The chorus is seen first in musical
comedy Versions of street-wear
Stripping
of" sleek cire satin.
and black lace undies, "Ruth
Selwyn's Specialty Girls" add transfrom
emerge
parent tuUe skirts to
their dressing room for the" opening
number. Kivlette has- accompanied
all the costumes with variously colored long gloves which work' in well
Busby Berkeley's precise
^^ith
hand routines. Ignoring long skirts
for the more energiatic numbers, the
designer has introduced little foibles
that date the costumes fashionably.
There are tiny capes and modish
tuckrln
b 1 o us e s
cape-sleeves,
touches of lingerie trimming pep-,
lum jackets, and other details distinctly dernier crl. First act finale
gets a brisk start with dresses
that rang© from cherry, red through
black and
orange into yellow.
white ballet, beautifully staged by
conceived,
clevei-ly
is
Leonldoff,
suggesting with great simplicity the

made

to flesh

A

and gaping tiers of an
opera house. A ballet which follows

leather trim.
4. Imitators of

...takes place. at thiejcourt_qf Versa-illes.
later invaded by ^he rabble two of
them ^^who, after snarling pantomime of patriotism, turn out to be
members of an adagio trio. That

"
"

"

B.
6.

«

Cy

T^andry.

Hal Sherman
Helen Kane.

quest'lons.
10. "The

actor

who

to -squeeze another
the applause.

Irtg

a.
step'
close, hopl-

bow out

of

The young actor, who brings
and Papa out for a big hand.
12. The m'. c, who kills the applause of the act preceding T'-is own
11.

Mama

by standing

In the wings and letting
his conspicuously white-gloved hand

be seen grasping the side-drapes.
.13.
The celebrity who' rushes
through her act to get to the curtain speech.

Grandeur at the Roxy

"Happy Days," as

the

.first

full

length" Grfanffeuf film, "Is "sfworthy
experiment.
It doesn't matter In
the least that the story Is mechati
leal and that there are minor discrepancies in Its development. The
about tops all adagio introductions
main thing Is that the wider scope
seen to date.
Ruth Ettlng croons the nicest camera opens up new possibilities
to the screen and that it Is the flrst
melodies of the piec5 In her warm,
best

number

Is

"Up

istep

toward

.

,

-

'

'

Joan Franza's Single
Winnie Lightner will probably
Joan Franza, who used to "Oh never be treated kindly by the
a Horse and a Sunny Day" as scenarist of any fllm in which she
an introduction to Jimmy Savo's Is the star.
She may always be
clowning, is doing an act on her the "good fellow," the gallant rough
own at the 58th Street. The act neck, who inventis cracks of the
Is a buiiesque of the concert grand- wise variety, to cover the cracks
manner, made amusing by a white In her heart.
The last sequence
gown which looks Victorian, but will always find her going Into a
could be anything.
A diamond bright number to cover suffering
tiara which tilts at a delicately as she loves and is left, that berakish angle, a pair of enormous ing the screen's favorite way of
l>lack shoes which peep coyly from treating its "great little troupers.'
beneath the dres's hem and a feather
As the girl in ".«?he Couldn't Say
fan which must once have been a No," Winnie romp.s through a sen
thing of beauty complete its de tlmental backstage story with In
classe elegance.
Miss Franza has fectious and mugging good humor
a sweet voice when she wants to The dialocrue writers, who know
use it, and has otherwise an ability their Broadway, have given her all
to flat earnestly.
The act reflects the hard-boiled utterances which
the Savo direction it probably had, cover the underlying sappy senti
since Mi.ss 'Franza is al.so Mrs. ment
The only
of that street.

for

cdmedy

gains trouble

Is

suppressed.
Miss Revell may be addressed at the Hotel Somerset,
or care "Variety," New York.

.

other

day

care and diet,, and I am afraid to
I want my wife to retire and
at home while I continue, leave her with strangei's or put her
working alone or taking an- to board. My own Tvork is very
other pai-tner. I can't get the kind hard and I am not getting th©
of booking I used to get and have proper amount of rest. Do you know
just begun to realize that maybe It of any place where I can be absoIs because my wife is getting too lutely certain that the proper atAgents and managers tell me tention will be given my baby? Of
old.
Now do you honestly think I course I will pay for her keep.
so.
Frieda.
should break the sad news and get
another partner, or should I retiie
Answer: There are many childless
with her and give up show busi- women with flne ^naternal instincts
ness altogether? There is nothing who would love to take care ot your
else I can do, and we haven't enough baby, and no doubt she would be
money saved, up to live on without welcome in j.OTany homes.
You
C. D.
working.
would he very wise, indeed, to leave
Answer: -Tour problem Is one of her in the custody of such people
prothe oldest that confronts tlie
rather than haul her around the
fession. It isn't so easy for a wom- country, not only endangering her
an to realize that she is no longer life but placing your own haalth
young. --But I -am. sure a trojupeJl- and earning power In 'jeopardy. 1
like your wife will not let you sacri- wish I knew some
to refer you'
fice your work and livelihood to to,' but am sure If you consult with,
You tell her friends they will know of a- home
spare her feelings.
yourself.. It may hurt at flrst, but for your purpose.
she will soon understand-

and

stay

was

and

either

swaaaaaal 111111. .Jack Barker
has been 111 and out of the cast
of the George "White show...*
Barbara- Newberry has a pretty
new black dress In "Heads Up"
.... Horace Brahm Is an expert
.

-

at the game called District Attorney.
.Inez Courtney Is going to move her makeup box
from First Nat'I to Fox....
.

Louise Fazenda Is a marvelous
pastry cook, .. .Leila Hyams
plays a great game of bridge.
If you don't believe It,- ask hei?
husband . Jimmy Hall used
to be known as Jimmy Hamilton when he was In musical
c o m e d y. , Julla—Sand^rspn
looked sweet walking aiong
Fifth ave. In a fur wrap
Georgle Jessel Is making curtain speeches at the close of
"Joseph," and doing 'It very
well-.
Constance Bennett Is
said to have purchased a fabulously valuable square dia.

. ;

,

.

mond

.

.

. .

.

.

,

,

Dear Miss
to play in a
It, worked in

sum-

In California this

mer. .Betty Starbuck hurt
her ankle during a performance the other night.... Ned
Marin Is one of Hollywood's
handsomest
supervisors....
Mervin Leroy, director for
First Nat'I, was In town on a
visit to look over an aquatic
.

.

— show —he'll—

xWrect. .-iBeh^er,
right forward on Columbia's
basketball team, can teach the
girl

.

and

co-ordination

-

In line at
his

the Paramount Monday;
picture opens Friday.

dialogue and the

that they've given Winnie

smoother 'flow and unction It should too many Laugh- Clown -Laugh'.s
be very funny.
oven Paggliacel has to take off his
Also on the bill Is Grace 37orb, a paint some time. The ring of the

way Miss

makes

It

It

Lightner

sound

like

a

prolonged patter chorus. But the
fllm has moments of appeal, nevertheless. The star photographs best
In dark costumes.
-

That Lighting

No

effect that

It,

and while

I

got

the Roxy obtains,

beautiful as soiiie may be, can ever
be as gorgeous as the softly hung
cyiclorama which rounds off the
abrupt angles of the! stage and takes
on a luiriinous quality under the
plaV of lights. It Is used this week
as a background for the "Von Groha
Dancers' Interpretation of Liszt's
Rhapsody done flrst in silhouette
'

—

As
against a glowing red light.
the light scale rises to a, bright yellow with the increasing temjpo of
the music, the co.stumes are revealed as silver tunics for the ballet
and a sleek suit of dull gold with
black velvet impositions for the
soloist.

of

Spring and Summer Styles
the shops. .. .Spring suits ai

Cpats longer than
Bruck-Weiss.
formerly, nipped in at the waist In
accordance with the new silhouette.
Others with peplum, shorter In front
to reveal the silk blouse beneath..
Summer one-strap slipper at Altman, In white crepe with vamp and
quarter cut out for silver kid lat

"Vamp piped In the kid and
centered with a cunning strln;
bow... .Other nice shoes at Saks
Fifth Ave. for resort wear: One a
hand-blocked white cotton printed
In red, called ""Tlio Paysan"?." Not
too giddy to be smart. "The Vanlta,"
an afternoon sandal made of emstraw combined with
broidered
The
trimming of pastell© kid
latest sleeves elbow length, shown
by Sax in a collection of darling
lingerie
the
in
Best
blouses and by
blouses from Paris. Best also fca
ticlng.

always open the season heavily

A

salary as per contract when the
picture appeared I was not In It.

great
In debt for them.
our weeks are cuts, and

In which I played had
been cut out. I feel that my professional standing has been injured.
Have I any cause for action ? Violet.

office Is

many of
we play

sometimes four a day. Also we
have out share of layoffs. My agent
has Informed me that the booking
complain<jig that

we

don't

Answer: I don't believe you have. wear our best costumes In the
Unless there are some exceptional smaller towns, and thereby cheapen
conditions in- your agreement with the, Act. _,Do:yQu tlilnX, we. ..should:
the fllm company, I don't think they be expected to wear our best on
are obligated to show scenes in the cut weeks and dress the act just
which you appear. It looks as If the same as on the full salary
"What I am afraid of la
yours Is another tragedy of "The weeks?
that_^If we wear the best outflts
Face on the Cutting R«om Floor,
everywhere the four a day routine
Dear Lady: Here Is my problem will reduce our costumes fo rags
I rehearsed for a show and while I before we even get them paid for.
Full Utagc.
didn't sign a contract I was .meas
Answer: Your act, as I remember
ured for costumes and therefore
concluded I was satisfactory in the It, Is a flash act and costumes play
part. Expecting to leave town with a great part In It. If you were sellthe company I gave up my apart- ing a singing act you would be exment and stored my furniture. But pected to sing just as well in th©
the next day when' I arrived at re- cut towns as In the full weeks. Still,
hearsal I found another reading my your points are well taken and logThe booking office's concern
lines. What redress, If any, have I V ical.
Actress.
Is to prevent acts they know to bo
Answer: Everything depends on OK appearing seedy. X suggest
the matter up with Pat
long
rehearsed
and
what
you
take
you
how
arrangement you had with the pro- Casey of the,"VMPA. I am sure he
ducer. You should consult Equity. will render a fair decision. ^
.

.

and looking so smart that Morocco. Cross strapping on the
soon be appearing all over vamp of opera pumps, done In neat
advance of the spring sea- saddle lacing, Is an exclusive Idea
Fruit prints to be as popular with Bemdorf-Goodman, as Is the
.Nice elbow- specially lifted vamp which conas flowered desl.gns.
length frocks at Stewart's, with forms to the curve of the foot and
ruffling or bows at the sleeve-edge. does^not cut Into the flesh as many
Teller,
they'll

town

In

son.

.

.

Opera pumps do.
Beige suede with a kid trim
achieves a smart Oxford for street

'

Shoes

The shoe department at Bergdorf wear, and a model In -water snake
Goodman is preparing for the new and Russian calf yields the some-

season with models to be in stock
That cute flower ballet number around Feb. 15. All the niimbers
has been taken out of stock and show flne workmanship, employing
enlarged to include a delicate duet elaborate detail In a manner neither
by Bowman and Mas.sine and the showy nor cheap.
usually four-times-daily-dozen
the Roxyettes.

Dear Miss Revell: The costumes
for our act cost a lot ot money and

my we

.

grace,...

Jimmy Durante was

R.: I had a contract
picture, rehearsed for

Every scene

dancers something about

delivers

47th street,

Dear Madam: I have a baby Ave
Is one of the
We try hard to months old and my bookings are
keep up to date with new material, such that I am playing split weeks
new costumes and new Ideas, and and making tough' jumps. 1 have
we have been moderately success- tried to carry her with me because
We have saved some money she Is delicate and requires certain
ful.

to Hollywood.... Gladys
Baxter sang at a very highbrow musical club at the Plaza

the

West

Dear Miss: Our act
old established acts.

otte

In

Gallant Winnie Lightner

the

for the Woeful
Nellie Revell

This department, conducted by Miss Revell, has been instituted as a
weekly feature and is placed at the service of any "Variety" reader.
No
Matter submitted to Miss Revell will be treated confidentially.
attention will be paid to unsigned letters, but real names will always bo

the artist-photographer, is taking buck lessons, and so Is
Anita Loos
Stocking firms
haven't noticed Irene Delroy's shapely pedals
Two
different
picture
companies
have tried to lure Albert Jean-

•

When
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.

more comprehensive

technique. Dialog will not have to
the Chimney Pots," which
has a grand, haunting melody. Her be split up into a close-up of the
specialty costume is In fiesh chiffon speaker and a camera shift to jshow
topp6d with an irregular cape col- the reactions of 'his listeners: the
lar and. pushing out from moulded entire scene can be recorded -at
hips with perfect gobs of shaded once, giving a smoothness that could
The Lovey Girls axe sweet never be realized through the small
tulle.
er medium.
A new camera trick
in jaunty little costumes and' cun
nlng routines. Frances Shelley Is adds Interest to musical numbers by
stunning In the bouffante fullness of having a sequence roll up in the
manner
of an old-fashioned stage
a dahlia period gown.
curtain, with a new scene following
its progress up to. the top of the
Quiet Riverside
frame. It's an excellent trick for
One of the problems worrying giving cohesion to different shots of
Those Who Worry is what Is going the Same musical number.
to happen to the Riverside theatre.
Having the alumni of a stranded
Covering shows in the chill of Its minstrel troupe., return to help the
empty auditorium is a dispiriting company out of 'financial difficulties
task.
Even talking shorts which provides an excuse for the Intro
.'seemed' funny in other houses 'are ductlon of big names without which
lifeless and boring when unreeled the picture would be lightweight
for empty seats.
It Is even more entertainment for all Its lavish pro
diflicult for an actor to give a good ductlon.
Marjorle 'White cairles
show.
what plot there Is between musical
It may be ^josslble that the pres- numbers. She is an eccentric come
ent bill seems poor because of the dlenne with a capacity for mug
empty house. The Glad Rags Revue glng and an ability to make audiopened the proceedings in clothes ences like her rough-and-tumble
grown to look more ragged' than gamin quality. Lovers of the sweet
glad".
Norman Phillips, assisted by and simple things of life will be
his mother and father, embted em- delighted ta find Janet Gaynor and
barasslhgly' through a sappy, script, Charles Farrell doing a character
and White and Manning followed Istlc number. Interestingly stagei
With their comedy adagio, which Sharon Lynn and Ann Pennington
somehow or other didn't seem very split honors in a sriaky hips number
comic: It was all rather sad.

Among

'

Savo,

By

Paul Frawley Is limping throu.tih
his
performances
in
"Top
Speed" owing to a fall which
serlou.sly affected a knee...,
Harry Archer has returned
from Chicago.... Cecil Beaton,

-

takes

forward as the curtains

—

Her

Wisdom

Alice Boulden is going to appear at the Casanova Club.

.

'

7. The juggler who insists on- doing comedy when he should rush
right Into his tricks.
8. The child actor who gets dramatic and Is always a big hit.
9. The straight man who counts
the house while he's asking ;the

full-stage

true voice.

VARIETY

Do You Know That

Its

—

AGE

E N' S P

Ruth.- Morris

"9:15" In the

Havlne

..

what squatty

line that carries out
the casual effect of tweedy costumes,
"Dolly" is ft pump that
doesn't belong In such a smart collection,
though there are many
Elaboration of the evening shoes people who will rave over its toodepends not so much on trimming obvious chic. It Is highly arched in
as 'on choice of material for the black patent, with scalloped edging
body of the shoe and the clever-cut- cutting deep into the vamp and lacout arrangements that seek origin- ing across the Instep with black
ality of design.
A two -tone effect silk ending in two wooden balls.
on a model called "Silhouette" com- It's a naughty little shoe.
bines Wportant strippings of silver
One of the swellest models for
or gold kid with equally conspicu- summer Is the pump of heavy linen
ous sections of white crepe, dyed to with kid Impositions. In black. It
match the accompanying evening is a cool shoe for wear about town

gown. The same model In brocade
has a rakish strap encircling the
ankle, a style that would look cheap
worn with a short-length skirt, but
Is good style under the trailing ends
of the present mode.
Plain crepe

slippers are definitely out, giving
first place to satin and molree.
Heels will be li.igh<jr this year, influenced by lengthening skirts which
need an extra lift for smartness. For
the high-arched foot there is the
"Opalette," a beautifully moulded
modiel in kid, the heel of which gains
Imprcs.sion Ol height through the
shortness of the arch -section. It's
turlng the belted flannel jacket for a very flattering shoe for anyone
Macy showing sum who can wear It. Many of the
sports wear
mer dresses in the new "photo models are to be exefMJted In bright
graphic p ri n t "... .Printed Bilks blue and green, the latter trimmed
selling for southern wear at Bonwlt with Impositions of lighter- toned

and in white with trimming to
match the en.s.emble it is nice for
resort wear. Another ha.H an underlayer of thin kid covered with a
loosely crotcheted straw, which is
not bulky despite Its double thickness. Wild weaves of coai'se cotton
fashion a ne^t Oxford and matching purse, with lacings to match

those in the shoe.

This store always has a distinctive
collection of negligees and lounging
costumes. Anyone headed for Florida should have a look at the beach
suits in blocked linen and shantung.
One particularly smart number Is
a one-piece shantung with princess
bodice and trou8er.<< pleated over the
hips, combined with a gently flar-

(Contlnucd on page 66)
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thinking of pa?-lne
grand opera diva,
$4,000 for a -week, said to be the
highest salary ever negotiated In

Palace was
Nellie Melba,

vaudeville.

Robert
salaries,
Speaking of
Edeson topped the men in pictures
with $1,760. He had the edge on

who was

Chaplin

Charlie

getting

$1,500, while Mary Plckford led the
field with her $2,000 Famous Players figure.

You have to get out in the slicks to find out how mean people can be,
according to two girls who arrived in New York late Monday night after
hitch-lilking 90 miles from Stroudsburg, Pa., because no one would lend
them $2.50 for the fare back.
The girls, who have played In several good shows on Broadway, went
to Stroudsburg with a musical tab produced by a man named Breedlove.
The girls' troubles began when they hit a town called Palmerton, where
the tab tried out for two days. The two hotels wouldn't take In anyone
connected with the town's theatre. So the players. Including eight girls,
five principals, and a piano player, dispersed themselves In various nooks
about town.
The two girls slept in a room over a speakeasy, where they paid a
dollar a night and pushed the furniture in front of the door. The last
night they preferred to sleep in the railway station.
When Stroudsburg was reached Breedlove gave them each three dollars
and they managed to get a room for $3.50 with the promise to pay the
fifty cents extra later.
A principal In the cast lent them a few cents each day for coffee and
doughnuts. After the week was over the players weren't paid. A constable was called In by the players to attach Breedlove's belongings, but
the scenery and wardrobe were not his. The two girls, unable to pay
for their room any longer, asked to sleep In the theatre (The Stroud).
Manager, they said, refused because of the Are laws so the girls finally
slept In a doorway for the night. The next morning they alone of the
players (the rest were deterred by the freezing weather) set out for New
York.
They hiked and occasionally got lifts. In Hacketatown they
begged a bowl of soup and In Newark begged a cup of coffee, but
had nothing else on the trip. They started at six in the morning and got

to town at 10 p. m.
Picture trade was agitated by
Terry Turner is reported doing a burn-up because the Keith office
price cutting on daily change serprohas prohibited clrcusliig his freak act. The Godino Twins. The Keith
vice. Six concerns were in the
gram fleld. General Film, Universal. office, It is reported, recently prohibited 15 exploitation tie-ups in BrookMutual and Pathe, besides Kriterlon lyn^ which the act's advance had arranged, 6n the ground it would hurt
._
and tfnited. - Pathe had just broTceh business.
as a unit outside General. General
The Keith office, it Is said, has been squawking that the freak act
film rate was $28 a reel a week, has not been pulling the business expected. Turner's reply was that they
while Universal sold the whole week were handling it wrong, that a freak turn needs exploitation to draw.
of daily changes for' $112.60 mini- As an example. Turner quoted the first four weeks for which the act
mum.
played RKO. It was then booked for four weeks at $3,500 net with an
option of 22 weeks more.
During the first four- week contract they gaye the freak act all sorts of
John Purroy Mltchel was mayor
of New York and aroused the wrath publicity. As a result. It Is argued, the twins drew consistently, which
office took up its option.
of the reform element who termed was why the
Turner, it is reported, avers that as soon as Keith brought them east,
him a "Jazz dancing official," just
they put thumbs down on all publicity, believing it detrimental to busias they later did Mayor Wjilker.
ness.
They wouldn't even permit the act oh the street for publicity
"Split reels" two subjects on one purposies, whereas in other towns Turner would have them drive down
1,000-foot length ^were common, but in a car, stop In front of the ^heatre and shake hands with- all comers.
It
was
further stated that Turner was not in favor of having the
with
Imperial tried a "three-ln-one,"
a comedyi an educational^ and a baby Godino Twins booked into the Palace.

RKO

——

"

comedy

A

In one reel.

cutting

was the

belief

that

England was holding a vast amount
of footage which it would dump in
this market as soon as the Germa^i
submarine campaign left the' sea
open for bulk shipment.
Polly Moran got her first picture
Job with Keystone comedies.

50 YEARS AGO
(From Clipper)

A

1930

Paramount has negotiated an unusual agreement with Publlx In ita
campaign behind "Vagabond King," which is to hit the key cities at
$1 top for grind runs.

'

Producing company has bound
amount any Publlx theatre spends

-

to meet dollar for dollar any
for exploitation purposes on the film

itself

in a co-operative campaign.
With the average outlay in advertising and exploitation on Publii
houses being about $300 weekly, it means that Paramount, itself, in addition to its magazine, newspaper and trade paper advertising, will spend
approximately $200,000 on Publlx houses alone. This figure is based on
an estimate of the 600 Publlx theatres w:hich will play the picture.

Two French

films directors, one of

them Harry

d'Arrast,

and Comta

Jean de Llmur, are of ancient French lineage. Comte de Llmur never
uses his title except socially, and doesn't regard it as apropos of any^
thing anyway.
D'Arrast's is of an ancient Basque family on the Spanish border and
is now engaged in litigation with an uncle who willed his estate to the
municipality without making any provisions for the immediate family.
The d'Arrast castle and grounds on the Franco-Spansh border are a
country sight.
The freak will of the uncle may have resulted from
pique dating back some 20 years when he eloped with a household
governess, this being quite a local sensation at the time.
De Limur's brother is First Secretary of the French Legation in Lon-.
don, and married to a prominent Sain Francisco girl. She was the rea^
son lor de Llmur being on the Coast but the then young man, not fancying the social fol-de-rol, bummed his way to Hollywood and was fiat
when Doug Fairbanks saw him fencing, and upon besting Fairbanks
with the foils, the latter gave de Llmur a bit as an actor.

So far Texas courts have failed to draw blood in a single violation oC
Gov. Moody's, blue law. Latest acquittal is in BalUnger, a small town,
where W. D. Scales continued Sunday shows in face of church and official

opposition.

.

IiT inany"'6f ~th^ smaller towns exhibs (Indie) find it-profitable to run
Sunday shows and pay a small fine, $26 or so, for violation. Community
officials don't kick unless the state courts step in.
Only thing the latter
courts have been able to do so far is to collect a few fines from $100
to $200. In no case was any house closed. However, arrests 'plentiful
managers
had
and 'several overly smart small town
to spend a night
in Jail. No attempts to put the law to a test in the larger cities.

Femme

lecturing on vocal technique to a picture group on the Coast
fiustered at the array of notables before her and muffed the talk.
Illustrating the different meanings and expressions
that could be put into one sentence, choosing for illustration, "I do not
know why I came."
Illustration went:
not know why I came. I do not
"I
why I came. I do not know
I came. I do not know why I CAME."
The crowd figured the whole thing was a plant gag and congratulated
the organizer.
'
Afterward the femme couldn't figure out- why-^she -did go.' -

was

She concluded by

DO

KNOW

WHY

-.

problem which entered Into the

price

19,

Inside Stuff-Pictures
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Wednesday, February

winter storm nearly
Wiped out Coney Island, only just
coming to be recognized as New
violent

M-G's foreign publicity, ranking 60% higher than its nearest rival,
can be traced to the sagacity of Pete Smith, Coast publicity, who saw
the handwriting when the biz went talker. Vlslonlng foreign talkers,
he had Joe Polonsky, his foreign man. Increase his contacts in Europ*
and plan for the cbpy and tie-ups that naturally would follow the
Publlx will take the silence out of its organs which have become un- making of foreign versions.
used in many houses since the Invasion of sound.
As a result M-G has the Jump on its competitors ^ith commercial tieIdle instruments, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars, are to be ups that are getting them plenty copy, both in the adv. section and the
offered for radio broadcasts during the non- working hour of the the- reading columns.
atres' programs. Probably before the show and after the show, accord^
ing to present plans.
At a recent B, & K, production meeting the stage manager of a loop
house was criticized severely by someone who knows nothing about
Original score of "The Vagabond King," -published by Famous Music backstage detail but was recently made assistant to a very important
with Par's release of the picture production, was originally published exec. The new man saw some wrinkles in one of the drops.
by Watterson, Berlin & Snyder. When the latter firm went into hands
"I'll take them out for you myself," the stage manager, a vet of 30
of receivers all rights to the numbers reverted back to the composers, years, exploded, "If you'll get me three electric Irons and a barrel of
Rudolf Friml and Bryan Hooker, who in turn assigned them to Para- steam."
mount.
"Done," said the apprentice executive, "Put in a requisition for the
Paramount has added one new number to the original score.
irons and I'll have a barrel of steam sent up from the engine room."

Inside Stuff-Music

York's recreation ground.

was

no "old fashioned
There had not been
on the Central Park
lake for curling matches all season
This

winter."

enough

Ice

Accordingly the local curlers had
to go to Newark, N.
ter-clty matches.

J.,

for the in

White & Hentz, liquor dealers
had a bill of $1,863 against one
Robert Fox, theatrical manager, and
took judgment, to satisfy which his
house and personal effects were put
up at auction. Fox owed his com
pany members $3,500 and they filed
claims

against

legal/ opinion

the

property, but
these claims

Francisco.

In a recent WItmark advertisement
"Thine Alone''' was called a waltz ballad.
done inadvertently. It's a fox trot.
Number was originally a waltz ballad. With Witmark's deciding- to
List of 64 cases In which Charles Evans Hughes has appeared before
reissue some of their old numbers such as "Sweet Mystery of Life,"
they determined to revive "Thine Alone," but as a fox trot Instead of a the U. S. Supreme Court, to which body the President has nominated
waltz ballad. For this the permission of the Victor Herbert heirs was hirn to be its chief Justice, include several In connection with amuse.

necessary and was secured a

amOng accounts

of
oration

pedestrian matches of all
from 10 miles to 27 hours, appears
c".

novel contest:
Two English
army privates met In a "Military
walk" carrying regulation knaprifies
and 40
sack, great coat,
rounds of ball cartridges. Distance
was 10 miles on an indoor track.
One covered the distance In 1 hour,
Other took nearly two
28 minutes.
this

.

"Tiours.

.

ments.
Senate requested the list which includes the two Max Hart actions
against Keith Vaudeville Exchange; three cases involving Victor Talking
Machine Co., and Brunswiok-Balke-CoUender, and the Federal Radio
Commission against Western Electric. In the latter he withdrew when
his son was named solicitor general.
He has also represented Westinghouse in several cases.

ago.

Inside Stuff-Legit

tectlon.

In

month

was that

had no standing, since "actors were
laborers" and could not clalin pro
Tucked

Gaiunont Palace, Paris, which under Loew's management had become
one of the smartest picture houses in that city, is fast reverting to a
big neighborhood house through the Aubert-Franco-FIlm policy of obtaining a maximum revenue from lobby and auditorium advertising at
the expense of the class of the show.
(Besides using an advertising stage curtain and screening some animated cartoon advertising during intermissions, the latest wrinkle la
playing sound amplified advertising records supplied by a new advertising
concern, Publiphona.
These records, like all French sound adin Variety, Victor Herbert's
Witmark's aver that this was phrases.
vertlsing, consist of popular hits with interruptions for advertising

In wide-open New Orleans, where Ray Miller id conducting his orchestra at the Hotel Roosevelt for a six-week run, the leader has sworn off
the wide open part of the town. Races and the gambling casinos hold
no attraction for him, which makes sticking to his vow not so hard
any more. The bankroll, present or non-existent, also has its part.
From New Orleans the Miller crew go to the St. Francis, San

There are 96 people In the all-colored drama, "The Green Pastures/'
which opens this week at the Mansfield. Of that total 66 are speaking
parts, probably inclusive of a choir of 30 voices.
The treadmill device for persons and scenery used in "Good Boy" last
season has been secured for the colored drama. At one point the DIety
He views
Is supposed to descend from heaven and walk upon the earth.
the buildings and cities as

A

tragedy of the season

most

stars finds herself.

He
Is

treads the path.

A

the plight In which one of America's fore-

Her husband

is

seriously

ill

and has been

in

a sanitarium for months. He Is there as the result of a nervous breakJoe ThOrley and Jim Goodwin, down following the loss of practically all his wife's life savings, entrusted
English middlewelghts, fought 44 to him for investment.
His wife continues playing on the road in an effort to retrieve some
rounds to a draw, mill lasting three
Draw was declared when of their lost fortune.
hours.
of the contestants had
neither
That talking pictures are rescuing the film, business from annihilation
strength to come up for the 45th
and preparing a hearty future for the legitimate drama, is the opinion of
at the call of the umpire.
Professor George Pierce Buker, chairman of the School of Drama of Yale
Two Buffalo patent medicine com- University, recently expressed In a lecture at Buffalo. Baker denied that
panies proposed to put baseball the drama was dying and said that In every age pessimists had stated the
teams In the fleld the coming sea- same thing, many of thorn predicting its death even before it was
boi-n.
For advertising purposes.
son.
He made no attempt to detract from the Importance of plctureai
Billy McLean, popular baseball stating that It was doing a great mission in making the Amerclan people
umpire, opened a saloon in Phila- more keenly conscious of good dramatic values.
Baker cautioned the public to assert its taste, to patronize what it
delphia following the honorable
approved and to neglect what it does and should disapprove.
,^^ustom of retired ring heroes.
.

Only the big electric firms and the biggest indie talker equipment manufacturers are able to take down payments, and the rest on paper, from
the theatre or institution okaying Installation.
Many a budding Indie
with rose- colored office walls and red furniture has called the moving
van because of the "paper" situation.
host are among those who have succumbed to paper, more than the
lack of quality. One, going after the colleges, Is beginning to hit a rough
sea. It is stated this firm has paper out totaling $65,000.
William Woolfenden,
believes that the

In

company

charge of Coast production of Pathe shorts,
will be able to pi-oduce shorts much cheaper

Hollywood than in New York. First two-reeler In Hollywood took
only one day to cast. In New York casting time averaged 10 days. Reason Is that all players on the Coast have been tested, with tests available, whereas in New York, time had to be spent testing the prospecin

tive cast

When

members

before decisions could be reached.

g. m., was in Europe, he made his short
home office distribution. It was done atop the Paramount buildinf
in Paris, with Kent delivering a message to the sales boys In the fldil
this side.
Mel Shauer, Par's special representative In Paris, also appears in llie

Sidney R. Kent, Par's

for

on

short which has been sent to

all

the exchanges.

Based on the premise that color films affect full reproduction from
sound tracks, Metro has been running a separate sound track for its
specials at the Astor. Advantage Is that it provides for surer reproduction.
Engineers declare, however, that the difference between the two,
color and normal, prints Is only slight.

'
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Capt. Billy's String
Capt. Billy (Wllford H.) Fawcett,
Pubhead of a string of 11 Fawcett
abroad -with
lications, vacationing
route from British
his wife, and en
game
big
was
East Africa, where he
hunting—bagging three lions incidentally—eives an infilght on the
chain magazine publishing racket.
Starting with his "Whiz. Bang,"
inspired by his military training and
would
the belief that service men
prefer frothy light reading, this
monthly is Capt. Billy's second best-

Holl5rwood's Best Sellers
Book Store, Satyr,

Hollywood.

Novelizing "rtogue Song"
has prepared a pop priood
of "Rogue Song," the
lirst plc'tui-e it puis on the 75 cent
book shelves since "Ben-IIur." Val
Lewton has written tlie novel and
A. L. Burt
fo. will publish, releasing the middle of March.
Metro also does not fully serialize
many of its pictures. "Devil May
novelization

Esme

Fiction

"Louis Beretti," by Donald Jlondirson CliirUe.
"A Farewell to Arms," by Frnt-st Hemingway.
"Coronet," by Manuel KomrofC.
"Ex- Husband," anonymous.
"Iron Man," by W. R. Burnett.
"Yo ung Man of Manhattan," by Katharine Brush.
Non-Fiction and Nonsense
"Mother Goose Censored," by Kendall Banning.
"Is Sex Necessary?" by James Thurger and E. E. White.
"Marriage and Morale," by Bertrand Russell.
"Twelve Against the Gods," by William Bolltho.
"Good-Bye to All That," by Robert Graves.
"New Worlds to Conquer," by Richard Halliburton.

1.

•2,
3.

4.
6.
6.

300.000 circulation.
seller
"True Confessions," his second pub350,-

.1.

000 monthly. "Modern Mechanics"
rates at 275,000 and "Screen Secrets"
pretty well-matched for next
is
place.

2.

nowhisheadlineron

3.

4.
5.
6.

\ chain publisher like Macfadden.
Smith,
or" Fawcett, or Street &
figures that having his own plant and
everything ready Just means addsame
the
to
items
more
few
a
ing
monthly bills to start a new maga-

Carp," in IS in.'<tallmonts and sold
to 140 p.tpers, was the first serialized in the usual full length fashion
for some time.
P. A.'s Great Idea

A

sold himself to the owner of a
of- magazines as pubiicity advisor. P. A. was not to get stuff in
the papers, but just advise how it
should be done-^for $25,000 a. year.
His first advice to the mag owner

chain

tion of

distributors who, having several
periodicals from the same house,
naturally give it better display and
exploitation attention.

1914

A

chain publisher a beter hold on his

"Yama"

in

a

$3 edition.

Hunts book shop

perenniel best seller in Pat

work on mixing by Jacques Straub.

is

"Drinks," a

paper circulation on the Continent, fan mag -on the newsstands. The
printing a Continental edition in store chain, despite the fact huge
Fawcett employs the screen and Paris.
profits from advertising loom thi-u
trend as his most accurate guide
Every French -published p'aper, the film fan paper, is said to figure
to popular reading tastes. From the regardless in What language
print- it worthwhile if for no other reascreen, which he gathers through
ed must have a "gerant" notation son than that it attracts patrons to
monthly,
his "Screen Secrets" fan
on the last page of. the publication.
the stores who might buy other
he finds that westerns arfe coming
I

I

its

"Gerant" indicates who is the rethings.
sponsible party to sue or go after
"The
Woolworth stores publish
in case of squawks. In case of libel,
three other 10-cent mags, "Detecthe "gerant" is subject to Immetive Magazine,!' "Home Magazine,"
diate arrest and the most severe
and "Love Stories." These, together
penalties, especially if of an ofwith "New Movie," are in boxes
ficial attack.
for patrons wanting to take the
French authorities take the poquartet at 40c.
sition that to permit an American,
have
First National and
British, or any other foreign inalready signed contracts with the
terest to publish in France, or do
Woolworth fan mag. The paper also
business here, is in the nature of a
has Its own photographers in Holguest courtesy. A^ guests of the
lywood.
nation, regardless of the economic
February Issue ran 132 pages.
contributions to the city or counThe March issue will.be larger than
try, It behooves them not to abuse
this, it is reported.
hoscourtesy at the

elastic
his
Accordingly,
back.
"Triple-X" monthly, -which features
war, aviation and western stories,
everyWhen
westerns.
now features
body was so very much air minded
l£^t year, aviation yarns came in
for more prominence.. Ditto on war
stuff, although Fawcett also has
and "Jim-Jam"Battle Stories"
.

.

MGM

Jems" on his string; also a new $1
"Movie Album," just issued, giving
photos and brief blogs of the prinFa-wcett Is also goseance nuts with a

"Mystic Magazine," an "ashcan ediof which he just ordered by

tion!'

'

a

risk of
nation refusing to
a test
courteous in the future.
trade-r.
this
pitable

«able from Paris.
"Ashcan edition" means
throwraway to register title,
ma»-k, etc., and gauge public pulse
with distrlbs ballyhooing that to
sec what reaction there is. If any.
Fawcett won his injunction suit
which Macfadden brought over
"True Confessions," courts holding
you can't copyright the King's
Humor" had
"College
ISngllsh.
previously lo.st a similar case to
enjoin "College Life" and "College
Wit."

be

so

Writers in Hollywood
Arthur -Caesar has. renew.edagreement as 'it writer with the
Warner Brothers In Hollywood for
another year at |1,500 weekly is
just a news Item, if looked upon as
-Th'at-

his

Publishers Taking Brentano's
Statements made to the papers
by Brentano's, book sellers, are to
the- effect that a group of publishers are going to step In and I'un
the business. The Brentano family,
which owns- all the stock, has surrendered it and a voting trust has

which

been formed

will

such.

Other cities
being: recruited.
already are iislng tlie larger form.
Delayed Love

Hearst's "Examiner" in San Fran- their jobs, but inside reports are
has a new dramatic editor. that some of the family are slated
the door of the sanctum form- to go.
The new organization will not
occupied by Edgar C. Waite
"So long, fellas. It was wipe out current liabilities, but
sign:
is a
simply take care of the gold notes.
fun while It lasted."
A similar financial situation exWaite was pulled oflE the job suddenly in the middle of the week isted In the firm about 20 years ago,
on telephoned orders of Hearst. when a credit extension of five
Discharge came within a week of years was asked. The Brentano
the panning he gave "Hallelujah" brothers, Whose children are now
Review got running the business,- re-established
at Fox's Warfleld.
•under the skin of King VIdor, who the concern in two years.
directed the feature, and It is reported he took up the matter perMarion Spitzer's Book
isonally with Hearst.
Marion Spitzer's "Hungry Young
Waite previously had refused to Lady" Is not a first novel. It's much
"take program" from several manbetter than that with it reported
agers here and several protests were
her publishers have already 'remade to the sheet. Waite had been quested further product from the
on the "Examiner's" dramatic desk
authoress. For show people It should
several years, having been moved
be good and easy reading, giving
into the job when Idwal Jones rethe performers an angle' on them
si.ffned to go to Europe.
.selves as they are viewed by the
Lloyd S. Thompson, formerly on
confident amateur trying to make
one of Hearst's New York papers,
the professional grade.
has been appointed dramatic editor.
Miss Spitzer originally \yent to
the coast to give Fox the feminine
Blanketed
reaction
on the full length pictures
In Paris tlie two American mornthat
studio was turning out. Only
ing dallies, local editions of the New
York "Herald" and the Chlcacro "Tri- two or three ideas advanced when

tliere. filing stories

Father-Son Collaborations
Lester and Hyman Cohen, co-authors of "Aaron Traum," one of the
forthcoming books, arc father and
son.

Father and son book ooMaboration seems popular just now. Joseph
C. Lincoln and his youniister have
done' it, too.

newsier

in

fnjoys

llie

is

a

Lit .fiTn.iifiO

)iaper but vny
character and tone. It
largest English news-

ICnglish

British

;Play"
'

jyeai',
I

i

It

is

Broadway

managing

Literary Savage
The author with the biggest name,
Bata Kindal Amgoza Ibn Lobagola,
is being given a tea by his pubLabagola is an African savli.sher.
age, supposed to have come right
out of the bush. His book is called
"An African Savage," and ran

Herald-Examiner,"

is

in

New York

trying to raise money for
the bankrupt city of Chicago.
Westlake, while on the paper, predicted the present financial moss,
and knew so much about it that
when the crash came he was called
In for special work.
He secured a
leave of ab.sence from his paper.

flat for Paris.

Being a London correspondent of
New York "Times," Macauley
the report needs no further
denial. The flat part Is oke, he

M. J. Farrcll, now appearing In
"The Matriarch" at Philadelphia, la
author of ""V^entllatlons: Being Biographical Asides," being publl.shed
by Lipplncott.

A
Its

MacMillans' Profit
American branch of MacMillans,
adds.
English publishing house, made
more money last year than any
Close
othejT house in the business.
Gerhardt Leaving "Eve. World"
George Gerhardt is quitting the to $1,000,000 will go to the six peoEvening World for a post with a ple who control the outfit.
of
profit
In
Most
the
wa-s
made
cinema magazine. Gei'hardt's Saturday picture supplement was drop- school books during a yea:r which
was a flop for mcst publishers.
ped a few weeks ago.

is

"Mercury" Dropping Drama
"American Mercury" will not

Sid Smith's Troupe

an income of around

^\i^l^

Ounip.-i,"

niew hotel

throw-away

appearance soon
called "Front."

in

O. L,

to

make

New York
Thayer

is

publishing.

May

Coleman, p. a. for a couple of Broadw.ay show.s, contributes
a weekly literary letter to the "Chicago Tribune" book pages.
Alta

Edna Ferber, who cleaned up on
"Show Boat," is doing another novel.
Action
west.

takes
It will

place in the southbe called "Cimarron."

fill

$3,00'J
the spot left vafiant by CJeorgc Jean
Sid Smith, creator of "The .Xathan, drama critic. MJigazine will
Is the highest paid car- abolish theatre news entirely, devotAmerica.
ing the sjiaco to music or criticism

wff-kl.v,

Carl A. Schroeder now assistant
editor of "Screen Secrct.s," film fan

monthly.

Roscoc Fawcett

edits.

tfionist in

who have worked with without a si)(rcial
bring the Gumps up to
H. L. JMencken,

1'hose

Smith
j

1

to

After some r>0 years of publl.shing
the 'iPeople's Home Journal" Is to
be sold at a r ••"eiver's sale Keb. 24.

'

.

who al.so furnished S.nlth
now pulls down around

Sol Hess,

with

Making

v.ags,

a

$7r>,aiiO

"Th'
used
i

editor.
editor, is rci)orted.

lu'cscnt
popularity haven't a bug for lil;{b Ijrovv music, but
donf so bad, either.
J. Brandon without any ii)i.ei-cst in tlie .show
Walsh, one of .Smith's early gag buslno.ss.
Walter 'VV'iriehen Is now being
nu'n.'. Is now with King Features.
syndicated into 32 dallies around the

tli'f-ir
^

as

j'ear

Xcblis."

the

creator

Harold Gray,

of

\\h
atid

to do Smith's lettering
hai'lsuroiinds, enrn.s about the sami

is
I

I

I

It

country.

Plain

William f;roi)per, the cartoonist,
doing
novel in ))iciin'es for Cajjc
.Sniitli.
Idea has bc-r.n utilized
,'i

!ind

before in fJeiTiiany, but
tills country.

is

entirely

new. to

(irt)),y,ov

i

will

tell

a

nov'-l -len^t h

I

I

Just a Twist

storv

eriiirf-ly

in

drawings.

Dc)ii
ii.Jiiiljcr

of the

,\'i-\v

Voi-li
I

.1

bnnch

have

J/ollywood

':ii')-

cojjjied

parlor

an)tas-

,

J.lMiil

gayrne of

to

liiit

give

it

letters.

a

twist,

the

spending
boys
are
evenings playing it In

['< ir

liiii-rl

bocdi.

"The

l-'rank Tarbeaux,"
told to ('l.'iike by |l)e noir-d gamIj1< r-iidvi iilnre)-.
will lie reb:i-ed by
\';nigiiard Feb. Jfi.
Clai-ke is will) .MfiM.

j
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plan no sale of

"Graphic's"

'

.

said.

AA'oo'l worth's

the

'

says

was "I'hotoIflL'H.
"I'holoaiiproxiinately

copies ;md in January, tl)is
was printing around 770.000.

Swain,

the

I

a Frenvli daily.
The London "Dally Mall

Howard

editorial office of the tab.
editor,

.

I

jjrinting

who

his own stuff is Lloyd
George, English politician.
He gets more than Cocdidge or
Smith.

Sam Lederer, Chicago p. a. and
Tully-Gilbert Aftermath
former manager of the old Olympic,
Immediately after -the John Gil- Is doing a series of stories for th^
versus Jim Tully slugging Chicago "Dally News."
match was aired in the Los Angeles
Series is titled "The Silent Workdallies, the latter decided to abandon er" and deals with labor.
work on a new novel that (promised
to rip open the cjosets of many
When Joseph Anthony, who picks
screen personalities' lives.
the books for Cosmopolitan Book
~Xn arfLst, who promised to -illuis-- Corp.", steps out' bnils pdaf at the
trate this book with caustic carica- end 'o( this month he will be suctures, also finds himself out of a job ceeded by Saul Flaum, one of Ray
and is seeking work among the stu- Long's assistants on "Cosmopolidios as a staff artist.
tan."

"Chicago

I

was

Highest Paid Writer
highest paid wriKT

The

scribbles

bert

Macauley in London
Thurston Macauley, whose biography of Donn Byrne has just been
published in England, corrects a
report printed here that he has left

I

j

TT.

crnl.se

'

cisco

bi'fore in

air

George Macy's new book -publishing venture in New York Is called
The Brown House, with all of the
books Issued by him to carry that
could be written about the
imprint.
Macy's backer is J. O.
talkers
and the writers; that
Straus, listed as one of the direcnothing seems now so important
tors of the company.
to the screaming screen as the
story, despite producers, directors
Warren Nolan, United Artists
or stars. For even the stars need serially in Scribners.
Attempt is being made to pass p. a., has a column every Saturday
a story nowadays, with tlie screen
apparently slowly moving over into Lob off as a savage iand yet claim In the New York "Evening Telethe book is authentic.
gram."
theatrelapd In Its newer era. And
Nolan was motion^ picture editor
that's a whole story, also important,
Westlake's Finance Mission
of the Scrlpps-Howard paper sevIn Itself, now perhaps a bit too
Bill Westlake, city editor of the
eral years ago.
early to talk about at length.

erly

any kind from T'"'rencii interests, any the field iireviously
real news has ai)|)f.'ar<'d the ilay play."
In January,

an

Par.

Much

On

I

from

back

put the matter up to Bernarr
Ferdinand August Lobkowicz of MacFadden, with the publisher emCzecho-Slovakla royalty when that phatically denying any such plans.
MacF.adden
appears to be of the
Desk
Austria.
phrt
ofcountry was a
opinion that the rumors were malihe holds down is one in the foreign
ciously broadcast by former staff
departniont of Paramount.
men
no'w
with another tabloid.
The prince edits a foreign news Howard
Swain remains the m.e.,
bulletin sent to Germany and Cenwith the crack sports columnist, Ed
tral Europe for publicity pupo.ses by
Sullivan, continuing as such.

mere news.

by these publishers. A statement was also made that the Brentano family would continue to keep

stringent French political and libel
Fan Mag Upheaval
laws.
But a.side from that, both
'With two big distributors already
dailies there are dealing in trivial
news reports using not a little ad- In with contracts and the eirculavertising reader stuff oC the most llion climbing to the point where, It
obvious character without even tin ]is declared, more copies will be
ad notation thereon, merely niixinf? printed for the, March issue than
it up with the
rest of the new.s. by any other fan mag, Woohvoi tlv's
On the day before and- on tho "The Ne^ Movie" has its cnnipetlday of arrival of any stcanior, size- itors alai-med, ae<>ording ti< inside
.Slashing of prices to mcei
;il)le half columns and double col- rre))orts.
iiinn stories on passnnpcrs due, or Die competitor from the jO-cfiiiei'
arrived.
These are later siipplo- sold in the dim'? store cli.-ilii is d"incnted by tliose intorvlcws, the ga;; ':c];irc(l imnihient.
of the fourth estate.
Printing for i)ie foui^ih is.suc or
Tlir- wpfkly
be
luncheon meetings of the Amrrif-an "The. New Movie" (Mardu
Ijiggest fiin ning in
<'lub of Paris, blah propaganda o;' SSO.OOO copies.

Love, feature writer for

is

through Central America,
When he got to Haiti a revolution broke our, and Love was kept

Prince of a P. A,
A prince has been foupd doing
press agent work in. pictures. He's

more than

to the talking screen is

be con-

better
bune," are restricted on news, in part studio heads said, "You'd
She did aiid has
through the strict policy of any .start writing."
foreign
language newspaper in been ever since. Studio nmv gets
Rr-illy,
from
Joe
the
angle
femme
France not daring to mix into local
politics.
This is because of the the cop— and what a slant that is.

Sam
P.,

was: "You should have lunch \vilh
Val lee's Girl Ghost
the Pi-inco of Wales."
-RudV Vallee's "autobiography,"
Owner thought the idea swell and"
sent one oC his men abroad to put ghosted by Bland Johaneson for the
It across.
Hlrod hand flopped, and "Mirror," will be issued by E. T.
when failure was repoi-ted to the Dutton in book form. Title is
"Vagabond Dreams Come True."
p. a. he cracked:
"It's not my f.'iult i£ your organiThe printed report of impending
zation is incompotcnt. I gave you
changes on the New York "Evening
a great idea."
Graphic" brought a denial from the

But that writers in Hollywood arc
growing more and more important

trolled

"Hallelujah" Exit

53

now

who

Outline of History."
Satyr Book Store reports two of its best fiction sellers: "Hungry
Young Ladies," by Marion Spitzer (local rep), and the new transla-

The wholesale turnover gives the

gag was pulled suoeossby a high-powcrod press agent

fast

fully

Hollywood Book Store's best fiction seller was H. M. Tomlin.son's
"All Our Yesterdays," and in non-fiction the ?1 edition of "The

zine. It's the sattie physical handling.

cipal players.
ing after the

"Little

MOM

Consensus of demand at
Warde and Pat Hunt.

with ia

lication, is

VARIETY
as Hess as the creator of
Orphan Annie."

lli'ir
I

Larger Programs
J-f-fill
tlicaire programs iii .\'e\s
York will take on nia-jiizlni' form
and size ne.\i --(Mson, wiih a staff,
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(Continued from page

-Girl's

1)

ia

Tragedy

However, Bobbie Storey, with her mother's consent, went to New York
at ?50 a week, and when that show left for the road, she went to Palm
Beach for Ziegfeld at ?100 a week.
She came home three years ago pr so, was kind to her mother, bought
her family presents, got married secretly, and after living with her new
.

This story about his own business by the president didn't come
voluntarily.
It was only after a.
Variety reporter, accused of misinterpreting this firm's objective, told
the president that the picture business, watching him adding: failux-e
after failure to hla staff, was con-

vinced that he was an exti-aordinary
chump. The president promptly
agreed with the impression. When
assured that his name, those of his
husband a week, went back to New York. She was then In Carroirs men and those of his corporations
"Vanities," just a show girl, but respected and popular.
would be withheld, he presented his
The other day her mother called on me with a cable from some stranger reasons as follows:
In New York saying, "Your daughter is dead.
What shall we do with
"Men who have been ostracized
the remains?"
through
foolish
and
misguided
I cabled them.
moves, and who can be made to
A Warning- to Others
realize their mistakes, are invalSo that, is the end of a story whicli began with, a beautiful fate in a uable to me.
bar, and ended with a gas tube. No one is to blame.
could probably go to the
"I
It is merely another case of a girl whose curse was her beauty.
prisons and get plenty of such men,
When, apparently, the Shuberts took "The Duchess of Chicago" off but it is before Internment comes
the stage, she was too proud to ask for money.
that a man Ig usually most pliable.
"You must not regret anything,'' I said to her mother. "You see, she The chief psychology is the fact
was a nice girl, and her death, anyway, will perhaps be a warning to that they are trained human beall those silly girls who want to leave off being nurses or teachers or ings."
something useful and go on the stage where there are too many silly
Not a $5 Bill
'

.

1930

Swafifer

cabled New York
Bobbie Storey. I was
did what was needed.
It was just six years ago in Variety's London office iliat Walter Wanger
told me he had found, In Bule's restaurant, a barmaid who would make
A beautiful show girl.
Then I rememI laughed, because I had heard of show ijlrls before.
ber adding the warning that 1 did not believe in girls going on the stg.ge.

The Show

19,
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FILM FAILURES

part of the agreement when he
takes them on. As soon as they reLondon, Feb. 9.
vive su-fficiently to secure personal
asltlng thcni to perform a sad task— bury poor publicity, they know they are autothen worrying unnecessarily. The Actors' Fund matically out.

I

Wednesday, February

girls already."

Mentioning a dozen names of
The mother Is- quite calm and sane about it. So ends anojther of the men, ail one time holders of
Execudreams I try to explode before the^ begin to grow Into large tive posts in different film
combubbles and burst because of their size.
panies and organizations, the speaker continued:
The Waist Line Up to Date
"When I rounded them into this
The waist line seems to have been disturbing June, rfow Lady Infoolish

Nita Naldl, said once to have been orced Barrymore, divorced Alexana telephone -girl in New York, be- der D. B. Pratt, a New Yoi:k millioncame a show-girl In "The Follies," aire, and died as the wife of Leon
Orlowskl, of the Polish Legation in
and a featured player in pictures, Washington. Pratt had
been divplaying vampires, as with Valentino. orced by Beatrice Benjamin, who
For many years she was escorted then became the third of the four
by J. Searle Barclay, society man, wives of Preston Gibson. Divorcing
who was divorcee; by Isabella Hun- Gibson, a playwright, she married
niewell.
This lady first divorced Charles Cartwrlght, an Englishman,
Herbert M. Harrlman, and recently
Gibson, first divorced by Minna
married Gordon Dexter, a Boston Field, niece of the late Marshall
banker.
Field, secondly, divorced by Grace
Barclay then married Nita, with Jarvls, niece of Lady Harrington,
whom he has been living at Mal- was fourthly divorced by Evelyn
son Lafitte, near Paris, In a fine Spaulding, who then married Rob
estate previously the home of Aga Roy Converse, of New York, GibKahn, the East Indian potentate son has been living near Sutton
who recently married Jane-Andree place, and his landlord has been
Carron, Paris modiste, to whom hg worried about the rent. The New
had long been devoted. Nita Naldl, Yorkr ';Times" for June 30, 1929, anwho became too stout for pictures nounced in headlines, "(jlbson held
now speaks French fluently and in Shanghai fraud.
Playwright
plays the piano excellently. In the seized here faces charge of raisins
meanwhile, the first husband o£ the draft on Washington Bank,
Exformer Mrs. Barclay, Herbert M. tradition to be sought.
Federal
Harrlman, having been divorced by prosecutor accuses him of mulcting
a second wife, May Brady, married merchants of $7,000 in Chinese port,*'
Sally Hunter, a nurse, whose father
is said to have been a 3rd Avenue
"Mrs. Cook" Blow-up'
"L" motorman. May Brady before
People who saw "Mrs. Cooks
divorcing Harrlman had divorced Tour" when the comedy was tried
an Englishrhan, Major Charles Hall, out at Jackson Heights, found tlie
who horrified Newport one summer Brady & Wiman offering amusin?.
by doing fancy work.
But there was internal trouble, and
The first of her three husbands the play closed, reopened and closed
was the late C. Albert Stevens, again. Mary Boland who was featwhose people founded Stevens In- ured, then went _to California to
stitute,
Hoboken.
May Brady- star in "Ladies of the Jury," which
Stevena-Hall-Harriman
was the Mrs. Fiske did here earlier this
aunt of Katherlne Harris, first of .season. The managers filed chargts
the three wives of John Barrymore. against John Floyd, one of the
Katharine became an actress, div- authors (the other being T. Kcrby
.

'oflUce and told them my plans, there
The day after she told the "Sunday Express" that she was not going to was not one who could call a $5
have a baby, she told the "Dally Express" when dicsussing the waist bill his own.
"I told, them' that was just what
line, that hers would not change for some months to come.
I wanted.
It may sound conceited,
I like things discussed like that
It shows the age we live in.
but my perspective disproves any
He stayed nearly a year
such belief.
I wanted them that -school.
What is "Good Taste" Today?
way because they would better un- and left on his own accord, .reI see that Rowland Lfeigh is quite hurt bfecause the "Sunday
Express,"
derstand that I am the only execu- habilitated and In a better paying
- remembering that both Evelyn Laye and Jessie Matthews were in
New
position.
tive
and
spokesman
in
this
organiYork at the same time—the one a great success and the other not exzation; that they would better unactly that—cabled for their two criticisms and published them side
This ex-indie, who, over a term
by derstand
that I am the only one of years had built up a notorious
side:
wJio. Is wlllinff -to give. them_ an- jep . by_fly -.by -nlghting, brought put
"Thl^ article must have" given' pain ~n^t o^^^
other start in the film business." another rule of the self-appointed"
persons, but also' It has offended the many thousands of people
who
That the organization is strictly superintendent of filmdom's reformadmire one or bbth of then;," he said. "It is, I believe, a common habit
one man is known by many in the atory. He ti'led to put over a phoney
for those who wish to remain Anonymous to sign 'Disgusted.'
I am distrade; particularly among the emgusted, though I do not wish to remain anonymous," said
Rowland ployees themselves. Their head has on his new boss. The pres then revealed his 61-49 policy on arbitratLeigh.
Rowland Leigh is not quite so careful himself, when It docs not con- called them into many conferences ing with unruly Inmates.
on matters dealing with his busicern people on the stage. I have had at least one occasion
kept him. on after that because
to com- ness.
He has listened to their sug- I "I
plain of insulting remarks made in songs he has written
expect them to be weak when
for Rex Evans.
gestions and argued with them. But
It is funny how comedians who can jeer at the
they first come into my employ. In
world burst into tears
when you say something critical of them. Now, -son;; writers are be- they have kno-wn of his decision justice to this man and myself I
only on the brink of execution.
coming as touchy, it would seem.
must say. that he lived up to my
Aside from his own declaration, standards thereafter for the rest of
this organization's payroll shows his time with me.
The Magicians at Home
Horace Goldin, who showed a new trick, was the great turn of the there is not a man on It who would
"I haven't lost anything by playrate *a title In any other line and
evening at the Magicians' Club when, in proposing "Our Guests,"
It isn't philaning the sucker.
I had
to name Lord Revelstoke, the millionaire banker;
Laura Knight the who has not failed or been on the thropy either. Just common sense.
verge
of
failure
before
he
joined.
dlstiinguished artist; Arthur Wimperis, Sir E. Denlson
The boys I have here would cut
Ross, who could
Their Last Stand
*ave replied fluently in over a dozen languages, had he liked, and who
their throats for me, and that's no
"And now that we've got this far exaggeration. That loyalty is what
speaks 25 different languages altogether, George Graves Low, the carI'll
make the biggest point," the a lot of other presidents with titled
toonist, and a dozen other people of distinction.
president stated. "The men know
Denison Ross replied, by saying that he had achieved his life's
ambi- that their -jobs with me are (Heir men around them in this business
tion in the last few weeks. He had been to
a circus lunch at Olympia.
would like to have."
last stand in this business.
They
Now he ha(^ met the magicians at home.
And with a wink this business
dIfo know that If they make s?ood
The Old Circus People
his finale:
Dame Laura Knight has done some excellent paintings, recently, of the industry will know it and wel- man blasted foryes-^men
and I don't
"I don't want
cciDc them back."
circus life. She was intensely interested when I
told her I had to go on
Citing different Oases, one of a want no-men. With my present
to the circTJS people's annual reunion.
both
well known press agent and trade personnel I've been able to do
There, I saw about 300 people,' lion tamers, trapeze
artists, clowns,myself."
paper man, who had elbow bent his
wire walkers, jugglers, people of all kinds. The Sangerses,
the Hollo- way out of jobs -with all of" the
ways and the Cookes, nearly all inter-married, all members of the
same big companies, was brought up.
big circus family. They are so very respectable
themselves that circus
"This man came to me ha]f drunk
FLOP
people, not more than 20 years ago, were shocked
when their daughters and minus a tie or collar. I put
went on the vaudeville stage.
him to work. He stayed with me
I met both the father and the grandfather
of James Nervo, of Nervo
(Continued
from page 1)
nearly a year and now has an imand Knox, the older one a clown 70 years ago! He
showed me a gold portant post on a daily newspaper."
medal given to his father because he had played "Richard
Came the talkers with hubby havHI" 110 times
who waxed ing to fight for his own existence.
derelict,
Another
at Astley's Circus. This medal was given by
George Cooke, whose son heavy as a promoter until the inNot so sure of his berth himself, he
wrote me today to say that when he made his first appearance
on the dustry found him out. Is "now mak- des|ded to try it alone, without addstage in May, 1S53, it was at the first matinee of which
history has any ing more money than ever before." ing to his worries the carrying of his
record.
Just a matter of not being his own wife as an underwood plugger.
Scores of the circus people I met have showed in American
circuses— boss, being given Instructions and
Other reasons are blamed on temRlngllng's and Barnum's. Some met that night for
the first time since understanding the penalty of any perament and f.ailure of the women
they had shown in the States, many years before.
false moves.
to adapt themselves to the changing

verclyde.
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Revivals

—And

nigit^^'^^

Edward Knoblock, now an Englishman, of course, was very proud of
the fact that the plot he. wrote with Arnold
Bennett still remains a
hauntingly beautiful picture of three generations.
"Dandy Dick," which Plnero wrote in 1837 and which was revived at
the Lyric, Hammersmith, although the farce has not altered, creaked
from age, and would have done so even more if it had not been that
^,the horses were still done with half cocoanuts and, when they showed
a

fire,

it

was

really red

fire,

An

Hov/ They Seem
also
done after 18 years, the other

*"*^''estine to see "Milestones"

ex-independent producer was order as quickly as those of the
admitted to the come back sterner sex.

Hawkes), telling the Dramati.sts'
Guild he failed to make required
revisions.
He Inherited a legacy
from his Intimate friend, the late
Avery Hopwood, who left an estate
of $1,000,000.
Beatrice Davische - Flagler - Su
van can always be counted on

I i i

-

to

siippiy aensations! -After divorcing
James B. Davische, she became the

third wife of John Flagler, millionaire oil capitalist. From a life
trust of $200,000 .established by Flajcler,
she receives $11,000 Income.
She chose as her third husband
Armand Sullivan, professional strong
man, who changed his name from
(joldreisch.
Sued by SuUlvan'.-i
first
wife,
Marie J. Goldreisch.
Marie was awai-ded $25,000 for
alienation of affections.
Recently

Mrs. Sullivan was sued by Carl
Spellman, of Kansas City, the lawyer who represented her when divorcing Davische. Spellman claimed
he had never been jpaid for his services.
Mrs. Sullivan indicated she
had considered his efforts a labor
of love, as she had expected to
marry Spellman after the death of
Flagler, although at that time she
had not yet married Flagler!

Actor to Dancer Rare
Sometimes dancers develop into
actors, but seldom is the process reversed. Anthony Sansone was engaged by David Belasco for a role
in
support of Lenore Ulric in

"Mima," after which Tony took up
adagio, and now teaming with Desha,
the dancer, has made nis Broadway debut in the new line at the
Capitol.
Each night he returns to
his wife and baby at Coney Island.

—

Tom Powers, of the Theatre
Guild, has leased an apartment at
30 Sutton Place,
few years ano
he lived in Cherry Lane, near the
theatre there.
Then he bought a
house in Henderson Place, near

A

East End Avenue, from Countess
Fanny de Gabriac. After buying
two adjacent houses, he departed
from the locality.

whole column of tripe. Graves had his name at the top of it, of 'course,
At smart private entertainments
and oh, how silly it was.
at Palm Beach the Morgan Trio are
In his younger days, Shuw was a Crusader for truth that was unin demand, sisters who play the
popular. Now, when film stars arrive, he feeds out of tlieir hands, just
harp, piano and violin.
They relike an ordinary film fan.
bh and Nancy Astor introduced Will Rogers to Lloyd Cieorge, 'I'hat cently appeared for the guests of
Col. and Mrs, VVilllam Hayward.
will not help nasal disarmament.

—

just like the old days.

Martin Brown has been aiding in
Ziegfeld Show for Drury Lane
the direction of his play, "A Roman
"The Three Musketeers" is to be the next show at Drury Lane. They
Gentleman," in which Hal Skelly
are negotiating with Dennis King, who played the load in America, but
and Mary liuncan open in PhilaAlfred Butt denies that Lilian Davies is to be opposite.
delphla. Then he proceeds to HollyI shall be sorry If my announcement that she was to play the lead
wood. He wrote "Paris" for Irene
stops negotiations. You never know.
Bordonl, and before that "Cobra."
A generation ago he was a well
The Biggest Bore of All
known dancer, and appeared in "The
I am gradually recovering from the massed attack upon my patience
Belle
of
Brittany,"
"The three
have been more careful about his dii^guise.
an adaptation of "Point Counter Point," Aldous Huxley's novel, put on at Twins" and "He Came From rsiilDaly's by Leon M. Lion. It was the biggest bore of all. Oh, the talk! waukee."
In "Up and Down BroadG. B. Shaw And Will Rogers
Among the characters were a gramophone, a dictaphone and a radio!
way," (1910), in which he did a
Poor old Shaw has become now a sort of lapdog to Charles Graves,
Blah-blahs paid to go and sat In the stalls, trying to look wise, with specially, the chorus included Lenore
who writes gossip for the "Dally .Mail." E\-ery time a film star comes aide whiskers on their sweetbread brains.',
Oscar
Ulric and Oscar Schwartz.
*
Lion Had Chosen
to England, dear old Shaw has to go along and blah. Graves takes him
later became Sbaw, and a featured
Splendid cast and some of the character.<; were perfectly noted, Miles player, Brown ha? a villa on the
and then there ia an excited Column In the "Dally Mall."
because
he
in
Lonvictim.
Just
was
ACatteson
was
perfect
as
an
old
roue.
This time, Will Rogers was the
Riviera which he shares witli h\a
At the end, the author, refused to come on the stage.
'don, he was dragged along to see Shaw, and the two of them talked a
sister, Fredericka.
Sir

Auckland Changes Again

I told you that Sir Auckland Geddes called himself Gilbert Stone in
order to disclose his share in the authorship of "Through the Veil."
When, last Monday, It was brought to the Duchess, the "Gilbert Stone"
had become "X. Y. Stone," because it has just been discovered there Is
a real Gilbert Stone, a barrister, and he was afraid of being given the
blame.
I should have thought that an ex-Jimbas3;idor to Wa.'ihington would

—

...
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EQUITY'S
HOLLYWOOD WARNERS'
LEGIT TESTING GROUND
Warners new Hollywood on Broad-

way

will be established with a
legitimate production policy by the
picture concern. That was decided
on last week as the result of the
success of "Fifty Million Frenchmen" presented by E. Ray Goetz
with the Warner backine.

The Hollywood will have a capacity of 1,800, not exceptional for pictures and only slightly larger than
the biggest of New York's legit
houses Majestic, Ziegfeld and Jol-

—

Mebbe

Hollywood, Feb,
Gt'orge Arliss

CAiOT

Bert Wheeler in Huddle
Over $3,000 Film Contract
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Radio Pictures and Bert Wheeler
a hi^ddle on a new contract
lor another year. Slight salary adjustment remains to be settled.
Wheeler is now getting $2,400 weekly with the new arrangement underare. in

is

now on "Radio

Revels.''

Up

"Cprtez" Claims

Members of the cast of "Cortez,"
which flopped after a brief metrofpolitan riln some months ago, have
filed
claims for one-'Cighth' of a
weelj's salary against Jack Linder,
producer, at Equity.
Linder produced the show with
Lou Tellegen as star. Lindej: is
disputing claims on the grounds
that he- had Instructed those rep*I'esentin^- him to close the show.
The cast maintains, however, that
no closing notice had been posted
on the closing Saturday and that all
reported foi: the Monday night performance and were told the show
had folded. They claim they ate
entitled to an extra eighth salary
for reporting.
The matter will be arbitrated at
Equity next week.

Legit, Talker

Year

REPORTED FOR

•

producers Intend to start several
froni this point, doing most
of the casting locally, with occasional stars to be brought from the
east.

shows

Team Work

Diplomatic Tryout

2 Playwrights Less
Merlin,

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Brooks and Frank S.

pla.ywrights,

are

on

at Fox.

Two
A

L. A.

1ST NITE

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
first night list for

combined

theatre openings has been compiled

EQUITY MEMBERS IN

IT and

agreed to by a committee of

theatre and studio press agents.

The

Hollywood, Feb. 18

calls for a total of 182
seats to be giveri to the press with
the theatres giving and the. studios
li.st

With 200 studio actors signing a
allowed 88.
pledge not to participate In the agi
strike and be
tation or calling of
ing members of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Equity had

their

No

Pages"—

to pay membership dues mount tie-up.
on out of town showings served to none w'
two organizations, with the
in
be that Leslie has too much- show,
those steadily emwith Huffman, stager of former major players, or
ployed figuring that the terms of
Alex. Moore
Winter Garden revues, called in
the agreement will be enforced by
mainly to realign scenes and numAlexander P. Moore,
organization and that
.'.i

Huffman's

assignment

Is

tipoff

"Room

349"

is

due soon.

It Is

a

melodrama based on the Rothstein
murder, the title indicating the room
in the Park Central where the fatal
alleged to have occurred.
Mark Linder, who figured In authoring "Diamond LIl," wrote the
new meller, which William Blrns,
under a corporate name, is backing.

shooting

is

court he

was engaged

in

another

trial.

be

fully protected.

ing for spring try'outs.

Midseason slump so far in advance of the Lenten season Is inthat tho legit division is
shot.
With a number of the most
prolific producers of the legit division aligning with pictures, the
dicative

There are scarcely a dozeii hew
attractions skirting tryout territories, the only productions in sight
to steer In greater activity will b©
necessary to keep
tenanted.

Helen Hayes "Act of

God" Baby Born

of

Dies
63,

former

died
Angeles following
heart attack.
He
the
PItt.sburgh
he sold when ap-

Lillian

Rus.sell,

in

N. Y.

When Helen Hayes, star of "Co'^quette," In private life the wife of
MncArthur,

Charles

playwright,

some time ago announced her stage
retirement, and Jed Harris, producer, closed the show on tour, It
was stated that Miss Hayes had
quit to await the coming of. the
stork.
The event occurred Feb. 16
In York House, 119 East 74th street,
N. Y., when a daughter was born
.

the MacArthurs,
At the time Miss Hayes .left the
stage the supporting members ot
the "Coquette" star sued the producer for two weeks' salary under
Equity rules and In his defence
Harris designated Miss Hayes' retirement as "an act of God." The
ruling, however, was against Harris
and he had to pay.
to

>

The
Aug.

MacArthurs
17,

1928.

were married
Mr. MacArthur Is

best remembered for his co-authorship of "Front Page," "Lulu Belle"
and "Salvation."

Chinese
A

Sho^

Sold Out

group of Chinese bankers, principally afllUated on the west coast,
are back of the toiir of Mel LanFang, the Oriental star who opened
at tho 49th Street Monday.
The
society crowd somehow became Interested In the strange attraction,
with the result that the two week
date Is virtually sold out In advance.
Murdock Pemberton directed the

Gus

The

revised

standard

'

contract

major clause of 12-hour
rest periods between calls has been
accepted by both sides and must
stand for one year instead of sl-t
months. Should it be found unsat.

Its

Wallace also indicated that it wa.s l.^factory after that time.
changed to the 54-hour
if he would be ready on
wc-c-k.
If not, he said, he v-ould:
Okayed Changes
seek a further delay.

It

can be

working

conIt was expected that the
tracts win be signed by both sides
early this wef?k. After that is done
the
contract
can
b**
clau.so of
altered from time to time aft'ir
okayf:d by the actorfj' arbitration

any

coniniittec.
in

CHI.

hearsal.

ferences.

with

Monday.

Equity.

husband

Broadway houses

The agreement, approved at both Feb. 17 in Los
meetings. Is specific in binding the pneumonia and
publicity, which was given unusual
studio actors from Interfering In formerly owned
attention by the dallies.
Pomberany labor dispute or strike, even "Leader," which
though an obligation they took In pointed United States ambassador ton admits his regular racket is art
joining Equity compels them to-\^ Spain some years ago. Recently critic for the "New Yorker."
President
Hoover
named
amhim
obey any order tha,t the Council of
Equity might Issue with respect to bassador to Poland.
HilFs Incurable
entanglements of that body or any
Interested in theatricals and wideother labor organization.
|ly acquainted with show people.
Gus Hill Is organizing a "BringThe actors, by the agreement, Moore had been a guest of Charles ing Up Father" show to play under
pledged themselves to abide by any Chaplin on tlie coast prior to his canvas in New England and
Ne-w
decisions made by the actors' arbi- illness.
York.
tration committee on the coast,
Troupe of 50 will travel In busses.
which will handle all differences
Hill win take the company out In
EEVUE
WAKING'S
COAST
that may arise between the player
May, and says he will hit spots
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
and producer over working condiFred Warlng's Revue Is set to where they haven't seen a show In
tions.
This committee will have
open here at the Mason March 17. 15 years.
five members and will confer with
Company
Is on Its way out from
a body of similar' membership representing the producers on' all dif- the east, where It's been in re-

doubtful

A new .show clcsed la.st week beWas to have been
fore It opened.
called "One Night Only,'' .cponsorod
by Allen 'Allen, an actor.
Rf'hear.sod seven days and blew.
Actors filed salary claims with

week

tions.

Its

their coast
their rights will

thi.s

General slowing down on legit
production activities will obtain for
tho next fortnight unless producers
change plans and give precedence
to productions they have been hold-

others around are marking time
and resting upon current presenta-

"Moon"

bers.

legits in rehearsal

for the .first time this season.

AT ANY

•

CLOSED EAELY

way east.
No option renewal

182 COURTESY SEATS

Players

.

ney

understood
yesterday
(Tuesday) that Jack Whiting had
reached an agreement with Warners.
W'hltlng will go to the Coa.st to
play 'opposite Marilyn Miller and
Irene Belroy this summer ollowing
the close of his show.

EARLY

his

in

'

Bertlni in General Sessions at the
request of Assistant District AttorJ. G. Wallace, who informed the

B.

was

S.

monocle

on

Washington, Feb. 18.
Mei Lan-Ferig, Chinese actor,
gave a special performance here on
MAE'S POSTPONEMENT
Friday last at the Chinese legation.
Trial of Mae West and 53 other;;
About 500 of Washington's diplo- for participation In an alleged obmatic and Congressional notables scene play, set for today (Wedneswore guests at the legation.
day), was again postponed until Feb.
He gi.t a groa.t reception.
24.
Delay was granted by Judge

George

his

biggest body blow Elsie Ferguson's $2,500
its
endeavors to gain
dealt. In
Fihn
recognition In the motion picture For "Scarlet
industry. This pledge of allegiance
to the producers for a five-year
Warners will be ready to shoot
period was obtained at a meeting of
the players- held in the Academy "Scarlet Pages" on the Coast late In
rooms last Thursday night and ac- March. Elsie Ferguson, who starred
Chi. Playhouse
Balk
cepted by the Producers' Associa- In the stage version of the meller,
"City Haul" -Which closed at the
tion at their annual meeting held has been offered $10,000 to do It on
the screen for this company. Salary
Hudson Saturday was booked for on Monday night.
the Playhouse, Chicago, but the cast
The majority of the players who applies for four weeks, the star to
refused to play that theati-e. The signed the pledge are Equity mem
receive
weekly thereafter
$2,500
players were in position to refuse bers and sided with their society should the film go over time. Show
was presented by A. H. Woods, bebecause of having agreed to lay off during the strike last June.
two weeks without salary prior to
Though the agreement has no ing one of half a dozen Woods prom3,klng the Jump. Notice of clos
reference to Equity or allegiance ductions, for which Warners took
Ing had "been posted earlier. -The -to that organization there is an ob- care of the production outlay.
cast Is said to have expressed them
vious impression that the power
selves as willing to go to any other and strength of Equity, In the film
theatre in Chicago's Loop except industry, will wane and disappear,
for Schnozzles
with its members possibly allowih
the upstairs house..
Saturday the Friars will start a
The show is laying off but two their membership to lapse or with- serleia of bi-monthly "S.iturday
days, and will resume at the Eltlnge drawing .until such .time as they
Nights" in the grill room, beefsteak
today (Wednesday). Booking Iri the might come under Its jurisdiction affairs
plus impromptu entertainUnder those cirlatter house Is for two weeks and for stage work.
ments.
a half, after which Wood's "Love, cumstances it Is said the actors
Eddie Foy-, Jr., will be the gue.s.t
Honor and Betray" with Alice Brady might be willing to pay up back
is due.
Show was known as "The dues or apply for reinstatement in of honor Saturday, with Clayton,
These players, or a ma- Jackson and Durante running the
Equity.
Fatal Woman."
jority who signed the agreement show. Two weeks later the schnozwhich runs for five years with the zles will be wot yer call honored.
producers,
feel that there Is little
Shuhert Tip
the
returning to
likelihood
of
J. C. Huffman was called In by the speaking rostrum In the near fu$110,000 for
Shuberts Jast week to tighten up ture or before the agreement with
Hollywood, Feh. 18.
Lew Leslie's "International Revue'' the producers will have expired.
Metro paid Schwab & Mandel
prelim to Its bow In at the MajesDouble Dues
$110,000 flat for the screen rights to
(Thurstic, New York, tomorrow
It is possible the majority of the "New
Moon" operetta.
Neither
day) night.
Huffman worked on the show all other players who joined the east- partner will be In any way conern organization last summer may cerned with its screen production.
last week while in Newark, going in
measures,
as
take
the
same
Musical
also
producers
have
Paraa
with Leslie's consent. Main difficulty

can be tabbed on
this story, with the local Erlanger
ofRce neither denying nor afflrmihg
it.
Erlanger and Heiman were here
together about five weeks ago.
definite

Stage Rothstein Affair

Illinois.

Ads serve two purposes, to draw
the. expected transit trade and to
plug their coming talker.
Before
Hollywood they will play only St.
Louis and Kansas City.

It

— Not

Coast

Will Pay Dues to
Organizations

ERLANGER PRODUCING

that the Shuberts are in on the show
Chicago, Feb, 18.
with Leslie and A. H. Woods.
Brothers, In the last two
weeks of "Animal Crackers" are
billing the show in
newspapers

Whiting—W.

Agreement

Expected

Marx

throughout

photograph,

right eye.

Pledge of Allegiance to Picture Producers in Five-

the size of Roxy's.

Nothing

PRE-LENT DIP

burning.

which,
reversed in printing, had him

page

Hand-Out

Btood to stipulate $3,000.

Wheeler

is

18.

Fan magazine published a
full

wearing

where it occurred, must
have a seating capacity twice

With the Hollywood devoted to
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
stage productions, the Warners will
continue to use the Winter Garden
It's been reported that A. L. ErThey re- langer and Marcus Heiman will
for picture exploitation.
cently renewed the Garden' lease
form a producing office out here
for a y6ar with a longer period optional. The option has already been shortly. Understanding is that the

Warners have backed seven
Broadway productions this season.
In addition to "Frenchmen," they
have the musical "Top Speed" which
has failed to get real coin. None
of the dramatic- tries succeeded.
Latter Include "Scarlet Pages," "Recapture," "Murder on the Second
Floor" and "Scotland Yard;" The
latter Is being made Into a picture
by Fox.

STRIKE

ington,

A.

NO REHEARSALS,

Wrong Eye

Hollywood,, Feb. 18.
Since Lincoln's Birthday has
been duly celebrated and all
those yet living who saw Lincoln assassinated have had
their say. Ford's theatre, "Wash-

L
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spn's.

exercised.
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'"^

In the event i.ssues of difffirenc^
the contract or working problems

(Continued on page 5C)

Johnny O'Connor, handling Waris due here next weok on the

ing,

publicity.

TEEASUEERS' BALL

Chicago, Feb. 18.
Treasurers will hold their annual
ball at the Sherman House on

March 8. Date hits the center of
I.^nt, this being first open
date
house offered.
Stock Hero Goes Road House
Ballroom at Sherman will hold
Spokane, Feb. 18.
only limited crowd, but difference
Will Maylon, popular here as ac- made up by raising the tariff
to
tor-producer-director of the stock $10 a ducat.
company bearing his name for six
years, has become host at the Castle
Una Merkel's Film Role
road house on the outskirts of the
Hollywood, Feb. 18,.
city.
Una Mcrkel will be brought from
The Castle pronii.ses to bid for exclusive patronage.
Alaylon's In- Sew 1'ork to play Ann Rutledge in
clusion In tho ro.ster of entertainers

has boostf'd

.slock

many-fold.

(iriinT.h'.-j

Picture

May-

lon closr-d Ills sed.son at the Auditorium Feb. 1. I{<.'Opf-ninfj plans for
Sept. 1 are b'-iiig niiide.

In

"Abraham Lincoln."
names are being avoided

so that audiences will
on charader.s aa real people
than uolors. It la aald.

ca.sting

look

jrath'.-r

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY
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The "9:16 Revue," presented by
The most helpless figures on
Broadway are the many dramatic Ruth (Mrs. Edgar) Selwyn, came
school graduates'who wander about to an abrupt close at tho Cohan
Saturday
from agency to agency Ignorantly
night.
It opened Tuesand vainly seeking a job and seldom day last week.
Salaries
wero
finding any.
Their chances are not paid and claims were filed witli
slighter than anyope else's.
They Equity, the latter calling on tho
are inexperienced, unfamiliar with Managers' Protective Association to
show customs and fresh from dra- make good.
Mrs. Selwyn had recently Joined
matic schooL The inside of show
business is a complete surprise to the M. P. A., but was reported ready
to resign from that body.
them.
The M.
In- school they iearn nothing of P. A., under the basic agreement,
the conditions of show business and guarantees salaries of its members.
A
requirement
of
joining
is
said to
year after year the schools turn
hundreds of them out, to end their be a deposit of $10,000.
The show did not get a break
dreams of achievement In merely
from the reviewers, but business was
hopelessly seeking a Job.
There is no place for them to get fairly good, tho gross being $20,000

Long Distance Snub
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Assessment notices from the
Club, New York, are
getting snubbed by actoi-s out
here In pictures.
A statistician counted 75
Lan\bs notices In the waste
baskets of the Masquers Club

Lambs

.

When talker came in, film names
were willing to do anything to prove
Little theatres
they had voices.
took on mushroom growth, with pictures stars featured In everything
they produced. OCten picture actors
financed the production to play the
lead.

After a few months It was discovered prodaoorg did not attend
these semi-amateur outfits, and the
picture names lost interest in the
The long
elevation of the drama.
haired boys and short haired girls
did a lot of crying about what was
when
they
drama
to become of the
found that the audience came only
to see the stars.
Pasadena's Community Playhouse
with a $250,000 plant and financial
backing from Who's Who continues
It is
to put on a play a month.
almost a professional group, as it

here.

Broad Minded Richmond
Censors Pass "Interlude" Now
Richmond, Va., Feb.
thrust

Censorship

18.

out Itf neck
promptly with-

MAXINE LEWIS
being

featured

with

It
was
a Job. Stocks which were once a in seven performances.
known that outside financial aid was
Harry refuge are gone practically, and they required prior to the show's
enmust remain inexperienced with the

Carroll at
B. F. Keith's Palace, Kew York, this

trance

dramatic school tag to them.

week (February 15)
Many of them have spent hunThe "Daily News," N. TT, said: dreds of dollars and several years'
work to try for something.
"Even
appointed a citizens' censorship tionallyif the bill weren't an excepgood one, it would be worth
Many of them are from out of
committee to. review the Theatre a visit just to hear Maxine sing."
town and stay around looking for a
The
Guild's "Strange Interlude."
Job until their money is gone, when
conxmlttee attended the play, argued
they
must return home.
for two hours, and let it ride.
There are any number of dra3 Shows Going Out
A citizen read the script of the
matic school graduates of last year
play, sent it to the mayor and asked
who have never "had even a small
him whether such a thing should
One of last week's legit arrivals part during the year they have been
play in Richmond. The mayor was
searching, and there are more pournot enthusiastic about censorii^ the on Broadway was taken off Saturing
out from schools each season to
At least two among newer
calls on Hollywood for most of its O'Neill play. He named six liberal day.
Join the throng.
/
Theatre Mart, L. A., Is citizens, a magazine writer, a prom- shbws will shut down this week.
talent.
"9:15 Revue," pi'esented at the
financed by Alice Pike Barney, the inent obstetrician, the most popular
Cohan by Ruth Selwyn, stopped
theatre location and building having preacher In town— a Lutheran
after
playing
five
Mrs.
days.
Show
did
$50,000.
her
back
about
set
a lawyer, a social worker and an
FUTURE PLAYS
not fare well in the notices, but,
Barney is 80 years old and ambi- artist.
When
though It f,'ot fairly good money at
tious, along > writing lines.
"Tread the Green Grass," by Paul
$20,000 in seven performances, was
she produces a piay it is her own
Green- and produced by William
overboard financially.
work, but she helps the boys and Cohan's Coast Trip with
Blake will relight the former Provgirls out so they don't mind doing
here last week

drew

it.

.

—and

Mayor

J.

Fulmer Bright

'

a

little

"Gambling" Abandoned

acting for her.

Chicago, Feb.

Award on
"Padlocks" Bond

t^Guinan

collect $15,000

on bonds given

foi:

Duo-Art Productions

In 1927 cohering the production of "Padlocks of
1927" because of Duo-Arts failure
to pay $26,000 due Texas Guinan at
$3,600 a week.
In the lower court Equity got a

summary judgment

•^:15. REVUE

18.

Opened Feb.

George M. Cohan cancelled his
Equity contract
with United Artists last
to Trial week, and for the present will not

The Appellate Division has ordered
a trial of the suit of Actofs Equity,
-against the Equitable. Surety ..Co. to

for $16,872

when

the court struck out the answer on
the ground that thei'e was no defense because a judgment Miss
Guinan got for $26,000 on an arbitration award was conclusive on the
defendant. The Appellate Division
rules that the bonhing company was
not a party to the arbitration and
that it is entitled to defend the suit
since it claims there was a modification of Miss Guinan's contract.
The high court also believes there Is
same merit In surety company's
claim that Its liability was to be
limited to two weeks salary, but this
question is left open to be decided
by the trial Judge.
-

"Blue Sky" First Week
Does a Silver Lining

"Manages

all second stringers, found revue "speedy but .hoisy.7

"Contract-was drawn-up by Dennis
O'Brien, of O'Brien,' Malevlnsky

11.

be vulgar without being
funny," declarsd Garland (Telegram). Seld«s (Graphic) no
opinion, while other reviewers,'
to

Decision followed
enter pictures.
the remarkable reception and business for Cohan here.

&

'

Cohan will devote himself to legit,
He will
continuing "Gambling."
shortly " present "Sporting Blood,"
which had tryout performances In
during the
recently
Pittsburgh,
"Gambling" dates. Trip of "Gambling" to coast is out, play going to
St. Louis, Detroit, then Boston.

Stillwell Troupe's S.

O.

Chicago, Feb.

Reported sti'anded

in

S.

tle of the book from which it was
adapted. Presentation of show in
Yiddish may have hurt chances.
Started fairly well, then slipped

which was under an
$12,000,
even break.
"Out of a Blue Sky," presented
Independently at the Booth, closes
Saturday, playing about two and a
half weeks. Believed a novelty, it
got fair notices, but no business —

to

$5,000 or less.

18.

Birmingham,

called the All
a company
Star players appealed to agents for
help fr.om here. Carboned, unsigned
letters on- the reverse of a handbill
advertising a benefit for the players,
Llmle Stillwell, manager,
states

of

28

jumped the show, and reports Edward Schooley, Chi producer, and

Earl Stewart, inde, as producers.
Schooley, who got one of the let"Out of a Blue Sky" came near ters, denies owning any part of the
folding at the Booth Saturday night show and is starting an investigain
sight
when there was no coin
tion.
He booked a dancing team
to pay salaries.
and soubrette to Stillwell and the
Several in the cast waived the team Is now playing St. Louis,
usual Equity salary guarantee and while the soub returned here. He
costumes. C.O.D. to Stillwell
it Is understood accepted part pay- sent
ment. In the hope of a better break and they were never taken from the
express office, he says.
In continuing this, the final week.
Rltz hotel, Birmingham, is given
as the address of the stranded
Idea Lags bunch, which Is asking for conTicket

Curb

The plan to Install a new ticket tributions.
agency system remains uncomplet-

"OUT OF A BLUE SKY"
^Opened Feb.
pointless,"

o p

8.
i.

"Stale and

n e d

Brown

(PostW while Darnton (Eve.
World) tagged it: "Ted lous
and amateur." Ruhl (Herald
Tribune) argued the affirmafinding; "On the whole,
decidedly amusing."
Ibee (Variety) figured: "Good
idea misses."

tive,

"City Haul," listed to close at the

Hudson last Saturday, lays off first
two days, then resumes Wednesday
at the Bltlnge, •'Recapture" playing
Eltlnge
latter house until then.
date limited to two and a half

weeks.

Wintz's 2 for 1 Barred;

Peeved Show Does Well
Pittsburgh, Feb.

18.

The proposition was to hiave the
Comstock-Shubert Suit
Wlien Harry Brown, manager of
Whether the
1.
The Appellate Division has or- Nixon, legit, refused to allow George
managers and brokers can agree
dered
the Shuberts to be examined Wlntz to put out two-for-one ticupon a set of rules by April 1 Is not
for the latter's "Vagabond
trial In the suit of F. Ray kets
before
certain.
week,
Wlntz
King,"
last
here
Again there were committee meet^ Comstock for an accounting of the threatened to cancel. Told to go
Prince" on the
ings throughout last week, but again profits of "Student
ahead, Wlntz had a change of mind
agency ticket buys for some of the ground that it is based on "Old and now he's thanking Brown.
new productions were arranged. The Heidelberg," In which he and Sam
It was the first time Wlntz ever
S and Lee Shubert had a partner..attitude assumed at the meetings
had a local booking for one of his
*was that existing agreements (the ship in 1902.
The Shuberts reply Comstock has road shows and when tliumbs went
buys) should not be disturbed. Ined.

system start March

.

dications are the season will be
pretty well ov6r before the much
tallied of ticket curb will be agreed
on, if then.

Mary Hay

no claim because the partnership
had terminated, and 20 years later

the Shubert Theatre Co. produced
"Student Prince" after obtaining
rlglits to the musical version of
"Old Heidelberg" from the author.

Quits

Ula Sharon for London
Mary Hay, giving a nervous
Ula Sharon is engaged for a leadbreakdown as her reason, is out of ing role In the London production of
"You Don't Say So." She left the "Three Musketeer.s," which Sir Alshow In Atlantic City Saturday fred Butt will produce She sails
night,

Friday.

Jules Leventhal, who has tho
She will double tlie show and the
•how, -will keep It goinff, With Cafe De Paris, where .she will open
Joe Donahue, urotlier of Jack, as for a fortnij,-ht shortly after her arrival.
the featured name.

with the result that net
enough nioney to pay off the company remained Saturday. The actual salary list

was placed

at $7,200,

but the orchestra, back stage ciow
and other expenses raised ths total
wage scale to about $14,000. Ths
theatre was a "four walls" rental,
and it was estimated the attraction
had to do $22,000 weekly to operate.
Howard Hughes, wealthy yuung
coast picture producer,

is

repoited

having put in $50,000 in the "9:16
Revue." Hughes, under tho nam©
of Caddo Pictures, has the lease on
the Cohan, which shortly expires.
The revue was fir^t slated for the
Music Box, the booking being suddenly switched.

Ruth Etting, upon the closing of
"Nine Fifteen, was immediately inserted in Zlegfeld's "'Simple Simon,"
going in on a day's notice. Miss
Etting had sought to leave the revue
incetown
Playhouse,
Greenwich sometime ago, but was held to a
Village, Feb. 2ff.
Upon reopening run of the play contract. Her claim
house win bo renamed the Mac- of salary for six weeks, based on the
Doiigal Playhouse..
starting date stipulated In the con''Gamblers All," comedy by Ar- tract, will bo arbitrated this weeii.
thur Royster, has gone Into re- Don Vorhees and his band, another
hearsal and will bow in at the Ful- feature of Mrs. Selwyn's show, were
ton, Brooklyn, Mart 3. Maylon Pro- engaged by Lew Leslie' for his "Inductlon3,J[pe.,-is. producer. It comes, ternational Revufi.'!.
^.J.-.^.:.-.. --.
to New' York two weeks later.
Cast includes Rose Kennelly,
John Franklyn, Lew Berger, Michael
Kelly, Edythe McClure, Dora Collins, Salvatore Carlos, Ruth PeiTy,
(Continued from page 65)
Grayce Nolan, Joseph Greene, Har- cannot be settled between the acold Hetherlngton and others.
tors' committee and the producers,
When Jimmy Cooper's new pro- the matter will automatically revert
duction, "The Blue Ghost," a meller to the concilUation committee of
mystery by Bernard J. McOwen the Academy and their findings ac-^
and J. P. Rlewerts, opens Feb. 20 cepted as final by all parties.
at Hartford It will have one of the
The producers prior to consenting
co-authors, McOwen, as a princi- to the five-year agreement requestpal.
Following its out of town ed that at least two-thirds of tho
fiing a week will be played In Jack- actors of the foundation group o£
son Heights with a Broadway pre- the Academy sign the pledge of almier© following.
legiance. There aro 106 foundation
The cast Includes Lyle Stackpole, members with the pledge having
King Calder, Nate Busby, Leslie been 20 signatures short at the last
Key, Douglas Cosgrove.
meeting of the players. These slg-"The Old Rascal," Wm. Hodge's natures it was figrured- would bo ob'

'

;

"Josef Suss," presented at ErDriscoll, -t^ho is attorney both for
Cohan and United Artists. The con- langers by Charles Dillingham, will
tract called for direction of Al Jol- tour after playing but five weeks.
son in a talker, but a clause per- On the road the shgw will be
mitted Cohan to cancel within 60 known as "Power," which is the tidays.
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JOBS, BUT MANY D.15"REVUVE'S UNPAID
DRAMA SCHOOL GRADS SALARIES UP TO MfJl

Out on Coast-2 Out of 20 Left

have melted.

19,

FEWER

Litde Theatre Enthusiasm Dies

Los Angeles, Feb. IS.
The Little Theatre movement a
year ago hitting on high with some
20 pill box show houses operatinsr,
has dwindled to two. Pasadena, with
Its Community PlayhQuse and the
Theatre Mart, -L. A., both well
financed, have held up. The others

Wednesday, February

EQUITY'S

WALLOP

'

new

play,
with Hodge starred,
which premiered in New Haven Feb.
10 and Is In Brooklyn this week, has
tho fgllowlng cast: Grace Le Marr,
Florence Gerald, Fracez Dumas,

Edmund

Dalby,

Marjorle

Lytell,

tained early this week with tho
other signatures on the pledge having been obtained from 100 special
members of tho Academy who
joined within the past month.
Robert Edeson presided at tho

Harry Hanlon, James S. Barrett,
Abbott Adams, David Morris and
John Martin.
"The Cult," by Barry Connors, is
being lined up for an early Broad-

meeting with Conrad Nagel aa
progress.
during
its
chairman
Irving Thalberg and M. C. Levee
were the producers' representatives
Both stated they
at the meeting.
way production by. Thomas Kilpat- were in accord with the work that
the actors' committee had been dorlck.
A. H. Woods has taken over ing for two months and they de"Armistice," by Garret Fort and clared further that they would
Garnett Weston. Lohmuller & Em- pledge the compliance of the proery, new producing combine, had ducers to any findings" made by tho
originally intended to do the play. actors' committee or the conciliWoods will also do a play by ation group of the Academy. This
group has one member from each
Verneull entitled "Miss France."
William B. Friedlander has a play branch of 'the industry which incalled "Jonica,"
which is being cludes producers, technicians, writers, directors and actors.
touched up by Moss Hart.
Many players present spoke in
"One Night Only" will reach production next month via Allan Allyn. open forum on various problems
Cast went commonwealth this week, that they felt should be remedied,
waiving the usual Equity security. suggesting various corrections of
conditions in the studio which will
be given immediate attention by

Defer Caster Test Case

their-

committee.

Arbitration of the case of Leslie
Guild Stars Halt Play
Morosco, agent, against J. Francis
Robertson, legit actor, scheduled to
Theatre Guild has shuffled planscom up at Equity last week has again and has set back Maxwell
^een postponed for two weeks at the Anderson's "Elizabeth and Essex'
down on his two-for-one proposi- request of Morosco, who has not until next season. Alfred Lunt and
tion ,he wanted to charge $1.50 top. settled upon his arbitrator.
Lynn Fontanne will have the leartf.
Controversy involves Robertson's
Brown argued it would lower the
Reason for postponement Is that
in
"Broken the stars have decided upon no
prestige of the house, recalling a .current engagement
similar experience last season with Dishes" at the Masque, New York. more work for the current season
Morosco
claims
'o
have
negotiated
Bozo Snyder's show, and refused t.o
and win embark upon a six months'
dcquie.'ice. Finally agreed, however, the engagement and wants commis- holiday at the end of their run in
to permit $2 top and show did well, sions. Robertson says Morosco had "Meteor," current at tlie Guild, New
nothing to do with securing the en- York, and closing several weeU-'i
considering everything..
"Vagabond King" at that figure gagement
hence to make way for Phaw's
This is the first test case of Its "Apple Cart."
claimed well over $10,000, which was
as much a surprise to Wlntz as it kind since casting agents signed up
Lunt and Fontanne's contnut
was to the house. Notices only so- with Equity under a licensing ar- with the Guild calls for six months'
so, commending Paul Keast, In Den- rangement and several others are services
They have
each year.
nis King's old role, but referring to reported being held in abeyance worked steacHly In prevlou.s years
remainder of company as decidedly awaiting the outcome of the test and are exercising the vacation- opsecond rale.
case.
tion now.
.

—
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"Dishonorable" Slow ChL Start,

"Whoopee" Jumps,

$18,000;

Chicag-o, Feb. 18.

mind

Chicago's
playgoers remains mysterious. Ap"Strictly
Dishonorable"
parently
isn't going to get set until word-ofmouth advertismg does the work.
This piece _TvajB a distinct disappointment in Its first week at the
Adelphi.

The turn

The

of

city's

of

two most

were

influential

bored

moods.
Charles Collins, Fred Donaghey's
successor on the Tribune, and Ashton Stevens of the Herald-Rxaminer, whose notices are bound to
affect the box-office, were both very
critics

In

with Gail Sondergaard, Ralph Morgan and Glenn Anders, leaves the

end of this week, another comp.any
succeeding with Elizabeth Risdon
as Nina. Miss Risdon is a Chicago
name.
"Strictly DishonorabU" (Adelphi,
1st week). Opened disappointingly,
doing around $18,000 its first week
when it should have brought ca-

pacity $24,000.

"Whoopee"'

5th

(Illinois,

n'eek).

—

I

T

I

MAT

Ziegfeld musical and Eddie Cantor's pride snapped out of it and
jumped from $33,000 to $38,000 practically capacity for eight performances. Big demand and will do the
business this week and next.
"Your Uncle Dudley" (CoRt,. 2d
week). Had everything In Its favor
at the little loop spot; right type
of comedy for the house, good cast,
favorable notices, but got off on the
wrong foot, barely eking 6ut $4,000.
Special Attractions
Garrlok (Shubert) Stratford-on.4.von players in for a fortnight.

—

Goodman — Harry

Mervis

and

others in "Holiday."
Majestic
(Shubert
revivals)
"Mile. Modiste" did around $12,000
first week with Fritzi Scheff.
which was big business at $2.50 top
and two-bits on the upper shelves.
Stays this week.
its

E
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Lytell, "Bros." L.
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Cushman's Show Fades

A. Date

Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
Bert Lytell returns here for Henry
Duffy opening April 20 at the El
Capitan, Hollywood, In "Brothers."

Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
folded
Straind,
the
Longr
at
Beach, after dying for two weeks.

Cushman Revue

Wilbur

Saturday

Show

I'reccding the Lytell eng'a'gement

Puffy will offer Violet Heming at
the same house in "Let Us Be Gay."
IMcce played downtown, Mayan, six
months niro with Edna Hibbard.

disbanded

paid off in

and

edy stock

man around

the coast

steady.

"Gambling" Capacity
Among the non-musicals business
strong.
"Gambling" was practically at capacity
its second week at the Erlanger,
around the $24,000 mark, and should
.stay there this week, its final one
"Street
before hitting the road.
Scene" held to $19;000 and "Strange
Interlude" crept up again to $18,000
for the usual six performances at
the Blackstone.' "June Moon," for
penultimate week, stayed at
its

was

reasonably

'

"Bird ih Hand" was around
and seems about through.
At the Princess "The Matriarch"
finished a four-week run with a
drop and went to Philadelphia.
In Mlchlg:an avenue "Let Us Be
Gay'" was isatlsfyin'g for Its third

$15,000.
$9,000,

week

,

at the Studebaker.

Back

In

loop,
"Your Uncle Dudley"
opened badly at the Cort, hardly
topping $4,000 at this low-overhead
spot, at $2.50 top, although the

the

.

.critics^were. all favorable.
The Siiubert revTvar series at theMajestic got under way with Fritzi
Scheff in "Mile. Modiste/' and balcony seats at two-bits;, doing a

whale of a business on the upper
After this week, "NaiigJity
Marietta" succeeds for a fortniglit's
shelves.

engagement.
There were three opening^. The
Stratford-on-Avon players went in
.at the Garrick for two weeks of
Shakespeare. At the Princess "Dear
Old England," the Maltby comedy
imported from London, went In as
the last play of the season for the
of Chicago, booked
for the regulation four weeks to
round out a 20-week- subscription
season. If It really clicks, It probably will stay on before belnir risked

Dramatic League

Ballet Producer on Coast
"Wise Child," Coast
Hollywood. Feb. 18.
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
Adol.nh Bolm, producer of the Chi"It's a "Wise Child," Belasco comcago Opera ballet, is now due hero.
hit
In New York, will come
He will affiliate with the Norma edy,
Go\ild sdiool of dancing and assist to the Belasco here this summer.
Show will hop diin filming a .series of classical dance Booking is set.
subjects to be produced by Gould rect to San Francisco from Broadway.
for Tiffany release.
,

er
1/n
The

and

others,

regtilar

standbys.

succeeded three good weeks of'
Paul Green's "The Field God."
Harry Lauder, went on a midwestern tour after a week of con-

-.'.nates for Last

Week

"Animai Crackers" (Grand, 9th
Marx Brothers were slightly
under the previous week,' just covering $30,000. Goes to Kansas City
and St. Louis March 1. Right along
this show has been tlio nicist con-

week).

sistent musical.

"Bird
Hand" (ilani.s, Uth
in
week).
Comedy never was properly recognized by the locale and
must soon go byebye; around $9,000.
"Gambling" (Erlanger, 3d week).
As expected Geo. M. Cohan had his
second capacity week; $24,000.
"June Moon" (Selwyn, 9th week).
Lardner-Kaufm.an piece held at
$15,000 last week, and this is its
final week.
Jane Cowl in "Jenny"

Haul Wat

make un-

young moderns have discovered that

smartly dressed

hciir

and protected by a dainty
Lorraine Hair Net stays smart^
trim, neat for hours on end.
.

.

.

And

in the profession the wise

Lorraine
Gypsy Cap

have learned that the final bow

them with hair unruffled
charmingly groomed ... so

finds
.

.

.

long as Lorraine

is

Ideal for

co-starring!

outdoor

Whether

or ''growing
lovelier

.

.

.

in''

.

.

.

it

activiciea.

looks

Lorraine
Spanish

but lOcI

Bandeau

.

—
—

stays lovelier with

a Lorraine Hair Net. Cleverly
snugly fitting
in special sizes for long and
Lorraine Hair
bobbed hair
Nets are the finest obtainable
at any price. Yet they cost

shaped

Spanish Bandeau
10c
Crown lOe
Sold Separately
wear while motoring or. in.

hair be, long or short

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

wlthjringe
10c

Gay Buckle

{Sold Separately)

10c

Colors Including

Grey

White

andf

A

colored silken band 4 14 inches wide.
42 inchea long enchantingly youthful.
The attractive buckle of cloisonn£enamel keeps the fringed ends in place.

—

•

It

certs at the Gan-ick, giving 12 with
the assistance of his entertalnins
Didn't draw the first
assistants.
two evenings but packed at the
m.TtI'-"^"s.
Light scaled at $2.50 top.

to

IxiLiutmirE

is to wear
a Lorraine Hair Net. Active

At the Goodman, luxurious drama
vls

way

perfect

z

ruly locks behave ...

on Broadway.
adjunct of the Art Institute, "Holiday" was revived with Harry Mer-

£xclifatvely at

F.W.\^OOLWORTH CO STORES
Lorraine Hair Nets
or single

mesh

— double ^
lUC

Lorraine Bobbed Hair Nets
special size for the Bob or ^rx
lUc
Growing-In-Bob

....

Lorraine Silk
Elastic

Edge

Nets with

OC

Lorraine

Water
Wave
AND Sports Net
To set a perfect wave — for active sports

— to

protect your hair

when

cold

creaming" ^our face. Three stvles; cap,
with chin ribbon, with chin elastic.

will replace.

"Let Us Be. Gay" (Studebaker, 4th
week).
Comedy stai-rin.i,' Francine
Larrimorc commanded steady patronage; $15,000. flood for i-.notlier
month.
"Dear Old England" (Princess, 1st
week).
Comedy by H. F. Maltby
dealing, with
impoveri.shcd .blucbloods conies, here from Phlladelphia as ihc fifth and last play of
tho Dramatic League of (."hicago.
"The Matriarch" closed a fourwpok run with $7,.")00, and went to
I'hiladolphia.

"Street Scene" CApollo, 9th week).
Another $19,000 week to make this
<me feel certain it i.s .set for that
predicted run.

"Nina Rosa" (Great Xorthern, 6th
Shubcrt mu.^lcal steadied

Week).
:tt

.?;;3.ooo.

"Strange Interlude" (Blackstone,
13th week). Jumped $2,000 to $18,000. which I." nearly capacity and
i'k
Klill
selling he.avy balcony ad^;>ncp,
though downstairs ducats
n-f, moving slower.
This company.

foi;

years.

passive.

"Wlioopee" CiiUKht up with itself
and its reputation and shook off
the Chi bugaboo by springing back
to $38,000. For eight performances
a week, 'this w<is practically ca"Animal
pacity at the Illinois.
Crackers," which had been the most
attraction
consistent
for
seven
weeks, dropped slightly, just topping the $30,000 mark. "Nina Rosa,"
the remaining miisicnl, nlso was

company

full.

Cushman has been a musical com-

F.W.WOOLWORTH CO 5«

»io'

stores

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

58

Shows

Broadway Newcomers

and Comment

in N. Y.

Wednesday, February

Figures estimated and comment point to some attraction!' being
same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross of profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
is

Broadway anticipated the arrival
of last week's new shows with
particular interest because of outThe net result
of-town reports.

also considered.

Classification of attraction, house capacity and top prices of th«
admission scale given below. Key to classification: C (comedy)!
D (drama): R (revue); M (musical comedy) F (farce); O (operetta).
:

Admission

lax applies on tickets over

$3

aging to hold on; thi.5 is one;
(1st week;
Presented indeiien$3,000.
(C-605-$3).
Dorrance "Rebound," Plymouth (3rd week)
written
by
dently;
strong cast indicated;
(C-l,042-$3.85). New ipoiiey getopened Monday; last weeli'.s busiter among comedies; has smart
witli
bad
ness somewhat off
agency draw; around $20,000 in
weatlier blamed.
eight performances, slightly under
initial week.
"Berkeley Siquare," Lyceum (ICth
week) (C-957-$4.40). Played an "Ritzy," Longacre (2nd week) (C-1,extra matinee (Lincoln's Birth019-$3),
Appears to have chance
day) last week; felt drop on rainy
to land in a moderate way; sojne
Thursday but credited with ?20,agencj- call; performance liked;
500 ot more.
$7,000 to $8,000.
"Bird In Hand," Forrest (47th week) "Ripples," New Amsterdam (2nd
May last out
(CD-l,015-$3.85).
week) (M-l,702-$6.60). Difference
second season, with year's run in
of opinion over new Stone show;
sight; business holds up to profit;
ticket brokers stuck with tickets

"Apron Strings," Bijou
Davis;

around

Miriam Smith Goldenberg, Cincinnati "Enquirer," said: "Roscoe
Ails is no novice at the art of making people laugh. He is so original,
his manner so distinctly his own.
His portrayal of Alexander, who
has an aversion to an old wife when

a younger one appears,

inclement -nights; however,
$45,000
in
first
seven perfor-'
mances; had $11,000 first night at

"Bitter Sweet," Shubert (16th week)
(M-l,395-?5.50). Moved here Monday to make way for "Simple

$16.50 top.

Simon"; English operetta should "Simple Simon," Zlegfeld (1st week)
extend until Easter; over ?30,000;
M-l,622-$5.60). Presented by Floscale revised downward to ?5.50.
renz Zlegfeld; using $5.50 admission scale instead of generally
Masque (16th
Dishes,""Broken
higher rate; Ed Wynn starred;
week) (C-700-?3). One of several
opened Thursday.
attractions playing to comparatively moderate grosses but mak- "Sketch Book," 44th St. (34th week)
ing money; $9,000, approximated
(R-l,325-$6.60)-.
Virtually alone
weekly.
"Children

so

far

as

i*evue

competition

is

of Darkness," Biltmore
concerned; will probably run past
(7th week) (D-l,000-$3.85). Fair
Easter; over $27,000.
agency trade helped for a time "Sons - o' Guns," Imperial (13th
but business off last week as with
week) (M-l,466-$6.60). Still holds
others; about $8,500.
Broadway leadership in point of
"City Haul;" Eltinge (8th week) (Cwieekly
gross;
virtual capacity;
892-$3). Mpved here from Hudson
$48,000.

instead of closing.

"Death Takes a Holiday," Barry- "Street. Scene," Ambassador (59th
week) (C-l,200-$3.85). Has been
more (9th week) (D-l,090-$3).
averaging bit better than $12,000
Very good agency sales a factor
since moving here and engagein development of this dramatic
ment of run drama still indefinite.
freak, too; claimed over $14,000
last week.
"Strictly Dishonorable," Avon (23rd
"Dishonored Lady," Empire (3rd
week) (C-830-$3.86). Quoted at
A new nearly $23,000, which topped non(D-l,p99-$4.40).
.week)
success- among— the •dr^^,mas;^ secmusicals -Jast- week; has .'-been"
ond week went over $20,000; some
playing nine performances weekly
iniprovement over actual gross of
but holiday prices provided extra

is

ning's merriment long to be
bered."

an eve-

remem-

ROSCOE AILS

on

$10,000.

1930

Disappoint,

Even Business of Standbys Off

successful, while the

play

19,

more;

"Fifty

solid at $45,000
Band," $36,000;

at $48,000 or
Million Frenchmen"
and "Strike Up the
"Bitter Sweet" and

was •onsiderably under expecta- "Heads Up" about $30,000; "Wake
None among the nine at- Up and Dream," $27,000; little less
tions.
tractions was definitely tabbed as for "Sweet Adeline" and "Sketch
Book"; "Top Speed" around $20,000,
a hit.
Business suffered a setback be- and "Street Singer" $17,000.
"The Apple Cart" comes to the
cause of Inclement weather two or
Thursday
three
nights.
was Beck next Week, at which time the
particularly off with a driving rain "International Revue" debuts at the
(postponed
from
this
storm the factor, with snow the Majestic
deterrent Saturday. Better grosses week); "Tread the Green Grass" is
were scored by some of the leaders slated for the Belmont. Also mentioned
for
next
week
are
"Gala
because of added
matinees on
Lincoln's birthday, but the field Night" and "The Old Rascal." "Jofound no benefit. In fact a number sef Suss" goes to the road as
"City
of figures w-ere under the levels of "Power" from Erianger's.
Haul," which stopped at the Hudthe preceding week.
"Ripples," at tha New Amsterdam, son, is due to resume at the Elwas tlie outstanding entrant but tinge Wedne.'iday.
did not live up to its rep.
By

virtue of a high premiere scale
Featured comedian in Schwab & the gross approximated $45,000.
Mandel's "New Mooa" Co., enroute.
Agencies were loaded with a ticket
Direction LOUIS SHURR.
buy and found trouble getting them
"Nine Fifteen Revue" came
out.
a quick cropper and stopped at the
"Little Show," $24,000,
Cohan Saturday.
-.
'.'Topaxe" Promising
.
Riiiiner
in Boston
"Topaze," at the Music iBox, waV
rated having about the best chance
Boston, Feb. IS.
"Simple Simon" at the Colonial 'of the newest non-musicals, the infor the third week rain way ahead dicated pace bettering $12,000; "The
of the field In Boston. The gross, Last Mile," at the' Harris, drew the
although not as high as the first most favorable notices in months,
two weeks, was between $31,000 and but business was not hot; "Joseph"
$32,000. Exceptionally (good busiwas accord'ed a favorable welcome
ness. House dark this week.
At the tPlymputh "Little Acci- 'at the Liberty, with trade after the
dent" Is going strong.
Capacity opening away off; "It's a Grand
houses all week. Around the cornor Life" started mildly with ^9,000 at
at the Majestic "Babes in Toy- the Cort; "Ritzy," however, may
land" did about as well as was to get by at the Longacre, $7,000 to

Up

money standing

place

-

•

JUMPS TO "SIMON"'

With the sudden closing of the
Ruth Selwyn "9:15 Revue" at the
Cohan theatre, Ruth Etting lost no
time In closing another contract.
Flo Zlegfeld engaged her for the

new Ed Wynn show, with Miss
Etting.

reporting

.

for

rehearsals

-Monday afternoon and night (dil&ss
rehearsal) and practically opening
cold In the "Simple Simon" premiere last night (Tuesday) at the
Zlegfeld.

'

he expected.

$8,000;

mid-week entrants

the
week before, "Out of a Blue Sky,"
closes at the Booth this week, while
of

The Shuberts put "Flying High"
in at the Shubert last week but
took It out after one week and "The Boundary
Line" not mych over
are now playing "The New Moon"
$5,000 at the 48th Street.

Some People Knock on
ood—Othera Buy

W

Accident

Insurance!

DO YOU KNOW

that over 94,000
people are killed by accidents in
the United States every year?

KNOW

DO YOU
that ten times
as many people sCre killed and
.."FJj'lng..Hifirli'.'.jiette.d. .Qaly.
- "If s-a-Wise Child"- slid- past $24--$15,000, below normal, in its one
injured" 1110.11 die from"^ natural
000 last week with a holiday matiweek.
C."i.u.<5es?
first week.
tilt.
'The Little Show" at the Wilbui nee added; "Strictly Dishonorable,"
"Fifty Million Frenchmen," Lyric "Strike Up the Band," Times Square was second and promises to take which has been giving nine perBuy Accident Insurance"
As
(13th week) (M-l,400-$6.60).
(6th week)' (M-l,057-$6.60). Going the lead now that "Simple Simon" formances right along, got nearly
Tomorrow
reportagencies
ever
with
big as
$23,000- because of holiday scales;
along to excellent trade with lias left town.
ing top- call among the musicals;
Be Too Late!
Last Week's Grosses
capacity all performances and
"Berkeley Square" In nine times
$45,000 weekly the pace.
Colonial ^Dark> "Simple Simon" bettered
generally standing room; $36,000.
$20,000;
rated
neyt
were
(9th
"First Mrs< Fraser," Playhouse
"Subway Express." Republic (23rd did $31,000.
Has a
week) (CD.87.9-$3.85).
"The Little Show"—Wilbur. Now "Dishonorable Lady" and "Reweek) (D-901-$3). Mystery play
bound," which got $20,000 or a bit
special feminine appeal which is
Grossed $24,000.
slotted around $9,000; profitable in second week.
reason for extra matineo weekly;
"Little Accident" Plymouth. Ca- over; "June Moon" slipped to about
at pace and will probably stick
business has been $16,000 and
pacity houses keep gross at $18,000. $17,000; "First Mrs. Fraser" and
well into spring.
more.
"Sweet
Adeline,"
Hammersteln's Fifth week in Boston. Going strong. "Young Sinner.s" around $16,000;
"Heads Up," Alvln (15th week) (M"The New Moon" Shubert. First "Meteor," $15,000; "Death Takes a
(25th week) (M-l,265-$6.60). ExShould run until
l,398-$5.50).
pected to continue until Easter week. "Plying High" took Slo.OOO. Holiday." $14,000; "Journey's End"
Easter and probably longer; last
"Robin Hood" ^Majestic. "Pahea and "Street Scene," "$12,000; "Waterand maybe longer; business, -howSpeoiuIiBt in AU l,tne!i of
week's takings again around $30,ever, has been off for some time; In Toyland" grossed $14,000.
loo Bridge, $9,500; "Criminal Code,"
000 mark.
"Young ;5inners"—Lyric (formerly "Children of Darkness," "Mendel,
$28,000 estimated last week.
Majestic. "The
Revue,"
"International
Green Pastures," Mansfield B. P. Keith's). Show opens tomor- Inc.," and "Broken Dishes," $8,500:
Postponed until next week.House dark for past few
(1st week) (D-l,l00-$4.40). Pre- row.
"Many a Slip," $8,000; "Nancy's Pri"It Never Rains." Bayos (14th week)
weeks.
sented by Lawrence Rivers; writ
York
551 5th Ave.,
vate, Affair." $7,600; others down(C-860-$3). Moved to roof house
ten by Marc Connelly; oil Negro
Phones: Murray Hill 7838-9
from Bijou fourth thontre to have
ward to $3,000 or less by "It Never
cast; opens Saturday (Feb. 22).
small cast comedy which has been "The Boundary Line,"
"SAY
irO"
FOE
CHI.
Rains"
and
"Phantoms."
48th St. (3d
.•^F.nVICE FROM COAST TO COAST
getting by with grosses around
week) (CD-964-$3). Doubtful of
Old Musicals Hold Up
Los Angeles, Feb. IS.
$3,000.
landing; business last week was
Charlotte Greenwood
"Sons o' Guns" holds its first
In
"She
"It's A Grand Life," Cort (2nd week)
around $5,000 or a bit more.
Couldn't Say No" is being spotted
Appears to be in "The Criminal
(C-l,042-$3).
Code," National, (21st
doubt; first week's pace takings
week) (D-l,164-$3). While not a in the Illinois theatre. Chicago,
April 1, by Henry Duffy.
around $9,000; not good for star
big money show, business con
attraction.
Nellie Revell -will handle advance
slstently profitable at fair grosses,
(49lh
Miller's
"Journey's
End,"
averaging $10,000 weekly; less with Frank Hill ma.naglng.
week) (D-946-$4.40). Appears to
last week, and due to tour after
be grooved in pace with $12,000
next week.
extra
an
grossed last week; played
"The Infinite Shoeblack," Maxine
thereafter somewhat questionable;
matinee; still profitable.
Elliott (1st week)
(CD-924-$3)
$9,000 to $10,000.
s
"Joseph," Lfberty (2nd week) (D-1,Presented by Lee Shubert; writ- "Wise Child," Belaaeo (29th
Announces with deep regret the severance, by mutual agreement,
week)
Opening middle of last
202-$3).
ten by Norman Macown drew at(C - 1,060 - I3.8B). Claimed top
week and drew what seemed to be
of his very pleasant association of five years with Jenie Jacobs
tention at Chicago tryout; opened
money among non-musicals last
good notices which, however, did
Monday.
week;
a
holiday
matinee added
not react at box office.
CABKYIN<; OX AT THK S.\5IE ADDRBi^S
"The Last Mile," Harris (2d week)
sent gross to $24,600.
"Josef Suss," Erlanger (5th week)
(D-l,051-$3).
Opened late last "You.ng. Sinners," .^Morosco (13th
(D -1,52,0- $3). Final week; a major
.-W'eek, with critics loud in prais
1674 Broadway, Rooms 514-515. Tel, Col. 1688
week) (CD-893-$3). Expected to
jjroduction effort for a drama but
ing it; prison outbreak drama;
run into warm weather period;
rather disappointing draw.'
some question as to its appeal
.not much off last week; better
"June.
Moon," Broadhurst .(20th
The Personal Representative Who Personally Eepresents
especially to ^^•omen.
than $16,000 claimed.
week) (.C-l,ai8-$3.86). Got aljout "The Plutocrat,'^ Vanderbllt (Ist
$17,000 last week, lowest flgui^
week) (C-771-$3)'. Mr. and Mrs Special Attractions Little Theatres
since opening; -vveather 'counted
"Mei Lan-Fanfl,^. 49th St.; ChiCharles Coburn present arid ap
against this big money comedy.
pear in Arthur Goodrich play nese dramatic company; listed for
"Many A S|ip," Little (3rd week)
adapted frorii Booth Tarkington two weelcs; bettered- $11,000 advance
Management. ,©ri(C-530-$.3.85).
book; opens Thursday (Feb. 20) siale; opened Monday.
coura.^ed over chances of this ne\v "The Street Singer," Royale (22d
"R.U.R.," Beck; brought in for a
second
week again
comedy;
week) (M-1.118-$6.50). Moved here week; repeat; "The Apple Cart"
around $8,000 -which is okay in
from Shubert and expected to last next week.
small theatre.
"Michael and Mary," Hopkins;
a short -while longer;, trade esti
Booking Exclusiocly Through His Olvn Offic
Ptill big.
"Mendel, Inc.," Ritz (13th week) (Cmated around $17,000.
Laugh show goin^r "Those We Love," John Golden (1st
"Everything's Jake," Assembly;
945-$3.85).
along to profitable pace v.ith aid
week) fCD-900-$3). Presented by may move to regular theatre.
1560
"The Count of Luxembourg," Jolof many theatre parties; rated
Philip Dunning; written by George
?9.000 to $10,000 average.
Abbott and S. K. Lauren; Abbott son's; revival.
Citr
'^ff']
"Meteor," Guild (.9th week) (CD"At the Bottom," Waldorf; renow 111 lead; opens tonight (Feb.
vival.
914-?3).
Ought to stick another
19).
"General John Regan," Irish (Vilmonth and perhaps more; last "Top Speed," Chanin's 46th St. (9th
F. GILLESPIE
week quoted at $15,000, which is
week) CM - 1,413 - $5.50). Agency lage) revival.
Civic Repertory, 14th St.
big without 3ub;5Criptlons.
buy has kept this musical alive
Personal Represenialioe
Neighborhood Playhouse Co.;
"Nancy's Private Affair," Hudson
with out rates counting almost
(6th week) (C-l,094-$3).
Moved
from the start, too; around $20, Mecca Temple ^ for three nights,
starting Thursday.
here Monday after making pretty
000.
Ruth Draper, Comedy.
good start at Vanderbllt; dlppod "Topaz,"' I^ruslc Box (2d week) (D
like mof-t others last week; $7,000.
Opened middle of last
1.000-$3).
"Nine Fifteen Revue," Cohan. Closoa
week; notices very good; got
Saturday; played one wccic: show
aliout Sn.OftO in pcrfonnances and
in financial clifiicultlos though got
rated having bo.«t chance of last
wfek'.'; premioros.
about $20,000.
"Out of a Blue Sky," Booth (Sr.l "Wake Up and Dream," Selwyn (8th
Final
week;
week) (CD-7!)8-$3).
week) (R-:l,067-$6.00). Agency buy
business' first full, week $o,O00 or
a strong factor in EnglLxh revue's
business; liiakin;!: a little money;
less; regarded having no cliaiice
l-b'eW'S NEW YORK tHeATRES
la.'^t week, oro'und $27,000.
to climb.
>-'..•
Aadrc.mi 'A.STOR IIOTRI.:- NEW YOR'k;
(71ih
Bridge,"
Fulton
"Phantoms," Wallack's (5th week) "Waterloo
gtertoini 'ataWftRcrs. ST4XI.KT RAYnrRN nnd 'JEBItV 'CARCIM,, l.'.fiO Itromlwiiv. New VorU
(CD-770-$3). .a^'ew shbws gettin.s;
week") (r-9i3-$;r>.85),. Agency biiy
has another week to go, with pace
»niall money but somehpw man•

-
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PLAY REVIEWS

1930

RIPPLES

TOPAZE

Charles DllUngham musical, stari'lng Fred
Etone, featuring Dorothy Stone, Introducing
Paula Stone and including Mrs. Fred Stone.
and staged, by William Anthony

"Written

UcGulre. Music by Oscar Levant and Albert Slrmay, with lyrics by Irving Censar
and Graham John. Dances by Wmiam Holbrook and Mary Read. Settings by Joseph
Costumes by Charles LeMalre.
Urban.
Presented Feb. 11 at New Amsterdam.
Scaled to *0.

Herman Dutcher
Bipples...

Btobard Wllloughby
Mrs. Wllloughby
BIp....
Ma>-y Wllloughby
John PUlsbury..
Jane Martin
Mrs. John PUlsbury
Corporal Jack Sterling
Sergeant Banner
Mrs, Sterling
MlUlcent
Little BllUe Sheer

—

Top, $3.83.

Topaze
Ernestine

Muche

Charles Collins
Mrs. Fred Stone
Fred Stone
Paula Stono

Andrew Tombea
Kathryn Hereford

Tamlse
Le Blbonohoi}
Suzy Courtols
Butlef

Roger De Bervllle
First Stenographer
Second Stenographer

Gendarme

An Old Man

;

Cornelius Vezin
Nicholas Joy
.....Aldeah Wise
Bauna Allen
Cecil Clovelly
.....\\t

Helton

Althea Helnly
K<1dle Koy,

killed his sweetheart, a 16-year-old girl whom he
wanted to marry^ As he tells the
story to reporters just before he

—

goes through the door the last mile
his case was manslaughter, certainly not premeditated
murder.
Frank Morgan Another man in the. death house of
Mildred Mitchell this Oklahoma prison attracts at-

.Hubert Druce
Harry Davenport
Ueorge Spelvln
Phoebe Foster
Edward Allen Baroness Pltart-VlgnoUes.. Catherine Doucet
Dorothy Stone Castel-Benac
Clarence Dcrwent

Arthur Cunningham
William Kcrschell

Bonus
Malcolm Falrman

tomedy from the'Froncli of Marcel Pug-with adAptatlon by Benn W. Levy.
Presented by Lee Shubert. Frank Morgan,
rhoQhe FostPr and Mildred Mltchel feotured.
DIrM'ted by Stanley Logan.
Bettings by Rollo AVaync. At the Muslr Box.
no),

Muche

He had

the chair.

Jr.

This adaptation from the French
has many delightful aspects from
the fine acting to the smartness of
Paul Paulus most of the dialog and consummate
Colonel Casper
XioUlpop
cleverness of execution, but it also
Fred Stone musicals are a persist- bears features that place the minus
It's
taken for marks against It. The keen edge
ing phenomena.
that
might have been is dulled pringranted always that they will stick
at least tw« of the four weather cipally by states of lethargy into
chianges of any year. If they failed which the play frequently falls, the
unconvincing
turns it takes toward
to click editorials would be written
and the Times would probably de-' the last and the tendency of the
plore the decadence of tradition. All adaptor now and then to overwrite.
of which prefaces the observation Because it has been so well done,
that commercial prediction on a the play escapes being a bore, but,
due to its shortcomings. It also
Stone show Is superfluous.
"Ripples" Is pretty good enter- misses being anything more than
amu.sing
entertainment.
tainment for general consuriiption. mildly
It shares with the whole pack of Chances for a run look slender. This
so'ng and dance .diversions a plot is partly due to appeal being directevaporation following intermission. ed strictly to the most sophisticated
And It shares another weakness of audiences.
"Topaze" .Is typically French In
more recently typical of Broadway
musicals, an absence of outstanding plot, treatment and atmosphere.
opportunities
risque
for
tunes. On the positive side there's Even
a production of exceptional pretti^ touches of the upper-strata brand
ness and a fairly smooth and swift are not permitted to go by the board.
The action never misses a suggestpace.
Paula Stone, the second of the ive spot, but the dialog, which Is
three daughters, joins the family on this play's backbone, takes care of
the boards with this season. She Is that.
surprisingly easy for a beginner,
Complaint of police that Alsuggesting she must have picked up bert Topaze's stenographer has been
a lot of miscellaneous footllght ex- on the make from the office window
perience as she grew up. She can Would be burlesque of extreme
stand contrast with many of the crudity in different atmosphere, and
Broadway Ingenues below the estab- even here goes a little too far, but
lished feature billing group.
Her another scene Is meat for the sopart Is much the better of the two phisticates. Here the corrupt memgirl roles In "Ripples," her betterber of the city council, writing conknown sister being subordinated, or tracts to himself through a dummy
at least not highlighted.
agency, explains to the stupid Albert
Two. of the girls when dancing Topaze how 10,000 francs can be colwith their father are sure-fire. That lected from several restaurants a
faithful and far-flung congregation year by removing a distasteful but
of Fred Stone adherents will bark very essential memorial to public
In sentimental enthusiasm at the service from Iij front of one cafe to
.spectacJfi,._.There_ISi In fact, some- anotliec.-. This, scene Is so cleverly
thing peculiarly heartening about a written and so ingeniously "played
theatrical family with tradition be- that it stands as one of the most
hind it. Mrs. Fred Stone drawing delectable moments of the play.
and deserving applause on her
Topaze Is a school teacher In the
splendid appearance adds to the first act and
a pillar of honesty. His
three cheers feeling.
to the truth Is only sur"And I want," said Stone In his adherence
passed
by his stupidity, with the
curtain speech, "to thank William
he's fired by th.e schoolmaster
Anthony McGuIre for writing me a result
for not playing politics In the matclean show."
After a moment's perplexity the ter of examination marks for a
The second act
audience decided to Ignore this baroness' son.
cpening to endorse the higher purity. finds the meek school teacher InAs a matter of fact McGulre's com- veigled Into -acting as the dummy
edy employs certain wheezes of a for the scheming city council boss
slightly indigo hue. In the service and his mistress. He Is still so honof anyone else these detours into est and so dumb that he fails to
innuendo wouldn't be noticed at all. grasp the significance of politics
But In a Fred Stone musical the until the beginning of the third act,
Broadway slant on many things when his character Is startlingly
changed. How lie not only places
seems strangely incongruous.
..Not, let It be recorded, that the council member In his power, but
"Ripples" Is In any way similar to grabs the gal as well, this causing
a French farce or a Shubert revue. Frank Morgan to so step out of
It holds pretty close to the Fred character that the effect of his performance is badly lessened. Is reStone pattern.
Eddie Foy, Jr., sewed his insignia sponsible for blunting most of the
on a personal success. This young play's edge.
First act Is a pip. In the second
man goes on the roster of those who
are on their way. He handles him- the lapses from perfection begin to
self smartly, and being eligible both show, with some scenes of clumsy
juvenile,
and
as light comedian
dialog and direction.
makes It twice as auspicious.
Without Levy's satiric lines, the
Kathryn Hereford, newcomer, ex- frequent delicacy of the farce elecited interest and shares with An- ments and the able cast, "Topaze"
drew Tombes, 'Tm a Little Bit couldn't stand up. Morgan Is unFonder of Tou," the sho>((r's sole questionably one of the finest actors
song possibility. Miss Hereford Is In legit, and here as a humble school
of tlie English type of beauty and teacher he's at his best. Clarence
still more of a looker than an acDerwent as the gesticulating countress, yet showing Indications that cil member, Is also superb, and a
her ability may catch up to her fine bit Is offered by Alf Helton, a
comeliness.
blackmailing "gentleman."
Charles Collins, English juvenile,
Miss Foster, Miss Mitchell and
neat on his feet and singing nicely, others are merely fair, excepting
managed before the evening was out Catherine Doucet as the sensitive
to arouse curiosity to the point of baroness.
consulting the program.
He, too,
Play Is done In three acts and
may be enrolled on the special scru three
Char.
sets.
tiny list.
ExceptionaHy good is the work of
the dancing chorus throughout the
Charles Mast
Pearl Hlght

Peggy Bancroft

.

—

tention, too, In

a more

or. less

sym-

pathetic way and more because of
his humor. The man is a big colored fellow, convicted of garroting
his mistress.
The single scene is the row of
cells In the death house.
Richard
Walters Is to be electrocuted for
.

his girl.
The hour approaches midnight. The boy Is visited several times by the ijrKson
priest, and as time wears on the
chance for' a reprieve grows less.
Guards shave the temples, head and
legs of the condemned man. Lights
grow dim. as the generators hum In
the distance, the executioner testing
the voltage. The man Is led through
the door of the death chamber, and
the dimming lights Indicate he has
paid the penalty.
killing

THE LAST MILE

final

act

iiuiet

in tragedy.
"The Infinite Shoeblack" action
takes place In E<linburRh, Cairo, and

back

Edinburgh.

in

who

are locked up.
The balance Is the story of an
outbreak In a New York state
prison.
State troopers line the
Machine guns are
prison walls.
brought Into action (simulation of
the machine gun rattle not well
done), the siren blows and searchlights sweep the cell block.
Word is sent the warden that if
he does not free the condemned men
and furnish a high-powered car for
a getaway the guards and the other
hostages W-IU be shot. The Chicago
ganster first kills a guard. When no
sign comes from the warden he
Both
shoots down the keeper.
bodies are heaved through the window. He Is for putting a bullet into
the priest's head, but desists at the
pleading of other felons. He, too,
kills a wounded convict to put him
out of his misery. There are but
.

two shots

convicts. It
each to commit suicide. The killer
gives his gun to one of the others
.when there Is no hope of winning,
then walks out info the atreain of
machine gun bullets spraying the

prison yard.

Realism in "The Last Mile"
seemed to be u point of view. The
shootings were visual. Perhaps they
would look more sensational and
Startling If similar murders had not
been committed at Auburn. Killer
Mears used an oath or two, but the
language could not approach the
vicious speech of thugs In such a
stress of excitement. A cement floor
'

was

laid to further create Illusion,
but without the effect desired. In-

mates of the death house wear felt
slippers and oflftclals tred lightly.
Spencer Tracy Is Killer Mears, not
so tdugh in speech as he should
have been, but a quiet, vicious fellow, and nobody to shake hands
with. James Bell, very good as the
youth sent to the chair In the first
act. Hale Norcross excellent as Red
KIrby, who had been reprieved;
Ernest Whitman ditto as the colored convict; Ralph Theadore, the
principal keeper; Henry O'Neill, the
priest; Joseph Spurln-Callela, an
Italian murderer, and several others

But most people of 'The Last
Mile" are, after

the dregs of the

all,

toughest class of society, sordid
men who are an aversion rather
than diversion. May get stag audience, and without feminine patronage does not figure to land.
Ibee.

AT

Shoeblack

Infinite

In three acts presented at the
Elliott Feto. 17 fcy Lee fihubert;

Maxino,
written by

Norman MaoCwan; Helen Menken and Leslie Banks featured; staged by
latter and the author.
Andrew Berwick
L,eslle Banks
Lizzie
Molly Mclntyrc
Ralph Mayne. .......... .Dcnald Blackwel:
Mrs. Willis...
Essex Dane
Mary
Helen Menken

William Holbrook and Mary
Dr. Ralfton
Norman MacOwan
Melodrama In three acts. Presented, at Brig. General Driver
Let
jointly responsible.
.Walter Plingp
Egyj-,tlan Walter
the bouquet be apportioned equally the HarrU Feb. 13 by Herman Shumlln.
Taob-Boucarl
Written by John Wexley. Staged by Ches- A. V. A. D
Mary Roth
for Imagination In conception and ter Erekln.
Nurse
Elisabeth TJptheqrov*;
finesse in execution. Ensembles are Fred Mayor
Howard Phillips A
1st P.. F. A. OJBcer
Oswald Marshall
..James Bell 2nd
one of the really strong points of Richard Walters
A.
R.
F.
Offlcer
Victor
DarrlngCon
Hale Norcross Australian Officer
"Red" Klrby
the show.
Michael
Stark
Whitman
Ernest
Vincent Jackson
Late In the evening Fred Stone Eddie Werner
George l.€ach French Infantry Ofllcer. .Joseph Romanllnl
Don Costello •French Artillery Officer. .Roman Amoldoff
does a time dance with crutches Drake
Anno Llnwood
Spencer Tracy French Girl
which Is his own Individual high- John Mears
lat
Infantry
O/Hcer
Arth-jr
Gllmorc
Herbert Hcywood
O'Flaherty
light.
Entirely mended from his Peddle
Orvllle Harris 2nd Infantry Officer.. .Clement O'Loghlen
^
Philip Cary Jonfts
aeroplane
gets Callahan
....Ralph Theadore R. F. C. Onicer
mishap.
Stone
..Robert liarrlgan
Richard Abbott Capt. Chcsney..!
around with his usual nimbleness Harris
Robert Donaldson
Joseph Spurln-Callela A. P. M
D'Amoro
His Initial entrance is a flying spill Tom
....Henry O'Neill Mrs. Smart
Francos Hobs Campbell
Father O'Connors
Into a bed of tulips.
Chase
Clarence
Evangelist
Bruce Macfarlane
Charles LeMaire's costuming and Frost
A bit lengthy, somewhat windy l.s
.Albert West
Joseph Urban's settings collaborate Brooks
"The Infinite Shoeblack," latest of
In making the production register
the Shubert importations, very well
An all-male cast, convicted mur- done.
quality and optical glamour, vital
But It rates as a highbrow
Ingredients. If It matters, the plot derers doomed to the electric chair,
make this new melodrama doubtful attraction. That It will draw more
Is about a lazy fellow named Rip
than class trade on the low^er floor
claiming descent from the legendary of box-offlce appeal.
"The Last Mile" Is an American Is doubtful.
Van Winkle of the Cat.sklUs. His
The play was flrst shown In Chidisreputable mode of living and Grand Gulgnol thriller, but Instead
knack for prevarication Imperil his of 15 minutes Its enactment takes cago, and then In Philadelphia as
daughter's marriage Into the local two and a half hours. The matter presentations by subscription drama
leagues
fostered by the Shuberts.
conjectural
gentry.
A gang of dwarfs In the of audience sympathy Is
mountains turn out to be members and may be likened to public feeling It attracted attention and Is reof a bootleg gang and along about for the convicts In the outbreaks at ported doing rather well. The cast
Is
peopled
well
In one scene only,
11.15 everything Is definitely put In Auburn, Sing Sing and other jails
the dialog being mostly between the
place.
within recent months.
Bp surprised If It doei»fi't run Into
Audience sympathy Is won in a two leads. The first act was promthe summer.
measure by a youth about to go to ising. Plenty of color In the .second.
Jjond.

Read are

$17,600

Andrew's life comes Mary,
found fainted on the .door

Into
girl

He carried her to his rooms,
sends her to bed and fetches the
Mary tells
doctor the next day.
She had had
part of her story.
many lovers, but Andrew would not
believe her, thinking the girl 111. The
girl had been steeped In the lore of
ancient Greece, the result of which
being a passion for loving and living as she chose. Now in a neurotic condition the case Is considered
grave by the doctor, who advises a
long rest in Spain.
Andrew raises the necessary
money by putting the name of another youth on his own examination
papers,
Mai-y never knows of the
steps.

is

Los Angeles, Feb. IS.
"Journey's End/' at the Belasco,
possibly the best dramatic smash

town has had In five years.
Running at consistent pace with repeats plentiful making it the town
leader for Its fourth week with a
this

take of around $17,600.

"New Moon," flgured tp be terIs not cutting the capers e.xWord passed about a so
pected.
so cast outside of Perry Askam and
a production balancing the cast
with the Macloons figuring solely
on pi'oflt and not judicious presentation of a nierchandlsable piece of
property; That the Macloons must
be getting as with an estimated
rific,

•

overhead of $7,000 they managed to
get around $11,000 on the fourth
week.
"Bamblna," the other so-called
musical downtown with a much
better production than its competitor but an amateurish cast, struggled along for a second Week In the
Mayan pushing out plenty of
courtesy tickets exchangeable for
50 cents at the b. o., but got nowhere and was due to close with a

loved Mary from the first. He proposes marriage, demands she give
up her .money as well as her lovers,
and become the hard working wife

She protests, but
of a poor man.
consents to his conditions. Andrew $5,000 take,
Japanese company, heralded In
always amused her, and she was
circus fashion, got oft to a smart
stiing with the thought that after all.
start for a week's stay a;t the
his Idea of life was right. Anyway
Flgueroa Playhouse, doing "Samurai
and Geisha" In the native tongue.
After the first night curiosity of the

she loved him.
A few years later, Mary and Andrew are in their meagre Edinburgh
rooms. A son had been- born four
weeks.
Mary has been abed, but
Andrew Is again
seems better.
studying for the examination which
he could have easily passed before
the war. The transition from a life
of luxury and love, appears to have

made Mary

a' different

woman.

questionable intellegensla It had to
depend on the Jap population for
Its rice cakes and bowed out with
$6,000.

and Dill draw strength
have waned locally. In

Kolb
seems

to

second week with "Give and Take"
at the President only $3,700, with
]Sut
no one concerned any too happy.

HollywQod

In

'

the Hollywood' group of
Capltan with "Ladles of
In second week, did $6,cally. It did not seem the right
600. The Holly Playhouse, for fifth
ing to a story that at times had and last w.eek of "It Pays to Adlofty aspects, ending as It does in vertlse," had no squawk at $4,300.
Carlyle's J'Sajtor Resar-; Frank Cra.ven.-0Sened here Feb. 16
drabness
tus"- was the Indicated Inspiration. In "Salt Water" with indications Tor
In the program Is a quotation, "Will six weeks.
the whole Finance Ministers and
Lucille La Verne ended her stay
tJpholsterers and Confectioners of at the Vine Street with three weeka
modern Europe undertake in joint- of "Sun-Up" and got a far better
stock company, to make 6ne Shoe- break than she ever figured on the
black happy? They cannot accom- last stanza at around $3,600. "Nut
plish It above an hour or two; for Farm," current, opened Feb. 16.
"And So to Bed," the.ClvIc Reperthe Shoeblack also has a soul quite
At one tory gamble, folded ait the Music
other than his stomach."
time Mary tells Andrew he loved Box to $2,500, to make way for "A
Bill
of Divorcement" Feb. 17.
sadness. He reclaims a woman, so
he thinks, and yet it is all someEstimates for La«t y/etW
what puzzling to the average obBelasco
"Journey's End"
(4th
server.
Sensation of town.
Sale
wee.Jc).
Helen Menken, the tltlan of "Sev- still well In advance with end of
enth Heaven" Is the blonde and first month showing $17,600. That
neurotic Mary, surely an appealing should give its English author a
figure, the more so through her ex- thrill on the royalty end.
perience prior to meeting Andrew.
El Capitan
"Ladles of the Jury"
Leslie Banks makes his Andrew a (2nd week). Mary Boland plenty of
doughty Scot, a man with a way help here for Mr. Duffy as $5,500
about him and never uncertain shows.
Nearly all other characters are bits
Figueroa Playhouse
"Samurai
"The Infinite Shoeblack" is not and Geisha" (1st week) in native
exactly satisfying. In production and tongue. Novelty excellently sold for
Limited opening but of no great Interest to
acting It Is high class.
lice.
engagement Indicated.
Caucasians. Okay at $6,000.
.

—

—

—

—

Hollywood Playhouse
'It Pays
and final week).
paid Mr. DufCy to sell this one
as It bowed with $4,300.

JOSEPH

to Advertise" (Gth
It

at the
Liberty Feb. 12 by John Golden; written
by Bertram Bloch; George Jesscl starred;
staged by George S. Kaufman.
Ferdinand Gottschalk
Potlphar
Ara Gerald
Nerls
Douglass DumbrlUe
Pharaoh
Michael Markham
Pharaoh's Guard
Catherine Cooper
Thetis
Sidney Murray
jezra

'Comedy

three

In

acts presented

A

have their own ideas, so $11,000,
which is what they want.
Mayan— "Bamblna" (2nd week).

Just too bad. Piece not too forte.
Actors no better. Letting customAnno Teeman ers In on rain checks mostly and
Mr. Jessel measured off around $5,000; below,
Pickering Brown the nut.

Slave Dealer

Deborah

•

.

Joseph
An Old Slave

—

Harold Hartzell

High Priest

Music Box (Civic Rep) "And So
Bed" (3rd and flnal week).
Never had chance. Just gave ac-

Lois Hazzard
Curtis Jenkins
Julian Noa

Slave Girl

Ashtahoolum
First Jailer
Second Jailer

Prison Superintendent
A Prisoner.

King's Uakor
King's Butler
A PrLson Slave
Palace Guard
Second Guard

On

—

Majestic
"New Moon" (4th
week). Had this been sold In style
they sold It In the east It would
have been a smash. Producers here

George Ertell
Tom H. A. Lewis
H, H. McCulIum

Guard
Second Guard

First

The

IS

AN LA. SMASH

in lodgings that cost him but four
shillings a week, on the attic floor
of a house of pro.stltutlon.

play well.

Drama

WAR DRAMA

she Is slipping Into the shadows
from some unexplained cause.
Leading
The author creates, a premise that houses, El
remaining
logihaving been planned for did not seem to be carried out end- the Jury,"

left for three

^

Andrew Ber-

asplrljig
a
hard-hoaded,
Scotchman, Is studying for an examination that will make him an
Insurance actuary and tlie hope of
a job with better pay. He is living

wick,

a,

69

and ending

Two weeks later. Another man is
due for the chair that night. John
"Killer" Mears, former lieutenant of sacrifice until the end.
The war
a Chicago gang, grips the throat of breaks out.
They meet again in
the guard through the bars, takes Cairo.
Her maiden aunt had died
his keys and opens the cells. They leaving her $20,000 a year. She had
take possession of the death house, a fine home and loved to live in the
raiding the near-by office to obtain sun. Andrew (with one arm lost),
guns.
They lead in the principal learns she Is the mistress of the
keeper, the chaplain and the guards, geheral, and It burns. But he had

•

play.

VARIETY

with the

to

tors chance to utilize their voices
and $2,500 the flnl.sh.

Robert Burton
.S'-Iden Bennett
Sam Bennett
Tom Post
Ted Athey
Lockayc Grant
Rod Khorcr
Al Johns

—

President "Give and Take" (2nd
week). They did not give any too
strong here to California's favorite
sons so $3,700. No profit for Mr.
Duffy.

<

Wilkes-Vine St.—"Sun-Ui!»"

the opening night "Jo.seph"
(Continued on page 60)

.

(3rd,

flnal week).
Thqugh Miss LaVerne
not besieged with picture offers for
her revival she felt happy when

.

fold

up week showed

$3,600.

Pittsburgh Figures

.

,

Frisco Grosses

Pittsburgh, Fob. 18.
"Journey's End," a. smash here
la.st week at Alvln, claiming flrst
money for non-musicals this seaWell over $26,000 and ShuHon.
borts decided to hold It over <or
another week after haying previously turned thumbs down on
proposition.
First time In recent
memory that a dram.atic offr-ring
has stuck longer than eight per-

San Francisco, Feb.

.

formances.

Nixon surprised with WIntz'.s
"Vagabond King," approaching $16,-

.slipped, gro.s.slng $.'i,5<IO, and Dufty'a
President, with "Her Friend the
King," second week, considerably off

500 at $2 top. ".Show Boat" In now
at $4.40, with anoihfr Wlntz show,
Mltzl's ".Sari," due here next wf-ek.
Sharp stock at Plit had "The
Ghost Train," .a rr-pf-fit for tVil.s

company, and
well.

farf-O

only

1 8.

Bu.slneas was less than fair, onlyone show getting any real money.
"Oh, Su.sanna," at the Curran In
second wc<'k, built nicely and gathered close to $16,000, beating Its first
week.
Henry Duffy's Alcazar, with Taylor Holmes In "Your Uncle Dudley,"

at $4,000.

Geary,

Columbia,

dark.

I

Capitol

still

j.

(jrcen .Street Theatre
wc<-k of "The Peephole," hit

fJoliltrt'f'.v

Dilnl

ino()<-ral<-l.\

jr.hove t^.OOO.

"

,

PLAY REVIEWS

VARIETY

60

answer to an affair with Potlphar's
wife would be his death they used
to throw victims to the crocodiles in
those days. When Joseph ducks the

JOSEPH

—

(Continued from page 50)
.seemed to take a long while to get
going, with the third act In a way
ringing the bell. It was rather a
tangent shot with chances against It

issue Nerls yells cop, claiming Joseph tried to attack her. He Is
thrown In jail, with the promise of
hanging. But before long Joseph is
business manager of the jafl, putting

sotting by.
"Joseph," which was earlier known
a.s ''Even in Egypt," further aids the
reviving the slogan: "Let George Do

it

on a paying basis.

Comes a time when Pharaoh has
Kaufman, a dream that no one can interpret.
Joseph is sent for, knowing that if
playwright, director, script fixer and
.so forth.
During the try-out show- his explanation is not accepted by
the high priests, he cannot escape
ings those interested noticed th.at
the gallows a second time. But the
eff(>ctive. curtains were lacking. Berthe holy men and
tram Bloch who wrote the play lad convinces
shows how there will be profit for
Unally assented to l^rlnglng In Kaufthrough his scheme of irrigating
man, who said he'd take off hig coat all
the land and storing the wheat
for
the show rather than
It."

meaning George

Douglas Dumbrllle pla;yed
Pharaoh, whose dignity was lost
when Joseph "sold" himself. Ferdinand Gottschalk was Potlphar,
whose wife couldn't be blamed for
having other ambitions. The program lists many others but the three
leads told most of the story, with
Jessel on the stage most of the time.
"Joseph" Is mildly diverting, but
Jhee.
that's about all.
Nerls.

S.

OUT-OF-TOWN REVIEWS

.

a piece of
royalty.

against the years of famine.

made a noble, and Is back in the
George apparently did consider- is
graces of the Potlphars, Neris
alile fixing.
No doubt about first good
again bent upon trying her luck
iiighters generallj' liking ".Toseph,"
with the young man.
yet whether the story Is as humorThe gaudy trappings of the charous as It sounds is open to doubt.

acters lent pictorial splendor to the
locale of Egypt In the days of the
many colored coat nnd
George Jessel with his
wife Neris, who gets that way about Pharaohs.
black hair and in ancient cosjet
him that supplies the basis of the
play.
His brothei-i cross Joseph, tume heightened the picture. He
had
way
a
about
him in addressing
who is aired from his native Canaan
and is sold as a slave to Potlphar. those above him, and it was no trick
The Jewish lad Is smart and is soon for Joseph to convince them he was
boy.
Even
though his peosmart
a
made overseer of Potlphar's plantaple had given him the works, he
tion on the Nile.
He is hard at digging Irrigation was arranging at the close to fix up
ditches, the first of their kind, when his brothers with a good job in
Nerls takes a fancy to Joseph. The the Potlphar menage.
Jiessel Is amusing.
fact that she Is Pharaoh's sweetie,
His Joseph Is
too. Isn't to the point; because the distinctly Jewioh, but the burlesque
king didn't come around often is accomplished with occasional gestures and minus a dialect
Ara
enpugh.
Joseph Is minded that the only Gerald impressed as the Cleo-like
Tf is the biblical Joseph,

he of the
'Pptlphar's

l«'a.

if

I

SAMURAI AND GEISHA
(JAPANESE)

Joseph

Japanese
headed for

Los Angeles, Feb. 12.
company,
dramatic
New York under aus-

Wednesday, February
colony

ture

but

a

scattered

'few

were present.
The title "Samurai and Geisha"
is really only one of a group of
three dramatic playlets, with InciFrom a standpoint
dental music.
dramatic art the
of expressive
Japanese have accomplished a good
deal. Particularly with pantomime.
Only for American consumption it's
doubtful, even aside from all the
action and conversation going on In
native tongue.
For the premiere

Nagazawa, teacher

here

of

Prof.

from

to time.
Program notes contain brief synopsis In English besides. Whether it's
intended to have a similar translator along in the east Is not known.
There Is no line of comparison
between the Japanese and Chinese
mode of dramatic presentation. One
Is as far removed from the other
,

sical Instruments.

WHAT A QUESTION

time

.

The Chinese mu-

sicians are not seen at all here.
In "Samurai and Geisha" is a: decidedly artistic strain, beautifully
done, but slow moving. It tells the
story of a poor artist who falls in
love with an Oiran (probably the
Japanese idea of a flapper). When
realizing the futility of It he molds
project.
an image that later comes to life
One week booking at the Figueroa and entertains him. Most of It isPlayhouse, with the company tak- fantastical, but highly Interpretive
ing the house on straight rental. by means of the hands; something
Opening Monday night it failed to these Japanese are very proficient
arouse. much Interest. Of the pic- at.
Second of the group is "Shadow,"
a ken-geki, or sword play. Of the

Atlantic City, Feb.

a romantic comedy. Its content
meagre and compounded In the
main of things tried and true In the
theatre and using them with not
of
is

too

much

you act or pose
. .

Third and last episode is a light
and fantastical tableau called "Matsuri."
Apparently a ritual festival,
with grotesque dances and figures
winding up in a maze of color and
eltect.
Costumes and scenery might
be better and for New York by all
means.
Running time too long.
Almost Vnidnight before the show
broke. At that It's understood that
originally the performance ran six
hours. Probably okay in Japan.
Mlchio lto is credited with" the
adaptation for the American stage.
No mention is made of a director.
Chances are Ito did that too.

GALA NIGHT

Choose the HOSIERY SHADES

That We've proved Will

Photograph the Best!

Rochester, N. Y., Feb.

play In three nets by Laurence Byre.
Directed
Presented by Hunter Williams.
by Edith EIIIb. Settings by Joseph Mullen.
Musical arrangements by Mortimer Brown\ne-

Rudl

Teles...-.

Pierre

Durand

Nallv
;

Mme. Karpovna
Mmo. Vlnclnl
Mile. Clement
liMsarlal

Toroa

youVe a much-photographed lady you've

probably discovered how certain hosiery
loveliest contours of

Arpad Panna
Intendant Andrnssy
Lutl Bender

Drlna Andrassy
Czlnka Laszle
Stefl

Paval Znln
Heinrlch Stolzer
Irm.-L Laszlo....!
MItzl Stolzer

Walter
Assistant Waiter

a shapely leg

.

.

.

man who

suffers

how others, charming in
way of photographing

themselves^ have a

having heard of his aliment
while abroad, hurriedly returns with
an English psychiatrist who make.s
it plain that he doesn't Interpret
dreams, but does dream interpretasister,

.

.

.

of the best shades
an extra reason for

Our expert knowledge
for the screen

buying

I.

just

is

Miller Beautiful

Hosiery

.

.

.

its

and
longer wear, are inducements enough in

sheen and sheerness,

its

finer quality

themselves!

Showfolk's Shoe

Shop Open

BROADWAY

until

9 P. M,

AT 46th STREET

•

tions.

The entertainment

Marltska

Robert E. Lowes
L. Reusscau
Demetrle Vllan
Josephine Schlcnk

Madge Lacey
Ethel Porter

Malda Clewley
Charles Carey
Cyril Charles

George MacEntee
George I^essey
Deslrec Tnbcr
Eve Cassanova
..Jules Epallly

Frank Garletts
.Tames Ronnlo
Frances Bondt^en
Adele Klaer
Beverly Bayne
Charles I>a Torre
Frank Taylor

Harriett

rolls

up with

supposedly comic difnculties in the
patient, trying to discover whether
or not he actually sailed on the uncharted seas on a bridal bark. It
tries awfully hard to be risque.
Spring Bylngton, Patricia Barclay,
Herbert Yost, Gerald Oliver Smith,
and Alan Davis, an attorney's clerk
who wins the heroine in the end,
have the principal parts,
Welntrauh.

CULT EPIDEMIC
1)

the unhappiness which many
people have recently gone through
Victims, the
in the stock crash.
psychos say, became bewildered and
searched for consolation in ne'^ir docof

trines.

Meeting

Demand

New Ideas not already In existence sprang up suddenly to meet,
the demand. Some of the more recent and popular cults which are
of special appeal to performers are
Cosmology,
Livable
School
of
Friends of the Soul, the World and
Will-Syrfod, Abmadydma Movement
of the Orient, Universal Systems,
and the Crescent Deliverance Society.

These are only a small number
Wood of the many which are attracting

George Hoyt performers.
They are nearly all
bAsed oh the power of mind over
This play was given a tryout In matter, teaching that happiness lies
Philadelphia last fall, with Lou Telfailure,'
legen in the leading role, and then within oneself, that disease,
withdrawn for revamping. It was corruption, poverty, are merely
given a fresh start this week at the manifestations of evil thoughts.
Lyceum, with James Rennle in the Most of them are definitely Oriental
lead.
in origin, and appear to be offshoots
Essentially a comedy, the produc-. of the Yogi philosophy.
tion provided plenty of laughs deThese new cults, whether they
spite a Blow opening performance.
rackets, as many of them are,
Speeded up and worked over, it has are
shows
possibilities. Some of the needs are or honest, all put on good,
establishment more completely of with their mysterious rites and
the Old World atmosphere, a smash- symbols.
climax
and
improvement
the
ing
of
musical numbers.
Supposed to be a tenor, Rennle
sings a few snatches and then has
more song' bits sung rather obtrusively from off stage. None of the
women principals revealed vocal
(Continued from page 1)
finish at the opening.
Action of the play Is laid in Buda- the time. The legitimate ad agenpest at the opening of the opera cies, however, are not speculating
season.. Zala, an American, Is the with their clients' time insofar as
star, hero of stories of romantic
tacking on premiums.
affairs with many women. A golden
Operations of the scalpers have
key to his apartment is In possession of the flame of the moment, not yet been ofBclally noticed by
Irma Laszle, wife of the conductor NBC, CBS or the Independent staand herself the dramatic soprano. tions, due to the fact that no great
Mitzi, also In the company, aspires amount of air time has passed Into
to supplant her.
Resulting jeal- the specs' hands thus far. Whether
ousies of the two women and
stations
through them their husbands pro- the broadcasting chains and
can stop the ether space jobbing
vide much of the comedyl
Early in the play it is discovered remains to be seen.
that Zala, In sudden flurry of passion, has married Luti Bender, atJoseph Solly and Frederic Clayton
tractive understudy of the women
stars, She is not swept along as other have taken over the Westchester,
women have been, but she agrees theatre, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., for a try
finally to meet him at his apartment at stock.
after the opera ball preliminary to
the opening of the season.
Zala
leaves the ball on pretext of a sore
McKenzie Ward engaged (Mike
throat, and prepares an elaborate Connelly-M. S. Bentham olUce) to
nuptial dinner in his apartment. play his original role in M-G-^I'f
Series of ludicrous interrupfTons by "High Road."
the conductors and their wives and
Ward departed for tlie coast Satrapid disappearance of the dinner urdiiy.

NIctaolaa

.

poorly

a

lapse of memory from time to time.
In order to cure htm, a widowed

(Continued from page
10.

A

Zita

shades bring out the

skll).

"What a Question" unfolds with
smiling amiability, the story of a
wealthy young

Upon.

If

18.

With a last minute change In the
cast due to Illness, "What a Question" got off to a bad start at its
first performance at the Apollo last
night.
Cues were missed, lines
"muffed," all of which left B. M.
Kayes' play breathing hard at the
end of what seemed a long evening.
Murray Phillips sponsors this new
piece which is listed as a farce, but
could carry the easier Classification

lot this will probably be most, apHis plan is to make the sick
preciated by American audiences young man believe he has had anbecause of the heavy action and other mental lapse during which he
love interest with the melodramatic married, the idea being that the
happy ending. Also in this one will pretended marital state will stop the
find exceptional acting, while some fellow from being so self centered.
of our high powered artists might
Attended by the family physician,
take a peek at the art of emoting and a charming young miss, the
as It's done overseas.
victim is given a sleeping potion.'

mMmmmm I>

before tke ca me ra

comedy possibilities of the jealous
stars without allowing the action
to become too farcical.
RecircU
.

drama and

pices of the Theatre Guild, doesn't
Outside of
look like B'way fare.
the natural curiosity and interest It as Hong-Kong from Hoboken'; with
may evoke from the high-brows, the the Nipponese way ahead. About
matter
of record the only shade of similarity Is the
rest will be just a
that' it played in the east.
continual weird cacaphony of mu-

This outfit, from the Dotonbori
theatre, Osaka, Is not to be confused with the Ken-Geki Players
here last year. Headed by Tokujiro
Tsutsui, billed over everything else.
Including the' title, trip Is bankrolled
by the Japanese Theatre Ass'n, with
Yoshlaki Yasuda, prominent Japanese gambler locally, .behind the

romance.
Rennle, popular here In stock and
premiere of "Young Love," scored
again with his light, deft touch in
the part of Zala. He got all the
lines and situations afforded In the
way of comedy. Beverly Bayne as
Mitzi also carried off honors and
with Adele Klaer made much of the

history at the U. S. C, offered an
Introductory
speech and timely
translations

1930

19,

as result of their forays goes far
toward smashing Zala's first serious

RADIO SPECS

,

"

Wednesday, February

19,

MUSIC

1930

By

Bill

.

Swigart

.

Days."

Had

this song been released three
months ago, long enough to catch
hold of the picture fans nationally
and then change the title of the
picture from "Chasing Rainbows" to

"Happy Days," no doubt but what
the picture would have had a ready
Into the
millions anxious to see the picture
be/ore It could be released.

made audience mounting

Telling Their Past
All known figures from stage and
music who arrive here to align
themselves with the screen machinery must have their past life aired.
In public print before Hollywood will

consent to recognize them as locals.
Oscar Strauss, the sole remaining
master, of the Viennese school of
light opera, is not the exception.
When pinned down to reciting his
biography, it showed he was born
In -Vienna in 1870, but no relative
to Johann Strauss, the waltz king.
Strauss is now under contract to
Warner-First National for original
operettas.

The First 400
Fiction writers often write for
years before gaining recognition,
and the same applies to songwriters.
But many of the latter give up before they waste a life time. So with
-Gene JByrnes, j'adio announcer for
KHJ, Los Angeles. He claiihs 400
songs before putting one over In a
large way, his latest, "Lolita, My
Dove" picked up by Paul Whiteman
and given a plug over his "Old
Gold" hour last week. That was
quickly followed by a national plug
over the NBC network. Number is
now being published.

musicals.

FIRST INTERNAT'L AIR

BALLYHOO FOR A SONG
London, Feb. 18,
First song plug ever broadcast
from England and relayed on the
big American radio networks will
take place in connection with the
RCA dinner in Washington, Feb. 17.
Naval conference delegates have
made weekly broadcasts of the proceedings, starting with Philip Snowden, English chancellor. When the
Idea of a brpadcast from her^ during the Radio Corp, dinner in Washington came up, Frederick Nile, repBroadcasting
resenting
National
Co. and Columbia System, as well
as the Wnshinston "Star/' made ar.

rangements with Lawrence Wright,
of the Irving-Wright Music Publishing Company, to broadcast hu-

morous items.
Wright saw a chance to plug his
new pet song writer, Leslie Sarony,

who has given
a year.

He

Sarony

to sing

day

the firm four hits in

now arranged for
of his numbers.
will take place Tues-

has

The broadcast

some

morning (Feb,

o'clock, to coincide

18),

at

In making of vaude act sound trailKeith's is faced with the unforeseen necessity of paying .for copyrighted and protected music whenever used. Revelation of this snap,
running up the cost of trailers having such music, came with the completion of a talking trailer for Clay-

ers,

beliC'f

Few know itp relation to tflie
picture, but many connect it with
Fox's new film revue, titled "Happy

A test case may result since theatres pay under a license for vaude
artists for use of music, and through
the Keith picture associate, Radio,
royalties are paid to cover license
of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. An

RKO

stated Harms would be
paid for the use of "Jericho" in the
first talking vaude trailer.
Keith's is goint; ahead on other
audible trailers.
At present several trailers are being made of Keitn
intact shows to be sent ahead in advance of the unit bills.
Altho Keith's is said to be determined on the use of talking trailers
for its units and headliners, costs
^re nearing the prohibitive stage,
The Clayton, Jackson and Durante
trailer is 187 feet long and cost approximately $150 to produce. Cbst
on some attactlons would probably
run to $500. Question confronting
Kelthltes Is how the trailers shall
be paid for. Will the acts stand the
cost themselves and thus own the
trailer, which they could use. in opposition houses when off Keith's, or
should the circuit. Stand the expense
of production and charge off cost to
the theatres?
official

Rights Revert

Battle

A

stagehands against the electrical
workers' union resulted in the nonunion student band of Washington
University being hired to play at
the Aircraft Exposition in the local
arena.
Electrical

Union complained
and aspirins; Gilbert, dietician on tomato juice arid all forms stagehands were doing electricians'
of milk Including milk toast.
work. Ben Brinkman of the Arena,
A diet is now being worked out fired stagehands and hired electriby this group.
cians, in their place. Stagehands
then called on the musicians' union
Toughest Job
M. K. Jei-ome and Harold Berg, to suppoi't them and the musicians
assigned as a team to write orig- refused to play unless the disreininal numbers for all the Vitaphone charged
stagehands were
shorts, have the toughest job. of all stated.
Hiring of the non-union
It
the songwriters on the coast.
band was the answer. Brinkman
Is their duty to be there at all hours
victhe
is being made
of the day ready to give numbers complains he
for a situation or an entire musi- tim of a quarrel between two
cal score -^ithln an hour's notice. unions.
Sometimes there are as many as
Meanwhile posters haVe flooded
three units in this department workr the town denouncing the Arena as
Ing at the same time, yet the tune- "unfair to organized labor."
Bters must be able to meet all de-

eeltzer

mands.

They are the first team in any
studio to furnish original music and
songs for short subjects, yet are
seldom heai'd of because of the unimportant part the i^ort subjects
play on a theatre program.
Pathe's six musical composers are
Ted Snyder, Herry Sullivan, Abner
Silver, Mort Harris and Mack Gor
don.

Moved

Frisco

to

Jack and Jackie Archer, with Art
Schwjurtz in- the Los Angeles office
of Witmark's, for the past year, are
being transferred to establish a
San Francisco office for the same

playing in separate current screen

Harry (Goldle)

Goldfield

of

the

attraction?, the time

whon Lawrence

Paul Whiteman band is walking on Tibbott and Ramon Novarro had
air since hearing fi-om the ^-a.-^t a a run-in with Roxy who was then

new cornet player

director

Opera

art

LYRIC PIRATES

National State
for the
As.sociation, has killed all

Movris Shapiro and Samuel A,.
Cohen, owners of the Darby Press,

and Harry B. Paul, owner of the
Pres.s, indlotod on complaint
of the M. P. P. A. last week for
illegally printing and distributing
song sheets, received a probation-

chances of the association playing a Rexall

week

of

"Carmen"

in this city. Killi-

papers
to

now

refuse to lend support

any opera schemes.

'EXOTIC SIREN' FORGETS

VULGAR

BIZ;

NO RECITAL

ary sentence of one year in the
Federal Detention House in New
York. They will not have to serve
the sentence pending good beh'avior.
The three were tried Monday In
U. S. District Court before Judge
Isaac Meeklna and pleaded guilty.
Judge Meeklna then pronounced the
sentence and stated that in view
of the lack of legal precedent in
connection with prosecuting under
section 28 of the U. S. Copyright
act he would place them all on probation.
He directed that they report to the court once a month.

Judge Meekins further announced
any
individual,
hereafter

that
Buffalo, Feb. 18.
dear, almost

Billy Hoopes, my
gave a recital at the Elmwood Music
Hall In Buffalo last week. Hoopes
rememcalls himself Dorian Gray
ber Oscar Wilde?
Gray, or Hoopes, has posters de-

whether

printer, distributor or vendor of these bootleg song sheets, if

convicted, will go to

jail.

Henry Gerson, ass't U. S. district
attorney, presented the case for the
M. P. P. A.
Song sheets Involved are those
scribing himself as "the world's carrying the lyrics of 100 or more
most exquisite youth and the idol 6f popular songs and being sold for
Parisian salons, r Supreme siren, five and" 10 cents througliout the
showing smartest styles, femme Im- country.
New York Assembly Is now conpersonator and concert pianist. To
appear in a. very bizarre, exotic re- sidering a bill which classes all
cital, assisted by Prince Gervasse who print copyrighted songs without the consent of the publishers
de Montresat, cellist."
When the night of the concert ar- guilty of a State misdemeanor. -Bill
rived, Dorian neglected to pay the was Introduced before the Assembly
hall rent and neglected to get the last week by Assemblyman Meyer
permit and forgot to get the piano. Alterman, at the request of J. C.
The audience also forgot to come. Rosenthal of the American Society
Only two reporters showed up, aside of Composers, Authors and Pubfrom a printer trying to collect his lishers.
Prince Gervasse de
bill for $20,
The bill Is to amend the penal
Montresat and the big violin he was law by Inserting a new section
going to operate likewise were which reads as follows:
among the absentees. It was all
"Printing, publishing, or selling

—

-

very embarrassing.
copyrighted musical compositions
Gray, or-Hoopes,- was annoyed but -without - the-- consent -of- owner.
polite.

18.

all

foreign rights to

The biggest producing company
with' CampbellConnelly for exclusive American
publishing rights was Tiffany.
align

to

Itself

Indoor Circus Troupe
Takes Pay Plea to Cops
Ansonia, Conn., Feb.

18.

Bee Jung and other performers

in

an indoor circus which played here
during the past week appealed to
police to help them collect salaries
which they said were not forthcoming from the management. Miss
Jung told police that $120 was due
her for the week's work, and. that
she was without funds to pay her
hotel bin or railroad fare back to
New York.

The

circus

was promoted by Her-

M. Knight of New York, and
sponsored by the local company of
the National Guard. Animal acts
were owned by William Schulz.
bert

A

few weeks ago the circus became stranded In Westvllle, and
from there moved Into winter quarversion of "Good News" (M-G-M) ters at New Haven. The date here
will be published by De Sylva, was in an effort to raise money to
Brown & Henderson Instead of Rob- meet debts. Knight Is said to have
The 3 -firm forced this deal collected $450 for advertising, but
bins.
before- consenting to sell its rights the money did not reach the per
to the musical.
formers.
Closing night all performers and
Composing for Europe
producing "Mille Modiste,' attachees agreed to accept notes for
In
the
five
use
of
the money due them and to move on
will
First National
two
but
original numbers, leaving
to the next stand with the show in
Sig
to be furnished by the staff.
hopes t>f getting their money, A
mund Romberg and Oscar. Hammer local girl who acted as secretary to
stein are including two German Knight
has four week's salary
numbers in "Viennese Nights," only
coming to her, while a local crclies
Lottl Loder
for foreign release.
new Hungarian Importation will tra claims $185.
sing one of the numbers while
Alexander Gray will sing the other,

Jackie Archer sacrificed many
engagements with local radio stations where she split her time be
tween the Witniark ottlce as piano
Eight Years Ago
accompani.st and blues singer to
Remini.scence of the "days when
take up the new work In the north
both were struggling for recognl
em city.
lion recalled two vocal stars now-

firm.

American Opera Co. and now

publishing rights to pic-

pany retaining

.St.

Louis, Feb. 18.
fight between two labor unions
with the musicians' -union compelled by agreement to support the

18,

HGHT AGAINST

-

American

As Two Unions

Providence, Feb.

Terming Pi-ovldcnoc the graveyard

61

of show business, Patrick Killikelly,
at oiie time leading tenor with the

He mumbled something
about cancelling the recital for a
ture songs negotiated here several future date and told the newspaper
months ago by Campbell-Connelly reporters, "So lovely of you to be
Then he skipped from the
of England, now revert to Shapiro- here."
Bernstein, with the English com- hall.
Hollywood, Feb.

publish.

Trick Stomachs
a means of transplanting
modes and fancies that played a
principal part In the New York
Bongwrlter's life, a group of tunesters here have formed a "trick
stomach" club with Fred Fisher,
Dave Dryer, Abel ^aer and Wolfe
Gilbert acting as oflBcers.
Fisher
holds the title of chief Ulcer; Dryer,
Sergeant-at-arms for Milk of Magnesia; Saer, custodian of bromo

As

BIZ'

Providence, Says Opera Head
—Refunds Advance Sale

Jackson and Durante In whicli kelly refunded $2,000 to sponsors
the trio used "Jericho."
and refused to take any further
Harms, Inc., publishers of the part in the plans.
number, has demanded $50 from
Killikelly was almost $2,000 short
Keith's to cover license for the use of the sum required for a week.
of the song. The Clayton, Jackson Apathy of local theatregolng public
and Durante trailer is the first made toward such schemes is largely
and was shown last week at the blamed to "gyp" artists who have
Albee, Brooklyn, In advance of the taken Providence for plenty in proact's engagement.
moting opera performances. News-

three

Louis Expo Caught

It's

ton,

with 10 o'clock

Monday evenIng:,..Wa,shington_tim
when the dinner will be on.'

St.

CLAIMS GRAVEYARD OF SHOW

ON KEITH ACT TRAILERS

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
H. R. STERN BACK
among; song•wrlterB, music commentators and Former Music Publisher organizcritics that you have to have a
ing Staff
hit picture to make a hit song is
torn to pieces by the advance popu.Henry R. Stern is reported about
Here
Days
Are
"Happy
larity of
to return to the music publishing
Again." This number was written business.
Stern is said to have
by Ager and Tellen for "Chasing started organizing a staff and is
Kalnbows," an average program pic- making overtures to writers.
ture produced by M-G-M. The song
For several years before his re-was released here less than three tirement, Henry R. was of. the
weeks ago with the result that all Joseph W. Stern and Co. firm,
dance orchestras, radio artists and for a long while in its prosthe public are playing, singing and perous career the leader of pubhumming it.
lishers handling melodies of stage
Prevalent

ROYALH

MUSIC

Along the Coast

VARIETY

Whoever

prints,
publishes, sells,
distributes or circulates, or causes
to be printed, published, sold, distributed or circulated for profit any
circular, pamphlet,- card, handbill,
advertisement, printed paper, book,

newspaper or other document containing the words or musical scorp
of any musical 'composition which
or any part of which is copyrighted
Music Publishers under the laws of the United
States, without first having obtained
the
consent of the owner or
The first payment by ERPI to proprietor of such copyrighted muAmerican publishers who entered sical composition, Is guilty of a
into the foreign copyright agree- misdemeanor."
ment with them was distributed
The American Society hopes to.
among the publishers last week. It have this bill enacted into law Imwas reported to be Jn excess of a mediately. It also Intends to have
quarter of a million dollars.
similar bill Introduced In other
About three months ago ERPI en- States.
tered Into a contract with John
Paine, of the M. P. P. A^ who acted
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
as agent and trustee to all pubCoast bootleg song sheet venders
lishers
who were party to the have been almost completely wiped
agreement, to protect American out since a precedent was set in
which
were New York federal courts when the
songs
copyrighted
foreign
theatres M. P. ^. A. obtained a conviction
in
all
played
equipped with ERPI sound equip- before the grand Jury.
ment.
First of local street vendors cam©
Contract is for five years, with about a month ago, with the downERPI to distribute the royalties town theatre ^^iction flooded with
quarterly.
gamins^ peddling the illegal sheets
for 6c a copy. Several were arrested
anf. their supplies were traced to
Radio Music Co.
eastern sources.
For Feist-Fisher Catalog Since the test case In New York
no further trouble Is anticipated by
Songwriters under contract to local publishers, who were being
Radio Music Co. will not be as- plenty annoyed.
signed to work for Radio Pictures
Harms' conuntil about June 1.
Washington, Feb. 18.
tract with Radio Pictures whereby
Now this town's music dealers are
It publl.shes all Radio songs, does
up in arms.
Newsboys are nenot expire until May 28. After that, glecting the dallies and concentratE. C, Mills states, the Radio writers ing on the 10c pirated lyric sheets.
pictures.
will be a.sslgnod to Radio
Boys report It's the greatest racket
Radio Music will not publish yet to hit Wa.shington, Locations

ERPI

Distributes

$250,000

Among

Numbers

.

name for a are confined to outside picture
yt-t, If
ever. houses, with the boys selling only
Mills states that all music will be at night.
apportioniid between Feist's and
Fisher, the former to receive the
popular songs and the latter the
TIFFANY'S
"UNFAIR" standard. The tunes of all songCOLOEED
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
writers signed by Radio Music will
Los Angeles, Feb. 18.
Lee Zahlcr has replaced Fred
R. S. ^icVea, colored orchestra, be publlshod by Fclst. It will also TCelscy as musical director for Tifpublish all BoiiKS writt'.-ii by Naclo fany. Latter was on a three month."}'
leader, has been placed on the un
fair list of the local muftlclan'.s Ilorb Brown, Including those for trial contract, but decided hl.s forte
thft Zifgfeld show.
union for working "scab" job.").
was In the pit of Icglt theatres and
J'"or tlu> prf'Kf-nt Radio Mu.cic will
T.'nlon has notiflfd all .^tudlos of
rf'slgncd before the contract e.xthf banning.
ar-t eololy as a lioldincr ccirpor.'itlon
pirc-d.
Kf.li-:> y
op'^n.s the Uil.tmore
and will not publish any nius-ic un- ht-v<: on Kf'bruary 24 as mui^lral disongs under its own
long time to come

ZAHLER AT

LEADER

conducting the old California theaGoldle .spent $65 on
tre, Los Angeles, about eight years
df.-r its n.'imo.
Not Married
rector for ilic new musical "Gone
suggesting names.
Both wore membors of a
ago.
La.«t week in Variety it was rr;Hollywood."
When playing their first
quartet.
Knight, Harms'Mgr.
Radio pirture.s studio is golnp in show, Roxy bounced back.stagc and ported that Grace and Jlorrl.s
for the shush-.shnsh busine.ss by in- accused them of being lousy. The Hamilton had gone with Fox's lied
Chicago, Ff'b. 18.
structing Harry TIerney to seal lips argument wound up by Roxy con- Star Company.
Vandegrift With Pathe
Billy Knlglit, fornu-rly at Difrolt,
as to his present 'work.
r'ulvf-r I'lty, Kcb. IS.
ceding he wasL_the lousiest for pay;?
Names of the team ensagod by Ik liore as gr'nc-ral W',«-'»'Tn ."al'-."
ing the quartet an advance, week's Red Star are Grace Ht nry and Mor- in.'i.nrifj''r for Harm.«.
Mojitc Vaiidecrift, sonf? writer,
Ilai-ry I'liik
"Good News" Music
.salai"y.
fro^n t'l" eaKt ami on the I'athe
ris Hamilton, and thoy are not rf-mn!n.« In <'hnrKC of tiio L'li)i"a;,'<i Ik
Additional numbers written by
Carll Elinor, thf-n conducting the
tiafC,
ofllce.
Brown and Freed for the screen orchestia, sided with the singers. married.
Ik

In tlie Hiinily.
long di.stau>.e

•

:
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Coast to Coast Slump in Music
Sales for January Laid to Bootleg

For January

Few Big Numbers

Lyric Racket;

SHOWS THE LEADING

THIS TABLE

SELLERS

SIX

IN

SHEET MUSIC AND PHONOGRAPH REC-

With Victor, "You've Got That
OROS GATHERED FROM THE RE "ORTS OF SALES MADE DURING JANUARY BY THE
New York, Feb. 18.
from
first
pliace
Music sales during the first few Thing" copped
LEADING MUSIC JOBBERS AND DISK DISTRIBUTORS IN THE TERRITORIES
Sweet," which Is not
weeks of January -were better than "Sweeter Than
included on this month's list. "Chant
DESIGNATED
expected. The majority of publishJungle"
is second for JanuThe
Of
that
ers reported during that period
same position as In December.
they were doing better business ary,
Six Best Sellers irr Sheet Music as Gathered from Collective Sales Reports of the Leading Jobbers at Points
the
from
slipped
Side
Up"
"Sunny
than for the past few months. But
sixth.
toward the end of the month sales fifth to
started to decline, and January
LOS
Chi Feels Slump
closed slow for sheet mu.sic sales.
"Tip Toe" ("Gold Diggers") "Chant of the Jungle"
"Chant of the Jungle"
No. 1— SONG
Chicago, Feb. 18.
It will be noticed in the accom("Untamed")
("Untamed")
panying chart that the names of
January was a disappointing
"A Little Kiss Each Morn- "Tip Toe" ("Gold Diggers") "I'm Following You" ("It's
three publishers formerly included on month, with the off business in No. 2— SONG
ing" (Vagabond Lover")
a Great Life")
the list have been taken off and sheet sales..attrlbuted to lyric bootNo. 3—SONG
"Talking Picture"
"I'm a Dreamer" (Sunny"I'm a Dreamer" (Sunnytheir catalogs included elsewhere. leggers.
C'Sunnyside Up")
side Up")
side Up")
and
Stept
Piantadosis, Green &
Before publishers' representatives
No.
"Painting
the
Clouds"
4— SONG
"Painting the Clouds"
"To Be Forgotten" (Pop)
Spier & Coslow ceased to function united,, and with the A. S. C. A. P.

NEW YORK

as individual publishers during the
month. Catalog of the Piantadosis
went to Remick, that of Green &
Stept to DeSylva, Brown & HenCoslow was abderson, and Spier

partially stopped the racket, aboutlOO.Oao sheets bearing 100 lyrics and No.
retailing for 10 cents had been disNo.
posed of by street venders.

&
Kresge's,.Lyon & Healy and MidFamous Music. The lat- west felt a sharp slump of lyric
company is listed Individually sales the third week of the month,

sorbed by
ter
for

("Gold Dlggei-s")

"I'm a Dreamer" (Sunny-

6— SONG

side Up")
"Chant of the Jungle"
("Untamed")

,

its-

Three leading phonograph companies report their

During the

many songs standing out dissales as heretofore.
Sales appeared to be neck and neck
throughout, for which reason the

top.

Tl^ese

two were closely

fol-

lowed by De Sylva Brown & Henderson's "I'm A Dreamer," which
showed a sensational spurt the last
weeks because of Loop showrunners- up will be mentioned here. two
"Sunny Side Up" (Fox).
Witn\ark's "Tip Toe," from "Gold ing of
"Painting the Clouds," another
Diggers," still holds the top rung,
Diggers", number, was sent
'GQjd
for the fourth consecutive month.
down to fourth place but held its
It was closely pressed for honors by
without trouble. Fifth
Harms' "A Little Kiss Each Morn- trench there
was Robbins' "Wonderful Something
ing," from "Vagabond Lover," Had
Called Bove." Feist's "Funny Dear
not "Tip Toe" been very strong durCan
Do" was sixth, with
What
Love
ing the beginning of the month, "A
Bei'Jin's "I'm Following You" sevLittle Kiss" would have taken top
enth and showing coming stren.qth.
position, for it was a consistent high
I'.TaUdng .PictwreJ'.. and_;;Sunny; Side
selieV."'""Liisted in Tast Wbhth's suramong the lirst 10.
vey (December) In second place, Up" finished
Disc sales were normal for the
Witmurk's "Paintinfr the Clouds,"
with Victor following the
from "Gold Diggers," eased into month,
among
Two of DeSylva, theme song advantage best
fourth position.
The Victor list
Brown & Henderson's songs from the mechanicals. by
another nov"Sunny Side Up" ran almost neck was led, however,
"Man From the South"
and neck throughout, both selling elty number,
Ted Weems' orchestra.
good and going better toward the played by

tlnctively-.in

end of the month. This was caused
by general release of the picture.
^rumbers are "Talking Picture,"
holding down the trey, and "I'm a
Dreamer," fifth. "Talking Picture"
climbed up one rung; it was listed
fourth for December.
Trailers
Sixth position is held by Robbins'
"Chant of the Jungle," from "Un

"Tiptoe" is off the first Victor
half dozen, but still remains on the

Brunswick

list.

It

was below peak

December as far as Columbia was
concerned. "Chant of the Jungle"
not only led the sheets, but also was
strongest among the mechanicals
third with Brunswick, second with

in

BRUNSWICK— No.
BRUNSWICK— No.

the .end of the month is the inroads
of bootlegged song sheets. Publish
ers are looking forward for Im
proved conditions this month, as the
authorities
ha/e started action
against the Meggers.

Leading Mechanicals

Barometer for record sale.s during
month showed much the sanio

the

sheet music. Started off briskly,
jut slowed down toward the end.
Just a fair month for the disc turnover, and disappointing.

CIS

Brunswick shows a practically new
sellers for January.
listed in the last
again in this one.
the Hi-at, second
December .and now down to

of

best

one

disc

summary appears
That Is "Turn On
for

'

"Painting the CloudK." first
the last list, di.^appears entirely
from this one. "Chant of the Jungle"
sui)plants it.
In tlie Columbia list "Have A
si.\th.

in

Faith in Mc" succeeded "Farewell Blues" as best seller, with tho
"Great
latter third for January.
Day," second for December, holds
the same position for January,
Little.

other tunes are new on the

list.

Heldt's lads, for fifth.
Columbia's sensation of the month
was a disc with "Why?" backed by
"Cross Your Fingers," which, re
leased late, spurted into sixth place,
and another, "Cryin* for the Caro

a Ruth Etting vocal, shooting
Into the No. 3 spot.
"Hello
Brunswick's first was
Baby," as done by Hal Kemp's band
The Nick Lucas vocal of "Tiptoe"
held fourth place. Two numbers by
Leo Reisman's orchestra, "Happy
Days," now fourtli, and "You've Got
That Thing," sixth, seem due for
rise on tho Victor lists for Februarv,

Cp the Band" (Red "Chant of the Jungle,"
"Wonderful Something"
Nichols Orch.)

5

BRUNSWICK— No.

6

"Nobody's Using It Now"
(Marion Harris)

"Tip Toe," "Painting the
Clouds" (Nick Lucas)

"La Rosita" (Floridians")

"Gambler's Blues" (Geo.

Lee Orch.)
bri tHe Heat" TEai'l
Burtnett's Orch.)

'"Turn

COLUMBIA— No.

"Have a Little Faith in
Me" (Guy Lombardo's

1

^'Talking
Picture" (Earl Burtnett
Orch.)

1

Have You" (Burt-

Can't

nett's Orch.)

"Sweeter Than Sweet,"
"Prep Step" (Jess Stafford Orch.)
"I'm a Dreamer," "Turn on
the Heat" (Burtnett's
Orch.)
"-Lucky- Me^Lovable
You," "Love Is Nothing

.

But You" (Lyman's

"You've Got That Thing"
(Ted Lewis Orch.)

"Bundle of Old Love Letters," "Should 1?"

"Singin' in the Bathtub"
(Lombardo Orch.)

"Tea for Two," "1 Want to
Be Happy" (Ipana Trou-

(Whlteman Orch.)

Orch.)

COLUMBIA— No.

"Great Day" (Paul White-

man's Orch.)

2

COLUMBIA— No.

3

COLUMBIA— No.

4

"Farewell Blues" (Ted
(Lewis Band)

"Chant

of the Jungle"
(Paul Specht's Orch.)

He Cared" (Ruth

"If

Etting)

,

badours)
"Cryin' for the Carolines" "Rogue Song," "When I'm
(Ruth. Etting)
Looking at You" (Columbia Orch.)
"Great Day" (Whitemah's "I'm Following You," "I'm
Sailing on a Sunbeam"
Orch.)
(Specht Orch.)
"Chant of the Jungly"
"Wabash Blues," "Farewell Blues" (Ted Lewis
(Paul Specht Orch.)
Orch.)

We

"Aren't

Whlteman

All?" (P^ul
Orch.)

"Why?" "Cross Your

Fingers" (Ben Selvin Orch.)

"My

Fate la in Your
Hands." "To Be For-

qotten" (Lee Morris)

VICTOR— No.

1

VICTOR— No.

2

VICTOR— No.

3

"You've Got That Thing"
(Leo Reisman Orcfi.)
"Chant of the Jungle"
(Nat Shilkret Orch.)
"Sally" (Wayne King
Orch.)
"A Little Kiss Each Morning" (Rudy Vallee Orch.)

VICTOR— NO. 4

VICTOR— No.

"My Love Parade"

5

VICTOR— No.

"Sunnyside Up" (Hamp's

6

Orch.)

Below are the three best
sales

from the home

office of

sellers in sheet

Hamp

PUBLISHER

No.

1

in

Orch.)

"Happy Days" (Leo Reis-

man Orch.)
On the Heat" '
(Horace Heldt Orch.)
"You've»'Bot That Thing"
(Reisman Orch.)

"Man from the South"
(Ted Weem's Orch.)
"Singin' in the Bathtub"
(Hi-Hatters' Orch.)
"Chant of the Jungle"
(Nat Shilkret Orch.)
"I'm Following You"
(Hi-Hatters' Orch.)
"If You Were the Only
Girl" (Rudy Vallee Orch.)

"A

Little Kiss

inq"

(Rudy

music for the entire country as reported by the

the publishers herewith listed.

according to position their numbers hold

&

"Man from the South"
(Ted Weem's Orch.)
"Chant of the Jungle".
(Nat Shilkret Orch.) /
"Sunnyside Up" (Johnny

'.'Turn

(Hi-Hatters' Orch.)

Each Morn-

Vallee Orch.)

official

record of

Publishers are listed in alphabetical order, not

the present market.

SONG

No. 2

SONG

No. 3

SONG

May Be Wrong"

"Happy Days" ("Chasing

"Lucky Me, Lovable You"

"I

Rainbows")
"Why" (Sons

("Chasing Rainbows")
"Can't Stop Me" (Pop)

"I'm Only

"If

"I'm a Dreamer" ("Sunny-

(Pop)
"Congratulations" (Pop)

'"Taint

side Up")
"Through" (Pop)

Famous

"Sweeter Than Sweet"

"Dream Lover" ("Love

Leo Feist

("Sweetie")
"Love Me" (Pop)

"The One

"A Kiss Each Morning"

"If I'm

Ager, Yellen

B.

Davis, Coots &; E.

-

o'

Guns,"

prod.)

De Sylva, Brown

&

Donaldson, Douglas

T. B. Harms.
Inroads in L. A.
Los Angeles, Feb. IS
Invasion of the bootleg lyric tabs Jack Mills
all along the Pacific slope upfeet tlio
trado in s.heet music sales to such Joe Morris
an extent tliat dealers curtailed or Remick's
ders for new stock. Federal agents,
upon Cv.miilaint of tlie A.S.C.A.P, Robbins
later stopped in and clioclicd tli
Santly Bros.
peddlers,
The lyric rackotocvs worl?od thel
way from Canada into Seattle an Shapiro Bernstein
An
the
coast
as
far
as
Los
down
gelos within two weeks. However
with the menace now fairly well Sherman-Clay
checked, bTu^slness has picked up
BecauHC of the low level in turn Witmark & Sons
.

C-I;

"Vm- a- Dreamer,"

Davis Orch.)
"Out of the Past," "If

Orch.)

lines,"

(Conlinuod on psigo

'My Fate Is in
Your- Hands" (Meyer

Orch.),

"Stril<e

BRUNSWICK— No;

6

the Carolines," a pre-release
from "Spring Is Here." Looks sure
good spot during February,
An important factor to be con
sidered in the poor business t6ward

Baby" (Hal Kemp's "Chant of the Jungle,"
"That Wonderful SomeOrch.)
thing" (Ingraham's Orch.)
"Funny, Dear, What Love "Look What You've Done
Can Do" (Ray Miller
to Me" (Burtnett's
Orch.)

.

3

4

COLUMBIA— No.

for

Burtnett's Orch.)

2

BRUNSWICK— No.

tamed," which was very closely Vic. roster.
pressed by about four others, some
As usual, Guy Lombardo's band
of which were listed In December, hit a two-month streak with one,
Berlin s "Love," from "Trespasser,* this ^ime "Singing in the Bathtub."
listed last month as fifth, fell down For the second month, this number
a bit th9ugh it hung quite close to remained second oh Columbia's list
the Robbins seller. The same with Ted Lewis, a big. Chicago favorite,
Harms' "Sweeter Than Sweet," from CQpped first with "You've Got That
"Sweetie," sixth for December and Thing."
Wit
selling good during January.
Excepting "I'm A Dreamer" the
mark's "Slngin" In the Bathtub,' "Sunny Side Up" numbers seem to be
from "STiow of Shows," was close waning. "I'm a Dreamev" backed by
behind, Robbins' "Singin' in tUe "Talking Picture" is sixth on Bruns
Rain," from "Hollywood Revue," did wick, same as December, but the
'a brodle during January. Listed same pair, sixth on Columbia in Dethird in the December survey but cember, have dropped from the list.
was not even among the first 20 Victor changed its tactics bv shoot
at the end of January.
Ing a Johnny Hamp "Sunnyside Up"
Climbing fast the last few weeks into third place and plugging "Turn
of the month was Remlck's "Cryin' on the Heat," as done by Horace

U.-^t

Side responsible

"Hello'

(Ray Ingraham's Orch.)

5

Victor

"Chant of the Jungle"
(Ray Ingraham's Orch.)

1

BRUNSWICK— No.

COLUMBIA— No.

•Only

six best sellers in the following order.

impossible to determine the side responsible for the sales,

"Sunnyside Up" (Earl

and fifth with Columbia. In
December it was doing well with
Brunswick and Col., but not on the

for a

!.>-

it is

.

not as

i

Where

catalog

Harms.

^~

"Wonderful Something"
"Sweeter Than Sweet"
("Untamed")
("Sweetie")
"Funny, Dear, What Love "Tip Toe" ("Gold Diggers")
Can Do" (Pop")

first

Formerly

,

ANGELES

("Gold Diggers")

5— SONG

time in this survey. after a normal start. Three numwas included- bers ran about equal. Bobbins' for the major sales are only reported.
with that of
"Chant," which started rising late both sides are mentioned:
in December, continued Its climb to
F«w Standout Sellers
"Tiptoe" from the
past month there were edge Witmark's
the

CHICAGO

H.

& G.

1
Had a Talking Picture" ("Sunnyside Up")
No Sin" (Pop)

"Vagaboncl Lover")

"There Must Be Somebody
Waiting" ("Glorifying

Parade'.')
1

(Pop)

Making Believe"

Love" (Pop)

Dreaming"

"I

Am. Girl")
Have to Have You"

("Pointed Heels")
"You're Always in My
Arms" ("Rio Rita")
"I Love You, Believe Me,

("Sally")

I

.

I

Love You" ("Vagabond

Lover")

James Infirmary"

"When

You're Smiling"
(Pop)
(Pop)
"Sympathy" (Pop)
"Sweetheart" (Pop)
"Cryin' for the Carolirles" "Have a Little Faith in
('.'Spring Is, Here")
Me" ("Spring Is Here")
"Chant of the Jungle"
"Wonderful Something Is
("ITntamed")
Love" ("Untamed")
"Beside An Open Fire"My Fate Is in Your
Hands" (Pop)
place" (Pop)
"Man from the South"
"What Do Care" (Pop)
(Pop)
"I'm in Love with You"
"Web of Love" ("Great
("Great Gabbo")
Gabbo")
"St,

,

.

1

"Tip Toe" ("Gold Diggers") "Painting the Clouds"
("Gold Di>irgers")

'Mistakes" (Pop)
Still Rem e mber" (Pop),
"Hello Bati.v" ("Forward
"I

Pa.'^.s")

"Shepherd's Serenade"
('•Devil May Care"^
"Lonely Troubadour" (Pop)
'Aintcha" (Pointed Hools")

"Wedding

of

the

Painted

( 'Broadway
Melody")
"Singin* in the Bathtub"
("Show of Shows")

Doll"

.

.

1930

RADIO-MUSIC

The Air Line

Acrobats Crash Radio

Wednesday, February

19,

By Mark Vance
WOR

continues to find 'cm, Feb.
11 t'iie station turned loose as sweet
a half hour of entertainment as any
of the air units have unfurled in a
This 30 minutes Avas
lone time.
credited to Willar-d Robinson with

They sang.

Los Angeles, Feb.

.

and

clean.

to mix up
a routine for change of pace. He
was singing and playing .'em from

showmanship on how

hot to semi-ballads, pop numbers
and probably some of his own. Always with the accompanying orchestra muting excellent orchestrations.
to find

Even went

ba;ck

"Beal Street
Gray's alma mater,
sound good.
Just a half hour of
ment. If you think

fai-

enough

Blues,"

Gilda

and made

it

Broadway Legits on Air
Gratis Siindays as Plug
Cast members of Broadway legits
30 minwill broadcast from
utes each SunSay evening as a
plug for the shows. There will bo
no charge from either end.
John Price Jones and Queenie
Smith of "Street Singer," InauguCast o£
rated the hour Sunday.
"June Moon" goes on next. It will
be a non-commercial feature.

—

real entertamthat's easy to
couple of conkeep dialing.

nection witli

to bolster its periods with diwhile
talks,
versified music and
hangs on to its night club
SPLIT
atmosphere and the Garden bouts to
must remain
Chicago, Feb.. 18.
keep interest.
'Is broadcasting,
silent when
Art Kahn, pianist, and Gus Kahn,
as it shares th2 same wave lengths, CDmpQser,..hay.e .separated., afte.r two
while "WdfB'S ruiVs fight along.- That

WMCA

KAHNS

WMCA
WNYC

Is
is

burning

WMCA up and little hope

months writing tunes together.

Art went to New Torlc, where he
Will m.c. a Publix unit on the road
Washington.
"New York Times" Glee Club for six months. Gus will land in
fairover
came
WGBS
(colored) on
Hollywood to write special music
At times the combined Tor the forthcoming talker of
ly well.
voices seemed to jumble up, but 'Whoopee."
held out that anything will be

done about

it

in

otherwise acceptable. Lou Harold's
orchestra as often uneven on WGBS.
No excuse. Three Rhythm Aces,
Parltz, Forster and Welsh heard to
advantage^ Trio depends on songs.

Jolly DanCe orchestra. WGBS, just
an orchestra.
The Cavaliers collectively and
Jessica Dragonette Individually plus
Rosario Bourdon's orchestri enliven
period. ClicCities Service
quot Club Eskles clicking with familiar type of numbers with Harry

In Spain -Poor
Programs Blamed
Madrid, Feb.
in

available,

are 300,000

WEAF

Alpha

ana

Omega

Opera

Co.,

plan. Hotel St. Regis band
had Vincent Lopez workmg hard,

ment
even

to

two-piano

solos,

WEAF.

Gross, "Daily News" radio
as guest announcer, seemed
be suffering with mike fright.
Anyway, he got in a plug for the

Ben

critic,

to

"News."

Spltalny's music, WEAF,
Phil
eoothing. Tuneful Tales, WOR, has
its moments. Kinney orchestra, on

excepting

Spanish politics
help

in

a monthly quota

WABC,

new

Plates,

getting by on Freddie Rich's

the

Publix

CBS

broadcast

27.

Cdl

air,

WMCA.
musi-

£ICC>

too palpably meller to strike twelve.
A shoe firm plug that suffers with

music. Ernie Hare and Billy Jones, some of the reliable dramatics on
WJZ, held usual vocal attention, but the air from other stations.
orchestra also entitled to credit.
The Tasty Yeast period (WOR)
Armstrong Quakers, WJZ, do not has developed Into a standard by

ATander far from the beaten path.

Dill that he would require a
month to study any nominations for
C.

much

.

prove of some
through

which

FERRIS JOINS

collection of fees

collects

voluntary

fees for the furtherance of choicer
Subscribers
radio entertainment.

N. R.

,A,

Cleveland, Feb. 18.

Earle

Ferris,

WTAM's

manager, resigns March

1

station
to be-

eastern manager of National
Advertising, Inc., In New

come
Radio

York.
are few in numbers, hence nothing
Ferris was dramatic editor of
substantial along this line has ma- Cleveland Times several years ago,
Advertisements and re joining
terialized.
in 1928.
lays are the principal items on the
air, even unto etherizing gramophone -disks w-itii.-important-.conv- - FIVEi-HOURS FOR "KING'?..-mercial hookups.
Saturday, Feb. 15, saw the first of
Good music or other entertain- a series of five broadcasts arranged
ment features are further hindered by Paramount to plug "Vagabond
by authors' and composers' con- King."
certed opposition to use of their
Other four to follow are Feb. 22,
material without some remunera- March 7-8-12, all via Columbia

WTAM

tion.

What

mikes.

Do

to

Usually someone will say "Nuts"
and start turning the dials
Between 8 and 10 the popular stuff
comes over
Getting a load of

'

KPWB

(Warners) at this time
tunes in another merchandise spieler
can't get aw'ay from these birds.
.This one Is peddling for
It seems.
the Peerless stores.
."Giving away
ladles and gents, peerless pepper
shakers, peerless mayonnaise jugs
and other peerless commodities at
peerless prices. .. .Besides peerless
prizes. .. .Then there are Peerless
Puzzles, which bring a cloud to your
brain.... Ice hockey broadcast by
Bill Scott from the Winter Garden
Ice Palace on the same line, comes
as a relief
This Is a bl-weekly
item over
every Monday and
Thursday.
"Three Strings" over
KPI is eye closing and soul throbbing with two fiddles and a guitar
doing their stuff.

—

. .

.

radio

for ether service under national
supervision. There is only one society In Ma;drid, called the Radio

Union,

chewing a tough steak or ^^•c>rking
Only, If
on an asparagus stick
these announcers would stop overplugging their commerclar wares so

is

.

C,

.

KPWB
.

. .

—Sleep Powders-^-—
For those who still remember the
hum town with Its barn dances,
offers a selected arrangement
of rural ditties which guarantees to
put a somnambulist to sleep.
.And
in the midst of this reverie comes
.

.

old

KFQZ

. .

"Don't forget the Silver Top Style
Shop with Its |25 top on dresses"
.For those seeking spiritual con.

.

.

solation Almee McPherson can always be relied upon around 9...,
Hollywood, Feb, 18.
That Angelus Temple Just rocks
Dave Dryer, songwriter, has been over the air.... The next best bet
given, a two-year tickti by Para- Is the Apex Night Club from KGFJ
mount.
with the Dixieland Blue Blowers,
blowing mean and plenty hot. .For
a decided contrast again, KMTR
comes on with "Moss Covered Melodies," more old timers like "Sweet
Its
Alice" and "Pony Boy."
A delight
for those with memories, no doubt
.About the same time KPO sends

Dryer

With Paramount

.

Radio Also Has

.

Traditions

•

Hamilton Brown Sketch Book
musical shot through from Chi on WJZ Was
is

18.

forth from Frisco some better class
That old stage adage, "The show violinist with the same musical music, featuring a corking violin
must go on," has its duplicate in aggregation. During a rehearsal Moe soloist, wl)ose name got lost in the
radio, where "the program must collapsed and was rushed to NBC's statip
From Beverly Hills KEJK
Broadcasting ofllcials re- first aid room, where ho passed offers the Catalina Blue Boys and
close its Los Atigeles ofllce,. Herman go on."
Schenck, in charge here, has been late many instances of performance away.
Al later learned of his some nice Spanish guitars.
Spanish
engaged to represent the Los An- despite serious Illness or tragic brother's death, but went on the air
geles ofllce of the new Fox Red news.
Spanish stuff appears to be quite
In the rehearsed opera,
KEJK Is operated by the
An example is the late John B.
Star company.
Louis Mason Is another who up- a fav
Daniel, former announcer fpr NBC. held the ether tradition.
He was McMillan Petroleum people, and Is
Several months ago Daniel was Informed by telegram, a few minutes a 24-liour grind, using canned music
M-G Lets Go
Arthur Lange and Ernest Klo- working witli a commei'cial pro- before going on with a commercial- when running out of tlie others....
Also the Chapman hour goes over>
pralz, song writers, and Sarah Y, gram when he was suddenly grip- hour that his mother was critically this line, hooked up with the Max
Mason, author, are out of Metro. ped with a severe attack of ap- ill In Lexington, Ky. Nevertheles.^, Fischer cafe.... From 10 to 11 the
Contract.?, up last week, are not be- pendicitis.
Instead of leaving the he went on with the program and at snap, dance orchestras come on....
stiiditf Immediat^l^ivhe persisted In the flni.sh dashed away without bag George
Olsen from %lie Blossom
ing renewed.
continuing his work until the end or baggage. His mother later re- Room at the Roosevelt splits with
Gus Arnhelm at the Montmartre
Later he was covered.
Lester Alien will be guest artist of the program.

WMCA

Men About Town, WJZ,
one for WJZ. Of pleasing
caliber.
Howard Fashion

may

furthering

broadcast centrals.

building.

son Sisters, particularly Kitty's solo,
over creditably. Period seemed top"Moon- nedy pinch-hitting on
heavy with vocal solos.
beams" still doing the closing spot Jan Garber proving
here.

Washington, Feb.

With statement from Senator

Plenty of pressure being brought
in Spain and only 10.000 of the
loud speaker or horn type, deemed on the Chief Executive to re
Ear-phone radio appoint the present members. In
quite a luxury.
has been obsolete in contrast, there Is just as much presreception
America for years, and furnishes sure for new names from state representatives who feel they haven't
an Idea of Spain's radio status.
Inferior quality of programs Is had a square deal In the allocation
The change In of wave lengths.
chiefly to blame.

in all Spain, and the Spanish Radio
Music Societies Enlarging
System at present is In preparation.
The M. P. P. A. and American
Madrid Union Radio has a hook-up
Society of Composers, Authors and
In Barcelona.
Seville and Catalan
Publishers have taken a lease on
Radio (Barcelona) complete the
the 30th floor of the Paramount

same station,, shows improvement. with
Lyons & Lyons had a rather happy
mixture of vaude celebs. The Wat- Feb.

•

May Block
Radio Comm. Placements

Tliere are four stations operating

The 25th floor, which they now
occupy, will be used as executive
quarters for the American Society,
30tli floor for executive
Reser banjoing a standout. Broad- and the
casting Broadway gives some of the offices of the M. P. P. A.
NBC studio staff a, workout. On
with orchestra getting betSchenck for Red Star
ter under Harold Sanford's directHollywood, Feb. 18.
With Shapiro-Bernstein slated to
Lopez on

WEAP, not yet hitting on all cylinders. Blalog not so hot. Mystery
Hour, WEAP, still on the install-

the dials the once over it .i-u.njed
mark's Saturday.
Witmark also released Harold like the choice hours were beiv.een
Lee, Chicago sales manager, last 6 and S....A break for tho3f> who
Clarence Parissh Is named go home to dinner and care to listen
week.
to classic refrains, operatic arias,
successor.
silvertoned tenors and high fraAll tasty morquoncled sopranos
sels to the home fire burners and
DilFs Idea
not bad on the eardrums while one

ear-phone sets

WEAP

WEAF

.t

.

When at the end of some
beautiful musical composition
a
the radio commission presented by husky voiced mug starts in witli
President Hoover, every indication "Don't forget folks, incanrie.scent
is that there'll be a commission but milk bottles never fade," or "H<it5y
supervise Totsy hot water bottles never co>>i,"
to
commissioners
no
28.
Pres- doesn't go over so big around the
that there broadcasting after Feb.
dinner table or parlor.
terms expire on that date.
In use ent

by
programs and attendant diminution of apparatus sales, combined
with the rather high price of receiving equipment.
No exact statlstlcis on apparatus
Spain

.

.

7.

radio Is' threatened In
the inferior quality of

sale.-?

Hollywood, Feb. 15.
Gliding over the air on a pickup
And on a Thursof local stuff
day night, too. ..Probably any other
night would have done as well

manager with Witmark, Warner
Still Thursday isn't sucli
bad
music subsidiary, has been bought
.Certainly enough divfisifor- night.
Pollock,
off
by Warner's.
merly with Sherman -Clay, left Wit- fted programs. .. .Anyway, giving

Complete disintegration of public
interest

is

—

more

Radio on Decline

WMCA

a
WARING DIVOECE SUIT
secutive nights and
Cleveland, Feb. 18.
Shunting
Mrs. Dorothy Waring, wife of
The way the major stations are
Waring, the band leader, has
Fred
around
artists
shunting their studio
to
late
divorce in Clevefor
entered suit
it is becoming common of
have overnight assignments putting land on charge of gross neglect.
them in consecutive periods. This She alleges her husband remained
may be oke with the studio direc- away from home for long periods
tors, but it gives a decided sameness and refused
to account for his
to the programs. To one who listens whereabouts.
in continually it doesn't spell showThe Warings were married seven
manship.
years ago in California.
The Hairline
Dorothy Lee, formerly with WarWith WGBS now close to WMCA
the two Ing's Pennsylvanians, and now un—a hairline separates 'em give
the der contract to Radio Pictures, has
show signs of trying to
fans better program service. Of the been mentioned previously in contwo, the former iias apparently done
the divorce action.
find, listen in for

Bernie Pollock's contract as

IS.

will boost Its transmitter
from 5,000 to 50,000 watts April 1.
This will make it the most powerful station in the west.

Kobinaon, evidently colored, tickles
a hot piano and. knows how to sell
a song. Back of that is a sense of

Witmark Outs

ICNX

—

,

WFBM.
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HoDywood

in

By Lou Greenspan

A troupe of German acrobats were featured last week
on a radio program from

Leads West

an orchestra behind him.
According to. the announcements,
it sounded like Robinson's tryout,
with a doubt whether he'd appear
Pierre Melonino succeeds Richard
again, though that was mentioned,
but without any future date or time Wicks as program director of the
given. It's a cinch he'll be In front station.
of somebody's microphone, or doing
an act. The routine he cut loose
with this night could go into vaude
intact

The Mike

Indianapolis, Feb. 18.

r-

KNX

VARIETY

reason

of

the

splendid

orchestra.

Much Drama
.Station should give band and leader
Eversharp Penmen, WABC, get credit via announcer. Eugene Ormoney's worth on commercial plug. mansky doing well with his musiOne of the be^t skits of the week cians playing for Endicott Johnson
on WBAC wks "My Half Marriage." .shoe period, also (.WOR). The Irish
Had a heart tugging- twist and dif- Players offered "The Bullet and the
Sax enPrincipal Goose"; mildly engaging.
ferent from the othoi-s.
woman unusually good. Hank Sim- semble (WGBS) came over inchopidea
mons' Show Boat, WABC, was old- plly; a laughing sax solo old
fa.sliioned meller with Simmons all but always effoclive.

rushed to the hospital, an.d four
Soprano's Woe
days ia.ter he died.
At NBC they tell a story, which
There is also the experience of they swear to b© true, of the
Nathaniel Shilkret, who directs the hefty soprano who sang with a
Victor-RCA program. A short time broken heart. The gal had gone
before the program was to start on a diet and refused to look at
he had a few teeth extracted. The the scales for a month.
Before
dentist kept him under gas much going on one night, she decided
longer than originally Intended, and to weigh herself. Scale showed that
when Shilkret came to he had but she had gained .six pounds during her
12 minutes to reach the studio. dieting period. Dragging herself to
With the bib tucked under his the mike she gave voice to her
chin,
he dashed for the street customary love carol in mournful
Later In tempo.
and grabbed a cab.
the studio the blood was still
CBS reports how Zenaida Nlcostreaming from his mouth, and the bina, otherwise La Pallna, inmusicians thought It was a hemor- jured herself one Saturday while
rhage.
He had to be supported alighting from a cab. She was conthe
platform by two men fined to her bed but the next day,
on
throughout the program.
against express orders of the docAnothei; example of professional tor, aro.se and went to the studio
that of Yachob for
per.se vcrance
Is
performance.
Freddy Rich,
Zayde, one of NBC's studio vio- band leader, was'Informed 30 minutes
Zayde, as a result of par- before getting In front of the rnlke,
linists.

over

combos

KFWB....Both
wltii

different

distinctive
styles....

Couple of notches away finds Johnny
Hamp shooting lilting fox trots and
waltzes from the Ambassador via
KNX..., Ray West's orch. Is another
of lOITR and then there
the Happy Go Lucky Boys
(KE^D) and Leo and Morrison
(KFQZ) ... .This about Washes up

by the way
are

the dance programs and for those
care to stick around after 11
they can hear a droning organ, or
broken harmony quartets.

who

CONCERT MASTERS SWITCH
Los Angeles, Feb.

18.

Michel Borlsoff, concert master of
the Los Angeles Philharmonic orchestra, walked out of the or.ganlzatlon when advl.sed by the management that hlfl option for next year
will not be taken up.

M. Svcrdozsky, whose place Borisoff took when joining the orchesMajestic period (WABC) seoineU ticipation in the Ru.ssian revolu- that his brother was severely 11.1. tra, is now back.
over the air as Wiliic Reilly, Jr.
staying up lale to off color, althougli Dale Wembrow tion, was subject to frequent and He continued with the program.
broadcast Duke Ellington's band, (lid his best to hold it up with
stomach trouble. Once while
WABC, from Cotton Club, l.'sual hi.s voice and ukc; his pipes ap- violent
Klickman's $100
was stricken nut
hot whamming of "Tiger Rng." And peared hoar.se oi' showing air w.ear. doing a solo he
F. Henri Kllckman, arranger, was
Red Star Gets Set
some contrast with Ann Leaf's ef- Xorman Pearcc recited about an continued with the solo. Later he
$100 -damages in court
Music
Co. Is now awarded
Fox's
Red
Star
continued
Enterand
(WOR).
his
seat
pieces
returned
to
dozen
even
,on
following
fective organ work
Austin, Inc. KllckBrokenshire taining. One poem was by Pearce with the rest of the orchestra. At definitely set on tho second floor at against Gene
WABC.
Xorman
man claimed that he had made an
changed pace somewhat in working himself based on a gag by Bugs the end of the program, he toppled 729-7th avenue.
the
for Austin and was not
and
arrangement
Needle
"The
on
new
in Brunswicli :;rogram. WABC. Or- Baer
For the past two months tho
from his seat.
credit
Baer
gave
chestra came over well. Russell and Thread." Pearce
publishing firm has been occupying paid for It. Arnold Aron.stein, atDeath of a Brother
Saratoga Club orchestra, WMCA, for the inspiration. Dorian stringed
on the .sixtli torii'-.v for Au.'^tin, filed a motion for
Ricli, temporary fiuarter.s
I'hfM-e is the story of Al
not so good. Win Oakland in Flor- quartette in Chainbf-r M.usic (WOR)
a ri'iriiil.
tloor of the .same building.
wa.^
I
Moe,
brother,
whose
j<li-ummer,
ida for vacation, with Buddy Kert- up to its u.sual blandard.

_ Ted Husing

.

'
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DISC REVIEWS

Whiteman This Summer
Hollywood, Feb.

Paris. Feb. 9.
idea of the shifting Paris

mamma

.

'

,

•

"

Have You" and "Does My Baby Great

Life."

Love?" the modern technique in
Other tune. "Hoosier Hop," is exharmony. Ought to be liked.
actly like several dozen tunes exCarson Robinson
tolling the fascination of some par(Pathe 32504) Cleaning up bar- ticular hoofmg routine.
.

room

roundelays

sumption

home

for

conocschool

What grammar

ard."

Tex Burns a

Bit

Texas Guinan has authorized her
attorney, Maxwell Lopin, to enjoin
June Day, night club entertainer,
from using the billing of "The
Texas Guinan of Paris."

Turning over, "The Crow Song"
With senrr- belching -eff ects^,—niakes TexTs bm'hln'g^ilVTjecause all ad-"
a nice stable mate for a record that
ought to have extensive rul-al cir- vertlsemonts of the Night Boat
Club, which opens tomorrow night
culation if i)roperly merchandised.
(Thursday) and will feature June
William Dutton
(Olyeh 41357) "Molly, Molly, I'm Day, are billing her as the Texas
So Melancholy" Is a sample of a Guinan of Paris.
factory-made croon of .005 per cent
Authorization to start suit was
merit.
wired by Tex Guinan from Chicago,
"Can't You Understand" is an
where she "is appearing at the Green
effort to make a dumb dame underMill
Club.
stand what's on the boy friend's
mind. Just so-so as a couplet.

Want Woodmansten

Eddy Thomas
(Brunswick 4668) "To Be Forgotsome charm and already

ten" has

obligatdire" at the front choice

Whiteman playing this summer at this town, the time limit sot for
thft Peiham Heath Inn.
plugging any song, whether with
Gillespie was in negotiation with a picture tieup or not, is four weeks.

its reaction from
former take-'m custom, is
Hairy's New York Bar which
formerly featured "champagne

Place .now okays any-

tables.

the Roosevelt hotel here for Whiteto open there for two weeks

thing

man

down

the Blossom Room March 24 until Irving Aaronson and his Comma;nders arrived to fulfill their contract of one year,
George Olson
closes at the Roosevelt March 2Z
and will then open his own esta-

so long as they come
Into the Joint. Harry McElhone is not a typical take-

in

'em guy, catering to Americans
and British primarily, but the
.former popularity of his spot

through the ever-heavy Influx
of Anglo- Americans, made this
obligatory.
Now, as. an indicator ot how
few foreigners are in Paris, he
with others make all sorts of
concessions. You can go Into
any spot, order a highball and
nobody'll flash the wine card
suggestingly. Heretofore there
wei"e so many collegians at
Harry's that the beer-drinking
light spenders had to be ke"pt
In
the oi'.ter room through

blishment

making

-

Proprietors
of
the
Hollywood
Restaurant, New York, are negotiating for a long term lease with Joe
Pani for the W"'6odmansten Inn, on

LEADING ORCHESTRAS DIRECTORY
I

AARONSON

THE BRICK TOPS

COMMANDERS

(PARISIAN RED HEADS)

IRVING
and HIS

Featuring

"RED STANLEY" and PHIL SAXE America's Greatest

AT

ROMAN POOL'S .CASINO
Miami Beach, Florida

AND. HIS
9

SK.ASONS

Girl

Band

Permanent Address
tS.

West

North

St..

Indianapolis,

ind.

ORCHESTRA

MannireinrnI

CH.4KLES SHIRDMAN, Salem, Mass.

VINCENT LOPEZ
ORCHESTRA

and His

FROM DETROIT

JEAN GOLDKETTE

ON DROADIVAX

En Tour
OponlnK Soon nt the Blilllon Dollar
Arcndlii Ballroom, B'way and SSrd St.

Orchestra*
riCTOR RECORDS
OfFice: 812 Book Towar

DETROIT

TAL HENRY
and His

Pellinm. N. T.

Ooablinc at the

REGIS HOTEL

ST.

New York

CIt.T

GEORGE OLSEN
AND

HOLLVWCOD,
SID

CALIF.

GRACMAN

VICTOR RECORDS

WHITEMAN

IPAUL
And His

Warner

Bros.- Vitaphone Artists

ExcluHlve

MonnRement

Orrhe.stra Corp. ot America
1050 nroudn'n.v New York

B. A.

ROLFE

HIS MUSIC

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
Willi

ORCHESTRA

Victor Records

.SummerinB at the

PELHAM HEATH INN

(areater Orchottra

'4ow Making

"KING OF JAZZ"
for Universal
rervonal Rep.: JAS.

F.

OILLESriE

Culver

Whiteman who has

where

Citj',

permitted.
just closed

Is

at the Loew's State here will play
the Fox, San Diego instead of the

San Francisco house opening Feb.

Los Angeles, Feb. IS.
According to music men around

by that time, they contend, the

If

number

is not oyer. It's dropped,
of the number of sonss
the average catalog that keep
on piling up. Particularly is that
true of picture songs, it's said.
Before the picture angle arose,
six months was not considered too
long to set a number.
Regarding the best plug medium
f-;t' here,
consensus of opinion
places radio next to the picture
holding the song.

because

in

20.

Gillespie is

due back here March

6.

Novitiate Night Club King

Wants His Money Back
New

Pittsburgh Curfew Order

Britain, Feb. IS.

J. Gagnon, a mill man of
Norwich, Conn., wants to turn back
the property known as the Silver
Slipper Inn, just over the city line
in Farmington, to Willis J. Gengraa
and Joseph L. Desell, pf West. Hartford, from- whom he bought it in

Isadore

everybody within being obligated to order wine. Then
Harry qualified it, permitting

Pittsburgh, Feb.
"With a

new

city

18.

administration

and Police Superintendent Peter P.

the rear cables for the lightb. r.'s and wine obligatory up

"S^'alsh insisting that 1 a. m. curfew
on week nights and 11:45 p. m. on
Saturday be enforced, more worries November, 1929.
at any table. And this applies
lave been added to the graying
"When Gagnon bought the place,
all over' in the nite joints from
heads of nite club proprietors here. formerly known as the Black KitMontmartre to Montparnasse.
Cafei._pwners. are of the opinion ten, he paid $4,000 In cash and gave
Tourist caterers are taking
that if "Wal.sh enforces his plan it a mortgage for ?G;765. The sellers
their cue from such strictly nawill spell the absolute doom for told him, he alleges, that the avertive spots as La BoeuC sur le
local
cabaret business in these age patron frittered away $7 per
Toit, Le Grand Ecart, et al.,
parts.
where just an orangeade at 40
visit and that the receipts were
Curfew here for last year or so between $650 and $750 weekly. Gencents is okay, with dance music
las. meant little or nothing, with
and an act or two added.
gras and Desell have taken steps
the majority of clubs running until
In
to foreclose on the mortgage.
the last customer was ready to
a counter suit, Gagnon claims they
leave.
Majority of cabaret trade misrepresented the income of the
comes after midnight. Last Satur- inn and he wants his money back.
day night club owners were notified
to have their places cleared by mid(Continued from page 62)
Spot
Biloxi
night.
Plalnclothesmen visited all
over for January and close margin clubs to see that order was carried
New Orleans, Feb. 18.
of sales between a group of some out and have also been making
Gene Harris has taken over the
20 numbers now in popular de- rounds on week nights to. see that Wayside Inn,
Biloxi,
Miss., rxnd
mand, selection of the six best music folds at 1 a. m.
opens there shortly with a full ca.Woura be unfair without nientioning
b'aret pxjlicj-.
the runners up.
Evelyn Nesbit will be the name
In the table of six best sellers, Olsen and Floor
attraction with Rita Delano, who
"Chant o£ the Jungle" jumped from
Club Forest, New
In Coast Club April 15 has been at thepresent,
place
first.
"Tiptoe,"
sixth
to
A third
Orleans, also
which had top position for the past
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
femme entertainer bills herself as
three months, dropped to sixth
George Olscn will open at the "Little Jessie James."
place with its companion rtumber, Plantation, Culver City, April 16.
"Painting the Clouds," entirely out Besides his band and some specialty
Karl Moore Red Star Rep.
of the first six group. "I'm Follow- talent there wil) be 16 girls in the
Karl Moore has been named Bosing Tou" and '"To Be Forgotten," floor show.
ton representative for the Red Star
along with "Sweeter Than Sweet,"
Plantation w.as formerly operated Music Co.. Fox subsidiary.
are newcomers in the front ranks by Fatty Arb'Jckle.
after having been mild on the coast

Today, everything goes

front.

.

'

Road

,

-

Radio's Premier Conductor
Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra
Palais D'Or Restaurant Orchestra
Rdlsnn Art Rerordine Orchestra

ANSON WEEKS
AND
Now

HIS
In

ORCHESTRA

Tbird Tenr at the

HOTEL MARK HOPKINS
San rranclaco
COI.l'MBIA RECORDS

•

Show

.

total sales are listed here in the
order of sales: "Talking Picture,"
"Singing in the Bathtub," "Love,"
""What Do I Care," "Should I" "That

Wonderful Something" and ""When
Looking At You," and "Lover
Come Back To Me," by Harms.

Im

As for turnover in discs, dealers
along the coast did not have to
contend with the menace of booties
lyric tabs, but state business fell
off slightly from the previous month.
Sale and demand of vocals are at
the lowest of any corresponding
period for many years. Many claim
this drop is more than balanced by
increased

MAL HALLETT

in

Simday night dancing

previously.
De Sylva-Brown &
Henderson's "I'm a Dreamer" is still
going strong.
Peiham Parkway.
not
listed in tlie TjOS
Numbers
Jack Amron. Ben Uberall, Joe
Be Another Mary" is apparently a Moss and N. T. O. are reported to Angeles table of best sellers for
new number. Idea and title goes hold a financial imerest in the Holly- January but worthy of mention because of their close i)roxImlty in
back to early George M. Cohan wood.

the women pensive.
"Gone" reverses. Degree of popularity indicated.
Irving Kaufman
(Okeh 41363) "There "Will Never

is

4 WEEKS NOW TEL FATE
OF NEW SONG ON COAST

MUSIC SURVEY

a major musical

Is

cupation.

boys used to sing with many choruses and much innuendo as "In All
My Miles of Travel" has been
sapolioed into "John the Drunk-

1930

James Gillespie, manager for Paul
Whiteman, is due In New York this
week to discuss the proposition of

An
Aiiiorica in its soiUinicnliil moods
st'iKirjitc sales proposition, !is
;i

18.

19,

tlie

scenery, and

days.
No grounds ftir expociing a
revival ot interest in "iMary" beany music siore knows, fiom tlie cause of this one.
Intensifying the slow tempo and
children
bO(;)P-lioop-a-doopine
of
therefore restricting appeal to the
liotchii.
Ballads, lanients, "sorry" sonffs, more ral)idl.v morose disc-shopper.s
lullabys, all is Doughboy'-s Lullaby," sana melunappreciated
the way to hillbilly and backwoods ody.
Miller and Farrell
lolklore constitute i brand and a
type of mujilc usually quite distinct
(Victor 22217) Piano, guitar and
from what fafihionable hii)s sway clarinet forni a nice warmish colorto on the shiny lumber of the big ing for "That's Why I'm Jealous""
town dance salons.
and "Congratulations."' Both numAmerica, collectively, is dying to bers are fairly well established and
get back and look at that old shack as rendered by Messrs. Jim Miller
by the Swanee wherb in their kid and Charlie Farrell is a good shop
days they plucked those innocent plug.
daisies.
And meanwhile lovo is
Chick Endor
except that one .of the
great
(Victor 22274) Endor's voice pospartners usually scrams leaving a sesses a tone quality which is
best
bustM hearc but a strong voice be- described
as sincere. This naturally
hind.
of inestimable value in peddling
Kolkiwing di.scs are exclusively is
love lyrics where a knack for convocal
viction makes a tune seem a lot
Marion Harris
better than it is.
(Brunswick 4663) "Funny, Dear,
"You Do Something to Me" and
What I.ove Can Do"' is the- usual "Surinyside Up" look like a percarol in honor of , the tender pash suasive sales combination.
sung by a gal who has just heard
Frank Kamplain
the birdies, smclled the flowers, and
(Brunswick 4671) Yodeling classeen the bright yellow sun for the
"Sleep, Baby Sleep" and "Roll
first time, thanks to love.
On the sics,
On, Silver Moon" will be gobbled
reverse "Nobody's Using It Now."
Future students of Americana can up pronto by the slaves of this type
study this circle of wax to advan- of music. Y'odeling when discovered In the lesser' vaudeville arcades
tage. It's epitomlc of the country's
taste in Jyrical senHmpnt.
Miss is still found to be sure-fire. Hence
Harris is one of the best of her there must bo a market if music
stores can reach it.
generation.
Duncan Sisters
SuiHshine Boys
(Victor 22269) Rosetta and Vivian
(Columbia 2075)- Sugar-blended have a pip In "I'm Following You
male voices giving "I Have to from their ^felro picture, "It's a
is

Over

Gillespie in East

Beer Buyers Welcome

By Bob Landry

Wednesday, February

demand

for

Bramm-'s A. &. C. A. P. Post

John A. Bramm was appointed
manager of the foreign division of
the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers.
I-Ie will also be in charge of the
radio department.

Alice Boulden at Casanova
Alice Boulden has been engaged
Mary Charles, principal
femnie, at the Casanova Club.
to replace

HERE AND THERE
Famous Music Co., now in the
former Spier & Coslow offices at
745 7th avenue. New York, has
leased the entire first floor at 710
7th avenue.
Will move into the
new quarters March 1.
.

orchestra-

Lou

tions.

New

TWO-BITS CLUB

Breese, m. c. at the Saenger,
Orleans, is to take the place

Dave Rubinoff as pit conductor
when the latter leaves.

of

Miami, Feb. 15.
the genuinely amusing
Charles Straight's band opening
local night haunts, occupying ^tlie
at Blossom Heath, Detroit, Feb. IS.
top deck of a boat near the canal
on the road to the Hialeah race
Al Katz has an entire new band
Reason for its monicker
track.
eluding couvert and all dishes on personnel. Disbanded the old out
tiie loenu.
fit when some of the boys accepted
Club is always loaded and gets all booking propositions with other
order of people. Operated by Molly bands.
Gilbert, formerly of burlesque and
proprietor of a 49th street hotel in
Fox's Red Star Music Company
the old days of Broadway. Fifteen
hostesses employed at |10 to $20 a v.'ill file an application for memberweek.
Seven waiters, from bur
ship in the American Society ot
lesque and carnivals, perform be
Composers, Authors and Publi.slitween orders. Floor show Includes ers.
six boys and three girls, each doing

One

A CHOP HOUSE
OF ^CEPTIONAL MERIT
l66-»

WEST 48TH STREET
EaM

Braadwair

'

of

Al Dean is rii. c. Dick
Meyers' orchestra.
Jerry Friedman's, orchestra reThis Is the sort of spot where, as opened Monday for an indefinite enon the occasion reviewed, the m. c gagement at the Casanova Club,
dodges tablespoons. Khoda Fried, a Xcw York.
stocky blonde blues singer, has a
huge smile and some hot notes ns
Lawrence Gra.v, film player, has
she parades from table to table
Lita Royca, a Spanish cigaret girl l.ioen placed under a one-year concan drop her tray and go into a tr;ict to i-ecord for Brunswick.
shawl dance or team for an exhibition.
Jack Murphy, a broad-shoulD. Frank Markus, publicity, "The
dered Irishman with a rangeless
tenor voice, Is among those present. Blue Ghost" (Jimmy Cooper).
specialties.

Helen "Ward, a IC-ryear-old acrobatic
dancer, Jumps three feet in the air
Marion Grey, formerly at the Siland lands In split.
As the proprietress said: "You ver Slipper, Atlantic City, switched
must see her; she nearly kills her- to the Flotilla Club, Pittsburgh, on
Monday.
self, but she's wonderful."
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brought by Prof. Johannes
Ald€r-Selva. The prof claims he rei)aircd the sinser's voice some Uino
aso, and in return she was to bring
him additional business but didn't.
tract suit

[

I

I

George M. Cohan wired from Chili'HKO that tearing up- his picturi'

was no sag.

tract

way

con-

His next ]^roadopen in Au-

sliow, lie siiys, will

gUi?t.

that the station is now equipped
to stay on its wave length.

Flight Lieut. Greig, third pilot
brealiing
British
the record
Schneider Trophy team, married to
Ix)rna Dean.
in

tion.

suit
brought
Little
Georgette
against James R. Little, prosiaent

B. DoMille was re-elected
inesident of the Association of Moion rictm-o rroducor.s.at its annual
meeting Ivlonday (IT). "Balance of
he olrioers, including W- H. .Shoehan, 1st vice: .lack Warner; '.M vice,
and Krod W. Beetson, .secretaryle-elcctcd for another
rea.surer,

of a nuisic school, for $180 alimony.

Cecil

This department contains rewritten theatrical news, items as pub>
lUhed during the week in the daily papers of New York, ChicagOi
'San Francisco, Los Angeles and London. Variety takes no credit
for these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

LONDON

Eugene

and

Brandt

Halpli

Schwartz, identifying themselves as
theatre musicians out of work, were
^
George Antheil, who wrote the caught trvinfv to force entrance into
unique "Ballet Mechanique" opera, U Bronx jewelry store with a crow
is at work on another which \vill bar.
set to music th? noises in a modern
tiled chain restaurant.
,

Trial of Mae West and 57 other
Robert A. Carter, who admitted hl<-'fe»<i'i"ts charged with performcopying
one magazine
^'J^^
*^t/"!??"^'yw^^^*'^'?.
«»
° a stoi-y from
Man, has been postponed
"Pleasure
and selling it under a different title
to another for $140, received sen-l^° Monday (24)
fence of from six months to three
years in the penitentiary.
Margaret Matzenauer is the latest
to leave the Metropolitan Opera
Completely recovered from her She was reported dissatisfied with
operation for appendicitis, Peggy roles offered her for next season.
Joyce left the Harbor sanitarium

Victoria Palace, which broke Its
give Gracie
tradition to
Fields a start in "The Show's the
Thing," is presenting Nellie Wallace In "All Fit," revue.

vaud©

.

Jean Colin, Clifford MoUison,
Richard Dolman, Edmund Gwenn
and Marie Minette will have the
leads in "Here Comes the Bride"
when Julian Wylie eventually drops
it on the Piccadilly.

—

.

-

'

'

'

week.

may

|

I

|

lead.

Texas Gulnan and Equity lost a
"The Damask Rose," music by judgment for $16,892 in Supreme
Chopin, due at Savoy March 20. Court. Judgment had been obtained
Robert Courtneldge producing.
against the Equitable Surety Co.,
which posted bonds for "Padlocks
Musical version of "The Three of 1927."
Musketeerg" will follow the current
panto at Drury Lane.
State Senator Antln's bill to check

]

|

Livesey.

Metropolitan

Guilford,

Dinah Shurey, England's one and Opera prima, announced she is filing
divorce from Max Rosen,
woman film producer, fighting suit for pianist.
Charge is incoma libel action against the "Film concert
She al- patibility of temperament.
"Weekly," fan magazine.
only

ear.

Mildred MoNauphton, former pic-

ture actress and wife of John L.
Willis Kent, in association with McNauplUon. Los Angdcs busines."?
Mrs. Wallace Reid, have renamed man, attempted to kill hersclC last
their producing organization from week.
She will live.
Productions,
the Mrs. Wallace Roid
'They
to True Life Photoplays Co.
Jacob K. Karchmer and Morris
may produce n Serle.i of features for Rubin were arrested on charges of
O'Connor
state rights, with William
using the mails to defraud. Charity
.slated to direct the first.
dance racket.

story, is to
ter Morris,

Academy has authorized a

class of
to their siMJcial
branch of the Industry. Enrollment
fee Is $15 and dues $12 a year. Reg
ular members pay $100 and $60, respectively.

membership limited

leged malicious criticism.

Reserved decisions entered in the
Hair waving apparatus has to. be cases of Margaret Severn and
Haskan, indlviduaJly summoned on
taken Into court these days for the charge of presenting dance recitals
judge to decide whether girls' Illegally on Sunday.
Two cops
Lee Patrick is being brought here
claims for damages are justified-.
testified the dancers were acrobatic for local showing of "June Moon" at
instead of the permitted classical or the Belasco for same part she played
"Charles and -Mary," only... play. •religious-. routines:
..;
-in New- -York.:
_.
Lamb,
Charles
ever written about
author, current at the Everyman.
May Smith, dancehall hostess,
Joan Peers has a term contract
Joan Temple wrote and has femme and Carmine Barelll, gambler, were
in
starter
lead.
murdered last Thursday in the Bronx from Columbia. Initial
by four men in a car. Two more 'Sweet Rosle O'Grady."
Roland Pertwee's new comedy, shots were fired into the girl's body
"Honours Even," due at the St. after she had fallen to the sideMary Doran will be on the M-G
Diana Wynyard, Ann walk. The couple had been living payroll for another year.
Martin's.
Todd, Morton Selton and Tom together.
Reynolds cast.
Feb. 20
A powerful radio transmitting set Clara Bow, returning here
into "TrUe
March 5 Is the date for Tallulah's was found by police in an Inwood from New York, will golater.
swoop into tragedy, as Gauthier In home raid. Code translations and to thg Navy" five days
ocean
charts
indicated
the
was
set
Margaret
Camellias."
"Lady of the
Bannerman's satire on the same for signalling rum runners. Frank
Pathe has Mary Lewis to a six
Krebs, radio operator, was taken weeks' contract, with options for
role is due a fortnight before.
..

:;

Challapin, Russian basso, now
considering $150,000 cash to make a
His rep Is in Hollywood
talker.
Wanted $300,000
talking It over.
about a year ago..

I

'

|

ishes his

No women

still

cricket comedy in time. Board
tional
In the cast; sort of naval

"Journey's End."

"Symphony

in

Two

Flats,"

No-

vello's play, out of London Feb. 22.
Will tour the provinces four months;
folds for New York in August.

Squawk has been raised here because the Imperial Institute, museum, section of London University,
haj been showing a free film advertising

of George Cohan and
Harris, former theatrical partfrom orders of the Federal
of Tax Appeals fixing addi-

Appeals

Sam
ners,

American

liners.

Institute

gives free propaganda film shows
every day, usually glorifying the
British empire. No one goes, any-

way.

•

1919-20, and
Cohan from 1920 to

he

gave

half

his

$89,000. agaln.st
Cohan said
Income to his

finish -his plcture..wDrk»

sonable

carrying
are
Building
circles
rumors that a 63-story building to
contain four or five theatres, including the world's largest picture
house, will be erected on the site

bounded by 48th and 51st streets and
Building would
5th and 6th ayes.
be an-amusenient center, containing,
besides the theatres, a dancehall, picture, radio and music studios and

(Continued from page

Robert Redwing, Cherokee Indian, booking only two houses where
pictures, once there were more than 30.
producer of educational
filed a $310,000 damage suit against
Jack Kearns In town on his way
(5harles Moncravie, another Indian, to Detroit for the Walker-LomskI
charging him with allenutlng the
.

affections of his wife. Rose
Redwing, picture actress.

Marie

pictures, operated on
for appendicitis.

Noah Beery,

of

enforcement."

stitute of Education.

Reported by a tab as having had
Clara Bow's .secretary spy on her In
California, Harry Rinhman said he
simply wanted to make sure the girl
didn't ruin her health while recovering from her illness.
When Miss Bow left for the coast
Monday Richman gave her a book
and said good-bye very politely.

domestic, announcing his
ment to Violet Manning.

Now

technique.

can't help but click.-

will
will

be opposite.
meg.

Sid

to serve 15. days In the
for possessing liquor.

city

engage-

telling prospective pupils

they

jail

William

up Its contract list
Newest ones are Mil-

will build

I

|

Florence Ryerson, out as writer
at Paramount, Is en route to New
York via the canal. She Is accompanied by her husband and collaborator, Colin Clements.

pendix to

J. Elllnson,

Great-States*

donated an ap-

Woodlawn

the

ho.spltal

and Is doing nicely.
The practice of opening all the
windows on the RKO floor for fifcollection,

teen minutes In the p. m., driving
agents and bookers into the corridors, has been discontinued.
Fred Rosenthal, Inde agent, took

Sam Bramson,
ris

office,

for

of the William Morride to Englcwpod

a

has bought Eddie Cantor's and frightened the last two dozen
first literary effort "Caught Short," hairs out of Sam's head,
for a talker short.
Femmes wearing horn-rim glasses
along Mich. Blvd. have a habit of
Art Hammond, indie producer, hooking the end in their chapcau
Marshall Neilan, turned writer, was arrested on a liquor possession
instead of behind tho ears. Fashionhas been engaged by Warners to charge after a party in his home.
able.
adapt "River's End," formerly a
Neighbors called the cops when
silent by First National.
Harry Mcrvis, of the Goodman,
the party got noisy.
used to knock down six bills a
month while a student at Carnegie
Pauline Frederick Is out at WarFerdinand Pinney fA/flnity) Earle
ners, with the studio buying Ihe re- was knlcked for $17,000 by a jury Tech by managing and booking a
mainder of her contract. Belle Ben- that decided he had broken a mar- college troupe whose net salaries
nett will have the lead In "Fame," riage promise to Dolores Salazar, were nothing.
intended for Miss Frederick, and Spanish dancer. Jury tried to give
Greene, doing a gratis date
may also substitute In "Scarlet her an extra $10,000 but was sent atGene
the Englcwood, knew Bill McPages."
back to make It the 17. Girl told Caffrey, RKO scout, was In the

M-G

of

Heavy production may
Roach studio
March.

to

was

to shut

down

for the month.

Roger Gray, Charles McNaughten,

Eddie Morrl.s, Glen Dale, Don Miller, Jack Lynds, Charles Cress, Carter

Sexton,

Buddy

abandonment

in Paris.

balcony, but McCaffrey knew that
Greene knew he was there, so McCaffrey caught the act by going
outside to smoke.

force the

remain open during

Intention

Lyman,

Pert

Sam CosloW, song writer, filed
suit for divorce azuis^at Mrs. Dorothy ('oslow, former show girl.
Co.slow charges his wife with
threatening his life and being con
stantly In the company of other men.

At Ben Bernle's final night In tho
Balloon Room at the Congress,
Eddie Cantor, George M. Cohan and
The
Sophie Tucker did stunts.
Hoot Gibson and Sally EUers have Marx Bros, were up.stalrs talking
announced. their engagement. Wed- to Ben Hecht, so Cantor, Harry
ding to take place In April,
Rubin, tho songster, Ed Sorrin and
Art Sheekman, the go.s.sipy columnJack Tjidr-n, i)icture.«. has filed int, took the bows as Groucho, (;hlco,
suit for divorce against his wife. f t al.
lOliiizbeth Seltzer J.,uden, charpinp

When Katherine Jackson refused Kelton, Abe.i^ Twins, Gloria. Christie
to remove her h.it and coat from and Mary -Taylor to Hoifar Grey's
a seat in Loew's New York, Alfred "Gone Hollywood," Biltmorc theatre,
Miss Feb. 20.
Lindenbergh sat on them.
Jackson responded with an umIn night
brella blow to the head.
Motlnn rii ture Prortucer.s' A.'-'.socourt the womarl was given a suspended sentence, and her harges ciaiion has formed an auxiliary di- cruelty.
against Lindenbnrgh were dropped. vision to its call and casting bureau
i.'onllrmatlon of the reports.
by installing a foreign department
The f'alironiia 'J'lwiiirp at
Mme. Frieda Hempel, eonrerl for the regl.stratlon of all foreign
License of WBMS, Fort Ixie. X. J..
was. renewed by the Federal Radio sinprr. li.ns been served with sum- actors seeiclnj^ work in pictuiv-s. To .fi-'Sfi w.-m li"ld 11]) ;iii'l roliln-d
Commission on receipt of assurance., mi^ns in a $.''>O,000 breach of con- be known as the foreign language *.",000.

parking space for 20.000 automobiles.
S. L. Rothafel is hinted as general
director, with John D. Rockefeller,
f)wen D. Young, David Sarnoff and
M, H. Ayle.sworth reported interested
In promotion. Dailies could secure no

"Rosey" Rosenthal, asst. manager of the RKO -Woods, Is going

"Bill the Printer,"

Hotel Association sent

means

go.

of appropriating another's stylo' or

I

Benjamin Paul, owner of a subur- There were no further developments
ban hall just outside the London in Campbell's earlier threat to padradius, fined recently for keeping lock the Hotel Manger and CorInflammable materials in his projec- nish Arms.
tion box. One of a series of prosecutions. Authorities have been very
Motion pictures are responsible
hot since the Paisley disaster.
for a distorted picture of the United
States
which exists in South
American prize-winning war nov- American nations and "causes a
cold
and even hostile" attitude
el, "It's a Great War," got the biggest tearing the local critics have toward this country, according to
Laurence Duggan. director of the
given a yarn for ages.
L.atin -American division of the In-

Chatter in Loop

—

|

violations.

recital here, last

week.

John Gilbert and Jim Tully, hobo
he
literateur, meet at catchweights in
with names.
profits to his wife.
a Hollywood cafe as an aftermath
ton Sills and Ann Pennington.
of
TuUy's panning article on Gilbert
Prohibition Administrator Cai;npof two years ago In "Vanity Fair."
bell's threat of padlock proceedings
Sono-Art will Spanishize "Dark
against public places where viola- Chapter," with Jose Bohr playing Gilbert, blotto, takes a smack at
Tully
with the latter countering to
tions of the dry law are observed the lead that Reginald Denny had
the jaw. Player kisses the floor and
among patrons brought a flock of In the English version.
supper patrons step In.
printed pleas In dining places for
be
continued, say friends.
To
gxiests .to co-operate In preventing

Fox

Dorothy Goossens, formerly wife a collection of the printed slips to
of the composer, married to R. D. Administrator Campbell accompaReagan, American attache.
nied With a request for "more rea-

NEW YORK

abroad.

Ralph Forbes
ney Franklin

'23.

now

deceased; Harris said
assigned
one-fourth
of
his

father,

gave a Shakespeare

avenue
Michigan
Woolworth's
Ruth Chatterton will have the
Marlon Morrell, pictures, arrested store has ha.d to add to its lunch
femme lead In "The High Road
with Art Accord in a raid on her counter space since' folks became
(M'-G), originally Intended for Nor
sentenced
was
ma Shearer, who will take a rest apartment last Oct..
Wall street conscious,

assessments against tli'em
given reserved decision in
U. S. Circuit Court.
Additional
taxes were $26,785 against Harris

'were

for

trial.

Beatrice Forbes -Robertson Hale,
English Shakespearean actress, and
her daughter, Sanchla Robertson,

Brock Pemberton saw the Loop
without hearing a shot and then
Robert Quiglev, artist, lost a suit went to Emporia, Kansas, for some
to restrain Xavler Cugat from piratexcltenaent.
carithree years. She lost 15 pounds by ing hla style of drawings of
Music studios all steamed up beHer catures of picture stars. The court
dieting to meet the weight.
former husband, Michael Bohnen, is ruled one artist cannot be guilty cause a film scout made the rounds.

into custody*

tle of Jutland, "B. J. 1.," probably to
play at the Globe, unless Sheriff fin-

before the

Paul Whiteman switches to the
Fox, San Diego, next week instead
of the Fox, San Francisco, after
closing at Loew's State Feb. 19
Then back to Universal City to

,

Maurice Browne has bought Stephen King-Hall's drama of the bat-

The

pros present-ed lOhner Rice's "I'assing of Chow Chow."

,

operatlon of musical instruments in

"Devonshire Cream," the latest front of stores was disapproved as
Barry Jackson-Phlllpotts outpu^t, "unnecessary" by the City Bar
due in town shortly with Horace Ass'n's Committee on Laws and
Hodges, Mary Jorrold and Sam Procedure.

Nanette

company, now at the Apollo.

LOS ANGELES

More than

$7,500,000 will be spent
Edgar Middletone, author, has by RCA, Victor
during 1930 In an
become a partner of Jack Oliphant. expansion program,
according to E.
First" production "The Big Fight," E. Shumaker, president. Most of it
by Mlddleton. Marquis of Clydes- will be expended on a new building
dale, leading amateur mauler hero, for radio manufacturing.

riayors' Guild prosonled three
one act plays,' in conjunction with
players from tho "Street Scone"

Lorraine Gai-dens, taxi dancehall,
The Big House," M-G prison
have three leads— Ches- was closed by the police last week
borrowed from U. A.; following a riot in which one man
Wallace Beery and Robert Mont- was stabbed to death.
gomery.
Opening of "Love Parade" postponed a week at the McVleker'.>», due
J. Marjorie Berger, former income to Chevalier's illness on the Coast.
tax adviser, began serving a two Chevalier booked for a personal.
and a half years' sentence on conviction of making fraudulent tax
Taxicab drivers are being taken
returns for Dorothy aiackaill.
by the bandits.
Latest stunt is
Alfred Cohn and John Grey en
stripping them, with a gal holding
gaged to collaborate on story for
Alice White is requesting a vaca- the gun.
Harold Lloyd's next picture, sched
tion to New York after working in
uled to start in April.
Irene Castle McLaughlin's dog
22 pictures during the past three
and a half years. She may have to kennel burned, killing 90 pups.
Due to illness Ben Rothwell has wait, as two new stories are in
closed his agency. For awhile his preparation for her.
Walter Shaver, book dealer, has
wife carried on, but eye trouble
filed suit for $25,000 against Philip
forced her to quit, too.
Yarrow, snooper, charging entrapWarners Is beating Fo.x; West ment.
preholding
Coast to the punch by
Barry Norton, who left Fox after views in opposition houses. With
Because of violations of the dry
four years, has a five-year agrec- Warners having the Forum now, all
law 21 spots were closed, including
ment with Paramount.
W-B and F. N. pictures will get the Beau Monde.
first showings there.
Joan Bennett will be started by
A judgment of $14,000 which a
United Artists instead of Norma
Jury awarded Mary Walter, danc6r,
Karl Johansen, representing Ger
Talmadge In "Smllln' Through." man publications in South America, for injuries while riding in a cab
Film will cost $760,000 and be all is here.
was set aside. Checker Cab Co.
Technicolor.
claimed having settled for $3,000

I

last

CHICAGO

department, with a oonnnittce of
language experts in chaigc to approve qualitii'Ulions and clafsifioa-

f

Ivan Bankhoff and Beth Cannon
with the Night Boat Club,
Club.
\'acht
New
formerly
th'!
tomorrow ^Thursdayj.
I'orif,

,o))fn
!
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New Film Don 'ts For 1930

Fox Factions F^[ht
(Continued from page

(Continued from page

ment as

It Is

9)

Hudson Censor

not figured that any
encountered.

Bill

ilfflculties will be

Salacious advertising of pictures
blamed by the Hays organization
for what it describes as one of the
worst epidemics in state censorship
bills ever to confront the industry.
Claiming that "shovellers of print
filth" are making more money than
many executives with high titles,
Hays officials in New York lay the
chief blame to individual exploitation efforts, including the house
•

(Continued from page 9)
"to co-operate with the producers

managers.

the studios."

In

la

isn't new. Canon
first in his bill.

That idea

Many of
pet Ideas are carried
over In this proposal In spite of
the assertion of Mr. Hudson that
had, it
the Canon's

"whole paragraphs had been omit-

are

presented

being

make

to

it

Tax committees to condrastic.
sider ways and means of increasing
govermental revenue from film during 1931 have already been named In
the following: Ohio, Iowa, Missouri,
Nebraska, Illinois, Wisconsin, Oregon, Utah, Colorado and Idaho.
Seen as willing allies to censor
moves throughout the natldn, especially In small country towns,
are a number of clerics, -'i-nlmosity
Is being engendered by the success
of boxofllces.
These are being
blamed for the cut-Ins experienced
In many otherwise paying congregations; also the slap at preacher
vanity by having to address a handful of parishioners while knowing
that many of the flock have paid
In at the local theatre.

^

sitting in.

Reverting to what the producers
was a wholesome picture Mr.
Hudson has incorporated this in
said

which section would have
be met in every way before the
applied for Federal license would
forthcoming. Hudson's "must
nots" are completely covered by the
Hays' "Don'ts" given on page 9.
Many of the bill's features Mr.
Hudson has carried over from bills
preceding. He make^ block booking Illegal with the same corrective
measures as incorporated In the
Brookhart bill.
He Includes provisions to prohibit manufacturers
of wired equipment from Issuing
licenses
that would stop Interchangeability. He requires that all
such dealers be registered with the
section 14
to

be

commission.

the newsreels from
provisions but causes their
Used in its original advertising makers to operate under a blanket
form little or no trouble would en- permit with a $50,000 bond desue.
It Is when Interpolations are posited to guarantee they will do
made and the manager tries his just that._
"hand.'at ""subtlety" that the" battles
Would -Revoke on Ads
start and censor wars begin, It Is
maintained.
Licenses will be revoked if the
Meteoric possession of theatres advertising doesn't meet with the
and collective boxofflce expansion approval of the commission or Its
has resulted In a condition which agents.
In several cases. Hays men say, has
For enforcement Mr. Hudson
caused a flock of "sleek-haired would not do away with the local
young fellows with no idea of the state boards now existent but would
trade except that of ballyhooing look to them to carry out the rules
their charge Into success" being of the Federal body with the local
rushed out by some of the com- District Attorney having the Job
panies.
These men, In many In- of appearing for the commission to
stances, put In the advertising what enforce Its rules and regulations.
is not in the picture.
Some theaAppeals from the commission's
tres, and a town In Jersey is cited,
ruling would be taken only to the
go in for extreme exploitation until Court of Appeals or the U. S. Suthey attract people from out of town preme Court,
to their city by describing pictures
Penalties run from six months
shown there a.3 being "naturals" to five years in Jail and with, or,
exhibits as they were made in
fines of $500 to $10,000,
Hollywood.
All of which leads back to those
Some of the biggest dispensers of
behind Congressman Hudson. He
copy are blamed. Salaries cire named
and compared. In the case of one says eight or 10 organizations
helped
him draw up the bill. He
press man the remuneration Is
claimed to be $5,000 a month while couldn't recall the names of these
an executive holding one of the organizations or their representathe

•

"

Jobs nearest the top In the same
company Is getting but |1,000 more,
In St. Louis

tives.
A checkup discloses them
to be the most powerful of the
church reforming bodies.

most significant
Illustrative of how far reaching statement made by Mr. Hudson
advertising is becoming, and how sums up as follows:
"It's their
It Is already commencing to assume bill
and they've got to see it
far more material form than Just through."
Possibly

the presentation of various writings
and drawing to the different assem
biles by bluebeards, the St. liouls
situation Is presented. In this city,

admitted

liberal,

the

UNCOMMON CHATTER

will be launched

a movement a week from Friday
(Continued from page 61)
which will Include advertising as
well as pictures and vaudeville with- Ing Jacket hand-blocked in sunset
in the power of a city editing group, shades.
This,

°

it

Is

pol

ed out.

Is

tlie

to lay off the pic-

Every new war book goes into
a dozen editions, but there's
only one war play which can

half
still

make money.

Indications are the
theatre will soon be fiooded with

mud

epics.

grand entertainment, af Intensely
Interesting as the play from which
It was adapted.
It is melodratna
done so well that it defeats mockery.
Even when a fanatical priest
rushes across the temple, followed

by a horde of wildly gesticulating
heathen crying for the blood of the
"farlngl," one doesn't laugh at the

ing matinee.

6)

acted for 20 years, so he's signod
himself as Polonlus. Idea is, having been a producer, he's talkative
enoughIndie unit here started making
Decked
marionette talker shorts.
up the dolls as leading stars and
announced shorts co-starring ChapRenters scotched
lin and Garbo.
'em quick and the Idea got the air.
Tom Walls Is larnlng all about
coppers running round the nite
dives to get stuff for his new
.

London, Feb.

9.

Little Tich, Jr., is latest to run
a sandwich bar. Just opened cozy

den
Painted

little

Charing Cross Road.

off

ankles

for

Contract losing favor to auction
again.

Jean
talker

—

dames show.^

the

these days.

de Casalis appeared in a
is still asking for the

—and

dough.
Billy Mcrson broke down and
cried on seeing his first break into
the talkers It wasn't Billy, but the

—

•

•

being
is
title
play
cribbed by vaude acts for variety
sketches,
Arthur pent, of British International, claims he's the first man
here to realize the dangers of the
wide screen. Only 1,000 rival claimSheriff's

ants.

flicker.

Carlos Ames out of Trocabaret to
is the
Germany.
keep patrons away play in
Diana Hamilton, lead In first profrom the talker queues.
Jo Davidson's been making a bust duction of "Outward Bound," taken
of Edgar Wallace. Sitter wrote two up writing. Authored a comedy
novels while waiting.
with Birmingham production slated.
Colin Clive's producing for the
Maurice Browne's got another noThree Arts in between playing woman play.
Stanhope.
Pat Aherne, film' player, breaks
Robert Damask Courtneidgie has into vaude with Sybil Thorndike.
brought off his Chopin stunt. Beats
First purple spot ever put into
Joe Sacks for sheer nerve.
Maurice Browne's landed" James British talker made the Garbo fans
Pryde to do the scenic stuff for sit up on Us premiere. Was cut by
Stills of
"Othello" with Paul Robeson in the the censor the next day.
name part,
it
got 20 cents along Wardour
Regal's the first London theatre street.
Tried
to go big screen with color.
British filcker producers went
out with "Gold Diggers of Broad- down to Hammersmith to see reway."
vival of Plnero's "Dandy Dick."

The

"half term matinee"

latest stunt to

'

Up To Fox

comics win have a chance of learn-

ing some new sex cracks.
After stockholders have chosen
Prize columnist. Joke this week
the banking plan they want, it Is was the statement Clayton & Walthen up to Mr. Fox to approve or ler have never backed a loser.
London vaude audiences fell for
reject It The latter means, as Justice Coleman has pointed out many heavier stuff, and Sir Henty Wood's
Orchestra held three
times, Immediate receivership. In- Symphony
ference of the court ls_that If stock- weeks at the Coliseum.
_.3:he B., JB. ..C..'i3.. regional radio
holders chose a "ijlain' bt
than scheme, giving the poorest" listeners
the one already approved by Mr. Fox the choice of three stations, still
and his board, it is likely no other hasn't solved the problem of finding
way out than appointment of re- one which might be worth listening
.

Heard the price and

all

left.

Ivor Novello gets space giving
grand pianos. Gets
'em through the trade and sends
along some of his own songs.
John Maxwell's opera hat voted
the most distinguished bit of headgear In London show life.
"Buy British and be proud of it"
is the slogan constantly advertised
by English Industries. The poster
vans are mounted on Ford chassis.
folks presents of

.

to.
ceivers Is possible.
Renee Kelly's run in "^Imost a
Outside of extension of the time
limit within which stockholders may Honeymoon" at the Garrlck is in
subscribe to the new bonds, no nature of a tryout. If successful,
shifts to another house; if easy,
changes have been made In the gets out for Tallulah Bankhead's
original
Fox banking proposal. Camille.

Stockholm, Feb. 5.
"Broadway" (U) was presented at
the Olympia here Jan. 4. With the
of the excellent stage
version which the late Maurltz
Stiller put over at the Oscar theatre,
it wasn't easy for th© picture.
But
one was deemed as excellent as th©
other here.
Film version had much more to
offer in the way of stage settings,
human material and excellent music,
whereas the stage direction of the
play was superb. Screen dialog was
overcome by running a separate film
with Swedish titles simultaneously
with the picture whenever necessary. It had the exact appearance

accuracy

Justice Coleman ruled that the
Charles Macdona, head of the
period for subscription should be present players at the Court, hasn't
extended from a week to 10 days.
In passing a resolution approving
the banking plan, six of the eight shares of stock in connection with
members on the Fox board voted the $65,000,000 financing.
for It,
Who the two dissenters A voting trust agreement is to
were was not divulged for the re- last for ten years, under which
the class B stock will be deposited.
cord
In permitting others to prepare Plan also provides for an arbitra- of superimposed
titles. Film Is now
their own banking plan the Lehman tion committee to settle differences In Its third week at the Olympia.
proposal goes to the stoclcholders between Fox and bankers.
"Broadway Melody" (M-G). ReMr. Untermyer said that $65,000,- leased at the cosy Piccadilly hers
without recommendation by the
court.
Justice Coleman's attitude, 000 of securities minus the 9%. Jan, 10. Distributor mad© great efhowever. Is summed up In his state- wh^ch the bankers will receive will forts to make a high-class presentayield about $60,000,000.
This will tion of this picture, and succeeded.
ment:
Shown with the entire dialog re"I win avoid receiverrfiip if I provide for the payment of the
notes of Halsey-Stuart Company, tained plus Swedish superimposed
possibly can,"
titles.
pamphlet was distributed,
evident that Halsey, Electrical Research Products Co., giving
It seems
a synopsis of the story and
as
well
as'what
Is
Otterson
owing
and
John
E.
on
Co,
the
Stuart &
th© songs in Swedish. Good press
of Western JElectrlc with Harry purchase of the Gaumont Theatres comment and packed, houses. Sound
Stuart and Otterson, co-trustees property in England.
(W. >E.) excellent at this theatVe.
Fox Theatres also will offer $40,- Looks set for long run.
with William Pox for Fox, are op"Sonny Boy" (WB). Given th©
posed to the proposed refinancing 000,000 debenture bonds which will
plan submitted to the court. Action be underwritten by Fox Film Cor- best notices any picture has had
Davey' Le©
of court in the matter may even- poration. Untermyer stated inten- here for a long time.
stole the picture locally, but th©
tually dispose of the trustee end, tion of plan was to keep holdings
Other players were equally complialthough Stuart claims the court of company intact, that Fox Film mented. Picture is now
In Its sechas no Jurisdiction over his con- Corp. had earned Over $2,000,000 in ond week at the Rlalto here, which
tract with Fox as such trustee.
the last four weeks and that the boasts of excellent sound (W. E.).
Financing plan to go before the West Coast Theatres, bought for Released with superimposed titles.
"Rio Rita" (Radio). Still drawFox stockholders provides for issu- $20,000,000 originally, had earned
ance of $66,000,000 securities for the $6,000,000 last year and were earn- ing well In Its fifth week at the big
film corporation, according to Sam- ing currently at the rate of $7.- China theatre.
•

A

"Say

000,000.

Fox.

Grand "Goddess"
"The Green Goddess" Is perfectly
Perfectly

advertising methods will reach the over-action,
George Arliss, of course. Is superb.
stage where it cannot be counterHe gives a suave, delicately-shaded
acted.
St. Xiouls tnaa was started over performance as the Rajah of Rukh,
It is with his way of turning villainous
9. ballyhoo on "Love Parade."
denied here that anything in the utterances into delightful high compress sheet being dispatched by edy. The nicest part of It is that
Paramount as an accessory with you never forget that he's acting
the picture could have Inspired the beautifully, but play-acting, nevercopy which was used In local papers theless. It's the sort of thing that
brings back memories of the days
there.
On the clerical end it Is denied when you used to save up your althat there is any open battle with lowance, wear your best dress to
the ministry; that so far as the school on Wednesdays; and suffer
record goes the Hays organization through the last few classes of the
lias had its only trial with one re- morning in impatience for the comligious publication.

penmen

ture.

Clarence Berenson went on the
record as agreeing that his clients
stand ready to aid Halsey- Stuart
rather than oppose the bankers because of the 15 -year agreement that
exists for option on all Fox financing.
Just how the banking house
under cover would have a hand
In a plan with Halsey-Stuart and
whether the latter will permit them
or any other bankers to put a finger
in their piie Is* not explained.
M. G. Boge, counsel for HalseyStuart, claims that his client was
not given an opportunity to subNew stunt at the British talker
mit a plan, denying the understand- premieres is to have two bars. Guys
ing of Justice Coleman that H.-3. can take a walk every, now and
had had a chance to do so before then.
Now that Nellie Walker is in West
Lehman and
associate bankers were
'
End revue again, the small time
called in.

uel Untermyer, attorney for William

first

time In the history of any state or
city where film advertising had been
Included In a censorious issue.
In view of the fact that practically
all of the film for the state of Mls•ourl passes through St. L/ouIs,
^ibout 64 miles of It each week, it
is estimated), the ordinance! would
be as effective as a statute. Hays
execs leave for the city within a
few days. It Is reiterated, however,
that constant repetition of loose

(Continued from page
certain

'

away from that angle. banking combine favored by Mr.
Fox.
"whole-,
what constitutes

As

1930

London Chatter

competition

In

with Dillon, Reid,
Bancamer.ica
Blair a/nd Lehman Bros.; are not
willing to lay business on the silver
platter for the new group.
Stockholders' counsel has l}|pTfered over the apparent unwillingness of Mr. Fox to personally consider any other plan, claiming the
present so-called Lehman plan entails a cost of 200,000 shares of
stock as well as $976,000 to the

ted" to get

He exempts

High Pressure Ideas

mer Fox bankers.

19,

8)

to
a.
An angle In the- formulation of a
some" picture Mr. Hudson Informed
second plan, cried for by HalseyVariety's reporter that he had taken
Stuart, is developed with stockthe "very words spoken by the
holders having already made a conproducers themselves."
tact with a big banking house to
Also in connection with the prepropose a plan. Berenson & Berenviously denied secret sessions Mr.
620
son,
attorneys representing
Hudson now states that from eight shares of Class
A stock, say they
to 10 church bodies worked with
have a banking house of as great
him in drav/ing up th bill. He says a financial magnitude as Mr. Fox's
the Canon wasn't there, although
favored group, and ready to submit
admitting there might have been
a plan for $65,000,000 or more, at
a representative of the Canon's or- better terms.

Hand in hand with censorship are
Nine
measures.
tax
additional
states, believed last Christmas to
have been quieted, are among those
named by the Hays body as headed
for censor practices this year. These
are: Kentucky, Louisiana, Missis
sippii New Jersey, New York, Rhode
Island, South Carolina and Virginia.
In the latter, where censorship now
ganization
exists, amendments have been or.
•

Chase

Wednesday, February

The purchase of West Coast TheFinancing PJan Detail
atres Included one-third interest In
This financing, Mr. Untermyer First National Pictures, which has
said, provides f-r issuance of $40,- been sold to Warner Brothers for
000,000 7% debenture bonds with $10,000,000, leaving total cost of
warrant attached, which give hold- West Coast Theatres only $10,ers right to subscribe to shares of 000,000.
common stock curing first three
During court hearing it was stated
years at not less than $20 a share, William Fox holds but 5% of the
the fo^owlng three years at $26 a Fox stock but has 51% of Fox class
share and following four at $30 a B, only voting Fox stock.
share.
This debenture redeemable
Story persists thai an offer to
at $110 for the first period, $107.60 purchase personal interest of Wilsecond period and $105 for third pe- liam Fox for $12,000,000 or more is
riod. It also provides lor the estabstill before Mr. Fox.
No line on
lishment of a sinking fund of 20% how Fox now regards it or what
of .the net profit of the corporation, outcome of that offer will be dewhich must be set aside for the re- spite the outcome of reorganization.
tirement of the bonds. Remaining
Yesterday (Tuesday) directors of
$25,000,000 would be in 7% cumu- Fox Films and Fox Theatres Corp.
lative preferred stock with warrant accepted the Lehman
This
plan.
privileges similar to the debenture was announced
by Untermeyer.
privileges. Preferred redeemable at
However, according to reports,
$110,
there were some objections or. the
Underwriting Cost
part of the Halsey-Stuart friction,
Bankers' commission will consist plus a group within the Fox organof 135,000 shares of common stock, ization headed by W. R. Sheehan
plus the usual 9% underwriting and Saul Rogers.
The latter two
commission, and in addition 65,000 are directors in Fox.
.

It

in

Tunes"

(first

Swedish

synchronized picture).
Playing a
fifth week at the Palladium.

Stockholm is experiencing a peInstead of snow and
temperatures, regular spring
weather, with grass in the parks,
vegetables growing and bushes budding in some gardens and anemonies
for sale at the florists.
These are
the first spring flowers in Sweden
and usually do not appear until
March or April. Even the animals
are confused
During the entire winter no snow
has fallen with the exception of
.

culiar winter.

low

Xmas
It

eve.

helped show business during

the early winter months, but receipts
may drop off earlier than usual because of the unusual climate.

Co-Directing
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Melville Burke will co-direct with
Chandler Sprague on "That Solid
Gold Article," Fox.
R. E. Anderson has been elected
trea.surpr
Research
of
Electrical

Products,

Oilman.

Inc.,

succeeding

F.

L,

Wednesday, February

OUTDOORS

1930

19,

FIRST AIRPORT

1

75%

of French Circus

"ItV

Acts Are Foreigners
Paris, Feb.

PARK VENTURE

9.

Feb. 11.
Interstate Bureau of Chicago,
Chautauqua organization, is
using all young women bookers this year.
Femmes who will deal with
business
men are actually
picked witli an eye for looks.

French circus talent Is so limited
and of such poor quality that no
objection has yet been raised here
against circus managers obtaining
the majority of their acts from

plan for $4,500,000.

The group has gicqulred 640 acres
between Flushing and College Point
and are' now In the midst of conairport a7id
6tructing a combo
amusement park on the plot. The
dough is being floated by William P.
Investment brokers, 60
Buchler,
Broad street, downtown.
Park Standards
Park will have everything that's

modern for amusement parks.
cluding a swimming pool. The

Inair

part of the park will house 20 hangars and Is expected to be ready by
April 1. Hangars will average about
$11,000 each for the building, and
the first one to be ready has already
been contracted for by the Swallow
Alrplane'Co., €astern distributors of
that type of plane.
Landing fees are slim and airports
are only permitted to charge fees to
regular transport companies who
use the airports for stations. All
others land' free in daytime but pay
a fee for night landing which averages about $5 a plane. Consequently few airports In the country are

is that three
are foreigners,
mostly German, who not only are
good from the showmen's point of
view but whose orderly habits give
the manag:ers the least trouble.
This is exemplified by the Cirque
D'Hlver where there are at present
nine foreign acts of a total of 12.
Three
Codon^s,
Rlngling-B-B,
open at the Cirque D'Hlver in November for one month.

out

of

money mnkfr.

—Jailed

Strikes Father

Waterbury, Conn., Feb. 18.
Earl Norton, circus employee. Is
to pass the time before opening of
the circus season in the local Jail
Norton, who had been at his parents' home in Waterville, was haled
into court on a charge of striking
his father and was sentenced to 90
days.

•

"

-

.

"

111
court the father objected to
h^s son's travels with a circus, and
asked the court to send him away
where they'd "put some sense Into
his head."

OUTDOOR NOTES

acts

CORP. PROBE
Peru, Ind., Feb. 18.
State of Indiana Is attempting to
collect several years' back taxes
from the American Circus Corp
through John Ringllng, present
owner. Officials also have told Ringling that future taxes will be in
creased four-fold.
State wants to"
know what hidden assets were
bought by Rlngling when he took
over the corporation, and also' on
what basis he acquired the holdings,
As regards Rlngllng's proposed
stock sale, officials have announced
that If the plan goes through and
stock Is sold In Indiana, Rlngling
win be taxed heavily. Investigation
is now being made.
Some months ago Ringllng was
asked to move the Peru winter
quarters to Sarasota by Florida
business men. Attitude of Indiana
Is reported causing considei-ation of
acceptance.

as usual for them.

1930.

especially, the major
outfits, are lining up advertising
cars and piling the printing house

Carnivals,

Oracles' of the
outdoor Bhow
world, who guide the destinies of
other pejople's shows from hotel
lobbies during the winter, claim
Miller Bros.' 101 Ranch will open
Its season at Philadelphia to beat
Rlngling into eastern territory.

CIRCUS FOR
The

shelves with paper for heavy billing. Some have engaged circus men
101 Ranch,
to manage this end.
Cole Bros., Robbins and others have
Increased their paper and billing
crews. All are. figurlftg on 'heavy
sheetage to get Into the money.
Rubin & Cherry is coming., into

Homer, J. Tice, of Greenview, 111.,
was elected chairman of the Illinois thu
state fair board last week.

is

field this

season with two ad-

customers will be admitted fpee to
the circus.
Performance will last
75 minutes and- will be given twice
nightly.

phant

.It

two

ele-

a two-bull

act

will consist of

(one

acts

worked by Mabel Smith, daughter
of the owner, and the other a onebull act worked by "Walter McLain),
three high school horses, a drill of
10 ponies, two aerial acts, and two
ground acts not yet selected.
Circus will b©. played within a
sideivall, with a marquee on the
front. There won't be any seats, but
the idea Itself clicks reserved
seats may be added later for an adif

ditional

dime

tap.

There will be a

S-F's

Two

Chi Dates

Chicago, Feb. 18.
March 29 has been set as opening
date of Sells-Floto Circus at the
Coliseum.
Outfit will remain two
weeks In th© downtown building,
then move to the West Sid© Stadium for the sani© length of time.
All billing will b© double-dated
for both stands.

Gruberg Wants Cincy

Wk

.

TAX

Royal American Shows will begin
Germanufacturer this season.
the spring season here March 15,
Six major circus programs are
man inventor has sold him an idea. at
the opening of the Jacksonville
getting a heavy ad play this seaHeads north after a week.
fair.
son from big business concerns.
Samuel S. Lewis, Pennsylvania
Royal American has 25 cars this
Some of the programs will top 30 fair official, is a candidate for Govyear.
pages, a record.
Pennsylvania
ernor of the state.
fairs right now are fighting for
Lew Duf our's carnival attraction. larger state appropriations.
REBUILD ABGOLA
"Unborn,", store-showing on MadiAreola Park, Rochelle, N. J,, will
son St., Chicago, for the past four
Vf. J. Hanley recently shipped
weekf?, hasn't hit a profit.
Costs several rides to Joel Goldberg!s be rebuilt and reopen as an amusement
park in May. Reconstruction
$75 dally to operate.
Amusement Park in Bahla, Brazil. has already begun.
Areola was destroyed by fire beWeek of Feb. 24 will be pow-wow
An exposition for Rio de Janiero,
Week in Chicago for all Rlngling Brazil, is being planned for the fore opening last season.
agents.
John Ringllng will be coming summer. It Will open In

A

All new canvas fr.orn stem to stern
on all six combine circuses this
Unusual, as the old regime
believed in greeting spring storms
with old cloth.
year.

Despite drop in general midway
Tampa Fair, "Unborn," re-

biz at

peat attraction
creased 309;..

Han-y
vSam

F, Hall,

Ander.son

t^hows,

this

part,

of

may become

season,

in-

owner with

the California
a riding device

Grubcrg

which

outfit,

j

1

The State appropriated $195,600.20
aid county fairs last year, but
that doesn't seem to be enough to

to

CARNIVALS NAB

keep everybody happy. Their hope

lies in the fact that a fair oflicial
is
being backed by the Grundy
oroAvd for governor of tlio Quaker
State and if he's put over, and
these fair officials will do what they
can to help, then the pickings may
be better this year.
Chicago, Feb. IS.
Statistics
Total of 1,874,762 people attended
quite a profit Is the

ing the lot.
Idea of a paid gate is old in the
carnival business. It was abandoned
some years ago, but is winning popuUu'ity again.
In return for the lOc. cough-up,

ad

present.

OF PENN. FAIRS

Jennings O'Brien .has just clo.<cd
Pittsburgh and Washington for the

15-car show playing tlie east, will
this year try out the idea of a regular circus instead of free acts as a

vertising cars, one to be managed
Olncinnatl, i'ebj 18.
by Al Clarkson, among the fastest
Rubin & Cherry representatives
blUers in the field. Average crew
dressing traffic clubs.
Latest at of the Ringllng circus cars will trying hard her©, to- arrange for a
this
week
summer
on the Fair
Detroit last week.
carry 15^ men, which giyes.l2^ctual Grounds.
Town, will only allow 3
billers.
Cut has also, been rna.de In day permit, not renewable.
Al ClaritSoo, advertising car mian
the number of roto throw-aways.
John Robinson; residing here, deager for Rubin & Cherry Shows,
clares matter will be adjusted .for
was willed 7 bungalows in St
7 day showing.
Flrat big carny ln
Louis recently.
MUGIVAN ESTATE
"many years.
Indianapolis, Feb. 18.
If C. W. Finney doesn't acquire
Estate tax of the late Jerry Mug
a piece of the Cole circus he will Ivan, just paid here, was $151,000.
Boyal American's 25
work for Ringllng. He was advised
Jacksonville, Fla., Feb. ii.
last week.

George Meighan's weakness

lost

GATE

TWO

Harry Dunkel will pilot the Harry ary three. Cut is made because
Copping Shows on its annual tour show figures no opposition. Other
through Pennsylvania, Ohio, Mary- five circuses will also have one car
land and Virginia as usual during and one brigade, which Is the same

his host "still
the Rubin &

OWN GOV. HOPE

two of
dates" in thceast to
Cherry Shows. Wni.

Jones has

;

CAR,

RUBIN-CHERRY'S

J.

SMITH SHOWS ADD FREE

24-piece street parade -with several
wagons of lions, leopards, tigers,
bears, monkeys, etc., some of which
Smith recently purchased at West
Baden, Ind. It will take about four
cars to railroad this attraction, so
Smith figures on gllleying some of
his other shows to avoid use of 20
cars to handle the new idea.
The matter of reader for such an
attractl'on "has- not -caused- any
trouble in the towns the show has
Ai)
been booked into to date. License
commissioners in the various municipalities let the show get by on
the regular carnival reader in place
of slapping on the stiff dally circus
Chicago, Feb. 18.
>
fee. The Smtthr show has been travRlngling, Barnum & Bailey cireling its particular territory for
cus will have on© advertising car
years.
this season instead of the custoni-

R-MB'S ONE

Johnny

67

loaves the
Thr»>e-J outfit out as far as tht>so
ITow to pet more dou.c:)i via state
desirable spot.s are ooncorncil.
aiipropriations and what to do ;\l)OUt
O'Brien is reported to have refair
on
the
ceived a bonus of a halt-grand for sanitary conditions
grabbing off the dates. Wa.^hlng- grounds scorned to be two of the
ton was usually Jone.s' first stop on major problems the members of the
the way out of the South, with
Pennsylvania State Association of
The Jones
Pittsburgh following.
10c.
show ha^5 gotten to be almost a tra- County Fairs had to wre.stle with
dition in- these two towns, so this when they met in Philadelphia last
Otis L. Smith Shows, veteran
Is quite an upset.
Wednesday' and Thursday.

draw. There -will be a canvas sidewall surrounding the lot and a marquee on the front, with 10 cents admission charged to everyone enter-

INDIANA'S AM.

•

riealizing
any dough, Roosevelt
Field, tong Island, being the biggest

four

Jones Loses Pittsburgh
And Washington Dates

Chautauqua!

in

Chicago,

Idea o£ tagging an airport to an abroad.
Average proportion
amusement park looks so good that
out In Flushing, L. I., they've organized a group of locals to float such a

VARIETY

CIRCUS SPOTS

Promising
sewing up of various lots in key
cities
and reselling to clrcu.ses.
Rlngling has discovered St. Louis
is held by D. D. Murphy carnival,
Louisville by the Rubin & Cherry
Shows', and l-rbana and numerous
major cities in. West 'Va. by the
Royal .American Shows.
One outfit has figured the route
of the Sparks circus from Macon
and is reported ready to release at
a price.
Robert Hickey Is In

•

Pennsylvania fairs last season;
306,356.50 was received
from

$1,all

sources, the total profits of all fairs
in Pennsylvania In 1929 being $347,237,95, br an average profit of $4,500

per fair, which isn't so bad compared with the showing made by
other states. Concessionaires kicked in $324,700.18 all told.
A couple of former Methodist
ministers were the featured specialties of th© evening dtiring the banLouisville for Rlngling trying to quet held the night of the first d^y.
crack a sewed-up spot. Dan Odom They were Dr; H. M. Watei-s, genmanager of th© Canadian Natried to crack St. Louis without eral
tional Exhibition, and G. G, Jordon,
success.
seci'etary of agriculture of PennsylRoyal American Shows are re- vania,
The gag aljout Marc Anported as having 35 towns tied up
thony's post-midnight call on Cleowith Rubin
and Gruberg a.nd patra finally arrived
in PhiladelJohnny J. Jones holding similar phia at this meeting.
amounts.
All the carnival owners InterOther carnivals have had agents ested In this territory and their
working all winter along these lines. generaV agents were on hand 100%
Lately they are said to have agreed strong to bid for fairs.
to let carnivals In but exclude clrThere's quite a mob of conces"cases wiiK'h- are unwilling to pay. sionaires who hole-^up-ln Philadelphia for the winter as well as a
num'ber of rid© operators and they
were all on hand for th© doings.
$70,000
Some of the boys even came over
from New York. 5*or some unexIN
plalnabl© reason this jmeetlng attracts an unusual amount of concessionaires, more so than Is noThe entertainment committee for ticed at any other meeting so the
the Shriners' Convention at Toboys must be' booking their spots
ronto next June made a last-minute
early this year.
switch in plans, deciding against
booking In the Bingllng-Barnum &
Bailey Circus and substituting in its
Shrine's
place what probably will be the
New Britain, Conn., Feb. 18.
most costly outdoor show ever
Concessionaires took it on .th«
staged in the Bast. Between $60,-wh^n Walter H. Penflield,
000 and $70,000 will be spent for, at- chiti
tractions to entertain visitors to the Potentate of Sphinx Shrlnt, angrandstand at the Canadian Nation- nounced that no concessions which
savored of chance would be granted
al Exhibition grounds.
spectacle called "The Road to for the big Shrine Circus now in
Mecca" wUl be jstaged once nightly progress at the state armory in
for four nights, some 125 clrpus acts Hartford.
"In adopting this- stand," said
being used In this spectacle, among
them Poodles Hannaford, the Hoag- Penfield, "w© are following absoland Animal Act,, and three big ele- lutely the ruling of the last council
phant acts.
This show Will run of the Shrine when oflflclal disabout two and a half hours. Auto- approval was expressed of any
mobile races will be a feature for games of chance In connection ^ith
three afternoons, Ralph Hanklnson any Shrine affair."
staging this Item. The stage, needed
for this doings will be 700 feet long.
NORTH BEACH FLANS DROP
The directors of the enterprise
Plan to resuslcate North Beach,
have developed a headache while
trying to book it, for once word of L. I., as an amusement resort next
summer
Is out again.
Promoters
the switch in plans got out every
having
the project tinder way figure
booking agent within a thou.tand
miles were on their necks, 15 bids the area now available {at amusement spots Is not worth the Investbeing put In.
Wirth & Hamld walked off with ment.
•

•

SPECTACLE FOR

SHRINERS

TORONTO

Game Ban

A

North Beach, owned by George
fonner New York brewer,

th© plum.

Ehret,

IntM Fair Ass'n in Chi
•

Chicago, Feb.

wag one of the
prohibition wont

first

to fold

after

in.

18.

FAIET'S BRONX DATE

International Association of Fairs

Paly Sanders' winter circus will
and expositions began its annual
mid-winter meeting Monday at the give two shows at the New York
Coliseum, Bronx, on Washington's
Auditorium hotel.
Birthday (22), ausplced by th©

Bronx Hospital.
Sanders and his outfit have just
returned from a period at th©
Macon, Ga., Feb. 18.
Sparks circus Is planning an April Olympia, London.
opening instead of the middle of
June.
NEWMAN "101" MANAGER March.
Davis Rebuilding Park
Ponca City, Okla., Feb. 18.
Twice" on previous trips north
W. T. Stone Shows, which have
Washington, Feb. 18.
her©
expects
Jake Newman
and
th© show lost cianvas because of
been bought by John .Marks, will
Meyer Davis is going to rebuild
Last snow.
to manage the 101 In 1930.
go out this year as the Marks
the burned portions of his Willow
the S-F circus as ma.nGreater Shows with Harry Ramlsh .season with
Grov© Park, on the. outskirts of
ager.
as general agent.
Philadelphia.
Winter Quarters Date Off
Davis says three new rides will
Dcland, Fla., Feb. 18.
Shriners' Detroit Flop
W. B. (Duke) Golden will be
be among the replacements.
Detroit, Feb. 18.
Business for half of the Johnny
general agent of the Bruce Shows.
Eernardi Greater Shows
piloted by Bill Holland,
C.

W. Cracraft

Will g^'neial

William Click Show
launched this season.
the

will

be

SPARKS DODGING SNOW

Indoor Shrine circu.s, for the first J. Jon'.'s show here last week was
time in many yeat-s, fared badly off. Other half of the show is at
here.
Biz down to half of former Fort Myfers, with biz away below

agent years.
Shriners claim drop
being
peat programs.

is

due

to re-

standard.
Deland, Jones' winter quartf-r.",,
was looked to give the show money.

^mmon Wise. Fair Head
Madison, Wis., Feb. 18.
Ammon was named chief
the state division of fairs an4
state development here last week.
Ralph E.

o(
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SARANAC LAKE

showing big pictures for three days
and then shifting them to the

CHICAGO
Variety's Chicago Office
WOODS THEATRE BUILDING— CENTRAL 0fi44-4401
Englewood
Ten act bill on the TuosUay uis^it
showing ran three hours, one oi the
longest ever at this South Side
house. With "Seven Kaces" (Vox).
a Universal short canimal comedy)
and Pathe sounu news, the show
consumed almost five hours.
Broadus Earle, the Little Lord
FauntlerOy with the violin, won his
audience completely. The youngster
after four nupibers, was called back
for more. Lydia Harris, songstress,
farther down on the bill was another one to wow 'em with a
straight progranr. of pop songs.

Hubert Dyer and

Co.,

two men

in

comedy, acrobatic routine, were a
capable opener.
As usual In family acts, the two
kids were everything In Bud and
Margie Reed's family quartet. Act
only fair and needs better material.
old hoke line managed to
ride over when Sampsell and Leonard did their turn. Holmgren and
Shelly and Co. was a small flash
with three men and two girls, newly
routined. Eccentric dancer saved.
Gene Green, showing to display
a jiew colored pianist, handed out
his line of gags the usual Green-way
and tossing In a few songs. No
trouble going over. Broadus Earle
followed.

Another

Selma Braatz Three, juggling and
tumbling family turn, had an off
night with Mama missing some
stunts. Act got by,
Lydia Harris followed and then a
passe, turn In two sets, "Bits and
Hits of 1930" with the comedian,
Ma.tt Mann, holding up for his part-

and two

ner, Mallory
'

girls.

Shaffer and Bernlce, at the Belthe previous week, were nothing short of murder In next to closing with that last-generation line of
the man look* ig for a wife and the
woman trying to sell him a car.
Dixie Valentines (New Acts) closed.
Business was _excellent. _ Loop.

mont

..

i)Oor turn, mixing songs,
unil weak blackface clowning.
Danoe Hubbies, three girls and

Trio ha\ e

ii

;ilk

two boys, makes a nice dance

flash

Gob
witli some interesting hoofing.
trio was the outstanding bit. Dressier
Frish, Rector and
set would help.
Toolin, song trio, were over nicely,

delivering pleasing tunes with exand pacing.
Opening the salaried lineup was
Eviins and McCormick Co., three
men and a femme. Act contains too
much material, having dancing,
whistling, clowning, warbling, piano
playing and rapid art work. Ralph
S?abury is the cartoonist. Evans
and McCormick deliver some nice
cellent speed

turned

it.

home.
at Atlantic,

Auditorium, Madison, Neb., sold to

69
69
70
69
68
68
68
68
69

CLEVELAND
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DENVER

MONTREAL
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PITTSBURGH
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70
70
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68

WASHINGTON

DE8 MOINES.
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES
LOUISVILLE

69

Interlocutor, Dr. L. B. Kline;
comedians. Dr. H. H. Facteau, J. R.
Cannon, E. J. Kinne, J. J. Murray,
J. C. Costello, M. A. Hughes, E. E.
Ellis and Desmond Seery; soloists
directed by D, J, McGowan. Music
by Blocker's orchestra.

Weekly Passing Show
Charlie Barrett

own

one

because

Friday

act

walked out on the preview at the
last moment. Fred and Daisy Rial
opened and spoiled a fair ring turn
by trying to talk and sing. Would do
better cutting the chattei; and getting right down to work. Embs and
mixed song team, were
Alton,
weak, especially with a jumbled
Herbert medley. Moore and Shy,*
fat man and midget, were big with
this mob, which got a great kick
out of the contrast In size. Performjince was a side issue. Temple

When

"Own

Desire" (M-G-M), feature.
Loop.
Biz excellent

New

Toi-k
Johnny Reiliy went to
to join Shlpps' circus which sails
for a three -year tour of South

America.

still

show

n.

to

fit

Into his tiny Playhouse.

Howard here

getting ready for
his reviva>ls at the Garrlok April 20.
Busy rewriting "Time, Place and

WOODS'J

DELPHI

Girl."

BROCK PEMDERTOX Pres«nta
STEICTLY DISHONORABLE
Comedy Hit by PRESTON STVROES
Staged by

Antoinette Perry and Mr. Pemberton

"An evening: of delight."
Heywood Broun, "McCall's" Magr.
—

Ramova,

at 1318 S.
Halsted, booked by James Coston,
1,700-seater,

has installed Magnascope.

exchange expects to
double its force of salesmen within
six months.
Sam Gorelick, office
manager, appointed assistant man
ager. Leo Smith, formerly with the
RKO exchange In Philadelphia, succeeds to Gorelick's desk. Ben Benjamin In charge.

Radio

WOODS

R-K-O

"HIT

RKO

Triumph

THE DECK"

With JACK OAKIE
and POLLY WALKER
Flmed
largest

in Rorgcous Tcclinlcolor from the
leti erer constructed In- Bollyvrood.

.

SAM

Tonight
HARRIS

H,

"iSa^s'kr

Presents

"June Moon"
By

America's. Foremost Humorists

RING

LARDNER

GEORGES.

and

KAUFMAN

After several' months with no theatre, Villisca, la., opens new house.

New houses wiring: Nebraska,
Ritz at Plaittsmottth; Lyric at Atkinson. Iowa: Palace at Waverly;
Auditorium at Corydon; .MetropolSouth Daitan at Gilmore City.
kota: Idle Hour at Clark; Bijou at
North
Pierre; Strand & Britton.
Dakota, Gllles at Wahepton; State
at New England; Grand at Breckenrldge.

GLENN

C.
Olilo-=:"Papa Juan."

By"

PULLEN

Charles Daniels, formerly with
"After Davk" here, was severely Injured when struck by a taxicab.

By LON
— "Song ot SMITH
Love."
(stock).
Fox— "The
Love Parade."
—
Orpheum "Their Own Desire"; vaude.
California— "Anna Christie" (2d week).
Superba— "New
York Nights"
(2d
week).
Mission — "The Trespasser."
Broadway— "This Is lleiiven."
North Park— "Sweetie."
Aztec— "Evaneellne."
XJgyptlan — "Drake Case."
Plaza— "Oeneral Crack."
FainnOTjnt — "Jazz Heaven."
J.

Savoy— "Little Accident"

.

at the Palace

,

— —

EDDIE CANTOR
ZIEGFELD

"WHOOPEE"
ICQ Glorified Girls

;

vaude.

Fanchon

Jh

George M. Cohan has canceled hia
"Gambling" date at the Broadway

March

3.

Sex shows have pulled out of
Denver, the Music Box was closed
by police and the Empress quit because of low gross, but the Y. M. C.
A. has started a series of lectures
for men only on love.

—

Paicked houses greeted Civic the"Why Not" at two performances.
atre's

Monte Vista, Colo., rodeo set for
July 30, 31 and Aug. 1. Schedule
given out at Frisco was wrong.
Theatres

here

installing

head-

phones.

DALLAS
By RUDY DONAT
—
"Bky Hawk.'f
J'alace— "Devil May Care."
Melba —"Noi No, Nanette."
"Woman Racket."
Old Mill—
Capitol — "Lost Zeppelin."
Majestic

Majestic held over "Sunnyside
for second week, claiming to be
time In 25 years.
•

Up"

first

followed fiop of "Red Robe" last

fall*

After a season of fiops, State Fair
auditorium has closed, open only for
leases. "Connecticut Yankee," road
show, did only about $5,000 for five
performances, as last attraction.

Warners' new ^125,000 film exchange for southwest is soon to be
constructed here, housing also First
National, Vita and Wltmark.

will

—
— —
Not"
—
—

;

(Publix stage show).

—

—
—

As an added attraction on the
stage last week the Minnesota has
Bronko Nagurskl, University of
Minnesota all-Amcrican .football
star,
and professional basketball
team playing a 10 -minute exhibition
contest against a team of Publix
employees at every show.
HariT Lauder and Co. play the

Lyceum

for a single date Feb. 21.

German Grand Opera Co. did big
business at the St. Paul Auditorium
last week.
The Chicago Grand
Opera Co. underlined for the local
Auditorium.

14

Paramount has special stage unit
Al Haynie has succeeded C. Milthis week, recruited last week In ler as manager
Seventh Street
New York by Paul Spor, m. c, who theatre here. Heof comes
from the
flew there to get talent.
Terrace theatre at Danville, 111.
EnterCanton
Uvered speeches on every national
House claims there w-as no proStanley's,
and
prises, subsidiary of
holldaj'.
longed blank stage when the fcuse
J. E. Garrison, transferred from
will be operated by Empire Amuse- blew last week.
Albany, N. Y., succeeds L. G. Ross
Fott
and Bohannon, formerly ment Co.
as U branch exchange, manager
Marks Bros, lobby act, has been
Three of Flndlay's four film thea- here.
booked at the Opera Club, Gold
Ministers' association In PortsCoast crowd hangout.
mouth, O., lo.st out again In. the fight
against operators of Sunday shows
IN CHICAGO
when judge refused to grant a writ
of mandamus to compel prosecution
under severe stage laws Instead of
By ARCHIE J. BALEY
local ordinance.
State law would
With only four downtown houses place managers under a heavy fine
On Randolph Street
operating and only the Orpheum and Jail sentence.
City ordinance
Is Home, Sweet Home, to the Profession
liavlng stage shows regularly, biz lets 'em out with $50 fine and costs,
A Good Place to Eat and Meet
has boen pretty good.
The Par- which the boya have been paying
amount grabs quick business by each week fc>r last year.
Phil Davis has practically

staff lecturer for

Production

Tabor "Hit the Deck"
Marco Idea,

lieve It or

>

,

—

over

—
——
Ing's Pennsylvanlans.
Orpheum— "Melody Man";
Blalto— "Not So Dumb."
—

"She Couldn't Say No,"
America "Disraeli."
Denver "Their Owil Desire"-; WarAladdin

— —^Dark.

TOLEDO

of

claimingf

Century "Sunny Side Up" (1th week).
be
State "Devll-May-Care."
heard In "Elijah" at the Russ audiItKO Seventh Street "Men Without
torium Feb. 25. This Is her home Women."
town.
iyric "Her Unborn Child."
Aster— "Hallelujali."
Grand Disraeli" (2d loop run).

unit.

chain

girl,

against Har«

druggist,

MINNEAPOLIS

Mme. Schumann-Helnk

——"Hit the Deck"; (2d week.)
State— "Burnlnff Up";
"Cameo Klrby"; vaude.
lOStk —
Cameo— "In the Next Room."

with

New York show

Metropolitan

affairs.

StllliiuuiiV-"Anna Christie."
Allen 'Street of Chance."

town,
houses.

Albert,

Youman, a

;

riay House "Serena Blandish."
Palnce "Officer Sebastian"; raude.

In

Rene

F. F. Klingsbury, former manager
Spreckels, former legit. Is pulling of Paramou">t, Paris) Tex., new manwith feature talkers, although the ager of Melba (Publix) here.
house Is slightly out of the theatre
area here.
Jamie Ericson (boy organist) Is
back at the console in the Fox Cali-

—

week

Strand theatre and receipts of si^c
neighborhood houses over week-en(V
$4,000, remained unmolested.

State Fair dickering with Ernie
for a revue for a six week's
booking this fall. Decision to book
revue instead customary operetta

McDermott, draina critic,
Bill
Union plans a booking Plain Dealer,, going in for lecturing
By E. H. GOODING
Paramount— "Sllehtly Scarlet"; stage
on Europe and drama as a sideline.
Talked last week to women's club show.
Vlta-Temple— "Sacred Flame."
When the operator of the flop in Warren, O.
State— "Hot for Paris."
burlesque attempt at the Chateau
Pantheon — "Loose Ankles."
failed to pay off, the chorus girls
Valentine "New York Nights."
H. H. Maloney, former supervisor
Princess— "Murder on Roof,"
nabbed the costumes.
,
of Midland and other Kansas City
BlvoU—VaudfUm.
Gmpire—Burlesque (Mutual).
houses, appointed first assistLoew
Although they turned "Hallelu- ant to Fred Desberg, general manjah" (M-G-M) down for a loop run,
East Toledo girl, 15, who said she
ager, local Loew chain.
Publix-B. & K. have taken the pic
was "misunderstood" at home, reture for neighborhood spots.
Three Universal nelghborhooders ported missing and finally found by
a
policewoman wandering In street.
Hilllard Square, Cedar-Lee and
Frances White has sequred the
Detroit sold last week to Max Lef- Pockets filled with clippings about
return of her money from the gov
Paul Spor, Paramount m. c, who
ernment, which had grabbed her kowltz & Co. Dear makes Lefko- never had heard of her.
witz biggest picture circuit owner
here.

of

Shubert "Strange Interlude" (BalnBallroom dancing not so hot here. brldge
stock).
Nashold's downtown place doing
KKO Orpheum- "This Thing Called
nicely but far from packing 'em in. Love" vaude.
Pantages "Acquitted"; vaude.
Mission Beach ballroom closed for
Palace Stock burlesque; pictures.
the winter with exception ot private
Minnesota "Lone Star Ranger" "Be-

OHonnia!^ "Naughty Marietta."

—

Inexpert yeggs mishandled nitro-»
crack office safe
Charnas & FeJgley circuit In

glycei'lne, failed to

Young

fornia.-

CLEVELAND

Hip

salary for her

ILLINOIS-

. .

Spreckels

Actors'

THIS SEASON'S COMEDY SMASH

fighting

Nellie Quealy leaving
for exercise
Leah Temple
In bed, but condition favorable

agency.

SELWYN

O'Reilly

SAN DIEGO

Sioux City (la.) National bank
took over Strand when Manager
Harry Goldstein resigned.

film

'

Another

Is still holding his
still abed, but im-

..Lawrence McCarthy abed with
slight temp, up for one meal a day
....Allie Bagley has Alpine sun
lamp doing wonders toward the
comeback
George 'Neville not so
well. .. .Harry E. English now In an
up cottage
Irving Bloom in bed
first
for
rest period
Ford Raymond showing marked improvement
Harry Clark abed, but
cheerful. .. .George Harmon up and
around (a w-onder cure)
—.Bobby
iElatz on the" gain, but abed.
A patient receives no benefit in
having a visitor sit at his bedside
with a solemn face telling him how
emaciated he has become. So when
you visit the sick be sure to spread
gobd humor and let your conversa-

Rapids.

lining

Joe

^A.

.Helen

a cold

off

bed

Lincoln,

..

& Wiese.
edy across nicely. Jungleland, the"
closed.
Salardo contortion trio,
Publlx has bought the Strand, tion be refreshing.
Novel setting and excellent execu- Palace and Crystal, Waterloo, la.,
tion meant sure returns.
and the Strand and Palace, Cedar

John Bernero Is in New York
up a small cast (one-set)

Chicago
These Hits
in

Visit

Hoven's routine, "with
magic stuff and hoke comedy. The
H. Kreinbring bought
girl works hard and gets her com- Lowden, la., from Kacena

Sue Nase

proving.

crazy

its

theatrical

strel.

ballroom

Warners will start work March \
on Its theatre In Toungstown, a»«
cording to report.

DENVER

village record
attendance
was
broken when the Tupper Lake
Chapter, Disabled American Veterans of the World War, gave its
annual minstrel revue, three nights
to capacity.
Great show staged by
Daniel H. Blacker, veteran min-

69
69
68
69
69
70
69
69
70
70
68
68
70
68
69

Ray F. Tremaln, 76, secretary o*
the Bellefontalne, O., fair board foi;
several years, died last week.

old

The Tupper Lake

OMAH.A

J. T. Evans, Hlllsbora
has been arrested a second tliiiS

Olga Kalinin, now at the French breach of promise.
hospital (NVA ward). New York,
is doing well.
A line from friends
much welcome; try It.
for

unless
All matter in CORRESPONDENCE refers to currant week
otherwise incJicateo
The cities under Correspondence in this issue of Variety ar« as
follows and on padesi

Meanwhile
O.,

for running Sabbath shows.

filed suit in Tiffin, O.,

to

la.,

be replaced.

tres now operating Sundays, afte«|
the Harris cracked the Icet Preactwi

ers and blue noses threatening
trouble, but have got nowhere go fsn,

Harmon,

York, will finish th? rest period at

Burned theatre

CORRESPONDENCE
ATLANTIC CITY
BIRMINGHAM
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

on limited
Lawrence,

Dick KunI, Keith Lundberg, Russ
Ray B, Thomas in charge of both Kelly and Gladys Bishop; one hour
Knipress and Fremont at Fremont, or more, Eddie Voss, Jimmy CanF. C. Croson of non, Helen O'Reilly, Nellie Quealy,
Xeb., for Publix.
latter hou.se at Sioux City, la., Prin-' Al Pierce, and Harry Clark; those
abed are Valentine Kincald, George
cess.
XevlUe, Bobby Hatz, AlUe Bagley,
Richard and Luther Day have sued Sue Nase, Ethel Clouds, Mae Arml.Mayor Carter of Fairfield, la., for tage, Irving Bloom, Angela Papulls
$20,250 for arresting them for run- and Lilly' Leonora, but doing .well.
They were
ning a Sunday show.
Ford Raymond at 6 Clinton street
dismissed.
for six months, has moved to 34
""^
-Baker street.
C. C. Dunsmoor, Capitol, Marshalltown, la., sued for ?3,800 on contract
Ben Schaffer is sporting new
to buy Biophone installation, coun- molars.
ters with charge that It was faulty
and lost him business before be reNick Sullivan, who left for New

dancing, but Miss Mc- Mrs. W. M. Youngclawa by O. R.
Cormick has a disconcerting man- Bottmer.
ner of switching from straight stuff
to comedy. The audience here found
Grand Island, Neb., business men
it hard to follow the quick shifts in
take over and open dark Island themood. Comedy talk and whistling atre.
dellvered_i>y an unnamed man, who
was also called a butler in this JerkyDean Slick and Erwin Parkin reBelmont
Dell O'Dell is doing practurn.
open Crystal, Earleville, la.
Only nine acts for the bargain Ucally all the late Frank Van

hunters

BENWAY

AVorld, finishing the week with a
By "HAPPY"
.second picture and a Publlx stage
Among those who are
.show.
The World and State,' both exercise are Vernon
Publix, make money on talker grind. Thomas White, George

WMAQ,

become

having de

Publix's Palace, Canton, O., has

been purchased

"by

•

FPI AMr'PD

3

Weeks Onlv

Jfnts.

Wed. nnd

Sat.

GEORGE M. COHAN
IN nrs

NEW AMERICAN PLAT

"GAMBUNG"
Orle'lnal

New York

MARY

Cast, Including

PHILIPS

OMAHA

LINDY'S RESTAURANT

—

Wednesday, February
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19,

OTTAWA, CAN.

OBITUARY

Watson goes

New

By W. M. GLADISH

69

to the Publix theatre.

Orleans.

The mother of Glenn Tryon, pictures, died Feb. 11 in Lbs Angeles,
following an extended Illness, She

last year, and the dividend of $2 on the common shares

reported already earned.

My

ARTHUR

PEARSON

Away February 19, 1926
done But Not ForKotten

Who

Passed

EHHETT

CALLAHAN

J.

In

eastern
27

J. J.

Kedzie,
Chicago,
of
disease, Feb. 9, In Chicago.
and three children survive.

heart

the

Widow

died in 1902.

(MK-zH

to

removed at Bloomfield.

downtown

——"l-'oUow Thru."
——
Pictures
Fo3t— "South Sea Rose."
Oriental— "The Sap."
Michigan — "Anna Christie."
— "Playing
— "No, Around."
Paramount
No, Nanette,"
State— "Son of the Gods."
Adams— "Her Unborn Child,"
M:uIl8on— "Hot for Paris."
United Artists— "Be Tourself."

The

Princess' theatre, Toronto, old

has been offered for sale or

legit,

lease.

—

Alabama "General Crack."
Strand "Burnln§r Up."
Trianon "Sunny Side Up" (Bth wk.).
Empire ^Vagabond L,over."
Galax "Chasing Rainbows,"

——
——

Don

ATLANTIC CITY
By GEO.

R.

WEINTRAUB

"lJunny" Somers, former

Garde tWarners)
don, Conn.

tlieatre,

New

The Apollo theatre has

formied a

mem-

one over a period guaranteed to be
not less than 30 weeks.

l4'ceum

N.
DON RECORD

Paris, Feb.

Edouard

Benedictus,

author and
P.

H.

•

9.

French

60,

artist.

Remon,

65,

well

——
"Shreds

French

theatre circles, and
ganizer of art expositions.

.

and

In

Destinn,

or-

May

6.

Adolphe
and

NEWARK

French jour- under Consolidated Theatres, Ltd.,
died at Nice.
has doubled up management with
Louis Crepault, 50, "call boy" at Orpheum.
the Comedle Francaise, Paris, for
Night Club.s here increasing al25 years, died here of uremia.
most nightly in view of hopes of
greatly augmented tourist traffic
Cristini, 47,

now

arets,

heavy demand

in

The Harry Kellar Assembly
^rapii'i.'ins met here this week
dlscnss latest developments

—
Marriage
Playof Chance."
——".The Locked
Door."
Terfailnal — "Hot for Paris"
(2d

Mosque

".Street

Rliilto

Fox
week).

Oapliol

—
— "Hollywood

Kmplre

"JUare

Revue."

Facts,"

Winnie Lighlner,

in per.son at the

broke the house record
for a day on the opening Friday.
The Branford has also booked
lOddie Dowling to appear shortly
with )iis own picjlure and later Nick
Lucas.

and

hand

sleight of

of
to

in

il-

tricks;

Danny

presiding.

Neighborhoods after zero weather
slump have come back and several
The remainder of the Shubert
houses broke records with major- \'ictor irerbert revival?, "Babes In
ity pliiying to good grosses.
Toyland," ",Serpnade" and "Fortune

ley,

.Shea

Jcisey

i.s

m.

c.

at the .Stan-

('i(y.

$4-65

DES MOINES
'

Cnslno

•

."firorirtway

Jloofors"';

Teller," originally penciled for the
To<K' this month, have folded as
fnr iia llnffalo is concerned'.

bui--

Icsquc.

Here's a marvelous slipper donp

Pink or White Canvas that's
hard to tell from Satin. Seldom
has Capezio ever been able to
produce so eicelloni a slipper for
so little.
Also In Pink or Whito
Satin, or Patent Leather at Sfi.50.
In

I'yed

match

sample,. $1.00
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Irvington, reopened

AlthfiUi^h Charlie Melson is in
1-tica Ills column, run jointly with
Boh PJng of the "Call," continues.
it

with
fiods";

the

I^ilK-rly,

A|))-il,

he intimates that his contract
Warner, which runs out in
will. not be renewed.

-iK.'.V.

MAIL ORDER:
Dept.

F

333 W. 524 St.
New VerK City

DETAIL STORL
138 7th Ave.

At S4th

New Yerk

St.

City

Natf Kriidcnrcld. J.'uMi.v flistrict
maiiiiBor ea.stf-rn Iowa, announces
H.
.lack
the following changes:
Roth, former manager oi" ihe Paramount, to managi' both the Des
Moines and I»arainount; Don Allen
assists at the Des Moines, and
George 'Birkford, formerly of Rock
Island, :it ilip I'iiramoiinl.
fleorgn

I'cnn "Df-\ II May Care"; stage show.
.\l<llne— "r.ove Parade" (2<i week).
"So, No, Nanette" fid wf"k).
Knrlglit -'"Hurnlng Up" »iKiKe Hhow.
Il.Trrls
••The Grand Paradf"; vau'lo,
*)l.»mpic- "Troopers Three."

Wiimpr

;

•»Iierl<Inn
v.<..

I

;ii

—

Square

"IJIt

the Deck"

(.Id

The LILtlft theatre, the surc.«Miter of the Newark Picture Guild,
gets under ivay Friday with "preopenlngs" for three days, showing
"Siegfried,"

).

.'^f'cond

I

.\lvin

house popular.

New
liKO

house manager of

RKO

Or-

is Fred Miller, from Seattleoffice, njplacljig Opcar Nyberg.

Portland Civic Theati-e planning
another production after last flop.
This time It will be "Fashion, or Life

New

in

York," ancient chin

-whl.s-

kered costume play, to be done as a

"Hoboken
Junior

revival."

League

backed

another

week's date of Moroni Olsen Playgetting nowhere. Biz was better than last time, but the league
girls failed to sell the .show big.
They do better on their own leg
ers,

Urease Paint
Wo WL^n^er
IWecesMiry
Today

\t'a

Thcs-Palnt.
over the

Its advantages
old-fas)ilO)icd

paint

Brease

numerou.s.

are
Thes-paint BprcaOs easily
,Tnd smoothly and
produces a dry, dull, natural
nnlfih.
No poieder necessary. Co.«!tumes and linen
colled with Thes-palnt can
easily be laundered with

No cold ci'eam nncd b«
used before application'
no cold cream to remove
It
soap and water will
-

Tlie

with stock Feb. 17, liousing the
Liberty (fuild Players, management,
Sydney Mason, Jr, Mason will play
leads and in bis support are Barbara Winchester, Mary Vaughn,
William make, George Butler, J, S.
McLaughlin and Ray Southwlck,

In

burlo.'i'iuc.

Pictures

JAttU:

on with

Roap and water.

•

VALUE!

still

State— "n.allelujah"; vaude.

Newark — "The Rampant Age"; vaude.

I>>ew'8

Branford.
"Tho
ground"; stage show.

attendance with Charles Pcn-

25 in
ilirr

Operators' union war

,

;

Branford,

hi.<!ions

.

—

"A Wonderful Night."
Prortor's
"Seven Keys to Baldpate"

.Sliubert

lo-

cally.

from United States, which sliould
begin in another couple oC months.

— — —
—
week).
Oriental — "Taming of the Shrew."
KInlto— "Men Are Like That."
Dufwin — Henry Duffy Players.
Citndlo— Moroni OlsAn Players.

the radio and local cab-

since to

critic,

—

r<>r1iniid-^"StTeet 6f-Chahce," I'nlted Artists "Chasing Halnbnws,"
Alder "Sunny Side tJp" (6th B-eek).
Musio Box "Song of Love."
Blue Mouse
"General Crack" Hth

musicals.

By C. R. AUSTIN
Broad——
"Diamond Lll."
vaude.

52,

A REMARKABLE

with
extinguishers
despite,
the
fumes. Smoke escaped into the auditorium and patrons made a rush
for the exits, trampling several children, but none injured periou.ely.

stock.

singer, died in Prague.

nalist

PORTLAND, ORE.
Broadway "Not So Dumb."
Orpheum — "7 Keys to Baldpate."

''

pheum

The Teck went dark Saturday
His Majesty's, only legit house in
indef.
So far "New Moon"
German opera Province of Quebec, ran in red last night
with Roscoe Ails in March 31, only
week with "Robin Hood" musical at attraction in sight.
record
came
close
to
Emma J. B. MacKenty, 55, au- $3 top. Show
The Dore Sisters, who jumped
thoress, died at Savcrne, Alsatia, brodie ot the season.
from a candy distributing job at
where she has lived for many years.
Joe Lightstone, manager Princess, the Lafayette to the stage and

Emma

section'

—
——

The Erlanger may play summer

bill.

now has a Sunday

theatricals.

Col. Woodlaw, manager, of the Circle and Columbia, who gives away
thousands of passes to keep the'

assisted by two native Africans,
now with him in this country.

— —
— Double blU.
Kniprras— Double
(Jayety — Burlesque (Mutual).

Orphonm "Wall Street."
Koxy "Shiraz" (3d week).

March.
Post'

—

"Jango" at the Erlanger this
week is being shown for the first
time with the new sound and dlalof records recently completed by
Dr. Davenport, who made the film

..^itrand

known

'

given over entirely to local amateur

BUFFALO

MONTREAL

ii.

Beall, president of HoUy.wood's. Wampa."3, hefe last week,
getting plenty for the FiUplno^s try
for independence. Beall threw a
luncheon for the local picture and
dramatic scribes and tlien asked
them for suggestions on publicity
material coming out of the studios.

— —

—
Princess — "New Tork Nights.'
Imperial — "Burning Up."

installcO

Splurging on

"Ham"

Y.

——

—

Fox now has earphones
for deaf patrons.
too.

in

ROCHESTER,

—

——

stage.

The W^arner (films), heretofore They told him plenty.
operated with weekly attractions,
Steven Cochran making some nice
has turned to split-week policy.
tie-ups for summer stock opening

By

HIb Majesty's Shaw rep.
Palace "Son of the Gods."
<;apltol
"Chaslne Rainbows."
JjO^w'b "Bishop Murder Case.'

first e-xperlciu'i'

Philadelphia, moving on;
of , Singer's Midgets en

in

because

'

Deaths Abroad

Its

house.

week

"first night club," costing each
ber $10, for which he is entitled to
purchase two .seats for the price of

of

getting

Allan Rogers, former m. c. ai
l*al:xce, back for week at thai
Other town's ni. c, AlfXCallam, back to the Fox aftei
andcr
Lon-

Jj-lshcr

•

fp."
"AVomnn to Wom.ni."
(Keith's)— "Sd Wife.'^

manager Loow's

symphony orchestra, enlisting the
services of 55 men. Adolphe Kornspan, Philadelphia, is conductor.

Fifty Albion college students are

.

KKO

Jack Connolly In town for Saturday evening on way to Havana.
After week there then back to sail
for Paris to bring the family home.

of the Karle, has been .shifted to the

54,

'

Kialto

(2d wk.).

Bestor' at the Wiir.:im

Penn Hotel.

Patohe.?."
newspaper artist
The Thomas Jefferson Hotel under arrest as a result of a "rush"
Playliouse
"Voice In the Dark."
Koeliester— "Bishop
Murder
Case";
on San Francisco Examiner for starts a weekly cabaret this week. on the Bohn theatre last week.
vaude.
more than 30 years, died In San Jack Linx orchestra provides the
—
RKO Palace "Racketeer"; vaiide.
music; This Is the only thing like
Franeineoj Fob. 9-r —
The Publix La Salle Garden theRiKO Temple "Mysterious Island."
a rilghf cTub 'iri town;'
Xio^tinan
"Son
of
the
.Gods."
-reapens
and
atre'T closed- Sunday
Plcciidliry— "S'aci ed fTamB"^* vaude:'"
March 8 with the name changed to
K<>gent— "I.,ocked Door."
Roland Hayes at Municipal Audi- Xew Century.
The mother, 91, of Cookie (Cooke
Fay's — Dark.
Victoria Dark.
and Valdare Sisters) died Feb. 14 torium, Feb. 26, for one concert.
.Strand
Change.
The Detroit Fox theatre now
in "Wilmington, Del.
Family — Chan go.
W. J, Coury, assistant manager, equipped to play Grandeur films,
t
Strand, now at the Alabama In the gets its first release in March.
"Shreds and Patches," by George
capacity. He succeeds V. L.
The wife of Charles Wagner, at- same
Ford
and
Ethel Taylor, is fourth
Watlcins, now assistant city mantii.lipd to the grille staff of the
premiere at Lyceum In five weeks.
ager Publlx houses at Montgomery.
Friars Club, N. Y., died last week.
Recalls days wlien city was popular
for tryouts because of notable coldJaclc Linx and orchestra appear
By SIDNEY BURTON
ness of audiences.
Teok — Dark.
daily at the Empire matinee for
Krliinger— "Sherlock Holmes."
Michael Kanto, 67, -who operated an overture this week. One appear"Ko, No, Nanette,"
Ituffalo
Waverly, N, Y., had first taste of
the Sterling theatre at Shelton, ance only. The innovation may be
Jlipp — "Playing Around."
Sunday films Feb. 9.
Board of
made permanent. The idea Is to
Conn., died Feb. 12 in Derby, Conn.
Crack,"
Century "General
Trustees Just got around to act on
Great T.Akes — "Hot for Paris."
provide "music In the theatre"
favorable referendum last fall.
Lafayette "This Thing Called I>ove.'
which has been plugged ,by the
Gayety "Social Maids" (Mutual).
The brother of Freddie Rich, or- musicians' federation. Tlie Empire
Third film fire In past few weeks
is wired.
chestra leader, died recently.
The Buffalo Theatre School Play- occurred In projection booth of Ema pire, with 300 patrons, mostly chilFred Hamilton ijew manager of ers present "Man Who Married
Dumb Wife" in the eighth annual dren. In the house. Operators Fred
Llieatr©
Kosciusko,
operat
Miss.,
Chas. Nash^ 53, concessionaire,
little theatre tournament for tlie
Herrlngton and George Leavens
ated by the Pine Tree Amusement
died Feb. n in Chicago.
Bclasco cup in New Tork City week closed the booth and fought the fire
Co. (Kew Orleans).

Nahl,

Virgil

—

;

— —
Pnlace— "Burning
—
Town

Civic
"Miss Nelly of N'Orleans."
Wilson "Padlocks of 1929."
Shubdrt "Party Girl."

Detroit police censors refused to
pass Tiffany's "Party Girl" for general city release but limited the
showing of the picture to the ShuThis will not
bert engagement.
affect the release in state theatres.

By ROBERT H. BROWN
TMx "The
— Grand Parade"; vaude.

I'alnter.i

Current Stanley bill running eight witli a "name" created entirely
Earle ha.s
house going from Friday to through broadcasting.
Little Jack Little with the u.^ual
Saturday openings this week.
show
midnight opening
Friday
Tom Gerun and, band have re- Jammed.

local musicians' union. In an
effort to combat the "canned music"
of the movietones, has formed a

Cuss

nada and Monkland in Montreal.
The company, afllliated with Fa-

(Kleanor

site.

The

DETROIT

Amusement Corp. opens
eighteenth and nineteenth theaMarch, these being the' Gra-

tres in

(Shubort)

Some talk RKO ni.iy take over
Gayety, former (.'ohimbia house, as
possible

talker

Install

—

'•."'nrl"
(KrlanBcr-Harl''y)
Zlogl'old's ".Showbont."
Teller"
'•Foriuno
Bairj-ne.\t, Kthel

n<>xt,

;

Poll's

Taxi strike getting serious. Sixth more In "Love l>uol."
week of it now and not a thing Jn
Pictures
Coluinbln
"Devil M.iy Caru"
Situation desperate, with a
sight.
»)rlc "Groat Divide."
few strike-breakers getting stoned
Kox- -"Clty r.lrl."
by sympathizers at every corner.
Mot— "No, No, Nanette."

Sunday films still
Iowa.
Humboldt put

theatre,

HARDIE MEAKIN

By
Niitionul

inuda Bound."

them through election, supported by
promise of W. B. Franke, manager,

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

The widow of Billy Emerson, one
time famous minstrel, died in San
Francisco Feb. 12.
Her husband

Teddy Joyce, who holds town's
"m. c, returns to
for weok in Loow unit, "J^cr-

Ponn

on

equipment, and Injunction against
special election on the subject just

D. C.

The Arflonne

1629 Columbia Road, N. W.
Telephone Columbia 4630

run record for an

placed

mous Flayers, operates in province
of Quebec,

Robert Emmett Jones, 51, stage
Dudley Gazzolo players at

director,

416

di.soliargcd one of the head
ushers. Boys walkfd out in protest
while crowds waited to be scaled..

Casino (pictures), featuring new
burlesque company with "Jackie"
Rowland and her "Baby Vampires."

United

Kunkel and Glenn Tryon,

VARIETY BUREAU

WASHINGTON,

j
'

houses, which they recently sold.

Its

leaves a husband, Albert Kunkel,
and three sons Sherman and Louis

ushers at Aldine

week when man-

agement

days,

Humota

IC

la.><t

Six of the

walked out

this week owing to violation of state
child labor laws.

Elections
popular in

Allen, formerly controlling a chain of 60 theatres In
Canada In opposition to Famous
Players, are reported to have struck
oil In Alberta.
Their thea,tre enterprise collapsed several years ago,
but they retained a number of small

Beloved Pal

K.

cities

all

Canada have adopted daylight saving, to start generally on April
and continuing until. Sept. 28.

Jule and

of

year-old violinist, from local ;house

same period

Practically

has been pood here for' more than,'
regulation eight shows.
j

Omer Kenyon, former house man(silent), made In India,
for
Clemant- Walsh
stock
doing Tery well In. Canadian ager
(President), Is director of activities
cities against talker competition.
RICHARD ISREAL
for the Chicago Civic Opera Co. at
The Manitoba provincial govern- Shrine auditorium March 25,
Blohaxd Isreal, 43, theatre operator, committed suicide by Jump- ment Is adopting film classification
Frank MacDonald, now producing
ing from a window of the' Michael regulations, one clause providing a director for the Oberfelder-Ketcham
Beese Hospital, Chicago, Feh. 17. ban on the sale of children's admis- stock (President), succeeding Addision tickets by exhibitors when a
He had recently Bold the Waverly, film stamped
"special" by the cen- son Pitt, who his returned to
Peoples, Olympla and Halstead the- sors Is being presented. Juveniles Louisville.
atres, Chicago, and had no finan- can buy adult tickets If they Jlke
Herbie Koch and wife doing double
cial troubles.
without hindrance. Low rate admissions for children are permitted organ solos at the Paramount.
He had brooded over 11. health.
for attractions passed by the cenGuest star plan, used by Obersors aa "general."
felder-Ketcham stock at the PresiFRANK MATTOX
Ian
Profits for the first three months dent, has been abandoned.
Frank Mattox, B 7, theatre mana- of the current fiscal year of Famous Keith and Donald Brian failed to.
ger and directing head of the Arris Players Canadian Corp., operating bring big returns.
Theatre Co., Mansfield, O., suc- 200 theatres In the Dominion, anRKO canceled Broadus Erie, ninenounced as double those for the
fihiraz"

Is

cumbed Feb. 3.2 to Injuries received
neveral days ago when his machine
collided with another.

—

.

,

The Newark Art 'J'lieatre presents
week for "Journey's Knd" lis third offering, '"rhe Heir at
marks first tirnr; a legit Tyaw" 111 Is week.

—

do the

trick.

Henry

C. Miner, Inc.,

10 E. 12th

St.,

New York

mmuf

—

VARIETY

70

Wednesday, February
dary as to how to raise funds for
annual celefbratlon of Battle of San
Jacinto, which begins April 21. City
has denied permission to stage carnival shows on miinlcipal parks and

HOLLYWOOD

claiming damage to trees,
grass and shrubbery Irreparable.
Offered use of expo.sltion grounds in
outskirts of city, but location will
not draw.
plazas,

and Los Angeles
'Variety's" Office,

TAFT BUILDING,

Vine

St.

and Hollywood Blvd.
By

FRANK
—

1930

By RICHARD

GILBERT

B.

—
Zeppelin."
—"Lost
"Happy Daya" (held
Btalto— "The Kibitzer."
—

State— "Ship From Shanghai."

Alamo

Strand

Anderson

—

over).

"Behind That MaUe-up."

Brown "Vanities" (road).
Bltz— "Stepplnff Hlffh" (stock).

Community Chest annual campaign, this year for nearly $^15,000.
apparently had no effect on the box

MILWAUKEE

Phone Hollywood 6141

19,

LOUISVILLE, KY.

MILLER

J.
Vlrfflnlan (2d week).

offices.

Alhambra "The
Davldoon Genevieve Hamper (ShakeaBrown theatre goes talker Feb.
rep.).
James
Hogan and
Wyndam peare
"Lombardi, Ltd.," with Malcolm ers and musicians when the show
Garden "She Couldn't Say No"; (2d 22. "Hit the Deck" may be opening
Jelks In lead, s<it for March 3 and closed was paid off by Mira Her- Standing are partners in the dis- week).
talker.
Gayety Burlesque (Mutual).'
4 by the Wllshlre Players for bene- shey, 88-year-old owner of the Hol- tribution of a machine to eradicate
Majestic—^"Tlielr Own Desire."
Heart College, lywood hotel and subscriber to. 350 wrinkles.
fit
of. Immaculate
Merrill-^"Chaaing Halnbows."
It Is reported Stagehands' Union
Hollywood. Edwin N. AVallack di- of the 800 shares issued in the opera
Pnbst German stock (Sun. and Sat.). headquarters has been Inquiring as
company.
recting.
Falace-Orpheuni "The Xiocked Door."
.

"Journey's End" will probably
LaVerne's matinee production of "To Whiit Red Hell" set tour through Texas after closing at
the Belasco. One-night week around
up to Feb. 21.
here will precede it.
Walter Chenoweth, Jr., made $2
Theatre witli 2,000 capacity in the
at the age of one day, auguring a
height limit ofllce building with
great financial career.
After he was weighed in at seven tower planned for Wilshlre boulepounds at the Methodist Hospital vard between Vermont and Westhis dad, manager of the Hollywood ern avenues by I/Irs. F. C. Casler.
Playhouse, bought him a share of Project to cost $2,000,000, raised in
Broadcasting station inIt closed the east.
Trans-America at $45.
cluded in the plans.
Construction
that day at ^47.12i^.
set for summer. Exact site not announced.
Local of Laboratory Technicians
and Film Editors has moved from
Litigation over the Granada, La
the Studio Mechanics Alliance cen- JoUa, Cal., has been finally settled,
ter to quarters adjoining the cam- with the house I'everting to Frank
eramen's union on Cahuenga avenue. L. Newman, following a foreclosure
ordered by the court after a receiver
Gus McCarthy added to the pub- had been operating the house. Newlicity staff of F. and M.
man sold the Granada to R. P.
Levenson about a year ago for $30,r
George Moran, formerly of Moran 000. After paying off $12,000, on the
and Mack, rehearsing vaude act deal Levenson stopped payments,
with Neal. Able.
menalleging
misrepresentation,
tioning among other things a bum
Mabel Farrer, Cornilla Porreca heating plant in the house.
and Charles Burke, former emThe squawk came nine months
ployees of the Columbia Grand after Levenson had been operating.
Opera Company which flopped two Newman then filed a foreclosure
weeks ago In Frisco, have filed sal- action, with the court ordering the
ary claims with the State Labor sale.
Newman bought the house
Commission against the opera com- back for $15,000 and installed his
pany for ?200.
son, Frank, Jr., to run it.
The ?13,000 owing to the performLocal R-iC-O ofllce has established a club booking branch in
Long Beach. Charles Wallach is
EH THE*BIC /HOT/'
handling it.

SAN FRANCISCO

Lucille

By

—
—
—
—

Riverside
vaude.

— "The —Muvler

——

WALTER RIVERS

on the Hoof";

Strand "The Love Parade (2d week).
Wisconsin "It's a Great Life"; stage
show.

Pictorial stands for "Party Girl"
(Davies) were suddenly covered last
police advised Fos-

week when' the

Isham Jones and orchestra re& Kleiser, bill poster^, it would turned to the Hotel Schroeder
be advisable.
The .paper was re- Feb. Q.
ported to have been accepted by the
bill posters under protest.
ObjecPersonal effects of Marion Antion was raised to picture of a semi- drews, concert impresario, who died
nude girl In a pose regai'ded as "too several weeks ago, were auctioned
daring."
off last week.
Miss Andrews had
collected many valuable k€epsakes
Maurice Chevalier finished his during her many years boo|j:lng Conauto show appearance here with a cert stars.
heavy cold. His. physician' ordered
Drama week oke in Milwaukee.
him to bed when he developed 102
fever.
A- benefit performance for Only sad part was the Davidson,
several hospitals to be held in a city's Only legit house, was without
an
attraction to celebrate the event.
postdowntown theatre iad to be
The Milwaukee center of the
poned.
Drama League was active; however.
University of California Little,
A large amusement parlc-.is to be
Theatre started Its spring season
last week with George "S. Kaufman's erected on the site of the Mound
"The Butter and Egg Man." Frank Keijnel Club's dog race track by
Edwai'd
R. Buer who purchased the
Ferguson directed.
track from the Westmoor Realty
Richard Wallace, Paramount di- Co. He is backed by eastern capital.
Opening set for May.
rector, sailed on Dollar liner last
week for a four months' trip to
The Madison Theatre CorporaOrient and Europe.
tion has purchased the Parkway,
at Madison, and the Portage and
Fox' new Fox theatre in Visalia Home theatres, at Portage, from
opens Feb. 27 with "The Sky Hawk." Brin Theatres Co., here.
This leaves the Brin Chain with
George M. Cohan in "Gamblers" but three upstate houses, at Applewill not open J. J. Gottlob's new ton, Neenah and Menasha.
It Is
Columbia (rebuilt Orpheum)- here rumored Brin will sell his houses
March 10 as originally scheduled. and give up therlease on the MaCohan has cancelled and "The Per- jestic, Milwaukee, as soon as the
"East of Suez" opens at the Le- fect Alibi," Robert Wagner produc- Warner Brothers house is completed at Second and Wisconsin. Brin
bero theatre, Santa Barbara, Feb. tion, substituted.
r
_
is said to be slated tot this house.
2i;
Leyland Hodgens, Kenneth TresJoe Leo (Fox) spent a week in
eder and Virginia Bradford added
Milwaukee looking over local Fox
to the cast.
By DAVE TREPP
ter

'

.

'

OF/TACEAND/CRCEN

ViriT HOLLYWOOD.
AlWAYf Live AT THC^

mV

to size of stage, scale of wages and
seating capacity of Mary Anderson
theatre here.
Reported stock is
next policy. Talkers haven't gone
well in the Mary Anderson.

'

—

George Laffell returned from Chicago where he lined up additional
talent for his musical comedy stock,
now at the Ritz (Walnut).
Jefferson Post (American Legion)
reported clearing $6,000 after paying all expenses and staging "Freiburg
Passion
Play"
at
War
Memorial Auditorium for 11 performances. Take was approximatelv
$28,000.

PORTLAi^D, ME.
— By HAL CRAM
— —
Empire— "Not So Dumb"
"Mother's
Boy."
.Colonial — "Gold Diggers of Broadway."
Portlnnd — "Bio Rita."

Maine '"Phe Awful Truth"; "Slifflilly
Scarlet."
JelTerson
"What Price Love" (stock),
Stote
"No, No, Nanetttf."
Strand-r-"Bulld,osr Drummond."
;

Harold Call (Portland Evening
News) has been elected president
of the Jefferson Workshop.
Austin M. Goodwin, former editor,
Portland Sunday Telegram, now
with the Portland Evening News.
H. J. K. Tewksbury Is new editor
of the Telegram with Hal Cram as
assistant.

Attendance at Jefferson theatre
Hayden Players) has slumped off
so that the stock may be obliged
to close In

a few

-weeks.'

SEATTLE

affairs.

The new Fox house

SECURITY SALESMEN
A FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION
BUYING STOCKS AT PREVAILING PRICES. OFFERING A
UNIQUE LOW-PRICED INVESTMENT TRUST SECURITY "WITH
A READY MARKET. UNDER A
PLAN WHICH APPEALS TO
ALL PURSES, IS PREPARED
TO INTERVIEW CLEAN-CUT,
CAPABLE MEN WITH RECORDS
WHICH WILL BEAR FULL INVESTIGATION
AND
WANT .A PERMANENT' WHO
CONNBCnOIN WHICH ASSURES A
FUTURE.
EXPERIENCE DESIRABLE BUT NOT ESSENTIAL.
IN THE OPINION OP
EXPERTS THE PLAN IS MOST
ATTRACTIVE AND HAS MANY
UNUSUAL FEATURES WHICH
MAKE IT READILY SALABLE.
FULLEST CO-OPERATION AS-

at

FoK— "Anna Christie" (2d week),
Green Bay opened Feb. 14.
Salon of the Film Setting will
i'lfth Ave.— "Sky Hawk"; stage.
be held next week at the School of
Vlue Mouse "l^e Party Girl."
Frank Dau is new assistant man"The Laughing Lady."
Seattle
Architecture of the University of
Muslo Box "She -Couldn't Say No."
ager at the Alhambra (Universal).
Original deSouthern California.
CoUscum "Love, Live, Laugh."
He succeeds Harry Wren who besigns for notable settings in "The
Liberty "Phantom In the House."
came
manager of the Palace-OrThief of Bagdad," "The King of
pheum.
Kings," "No, No, Nanette," will be
Stanleigh Mal6tte here from Portwith
recent land, at the Seattle; as organist,
together
iKAVCRDUND Of THE XTART* exhibited,
modernistic settings.
succeeding Ron and Don.
Exhibitors include Cedric Gib
/
bons, Anton Grot, Jack Oakie, Van
Seattle theatre (Pub) co-operated
Harry Cohen, doing business as
Nest Polglase, and William Ihnen.
locally with radio company in put- the Photophone Co.,
got the smallting over eight-page special Para- est award ever given in a legal suit
Chaz Chase will head F. & M.'s mount-Philco section of Seattle
"Gyp Gyp Gypsy'' Idea, opening at Times (Sunday). Full page on Wil- in this state last vyeek, when he
Used ninety-foot black velvet cycloColorado theatre, Pasadena, liam Powell In "Street of Chanc^' was awarded one cent in suit against
the
Harry, E. Haff. Cohen claimed Haff
rama with two borders and two lee
'
March
G.
then at theatre,
State price.
drops^
installed a Photophone machine in
his theatre on a four months' trial
Six musicians who failed to get
Bill Hartung, many years with
Gaasnep, 113 West 57th St.
paid at the Moscow Inn when M. Orpheum and recently manager lo- period but kept it six months and
Circle 7186
Lawrence, mgr., did a runout, have cal RKO house, now manager of then refused to pay either for the
machine itself or the period It was
received B0% of their money from Seattle
succeeding Bob in use.
theatre,
the owners of the property, who Blair, who becomes northwest manMayor Whalen, of Chelsea, ordered
took over the cafe.
About ^$1,000 ager for Publix.
the Chelsea theatre closed last week,
VOICE TRAINING FOR THE was involved.
declaring 'iniquitous" conditions exTALKIES BY EXPERT
Mayor Frank Edwards; former isted therein.
American
Society
has
decided
not
to
PROMINENT
showman, who made a stake in SeHAS TRAINED
hold its annual convention here this attle at Winter Garden theatre, is
ARTISTS
Richard Ardell, trombone player
summer after all. It will be in the up for re-election at the city pri- (vaude),
of Portland, Ore., was senPKIVATE INSTRUCTION
east again. It was at first figured maries and looks like sure winner
tenced to from four to five years in
for here because of the number of for second term.
Address Box: B. A. Variety,
the state prison last week'. He was,
writers in Hollywood.
convicted of stealing ?2,000 on two.
New York
Jensen -Von Herberg, operators of
The following managerial switches Liberty, Venetian and Ballard thea- counts and of defrauding the Elks
have been made in the Midland tres here, have adopted the 13th Hotel of |89 worth of amusement.
Gueri'Ini & Co Division of Fox West
Coast the- month calendar for their own bookTh( Ltidlni *n*
The Boston Garden has decided to
atres.
Leo Chamberlain succeeds ings and bi2r.
LarHit
stop fouling and faking In boxing
ACCORDEON
George Trainastlch as manager of
bouts
its shows.
FACTORY
The Garden
the Madrid," Kansas City; Earl HilEmil Bondeson, .until closing of officialsat will
in the United Statei
hold up purses due
rtcton ton replaces H. Jones at the Peo- President (Duffy) manager of the fighters when they have not conduct'I1ie
0Dl>
ple's, Chanute, Kan., and Glen Fulihnt mako tn; eei
house, left last Week for Oaldand
ed themselves properly in the ring.
)r Rcedr — made bi
ton succeeds C. Zlle at the Lyons, and Frisco to manage a Duffy house. In
hand.
this move the Garden officials
Emily Lowry, ingenue, has gone to clash
Lyons, Kan.
277-279 Coluinbui
with the State Boxing ComSan Franci^o for Duffy; Clifford mission,
Avanut
who heretofore merely susSan FranoiiM, Cal
After two years Freddie Carter's Dunstan to Portland Dufwin thea- pended boxers for
30 days when they
(Tre* CataloKUM
orchestra is back at the Majestic tre; Leonard Strong has also gone did not behave.
ballroom. Long Beach.
to Portland.

•
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BOSTON

•

WANTEDS

SURED.

SALESMEN ARE CREDITED
WITH RENEWALS AND ARE
GIVEN A SHARE OP PBOPITS
ON NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND CURB EXCHANGE SECURITIES UNDER
A MOST UNIQUE ARRANGE-

WHO

MENT.

WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT HOURS
YOU CAN DETERMINE TO
YOUR ENTIRE SATISFACTION
WHETHER YOU WILL. FIT,
PERMANENTLY INTO THIS
ORGANIZATION AND MAKE
MONEY. SELL US YOUR ABILITY IN A BRIEF LETTER
STATING AGE AND PAST CONNECTIONS. NO DRAWING ACCOUNT
SPECIALISTS
DESIRED.
REMUNERATION ON

.

A COMMISSION
ADDRESS BOX

.

NICW

BASIS.,
300.

YORK

VARIETY

'

Dorothea Antel
226 W. 72d St.
New York City

The Sunshine Shoppe

in Beverly Hills, purchased from
Harley J. Hoyt.
Location at the Wilshire boulevard and Reeves drive.
Improved value to be $500,000.
Architect not yet named.

STRICTLY UNION MADE

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
•GO
Hartmann, Oshkosh

and up
&

Mendel Trunks

ALL MODELS— ALL SIZES ON HAND
AT CnEATLT- KUDHCED PRICES
ALSO 1.000 USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
OPEN EVENINGS
tVRITE FOR CATALOG
»VE DO REPAiniNG

SM

George Cohan plays here

WB

Pacific Coast theatres will
build an 1,800-seat theatre and store
building, 104 x 158 feet, on a site

bic.
SAMUEL NATHANS, Naw

York Citv
Savtnth Avanua, batWMn 40th and 41«t Straata,
80LK AGENTS FOR H ft SI TRCNKS IN THE EAST
Phoned: Lonsacrr 6197. PennBylvania 0004

bling," starting

SAN ANTONIO

——
—
—
—

"Sunnyslde Up" was second week
holdover at Majestic this week. First
time in history of house, now operated by Fox, that film stayed a
second week.
closed

since

Dr.

Lee Frank

lecturing.

Highland Park theatre (suburb)
wired this week. Leaves town all
wired except few small houses in

Mexican section and army post theatres.

.

FRIEND,
WOSIEN'S SPOBT

..c

AND BEADT-TO-

WEAB FOB ETEBY

OCCASION

6609 Hollywood Boulevard

TIC STAMIMID ENGKWING CQ.Im.

aas West

so^st,

ncwyork

week management

in qiiun-

Always the Hit of the Show!
LINE UP COSTUMES THAT YOUR
'

j

'

I

i

San Antonio Symphony Orchestra,
recently chartered, forming here under direction of Otto Zoeller, will
use about 80 pros and amateurs.
Fip.sta

"Gam-

November

when stock flopped after three
weeks, opened this week with grind
show on "Pitfalls of Passion," sex
tllm.

in

'

10.

Dr. Sidney A. Weston, editor and
general manager of the Congregational Publishing Society, has resigned from the committee on the
use of pictures in rellgiouis education, but not without taking a slap
at Will H. Hays and ex-Gov. Milll-:
ken of Maine.

Majestic "Sunnyslde Up"; vauUe.
"No, No, Nonette."
Aztoc "Condemned."
Stnte "Street of Chance."
Empire "Party Girl,"

Texns

Palace,

March

I'or

DANCERS FIND PRACTICAL!
Rent. Sale or Manufactured to lour Desisii.FoT Prices

Wire or Write

HARRY BOURNE

r^scucN I M4RC c Ccwmi Cc
643 so Cll\[

SI,

lC$\NCtHS,tU.

.

•

n

Wednesday, February

V A R

19, 193C

LEONABD HICKS.

W

Irwin'

THE DUPLEX
W

McPherson WlUIanj

J
Holmes
Howells John Head

Mehan Dodd
Wallman Carl

Wone

F

Novit

Barker Randolph
Binder Ray

Pints

Roy

.

four

Jules,

&

New York

British Film Field

Doyle

West 61ai Street
Columbus 8960

Philip

355

Shaw

West 51st Street
Columbus 1S60

Smith Rex

tributor.

THINGS HAVE CHANGED

"It.

The late Art Hickman first tooted
a tune atop the Ziegfeld Hoof on
that California whistle he brought

NevwIy

All

$ S and^ Up 61n«I«
$12 and Up Double

dates for talkers,
with- a closer attention to barring.
Is now beginning to operate, which
calls for a larger quantity of prod-,
duct, thQ effect of which will be to
Increase materially the number of
American feature registrations from
Oct. 1 last on. And as wiring brings
in weekly more theatres for talker
bookings, the tendency (already observable in London) for first-run
houses to run two feature programs

Telephone

|

Address

all

communications to

Principal Office: Landseer Apts., 245 West 51st street, New York
All apartments can be seen e-v.enings. Ofllce in each building
Forniabed or UnfonilBhed.
WUI Lease by the Week Hontb or Xear

Street
City

BRTANT

New

—

— ^-

7229-29

Phone:

over "Beethoven" and Baclanova^s
workless trip on this side.

LOJNOAtRE

e90&

111 Hi

.

'

,

"

Monday

A
OiLlvlxliV

COMPLETE FOR UOt'S£MEEPU>°0.

325 West
Private

Bath.

3-4

.

Lil Lorraine threw a cooch accompaniment into her song, "I'm
Crazy About That Man," and electrified Hammerstein's Roof.

Willie

,Hammersteln

never had
in the Victoria (vaude)
because Oscar; Sr., would
drop in and nonchalantly clean the

Virginia Li€6 Corbin on vacation.
rehearsing
Logan'
Jacqueline

.

,

"Hullo Europe,"- in six languages,
in ahead of Jaydee Williams
with a concrete multilingual proUsing jEngUsh, French,
Italian,
German,
Spanish
and
Swedish.

jumps

'

duction.

Room*.

Caterinji to the
the profeislon,

Shurey,

woman

Mrs. Jackaoo

137-139

NEW

Tiiii

example.
Sir Patrick Hastings, defendlug,
claimed there was no case to answer
and called no evidence. Justice Hor
ridge left it to the Jury and ad
Journed the hearing.
Pictures and
strong wave of
is awash right
better described

A
ism
is

but

as

market

your
it

Politics

anti-Americannow. Maybe It
as pro-British,
films dominate this

actually

resolves

itself

Into the former.
Every angle for

.

'

-

F HOTEL ELK ^

Chaplln-

205

I

West 53rd

Strpot

.

Just Ea.at of Broadwaynunnlni; Water Telephone In Every

—

Room—Bath Adjacent
Model Dny and Nl«rht- !^rvld«
Single,

With private
'

t9— $10
bath,

Transient!),

$11— $13

$l.£0,-tip

Program Changes
Par takes the Harold Lloyd talk- cense-Issulng authority.
er out of the Carlton this 11th and
autliorlty
licensing
Barnstaple
replace it with "Love Parade," open- closed the balcony of theatre Royal
ing with an Invitation gala show In (a P. C. T. 'house), which reduced
the evening.
the seating from 62S to 372, so the
"Marianne" Is the Empire's .sec- owners have closed the house, which
ond successive flop, "Hallelujah" be- leaves Barnstaple without a picture
ing the first. Program changed to theatre and a population of 15,000.
"Their Own Desire." Meantime Sid- Balcony of Lyceum, .Telgnmouth,
ney Bernstein, prominent London also closed by magistrates on th©
exhlb, claims he told Sam Eckman ground of danger through wooden
"Hallelujah" was no artistic pic- projection booth being under balture, but the press critic.s would cony flo'or.
hail it so. Sidney sure said a mouthNewcastle City Watoh Committee
ful, at least about the critics. They Ordered
closing of
two picture
had hysterics over the Vldor opus. houses In this town. Gaiety and
enough
smart
to
Now Bernstein,
Kings. Gaiety IB- an old- converted
grab the publicity, runs the film hall built In 1837. Subsequently the
at his Enfield Rialto for a week order was withdrawn and temporfrom Feb. 17, taking an audience ary llcen.sei3 till Fejj.,,2.? Issued, on
questionnaire on the press opinion.
condition there were rxo children's
"Golddlggers" finishes a good run matinees, sides of GaJoty balcony
at the Regal Feb. 23 and jglv^s place to be closed and no children admitto Elinor Glyn's "Knowing Men," ted to rest of balcony, and JKlngs'
which will not rival "Golddlggers."
balcony shut down.
Alhambra takes "Atlantic" off and
puts in "Elstree Calling." Latter Is
People.and Such
a revue with Will Fyffe and Lily
Harry Lachman's next direction
Morris, understood to have stage for British International will be a
contracts with the General Tlicatres' ta/ker of "Yellow Mask," Edgar
end Of Gaumont-Brltish.
Wallace's Chinese stage meller.
Capitol has a b. o. peach In
E. C. Shapcoro, old-time exhlb of
"Flight," whl';h has hit the public Nottingham, and owner of a numwftU in the eye. 'Nother air film at ber of Midland theatres, most of
the Tivoli, "Sky Hawk," not doing which he sold to Gaumont-Brltish,
so well.
died Feb. 4, aged 40.
.

.

London this will not happen, but fly .kites for coming promotions In
Londoners know the words and mu- which some of the more active
sic of Zep raids, so well they can writers
of antl-Amerlcan propadetect the fiat notes.
ganda are believed to have been
till.
promised Jobs. This week, this lanThe Pan Plant
guage thing got as far as a quesHere's a fine sample of the basis tion being asked in the House of
The mob always had Sunday
pinner at Ben Rellly's, near the on which the American dl.stributors Commons, when Sir Alfred Knox
are attacked in the press for han
asked William Graham, president of
Hudson, on west 177th street.
dling quota junk. Says Ivor Brown the Board of Trade, if. he would take
in a highbrow weekly, "Saturday steps to limit the import of AmeriWilson MIzner went Into the imi- Review":. "I have heard it rumored can talkers in order to protect the
tation oil painting business.
Tightening Up
that the Americans, when choosing English language and encourage the
Engll.sh shorts for quota purposes, production of British films, Mr. GraPaisley fire has oau.sod a big Increase In inspection. One exhibitor
The Ponselle Sisters, Ro.'?a and like to .select a bad one, in order to ham said he wouldn't.
discredit
English
fined
and
the
quotji
Board
Trade,
was
$50 and $26 costs for
films
I're.^ident
of
the
of
Carmela, were in vaudeville and
principle.
If that is .so, this little a-sked also if he recognized the film having a chain on an exit door, even
known as the Ponsillo Sisters.
fragment might be a trophy in their act had" broken down (this arose though the house was not open, and
bag."
partly out of publicized suggestions there was no film in tlui projection
Roy Cumniings trouped a homeAnd he is referring to a short to abolish quota for exhibitors and booth.
madei auto all over the country with made with. Heather Thatcher, dls
Another c.nse at Carshalton, Surraise distributors' quota to 25%),
him.
tributed by in English company and said he didn't think the act had ri--y, brought a fine of $150 for obshown at the Capitol, an Engll.sh- failod and intimated there was no structing a pa.ssago with a chair and
tabic and not having fihn.s In metal
owned key house.
prospect of It being revised.
B. "S. Muckenfuss, father of RoAnother stick was found whf/n a containers when not In u.se.
salie Stewart, was house manager
lOxmouth
(Devon)
Bits and Pieces
loud holler was made because the
magistrates
of -the Majestic theatre, Inter.state
Majos:tio, Lefd.s,' playing "Desert Empire Markctin.g Board .showed a liave ruled tliere must be one adult
housle, in Dallas:, Tex.
Song" three a day, pa.M.sed 47,000 film of the Leviathan at the Im- to each 25 cliildren at kid hiatlnee.s
HoiIs« perial In.stltute.
The Imperialistic and are also adjourning license appeople tlirouKh the gate.
Frpd Allen was sent out to kill -scats around 2,200.
prfss at once wanted to know why pUcation.s till nil exits are made to
nta.sk waits .frith a Shubert attracf'harlf.s Whlttakf>r's
".Source of a film of a Erlti.sh liner could not opfin outward and oimncd at every
tion.
Between gags he'd part th"-- the Tham<'.s" film, part of a Plaza have been shown instead of an performance.
At Durh.'im the poll'in .si.ipeiinourtains;and look backstage. After bill, l.s a nice plecp of work benefic- Amrrjcan, Empire Marketing Board
ing by the. absf^nce of actors.
retorting there were none and Cu- tendent asked for su.spenslon of all
tills happened a couple; dozen times
Bi-ltlsh
& Dominions (Wilcosc nard line coming back to. say they llcen.ses till theatre owner.s .»*ho\ved
he .said to' the audience: "Well,
company) and Gramorihone Co, havo had plenty and had never bef
proof they )i;id insured agaln-'<t tlilrd
they're apt to pack up and leave busted Joint production cfontratt "by a.<:k('d for them,
party risk. Su«-<(-.«iio.n wa.t ijnlor.s'Ml
me out- here,"
mutual con.sent." This follows a Jam
Stoll Picture ca.sheH In on thi.s lat- by the magistrates, who aru the II-

.

.

Randolph R. Richards has withdrawn his nomination for vice-presidency of the exhibitors, leaving
Reginald "V. Crow as only candidate for tills office.

.

Here's

The Go-Getters
to make it snappy.

how

Pathe Freres Cinema has a shop
window on .Llslo street with home
projectors on show.
were In the window

.

lic

,

to

On

Feb.

6

signs

t'?lllng the pubbuy a home equipment for

Christmas, and another saying ','gt-t
films for your Christmas parly by
joining the film libnu-y,"

Hero and There
Peter Burnup takes over as film
on "Dally Mail" April 1, still
carrying on "Sunday Dlspateli,"
both Itotlu-rmerc papers.
Sidney Olcott Is back in town
dickering for a direction conti-aot.
orltic

•

)

.

.

the Ideal hotel for the Prorce'sloii— Is the
hcnrt of the theatrloal sortlon

1>

Pfiones Bryant .05^3.-A-5

.

and picked on Dinah as an

sliowcr.'i.

'

'

a slam Is actively
explored, but most of the attack
comes at the language question. So
large a percentage of talkers seen
here so far have been bafkstage
The film "Sky Hawk,", for which or other wisecracking films, the
the party was held, went Into the air has been full of slang and a
Despite
Rita."
"Rio
Tivoli following
Broadway accent. That Is causing
the Fox claims about research, It the kicks.
has_ a number of Inaccuracies and
Behind the attacks Is the desire
got several wrong spot laughs from to depopularize the American talker
Outside in favor of the native, as well as to
a fii'st-night audience.

.

iclcillibnes,

..
---SIZ for Singrle-.Ronm
$10.r>0-^$17.60 for Dooblc Kogm
918.00-$10.00-$2I.OO for 'Double Room
(with Priyate Bath)

director
Without Tears" and "The
who has made soine half-dozen Brit- "Beauty
New Waiter," the next week.
ish films typical of their period, has
But a native producer working
brought a libel action against a fan concurrently has taken, four days
papei'.
Mag ran an article about
two-reel short.
women not making good film direc- over a
tors,

St.

YORK; CITS

rcst

—

Fitagibbon and Gordon Bostock. In
two weeks they ha\'e shot four films
and are previewing them the middle
6f this mbntli. Gordort Bostock and
Monty. Banks shot "Eve's Fall."
four-reelei-, in thred days, and -the
Night"
"Amateur
shot
former
old

West 4Bth

roniDlctoly rcniod'dcd ovco'ihlng of
bc3l-—iSlmmon<i furniture (BenutyronltrcsBC!)), hot and rolU water,

tlio

-

the

of

chnree

hi

—

Getting a Rushing
Producers Distributing Co. (Joe
Kennedy's Pathe-.end. here)., .began
production of quota films on their
own account Jan. 23 under Steve

like

now

ACKSON

tanla.
As this film shows, the
Statue of Liberty and New York
docks m'aybe Ihe press will start
another dogfight about that.

(something

CITY

eoo'venlence

UP

$15.00-

Karno vaude act) over a week-end,
Chariot making two,
^\'ith Andre

Shurey Sues

Dinah

any colli
boxoflflce,

•

Prop.

CLEAN AND AIBT.

NEW
YORK
comfort and

43rcl Street

'

.

SCHJIEIDER,

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

.

'Symphony in Two Flats," with Ivor
Novello and most of the cast playpoint of Impossible to make the. ing the stage version at the New.
small Independent exhibitor grasp Jacky had a reception thrown for
the present and future situation. As her at the Stoll and made a 10a mass -he -Insists tliere ajfe ..some minute .speech,.. .then ..sat on. a ros;
2,000 unwired theatres in this mar- trum
signed
photbgrapfis.
and
ket, knows ther« are some 12,000 in Ivor's mommar Mme. Novello-Davis,
America; and refuses to believe came with her.
American producers will not make
Julius Hagen making a talker,

afternoons at the Colonial, New York, used to almost make
or brfejLk ?icts according to the silents for these.
and. tlie top
gallery''s '.. reception,
Sidney Kent happened to say,
flight- moti about tore this -house when he was luei-e, that th^re was aapart for Hedges Brbthetfl and divided public,- part of which still
preferred silents, and the small men
Jacobso'n..
have seized this without reference
to Kent's further explanation of
Jimmy Sales' eat in his raised economics.
They seem mentally inchair at the Palladium, London; and capable of un'aierstanding that talkdirected In wjh'lte Jtid gloves;
ers produce around 90% of the
gross, despite their minority in numToni'.McNaughton first did 'The bers, and will not get the Idea how
Three Trees" in "T,he Spring Maid," impossible it is' for producers to
make product for a 10% market as
Christie MacDonald's operetta.
represented by the still unwired
small houses.
The 'Broadway boys used to hang
out at the back tables on the. ZiegFo)c Throws a Party
feld Roof. But the money men sat
Nobody at a dinner thrown by
up front to. look at Yvonne Shelton, Fox at the Savoy Jan. 27 would beOlive Thomas, Dolores, Jessie Reed, lieve there was no dough In the
Kay Uaurel, Martha. Mansfield, Lil- kitty. They had everything, and
a head
lian Lorraine, Katherine Perry, and must have spent arourfd $15
on the party. Will Rogers rolled up
the "Ballo6n Nun^ber."
and did his stuff, cracking mainly
about his spur-of-the-moment stage
Frank Carter made Beeohhurst, appearance at Stoll's Kings^ay
L. L, from the New Amsterdam house' on the previous Saturday
stage door in 14 minutes in hls" '16 night. Sir Sefton -Brancker, one of
National raceabout, and regularly the heads of the British air force,
danced on the lawn for the natives pulled a gag about aviation on the
implication,
In the white silk nlghtgoAvns he al- bum, with the English
producing a frozen silence for a
ways wore.
couple of seconds.

P.

.OlfiO.

rpTTTTI T>l?l>nniJ

Get a load of this from a press
notice sent out bjr Shaftesbury Avenue. Pavilion, the Gaumont art theatre: This is an abstract film. Light
The
Is the sole hero of the picture.
movements of li^rht are symphonic,
and definite emotions are induced by

is being
Irving Berlin, scared to death, first runs in central London,
backed up at the StoU Kings way
opened at the London Hippodrome house with another talker, "Salute."
and 'upon announcing he would sing
Despite this, it Is difficult to the

"Alexander's
Bagtfme Band." ... a gal' ery voice
Jhpllered: "You're a Ua.i."
And he
.got over, aTiyway.
"

'

CHARLES TENENBAUM

44tl(i

New York
Phone

I

_

^^^^

\b

him from the Coast. Band was with a weekly change will still furSTEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Yqt-k'S first earfull of the ther consume product. Even a feamodern conception of dance music. ture like "Bulldog Di-ummond," counter rhythms achieved by superter by showing a short of the Aqulwhich had some 20 simultaneous impositions." Yeah.

•with

composition,

3560 Longacre

Street.

UP WEEKLY—$70.00 UP MONTHLY

All apartments directly under the supervision of the oxvner
In the center of the theatrical district. All fireproof buildings

Each Room

We9t

'02

I

f18.00

and Cold Water

riot

and

changing programs weekly. More
wiring and consequently most close-

"'V^

Decorated

-

ly defined release

(Continued fi'om page 47)..
dergraduates cut-In- offered: "Do
yon know who yoii'i'e dancing 'with?
Connie Bennett, lucky boy." And

West 45tb

1-2-3-4-room apartments. Private bath, phone, kitchen or kitchenette.
(Continued from page 4)
tion in wliich airoynd one-fourth of
the qiiantlty of features was supplying the first runs and actually
producing a larger gross for the dis-

Retta.

West 48th Street
3830 Longacre

312

HILDONA COURT

City
341-347

Seabury Ralph

,

WEEK

HENRI COURT

IRVINGTON HALL

Fan*
Street

•
.

Esslcy

own

DAI

1>ER

WEEKLX

West 65th Street
Columbus 6066

343

246

Telephone

WeM 46th

264-268

In part this Is now working away,
and most of the first-run houses are

his

921.00

BENDOR COURT

LANDSEER APTS.

aad Up SIbkIc
>nd Up Doable
Shower Batba. Hot
and Cold Water and
,

9U

.

Blectrlc

Thorn Bin

meant

AND

917.60

600 HOUSEKEEPING APAPTTMENTS

Opposite
V. A. Club

Robertson K'th'rlne

WBertC

&

.

WEEKLX

Goodlette .W J;

Hall

New York
'

.

& Duker

Bill

Glftord
Gilbert

Street,

LoDKftcre T132
:

Prince

Johnson

Calvert Charley
Carlta Senorita-

Cooke

West 43rd

Three and tour rooms with batb,
complete kitchen. Modern In every

Janls Frank

F

Balnsfair

330

particular.
Will accommodate
or more adulta.
912.00 UP

CHICAGO OFFICE
Arco Snmniy
Ayers Cecil

DOUBLE ROOU WITH BATH

Preaident

HOUSEKEEPING FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

Leonard Leon
Lltthorne Helen

F B

Holden

GRANT
SINGLE KOO.M WlTIIODl BATH, 9I.2S A>'D 9I.S0
SINGLE ICOOM. BATH, $2.00 PEK DAY
DOUBLE ROOM WlTHOUl UATH. S14.0U. PER

OMIiT

Kneeland Jack
Kuhze Max

Mae

Glammatllo

GRANT— CHicoigo

LORRAINE

Keeler Kate

Pierre Prof
Brothers Bvlyn

71

SINGLE BOOH, BATH, 93.00 DP
DOUBLE ROOM. BATH. S11.B0 AND 921.00 WEBKLl
DOUBLE WITHOUT BATH. 914.00 WEEKLY

UCTTKK8 ADVKRTISBD IN

ONB ISSDB

E T Y

and

When SendliiK for HaO to
TABUETV. AddroM HmU CUrk.
rOBTCABDS, AJDVERTISINO m
OIBOVLAB LbTTERS WELX MOT
BB AJDVBBTIBBD

Brookhart Bea

I

I

I

I

Barbara Au.yten, Canadian-Welsh
sup-

into the Alhambra
."-.oiH'ario,
porting "JOIstrco Calling."
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Another Song Scoop
One

of

outstdnding

the

advent of the

At

last!

Robbins!

for

scores

since

''Talkies''

Great stage material

for

the

perfo

%

-:

COOKING BREAKFAST FOR THE ONE
Lyric

by William Rose

.

I

LOVE

Music by Henry Tobias

WHEN
Lyric

the

A

WOMAN

LOVES A

MAN

Music by Ralph Rainger

by William Rose

KICKIN' A HOLE IN THE SKY
Lyric

by William Rose & Ballard Macdonald

Robbins Music Corporation

Music by Jesse Greer

799Seventh Avenue. NewYork
CxcLvLiiue ^istribtttors for

William Rose,

Inc.
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TRANS-ATLAMIC CABARETS
No

Joint,

No Take Indoor

Nets 20

G's;

Hartford, Conn., Feb.

May Be New
25.

The Indoor circus Is showing
eigns of staging a healthy comeback hut with a heavy coat of white
The sting 'em store, the
wash.
gambling joint and the fly-by-nlght
•promoter are out from the look of

•

Circus

The best proof is in
.the situation.
.the indoor circus staged laat "week
the Armory, by the Sphinx Temot .the Shrine, at which every.thlng was controlfed by the Shrine
aqd there weren't any concessions
At all other than juice, pop-corn
•and peanuts. Even these were run
by the lodge Itself.
Nets $20,000 in Week
Into a building with a capacity of
10,000 they jammed some 14,000
people on Friday night and turned
away several thousands more. The
Shrine netted better than $20,000
on the week with an $8,000 bill of
attractions, giving two shows daily.
There was a side-show for which
two bits admission was charged,
and this netted about $1,500 on the
week. It is estimated that close to
90,000 people attended six days and
.At

ple.

Fashion

Caution
Chicago, Feb.

25.

German

order speciUcally,
One night a bunch whooping
out of cigarettes.
it up ran
They asked the boss of the
speak If he had any. The old
fellow
went out of sight,

sneaked back with something
concealed, and slyly shoved
the clgs Into the pocket of
one.

"Don't let anybody see," he
whispered, "I ain't got no license."

FIGURE 21 FILM HOUSES

ON B'WAY NEXT SEASON

The show was' staged as a oneNext season pictures will probcircus with clowns, an anably take over Broadway from 4 2d
and all the trimmings.
Local Shrine handled everything it- to B3rd streets, on a 100% basis
nouncer

about 12 dlfterent committees with the exception of perhaps two
actually working for the success of houses,
RKO's Palace, straight
the venture. Very little paper was vaude, and the Globe, which may go
given out, as it wasn't a case of
back
to legit. By the time the 1930
papering the towH to get the chumps
In to take 'em at the joints.
The '31 season gets under way, there
side-show was open at all times, may be 21 picture theatres on amuse
but, of course, got the heaviest play ment alley
as against that one
between shows, there belng^ about
house, the Palace.
10
different
attraction under a
These 21 include not only the
top which was set just Inside the
front door.
Prom there on the many former legit houses, but also
armory was filled with seats banked Warners' new Hollywood, which will
around the ring.
likely go film between musicals, as
self,

.

The show itself was booked by
Wirth & Hamid and consisted of well as the last of the burlesque
the Wlrth Family, Edith Segrlst sites, the Columbia, which Radio is
slated to take over Sept. 1.
The
(Continued on page 48)

Cohan

CRUSADING TAB BAUIES
BIZ INTO
Dance

ROUGH JOINTS

halls with

a rop for letting

everything go are getting the biggest play of the season right now.
Clean dance halls, which set a certain standard- for dancing and draw
the line at rough stuff on the floor
are dying.
Tliis appcaro to be due to the
crusade which a New York daily tab
conducted jigamst the disreputable
dance halls. Crusade seems to have
accompHsiied Just the opposite of
what it set out to do.

The manner
Pliiyod

up

in

which the

tlie rou.ijh

liou.so

dally

dancing

pmporiums proved a big draw. Not
only that, l)ut it gave the addresses
of the halls, making known where
thfy wore located to many men who
"wore looking for a .=ipot but didn't
know wliero to find it. They desertod their old haunts in favor of
tlio.so the tab warned against.

is

now

generally considered

a film house, "With the Astor under
lease to M-G-M, the Gaiety to Tiffany, the Central to First National

Be

First

Knowledge!

Ocean

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
A n^ew face- around the
studios belonging to a scenarist
cut loose on Tommy
Dugan by uttering:

Club

Eliminates Regular Ship's
Concert
Floating Stock
Troupes Seen as De.velppmeni

—

.

.

IDEA

MAY SPREAD

Prohibition

is

partly responsible

"Mr. Dugan,
start

my

I

am

script for

about to
your pic-

ture and will you tell me the
"words you stutter best on?".

AIR ANNOUNCERS START

ASSOCIATE UNION IN CHI

newest attempt at comChicago, Feb. 25.
batting ennui on the high seas
Radio announcers will have their
complete trans-Atlantic cabaret. No
own union here next week. It will
more ship's concerts with- Sioux be aflflliated with the electricians

for the

—

City's
Madame Butterfly leaning
against the piano and yodeling passengers into a quiet bridge game on
the lower deck.

No Banquet Gas
Ogden, Utah, Feb. 25.
is growing nerts
Faired haired

Western America
ovfer

Outfitted with

Night

Complete

Scene In one of those beer
run by an old-fashioned
couple. "When you go
In you sit down at a table and
are served with sandwiches,
beer and wine, before you even

'flats

ring

'

Liner to

Cups Out for Americanized

Ski Boys-^ash and

ON OTHER SHIPS
"Leviathan"

•nights.

•

Silver

BEPir TO L

winter sports.

boys from Norway and dog team
drivers are finding sudden and unexpected prosperity.
Around 5,000 persons paid $1 each
a day to see the dog derby and ski
Jumping at Truckee In January.

Another 8,000 paid $1 a day to
see a dog derby and ski Jumping
OgdeDi Utah, Feb.. 15 and IC.
Ashton, Idaho, claims io.OOO for its
American dog derby Feb. 22.
These three towns are In the
Western America Winter Sports
Ass'n., the same performers competing In the three events.
Dog teams and drivers are backed
(Continued on page 72)

an.

.

_

.

..

union.

Booze Peddler wkh Free

AH mike

boys In the city have
Acts as
List Gag
a charter has been
granted.
One of the first moves,
The "Leviathan" will hey-hey it- officials say, will be an increase In
A
Times Square bootlegger has
self back and forth this summer salary.
Organization is backed by found
a unique means of developwith a regular cabaret on board. the A. F. of L.
ing new customers.
He' Is posing
Construction of the special oceanic
as a club bcoker and Is reported
night club is being accomplished
doing heavy business.
while the ship is in dry dock.
Renz, Equestrienne,
The 'legger usually books enterBecause the passenger lists of
tainers for the parties and clubs
American boats may dine but not
Does Comeback at 71 at a nominal fee or even without
wine, the Merchant Marine has
charge to the club, saying he Is
been forced to concentrate on some
glad to do this in return for the
Vienna, Feb. 25.
way to overcome the competition of
Therese Renz, famous bareback names and addresses of the promthe more liberal foreign pleasure
inent
members. Second explanation
ships. The. cabaret Is the 1930 an- rider, retired many years and now
Is that he may be able to get future
71 years old^ is doing a sensational
swer.
business from them.
Whether a chorus troupe will be comeback at the Cirque here bearOnly engagements the booze seller
carried Is not known, but versa- ing her name. She Is still agile and
is willing to book are small ones,
performers are being sought as active as she was many years for which
tile
he uses a minimum of
and the idea may develop into aqua- ago. She began her sawdust career entertainers. He sells- the affair to
at 18.
(Continued on page 72)
At the height of her fame she the entertainers as a benefit and
gave Instruction in riding to the pays them $5 to $8 for the night.
Empress Elizabeth and to all the He also asks for gratis help from
friends and relatives who can yodel
Archduchesses of the brilliant court
signed,

Chump

and

Mme.

GROSS
See America
—
WEEKEND Don't Forget Joseph
of

Emperor Franz

Josef.

First

IN

^And

St.

or hoof.
Sale of only one case of liquor
as a rsult of a booking offsets his
Investment,
He always remlni^s
prospective customers that he Is the
guy who supplied the free entertainment.

Joseph, Mo., Fob. 2S.
For the first time in sfveral years
and the Winter Garden to Warners,
St. Josopli stands today an open
the chances are slim for a legit show
town. Matters have been heading
Sneezer's
Hotel
actually playing on Broadway.
If
that way for .six months.
Radio gives up the Globe, upon reBethlehem, N. H., »Feb. 25.
Various forme of wheels are In
opening the Columbia, that will be
A hotel win be erected by several
operation,
San
Diego,
Feb.
23.
numbering
seven,
for
a
the stage's m-ost likely spot.
prominent victims of hay fever In
It
but recently became kno\vn town of 85.000, and the promoters the
The 21 theatres dotting Broadway
White mountains of New
holdup of the gambling have become so fearless that one Hamp.shire
that -vUl be playing pictures next that a vain
for the exclusive use of
casino at Agua Callente on a Mon- lists himself.
sufferers.
season are the Cohan, Rlalto, CriThey have organized the
Last summer gambling
morning at four yielded the
St.

AT CALIENTE

Paramount, Loew's New
York, Loew's State, Astor, Gaiety,
Embassy, Globe, Central, Strand,
Rlvoll,
Winter Garden, Capitol,
terion,

(Continued on page 79)

NUT MARATHON

day
bandits $460,000 in cash and checks.
That amount was the gross for the
Mexican resort over the week-end.
Knowing the hold up had been an
in.side job more or loss, as the place
is amply "protected," one of the robbers was caught within two hours,
and the entire amount Stolen re-

Toledo, Feb. 2.>.
covered;
Argoniie Post, American Lo.ijion,
No news of this hold up leaked
has a "mad marathon" on now. out, although a former attempt to
Been going a week.
burgle the treasurer was reported.
Entrants can rock, dance, talk,
Callf'nto's
layout reijrosunts an
fiagpole-sit or anything else, a.s long Invosttnent of between seven and
as they don't give up.
Some 52 eight millions. It's a stock company
couplos entered and 16 lasted out with stock first selling at $10 a
the first week,
share now quoted at $80,

Own

was con- United Hay Fever

fined to the rural districts because
the sheriff was more lenient than
the police department.
the

club.

Joseph D. Gastwirth, treasurer,
says the hotel proposition is interesting hay fever victims throughgambling establl.shments have out
the country and membership
moved to town. It's not hard for
has been oversubscribed.
any stranger to find poker, dice, or
roulftte within half an hour after
arriving here,
Liquor, of course, always has been

Now

moi-(>

booze

or
is

IC'Hs
$.').50

includes the
tlon.

plentiful.
Bonded
$6 a pint, which
jjrcscripIs all prifes, but

and

cost of the

Moonshine

good rye or corn whl."^l{y can Ijo
bought fit $15 a gallon, dfllvcrod.
See America first— and Inrtludc
St. Joseph.

BROOKS
.

THE NAME YOO GO BY
WHEN YOU CO TO BOY

[COSTUMES
1437 B WAY.

N.Y.

ALSO ZJ.OOO

TEL5S80

COiTUMCS TO BfMT

-

PENN.

'

'

FOREIGN SHOW NEWS

•VARIETY'S" PARIS OFFICE
Paris Building, 15 Boulevard Italiens

Russia a Great Country for Concert
Artists

Who Take Bows

Moscow, Feb.

Even Snubbed the Naval Parley

as Salary

LONDON "FOLIES" DRAPED

London, Feb. 25.
Latest illustration of the operation of the monopolistic British
Broadcasting Corporation Is the difficulties experienced by the Naval
Conference In getting its meetings
^ London, Feb. 25.
The Julian "Wylie promised show broadcast as was much desired by
for the Victoria PaJace Is cold for the diplomats for propaganda purthe time being and that house's poses.
Company at first turned down the
first big show will be the "Folies
Bergere Revue" from Paris, minus conference and when pressed for an
explanation it developed that their
its nudity and the French cast, but
studio engineer goes home at midotherwise Intact.
night and they wouldn't inconveni-,
Glenn Ellyn, American dancer ence
themselves with the early
with the Paris production, seems the morning
broadcasts the conference
only principal in view for transfer
desired.
This red tape was finally
here.
out. Conference pays company $1,Show Is to be staged by Tom 500 per broadcast.
Arnold, provincial revue producer
British Broadcasting Corporation
associated with Moss Empires, and is biggest in world outside of
opens April 7. Charles Au-stin and N. B. C. in America. It has everyIvor Vintor are under engagement. thing its own way and can marshal
10,000,000 listeners, yet last year it
operated at a deficit.
Adminis-

10.

own abundance

of con- Berlin to See "Sexe Faible," Paris
bad and niiddlln',
Comedy Hit
the Soviet Union is tremendously
Interested in foreign conductors and
Paris, Feb. 25.
alsoloists. Guest performers here
Fritz Wreede of Felix Block &
ways get the benefit of the doubt Erben, German play brokers In
from the music loving public which Paris, has sold Edouard Bourdet's
crowds the Conservatory audito- "Le Sexe Faible" ("The Weaker
rium, the largest concert hall here Sex") to Max Reinhardt for Immeoutside the opera house, whenever diate production In Berlin.
a foreign name is announced.
Piece Is the biggest comedyBut the public, though Itind and drama hit in Paris, playing at the
optimistic. Is not dumb, musically Michodiere.
Gilbert Miller has the
speaking. Many a foreign singer or play sewed up for the States.
its

Paris Bergere Revue to Have British Cast and Clothes

cert, talent, good,

,

heralded in foot
high letters on the bill posters, has

OPERA PROFITS,
BIG SHOW TURNS FLOP
Budapest, Feb.

14.

'

In an effort to circumvent an existing contract giving t-he manager,
Revesz, production rights to "his
next musical comedy in Budapest,"

Andor Kardos, the author, produced
-

In th6 suburbs an old play of his
<!wn so that "Venus- of Biarritz," .his.

new show,

would not be under
Revesz's control.
Although the courts sustained the
•author In his legal legerdemain, the
piquancy of the situation exists
th6 fact that the old play tvjrned out
to
be a financial success while
"Venus," of which the author expected such big profits, was a flop.

"BRIDE,"

LONDON HIT

Galli Curci Disappoints
Bucharest, Feb. 25.
Inclement .weather and the fatigue
of travel are given as the reason
last minute postponement of
Curd's concert here from
Thursday to Sunday. Change of

Maria Rasputin, reputed daugh- for

mad monk

of

stranded here en route to
Broadway, where she expected to go

Russia,

Is

Into vaudeville.
LevlkofC, local agent, says Joseph
Padlesny, International agent living In Floral Park, Long Island,
near New York, gave the girl an
o. k. on dates for America at $250
a week, but failed to remit money
for her passage to the States.

Galli

schedule modifies coloratura's tour.

Prague, Feb.

25.

Gain Curci was mildly received
here, critics commenting on the absence of the diva's former vigorous
timbi'e.

Opera star Is the highest paid
singer in Hungary, getting $12,000
for three nights.

Hay-Bolton Comedy

JOHNSON DUE BACK

Millard Johnson, "NieWTTork
London, Feb. 25.
Scotch comedy, "A Song resentative of Union Theatres,
returns to New
of Sixpence," by Ian Hay and Guy Australia,
12 after a five months'
March
provinces
opens in the
Bolton,

A new

10.

In

•

NOW

bill

international

England

flavor.

is

of starting the
ripple of slander which

may become
ing,

a destroy-

wave.

HB. AND Mns. JACK NORWORTU
ISO Went 44th Street
New York

'

John Reith. The

of the

company.

.

Marks Heads

•

American contingent has the Worked like a Trojan and panicked
Reno Bros., making their English the crowd up to a beg-off speech iX
debut .ind going over~incely; "Wiser the

in the audience shouted

have
X<et's
"We're In France.
French songs," Outbreak happened
just before intermission and the disturber repeated his cries before the
police gathered In the lobby, declaring he would continue his protests If they allowed him to return
to his seat.
By-standers gave him every support and declared themselves In
agreement, giving evidence of widespread anti-vodka feeling. This has
been brewing a long time. Paris
has a large Russe population, including an assortment of grand
dukes and people who declare themselves ex-Czarist nobles. They engage In all kinds of occupations,
particularly sponsoring high-priced
night spots, such as the Casa Nova,
Sheherazade, Russian Eagle.
Frenchmen, when they are made
the victims of the Russian gyp In
cabarets, come through with' the
ready retort of threatened publicity,
telling the club managers, "It Is
you Russians who. are giving us
Frenchmen a bad name for extorThat flattens the
tionate prices."
Russians oyt instantly.
'

-

finish;

Cyril RItchard and Madge Elliott,
and Ward, act formerly Moran and
Wiser, In the closing spot and hold- stars from musical comedy, give
ing them in. Monday show played class to the program, -with nice support
from "Poodles" and George
to capacity at the matinee.
Hanneford and the Family.
Harry Gordon returns here after
several months since he was overPilcer-Marnac Revue
exploited as a "find" in the way of

Halted for Present Scotch comedians. He flopped at
that time and now is spotted No. 2
Paris, Feb. 25.
where he belongs and where he does
Failure of Harry Pilcer to get
well.
together with Jane Marnac on a
projected production at the Apollo
has brought embarrassment to sev^
Deal
eral players destined for the sup- *Dear Love' Out;

No

posed revue.
Gertrude Hoffman

Is

here and un-

For London 'Frenchmen'

London, Feb. 25.
certain what to do. She came over
Notice went up Friday for "Dear
in anticipation of taking a hand In
the revue. Now Pilcer Is idling on Love," the Clayton & Waller piece
the Riviera while Mme. Marnac Is at the Palace.
At the same time word came from
In London nursing her husband. Major Keith Trevor, still critically 111 New York that Herbert Clayton was
sailing from New York tomorrow
there.

Meanwhile "The Shanghai Gesture" (Wed.) and Intimating he had made
continues poorly at the Apollo with no deal for the English right to
an understudy ir. the role first play- "Fifty Million Frenchmen." There
no immediate successor for
ed by the actress -manager.
It Is Is
Love" In sight at the
to be withdrawn soon, with "Bitter "Dear
moment.
Sweet" succeeding.
The Shuberts have bought the
American rights for the Palace
piece and are anxious to get Sydney
U. S. Society Sponsors
Howard and Vera Pearce to play
Iheir
original roles on Bi-oadway.
Royal Turkish Dancer
Howard, however. Is not available,
Suit Over "Wings" Music
Paris, Feb. 26.
being
under
cbntract
Lee
to
Oriental
danBeder-Kahn,
Leila
London, Feb. 25.
Ephraim for the lead in "Heads
Ricordi Music Co, publishers, have cer who says she is a Turkish prinUp" which Ephraim will produce
applied for an injunction restrain- cess, is going to the States under
here
as
soon
his
"Rio
as
Rita" proing Clayton & Waller in the alleged society auspices. Schedule calls for
duction is out of the way.
infringement Involved in certain a series of morning dance recitals
in fashionable hotels.
compositions used In "Silver Wings.
Girl's story is that her father and
Program of the piece names the
Williamson's Musical
composers as Jack Waller and Joe brothers were killed in the Turkish
'

revolution when she fled to Paris,
adopting the profession of dancing

Tunbrldge.
rep-

later.

SAILINGS

York

At Hippodrome June 30
Londcn, Feb. 25.
"June Roses," with William.son's
all-English musical piece,
opens
June 23 out of town and carhes
•

March 7 (Paris to New York)
and Mrs. W. H. Fawcett

INTRICATE NATIONALITY

Capt.

V

into

Cairo, Feb, 25.

.

Playing on cover charge percent (Balmoral Castle).
Feb. 21 (New York to London)
Opening
age against guarantee.
E. J. Tait (Br.jmen).
night drew packed house.
Feb. 20 (Sydney, via Auckland, to
San Francisco) Edwin Geach (TaPearl White's Memoirs
hiti).
Paris, Feb. 25.
Feb. 19 (Sydney to Belewan Deli)
Pearl Wlilte Is putting the final John Kennebeck (Nieuw Holland).
touches upon her autobiographiciil
March 19 (London to New York)
.story, which will presently be in the
Patti Moore and Sammy Lewis
publisher's hands.
(He d^ Fran<!eO;'
'

Sir

Fast
Rivers' Girls and Vine and Russell, Joe
the last named pair doing their new
turn written by Blanche Merrill.
Bill at the Palladium
Continental representation comTrio and the
prises Wolthings
London, Feb. 25.
Guerre Trio, latter offering a motor
Fastest kind of a show at the Palcycle novelty with the machines
spinning around In a steel .globe ladium with Joe Marks headlining
and a great opening act for any- and in next to closing doing 27 minutes of the roughest kind of hoke.
where.

1.

Beware

new chairman

represented by Sybil Thorndike, in
her second week, the Houston
Sisters in their third week. Max

(Bremen).
Cairo is probably the most metFeb. 27 (Genoa to New York) Mr. ropolitan spot in the world, the
might remain in Australia as a and Mrs. Arthur Samuels (Vivian cross roads of East and West.
Melbourne executive of Union The
Martin) (Conte Grande).
To prove it there's a new atatrcs.
Feb. 26 (Hawaii to Los Angeles), traction at the Perrquet, dancing
Ellinger Divorce Up
May Robson, Lillian Harmer (City girl, who bills herself as a HinduLondon, Feb. 25.
of Los Angeles).
Divorce suit brought by Desiree
Brazilian star and goes by the
STAR GETS COVER CUT
Feb. 22 (Sydney to San Francisco) Spanish monicker
Ellinger against Newton Stcrritt,
of Rosita BarAl F'isher (Sierra).
London, Feb. 25.
whom, she married 10 years ago,,
rios,
Feb. 21 (Capetown to London),
Dora' Maughan opened Monday at
comes up In London this week.
She appears in front of the Her^
Puller and Foster, Kiriku IBros.
the Cafe Anglais for three months.
No defense' will be put In.
manos Castro guitar orchestra.

which withdraws March

is

lic

.

Coliseum

ANTI-RUSSIAN

Ltd.,

stay
Australia.
During his absence,
Following week It is due at Daly's, Eric P. Strelltz has been in charge.
Recent reports were that Johnson
succeeding "This Way to Paradise,

March

PARISIANS

head

chairman. Lord Clarendon, recently
declared: "We never give the pubwhat they want, but try to educate them in wanting what we give
them."
London, Feb. 25.
Mrs. Phillip Snowden, wife of the
this week has an chancellor, has been mentioned as a

AT LONDON COLISEUM

.

Mad Monk's Daughter

trative

INTERNATIONAL BILL

A man

Young Strauss' Opera
Makes Hit in Berlin
Berlin, Feb. 25.

Paris, Feb. 25.

Arrived South Africa per Armandale Castle, and opened December 9.
Three weeks, Empire Theatre,
Johannesburg; two weeks, Durban;
two weeks, Capetown,
Represented by JENIE JACOBS.

splendidly cast and well produced.
Specialties are Introduced by HowParis, Feb. 25.
ell, Harger and Naldi, an incident
Anti-Russian sentiment seems, to
that was tumultuously applauded
Enterprise has be growing daily here, probably inat the premiere.
every prospect of success.
stigated by the wave of religious
"A Night Like This," new at the persecution Instituted there and
Aldwych, Is the sixth consecutive
farce by the same company and noticed In the acute and disparaging
under the Identical management. It reaction to local Soviet film propawas cordially received by the audi- ganda here.
Sentiment had a demonstration
ence, but proved disappointing to
th©.sho-w-.wiae. regulars.
at the Gaumont Palace cinema a
The libraries have made a deal night' or "two during ' the " presehta^
with the producers of "A Night Like tion ot Dolinoff's "Coq d'Or" comThis," farce at the Aldwych, cover- pany -when "The Volga Boat Song"
ing nine weeks at .?5,000 a week.
was given.

"Think of Me," operetta by Felix
Basch and score by Erwln Strauss,
"Frankenstein" for N. Y. son of Oscar StraMss, did well at
the Thalia theatre here, demonLondon, Feb. 25.
strating that the 19-year-old son of
Am^i'lcan rights to "FrankenSrauss has learned his orchestra-'
stein," which Is doing excellently at
tions from the father and has inthe Little theatre here, have been
herited the elder's gift for melody.
purchased by Horace Liveright and
Several fox trots and a tango In
the piece is to be produced on
the production will go the rounds
Broadway In the autumn with of the dance place orchestras. The
Hamilton Deane imported for the
book Is conventional but takes a
occasion and playing his original
good deal of Interest from the fine
rolCi
playing of Grete Freund and Paul
Liveright bought "Dracula" from
Westermeier.
the same concern some timie ago.

ter of Rasputin, the

KING

edy.

PICCADILLY MUSICAL,

Liveright td Import

Stranded, in Paris

and

Originators of "Tin-Type" com-

London, Feb. 25.
"Here Comes the Bride," musical
farce adapted from MacGregor and
The Soviet government, which In Harbach play, with music by Arthe last analysis decides everything thur Schwartz and produced by
in this country, is anxious to give Julian Wylie at the Piccadilly looks
Its citizens the best musical diet like a solid success.
(Continued on page 74)
Piece was enthusiastically received and looks better than the
It Is
aVerage show of its kind.

SPITE

(ROSE)

(CHIC)

YORK

Instrumentalist,

retired humbly enough if he failed
to measure up to advance boasting.
The Russians have been traditionally
a nation of music lovers and give
readily enough of their rubles and
kopecks to hear the best available
The chief difficulty with
to them.
Russia as n field for the American,
or other foreign concertist, is not
artistic but financial.

VARINEWS, PARIS

Central 01 >-57; Louvre, 52>15

Snooty British Radio Trust

REINHARDT'S COMEDY

EUGENE LYONS

By
Despite

Cable Address:

' =

Hippodrome the following Monday, June 30, taking the
the

place of the C!o-Optimists.
Leslie Henson has been engaged
for the lead role on an arrangefor 10% of the gross backed
with a guarantee of $1,500 a week.

ment

"9 to 6" Sold for Berlin
London, Feb. 25.
Dr. Klein* has taken up German
rights to "Nine to Six," wh)(;h he
will produce in Berlin shortly.
.

LONDON HOUSE NAMED
London, Feb. 25.
in Soho which

The

The new theatre
will

have as

"Rio

opening attraction
has been definitely 64

its

Rita"
the jPrince Edward.
Story recently was that

named

be called The Ziegfeld.

it
•

would
'

*

'
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PASSING OF MONTE CARLO
NEGRO OUTFIT

Long

Skirt

Tempo

IN AFRICA
Comedie Francaise

slows up hot stepping and the
dance orchestras have to keep
the slower time.

company on "lour on the Continent
and In Northern Africa Is being

LEONIDOV'S FAREWELL

Paris, Feb. 25,

Cecil

SoreVa

RESORT

—
—

Absent
Blame
Wall Street Crash Hatry
Bubble in Londoil Hurts
English Tourist Trade

Tourists

Entire

Riviera

Suffering

—

Week

COME BACK CAMPAIGN

An

.

TOO
HURT SCENERY

•

.

.son

to

sing' Lauton's

arrangements

a.s, a means of introducing Iier protege under favorable auspices.
The French music public is thoroughly educated in music and as
it happened
they fancied Robeson
without ;iccompaniment, Tliey paid
strict attention to Robeson's solos,
but during the other Incidents of
the funoei't strolled about, particularly during the orchestra inter-

ludes.

The- l)a5:30 handled a difficult situation
tactfully.
He begged off
from as many encores as possible,
thankincr the audience in behalf of

Lauton and the orchestra.
Robeson
scheduled
is

London

to

do

during

the
sr)ring. but is due back in concerts
in April.
If "Othello" is deferred
it
is
proposed he play a supplementary icason with the Paris"Oth(>llo''

in

American players, "Emperor Jones"
pi-iibal)ly

))cing iiie

play.

Pole Dash as Plot
Berlin, Feb. 25.
bused on Capt. Scott's expedition to the South Pole was disappointing at the State playhouse.
It is the work of Reinhard Goering.
However, the tragedy of the actual dash for the pole gives the
piece a certain interest and the
staging by Leopold Jessner has
I'lay

imagina,tion

and

iJ.ower,

,

Layton-Johnson Set
Paris Concert Mark
Paris, Feb. 25.

Turner

Layton

and

.

Clarence

colored singers, topped
their own record at the Salle Pleyel
concert, Saturday night, grossing
an
at
$5,500
$8 top in the house of

Johnstone,

3,800 capacity.

Andre casinos in the resorts
down a 5% cut on all play
this is enormously profitable,
after -the local governments

take

Letters from London state
Lane made a radio
speech telling people not to gO
to Hollywood as it is overcrowded.
Local theory Is Lane doesn't
want too many new English
people to come here before he

Vienna, Feb. 25.
The first theatre claque trade
union in the world has Just been
organized here with 150 iron-handed
Offended, applause specialists who maintain
headquarters in a coffee house ad-

"FRONT PAGE" HIT
Copenhagen

Journalists
Public Like It

Raimund theatre.
Members aris chiefiy students and
clerks and the State Opera is their
Pracfavorite field of operations.
tically all singers are obliged to donate free tickets and small amounts
of cash lest the claque break into
frenzied applause at the wrong
places.

Joining the

Copenhagen, Feb. 25.
"Front Page" at the New theatre
the journalistic
displeased
here
coterie because of the cynical inside slants at the workings of the
Director
but
craft,
newspaper
Schmidt's production was a success
with the public which enjoyed tlie
play's piquant revelations.
»
Angelo.Bruun. fis the reporter, and
Sigurd Lanberg's hard boiled editor
were excellent.

Intricate
system used by the
who work from printed Instructions with ten men planted in
the orchestra, ten more In the first
.

claque

balcony and another group in th©
second.

JACK MAY DEPORTED IN
DRIVE ON NIGHT CLUBS

Union rules call for two curtain
calls at the first and second act curtains
finale,

and a great ovation at the
and Journeyman claquers are

supposed to overwork themselves without overtime pay. MemLondon, Feb. 25,
bers pay dues of five cents a month
Jack May, American, and one of and have a wage scale.
not

the oldest night club operators In
They must get free seats and two
London, is leaving England shortly hot dogs, complete with mustard
under an order of deportation issued and the usual accessories.
This
by the Home office.
calls for ordinary service. For speMay has always conducted his cial activity they demand six
.

establishments. ..circumspectly, and wienies and beer
If they.-cut- thla
the drastic action of the govern- scale in any particular, union' Imment is taken as a warning that poses expulsion.
the lid Is to be clamped down tight

on night spots.
May is running Murray's and the
Riverside club, Maidenhead, quite
openly and Is interested as a silent
partner In innumerable night establishments.

$1,000

Human

No More

London, Feb.

Paris, Feb. 25,
Robot, mechanical man,

selling the property.
Site would make a valuable site
for a picture house,

Piccadilly Is on crown property
on 99 year lease since 1907.

guaranteed $1,000 a week
on a split over the average take.
In

25.

Board of Directors of the Piccadilly hotel has called a meeting for
March to discuss the advisability ot

FOU EOBOT

laying off in England, oils up his
machinery for a month at the Win
tergarten, Berlin,
Opens March 1,

Robot

Piccadilly?

is

MAXWELL AT PALLADIUM
London, Feb, 25,
John M.ixwell opens at the Palladium March 21 for a fortnight.

Tax Parley

English

where the act was
Robot got' $400 a day.

Paris,

fiivved,

London, Feb.

25,

Philip Snowden, chancellor of the
exchequer, has agreed to recelva
a Joint deputation from the enter-

tainment Industry and Its protective societies and listen to arguments for a reduction bf the theatre
.

scat tax.

take

Cannes' Smart Crowd

Cannes which
draws a smart crowd. The casino
there utilizes showmanship and the
money people from this side of the
It's

different

at

INDEX

.

the necessity of advertising as the
other resorts.
The resort is now
ballyhooing itself both In silent and
sound
pictures,
scenic
subjects
which are furnished free for home
or theatre use in America,- Britain
and elsewhere.
Subjects are skillfully made to
draw attention to the scenic beauties of the resort and its amusement facilities for tourists.
The casino at Cannes Is staging
an elaborate production of "Cavalleria Rusticana" and importlag the
composer, Pletro Mascagnl, to conduct the performance Feb. 27.

many people there, but none
in for heavy spending.
Besides the attractions he plans
for this year-and next, Sayag has in
For some unaccountable reason
mind the building of a toreador
London, Feb. 25.
The Bruton club, one of Mayfalr's arena as a feature to lure the Jaded snooty Cannes didn't take to WilCrawlr-y's
grote.'jque
most exclusive organizations, will of Europe. Andre's Cisino is cm- ton
negro
take over part of the recently sold ploying a clever twist in catering makeup and the colored jazzlst canLansdowne House property.
to women bridge fans for heavy celled after the first performance.
irowcvcr,
he moved along to the
Club will build a new home, one slakes.
This season, it is flgured, will be almost as swank Giro's in Monte
of the details of the new clubhouse
worth a good five weeks, which Ciirlo and dickr-d immediately with
being a theatre of 800 seats.
is pretty bad, considering that last Noble Sisslo's colored band as the
year, when there was snow on the co-attrartl'jn.
Kis.slo
was .shifted,
York-King Home Bound
Riviera for the first time in 30 into the Riviera spot from the Cafe
London, Feb. 25.
year.s, figured out a rich 10-weok do Paris in Paris where now Horace
York and King, enroute from season.
Heidt Is doing c.xtremfly well,
Capetown to London, open at the
Last year wa.s sensational, World booked for eight wc'-ks, wllli a fortbrings

go

Swank Club

17,

CLAQUE UNION

even

American rhytlims and the team's world prefer its exclusive palace of
The old time myth of
The songs also are chance.
^
"breaking the bank at Monte Carlo"
known everywhere.

Palladium March

NEW

IS

in taxes.

harmonic.'!.

Theatre in

SHAKE

There Is no prospect of abolition
Ethel Waters Date
of the Impost, If any reduction is
London, Feb. 25,
Ethel Waters had passage booked granted, it probably will apply only
Frank Jay Gould's
$5,000,000
to seats of 20 cents or less.
Palais de.la Mediteranee at Nice Is on the Berengaria sailing tomorrow
(Wed.), but cancelled for a last
also flopping badly.
It's a gaudy
"Musketeer" Principals
casino and the last word in archi- minute booking at the Holborn EmLondon, Feb, 25,
tectural splendor, but it doesn't pire this week.
Moya Nugent engaged for "Three
draw the big gambling play as
Musketeers." Adrlenne Brune also
Cannes docs, Zagraphos is heading the Greek syndicate that backs market speculators were scattering signed.
money like sailors on shore leave.
the Cannes games,
Monte Carlo is beautiful beyond Now they're sobered and conservawords, its picturesqueness keeping tive and money Is tight.
Ostend is quite as wide awake to
the ordinary tourists on the go, ex-

away about 75%

varieties, first playing a return here.

of tlic colored
singers' tour is that the various nationalities
don't
understand • the
English lyrics, but pack houses regardless
because they like the

comes back.

and

They sang 28 numbers, only three
of them in French and the others
from America, and mostly picture
were
Standouts
songs.
theme
and
"The
Chevalier's
"Louise"
Wedding of the Painted Doll" which claiming at the loveliness of its
panicked 'em.
gardens and Its lights. When they
Teami is set for six weelts on the visit the casino
they merely chisel
Continent then goes back to English
around the roulette wheels,
Remarkable feature

25.

Lupino

NEAR THE fillK

eclipsed by Louis Douglass' colored
from Absentees
Figure
revue playing the same, cities and To Signalize Event With New InFiveSeason
at the same scale.
terpretation of "Othello"
Constantinople, Cairo, Alexandria
and the southeast European capiMoscow, Feb. 25..
tals like the American jazz outfit
Leonid Leonidov, one of Russia's
and patronize it with enthusiasm.
great actors. Is retiring and soon
Success of the Douglass company will appear in his final fole, choosIn competition with the Comedie ing
of
that
occasion
for
the
troup is remarltable. Mme. Sorel be "Othello" at Stanislavsky's Moscow
Paris, Feb, 25.
Ing a star of grealt international Art Theatre,
It Isn't possible to realize how
prestige and ba,cked by the enor
signalize this last appearance near Monte Carlo is to a fade-out
To
mous importance of the Comedie
Grolovin, famous Russian scenic art- without
an actual visit to the
name.
is designing a startling new
ist,
famous gambling resort. Not only
interpretation of the Shakespearean
'
is the world's high light of fabled
play.
gaiety reduced to a vague glimmer,
Ex-Wife's Billing
Perhaps what makes Leonidov but the whole Riviera is shot.
particularly great in public esteem
So desperate Is the case at Monte
is that both the Soviet and the
Paris, Feb. 23.
Carlo that every agency, that can be
"Huguelte Ex-Duflo.s" will be the adherents of the pre-Revolutionary drawn In to work for its rehabilitacurious billing of tlie femme lead In regime hail him,
tion has been enlisted for a camLouis Verneuil's "Miss France"
paign to bring it back for 1931.
when it opens March 10 at the TheThe American spending tourist is
atre Edouard VII.
OUT;
FILM
PIGALIE
absent this year, presumably beThis is explained by Duflos, imcause of the Wall Street crash and
portant actor-member of the Comluxury spending is at low ebb not
REAL,
edie Francaise, enjoining the fuonly at Monte Carle, but also at
ture use of his name by Huguette
Cannes and Nice.
when fhey bVcanie divbrced. HowParis, Feb; -25:~:
On top of Wali-'Street, the Hatrj'
ever, tliere is no legal objection to
At the last minute Baron Henri embezzlement in London has put a
her using "Ex-Duflos" in the bill- de Rothschild's Theatre Pigalle cut
dent in British pocketbooks. Inciing,'"and pince the legal proceedings out
cinematographic effects
the
in France they believe that
dentally
were widely aired everybody seems from Pierre Dominique's new play
it was the Hatry crash that brewght
to know wliy.
"Feu de Ciel" ("Divine Fire"), on the debacle In New York.
"Miss France" is a satire on the wliicli opened late last week.
Sayag's Campaign
annual beauty contest.*:, the AmeriPicture effects were used to ilEdmund Sayag Is doing heroic
can riglits to which play Al 'Woods lustrate the end of the world when
work to restore Monte Carlo to Its
holds an option.
earth is caught in the tail of a old 'place under the world spotlight,
comet; "The stage set was designed bringing Into play every possible
to suggest something of the effect, device of constructive showmanship.
Paris Lauds Robeson,
but proved inadequate. The screen Right now he Is paying Horace
representation was so realistic that
and his American band $3,000
Protest Accompanist it further cheapened the stage back Heidt
a week, an extraordinary figure for
grounds and it was deen\ed best to Europe,
Pnri.s, Feb. 25.
Audience
that
attended
Paul eliminate the flicker passage alAnother
move by Sayag' is to
Robeson's first concert at the Salle together.
stage a world beauty contest In
Play is an enormous production
"vPleyel enjoved the negro's spirituals,
Monte Carlo in 1931. Event Is taking
but protested against his piano ac- with 15 scenes in its tiiree acts, place in Rio de Janeiro this year.
act
punch
scene
in
each
the
companist and arranger, Ralpli Lau- and
Roulette is legal In Monte Carlo,
ton. taking the view that the for- done in celluloid. In each case the but Is strictly
banned by law in
mal concert music was inappropri- picture stuff "showed up" the set- France. The big monej' play now
tings, making the screen cosmic upate for Inis style.
is on bacara and chemin de fer, with
When Robeson sang alone he was heavals too i-ealistic to be in the Cannes getting the only heavy
a huge success, particularly with same theatre with painted sets.
money plunge on the Riviera, The

the spirituals.
Crowd wanted him
that way and there were shouts
of "Suns Orchestra!" when Lauton
ran throui,'h the elaborate occompaninient.
The irony of the situ;ition, according to report, is tliat Lauton's
backer is .'-aid to be a wealthy patroness oC the arts wlio paid Robe-

WORLD'S PRIZE

IS
Hollywood, Fob.

Billy Arnold, the Paul Whiteman of Europe and appearing
at Cannes for his 10th season, has been compelled to
slower jazzipation due to the
new fashions in women's
clothes.
The vogue for longer skirts

TOPPING SOREL

Suspicious

FieO

Paris, Feb, 25.

mirkets

were

booming

,

.arid,

,

riph. nlglii'.s

furdn'i-
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VARIETY

Sound Swamps Shanghai and Worries

TALKERS NEAR PARIS

Calcutta, Jan.
"Within

vasion

of,

made such a strong

In-

the East that they threatto theatrical en-

en serious injury
terprises.

been
has
that
blow
Biggest
struck is the complete conversion of
Of the eight theatres
Shanghai.
there seven have wired and are
drawing crowded houses with talkThe eighth, having no
ing films.
stage, cannot accommodate plays.
Shanghai and Calcutta are the
key cities for an Eastern tour,
without Slianghai a tour further
East is not worth anything. So, in
future, theatrical ventures must depend entirely upon the Indian Em-

ON OPEREHAS

was for this reason that R. B.
Salisbury, who for years has toured
companies throughout the East, cut
his tour short here, the expense of
proceeding to Singapore not being
'

So great is business being done
Shanghai on sound films just
now, that rents of theatres hav6
gone up far past the consideration
Rangoon,
louring managers.
of
the
Malay
Singapore,
Penang,
in

'

'

and Hongkong

possess
municipal-owned, theatres, but apparently they must be starved bet
cause of the inability to book dates
at Shanghai,
The Empire th.ea:tre here reopened
entirely redecorated by Its lessees,
Madan Theatres, L.t,d., and it has
been playing to capacity with
"Street Girl" (Radio).
Wiring is proceeding at the Globe
and until ready for the opening of
"Broadway Melody" a fortnight has
^been put in with a film version of
Edgar Wallace's "The Ringer" and
.."Eour-.Walls:*. (M-G)..
Management of the New Eniph-e
theatre has no intention of going
over to the talkers despite three
excellent offers since its building
three months ago. Just nows^there
is a vaudeville show presented by
"The New Yorkers." This includes
Ruth and Esther Van Valley, dancer
and singer respectively; Rose Lee,
a former Mack Sennett girl, and her
partner Rex Storey; Len Ayres,
Jack Medford and Mantell's ManiStraits

,

all

.

feature production, as he is now
ing staggering prices for Continenmaking shorts exclusively, and also
of them have gone fan completely tal light operatic successes, particthe first to be done at the Joinvllle
and* .spend ' more, time .studying ularly those of. Viennese origin.
studios, where Kane is installing
sound pictures than they do on
All offers make the condition that
W. E. wire.
their legislative duties.
the picture producer shall have the
Marcel DeSano is Kane's new ac-:
right to interpolate its own theme
songs and the agents are balking on tive production head. DeSano was
formerly here with United Artists
Liked in this point, resenting the whole idea and
has just returned to Paris with
of changing works that are fixed in
his wife, Arlette Marchel, who goes
Berlin, Doubtful
the public mind as art standards.

to visit the picture palaces.

Many

.

•

.

kins.

Here

"The Immortal Vagabond," Ufa
was well liked at the Ufa
Palast by the German audience, but
it Is weak for International use and

all- talker,

doubtful for America,
Story has to do with a young
composer who disappears at the

pVemlere of his

first opera,, and. -be,=

comes a tramp because

his village

sweetheart marries another.
Believing him <iead, the

town
him and at

builds a monument to
Its unveiling the girl, now a widow,

recognizes h'lm in the crowd. She
returns to him without revealing his
Identity and joins him In his life of
vagrrancy,
Gustav Froellch Is splendid in the
^ead, disclosing himself as a play'er with a brilliant future in pictures.
The Klangfilm recording
and reproduction are below tho
Stantlard of that system.

ALL-TALKERS ABROAD Spain Back

to Silent
.Madrid, Feb. 25.

25..

American distributors ai-e going
slowly and conservatively to meet
the problem of the all-English
gradual process
that marked their introduction'- of
sound In foreign markets.
The current phase Is to offer to
the native public Intermittent dialog
sequences Instead of the 100% dialog
pictures. Dlstrlbs have reached the
conclusion that the native audiences
prefer the short talking passages in
pictures, mostly synchronized, plus
eongs.
In order to get just the effect of
agreeably spotted dialog sequences,
it may be necessary for some of the

producers to engage in local production, maklnfe alliances with na,tive companies who will undertake
to blend in dialog in- the home language.
J. Carlo Bavet^a and Julius Ausoenberg, the Fox French and German chiefs, for example, will jointly
work out the international problem
for Fox.
They have just returned
from conferences In New York with
W. R. Sheehan and Jimmy Grainger,

who

have

made

their

decision

against Engll.sh dialog for foreign

markets and favor synchronization
varied by song and dance interhidfs.

Theme Song

The Hague, Feb. 25.
The German sound film, "Ich
Kusse Ihre Hand, Madame," with
the i^opular number, "I Kiss Your
Hand, Madame," as its theme song,
was favorably received here, but the
oveipopularity on the Conlintnt of.
the song hit is regarded ^s a handicap.

This is one case where antecedent
song popularity worked against
screen value. Picture is playing the

Passage
Kledtke,

theatre.

It

Marlene
f^atuVtd."

has

Dietrich,

outblddin-^:
services.

Americans for

their

Robert- Florey, formerly of tho
personnel and who made
Braunberger's dialog picture. "La

Pathe

Route est Belle," has been put under
a new contract calling for payn^^pt
of $6,000 a picture for the same
producer.
Jean de

Limur had 5carcely ComAdoph Meiijou contract
when he was signed fip for a full
pleted his

year by Pathe-Natan.

a former Paramount

He

als6 is

dlrectoi^

Harry
Kar^

*
'
I

and

likewise had offsrs from the S'fa!tes.
Pathe-Natan has held him desjjite
other bids.
Louis Mercanton, who directed

Constance Talmadge's "Venus"*' a
long time ago and lately did ""Jh©
Mystery of Villa Rose" for Jaques
Haik, is another who will not go to
America after, all reports to that
effect

He. has contracted to produce for
and will use London

Gaumont
studios.

M. P/s

Haik

Work

at

in

Two

Countries on Sound

Cornlgllon-Molinicr,
was Kane's'
production head, but continues with
the organization in another capacity.

Paris, Feb. 25.

making- a French
version of E. A. Dupont's "Atlantic."
originally produced near London in
English and German dialog. Jean

Jacques Haik

Keim

is

is

dhectihg,~->vith

Maxlme

Desjardin playing the lead.
The Elstree studios are being
used. It was here the original production was shot.
Insurance claims still beinf un.settled following the $200,000 fire in
Haik's studio, the producer is using
the hired studio and RCA Photophone equipment in England,
In the meantime he has taken
over on rental the Gaumont studio
here to complete "The Defender,"
which was started as a silent but
now is being made with souna,
Gaumont recording equipment being used.
Louise La Grande Is
starred.

Spaniards Hail

Gag

FILMS CAN'T STAND UP

FOR WEEK

IN

14.

3an

London, Feb. '23.
committee of members of Parliament met Monday for the purpose of approaching the London
County Council for censorship re-'
form as the result of the refusii' of
Council and also the Lord Chamberlain to permit showing by Mwsst-s
Stage and Film Guild of "Mother,"

A

Russiairi picture.".

Bernard Shaw
Madrid, Feb.

movement against

...u.;:....

7--

active In- the
censorship, ^^•or

is

Montagu, brother of Lord- Swath ling,
Good pictures can't last a full is the prime mover, having for soni©
week here. Twice weekly changes time been interested in exhibition
are imperative, plus the many ''ally here of Russian Soviet films.
changes. This is quite a problem,
which irks local managers, who
in Italy
counted on tho recent sound prod- Stage
uct to retain a better grip on the

Show
To Strengthen Talker

public.

Among

the latest sound synchronized pictures well received here are
"Sins of the Fathers," at the Patacio de la Musica; "La Senorita
Bibelot,"
at the Palacio de la
Prensa, and "Fatal Domino," at the
San Carlos. "Noah's Ark," silent,
the
at
Europe, well received.

Language

'

MADRID

for Censor Reforim,

Result of Sovkino

Paris, Feb. 25.
Italy IS reported going anti-talker
In spots, due to the reaction among

native fans that dialog shows ui>
screen action, and there is a tendency to stage presentations in an
effort to strengthen program appeal.
Something, of .the same objection
is contained in advices from Egypt
and other southern markets, where
the fans favor plenty of speed to
.

Spanish exhibitors have a tough
in Shorts
problem.
Due to the absence of
Einstein of Soviet to
Paris, Feb. 25.'
talkers in Spanish, the public retheir stories.
Due to the success of Hal Roachaction has beer, against dialog film
One of the first signs of the tendPictures
Metro Laurel and Hardy short
Ih English and the fans are driftency is the return of presentatijons
comedy With the dialog in gag
Paris, Feb. 25.
ing back to stage entertainment.
to the $2,500,000 Odeon in Mflpin,
pigeon
Spanish,
SeTge
called "Ladrones"
Einstein,
Soviet
difilm
Advent of talkers brought a tilt
("Thieves") Metro is thinking of rector, who made "Potemkin" and Italy where they now have a...gpeIn box office scale until cinemas were
dubbing the same picture with gag "The Fall of St. Petersburg," has pialty bill in conjunction with Jl^lkgetting a top of six pesetas or a
been retained to make a picture for ing pictures.
French dialog.
range from .75 to 90 cents.
First of the presentat^ons will
which Involves several inNow they have been forced to go For the picture, which is In four Gaumont,
have as its feature Jose Pa.<l.illa,
reels,
Metro
is getting the high teresting considerations;
<£
back to a price list
half that rate
composer of "Valencia," "Paree',',and
Einstein,
percentage
terms
it exacts for feawho
has
traveled
all
or the same as formerly obtained
over Europe on frank Soviet propa- other hit numbers. He will appear
for the silent pictures. It Is believed tures and is making better returns
ganda work, has come into a certain with a woman singer.
that if Spanish dialo© pictures were than many a big subject would
freak vogue owing oddly enough to
available, the public -would respond bring.
The .Spaniards enjoy the frank the public suppression of Soviet
readily, but they will not flock to
hokum of the travestied language; films, although everything Russian
foreign language features.
is unpopular here fr6m Communist
Bucharest, reb:''"3S.
Managers were encouraged to go
propaganda pictures to vodka night
The Roumanian Ministry, of Fine
for sound with the Idea it would
clubs.
Spain's National Bally
Arts has appointed, a censorship
eliminate the annual cost of orchesThe trick of it is that like a cer- commission made up of journalists
tras averaging about $5,400 a house.
Madrid, Feb. 25.
tain class in the States, some French and other writers to work out a law.
Now, however, they find themselves
Spain is going after the tourist
obligated to pay 200,000 pesetas for trade the coming season, nation self-styled Intellectuals have taken covering censoring of pictureS-Vand
each equipment, of which 150,000 having awakened to the advantages a fancy to Einstein's parlor bolshev- controlling other branches of outer-,
pesetas is payable in the first two of advertising to attract foreign ism and the impertinent brusque- talnment.
ness of his manners.
Liviou Rebreaunou, former 'diyears.
capital and encourage foreign busiThe Gaumont affiliation Is ex- rector of the National- .theatrei 'Niiill
ness.
plained by the Soclete Generale de officiate
as
chairman and will
It will do its International adFilms, w:th which Gaumont is as- supervise the
draft of a censor law
vertising through the medium pt
Night Football
sound and silent pictures. The Na- sociated, distributes Einstein's Sov- to be submitted to Parliament at
London, Feb. 25.
kino pictures in all Europe except the next session.
tional
Tourists'
Association will
From America where it has
have twelve short subjects made, France where they are banned.
proven successful comes the Idea of
Einstein lectured in Sorbonne a
calling attention to Spanish dances
arc-light.
evening
football
by
quaint atmosphere of its points of fortnight ago. He had promised to
Interchange
Showmen are frightened lest the interest and the beauty of Its give an exhibition of pictures, but
. -'.0.
i';u-».
suggestion Woolwich Arsenal footthe show was stopped by the police.
scenery.
With more independent houses
ball club Is toying with for next
Tobis equipment will be used for
wiring, the problem of interpli^geseason should become a vogue and the sound subjects.
ability is again bringing worry, to
make deadly op,)osition to the the10 REELS OF SPANISH
the American distributors here, on
atres.
Feb. 25.
Flop in Zurich R. Montes, Hollywood,
AH of TBrltalh goes to football
Mexican capitalist, the score of quality reproduction.
A clause in all contracts provides
Saturday afternoon during the seawhose cash formed the indie HollyZurich, Feb. 25.
son and Saturday matinees are no
"Lun-imb-^i" (United Artists), of- wood SpanLsh Pictui-e Company, is specifically that booking obi igal ions
longer a harvest.
fered here In its German dialog en route to New York to get dis- are off if reproduftion Is not .'^ati.*;version under the title of "Der tribution for a ten-reel revue in factory.
Tolpatsch," was a conclu.sive flop.
Spanish that was made with local
Muratore for Feature
MOKKISON QUITS GEN. THKS.
Picture was exhibited at the foreign talent.
Paris, Feb. 25.
Capitol here with much parade,
Pictures, directed by Xavler CuLondon, Feb. -5.
Paramount is negotiating with but the dialog was impossible. Pic- gat, has in its cast Delia Maganu,
Peter Morrison, secretary oi' OenLucien Muratore, grand opera tenor, ture was pi'omptly pulled oft and Paul Ellis, Mana Alba, Don Alva- eral Theatres, terminates in '-^''^^
to do a feature picture.
money for performances was re- rado, VIncente Padula and Romu- connection coincident with tht- <-xThe tenor l.s now In Paris.
fiirtded.
aldo Tirad'o.
plration of his cont»^ct.

Make Gaumont

•

.

Showman on Censor Job

'

.

-

.

Worry

Worry

Popularity

Handicap to Picture

JHuWar

and

French talkers.
Andre Davan, formerly with Ed

Price Scale for Talk

talker, repeating the

Paris, Feb. 25.
The French Industry continues to
take measures to resist raids from
America upon its picture making
talent, conserving particularly for
its
own use directors who are
familiar with the talker technique,

Into

Berlin, Feb. 25.

RULE AGAINST ENGUSH

Paris, Feb.

UP DIRECTORS

Ufa "Vagabond"

.

'

FRENCH TYING

Paris, Feb. 2B.

Paris, Feb. 25.
Tobis Klangfilm people are about
stari production of talker pic-

METRO PLUNGES

pire.
It

justified.

Net—World

Go

30.

past few weeks the

tli^

1a)keis have

French Market to Show
Rights Also

Paramount is figuring on a profit
from the experimentip short nubtures In tlieir Epinay studios just jects being made by Bob Kane unoutside Paris, first time the GerFan as
Dane Solons
mans have done any work in der its auspices.
French territory is expected to
They Study Censorship Prance.
The Idea Is to use alternate French show $5,000 to $6,000 for each subCopenhagen, Feb. 25.
and German casts for two versions ject made at a cost of $3,000 to
Film censorship and parliamen- of each picture. The plan is also $4,000.
There will be also a return from
tary regulation of pictures has be- under
consideration of bringing
come a. leading political question in Anglo-American players to do pic- Spanish exhibition, with -world
rights to be figured in addition.
Denmark. Nation is divided into tures In English.
Kane is selecting subjects now for
two camps.
universal appeal so that the pictures
will have the widest possible interOne group is made up of Jtrtists,
national audience irrespective of
authors and educators who have
language.
formed an association to encourage
Adapting the American vogue of
what they call cinematographic
refllmlng past proved musical comculture end they want the abolition
and operetta successes, Bob
edy
of all censorship and the existing
Kane
is doing .the same thing with
system of licensing cinemas. They
his French talker activities here.
want to exploit cultural social picFirst of these will be "Malasson,"
tures which censers hinder, prinLuclen Boyer and Albert Willecipally the arty Russian product.
Paris, Feb. 25.
On the legislative side. ParliaMetro-Goldwyn is buying the metz's musical comedy, but at the
ment had under way new film talker rights of Oscar Strauss' Casino do Paris some years ago.
regulations when the talker Intro- "Chocolate
Soldier"
and "Waltz Most of the original cast, Including
duction changed the situation. Re- Dream" following upon the filming Dorville, principal comedian, will be
who seldom of the same composer's "Merry employed in Kane's French musical
is
legislators
sult
talker.
visited any kind of screen show, Widow.'-This will probably be Kane's first
silent or otherwise, have now had
Same company is reported offerto

26, 1930

PROFIT ON KANE SHORTS

TOBIS CO. TO PRODUCE

Touring Co s Throughout the Far East

Wednesday, February

,

"Lummox"

.

-
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French Claim Grandeur Effect

Capital Seeks French Allies

II. S.

In Its Foreign

By Use

Language Yen

Paris, Feb. 26.

FILM PRODUCER CONTEST

produclngr activity that

Norman

P-N

Dawn

After Australia's
$30,000 Native Film Prixa

make it supplementary to
jHollywood Itself in the dressing up
Sydney, Feb. 26.
of foreign langruage versions for the
Norman Dawn, American proViarkets of the world.
Preparatory activity already Is ducer, has returned to Australia to
Commonwealth
In
the
lander way to do French, Spanish compete
jand German dialog versions of government's $30,000 prize film conjirill

-

'

American pictures here, with test.
Purse Is offered to the maker of
French interests associated with
American and the local undertaking the best Australian-made picture,
idea being to encourage the native
backed by American capital.
Paramount's sponsorship of Bob Industry.
Dawn will produce a talker revue
Kane's shorts being made in the

Australian performers enGaumont !Pari3 studios is
He formerly produced two
tirely.
the pace, with Fox likely to follow
features for the now defunct Austhat example. Metro-Goldwyn says
tralian Films, Ltd.
It has no idea at this time of getting Into line, but United Artists
Is considering backing French in
dependent producers on a basis of
a guarantee of half negative cost
setting using

_

and undertaking world

distribution

RACKETEERS IN

of this French product.

Look to Spain

The Americans have a keen eye
on the Spanish market in development of the French Independent
product, being anxious to have
material available In the late Spring
and Summer, expecting that by that
South Anierica will
time Spain
have a great many more wired
houses ready for booking.
.Paris is favored as the world
multi-tongue pictures
of
center
Bince it has available people for
French, Spanish and German casts.
It&,ly Is not being considered at
this time as a potentially great
market due to the fewness of wired
theatres and to the Mussolini edict
which bans foreign languages on
the national screen.
Production in Italy is at a stand
jjtill.slnc.e.the. crash of Ave or six
years ago, following the Golden age
of Latin cinema creation, which

SPAIN USING
"HOLLYWOOD"

aM

^

produced "Cablria."

The

big epoch

the national mind,
crash and Italian
capitalist^ still refuse to invest in
native production.
Gov't Help Urged
Is still fresh In

but so

is

the

State of the Industry is an Im
portant topic of discussion. Italy
Is at a standstill while the rest of
the world goes ahead in screen art.
The lay press is urging governmept backing to. encourage Italian
picture makers who are motion
less with the single exception of the
Pittaluga people.
This concern Is
three
proceeding
secretly
with
talkers recording on RCA Photo
phone, but it is said to be experl
©ncing technical difBcultles.
What is called the picture in
dustry
In Italy is principally a
eroup operating as Importers and
handling material in about the following proportions: American, 60%;

Hollywood, Feb.

25.

Spanish versions' here have set
the racketeers busy in the South
American countries. The many gimmicks used by the come-on blokes
domestically to get screen struck
gals to Hollywood, is being copied
in
the Southern republics with

many complaints
Ing^

here

of gullibles

com

expecting the roses to
the minute they hit

meet them
town.

Complaints to the Department of
has
-Commerce- - at. Washington
prompted the latter to circularize the
South American companies and

stages.

PHOTOPHONE AGENT

BUT PASSES 'JARNEGAN'
Paris, Feb. 25.
is returning to the
opening in Vienna
stage,
March 21 in "Les Affaires sent les
Affaires" ("Business Is Business"),

Emil Jannlngs

German, 20%; remaining 20% made French play by Oscar Mlrbeau,
up of Italian, British, French and which Is still frequently put on at
the Comedle Francalse.
Russian.
Jannlngs will follow this up with
Meanwhile the bankers seem dls

I>osed to lend money freely for a production of "Biba Peltz" ("The
financing theatres or backing im Beaver Coat"), an old favorite of
port operatlorts, but back away his.
When Charles K. Goi-dQn .was In
from any project to make native
Paris not so long ago en route to
pictures.
Berlin he said Jannlngs would do a
German version of "Jarnegan" In
Berlin.
It appears, however, that
Danes' Laughter
Jannings side-stepped playing the

RALPH

TIFFANY

FARNUM

mm

TITLED,

TITLES

- JUST

PLAIN SOUND

TO DO DUBBING ABROAD
Paris, Feb. 25.
Pathe-Natan people have emParis, Feb. 25
experiment, the
Tiffany has advised its foreign barked upon a novel
pictures which
connections It will make no effort making of a series of
will be heavy on sound effects, but
to produce foreign tongue dialog
still will be devoid of dialog.
versions of its pictures in the
Novelty Is emphasized by the cirStates.
cumstance that the film will not
Instead It will turn out synhave titles either. But all will be
chronized pictures with titles, leavsynchronized.
Idea is to get an
ing It up to local distributing effect resembling the Jannings picagencies French, German, Spanish ture of several years ago entitled
and Italian to uso their own dls "The Last Laugh," which made Itcretion as to dubbing the pictures self clear in pantomime without
in native tongues, the. process being titles, but In the Pathe-Natan case
done in the varlous^localities.
purpose Is to go' as" heavily as" pos.

—

—

—

"

sible Into

SEEK FOREIGN

sound

effects.

descriptive sound is Intelligible In
any language and the pictures will
have entree In the markets of the

world without change.

American producers are hungry FAST,
French scenarios as well as
French players, both to be used
for French picture versions.
Paris, Feb. 25.
Scouts from the American film
Although "La Route est Belle,"
offices here are on the search for
tlerre Braunberger's native talker
scripts In Italian and Spanish be
Is in for six weeks at the Moulin
sides French and have even gone

SOON TURN DULL

These emissaries have solicited
authors for old plays that can be
remade into new material, also asking them to write new stuff and
submit

it.

Rouge,

Its first

month's average was

only $9,000 a week.
Business In the house, which seats
2,200, Is disappointing, whereas the
ballyhoo anticipated grosses averaging about $16,000 a week.
Result of this native dialog ven-

Paramount has bought Maurice ture is an encouragement to AmeriBedel's romance "Molinoff" to be can talker makers, Indicating
that
used for Chevalier's next produc- once the novelty of French dialog
tion, and this is the beginning of a has
worn off, all product depends

new vogue.

upon

Its

intrinsic

quality

for

Its

draw, which again becomes the pri-

Fuller

De Luxe House

To. Replace

Old Legits

eral Theatre Equipment) over plana
for Introducing the wide angle film

(Grandeur) into Europe.

The eldeir Brockllss Is general
European representative of the Sim-

London, Feb.

mary factor.
Fox's "Mother Knows Best," Is
set to follow "La Route est Belle"
at the Moulin Rouge.

Fullers

Danes

Maude Due

,

26.

Sir Oswald StoU has taken out
joint patents with Ross Company,
Jens makers, on projector attachment to show big pictures from
standard prints. Has also patents

automatic expanding and con-

on

FRENCH TALKERS START
Paris, Feb. 25.

for material.

Brockllss, projection machine man
here. Is sailing tomorrow (Wed.)
on the BerengarIa to confer In New
York with Harley Clarke people,
owners of the Simplex projection
machine (now absorbed Into Gen-

Basis of tho enterprise Is that
graphic pantomime reinforced by

FILM STORIES

Germany

Other Wide Angles
Paramount Is preparing to Introduce the wide screen, here In the
early summer as a measure to offset an tl- talker propaganda.
Meanwhile It Is busy ballyhoolng
Chevalier's "Love Parade," premiere
of which Is set for the Paramount
Feb. 27. Picture Is expected to run
not less than three months.
Jack Brockliss, son of J. Frank

plex organization.

Out

2d

standard equipment.

to

NO DIALOG OR

Melbourne, Feb. 25.
Marseilles, Feb. 25.
are demolishing the old
Maurice Chevalier's "Innocents of
Bijou and Gaiety theatres here,
Paris," at the Capitol here could not
Lloyd Film Dialog Richard Bennett piece, which gave former legit houses.
offset the French talker, "La Nuit
the
picture business some hard
Site will probably be used for a
Copenhagen, Feb. 25,
est a Nous," ai the adjacent Pathe
knocks.
Reception
of
modern de luxe picture theatre.
Harold
Lloyd's
Palace.
The native preference for
"Welcome Danger" here illustrates
French dialog duplicated the case
the necessary timing of laughs. The
of "La Route est Belle," which
Yerrico's
Film Co.
t>anes who couldn't understand the
Fight Taxes
mopped up all trade In Marseilles
dialog laughed so hard at the panHollywood, Feb. 26.
Copenhagen, Feb. 25.
when it played the Capitol recently.
tomimic comedy that nobody could
Alfredo Verrico has resigned as
Hundreds of cinema owners,
hear a line of dialog.
general manager of Italotone Pic- working through their organization,
Here the picture is called "The tures, organized on capital from are petitioning the prime minister
Mundin's Talker Bid
Finger Print." The comedy busi- Italians in New York, Boston and to move for a reduction in amuseLondon, Feb. 25.
ness appealed with great force to San Francisco, to make pictures In ment taxes which amount to as
While he was In Australia Herthe local sense of humor, and they several languages.
much as 40% of the gross.
didn't need to know a word of Eng
Although in existence, with headArgument Is advanced that at l>ert Mundin received an offer to go
llsh to have a good time. American quarters on the Metropolitan lot for least one-third of the provincial to the States to star in a talking
Th^
film humor has not always been several months, no product has been theatre men are running at a' net feature for Samuel Goldwyn.
successful in Denmark, but this was forthcoming. Giovanni Rlzzo, North- loss, while a third break even and actor declined the Invitation prina revelation. Comedy was a riot ern California grape grower, presi- the others are making but a .small cipally due to the illness, In London, of his mother whom he was
Sound effects as an element of screen dent of the company, takes the reins profit.
to see.
fun was a novelty and a surprise and has moved the offices to the
Many of the losers are small anxious
Mundin, iiowover, makes It plain
with a punch to local fans.
Tec-Art lot.
places that have not been wired and
Reviewers speak in praise of BarVerrico is now helping 'to organ- they see extinction unless they get now tliat he has no Intention of enin pictures for any London
(f.aging
bara Kent and Noah Young also.
ize Excelsior Pictures Corp. al.so to tax relief.
With the tax cut thoy
l)rorlufcr.
make foreign films.
.say they could make shift to get
.sound systems and then compete
luxes
on
a
basis.
with
the
de
price
June 1
MOULIN PEESENTATIONS
DeRecat on Foreigns
Hollj wood, Feb. 25
Pori.s, Feb. 25.
Culver City, Feb. 25.
Cyril Maude, English dramatic
Emil deRecat has been placed In
"Awakening" Bad
Pir>rrc r''fnir:ff;t is going in for tiic
star, arrives here around June 1 to charge of all foreign pictures to be
Amsterdam, Feb. 1!5.
presentation polify at the Moulin
appear In his two productions for made by Pathc here.
The Vilma Hanky picture, "The Ilougo here.
Paramount.
He was brought from New York Awakening," failed to do anything
Talkfr ijifturcs will fotifinuf with
First will be "Glrumpj;," followed after the Spanish dub qf "Her Pri- in its premiere at the Tusfhinsky tho Hupplemcnt^ry 3t jg^; .show to
by "Aren't We All?"
vate Affair."
theatre here.
bnlM tlie program.

Drowns

25.

RCA

into

legit

Fob.

Paris,

tra cost of the special lenses fitted

Pathe-Natan would take charge

for

JANNINGS GOES LEGIT

Lens Construction

Company is now producing an
of all servicing within these limits
and also would equip Its own experimental short to prove the
in Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book"
practicability of the Invention, tho
device.
houses with the
44th St. Theatre, New York City
special
lenses being fitted upon the
The New York "American" said:
camera and also upon the projec"Earl Carroll's 'Sketch Book* has
tion machine.
as its star Will Mahoney, always
He won
a sure-flre comedian.
Natan claims the basic world
much laughter and applause and
patent rights on the device. It la
proved eus popular as ever."
said that the system will admit of
Direction
treatment In natural color film,
G.
P-N having a color process of Its
1560 Broadway
own in this field also.

warning them against any one who
claims an inside and recommend
the aspirants to first prove playing
ability by getting a job on home-

town

New

land.

WILL MAHONEY

warn

the screen-strucks against
the racket.
Newspapers In the South are cooperating to tell the gals and boys
no foreign players are welcomed
here without experience. They are

of

Pathe-Natan has a wide film
French Trust Takes Over Territory process, made possible by the substitution of a cylindrical lens In
on Wire and Service
both camera and projector. Instead
of the familiar convex glass, for
Paris, Feb. 25.
which It claims all the merits of
RCA Photophone is completing a the
wide angle screen obtained by
deal with Pathe-Natan under which 70mm film and other special apover
will
take
French
concern
the
paratus.
Information Is contained In a
the French territorial agency on
statement which sets forth that the
sales and servicing, territory to inlarge dimension effect Is obtained
clude France, Belgium and Switzer- with nothing beyond the minor ex-

Paris appeara to be headed for
|i deirree of

VARIETY

tracting screen.
Queen Mary visited Stoll picture
theatre Feb. 21 to see these In operation and big screen ..now_ permanent part of program.

SCHLESINGER REASSURES

AFRICAN STOCKHOLDERS
Capetown, Feb. 25.
Following cabled reports that the
English court had appointed a receiver in provisional liquidation for
British Talking Pictures, Ltd., L W.
Schleslnger Issued a statement In

Johannesburg,
"African Theatres, Ltd., and African Films, Ltd., .are carrying no Interest or shares In British Talking
Pictures, Ltd., United Pictures Theatres, or other Interests involved In
London proceedings," said he,

"British Talking Pictures machines are ,not used by African Theatres, due to the fact that the license Is held by another company
for South Africa and Rhodesia.
"I consider United Pictures Theatres shares sound, irrespective of
the slight slump due to usual market fluctuations. Security has paid
Its debentures' Interest a.nd Its preferred shares dividends."
There were mere buyers for Afri-

can

and African Films
which stood at 23 shillings.

Theatres

stock,

WARNER-TOBIS DUTCH PACT
Amsterdam, Feb.

Amsterdam exchange
advices
Bros.

Tobis

circles

26.

have

that
Warner
deal with the
covering sound ex-

Indicating

make a

^'Ul

people

hibition in Holland.

Appar'TUly rfference
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alriraily

and

Warriors
'•rff!Pt
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a boycott of
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BLUE LAWS ALSO GIVE

Acts Being

HOLLAND AQUATIC IDEA

Se.tfr«.DS.
To

Australia

Not an act is now beins booked
for Australia or New Zealand from
the States, and according to representatives o£ leading chains and Interests in the Antipodes, nothing Is
so cold in that territory at present
has been entirely
as -vaude.
It
•washed up except for three Union
deluxers
picture
Ltd.,
Theatres,
using presention attractions. And
eVen the acts for those houses are
no longer being picked up in New
York.:
To the vaude act willing to play
Australia and New Zealand, talkers

The Hague, Feb. 14.
Owing to the blue-law activity
bathing resorts like Scheveningen,
N'oordwyk and Zandvoort do not
attract
an international public.
Since 1900 anti-gambling laws prohibit casinos, horse-race betting, etc.
To evade, the laws also the early
closing of all. the big restaurants

and other places of amusement at
the bathing resorts, a syndicate has
been formed which intends to charter a big ocean liner which will
ply between the North Sea resorts.
On this liner it is intended to run
gaming tables, fetes-de-nuit till
"four o'clock in the morning," weekend parties,

etc.

The proposed name of this company is "Societe Anonyme pour ExVapeurs de Luxe sur
Liners are to
le Mer du Nord."
have taken away what formerly have a tonnage of 15. to 20,000 tons
often meant a season's work or with trips to be made to Wight,
Borkum, Norderney and Heligoland.
more.
H. A. Bowden, New York booker
ploitation de

Williamson-Tait, formerly
guaranteed an act 10 weeks, with

for

HONOLULU'S GUEST STARS

for an additional 10. If
Honolulu, Feb. 12.
clicked, however, they
May Robson has become the most
worked between Australia and
guest star (stock) to ever
New Zealand for 50 or more weeks, popular
play here. She has been present a
playing return date?.. The New York month, but returns to Los Angeles

an option

attractions
ofteii

offices ..pf .Unitjn- Theatres,
strictly a picture chain, also
recently was booking acts
the U, S. for short tours In the
podes, with fares provided both

Ltd.,

Henry Duffy

for

Feb.' 26.

Accom-

until
panying Miss Robsoij will ba Lillian
from Harmer, who played in the same
Anti- local company.
ways.
Listed as succeeding guest stars
Both Williamson-Tait and Union are Patsy Ruth Miller and then
are now entirely inactive so far as Francis X. Bushman.
booking talent from here is concerned.
Even for a year after sound penetrated Australia, Williamson-Tait
continued ^o operate the Harry

London Chatter

Richards .Circuit, in existence for
more than 60 years, but lost so
much money, according to E. J.
Tait, that vaude was discontini^d

Tom

Walls

all

•

In Australia, talkers are hurting around, town it looks like a new
as much, if not more, than play.
this country, according to Mr.
Gilbert Miller back from New
Tait.- Of 16 legit houses formerly York. Complete with new plays and
operated by W-T, only eight re- a cure for seasickness.
main, the other half having been
A. A. Milne hopped to Switzerland
wired for pictures.
aftjsr
making sure "Michael
and
'
~
Talt saw 70 plays while in New Mary" would click.
York but bought only one for the .Philip Yale Drew is still drawing
Antipodes, "Sons o' Guns."
His queues. This time in "The Thironly other legit deal was the con7
teenth Hour."
summation of plans to send William
Barbara Austen first turn to get
Favereham to Australia to do two
back to the Alhambra since it went
or three revivals.
legit

.

in

'

.flicker.

Criticc have slammed "Hot for
Sydney, Feb. 25.
The Boyal theatre here reverts to Paris" as the most vulgar talker to
date. So it is clicking at the Capilegitimate attractions March 1.

Williamson-Tait has ordered the
change following a disastrous sea

tol.

Bernard Shaw's new play may or
not be given at the Malvern
summer. Some say
Isn't even written yet.

may

Festival In the
It

Riot at Grave

New

stunt' for the provinces, inby Leslie Henson and

augurated

is "Laughter Week."
Another all-man cast for production, a sea epic, is "B. J. I.," by
Commander Stephen King-Hall,
part author of "The Middle Watch."
Ma^u'lce Browne will put this on
at
the
Globe shortly following

Firth Shepherd

Budapest, Feb. 25.
A crowd of 100,000 at the funeral
©f Bela Radios, Gypsy fiddler, pre
vented BOO Gypsy musicians from
playing at the grave. "

There were

34'

casualties.

WEATHER
Tfie

and

weather

cold, clear
is said to have

is'

Paris, Feb. 25.
alternately mild

'

and misty, but this
been the most fa

vorable winter in Paris in 30 years.
Usually the town gets much snow

PALLADIUM EASING OFF

That Cal, Touch
Paris, Feb, 16.
Cafeterias and quick luncheries being still somewhat of a
novelty here, the opening of a
new one arm Joint on the Blvd.
des Italiens brought out the
calciums and newsreels in true
Hollywood fashion.
Pathe-Natan gave the new
eatery a great free send-oft by
showing
shot
newsreel
a
French cinematic celebs eating
on the house.

Modern Opera;

It's just

Palladium

Moscow

likes

,

Suicide Pact Fails,

—

Vet Actor Told

He Must Hai^

.

'

•

•

.

Berlin Plays

"Canaries Sonietimes Slrig." Sliow
has Battle of Jutland as background.
John Parker's "Who's Who in the "La
Theatre" has gone into its new-

Voilee"

(The

Veiled

old "Co-Optimists" but
rernain for the new season.-

HOLLAND PLAYS
.

revue.
4 19.
Nellie Wallace was panned by the
critics for not doing her familiar

Amsterdam, Feb. 26.
(Concert season hei'e has been the stuff.
dullest in. memory. Impresarios say
Edna Best is going talker again
conditions never have been so bad.
lead In "Loose Ends," Blstree verEffort was made to bring a com'bl-' sion' of stage play.
Renee Mallory 'clicked In Blnnle
nation of the principal theati-e tompdnies into the Municipal theatre Hale's part in "Mr. Cinders."
'•U&re, but- 60 tna'njr fe6nflJctlii^ '^le-i '«>PgAlianiQn:taEiaDfidtnptited/<rouncii:to
project
.T^rei
-Ihillildjurtl/itogiiv*? *JahEi)<B^i?;{
otha(ti.*<Kd'
ment^ TddwlpBttd
sell a break on her retui-n to vaude.
was abandoned.

—

playable.

•

The present

Of the
four

He was

65.

piece was written before the. war. as a satire on the th.en
existent voting system. It has no
qualities to justify its revival today.
A good cast and production could
do nothing to change the verdict.
Thlslia theater: "Little Miss Li,"

by Martin Knopf.
Another version of the indestruc-

tible "Butterfly." A naval lieutenant
seduces a geisha in China and returns to his fiancee in Europe. The
little Chinese girl Is left weeping
for him. The librettist has nothing
new to add and Knopf's music will
not intrigue the dance orchestras.
In a competent cast, Grete Freund,
Ell Hoffmann and Peter Hoen Selaers were well up to the nouveau
demanded Ijy this out-oC-the-way

theatre.

Americans Abroad
Paris, Feb. IC.

special

'

i

She
cruise.

met

;

him.

i.

;

•

cial center.s.

,

Holds

Fts

.

iH^(^^iJ<l(;{0^>,iY\v<iD^4

Beck and

Status

Washington, Feb.

Wilbur Coen, Jr., Claire Alcee and
license
to husbnnd, Andrew S. White, Mushy
fetewart
Malcolmson,
assistant Callahah, Mrs. Gilbert. Miller and
nian'ager of the Genei'aJ Motors in father, Jules Glaenzer and wife,
f.B.ombay..:*, »
Raym<ppd. .pyncan, pugsejl^ .C9lt,
f i;

by

toire.

Yugo-Slavla, despite its proximity to Russia and its sizeable
vodka population, is French influenced by the drama. That especially goes for Belgrade and Zagreb,
the two leading cultural and finan-

Inquiries on the

Globe Trotter Romance
London, Feb. 25.
Rogers, described as a
York actress, was married in

Colombo

Headquarters in Belgrade

Belgrade, Feb. 12,
Russia's Moscow Art Theatre has
foresaken its own city to make" its
world tour headquarters here. The
French Little Theatre troupe was
operetta by Harry Warden, music also here this month" playing. reper-

Lucille

New

—

Moscow

Dame

Woman").

edition.

.

"

-

.

'

Fibns Used in

London, Feb. 16.
over 18 months since the
reverted to vaudeville.
Management's decision to once
It
more give vaude a break was after
it flopped v/lth films.
House turned
down the proposal for a musical
show as it had advanced top far
Moscow, Feb. 10.
with its scheme to make a specialty
Use of motion pictures in conof Imported acts. And It certainly nection with & new grand
opera
lived up to its billing, "The house here is
a departure that is causing
where new acts are seen."
comment In musical circles. In
Several
opposition
managers "The Breach," by S. Pototzky,
laughed when the Palladium an- which recently had Its premiere at
nounced Its policy. Even when the the Experimental theatre the sectheatre began to pack them In, de- ond grand opera house In Moscow
spite the talkers and a particularly scenes are flashed on a screen In
hot summer, the die-hards persisted the beginning and at the end of the
that although the Palladium had performance. Since the opera devils
proved more than a nine days' won- with a military subject the t>ictui'es
der, it would come to a sticky finish. show bits of scenery and mas9
The Palladium has survived all fighting which could not otherwise
that.
Just last January Sir Alfred be conveyed on the' stage.
Butt, in giving reasons for the de""The Breach," incidentally, marks
crease in Victoria Palace profits, an important milepost In the histp)*y
gave as one reason: "Other variety of gi'and opera over here. It Is a
London, Feb. 16.
distinct effort to get away from
Court of Criminal Appeal has re- houses in London, with greater seatthe elaborate classic forms arid to
fused to allow the appeal of Janies ing capacities, which have gone out
bring the subject matter closer to
Starr against a sentence of death on a policy of very costly promodern life. It Is also an effort
Sentence was passed grams to attract their public." Acfor murder.
to overcome the widespread oppoby Justice Avery -after Starr and tual downfall of the Vic has been sition to the management on the
Sarah da Costa, housekeeper, had caused by the Palladium. Instead ground that it is "reactionary." In.
been found gassed In a Bayswater of the Vic Palace fighting with bet- other words the company seeks to
ter
bills, .it
threw
the
Just
up
boarding housie.
introduce mbdern Bolshevik themes
Under English law if two people sponge and embarked upon a mu- In an art form which In the past
agree to commit suicide and one sical comedy career. This without concerned Itself chiefly with the
survives, th© survivor is Indictable much confidence as can be seen amours .o* royalty and aristocracy.
by the open statement Butt made
for murder. But it is not too clear
The libretto is based on incidents
whether this was the case or wheth- that he was prepared to dispose in the civil wars which followed
er Starr, in a fit of insanity, turned of the house if a good bid were the revolution in this country.
A
forthcoming.
on the gas.
Cossack regiment, fighting against
Like Unknowns
Starr,
whose actual name Is
the Communists, is shown through
The Palladium policy of import- a series of victories and set-backs
Achew, Is a Cherokee Indian, and
with his wife teamed some years ing, headliners yielded a tidy net ending, of course, in their eventual
This plan has had a defeat and the triumph of the workago, as Starr and Leslie in a comedy last year.
juggling act.
They were close to peculiar effect on vaudeville. It has ers and peasants that's Form 38
being headliners over the Moss and destroyed the old argument that for all Soviet plays In the land of
other principal tours for year.s. Starr unknown acts have no box office the Soviets. Final scene, a pageant
was a violently jealous man. His value. The Palladium has now cre- like triumphal occasion Avhen the
wife quit the act. He took other ated a clientele which looks for- enemy is driven out. Is a splendid
partners for a while, but the turn ward to unknown nanies, figuring example of the propaganda ending
'
that if -lihese haVe established a dear to .Soviet hearts... Red ...ft^gs
iCaded.
Later he broke into the film' busi- name somewhere they are worth at- are hurled to the winds and the
ness in a small way. This failed, tention here in London. With few visage of Lenin emerges like a sun.
All of this, of course, is a long
and he was then seldom seen exceptions, the unknowns have come
around. Ultimately he bobbed up up to the audiences' expectations. way from the cut and dried grand
But strange to tell, the Palladium opera to which the public, even
again around the Bayswater disIf composers
trict in very poor circumstances, ap- has undergone a change recently. here, is accustomed.
parently connected with an unsuc- There Is a noticeable lack of new and librettists follow the lead, as
cessful rooming house. He was in names and noveltieo. The cry from they likely will, it means a new
the
local
opera.
life
for
lease
of
this venture with Sarah da Costa Inside quarters has been that imwhen both were found one morning portations want too much, though
toward the end of last year with the the house paid them last year.
CAN'T LOCATE O'NEILL
gas turned on, the woman dead.
Starr has -been examined by a
May Write— Film Story -for Lillian.
leading alienist at the request of the
Gish Due in Paris
American embassy. At the Appeal
Court bis counshel mentioned the
Paris, Feb. 16.
question of sanity was a matter for
Berlin, Feb. 12.
Eugene O'Neill's address on the
the Home Office after conviction,
Koeniggraetzer theater: "ProfesCote d' Azure (Blue Coast), slang
and did not call any evidence, sor Bernhardi," by Artur Schnitzler.
for
Riviera,
is
a state secret evithough experts say Starr is insane
Pre-war thesis about a Jewish
and has been for some time.
physician proves effective drama. dently. Judging from the many fuAll
It is practically certain the Home The Jewish problem, then an im- tile attempts to get to him.
Secretary will review the sentence .portant factor here, is no longer the outside communications cut off pendin the light of Insanity and Starr central point, but the human real- ing his completion of the second
ity of the figure now seems as true
will not hang, but go to Broadmoor
cycle of plays, of which "Dynamo"
to life as ever.
asylum for the rest of his life.
Title part is splendidly played by was the first.
O'Neill is due in London soon and
Fritz Kortner and the many minor
parts ai-e satisfactory. It looks like may stop off there to assist in the
Fine Lazy Playwright
a sure success.
staging of his "Beyond the HoKammerspiele: "The Candidate," rizon," the Sax Paris-American
Paris, Feb. 25.
Jacques Thery, the lazy play- by Carl Sternheim.
Players, last of a 12 weeks' season.
This author is never backward in
wright,' has been ordered by the
George Jean Nathan is also due
Informing the world that he is Gercourt to jpay one franc damages to many's greatest, writer of comedies. here from America and Lillian Gish
Lucien Rosenberg, manager of the He has, too, often been known to may follow.
O'Neill, through the Nathan conAthenee theatre, for. failure to de- wonder at the fact that the world'^s
liver a play to the manager who three greatest playwrights' names nection, is slated to dd a film story
begin with "S"— Sophocles, Shake- (or Miss Gishi..
had brought suit.
speare and Sternheim.
UnfortuThery's defense was that he
nately, not many people agree, and
couldn't think of the right climax of his plays
only two, "Die Hose"
to his play which was to be called and "Buerger Schippel,"' are still
Art Establishes

Burnaby, Holloway, Macfarlane and
The Hague, Feb. 14.
and bitter frost. Mildness of last Monkman.. Mlmi Crawford, Elsie
G. B.'. Shaw's "Thq Apple Cart"
Sunday boomed roadhouses by in- Randolph, Joan Barry, Herbert will bp produced In Holland under
Show suc- the title of "The Emperor of Amerviting motorist trade.
Forecast is Mundin now drafted.
ceeds "Mr. Cinders" at Hippodrome ica"
favorable.
by the Vereenugd RotterApril 1.
damsch Hofstad - Tooneel, under
Gladys Cooper claims to be de- management
Washington, Feb. 25.
of Cor van der Lugt
Weather Bureau furnished Va- scended from Wordsworth, the Melsert, actor-manager.
riety with the following forecast for poet.
He.also slates for early production
"Circus" Mills has hopped off to
week beginning tomorrow (Wed.).
"11 Manquait Un Hommo" (French)
Rain Wednesday over the eastern the Continent to keep the old road by Felix Gandera, and "Menhunters"
cloudy and colder over show going.
district,
John Buchan, novelist and poli- (Russian) Bernard Blume.
western districts. Thursday cloudy
and colder over the eastern district. tician, has caught the amateur actE. L. SWETE DIES
Rain and somewhat warmeiv over ing comple;i.
Charlie Cochran's gone at-ty. Got
London, Feb.. 25.
westei'n disti-ict Friday and over
Edward Lyall Swete, actor and
Rex Whistler; up. and up painter^ to
eastern district Saturday.
do the scenes for the next Pavilion iproducer, died suddenly here Feb

DUTCH SEASON DULL

POLICY IHAT REVIVED IT

26, 1930

—

London, Feb. 16.
het up about the
altogether.
chances of "A Night Like This."
Selects
One
_..
of 70
Flora Le -Breton's off to Holly.-,
Talt sailed last Friday on the wood in March.
Bremen for England and the Continent.
He has been here Ave W. J. O'Bryen, publicity chief of
months studying conditions and Gainsborough Pictures, going into
visiting Hollywood
and other the agency game.
So many Hamlets In captivity
centers.

eon of talking pictures.

Wednesday, February

wife.

new Hawley

20.
bill,

double taxation,
bring forth the statement thnt this
will not affect the. professional. Bill
is aimed to relieve Americans with
firms abroad wherein the foreign
government grants the same frredom from double taxation.
to cut'lnternatlo.nal

Hawley specially exempts from
his proposal "Compensation for labor

Wednesday, February

26,

FOREIGN FILM NEWS

1930

German

Paris Dailies

Pictures

Is

uns").

gehort

This picture, of which a French
with a complete French
was also made, yndoubtedly
shows advances in some ways over
previous German sound product.
version,
cast,

Chiefly noticeable

Is

the fact that

not seem so
It keeps moving
with almost the freedom of a silent
film.
On the other hand, the dialog
Is nowhere near as clear and plastic as in the first long Tobls venture, "Because I Love Tou."
Voices of the players also are not
always suitable to the mike. Charlotte Ander, femme lead talks in
Also Otto
squeaks and scrapes.
Wallburg, the comedian, depends
for much of his hupior on a stuttering, slobbering form of speech
which is hard enough to follow Qn
the stage but becomes so much
Teutonic
mush through the milce.
an amusing
It's
Stepln Fetchit.
fact that a major proportion of the
best liked legit actors here depend
on eccentric methods of speech to
get over their Individuality, and this
will probably make them wrong for
sound.
Karl Proelich, the director, has
been in the silent game since the
very beginning, but still has things
to learn as regards sound. Probably, however, the investment was
a good one, as returns from France
and Germany alone ought to cover
the production costs and give a sat-

camera does
cramped by sound.

the

A

isfactory profit.

J

_"The White Devil" ("Oer welsse
Teufel"). Ufa, Bloch Rabinowitsch
production, directed by 'Alexander
Wolkoff. At the Ufa Palast am Zoo.
Perhaps the last big spectacular
which

silent

will "be

made,

A

gets a divorce. She does, not have
her former success on the stage,
some years later returns to the
city where her husband lives, now
playing minor roles. She comes to
the house and entering by the window, stands by her child's crib.
The husband enters and all Is for-

of Its

Not a great work nor handled
with any particular novelty. However, it. strikes a pleasant note by
the simplicity of the dialog and the
reality with which it Is spoken. The
settings are simple and the picture,
Featured In Frank
made only in a German version,
should nevertheless prove a satis- "Aladdin's Revels."

RENIE RIANO

factory Investment.

"Kean" ("Die Koenigsloge"). Warner- Vltaphone). Directed by Bryan
Foy. Alexander Molssi starred. At
the TitanIa Palast.
This picture did nothing here.
The scenario is childish, founded on
a silly old stage play. On top of
that the star, MoissI, proved quite
unsulted to the talkers with his
ridiculous affections of speech -and
gesture. Somebody erred when t^ey

faithful followers. He
gives himself up to the Czar, but
with the idea of starting an insurrection within the ruler's domains.
This fails and he is forced to flee
again. He takes with him a young
Caucasian girl who has been kidnaped and placed -lo-the royal ballet.
He has Just rescued her from
the unwelcome attention's of the

two or three

'

Czar and married

her.

But he

'

Is

closely followed by Russian troops
end, in trying to hold them ott to
give his young wife a chance to escape, he is mortally wounded after
a lengthy encounter. At the last
moment the Cossacks drive off the
Is brought home to
his native village, rehabilia hero.
The director, Wolkoff, gets all
there Is out of the spectacular battle scenes and the pomp of the
court.
But he Is less successful
With the principals. Betty Amann,
as the dancer, is somewhat colorless;
Fritz Albert! does nothing

specialist,

studios'

Academy Decides Against
Castiliian

still a favorite here.
Direction seemed to be entirely
non-existent. Impression was that

Hollywood, Feb. 25,
didn't understand German and
Foreign Production Committee of
simply let the players do whatever the Academy has decided that the
they liked. Most of them, including form of Spanish to be used In
Molssi, mug and rant in the worst
talkers will be the Spanish of the
Camilla Horn proved
legit style.
amateurish, and on top of all this stage "following the best practices
the recording was bad, breaking of the Spanish-speaking theatre in
continually and being very often all countries of the world."
completely indistinct. If American
Means that standardization by the
producers Intend to make German classic Castiliian Is dropped from
versions they will need German di- consideration.
men.
technical
actors,
and
rectors,

Foy

("Der-

Tolpatsch").

Friedrich Zelnik. At a special performance at the Mozartsaal.
It is' unfortunate "that. -United
Artists chose this picture as its first
German experiment. Story is unsulted to Germany. It seems merely
so much long-drawn pathos with a
happy end added as an afterthought.
It is heavy-handed and ridiculously
melodramatic.
No concealing the fact that the
audience amused themselves at this
Is
so-called serious picture.
It
therefore impossible to give any
final judgment on the method of
dubbing which Zelnik- has here attempted.
Off hand it would_ seem
useful .-for th.e smaller countries,
where the making of a special version ddes not come Into the question, but for the important International languages It looks as though
special versions will have to be
cranked.

Uproar Over Lloyd

'as

Washington, Feb.

films

and

500.

He

the
25.

Is

now demanding

intoxicated, and after singing tho theme song, he spends the
remainder of the night with her.
Next scene shows the girl happily
married for some years with a little

daughter. The husband is still In
love with her, but is so taken up
with business that he Is neglectful.
A company In which the. tenor Is
singing visits the city and the

army

sheet.

While Coty is still a belligerent
publisher, throwing his perfumed
millions into his publishing venture,
he is getting more and more copy
for his "L'Ami." He also publishes
"Figaro," but this latter dally, selling for a bit more than the other
papers, Is not In any way affected/

chandising.

Such Is th^ general picture of
the Parisian newfspapers In regard
theatrical advertising.
Theatre
and picture ads are about half the
regular -commercial rate.
Reason
for this Is not so much that cinemas are the most consistent dally
advertisers but because the theatres take the position the regular
high rates aren't Worth the spaca
value, and told the newspapers as
much, stating If full rates were
Insisted on they'd favor devoting
that money to- billboards, ballyhooa,
to

etc,

Almost a Guarantee

From the theatrical advertiser's
viewpoint he gets double value for
half the Investment since he is also
given not alone considerable fre«
space to boot, but an almost guarantee of critical favoritism for his
product, be It a show or picture.
For the same reason as with
"L'Aml," Coty's other sheet, the
pseudo-highbrow "Figaro," manifests a frank unconcern about ltd
theatrical advertising, being fearless? and perhaps in a-measure care»
less one way or the other, sines
"Figaro's"

and

circulation
Is
limited
of advertising pro-

amount

Its

portionately so.

(

$17,-

pointed out that the ad-

60%

of

the foreign

proceeds

which the plaintiff has agreed
pay the defendant for Its film.

causing riots In
the foreign countries. Latest took
place in Shanghai, according to a
Talkers are

FEBFOBMING AGAIN
Paris, Feb. 16.

cable to the

do

the
songs.

British

to

Fdm

Field

still

synchronized

London, Feb. 16.
guessing the direction of a Labor
Sidney oicott came, looked around Chancellor's actions.
When a Labor Government was
and took the boat back on his way
to L. A.

Irving
Shapiro is here after
native made fllms.
F. G. Gardner, Western Electrlc's
chief engineer here, quit W. E. to
join International Electric Supply
Corp. Sailed for New York Feb. 13.

New Film Tax Coming
Wild rumors always precede the
Budget.
This year's crop is as
crazy as ever and more difficult to
thresh.
While It's fairly safe to
figure what a Conservative or Liberal Chancellor may do, there's no

Up

for Film Houses;

and

score

Younger Generation Basis of Boom

Interrupted Talkers
Paris,,

Feb.

16.

Jacques Haik how has two inter-

rupted French talkers on his hands.
One was caused by the $200,000
blaze at liis Epinay (near Paris)
A musical comedy star is marry- studios
which halted "De Defening a biff business man and leaving
scur,"
and the other is "Le Chanthe- stage. On the night of her fare("Street Singer"),
well party, the leading man, a tenor, teur de Rues"
same
title
as the Radio film upon
takes her. home as the fiance can't
get to the affair. The pair are both which Andre Eauge walked out.
trifle

Coty has his own
sell
of news vendors
to
"L'Aml" and has' also allied many
small shopkeepers to handle his

on any kiosks.

Havas being deemed a good conservative
advertising medium for ultra mer-

-

While

cially as

a

that the Agence

ing between Coty and Havas, and
also
involving
newspaper
other
publishers and newspaper distributors and agencies, notably Hachette's, "L'Aml du Peuple" Isn't sold

'

Spaniards Dolling

established as a sound star, espeher singing voice also suf-

It follows

strongly Influences the choice of the
medium where advertising Is Inserted, apart from class of readers,
circulation, etc. And also the clients
who hand out m'ost advertising get
the best treatment In the way of
reviews, publicity stories and, generally speaking, anything they want.
Systen\ appears to work okay, and
It will continue so In Palrls until

entirely Its news and advertising
departments. It will be tough, work,
as one or two, of the more powerful
Arthur Levey, London film dls- advertising agencies are in position
to deprive a newspaper of other
trihutor, has applied in the Supreme
reve'nua ' outside "of
Court,- New York^ for an Injunction advertising
"
restraining Audible Pictures, Inc., amusements.
Coty's Daily
from delivering sound and silent
It took Coty, the perfumer and
prints of "The Last Dance" and
"The Lotus Lady." He charges that publisher of "L'Ami du Peuple"
he has a contract for the foreign ("Friend of the People"), Paris'
rights to these films and that while cheapest dally, selling for 10 centhe first film, "'In Old California," times (two-flfths of an American
was delivered to him last fall, and cent), a long time and considerable
the $10,000 payment required was resources to obtain some picture admade, Audible now refuses to de- vertising. Strong was the fear of
liver the other two pictures which the doughty advertiser who might
have wanted to favor Coty's sheet
have been completed-.
David J. Mountan, who says he that the other and more Important
dallies might reject his copy. This
made' the contract with the defend
ant on behalf of Levy,, said In an Is an arbitrary power with French
affidavit that the defendant has de- newspapers.
cided that $10,000 Is insufficient adThe advertiser couldn't have invance for the foreign rights on Its structed Havas to place the ad with

.

fices.

mostly

Arthur Levey Would Stop
Two of Audible's Films

Commerce Department. . The Plaza, when It resumes Its
Uproar was in connection with vaude policy, will not have Rose
Lloyd's "Welcome Danger." Amy, popular
songstress, as a comore than fill In the outer contours Harold
Chinese objected to the' story of managerial executive as planned.
of the Czar NIcolal I, and Lll
Dagover, as a countess, does noth- the feature. Police were called and Instead, Mile. Amy opened Feb, 14,
Later, showings at the Merry Grill, Brussels,
ing more than deliver her usual money refunded.
and
charm.
However, Iwan Mosjukin, under police protection brought ca- win continue professionally on the
starred, is splendid in the title part. pacity audiences, says the American
stage. She and Frantz were to have
He has gotten away from the rather official.
been the -Plaza's co-directeurs when
crude Barrymoreism of his early
it reopened this spring.
pictures and discloses power. Particularly his
death is masterly,
This Is the house which was
especially If you consider that it Is
Spanish Trio's Film
destroyed by fire some years back
protracted over almost two reels.
and was delayed In Its reconstrucMadrid, Feb. 14.
A splendid synchronized score, reMunoz Seca and Perez Fernan- tion owing to various technical difcorded by Klangfilm, should help
the picture in America. The chorus dez, two celebrated Spanish comedy ficulties.
work of the Don Cossacks is mag- authors, and Jacinto Guerr.cra,
nificent and exceptionally recofded. youngest, popular Spanish composer
of the day, have gone to London to
"Because I Love You" ("Dich do a Spanish version of a talker.
habe ich geliebt"). Afa Film, sound
Guerrera, whose works are being
recorded by Tobis.
Director, Ru- widely played today In Spain, will
.

Is

interested therefore in the circulatlon phase, not so much "circulation" In the sense of its advertising
power, but the distribution end.
To this day, with some of the
suits and counter suits still pend-

vance represents merely a part of

die in

dolf Walther-Fein. Mady Christians
starred. At the Capitol theatre.
Despite the weakness of its story,
this is the best German talker to
date.
Mady Christian's voice records splendidly, is always true and
sympathetic in quality.
There is
no question that she is definitely

whose Income

derived from commissions he receives for such advertising as he
places with Agence Havas.

such a day as some paper separates

"Lummox"

Russians and he

tated

Cambria's

Theatrical advertising, along with
"Aladdin's most commercial advertising In a
"VARIETY" said:
Revels" Is the human half of the majority of papers, is controlled in
Paramount show and Renle RIano France by the Agence Havas, both'
triumphing in this new field. Is a news and an advertising concern.
Her So practically all ads are inserted
three-quarters of the half.
eccentric dancing and comedy were through the Agence Havas or on
a spontaneous hit.
space bought from this agency. On
the other hand, the advertising
budget of most firms and theatres
SPANISH PICKED
Is in the hands of some so-called

thought he was

United Artists picture directed by
Herbert Brenon. Adapted and syncrowds chronized with German dialog by

and massiveness of its settings
shpuld;r.?cpmmend it.'
Leading figure is a Caucasian
Cossack leader called the "white
devil." He captures a troop of Russian sol|<Jlers and, because he refuses to have them shot, 4s called
a traitor by the chieftain of his
clan. Infuriated, he attacks the old
man and has to flee for his life with

picture expert of the paper, some
film revlew-g, some not so fresh news
last but not least a lot of ads.
Often as not the picture page Is
farmed out to some concern or individual, whose business It Is to make
This is done in the followit pay.
ing manner:

anC

given.

'

Mere hugeness

"L'Aml du Peuple" because that
agency at that time, and still In a
milder measure, wouldn't do business on behalf of Coty's "Friend of
Its low price
the People" paper.
To the average reader this may made It practically a throwaway
seem a desire to keep the public and Agence Havas, allied with the
selling price
lowest
papers
whose
Informed of the new films. It comprises usually a special story by the is 25 centimes (one cent), was also
Paris, Feb. 16.
Friday, which Is the day all picture theatres change programs In
French
all
practically
France,
dallies run a special picture page.

«,nd

thrill-

ing one which ought to pay for itself at the very least. It must have
cost heavily and shows it every
shot.

Tarm' Friday's Film Page;

One Agency Has Town Sewn Up on Ads

player meets the girl In a restauBerlin, Feb. 12.
Ours" ("Die Nacht rant and sings the former song for
Directed by Carl her benefit. He slips her a note sayFeatured players: Hans ing that she must meet him that
I'roelich.
Charlotte Ander, Walter night in the park or he will disclose
Albers,
A jealous singer InJanssen and Otto Wallbure. Froe- everything.husband of the meeting,
forms the
lich Film, producers; Tobis synlistening to her exchronization. At the Capitol theatre. and, without
planations, he turns her out and

"The Night

VARIETY

heretofore
70

cents,

the

Madrid, Feb.
Spanish public

deemed

13.

has

five pesetas (65-

depending on

the

very

fiunctuating rate of exchange) ds
high priced for legit theatre admissions, they seem to have no hesitancy about patronizing the cinemas
The ultra Callao,
at that scale.
Acts for Hamburg
^alaclo de la Prensa and Palaclo de
lia
Paris, Tcb. 16.
Musica all charge and are getUfa theatre in Hamburg has booked ting it.
the Rosary-Cappella dancing trio for
Madrid society now regards It as
two weeks beginning March 16. very fashionable to attend pictures
Same house has the Three Pirates especially on Mondays and program'for. two weeks beginning April "16.
change days. Elite turns out In a
Booked through Carson's" Agency.
satorial splendor.
.

Cinemas
like

the

of the smaller category,
Real,. Monumental; and

Avenlda get two

to three pesetes
at the gate (about 30 or 45 cents).
American pictures continue comprising about 70% of the programia.
Madrid shows Amicrlcan films over
two years old, and they're still a
great novelty here.
This means
sllents, of course, as sound Is Just

beginning

to

be

heard

and read

about.

Younger generation's

preference
for films accounts for the celluloid

boom, benefiting managements further through marked preference for
grind picture shows, san.i any orchestral or presentation trlmnilnga.

previously In power, some of the
McKenna duties were taken off. Including those on imported film.
Later they were re-established and

have remained since, .being 2 cents
a foot on positive and 10 cents a
foot on negative. Latest available
figures for Imports In 1929, which
are for the first 10 months, are 29,664,283 feet positive and 6,576,422
feet negative.
Declared values oC
these were $767,140 and $3,724,710.
As this shows the declared value
to average around 3 cents a foot
positive and some 70 cents a foot
negative, while some of the Imported talkers have grossed $4,000,000 and over here, there Is some
Inside agitation for another form of
duty than the existing linear charge.
Philip Snowden, Chancellor of ths
Exchequer, Is understood to be considering a tax on declared value,
not 60 much for the purpose of Increasing revenue from that source
but to get In some of the income
tax now supposed to be evaded.
General impression here Is that
American producers operating direct In this market treat their British, branches as buyers and invoice
fllms at a price figured closely on
their potential booking value here,
so it does not leave on the books of
the British end an amount of profit
to make income tax a serious ques.

tion.

Chancellor
ting

Into

Is

his

credited with put-

coming Budget an

ad valorem duty on fllms, with the
Idea this tax would be charged on
the declared and Invoiced value o£
each
production.
The posltloa
would then be that films declared
at a low value to escape this tax
would in many cases pay It later
through the much larger proflts
yhown on the books of the British
(Confinned on page

7 -t)

'

•
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Your Convictions," Says

Wednesday, February

Proxy Race on as Fox Vote Nears;

Adolph Zukor— 'Secret of Success"
Hollywoood, Feb.

"There may be 50 Adolph Zukors
of the future among the younger
men in this room if they will follow my formula. I have tested it."
That was the ending of the
Adolph Zukor speech in reply to
.

complimentary addresses referring
to him during his presence as the
guest of honor at a banquet in the
Hotel Roosevelt, tendered to the

Wall

That Upper Lip

25.

"Follow your convictions; it's the
If you believe
secret of success.
you are right, go ahead. Do not be
swayed by well wishing friends
who would, talk you out of it.

made a
"Its

brothers--a3

-

the -operators ••ot- the.

Although novices in the
manipulation besides special numbers and lyrics it held rapt attenThat was begotten mainly
tion.
through a travestied scene of two
mannikins, one made up as Jack
Warner and the other as Daryl Zanuck, Warner's pi'incipal studio aide.
Mr. Zanuck also was there.
"Warner" was seated at a desk.
"Zanuck" bustled in.
"Jack," he
string.

have a great idea for a pic-^
and it won't cost over $5,000,-

said, "I

ture

r

000."

"Listen, Daryl, what kind
picture for all of that money?"

of

men,

of

thousands

of

women, and everything."
"But, Daryl," interposed Warner,
"why can't we make It a little
cheaper, say $3,000,000?"'

Cut

Claim

is

to $40^000

As Zanuck continued the huge
production Warner kept beating
down the cost. He had Zanuck
agreeing he would make it for $40,000,
but not a cent cheaper. Jack,"
Zanuck added.
"Now,
Daryl,"
said
Warner,
"tell what this great picture is
going to be.
"A talking version of 'Noah's
Ark'," answered Zanuck with a shot
'

found the

for the blackout.

came out during the remarks
that Mr. Zukor was unaware until
reaching the hotel the dinner was
It

He mentioned that,
adding "Anyway th£Lt left me free
to play a good game of golf this
in his honor.

afternoon."

The dinner had been intended for
Schenck, but he shunted it onto
Zukor as a better reason.

—

entertainment by a famous

DAVIS ORCHESTRA.

to

Make

Short

The comedy sketch Wally Ford
has been doing as a Warner short
in the east has been two weeks in
the shooting.

has been given two weeks more.

It

Murray

METER

Pihndom's Eifst

Not Dead

Washington, Feb.
Senator

'

Brookhart's

25..

.

regulatory

for the picture Industry is not

bill

dead. Qusstloned as to what had
become of It, the Iowa, senator
stated he wasn't trying to bring up

anything with the Senate
jam with the tariff.

in

Its

present
"If

of

and when the

the

from
hart.

my

way,

then

blll.'Msald

tariff bill Is

out

you will hear
Senator Brook-

being settled with the acceptance of
the Lehman proposal, and preliminaries have already been undertaken looking to Inviting syndicate
participation by private bankers
and other underwriters. This might
indicate certainty on the part of
the Fox bankers that they will carry
the day.

Reduce

Distrib

UA

A

Comeback Spots

and Douglas Fairbanks have

ford

pressed the matter of readjustment
the producer-members. PlckfordFairbanks have also changed the
sales system on their current picture, "Taming of the Shrew," with
his employ film men who have Al Lichtman and Moxley Hill now
failed as executives has resulted, solely authorized to okay contracts.
even within the few days following, Hundreds of dates were rejected
into what is shaping as filnidom's under the earlier plan to adhere
to

Revelation by the wealthy president of internationally known organizations that .he mainly has in

first

"breadline."

arbitrarily

A

disappointed," he said.

Seek Star Maker

Further revelations as to his dealings with many of the men In his
San- Francisco, Feb. 25.
More alleged victims of a film star employ Include a significant gesture:
"I have in that safe .confessions
maker, Antonio Janoakokis,. who
of many of my men as to the misposed as "Jannlngs" and who was
take they made. I Will not consider
arrested last November, but suba
man unless he Is frank and unsequently dismissed in the police
burdens to me. It Is the law of the
court, have sworn to complaints
land that a horse and a dog may
seeking his arrest on a charge of
bite once and be within their rights.
swindling.
So it should be with human beings,
The duped one.s, Merclno Valen- and that is
what I am fostering.
tino and John Corcagno, both of
"That first bite, the one which
this city, told police they had been
defrauded of $500 and $250 respec- started them out of the picture Intively.
Both say they attended a dustry, Is what I must know. But
film training studio that "Jannings" it will always be kept confidential,
conducted here. Latter was arrest- locked In the safe. Probably not
ed last year accused of running an until I die will the world actually
employment bureau without a li- know what has motivated me from
cense but the case
he disappeared.

was dropped and my

SHAUEE
Bill

financ-

Wall Street anticipates the matter

Bach

S.

J.

&

Co.,

and with Emory

R. Buckner as counsel, and broadcast a plea for proxies.
This di->
vision expressed the opinion that the

Bankers' plan "is the only method
available to avert a receivership,"
the committee "reserves full liberty
to act in such manner as may seem
best calculated, to protect the stockholders."

a

one-and-one-half
The four possibilities are:
Men- froin various parts of the ratio based on guarantees given to
Acceptance of _ the_ Lehmaa or.
-country are writihg'to thls'brgariizer, "Iron -Mask" and" "Coquette;"
Halsey-Stuart proposals; receiver-'
that with the new ma- via Variety, pleading for a chance
ship or, as has been mentioned bepossible, without aid of

»Rotli is directing.

Brookhart

Bandamerica-DlUon-Reade
ing plan.

Members

at St. Petersburg, Florida, an ideal
spot for every recreation fresh air,
sunshine, water and land sports and

.

4 Weeks

business.

with which to. swing the vote at
next Wednesday's (March 5) meeting for or against the Lehman

One story in circulation was that
the original Lehman plan may be
modified to eliminate flotiatlon of
Charges (or Its
$25,000,000 In preferred stock (this is
in addition to the *40,000,000 in
deTjenture bonds), and to substitute
United Artists is expected to re- an
additional issue of common
duce the distribution charge to its
stock amounting to the same figure
producer-members within the near in money and to
be taken up by
future as the result of the Improved
the bankers and offered to present
financial status of the distributing
stockholders.
This would indicate
organization.
that the Lehman side Is willing to
Prevailing charge to producers concede something to the HalseyIs 27% for handling.
This rate was Stuart faction whose plan Is said
set three-zyears ago when..
w.as. to. comprise tlie common stock subfacing a deficit. It represented an stitute for a senior Issue.
Increase of 5% over the previous
third party
in the
rate.
New percentages are to be proxy race when aappeared
new Class "A"
determined.
stockholders' committee was formIt Is understood that Mary Plck- ed headed by Morton F'. Stern of

UA May

VINOT PARK HOTEL

chine it is
to come back.
mirrors or prisms, to project a conBecause the man confidentially retinuous moving film by a direct and
vealed a psychology that has aroused
constant beam of light. It is .tied
the curiosity of even the Hays ofup with sound, too.
fice, and caused the statement to be
made there that It Is .unique In the
annals of* any business. Variety is
Mrs. Ayer Denied
not answering any of the communibut Is referring all to the
Alimony and Counsel Fees cations,
president apd self-declared philan^
No alimony or counsel fees were thropist.
"awarded by "Sapreme Court Justice
further arigle, ahd bne testifying
Townley Monday upon application to the sincerity of the statement, is
of Mrs. Mae Olive Ayer, picture thiit this man, upon receiving the
actress, accused of top close a first batch of petitions, promised to
She Investigate in search of the deservfriendship with Lew Cody.
began an action for separation frorn ing appeals.
Capt. Wallace C. Ayer, advertising
Under Cover or Undermined
man, who countered that he. diNeed for keeping masked his own
vorced her last year at Newport,
Identity, and those of his organizaKy.
tions,
was again pointed out by the
Ayer opposed his wife's demand
for alimony by charging that her president chlefiy because It would
friendship for Cody was common undermine the work he has already
gossip in Hollywood; that her name accomplished by automatically stigwas carved with Cody's on his matizing tfyose men whom he has
dressing room door, and that she rehabilitated.
"I will communicate with the de-»
wore clothing and jewels worth
$25,000, which were not presents serving in my own way; but In such
a way that anyone prying for inforfrom her husband.
mation to satisy the curious will be

Still

this

plied.

—

"

a

War-

ner asked, "Terrific, Jack," answered
"Thousands of animals,
Zanuck.

thousands

stop^

and remarked:

POPULAR VACATIONS
Many people can afford two vacations a year most only one.
In either case thousands have

•

•

picture,

funny,

for that?"
"I don't know, I never have
been on top," the singer re-

$2,000,000 for 'Shadows/

all lours."
That "all fours" was kill the flicker In motion pictures is
continuously repeated during the so good that the American Trade
remainder of the evening for more Commissioner in Johannesburg has
giggles.
cabled the Commerce Department a
In the entertaining way, a novelty report on it.
Inventor Is now on
was the specially prepared manni- his way to England with his
Tale
local
kin turn with the
projector, America being the next

Developments in the Fox Film
affair center In the race for proxies

One' day a fellow Is on the
top and the next day at the
bottom. How do you account

•

on

Sees Lehman Plan Accepted

Hollywood, Feb, 25.
Picture star approached a
concert singer who recently

necessitated at that time, are
out in the talkers.
Peculiar but true fact is
causing more dismissals than'
any other imperfection in
sound, it is claimed.

—

St.

Honest or Modest?

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Film stars of silent days who
have been unable to overcome
that literal "stiff upper Up,"

head of Paramount last week by
Joseph M. Schenck and Sid GrauMajor Share from Ahroad
man. Among the speakers were
Will H.. Hays, Mr. Schenck, Jesse
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
L. Lasky, Louis B. Mayer and Cecil
Costing around $325,000 to proDeMille with William DeMllle the
toastmaster. Others at the speakers' duce, the Cosmopolitan-Metro protable were Jack Warner, Samuel duction, "White Shadows of the
Goldwyn, Harry Rapf and Irving South Seas" will gross $2,000,000,
and getting only $800,000 of that in
Thalberg.
General Hays' talk was flowery America.
and started off. Joe Schenck exTerrific foreign sales volume is
pressed his gratitude to Mr. Zukor extraordinary due
to
foreigners
through all of their years and added fancying the story and synchroniwould
decide
Zukor
that
Mr.
a wish
zation. Picture was among the first
to buy United Artists.
sound releases abroad and had no
Lasky'a Humor
dialog.
Nearly all present were of the
Mr.
film Industry, studio leaders.
FLICKERLESS INVENTION
Lasky sent them into mirth in high
with some anecdotes* of daily happenings of the past with the chief South African Reported to Have
of the organization. Lasky's biggest
Solved. Problem For Sound, Too.
laugh, caused by some mental twist,
was when he mentioned "The DeWashington, Feb. 25.
Mille brothers of years ago hitting
A South African's invention to

26, 1930

rH

Emil E. Shauer, Paramount's foreign head in New Xork, is confined
to his home with grippe.
Melville A. Shauer, special Par
representative In France, who returned to America with S. R. Kent
recently. Is hol.dlng the reins during his brother's illness.

school days."

Fox Takes 44th

St.

to

More Thatcher Than

fore,

Still Confer
Washington, Feb. 25.
Abram F. Myers, head of the
Allied Indies, is back after a meeting with ,S. R. Kent of Paramount.
Meeting was understood to be the
beginning of more conferences on
the 5-5-5 tie-up.
Ho^vever^ says Myers, the. principal topic of the aforesaid lunch
was the Thatcher decree. Upshot
was that Myers agreed to prepare
a brief expressing his views on just
how far the distributors could go
as a co-operative body among
themselves and with the exhibitors
under that decree. Kent and Myers
will further confer and when that
is over Myers states the 5-5-5 conferences will be resumed.

-

-

Studio Fire Inquiry
In

his

My

H

or 12.

J. J. McCarthy -will handle tire
twice dally showing of the picture
with Joseph Shea, on from the Fox
BUBE 60LDBEBG FOB FOX
coast contingent, In charge of pubRube Goldberg Is slated to go to licity. Picture Is scheduled to make
the Coast In April for Fox.
its Los Angeles bow about a month
Nature of the job" Is not known.
aft«r the, eastern debut.

may
in-'

whole property in
which case Fox would retire from
the situation and the new interest
would negotiate one of the plans
already in sight or present a new
one. Fox has several times refused
to consider a sale, but the offer is
believed to be standing and it preterest

In,

the

sents a possibility.

WillIam Fox,-In- his appeal" by letter to the stockholders of both the

Film Corp. and the Theatres company, urged the superiority of the
plan and renewed his
charges
against
Halsey-Stuart
whose plan he has been quoted as
rejecting unconditionally," even to
the extent of preferring a receivership.
Halsey-Stuart Is allied with

Lehman

Western Electric and a faction
the Fox directorate. This
group will also present a plan at
the coming showdown meeting.

within

The letter declares that net earninvestigation
into
the ings for Jan., 1930, exceeded by 50%
of the previous January,
fire of last December those
persons lost their lives, which were the highest in the com-

Pathe studio

when

10

District Attorney Thomas C. T.
Grain last week called for questioning
several girls who had escaped with
minor injuries during the panic.
The girls were:
K
Miriam Herson, 7215 41st ave.,
Jackson
Heights;
Edwina and
Maria Skoret, 362 Riverside drive,
recently doing a sister act in the
"Little Show"; Gloria Clare, Hotel
Palace, West 45th street, "Sons 'o
Guns"; Carol Mackay, 485 16th avenue, Newark, N. J,; Adele Storey,
2973 Briggs ave., The Bronx, "Sons
'o Guns," and Mary Elizabeth Kerr,
Knights of Columbus Hotel, "Heads
Up."

Wanger's Search
Hollyv/ood, Feb.

25,

pany's history.

WB

Stenogs Wilt When
Told the Opera Is Over

While the Warner office extravaganza in a Broadway theatre just
broke even, there are a lot of broken
hearts In the home offlce.
The
Chanin Sunday night events don't
cost the firm anything because the
firm has the house for a regular

But stage hands and
must be paid off. The
Warner Club has to meet these

legit offering.

•

electricians

charges.
Chlefiy because only $100 was
cleaned the opening night the club
decided It unwise to repeat the home
office musical. This against a heavy

Walter Wanger Is reported look- demonstration by those stenogs
who figured they were knockouts.
ing around for directors, writers and
Big accomplishment of the show,
technicians f6r the. Paramount Long
an act (one of the 32) called "Is
Island studio.
Idea is to augment the eastern This a Business?" will probably be
made
Into a Vita short.
But not
plant on man -power.

Fox has taken an

Indefinite lease
on tlve 44th Street theatre for the
opehlng of the John McCbrmack
feature, "Song o'
Heart." Premiere Is set for either March

that an outside interest

5-5-5; buy out William Fox's personal

Kent-Myers

Compromise
Tom Mix

for

Mix

for public showing.
Company la
thinking of iiiaking It Into a gag
act to screen at the next sales convention.

Washington, Feb. 25.
has won In his argu-

ment with the Department of JustIce.
That department and the
Treasury got together and decided not to prosecute Mix on a
•

tangle In his tax returns,

$20,000

FOR "DOOE"

Culver City, Feb.

25.

With all major studios competing
"The Door," Mary Roberts

for

Relnhardt's current "Satevepost"
Los Angeles revenue offlce has mystery yarn, M-G gets It at a
been notified that Mix Is to be per- price reported above $20,000.
mitted to compromise.
Story will be made all-star.

Wednesday, February

2fi,

PICTURES

1930

CHAINS PUYING

ADTHORl^

RCA Plans Licensing Owner-Operators

WB

On

Portable Machines in Small

BCA's portable sound reproducer
tor schools, churches, auditoriums,
etc., -with $1,600 as the minimum
price, presents a problem In merchandising that may be approached
by RCA's sales department from the
Idea of creating licensed local owneroperators.li

Plans for organizing this depart-

ment have not advanced with any
rapidity, partly due to the absence
of a definite plan and, also to a
scarcity of the required type of

manpower.
Licensing of owner-operators is
practical method of getting
into small towns and villages where
Individual schools, churches, etc.,
cannot finance even the minimum
cost of sound equipment, but could
and presumably would pay a rental
fee for use of siich equipment-. This
suggests having an individual own
the apparatus as a business Invest-

deemed a

ment

to yield

revenue through local

bookings.
In many towns individuals, some-

Towns

GIVEN CHANGE

ONSCREEN
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Blokes who formerly made a liv
Ing out of the habit of bashing
beezers are -having their day again
In pictures'.
With the number of
crook pictures being turned out, the
demand for broken noses and
Half a
carnation ears is heavy.
hundred former prize fighters are
making a .living on the lots. A

number of male stars have a yen
for fighters and keep them around
as trainers.
Joe Rivers, Larry McGrath, Jeff
McCarthy, Phil Salvador, Tony
Stabineau and Bob Perry are some
of the former pugs in talkers. They
manage to pick up enough work
to keep them from missing meals,
Jack Perry, former eastern lightweight, has done about a dozen
fight and crook pictures In the past

Teddy

year.

Sllva

and

Sailor

Vincent are on call when broken
noses are needed. Nate Slot and
Phila. Kid Broad also heed the call
of the meg. as do Johnny Conde,
Joe Ritchie and Mickey Furrell.
Jim Jefffries has had a fling at
pictures but is content to try his
luck at developing a heavyweight

champ.
Most of the former fighters In
pictures try their hand' at managing
newcomers to the fight game. This
does not last long for as soon as a
picture job shows, they ups and
leaves tlieir fightar. The chance of
getting their mangled mugs on film
Is too much of a temptation.
,

COOLIDGES IN SHORT

Recent developments

For Goodwill
Spending
as
High as $10,000 a ReelAfter "Name" TalentSome So Good Theatres
Paying Rental, but Mostly.

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Professional cowboys
now
hero for picture
work are giving directors
plenty of headaches by their
habitual profanity. When told
to ad lib in mob scenes the
mike gets hot with a mixed
conglonioration of cowboy vernacular.
It would never pass the censor and the scenes must be retaken.

migrating

COLUMBIA - TIFF
JOINING

HAYS

—

ComScreening Gratis
Regular
peting
with
Shorts

Lynchburg, Va., Feb. 25.
notice that a tabcombination it had billed,
was not only bad but out was
given by the Majestic of Danville last week.
Management
called off the whole show with

While the producers are concernthemselves with talking shorts,
the industrials have taken to the
jumps an* are out to manufacture
one and two-reelers to compete with
the regular entertjiinment featur-

ZUKOR-LASKY
NAMES OFF

25.

This Is geared to handle
film, and two Independent
owners, claiming to have
neighborhood options on the
device, expect to run Fox material
on these machines.
Order blanks for the Warner sys70

mm.

theatre

.

first

changes

in

contain
frame."
to

to contain only
standard equipment and
the
phrase "Magna

Magnascope is the title used by
Restriction of screen credits on Paramount
in connection with its
Paramount pictures, including the wide screen display (projection
Zukor-Lasky names, is understood lens), but It Is understood that there
performers. A recent example is of being considered in connection with
Is no relationship between the two
a wholesale drug company negoti- the change of the corporate name of
companies on the wide film mechating for Ruth St. Dennis and Ted that company to Paramount-Publix.
anism.
Shawn. Another is making a sports
In the event the designation of
short with Vincent Richards.
-

Indirectly.

By

Hollywood, Feb.

apparatus.

tem are reported

FILM TITLES

Paramount-Publlx Is accepted, it is
said-the,Par prxJducLwlU in all like-,
lihood be presented by ParamountPublix Instead of by Adolph Zukor
and Jesse L. Lasky, as at present.
Other eliminations in name credits
will follow to cut everything to a
minimum. While the reported plan
to chop down screen credits is said
to grow out of the proposal to
change the corporate name, it is
admitted that minimizing the billing of picture staff will be attempted whether the corporation's name
Is changed or not.
Contention of procucer sources is
that screen credits are a tlpoff.
Studio head can sit in his office and
know if the picture is good by the
number of visits he gets from the

boys

wanting their names menIf no visits on the subject,
.

tioned.

the exec immediately

knows

it's

a

bad picture.

In Wilmington Mar.

28

the name.

COAST AGAIN; $15 PER

method necessitates only several minor changes in
the standard .(35 mm.) projection
film

mum

Idea behind everything, of course,
But the way the InIs advertising.
dustrials do It the plug takea ;i
most obligatory.
back seat, with quality riding 'm
Columbia may file Its application front. In making the shorts the
for membership within two or three Industrials avoid all clear deducweeks. Matter of joining was re- tion as to the purpose of the film,
cently taken up in a preliminary or Its source of creation,, because
way.
the big firms believe that to do
So far as Tiffany is concerned, otherwise would strain the good will
joining the Hays group is not as value of the film and its quality.
Imminent as with Columbia. Ques- So they use the Indirect method
tion is entirely up_to Grant L. Cook, which- tempers down to- a mere prespresident, who will be east shortly. entation line that bears only the
Four years ago both Columbia name of a company executive, who
and Tiff, were indie producer-dis- might, or might not, be known to
tributors struggling for a national the theatre audiences.
foothold. Membership of these comHowever, In the regular action of
panies in the Hays organization the film as It progresses, the firm's
would bring the list up to 30. Among product is given pictorial display In
the 28 now in the M. P. P. D. A. ,a tasteful way. Another thing that
are RCA Photophone, Eastman Ko- prompts the firms to do this is the
dak, John^E. Otterson (ERPI) and feeling that they are big enough
others not strictly In the producer- and well enough known not to have
distributor class.
to stoop to a direct ballyhoo of

COWBOY RUSH TO GOLD

and

.

Warner wide

Several big business houses have

wide film

houses

"

the announcement that the bill
was not up to standard.
House was kept dark until a
new combination could be ob-

already made several shorts. The
rate of manufacture practically set
by the firms themselves is a miniAt this
of. $10,000 per reel.
figure commercial men feel they
can't miss and are after the best

smaller

First

RAW PLUGS

Iner

more

sooner than has been anticipated.
of the Fox neighborhood
houses slated for Grandeur is the
Japanese Gardens. Present booking calls for it to be shown there
by March 10.
Before the end of this week engineers will have completed Installation of the new equipment.
According to exhibitors who claim
to have seen the device the new

Public

tained.

NO

in

Indicate that the big projectors will

reach

film

ettes.

using such methods one Industrial was able to. book Its short
in at least 50 theatres of one big
chain. Arrangement with the theatres often is free, but there is at
least one case where the short was
considered good enough for the the•

atre to pay. That was In the
Cowboy trek is on.
short previously mentioned.
Hundreds of cowboys, sent to real
Just the Symbot
work when westerns went out of

sports

Wilmington, Del., Feb. 25.
Western Electric's defense of
Stanley Company's Installations In
the suit brought against the latter

company

by

DoForest

Phonofilm

got socked for a recount when the
Federal Court yesterday denied the

motion for a
license rights.

prior

finding

on

Think Dozen of

Comm s 21

Resist

New Hudson
.

V

BiD

Washington, Feb.

25.

So framing his picture censorship
bin as to have it 'referred to the
House Interstate and foreign committee is looked upon by the reform elements, backing Rep. Hudson, as a smart move. Previous attempts, particularly the bill of Canon (5hase, upon which' the group has
drawn for much of the material In
the new measure, went to the committee' on education and there died.
Present situation in Congress gives
the group a rather good chance for
some sort of action by the Interstate
commerce comriilttee, at least as to
hearings.
House Interstate commerce committee presents a majority, 12 of the 21 members that
would, under normal conditions, turn
thumbs down on a proposition such
as Rep. Hudson has put forward
with Its new nine member commls-.
slon in absolute control of the picture industry from the original
script through to the advertising on
the finished picture.
This Is divided 50-50 amongst the Republican
majority of the committee and five
out of the seven Democrats.
Of the Republicans those in the
almost assured class as being against
the Hudson bill, or its idea In any
form, include J. G. Cooper, Ohio;
E. E. Dcnlson, 111.; Schuyler Merrltt,
Conn.; C. E. Mapes, Mich. (Hudson's
home state); J. E. Nelson, Me.; J. M.
Beck, Pa., and C. A. Wolverton,
N. J.

Court stated It couldn't help the
defense in this respect and the case
fashion, are flocking back now that
Another industrial firm now plan- must proceed to trial on Its merits.
the news has reached the ranches ning a talking short isn't even goIt is scheduled to hit the calendar
sage brush Is again popular on the ing to have a credit line.
In- March 28.
lots of Hollywood.
stead, it's merely going to use its
A week ago the casting offices trade symbol on the assumption that
were finding it hard to fill the rid- it's well enough known. Subject Is on this type of work that will make
ing jobs.
It is becoming easier,
to comprise music and dancing by production more economical.
with every train bringing the boys several of the foremost players of
Pathe ran Into trouble ,a couple
back.
of weeks ago in Pittsburgh when
the .«;tfiBe.
Seven fifty a day— ?15 with a
Psychology behind the plan of making an Indu.strial film for Westhorse is much better than ?40 a this company, which Is a $CO,O0O,00n Inghouse. Excessive costs and union
month, they say. Also nearer to wholesale firm, is that even IC the regulations created a jam and a
a bootlegger, and so forth.
public doesn't recognize Its symbol squawk from Pathe. Several camthe pictures, being of general inter- eramen at $35 a day and nine electricians at $13, each plus double pay
Doubtful Republicans would thus
est, will be noticed by those who
line up as follows:
J. S. Parker,
buy the company's product for re- for overtime, proved prohibitive.
Only 95 Sets
Union scale for Industrials is al- N'. Y., chairman; Homer Hoch, Kail.;
tail firms.
TlVe value of free advertising and ready considerably lower than for A. M. Wyant, Pa.; O. B. Burtness,
What N. D.; T. J. B. Robinson, la.; M. C,
publicity which the companies get regular studio production.
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
the irdustri.'il men now hope to ob- Garbcr, Okla., and N. J. Johnson,
Present plans for D. W. CrilTlth's by tlic.se means, as compared to the
"Abraham Lincoln" call for the cost, is eayily gleaned in that the tain is an. hourly Instead of a dally Ind.
Considershorts can cost hardly more than basis of compensation.
Rep. Johnsoii stands in the doubterection of 95 distinct .set.s.
??0,000 at the outside, plus an addi- able saving In overhead is figured ful class even though hailing from
This Is a record.

—

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
All the newseels scrambling for
Flinn for 2 Years
intimate shots of Calvin Coolidgc
on his visit to Los Angeles. Lewis
Culver City; Feb. 25.
I..ewyn called It a scoop for the
With a new two year Patbe con"Voice of Hollywood" shorts when tract, John Flinn will come here
he caught the Coolldge party at March 1, in charge of all Pathe
the Los Angeles Breakfast club.
shorts.
The short will be released as one
E. B. Derr will remain here perof the regular subjects through manently In charge of all Pathc
,

Tiffany.

Or 70m.-lst Neighb Grandeur Mar. 10

Industrials,

ASSOCIATION

MANGLED MUGS

COSTHZ-MELEBS

Projector Device for Standard

Profane Cowboys

times connected with an electrical
shop or supply house, have maintained both standard size and 16mm.
projection machines which they rent
out, including their own service as
Columbia and Tiffany, only two
projectionists, for around $10 per
showing. This has proved a lucra- producer-distributors of national imtive side line and it is thought that portance not members of the M. P.
such an arrangement is the most P. D; A., will in all probability join
feasible way of getting wide sales the Will H. Hays organization becoverage of the RCA portable.
fore the new picture year rolls
Proba-bly the local jobber would around. Both are said to be seriiiave to be assureff'agairist compe- ously considering' the 'necessity oT
very
tition where the town was
belonging to the Hays oflice, and
small, and that's where the licensing that with their growth out of the
angle makes its point.
independent class the move is al-

.

VARIETY

productions.

$3,000 outlay* for 50 pi'iritf.
the shorts can be -booked in an
iver,igp of 50 theatres a wwk, the
firms arc more than satisfied.

method

of

computing

•tloiial

possiijle If this

If

wa^cs is allowed .by the unions.
Indeiwndent firms include VisuKraph, Kinograms, Stanley, Castle,

Union Tangent

.

liray,

Carpenter-Goldman and East-

t-rn.

Indu.strial film producer.", which
Industrial producers are pointing
now Include Fox, Pathe, Paramount out to the unions that unless thoy
can get costs curtailed they can't
viving Independents, are trying to meet the competition of the chls'-loet together with the unions In an ing small fry who operate noneffort to obtain special concessions imion.

and Universal, as well as the sur-

Indiana, tlie home state of most of
organization, which naturally
oppose the bill.
As for the Democrats, those
against tlie Hudson bill probably includes Sam Rayburn, Tex.; C. F.
liCa, C'al.;
Robert Crosscr, Ohio.;
Parker, Corning, N. Y., and J. L.
".Milligan, Mo,
This leaves George
Huddlcston. Ala., and T. B. Parks.
Ark.,
in
the Democrat doubtful
culiinm amongst the Democrats.

Hays
will

-

PICTURES

VARIET\

}9

Predict 5 Yrs. Wait for Supreme Court

Entire Coast Going

Verdict on Judge Thacher's Rulings
with the government filing Us
appeal. from the Federal court's decision okaying credit committees,
and the producers, hefoi-e the 60-day
time limit is up, petitioning the
U. S. Supreme Court to reverse
Judge Thacher's later stand against
arbitration and uniform contract, it
looks like another, five years, and
closer to 10, before either the

maybe

film Industry will
the highest court thinks
Thacher's two decrees.
according to producer in-

government or the

know what
of

Judge

This

Judge Thacher, it is revealed, Is
consider
to
open
individually
amending the decrees in any way
which will be legally beneficial to
the industry as a whole. The power
of attorney idea, Which the Hays
office is promulgating among exhibitors, Is one which. It was also
le.arned this week, was dropped by
Thacher during the trial in his

the latest devices to
control the help is an overtime
schedule issued by the office

Hollywood, Feb.

request, then they get paid
after five p. m. Monday to Fri-

but not exceeding
cents an hour; above
$20,

an hour.
There

is

$40, 75
$40, $1

no allowance for

production

Musical

Comedy Baritone

Fox Theatre, Washington, D.

who wrote

C.

After having appeared as leading
man in many musical shows. Including "My Maryland," "The Student Prince," "Countess Maritza,"
"Boom Boom," and Earl Carroll's

WKS. APRIL

'

'GANG'S'

GRADUATE SERIES

Be Called "Puppy Love"—
Roach Studio Closing for Month

VVm

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Five former members of "Our
Gang," now somewhat older, have
agreements from Hal Roach for a
"graduate" series. Mary Kornman,
Spec O'Donnell and Gertrude Messenger are among the quintet.
Ed Kenney will direct and play
the part of a cop through the series
which will be called "Puppy Love."
With the Roach studio closing
next week for a month, one "Our
Gang" and one Charlie Chase comedy scheduled for this season will
be done later and put on next year's
program.

M. P. Guild Gets

$24,000

Lumas

Verdict Against
judgment

for

$24,000

was ren-

dered against Liumas Film Corpt In
favor of the Motir.i Picture Guild,
729 Seventh avenue. New Tork, In
sealed verdict handed down In
the N. T. Supreme Court. It follows suit brought by the Guild
to collect $45,000 on certain contract rights.
Contract which the Guild alleged

a

Royal Closes Deal

After Frank Lloyd refused to direct "Heart of the North," First
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
National temporarily shelved the
Having secured outside capital
It Is transferring its
production.
elaborate production plans to an- Al Rogell will go through on the
deal he negotisCted four months ago
other, outdoor story called "Under
Western Skies." Clarence Badger with Tiffany.
Latter firmMs to release four picwill direct It,
Lloyd win direct a less preten- tures to be .produced by the directious production in "Right of

"Zep*s" 2d

Run

Way."

25.

Second run houses having contracts embodying the named picture
clause are awaiting the test suit' In

Equity against Tiffany by the Egleston Amusement Company operating a theatre in Egleston square.
Named picture is "The Lost Zeppelin."

Plaintiff alleges refusal by Tiffany
on the second
run release date. Stipulations have
been made that until the Suffolk
County Superior Court determines
the action In equity the defendant
will not withhold demanded films
from the Egleston theatre.
Local picture people assert that
in Boston. there are some second run
houses favored by first run theatres
which waive rights to the withholding of territory films during the
non-exhibition period supposed to
to give It the picture

first

runs.

CanH Halt Case
Efforts of the Stanley Company
to halt the suit brought against
that theatre corporation by -the
Hienry L. Lang Co., of Philadelphia,
received a setback when the N. Y,
Supreme Court ordered the case put
on the regular calendar. Motion to
discontinue was denied. The Lang

had with Lumas was made In
1926, whereby Lumas was to produce two films for the Guild, using
Guild's
Betty Compson as star.
expected profit was $35,000 a picture,
It was said, and the firm also claimed an additional $2,000 In expenses.
Sam Sax Is pi'esident of Lumas.
Louis Rogers heads the Motion concern
It

AN ANNUAL ATTEMPT
Alba;nyi N. Y., Feb. 25.

Annual drive has been launched
picture

censorship

In

.the

brokerage rights on

Hollywood, Feb. 25,
Fox wants Dixie Lee to develop
To this end the
as a fiap type.
studio will star her in a series of
fiaming youth features.

Miss Lee Is now finishing on "In
Love with Love."
She's from a
Chicago cabaret and eventually
played the Zelma O'Neal part in
"Good News" on the road.

all of

Stanley's

MAEY'S NEXT

jamin Glazer,

and who

mand

If

having

a knowledge

of

foreign tongues, or at least one. Is
realized and reflected in the study
some are already undertaking. In
order that one Paramount group
may also play the Spanish version
of a western soon to enter production, cast principals are now concentrating on that language.
In addition to actors and direc-i
tors, the technicians are studying
languages, particularly the "mixers."
In recording the foreign versions
technicians not knowing languages
have difficulty in judging the right

feels

that he has solved everything.
Under his own 'supervision
he assured the director poor
pictures would be possible only
If Eastman stopped' making the
proper kind of film.

Fox Buys Off Boylan's

inflections.

This

Is

being overcome

Contract for $35,000 now
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Fox has paid $35,000 to Malcolm
Stuart Boylan for the unexpired
portion of his contract Which had
ia year and a half to go.
Boylan was one of the oi'iglnal
associate producers on the Fox lot,
retiring from this position at his
own volition last fall. Hs has since
acted as a scenarist.

to a certain extent by having
the translator In the "mixing room"
during the recording. Cutters also
realize they have to learn the foreign languages if they are to do
an expert cutting Job.

HOLLYWOOD CHAHER

Mary Astor is learning Spanish.
Neil Hamilton is studying navigation at U. S. C.
Chorus boys on the Radio lot are
painted by pneumatic sprays.
U's
of Jazz"
Jack Warner has a tooth pulled.
Coast All the boys and girls felt it.
Julian Sande, here from England,j;King of Jazz,". Universal's Paul
goes Ford the-^anie day,
VVhiteman
.

"King
WiU Debut on

premiere

special, will have its first
in Hollywood early- in

April and open in
$2 house not yet

May.
JImmfe

New York

at a

determined

Gillespie,

In

Whiteman's

Hodges

Blllle

Is

going

In

,th6''

agency business.
Billy Taft, the dancer, was christened William Howard Taft.
Eddie Kane claims that Fred
Miller was on the No. 1 car for
Noah's Arl;, not the picture.
Henry King now at Arro\vhead
working on screen treatment for
"Eyes of the World."
George Marion, Jr., says he picks
up all his screen humor from the
burning sidewalks of Hollywood.
Georges Carpentler Is expected
back In two months for another

business manager, now in the east,
returns to the coast within a week
for retakjs to iJI started March 7.
U, having taken up its option for
a second Whiteman talker, the
bandmaster must report back to
Hollywood in September according
to present -plans. -His second will
probably be a story with a musical
plot rather than a revue.
film.
It is
understood John Murray
Calvin Coolldge's first picture had
Anderson will be retained as dito be retaken because he refused
rector on the U lot and will probto smile in the first scene.
ably do Whiteman's second film.
One Eyed Connolly's morning
touch Is a buck for breakfast. Boys
figure that at that price he must
Col.-Disney Deal
be eating at the Roosevelt.
While cowboys are growing muffs,
Negotiations are expe(!ted to be
closed within a week by Columbia Warner Oland is cultivating finfor the distribution rights for next gernails for a Chink part in "Fu
Manchu."
year of the entire Walt Di.sney carThough Eric von Strohelm is just
toon output*
About 13 one-reel cartoons In acting in "Three Faces East" (WB),
each series is planned for the com- the production has been postponed
three times before getting started.
ing season.
Al Jennings, reformed train robThis year Columbia Is distributing the .Disney cartoons only in ber, now teaching actors to hold up
some parts of the country. Celeb- trains for "Under Western Skies"
rity Pictures (indie) have other ter- FN.
Arthur Pierce associated with the
ritories.
Mayer and Rapf agency. Still lined

Barrymore Will Direct
Kyne Remake for Metro WANT JEANETTE LOFF EAST
Hollywood, Feb.

25.

up with Jack Curtis,

New York

who Is now in Paris.
Doug Churchill, writing the

agent,

screen

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Paramount is after Jeanette Loff, treatment for Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Lionel Barrymore will direct the
under contract to Universal, to Jr.'s original "Reno," used to Vannew Cosmopolltan-Meti'o version of play opposite
Maurice Chevalier In derbilt' aide-de-camp on hi.s Los
"Never the Twain Shall Meet," by
Angeles- tab.
"Too Much Luck."
Peter B. Kyne,
Picture is scheduled for work
Lawrence Tibbett was in Rob
Picture was done by Maurice
next month at the Long
Wagner's class In Art, Stagecraft
.

Tourneur and

mount

six'

by

released

Para-

years ago.

Tiff's

had

Island

studio.

Maurice Chevalier
Saturday (March 1).

2,460 exhibitors signed to con-

for Its product
franchise plan.

tracts

due

east

under

the

Culver City, Feb.
will kid the

25.

Van Dine mur-

der mysteries with Its third all-dog
short "Who Killed Rover."
Following this picture Zion Myers
and Jules White, who created the
barkers, will produce a series on
their own. Milton Bren, with ai? Int^res't In the dog pictures, has connected with another release.

and Wrestling at Manual Arts
High School. Did teacher give his
old pupil a raVe for "Rogue's Song"
In the Bev. Hills "Script"?
Lillian Taaffe, who covered Coolldge's
Dakota vacation' for the

Acquired Cicero House
Chicago, Feb. 25.
* Palace, Cicero, has been
acquired
by the Schoenstadt Brothers at a
yearly rental of $15,000.

Minneapolis "Tribune,"

is

.now ex-

ecutive secretary to Mrs. Thomas
G. Winter of the producers' public
relations department.
ago
Vivienne Segal's Scotch terrier,

House was closed a few weeks
when the United Theatres Corp. The Knight,
went blooey.
George Brook's Switch
Hollywood, Feb.

Dog Short Eidding
Metro

is

2,460

The count on Tiffany franchises
Monday showed that the company

properties.

Assemblyman Post, of
legislature.
Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Manhattan, has Introduced a bill to
Mary Plckford has selected "Forrepeal censorship which Is now conducted by a bureau In the state de- ever Yours" for her next picture.
Previously reported she might do
partment of education.
Similar bills have' been Introduced "Peg o' My" Heart."
"Forever" Is an original by Benfor the last number of years with«ut result.

LEE AS FLAP

Fox Will Launch Girl on Top of
Flaming Youth Series

is suing for $250,000.
Largest percentage of the franAction 13 based on an alleged chises are In the middle west becontract made by Lang with the tween Chicago and Cleveland.
theatre corporation whereby Lang
was given the exclusive Insurance

Picture Guild.

against

DIXIE

Suit

Boston, Feb.

follow the featured

tor.

It

25.

threaten.,

here.

That the day is coming when the
actors will find themselves In de-

as

Letter was supposed to congratulate the director. It actually congratulated the man

U SHUTS DOWN

have two forms of

such

CALLAM
Now on Sixth Week as
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

4

genius

himself.

Number

to

25.

Alexander

mushroom

to

Tutoring
leans principally toward Spanish,
French and German. Players with
smatterings of these foreign tongues
are brushing up while the technicians, cutters and "mixers" have
found they also have got to know
what It's all about If foreign versions are going to mean anything.

What Hollywood does to
guys has been Illustrated. A
high production executive who,
placing, a director under personal contract, wrote the director a formal letter of congratulation for having won the
right to Study, observe and be
associated with a successful

supper.
questioning of .one of the exhibitor
This came up during the
leaders.
"Floretta."
Communications Care of
court's interrogation of Al Steffes,
the latter claiming that he repre- Cohunbia Cots
MR. JACK LOEB
theatre
sented between 800 ^nd 900
1659 Broadway, New York
owners, but admitting he only had
But Boosts Its Budget
power of ^attorney for only one
house—his own. .Hays office claims
that indies from ail over the couht
For the 1930-1931 season, Columtry are asking that the power of
attorney movement be gotten under bia Is planning to do between 20
and 26 all-talkers, in other words,
way.
American Society of Arbitration Is probably less than on the current
1
not "out" for producers, it is decover,
This program (26). Budget to
clared in the Hays office.
iiowever, will be expanded for besociety during 1529, while arbitraand
$3,000,000.
tween
$2,000,000
tion and the uniform contract were
This year's coverage was around
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
.valid, stepped into approximately 25
Before starting Its next season's
Then It $3,500,000.
disputes, it is claimed.
Columbia has purchased "Solnamed the seventh arbitrator. To- diers and Women" and "Criminal schedule. Universal will shut down
about
April
1
for four weeks. Durday, Hays men contend, the old sysCode" among the plays done this
tem and contract formula are on season In New York. "Criminal ing this period about 50 high salaried employees will be released in line
file
with the society, and cases
Code" will in all probability star with the plan to reorganize the enwhere yojuntiary arbitral terms are
....
Evel-yh -Brent;.—
tire production department. Meanagreed " upon between individuals,'
while, five pictures are in. work.
will be disposed of in the former
Carl Laemmle, Jr., will spend the
wa/.
l;>y
lay-off period In New York
All companies until Thacher is Saving Production
given the necessary proof to. amend
Transfer to Another
his decrees, or until the U. S. SuHollywood, Feb. 25,
preme Court reaches Its opinion,
will have
contracts.

Language schools are
ing

manager, of one company.
According to this schedule
no overtime can be paid unless
the employee works until seven o'clock or later on Monday
to Friday inclusive, and three
o'clock or later on Saturday.
If they work to these hours by

day and one p. m. Saturdays.
Rates of pay are for employees whose salary does not
exceed $20 a week, scale at 60
cents an hour; for those above

to School;

Hollywood, Feb.

What Hollywood Does

Among

.

terests.

Back

26, 1930

Cutters-Mixers Study Foreign Tongues

Office Overtime

.

Wednesday, February

George
writer,

S.

who

Brooks, New
recently left the

25.

that chewed up a lot

of her jewelry and buried it last
summer, died in dog hospital after
his sixth Session of distemper. Not
it
so heart-breaking to Vivienne

York might sound.
Fox

scenario department, is now on the
Pathe staff doing similar work.

EXTEND LANGLON'S CONTRACT

Hollywood, Feb. i'5.
Harry Langdon has been i)larod
Relsner Directing Haines
under further contract by H«l
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Roach.
Charles
Relsner
will
direct
This insures four Langdon i'f"Spring Fever" for Metro. William leases on Roach's schedule for nc-xt
.

,

Haine.'s starred.

year.

Wednesday, February

PICTURES

1930

26,

Reports Conflict on

WB

VARIETY

W.

Wide Film;

E.

Going Collegiate on Salesfbrce;

Sending Kids Out to Win Their

East Thinks 70nL-West Says 65m.;

U-Metro Named as 70m. Disciples

LAURA LaPLANTE QUITS U

Salesman situation

—

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Warner-First National have joined

Radio on wide

icy.

film,

being

manufactured.

due about

May

1,

the Party"

"liife of

wide

First

Warner

lot

is

and

likely that
will be the se-

lection.

Herbert Kalmus, head of Technistdtles

'color,

that his

organization

will not start builcling cameras for
grandeur or wide film until the producers decide what is to be the

Once

standardization

is

set,

KTalmus states Technicolor will have
color cameras ready within three
or four monlj^hs.

Week

of Feb. 28

— "Anna Christie"
Colony — "Dames Ahoy" (U)
Paramount — "Slightly Scarlet" (Par)
Rivoli — "Love Parade" (Par.)
Roxy — "Let's Go Places"
Capitol

(Metro)

(Fox)

Strand— "General Crack"
Week of March 7
Capitol
"Lord Byron
Broadway" (Metro)

—

of

— "Cohens-Kellys in
Scotland" (U)
Globe — "Case of Sergeant
Grisha" (Radio)
Paramount — "Only the Brave"

busy has long been a problem to the
electric company.
There ai'e some
who have been doing this work
who consider $35 and $,40 a week
big money for a dlplorna holder. As
for seasoned film salesmen, accusWinnie Lightner still banging the forth free lance.
Meanwhile, Universal has secured tomed In the balmy days to a censtuffins' out of me at the Branford
Lupe
Velez
to
long
term
contract
a
tury for the same time, squawks
Theatre.
Togetlier again next week at the and will seek to use her In Miss have been numerous when W. E.
Stanley Theatre in Jersey City.
LaPlante's place starting with "The doubled the boy engineers' pay for
Storm."
road work that brought in equipment
dissatisfaction with her i>art.
Miss LaPlante has had some trouble recently through being cast
against her wishes In a number of
Universal pictures. She will henceto

•

BENNY ROSS

TRIM SILENTS

.

Strand— "Sally"

PRODUCING

If tliis is true, it means a
SILENT
the ranks of those comwhich have advocated the
ASHEVILLE
FILM
IN
65mm. width and which lined up as
Paramount, Radio, and Warners.
That Warners supposedly has a
Asheville, N. C, Feb. 25.
projection machine device by which
A plan brewing for over a year,
special projector heads malve 70mm. to make a picture producing center
and 35lnm. interchange'able on the of Asheville appears to have reached
same machine lends added weight the threshold of realization with
to. the reported swing of
to the the announcement of the organizafull double width.
tion of Southern Pictures Corp., of
The decided undercurrent in the New York, with a reported capitaleast favoring 70mm. also mentions ization of $250,000. First picture is
Universal as seriously cpnsidering scheduled to be produced within
the double negative. U admits being 90 days.
'oi\e
oir tlie cbinpahles"" offered a
'inquiry as" to sound "reveals That"
Grandeur license and to giving that J. L.. Thompson, of New York, promethod serious consideration. To moter of the venture, plans to make
date Universal has been slowly his first feature silent with dialog
feeling its way in the wide film in- to await the building of a studio.
cubator.
Thompson mentions Virginia PemMetro, because of the Fox afflli.a- berton and Barry McCullem as
tion, has become unofficially toutci "well
known Broadwayites" to apas a 70mm. candidate, although any pear In the first film which Jack
plans in the wide film field are Noble is to direct. Noble has beert
ofRcially denied.
an assistant director of talking
Entire situation appears to have shorts
at the Metro-Cosmopolitan
been brought about by the Fox ag- studio in New York.
He will be
gressiveness and pioneering in the assisted'
by- Arthur Vaughan, Henextra width field which, it is berietta Waters listed as the com-

70mm.
split

in

panies

'

,

WB

'

lieved, will force the issue of standardization upon the various film

pany's' literary person.

Candidates for jobs in the picproducing companies.
ture will be selected at a ball to
Radio Wavering?
be held here. This social event will
Radio, on this end. Is said/ to have serve
a double purpose being
Indicated it will be guided in the photographed as part of the first
matter by the dimension establish- feature.
ed as standard by the majority,
Where the picture will be ex-

which leaves Paramount as the hibited outside
champion of the 65mm. cause. Par- ularly without
amount lias been the most careful
of all the companies in guarding
wide film plans other than to repeatedly point out the practicability
of five millimeters less than the
its

of Asheville, pai-ticdialog, not revealed.

Shalienberg Paying Off

Fox width.
One of tlie veteran New York

Los Angeles, Feb.

25.

exW. E. Shalienberg, former New
hiibtors claims that his negotiaYork distributor, who recently went
tions with Warner and Metro and,
into bankruptcy for around half a
of course. Fox, revealed to him that
million dollars, has nearly cleaned
tliese companies are going ahead on
the 70mm. idea. This exhib expects it all up and is ready to start over
to have one of his houses as the again.
•
Shalienberg is settling on. the
first
neighborhood equipped for
Grandeur in the country. It's a coast with the intention of becoming an Indie producer. Right now
1,000-seater.
In the case of Warners the Coast he's engaged in getting a bankroll
dispatch mentions "Lifd of the together.
Party" as this firm's initial wide
film release.

On

the Atlantic Coast
"Viennese Nights" is mentioned as
marking the launching 6f
wide
film, and in color.
Angle here is
that Warners Is very anxious to be
the first on the giant film with
color.
It is believed here that one

WB

purpose of H. M. Warner's trip to
the Coast is to give the new undertaking impetus.
The producing companies stand
agreed thnt the industi-y will only
tolerate one standard width as to
giant film, and that thi,'! matter remains unsettled has been cited as
the reason for delay on Radio's first
wide film effort, "Dixlana."
St.mdardization meetings among

numerous

.

In

the

Hollywood, Feb.
director,

25.

%nd

subject

pas.scd

to

the

Society
wlio.

of

turn, apparently passed the

In
to

a

to

la^,

Fob.

buck
committee which was

mull over tlie benefits and disadvnnfnges of both the 70mm. and

blackball the picture

when

him

better

in fraternity
like sending

'

wire.

As the result of this new policy,
W. E. now has an entli'ely different
perspective on the sales field. Where
months ago it figured 10,000 or
more small exhibs could never afford to wire, and that 6,000 or 9,000
was top, the firm has become embued with the college spirit for
greater deeds, less detours and
more Inroads.
The lad who sells the most contracts can wear W. E. on his
sweater and lead cheers, said a
six

Westernite. "It's getting to be like
the brokerage houses. Boys on new
business will have to shoot in the

low

90'3.

Remember, how many ex-

hibs can break a hundred?"

Fox's

W3d Romances

Hollywood, Feb. 26.
Fox's current year's program calls
under the studio's

for 11 westerns

new

swanky

title

of

"Outdoor

Romances."
List following Zane Grey's "Last
of the Duanes," comprises: "Riders
of the Purple Sage," "The Rainbow
Trail," and "Lost Trail," by the
.same
author;
"Alcatray,"
"Un-

tamed,"
"Trallin' "
and
"Wild
Max Brand; "Drag Harand "Brass Commandments,"
by Charles Alden Seltzer, and "The
Great K & A Train Robbery," by
Paul Lester Ford,
George O'Brien will be starred In
the first and possible succeeding
Geese," by
lan,"

ones.
Studio is also looking for
another potential cowboy star.

More Cameramen Out
Three

newsreel

cameramen reFox Moviesettlements

COAST CONFERENCE

Asther Opens March 7
COOK EASTBOUND
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Grant C. Cook, active head of
Nils Asther, to open in Chicago
oh a personal appearance tour of Tiffany, left Hollywood enroute for
Publix Theatre.s, will start March here Monday.
7 instead of Feb. 21.
Cook has been on the Coast since
Delay cau.sed by inability to com- summer, realigning the company and
Ijletc hl.s work in "The Sea Bat,"
getting It.s new production schedule
now on looatloii in Mexico for M-G. set.

25.'

Want."
Aimee Scmple l^IcPherson's Four
It's an
oviginal, written on the Square Gospel lighthouse here has
lot by Warner Fabian (F. Hopkin- turned thumbs down on Its loader's
pon Smith).
film debut. Congregation hns movod
to

dipped

Nothing

amounting to 38% of their clal^ns ou
term contracts. Men are iHarry BerIII health Is advanced as the reason for Carl Laemmle remaining in ger, John PoHto and Fred Brutt.
Two other cameramen, let out at
Hollywood and the presence of local
execs now on the Coast. No changes the same time, had no claim through
are being contemplated for the New not being employed on a contract
basis.
York personnel. It is reported here.
U'S

Des Moines Disciples Off
Aimee as Filin Actress
l3cs M6ines,

"parlor talk" to

mau

lingo.

cently dismissed from
tone
received
cash

Jenny Lind People

Culver City, Feb. 25.
l-'ranklin is .«f heduled to
si)liish baHOd
on Joiiny Lind's tour and .'^tarrln;,'
shown locally.
(iracc Maori', afti.-r hUc Is coupU.-d
Cjuim, widths.
atrc, on Broadway, with Its own
However, Rev. I'.ichey h;is ro- in oin- with I.;i wi-«nfc Tihliftt.
"V^'arners is reported planning to wide .film equipment.
This Item fu.eed to, condemn Aimee for inulcIIan.« Kfulcy will writ(! Ih*- Liii<l
eoon install Us ntw Hollywood the- also carries the 70mm rumor.
Ing the picture,
.slory Willi Selda Sears dialoging.
J
t>))ocial

row

Outdoors

WRITTEN ON THE LOT
Laemmle,

a

than

out a man with theory and figures
to convince a simple theatre owner
by the simple reasoning of Einstein,
M. Calculus and Madame
Trigg*, that he should buy Western

WAXMAN-EINFELD WEST

western.

Ernst

who can

the new program.
Charles Drury.
In eliminating silents it Is Par's
George K. Arthur.
contention,
outside
of
whatever
Charles "Buddy" Rogers.
angles It may have so far as rental
Harry Warner.
return is concerned, that the silents
do not help to strengthen the position
of the unwired exhib, and as long as
L. A. to N. Y.
he (the exhib) refuses to wire, his
A. H. Van Buren.
business is liable to be precarious.
Harry Weber, (Chicago),
Tiffany and LTniversal may have to
Grant L. Cook.
continue silent versions beyond this
season owing to the franchise of
these
two companies with the
small exhib. Under these franA. P. Waxman, Warner publicity
chises botli companies are obligated
to
furnish the exhibs, whether head, leaves March 8 for three
weeks on the Hollywood coast.
talking or silent.
On his return Charlie Elnfeld, in
the same post for First National,
win start the same thing.

Many

spurs to greater accomplishment.

Must Calm the Exhib
That "precedent" the film salesman has acquired by lone heckling,
and brow-beating of the Sxhtb, is
all wrong. Western thinks.
From
now on the theatre owner must be
treated like a human being.
And

.

-

Motion Picture Engineers

Ills

Fort Wayne, Ind., Feb. 25.
Carol Lombard has been left a
Hollywood, Feb. 25,
bequest of $5,000 from the estate
Tiffany Is following the lines of
of her grandmother, Mrs. Alice C. other producers by going In for outKnight, who died recently, dispos- door pictures.
It has temporarily
ing of personal property valued at transferred Richaf^d Thorpe from
$100,000.
"Paradise Island" to direct "Down
Certain New York bank stock by the Rio Grande," original by J.
from the estate of the decedent's F. Natteford.
father ha.'; also been assigned to the
The Island picture will be regrandchildren, including the film sumed upon completion of the
star.

Use For Novel

Appellate Division, New York,
ha3 decided that ownership of film
rights to a plaV does not carry with
Unless one pr two distributors of
It the right to prevent the use of
national standing,
together with
whatever indies are left, want to the name for a novel. Court dismissed the complaint in a suit of
struggle along with existing unCharles Abrams and WiUiafn B.
wircd accounts, there will be few, If
Levy against Harper & Bros, as
any, silent pictures, either originals
publishers, and Ludwig Lewlsohn, as
or dumb versions of talkers, on the
market next season. The move to author, of "Mid-Channel" to restrain the use of the name because
limit silent films to the very minithey hold the world film rights to
mum is definitely on.
Unwired accounts are now suffer- Arthur PInero's "Mid-Channel" produced first in 1902.
ing from lack of silent material, ac"A motion picture belongs to the
cording to report, with the producdomain of theatricals, a book to the
ers so cutting down on silent verfield of literature," said the opinion
sions that the unwired exhib must
now "shop" for attractions and of Supreme Court Justice Walsh,
which the Appellate Division uppass up those, usually the biggest,
held.
"Right -to the title for the
that are not being- dotic outside of
purpose of the former does not Insound.
Columbia has already eliminated clude the right to pi'event the same
for other purposes."
silent versions of its current pictures altogether, while larger companies have got the subtitled versions to a minlrhurn. Among recent Claims Insane Are at
Par pictures without benefit of siTheatres and Ungruarded
lent prints are. "Pointed Heels,"
Concord, N. H., Feb. 26.
"Battle of Paris," "Darkened
Attorney
General
Davis
has
Rooms," "The Lady Lies" and
"Jealousy."
The only silent ver- placed before Governor Tobey
sions now being prepared by this charges that inmates of the New
producer- distributor
are
"Vaga- Hampshire State Hospital for the
bond King," "Only the Brave" and Insane here. Including insane convicts, have been leaving the Insti"ipiightly Scarlet."
Because ,the unwired theatres In tution without guards and attending
the United States and Canada, theatres in town.
Governor has ordered a more
mostly small and out-of-the-way
houses, now represent only pin strict supervision of the asylum.
money in distribution returns, if not
losses, it is regarded as almost certain that the big producers will
N. Y. to L. A.
practically eliminate the silents on
Leo Fitzgerald.

$5,000

Hays Mary Nolan, 'lead, have been asaruund Christmas, saw the .^igncd to rp.'iveVsaTs' "What Men

producers,
office

CAROL LOMBARD'S

Title

TO THE BONE

Roxy— "Such Men Are Dangerous" (Fox)

contracts.
At the engineer's pay W. E. Is set
to have its boys replace the regulars
in contracting exhibitors. It'll give
the college lad something by which
he may prove his mettle, and win

Film Rights Can't Check

(Par)

Eastern Reports
strong report in New York per-,
sists that Warners, when it starts
on wide film, will swing over to
adopt the Fox measurement of

A

25.

lease

Colony

standard width.

Hollywood, Feb.

no longer as

Laura LaPlante has secured a refrom her starring contract comparatively high paid and using
with Universal that had six months the flock of cherry-cheeked young
to go.
She returned from location graduate engineers. W. E. admits
on "The Storm" ostensibly because Its going collegiate.
Keeping college boys engineers
of tonsilitis, but it is believed due

(Subject to Change)

the tipoor

65mm.
Warners and First National now
have 12 cameras of the 65mmd type
process. Is also

film picture on the

Rons on Broadway

Ist

,

Is

perplexing a problem to Western
Electric as that of the maid to the
housewife. W. E. Is solving It by*
killing the two birds with the proverbial lone heave. Just letting out
the tough old chiselers who are

Reported Dissatisfied with Casting
Lupe Velez Replaces

Paramount on the plan to use
6Smm. instead of the 70mra., which
Fox adopted for its Grandeur pol-

E.'

lllf.

it

MARCUS TO COAST

Hiclrn-y

(iii-cft

Is

|
'

!

M-O's musical

|

,

Lee Marcus, Radio, leaves
Hollywood within a week for a

for
visit

of about six days. He plans to arrive on the Coa.st about March 12.
Later on, Joseph I. Schnltzer,
president of Radio, is planning his

annual

vi::Il

lo

Hollywood.

—

—

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

ikee

L.

and State

All

stays 2d Week—"Disraeli" Better on
2d Run, $8,000—"Desire" $20,600

Beat

Denver, Feb.

$26,00&-lununox Out After 2 Wks.
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
(Drawing Population, 1,500,000)
Weather: Varied
•

"Rogue Song,"

In Its sixth

week

STANLEY'S $35,000 TOP;

PENN

IS

HOOD

BEHIND

at the Chinese, topped the town
with $28,000. "Street of Chances,"
Pittsburgh, Fieb. 25.
$27,500, at the Paramount, and $26,600 at the State, with "Bishop Mur(Drawing Population, 1,000,000)
der Case," were strong contenders.
Weather: Warm
'•Lummox" rolled over at the
With spring disregarding the calUnited Artists, Its second and final
the town went to see pictures.
week WIS around $10,000, distinctly endar,
Leading the pack was "Son of the
subterrs^nean. "Anna Christie" conGods,"
which put the Stanley ahead
at
the
tinues to do great trade
the
Pehn for the first time In
of
Criterion, having picked up $300
Close to $36,000, and the
ovetthe previous week. Nothing months.
best
figure
this downtown de. luxer
Another
like It ever in the house.
has
shown
in a blue moon. Penn had
pulverized record was reported at
Care," and okay If only
"Devil
May
the Boulevard, residential neighbor- average
Lou Holtz on
$31,000.
at
hood house, which experienced $12,stage as m. c.
200 for the first time in its history.
Parade"
"Love
dropped a few
Reason was "Cockeyed World."
second week to $14,750, and
Hollywood win give up $5 per grand In
exits after a nice fortnight for
capita Friday night at the Carthay
"Happy Days." Chevalier picture
Circle to witness the Coast unfoldcould have stuck, but bookings geting of Fox's Grandeur version of
ting clogged. "Nanette*.' was weak
"Happy Days," now running at the at
the Warner and was yanked
Roxy, New York.
Thursday for "Green Goddess" after
Estimates for Last Week
doing two days less than two weeks.
Boulevard (Fox)
"Cockeyed Final four days under $9,000.
."Burning Up" enabled the Enright
World" (Fox) (2,164; 25-50). Wellwarmed benches implied by $12,200, to maintain a favorable pace of
new maximum for family film par- $17,000. "Hit the Deck" dropped to
under $6,000 in third week at Sherilor.
Carthay Circle (Fox) "Devil May dan Square, making way Saturday
Care" (Metro) (1,500; 50-$1.50) (4th, for "Second Wife." This one gets
Never rated this loca- only six days. "Sergeant Grischa"
final week).
tion; scrammed with scanty $10,000. opening this week-end.
"Deck's"
Song" riln something to get excited about,
Chinese
(Fox) "Rogue
(Metro) (2,028; 50-$l.B0) (6th week). since three weeks In East Liberty
Beating existing tops for each suc- doesn't happen often.
cessive week; as now paced doped
Estimates for Last Week
for long stick; $28,000.
Stanley (WB (3,600; 25-35-60)—
Criterion (Fox)— "Anna Christie" "Son of. the Gods" (FN).
Biggest
(Metro) (1,600; 25-75) (6th week). thing here in month.s, $35,000; BarVirile enough to snap back $300 thelmess a name, and lines started
above previous gross; $12,300.
early and never let up.
Egyptian (UA-Fox) "Taming of
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35the Shrew" (UA) (1,800; 25-75). 60-75)— "Devil May Care" (M-G).
Fairbank's-Pickford strong draw for Moderate at $31,000; sharp decline
-Hollywood boulevard;., aground $12,- after opening, picking up later in
000; big.
week; Lou Holtz on stage as m. c.
State (Loew-Fox) "Bishop MurAldine (Loew's) (1,900; 35-50)—
der Case" (Metro) (2,024; 25-$l). "Love Parade" (Par). Out In second
Just average; $26,500.
week to $14,750; could have stayed,
Million Dollar— "Night Ride" (U) but house has too many pictures to
(2,300; 35-50). Melodrama the kind get off; "Happy Days" (Fox) opened
of stuff that goes here; very satis- Monday; not In Grandeur.
factory at $6,000.
60-76)—
Warner (WB)
Orpheum (RKO) "Seven Keys to "No, No, Nanette" (2,000;
(FN). Snubbed
50-75)
Baldpate" (Radio)
(2,270;
and never a contender; yanked after
Weakness apparent In four days In
(1st week).
second week for "Green
$13,600.
last
Paramount (Publlx) "Street of Goddess" (WB); under $9,000 in
Chance" (Par) (3.595; 25-75). Wil- St£LTlZ3,«
Olympic (Tiff) (1,200; 35-50)—
blues
Powell's .gambler's
liam
."Troopers Three" (Tiff).. Generally
brought around $27,600.
at $7,000; held for second
RKO— "Racketeer" (Pathe) (2,- agreeable
week.
950; 30-65). Fashion shows on stage
Enright (WB) (3,700; 25-35-40-60)
always drag 'em In out in this burg;
-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—"Burning Up"

(Par). Kept site up
around $17,000.
Harris— "Grand Parade" (Pathe).
Only so-so at around $6,500.
Sheridan Square "Hit. the Deck"
$10,000 and out.
Warner's Downtown (WB) "Son (Radio). In third week off, but no
of the Gods' '(FN) (1,800; 60-75) kicks coming at $6,000; anything
Okay for final over two weeks an event for East
(3d, final week).
Liberty; run meant around $25,000
week at $20,300.
and smiles.
Warner's Hollywood (WB)—"Sec
ond Choice" (WB) (2,756; 25-75).
Just a fill-in; about what was ex"Green Goddess"
pected, ^16,000;
QUIET
NORTH;
(WB) opened here stronger than

swanky

$20,000.

United Artists (Pub-UA)— "Lum(2,100; 25-$l), (2d week).
Public snubbed this one badly; only

mox" (UA)

—

—

DP
$18,000 TOP IN MONT'L

irS

"Disraeli."

"N. Y.

NIGHTS" $20,000
Montreal, Feb.

Weather Hurts Providence

"7

Days

Leave" Fair at $10,500
Providence, Feb.

25.

25.

(Drawing Population, 600,000)
Weather: Zero
Best days of the week weri handicapped by sub-zero condltlJns, and
several big local hockey league
wind-ups spoiled the balance.
All

(Drawing Population, 315,000)
Weather: Unsettled and Cold
suffered except the neighborA blizzard swept town over the houses
hoods.
week end and knocked the week's
Barthelmess rates high in this
Although town, but crowds were frozen out
biz for a row of pins.
weather was fairly good the last Saturday and Sunday for "Son of
half houses failed to recover.
the Gods," and didn't come down
"New York Nights," at Loew's when
the weather changed. Capitol
State, was okay on $20,000 but could
had a nice week with "Chasing
have done better If weather hadn't Rainbows," holding' well at $17,000.
been against it.
Loew's
tried out a detective story,
Estimates for Last Week
Loew's State (3,600; 16-50)— "New "Bishop Murder Case,^ which took
Tork Nights" (UA). Around $20,000 most of the $17,500 gross.
Estimates for Last Week
not bad considering elements against
Palace (FP) (2,700; 40-75)— "Son
show biz last week.
15-50)— of the Gods" (FN). Severe weather
Strand
(Ind)
(2.200;
"Applause" (Par). House held its hit first three days, and gross faded
to $18,000.
own at about $10,000.
40-75)
Capitol
(FP)
(2,700;
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-50)—
"Seven Days Leave" (Par). Gary "Chasing Rainbows" (M-G). Good
Cooper went big with the rabble In at $17,000.
35-60)
Loew's
(FP)
(3,200;
this one despite lack of sex appeal
in plot; weather hit but near $10,500 "Bishop Murder Case" (M-G). Took
nearly all the gross away from
fair.
Victory (RKO) (1,600; 15-60)— vaude; $17,500 oke under conditions,
Second but little better than average at this
"Hit the Deck" (Radio).
week and pulled out Friday night house.
"Happy -Princess tCT) .(2,300;. .30-65)^
after disappointing run;
Days"" (Fox) in with midnight show "Newark Nights" (UA). Packed
Friday; Radio feature okay first from Wednesday opening on; held
week but slipped badly second; for repeat week; around $9,000, with
one day dark.
about $8,000.
(FP) (1.900; 35-60)—
Imperial
Albee (RICO) (2,500; 15-60)— "Girl
of Port" (Radio), and great vaude "Burning Up" fPar): Vaude took
show. Feature didn't pull at all; most of $9,500.
Orpheum (CT.) (1,200; 40-50)^
fair at $10,500.
Fay's (Fay) (1,600; 15-60)— "Song "Wall Street" «5"ol). Around $4,000.
Roxy (Ind) (600; 60)— "Shirnz"
of Love" (Col), vaude and talking
Drew biz on fight (British) (3d week). Continued to
fight pictures.
hold up; $3,500.
ifllms: about $9,000.
.

—
—

,

Wednesday, February

"DECK'S" $16,000, DENVER FOX, FRISCO, $50,000;

A. Leaders $1,500 Apart;

Chinese, Par

»•>

26.

(Drawing Population, 400,000)
Weather: Fair
With exceptional weather past
week most of the houses turned in
fair grosses.- Tabor headed the list
and held "Hit the Deck" for a second week.
America did very well with
"Disraeli." When at the Aladdin a
short time ago the gross was not so

26,

1930

Minn. Spurts;

'ANNA' SLIPS OFF $8,000

$27,800

San Francisco, Feb. 2B.
Drawing Population, 760,000)
Weother: Hot, With Rain
Warmest February In 30 years has

on Top

With "Men" H. 0.

the beach resorts taking trade away
from the film parlors. Fox leads
the town as usual, having George
O'Brien,
San Francisco boy. In
"Lone Star Ranger."
good.
Estimates for Last Week
Estimates for Last Week
Fox "Lone Star Ranger" (Fox)
Tabor (2,200; 25-40-60-75)—"Hit 5,000; 50-65-75-$l).
Got biggest
the Deck" (Radio). Not far from
Saturday
in months and will close
house
record;
a
$16,000.

Minneapolis, Feb.

25,

|

(Drawing Population, 500,000)
Weather: 'Favorable
Business came back last week^
Like old times with taold-outs at
most of the loop houses.
Mild
tomorrow (Wed.) to $60,000; week weather undoubtedly a dominant
before "Sky Hawk" (Fox) slipped factor, though strong attraction^
badly and totaled only $31,000.
and good showmanship played
Warfield— "Anna Christie" (Metro) prominent part in making the turn^
(2,672; 60-65-90) (2d week). Garbo stiles click.
talks meant plenty here; grabbed
Minnesota had Its biggest week
$31,000 opening week and will do
Got to credit the pei>
in months.
$22,000 this week.

—

Aladdin (Fox) (1,500; 36-B0-75)—
"She Couldn't Say No" (WB). Just
about average, $H,000.
Denver (Publlx) (2.300; 26-40-65)
"Their Own Desire" (M-G). Did
very well, $20,600.
America (Fox) (1,600; 20-40-50)
"Disraeli" (WB).
Very good but
not enough to hold over; $8,000;
previously at the Aladdin.

$23,500, BALTO,

'SHIP,'

AND

FOR 'DEVH.'

$16,500

Weather: Unusually Warm
Sudden spell of clear and warm
weather
wilting
receipts
badly
Thursday. Outside of that it was
generally a good week.
Century, as per usual, led the procession with the Stanley next, and
the New close behind. Auditorium,
with "Hit the Deck" in a third week,
brought up the rear.
Estimates for Last Week
.

—

"Ship

from

(M-G) (3,200;.
a record when

25-60).

(Loew)

Headed for
torrid
Thursday queered indoor amusement; Teddy Joyce, back for a week
as m. c, aided; around $23,500.

Stanley

(Loew-Stanley-Crandall)

—"Devil May Care" (M-G) (3,600;
25-60).
Well liked and business
steady; gross still under previous
high average but slightly ahead of
week before; about $16,600.

—

Keith's
(Schanbergers)
"Party
Girl" (Tiff) (2,600; 25-60)..
Good

matinee picture and profited by general

upward trend; maybe $10,000.
(M. Mechanic)-"Hot for

(Fox) (1,500; 25-50). Consistent and very little difference between the two weeks' groisses; about
Valencia (Loew-UA)

^

RIALTO, WASH., CLOSING;
$17,000

SURPRISE-RKO

Washington, Feb. 26.
(Estimated White Population,
450,000)

— "Wedding

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—"Street

of

Chance" (Par). Pulsating drama
ran close to $19,000; surrounding

show

did not aid;

public tired of

sameness of units; pictures ait the
Saenger now forced to draw busi
npss alone.

Orpheum

60)— "Hit the
Management went

(2,400;

Deck" (Radio).

for this with both feet In the way
of publicity, but business below expectations; $12,300.

—

football idol, in person, all-around
excellent show; spurt in grosslAfe
$27,800.

Century (Publlx) (1,600; 76)—
"Sunnyside Up" (Fox).. Fourth and
week.
Sensational attraction
$11,200; a great month.

last

and around

—

65)

ball

—

Weather: Unseasonably Hot
Rings" (FN) (1,200; 26-35). Picture
All houses weathered a rush of
well liked but b. o. at this elevator
house seldom g§ts excited; near $2,- spring weather getting much^ more.
500.
In many Instances, than was expectParkway (Loew-UA) "Their Own ed. Rialto took the week
as about
Desire" (M-G) (1,000; 26-8B). Good
the breaking point, however, with
throughout; $4,500.
Auditorium (Schanbergers) "Hit the two weeks notice going up.
All other houses were bunched,
the Deck" (Radio) (1.672; 26-$l)
(3d week). Failed to hit high spots the Palace possibly having an edge.
or develop long distance prowess; This Loew site had "Burning Up"
and a return of Allan Rogers, fornot over $4,000.
mer m.c, for a week, credited with
aiding materially. "Nanette" was a
dlssapointment at the Met and
"DEVIL," $19,000, N. 0.
only stayed one week.
Town Falls Off Two Start Strong
Estimates for last Week
but Weaken—"Deck," $12,300
Columbia (Loew) "Devil May
Care" (M-G) (1,232; 36-60). Second
New Orleans, Feb. 26.
week to about $9,500, good.
Drawing Population, 500,000)
Earle (Warner) "Great Divide"
Weather: Clear and Mild
Most of the local film plants (FN) (2,244; 35-50). Good week,
showed a falling off last week. One about three grand above normal;
exception was the State, which $16,000; Little Jack Little on aUge.
Fox (Fox)— "City Girl" (Fox)
went past $19,000 with "Devil May
Care." Novarro's qllck came on the stage show
35-60-60-75).
(3,434;
Fair at $17,300 for this part talker.
matinees that femme appeal.
"Street of Chance" started In
Met (Warner)- "No, No, Nanette"
Saenger,
whirlwind fashion at the
(FN).
Not up to expectations;
Final check house now has Friday openings;
only to peter out.
showed under $19,000, In this town about $15,500.
underworld pictures appear to at>Palace
(Loew) "Burning Up"
tract Just a certain clientele, which
(Par) stage show (2,363; 35-50-60).
always tends to limit the gross.
Return of popular m.c.» Allan Rogers,
Orpheum was at sixes and sevens helped
though
business dropper bewith "Hit the Deck." Another to low
$20,000 for first time in weeks;
start like a house afire and then
dwindle. Theatre spent gobs on the $19,100.
Rialto (U)
"Woman to Woman"
gob opus. Bettered $12,000, but not
so hot considering the four shows (Tiff) (1,978; 35-50). Notice up and
per diem. "Playing Around" came another try to put house back On
a cropper at the Strand. Case of a map seems headed to finish in red;
smart little film being held down $6,800.
through being given but, desultory
RKO— "Second Wife" (Radio)
attention. This house needs lots of (1,870; 35-50).
Surprising intake;
attention.
much above expectations, $17,000.
Estimates fpr Last Week
Loew's State (3,218; 60)— "Devil
May Care" (M-G). To the ladies
Tacoma's High, $9,800
who brought along their male es
corts, $19,000.
Saenger (3,568;

of
of

idol, and his basketball team
on the stage as an added unit.
California— "Son of the Gods" Proved a solid draw and drew the
(FN) (2d week). Barthelmess pic- major share of $27,800.
ture got $23,000 and $18,000 on first
Rin-Tln-TIn in person, and clevtwo weeks; very steady In view of erly exploited, was a corking card
weather breaks.
for the Orpheum. In its fourth and
St.
Francis "Lummox"
(UA) final week at the Century, Sunny(1,375;
35-50-65-90)
(2d
week). side Up" pulled around $11,000, very
Despite heavy exploitation, a disap- fine.
The State, celebrating its
pointment;
meager $7,000 after ninth birthday, also enijoyed its
opening to so-so $10,500.
best week in a long tinie, "Devil
Orpheum-:-"Seven Keys to Bald- May Care" proving considerable
"Hallelujah" won favorpate" (Radio) (2,270; 35-50-66). Not miaghet.
good at $13,000; third and scram able comment and jumped the averweek of "Hit the Deck" was $6,000. age Aster take.
At thfe Seventh Street, "Men
Embassy— "Sacred Flame" (FN)
(1,365;
50-65-90).
Just average, Without Women" started slowly.
$10,000;
week before "So Long However, when the management
that
"persons with,
Letty" (WB) disappointed with $8,- emphasized
weak hearts and subject to fainting
500.
Davies
"Unmasked" (Artcraft) spells should not see this picture,"35-50-65-90).
(1,160;
Independent and when word-of-mouth boosting
talker got ordinary biz, around began to have its effect, trade gradually built to such an extent that
$7,000.
Casino "Undertow" (U) (2,400; the feature is being held a second
40-60).
Last two weeks only fair; week.
"Undertow" got $9,000 and previousEstimates for Last Week
ly "Nix on Dames" (Fox) no wow
Minnesota (Publix) (4,200; 7'5)—
at $10,000.
"Lone Star Ranger" (Fox), Publlx
unit.With Bronko Nagurski, U!

New
Paris"

$10,000.

who conceived tl^e notion
putting Bronko Nagiirski, U«
Minnesota's AU-American foot-^

son

—

Baltimore, Feb. 25.
(Drawing Population, 850,000)

Century
Shanghai"

Granada— "Slightly Scarlet" (Par)
(2,698; 35-60-65-$l).
Only $12,000
following previous take of $18,200
with "Street of Chance."

Tacoma, Feb.

25.

(Drawing population, 125,000)
Weather: Rain and warmer

60)— "Devil
of a draw

State (Publlx) (2,200;

May

Peach

Care" (M-G).
house's ninth

for

about

birthday;

far above recent averages.

$12,000.;

Orpheum-

(RKO)

60)—

.(2,890;

"This Thing Called Love" (Pathe)
and vaude. Rln-Tin-Tln In person
brought heavy play; close to $15,000,
excellent

Street (RKO) (1,500;
—Seventh
"Men Without Women!' (Fox).

60;1

,

Started badly, but built on clever
advertising
and word-of-mouth;'
one of most highly praised pictures
here In months; too harrowing for
some femme fans; nearly $5,000 ana
held over.
Lyric (Publix) (1,300; 40)— "Het
Unborn Child" (Waldorf). Mediocre
picture failed to live up to sensational title or daring prxanised;'
around $7,200, good.
Pantages (Pantages) (1,500; 26-BO)
"Acquitted" (Col) and vaude. At
$5,500, good.
Aster (Publlx) (900; 35)— "Hallelujah" (M-G). Gave house one of
best weeks; evoked much enthusi'^
asm among patrons; around $3,700.
Grand (Publix) (1,200; 86)— "Disraeli" (WB) first half; "Hot for
Paris" (Fox), second half. Good at

—

$2,600.

MEM., BOSTON, $31,500

<

'

Oke

for "Son of

I

Gods"— K- A Down,

115,700— Met ?43,600
Boston, Feb.

25.

(Drawing Population, 850.000)
Weather: Cold and warm
Picture houses got a good break
last week with the local schools

down for the winter holidays.
this advantage they were able
to overcome whatever handicap one
of the most freakish weather weeks
In years Imposed.
Mats all along
the line Were big despite that the
week started out with frigid temshut

With

peratures, following the worst

snow

of the season, and wound up with
a hot spell which put the town In
the same class as Miami.
One of the big surprises was the
business of "Sons of the Gods" at
.

"Hit the Deck" had a big week at the Keith-Memorial. Wound up the
the Pantages, with the rest of town week wih $31,500. At the big Met
just fair. Rialto using lots of space "Slightly Scarlet" rolled up $43,600.
for "Garbo Talk.?," next.
Estimates for Last Week
Estimates for Last Week
,50.-76)
Met
(Publix)
•(4.380;
Nice
Pantages (RKO) (1,500; 25-60)— "Slightly
Scarlet"
(Par).
"Hit the Deck" (Radio). Okay for enough at $43,600.
.

Keith-Memorial (4,000 3.'";-.''.0-C0)
Smart
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (650; 25- "Son of the Gods" (FN).
50-75)— "The Aviatoi-" (WB). E. E. week for $31,500.
30-40-60)
praises unsung and $3,000 poor.
Horton has his local following;
Loew's State (4,000;
Tudor (800; 60)— "Peacock Alley" $4,100.
"Ship From Shanghai" (M-G). All
(FN). Mae Murray doesn't count
Rialto (Fox) (1,250; 25-50)— "The right-on $21,900.
Strand

"Playing
(2,200;
50)
Around" (FN). With half a break
it might have gotten business; its

here; but $3,150; shelved after

first

week although run had been hoped
for.

$9,800.

Kibitzer" (Par). Fair to $3,300.
Keith-Albee
Colonial (Fox) (850; 25-35)— "Not "Frozen Justice"
-So Dumb" XM-GJ, About $1,800,
$15,700.

(3,000;

(Fox).

50-60)
at

Bad

—
Wednesday, February

26,

Smash

at $12,000;

Out Front by

Chicagos

VARIETV

$23,

"Nanette" $25,000—"Hot for Paris"
$19,000, "Playing Around" $15,900

(Drawing

Buftalo, Fob. 25.
Population, 500,000)

which surprised with a tremendous
Best figure this house has
months. Picture is believed
have drawn that foreign element
which never goes to pictures.
"Nanette" replaced "Show Boat"
at the Roosevelt. "Show of Shows"
dr'opped $12,000 on its second week
at' the United Artists and was

$12,000.
liad in
to'

:

,

Tbwn Is evidently about
Saixked.
fed up on revue stuff.
"Love Parade" finally cTiased
"Sunnyslde Up" out of McVlcker's
and opened strong. Chevalier was
bobked to open in person at a preview, but flu kept him out on the
Coast. "Hit the Deck" disappointed

in' its fourth week at the. Woods
and gave way to "Case of Sergeant
Grischa" on Saturday. At the small
Monroe "Phantom of the Opera" did
fuirly well, though with proper exploitation picture would have done

OPERA $40,000 IN K. C;
"7 KEYS" AT $19,800

'Devil,'

Weather: Fair and Warm
Business last week was inclined
Takings were somewhat more evenly distributed than

Managements agree

Estimates for Last

(Drawing Population, 700,000)
All records for grand opera here
were broken last week when the
German Grand Opera Co., at Convention Hall,, drew some $40,000 on
Engagement
performances.
four
was sponsored by the Chamber of
Commerce and the papers threw
their columns open. Result was that
i-egular amusement suffered.
All film houses offered strong at-

tractions and figured they would
benefit from the out of towners in
for the opera, but the visitors spent
the days shopping and went to the
opera at night.
Mainstreet, with "Seven Keys to
;

Baldpate" and strong vaude, continued on its way to a record-breaking month, but failed to. draw quite
as strong as on preceding weeks.

Buffalo (Publix) (3,600; 30-40-65)

not much to write in about. Withers
opera deserves considerable portion
of the credit; $25,000.

Century (Publix)

(3.400;

40-60)

—

"General Crack" (WB).
Buffalo's
toward costume pictures
augmented by the class nature of

apathy

this feature; only $16,300.

Hipp (Publix) (2,400; 40-60)—
"Playing Around" (FN) and vaude.
Boy Siamese twins the card here;
freak attraction heavily exploited
with personal receptions twice daily;
only fair at $15,900.
Great Lakes (Fox) (3,600; 25-3550)
"Hot for Paris" (Fox). Turned
in good week; opened with a crash
but weakened at the end; $19,000.
Lafayette (Indie) (3,600; 40-60)
"This Thing Called Love" (Pathe),

—

Mastbaum

—

to register;

off

Is

Phil^ s Bright

Opera" (U)

(Fox),
(1,120;

"Phantom

50-75).

of

Talker

re-issue didn't get a break from
press staff; with proper handling
and exploitation picture would have
bettered its fair $7,900.
Oriental (Publix-B & K), "Locked
Door" (UA) stage show (3,500; BO-

Estimates for Last' Week
Midland
(Loew)— "New York
25-35-50Nights"
(UA)
(4,000;
.

Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
Business in the picture houses
slid off again last week after showing a very encouraging gain the
previous week.
Several big films,
figured as sure-flre smashes, have
not shown the expected strength.
Result has been a shuffling of bookings and the curtailment of several
projected long runs.
An exception to the general slump
was the Mastbaum, which picked up

60).
Both picture and stage show
given hot publicity and week-end
business fine; after that not so
good; beautiful weather and the
After some weeks of good opera opposition hurt; $17,200.
SS).
Mainstreet "Seven Keys to Baldbusiness, house once more worryins> management; Lina Basquette pate" (Radio) (3,200; 25-35-50-60).
wais. the stage name, but didn't Two and a half hours of entertain- from
$44,000 the preceding week to
ment; $19,800.
draw; bad slump to $27,000.
$48,000 with "Dynamite."
Notices
Newman "Street of Chance" were
Orpheum (Warner), "Royal Box';
none too good for
pic(WB) (799; 50-75). German all- <Par) (1,890; 25-35-50-60). Given ture, but the fans seemedthis
to like
talker got tremendous play from some startling publicity with special it.
Current
indications
are
for a
foreign element; best in weeks at edition tabloids and other stuff; re- record-breaking week here, due to
sulted In more business than house
$12,000 and stays.
Ted Lewis and his band as the first
Roosevelt (Publlx-B & K),"Show has enjoyed In several weeks; big special stage attra'ction the
Boat" (U) (1,500; 50-85). Tanked $19,100.
Mastbaum has had In six months.
Pantages
"Romance
Rio Opening last Friday
of
before its second week was up;
this combina(Fox) (2,200; 25-3J5-50). tion got
$11,000 on final six days; "Nanette" Grande"
$10,000 on the day, a house
Surefire for this house with Lois record
(FN) replaced.
for any Friday exclusive of
State-Lake (RKO),' "Night Ride" Bridge' musical stock; $15,400.'
holidays. On Saturday $20,000 was
Royal
"Seven
Days
Leave"
(Par)
Radio
50-75).
reported, which completely
iU) and vaude (2,700;
Another case of the Mastbaum's daily ffrosssmashed
(840; 26-35-50).
favs on stage meant something;
figures
critics liking picture and saying so,
The Stanley fell miserably with
good at $27,000.
(Publix - UA)^ but fans didn't buy so' strong; "Chasing Rainbows," taken off after
United
Artists
$3,900.
a single week. The Earle, the most
*'Show of Shows" (WB) (1,700; 50consistent of all the Stanley chain
Out after two weeks; big
85).
here for two years, dropped from
first,
$31,500, dropped to $18,700;
$30,000„ Its best figure in a long
"New York Nights" (UA) current. 'CHRISTIE' BIG IN
time, to $20,000.
"His First ComWoods (RKO), "Hit the Deck"
was the picture. Stanton
(Radio) (1,200; 50-85). Disappoint'HEN' $13,500 mand"
$10,000;
got only $9,000 with "Locked Door"
ed staff by lasting only four weeks;
which, to everybody's surprise, was
"Sergeant
clofeed
to
$11,000';
held for a second week. It was figGrischa" (Radio) replaced.
Portland, Ore., Feb. 25.
ured by some of the mob that this
(Drawing PoFtulation, 310,000)
picture, on
its sex angle, might
Better all-round last week. "Hit duplicate the local success of "SaPUBLIX, SEATTLE,
the Deck," at the Orpheum, got cred Flame."
away to a line-up and SRO start.
"Love Parade," despite splendid
houses swung into line, with notices, has not shown the strength
$16,000 Other
the Portland pepped up and going at the Boyd that was expected, but
strong with "Dangerous Paradise." it will nicely round out four weeks.
Seattle, Feb. 25.
Theory that this burg is over-seated Last week saw $18,000, off $8,000
(Drawing Population, 550,000)
flops when drawing films and good from the previous figures.
Weather: Rain
exploitation drag
in.
It is noFox had a good week with "Cameo
Two weeks is a long run for any tably evident that'em
all houses drop Kirby," although nothing sensational
picture here In a house the size of at once, and can also get goba was recorded.
the Fox. "Garbo Talks" had a grea;t grosses together.
The Locust closed Saturday night'
first week, but biz was off on folOther good draws last week were for an' indefinite period.
"Men
low-up.
the Broadway with "Men Without Without Women" figured at under
Orpheum was happy with "Seven Women," also United Artists with $6,000. In Its final week. A fiop here.
Keys" and good three-act bill, while "Anna Christie" on Its first week.
"Vagabond King" opened with
the Liberty clicked to good returns,
much excitement at the Aldine
Estimates for Last Week
Estimates for Last Week
Thursday night and grossed $8,000
Orpheum (RICO) (2,000; 25-60)
Seattle
(Pub) (3,106; 25-60)— "Hit the Deck" (Radio). .Away to or a little better in three da,y3. Not
"Laiighing Lady" (Par). Okay at sellout biz and may hold for second the smash pace anticipated, especially considering the great set of no$l6;ooo-.
week; $17,000.
tices.
Originally intended for an
Fifth Ave. (Fox) (2,500; 25-60)—
Broadway (Fox) (2,000; 25-60)
"Sky Hawk" (Fox). Good stage "Men Without Women" (Fox). Okay engagement of around six weeks, or
even eight, but unlikely to reach
show, but not so big on $15,000.
film registered fairly; $13,500.
Fox (Fox) (2,500; 25-60)— "Anna
Portland (Publix) (3,500; 25-60)— that goal. Karlton was weak -with
Christie" (M-G).
Might better be "Dangerous
Paradise" (Par). $3,700 for "Woman Who Was Forcalled as it is billed, "Garbo Talks"; Brought house back into money; gotten," with Belle Bennett.
Estimates for Last Week
that got the kale; second week, fol- $7,100.
35-50-75)—
Mastbaum
(4,800;
lowincr first week, oft, $9,500.
Rialto (Publix) (1,500; 25-60)—
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 25- "Phantom of the Opera" (U). With "Dynamite" (M-G). DeMllle picture
did rather well at $48,000; a jump of
50-75)— "Hell's Heroes" (U). West- sound got fair attention; $5,300.
$4,000 over previous week. New bill,
ern desert fihn oke; $8,300.
United Artists (Parker-Fox) (1,- with Ted
Lewis featuring stage bill,
Music Box (Hamrick) (1,000; 26
200; 25-60)— "Anna Christie (M-G).
60-75)— "She Couldn't Say No" Had groat first week and holds for started at tremendous pace, getting
$30,000 on first two day.s.
(WB). Lightner the main draw; run; $10,000.
Stanley (3,700; 35-50-75)— "Chas$n.?50.
Alder (Parker-Fox) (1,200; 25-50) ing Rainbows" (M-G). Taken off
Liberty ( Jensen-vonHerberg) (2,Sixth week of 'Sunny.^ide Up" after single .week; around $18,500.
000;
15-25-35)
"The
Phantom (Fox) and closed after successful "Son of
the Gods" tliis weok.
Hou.se."
Heavy advertising cam- run; $4,000.
Aldine (1.500; $],75)-T-"VaKabond
paign daily and pop prices bringing
Music Box (Hamrick) (2:000; 25)— King" (Par) (Ist wopk).
OpenrKl
crowds; good at $11,000.
•Night Ride" (U). Gangster film, Thur.sday with big hurrah and fine
Coliseum (Fox) (1,800; 25-35)— so-so; $5,600.
notions; trade not quite up to ex"Love, Live and Laugh" (Fox). Bad
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 25- pffotatiQn,s with $.S,2i)0 in last throe
at SlMOo.
50)— "She Couldn't Say No" (WB). (lay.s of week; hopes for six to eight
Metropolitan (Pub) (1,200; 25-6*) Hold for another week; $4,600.
wpoks, but this is doubtful.
—"Seven
Days'
Leave"
(Par)
Oriental (Tebbetts) (2,700; 25-35)
Fox (3,000; 90)— "Ca,meo Kirby"
Ci-iihbed $7,600. nice.
"I3 Everybody Happy?"
(WB), (Fox).
Fairly good week, with
Orpheum (RliO) (2,700; 25-60)-^ Dirt fairly; $5,000.
around $28,000 quoted; a little un"Scvon Kvys to Baldpate" (Radio).
Dufwin (Duffy) (1,400; 26-$1.25) der recent avf-r;igpa,
Tliroo !;oort vaiulr» acts completes —Duffy Players in "Remote ConBoyd ('2,400; 40-50-75) "f.ove Pa•l.ii>i|y show; $12,500,
trol'*i ©kay at $4,600,
rade" (Par) (3d week). Slipped to

—

—

—

—

'
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GOES
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Short Wk.

Grosses and weather ran cold and
last week in New York's Rhinestone Gulch. While the Roxy sentries were getting weak wrists tearState Steady at $17,000 ing $134,000 worth of stubs, occasioned by public curiosity in
Grandeur, the Paramount took it for
Louisville, Feb. 25.
its
lowest since summer, $64,700.
(Drawing Population, 500,000)
That's all that "Dangerous Paradise" could marshal.
Weather: Warm
unseasonable
the
In
general,
Kentucky claims exclusive state's
rights
the most changeable Warm weather slackened revenueto
weather in the country. Mid-sum- all along the street, preceded by the
mer winter, hit here last Tuesday worst, snow of the winter on tlie
and all houses felt it. On Wednes-, week-end (15-16). Rivoli and Rialto
day the temperature soared to 73, fell oft sharply and the Strand
the highest on that date! for all wasn't distinguished at $27,000 with
"She Couldn't Say No." Broadway's
time.
$2 houses did proportionately
Week started plenty sti'ong when eight
better than the continuous policy
"Vanities," road show, raked in locations.
"Puttin* on the Ritz" is
about $16,000 during its four-day getting fairly good business. "Vagastay.
But with the heat everyone bond King," backed by heavy pubseemed to lose interest in amuse- licity, started strongly at the Criments.
terion, and "Rogue Sorn?" keeps to
"Happy Days" took it on the chin nice takings.
on its second week and closed with
George ArlIss* "Green Goddess"
approximately $3,200. Loew's was showed wallop at the Winter Garthe only house that held to a good den, while his "Disraeli" continued
average though the Rialto also did to play sweet box-ofllce tunes at the
fairly well with "Kibitzer."
Central in its 19th -week.
Arliss,
locally,
has become a powerful
Estimates for Last Week
State (Loew) (3,400; 35-50), *'A draw.
It Is significant to note that with
Shanghai"
(M-G).
Ship
from
Opened big for first three days, but the opening tomorrow night (Thursday) of "Song of the West" at Warthen eased; $17,000, all right.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,785; 35-- ners there will be three screen
operettas currently opposing each
50). "Happy Days" (Fox) (2d week).
other, "Rogue Song," "Vagabond
Disappointing and with bad break
King" and the new Warner offering.
in weather fell to around $3,200
Estimates for Last Week
for b. o.
Astor
"Rogue Song" (Metro)
Rialto (RKO) (2,940; 30-50), "The
Kibitzer" (Par).
Got laughs and (1,120; $l-$2) (5th week). Demand
praise of reviewers; Harry Green fairly strong; $23,000.
Capitol
"Devil
May Care" (Metro)
will have real drawing power here
35-50-75-$1.50).
(4,620;
after this one; fair at $6,100.
Good but
Alamo (Fourth Ave.) (900; 40), not smash trade, $69,800; previously
at
AStor for five weeks.
"Lost Zeppelin"
(Tiff).
Despite
Carroll
"Puttin* pn the Ritz"
favorites in cast only $2,800.
Mary Anderson (RKO) (1,387; (UA) (1,018; $l-$2). First nine
80-60), "Behind the Make Up" (Par). days, Inclusive of two sell-out SunTitle failed to Intrigue;
around days, beat $22,000, quite smart.
Central
"Disraeli" (WB) (922;
$2,000; poor.
Uptown (Fourth Ave.) (1,334; 10- $l-$2) (20th week). Still the prince
this season's $2 offerings; deviNeighborhood
30).
house
had of
ates
but
slightly
within $13,000double
feature
bill
Tuesday,

in Louisville; hot

—
—

—

—

Wednesday and Thursday

of

two

$14,000 bracket,

—

Cohan
"White Cargo" (W.P.,
runs, "Divorce Made Easy"
(Par)
and "The Awful Truth" Ltd.) (1,400; 6a- $1.60). English
Pathe; house wired bjr W. E. and talker opened on 24 hours' notice
reproduction excellent "Love, Live for limited two weeks' engagement;
and Laugh" (Fox) and "The Kiss" rated about the best British dialog:
(M-G) for two-days each rounded effort thus far presented over_ii£ro;
came In Friday.
out week to about $3,600; fair.
Colony "Phantom ot Opera" (U)
Brown (Brown), "Vanities." For
four days at $3.86 top; pleased the (1,900; 35-50-76). Revived rumors
customers and gathered about $16,- that this house will be taken over
for legit, releasing Universal from
000; very good.
lease; on holdover week, "Phantom"
Ritz
(Laffell)
15-35), got around $10,000.
(1,120;
"Stepping High."
Third week of
Criterion— "Vagabond King" (Par)
Laffell's musical stock; naughty but ;(862; $l-$2) (2d week). Got
$13,009
nice; feminine patronage building; on short week, good; advertlslns'
nearly $2,800.
budget greatly extended to sock this
one across; notices mixed.
Embassy Newsreel House (FoxHearst) (508; 26). Embassy conAlbee, $24,500, B'kip,
tinues as the World's only academy
of current events; sticks to $7,000
first

'

;

—

—

And Par. Up

to

$50^0

or better.

Gaiety— "Troopers Three" (Tift)
(808; $l-$2) (2d week). Laugh picture liked, but at scale absence of
Brooklyn, Feb. 25.
Balmy ozone brought 'em to the names a handicap; gets Us major
load over Sunday; not quite $8,000.
talkers last week. Good bills, too.
Globe
"Hit the Deck" (Radio)
Paramount had "Dangerous Paradise" for $50,300, mild but satisfac- (1,065; 36-60-76) (2d week).
Jack
tory.
Albee had the best show in Oakle opera did well previously at
town, with Clayton, Jackson and :$2 Carroll and. showed speed here;
bettered $26,200; "Sergeant Grlsha"
Durante plus "Her Private Affair."
Fox slowed up with "Sunnyelde (Radio) due next week.
Paramount
"Dangerous ParaUp" In its third and final week. Extra mezzanine attractions at the dise" (Par) (3,665; 35-65-$l). Nancy
Fox, quick sketch artist and crystal Carroll -Richard Arlen picture
flopped at the cross-roads; at this
gazer pulled a little.
house, $64,700 very skimpy; current
Estimates for Last Week
Paramount
"Dangerous
Para- bill has Buddy Rogers In person
dl.se" (Par) (4,000; 35-50-75). Vallee getting $20,700 Satiirday, close to a
record,
and $02,000 over the threestill
crooning; $50,300.
Tuesday
night radio attraction, and Thurs- day week-end.
Rialto— "Street of Chance" (Par)
day night lobby dancing look like
35-50-05-86)
(2,000;
(4th
week).
winners.
Strand— "She Couldn't Say No" Down to $29,300, but not bad for
(WB) (2,800; 25-35-50-60-75). Did third week.

—

—

—

all right;

Riyoli—"Condemned" (UA)

$23,000.

Fox^"Sunnyslde Up" (Fox)

(4,-

000; 35-4-0-50-60-75).
Third week
for this one, and out; around $20,000.

—

Met "Seven Days Leave" (Par)
(3,577; 35-40-50-75). Good bill with
Joe Frisco heading vaude; $21,700.
Albee "Her Private Affair"
(Pathe) (3,248; 35-50-60-75). Best
in town, with Clayton, Jackson and
Durante yelling all over the place;

—

$24,500.

'

.

.

$5,100; 'King $13,000,

Summer Heat

Week

^"No, No, Nanette" (FN). Takings

Loew's Midland offered "New York
Nights," but didn't develop much of and vaiide. "^Failed
a draw. House also offered its first to around $13,000.
stage/ unit, "Dresden China." This
town has seen about every type of
unit that
has been originated.
much better.
"Dresden Chiha" remains the same
Estimates for Last Week
as' when reviewed in full by "VaChicago (Publix-B & K), "Street riety" at Norfolk, Va. The comment
oC Chance" (Par) stage show (4,400;
that m. c. Peterson's constant at50-35).
Excellent figure and outr- tempt to draw applause was too
standing gross of week; William strong goes double for Kansas City
Powell a definite draw; $50,000.
Some day some m. c. will realize It's
K).,
(Publix-B '&
McVlcker's
better to lay off a little and the
"Sunnyside Up" (Fox) (1,865; BO- shows will click better.
Out on fifth week; started
SS).
Newman gave great publicity to
weakly, built quick and stayed "Street of Chance," and with Bill
strong; first week, $36,500, and con- Powell, the star, a genuine home
tinued faster than 30 grand until boy, it was an angle which helped.
last seven days; closed to $22,500;
House giving strong advance pub"Love Parade" (Par) current.
licity to "Vagabond King."

Monroe

Tops Par s 'Paradise'

that times are

pearing to get anything like satis-

City, Feb. 25.

at Cap,

heavy features only ap-

factory receipts.

Kansas

By

previously.

tenuous,

Roxy;

$134,000 for Grandeur at

to flatten out.

Cliicaeo, Feb. 25.
In a week of brutal business the
$50,000 collected at the Chicago by
"Street of Chance" stood out like a
good, deed in a woeful world. That
gross put the Chicago just ?23,00O
ahead of its nearest rivals. StateLake and Oriental both" took $27,000.
But the outstanding figure of thfe
week was that of the German talker,
"Royal Box" (WB), at the Orpheum,

IS

BUFFALO ONLY FAIR

CE

German Talker

PICTURE GROSSES

1930

$18,000;

not

what

It

.should be, but

(2,200;

35-50-66-85) (4th, final week). Defers this Friday to "Love Parade"
(Par) ; gathered a flock of almoleoris
In month's pop grind, following $2

engagement;

—

last

week

$23,900.

Roxy "Happy Days" (Fox Grandeur (6,205; 60-75-$1.50) (2d week).
Doubled advertising and cashed In
heavily on first presentation of
Grandeur (70-mm,) film; touched
$134,000 In eight days; may stick a
third week; if not, "Let's Go Placed"
(Fox) follows.
Strand— "She Couldn't Say No"

(WB)

(2,900;

35-00-75).

New

star,

picture hold for fourth week.

Winnie Lightner, couldn't get Strand

Fox Locust (1,800; $1.50j^"Men
Withoiit Worhen" (Fox). Final week
and vary low; well undfr $6,000.
Stanton (1,700; 35-00-75)— "Locked
Door" (UA) (Ist week). Hold over
on $9,000, a low figure,
Eriangcr (1,900; 50-75)— "K'-cond
Wife" (Radio). Just a week and

put or

-the $20.000'3i but $Z7,000 best
of I'Vbru.'iry grosses so far.
Warners
-'.Song of the West"
(WB) n,3C0; $l-$2). omce didn't
forre ".Son of the Gods," which
scratiinicd short of thrte woelcs with
$10,000: opc-r'.-tta op''n.s Thursday.
Winter Garden '({reen Goddep-s"
plf-nty at that; little undor $20,000. CWUi
(l.lfj-l;
$I-S2)
(2d wi'ck).
Earle (2,000; 50-75)— "JU.s First, Ojjf'ninrr t.-ikc, $2X,.jO0, very good for
f'ommand" (Pat)if). Not so liot, Ailiss iiictiiri.'; liotis»» goes int-)
hut .^t.'igc hf'ld grosH to $:;o,(i()ii: full rtu-oli 7;i,ilti) poli'':.' Ai)i'il 2 with
$10,000 und'.!r pit-vious big wcc-l:.
i"L'n>i'*r a T'.'xua iloou."

—

—

,

PICTURED

VARIETY

hammmt

Stocks Prompt in

Damages Against Theatre

man

Late Rally, Bidding for Blocks;

New Phase

Bull Giques Start
By AL GREASON
The amusement shares were
the vanguard v/hen the

"

Yesterday's Prices

In

Net
High. Low. L.ast. ChBe.
Sales.
21,100 Fox
83% 81% 32% -I10,000 Gen. Thir. 43% 41% 48
-I00'4 08%
.. 60%
3,700 l/oew
00% +1%
.. 00% 04V4
130,400 Par .
. .
3% 8% 3%
1,700 Pathe
44%
.. 44% 43%
07,200
28%
.. 20% 27%
14,100
12%
.. 13% 12
2,400 Shub
.. 62%
+1%
00T6 62
40,000 W. B

%
H
+ %

•

Chicago, Feb. 2B.
Local court has ruled that necking in picture houses Is no infracBench awarded
tion of the law.
Mrs. Ruby Dogert ^1,260 damages
against the Crawford theatre.
Evidence stated that Mrs. Dogert
was in the theatre with ber husband, Peter, when they "rubbed
shoulders."
The doorman kicked
.out.
That was in May, 1926,
when the house was operated by

Lublimer

&

Trlnz.
Second bit of
evidence, brought to light after the
trial, was that they were mistaken
for another couple.

.

Bonds
5,000

Shub

.

..

2,800

Pox T

..

43% 45M 45%.-

%

7%

7%

interest in supporting prices, their
stock, which has been overhanging
,

Equipment Off
It was noted on the reaction that
General Equipment was the hard-

Tear House Apart

When Old Lease

Overnight selling orders appeared the stock ought to recover promptly,
at the opening and first prices were having an attractive bacTcground in
A brief rally was staged business from the new wide angle
lower.
while the bull faction tested out field among other things.
sentiment after announcement that
Shubert got into action yesterday
the Morgan pool of last October-.
with a heavier turnover than noted
November had liquidated all Its
since Its nose dive and ruling at
support stock. Then the list turned
Why they
and better than 12.
quiet and continued so, except for
this time, with the
another drive against prices around should pick on
stage season apnoon, when wheat broke to a hew fag end- of the
proaching, is something else. Problow price below a dollar.
a clique figured the
It was obvious that the theatre ably because
group was making a better show- worst has been over-discounted
and a rebound could be engineered.
of
some
ing against pressure than
appears
to have got into a
Fox
the pivotal stocks, including Steel
which broke below 177 for the first fairly narrow range between 31 and
time in weeks. They had more the 33. Inside that margin apparently
appearance of marking time while It is seeking to find a basis that will
represent trading ideas of the effect
ultimately of the Lehman plan. The
Street seems to have accepted with
some unanimity the belief that that
plan will go through which explains
the stock's freedom from wide
fluctuations.
Columbia Picture's Oct.-Nov. state-

82

74

110%

101%

05

01%

Bl%
00%
47%
105%

80
08
41
80

83

24

%

$16,000
61,000
69,010
16,000
57,000
11,000
222,000

Keith

Warner
Do,

Loew

a former

price..

Nothing was

sal-

vaged.

While the patrons were viewing
a picture a gang of laborers were
in the lobby af7aiting word to proceed with the wrecking. No sooner
was thie last patron out than the
wrecking crew started on their all
night- job.
Truest after truck carried away
perfectly good seats,
signs and curtains to dump them
at the city refuse pile.
Owners of the building seemed
to have some luck, for with the
ousting of the former management
followed the announcement that the

house will open within a month as
a result of negotiations between E.
M. Loew Theatres, Inc., of Boston,
and Fred J. Carey, of Hartford,
owner of the building, at a rental
said to be $22,000 a year for a
period of 10 years.
Leasing of the theatre
first

marks the

venture into Connecticut for

the E. M.

Loew

organization.

Show

000

'.4

10,100
100

O'i

'40.
'41

Col'm'h

80%

110%

108V4
04

'47........

00%
45%

44%
00%
45%

105%

103%

46
fl%'9,

CURB

20%

Plcts.

7%

Fox Theatres
Loew rights

%

10

Plct

ISSUES IN

20%

5%
31

33

t

Prod

Sonora

Unlv

50%
02%

82

'28

t's,

O's

Worner Bros.

37

03%
55%

05

'.17

7's,

Shubert

'.

War

Par-Fam-Lasky

21,200

12%

BONDS

O's,
O's,

Pathe

40

(4)

(2.20)

%
10

OTHER MARKETS

Quoted for Monday
Produce Exchange New York
All

Fox

....

—

Script ($100)

Over the Counter
Bid.

Asked.

ai%
22%

23%
24%

2%
.1

3

22
.

Iloxy, Class

.

71

71

York

1

A

(3 50)

,

Unit

22

2%

3

— New

Prev.
Bid.

do
do
Forest I'hono

Unl",

-De

Boston
Shares.
00

London, Canada.

.

P. Canadian has added one
theatre. Announcement from
is that the company has
purchased the Harris in that city.
Theatre Is under construction, but

F.

Chatham

expected to be completed about

April

Disk,

1.

7 mln.

Organ Solo
9
Niagara Falls
Disk, 11
Talking Trailer
4
"Lone Star Ranger," Film, 22

mln.
mln.
min.
mln.
3 mln.

Freeport, 111.
house, opened
policy,
stage
talent booked by Henry^;. Shapiro,
Chicago.
House is an nide built
and operated by J. C. Gilbert.
Patio,

with

l,200-.seat

presentation

24-27)

Combination News.. Film, 12 mln.
Climbing Golden Stairs
(Color Scenic)

Disk, 17 min.
9

min.

Talking Trailer
4 min.
"Thirteenth Chair," Film, 71 min.
Bouncing Babies

(Gang Comedy)

.

Trailers

..Disk, 19 min.
3 min,

SENATE
(126 Mins.)

Maroh 3-6
Combination News.; Film, 12 min-.
"Virginia Judge"
(Monolog Short).. Disk, 9 min.
Organ Solo
9 min.
"Playing Around". ..Disk, 69 mln.
"Marching to Georgia"

(Comedy Short)

,

.Film, 21 min.

Trailers

6

min.

TOWER

Fort Wayne, Ind.

Remodeling of the Capitol and
Creighton, owned and operated by
the Tony Nelleson Amusement Co.,
has

started.

Both

with

reopen

talkies.

South Bend, Ind.
Maurice F. Baker, manager of th©
Colfax, has been transferred to the
New York headquarters of Publix.
His successor
from Chicago,

is

Harry Davidson,
John, N. B.

St.

Jubilee, Stellarton, N. S., has reopened after being closed for several months for overhauling and

House

Installation of sound.
cally owned.

is lo-'

(150 Mins.)
(ATeek Feb. 28)

Combination News.. Film, 11 mln.
"Black and Tan"
(Band Short)
Film, 19 min.
Organ Solo
9 min.
"Bishop Murder Case,"

St. Joseph, Mo.
Reported that the Electric thePublix controlled. Is going
back to vaude in addition to pic-

atre,

^

tures.

Film, 87 min.

"Madhouse" (Comedy
Short)

Film, 18 min.

Trailers

6

min.

Portland, Me.
Goss, manager of the
Maine, has been transferred to -the
Haynes theatre (Publix) at Waterville, as Fred Johnson follows Jiere.

Eugene

S.

PUBLIX SPREADS

ON LOBBY

AaS

Altoona, Pa.

Embassy Wilmer & Vincent house,
dark for months, was opened Saturday by M. Leventhal. Latter her©
from Detroit. Orotone sound equipment, and the house will handle
only pictures.

Chicago, Feb,

Seats

25.
St.

1,300.

"Joseph, Mo.

With Publix headquarters in New
The Crystal theatre, unable to
York agreeing with B. & K. on the draw with a combination policy, has
value of lobby acts, orders have gone back to straight pictures with
Barney Dubinsky,
a
15-cent top.
been sent out that not only the deluxe spots, but also the class A
houses are to book some sort of
lobby
entertainment.
Publix is
spreading the lobby act field due to

the offlcial feeling that entertainment should start from the moment
tickets are bought.
Publix
will
lobby
play
type
Including instrumental and
acts,
vocal, two girl piano turns and all
sorts of dumb acts. Under the latter head the houses will spot acro-

manager.

D.

D.

Rlalto,

Durham, N. C.
Phoenix, manager of the
has shoved

off

to

Raleigh,

N. C, to .take management of th©
Palace for Publix. He succeeds H.
T.

Lash ley.

Brooklyn.
George Schenck, formerly assistant manager of Loew's State, Broadway, is now manager of the Bedbatic, midget and animal turns.
ford.
He succeeds Oslirin transB. & K. is also going in for palm ferred to the Gates.
and tea cup reading at the matlJ. F. Price now manager of Loew's
ness.
This, of course, is a special Bay Ridge.
draw for the femme trade. First
reader goes in at Detroit to be folMontgomery, Ala.
40
+ 3
01% + % Curtis* Dailies Kid Topeka lowed by another at the Coronado
W. L. Wadkels, new city manager
55% + %
(Publix-Great States) In Rockford, here for Publix. Formerly assistof 5c Pass
Out
111.
ant manager at the Alabama, Birm82
+ 2
ingham.
100% + %
Other shift is William
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 25.
04% + %
Wolfson as manager of the ParaJitney pass strikers have won
40
+ 1
Drop Its
mount.
After being in force Publix
90% + % their battle.
45% + % two weeks, the nickle "charity tax"
104% + 1
Units in Southwest
Birmingham, Ala.
on passes given newspapers has
W. Collier ha;^ succeeded C. D.
Publix is considering returning to
been abandoned by the local Fox
20%
7% + 1
straight sound policy in Des Moines, Haig as manager of the Strand,
enterprises.
32
Omaha,
and
several southern towns
The
kidding
of
the
newspapers
%
10
Roanoke, Va.
+ % hurt. However, the nickle tax will Including its Texas route. ElimThird largest city In Virginia,
for other than
newspaper ination of the units from at least
stick
five houses in these territories will Roanoke has just secured its third
people.
Park theatre has
be made unless future business sound house.
warrants keeping the stage shows. completed installation.
RAISE ADMISSION
Under the present policy units
-1
71
Freeport, 111.
play the Des Moines and Omaha
Ottawa, Feb, 25,
Patio theatre, seating 1,250, will
Exhibitors of British Columbia houses only on Friday, Saturday
have notified the government that and Sunday. Rest of the n-eek the open with sound and five-act bill
March 1. House built entirely with
unless the ticket tax is abolished straight sound prevails.
local capital. H. E. Gilbert is local
they will raise admission prices to
manager arid vice-president.
the extent of the amusement tax
DENY SUIT DISMISSAL
and- will revert to the use of tax
tickets.
Supreme Court has denied an apTITLE PEEFERENCE
In recent years the theatres had plication by the Stanley Co. of
0
Hollywood, Feb. 2.5.
been absorbing the tax.
America to discuss the suit by the
Fox West Coast figures that "HarHenry L- Lang Co. for $250,000 dam- mony at Home," screen title of the
7
b
Would Increase Filing Fees
ages.
Charge is that Stanley, in play "The Family Upstairs," is not
Washington, Feb. 25.
1927, contracted to give L,ang all so forte for the b.o.
22%
Chairman Vestal of House patents insurance on its 270 hou.ses for five
When the picture is shown in two
committee has introduced a bill to years, and in February, 1929, broke weeks at Loew's State it will ^^'^
increase patents fees.
the agreement.
Tliis tliecalled "She Steps Out."
Congressman also has a bill to
Stanley contended the complaint atre chain repeatedly changes litl'-s
4}<ia
increase copyright fee.s.
did not slate a cause of action.
at will.

Tax

May

.

MAY

.

;

0

Los Angeles

I.

'.4

St.

Louis
23',

2,-.

Montreal
570

Toronto
320

owner and manager

Siegle theabuilding a theatre in Star

more

Is

Commanders,

Aarorison's

.

A

(8).....»

pref.

Bros.

pref.

ex

Do.

400

2%
03
10

Universal

Siegle,

Community and

Is

Combination News.. Film, 12 min.

Organ Solo

.

110
423,000
3.700

Roland

City, Lincoln county.

<136 Mins.)

.

30

9min.

is

.

chain store.

tres.

4 mln.
"Trip of the Graf
Zeppelin"
Disk, 30 min,
"Painted Angel"
Disk, 70 mln.
"Hoosegow" (Laurel
& Hardy)
Film, 20 min.
Trailers
6 min.

(riRST HALF,

.

88%
36%

Sound
Washington Reel... Film,

Trailers

Price Is Refused

Intimations have
due.
been circulated that it will show
Fined for Admitting
about $2.50 a share net; Profit for
the June-August quarter was $2.08
Minors to Film
a share, while the last 6 months of
fine of $50 each was imposed
completed its liquidation works two 1929 showed a net equal to about
by
justices of Special Sessions
th?
comthe
year
for
ways. Whilp the powerful banlcs the entire fiscal
on Raphel Lecureaux, cashier, and
may now be viewed as ha-v'lng less pany ending June 30, 1929.
Joseph Levinsky, doorman, of the
Summary for week ending Friaay, Feb. 21:
Bunny, picture theatre, 3589 Broadway, for admitting minors to the
STOCK EXCHANGE
Net theatre.
1030
t
The two defendants were arrested,
I>ast.
Chgc.
High.
Low.
Sales.
Issue and rate.
tlleh.
Low.
23
21
%
2C%
Seat
American
(2)
10,000
26%
17%
on the complaint of agents of the
20% - %
20%
21%
Film (2)
23
6,300 Consol.
16%
22% - % Children's Society on Feb. 8.
24
22%
Do. pref
(2)
26
18
1,500
205% + 0%
100%
212%
Mrs. Johanna Lederer, 42, of 515
(8)
176%
47,500 Bastmnn Kodak
212%
82% + 3%
26%
33%
248,400 Fox Class A (4)
30%
10%
103% + 3% West isist street, cashier of the
105
103%
lOG
85
800 Keith prof. (7)
- 1% Pershing motion picture theatre,
40
45%
48%
138,600 Gen. The. Eq. V, T. C
48%
30%
68% + 1% 1324 Amsterdam avenue, was ac70
04%
42%
70
40,800 Loew (3%)
03%
03%
03%
Do. pref.
,100
(0%)
88%
85%
12% .±1^ quitted in Special Sessions of ad14
12%
12
400 Madlfion Square Gnrden (1%)..
14%
25% -1- % mitting minors to the theatre. She
25%
25%
200 Met.-G.-M. pref, (1.80)
26%
23%
06% + 1%
6^%
03%
11«,600 Paramount-Famous-Lasky (3).
«7%
48%
3% - % was arrested Ja-". 16 on the com4
3%
Pathe
Exchange
6,000
2%
4%
7% - % plaint of agents of the Children's
7%
7%
5
000 Pathe Class A
8%
45% + 8% Society.
41%
84% 1,007,200 Radio Corp
40%
20% — 1
81
28%
10
131,500 Radlo-K-O
81%
79
70%
70
+ 8%
100 Orpheum pref.
70
03
(€)
10% - %
11%
10%
000 Shubert
14%
8%

ment

Pine Bluff, Ark.
The Best theatre has passed from
the picture.
Understood that the
building will be leased to a local
of the

(134 Mins.)

Hartford, Conn., Feb. 25.
est hit, going to 41, due probably
The Majestic theatre here was
to the fact that it had been foremost in the advance and probably subjected to a raid in which seats
were
torn
out, curtains ripped down,
wJiere
a
position
into
a
got
had
large long following- found Itself a $40,000 sign rendered asunder and
with a sweet paper profit and general havoc allowed to run wild
promptly turned it Into cash. That when the owners .refused to permit
selling having now been absorbed, the occupants to renew a lease at

the supporting cliques assembled resources for the next move.
The moderate setback that began
about midweek has been looked for
for some time and was regarded as
necessary to pave the way for thie
next market phase. With the turnaround yesterday during the last
hour' It was believed In many quarters that the market was moving
Into a new cycle, with pools ready
to start operations.
Fact that the Morgan pool had

RIVIERA
(139 Mins.)
News.. ...... .Film,

CENTURY

VA

the price structure since the crash,
is definitely out of the way.

Last few minutes of trading canmuch of the gain on the

Following is the program running order of some of the B. & K.
houses in Chicago:

SECOND HAtr

Curb

celled
bulge.

Program Layouts

+ H
+ %
+ %

KCA
RKO

Morgan Pool Out

es%
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Behind the Keys

—

DoorEvicted Married Couple

them

Leading Amusements

rallied

list

around 2 o'clock yesterday following two days of sagging prices. The
theatre leaders showed Impressive
strength with aggressive bidding for
fair sized blocks on the ascending
Bcale of prices.
Among the transactions that
helped to give the group a strong
look were 2,000 Paramount at 66%,
following straggling sales earlier in
the. day as low as 64%, strings of
Warner at and fractionally above
62; 4,000 RKO at 29. and lioew at 68
and better. These were all the
best prices not only for the session,
but also for three days back. Apparently bull pools were starting accumulation.
Disposition of partisans to reach
for stock on the advance gave the
followers more encouragement than
anythlnjg that has happened since
the moderate retreat Irom the top.

40
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$1,250 NECKING SLAP

•J8'2
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HELLD

'"^be 9irl
with the

BABY

^Hysterical

mips"

Here's a Presentafion Feature
that will start your
like
'..-.VM.'.V

show

oflF

a World Beater! Dazzling

costumes, gorgeous girls,
tender romance and tuneful
tunes combine to make up two
reels

of

ment

>

musical
like

marvelous entertain-

Deluxe short length

comedy

a feature

that will

pull

Great cast

Directed by

BRYAN FOY and LARRY CEBALLOS

"VitaJ)hone" is the

izgisiatzdi.

ttad^n-ytm^ of The. Vitaphone Corttoration designating

its

products

V A*R
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I
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'
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100% NATURAL
COLOR IN

TECHNICOLOR

All

the

of

thrills

tlie

West have been capdoid^ in

Vhem
tured

Thar MEiits!^^ ^§$a
•

Vt§ar^9

Goia in This

•M§nazing

Mtraction I

melodious

in this

romance of the covered

wagon

days. From the

famous stage success
^^Rainbov//^ By Laurence

Oscar

Stallings,

orld Premiere
Warner Bros.Tb[i:atre

merstein

and Vincent

II

You mia n s

Scenario by

n

Harvey Thewby

Ray

Directed

Enright.

-> IJNI«|IJB

SONG HITS <-

'Xome Back

Thursday, February ^7th

Ham-

''The

to

Me"

One Girl"

''West

Wind"

"Hayjoot, Strawjoot"

"Vitaphone" is the registered trade-mark of The
Vitaphone Corporatioh designating its products

Here's That Something Different That

Your Attdienees Demand /
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BROS.

prestnt

^R

Li I

H.Bv WARNER " AL.ICE JOYCE "

From

SS

RAEPH FORBE$

the play by William Archer. Scenario by Julien Josephson, Directed by Alfred E. Green*

Wednesday, February

29,
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nother VW\§rner JBros. Triumph!
THE GREEN GODDESS
to the

first

rank of big

crashes through

money

attractions.
;-:-:;:-:-;-:>.x^<S;:>sS

5
to

It's

a cracker- jack melod rama according

the

and

critics.

has romance, suspense

It

sensation.

5 "DISRAELI"

Now

in

its

asrd

Week Con-

tinues at the Central Theatre.

5 Packing them

in

$(i.oo

at

^

s-

top,

at

s

"'rfS

the

Winter Garden and the Central Theatre,

^

Only an amazing drawing card such as

George

Arliss

could play

attractions, at the

same

business

And

in

both.

in

time,

two different

and do record

the theatres are only

'
',

V
'

three blocks apart.

', '

','vi

Vitafihane'* is the registered trade-mark of

The

VitaJ)h<m«' Corlxnration designating its

i>^uctt

"'"'''/'fiM:.

-"4

Backed by tremendous national
advertising campaigns.

Available to you

NOW— Day and

Date with Broadway.

•w 7',
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Inside Stuif-Pictures
Variety is priming a foui--page local addition •weekly in Los Angeles.
It is added as a cover to the regular weekly sheet when the latter arrives
in L. A. on Saturday night. As Variety makes its own special distribution Saturday night in L. A. and Hollywood, this Is made possible. The
four-pager Is also mall-delivered to Variety subscribers throughout California, but is not newsstand distributed other than In the stuffed manner
in the

li.

A. section.

The small

bulletin is

Wednesday, February

seven managers of the leading downtown theatres subbed for him in the
column.
Each manager had the column for a day writing just what he wanted.
Quite a break

a giveaway, going with the regular paper.

Its

Although Ace traveled to New York to see the first showing of "Vagabond King," picture was screened In K. C. several days before he left.
Fleet of trucks is now ongaged between Cedar City, Utah, and Orafton,
situated near the entrance of Zion National Park, hauling lumber and
other buildlng^ supplies to be used by Fox in the making of "The Arizona
Kid." This is the first feature length talker to be made completely away
from the studio.
Some 20,000 feet of lumber Is being used for 25 cabins and the company is also building a. boarding house which will accommodate 200
people. A special train brought 100 film people on location.

26, 1930

COMEDY SHORTS
INBESTDENANDj

HND WARNERS

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Warner Brothers has discontinued
Probably a record for a $2 opening on Broadway was established on Its dramatic shorts, temporarily,
"White Cargo," which came into the Cohan Friday night. Decision to conflrilne its varieties department
open the picture was made at four o'clock the day before in a telephone to comedy one-reelers and technicated by heads from the Bulletin to the "vveekly.
conversation with London.
Gab York, handling the publicity on the picture, had just 24 hours to color novelties.
Clara Bow, concerned over the report that she was through with take care of the press list, prepare advertising copy, dress the lobby and
Demand for the dramatics is nqj
Paramount after cornpletlon of her next picture, got in touch with B. P. light the front of the house.
so heavy as anticipated. Exhibitors
Schulberg, head of production on the Coast to check up on it prior to
Picture is an English talker made" by W. P. Films, represented over have a bigger call for comedy to
her return. In a telegram to Schulberg the star asked who started the here by. Capt. Auten,
contrast with their features, which
rumor and to wire what was known about it. Par studio replied to
have been running lately to the
never mind the rumors but get to the Coast to start on the picture.
Unlversal's dubbed version of "The Phantom of the Opera" is adver- heavier stuff.
Miss Bow Informed her boss she'd lost 25 pounds, but the film was
tiised anywhere as' a 100% talker, but it has warned its exchange manY'ear's schedule calls for the mak-«
scheduled to go into work Feb. 15.
ing here of 104 one-reelers. No
Two pictures scheduled as Bows, "Humming Bird" and "Quarantine," agers to watch exhibitors' adv copy.
"Phantom" was dubbed and recently released for the vaude acts will be made here, that
Silent
are off It Is understood. Par having decided not to do either. "Station
score
injected,
talk,
none
from
sticks.
Musical
was
also
some
but
end of. the short production going
iS-E-X," originally scheduled for the red-head and called off, is back
on the production schedule with Samuel Spewack and Harry Lewis Chaney. As the character player is being starred in the revised ver- to New York.
Studio discontinued the act pro 4
working on the script. Film is not assigned to Miss CBow or anyone sion. Universal fears that over enthusiastic exhibs may get them plenty
trouble. Hence the warning.
ductlon when the local Orpheuni
else as yet.
went pictures and. turned the travUniversity of Iowa wants to list motion pictures on its curriculum. eling acts from this vicinity.
Personal equaslon tin Harry Rlchman on the part of New York news- Overtures made to Prof. W. Ray MacDonald to present there a summer
paper writers resulted in at least on instance of a complaint being regis- course In picture apjireclation similar to that now in session at Unitered, by United Artists because of alleged animus expressed In a review
versity of Southern California.
of "Puttln* On, the Rltz."
Both the current USC course and that conducted at Stanford UniPaper involved wa6 the "World" -which sent its second string critic versity by Prof. Paul R. Fransworth use as text book a transcript of
to cover. Following the complaint Qulnn Martin, first string critic, wrote
the lectures delivered in the inaugural course at USC last year.
column
accompanied
by
four
highly
eulogistic
a
and
a second notice,
cut of RIchmart. This was one of the few photographs of Rlchman pubProbably the greates array of counsel ever congregated in a civil
lished by the New Tork film editors who conspicuously favored Joan
Chicago, Feb. 25.
suit will meet March 28 in the Federal Court, Wilmington, Del., when
Bennett in publicity breaks.
A three-cornered deal evolved bjl'
the suit of General Talking Pictures aealnst the Stanley Company of
Publlx has been rejected by RKO.
America .comes up for trial.
A newcomer to Hollywood, quite a hand with the ladles, was framed Involved In the action, besides the Stanley Company, Is Western ElecIn return for certain concession^
at a party and spent an uncomfortable two hours locked In a bedroom, tric, and Fox-Ca^e. Each has a formidable array of lawyers with Darby
on contracts to Radio Pictures!
waiting for the host, A former pug, to come up and give him a promised and Darby on the General Talking side.
Publlx
wanted its Great States cirbeating:.
Wife of the pug, in the gag, made up to the visitor while dancing and
An exhibitor who for years was one of the most popular of national cuit to control Champaign, Rockthe chap fell for it. The ex -pug. Interfered and asked him to accompany
Springfield, and its B.
ford
and
organization leaders, and who was at first opposed to sound, is now prehim Into another room for a confab. The room chosen was a bedroom.
paring an article in which he claims to show that had it hot been for & K division to .take over three
Upstairs the husband told the sheik that he was going to attend to, sound,
the entire Industry would now be In the hands of receivers.
now being shared
houses
Chicago
him later, when the guests went home, locked the door and took the
"With the few theatres I now have," he states, "the delay to recognize
with RKO. The Chicago deal would
key. Two hours "later, when the guests were supposed to be gone, the the
value of sound cost me a round $100,000."
ex-pug came Into the bedroom, removed his coat and informed the iguest
have given B & K nearly absoluti
that he was ready.
All thought of a possible or probable combination between Paramount rule in the neighborhoods by the^
Then, as if changing his mind, he unlocked the door and told the chap
acquisition of the Tower, Norshore
that he would open the door and give him an opportunity to run for it, and Warners has been abandoned by both ends, from all accounts.
This was looked upon as likely when a necessary postponement of and Belmont. At present the flrs^;
adding', "but I promise that every bone In your body will be broken beoperated by B &
fore you get there." Dramatically the husband threw open the door. the proposed juncture occurred last fall. The rapidly changing picture two are being
while
The rest of the guests were outside to give the victim a raspberry. He business with both Paramount and Warners at peak profit malcing gaits, with RKO holding an interest, which
RKO operates the Belmont,
was looked upon as the future bar, as developed.
has been good ever since.
has been built up with a vaudfllm
of th©
ownership
For
the
policy.
Film industry is now an adult in. the ways of sound. So says Western
Western Electric Is the only talker equipment manufacturer In the Electric in claiming that 85% of theatre reproduction throughout the Belmont RKO offexed its Interest
field divulging the number of its installations.
RCA, DeFbrest and country Is good today.
in the other two, but was turned
Pacent, among the biggest, will render totals only In confidence. This
During January 11,009 visits to equipment In houses were made by down by B & K.
has been so since the advent of talker popularity.
At Springfield, 111., RKO operates
engineers. The W. E. servicing system, while admitted compulsory, is
From what can be gleaned on the inside DeForest seems to be running pointed to by that company as responsible for its contention.
the Majestic and Orpheum, but
Great States has an Interest In both
eecond, according to the calculations. RCA, until it commenced conand warits an outright buy. RKO
centrating on its $3,000 equlpnient for houses of 600 seats and under,
Fox considers Its "One Mad Kiss," starring Don Jose Mojica as a has one house, the Orpheum, in
admittedly fell behind largely because of its program to make equipand
town,
college
ments of about as many sizes and grades as there are letters In the sour one. It now roposes on the shelf with a possibility of sticking Champaign,
Great States none, so the circuit
alphabet. "This Is admitted by Photophone execs who term the program there.
A Spanish version of the picture is being released in South America.
for the rest of the year as one which will go after the smallest houses
wanted to buy that one. In Rockin the country.
ford, Great States wants to ^sontrol
Although Chicago has no exclusive newsreel theatre. It has suddenly, things conpletely by buying RKO's
Pacent has been even more secretive than Photophone in intimating
the number of national installations. Reports have placed Pacent users acquired more newsreel time in its houses than any other city in the Palace, G. S. now having two other
houses there, the Coronada and Orat times as high as 800, but this figure has as often been denied by country.
exhibs.
Many theatres, suddenly realizing the draw of the newsreels, are pheum.
spotting them, at the supper hour unto running 60 minutes of netys.
RKO's refusal Is based on 1936
expansion plans and business in all
Others an using 30 minutes of clips at every show.
A little under-cover wire pulling had the plans formulated by the Hays
In Chicago, If the
these houses.
organization for the reception of the Coolldges at the Hollywood studios
To settle the dispute, if any, concerning who started midnight shows deal were closed as outlined, RKO'$
twisted with the result that Warner Brothers, not included in the original
only neighborhood spot would be
in
the
Greater
York
neighborhoods.
New
Consolidated
Amusement
Enplans, got the break on the publicity.
the Englewood, south sidj^ theatre
Initial plans, so far as the studios were concerned, was to have the terprises claims the winner.
Company points to its Bronx houses as setting the example last No- with lease having only three years
party go to the United Artists for lunch and then to M-G for "the first
to run.
visit to a sound stage" w.Ith the attending pictures, etc., ,for the morning vember.

is to pick up the interval in the picture colony of four days from
Wednesday to Saturday required for Variety to reach the coast. Most
o£ the matter is wholly local. Anything of national interest printed in
L. A. Saturday is rewritten for the Los Angeles News of the dailies in
the weekly Variety the following Wednesday. Seldom is anything dupli-

purpose

s

PUBUX'S

KORNERED

DEAL REJECTED BY RKO

.

.

;

'

.

K

.

papers.
The .day before the reception, through maneuvering, it was announced
that the eruebts would be taken to Warners before lunch. Studio had
the newspaper boys out ahead and treated them wisely and well, with
the result the afternoons broke the story and the pictures.
One paper, however. Interested in tlie .visit to another studio intentionally left off Jqick Warner's name In the cut line.
In the typical spirit of their home town the group of Chicago film
brought to 'New York by Paramount as guests at the Broadway
opening of "Vagabond King," pirated Dave Llpton, Publlx p. a., from
Detroit and held him in the train by force until they reached New York.
Lipton, originally from the Balabap & Katz oflflce in. Chicago, visited
the critics on the train during a stopover in Detroit. He was jgagged
and held In the train until it was too
to hop off. Just a gag.
Sconcing of the New York picture critics on preview night instead
of the regular opening (Wed.) for "Vagabond King," and shoving in
the visiting critics on the' official public opener, made the local gang a
critics,

.

bit peeved.

The Manhattanltes consider themselves snubbed, and one
it

be known.
Only Chicago film

or two let

not to accept the gratis Paramount-Publix
trip to New York was Mae Tinee of the "Tribune.-'
Prevented from
joining her contemporaries by the paper's poliry.
critic

,
Throw-out of the Hays arbitration system Isn't worrying
Electric.
Only disputes that have come up have had to do
film and recording.

Electric

company reminds that exhibs are

still

paying

Western

Hollywood, Feb. 25,
Al Jolson l.eaves here for New
After comjpletlng "The Aviator," with E. E. Horton, it was discovered York this week, accompanied by
by Warners that certain rights to the story were owned by the old Mrs. Jolson (Ruby Keeler).
They will be gone about a month
Douglas MacLean Productions Company. MacLean asked $50,000.
and probably stay over for th©
Warners compromised by "taking another story from MacLean's files opening
of "Mammy" at the Winter
and paying $55,000 for both stories.
Garden.
Returning here around April I,
Loew's, like other chains. Is Instituting a drive to prune down its pass
Jolson will go into production at
list.
Warners for "Big Boy," his last
Formerly most all Loew officials could write pas.ses at will. Now the for that studio.
passes must come from the managers of the theatres, who are to ex
Either "Bombo" or "Sinbad" will
erclse care into whose hands they go.
be his first for U. A., vrhich will

so

much a week, along

ordinary promissory note

lines.

'

Critics' presumption to know all about pictures,
to production, has caught the Ire of projectionists.

from projection end

when reproduction sounds bad tha critics are prone
projectionists, when the fault may be inherent with film

Latter claim that

Tollow.

Present plans have a part

in tliis

picture for Mi-ss Keeler.

blame the'
due to recording.
to

Last Week's Extras

The major provision in Fred Kohler's new five-year contract with First
or later, at the National, provides that the. company is to begin starring the actor in
its. bow before that
his third picture. First two pictures are to be co-starring parts with
daite.
Contract with Gfilbert Miller, producer of the play, prohibits show- any other actor the producer" may select.
ing o£ Tiffany's screen ada:ptation until then, either in New York or
First National believes it has a second Bancroft In Kohler.
elsewhere. In view of the April 1 date, It is probable the play will close
its legit run by that time.
Femme film critic In New York aommented on a $2 opening that the
There is nothing in the contract to compel Miller to close "Journey's audience tittered. The "audience" to which she referred consisted of
End" as a play, either in New York or on the road, by April 1 or to keep herself, her husband and a couple of cronies who mad© audible remarks
the picture out of any town In which the show Is playing, as with U's of a wise cracking nature, disturbing their neighbors and getting shushed
by persons who didn't find the picture warranting such disdain.
"Show Boat" arrangement with Ziegfeld.
Film version of "Journey's End" will open April
Gaiety, but in no case, althtough ready, will. It make

Jolson's Pictures

with the

25% down and

1,

Ace, dramatic and picture editor for the Kansas City "Journal-Post,"
In addition to his regular duties, conducts a daily column, "Lobbying."
When in New York to cover the premier of "Vagabond King" (Par),

.

Holtywood, Feb. 25.
Although the only big mob -scene

week consisted of 331 people in
a carnival scene of Joseph Santley's
circus story at Pathe, no other sets
during the week having more than
100 extras on them, the total placements by the Central Casting Bureau were 5,647, or 96% normal.
Considering two rainy days wero
Lotti Loder, the Budapest "find" unearthed by Daryl Zanuck for Included, the figure indicates proWarners, is fa.st coming along in the American Way under the tutelage of duction activity on the west coast
(Continued on page 27)
Is back to normal.
last

:
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DI5NEY

Slav 5YMPH0KIES
By far

the

screen^s

most entertaining novelty

today. Replaying Broadway^s greatest theatres

"eat

COLUMBIA
VICTOR GEM5

'A

Super short features that are the

4

class

eatfrt

Pate""

of the market, Fea

^

-

at

heroes'.

\Coi,

turing outstanding recording artists in splendid variety.

This beloved cartoon character

language of the

box-office.

now

talks the

Not just a "^fiort"

but a real, outstanding feature of the program.
r?

THIS

WEEK

4

COLUMBIA
SHORTS PLAY
BROADWAY'S
BEST
The Kat's Meow
RIVOLI

Spook Easy

COHAN
Slow Beau

PARAMOUNT
Summer

:f1

,

GLOBE

4

MORE PLAYS
LOS ANGELES'
FIRST RUN
Merry Dwarfs

GRAUMAN CHINESE
Hell's Bells
.

BOULEVARD

Summer
ORPHEUM
Meow

Kat's

LOEW'S STATE

r

COLOR

SENSATIONS
Magnificient one-reel novelties in gorgeous

eye-Mling natural

colors.

Box-office all the

way

SNAPSHOTS
The

talking

screen

magazine

that delighted thousands for
past

ten years,

A

B. 0. Treat

V
V
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Wedniesday, February

28, 10130

Said The

TAMPA

MORNING
TRIBUNE
new chapter

**A

the

in

liant history of the

A
bril-

the

human jsassions.

man who gave to the

Dallas''
**'Hell

thrilling

intensity,

ond SO

Here is a real gem of the talking screen, a
masterful welding of the megaphone by the hands of

photoplay has been ^written
by Henry King with 'Hell
Harbor/ an all talking drama
of

romantic melodramo of

DIFFERENT!

modern

Harbor' measures up

and

''The

White

industry such pictures as ^^Stella

Sister."

to every standard of a great

photoplay.

The sound

is flaw-

INSPIRATION PICTURES, INC. presents

the photography Js superb. A great cast has caught
less,

the spirit of a
rio.

This

is

difficult scena-

HENRY KING'S

a mirror reflectmankind,

ing the emotions of

romance and

lust,

greed and

the joy of youth.

HELL

"Lupe Velez has never been
given a role better suited to

her vibrant Latin personality.
is the rare.combinatiOn pf
the things entering into
the recipe for a movie mas-

"It

HARBOR

.

With

LUPE VELEZ

all

terpiece.

"'Hell

on

its

JEAN HERSHOLT

and

JOHN HOLIAND

Harbor' can stand

own

legs

without any

it is a picture squaring every movie

ballyhoo because

stiandard."

Under the spell of tropic Imoonsiaiid exoticipassions a
Pirate's Daughter and a two-fisted .he?man drift into
sublime happinesslamid^he^pearlsipfitheXaribbeaniSecr.

Another UNITED ARTJSTSj

Wj>:nidkr Pict^^^
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FUilLISIHIERS

ARE PLU^^DNS FOR YOU
"The tunes are catchy enough to keep
the jazz

bands busy, the

W

particularly scoring"— New

$

numbers'

York ooiVy MiVto.

from

hits

COMPANY

RED STAR MUSIC

"HAPRY DAYS"
by Jomes Hanley & Joseph McCarthy

"A TOAST TO THE GIRL

I

LOVE"

by James Hanley & James Brockman

"WE'LL BUILD

A WORLD

OUR OWN"

ALL

by James Hanley & James Brockman

%

hits

from

DE SYLVA, BROWN & HENDERSON

"MONA"
by

"I'M
yd.
V
by

I.

Conrad, Mifchell & Goft/er

ON A

DIET

Wolfe Gilbert

OF LOVE"
8,

Abel Baer

Both organizations are plugging these

hits

for

all

they're worthy to millions of fans throughout the

country— on the^RADIO and

CORDS,
739 SEVENTH

NEW

voati

DE SYLVA,

&

AVE

BROWN

HENDERSON

745 Sevanth Ave.,

Uew York C(ty

BOTH ANXIOUS
TO CO-OPERATE!

A
V
S
Presented

by

FOX

All

PHONOGRAPH

RE-^

of which i^neon^ that your audience

is)

already made for this Merry Musical Extravaganza
thafs^just

loaded with STARS and B.O.DYNAMITEr

I

SONG
are natural

in

HIT5
box

office

musicals from
For detailed musical tie-ups see the elaborate
press

book prepared

tains,

money-in>the*bank aids.

HAPPY DAYST

for your use

—

Go

it

to

con«
it

—

-
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VAGABOND KING
Miniature Reviews

Talking Shorts
HERMAN TIMBERG
"I

Came

GEORGES CARPENTIER
"Naughty But Nice"

First"

Comedy, Dancing

New York
Paramount

Sufficient laughs and production
value to warrant booking anywhere.

Herman Tlmberer, well known in
vaude, borrows much of the roufrom the act he has done for
years, using the setting of a producer's office.
Timberg could have done considtine

Vitaphone No. 3761
One-time heavyweight French
champ boxer here in a tabloid
revue, starting with Georges doing
a song single, going into a dance
backed with a line of stepping and
undressed ponies, and ending in

what amounts to a trick blackout.
Entertaining and flashy as a short.
holdover
matter from
Probably
erably more than he does here. Ap- "Show of Shows."
parently Par didn't want the short
Number is "I Love to Walk, She
to run too long, even though the Loves
to
Walk," machine-made
pint-sized comedian had plenty to lyrics and melody; It's the dancing
spare. After a brief crossfire with build-up that makes it. Carpentler
an unbilled man, giving wrong has just a faint flavor of French actitles for songs, Barbai'a Blair is cent and a voice of no character.
on to do a comedy song to Tim- Pleasant personality, however, helps
berg's awful violin accompaniment sell him.
The familiar Timberg dance winds
At the end of the number it is
up. gag finish being revelation co- revealed that It Is musical comedy
median

(BRITISH MADE)

(All Color)

(All Dialog)
Produced by W. P. Film Co., Ltd.,
with American release through Harold
Auten. Directed by J. D, Wllllamn and
A. "W. Barnes.
RCA recording. From
the play of the same name, adapted by
Vera Slmonton.
Opening at $1.60 top
at the Cohan, N. T., for twice dally run
Fob. 21. Running time, 82 mins.

Paramount protluctlon and r*loase, otarrlne Dennis Klni; and Icaturln^ Jeannettc
MacDonald, O. P. Hecrele, Warner, Oland

strong attraction.

Directed by Ludwlg
and Lillian Roth.
Adapted by Herman Manklewicz
Berser.
from the story by Justin Huntly McCarthy.
Music Irom operetta version by Rudolph
PrIml.
Opened Feb. 18 "at the Criterion,
N. Y., for |2 engagement. Running time,
100 mins.
Dennis King
Francois Villon
Jeanctte MacDonald
Katherlne
.O. P. Heggle
King Louis XI

British made talker has exceptionally fine cast
but misses on some technical
phases. Fair for certain first
and second runs. Inter-racial
marital angle, although not as
hot as In stage show of same
Co., Ltd.).

name, a censor problem. If it
can get by blue-noses good film
for the intermediate theatres.
"Roadhouse Nights" (Par).

1930

(ALL DIALOG, with Songs)

King" (Par).

Costume spectacle with singing. Costly and impressive. A
"White Cargo" (W. P. Film

Mins.
Strand, N. Y.
11

9 Mlhs.
Rivoli,

"Vagabond

26,

WHITE CARGO

Roth

Huguette

Lillian

Thlbault

"Warner Oland
Arthur Stone
RIcketts
LawXord Davidson

The Barber ..
The Astrologer
The Major Domo

Thomas

.

Weston
Ashley
Langford
Doctor
Missionary
Skipper

,

Leslie Faber
John Hamilton
.....Maurice Bvans
Sebastian Smltn
Humberstone Wright
...He'nrl de Vrles

Mate
Worthing

George Turner
TOm Helmore
Qypsy Rhouma

Tondeleyo

This British screen version of
"White Cargo," an outstanding
stage hit a few seasons ago, has an
exceptionally fine cast. Thanks to
that, the picture can be rated as
Durante biggest factors as
Intermediate house fare if the cencomedy in a so-so bootleg yarn,
sors leave It alone.
Technically,
Helen Morgan, Fred Kohler
especially in lighting and parts of
and Clayton-Jackson-Durante
the recording, the production Is
combo, not names to draw on
sometimes amiss. A few strips of
own, but word-of-mouth will
foreign matter, edited In for atnfiosit's a money picture.
help the picture.
pherlc
flashes,
show
by
the
has been doing his act for rehearsal. Stage director explains
It Is founded upon "If I Were scratches long repose In the vault.s.
"Chasing Rainbows" (M-G).
another actor instead of the pro- to Carpentier-he wants him to do a
King," a story which has been done Inter-raclal marital angle is the one
with
the
Backstage again
ducer. Title of short derived from sketch and asks for suggestions.
three or four times in pictures, each which censors In many parts are
Melody" duo, Bes"Broadway
efforts of other actors wanting au- Georges
thereupon goes into a
apt to pounce upon.
But as a
sie Love and Charles King.
dition to break in on performance boudoir episode, dialog being in
version differing according to the pretty fair
effort from abroad.
of 'J'lmberg, who had come first.
Medium money programmer
personality of its star. Latest proITrench.
Languishing girl greets
These technical inferiorities weigh
Photography and recording sat- him with a long kiss and they go
saved by numerous exploitable
Villon Is Den- against It going into the de luxe
Francois
of
tagonist
isfactory, but effect of Timberg's Into
names and a snappy set of
unintelligible
chatter.
Carhouses. Other first and second runs
nis King, who did the operetta ort
dnnco lessened by restrictPd space pentier takes off his coat, then his
tunes.
can doubtless project it for comof office setting.
Char.
Broadway, and it Is that sort of a parative gain.
waistcoat and the girl then coyly
"Lilies of Field" (FN). Draslips his suspenders off his shoulVillon a dramatic tenor.
Transitions often bring about
matic story background and
ders.
"BATH TIME AT THE ZOO"
contrary
audience reactions. "White
for
themention
backlegitimate
to
It's
big revue sequences in
manager Interrupts in
Stage
10 Mips.
Cargo," as a talker, is no excepstage locale. Better than averatres that Dennis King, on voice, tion. Where the climax
horror. That won't do. Carpentier
Cohan, New York
of Tondeage programer.
protests it's all Innocent, and they
will do- much better personally when leyo's conquest of the Englishnian,
Pro Patria
(Pathe).
O'Brien".
"Officer
A trip through a British zoo at go over the same scene in English,
rather than following Langford, commanded a tensity
procieding
Glorifying the American cop.
bathing and feeding time, with a lines developing girl is his sister.
among
legitimate
auditors,
the same
Unfortunate,
Lawrence Tibbett.
generous variety of birds and ani- It's his birthday, and she wants to
Fairly- tense melodrama with
produced laughter from picked witand perhaps unfair, that King nesses at the Cohan. It came when
mals. There have been quite a few give him a new pair of suspenders.
lots of shooting and a bad title.
Bit
In
revues.
Has
been
done
stage
comparithis
stand
like this one, and, with the others.
the African Circe, after much emotshould have to
A rehash' but interesting for
It's a good filler for the smaller, Is indifferent except for what Interson, but it's a comparison that is ing over the heartstricken and sexthe lesser houses.
est the ex-fighter arouses as a pohouses.
hungry Englishman, was questioned
being and will continue to be made. by hjm:
"Loose Ankles" (FN). Based
Song and dance
Print is bad in spots. Close-up of lite comedian.
same
the
with
farce
of
number,
however,
excellent,
the
stage
nor
ignored.
on
It can neither be denied
polar bears, hippo, elephant, etc., all
"What do you want of me?"
name. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
interesting, as is the bellowing. Georges displaying a trim knack in
Picture is also considerably slowAs a production, however, "VagaRush.
During part of the footage off screen stepping.
and Loretta Young starred and
bond King" can stand upon its own er than the play. Tet the audience
reporter Idea is used.
only twice proved restless and then
Waly.
will help -draw. Story thin yet
and In full confidence.
after lulls in the beaded conversaplenty entertaining and gaggy
"LOW DOWN"
Musically, only the one number, tions of Weston, the rubber plantafor most ,all houses. Songs not
Revue
"SUMMER"
"Song of the Vagabonds," stands tion supervisor, and the Doctor, a
Cartoon
7 Mins.
Important.
out. This has been staged to punch liquor-sodden creature always con6 Mins.
New
York
Strand,
"The Climax" (U). Best ratthe opening sequences. In fact, the scious of his weakness.
Both of
Globe, New York
Vitaphone No. 914
picture does not start to click until these interims could be eliminated
ing' Is half of double bill. Has
Columbia
Typical Harlem alley set pi'ovides
the tempo accelerates and the ten- with slight re-editing.
Hersholt's name, but story is
Just 10
Good anywhere. A Disney crea- for some "low down" entertainment
sion Increases with this stirring war minutes out of the current running
dialog.
with
badly
told
tion In the "Silly Symphony" series. of a- fair and novel grade by colchant adopted by West Point as Its time, vvould do much to help.
"The Lone Horseman" (SynOne objection is that it resembles ored artists, doing dance, song and
main football hymn.
Leslie Faber'? characterization of
dicate).
Silent film starring
too keenly a previous release by the Instrumental numbers.
Oke for
Necessarily, there is some loss of Weston Is an exceptional piece of
Tom Tyler and okay for westsame maker called "Springtime."
most any house and audience. Cen-illusion and effectiveness when com- acting.
The boom of his voice is
In both creations weather breezes sors In some states may kill effect
ern fans where talkers haven't
bining within one production diverse too voluminous either for recording
are denoted through leaping and of some of the dancing because it's
Otherwise, only
got theni.
"Vagaljond King," as or else the Cohan booth let it ride.
techniques.
contortionist insects, plants, and in rather "wicked."
worth half a double grind bill.
an operetta, retards itself as a melo- Others In the cast also give laudaa similar manner.
Withal, howMonette Moore, Gertie Chambers
" Personality "
drama. Touches of grim Tealism tory performances. Gypsy Rhouma
(Columbia).
ever, it has its snickers.
Seizing and Mary Barnes are featured with
are sapped of their power by girls is a beautiful Tondeleyo physically,
Pleasing programmer, especiupon caterpillars and butterflies to a trick band to furnish the music.
In tights as pages In the royal court although at times her acting Is
ally for provinces and family
express the freedom of musical Hot singing and hotter dancing, beand dwarfs turning cartwheels.
slightly stiff and her English a litDone as a light
audiences.
summer carries its own laughs, sides the instrumental novelties,
Of magnificent dramatic concep- tle too perfect for the lithesome
which In essence is the spirit of the comprise routine. A few incidental
domestic comedy; with plenty
tion is a sequence "picturing the ar- halfbreed.
present cartoon.
shots of Harlem lovers silhouetted
of laughs and human interest.
rival of the three heralds of the
Langford's marriage to Tondeleyo
Carl Stalling's musical arrange
against window shades lends comShy on names but It enterDuke of iSturgundy calling upon Is stressed as more a matter of
mentals light, airy and rhythmic.
edy.
Char,
Paris to surrender.
Burgundlans, vengeance to outwit the sarcastic
tains.
In .black,
powerful military Weston than one of physical gain.
all
"VOICE OF HOLLYWOOD"
giants, aire followed from behind by And the poisoning which she at"DO IT NOW"
"THEY GO BOOM"
With Norman Kerry
the camera as they progressively tempts reverts to her in the picture
With Clark and Bergman
LAUREL and HARDY
Novelty Revue
pass through the palace corridors, as In the play.
Weston Is never
Comedy, Singing
)
12 Mins.
Comedy
enoi-mous portals opening before Interested in her, and It is he who
9
Mins.
21 Mins.
Gaiety, New York
their heavy strided advance. Force forces her to flnish
the phial which
York,
York
New
New
York
New
Commodore,
of this sequence is «nervated by she was preparing for
Tiffany
her white
Columbia
Metro
Series of which this is one prethe entrance of Dennis King into husband. "White Cargo" was
barred
A filler for pop programs. Fa- Two-reeler which
sents picture star§ in bits before a
opens and closes the throne room, musical comedy frohi film production in the States
miliar
vaude
turn
is split between
mike, as though broadcasting from
but lets down badly in the fashion over a wall arid still palpi- by the Hays organization. V.'alycomedy
chatter
and
song.
It's from to laughs
a radio studio. Norman Kerry acts
middle. With the Laurel and Hardy tating from love sighs. Captious or
the
the
tune
that
short
gets
Its title,
not, such mixing of oil
as announcer, Kerry being not so
water
Reason for the song Is that the names on it, however, okay for detracts from what, forand
forte as an announcer, this short
want of
most everywhere.
has little to offer outside of a comic pair, clothed in comic fashion, take
Opens with the. pair In bed, Hardy other description, may be called arstance In front of a church
bit by Patsy Ruth Miller on reduc- up a
sniffles and Laurel tistic continuity.
from
suffering
(All Dialog, With Songs)
Girl has been jilted, when along
At least one case of miscasting
ing, song by Fay Marbe and a dihim via mustard
Paramount production and release.
comes the best man, and the girl trying to cureplasters
^alect comedy by Joe E. Brown.
and throat is also a handicap to a completely Directed by Hobart Henley. Original
Chatter baths, porous
Others flashed are Eddie Quillan, makes him substitute.
Helen Morgan,
of ggigs, including one satisfying impression. Lillian Roth story by Ben Hecht.
Lots
swabs.
Sally Blaine, Ben Bard and an un- doesn't rat« particularly strong, but that's rather blue.
Attempts by has neither the necessary age nor Charles Ruggles, Fred Kohler. Clayton,
and Durante featured. At the
billed messenger boy. Little prep- gets a balance for favor with the Laurel to render first aid carries emotional maturity to play the pas- Jackson
Paramount, N. T., week of Feb. 21.
aration of material obvious, but Idea song.
this opus along until a gas-inflated sionate Huguette, a role of great po- Running time, 69 mins.i
of- "Voice of Hollywood" subjects is
.Helen Morgan
mattress that explodes, causing a tential appeal handed to an 18-year- Lola Fagan
Charles Ruggles
old blues singer from New York Willie BIndbugel
so good that better selection of tal- "THE HOOSE GOW"
house wreck, for' the finish.
Sam Horner
Fred Kohler
ent and more rehearsing could be With Laurel and Hardy
Hardy's constant abuse tt Laurel night clubs. Miss Roth is a clever Daffy
Jimmy Durante
girl
and
looker,
but
well afforded.
a
needs
discredead
blunders
and
-latter's
Moe
and the
Eddie Jackson
Comedy
Joe
Fan letter angle in which patrons 20 Mins.
Lou Clayton
pan clowning help make this better tion In casting.
Hogan
Fuller
Melllsh, Jr.
Despite
its
weaknesses,
"Vagaask to see stars appearing used as Met., B'klyn
than average comedy fare. AH in
City Editor
Leo Donnelly
In others of series.
Char.
one set with cast support by a trio. bond King" is always Interesting, Jerry
Metro
Tammany Young'
It's
treat
a
for
the
optics
with
some
A bit more slapstick After watching three or four of the color effects of arresting Hanson
Joe King
It's good.
than usual and plenty of laughs shorts by this couple you get the
"THE KAT'S MEOW"
Featured pair helped here by Jim Idea Roach isn't letting them talk beauty, and a picture capable of
Cartoon
Exceptional
program
picture.
any more than is absolutely neces- sustaining special billing. Of Den- Thoroughly
my Finlayson. Any house.
7 Mins.
entertaining
and
certain
nis
King's possible popularity it Is
Seldom does either deliver
Opens
with
prisoners
being saiT.
Rivoli, New York
Besides
This English- to show b. o. strength.
trotted out of Black Maria Into more than one or two consecutive difficult to foretell.
Columbia
which
It's
the
medium for 'the
man is a new type, deeply dimpled,
A cartoon of better than average prison camp. Laggards and last lines, with the dialog at all times pompadoured,
screen
debut
of
Jimmy
Durante, he
never less than commerit in wliich' the cat wins the ones to leavcj naturally, are the down to rock bottom. Not much
of the large schozzola, and tho.se
mouse after various hectic encount- comics who have gotten wound up doubt that the pantomime and silent petent and frequently distinguished. two other gents
Things de comedy gags supplied are keeping His cinematic fate rests, of course, Lou Clayton and with liberal .bugle.«,
ers witli rivals. Short was produced In each other's legs.
Eddie Jackson. All
by Winkler Pictures and is in the velop with arrival of the governor this twosome running among the with the women for whom no one the boys register.
may presume to speak.
Krazy Kat series released by Co- to Inspect the prison camp. Dumb leaders.
Between Jimmy Durante and
Jeannette MacDonald, featured. Is
lumbia. Where cartoons are used Laurel plugs the gov's auto radiator
extremely beautiful in the clinging Charles Ruggles rests this picture's
with a pickaxe and then ti-ies to
this one can be counted on.
satins of the period. Her perform- power. For the laughs they rise
FOR TWO"
A variety of scenes. Most amus- stop the water leak with raw rice, "TROUBLE
ance supplies the requisite aroma of above a commonplace bootleg and
ing Is the beer garden sequence Rice gets cooked and provides mud With Raymond McKee
glamour. But unquestionably cast gunman story to drag the works
where the cat and mouse do a song puddle for slapstick episodes which Comedy
lienors go to O. P. Heggrie; whose in- along with them. Not many, if any,
double,
former working In the follow, everybody getting smacked 16 Mins.
terpretation of Louis XI is an in- comedians have garnered the numNew York
"meows," latter the Helen Kane in the face with some wet rice as New York,
telllgent plece of trouplng. Louis XI ber of bellows In their maiden picEducational, No. 1883
the
two
comics
escape.
boop-a-dooplng.
This certain to
Slim comedy stuff for the first is one of the most diversely-inter- tures that Durante grabs in this
draw a laugh. Hold-up scene is
class houses, but oka^ for the preted kings of dramatic literature. one. At the Paramount, each time
also laugh-provoking. More unique "KISSES
AND CURSES"
nelghbs.
Gag action of the stock History, particularly recent re- the Durante face appeared on the
angles have gone into this cartoon Cartoon Comedy
variety, with Raymond McKee aided search, fails to confirm the low screen It was a giggle, and when
than most, this feature alone in- 7 Mins.
by Harold 'Goodwin. Photography choracter which the literati have he opened his mouth the merrimpnt
creasing Its value.
Char.
Colony, New York
He looks surefire, and
and recording good. Is one of the given him, but that's irrelevant to doubled.
Universal
Tuxedo' series.
the believable characterization Heg- with that wide screen coming in to
get his nose in its entirety and full
"SKY SKIPPERS"
Conventional cartoon comedy ma
.Has to do with an underwear gle presents,
beauty
Cartoon
tcrial 0. k. for the medium grade buyer whose wife's girl friend, whom
there's
In all departments of actual prono telling- whafs
7 Mins.
houses. Is a short In the Oswald he doesn't know, misunderstands his duction "Vagabond King" Is top- going to happen.
Loew's New York, N. Y.
the Rabbit series.
Buggies does a drunk again, this
telephone conversation with a ga- notch costume picture.
What it
Old time type of melodrama as rage mechanic which she happens to lacks in comedy and consistency It time as a newspaper reporter, and
Pathe
One of the better Aesop's Fable done in a theatre, with accompany- overhear. Girl takes it as referring makes up In strong or unusual se- registers solid b. o. He always was
cartoons. Almost all of the action ing talk for villain and the custom
to her and squeals to the boy's wife, quences,
great photography and a good farceur. Fred Kohler, a blue
ribbon bad man, doesn't trail .«o far
Is up in the air, which is filled with ary sound effects form the basis
not knowing the pair to be married. general splendor.
Land.
behind, either. Helen Morgan sings
all sorts of home-made And fan- Angle for the fjnlsh Is rescuing the Both wife and husband decide to
in her familiar way and othcrwi.'if
tastic sorts o£ planes. About every- heroine strapped to the rails.
step out on each other in the arguFarrell MacDonald and Farlka delivers in good fashion in a rolo
Characters well defined, drawings ment that follows. It winds up in
thing happens for the laughs carthat was built for her.
toons go after, pfus dialog and novel, and recording and photog
a cafe when the two are guests at Boros, "Born Reckless," Fox.
Kohler manages to make a tritf
sound effects. Music synchroniza- raphy on a par with most cartoons the same table. After some slapMildred Van Dorn and Eva NoChar.
Good, but not outstanding.
Char.
stick rampaging winds up in a truce. vak, "Medicine Man/' Tiffany.
tion is ty Oarl Edouarde.
(Continued on page 35)

Box

office

Charles

and entertainment.
and Jimmy

Ruggles

Unleashing the bankroll in techni-

color Paramount here has an ornate
operetta, a pageant of bright fabrics,
On
big sets and milling mobs.
brocaded gold-tasseled pi-oduction
values alone it is certain to impress
And by that token
film audiences.
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PARAMOUNT TRIUMPH!
REVIEWS IN BRIEF
"A resounding, opulent and handsomely mounted production. The
Technicolor is admirable. The swing and pace are nicely timed. Dennis
King's voice has strength and color.
Miss MacDonald sings well."

—NEW YORK WORLD.
"An enchanting production. The Technicolor effects are exquisite.
Lillian Roth gives a very beautiful and sincere performance.
The photography is uniformly colorful and artistic."

—NEW YORK

DAILY M^RROR.

3-

"Good entertainment. Tasteful, good looking and sprightly. Lively
and effective throughout, Mr. King's performance is an effective romantic portrayal.
O. P, Heggie has an actor's field day."

—NEW YORK HERALD

TRIBUNE.

"Out of that glamorous and melodious operetta, 'The Vagabond
Paramount has produced a beautiful Technicolor picture. The
action leaps into the high ^ealm of romanticism,
Ludwig Berger, the
director, has done capable work.
The Technicolor rivals anything of
its kind,"
TIMES,
King,'

—NEW YORK

*

*

*

"'The Vagabond King,' rich in color and melody, glorifies the' screen.
of the most enthralling, throbbing, thrilling romances ever. Glitterinspiring, rich with rare beauty,
Dennis King performs
with fiery gusto. Jeanette MacDonald sings with as great charm as
she posseases beauty,
O. P. Heggie is superb.
Each setting is an
achievement. Every moment is memorable. Paramount deserves a fine
feather to ornament its production cap."— NEW YORK AMERICAN.

One

ing, colorful,
.

rl-

"Takes a lease upon the Criterion for a protracted period. Has *
sweep that is Impossible on the stage. Profoundly stirring, extremely
colorful, has you teetering upon the edge of your seat.
Dennis Kinli
gets a volume deniod him .on the stage. Tempo sends story humming!

A

best seller

among

the movies.'''— N
34

EW YORK EVENING, WORLD.

3:

"Effective, charming, striking.

3?

Colorful, lavishly produced.

—NEW YORK
3-

3-

EVENING JOURNAL,

3-

"'The Vagabond King" has glamor, coljjr and ronnance. Dennis
King thrills. His baritone is entrancing, his personality is prepossessing.
Miss MacDonald's soprano is charming. O. P, Heggie becon-es a notable
screen actor with his performance. The picture caused 'Ahs' and 'Ohs'

among

the audience by

its

breath-taking beauty. The songs are the
A big, lavish production which ought
many months to come."

kind you sing again and again.
to call fans to the Criterion for

—NEW YORK
WORDS

DENNIS KING

in

"The Vagabond King" with Jeanette MacDonald

Capacity Business at $2
in "The Vagabond King" plenty!
Paramount's sensa.tional all-Technicolor song romance has done capacity business, plus,
from the jump-off in three big engagements spotted along the eastern seaboard;
At the Criterion Theatre, New York, the house is jammed at every performance. There's ^
continuous line in front of the ticket window. The advance buy is of record proportions.
Agencies report a big demand. Word along Broadway is that "The Vagabond King" will make

They're doing for Pennis King

$2 talkie history.
At tlie Aldine, Philadelphia, scaled at %2, Paramount's giant is also packing them to the
Populace is 'all agog and reviewers exhausted
rafters. 4 Looks great for a long, prosperous run.
their adjectives on it.
At the Paramount, Palm Beach, society en masse has adopted "The Vagabond King" as the
latest craze.
Priced at two bucks, it could easily get ten.

DAILY NEWS.

'

CRITIQUE-r-:N 75
The most exqu'Site motion picture we've ever seen ov heard is the
"Vagabond King," with Dennla
King, which opened at the Criterion
last Wednes.'.ay night.
We've seen,
beautiful pictures, tln-llUng pictures,
tricky pictures and unforgottablw
pictures, but th3 "Vagal)ond Kin^"
is so far ahead of them that it isn't
fair to

mention them in

tlie

.srimtt

paragiaph. If a more exquisite picture Is ever made, we'll c-heoi'fully
travel
AiiO,

James

miles

by
in

and miles

the-

The

to

by, i^V.K ill
lii'ooklyn l);ii!y

.'•(M'

it.'

lli.it;
I'".;jiilii.

"'The Vagabond Kinp' is Paramount's biggest offering for the first
half of 1930. Without any question, it easily rates super-special, two-aday classification for substantial business in first runs, neighborhoods
and the smallest wired houses, It is excellent entertainment not at all
highbrow, and carries mass appeal."— MOTION PICTURE NEWS,

—

—
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HOUSES RAISE ANTE
Outstanding Merit and Amazing

Box

Office

Drawing Power

of

"THE VAGABOND KING"
Leads Theatre

Men Voluntarily to

Unprecedented Changes in Policies

and

ADVANCED ADMISSION

PRICES!

ENGAGEMENTS

$2Criterion,

New York

Paramount,; Palm Beach

Aldine, Philadelphia

ENGAGEMENTS

$1

More

(Representing at least 33 1-3% increase in admission prices.

From

"If

I

Were

I?

I

King," by Justin

Huntly McCarthy

and "The Vagabond
King," by William H.
Post, Brian Hooker
and Rudolf Friml.
(Russell Janney Pro-

Victory, Charleston, S. C.

Saenger,

Imperial, Charlotte, N. C.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
World, Omaha, Neb.

McVickers, Chitago, 111.
Melba, Dallas, Tex.
Florida, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Denver, Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Des Moines, la.
Paramount, Detroit, Mich.
Metropolitan, Houston, Tex.

New

Orleans, La.

Criterion,

Eastman, Rochester, N. Y.
Capitol, Salt

Lake

St. Francis,

San Francisco,
Mo.

Victory,

Ritz, Tulsa, Okla.

J.

Man1

Tampa,

Fla.

West Palm Beach,

Lincoln, Lincoln, Neb.

Kettler,

Royal, Little Rock, Ark.

Rex, Wheeling,

Photographed by
Technicolor

Dennis King The Vagabond
--JEANETTE MacDoNALD

I

Fla.

W. Va.

Stamford Theatre, Stamford, Conn.

Process.

LILLIAN ROTH

Calif.

Florida, St. Petersburg, Fla.

Newman, Kansas

Mo.

*

Missouri, St. Louis,

Screen adaptation
and added dialogue

City,

City, Utah.

Aztec, San Antonio, Tex.

Florida, Jacksonville, Fla.

by Herman

come)

Paramount, Los Angeles, Calif.
Fairfax, Miami, Fla.
Century, Minneapolis, Minn.
Rial to, Newark, N. J.

duction).

kiewicz.'

to

Paramount, Atlanta, Ga.
Alabama, Birminsrham, Ala.
Uptown, Boston, Mass.
Century, Buffalo, N. Y.

King

wakner oland

Cast of 2,000

o, p. heggie
LUDWIG BERGER PRODUCTION

PARAMOUNT ALL-COLOR MASTERPIECE
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Sold to Fox

Now

PROV. FED UP

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Seek Theatres to Resunie-N Y.
Neighhorhoods Ride a B. 0.

VARIETY

ON ROWDYIH

(Continued from page 20)
/

Wave

Mrs. Zanuck in Hollywood.
The young girl has proven remarkably
quick in- learning with an acute retentive memory. She speaks English
as though on this side three years rather than but three months.

M-G'3

first start witl\

a French version, that

of

EPIDEMIC

"An Unholy Night,"

without any chance, the exocs say, of getting the nut
They figure it Is worth it to be first on the ground and for the
into other trades and occupations by back.
the chaotic state of the Industry, prestige the picture will give Metro in France.
are now openly clamoring for a site.
Film exchanges are finding high amperage projection troublesome and
S.ome are even scouring New York
for groups of small houses that costly with their prints. Intense heat is smearing the wax surface of
the film on a two days' run, and the prints have to be withdrawn from
could be worked into a chain.
use for a month for resurfacing.
Market Is tight
Theatre market in most parts of
Everybody in Chicago asking why, for the first time, a picture review
the city, even the lowliest, Is tight.
Theatre owners who retained their was read over the "Tribune" station, WGN. Review was on "Sliow
mainly because they Boat" (U) which was panned by Mae Tinee. Station owned by "Tribune"
properties,
and
"Liberty."
could get no buyer, now refuse
pointblank to let go.
Fox has sent Harry Goldberg upIndie distributors are getting more keen in their belated entrance into
state to take charge of houses in the sound field. This is being reflected in their aping the press sheets
the Metropolitan group there and and billboards of the bigger companies.
In some cases they'i'e lifting
During the past "catch" lines intact.
look for others.
week added to Fox holdings the
Park and Fifth Ave., Brooklyn;
Chap who came to Hollywood a few months ago as an Egyptian
Rockland, Nyack, and the Ozone, potentate and had all the hosts and hostesses falling hard until his
Ozone Park, L. I.
checks bounced back, now has a job in the reading department of a
At the same time Fox. Is unload- major studio where he was once Voyally received.
Even
ing its smallest houses.
though doing a capacity business,
UA Is modernizing the paintings of its stars in the art gallery leading
th^se are not deemed worthwhile to the home office at 729 Seventh ive., New Yoi-k.
First painting
to operate. Ten of these have been
replaced is that of Norma Talmadge. Among the paintings in the UA art
sub-let, two being the Cumberland
gallery is one of Rudolph Valentino, which, it is said, is there to stay.
and Irving. In fact, it is gleaned
authoritatively, houses of 600 seats
Warner got away with a comparatively lovti cost jjroduction on "The
and under will be given the go-by Man From Blankley's,"
starring John Barrymore. With the star's salary
under Fox's new theatre policy.
of $100,000 Included the nut ran to $225,000.
Fox's original investment in 152
Picture is scheduled to get a New York $2 showing.
indie houses here represents a total
will cost ?150,000

Film boxoffices In Greater New
York, especially neighborhoods, are
at the height of what authorities

term their greatest prosperity.
Fox's Metropolitan group is officially said to be cleaning up $100,So unex000 weekly in profits.
pected has been the success of the
Indies that the Fox organization,
even prior to the settlement of the
financial issue, has opened three
new houses during the past week.
By the end of 1930, if the readjustment Is favorable, local film men
state thdt the Greater New York
Fox chain will include over 200 the.

atres.

Indies who sold out to Fox are
getting back in the fleldl as fast
as they can. While a number of the
major ones agreed at the time of
sale not to re-enter as competitors
of Fox, it is learned that a horde of
the smaller ones not so restricted
are returning to their old territories.
Among the sellers to Fox who have
already returned are: Ben Noble,
with the Bedford theatre; Hyman
Rachmil, the Windsor, Brooklyn; C.
Rosenswelg, the Rugby, Brooklyn.
At the Theatre Owners'. Chamber
of Commerce numerous deals are
being negotiated. Many of the exhibitors who figured the Fox buy a
miracle, and who were stampeded

now

¥
WHICH ALL
ENfERTAIMMENT

STAlME
IS

JUPGED.

•

of $12,000,00a.

Although William Fox owns 49%
General Theatres Equipment
of
Corp., controlling manufacturing and
distribution. rights to Grandeux-, wide
film will hot be shown In any of the
Metropolitan's neighborhood houses
off
the island for another six
months. This Is authoritative. All
of the bigger houses at the time of
their renovation last fall had their
booths widened to accommodate the
Grandeur projection equipment.

Providence, Feb. 23.
Aroused by the continued boisterousness of youths in film houses,
managers plan to prosecute all offenders in court. .Last week a local
lad was fined $20 and costs for
assault on an usher, this being the
first case of its kind here.
House managers are burning over
actions of noisy kids, who come'
pretty near breaking up performNo
ances, especially on Sundays.
uncommon sight to have police
called to downtown theatres, hut no
arrests wore tver made until last
,

week.

Lobby Collapse
Sioux FuU.s, S. D., Feb. 25.
Collapse of the lobby floor at the
Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D..
precipitated a holdout crowd of 40
people into the basement 10 feet below.. Crash severely injured 10 and
caused a dozen more to suffer minor
bruises and- cuts.
Capacity crowd of 300 people in-,
aide left the house through rear
exits In orderly fashion.

COO STUM
R HI

Harold Lloyd's "Welcome Danger" is the first picture to be passed
with English dialog since the Italian ban against showing any pic^ute^
Censors passed the Lloyd picture with-

In Italy in foreign languages.
out a cut.

PRODTOTIONB
BXPLOITATIONB
PRBSBNTATIONa

Western Electric claims the first talker installation in Palestine.
It's London office is described in New Yorit as so concerned over the
conquest that

it

name

neglected to Include in the cable the

of

the

theatre.

1.^

oo sxUaa

a w.^o'tt*'

Ever since they opened that new annex Warners hasn't been able to
Its mind on permanent desk space for the various departments
Outsiders visiting the place rarely llnd the same dept. on the same

make up
floor.

Minn. Board Will Start
Suit Against N. W. Exhibs

One of the Hollywood execs when asked to pose for still pictures,
heatedly objected. Not known as a camera dodger, h* was asked .the
Minneapolis, Feb. 26.
cause a^d gave as an explanation that he had a cold.
Following their regular weekly
meeting members of the local Film
Greta Garbo Is the hardest nut to crack for the fan chatterers. She
Board of Trade announced plans to refuses to be interviewed or photographed by them, so far as her private
court suits against life Is concerned.
bring civil
northwest exhibitors charged with

WISCONSIN

THEATRE

.

MilwaukM
Wit.

DIALOOVE

ORIOINAI.8

contract violatl'on.
Letterheads of Jury-Metro-Goldwyn in England specify, after the
The Thacher ruling against the
name of each of the board of directors, their nationality whether British
Illegality of compulsory arbitration
50-50 Anglo-American.
apparently has given many north- or American. Board is
west exhibs the Impression that
Par-Publlx epent $8,000 the first three days on advertisilig "Vaga
they can disregard all contractual
bond King," which opened last week at the Criterion, New York,.
obligations, Tom Burke, president,
pointed out.

—

Howard

J. Green
NOW WITH FOX
ADAPTATIONB

CONTINUITIES

Chase Bombers
Grand Rapids, Mich., Feb. 25.
With rewards totaling $3,100 announced, police and private operators are active In search for those
who exploded bombs in the Liberty

and Family, picture theatres. Bombs
were placed over the boxoffices di
rectly below the projection rooms.
Both houses employed non-union
operators, but officials of the union
deny any knowledge of the early
morning bombings.

4
WE BUILD, BUY, LEASE,
OPERATE OR MANAGE
MOTION

PICTURE THEATRES*

PENNA.-NEW JERSEY
DELAWARE — MARYLAND

IN

—DISTRICT OF COLUMBIAVIRGINIA

Mr. Fred G. Latham

1700

&

M,

A NEW ACT
ITS

KIND

BILLY-' ANNA
AND

THEODORE

FEATURED DANCERS

IN F.

SANSOM STREET

THE ONLY ACT OF

Studios, Hollywood, Cal,

KAm

W. VIRGINIA

"ACCORDION" IDKAS

TIIANX TO ALICE GOODWIN

404

Philadelphia.Ra.

A NEW ACT
R-K-0

AND

IN

A NEW ACT

THE WORLD

BARTLETT

In Their Spectacular Offering, "IN

THE CLOUDS"

THIS ACT FULLY PROTECTED AND PATENT APPLIED FOR
with Fanchon
Marco's "Broadway Venusea" Idea

Now

THIS

&

WEEK LOEW^S

STATE, LOS ANGELES

VARIETY
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ALICE
'America's Girl Friend,'
the bestfrmcL their

Now

I?ox- offices

euertiad

she teams with

CH£STtR MORRIS
ina\\H\ DELMAR

storif

PL\YI NG

AROIND

I

Alice as The Jantzen Girl.

World-wide exploitation by
the Jantzen Knitting Mills gives

exhibitors unlimited tie-up
arrangements with 25,000
Jantzen dealers. Watch for
half million dollar

newspaper,

magazine and billboard campaign featuring Alice White
as The Jantzen Girl.

A

FIRST

"Vltpphon*"

l»

MATIONAL-^W^^

th* raoiiUCtd Irpd* mark of

lh» Vilaphon* Corp, dciionalinB

•»»

prddufcf*

.1

!
:
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RUNNING
to

into

a bad case of comedy blues? Finding

round out your program? Getting a

suffering^

little

it

hard to get that perfect

wabbly on the comedy pins?

.

.

laugh-shorti!

.There's no

need of

gentlemen of the comedy-buying profession. Old Doc Rooster, although he's doing a

rushing business, can always

accommodate one more

patienti

*

.

.

The proof? Well, 4 out of 5

wired theatres are taking the Pathe treatment to cure their comedy blues.
with box-office health!

.

.

.

It's

logical/the fact that the industry

is

80%

And

they're blooming

Pathecomedy-ized. 25

years of making

comedy history— absolute

pick of the

the catchiest of songs, the heartiest of laughs— there's the reason

girls,

leadership

in

the

newer

field of

audible

comedy—the
in

a nutshell!

VARIETY
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DRAMA SIN
NAHON'S VE
RADIO SWEEPS ON TO
MIGHTY DESTINY WITH
THIS DIFFERENT

DRAMA

No

froth • • • no fluff
no theme song • • • no
girls • • no crooners • •
no jazz or other folderol . • . BUT THE MOST
•

•

HEART-SEARCHING
LOVE STORY EVER TOLD

AGAINST A BACKGROUND ONLY BRENON COULD CREATE

out his daring dreams like banners in the
smasher of idols
• Blazer of uncharted trails
wind
arch-enemy of the commonplace • . • he scorns smug
• •
tradition in '^Grischa^' and hurls a ringing challenge to
humanity! It will astound America • . • it will astound the
this drama of a youth whose adventure in love
WORLD
Pfid battle turned the tide of empire and swept a proud
and pompous dynasty into dissolute ruin!

BRENON flings
•

'

•

• • .

•

•

PICTURES

•

*

From the world-read novel by Arnold Zweig

Wednesday, February

26,

VARIETY

1930

DAWN OF TALKIES
RDICT ON "GRISCHA"
CE

Genius and resources of
Radio create another miracle for the showmen of
the world • • presenting
in its first season the two
•

greatest class attractions of

the year. . . mightiest musical

SHOW OF

ALL TIME (RIO RITA) .. AND
FINEST DRAMA THE SCREEN HAS EVER

NOW

THE

KNOWN!

"Stands put like a lighthouse in a season
of musical fluflF and drawing room persiflage".. . proclaims show-wise Photoplay.

NOW HOLDING CHICAGO IN TITAN GRIP AS LOOP

THRONGS JAM RKO WOODS

CHESTER

MORRIS

BETTY

JEAN

COMPSON

HERSHOLT

AND A
GUSTAV VON SEYFFERTITZ
ALEC B. FRANCIS
P
N
E
S
E
R
U
M
R
A
U
R ES
SWEEPING HOST OF
.

.

.

.

.

.

I

PICTURES

VARIETY
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CASTERS AND AGENTS IN

Coast Notes

26, 1930

Diary of a Visiting Lecturer

COAST INVESTIGATION
Wade Boteler to "The Devil's
Holiday," Par,
Geneva Mitchell to untitled shoi't

Monday

Farnham dlaloglng "Easy
Hollyy^ood, Feb. 25.
M-G.
Gertrude Astor, Addle McPhall,
With picture agents about to be
tov Roach.
Maurice Black, Ed Deerlng and Dafranchlsed and the studio casting
Love,"
"Quarantined
vid
Durand,
Claude Allister for "Czar of
directors told In no uncertain terms
Pathe short.
Broadway," U,
Mackenzie Ward to 'High Road" as to how they must administer
Jack Townley to write dialog at
M-G in same part he played on their work "In the future, the AssoTiffany.
Daisy Belmore, "Radio Revels," Englisli stage.
New contract for Eddie Nugent ciation of Motion picture ProducRadio.
ers expects shortly to have everyLowell Sherman, "Hawk Island," M-G.
Joe E. Brown, featured in "Top thing running In business fashion so
Radio.
Jack Mulhall, "Fall Guy," Radio. Speed" for. FN. Bernice Claire op- far as treatment and handling of
Fred Niblo, direct "Easy Going," posite.
Lorctta Young and Douglas Fair- studio talent is concerned for the
M-G.
George Fawcett, "Swing High," banks, Jr., co-featured in "Forever future.
After" FN.
Pathe.
First move on the part of the proJames Gruen writing original at
Frederic March for "True to ducers to straighten out the bad
Pathe.
Navy," Par.
Frank Easton, Marian Seegar and
Evelyn Hall, Margaret Fealy, agent conditions existing here was
Eddie Kane to "Fox Follies of 1930," Evelyn Selbie, Shayle Gardner, Daappoint J. J, Murdock, former
i'ox.
vid Dunbar, "Return of Manchu," Keith executive, as chairman exJoseph do Grasse, Ernest Adams,
offlcio of a committee.
It includes
Tom London and Nick Thompson Par.
Jess De Vorska, Larry Kent, Irving Thalberg, M. C. Levee, Jack
for "The Storm," U.
Delaney, "Around the Cor- Warner and Carl Laemmle, Jr., and
Lawrence Grant for "So This Is Charles
ner," Col.
will make a thorough investigation
London,"' Fox.
Douglas Doty on scenario staff. of all the alleged unethical methods
Rose Marie Grimes for "Hell's
Col.
Bells," Fox.
with a view of controlling the
Karl Dane, "Big House," M-G.
Alice Day, Johnny Walker, James
Delan
Daves, "Good News," M-G. agents through speakeasies.
Burtis,
Elinor
Flynn,
Dorothy
It is understood that these fran-.
Eddie Kane for "The Potters,"
Gould, Mary Carr and June Purchises will only be granted to
W.B.
cell for "Ladles in Love," ChesterRobert Adair to' "Raffles," Gold- agents who com© thi'ough the, infield.
vestigation of past record with a
Farrell MacDonald and Farlka Wyn.
"The Swan," UA, becomes "One clean slate. There are about 60 liBoros, "Born Reckless," Fox.
Mildred Van Dorn and Eva Nov- Romantic Night."
censed agents here and some 100
ak, "Medicine Man," Tiffany.
Earle Snell writing scenarios in others who are illegally
operating
Elizabeth Patterson, from Broad- Fox western department.
way, brought west by Fox, in
Don Alvarado for "The. Texan," s agents.
"What a Widow!" (Pathe) with Par.
Talks to Casters
Gloria Swanson.
Edwin Burke to direct and write
The 17 casting directors were
Louis King will direct the first dialog for "A Very Practical Joke,"
called together by Fred W. Beetson,
Buck Jones picture for Inspiration. Fox.
executive vice president of the proAl Herman directing "Mickey's
Purnell Pratt in "At Bay," FN.
Luck," Trem Carr.
Larry Kent in "Around Corner," ducers' organization, and told that
'Sam Hardy to "Time to Navy," Col.
In the future they must toe the
Par.
Adrienne d'Ambrlcourt In "What mark. He told them that practiHarry Grlbbon to "Bride 66," a Widow!", Pathe.
cally all had made errors in the
TJ. A.
Mary Foy in "Sunny Skies," Tiff. past, but that this would not be
Fay Wray, "Border Legion," Par.
Betty Bronson in "Medicine Man," held against them. But In the fuJack Kitchen, Radio Cutter, to opposite Jack Benny. Tiff.
ture mistakes will not be countenEngland for Associated Talking
William Goui'tney and Belle BenJoe

Hollywood.
Lectured at Long Beach, met a
gal who said she was my cousin.
Needed a drink, went to Hollywood
for It, couldn't find one. Place not
It Is.
only looks like a desert.
While waiting for a mugg who
promised to point out the tall
buildings ate $2.35 worth of food

Going,"

,

.

at Henry's, Heard a lot of Inside write scenarios.
chatter about what DeMille said
to them and what they said to DeMille.
yet.

.

.

•

Pictures, Radio tie-up.

anced.
nett in "Fame," Jack Adolfl direct-

Raymond Hatton, "Hawk Island,'' ing, W.B,
Lois Moran, George "Red" CorJames Donlah In "Father's Day," coran,
Ernest Wood and Rhoda
M-G.
for "Solid Gold Article," Fox.
Monte Carter got contract to di- Cross
Lowell Sherman in "The Second
rect more Pathe short musicals as
(Radio).
Man"
result of "Pick 'Em Young."
Freshman Five In two numbers,
Peter Milne, la writing a western
"Those Who Dance" (WB).
at Pathe for Eddie Quillan.
Rita Carewe for Christie short.
Jimmy Starr for scenario dep't.

Radio.

Col., Russell

Ball for

stills,

Gloria

Swansonls "What a Widow."
Leila Hyams, "Big House," M-G.

Beetson Informed them that they
wo'uld have to live up to the terms
and conditions of the new minimum
wage conti-act, and also that they
must not disregard the Call Bureau
when wanting free lance players. In
the past he claimed a number would
call the player direct and then noEddie Dunn and Eddie Feather- tify the call bureau.
The agents were also told, that a
ston, "True to the Navy," Par.
certain set of working rules would
(Continued on page 42)
be set up for them to be guided by
and that they must be followed to
the letter. These rules will probably become effective March 1, or
as soon as they have been approved
of by the executive committee of
the Producers' Association.

Kpoler- Aire
A

HEALTHFUL

•

REFRIGERATION

NATURE'S

Slock Sales Licenses
of

New York

City,

common and

Haven't seen Greta Garbo

.

gang out here. I wouldn't
on a bet, though.

RIO BROS.

THEATRE

Met some
accept.

as

in

''Song of the Flame"

»

First National-Vitaphone

Picture

Max

pref. stock.

Fills

refreshing pre-cooled

New

the house with crisp,

air.

SILENT

operation.

and operating costs.
us for Kooler-Aire book and complete
low

notified

on

of listing
of voting

trust

shares ot

initial

Write

There

value, of
General Theatres Equipment, Inc., Delaware corporation, with offices at 624

South Michigan avenue, Chicago,

Max

a perfect blending of color, a naturalness, a flexibility about
Factor's Make-Up which never fails to help create true-to-life
is

characterization.

Illinois.

When
Mary Foy

you see Noah Beery in "Song of the Flame," note the
make-up and remember it is Max Factor's.

opposite Johnny Walker

In feature. directed

by Edgar Lewis

at Tec-Art.

details.

Factor's Make-IJp

Used Exclusively

street, laboratory

New York Stock Bxchange
certifloates for 2,206,260
common stock, without par

attraction for the hot weath-

Syd Howard

Fully Equipped
SEATING 400
M, W. Duokerlny, 136 -Sth Av«. Nortk
Ht. rete rsbur^, Florida

Konstantin^^

Wlllliun A. M'amer & Co., 11 Broadway, New York, preferred stock of Komp
Film Laboratories, New York corpora-

er season.

—

people

Noah Beery

Fifth avenue, New York, common capital
stock of Its own.
Befleotograph Corp., Delaware company, with business address at 47 West
28th street. New York. 1,000 shares of

AHEADLINER

more

Chaplin invited me to his
a dinner date at seven,

Charlie

party. Had
so couldn't

Thomas
Hnlhsll Sc Co., capital
without par value, of VIslonola
Manufacturing Corp., Dehiware, with
post office address at 7 West Tenth
street, Wilmington, Del.
raclAc Fnr-West Pictures, Inc., Delaware corporation, with offices at 55]

ICOO Broadway.
Secretary of State

BUREAU'S SOUOT) $11,000

Thursday

stock,

West 42d

Heni-y Johnson
writing staff.

.

added' to

-

Fox

YoHr

inquiry,

on any make-up problem wiU'receive immediate attention.

tion. Address: Special Service

Make-Up

STUDIO, HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.

Dept.,

1916 Paramount

BIdg.

New York

FOR THE SCREEN

Joseph Jackson
Writing the Screen Version

"SEE NAPLES AND DIE"

of

Max

Factor's

PANCHROMATIC
TECHNICOLOR
MAKE-UP

and

MAX

perfect

No obliga-

FACTOID MAKE-UP

Hollywood Blvd. at Highland Ave.

At All Leading Drug

Kooler-Aire Engineering Corp.

25.

Met some more people, and a man
Washington, Feb. 25.
with a cellar.
He insisted that I
Appropriations for the new year
take a sample back to the hotel. of the Bureau of Standards includes
This is a great country. Lectured in a $11,000 fund for experimenting in
Pasadena tonight. Everybody was "sound."
making notes. A newspaper man
It is intended to have this fund
drove me back to Los Angeles, cover many phases of theatre conpointing out the original oil well, struction acoustics, etc.,' in addiorange tree, and other historical tion to -service to other industries.
sights.
Good thing I had that
sample waiting.
Writer I met
called up and Invited me to a party
tomorrow. Asked me whom I'd like
to meet. I said just one.
He said
which one, Garbo? Then laughed,
2'nd Year With Publix
so 1 didn't say.
This Week: Uptown Theatre,
Friday
Chicago
Lectured In Hollywood Friday. Op
Thanks to Earl Saunders
position was Laurence Tibbets. He'd
Dir. JKRRY CARGILl,
have a fit if he knew he was billed
as the world's greatest singer. His
premiere drew all my ci'owd though
My main support was four film people who decided to stick with me
after a party that afternoon. After
(Moving ricture)
wards we went places. Played golf
For Sale or Lease
Saturday, my host lending me the
Location This City

'

.$100

San Francisco, Feb.

A

class

.

own

Par's 30-Yr. Rental

cellent drink.

Thomas E. MuIhoU A Co., ICO Broadway, New York, convertible class A stock
ot General Amusements Corporation, a
Delaware concern, with offices at 19-21

tion, office 11

?

Investment / Properties Corp. of
others.
Am agreeably surprised. this city" announcesIt has bought
No upstaging. Met some actresses a site In Oakland on which to
and discovered they were intelli- build a picture theatre for Paragent.
They said they were inter- mount. Reported that a lease has
ested in books. I guess a lot you betn signed calling for rental of
hear .about Hollywood Is hooey. $6,250,000 over a period of 80 years.
They got me to sing In a scene they
House. Is .to be finished and ready
said was for "Let's Go Native." I fot occupancy within 18 months,
don't believe it. Haven't met Garbo according to W. H. Sullivan of the
yet. Met a newspaper man who in- Investment Corp.
troduced me to a cider bar. Ex-

York corporation.

Its

here arrange date and place

John Monk Saunders showed me
around at Paramount. Met Gary
Cooper, Jack Oakle, and a lot of

;

K

live

Wednesday

stocks of Theatrical Industries Corporation, a Delaware concern, with oincos at
address of dealer,
Delaware Coontjr Amusement Co., Del
aware corporation, with headquarters at
700
Equitable
Building,
Wilmington,
Del.
first mortgage, seven per cent ^refunding, improvement and sinking fund
10 year gold bonds of Its own.
Fox Socuritlei Corp. of 261 Fifth avenue, New Tork City, seven per cent three
year gold notes of Ita own, Is a New

Dover Green, Dover, Del,

Academy's Awards

Tuesday
Hollywood, Feb, 25.
Have a letter to Fifl Dorsay but
Academy's awards for meritorious
don't know whether to send it or
'28-'29 will
not.
If I thought she knew the achievements in pictures
announced
at a dinner as early
Garbo I would. Lectured at River- be
as available date and
side this afternoon and partled In In March
Hollywood tonight. Met Fay Wray place can be arranged.
Harry Rapf heads a committee to
and some writers.
Pretty good

clothes.

Albany, Feb. 25.
aeveral film companies, a
securities corporatloni a theatrical Industries concern, a Delaware amusement
enterprise,
screen-projection
manufacturing; laboratories company and a musical Instruments corporation are among
those now being ofTered for sale to ttio
public of -New Tork, according to notices tiled with Secretary of State. Those
licensed by the secretary to act as dealcr.i In stocks include:
Brooks 9t Co., 220 West 42d street,
Stooka

rushed me over to the dinner date.
Got tliere at 11, Spent the rest of
the night playing blackjack and
trying to get the crowd to go over
Got back
to Chaplin's with me.
to the hotel at nine this morning,
and feel better after a little sleep.
Hollywood is fine.
But still no
Garbo. Have to go north tonight.
I'm coming back, even If I have to

Stores

FOR THE STAGE

Max Factor's
Theatrical Make-Up

Wednesday, February
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28,
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A RECORD BREAKER
I

•

I

I

f~\

I

1

I

rpsents
".Admirer's 6(

the silent era
lar daiictr

and
di^ppoin J";:; t;:^,:;"

I

I

wlio in
her

Mae Murray,
was nolcd

for

spcctaciilaf pictures, will be

gbd

to

debut
discover that in her talking
she is quite as effective,"
—Hufttingtotv (W, y»,)
Htrild-Dispatch.

MURRA7

"A- good society drama, the plot
of which has been constructed in

I

iicr

such a way as to hold the interest
Son\c sympathy is awakened

well.

more appropriate story
for
rc-appearancc on the scrfr>n >nj

for the heroine, too."

—Harrison's Reports.
(Rating picture 100 per cent.)
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ALL 'TALKING,
SINGING

AND DANCING
With

AMAZING COLOR SEQUENCES
In the Cast

George Barraud,
Jason Robards,

Richard Tucker,
Billy Bevati

Just

What

'

' ,

f '

',

'

Remember 0^

Box Office Magtet
Mae Mkrray Has Proved in
All of Her Offerings.
a

That She Smashed House Recorda ia
Stage Appearances oa the Publix Circuit,
aad in Vaudeville oti the Keith "Big
Time" Circuit

Cash

in

Just

on This Now, Mr. "Exhibitor,
As Others Are Doing!

BOOK

IT TO>PAY THROUGH ANY
TIFFANY EXCHANGE.
WITH RCA SYNCHRONIZATIOM

V

Viv.'. .v,"
.•.^i.:::-/.-.'y.
.

TIFFANY

YEAR
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THINGS TO TELL

YOUR PUBLIC!
When

you play

LAWRENCE TIBBETTinTHE ROGUE SONG
them they get it at popular prices while New York and Los Angeles are
packing in to see this miracle Technicolor musical romance at $2, in its second
month of record-shattering business.
Tell

When

you play

GRETA GARBO
them that

in

ANNA CHRISTIE

her first Talkie^and that she*s_.a revelation in Eugene O^NeTlIT
thrilling love drama. It's setting up new records everywhere, 5th week Los Angeles,
extended runs Frisco, Cleveland, Detroit, Dallas. The season's magnetic hit!

Tell

When

it*s

you play

VILMA BANKY
(By a>Tai}oement with Samuel GoJdwyn)

in

A LADY TO LOVE

them they've got a tremendous Talkie treat in store. Written by the celebrated
playwright Sidney Howard. Beautiful Vilma Banky achieving new laurels. Edward
G. Robinson in a startling characterization. Previewed on the coast amid sensational

Tell

applause.

When

you play

RAMON NOVARRO

in

DEVIL

MAY CARE

them it comes direct from its triumphant $2 engagement on Broadway. Handsome Ramon Novarro sings five songs in it. (Remember how they loved his "Pagan
Love Song?") He plays a devil-may-care rebel of Napoleon's army who duels with
one hand and makes love with the other!

Tell

When

you play

Van & ScHENCK inTHEY Learned About Women
Tell them that these celebrated headliners are immense in their, first full-length
talkie feature. It's an exciting comedy-drama of the baseball world, with real heartthrobs, a lot of laughs, thrills of the World Series; and what songs! Box-office!

When

you play

JOAN CRAWFORD

in

MONTANA MOON

Tell them that the "Untamed" beauty is absolutely devastating in this grand outof-doors singing Western picture. Your folks are waiting for her. They registered
their approval of beautiful Joan with "Untamed" box-office totals and her new one
is twice as big!

When

you Play

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES
them they're alw£^ys sure of a happy season of great Talkie entertainrrieht, with
the screen's truly biggest stars in the most consistently excellent shows, features,,
comedies, newsreels of all companies. The records prove it. The public knows it
Tell

METRO-GOLDWYNTHE AMUSEMENT WORLD

EIECTRIFYINQ

]

Wednesday, February

ROADHOUSE NIGHTS

with that everything-will-be-okay
attitude as King sings "Happy

Days"

(Continued from page 24)
bootlegger and Iclller part pretty exciting/ He'3 boss of a roadhouse,
River Inn, somewhere between Chicago and Detroit. His troubles concern half a million dollars' worth ot
booze'^aind how to get it safely out
of the cellar. He bumps off a Chicago reporter assigned to the bootlegging activities when the reporter
learns what he wants to know and
is
Is

about to phone

it

Ruggles

in.

the second stew sent by the same
to. check on reporter No. 1.

paper

Love interest is cooked up between
Ruggles and the bootleggers' gal
Latter entertains
in the joint, together with Clayton,
Jackson and Durante, who double
as waiters. Durante has two. punch
lines and they're good for a sock

(Miss Morgan).

each time. Miss Morgan reprises
a torch song in her floor work, title
sounding like "It Can't Go on Like
This." Night club trio sings "That's
How the Place Got Its Name," out
of their own repertoire, and another
nut tune that fits the situation.
"Roadhouse Nights" is a nifty
Lauighs
talker with a good cast.
Blge.
and thrills.
'

CHASING RAINBOWS
(ALL DIALOG, With Songs)
(10% Color)
M-G-M production and release. Directed
by Charles F. Rlcsner. Features Charles
King and Bessie Love. Original scenario
by Bess Meredyth, with adaptation by Wells
Songs by Milton Ager and Jack
Root.
Photographed by Ira Morgan. EdTellen.
Ued by George Hlvely. At the Capitol
N. T.. week ol Feb. 21. Running time, 100
minutes.

FILM REVIEWS
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thread. Miss
on© of them in very few clothes.
Locale likewise promotes spicy

story
In

to her.

posing

Griffith

of undraped show girls
and sprightly bits of their hardboiled chatter concerning the business of grabbing live Johns, worldly
comments upon the futility of love
and the desirableness of big autos

"Happy Days Are Here Again," atmosphere
released ahead of the picture,' al-

ready has achieved some rating and
would be a swell plug if Fox' hadn't
released a picture titled "Happy
Days." The song gets almost nothing in the film until a five minute
Technicolor finale, where It booms
Into a rousing finish. Another number getting a good play throughout
the country is "Lucky Me, Lovable
You," sung by King during a reliearsal sequence. "Everybody Tap,"
featuring Bessie Love in an earlier
five minute Technicolor production
scene, is rather lightweight despite
a couple of good ensemible 'shots.
"Love Ain't Nothin' but. the Blues,"
sung by King, is doing well in general release.

and Park avenue apartments. All
hoke that packs lively Interest to
the picture public.
Gold digger
roles are neatly done by Kve Southern, Jean Barry, Rita LeRoy, Betty
Boyd and Virginia Bruce, with May
Boley getting a good deal in a <Somedy way out of a passe blonde
chorus holdover from the generation before.

Dialog for these passages Is
judiciously paced to deliver a maxiof mildly risque meaning
while holding to the safe side of
Ralph Forbes, someMarie Dressier has "My Dynamic propriety.
t'ersonality," a fair comedy number times almost too impeccable a le^idboosted into prominence by her de- Ing man, here fits Into a dressed-up
livery. The picture's foremost laugh parlor hero role and makes It efHis reading for the microbit is a stew scene by Polly Moran fective.
and Miss Dressier in a dressing phone Is particularly admirable.
room. Songs are credited to Milton Part calls for all the graces, and no
special
character
and he fits in
five
with
Yellen,
Ager and Jack
smoothly^
others listed, as "interpolators."
Continuity is first-rat© and deThe two Technicolor scenes are
used as parts of the show and given parts, considerably from the. play's
Film starts with a brief
the most elaborate presentation ever action.
seen in a one-night stand. Trick sequence at the end of the divorce
photography to magnify the de luxe trial, gets over the preparation
swiftly and adequately and proeffect is evident In two shots.
Despite the repetitious story given gresses promptly into the backstage
Miss Love, she comes through ex- passages, which, of course, are the
Sitting stoically through meat
cellently.
of
the
narrative.
"These
wild alibis by her partner, she con
sequences are skillfully elaborated
veys forceful emotion. It was un- and the story is made to sustain
fortunate that her hysterical climax Itself in incident and theme progIn

mum

"Broadway Melody" was rung in
making the pic
more than casually similar.
sings and plays the sap

.

ress.

for this one, .too,

Backgrounds are arresting. Stage
an Intricate stag© ensemble
Is impresslY* in Its representation
theratening to kill simself every of a musical comedy spectacle InPolly Moran time a dame does wrong by him. It's
Polly
G wen Lee
Peggy
rehearsal for him.
Nlta Martan Just another
Daphne
Eddie Phillips Benny does well by his stage manCordova
Marie Dressier ager, using for his regular vaude
Bonnie
! Lanning
Toucca Troubctzkoy style a farewell speech to the company.
A moderate grosser. Cast and
Recording is clear-cut for the
songs will do considerable to muffle most part. To Indicate the jumps
the tsk-tsks when customers dis- from town to town a train Is shown
of
story
the
comes
again
cover that
roaring around the bend. Said train
the little trouper who sticks by her also opens and closes the picture.
•wayward partner through all his Riesner, working with the familiar
vagaries. The cycle of these back
cast and story, directed the layout
stage yarns apparently' has been capably.
His result should have
completed, for here is the original been cut to less than 100 minutes,
"Broadway Melody" duo, Charles however, for best effect. Pho'tograKing and Bessie Love, playing it all phy. satisfactory.
Bang.
over again with revised lines.
King and Miss Love play a vaude
team in a road musical. Miss Love
has a minor part In the show while
(All Dialog, with Songs)
King is the juvenile, and rfionotoFirst National production and release.
nously falls for each new leading
Griffith
starred.
Directed by.
Corlnne
lady. Jack Benny is the dryly hu- .Alexander
'Cameraman,
Lee
Korda.
morous stage manager, and In the Garmes. At the Strand, N. Y., week of
Running time, CO mlns. ProFeb. 22.
troupe are Marie Dressier as come
by Walter Morosco. Theme aong,
dienne and Polly Moran as ward.- duced
'I'd
Like to Be a- Gypsy," by Ned
robe mistress.
George K. Arthur 'Washington, Herb Magldson and Mlcheal
and GweaXeo are given small parts H. Cletii-y.
Corlnne Griffith
In the picture. Nlta Martan makes Mildred Harker
Bessie Love
Charles King

Carlle

Terry.

.

.

Jack Benny
George K. Arthur

Eddie

Lester

tures

King

set for

VARIETY

volving two score girls and a big
Neatly angled shots of dancing
ensembles contribute interesting effects. Comedy Is light, but the few
lighter sequences are trimly done.
Sentiment Is pretty syrupy and
over-reaches often, but considering
the nature of the story It's a trim
The tunes arc
job on this angle.
unimportant.
Photography is exset.

cellent

and the recording good.

OFFICER O'aniEN
(ALL DIALOG)
rathe production and release starrlnj?
William Boyd and featuring Krnest 'lorrcnco and Dorothy Scba.slian. l^lre.^tcd by
Tny Garnctt. Story and Olnlos by Udward
Cameramun, Arthur Miller. Cntt
Jewel.
Includes RdlC Harolde, Paul Hurst, Rusand Anliur
sell
Glcason,
Clyde Cook,
Houseman.
At the Ulppodroin?, N. 1.'.,
week ot Feb. 22. Running time 72 mlns.

Pretty good crook melodrama
handicapped by what must be rated
as an extremely unentlcing boxoftlce title for

women.

35
Average

above the others,

represented by Dor-

Love

Interest,

othy

Sebastian,

is

perfunctory

a's

and non-cssentlal as

usually la
when the story concerns the sinister
tussle of he-men with murder as the
piece de resistance. Long distance
assassination of a cop" testifying on
the witness stand has been used in
picturies before. In fnct, most of the
situations are reminiscent of other
pictures,
'Which, however, Is not
vory important for the average filmgoer who asks only to be entertained.
With a title change, okay
for the intermediates.
Land,
it

LOOSE ANKLES
(ALL DIALOG, with Songs)
National production and release.
Young and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Directed by Ted Wilde. Adapted
the stage farce of the same name,
written by Sam Janney. Adapted by Oeno
Towne. Photographer, Arthur Todd. Songs,
First

Ixirotta
starred.

from

"Loose Ankles'.' and "Whoopin' It Up,"
by Moskill and Wendllng.
At
New 'Vork, N, Y., one day, Feb. 20.

written

Loew's

Running time, GO mlns.
Ann Harper Berry
Tjjrclta Young
Gil Hayden.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Aunt Sarah Harper
.Louisa Fazenda.
Aunt K:\thcrlne Horper
Ethel Walea

It's a type of yarn <{hat Patlie has
William Boyd has
formularized.
appeared in a couple of them before,
Major Rupert Harper.
Otis Harlan
presumely to the satisfaction of Agnes
Daphne Pollard
exhibs and Pathe. A guess Is that Betty
Inez Courtney
in small towns this type of gangster Terry
N'orman Douglas. Scl by
Eddie Nugent
melodrama Is peaches and cream. Andy.'..:
Raymond Keane
Great for the boys, young and old, Linton
,

regardless of the femme attitude.
Gaggy, with plenty of laughs, but
Picture has been smartly directed
by Tay Garnett who has a pro- too thin to make this first-class
nounced knack for achieving dra- metre. But that's from the techmatic suspense as he demonstrated nical point of view. As entertainin "The Spieler" which played the ment, this film will bring a chuckle
Roxy a year or two ago. Little to the most hard-boiled metropolite,
novelty to the plot although told a cpuple of times.
I*lcture looks almost like a literal
with fair intelligence. Garnett has
maintained a tension and tempo that transposition of the stage farce.
makes the -film thoroughly engross- Latter was produced in the sumof '26 by Brock Pemberton.
mer
ing.
(Continued on page 39)
No on© performance stands out
.

.

BENEFIT OF COLOR

LILIES

OF THE FIELD

without

PENALTY OF COST

a

femme menace.
King's wayward habits lead him
just-fair

Ralph Forbes
John I/Oder

Ted Willing
Waller Harker
Lewis Gonroy
Judy Harker

Freeman Wood
Patsy Paige
to a marriage with one of the lead
Eve Southern
Ing lading, and his little partner goes Pearl,..'...'
Rita Le Roy
le
Into an hysterical laughing jag Floret
Jean Barry
Gertie
when she learns about it. Later Joyce
Betty Boyd
May Boley
King catches the wife necking her Malzle
.....Virginia Bruce
Rushing into the Doris
real boy friend.
Patsy Paige
IBaby
lead part when the wife blows the
show in a panic, Miss Love smiles
Released without special ballyhoo,
but has points that mark it among
the best grade of program pictures
rates as better entertainCertainly
Still Going Strong
ment than the play from which it
4th Consecutive Year
human ap
;

•

COLOR is the order of the day. Sono-

'.

was made. Abundant
peal and a better-than-ordinary

BENNY

EROFF

subject at the box office. Especially
good for the femme clientele.
Picture has capital motTier-love
theme, woven into backstage atmosphere narrative and has several
impressive sequences of stage spec
tacles in the manner of the big
screen revues.
Stage play of eight or 10 years
ago kicked up a good deal of noise
because of the cynical suggestive
ness contained in several chorusgirl dressing room scenes and in
wild party episodes. This material
has been retained and not so
very much softened In its purport,
but a shrewd treatment of the
whole story throws the emphasis
upon the sentimental side and takes
off the edge of the rough stuff. Picture Is at once censor proof and at
the same time plentifully supplied
with punch.
Production Is In the be.st modern
style and the acting smooth and
de
satisfying with the always
batable exception of Miss Griffith
whose odd trick of speech will get
a variety of reactions. To some
people including this reviewerhcr oddity Is quite charming, prin
cipally because of its variance from
the elocutionary forms that pass on
stage and screen for polite diction
Possibly to the generality of fans
the departure is damaging to the
Otherwise the picture
Illusion.
gives her an appealing role of the
mother robbed of her child on
divorce
evidence and driven
framed
step by step toward the primrose
path in spite of all her resistance
No other actress on the screen
can so convincingly play, the Inno.'
cent dabbler in. sin, probably be
cause iio other' actress' qjilt© so
completely looks the part of beautl
Here the heroine, cast
ful virtue.
upon the world In disgrace, joins
the Paradise roof chorus, a perfect
opportunity for the studio to splurge
In musical comedy pageantry. Sev
eral elaborate numbers are splen
didly staged as Incidental to the

chrome brings

it

without the penalty

of added cost. Sixteen delicate tints

and a warm neutral tone are available
at the

same price

as ordinary black-

and-white. This, jplus the fact that

MABBRO
CHICAGO

-

DOROTHYYOST
WRITING FOR

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

it

gives really faithful sound-on-film,

accounts for the success of this series
of Eastman tinted positive films.

—

6RANADA

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,
J.

Is

good.

NEW YORK

E. Brulatour^ Inc., Distributors

New York

Ch icago

Hollywood
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NEW POLICY
Announced by

RCA PHOTOPHONE,
Three

distinct types of

sound reproducing equipment have
>

heen perfected to meet the needs of every

fore paid

by

all

may now

—the same price hereto-

price

theatres of 500 seating capacity.

Under the new
cancelling

new low

now

exhibitor.

Small theatres having a capacity up to 1,000 seats
obtain equipment at a

Inc.

policy exhibitors will

'{

now have

further payments for service

.

the option of'
.

after

two

years.

Up

to

now

the cost of

RCA

Photophone sound reproducing

equipment for theatres of from 500

to. 1,000 seating capacity

has been nearly double the cost of the model formerly

dis-

tributed to theatres of 500 capacity.

An

epoch-making achievement.

skill

7

•

by the vast resources, engineering

'

7

and

Backed

SOUND... is

the most important development since the
advent of motion pictures!

acoustical

SOUND... is

of

RCA

Photophone, Inc.

system is the outstanding contribution to the Motion Picture
Art of Today!

Radio Corporation of America

RCA

SOUND... by RCA PHOTOPHONE means

Victor Company, Inc.

&

Manufacturing

larger

and

better satisfied audiences!

General Electric Company
Westinghouse Electric

the very heart of the picture today!

SOUND... by RCA PHOTOPHONE

SOUND.

Company

.

.by RCA PHOTOPHONE tells the story of far
greater profits for the theatre owner!

f
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Why Not Make These Profits Yours—Today
Hundreds of prominent exhibitors say ''RCA

PHOTOPHONE

IS

A

PROVED PROFIT PRODUCER."
Increases of gross receipts frequently run from 33 1/3% to 50% higher
than ever known before. . . . These telegrams and letters shown
on this page definitely prove that audiences all over the country are

now "SOUND MINDED"—and RCA PHOTOPHONE

SOUND

the day of
MOVIES. . .
to increase the profits that can so easily be

iThis

is

conscious.

Why

wait another day
yours—today?
.

RCA PHOTOPHONE . . . and its new policy of providing the ultimate in sound reproduction ... a policy that meets
the needs of every theatre owner . . . large or small.

Read about

RCA PHOTOPHONE
•

.

seats use

.
anywhere
.
Houses up to 10,000

invaluable in any theatre

is

regardless of the size of the theatre.

.

RCA PHOTOPHONE

.

with unvarying success.

the object of this organization to equip every theatre ; .
.
large or small
.
with its synchronized sound reproducing
apparatus.
RCA PHOTOPHONE sound reproducing equipment
designed to give far more faithful reproduction of sound than any
other standard equipment.
It

is

.

...

It enables you to play all
It pays its way from the very start.
the latest talking picture productions to packed houses. It increases
your clientele and attracts the very finest type of audiences . . .
because of the higher class entertainment that you are enabled to offer.

Here is the ultimate system of sound recording and projection. .
Sound on either film or disc. Scientifically balanced and matched.
fThe design of this entire amplifying unit assures the superior quality

of reproduction of the dynamic speaker. . . . And by combining
the speaker with the directional baffle you obtain lifelike reproduction
of bodi speech and music. Perfect illusion can be instantly obtained,
due to the placement of RCA PHOTOPHONE Electro-Dynamic speaker
unit directly behind the sound screen.

No

exhibitor,

large

PHOTOPHONE! A
ivill

put

it

in

or small can afford to be without RCA
small deposit and convenient weekly payments

any theatre

RCA PHOTOPHONE,

TODAY
provides

Inc.,

exhibitor following installation of

its

unsurpassed service to the
sound reproducing equipment,

thus insuring complete satisfaction.

Simple, clearly defined contracts. . . . RCA PHOTOPHONE wants
satisfied customers. It will go to any length to insure their satisfaction

For

about

full particulars

to the nearest

jwrrite

this profit-making policy

RCA PHOTOPHONE

for

RCA PHOTOPHONE,
Commercial

a)id

.

.

Inc.

Executive Offices

411 Fifth Avenue,

New York

City

and Installation Department, 438 W. 37th Street, New York City

Servici-

United States Branch Offices
Albany. N.

Y., 87 -State St.
Atlanta, Ga., 101 Marietta St.
Boston, Mass., Room TOG Statler Office Bldg.,
20 Providence St.

Chicago, III., 100 West Monroe St.
Cleveland, 0., Suite 203 Film Bldg.
Dallas, Tex., 312 14 South

Denver;

you

office.

col..

Room

Harwood

St.

1014, U. S, National

Bank

Bldg.

Kansas City, Mo., Zoglin Bldg., 1717 Wyandotte
Los Angeles, Cat., 811 Hollywood Bank Bldg.
PhiladelpJiia. Pa., 1320 Vine St.

Pittshurgh, Pa., William Penn Hotel
San Francisco, Cal., Room 2012 Rus3 Bldg.,
235 Montgomery St.

Washington, D. C, 1910

K

St.

N,

W.

St.

•
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Broadway Presents

HERMAN TIMBERG
This

Week

3 Leading Theatres

at

NOW!
CAPITOL
NEW YORK
THEATRE,

HERMAN TIMBERG
(in Person)
IN

" KRAZYLAND
WITH

LEO CHALZEL

SAMMY TIMBERG, M. C.
AND

BARBARA BLAIR

r

("Snooney")

ENTIRE PRODUCTION STAGED BY CHESTER HALE
NOTE.— In

recognition of the unusual entertainment value and versatility of
and his company, Directors LOUIS K. SIDNEY
H, SCHENCK, departing from all past production
and
policies, offer for
FIRST TIME a stage presentation built and

HERMAN TIMBERG
MARVIN

THE

woven around a

single artist

—HERMAN

TIMBERG.

NOW!

NOW!

RIVOLI THEATRE, New York

.

Paramount-Famous Players Co. Present

•

(on the Screen )

^

^

HERMAN TIMBERG

and Co.

"

WINTER GARDEN, New
Bros. Present
(on the Screen

HERMAN TIMBERG

CAME

and Co.

m

m
"I

"THE LOVE BOAT'

FIRST"

JOHN HYDE
(WM. MORRIS AGENCY)

Personal Direction of

York

Warner

Wednesday, February
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LOOSE ANKLES
(Continued from Page 35)
Ga.es were considered so spicy then
that Pcmberton was almost accused
Reof having gone to lowbrow.
cording here okay and photography
good. Name cast suggests exploitation.

Considering the limited action of
the plot, the cast did well. At the
time, neither of the starring
Characters
fit
their posts.
need vivacious and linplsh interpi-eMain couple lack this, or
tations.
Just didn't portray it.
As for the two songs attempted,
neither rates for consequence. Inez
Courtney sings one at the opening.
Not Miss Courtney's fault, but the

£ame
team

manner in which it's placed. Bad
Other song, "Whoopln' It
Up," is in a cafe scene, sung by cafe
chorus and m.c.
This is Miss
Courtney's first picture. Legit comedienne screens well and her ability
is well known.
Just another member Broadway won't see again until
they quit making pictures.
Story is simple.- A young girl
can inherit lots of dough, etc., providing she marries a good name
'without scandal. Further quirk is
added in that other heirs are dependent on the girl being good also.
So, for an unaccountable reason, or
spotting.

•

'

to provide gags, the

heroine goes

on a tangent. She can't marry,
anyway, unless two of her three apguardians consent to

pointed

theme.
A
human little yarn, it packs a good
McGowan, who also directed, In deal of audience appeal, even though
the meantime has snooped around some of the situations are a mite
and discovered ore on the Tyler far-fetched. Johnny Arthur miirhomestead. So he tfies to buy back rics Sally Starr, and in order to
the ranch from the old lady, which set her up in the surroundings she
he didn't have any right to sell her should have, bluffs his way into a
n the first place. Tyler steps in, big job. He also bluffs his way out
and everything ends happily. One of it, and the picture offers a perfatality, the shooting of one of fect little scene in which the creditTyler's lieutenants.
furnished home of the couple is entirely denuded.
Then Arthur takes
tude and falls ior the niece and the
niece for him.

encumbrance,

MELODY MAN

color process used but fails to .show

(ALL DIALOG, with Songs)

Cast in ponoral proves capal)l<s
with .lohn St. I'olis rating the bifiDirection Is unadorned
with any sij^ns of subtloty or attcnipt at grandiose interpretation.
In this respect the film lo.ses that
depth which might have been injected.
Lack of imagination hurts
where the film takes hasty leaps to
conclusions without providing any

the

is

up

(20% Color)
Co'umbia produotlon and release. St.iis
William t'ollicr, Jr., nnd .MIrc Day, uiul
cast:
.-Vmong
John St. Polls.
Walker, Mildred Harris, Albert
Tenen Holt7., Lee Kohlmnr. Bertram
Marburgh, Anton Vaverka and Major Nichols.
Based on stage play of the same
Pong: "Broken Dreams." Directed
name.
'by
William Nelll. Continuity and^dlalog
by H. J. Urcen. Photographer, Ted Tetzlaff.
At LoeWs New York, N.- Y.. one day,
fenluios

Johnny
ContI,

to selling vacuum cleaners from
Feb.
Running time, C3 mins.
house to house, while the slightly
disillusioned but still loving wife
(All Dialog)
Good neighborhood film principally
lingers by her folks' fireside,
because of the musical strain and
Columbia production and release.
DiA tricky situation, with Arthur the sentimental clash between age
rected by Victor Heerman. who also wrote
dialog.
SaUy Starr and Johnny Arthur again bluffing his way through and youth. Taken from a thinly
featured, with Lee D.
Kolmar, Vivien characteristically, arrives for the
plotted play, Columbia has managed
Oakland and Jobn T. Murray in support.
fadeout
to gjve the boy back his to strengthen the continuity and
TetzlolT.
Photography by Ted
No recorder
credits.
At Loew's New York one day, old job, but at increased stipend. music.
That the picture doesn't
Feb. 21. BuhDlng time, 67 mins.
Victor Heerman has not only sup- make the top grade lies mainly In
plied dialog that sells well, but has the subject matter.
It limits the
Pleasing light programmer that directed his story with ease and cast's histrionic opportunities to a
understanding,
fashioning
it
for
owes everything to Johnny Arthur.
minimum of action. Names in cast
Latter does a small-salaried light- consumption by the masses. Those offer good possibilities In the famweight, eventually bluffing his way masses can't very well get up and ily centres.
into the big money. Film is of the cheer over "Personality," but it's a
For the sticks the picture ought to
timber that goes well in the smaller bet the average audience will be appeal, but for metropolite Amerientertained.
Done in the light cans there are several inconsistent
towns or before family audiences.
Intense directorial attention and comedy manner, it's a domestic sequences. Theme tune almost runs
strong cast might have made a narrative with plenty of humor.
throughout the picture but is tastereally great picture out of the story
Lee Kolmar, Vivian Oakland and ful enough just to escape boredom.
of "Personality."
The trials and John T. Murray, in support, all "Broken Dreams," the song, is actutribulations of a young couple trying from the stage, enhance the value ally sung but once by Buster Collier.
to live in $100 style on a |40 salary, of the production.
Clear recording
Color sequence is at the opening
with the girl's folks as an added and photography throughout. Char. and runs about 12 niinutes. Techni-

PERSONALITY

-

well.

Kcst how.

clues for the jumps. Notably in how
Collier attains pre-eminence in his
role as a band leader.
Picture must be credited witli not
having followed the play. In tha
show the conductor, Kemper, be-,
comes an ai*ranger for a music company. In the film he remains the
classical m,usiclan but his daughter
takes on tfie arranger angle, not b.v

Joining a publishing house but by
hooking up with a band. The ending is too abrupt
An 18-year period has elapsed between the first and last sequences
of the film, and that war has intervened to chance the complexion of
authority exercised by arresting foreign police is entirely overlooked.
Audiences will look for an explanation of this angle and miss It.
Story is about a Viennese composer who shoots. both his faithless
wife and her royal lover. With his
infant daughter he escapes and
finally

winds up In America. Eigh(Continued on page 42)
.

the

deal.
Girl's idea takes recourse in the
gigolo fad, but the guy who applies
falls in love with her and she with

him. Thus, instead of being compromised for a scandal, they're
egged on for a sealing. Heroine's
uncle and aunts object, but the
windup is okay when the gigolo's
pals reveal the aunts as two they
escorted in a raided cafe.

NOW

BEING DISTRIBUTED

THE CLIMAX
(ALL DIALOG)
Universal

i>roductlon

Jean Hersholt.

and

Maaon,

The Industry's Greatest Volume of Information

Star,

release.

Directed by Renaud Hoft-

Kathryn Crawford, LeRoy
Relnhardt and Henry ArScenario and adaptation by Julian
metta.
Joaephson from play of the same name.
Dialog by Clarence Thompson and Lesley
At
PhotograpUer, Jerry Ashe.
Ma^son.
lioew'a New York, N. Y., as half of douRunning time, 62 mlns
ble bill, Feb. 13.

man.

Cast:

John

Best rating spot is on a double
bill with the Hersholt name as an
aid to draw. It's a weak feature.
Play from which this story is
taken was first put on the boards
It's now an ancient con111 1909,
coction of the rise, fall and miraculous comeback of an embryo operatic star (Kathryn Crawford). The

way it's told in this film the play
hasn't been enlivened or modern
Dialog is faulty and photogIzed.
raphy is just ordinary, while the
recording is off when catching Miss
Crawford's songs.
Hersholt plays almost the same
role he portrayed In "The Secret
Hour," except that the situations
There he- did an
are different.
Italian-American fruit grower. Here
he plays an Italian singing teacher
with just about the same makeup
Here Hersholt talks but his tongue
Miss
and character don't jibe.
Crawford does as well as possible
under limited opportunities. Others
In the cast are not important.

THE FILM YEAR BOOK!f
1.

The Ten Best

2.

A

complete
U. S. A.

A

3.

mother also

make an

ujidertakes to
operatic star of the daugh

Meanwhile, she falls in love
with the maestro's son and he with
her.
A handsome doctor happens
ter.

the same which helpedplay so popular. ,

make

the

THE LONE HORSEMAN
(SILENT)
Produced by Syndicate.
Distributed by
Stara Tom Tyler. Cast
McGowan, Black Jack, Mrs. B. TanCharlotte Winn, Tom Bay and Mack
V. Wright.
Directed by J. P. McGowan.
Story by Sally Winters.
Photography by
Bell Pictures, Inc.
J. P.
r.ey,

Hap Depew. At Loew'a New
n» half of double
time, 47 minutes.

bill.

Feb.

York. N. Y-,
13.

One subject that deserves comment Is that a guy of Tyler's type
wears rouged bow Hps even in a
something to consider from

the point of the western fan who
likes his cowboys raw.
Yarn opens with Tyler a patient
In a hospital. His ranch Is Illegally
drafted away from him, and they

an old lady and her blonde
Tyler finds out, and threatens many things, believing the new
owner to be a man because the old
•ttdy is known as "Pat."
When he
finds out about the nice old lady
Tyl^r rpiioces on his desperado attlsell it to

niece.

12.

Sound Houses

The Foreign

thoroughly sur-

A

6^-

The famous Judge Thacher

7.

What motion

9.

decisions.

picture stocks did during

The complete personnel

A

Technical

14.

Views of leaders of the Industry.

15.

A

Text

of

Boole

all

Activities
tions.

Personnel of

Financial statements of

19.

Short Subjects and Players and

20.

Activities of

21.

Comprehensive

22.

Activities of

covered.

23.

11.

The use of Color and Wide-FiUn.

24.

comprehensively

of

all

industry organizations.
all

companies.

Directors.

The

and hundreds

organiza-

17.

10.

situation

prominent

all

Hays

organization.

the

industry.

sound

of

18.

studios.

covering

and accessory guide.

complefte buying

16.

of Theater Chains.

1929.
8.

Stars. Writers,

of Directors,

etc.

Situation

list

The work

full of exploitation

5.

complete

Complete and accurate production
charts.

in the
13.

Showman's Manual

Every Branch of the Industry

lists

of

all

exchanges.

Academy of M. P. A. & S.
Covering of all home office personnel.
Re-equipment section by John Eberson.

other valuable interesting facts*

THE FILM YEAR BOOK

Running

This Tom Tyler western okay for
solo one-day showings, and especially safe on double grind bills.
It's
on© of the best that Tyler has made,
principally because It has a con
nected story,
photography Is as
usual for a western, the same trees
and dusty roads, but the action suits
and there's at least one shooting.

sick bed,

of

veyed.

.

along' who also ^oes for the girt,
Later it develops that on operation
is necessary to make the girl sing
better, and the doc turns out to be
assistant to the surgeon who is to
do the job.
Naturally he spoils
things. Upshot Is that the girl de
cldes to marry the young medico to
rid the maestro of her responsibility, but just before the wedding
she recovers her voice and every
thing ends happily. She goes back
to the maestro's son. Song used is

Pictures of 1929.

list

hints.
4.

Singing master having taught the
girl's
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9he Beautiful Waltz
'3om from R-K-0 Production

RE ALWAYS
IN

MY ARMS

(BUT ONLY IN
HARRY TIERNEY

You

and.

JOSEPH MeCARTHY

LEO.

Cant Go Wron^

With

Any TOT'

®

MY DREAMS)

Song''

FEIST iNcc^B"*"*!
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U
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I

J

1
1
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^-707
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n
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BER.UN, GERMAHY^

37 LEIPZIGER.

STRASSE

MELODY MAN

hou.sc for

(Continued from pa^e 39^
teen years later lie is living- under
an alias as a musician in a Broadway restaurant. His daughter, also
musically inclined, takes up arrangIne and hooks up with a jazz band
leader.
The young jaazbo also is
instrumental in hooking the old boy
out of his restaurant job. Conaeciuently this embitters the old man.

But

lie

relents

and the boy and

girl

unite.

The youthful band leader with the
girl's help rises to prominence and
suddenly finds himself in need of
new music for a concert appearance.
He and the girl, therefore, rearrange
the old man's own composed masterpiece by which the Austrian authorities hope to apprehend him, and by
playing it unwittingly betray the old
fellow.
It all ends in supposition
as the old man bids the pair goodbye.

ROOKERY NOOK
(BRITISH MADE)
Produced by British
Ditsributlon In U. K.,
Caumont-Brltlsh Corp.
play

&
W.

Dominions

*

Co.
ot

branch
Adapted from the
by Ben Travcrs, with screen
F.

a

rest cure, wifo Clara to

Sister-in-law, Mrs.
follow later.
Twine, fi.xes the house near her own
country cottage so she can boss

by 8am>. Directed by Tom Wolls.
British censors' certificate, U.
Previewed
New Gallery, London, Feb. 11. Running
time, lOT mins.
Recording by W. E.
Gerald Popkiss
Ralph Lynn
Olive Popkiss....
Tom Walla
Hnrold Twine
Robertson Hare
Mrs. Twine.
Ethel Coleridge
,
Rhoda Marley
Winifred Shotter
Mlrs. Leverett
Mary Brough
Mr. Puts
Griffith Hami>hreya
Poppy Dlekoy
Doreen Bendix
Olara Popkiss...
Margot Grahame

dlalogr

at

'

Clive

cousin)
((rerald's
offset to sister-in-

is one of the Ben TraversWalls bonanza farces which

This

ran at the Aldwych theatre and
helped Walls to run a racing stable.
.Vs a talker it is the best specinien
far made on this side.
Production," direction, acting, casting, dialog and recording are all
about foolproof for any kind of

.so

English speaking audience, and that
goes for America, too. It Is surprisingly non- theatrical; it avoids
the fault apparent in many stage
successes transferred to the screen
of appearing like a photographed
It is

set

—

is

stretched

almost

to

the

breaking point.

—

KNOWING MEN
(BRITISH MADE)
(All Dialog)

Produced and directed by Elinor Glyn.
Distributed by United Artlats.
Story by
Elinor Glyn.
Adaptation by Elinor Glyn
and EM ward Knoblock.
Camera, Charles

RCA recording. Preview, lyondon
5.
Running time, 95 mlns.
Koratt Hurley (CoUette) ;•. ; . '.Bllssa Landl
Delphine
Jeanne de Casalls
Korah'a Aunt
Helen Haye
Uncle...
C. M. Hallard
George Vere
Carl Brlsson
Roslier.

Pavilion, Feb..

.

^fytSLge play.

Wednesday, February

nouncer and Gordon Harker as a
radio fan trying out a television

Gag of interrupting the show,
which Tubby Edlin did here five
years ago in "Pins and Needles,"
law. Same night as Gerald arrives
la used, with Calthrop as an actor
he finds a girl in pajamas in the
who will do Shakespeare but gets
dining hall, she having been turned
blacked out as soon as he comes
out by her stepfather. Remainder
on.
Thfs is about the best of the
of the story revolves around suspifilm, thougli the Russian footage
cions of Mrs. Twine; the daily help,
Mrs. Leverett; the henpecked Mr. and dives from the window into the runs It close. Will Fyffe and Lily
Twine and the arrival of Gerald's castle moat or—something may have Morris are wasted by using old mabeen the sea ^and aunt discovers terial; not old enough to be reminiswife.
cent, as are the Leslie Stuart meloThough adapted from a farce, Korah to him next day.
Adequate treatment might have dies now again in favor, but just
comedy remains on a natural level
gotten
enough out of the story to old enough to be irritating.
and never appears farcical. Acting,
Production values are thin, a few
have
average
entertaining
made an
original
stage -cast,
mainly, by
shots at random around the studio
notable for its all round excellence; film. Helen Haye makes the aunt having been taken to make it look
Tom Walls almost a living person, but Jeanne like money. Otherwise, it's an ecobeing
outstanding
(Britain's double for Men;|ou) and de Casalis, a first-rate vamp, is nomic piece of work.
It has none
Ralph Lynn. As the bossy wife, wasted on an unbelievable part. of the flash extravagance which
who finally gets in dutch witb the Rest of the cast, through no fault characterizes the revue type of
Ethel Coleridge of its own, is negligible.
girl's stepfather,
talker coming from America, and In
May book here and your side on contrast with those shown here,
could not be better cast.
else. looks small time despite its. cast.
A long laugh anywhere this side the Glyn name. It has nothing
Frat.
One thing it does is to show they
and a natural for the first runs.
cannot here, whatever can be done
Should b© able to play satisfacelsewhere, transfer vaude and burtorily anywhere in America where
lesque artistes to the screen with
they are not too unsophisticated.
stage material. If the cast had been
If it had been made in Hollywood,
(BRITISH MADE)
assembled and then had new and
it would be exploited as a super.
(All Dialog)
characteristic, but cinematic, stuff
Frat.
Produced by Brltl,sh International Pic- written around them, a good pictures, Ltd.
Directed by Adrian Brunei.
ture might have emerged. As It is,
In association with Andre Cherlot, Paul
things.

comes too as an

',

Tom

from the opening shot that no one
cares whether the rest is seen or not.
Korah is at the convent school
and has money. Her aunt plans she
shall marry George, who has had
an affair with Delphine. Korah, to
learn to know men, comes home to
her aunt alibied as a companion,
CoUette. Is there any need to write
George falls, visits the
the rest?
vamp's room at night to get back
those compromising letters, is heard

ELSTREE CALLING

(All Dialog)

stage

FILM REVIEWS
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a motion picture

and most every line is
a laugti, while practically all the
situations are funiiy. .Sophisticated
comedy on the whole, It keeps clean;
the people look and sound real, and
the juvenile girl, Winifred Shotter,
Is one of the few this side who
looks,
sounds and, troupes okay
without appearing to have come

"with dialog,

from a suburban grammar school.
Gerald Popkiss takes a country

.

Murray and Jack Hulbert. Scenario by Val
Valentine. Camera, Claude Frlesse-Greene.
RCA recording. Previewed at the Alhambra. London, Feb. 0.
Running time, 90
min.

Described as a Radio-Cinema Revue, this has everything such a film
needs, and does nothing with it. In
the cast ..are Will. Fyfte, Tommy.
Handley, Lily Morris, Jack Hulbert,
Cicely Courtneidge, "Teddy Brown,
Chariot Girls, Three Eddies, Berkoffs. Balalaika Choral Orchestra,
and also Anna May Wong, Donald
Calthrop, John Lohgden, Jameson

name values in the provinces, where some of the artistes
never penetrated, "Elstree
Calling" calls to deaf ears. Frat,

except for

have

CONVENTION SITE
E.xecutives will decide within a
fortnight whethef the annual convention of the I.A.T.SrE.-wlll be held
this year in Los Angeles or San
Diego.
Los Angeles is the probable choice
with the first week in June the

to bits.

This, in fact, Is the fault with the

production;
many things
well and .then do not come
Direction seems weak and
and no drama till the end, when lacking in cohesive sense, and the
forced situations are dragged In thesis upon which the acts are
Story has been so heavily signaled strung Handley as a radio an-'

Monroe's "Unborn Child"
Chicago, Feb.

whole
start

off.

—

Row

26,

1930

Moving:

South to Wabash and 13th
Chicago, Feb.

25.

Film row is moving southward.
Five companies are preparing to
leave for the
neighborhood.

Wabash and

13th

Warners has already completed
six-story building on that cor-

its

ner and moves in March 1 with
Universal and Mare dickering for sites on that
corner with chances of moving into
the Paramount building there. Paramount Is planning to build a new

First National.

G-M

exchange at Michigan and 13th.

Exodus

leave three large
National
vacant,
the
the Warner exchange, and the Universal building.
will

buildings
Scrieen

building,

COAST NOTES
Sol Lesser will
with Buck Jones.

make

16 westerns

"Return of Dr. Fu
Manchu" (Par).
M-G exercised Duncan Renaldo's
option. He's on his second year of

Evelyn

Selbie,

five.

James Oliver Curwood's "God's
Country and the Woman" to bo
FN.
Wade Boteler to "The Devil's

filmed "by

Said to have cost $150,000. Might
have been worth it if it had a story Thomas and Gordon Harker, regu- date.
and some direction. There's a pro- lars in B.I. P. pictures. Recording is
Special Midnite for "King"
first rate.
log in which the inventor of "It"
But the material is old where it
HoUywooTi, Feb. 25.
talks about herself and her art and
not amateurish. They have used
"Vagabond King" opens at the
waves a feather pen. Just footage. is
"I'm in the wrong flat" black- Paramount here this Saturday, at
the
The dumbbells will not swallow the out, and though this is a generation
midniglit
$1.50
preview.
shallow and card-index story over old here, the film censor would not special
which nearly 8,000 feet of film slow- let it go for the screen. All you see •'Roadhouse Nights" (Par) will exit
ly unwinds.
of Anna May Wong is in trunks after but four days, shortest bookPhotography and settings are ex- throwing custard pies in a bur- ing in history of the house.
cellent, all save a model shot of a lesque on "Taming of the Shrew,"
"Vagabond Kln.ij" then opens SunFrench chateau, which is so obvious which starts well with Donald Cal- day to public at $1 top.
as to .be comic, and is used without throp as Fairbanks and then falls
logical reason several times. Casting fair, with the exception of Brisson, who is okay for musical comedy but Is out of his element here.
No suspense from start to finish

ChFs Film

.

25.

Holiday," Par.
Geneva Mitchell to untitled short
for Roach.

Claude Tillster for "Czar of
Broadway," u.
Jack Townley to write dialog for
•

-

Tiffany.

Daisy

Celmore,

Radio.

Lowell Sherman,

"Radio Revels,"

"Hawk

Island,"

Radio.

jRck Mulhall, "Fall Guy," Radio.
Fred NIblo direct "Easy Going,"

M-G.
.George

Fawcett,

"Swing High,"

Pathe.

James Gruen writing

original at

Pathe.

Frank Easton, Mariam Seegarand
Eddie Kane to "Fox Follies of 1930,"
Fox.

Joseph de Grasse, Ernest Adams,
London, and Nick Thompson
"The Storm," U.
Lawrence Grant for "So This Is
London," Fox.
Rose Marie Grimes for "Hell's

Tom
for

"Her Unborn Child," Bells," Fox.
Alice Day, Johnny Walker, James
have a loop flrst run at Fox's Burtls,
Elinor Flynn, Dorothy Gould,
Monroe starting March 14.
Mary Carr and June Purcell for
Booked for as long as it can stay. "Ladles in Love," Chesterfield.
States' rights

will

GE ORGE O'BRIEN
i

SALUTE*'
Navy-Army and Football

"thh lone
star ranger"
Western
Present Production

"THE holy;

TERROR"
—
Lumber Jack

North Woods

Wednesday, February

26,
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TO-DAY
(FEB. 24, 1930)

ONE OF AMERICA'S LEADING DAILY NEWSPAPERS

NEW YORK
In Reviewing

"THE BRICKTOPS"

''AMERICAN''

(Parisian Redheads), Loew's State, N. Y., Feb. 24, 1930

"THE BRICKTOPS ARE TO OTHER
GIRL BANDS WHAT HORACE
HEIDT'S CALIFORNIANS ARE TO

BANDS OF THE OTHER

SEX."

YESTERDAY
(JUNE

IS,

1929)

ONE OF AMERICA'S FOREMOST MUSIC

Aha,
In Reviewing

CRITICS

"VARIETY'S" MUSIC EDITOR

"THE BRICKTOPS"

at the

Orpheum

Theatre, Los Angeles; June

15,

1929

"BOBBY GRICE CONDUCTED THE 14
BRICKTOPS AND THEY SUBSTANTIATE
THEIR CLAIM TO THE BILLING OF
'AMERICA'S
GREATEST GIRL JAZZ
ACT HOLDS EVERYTHING:
BAND/
MUSIC, COLOR, PEP, JAZZ, S. A., NOVELTY AND SHOWMANSHIP."

^

CHAS.

E.

GREEN

Forrest Hotel

New York

THIS

WEEK

MARVIN SCHENCK
22-28); LOEW'S STATE, NEW

Thanks
(Feb.

3:00 P.M.

to

— 6:20

P.M.

— 9:45

P.M.

YORK

LYONS A LYONS
Paramour) t BIdg.

New

\'ork

VAUDEVILLE
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Call Off

RKO Eastern Unit Bookings

RKO

As Flops-Western Project Qicks
RKO

has decided to di:3ponse altoKothei' with the intact vaudeville
policy in its eastern theatres as
of Inability of the eastern
booking department to prove the
\init system's superiority over spot
booking.
Decision to discard the
unit bills immediately in the east
was reached Monday following the
return to New York of Hiram S.
Brown from a coast trip.

Wednesday, February

House

in L. A. Ties

Installment

Fnm

Eastern toss-out of Intact bills
have no bearing on the western
policy of Keith's, with the western
department finding the unit plan enwill

tirely successful.

Whether the unit idea may be revived in the east at some later date
It Is reported the
Is not known.
plan is out for the balance of this
season, at least.
Keith's eastern

bookers, under
George Godfrey's supervision and
with Godfrey doing practically all
the unit booking, have been trying
to get set with traveling units since
the beginning of the current season
At no time have the eastern Keith
experiments with the unitized bills
.

reached a definite stage.

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Vaude acts around here, with
plenty of vacant time on their,
hands, are virttially playing
for "sunshine" when nothing
else is in view.
A lot of beach resorts are
going after week-end vaude
shows, figuring to entice the
act to play for meals and
lodging and call it a vacation.
And plenty of takers!

Chicago, Feb.

—

"Oh, Soph so sorry to hear
your illness. Hear you had
an operation on your nnouth.

me

my 100%

body

beins
Will never

you're

wired for sound.
forget

ROSITA MORENO
'

SUCING COST ON ROAD

—

STRICT PUBLIX

,

listened.

console you to know I
have throat trouble and doctor
advises me to have it cut.
Think how the cabaret and
cafe owners will rejoice. Like
other thousands, am eagerly
waiting to hear you sing again.
Meanwhile, will content myself
watching Galli Curci strut her
stuff.
still at the Sher-

—

Am

man and

will remain until they
change house detective. Love

— Tex.

RiYerside,

Champ

Policy

r

among the 45 eastern
theati'es in the east fl-ancially
able to play and pay the intact bills,
which would cost $3,500 on an aver-

selected as all

RKO
age.

best wardrobe, substituting cheaper

costumes.
When threatened with cancellation Miss Griinth put the original

wardrobe back

in 'the act.

Unfulfilled Predictions
Difficulties confrontin.r

Godfrey

in

the \mit bookings were mainly in
the New York houses, where premature repeating of acts and short
budgets blocked the way. First objections to the earljj unit bills were
entered by house managers and the
operating department.
Predictions
were periodically made that the
eastern booking, department would
shortly be set with the unit bills,
but the settlement failed to arrive.
Under the unit system, from ac
counts, Godfrey claimed it was not
possible to land money lieadllners
when available for the New York
theatres wanting them as attractions and willing to pay tK6~'high
salaries. Names, Godfrey is said to
have claimed, could not be routed
without breaking up the units.
Mr. Brown has voiced his belief
In unit bills as a general policy for
the circuit ever since taking office.
Successful institution of units by
Keith's western booking division as
the policy for the entire western
theatre territory, in contrast
to the eastern booking department's
failure with the same policy, was re
ported to have been considered by
the RKO president as a severe set
back in his plans for reconstructing
the
circuit and vaudeville.
.

RKO

Fox Vaude Bookings Cut
In

March by Features

Fox houses

in

New York

and

Brooklyn with exception of the Pox,
Brooklyn, are using only one act
of vaude each next week with
"Show of Shows." Picture runs
more than two hours.
Following week, starting March
is
another full-week feature,
8,
"Happy Days." Then a split week
and two more full weeks, with
"Party Girl" and "General Crack."

Warners' Pan Deals
Warner Bros., which took over-the
Pantagaa, Los Angeles, and lately
the Panfages, Memphis,' are reported
acquiring the two remaining midwestern houses in the chain built
up by Alexander Pantages.

These

AUDITION RULES

After trying a combination of
vaude and film shorts Riverside has

now started a regular vaudfilm
policy, with features.
Keith's will
operate it along the same lines as
auditions at the 8l3t Street.
Paramount headquarters on Long
Because both houses are on
Island are now necessary for all
but standard or headline applicants .Broadway and only 15 blocks apart,
for bookings in Publix stage units. different features will be used at
All acts excepting well knowns or the Riverside. The 81st Street, conthose who have worked for Publix sidered a more important stand,
a short time previously must be will get the break on screen prodseen in auditions by a majority of uct. It is understood. Five acts on
Publix presentation producers and a split will continue on the stage.
"Hunting Tigers in India" (Sonomembers of the producing and
Reserved
booking departments before they Art) opened Saturday.
seat policy during the week and a
are accepted and booked.
continuous
show 6n Sundays, the
Publix stage department now
same
as
at
the 81st Street, is in
looks at between 150 and 250 acts
Scale is
a week in the audition rooms on effect at the Riverside.
Long Island. Low average is 23 the same, 30, 40 and 50c matinees,
audltlonq a day. Highest number of and 50 and 75c nights. Picture will
acts viewed by the Publix staff be shown four times daily, at both
members in a single day was 68, a ends of the vaude.
The Riverside, for many, years in
record established a short time ago.
Acts that rate star classification a straight vaude policy, has been a
It
and heavy salaries or that are problem recently for Keith's.
familiar to the Publix staff through tried a vaudefilm policy last season,
past performances are the only ones went back to two-a-day straight
immune f rem the numerous audi- vaude at the start of the current
tions.
All others. Including many show year, and recently ditched that
line girls, must exhibit under re- for a pop split-week, policy, with
film shorts to fill out a two-hour
hearsal conditions.
Reason seems to be the huge list show.
William Fox owns the Riverside.
of applications always on hand at
the Publix casting bureau. The big Report that the lease prohibits
list is weeded out carefully, and Keith's from using features in the
those who finally land know there house because of nearness to B'ox's
Japanese Gardens Is untrue.
was plenty of competition.
The picture house system as ,employed by Publix is in bold contrast to the methods in vaudeville,
Against Starring
where -one favorably impressed
to

five

RKO

$6,000

Team

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Radio Pictures is negotiating with
Olsen and Johnson for on© picture.
Vaude team's terms are said to be
satisfactory, but they stipulate they
must not be starred.
Boys figure they can do better
featured and carrying the comedy
the picture.

relief in

1-Word

Causes

Keith Budget Increase
Loew's new 175th
Street, New York, caused Keith's to
increase the vaudeville budget to

Opening

nadian houses in Toronto and HamIn order to simplify billing
ilton go off the books, to be booked future F. & M. Ideas will carry
in the future by Keith's.
ties of one word only.

all

nearly $5,000 for both halves this
week at the Coliseum, nearby. Coliseum's average stage expenditure
is around $3,500.
Likelihood the
cost of bill.s there will be kept considerably over that average to combat the new competition.
Upper Washington Heights took
on a tough opposition aspect with
Loew's opening. In addition to the
Keith and Loew theatres in that
section is Fox's Audubon.
Coliseum and Audubon play vauefilma, the Loew house presentations.

Nattova's Leg Injury
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
Natcha Niittova was forced to
leave the Orpheum bill here last
Tuesday because of a leg muscle In-

Paddy Schwartz

available

Fashion

show out

and capable.
frolic threw the regular

of lino, of course.

RKO Take§
Detroit,

Over

Oriental,

on 10-Year Lease

Detroit, Feb. '25.
RKO takes possession of the
Oriental theatre here July 1, Under

a lease to run for 10 years.

FORUM
New

tl

Sioux City^s Last Half

is

$3,300.
On the $2,300 drop,
accepted.
Oriental was built and opened
three years ago by Charles H. Miles.
About 18 months ago the property
passed into the hands of receivers,
and since has been operated for the
receivers by American Bond &
Mortgage Co.
Miles, formerly a prominent theatre owner in, Detroit and elsewhere

was

RKO

this section, passed completely
out of the local theatrical picture
when losing the Oriental.
in

Loew P. A/s Wife in Hula
Comeback for Exercise
Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
SIgne Patterson, formerly In the

turned to stage

this. week for a sin-

engagement. She Is guest artist
with the George Sharp Players in

was very much hurt when I read
an article in Variety that I was let

"Aloma of the South Seas," at the
Pitt, and is presenting an atmos-

Brunswick, N.

J.,

Feb.

20.

out of the
replaced by

manager

of

RKO

organization and
S. Powers as

James
the

State

and Rivoli

theatres.

booked'by Arthur Fisher,

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Keith will have Gus Edwards
back again for six weeks at. $4,250
Manager Candidate
weekly. Edwatu.i will open his tour
Wilkes-Barre, Feb. 25.
at the Palace, Chicago, with ArFred W. Hermann, manager of meda, seven specialty girls and a
Danny Manahan's "Co -Eds"
jury.
the Capilol, Comcrford ace house pianist.
replaced.
Charlie Morrison arranired the
Miss Nallova resumed her tour here, is a candidate for Congress
from the Luzei-ne county dislrii-t.
booking while here last week,
Saturday in St. Paul.

House

will probably be closed for the sumlessee and opened
again in September after remodeling.
Present policy of five vaudeville acts and talkers will be continued by RKO..
Amount reported involved is $50,-000 for the ground lease and weekly
rental of $1,000 under the entire run
of the lease.
Previous deal fell
through when the rental price asked

mer by the new

Editor, Variety:

giving up his
Sioux City, la., Feb. 25.
Truth of the matter is that I reKeith agency franchise to go with
New Orpheum will be a split-week signed about a month ago and was
the M. S. Bentham office, also
stand with vaudeville all week succeeded by Afr. Powers the past
Keith's, March 1. He will represent
starting March 1. Under its pres- Saturday.
Reason I resigned was
'
Bentham on the floor.
ent policy the house plays'Chicago- to take up law. Yours,
Schwartz left the booking office booked Keith vaudeville first half
Andy Anderson.
six months ago to become an agent.
(Saturday, Sunday, Monday) and
straight pictures balance of the
F-M
CHI. TRIALS
week.
FOX TAKES EOCKLAND
Nate Blumberg of RKO arranged
Chicago, Feb. 25.
The Rockland, newest vaudfilm for the full-week stage policy with
Fanchon & Marco units go into
in Nyack, N. Y., is being booked by the local management wliile
here the Avalon ana Capitol here for
Jack Allen in the Fox Metropolitan last week.
trials.
offices.
If clicking, the houses will oecome
HoUvSe plays five acts and forregular stands on the unit tour.
Gus Edwards' Act
iner-ly-wtis
indie.

the whole works.
Could
have been done here very easily,
with several performers on the bill

Hale and Patterson dance team and
said to be the first white wom'an to
do the hula-hula on Broadway, ria-

I

of

SCHWARTZ WITH BENTHAM

kidding

'

arc the Pan houses in Kansas City
and
Minneapolis,
both
playing
vaude.
booker and sometimes even a good
Only two theatres in the Pan managers' report paves the way for
string would be left, the uncoman opening.
pleted Hollywood house and the
Number of picture house specialty
Pantages, Seattle. Latter has been
Healy H. 0. at
people whose routines are confined
playing musical comedy stock.
to brief stage band turns is, howThe Hollywood house has been ever, far greater than the comparaTed Healy v/ill be held over at the turned over to Pantages' sons, tive handful of talented vairety
Palace, New York, next we^k. Cur- Rodney and Lloyd, who will operate
acts.
rent week's salary for himself and it as their own. I-t will open about
company, $C,000, will prevail.
April 1 as a de luxe picture house.
Keith's is reported angling with
Ed Milne, in charge of Pantages'
Units'
Titles
Healy for a third week at the affairs in New York for many years,
Palace.
will wind up activities from this
end May 1, when the Famous-CaHollywood, Feb, 25.

New Loew House

ing more attention to his own
That besides the
man's sheer lack of speech or
personality.
The only" "thliig that coiild have
saved this fashion rigamarol would
have been a smart cracking comic,
sartorial elegance.

Changer, Changes Again young

.

From two

the

Fashion shows are okay when
done right and sold properly. This
one no from several angles. In a pop
priced downtown house like the
RKO, a measley display of cheap
frocks, sport clothes and lingerie
cannot do any good. Columbia Outfitting Is a credit concern, selling
on the dollar down plan and everybody knows that. As long as the
RKO had to have, a fashion show
It might have made a deal with a
class merchandise house and It
probably would have cost just as
much. This way just too bad. A
male clothes horse, doubtless one
of the Columbia salesmen, m. c'd
the parade and wound up by attact-

talker as no-

"May

New* York "Sun," said: "Rosita
Moreno, the most beautiful girl to
appear on the Palace stage in many
months, and the most graceful
Spanish dancer in vaudeville."
Uo^M Palace, New York
Chicago, Feb. 25.
Western office of RKO is investi- Following two weeks. Palace, Cleveland, and Palace, Chicago
gating widespread complaints that
Per. Mgr., RALPH G. FARNUM
acts break minor clauses in their
contracts as soon as they hit the R.K.O., WEBER-SIMON AGENCY
road. Office is checking up on acts
which are switching performers,
cutting or changing routine, or
using cheaper sets or wardrobe.

Show"

Added and Interspersed is ^
spring fashion display, in a tleup
with the Columbia Outfitting Co.
Probably the shortest kind of a
toggery show yet
Four giria
doubling and repeating before and
after each act.

of

PROTEST WESTERN ACTS

Less than a month ago Godfrey
announced a route of 13 weeks, com- Those continuing- the infractions
posed of 17 theatres located in New will have routes cancelled. It Is
York city and other eastern points, said,
had been formed as a definite trip
Latest case concerns. Edith Griffor the units.
It was intended at
fith and her "Love in the Ranks"
that time to have the route in operMiss Griffith was booked out
act.
ation within two weeks, and the of Chi, using a very elaborate wardbooks filled for approximately a robe. When Fhe hit Des Moines,
month in advance. The 17 were It is clainried, she refused to use her

25.

Those two kids are wirlnir

tell

for "Style

\

last two
essentially one, is
vaude at the RKO last week.

each other again:

t)on't

with

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Just four regular acts with iho

Says Tex to Soph

Sunshine for Salary

"bill

a result

Up

26, 1930

gle

pheric dance.

Miss Patterson
here,

in

private

Is
life

retirement
the wife of

in

Ralph Gervers, publicity director

Loew

for

theatres in Pittsburgh.

Publix' Eoch. Price Cut
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 26.
Publix' Piccadilly theatre is selling six acts and feature film for
25 cents afternoon, 40 cents week
nights and 50 cents Saturday and
Sunday in an attempt to restore
trade. It is understood that Irving
Soloman, new Piccadilly manager,

has

been

given

an

experimental

fund,

House seats about

2,000.

Hugh

Dodge, former organist at the Pic-

Leo Fitzgerald West

heads new pit orchestra,
Palace and Loew's Rochester

cadilly,

RKO

Leo Fitzgerald, agent, leaves for
the Coast this Thursday (Feb. 27) will retain CO cent
for a combined business-pleasure
jaunt.
Fitzgerald's departure is in the
wake of other eastern agents going
we.st to make Pacific connections.

week night

top.

Malcolm Eagle, agent, h.as st.'\rl<?d
bami
suit against Freddy Rich,
leader, for $220.71 for commissionJ
alleg&d due him.

.

Wednesday, February

VAUDEVILLE

26, 1930

VARIETY
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VERSATILE BLACK EYE

Starving Alligators and Infuriated

Grace De Courcy Uses It In Divorce
And Unsuccessful Damage Suit

Goat in This Gent s Worry Routine

San Francisco, Feb.

"Persecuted'' Act Transferred After

Continual Bedlam in Keith Unit

25.

It took a jury In Superior Judge
Daniel Deasy's court here 20 minto decide against Grace De

utes

Not all the grief In ahow business
occurs in the rehearsal halls of producers, In the dressing rooms of
actors nor in the infested booking
haunts of agents. Take the word
of Eddie Pilcer,. head of the Cus-

toms House department and steamship bureau of the Times Square
Trust Co.
According to Pilcer, until you
have tried to get a troupe of performing alligators into America

you haven't the slightest idea of
what a theatrical headache can be.

To get the troupe of 15 live alligators Into the country, Pilcer had to

Quick Remedy
Al Reeves has a remedy for
the New Haven sltiiation. For
those not familiar with It a
judge In that city recently
ruled that if it's all right for
an audience to applaud a performance, it's also okay for
that audience to exercize Its
privilege to razz.

Reeves' cure

—

"Stay
Haven."

brief

is

out

simple and
of

New

—

put up a bond and bonds come
high at so much per alligator. With
the reptiles safely off the ship and
booked to open in Jersey City,
their bondsman promptly forgot all
about them.
He was dismayed to hear a week
later that their German groom, the
©niy one who understood the proper
care and training of alligators, had
been hauled ofC by the Immigration
department and booked back to his
homeland via the Ellis Island route.
Speaking little English and confused by Immigration red-tape, he
had forgotten all about his pets
languishing in the freight depot at
23rd St.
Having eight crates °of alligators
in their cSre was naturally a novel
experience for freight officials. What
does one feed an alligator? How
does one keep him happy? One well
meaning individual Anally decided
that alligators needed lots of water,
so he dumped one of the crates into
a large tank. This automatically
ended life's problem for one crate
of alligators.
In desperation, the officials finally
appealed to the S. P. C. A. which
in turn traced the bonding of the
.

Loew's Grabbing
Keith Standards

Loew's, in its vaudeville and pichouses, has commenced to
number of -former Keith

ture

play ra

headliners at large salaries. This on
the theory that for a once-around

swing on the Loew time the
"names" carry reputations gained
elsewhere and at the same time are
new faces in the Loew theatres.
Group of ex-Keith standards
switched to Loew upon finding their
high salaries available from that
quarter after Keith's had refused to
pay salaries asked.

and Shaw and Lee.

gators.

resecretary,
O'Brien's
ceived the blackened eye involved
In the issue, she had brought suit
for divorce and claimed her hus-

George

band had called her

vile

members

caniz,"'committed"-8Ulcide' leaping
front of a passenger train.

in-

'

Mrs. Rivera

came here from In-

dianapolis, identified her husband's
remains and returned to that city

.

left

l"'ilcer

ii

troupe of Singer's Midgets, complete
with 4 goats, 4 dogs and 2 reindeer.
Getting the dogs in was a simple
matter, but the goats and reindeer
created a. distinct problem, since
there is a law prohibiting the importation of any cloven-foot animal.

Stewart-Lash band. The Caveliers.
Derlckson
and Brown will be

Metro

has her showing the
gams to above the knee and
wearing "those" costumes.

bill next week
in which they have
been the central figures of so much

switched to another

and the unit

and

battling
finish

MOSS AFTER THEATRES

its

An

Internal trouble 'will
route without them.

affidavit signed

ly,

conslderingr organizing his

circuit of vaudeville theatres,
said,

and has a

gi-oup of

own

it

is

about

10

all

prin-

York, describe- themselves as the
victims of a conspiracy entered Into
by the four other acts on the bill.
"Pour of the five acts," reads the
affidavit
against Derlckson and
Brown, "get along In full and complete harmony. Of the 20 people In
the show, 16 live in peace, as against
four who most of the time can't
even get along with each other."
The "four" whom the testimony
says can't even get along with each
other are, besides the' two-act, Arthur Shields, member, of the Powers
and Jarrett turn (but not one of
the principals) and Mrs. Dunn,
mother of Vera Dunn, girl with
Stewart and La.sh. Mrs. Dunn travels with her daughter.

under consideration.

Book Vaude

Keith's Will

ing to relinquish Its lease.
Reported deal on between Moss
legitimate producer for sub-leasing the Colony
Canadian Paramount's two Panhas not advanced far enough to
tages
theatres
in
Toronto and
spike rumors that Moss is considHamilton, Ont., will be vaudevilleering the Colony as the "ace" house
booked h-j Keith's as a result of for his own proposed chain.
Ana meeting between Ben Piazza for other piece of theatre property said
Kpith's and Jack Arthur and Mor- to hold interest
for Moss is the
ris Stein for the Canadian firm, in Bronx Opera House, owned
by the
New York last week.
Vincent Astor estate.
First Keith bills goes into the
Further information is that Moss
Canadian
Paramount house in has informed possible business asToronto March 8 and In Hamilton sociates that modern theatres of
March 15 Name.4 of both theatres around 3,800-seat capacity and fawill be changed by April 1.
They vorably located are the type deare to ho booked by Jack Ilodgdon. sired.
Boundary
line
reported
Mike Shea, who also attended, the drawn for Moss' contemplated acmeeting, stated he had no objec- quisitions is said' to take in the
tions 10 a
second Keith-booked boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn,
house in Toronto, tlis Hippodrome Bronx and Queens, omitting Staten
there is also booked by Keith's Island and confining' all activity to
Rescrv.ition made, however, gives New York City.
A move generally regarded to
the Shea house sole right to the
have some bearing on the return
RKO name In billing.
Full week policy in both Toronto of Mosis was the resignation last
week of his nephew, Harold Gins
and Hamilton continues.
Edward Milne, eastern manager berger, from the position he has
for Pantages, has been booking the held the past two years with Photo
Ginsberger's
withdrawal
two towns in his own name under phone.
notice for thie past few weeks. Pan- from the sound picture company
tages office had been booking them came suddenly, and it is said wants
him
as
sound
expert.
for a long period.
Danny. .Simmons is expected to
Comeford -Keith deal whereby the
.six
Amalgamated -booked Comer return from Europe next week.
When Simmons departed it was beford houses in Providence, .Wilkes

In 2 Par Canadian Houses and a New York

Arrest Climax
Bickering, arguing and verbal
all along the line were cli-

panning

maxed after about 30 weeks of It
when Derlckson and Brown had one
of the Dl Gitanos arrested for assault In Oakland.

Other material from the testiIn the hands of the booking ofilce Is about an incident In a
restaurant in Seattle concerning
Brown and Amelia DI GItano.
"We are going through hell," Is
what Charles Derlckson wrote of
his and his partner's predicament.

mony

.

Fannie Brice's 10 Keith
Weeks on Percentage
Fannie
percentage

Brlce opens a 10-week
route in Keith's New

York theatres March 1 at the Albee,
Brooklyn.
Terms In MIsat* Brlce's

Y., the first half of this week.
"Gob.s" has been playing a Loew
route. With its return to N. Y,, it
was necessary to get a release from

contract with Keith's are said to
guarantee $3,500 plus a percentage
over stipulated normal business at
he would remain Abroad for each hous^
a longer period. His return, from
Miss Brlce's regular straight
accounts. Is on short notice. Sim- salary on the Keith time Is said to
mons formerly booked the Moss be around $6,000.
theatres,
besides others, In the
Last attraction played on a perKeith exchange, and has frequently .centage basis by Keith's
was Claybeen called one of .Moss' favorite ton, .Jackson and
Durante.
Jack
vaudeville bookers.
Dempsey and Peaches BrownOutside of collecting rent from U ing were the other
Keith percentage
for the Colony Moss has .hot been
acts of recent years.
a factor. In show business since his
sell-out to Keith's.
Although how
fairly advanced in years just a
Pan's Marquee Suit
short time ago he was considered
one of the country's smartest
San Diego, Feb. 25,
vaudeville men, particularly In the
R-K-O's court battle over the

Fox.

realty end.

Fox Cancels

for

Loew

Fox office has agreed to let the
Fanchon & Marco Idea, "Gobs of
Joy," originally booked for the FoxPoll at Waterbury, Conn., cancel,
and play for Loew at the Grand,
N.

lieved

The

13,500,000

and more marquee at the

he left with was proof enough.
Earl Carroll has also been rePalace Wired by April
ported after the Colony, but the exYiddish
Cold
pense of jemodellng, especially to
Keith's PaJace, New York, will be
Yiddish vaude died out at the old adapt the stage to musical comedy
wired by April 1.
requirements, makes the de^l seem
The two-a-day straight vaude McKinley Square in the Bronx.
House has been taken over by the illogical.
stand may play talking shorts beEuropean Co-operative Troupe for
Another report Is that Moss insides sound news.
Yiddish legit.
tends concerting the Colony

Volunteer Crew
The boat, carrying its mixed
•^J^i'ffo,
arrived late on the Satur- Washington finally permitted entry
day prior to the opening date of the of the reindeer, but the goats were
act.
All
the longshoremen and never granted a dispensation, and
freight carriers had retired for the were finally presented as a gift to
day, and it became necessary for the ship's captain.
Pilcer to assemble a volunteer crew
But all troubles were not ended.
get the animals oft the ship. One of the reindeer showed rankSome brtfe inadvertently opened one est Ingratitude for the special en^
of the crates as they were being try-privilege he had been granted.
transported from the hold, and a Before the act could open he bad
Boat maddened by a week of con- moulted, thereby shedding not only
Hnemont proceeded to chase the his horns but all dramatic value.
committee around shipboard. Then
"Maybe this sounds funny as I
't was
discovered that becau.qe of tell It," concluded Mr. Pilcer, "but,
the cloven-foot clause the animals take my word for It, there's not a
fi-uld not. be
landed.
AppeaJ to laugh In a. carload of alligators."

by

cipal members of the unit exceptIng the two-act," and including some
sensational charges and classical

NEW YORK

When Moss sold to Keith's he rewithout making any arrangements leased everything but the Colony,
for the funeral. Jack Gross, man- New York, which is now under
ager of the local Palace, arrnged lease to Universal at 1200,000 a year
for five years.
Colony Is not payfor intermenti
ing U with a straight picture policy,
and the film firm is said to be Will-

of the act.

When Miss Vessey came on the
things in a pretty
had the alternative of stage here and ajmounced that her
U:i\ing the lion or treating him to "brother" would do a dancing numtjuiet taici ride up Broadway. Not ber there was a howl from some of
being a press agent, he couldn't see the several hundred Bowdoin colvalue in the latter and, for all lege students in the audience. She
he .:no\vs, the lion in still in atlach- had forgotten to remove her flashy
wedding ring.
nother heart rending talc is of
The couple were married a year
the time he tried to bring in a ago.
""lis

H-

aforementioned

All that's changed.
Those
familiar with Miss Howell's
work have been given a large
sized jolt from the advance
stills
of
her
first
picture.

South Bend, Ind., Feb. 25.
who sold out to K-A-O two years
Carlos Rivera, 32, dancer with a ago for $3,500,000, has been serious- their own written testimony, forwarded to the booking office In New
vaude act headed by Senorlta Al-

other

:•-

Intact bill is composed of the
piano and singing team. Powers and Jarrett, DI
GItanos, Stewart and Lash and the

purveyed.

B. S. Moss is reported planning
literature, places the blame for the
an active return to the show busiconstant trouble directly on Derlckness. The former theatre operator,
son and Brown. 'Latter, however, in

Dancer a Suicide

to

MS-."'

the contestants are separated by
considerable mileage, Keith's has
decided it's besi to remove Charles
Derlckson and Burton Brown from
the Orpheum (western) unit.

Lottice Howell, concert and
vaudeville soprano, has been
made over by Metro. She was
extremely dignified in bearing
and of stately decorum, as befitting the highbrow rostrum
and type, of entertainment she

AGAIN IN

Brunswick, Me., Feb. 25.
Announcement of the marriage of
Marguerite Vessey to Charles P.
Marchman, Jr., was forced by observant college students. Team has Barre, Scranton, Ithaca. Elmira and
been touring New England with a Binghamton would switch to Keith's
vaude act as brother and sister, for bookings, is still pending.
though married for some time.
They even succeeded in deceiving

Wise Cuys

With affidavits pro and con indicating there will be no peace until

Remake

names and

Then there was the time that
Jean Bedini imported a Hon from
Europe. By the time Pilcer arrived
to get the animal out of custoriis
<>'.earance,
a Mr. Weinberger of
Weinberger and Weinberger, attorneys at law, had slapped an attarlhrnent on the beast.
How," asked Pilcer, with some
.< w of eloquence, "can you attach
a 'on?"
Weinberger thought for some
tl!..e.
Then replied: "Well, you can
isi.:.o
he lion, but the cage belongs
'

•

to

blackened her eye.
After hearing testimony of the
footman and several other -witnesses the Jury ruled in favor of the
and disdefendant corporation
missed the action.
One of the decidlne bits of evidence showed that seven days after
Mrs. De Courcy, whom. It was
brought out, was a sister-in-law of

ForOnce-Around

,

alli-

George O'Brien, film
player, charged that two years ago
a negro footman at the San FranOrpheum struck her and
cisco
secretary

A

struck her.

Keith's, throiigh its inability to
alligators to Pilcer. The bondsman combat opposition, was originally
received a polite note, explaining responsible for the lifting of salthat the Society had, during its aries to the present level, and has
existence, cared for many kinds of since declined to pay the salaries
animals but never had it been faced once set out of necessity. Reported
with the problem of wha*: to do Loew belief is that the salaries are
with a troupe of pining alligators. justified and will be. returned by
What, for instance, could they feed Loew patrons who are familiar with
an alligator?
the former Keith headliners by
Shamed Into Death
name. This applies to many Loew
Pilceirecommended
alligator theatres drawing their own audipears, but the suggestion was ig- ences.
nored.
Finally it was decided to
List of name and money acts resend the performing pets to the cently placed on the Loew books is
Central Park Zoo. With little show the largest for any one time in the
of the theatrical pomp that was to Loew circuit's records and includes,
have ma'rked their tour, the few among others. Eddie Leonard, Belle
surviving alligators found them- Baker, Sophie Tucker, Joe Frisco,
selves playing a date at the city's Roy D'Arcy, Anita Stewart, Chester
park, and promptly died of shame. Conklin, Herman Timberg, Willie
Now Pilcer Is having a hard time West and McGinnity, Roy. Cumtrying to figure out how to get mings, Trixle Friganza, Ritz Bros.,

money back on the deceased

Courcy In her suit for $25,000 damages against the 0»-pheum Theatre
& Realty Co. Mrs, De Courcy, who
was erroneously depreviously
scribed as a sister of the private

Vaude

GLEASON'S PALACE DATE
Mr. and Mrs. James Glea.son's one
week return to vaudeville, at thf

New York, hais been set back
March 22. Former stage couple,
working in talker.s, couldn't make
conijections for an earlier, date
.
Original Palace booking was for

Palace,
to

.

March

1.

Salary reported |2,500.

MAHCO IN

N. y.

Fanchon & Marco arrived
in
New York yesterday,
(Tuesday) for a short business stay.
Marco

of

local

Orpheum

Is

nearlng a settlement with the court
taking the case under advisement
for 30 days after listening to ar^
guments.
Shreve, Mills and Pantages, owners of the proijerty, are. asking
$15,000 for permission to put up a
new marquee. They claim this was
into a not included at the time R-K-O
legit stand.
took over the theatre from Pantages
under a lease with 24 years to go.
Unofficially they are understood to
PIEEROT'S SUBWAY SUIT
be willing to take $.'),000 from
The Pierrots, vaude team, are de- R-K-O out of court.
manding $5,000 from the I. R. T.
subway system in settlement for Injuries claimed received by Mrs.
Soph's
Trouble
•Dorothy- Pierrot.

Lou

Handln,

.:•

representing

>

,

.

Jaw

••

Chicago, Feb. 25.
Sophie Tockc-r'-y European dates
the have been set hack borausc of Ill-

the

Pierrots, states that on Feb, 7 Mrs.

I'ierrot was thrown between
train and the subway platform when
the door of the car which she was
ontfrrhig olosf'd suddenly and struck
her.
The injuries received, .«-hc
avers, may be permanent.

ness.
Mi.s.s
i
'

j

hfre
jaw.

Tucker was in the ho.«<pital
week with an infected

all last

P'isiier,

This

wf;ek's

l>etroit,

was

date for
cancelled.

the

—
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By Joe

ofnclal of one of the major vaude clrculta dashed Into
the office of a brother exec

Laurie, Jr.
Managers
wearing sweat shirts?
said I was O. K. but the material
was punkt^so I went back to hoofln.
I'm waiting for a good line of gab
now, in fact I'm puttln some stuff
Stuff I've heard
together myself.
here and there, but I put new twists
on em.
Ych, the wife and me just put
this junk we're doin together ourA lotta hoke, but it gets
selves.

and announced that he'd just
gotten word from a friend
about a great act which was

off....Yeh, and a lot of acts are
Well, if you
leavin the business
ask me a lot of em should leave it;
more newcomers the past few years

laughs, not here, but when we get
a classy audience we goul em. We
may make a short and get something new for next season. Theres
dough in them shorts: I see where
Eddie Cantor copped himself 10
grand just for five minutes....
They tell me he got socked in the
market. .. .Yeh, that's" the'" trouble
They dont
with them big guys.
.Is that your car
save their dough.
Swell job. I'm
Yeh?
outside?
gonna get myself a big one as soon
as I see what we're gonna do with

.from the front of the house. Nothln
swell, no table cloths, but good
feed.. Gee, the wife and me hate
restaurants. I can't wait till sum-

.

In

..

.

And they

than I ever saw
belong either.

don't

A

couple
Them jazz bands did it.
of guys wld a band that could fake
a sax would get a few laughs wld
a master of ceremonies and the next
.

An

thing you know youd meet em on
and those
a bill doin double
dames from dancln schools, they
know a break and a back bend....
Well, they gotta start sometimes.
know that, but most of em
have no talent and are doin somebody else's stuff?... .Speaking
about stuff, whos's around that's
a good writer for double stuff?
To tell you the truth they
aint no writers around anymore
Bill Mcgee, who used
to write
acts,- -is now- wrJting. for- .pictures,,
told me there's no dough In writin
acts.
He writes one, then has to
go around with the people to show
em how to do it play all the one
nighters and fix up the stuff. The
act is working for beer caps and
brooms for the breakins then if
they're lucky enough to get a route
they forget about the author- \and
he's- gotto sue to get; so he gave it
up
But a lotta those guys can't
write their own name they just remember. You can do better with
an encyclopedia.
Say, I paid a g-uy BO bucks once

—

.

,

playing Pottstown, Pa.
"Why not have on© of your
scouts go look at It?" suggested the enthusiast.
"I can't even get them to
take a subway," was the crushing response.'

mer when

it

second handed

Well

it.

the

In

.

We

_

sure had a great time.

certainly

miss

it

now— Gee

....I don't think -waterfront prop-

I

used to beat all the trains in, drove
all night right up to matinee time.
I was kinda 'tired when we'd get in
but after four or five shows I was
We only missed three
rested up.
openings on the whole time. Once
when we had some rear end trouble
and once when a guy smashed into
me I guess he musta been stewed
I drove away before the cops came
because I didn't want them to find
a couple of bottles I had in the car;
for a 15 minute monolog and It was you know how quick thiey are to
lousy, not a belly in a car load; it's say yout-e drunk I just take a few
lucky I did a hoofln finish. I never nips to kInda keep me awake. Say
did any talk before but I saw a lot you gotta cigarette? Thanks I forof these single guys on the bills and got to get some Are yous gonna
they were gettin away wld mur- eat after this show?. .. .They say
der.
So I figured what's the use of there's a nice place just two doors

—

'

sick early

—

I

J)ought.a. Bss.e.x ..second, hand ;ind. we
made all our jumps on the Orpheum
I

me

few snap shots of the place. I juSf
happens to have them -with me in
the trunk, yeh It's a nice place-r
It's up in Maine, bathing, boa tin,
and flshin and great huntin In the
winter they tell me no waterfront;
but the water Is only about four
.miles from the shack— wej, put on
our bathln suits and hop in the car
and Its no time before we're there.

good and its gone to his
Well, a Cadillac is a pretty
car, I know a fellow that had
trouble wlHi one though-, I think he

—

Keith's

Cleveland

lyn.

riaj-ers. Inc.,
1,000 shares

llnl
plays;

John

Crimmlns,

D.

Syracuse,

no

produce
Filed by

par,
Slate
411
N. Y.

Power

Syracuse,
nroadwny Corporation, Sfanhattan, deal In moving pictures; ^20,000.
Filed by John Santora, 1475 Broadway.
Bulldlnf;,
4I8-'I20

vaudeville;

pictures,'

Filed by
$20,000.
1660 Broadway.

Bronx,

Inc.,

Xlnterprlsofl,

movlnB

operate

Buchman &

Samuels,

Fabers Amusement Corporation, Kings,

general amusement business;
$10,000.
Filed by Joseph Calne, 1133 Broadway.
I.iOyoUj' Productions, Inc., New Yorlc,

erty Is
clothes

some

any good because

It

gets the

damp 'neverythlng—I know

folks

have

It

and they dont

like It.... I like this place because
there's no dressin up no actors
around us, just a lot of rubes....
neighbor, that Is he lives about

—

—

—

—

My

a half mile from the house, hia name
is
Seth HIgglns. Got plenty of
dough. He's the president of the
bank there and owns a lot of real
estate In fact we bought out place
from him. Just a real rube. If he
ever came to New York they'd take
him plenty he only charges us 9%
on our mortgage and he takes care
of all our business up there. Last
winter he did an awful nice thing:
our roof caved In and as he Is the'

—

—

Palaces In

Chicago and

may be transferred shortly

from Keith's western books

to

the

They would
eastern department.
be booked jointly with the Palace,
New York, by George Godfrey.
Move of the Chicago house to tlie
eastern book is reported practically
assured, but held up temporarily
due to Godfrey's request for the
Cleveland house as a jump-breakeifor high-salaried acts playing the
Nevir York and Chicago houses.

Gourfain With Publix
Harry Gourfain

Is back with Pubas producer of stage units.
east a short time ago to
produce for Loew's at the Capitol,
New York, previously staging for
shares B. & K. and Publix In Chicago and

vaudeville, motion pictures; 100
no par value.
Filed by Charles Rush,
141 Broadway, New York.

lix

He came

Detroit.

Have you a summer place?
under Have we? Say wait'll I' show you a

he's

with

—

that makes
afternoons.

head
good

bought

can get good home

I

IN EAST AGAIN?

Broadway.

Tanner Prodactlons, Inc., Manhilttan,
operate theatres, moving: pictures; 200
Piled by Max
shares no par value.
Chopnlclc, 17 Bast 42d street.
Illmos AmuRement Corporation, Kln^.i,
operate theatres, moving pictures; 100
Filed by Joseph J.
sliarcs no por value.
Glaccone, 173 Troutman street, Brook-

deal
moving pictures; 200
again now the wife just shares Inno plays,
par value. Filed by Murray
makes breakfeasts up in the room, Wlnlder, 1440 Broadway.
Excelsior Talkfllins Producto Corporanot much though, just toast, coffee tion,
Manhattan, operate motion pictures
and eggs and sometimes a couple of and apparatus of all kinds; $25,000.
lamb chops, but It smells up the Filed by Morris Lelbowltz, 670 Seventh
New Torlc.
room and then the wife has to use avenue.
Now ITorker Tlieatre, Inc., Manhatthem there Incense burners, and tan, produce public entertainment,

cookin

This guy I picked up I got
salary.
Pretty clever but hard to
handle, the guys on the bills tell

him

Filed

shares
60
160 preferred.
lUO
'Warner,

pictures;

no par, and
by Monfrled &

common,

Good-Will

.

this act.

movlnff

theatres,

26, 1930

BOOK PALACES

New York
GUfreed Tlieatre Corp., Bronx, operate

and take a load off
.Thanks. Where next
your
week?.... We don't know yet, our
agent told us there was a congestion
in the bookin office but he's workln
Abe
on it. .Who's liandlin you?
How's he?. .. .Well; last
Doakes
season he kept us workln pretty
steady but so far this season he
Well,
aint been doln much for us
You said
it's
a tough season
it
Gee, an awful lot of acts layin
feet.

Wednesday, February

INCORPORATIONS

Home-Loving Scouts

Room Gab

Dressing
Come on

——

—

lumber man and contractor up there
he just fixed It up and never said
a word to us about It until we got
there.
Just a rube. Never hears
the old gags although his wife and
he took a trip around the world
twice and he made the Coast trip
a coiiple of times-^I don't know

—

how h6"

gets byi'.'..Oh' eure, we
were offered a $1,000 profit, on our
place but Seth told us to hold on
-as there's gonna be a state road
right through our joint and maybe
I'll open a filling station
a great
spot for it and a lotta dough in
that business lokka the Socony
people.
Hey, was that the warning?
Gee, the wife ought to be back
S9on. She went shoppin in the-flve
and 10 some great bargains in that
place
Well, I guess I'll get ready.
Do you wanna eat with usC?
Sure if you dont mind the partner
and I dont mix outside of.^business
so I'd be glad, to eat with you
folks Alright wait for us then
it dont take the old lady long to get
dressed. .. .Gotta another cigarette?

—

GOMERFOBB CHANGES
Scranton, Feb.

Roblllard, in charge of the Poll, resigned, according to the formal an-

nouncement.
Jack Goodwin was shifted from
the Academy,
shows, to the

—

— Thanks.

•

now

playing road
while J. A.
temporarily in

Poll,

Cadoret was put
charge of the Riviera.

—

—

25.

Comerford mahagerial staff has
undergone a shaking up here during the past week. Robert Schmidt,
manager of the Riviera, and R. A,

Eddie

Darling Returning
Darling has wired from

San Francisco that he
In New York March 8.

will "be back.

There were reports that he planned to start in business on the
Coast.

23 People Act
Milton Berle, former singing and
dancing juvenile single, is being featured in an act with 23 people, called
"Get Hot." Sam Baewrltz produced.
Act opens at Fox's Brooklyn Friday.

I

PRESS COMMENT ON
"FLUSHING EVENING
JOURNAL"
,

Monday, February 17, 1930
By Haynes Trebor
This Leo Reisman no'W, he's
one of those genius chaps. There
are fiddlers and violinists, there
are musicians and there are
"eight dollar mugs," as the vernacular has It. But for about the
first time we heard this so-called
jazTSsturned into honest-to-goodness music yesterday at the
Kelth-Albee.
This department might go on
for columns of discussion about
jazz and drag in the opinions of
any number of authoritative persons. Suffice It to say, jazz has
as many versions as Hydrla had
heads. Because It has a certain
ambiguity of form, it has been
subjected to an unreasonable

Leo Reisman's

'

amount, of mutilation.
At times jazz appears to us as
Properly
little more than noise.
syncopation is the shifting of acand that has been used as
the excuse for taking wild liberties with form and technique
cent,

.

by some players. The result has
been so discordant and so unpleasant that, for the most part,
are annoyed by the jazz

•we

music.

The test of music, In Its original form, is its effect upon the

human emotions. One might be
a master of the technicalities of
music and yet have nothing ipiore
than a set of terms. The charm
of symphonic music Is Its appeal
to the senses. Deems Taylor, as

we remember, made

the remark
that you can't think your way
out of an operatic plot, but that
the music must carry the theme
by Its effect, on the emotions.
The primary structure of music
rhythm.
Jazz
essentially
Is
started from the simple, rhythmic
folk tunes, and its strongest appeal lies In Ito adherence to that
form. Frequently jazz Is given

a glittering background—it seems
to be the fallacy of exponents of
Jazz to lean toward glaring
lights, Bhiny instruments and ornate-settings. Nothing could be
more Incongruous.

All this preamble Is by way of
saying that Leo Reisman, to our
way of thinking-, has found the

Not
Jazz expression.
only has his music the mesmeric

Ideal

In

euphony of rhythm, but

its effec-

tiveness Is vastly heightened by
his use of

subdued backgrounds,

muted tones and

soft

lighting

effects,

Reisman's program is decidedly unique, an example of the
individuality of the virtuoso. It
is far better than that of any
other Jazz band, and we say that
sincerely.
No one or two, or
even three numbers may be mentioned as outstanding; the whole
program Is outstanding.
.

Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue"
Louis
Blues"
are
"St.
played with tantalizing, haunting
rhythm. Hearing them one can
readily understand the impassioned dancing of the exalted to
the beat of the jungle drum.
Reisman uses a black background for his act, with his
musicians In black. He has made
clever use of changes in the stage
lighting to catch the changing
moods of the music.
Adding Immensely to his program are two dancers. Ernestine

FIRST APPEARANCE

Day gives a brilliant interpretation of a Spanish dance and a
waltz.
Louise Cooke does the
sort of rhythmic dancing so effectively demonstrated by Jacques
Cartler In his recitals last year.
Both of these dancers are unusual treats for a vaudeville
program.

And for the information of
those.-who have 'wondefed at the
echo effect in some of the numbers, we report that there is a
trumpet player concealed in the
auditorium.
It Is one of the
many ingenius tricks M. Reisman
.

has up his sleeve.
Make no mistake, Reisman
good.

Is

R-K-0

in

arid

Excerpt

YORKER"

from "THE
of October -5,

NEW
1929, in

entitled "Tables for Two"
signed Lipstick.
"Now, as to this Central Park
Casino.
What that place has
ever done to deserve a lovely
little orchestra, like Leo ReisIn an age
man's beats me.

column

VAUDEVILLE
Also Excerpts From

full of very good dance
orchestras he wows the world.
Besides all of this, deaf mutes
could watch the cuckoo piano
player and the somewhat moonstruck Mr. 'Reisman himself and

chock

*'The

New

Yorker''

a rich evening's entertainment.
Oh, for the pen of «
call It

to eulogize tiiat mani,
his sake, I would even battie the moving picture Idea of
de luxe service that prevails &t
the Casino at dinner time; I
would wait an hour for oystera
and then get clams, but, fortunately. It was not necessary.
For after the theatre is the time
to drop into, the Casino and
dance In peace. It you are consulting me."

Bolitho

"THE NEW YORKER"

For

Thence we dashed forth

to the

Central Park Casino. . .. . But.
the real reason for going there la
etui the fact that Leo Reisman's
orchestra is what It Is. I want
the piano player for Christmas.
.

I

want Leo Reisman

birthday.

my next
me one of

for

Daddy, buy

LEO REISMAN ORCHESTRAS

those,
LipsticTc, Feb. 8, 1930

1^.
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67th ST,

'
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Home Again
FROM A TRIUMPHANT CONTINENTAL TOUR
A SENSATION

EUROPEAN CAPITALS!

in 11

Recalled to Kit Kat Klub, London, by Popular Demand
After Phenomenal Success As Featured Dance Band
Also

HEADLINED

at

the

CELEBRATED PALLADIUM

and Her

Hollywood Redheads
Those Red -Hot
Spells

Red-* Headed Revelers!

100% Box

Office

Smash!

The Two-world—-Show-world Ace Band Act

This

Week

February 22, 1930

R-K-O

PALACE
New York
Personal

Direction

FRANK DONNELLY
Bart

Thanks

McHiigh

to

for starting

Office

Ben Piazza
Us on the

road to Success

Thanks to the Girls who have worked
hard with the band for six years

so

VAUDEVILLE
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ILL

TOWNS TO GET
F-M FILM IDEAS

AND INJURED

JosD Blondell (legit), who was
knocked unconscious by a taxi at
Sixth avenue and 48th street, New
York, Feb. 18, and removed to Bel-

RKO

Is

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
and Marco's "Marble
beine filmed in colgr to

gag

o£ issuing picturlzed versions of the F.
M, Ideas in theatres that do not compete with the
keys showing the units in the flesh.

&

.Tester is being made in Harris
color in two reels at the Metropolitan studios, produced by Craig
Hutchinson in collaboration with
Fanchon anc( Marco. "Kitty" Howe
Is

megging them with Marco han-

Hippodrome, doomed

extinc-

to

tion with the recent purchase cf the
property by .Fred F. French, Is not
vedere hotel, recovering.
William Sully (Sully and Hough- going under the hammer May Ij date
ton) suffering with a broken bone when RKO was planning to pull out.'
Under plans just announced,
In right wrist.
Larry Reid operated upon at the Keith's can remain In the big Sixth
avenue grind until Oct. 1, the P'rench
Madison Hospital, New York.
people
postponing until then the
Keith's,
manager,
Franklin,
Joseph
Ottawa, Can., on duty after *two razing of tlie theatre.
weeks' illness- with Infection.
Richard Bosch, manager, Loew's
Inwood, in Polyclinic Hospital, apTheatres Proposed
pendix operation.
Mrs. Jack Reid (Ella Gilbert) is in
Elizabeth, N. J.
Also stores and ofSouth Side hospital, Pittsburgh, suf- fices.
Owner, Dr. 3. Schllcter. Architect
fering from heart trouble. Her hus- and engr. Is gen. contr., let to Starrett
band is managing "The Record Bros. Site and policy not given.
Norrlstown, Pa.
(Norris M. P.). "W.
Breakers" (Mutual).
Main street. Owner, Abe & Louis Stfb-

dling the gals.
IC'
the plan

will

series

clicks,

Contract Exercised

follow.

Margaret Shilling stepped out of
Edgar Selwyn's "Strike Up the
Band" this week and starts 11 weeks
for RKO March 5. At the time she
entered the show Miss Shilling was
granted a postponement of the re-

SOPHIE BLAZEVIC
Tonr moilier, Martlia Gogulska, is
dead at Buffalo.
Please communicate at once with Cliarles A. M'liite,
Pobitc Administrator,
ins, Buiiralo, N. Y.

stock

engagement

a

at

prominent Seashore resort

WANT

.^Mxim^
MALE QUARTETS—
cnamge
4 END MEN
T

2

with powerful voices, must

A.

soloists

and able

to

MALE DANCERS
me

about yourself. I^t me know where I can catch you
working and state your lowest summer salary for ten weeks' engagement in one spot. If you booze or chase the ladies, saT«
your stamps.
Tell

all

Call

Phone

Writi

MURPHY

JOE
311

Fox Theatre

Wire

Bldg., 16th

&

Market

Sts., Phila.,

Pa.

Rittenhouse 6962
P. S.

—Can

also gse sensational outdoor acts.

State

yqur lowest.

WILSON -KEPPEL

and BETTY
THE DANCING ENTERTAINERS

NOW

PLAYING HIPPODROME,

NEW YORK

HE'S DIFFERENT

BOB ROBISON
''Vaudeville's

Master Salesman**

icy follows.

Murphy and Daley were on the
Keith books until a short time ago.
Upon leaving they formed a partnership club booking agency. This
is being carried on in addition to
their

activities

uptowa

the

at

house,

Extra Vaude for

Draw

Henthorn.

Policy not stated.

Chicago, Feb.

one week.
Salary will be

1)

Airways, Inc.;

Constal

flying act,

$10,365.12-.

$126,623.97.

Fox Film

Corp.;

FUm

Fox

$1,193.28.

Ors'atti,

Leo

Morrison,

Co.

T.;

of

tin; $1,696.

'

$2',

ENOS

Film

Deutch Lakretz

Flick;

Kenmore, Brooklyn, N.

618.

WlUlam

Chiseler

"Acme of Finesse**
THIS WEEK (FEB. 22)

;

John Michael

Co.;

Chief

FRAZERE

$125,460.12.

N. T.

Chair Warmer.

AL TRAHAN

Co.

Gregory Ratoff; C. Sllvernall; $668.70.
Palace Tourist Corp.; Miller Rubber

'

games of chance, gambling, etc.,
at such affairs, another has been
booked for Bridgeport, Conn., the
week of March 10 and a third for
the Coliseum' on the Eastern States
Exposition Fair Grounds at Springfield, Mass.; April 21.
route of
10 weeks of such indoor circuses
may be lined up for next winter..
Sphinx Temple considered holding the show over for another week,
so surprising was the result, but
someone talked them out of any
such notion, arguing things never
live up to expectations on a holdover week.
Contrasted with the success of
this circus Is the flop' staged at Ansonia. Conn., recently, where everything was run on thft old system.
A couple of small-thne promoters
were back of it, one of them being
duked In at the last minute. The
auspices was one company of 63
members of national guard post;
there were two companies in the
town and the other company didn't
help to put the deal over. TSverything went at this show but the
natives they didn't go for the
joints.
A "big six" wheel grossed
?27 on the week, which is eloquent.

Fran\

(^Hollyaood Branch).

'

Trust

Royal

of

Harry Reichenbach, Bag-Holder.

Co.; $126.06.

Fidelity

Custodian

Fumbles.

Bank and

$365.98.
mia» Prels, Inc.; Consolidated
Industries; $6,686.

A

Charles Morrison, Custodian of La\f

Fortway Theatre Amusement Corp.:
Joseph S. Arvid Co., Inc.; $188.06.
tyrlo Playhonse, Inc.; N. T. Telephone
Corp.;

.

Chief Cut Throat.

Joe Frieberg,

Gustav Blum, Broadway View Hotel,
St. and Broadway; liabilities about

Fox Film

I,

Members.

assets none.
Prize Story Publishers, Inc/; liabilities,
$112,963; assets, $90,669.
Fox Film Corp.; Manufacturers Trust
Co.; $168,392.
ChrlsedKe Theatres, Inc.; Haya and

of N.

of

ThroaU
April

Sime Silverman, Chief Ribber.

$10,000,

Inc.;

held

ticl^et:

Al Trahan,

Trust Co.;

this indoor circus, \<rhich was conducted in accordance with the rules
and regulations laid down by the
national body of the Shrine, barring
all

Regular

:

JanowakI;

A,

Fidelity

Corp.; Chemical

Co.,

be

1930. at the Roosevelt Hotel, Holly-

104th

Randolph

officers

Cut

of

rvill

luood, Cal.

Trust Co. of N. T.; $260,808.97.

10

of

clecliofi

.Order

Ro\fal

Geors* Farkas; R. StelnmuUer; »1,079.63.
Scott's Preparations, Inc.; G. 3. Lewis;
$2, 877.72.
Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.; Travelers' Ins. Co.; $694.20.
Irving: Selir, 1149 Underlilll ave.; liabilities, $860; assets, none.

in itself is by way of being a novelty as an attraction playing with
an indoor circus.

N. Salih of Dreamland Circus Sideshow at Coney Island. Ernest Anderson acted as announcer and the
clowns •worked all through the sliow,
each act being worked up by the
clowns.
On the strength of the success of

Annual
$8,500.

Judgments

act,

the Cretonia high wire
the Australian Wood Choppers,
George Wong Troupe, Six Jansleys,
Joyce's Stallions, Freeman Brothers,
Dippy Deers, Blutch Landorf De
Kos Trio, Will Hill's Baby Elephants, the Hollywood Horse and
the Hazelle and Klatoff and O'Mara
Brothers Adagio Quartette, which

25.

iR.O.C.T.)

$20,000 INDOORS
(Continued £rom page

Romm.

LEWIS' CHI. DATE
Ted Lewis goes Into the Chicago
theatre with his band March 14 for

,Y.

Managers

Antliony McGuire; Alvin Aus-
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NEW YORK THEATRES
NORTH & FLAUM

PLAYING LOEW'S
Direction

West End theatre, 126th street!
York, and installed dramatio
stock (Clark Griffith Players) for
two weeks. An indie vaudfilm poU

New

BENTHAM

Weeks
The side-show was managed by

singles or teams.
Must be
able to do tap, soft shoe,
'eccentric and acrobatic and
change routines weekly.

Mark Murphy and John Daley;
former Keith bookers, hav^ leased
the

—

May Frame

weekly.

with good singing voices. Must be able
~to change songs and gags weekly.

4

Chicago, Feb. 25.
Joe Howard, in town getting set
for his legit revival project at the
Garrick, starting April 20, went into
the Palace for a week.
Doing a two-act with his wife.

Billy Taylor opens March 21 at
RKO contract.
asked for her release from the Capitol, New York, -with a Loew
unit.
Originally slated for the unit
the show.
opening Feb. 28.

summer

I

KEEPS THE WIFE BUSY

RKO

WANTED
weeks*-

ten

New one is Community Month,
with theatres expected to arrange
for tleups with seed companies, for.
people planting gardens and merchants on a shop-in-your-nelghborhood campaign, etc.

In an effort to cut into the business being done by Keith's State in
TO COAST
loslcy.
Architect, W. H. Leo.
Jersey City, Fox has started bookPoint Pleasant Beach, N. J.
Also
M. S. Bentham leaves for the ing seven acts instead of five into
stores, omces and apts.
Owner, H, May.
He will be gone the Cameo.
Architect, G. O. Jones.
Policy not dis- coast March 5.
closed.
for one month.
State' continues with five.
Snlem, O. ^(Alt.). Main street. OwnBentham says he will sign film
er, C. V. Rlckstraw.
Architect, M. J.
players for vaude.
DcAngelis.
State theatre.
Al Lloyd, formerly with the Wm.
Xenln, O.— »7G,000. 12-46 Main street.
Morris
office, is now with Harry
Owner, J. T, Hlbbert. Architect, J. B.

MINSTREL PEOPLE
for

RKO

has decided on a. March
drive for the third month In a row.

mairider of her

Morgan Bulld-

Murphy-Daley Get Harlem
House for Dramatic Stock

R.K.O/S 3rd Drive

Until Oct.; Delay Razing

-

Fanchon
Idea,"
test a
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LOEWS

26,

175th ST.

FILM HOUSE REVIEWS

1930

PARAMOUNT

managenient explained the lack of
more as due to the balmy weather,

(NEW)
Despite a goodly array at a later
(Presentation)
hour, heads were shaken In sadness at the Grand. Only house of
New York, Feb. 22.
all visited, in fact, which squawked
Parading 600 Boy Scouts around about a Paradise cut-in.
the block served as the street overThe Goldryer boys run the two
Concourse and the
ture for the openine of Loew's 175th 600-seaters,
and glad to
At noontime, about an hour Band Box. Both happy tiny
St.
houses,
be In the Bronx. These
later, all of the 3,445 seats were gleamingly clean, were also, in the
filled, the lobby roped off, and the front line of business.
cops called.
On the outskirts are the U. S.,
From a distant perspective this Mosholu, Tuxedo and Klngsbrldge.
Loew emporium looks like a pai-t of Few others are in between. Includthe White House gi-afted with a ing the Windsor. Latter is the only
Turkish mosque. Close up Its exte- versatile theatre. Sometimes stock
rior is curly-cued until it resembles or vaude, and generally reported to
a charlotte russe. Inside its gilt is be not hitting it off so well. Waly.
so dazzling that the Immediate impression is that the team of Alladin
and Midas must have done the job.
Further observation reveals not a
Chicago, Feb. 20.
corner or crevice without some
knick-knack,
dold is abetted by
This far West Side house has
celling and side walls veiled for blue gone through a financial struggle
and red lighting effects. The elec- and Is now being operated through
tricity is kept on all during the the Roosevelt Finance Co.
It also
show. The 175th Street is, in the has a sister spot, the Palac.e, Cicero.
final analysis, probably gilded with
The Symphony was built in an
more gilt and red than any theatre unpopulated neighborhood before its
in the world. Chicago's Oriental Is time. It therefore depends almost

SYMPHONY

compared with it.
But that's what the people up

Broadway"

("Hollywood on

New

— Unit)

York, Feb.

21.

Wallop

In both fists, stage and
screen, this week. Charles "Buddy"

Rogers In person and that means
extra flaps for the week.
They
were pounding on the gates all day
Friday, forcing the house to an
extra complete stage show at midnight and indicating five every day
for the week. "Roadhouse Nights"
(Par) also seemed to have something to do with the drag.
Jack Partington's "Hollywood On
Broadway" unit appeared considerably shaken up by the Insertion of
Rogers. Paul Ash, oh a return trip
and accorded reception, smartly
minimized the restlessness with

a neat

spiel in front of the drapes,
patience until Rogers'

requesting

came

on.

Ash explained Rogers was

pretty nervous and still In his dressing room rehearsing.
They were
well mannered during the 35-minute
void and responded to everything
during the wait as though they en;

joyed

it.

Worthy and Thompson
first specialists,

dancing

VARIETY

front of the theatre.

.were the

briefly

and

snappily and omitting the superfluous gab they insisted on doing in
vaudeville.
Picture house pace Is
much better suived to this colored
leg team. Harriett Lee, low voiced
radio crooner, and Paul Small, Paul
Ash's song plugger, still plugging,
sang to each other through microphones on opposite sides of the
stage and succeeded In making it a
novel and enjoyable number. Miss
Lee was introduced as a Paramount
broadcaster on the Columbia chain.
They were fallowed by an unannounced colored basso, singing a
new spiritual In a cutout. Allen and
Canfield,
mixed talk turn from
vaude, had the pleasant experience
of hearing every word land all over
the house. They talked clearly and
loud enough to be heard in all seo-

test suggests

a new method

versifying programs

of di-

at the

("Krazyland"— Unit)

larger

film houses.
At the basketball exhibition's
conclusion
Nagurskl

hurled an axitographcd football into
the auditorium a .stunt which also

—

undoubtedly heliKsd to pull trade.
Pit orchestra of 40, with Oscar
Baum conducting, offered "Madame
Butterfly," emboUi.slicd by a vocal
selection by a young woman in a
Japanese setting. Paramount sound

is

this

New

BOULEVARD

•

.

F&M

LOEW^S STATE

,

Assortment of Metrotone and
Movietone news clips attracts most
interest, with a Metrotone shot of
Ruth St. Clair, condemned to life under the Baumes law, tragically reading a plea for leniency from a sheet
of paper. Her face distorted with
weeping. Miss St. Clair tyrned
Capitol audience Into a shocked af
somewhat repulsed group of tabloid
readers. The clip will not help Miss
St. Clair nor any theatre showing
it.
The Interest It holds Is thoroughly morbid.
"Chasing Rainbows" (Metro), feaBusiness
ture, runs 100 minutes.
Friday afternoon was mild ih .spring
Dang.
weather.

F&M

-

FORDHAM

ORIENTAL

-

"

PENN

MINNESOTA

— —

21.

for Loew picture houses. Tiniberg's
matorijU will be familiar to some;
but to the majority in picture houses
it will be new and vastly amusing.
The act is set in an eccentric full
news preceded "Sugar Plum Papa," stage layout typifying ^he "Krazya Sennctt comedy, and the stage land" title. House musicians are in
Sandshow was the Publix unit, "Believe a center-stage enclosure.
It or Not."
Unit scored strongly wiched among the fooleries of Timhere.
Feature was "Lone Star berg and his company are three dis-,
tinctive
routines
a
the
ballet:
by'
Ranger" (Fox)..
In addition, three acts on view In "Dizzy Dames" song and dance, jazz
the lobby; a beauty expert giving ballet, and flash finale in which the
girls split for routines in costume
demonstrations, a pair of goodBarbara
looking femme songsters singing imitating Timberg and
Blair, the femme member of his
request numbers, and a troupe of
troupe.
Large puppet cutouts of
Indians doing war dances, etc. For
Timberg
and Miss Blair are also
75 cents.
used to Increase effect of the finish.
Timberg is well known to vaude
audiences.
His varied assortment
of humor entails the services of his
piano-playing brother, Sammy; Bar(Presentation)
bara Blair in clever nut stuff; Leon
Los Angeles, Feb. 20.
Chalzel as a seedy tragedian devoted
This Fox neigliborhood stand was to dramatic renditions of popular
cleaning up Thursday night with songs, and Oliver Harris as a cariThe Cock Eyed World" (Fox) on cature of a highbrow. Led by the
the screen. For a third run in town derbied and tail-coated Timberg, the
it denoted a tremendous pull, congroup is on and oft constantly
sidering that this sector usually throughout the 38 minutes, always
gives the play to the downtown to high returns. Timberg is an exhouses;
pert comic His brother Sammy Is
Boulevard stage policy Is mixed, further utilized to direct the house
with
ideas and presentations, stage band.
or vai-ietles, splitting the week.
In the pit Yasha Bunchuk carries
Good plan and apparently doing the Impressive Capitol symphony
okay here. They were holding 'em cilew through a medley of numbers
out all night, opening day of "Cock from M-G-M's "Rogue Song." It Is
Eyed," in a house that seats 2,300 a worthwhile plug, featuring two
at 60c. top.
girls at pianos and one twitting a
Just two stage shows nightly, harp. The center pianiste is fast
with Slim Martin, top notch trom- and demonstrative, tossing her head
bone blower, the m. c. Martin has in a. wide arc at each surge of notes.
gathered quite a following with the It may be class, but It looks fike Al
Boulevard patrons and looks like he Trahan.

.

—

York, Feb.

Timberg'a
Spreading
Herman
vaude act through a 3S-niinute presentation, Chester Hale has produced
a sn»|ppy unit, sti-ong In comedy,

House
solely on auto trade.
in about four years old and is already
territory want.
There's no showing bad signs of neglect and
question about that.
It was wit- mismanagement.
The film product
nessed
when they commenced Itself is old, print of the feature.
swarming in. Stalwart ushers had Sweetie" (Par) being cut and
their arms full keeping delighted broken. However, if James Coston
payees from sciratching at this and takes over, the house, as has been
feeling that. The wear and tear is rumored,
quickly
will be
this
bound to be expensive.
remedied.
It's going to be a job when the
Stage show is excellent, considergrind gets into the regular swing to
ing the nut. Booked by Henry Shakeep some susceptible fingers from piro on a four split. It gives the
grabbing a peacock or so, or a junior
stage band, two
Buddha. A lot o'f them are editions house a resident
and three on Sunday.
that would look nice on any mantle- acts daily
Band is composed of 11 galsi and
piece.
here yesterday
acts
Two
No two- employees could agree on good.
Goodhue, colored, and
a definition of the Interior decora- were Lillian Duo,
boy and girl song
tion motif.
Some said Chinese, the Mathews
in a
others claimed the Turks had a and dance team. Acts worked,
can stick Indefinitely. Martin fo'lrhand In, while the last, pointing to fast, smooth pace, delivering enter- '.ions. A warm reception.
tainment for this house. Ran 26
Only one number by the unit's merly was with Abe Lyman's orthe crescent and star gaerets dan
gling from some of the chandelieVs minutes without any letdown in girls. Second probably clipped by chestra, giving it the air when he
the addition of Rogers. Their one found out he had the m. c. stuff In
and hall lights, expressed the be- speed.
Theatre opens at six in the eve- effort, however, was extraordinary him, and with Fanchon and Marco
lief that fraternal organizations did
ning on a 40-cent top. Business was for a picture house line. Including giving him the opportunity. Nobody
their share.
Loovflying splits and Russian, steps. guessed wrong, as Martin made
Opening day everybody was run- good on an oft night.
Louis Berkoff was billed in advance good.
Notwithstanding the m. c.
ning around. The usual madhouse.
as a member of the unit, but didn't thing has lost plenty of ground
"Pearls," last week's unit at the
show here. Fred Evans Ensemble throughout the country in the past
Capitol, Is the 175th Street's opener,
was billing for the girls.
few years, there are still spots where
with "Their Own Desire" (M-G) on
("Idea in Marble"— Unit)
Band number by the stage mu- an entrenched favorite means somethe screen.
Los Angeles, Feb. 2b.
While the house Is reported to be
They call it "Marble" b^ause sicians, conducted by Ash, best in thing In box olfice value. This house
the first theatre In New York con
most of the boys and girls work weeks. Ash himself kept the show looks like one of these spots.
This stage frolic left very little
structed with an ey« to the wide white face and everybody falls in going all the way. He knows presfor Martin to do or show.
On acfilm future, C. C. Moscowltz, chain for living-statue tableaux ifi the entation timing from every angle.
Rogers did about 10 minutes all count of the lengthy picture it was
executive, says there Is no difference opening. Fanchon and Marco have
told with about the same routine he necessary to chop to a minimum of
In this theatre architecturally than had better ideas
15
minutes.
Martin
and
band
used
in
Chicago,
the
and
the
flaps
went
other
In
new houses In the circuit.
Main trouble here has been effort
At present it Is unequipped for wide to please extreme tastes. Grand wild. When Buddy flipped from the were in the pit all the way, allowthe
Sunkist Beauties
film, other than accommodations in
opera arias and acrobatic posing piano to the stage and almost ing for girls
full
of
15
to
spread
out
In
the case of magnifying lenses, don't go simultaneously.
After a flopped, you could hear the screams.
House orchestra is composed of 19 Pagliacci solo by Roy Snoot in front His versatile playing of several of stage for two well routined though
First reprethe musicians' instruments, featur- not new numbers.
musicians.
Waly.
of the curtain, it rises on the enskirts
sented changing modes in
semble of adagio teams and line ing the trombone, in an Intelligently from the '90's up to date. Girls
arranged manner, left 'them limp.
girls. While they hold various poses
worked in ensemble with fans, makFrancia warbles grand opera from a It's the same layout he did In "Close ing a presentable display. In the
All confusing and Harmony."
swing.
high
New York, Feb. 20.
Jesse Crawford dpvoted his organ midriff, and in "one," Maurice and
meaning nothing.
concert to Walter Donaldson's mu- Vincent, comedy acrobats, evoked
Over 15,000 seats In a generous
Hoofing interlude by Al and Jack sic,
past and present, and Included the only laugh spurt, as the lone
square mile, and 76% of them think Rand, drawing laughs on their
specialty act. Ordinary knockabout
a powerful plug to the currents.
nothing of SRO'ing at least three Coxey's army drill.
For the
stuff, well received here.
nights out of- seven;
Short ensemble placed next 1b od(J
second and last number by the girls
That's Fordham, universe unto In conception and the outstanding
a novelty routine with stilts served.
Itself after sundown.
Where stores number. Has the adagioists and
Nothing flashy about the flnale.
elsewhere observe only Saturday some of tlie girls In white-face verNo shorts programed other than
nights, this capitol of the Bronx
(Presentation)
of the classic Bowery characfour brief clips from Movietone.
was ablaze with buyers and cash sions
Chicago, Feb. 21.
White costumes with
terizations.
Evident the house was after the
jafter 10 o'clock of a Thursday night
-A poorly staged presentation this rapid turnover. Harry Bailey repatterns In black lines are striking.
It's the one place in the world
week.
Called
"Tune Types," It fea- cently was made manager of this
Girls wear blond puft wigs, with
where exhibitors ax-e happy, par
hats of the 1904 vintage topping. tures Harry Rose who, with Fred house. Bailey's past experience and
ticularly
the
indies.
From the Man
and girl sing "Sidewalks" dnd GU-aig, Jr., saved the show from be- record should benefit this spot
smallest to the biggest, including
numbers of the period, while ing one of -flie worst In months. plenty.
Span.
the palatial Loew's Paradise, they other
couples
do individual character Meaningless until Rose stepped out
were doing a Coney Island rush steps.
Whole number, runs only to hold the entire second half. ReThe pictures were well and little
minutes, but Is best thing In turn at this house for Rose.
known. It made no difference. Be- threeIdea.,
Fred Craig, Jr., was big with his
tween 8 and 11 this night there the
Julia Curtis, clever double-voice triple concentration blackboard turn,
("Laceland" Unit)
was more traffic than is usually
ventriloquist, is the pay-off using memory and upside down
Pittsburgh, Feb. 21.
found in Times Square. The con- femme stage show as playing Loew's writing.
appeared
some
Craig
the
of
This one needs more than Lou
gestion for a time equalled the big
has
He
this week, but is only a loan time ago at the Belmont.
State
auto jam downtown at theatre hour
Holtz gives it. Biz here this week
Latter Idea Improved.
visitor from "Skirts."
A peep into five or six of the theRest of the show was painfully pretty conclusive that a legit name
laid off instead of playing Los
atres frinjglng the Concourse sub- Is
nothing with the 60-cent
goes to San Diego next weak. Chorus numbers jerky and means
stantlatedrmanagers' statements. In Angeles, and
trade. A bad cold probably handiIn Marble" skips jumbled. Two colored hoofers, Two
most of them people were standing, week, while "Idea
Holtz but, even so, he
goes next to Long Black Dots, too much like so many capped
and
Diego
San
Especially
noteworthy was the Beach. Shuffling due to the White- other hoofers. Mary Stone didn't seemed to show little enthusiasm
crowd at Fox's Valentine, showing
the F&M have a chance with her poor mate- over working in,a film house. Didn't
"Sunnyslde Up" (Fox). Standees in man band insertion in
rial, songs.
Audience reception for work long enough and just when it
route.
this 1,500-seat house were packed
he had warmed 'em up he
Miss Curtis takes a big guy from Rose indicates he could stick here appeared
into 18 distinct rows.
There was
exited.
the as m. c.
a line In the lobby virtually fighting the pit and a little guy from
Holtz,
with
overhead,
Unit's
"Dangerous Paradise" (Par), the
dummy mugging
to get in, so that a couple of strong wings to do the
a
tightening up In produccaused
alto
warbling,
feature,
plus
Christie
short,
Foxcontrol
a
boys had to back the rope and for her remote
tion costs, and only two turns, in
for one and falsetto for the other. Paramount news reel and a Washdoors.
group,
Hale
beChester
addition,
to
ington special. Orchestral number
One most peculiar thing about the Synchronization, is perfect.
Not such a happy
Only thing the little lady from and Preston Sellers' organlog com- ing carried.
Fordham situation is that no theathought, for presentation could have
better her spe- pleted.
Loop.
tre overseer, except watchers in the "Skirts" should do to
act
make
comedy
to
another
stood
with the
older sister house, Loew's Grand, cialty Is to lose that cloak
what m. c. does lOok better than it
with
have a complaint to make against bright red that doesn't clickorchid
appears on surface.
the Paradise. This emporium, one her auburn hair and her
Holtz followed his usual gags with
When she sheds the cloak
of the most gorgeous and tasteful gown.
(Presentation)
a few bars from hla familiar "O
She winds up
in the country, had all of its 4,000 she looks charming.
Minneapolis, Feb. 20.
Solo Mlo," but his best bit was with
comparing
Impersonations,
seats filled at nine o'clock and they with
diversity
of entertain- a stooge (Holtz's valet), who came
For
sheer
Harry
were still buying. J. De Rosa, who Mae West to the cat's meow,Gulnan
ment this week's Minnesota show on to warble ".Singing In the Rain"
has a duplex managerial offlce, with Lauder to a monkey, and Tex
deserves the thickest frosted cake with Holtz clowning. Other matea balcony and fake oranges adorn- to a parrot. It was a wow, and the In the boxofflc© bakery.
Com- rial in "Laceland" all claHS and not
ing It, claims his draw goes as far crowd leaned on its hands.
pressed into two and a half hours enough hoke. Pearl twins easy to
Idea's finale has a stairway diagonorth as White Plains and eastward
was a little bit of everything.
look at and among too few girls
to City Island. It's an expertly con- nally down the back, and more posBig noi.se was a quarter of a regu- who can go into acrobatic manducted house. For all of its big- ing up and down It to the accom- lar basketball game at each per- euvers without lofilng their sex apAW
ness, there's a soothing atmosphere paniment of moi-e opera stuff.
One of the two teams peal. Dolore.s, Kdrty and Dougla.s,
stuff; formance.
heavy
their
do
adagioists
the
induced b.y military orderliness.
was captained by Bronco NagurHkl, last here with Shubcrts' "Broadway
Paradise gets its stage shows as one trio and two teams working.
of Minnesota football Nights," stand out in an adagio that
The nine Idea girls do a ball- t'nlversity
soon as they leave the downtown
Organized team of Publ'ix rates with the best. Sole Hale novma- idol.
Capitol. For anyone who. has vis- walking number, handling the
theatre, employes was pitted against elty had girlH In for ,an apparent
Matthew-s,
B.
well.
very
Hited atmofiplieric houses throughout neuvers
Nagurskl prbf. quintet.' operatic routine; then undre.'<.sing to
regular
the
to
suppo.sed
was
them,
the country, this Paradise is easily who trained
Nagurski's appearance in person reveal jazz costumes and go into
outstanding. One little detail, lobby walk a ball down the flight of stairs. proved an. enormous boxofflce mag- snappy tap.
display frames, gives an idea of He skidded at Pasadena last week,
found plenty of
,Spertators
Lci))prt got off another rtifty at
net.
out.
^vhat's in its make-up.
The.'^e are and this week it's
excitement in an en- the ori?an in parodying the clearing
Idea runs 35 minutes. The feature til rills and
liand-hammered bronze and cost
tirely new and different sort of house number craze to oxcf'Ucnt rol3 "The Bl-shop Murder Ca.se" (M-G).
J5.000 each.
thr
theatre,
picture
turuH,
for
a
wUilo Brefskin for hl.s ovr-roffering
HKO's Fordham, 2,500-Poator with Conif-d.v, Movietone news and trail- came. .Scores were kept dally, the turf', brou.i<ht
back tlu- alwny.s afhalf
fe.iture and five acts, like the ers bring the bill to two and a
ptr- coptable (.'aj)rif(-io Iinllcnnc.
The ."?ound cartoon comedy, four quarters one at each
'irand, further westward, claims a hours.
complftcPirtnre
"Drvll May Ciuv" MotnO.
Autumn" (Col), ffirmance ron.«tltt)f ing a
i'<'Putation throughout thp Bronx for ".<5111y' Symphony
wa.s
with entire bill running abtnit 14.';
Each quarter's score
game.
•«tandIng-room .sales. The night of a riot.
t'ohcn.
tlie look-in, a few were up and the
Weather NSG and biz only average, posted atop the boxofflce window In minutes.

pallid
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CAPITOL

Athletic con-

(

METROPOLITAN
(Presentation)
Boston, Feb. 25.
Single day house record for this
6,000-seater was broken Saturday, a
five- show holiday, by the "Chauv©
Souris" Publix unit and "Dangerous
Paradise" (Par), featuring Nancy
Carroll.
There Is no probability of
the week being a record breaker,
however, as hot weather knocked
business for a loop Sunday and
Monday. The "Chauve Souris" unit
shapes up like a natural for Publix
time. Having Niklta BaliefC In person and lending Itself to exploitation as the show that formerly
played at ^5.50 top.

-

"The Volga Boatmen" and "The
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers" are
the outstanding numbers, as usual.
Balleff Is working under difficulties in a big house, and
the use of the microphone did not
seem to help his comedy dialect.
Future bookings of the -unit should
Include a rehearsal of BalleflC with
a concealed microphone In the wingn

The rotund

to boost his voice without distorting
The feature picture went over
nicely and narrowly escapes being
exceptional.
Arthur Martell at the organ tried
the microphone from the console to
it.

bulld-up audience singing and

waa

it

flat flop, which la unusual for
Martell.
He used the microphone
also to give the department store
fashion show In the grand lounge a
plug.
The commercialization of -the
lounge this week reached new
heights.
There was a double dis-

a

play from a sporting goods store, a
department store parade of new
styles, hot coffee with the compliments of a national distributor, and
ae you went out you were given
Libiey,
souvenir cough drops..

EMBASSY
(Newsreel).

New
Embassy
routine

Is

York, Feb.

getting

When

basis.

doe.sn't break, it's tough.

24.

down

to

.

a

ncQfts

the

The same

parts of the world are being covered
each week for sport, pottery makThis
ing or co-stume exhibiting.
week more entertaining than last,
About
but .still mo.stly magazine.
30 clips equally divided between

Fox

an(l Hearst.

Running

time, 45

minutes.
'

•

.Natives

fihown

in

making

Arabia

have

.

bowl.s a different

been

way

until there are no more ways but
plenty of boAvls. Now they come out
of old rubber tiro.s. The skiing and
Bkating in Lake Placid and Fort
Snelling mu.st be flne. Some good
.spills,
but nobody will re-routine
Mexico's girl jockeys
the falKs.
'•omo in for some more, and the
Htecplecha.se Is Htagod in Kenyon

(Continued on page 51)

VAUDE HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY

5C'

FRANKLIN

PALACE

good wallop at "Second Hungarian
Rhapsody."
With the Bricktops
scoring solidly, everything from here
(St. Vaude)
matter,
the
uie
on
had the Palace flavor. Last three
quibble
over
Not to
clean-cut
acts
threatened to stop
of
the
six
current Palace bill is a
solar plexus knockout, a A)ell-ring- the show.
Roy Cummings, long a Keith act,
One of
Ing, lauffh-dizzy sockcrino.
the best Palace bills within recent and Jcanctte Hackett, also an oldmemory, and standing the house timer on that circuit, followed sucCummings proved- a
$13,000 to remove any element of ces.sively.
wow witli his clowning acrobatics,
doubt.
As with any and all Palace bills having to beg off, while Miss Hack-of whom it is, or has been, possible ctt, with her admirably staged dance
to ffrow genuinely enthusiastic, the
rostrum is dedicated to hilarity of
the sure combustion type. Laughter
Is the goal, and the players are unHokum reigns
canny marksmen.
uninterrupted almost from the gun
to the tape.
Chief of the funny men is Ted

Healy, with hiis menagerie of goofs,
comic imbeciles and exponents of
absurdity, valued for exhibition purposes at $6,000' weekly. Divided into
dose,?,
the Healy treatment runs
through the bill both before and

ing plenty of punishment, too.

Char.

HIPPODROME
ing,

"

STATE-LAKE

a unit of 10 men and 10 girls,
"Officer O'Brien," feature, showed
running 45 minutes.
an exchange of blows so palpably
Douglas L6avltt made strong phoney that the gallery started
Mark.
comedy of two blackouts as features hooting.
of the unit. Ruth Lockwood's comedy
and foiling were likewise
is

81 ST

snappy.

Next to closing,- Fred Llghtrier's
mono - songolog and
rough punning with his red-headed

STREET

(Vaudfilm)
stage end principally
Harry Carroll's girl revue and the
partner, Roszella,- had<<no trouble.
In the deuce, another marf and CarroU-Maxine Lewis two-act pregirl team, Fred and Jane Rlnehart, ceding it, with "No, No, Nanette"
got good returns in blackface and doing an hour and three-quarters
high-yaller, with a black dog the on the screen and cutting the vaudesubject of their conversation. Over ville proportionately.
Two turns preceding the Carroll
exceptionally, though Miss Rlnehart's laughing song In the middle combination affair, first managing
to get over in the opening spot and
of the act was greeted coldly.
Frabell's Frolics, man and three the other taking a tailspin No. 2.
girls In combination dancing and Max and Harry Nesbitt (New Acts),
wirewalking, opened.
Mons. Fra- comedy singing team from England,
bell's Frisco on the wire and bare- tried hard but couldn't convert this
foot dance on the string by a girl audience to their style.
Maryland Collegians, now showing
were high spots.
Saturday brought a long string quite some improvement In workof holdouts for the first show. manship but little in their music,
"Let's Go Places" (Fox), feature, were on for 18 minutes, unusually
long opener for a short bill. Act
and Pathe Review completed.
pleases with borrowed collegiate
Loop.
band act stunts and should find no
trouble in the intermediate league.
nonsensical

STATE
(Vaudfilm)
crowd
Washington's
birthday
Jammed this Loew vaudfilm in
Times Square. Standees all ai'ound
at the first vaude show. Even all
the $1 loges went at an early hour.
Strong group, of six acts on stage,
looking more big time than State
ordinarily aspires to, "Their Own
Desire" (M-G-M) on screen besides
newsreel. Is more than money's
worth.
Stage took up 76 minutes at the
first show. Because four shows are
done on Saturdays, acts were forced
to cut. Olvera Brothers, perch art-

opened in a slick turn. It would
benefited considerably if the
s^_"«d were quickened by taking out

ists,

be

those posing waits between tricks.
Jue Fong (New Acts) displayed a
act despite the novelty of an
Oriental tenor. Attempt at operatic
stuff is too much for the voice.
Taklng.hls time. Art Henry and his
comely femme foil started to arouse
the. laughs. in, the third, spot. There,
la "first-rate comedy and dancing,
particularly In the tap line, to win
the Henry act a meritorious award.
Class stalked onto the State stage
with the curtain up on the 14 ErlckIn an attractive setting and
tops.
staged with taste and smartness,
here is a red-headed girls' band that
clicks to a fare-thee-well. The outfit,
led by personality-plus Bobby
Grlce, is blessed with a smooth rouAnd
tine, laid out for best results.
this band gets 'em. It even takes a

weak

"Casa and Lehn and

Bills)

Franklih,

in the

Bronx,

Girls,

mixed

play
bills
stuff,

of specialty dancers, offered diverting travesty on talkers

First half

Harry Carroll arid Maxine Lewis
prologed the Cai-roll revue with
about eight minutes of piano playing and songs, and the girl section
Eddie
closed the show smartly.
Bruce, comic, looks like a comer.

Wide open downstairs sunny
Saturday afternoon (Washington's
Bige.

Birthday).

(VaudfilrYi)

Draw on

the current bill is Esther
Ralston, former picture girl now doing a personal and pulling good biz

Monday night. Feature was "No,
No, Nanette" (FN),
Miss Ralston closed. Other acts
were Ade Duval, Jack and
Ruth Hayes, and RIchy Craig, Jr.
Richy Craig, Jr., next to closing,
made 'em laugh plenty here with
gags and chatter. Great returns for
13 minutes.
Ade Duval, with girl
and boy a.ssistants, opened with his
in order

magic hanky tricks. Good chatterer
and fast worker, spotted right to
please .Tui'.n consists of .pulling,
from
varl-cblored
handlcerchleEs
tubes, glasses and other vessels and
making change color,
Jack and Ruth Hayes take ott on
smart cracking country miss and
.

Broadway

actor reparteelng.
Girl
takes the fast answers. St. Vitus

dance by the boy

closes.

Hit

oft

well.

Five minutes for various delays
.seven minutes of trailers gave
the sfiow a running time of 174 min-

and

utes.

(St.

Vaude)
Chicago, Feb,

much

Business

better

22.

Saturday

afternoon, with the balcony pracseven acts both halves, the
composed partly of standard as Iz in Hollywood as a preface to tically a sellout and the main floor
but mainly of new acts or the comedy and legit adagio of the more than three-quarters filled.

office.

This

despite

rain

throughout the

morning and afternoon.
Customers saw one of the best

spot in month.s.
Splendidly paced and never dropping off in speed. Headlining were
Nan Halperln and Harry Delfe.
Miss Halperln opened Intermission
with characterizations of Salome
and the Harlem scarlet sister, Sadie.
quered without a. struggle. "Yld- A departure for her, but sold with ii
tres.
disher Paradise," the CatsklU poker sure hand.
the
present
A way to correct
song with accompanying dialect
Harry Delf was set with his nonscarcity of showing grounds for new lingo,
is the mainstay arid made chalant routine and pleasant, homey
people wanting to be seen and old- things perfect
for the singing co- characterizations.
Most of it old
t)eopl6 with new material wishing medienne.
Despite recalls, Miss stuff, such a's burlesque Grecian Into be caught by the bookers, is
Usher held to two numbers and no terpretative dance, but okay here.
being seriously sought by Keith's. encores, explaining
that the length Opening, Two Daveys. Juggling is
So far the Franklin and Prospect of the show abrogated her staying not a riot,
but his inside chatter
theatres "look" bills have been the longer.
makes up for it. Joe Howard was
nearest approach to a solution.
James Barton followed and wowed on next to sing several of his old
In the Franklin's, last half last with his drunk bit for
opener, a songs and two new ones. Done in
week very little was noteworthy in pantomimic bit •which consumes the dramatic manner, but over well
the new talent. Either a bad break half of his act and
kept them in with this crowd. Anita Case works
or meaning the better vaudevillians roars.
He followed with a vocal, with him.
prefer to lay off than play this sort shuffle, dance and another vocal
Raye, Ellis and La Rue followed
for
of time. It really isn't so bad that getaway. Out and out show
stopper. with a knockout dance turn. Ballanyone should dodge it. Keith's is
Tom Davles Trio, two men and a room stuff is sure-fire, and the
keeping its promise to l^old confi- girl, fpllowed with trick cycling under-the-sea sequence a great findential the "showing" salaries ac- and gymnastics on miniature vele- ish. Irving Rose does a comic hoofcepted, and the audiences here are drome. Plenty of novelty and thrills. ing bit in one while the set is
no different than any neighborhood
changed. An excellent dance turn.
Edba.
audience anywhere.
Robert Emmett Keane, Claire WhitFive of the seven turns might be
ney and George Sweet presented a
New Acts, and aire reviewed indisplendidly
handled comedy skit
vidually as such.
Of the bunch
showing thei ruin of a bachelor's life
(Vaudfilm)
Paul.TIsen's name Is most familiar,
With a bill full of drawing possi- by matrimony-mad femme. Keane
with this fiddling band leader back bilities and several
outlets of ex- Is on the sidelines explaining the
in an obviously untried flash. Rest, ploitation,
action.
No sets or clothes first
Keith's Riverside
were Hazel Lee, colored dancer, a new policy of features withstarted show, buf were not missed with
with four Negro boys, also dancers; to the same old weak business.vaude such perfect material and execuAnd
Miller and Velie Co., two young on the afternoon of Washington's .tion.
couples. In a skit with songs; Kay birthday, at that.
Following Nan Halperln after
and Barr, mixed comedy team, in
Formerly
playing
two-a-day intermission wore Joe and Pete
blackface and tan; Al Rauh Quar- straight vaude, the Riverside tried Mlchon,
comedy tumblers and
tet, all men, in "The Volunteers,'
to stem the decline six weeks ago springboard workers, over big. Lieut.
singing.
Harry Foster Welch and by shifting to a three-a-day pro- Gitz-Rice and his Northwest MountHap Hazzard were the standards gram with talking shorts thrown in. ed troupe, wltli Gabrlelle Tremblay,
Loop.
along the way, spotted No. 2 and It didn't help. Now comes the two- closed.
fifth, both showing to advantage.
a-day com'bo of features and vaude.
New acts here are no longer inFeature,
"Hunting
Tigers
in
troduced to the audience as new. India" (Epic) travelog- talker, here
Everything Is presented as bona- after a run on Broadway, and evi(Vaudfilm)
fide vaudeville and accepted In that dently no draw." Five acts showed,
One of the shortest' vaude bills
light. Complete absence of the frewith Ricardo Cortez, erstwhile film this house has played in a long
quent razzing that greeted the one- playfer, getting top billing. Harris time; also one of the best. Only
night weekly auditions. Under the and Radcliffe, colored combo, bowled five acts the first half instead of
previous system the customers were 'em over, and in opener a monkey the customary seven. House fairly
on and demonstrated their opinions. act. La Belle Pola, provided good well filled for a Monday night.
Bill was caught Thursday night. novelty.
Mascagno Four, two boys and two
Other two acts were Johnny girls, all dancers, led off. Girls do
Business light on the warmest evening, of the winter.
"Behind the Downs, who outgrew "Our Gang" toe ballet and vary It with whirls
film comedies, and Nina De Sylva's
Makeup" (Par) feature.
and pirouettes. Boys are away from
dance flash turji which in general ordinary, doing fast spins and pirBige.
style is similar to De Sylva's "VanAlso interpolates adagio
ouettes.
ities" of a couple of years ago. De
work.
Sylva act is colorful scenically, with
Goss and Barrows, light comedy
several drops and many costume
couple, fair filler for the deuce spot.
changes. But except for the high
(Vaudfilm)
Start off with comedy flirtation
Meager audience for the supper kicking, knee drops and jumping crossfire
interspersing a comedy
show Saturday. Just a scattering splits of the boy, Gibons, the dances song,
and wind up with uke strumof customers downstairs and less presented by De Sylva in solo and
ming and dancing, Man supplies
than a handful up in the balcony. the 8 Beaucaire Girls are not dis- comedy legmanla and girl follows
Vaude was a goad neighborhood tinctive. Act shifts from one to full, with some straight stepology.
and even takes a three, all special.
lineup.
Male septet the Rangers, all In
La Belle Pola is a monk who plays western
Canine act, Meehan's Dogs, made
outfits, made a sti'ong trey.
a pleasing opener. Meehan puts the specially built organ and dances in Boys' voices are blended for neat
mutts through some new and some duet with an attractive girl. Act harmony.
arrangement is
familiar tricks.
Two dogs boxing plays in full and in one, with special also good. Tonal
ballads plus one
was a novelty. King, King, and drops. Assisting are a man, two passe pop. Use
One or two solos
King, three boys well versed in thfe girls and a trio of extra monks in
wouldn't be amiss.
art of steplogy, presented a snappy an animal orchestra. Played 10 minHoke affair by Spence and True
deuce turn. All three are corking utes to worthwhile returns.
Harris and Radcliffe sailed over was just what this neighborhood
hoofers.
wanted.
Bert Spence
their
regular piano-movcfr audience
Lita Grey Chaplin, billfed on the with
punctuates
all
the crossfire and
chatter,
songs
and
dances.
A
marquee as "in person," did very
songs with constant prop falls.
nicely.
Her easy, natural manner youngster trots out for a clog at the Henry
Bergman
and
Co.
(New Acts),
of delivering songs, as well as the .close.
Johnny Downs will need plenty of a corking instrumental revue, prelikeable voice displayed, was a sursented in a novel manner, closed
prise to this neighborhood gather- exploitation to hit the draw class.
big.
ing.'
Boyle and Delia, hoke turn Sentimental songs, chatter and a
"No, No, Nan6tte" (FN) feature.
working the major portion of the dance make up his routine. Danctime with a Wop dialectician plant- ing Is not novel but is well executed.
ed out in front, came in for a wee Film trailer showing the boy in
bit of laughs.
Comedy crossfire parts of old "Our Gang" comedies
Downs
(Vaudfilm)
lukewarm. Too many Italian Idioms is first part of the act.
Packed holiday house for the
flung back and forth were meaning- looks twice as big now, and his
The act was early
with
matinee
Saturday,
less here,
^later the plant goes on face has changed.
standees rows deep.
Only three
the stage for Instrumental work liked.
Ricardo Cortez shows in an under- acts of vaude because of the long
with the other two.
Classy adagio quartet. Kitchen world dramatic playlet, "Wanted," running -time of Radio's "Hit the
It's a two-scene Deck."
Acts appeared to cut their
Pirates, closed. Three- boys toss the by Edwin Burke.
femme around in thrilling manner. version of the story from which time also. Vaude progressed in
"Men Without Women" (Fox) Paramount made the film, "Woman quality during the running time.
feature. Movietone news completed. Trap," and is far from hot as a Dance Parade started slow, Lillian
sketch. Assisting Cortez are Doris Morton deuced and built up, and
Kemper, who plays the moll, and Henry Santrey's "Soldiers of ForLeslie Adams and Tom McGuire as tune" revue closed strong.
All on
detectives. Quite a few seemed to and off in 55 minutes.
relish it.
(Vaudfilm)
Dance Parade is mostly a girl
Good laugh show for first half
revue,
attempting to put itself
here, with James Barton toplining
across on the looks of the seven
and romping off- with hit honors
girls.
One blonde takes the only
(Vaudfilm)
in next to shut. May Usher, singfemme solo spot for a short toe
Nothing, indicative of a b. o. lure number.
ing comedienne, was runner-up in
An elongated boy does a
preceding spot. Remainder of bill other than that the neighborhood drawn-out comedy dance, taking up
also okay, offering diversity and had nothing else to do on a holiday. too much time;
Two other boys for
class in the seven act stage layout, Biz pretty good, and the vaude gave a little
legmanla and warbling. Gals
"Cameo Kirby" (Fox), screen fea- immense satisfaction. Feature was work in abbreviated
garb throughture.
Sellout Saturday night, with "No, No, Nanette."
(FN).
out.
Jay
Dillon
plenty In line for midnight showing
and Betty Parker
Lillian Morton, comedienne, start-,
opened. Here's a team that under- ed off a bit slow,
of the picture.
but
pulled out at
"Enchanted Forest," seven people stands selling a number. By way a good .speed. Crowd took
nicely to
flash act enlisting four men and of spicing up their turn have a her
Qomedy numbers.
three girls, proved a likeable pace- young lady, doing tapping and speLarge personnel of Henry Sanmaker with a potpourri of classical cialty dancing, as well as a colored trey's revue strutted on next and
songs, instrumentals and dancing. youth who announces an imitation went over strong.
Due to lack of
Triple adagio was the standout.
of Bill Robiilson.
Irrespective of time they were
forced to omit sevEd Sheriff and Co., male quintette the Imitash, he hoofs lowdownish eral bits.
Two boys in the band are
of acrobats, followed with a combo sufficiently to add speed and ani- neat
hoofers,- both on tap and ecof .-knockabout comedy and Arab. .matlon.. Mr.. .Dillon and Miss Par- centric.
Only two femmes in the
tumblin§f that brought gocJd returns. ker' sing and wisecrack entertain^ turn, one
a short toe ballet and
Packed its share of laughs In addi- ingly. Some bully laughs in their the other afor
comedy dancer. Santrey
tion to a heap of clever stunts.
sofa exchange of patter. Miss Par- gives a pood
him.self in
Joe Rea and his Night Hawks ker has personality, and radiates it, solo warbling account of
and leadership. "Whole
held next niche to a nicety with a A hit here.
turn was well liked.
lively song and dance revue. Outfit
Stun Kavanagh got away to a
comprises a torrid orchestra combo slow start, but once he swung into
of 10. males flanked by a couple of his ball and Indian club Juggling and looks like production talent. A
gals.
Collegiate Idea backgrounds, the result was never in doubt.
laugh panic here.
'with one of the girls handling the
Nelson Clifford and Marie Marion
Closing was a stage demonstration
"vocals and the other dancing. The wrapped
the
show up, largely of RCA Theremin (New Acts), a
band numbers, all pop/s In symphon- through capital comedy work of novel and scientific musical devetic Jazz tempo, are handled as song Miss Marion.
This girl is a natural opmcnU
Marl:
bills

to

hit

this

—

—

'

'

RIVERSIDE

JEFFERSON

AUDUBON

.

•

ALBEE,

ACADEMY

86TH STREET
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•
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PALACE

dancing team backed by a femme

and the Prospect, Brooklyn, now foursome

In the latter the
turns unfamiliar to the booking featured team.
duo go clown half way for laughs,
This "showing" system, under then turn legit, with both getting
which the unknowns are played and over big. The foursome also clicked
paid in the regular manner at with a travesty on Charlotte Greenwood, Fannie Brlce, Helen Kane. and
offering, did equally as well
in "showing"
salaries was considered
bringing the bill to its close. With superior to and supplanted the one- Tex Guinan in a number, "Charthe falls Cummings takes it must night weekly audition bills of four lotte, Fannie, Helen and Tex," which
be tough doing four shows a day. or five acts, for carfare coin, for- got plenty.
May .Usher came next and conFlorence Roberts, his partner, tak- merly conducted at the same thea-

(Vaudfilm)
Hipp is giving the talker "Officer
O'Brien" (Pathe) all breaks on billwith vaude billed only on a
card in the lobby.
Vaude layout
had no outstanding names.
Circus acts appear jn booking demand here and seem at home in
the big house. Present bill includes
Lillian St. Leon. Vaude ran as folLooked as if some baggage might lows: Four Jacks and Girlie, trampoline
and casting turn; Wilson,
have been late, as the running order
completely snubbed
the printed Kepple and Betty, dancing trio;
program. Fred Keating, the humor- Savoy and Mann, comedy crossfire;
Franklin
D'Amore and Co., handous magician, also made a number
balancing travesty; Glenn and Jenof short appearances a.t various
times.
Extra show because of kins, colored comics, and Lillian St.
Bill rounded
Washington's birthday was opening Leon, equestrienne.
out fairly good entertainment, but a
day factor, probably.
Jimmy Savo's wonderful panto- musical turn would have fitted in
mime do^s not lack the apprecia^ nicely.
Four Jacks go through a neat
tion it deserves. He socks 'em. Arroutine with no stalling. Man doing
thur and Morton Havel, Tepeatlng the trampoline bounding drew con-,
with their "Just a Minute" sketch, siderable applause here. The Wilpumped up plenty of giggles for son and Kepple turn has a novel
themselves.
opening, but the act proceeds slowly
In the deuce Grace Doro, the until the men "step into their stair
planologlst, did very nicely. Roslta
dancing. They have this bit worked
Moreno, always the embodiment of up as a standout.
class and trimness, is now supported
Savoy and Mann rely on gags to
by Hernandez Tipica Porto Rlcan get 'em across. A hard house for
Orchestra. Of conventional Ameri- their steady flow of wisecracking,
can instrumentation, lace jackets but Savoy let loose a strong voice
and a bit of gourd thumping are and did very well. D'Amore has
about the only suggestions of ''tipi- his chair trick of lifting his partner
ca."
Jose Morlche, Spanish tenor from the floor with his hands as the
Jifjanusual crooning delivery, also big moment.
A hard worker, and
Mflips.
Paco Moreno did a great the chair trick sent him over to real
straight for Phil Baker, who was applause.
yanked out of a box "extemporaneGlenn and Jenkins were applauded
ously." Moreno turn Is a delight all when they walked on. The colored
the way.
dancers and gag exchangers made
Babe Egan Redheads, standard their voices- hit the rafters and
girl band, clicked nicely.
Land.
Their musical
copped the show.
part set them off right.
Miss St. Leon displays the grace,
poise and skill that established her
as one of America's premier femme
(Vaudfilm)
riders years ago. With her are three
Chicago, Feb. 22.
men in clown costume, two doing
Everybody -dancing, gagging or acrobatics while Miss St Leon rests.
singing here this week. Only four Two stooges- were brought on for
acts, but- the last, "Hit Bits of 1930," the usual comedy riding finish.
intermission.
No half-way
measures are adopted by this housewrecking crew. They go out after
Anything less than
belly laughs.
guffaws is considered flopping.
Whole bill was topsy-turvy because of the Interspersing Saturday.
after

(Showing
Keith's

Wednesday, February

scenes while the gals work background tableaux. They liked it.

.

.

BROOKLYN

_

Wednesday, February

26,

NEW ACTS

1930

9 Mins.;

.
BCA Theremin Is a scientific development In directing wave lengths
Into music by means of the operator
For
midair.
in
moving his hands
vaude it Is a novel demonstration.
It may not last long as an act
proposition if its proposed comThe
effected.
is
mercialization
Theremin was demonstrated, suc.

here, w^Ith several numIt's purely conjecture
far its manufacture will go.
Announcer and demonstrator told
persons in the lobby, where another

cessfully

bers played.

how

One

State (V-P)
Seen here on No. 2, Jue Fong,
Oriental tenor is a trifle weak for
houses of this caliber. The voice
lacks volume and the act Is without
sufficient novelty and talk to prop
it up for the class houses,

Jue Fong wears a brown suit
which his robes (he uses two) fail
to cover.
For opening, he does a
ballad of Introductory type. Changing the i'obe, he announces as a
gag that he'll try a song of his na"When Irish Byes Are
tive land,
Smiling" is the number, and not the
An
first time done by an Oriental.
"Martha," in Italian,
aria from
closes and proves that Jue Fong
would best stick to lighter stuff If
continuing with a song act.
The Oriental has an easy manner of delivery and fair stage presence.
Some good talk would take
care of the song weakness, and
chances are he could handle mono-

Theremin cabinet was installed,
that any person with a musical ear
can learn to play the instrument.
On the stage were two Theremins.
They resemble the ordinary radio,
or phonograph cabinet, with two
controls in each—one for pitch and
the other for control. A young lady
was Introduced by Rudolph Wawra,
announcer, and with her right hand
Char.
before the upright rod at the corner log material satisfactorily.
of the cabinet and the other on the
left side of the Instrument, played VAN
DOCK
"Love, Tour Spell Is Everywhere." Quick Sketch Artist
Instrument was connected to a loud 9 Mins.; One
speaker upstage.
Empire, Paris
To the audience it seemed as
Van Dock, if he could adlib In
though the young woman were English as he does in French, would
humming without moving her lips; be a corking quick-sketch novelty
subdued
like
a
again, it sounded
for America. Since these new acts
volume
greater
Later
violin solo.
reviews are •written with an eye to
was displayed when a young man English speaking outlets, it doesn't
worked the other instrument.
he's otherwise new. Probably
The players, 'announced as Miss amean
standard on the Continent.
Elbert and Mr. Henry, played a
He's the tjulckest quick-sketcher
Mu.sic
duet, "Tales of Hoffman."
a great sense of
yet
seen
was pleasing and splendidly repro- humor andwith
a keen eye to audience
duced. Piano accompaniment was
values. That's what makes him the
used.
he
is.
showman
No attempts at
RCA has the patent; Professor
Theremin has credit for its creation, fancy work, but In keeping with' his
while Wurlltzer is getting the com- arty artist's; toque he typifies "the
vagabond artist" and with studiMark.
mercial plug benefit. '
ously careless abandon he punctuates the sheets with his crayon In
Guy and Pearl MAGLEY
such fashion.
Not a little small
Revue
talk, hence the qualification that if
19 Mins.; Full (Special)
his English were oke he'd click.
Academy (V-P)
Van Dock pulled a satirical
The Filipino musicians discard- sketch poking Uncle Sam, with a
ed, Guy and Pearl Magley, ballroom halo over his head, and proffering
dancers, now have a sister team, a the peace lily, but attached to the
male hoofing double, specialty acro- token of peace was a bag of gold
batic dancer and a colored page with the dollar sign thereon, which
who doubles for a tap routine. was roundly applauded and which
Act's as good as the Magleys ever is a sample of the contemporary
had and worthy of booker consid- French credo as regards America
•

•

eration,
even though so - called
flashes are supposedly out.
The act is beautifully mounted.

and

Its

Alel.

.

•

.

position allotted here,
nicely held.
Singles with two other of

and

.ence response, is manner In which
most of dancing Is served. Among

numbers

is an announced Imitation
of Bill Robinson.
"When caught here, Dave Apollon,
heading the bill, acted as m.c. and
appeared with the Rhythm Boys,
doing a Bill Robinson dance, him,

Char.

LA BELLE POLA

(3)

Monkeys
10 Mins.; One and Full (Special)
Riverside (V-P)

Besid^ four monks, act carries
two girls and a male trainer. Girls
are lookers and one can dance. Costumes are attractive. Trainer is in
white, duck trousers and helmet,
with a jungle.
Good novelty all
arouBd and opened a five act bill
here nicely. Quite a few laughs.
La Belle Pola Is the chief monk.
Plays a specially built organ pumped by an assisting animal. Opens
with trio of monks playing musical
Instruments and two girls in colorcostume bringing on ex-

ful jungle

tra simian.

About

five n'

-"bers to

turn, with girl dancer leading In
toe dance and winding up with Pola
doing a Charleston and varsity drag.

LES PLATTIER

(2)

Musical Clowns
One and Three
Empire, Paris
Les Plattler might have been in
America. If not, can qualify, although there's another-, brother act
(Arnaut), standard In Amierlca fbr
many years, which does the bird
16 Mins.;

flirtation thing.

The

Platticrs are more legitimate
musicians than the Arnauts. They
a bit of French chatter, but
can hold that down or eliminate it
entirely, A likely turn replete with

also do

wholesome nonsen.so that

series of reprints:

BRENON
DOWNING (3)

Herbert

and

Helen

"The Intruders" (Comedy)
"18 Mins.; Full Stage (Interior)
Star,'

Chicago
(Feb.

13,

1909)

"The Intruders" Is offered by
Brenon and Dowllng and RayClure,
It Is a vigorous
satire of farcical order, with a
succession of rapid situations.
young widow anticipates
the company of a young bacheThe young
lor at an affair.
man accidentally enters the
home of the widow accompanied by a friend, also a jolly
same type.
fellow
the
of
Neither ever saw her before.

mond

A

After several bright remarks
between one of the young men
(Mr. Brenon) and the young
woman (Miss Downing) she
thinks she discovers her cousin
and plans a nuptial arrangement. The other enters, and
when he finds that the young
woman is pretty, plans to win
her, declaring he was tl^.e one
expected. The other says his
companion Is deaf, and he, not
to break faith,, keeps up the
deception, while the woman
.

criticizes
etiquette.

deportment and
The sketch has many
his

.amusing incidents.
Mr. Brenon Is excellent and
a very good light comedian.
Miss Downing and Mr, Clure
appeared to good advantage. It
gives many reasons for laughter.

Despite

Its

rather foggy deact plainly re-

this

much

of

Its

hilarity

comedian named
Herbert Brenon. Mr. Brenon is
now a well known picture director and Is no longer mentioned as one of two other fellight

lows.
3

AJAX

Gymnasts
Three; 6 Mins.
Empire, Paris

A

cinch iron-man trio sensation
wow for a revue
Act tops

for America,

A

and a set-up for vaude.
lots of stuff before
be hard to match.

the turn Is
Trio does

them and

sensational lifts and
pyramids, using extraordinary balancing fulcrums, which only can
account for what apparently are

(16)

30 Mins.;

English importation. On the other
side Max and Harry Nesbitt are
said to be a sock comedy team. Over
here the sock is gone because what
they seem to be trying to do Is be-

revue which brings Henry Bergman, formerly of the team of Bergman and Clark, back to vaude.

Bound

Full (Special)

(V-P)

Jeffierson

anywhere

to click

in this

Whoever framed it, and it is reyond American vaudeville audience ported Henry Santrey is responsicomprehension. Or, perhaps, below ble, deserves credit for the freshit.
Highest they can climb on this ness of ideas exhibited in pulling
side is No, 2, which spot they held this turn away from the category
at the 81st without making much of of just another band act.
an Impression.
Curtain goes up on a scene repHowever, No. 2's may be satisfac- resenting the outside of a prison
tory to the Nesbltts, for there are with shrieking sirens and whistles
more deuce spots in America than and prisoners trying to make a
next-to-closlngs in England.
Ana getaway. They are caught and It
in spite of the superiority of the is found that One is missing, wljiich
average American deucer, the book- Is the cue for Bergman to make his
ers may. go for this one just be- entrance in prison garb.'
cause

it's

imported.

The Nesbitts' idea appears to be
a burlesque on American Jazz singing done In the nut comedy manner.
At the 81st and elsewhere
boys haven't been able to make
them see it their way. Crying baby
bit is best item of the turn and is
familiar througli its use by at least
two other acts in America. Bige.
Paul TISEN and Orch, (8)
Musical Dance Flash
20 Mins.; Full (Special)
Franklin (V-P)
Nothing exceptional to this one.
Has more of a punch than the
average flash and therefore should

favor where flash is desired.
depends on the money,
Paul TIsen's is not a strange name
the flash act field.
He's been
around before, often. Although not
known to have opened a Russian
string ensemble turn with a Spanish
tango before now,. Mixed couple da
the tango and two other numbers.
find
All

In

.

A chubby

girl

specialist

Is

more

prominent with her toe and acrobatic work.
TIsen's musical comis composed of
two women and three men. Leader
is as fine a fiddler as ever.
Dressing !u»d mounting okay.

bination, all strings,

Bioe.

McGARY

and

Proctor's. 125th St.

A

.

KAY
11

7 Mins.; Presentation
zest,

Scene then goes to full, representing the Inside of a prison, divided Into separate cells wherein
the boys are ensconced with their
Instruments.
Two other boys, as
prison guards, walk the plank above
the cells.
From the time Bergman makes
his Initial appearance prison life la
satlred. Boys squawk at their food,
lodging, threaten to flre the warden,
etc.
This gagging Is kept up
throughout, and is great support for
the music.
Bergman, outside the cells, acts
as bandmaster. Also supports the
comedy burden and toward the
close of the turn warbles a tune
with tear jerking recitation. Went
big with the mob out front.
Three
femmes
support
and
diversify, with top honors going to
Winona, an adagio contortionist.
The two other girls are a femme
midge, probably Virginia Moore,
and ah elongated girl, Charlotte
Granart. Becker and Cross, as the
two prison guards, come off the
plank for some hoofing.
Instrumentation at times is far
too brassy.
There are seven wind
instruments and one banjo.

and

Blackface

DAWN
(V-P)

mixed couple who work with
but have nothing to be zestful

about.
Straight stepology throughout and
of the parlor type.
No change of
pace from the hoofing and that Isn't
strong enough to hold up. For the
main part both work together, displaying an assortment of familiar
tap routines and mediocre exhiblsh.
Boy takes the spot once for some
fast hoofing, which is just so-so.
Closing number le strongest, but
weak at that. It's a souse comedy
dance, in which the gal feigns the
Stew.

Other attempts at comedy through
legmania, tepid.

will

Probable that
already set for America.

Two and

10 Mins,; One
81st St. (V-P)

Dancing

scription,
lied for

LES

Band Act

and Co.

Mins.;

BARR

.

Comedy
One

Franklin (V-P)
Man in blackface and woman'.^fi
tan with neither attempting to sho-W^
white under makeup at the finish.
They need good material badly.
Frail chatter follows flirtation
opening all the way to the finish.
Vocal attempts along the way are
somewhat better. Talk as it stands
Bige.
holds everything down.

EMBASSY
(Contnued from page 49)
Park, England. The familiar Budapest gang this time diverts from the
drink teasing long enough to fence
and dance. Hooch stuff worked In
again on board a British battleship.
Right after that N. J. Congresswoman gets applause for adding her
voice against prohibition. And this
Is touched off by Brookhart getting
his picture painted.
Something that could be called
A-1 news If it weren't so strong a
plug for the Hearst newspaper end.
Mrs, Ruth St, Claire reads an off
the set message on the Baumes law
and the hardships of being sent
away for life Just because she has
a weakness for shoplifting. She describes the Hearst papers as her
only chance, although It Is up to the
governor to do the commuting. Then
Judge Levine Is worked in as apologizing for handing her the sentence,
but revealing that he had no alter'

RALPH OLSEN

and Co.

(8)

Dancing
14 Mins,; Full (Special)

Chester (V-P)
Eight people should produce more
talent than

is

found in this

full

superhuman feats. The iron-Jaw stage dance turn. The boy, Olsen,
Aerial stops the show with a contortion
stuff in itself Is great.
anchor man, with one bit in his specialty and repeats his solo stunts
mouth, supports his middle-aerial at other times. He appears to be
partner, who also grips with the about 16 or 17 years old, and the
teeth, and the third balances mid- tiny singing and dancing girl opMILLER and VELIE (4)
air on the suspended partner, so posite seems even younger.
Line
"Waiting at" the Church" (Skit)
that the anchor man above Is hold- of eight girls features youth.
25 Mins.; Three
ing two weights In iron- jaw fashion.
Line is nice looking in a youthful
Franklin (V-P)
Physical contrasts are not great. wa-y, but never beats average rating
Pair of mixed couples in a comedy All are of same average build, but in precision work.
Girl principal
skit with songs and dances that beautifully developed, which makes has her own spot for some
taps.
should
please almost
anywhere. it more remarkable. No behemoth Olsen is a supple kid, bending and native.
Seems an inexpensive affair, which understander with midget top kicking gracefully. Ho has the
Demonstration of a new safety
may be its edge.
mounter. Every trick an applause,- ability to support a more diversified device for autos is an exciting piece
One couple does comedy while the getter and no stalling. Six minutes. routine, which he'll doubtless pick of work. Ru.bber bumper, with reother carries the romantic side
fiex action, socks into pillars, posts
Abel.
Bige.
up as he goes along.
vocally.
and other cars head on. In the last
Which two of the four
might be Miller and Velie isn't
test windshield
and wheel are
AL RAUH Quartet
broken.
clear.
Dancing comic, frequently TROUPE AlCARDI (5)
"The Volunteers" (Songs)
Some of the freak stuff's Interestremindful of Jack Donahue, stands Juggling
12 Mins.; One
ing:
Shot
celebrating their
out. Youth and good looks are poscouple
pf
12 Mins.; Three
Franklin (V-P)
70th anniversary; eight-footer marsessed by fill.
Empire, Paris
Old-fashioned quartet singing re- rying five-footer In Florida;
EuTwo songs used sound new and
Family troupe of five which by strains the Al Rauh Quartet's novel rope's beauty contest winner speakmay be special.' Story concerns girl name
Italian, although their presentment idea from taking full
ing Greek and then translating.
who was left at the church and boy Frenchsounds
more
of effect. Modem audiences will hard- Every week they're getting In some
sounds
adlibbing
in similar fix.
They get together,
ly enthuse over the old school singof those child hours in Florida. This
and so do their respective pals. German origin. Good Juggling act, ing.
time professional readers In cigar
Comedian's gagging keeps it going okay Internationally. If not already
Basso, entering alone, explains the factories, and Ringllng
known In America, certain to be
animals In
all the time.
Harry Green wrote It. liked
manager has consented to give two training are
there.
Included,
California
Bige.
Two juveoiles do the legit club amateur boys a chance. The two zoo, which has been much caught of
An oddly made-up rube, enter as the basso exits and go off latf-, -now puts Hons through toy baljuggling.
FOX and FERRIS
pop-eye make-up key. Call for volunteer brings the lon-jumping contest. Spain's new
peculiar
with
Comedy
(different if nothing else) essays to ultimate comic from an orchestra
d,
itor and the Coolidges' arrival
10 Mins.; One
emulate them. Good comedy by- chair and a moment later the quar- in (Jai. are among things politic,
Belmont (V-P) Chicago
play from this throughout. Mother tet is completed when the basso reDLsplay of Parisian creations In
Man and a girl, with everything is the maid with the props and the turns. After that some passe style two clips. First, the regular
way,
harmonizing,
relieved
only
by
the
centered on the gent.
His chief youngest Is also a fair juggler,
while second, a thesis on undies,
assets are an elephant-size tux, holding his own on the criss-cross antics of the comedian, who oververy entertaining. More of the latplays.
Dioe,
coUarless shirt, funny pan and no wortt.
ter
would relieve the monotony
words except an inarticulate gargle.
Usual hurllng-catchlng club roucaused by an overflow of frocks.
May pass in family houses.
HAZEL LEE and Co. (4)
tine, plates, prop misses, etc., emIce on Boston boats; some of €3f«,>
Man also dances, and replies to bellished by the novelty comedy in- Dance Flash
cast In a musical comedy demonthe girls questions by writing an- terludes which distlngul.sh the act. 17 Mins.! Full
strating
the
difference
between
swers with a large pencil.
The
Franklin (V-P)
Aiel.
dancing in short and long skirts;
girl chewed her words and spoiled
Whirlwind
frc(;-for-all
finish
kid soloing In a Phlllle nursery; pa.several lines,
Loop.
staged by Hazel I>oe and four suptrons dancing In coast theatre lobFILOS Trio
porting boys Is almost but not quite
bies;
making airplanes lightning,
Acrobats
the saving grace of this colored proof, and Hawaiian school methods.
"WAKE UP AND DANCE" (5)
9 Mins.; Full
flash.
Up to then nothing happon.s,
Songs and Dances
Belmont (V-.P) Chicago
and bccau.so the act is all finale It
20 Mins,; Full and Two (Special)
Two men and girl working at can go only as far as the dancing
Belmont (V-P) Chicago
William Zeilor, formerly at the
Three girls and two men in a mass balancing don't got value out flni.sh will take it, which won't be
Paramount, N. Y., now assl.stant
potpourri which should be useful o£ some nice stuff. Routine is too far enough,
Boys are unbilled. Miss Lcr'.s manager of Fox's Rlvoli (vaudslow in getting the stunts started.
for a filler in midwcstern spot.s.
namo
was alone on- the l'"ran)<)in fllm), Hf-mpstead, L. I,
Some very clever blind Jumps to
Plenty of dancing comedy by one
team, and a good toe routine by two a Hhoulder, and a rousing finale In enunclators, without fvon' mention
girls bound to each other at the a toctcT-board somersault by the of the company.
Charles McDonald, New York diCustomary spf-ed in colored diinff
anklPK. Should be sliced to 15 min- girl backward Into a chair supvision manager for RKO, ill with
turns is present hf;rp.
lint nor
One rnan at the piano, and porttd by one of the men.
utes.
an Infcf'tcd (-yo, is leaving today
I'iu t of the Eonta Trio are recogr'noui;h of It to sui'niouiit. .m tipthe othf-r docs an efccntrjc danco
'

trio

standing by, suggestion being competition between the three for audi-

self for laughs.

In Variety's files of New Acts
are numerous reports of people
who have since become well
known in show business, or
away from It, Another in the

upon a

alleged wealth.'

Considerable dough has been spent
producing, not only the setting but EVANS and TROY
Dancing and Singing
costumes being sumptuous.
Spanish tango, waltz and a fast 10 Mins,; Presentation
one-step are numbers offered by the Proctor's 125th St. (V-P)
.Small time dancing turn that will
Magleys, with sister team and pair
of hoofers sandwiching in fair rou- find It tough going most places.
tines.
The male dancing twain are Only singing in the act is the openespecially surefire in fast footwork, ing duet, which is the least of its
and a specialty by the colored page, assets. The customers sitting far
whose taps are crisp, give the act back couldn't distinguish a word.
buoyancy. If the high -brown lad
Most of the legmania is aimed at
didn't rush off the stage so fast, laffs, but miss the target by a wide
to allow the Magleys to go into margin.
Boys are only fair steptheir next number, its likely an en- pers with no distinction to either
core would be in order at this junc- their manner of delivery or their
ture.
leg work.
Char.
Usual finale winds up.
One does a solo dance number
that's too long.
Other chap folThree RHYTHM BOYS
lows with a dance Imitation of
Dancing
starting and stopping train, done
7 Mins.. One
by means of sandpaper. Also too
Academy >of Music (V-P)
long.
Colored trio with a routine of
Close with duo comedy stepping
eteps that puts act across for No. 2 number.
spots in better grade houses. This

was

Dusting the Attic

51

HENRY BERGMAN

Max and Harry NESBITT
Comedy and Songs

Songs

Musical
15 Mins.; Full
86tb St. (V-P)

.

VARIETY

JUE FONG

RCA THEftEMIN

appeal.s

Kenerally,

Fortified with musical
noke toa should click anywhere,

Alel

:

.

for

hlfl

standout.

Loop,

nized in this act.

.

Loop,

po.aranf-e lirmdif.'ip,

Dige.

'

Wc'fliiesdayj for

a

rest

ifi

Havana.

VARIETY
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Primrose

National
1st half (1-41

Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK (MAR.

WEEK

THIS

O

Frank Viola

Newhoft & Phairs
George Shelton Co

show,

Barbara Blair
Oliver Harris
Lio Chdlzel

week

op split

D'Ulver

C'iraue

£inplr«
Poodlea

Richleya
Tatfanl-Bedinl

Tr
Mary & Erllc
Pronk Jackson
Swun Rlnpens Tr

AUten Clark

MUr Pavla

G HBnncford

Gus Alexander
McBrlde Co
Chester Hale Olrls
Ship from Sh'^hal'
DALT^AS, TEX.

Fatn'

Max: Trebor
Caniille Stafanl
Bob Fisher

Fam

Stein Esther
Rastelll 4

Walter-Chocolal

Ij

& May

Maurice

StMte (2J!)
'Tpy Town" Unit
Fortunello & Clrlll
Carlton Emmy Co
Ivan TriPsault

of Feb. 20

Ajajc S

Albert Carre

Plerrontoni

Smarneda

Flattier

Palace

2
'

Tr

2d half

LONDON
Week

of Feb. 24
Hatch & Carpenter
Chic Farr

Empire

&

Tom D

Mr

Newell

Victoria Girls

STRATFOBU

Dir.

Empire

'Paradise

in

Boyal

DLACKPOOtL
GrancI

Alhombra

D,uval Sfs

Dorothy Berke Co

Kelghors

of

Empire

Royal
Mother Married

'

\

O

"

EDINDDRGU
Empire

SHEFFIELD

Empire
The Calender

End'

DES MOINES,

C Garden Opera Co

SOVTHSEA

GLASGOW

&

Alliambr»
Hold Everything

Fisher (22)
'Carnival Capers'

U

Bernard De Pace

.

HANLET
Gmnd

HULL

Palace

LEEDS
Empire

Funny Boy

Blondie Hartley
Bon Said

Royal
Cinders

Texas

Bob LaSalle

Frc.nkle Jenlcs

Paul Klrkland

NEW TORK cmr
Capitol

(28)

,

June Carr
3 Small Bros
Art Frank Co

Jimmy Kay

Dave Schooler

Ted Leary

Cleo Floyd

Jimmy Ray

NEWARK
Branford

Paramoont

<22)

•H'lyw'd on B'y'

Buddy Rosera
Paul Ash

Mohavia
(One to

Sis
All)

Tlvoll (21)
Tlvoll Annl Cel*'

F

"Hollo

Bd

Masters

U

'

Paul Small
Harriet Lee

& Th'mps'n
& Canfleld

W'rthy

Nlsrbts*
(82)

D Washington
Ortons
Gobs
Dorothy N'evtlls
Harmonists
2 Royal Midgets
Fred .Evans Ens
'Taming of Shrew'
Uptoivn (21)
"Showland" U
AT Kvale Bd
Rio Bros
Gaildsmlth Bros
Helen Kennedy
4
2

4

Von Grona Dancers
Harold Van Duzee Florla Vestoff
Jose Santiago
Woods Miller
.

Mischa Voljanln

Dorothea Berke Co

Beatrice Belkln
Patricia Bowman

"Sacred Flame"

Leonlde Masslne
Markert's R'jcy'tes
'"Happy Days"
CHICAGO, ILL.

Metropolitan (22)
"Chuuve-Souris"
Niklta BaliefT

Bd
Kemmys

&

Vox

Wllmont

W

Hale
Chicago (21)

U

'Novelties of '30'

Bob Nolan Bd
Olyn Landlclc
Gene Sheldon

Anna Chang

Gamby-Hale Girls
Schltchtel's M'r'tes
'Chn.slng R'lnbows'
Granada

(21)

'Dancing Ar'und'
Jd y Rpss Bd
LlUa Basuette

U

•H'lyw'd

(22)

S Girls'

3

I

R

Oriental (21)

"TUno Types" U
Lou Koslod Bd
Harry Rose
Fred Craig Jr
Jlary Stone
2

Black Dots

'D'n-u'r'a

Paradise'

Paradise (21)

"Sky Harbor"

U

Mark Fisher Bd

irerGchel Henlere
Coli'olle Sia

(Two

MESIPHIS, TENN.
State

1st half (1-4)

MONTREAL

Baby Bobby & B
Moodey & H

Tom Fulmer

niHTALO

(22)

V

Bros

Earle (22)
"Toppers Rev"
Bol- Hall

U

Boulovard

1st halt (1-4)

•Wills

Bronson & Gardner

Shaw
auylhm & Tap

Lillian

Moran

ilne Francis

& Eddy

Leave"

Clarldge Sis

Kono San
Brandela C

Mllo7

(One

D

Sc

Lafayette (22)

"Far East" Idea

Frank Stever
Helen Paohnud
Joan Hardcastle
Jacks & 2 Qn'ns
M Sanaml Co
Dock Shing Tr
Rnth Kadamatsu
Freddie Miller
Johnny Lyons Bd

Mascagno

Harmon
Or

All)

66th

St.

Norman

Odette Myrtle
Josephine Harmon

Norman Thomas

B

Her P

Jean L,aCross
Rich Sc Hart
L Rich & Friends
(One to All)
2d half (26-28)

Campus

6

Nesbltt Bros'
Bor( Walton
Clayton J & D

(One

Loew's

(1)

Sis

JACK

Sc

McDai.n

& Aalbu

2d holf (5-7)
Ffcrberta Uccsun
ICono San

Howard Smith Co
Bd Miller & 11

& Hnrper
Bevue Pari.sian
Pant mount

r.ane

Ist half (1-4)

r.ouvan 3

Fong

(One to All)
2d halt (6-7)
Pearson Bros
Joe Mendl

Rangers
Dotson

8

Gray Family
Paddy Saunders

2d halt (6-7)
Grace Doro

Jack

Co
Ruth Hayes

ft.

The

Hill

Krevoft
Carlton Saxon

Chester Hale Girls
"S from Shanghai"

O'Donnell

Anthony
(One to

Sc

&

2d half (6-7)

Frank Viola Co
Taylor & Dayne
Claude Se Marlon
(Two to All)

(Two

Rogers

All)

Grand
1st halt (1-4)
Davlllos
Carleton & Ballew
6

Brlcktops

Grand (1)
Vernon Rathburn Co
Bd Ford Sc
Lorraine Sc MInto
Ann Codee Co
(One to AH)

W

BALTTMOItE

Albee
Glad Rags

2d half (26-28)
Belle Pola
.Tohnny Downs

Fanny Brlce

Bnoz Frazcro
Harris & Redcllffe
Flowers of Seville

Dance Parade
Lillian Morton
H Santrey Or

(22)

Davis

Rthol Pastor
r.ftne

&

Ijce

Claude Sc Marlon
(One to nil)
2d halt (5-7)

Moran
lllte
R(t\)

(Two

&

Sylvia Clark

Major Mite
(One to mi)
2d half (6-7)

The

All)

& McBaln

Sam

Loew's
1st half (1-4)

Miller

McKay

Sc

&

Loew's

(Two

'.'

ti

(22)
Elliott ft

Keith's
1st half (1-4)
Hill Billies

Geo Haggerty Co
Jack Hayes Co
(Two to fill)

O P

Ryan ft Noblette
Mildred Hunt Co

2d halt (G-7)
Kitchen Pirate
Lynn Cantor
Bert Walton

Harry Holmes Co
Ben Bernle Bd
Gitz Rice

t..ieut

Geo Beatty

H

(1)'

St.
''

Mascagna 4'
H P Welch
Jack Janis Co

Schepp's Circus
Rose Perfect
Rose's Midgets

Major Mite

Corbett

Juggling Nelsons

to All!

Mammy & Her P

Emerson
4

Uyessetns

SI

Franklo Heath
(Three to All)
2d halt (6-7)
Gordon's Dogs

McKay
ft

Aalbu

O'Dunn & Day
Rhea & Santora Co
2d half (6-7)

Polar Pastimes
Oene Greene
Pat Rooney Rev
to All)

(2i)
(22)

Gordon
Solly,

Brandies C

3U

to

&

M

Murand & Glrlon
Patricola
Jim the Bear

Danny Small
Bayes

& Speck

P Oukralnsky Bal

Nash

Wm
Owen

ft Fately
ft Joe

Mandell

McOivney

The Wapor

OMAHA

Orpheum (1)
ft La Rue

Tillls

F

ft J Hubert
Ruby Norton
Eddie Pardo
6 Brown Bros

La

(22)
Salle &

Blood

Mack

Thunder
Le Vere

ft

Florrle

Chambcrlln

OFFICIAL DENTIST .TO THE

ft

H

l&eo

This Week:

Maryl'd Collegians
Harris ft RadcUffo
Flowers of Seville
2d half (26-28)

Wayne Co
Adams & Rasch

Clifford

H

.

Miller ft J Velio
Maxliie Lewis
Carroll Rev

H

Mndlson
lat halt (1-4)

Thomas Snxotctte
Don Cummings

Al

K

Hall

(One to

All)

2d half (6-7)

Jack Hayes Rev.
'

Dovlto ft. Denny
Ike Rosa'.o Midgets

(Two

to

llA'SniNO

«

Lucas, Johnny Stou4
8

Brown Bros

OTT/tWA

Keith's
1st half (1-4)
6 Franklins
Jean LaCrosse

H

J VeUe
Hart

Minier

Klch ft
Rich

L

Keith's (1)
Paris Fashions
(Others to fill)
(22)

ft

&•

Friends

Ada Brown
Evans

R

Richardson
(Three to fill)

Clifford

P

Adams

Sc

2d halt (6-7)
Leslie Strange

Morris Sc Boys
We.tton ft Lyons

Wayne

Keith's

Tars
Barry ft Whltledge
White & Manning
Johnny Marvin

Raymond Bond

Tlieremln

Corbett

JERSEY CITY
SInte
1st halt (1-4)

ni»l

Ortoa

H F Welch

«

PATERSON

lat half (l-t)

3 Jolly

All)

2d halt (26-28)

Honey Tr
Stan Kavanaugh

BROADWAY

Jimmy

2d halt (26-28)

Modern Cinderella

N. V. *-

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

All)

2d half (6-7)
Belle Pola

J

Mary'd Collegians
nippodromo (1)

J R Walsh Co
O'Donnell Blair Co

Carter

Herman & O'Brien
Jack Janis Co

2d halt (26-28)
Clemens Belling Co
3 Rolling Stonps
Goss Sc Barrows

1st halt (1-4)
Wills

Jock*'

lat half (1-4)
& Girlie

(Two

Yonkers

2d half (6-7)
Cahill & Mavhelle
NewhofI & Phelpa
Geo Shelton Co
Brandels C &

(One

La

Jacks

(1)

Alexander, Girls

'Rosita

C Whoopee Rev
Johnny Downs

4

O'Brien

"Ken Christy Co
Healy & (Tross
Block ft Sully
Howard's Ponies

:Harry Delt

Alleen ft Marjorle
Corlnne Tllton

Santrey

Hamilton

ft

OAKLAND

Orpheum'

Ward

Kennedy & Cohen

& Norton

Bergman Co

(One to All)
2d half (26-28)

'

'

Marinelll Girls
(Two to AU)
(22)

6

Ewing Eaton

Donald Kerr

L,!,

YONKERS

Ardlne

ItO.STON
Orplieum (1>

RAM

t'reeman
Grace NUe Co
2d half (2S-28)

All)

NEW ROCHELLB

Millard ft Marlln
Pollack ft Dunn
Joe Laurie
Geo K Arthur Co

1st halt (1-4)

C^o

Joe Burke

to All)

Masters & Gri
Venlta Gould
Alexandria & O Co
2d half (6-7)
Gobs of Joy
(Others to All)

.

M

Lewis Mack

AH Wrong

Serge Flash

Ken Whltmer

Calts Bros

(One

(1)

Gus Mulcay

Saxton

BAY RIDGE
Ed

WASHINGTON
Calljarl Bros

6

Krovolt

Les Jardys

Hart

Ist half (1-4)

Leon Navarra

Carlyle

Sc

D

ft

(22)

Sc

Frosinl's

Les Gellis
Benny Barton Co

,

L Unit Luster Bros
(Two to All)
Harrison & Dakia
CINCINNATI
J ft K Spangler
Bayes ft SpCck
Albee (1)
Win Higgle •& O
J Pastlne Rev.
Leavltt

DENVER
Reynolds & White
Orpheum (1)
& Wordeh May Wlrth ft Fam Odds
ft Ends
2d halt (26-28)
Sidney Marlon
Ashley & Paige
(Three to All)
Mclodlans A Close Shave
(22)
2d half (6-7)
L Raymond ft H
Tlllle ft La Rue
Bxcelslor Duo
Whitehead ft A
Burns Co
Pynan & Doris
W West & McGlnty Curley
P ft J Hubert
Earl Mountain Co
Gilt Edge Rev
Eddie Pardo Co
Armstrong & G
Ken more
Behee ft Rubyatte
Frank Sidney Co

2d halt (26-28)

Murand & Girton

Fred Leightncr

ft King
Ward Co
Bob Albright
Melodians Chinese Show Boat
Mowatt & Hardy
(One to flU)

Will J

i

A

All)

Clayton J
(Three to

(22)
Frabell's Frolics

Chas Wilklns
Angel Sc Day

Wlllard

Mllo

Hrllow Rev

to All)

Smith

Franklin

(One to

'

Boyd Senter Co
Tiny Town Rev
Bros

Wlnslow 4
Freeman R ft M
Angus ft dearie.
Johnny Hyman
C Bennington Co

ft

J Corem

ft

Le Paul
State-Lake (1)
Robey & Herbert
Love In the Ranks Henry Bergman Co
Summers ft Hunt
(One to All)
Pat Daley Co
NEWARK
Rae Samuels
Palace (1)
Morris ft^Campbell Wilson Kepple ft B

iMlclion

2d half (6-7)

1st halt (1-4)

Lubin Laurie

A

Mlchon Brs

to All)
Palace (1)

Bushwlck

Billies

Hill

Alma Reubens

Daveys

(Two

1st half (1-4)

Phila.

St.,

Toby Wilson Co

CLEVELAND

Afterpiece

VERNON

Keith's
1st half (1-4)
Paul Sydell ft 3

Keane ft Whitney
Harry Delt
Ray Ellis ft La Rue

106th

Slim Tlmblln

All)

to

MT.

Palace (1)
ft Wilson
Roger ImhoK Co
Bob Albrltrht Co
Markert CTIrls
Phil Baker

(1)

Raynor Lehr Co
J Rankin ft B BeUs

Havel

(One

Nellson

TORONTO
Loew'« (1)
E & J Rooney
Dixie Hamilton

WOODHAVEN,

Loew's (1)
Hungarian Tr

to All)
.2d half (6-7)
Olvtira Bros

Carl Freed Orch
ATwr to All)
Lincoln Sq.
1st half (1-4)
Cahill Sc Maybclle

to All)

Adler Sc Bradford
Bill Dooley
Bon Jon Girls

ATLANTA

Blair

3 Tlllany Boys
Jack Norworth Co
Joe Darcey Co
Royal Tiyena Japs

&

Billies

BROOKI.YN

.

Paris Fashions

Rev

CHICAGO

J

Billy Arlington

White Sc Manning
Jim McWiliiams
The Klkutas Japs

M

Questelle

2d halt (26-28)

to All)
(22)

Roy Rogers

Frosinl's

Sammy

Barr
Sis

May Wlrth Co

Barry ft Whltledge
4 Jacks & Girlie

UPSHUTZ

L.

MANHATTAN
n> •
w.« 47.h s. XAllOR, 908 Wahnl
NEW YORK

(One

Newman & Ford

Royal

May

to All)

1st half (1-4)

A &

to All)

Ist halt (1-4)

& Gertrude
Ashley Paige'
Barron & Behnet

Gordon

Fordliam

& H R La

SYRACUSE

Morley

to nil)

Sis

MInevltch

(One

S

2d half (6-7)

The Lockfords

Gresham Jimmy Savo
(Two to All)

PIcclanni Tr

Jim McWiliiams
Roy Ingraham Or

(1)

4

Everett Sanderson
Viola Dana Co

Nan Halperln

Earl Faber.

Phillips

(One

(22)

Sawyer & Eddy
Marie Marlow
Allard Co
Marty May

Lieut GItz Rice

Sharon DuVrlea Co

MONTREAL

Lament

Jimmy

2

2d half (26-28)

1st half (1-4)

Garden of Roses

Marvcltono

Ernest Hlatt
Roxy's Gang
Al ft F Stedmaa

4

Bozo Snyder
Evans ft Mayer

(22)

Bd

John Steel
Burns ft Allen
Imperial

(1)

Bonomo

4

Paul Sydell
C Bennington
Sylva Clark
(One to All)

H Justa & Charlie
Manny King Co

BUFFALO
Hippodrome

Miller

Ledova

t^slie Strange'

(22)

The Canslnos

Joe Phillips Co
Joe Niemeyer Co
2d half (6-7)

Stamm Co

Folks
(One to All)

(22)

12 O'clock

Wallace

ft

Home

Paul SydoU ft 3
Sylvia Clark
Any Family
C Bennington Bd
Lane Osborne ft C

Dixie

(1)

Weaver Bros

& Mann

Luster Bros

Phillips

1st halt (1-4)

2d half (26-28)
Llazeed Arabs

(One to

B

Grlftln

F Richardson Co
Spence ft True

Jim McWiliiams
White & Manning

Sc

'

Riverside

2d half (5-7)
Franklins

L Reisman

Lucky Boys

6

Mary'd Collegians

Bbs
Wm
Odette Myrtle

Josephine

(1) '
.

Orvllle

(Two- to

14

Taylor Sc Dayno
Orccn & niosBom

Jue°

State

H

&

Mammy &

TUESDAYS
HOTEL

Harry Burns Co

Dolaiicey St.
1st half (1-4)

Carl or

NEWARK

Watson

1st half (1-4)

(22)

"Gypsy Love"

2d half (6-7)
Revel Bros & Red

Kelly-Jnckson Co
Billy Glason
Edna Torrence Co
£d half (5-7)
Purkcr & Mack

Lucille Hay's

Allard Co

Harris & V Land
(Others to fill)

D

,59

Tiffany Boys

Hippodrome (22)
A Frledland Rev
Marty May X

Mary Marlovr

(1)

Glory of Spain
Grace Doro

6

Heras

Marie Det^omba
Cortez Co

Savoy

Fresner & E
ft Bert Ryan

V

ft

All)

Orpheum

R

(One to All)
Palace (1)
Llazeed Arabs
Stan Kavanaugh Co

H

MINNEAPOLIS

Cardlnl

(22)

A & M Havel
Jimmy Savo

to All)

2d halt (6-7)

(Others to

Kelth-Albee (1)

J ft J Martin
Grace Doro
A ft M Havel
Jimmy Savo
Rosita Sc Ensemble
Fred Keating
B Egan ft Redheads
Ted Healy

St.

1st halt (1-4)

Alt Loyal's Dogs

Loew's (1)
Dresden China Unit
Leach La Quinlan 3
San Hearn

SI

Loew's

Oiffor'd Sc

Premier

Loew Unit

(7-9)

PHILADELPHIA

'Rcadhouse Nights*
'Sts of Bombay'
Johnny Perkins

(1)

.

Carr firos & Betty
T & B Brown
At Herman
Oscar Stang Or
(One to fill)

to flin

Loew's 46th St

BerkofCs
SOth

3

(Two

Grauman

(Three to

Vera

>

Costello

ft

Brian McDonald

BOSTON

Henry Santrey Or
Honey Tr

Girls

3

"7 Days'

fill)

Kings (1)
3 Ritz Bros
Paul Remos Co
Olive Faye

Leon Navara
Gypsy Daredevils

Walter Powell

Maximo

Sawyer

to

KANSAS CITT

Keith's
1st half (1-4

L R Haley

The Ushers
Geo Andree Co
(Two to All)

Carmo

ft Pai-ker
Clifford ft Marlon

Osborne Or
Margaret Toung

MoKEESPORT

Ross

All)

Win J Ward

Dillon

Will

Loew's (1)
Geo D'Ormonde Co
Jack North
Sophie Tucker
Demarest & Deland
Hughle Clark Co

M

Brlcktops

'Danger's Paradise'

The Great Leon
Earle LaVere
Mary & Bqbby

Bob West

Jimmy

3 Jests

(One

ALBANY
Proctor's (1)

Happy Lawson Co

The LeQrohs
Levan & Boles

ft Jarrett
Stuart ft Lash
The Cavaliers

Bee-Ho-Gray
6 Harmanlaces

Lee

B

(22)

Powers

(Others to illl)
2d half (5-7)

Du

All)

Fately
J Mandel

The Dl Gatanos
Derlckson & B
Co

to All)

Buck ft Bubbles
.Woodland Rev

Ames
Bd

Sc

Y.

McGlvney
The Wagner

(22)

ft

?

N

ft

W
&
Owen

(22)

(Two

All)
2<i half (26-28)

2d half (25-28)

Prosper .& Maret
Jean Spence

Gobs. of Joy"
(Others to fill)
2d half (6-7)
L«s Jardys

Seymour P &

(Three to

Nash

All)

Bobby Mae

126th St.

Norman Thomas

Davey White

.1st half (1-4)

Ml j ares
(One to

S; rtiilum Si

Ward ft Van
(One to All)
LOS ANGELES
Hillstreet (1)
P Oukralnsky Bal

6

Jean Carr

1st half (1-4)

•

Inr

(1)

iBIUy House

N. Y. C.

Monty

Frank DeVoy Co

Frlganza

Trlxle

Co

Lc.Ti-h

Harriman 8 & L
Ryan & Noblett
Gene ft Glenn

Eddie Garr

2d half (6-7)
Schepp's Circus

,

'

Ken Wltmore

Paramount

U NEW YORK CITY

Judnik

BufTalo

JERSEY CITT

Sis'

Billy Arlington Co
Loew's (1)
Klein Bros
Bobby Walthour
Johnny Pastlne ReV Flo Mayo

B

AKRON

t

t.cwis

A

Lubin Larry Sc
R Cortez Co

Chevalier Bros
Leslie Strange
Esther Ralston
Lubin Lary & A
The Lockfords

Pat Henning

Gates Ave.

The Rangers

Klkuta: Japs'
81st St.
Ist halt a-4)

I.

NEW

Charles Rozelle
Larls & Fermlne
'Lone Star Ranger'
I'aramoont (22).
'Aladdin's Revels'
Rudy Vallee Orch
Elsie Thompson

L.

Myra Langford
"Screen'd MelodlesT* Ryan Sis
Hooper Gatchett Co
& Marpo U I B Hamp Co
Roy Cummings
Mayo & Lyitn
Karavaeft
Roys Maye Co
Edna Terrenes Co
Lambertl
ORLEANS
Franklin Sc Warner
MetropoUtaa (1)
State (1)
Sherry Louise
6 Rockets
Robert C Cloy
Keller Sis & Lynch Milady's Fan
B Uke Henshaw
J & B Welling
Nat C Haines Co
All)
(Three
to
Kvorta & Lowry
Emll Boreo
NORFOLK, TA.
Sunkist Beauties
Amerlciue & N Co
State (1)
Alexander Callam
Oriental
Bernard & Townes
Meyer Davis Sym
1st
half
(1-4)
Ferry Corwey
Leon Bruslloft
Thelma De Onzo Co Lajng Sc Haley
"Happy Days"
Dora Early Co
Carl Shaw Co
(22)
How&rd Smith Co
(One to All)
"Gardens"
PITTSDUAGH
Fanchon ic Marco XJ Wilson Bros
M & M Ray Lyte Co
Loew'a (}.)
3 Slate Bros
2d
half
(6-7)
Les Ghezzis
Hall & Essley
Frank Wilson
Kaye Sc Sayre
Vina Zblle
Art Henry Co
Dodd Sc Rush
Mae Packer
Frank' Masters Co
Allan Rogers
Sunkist Beauties
(Two to fill)
(One to All)
Meyer Davis Sym
Pitkin (1)
RICHMOND, VA.
Leon Brusllolt
Ted Claire
Loew's (1)
Alexander Callain
Eton Days
'Lono Star Ranger* Zelaya
Nina Oglnska
(Others to All)
Palace (1).
Tommy Atkins •
ROCHESTER
"L of Syncopation" Peg Bates
Loew's (1)
Katherine Lewis
Loew Unit
S Rhythm Dancers

OMAHA. NEB.

Evans

All)..

Berta Donn

2d half (B-7)

AKRON

Hasoutra
Madelyn McKcnzIe
Dave Gould Co
"Street of Chance"

Mulioy McN &
Marbro Ballet
"Dynamite"

tilrls

halt

to

JAMAICA.

Thelma De Onzo Co

Bernard

"Dynamite"
Marbro (21)
'Dixie Doln s' U

Joe Besscr
Dnrlene Walder

Frolics'

Joe Browning Sr
Whitey Roberts
Jules & J Walton
Joe Browning Jr

Gould

(Two

.

SLOAT
HOWARD
FOR INVESTMENT
Norman Thomas

Ledova

Hall Co
Siamese Twins
The Detoregoes
2d half (26-28)

Tates ft Lawley
Morris ft Campbell

M

ft

Chas Williams

THIS WEEK
LEDDY A SMITH

K

Fanchon

Gobs

Pnsquall

Benny Merotl Bd

(22)

Idea

'Marathon

Beard

Billy

Jack Norworth Co
Jock McKay
Fred Evan's OtTt*
Royal Uyena Japs
WASH'TON, D. e.
2d half (6-7)
Fok (1)
Rath Bros

Rube Wolf
Freddie

D.elnno

Dell
Granada Ballet

.

fill)

J Sidney's Frolick's

Tiffany 2

•Believe It or Not'

'D'nfr'r'us Paradise'
Stitte (22)

BROOKLYN

Castleton & Macic
Capitol <21)
Charlie Crafts Bd
Coscla & Verdi

J

Fox-PoU

.

Harry Rodgers
Jack Miller Bd
'New Tork Nights'

Arnold Grazier
Maxlne Hamilton
I^ee

NEW HAVEN
"Dapes"

2d

.

Cookie's
4

Sister"

Frank Mellno Co
Jerome Mann
Dorothy Kelly
B Rapp Orch
"Anna Christie"
N. ORLEANS, LA.
Saenger (1)

BOSTON

ATaloB (21)

(22).

"Red Rhythm" U
Bn'nAy Ross
Winnie Llghtner.
Geo Mor.genroth

Geo

Chester Hale Girls
'Chasing: tl'lnbows'

Roxy

Coliette Sis
Giersdorf Sia

Stratford (21)

Oliver Harris
Sammy Tlmbergr

'Roadhouse

Herschel Hcniers

Senator Murphy

"Krazyland" Unit
Herman Timbers
Barbara Blair
Leon Chalzel

Allan

Minnesota (1)
"Sky Harbor"

"Sacred Flame"

(21)

Paradise'

MINNBAP., MINN

Giersdorf Sis
Cleo Floyd

Bard & Avon

to

Meyakos

Frazer

R

(Three to
Al

Jun4l

(22)

I

Sc

(1)

Sc

to All)

BONOS

AND

Dir.

Halnstreet

(Two

-

Freeman

*

LOUIS DEPPE

,

Eduard Werner
'Danger's

(One

Carney

Dakotas
2d half (26r24)
Rath Bros
Marie De Coma
G Haggerty Co
Devlto Denny Co

PARAMOUNT,

HOUSTON, TEX.
Loew's (1)
E & L Travers

Ist half (1-4)

14

Joe Mend

.

fill)

Harrington

Frank Sidney Co
Morris & RappI

WORTHY & THOMPSON

EVANSVILLE
Loew's (1)
A & G Falls
T & A Waldman
Toney i Norman
A Prltchard & Boys

Parker & Mack
Valencia (1)
.
John R Walsh Co
Eddie Leonard
Bronson & Gardner 3 Dennis Sis
Seymour P & M
4 Flash Devils
Frank Masters Co Bobby Gillette

"Jazz Clock Store"

"Baby Songs" Idea

Al Morey Bd
Bobby Plnkus

Picture Theatres

ANTONIO, TKX.
1st half (3-6)

Michigan (22)
White Caps" Unit

Dainty Maids

S

.

City Girl"

W. HARTLEPOOL Penny Pennington
Empire
Rose Valyda
Debroy Somers Nd Pearl Hoff
CollloRSon & Dean Alene & Evan*
Jack Edfre
Let's Go Places"

C Rosa Opera Co

U

Preferred'

Hardeen Houdlnl
Arthur Boran Co
J & F Hughes
Renard & West
Nee Wong
9.

(22)

Empire
The Western Front

Bloods of Variety

'Jazz

Dick Powell
V & E Stanton
Kendall Capps
Bernle Armstrong
David Broudy
'Roadhouse Nights'

.

SWANSEA

& Ted

Hplen McFarland
Chester Hale Girls
"S From Shanghai"
Stanley (22)

Fay's (22)

French Leave
Farrell & Dad
SOUTH SinELDS B
Fisher Ballet
Empire
Command"
T Gypsy Va^ahond FirstFox

Smpire
Hit the Deck

Sally

fill)

KANSAS CITY

C Blossom

RIn Tin Tin
Leavltt & Lockwood

Ellis

2d. half (2C-24)

Palace

-

Bedford.

U

(.'>-7>

S.axjiette

Don Cummings

Camerons
Barbara Slmma

Goodrich

Sc

Kane &

D

te

Jack McBrlde Co

2d half (G-7)
E Juggling Nelsons
Jue Fong
Masters ft Grayce
Frankie Heath
Alexandria & O Co

•

4

PROVIDENCE

Del Delbrldge

KlBR'a

Runaway

•

(1-3)
Jesters'

DETROIT

Empire

Empire
The Denville Co

halt

Shanghai
Seed & Austin
Mary Williams
Brown
Bemis
Electa Havel
Serova Girls

SOUTHAMPTON

OATE3HEAJD

lA.

Paramount

1st
.

PORTSMOUTH

Nurnber One

Mr

Birdie Dean
Klrg & King
Irwin Lewis

Empire
Royal
The Apple Cart

Penn (22)
'Bermuda Bound'
Teddy Joyce

2d half

Miller

O'Brien

Sc

High Ho Boys

.

Zangar

Harris & RadcllfCe
Flowers of Seville
2d halt (6-7)
Asley Paige
Jack Janis Co
Corlnne TUton

2d half (26-28)
Frosinl's Melodiaori
4

Brono Welse S
Welch

H F

Co

ft Ellis
to All)

Angus ft Serle
Johnny Hymdn
(Two to fill)

Oracle Barry

2d half (6-7)

Howard Co
Robey & Herbert
La Belle Sc Pola

Corbett
All)

Alleen Clark
Ivan Triesault
Pavla
Gus Alexander

BROOKLYN

-

(27)

•Painted Melodies"
Forsyth & Kelly
Irene Taylor

NOTTINGHAM

League

D

CARDIFF

JoiVCi'ney'a

Denver

Palace

Empire
Tho 'Water Rays

BR.VDFORD

Hello Sister"

DENVER,. COL.

IrtANCHESTER

NEWCASTLE
Empire
Wake Up and D
NEWPORT

Tankee at Court
Opem noose
Tho New Moon
Formby's Good

Frea Evans Girls

Shows the Thinff

(22)
Pitts' gh'

to

W
(Two to

Chain & Conroy
Grace Wiley Co

Glad Rags

Leo RelshmnnOr
West & McOInty

C Emmy's Pets

Co

Mayo & Lynn

Jay Mills

Colls4)ani
half (1-4)

Wm1stBbe

COLUMBUS
Loew's (1)
& C

Olvera Bros
Harrington Sis
Billy Arlington

All)

Fortunello

Victoria
1st half (1-4)

to

to

Jules

J Thoma.")

(1)

.

Sc Buddies
Le Grohs
Cole & Snyder
Powers & Wallace
Vnn & Schenck
Tracey & Hay Co

Enright

B'way

Tiffany 2

Granada

(Two

Ledova

Afterpiece

CLEVELAND
Lou Holtz
Dolores Eddy
Pearl Twins

Sanson*

G Smith

PITTSBURGH

Bob LaSalle
Pan! Klrkland
Bard & Avon

Empire
Mrs Frazer

First

Gmnd
Fools

Blue Eyes

&

r)e!»ha

(One

PROVINCIAL

Karreys
2d half (6-7)

Evans

Jerry Coe Bros
Tito Coarl
State (1)

Sunny

ENGLANl)
LIVERPOOL
BIRMINGHAM
..Our.

Paradise <1)
AI

Shaw & Lee

'Danger's Paradise'

Johnny Downs

Raynor Lehr
Rankin A- U Bells
Movatt & Hardy

Baby Bobby & B

to flU)

W West McGlnty
Roy Rogers
2d half (2C-28)
Slim Tlmblln

Carleton & Ballew
Venlta Gould
Billy Glason
6 Davlllos

St Leon
Jefferson
1st half (1-4)
3% Arleys
Lillian

J

Klein Bros
4

All)

Jacques Sdmossoud
Ted Lewis Orch

NEW REVUE
LEDDY & SMITH

For Goodness Sake

Empire
Lads In IChaki

(Two

'Harmony at Home'
(22)

to

Harry Burns Co
Bptty Cooper Rer

COCHRAN'S

B.

C.

Empire

Cinders

Dick Henderson
I.llllan Bureiss

I

Gobs & Barrows
Flynn & Mack
Pat Rooney Rot
(One to All)
2d half (6-7)
Garden of Roses

(One to

1st half (1-4)

Ryan

2d half (6-7)
Lester Irving 3

ReliearBing for

nvnv CKoss

Victoria Pnlac«
Carl Brlsson Co

(One

L. I.

& B Cavanaugb
Sis
B Hamp Co

J

'

'White Co

O'Reillys

6

C

Sc

(22)

Jacks Sc Girlie
Wilson Kepple Sc B
Savoy Sc Mann
Franklyn D' Armour
Glenn Sc Jenkins
4

Sc

fill)

Plaza

& Harper

Lnne

Lew

Durkln

to

CORONA.

Carl Freed Orch

icaravaerr

BUSY

Tamara

Nonsense

IX>NDON
nippodrome

Unit

Franklin & Warner
Sherry Louise
Robert C Cloy
Lucille Iverson
Everts Sc Lowry
Sunkist Beauties

Mostbaum

.

1st half (1-4)
Vnrdell Bros

(22)

JACK POWELL

FINSDDKY PARK
Sense

(28-1)

Clock Store"

'Jazz

Fox

Melodies"
Lambcrti
"S

(One

Orplienm

Norton & Haley
"Loose Ankles"

Grand Parade"

PARI?

The

All)

&

Burke

CITY Lane Osborne

Chester

1st half (1-4)

Down Home

Sammy Timbers

Week

NEW YORK

(1-4)

2d half (S-7)
Chapelle & Carlton
Stroud Twins

(1)

Herman Timbers

below indicate opening day of

bills
whether full

half

(One to

St.

Weber & Raymond
Mowatt ft Hardy
Lewis Mack Co
Fynan & Doris

LoeWs

26, 1930

Kane
(Two

2d half (S-7)
Gobs ft Barrowai

1st half (1-4)

CANTON
1st

ft

Odette Myrtle
Proapeot

Keith's

Street

2d half (5-T)
Runaway 4
& B Cavanaafti Teddy
Joyce
Mae Francla
Helen McFarland
Kelly & Jackson Co Sally & Ted
Calts Bros

(FEB. 22)

connection with

Dream

J

17Gth

in

Parker
Clifford ft Marlon
Dillon

Edgar Biergen Co
Ross Wyse Jr C*

Swor & Goode
E Morgan Co

1)

Maximo

Numerals

Wednesday, February

4

L

J Sterner
Reynolds & Whit^
ft

("o

Si O'Brien
ft J Corclli
2d half (5-7)
Zelda Bros

A

The Foys
Esther RaUloii

<•

J

Wednesday, February
Bobey & Herbert
r D' Armour Co

(One to

riTTSBURGH
Harris

<1)

Llla

to

Little

(One

UcLauRhlln &
to

B
•

fill)

POBTIAND

Ori>lieum (1)

Sammy

Eunshlne

.

Jack

to

&

to

fill)

.

ATLANTA. GA.
Fox

(27)

'Jazz Cinderella' Id

Evans & Mayer

Stone

Stanley Bros

Moore & Pal

& A
TACOSIA
Fnntoges

(1)

(22)
4 Clrlllo Boys

& A

>I

Skelly

Diamonds

t

(One

to

&

Lee

Orpheum (27)
W'frm'rn Blues'

Bill

PROVIDENCE

Robinson

(One

Sunklst Beauties

BRID(iEP'RT,

Ted Ledford

to

CT.

PHIT^\DELPHIA

.

Rolls

NUes Marsh

fill)

Mitchell

Sunklst Beauties

"Columns" Idea

Rome & Gaut
N Arnaut & Bros
Billy

&

(One

to

•

Orpheum

fill)

(Others to

(I)

Colleano Family
Hall & Erminle
B Stanley & Ginger

Orphenm

Joseph Repnn Co
(One to fill)

DALLAS, TEX.

Maje«tla (27)
Samaroft & Sonia
Talent & Merit

S

Kramer & Boyle
Palm Beach Girls

I>amberti

(One to fill)
FT. WORTH, TEX.

Karavacff
J & B Willing

Maxlne Evelyn

HIppo'drome

dividual opinion.
First Yiddish theatre

fill)

came

into

(I)

Wright Douglas Co

BEN ROCKE

.

.

-

NEW

"

.

.

.

/

'

W

'

.

W

GILMORE

I

WAYNE,

F'T

Great Rolle

Allan

Walter Dnre Wahl

Vox & Walters
4 Diamonds
(One to

fill)

SPOKANE

Orpheum

(1)

Chesleigh & Glbbs
Tinova & Balkoff
Al Trahane
6 Galenon
(One to fill)

Smith

«T.

<_

Lons

Kclth'rt (1)

Tntos & Lawlev
Konnp & Whitney
«ny Ellis A l,tt Rue
'Two to fill)
(22)
_
J*Pmnroo3

^ummPFs & Hunt
Frank De Voe
T Christian Or

W. PAIL

Orpheum

(1)

"/'hee Si Rubyattc
Jianny King Co

^an

iralperin

LJrns & Allen

&

AWNNIFEO
Otpltol

(1)

Tyler Mason
Natacha Nattova
Sully

& Thomos

(One

to

fill)

1st

2d hnlf (5-8)
Little PIplfax Co
Sid Lewis
Marlon Wilklns Co

Keilh'fl
.1st

En OS

half (1-4)
Prazpr.

Dpvito & Denny
Kitchen Pirate

(Two

to

fill)

2a half (5-7)
Will Osborne & Or

Chain

& Conroy

Modern Cinderella
(Two to nil)2d hnlf (2fi-28)

Co
Wlllium Ebbs
Angus * Searle
Bert Sloan

rtlcliy

Craig

Jr

&

Justa

Charlie

La

& Mack

Salle

2d half

half

(2-4)

(4-7)

Marveltone
(Others to fill)
SO. BEND, IND.
Palace

Angelina
Viola

Dana

Jack Wilson

(Two

to

& Co

fill)

2d half (5-8)
Chinese Show Boat
(Others to fill)
.

HOLLAND. MICn.
Holland (I)
Hubert Dyer & Co

Morgan

it

Lake

Dot M»-yers Rev
IND'N'P'M.S. IND.
Lyric
nu.^h

(1)

Bros

Vnl Hnrris Co

Little PIpifax &
(Two to fill)
2d half (5-8)

let

balf

(1-2)

Emmy

Carmen

Texas Redncads
Geo McQueen

LOl'IS.
half

1st

(1-4)

Mring';

Tr

(Three

to

fill)

(6-8)

Bobby & King
Jark Adiinis Co
(One to fill)

Hindu

Bd

nelle«— Aeademy,

Show

In

Town— Uay'ly,
3,

lir<)Oklyp;

O.ny-ty, Tlwton.

HoHton,

llowfir'l,

Plaza,

fi-P,

I--|.-i[irii'-r

C;i'l:i;.-i

,

Orpheum,

Itr-adlng,

Follies— Emprcf;.",

Thru— Empire,

Newark;

Or-

3,

I'iilr-rcon.

.

local company, with himself as star,
and opened at the Standard, creating such a rush that trafflc was
suspended In the locality for nearly
two hours. Opening show was "The
Fall of Jerusalem."

A New Beginning
This marked the beginning o£
Yiddish plays in a licensed theatre.
They became a regular feature at
the house for nearly two years.
Then the people from the Ghetto
proper began to complain that the
theatre was too f£tr out of their
way, resulting in regular diminution of attendance. Nathanson saw
'

failure

Makers— Plaza,

Worcester;

8,

and went home.

By that time the Pavilion theatre,
Whitechapel, was playing English
dramas under the management of
Isaac Cohen, a persona,! friend of
the late Sir Augustus Harris of
in direct opposition to
the old Standard. The Pavilion waa
known as "Drury Lane of the East,"
without anyone bothering to disclaim its right to the title. It was
then that a local band of actors,
under the management of J, W.

Drury Lane,

approached Cohen and
arranged with him to stage Yiddish plays on Saturday afternoons.
This marked the real beginning '&f
a Yiddish -theatre in tHe heart of
the Ghetto, the theatre playing English dramas all week.

Rosenthal,

.

•This didn't help the Pavilion and
soon went into voluntary liquida-

It

with the Law Guaranty Sothe mortgagees, taking posRosenthal came to an arrangement with the Society to run
the place solely as a Yiddish theatre and brought over Sljjmond and
Dina FIneman, who played there for
three seasons, starting in 1905.- Jacob
Nathanson also returned and was
starred, as were Jacob P. Adlet and
David Kessler.
tion

ciety,

session.

$60,000 Failur*

When Fineman died in 1910 a
movement was started by several of
his followers to inaugurate a theatre in his name. Money was subscribed by the Jewish public, and

a theatre named the Temple waa
erected In Commercial Road at a
cost of 160,000. It was opened with
a

with Maurice Moscoand Sam Goldenberg brought

flotirlsh,

vitch

over from America. But It did not
succeed although It managed to kill
the Pavilion's business.
After 18
months the bank foreclosed and the
property, then owned, was sold by
auction for $30,000. It la now a picture theatre.

With the demise of the Temple,
the Pavilion took on a new lease
of life and Moscovitcb became a
a regular feature there. He played
on and off .until 1917, when he trans-

ferred his allegiance to the English

no regrets.
Although Moscovitcb was liked

stage, with

the Pavilion, he encountered
plenty of trouble and used to hurl
a regular speech of abuse at the

at

audience during every performance
as follows: "Why Is It that whenever I go through a dying scene.
Just at the crucial monent a bottle
of lemonade comes hurtling from
the gallery into the circle?" which

remark always received a big hand
from his satellites.
With the departure of Moscovitcb,
Rosenthal once again went to
America and prevailed upon Adler
to return. Adler came accompanied
by Cella, Frances, Stella and Sarah
Adler,
and played for several
months.
In

1918

Ro.qenthal

3,

fJirjH

3,

Tro-

•

3.

Toledo;

Colum-

3,

O.i^niys Monlrenl.

Milwauk*:'-;

Em-

3,'

f'lili-,-igo,

.•^lep

phl.i;

nouge— Empire,

Ma!;lK -L. O.;
Uiiyeiy,

!>i-r\n\
.«t>"'-'l

.•sporty

flay-ly,

Ii;iltlnifir".

.«h'jw --C'arJIllae, Dttrolt; 3,

,';t<-ripe

Empire,

T'll'-do.

a Chani-e— Lyric, Ilrlilgeport;

T;ik<-

Jom«l<-a, N.

equally. tliH(i.sti:o.iii5 .re.5.ujts and, .a.ft.er..
18 month.s, Ito.scnthal bought the
th<;atro back for about $85,000 and
onff! aKain the hou.se revertf.-d to
Yiddish dtatnas, with Joseph Kess'

WI'Iow.q-L. 0.: 3, Empire, Newark,
Liv'ly fJlrls--Ti(K:;ii|i;ro, I'h]ludcl-

."„

l*'r
3,

Fox,

Y.

.Show— Casino,

BoMon;

3,

State,

;<i,

CI'-v-

lanJ;

3,

W'nmnn

find

Uajety,

.'^'ing-

JUuffalo.'

C'j'iuml

now ntar.
f/nlte well, and was
ln.«lriimf-ntal
in
Introducing

as the

Kcs.slfr did
al.'jo

.Sprlnnfi'-ld,
^\'ln'-.

E'.it(-n;

received

tempting offer for the theatre, about
$130,000 from an English syndicate,
bia, Clc!V(-land.
Silf nub (Jirl.<i-24-2l5, Lyrle, Allentown; and the house
once again began
27-1, Ori/lieum, Hfuding; 3, Hudson, Union
to ^tagc English dramas.
A Joke
City.
I'lirlslan
Flappers- EmprCFS. Cincinnati; for Whitrichapel, and it la«tcd but
3, I^. O.
a
few
montli.s.
Pictures
were then
Hn''ori\ nr'-akers— Lyrk, Day'ton; 3, Emprfs.s, Cln'-Irin:itl.
trlort by the same management with

Watt-'in
Clil'-ago;

Df-trolt.

Ki'n-.h Mod' Is— Howard,

3,

Woi'rp.sler.

pr'-i^s,

liroiidwny Scandals— Gayty, Boston; 3,
Moilcrn, I'rovidencp.
I'.Di U'cfiup
Hcvuo— Star, Brooklyn-; 3, CcI'lmlil.T. N. Y. C.
f'i;i--k(-r J.-iok"— Fox,
Jamal'.a, N. T.; 3,
Jl k
Ap'.llo, N. Y. C.
iJiiinly Ij'.lls-L. <).; H-r,,
Lyric, All'n-

town:

Pittsburgh;

f'olumbun.

Moulin

A.P'ilIo, .N': Y.; 3. L. .0.
IiurIt--'(iii'T.s--t;aytiy, Moiiir'-al;-3,

Itii\\t-iy

now a

the old Standard, Choredltch.
They asked him to lease the theatre for Saturday matinees for Yiddish plays.
Nathanson formed a

Coflno, Ho.slon.

L. O.

H-g ItPvup- L. O.
J!ohemlans— ir & .S

Gay-

3,

Jnzxtime Itcvue-Gayety, Buffalo; 3, L. O.
Kuddllnt^ Kutlfif—Columbia, N. T. C; 3,

Lamn'

:

Capitol
1st half (3-5)
Fiiuntelroy & Van
to

Lyc'-um,

Vlalago
JIm'y Garrigan

High Flyers— Gayety, Baltimore;

M:Kchl<-f

Hej't

•

fill)

hnlf

Helen Leon
Modesse DIese
Clint Wright Ba

'

-

of Feb. 24 and March 3)
Hare Facts— Orpheum, Palerson: 3, L. O.

WINDSOR, CAN.

2il

ety, Wa.shlngtori.

Mutual Wheel
BURLESQUE

3,

Mabley

A-

Rudy Talmano

(Weeks

MO.

Grand
Johns

Girls In Blue— State, Springfield; 3, Grand,
Hartford.
Hello Paree'.-Grand, Hartford; 3, Lyric,
Bridgeport.

ph"um.

Co

Angelina
Jack Wilson Co
The Graduates
(One to fill)
ST.

Phil Levant Bd
Varsity

Romo Vincent
Snyder & Walton
Jewel Howard

Joe Lewis
Nelle Nelson

Tuong King Tr

T Man'h;m & Coeds (Two
(Two to' fill)
LUIA, O.
Fan rot

Holland

Gilbert

Brown & McGraw
Mai Allx
W'alter Barnes Bd
Frolics

(Two to fill)
ist half (2-4)
G-D R'P'DS, MICH. H Girnrd's Ens'ble
Kdth's
Sid Lewis
1st

yOXKERS

H

I^vere Co
Blood & Thunder
John Steel
Florrle

halt (2-4)

Broadhuret & Co
Chinese Show Boat
(Three to fill)

G

(22)

The Kitayamas
Poster Pagan & C'x
Danny Duncan Co
Ken Murray
The Charlestons

IND.

Palace

J

& Hadley

Lomas Tr

(22)

Arthur Petley Co
Gold & Raye
TempPMt & Sunshine
Pol Gould
(Onp to fill)

Corelll

Scooter Lowry
Peter HIgglns

Whitechapel,

at

.

HSHER

off

iMiIs lasted four years,
the police again Interfering and resulting in most of the company going to America. Soon after Charles

who came from America,
approached Andrew Melville, father

Claudia Coleman
Eddie Dale
Freda & Palace

Slajestlc (27)

promises
synagog.

the "iTiddlsh theatre.
Nathanson,
say the Yiddish theatre

of
'Will

beine some 48 years ago, and,
strange enough, was located in a
(1)
Sunklst Beaul«es
Sawyer ft Eddy
BROOKLYN, N. T. Franklin & Warner Knnazawa Jnps
non-Jewish district.
A company
Mario Marlow
Everts & Lowry
Brooks & Rush
Fox (27)
comprising Mr. and Mrs, Jacob P.
Jimmy Allard Co
Pllcer Douglas & M Felovls
"Hollywood Studio Robert Cloy
Sherry Louise
Adler, Mr. and :Mr3. Jacob GradGirls" Idea
Lucille Iverson
Freddie Bernard
ner,
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmovltch,
EXCLUSIVELY DESIGNED
Sunklst Beauties
3 Gobs
Freedman and Jacobovitch came
SPR'aF-LD, MASS.
GARMENTS FOR GENTLEMEN Charles
Rozelle
Palace (27)
Great States
Lorrls & Permino
over from Odessa, rented a small
"Types" Idea
John Vale
hall
in
Holborn and called it a YidTrade 2
6 Blue Streaks
Cdrlena Diamond
dish theatre.
Their program^ was
Sunklst Beauties
JOLIET, ILL.
(One to fill)
BUFFALO, N. T. Harold Stanton
primarily composed of Jewish folk
Rialto
2d hnlf (5-8)
Sunklst Beauties
Lafayette (27)
1st half (3-6)
Marcus Show
songs and was more In the nature
W'SHINCT'N. D.C, Golf
"Par East" Idea
Fiends
(Two to HID
Fox (22)
Jacks & 2 Qu'ns
of a Yiddish vaudeville house.
(Two
to fill)
WAUKEGAN.
ILL.
1632 B'way, at SOth St., N. V. Clt> 3Harold
"Gardens" Idea
Ames
2d half (6-8)
Genesee
With Jewish people always hav3 Slate Bros
Cowan & Grey
WLS Show Boat
1st halt (2-5)
Cliff Nazarro
Masa SanamI Co
(Two to fill)
Rita Burgess Gould ing a preference for heavy drama
Marty May
Harrison & Dakin
Hall & Essley
Frank Stever
this light fare did not appeal and
PEORIA, ILL.
Marlon Wllkins Co
12 O'clock R€v
(22)
Vina Zolle
Patchaud
Helen
Palace
(One
to
fill)
Alleen & Marjorle
in a couple of months they closed
(22)
Mae. Packer
Joan Hardcastle
1st halt (2-4)
2d half (6-8)
Swing Enton
Lament 4
Sunklst Beauties
Ruth Ivatomatsu
and went to America. There they
& Plllard
Golf Fiends
Corlnne Tllton
Chlsholm & Breen
WATERB'RY, CT. Hall
Sunklst Beauties
M Melrose & Dixie (Two to fill)
stayed for a few years, but returned
Cardlnl
Al & F SCedman
Palace (27 )
HARTFORD, CT.
Siamese Twins
C Whoopee Rev
here where they formed an asso'Gobs of Joy' Idea
Capitol (27)
(One to fill)
QUEBEC
Pat West
"Kisses" Idea
ciation with Max Rubinstein. LatEmperors of Har
Andltorlam.
TRENTON
J & J McKenna
ter found a building for them in
1st half (1-4)"
Capitol (1)..
Cook Sis
Mitzl Vayfalr
Cabarets
.
Everett Sanderson
Murdock & Mayo
B & E- Lewis
WalUn & Barnes
the eastside.
This was opened as
Moore & Moore
Roy RoKers
Frank X Silk
Mabel & Marcla
a sort of Yiddish Theatre Guild,
Big Parade
Jones & Howltt
Geo Andree Co
Will & Cowan
where plays were performed for
(Two to fill)
Rudell & Dunlgan
Scotty Weston
Dave Hacker
Coley
YORK
3d hair (26-28)
(One to fill)
Helen Aubrey
members only, with, supposedly, no
Loma Worth
Polar Pastimes
(22)
Sunklst Beauties
money to be taken at the doors.
Will Oakland Rev
Kramer
Tom McAullft Co
Barney Gnllant'B
Don Galvin
NEW HAVEN, CT. DoUy
Billy Mnlne Co
Helen Seville
Chabot & Tortoni
Johnny Ashford
B & M Johnston
Palace (27)
This was don? in order to avoid
Will Higgle
Wanda Allen
Ada Winston
(Three to fill)
Elinor Kerr
"Drapes" Idea
the
supervision of the Lord Cham(One to fill)
Henry Agulrre
Peggy Bolton
Cardell Twins
Prank Mellno Co
TBOY
berlain, and lasted for three years
Kay Green
ROCHESTER
WORCESTER
Harry Stockwell
Jerome Mann a
Proctor's
Storacy
Palace (1)
Joe
Palace (27)
Hale Beyer Orch
Dorothy Kelly
lat half (1-4)
until the police paid a surprise visit
Wynne
Rosalie
Rasch Ballet
"Accordion"
Idea
Sunklst
Beauties
Will J Ward
Casanova
and found money was being taken.
Dot -Crowley
Sargeant & Connie Tom McCauIlft
NIAGARA FAXLS Burt & Lehman
Fred Keating
Shirley La Mar
Solly Ward Co
Nat Spector
Strand (27)
Being without any regular hall they
(Three to fill)
Jack Bucliniian
Prank. Gaby
Katya & Theodore
"Art In Taps" Id
2d half B-7)
Jerry Freedman Bd Loretta Flushing
went from pillar to post, always
Mildred Lorraine
4 Canierons
Arnold Hartman
Rodney & Gould
Moro & Francis.
Lido
Club
hunted by the police, .'for another
Landau's
Bd
(22)
Brown & Wllla
Sunklst Beauties
Flo Lewis
Beatrice LllUe
F Richardson Bd Songs
Paramount Hotel two years.
& Steps
Bobby Brook Bd
Tiny Town Rev
(Two to fill)
DuVal 4
Butcher's Dramatic Club
Flo Lewis
Richman
2d half~(26-28)
Roy Ingraham Bd
F Densmore Co
In 1888 Abraham Smith, a JewPearson Bros
Smith Bellew Bd
Silver Slipper
(One to fill)
Association
Renard Rev
Ann Pennington
ish butcher, became Interested in
John Byani
SALT LAKE CITT Delong
Dooley & Sales
Norma Terrls
Olga Royce
the
Yiddish
theatre idea and formed
Orplienm (1)
fill)
(Two to
Harry Rlohman
Estelle Phtr.lps
Dance Kables
a Hebrew Dramatic, importing arUNION HILL
Arden Stuart
Connie's Inn
C'D'R R'PIDS, lA. Opera vs Jazz
Hal Nelman
Capitol
Dolores Farris
Dell O'Dell
tists from all over Europe.
Swan & Lee
Some
Iowa
Hay & Harrison
half
Miller
1st
(1-4)
RIch'rdson
Beth
(One
to
fill)
Jazzlips
F Sylvester Co
of these artists, who afterwards
1st half (2-4)
Any Family
Leonard Harper Rv Vivian Hall
Fashion Show
M. Andre & Girls
LINCOLN, NEB. Le Roy Smith Bd Blanche & Blllott made history on the American YidBert Walton
(22)
Freed
Co
&
Joe
Stuart (ft)
(Three to fill)
Ruby Shaw
dish stage, were Bernard Bornstein,
Odds & Ends
Cotton CInb
Hanlon Bros
2d half (S-7)
Earnest Charles
Sallardo 3
Sidney Marlon
Dan Healy Rev
(Two to fill)
Jacob Katzman, Rudolph Nadolskl,
Cora Green Co
Small & Lewis
O'Nell & Manners
(Three to fill)
Leitha Hill
Rolssman's Ala'ans CHAMPAIGN, ILL. The Meyakos
Ford & Truly
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Manny, Adolf
SAN DrEGO
Daly & Carter
Orpheum
(Three to fill)
Jimmy Carr & Bd Shengold, Max Rosenthal and Anna
Orpheum (1)
Henry Wessels
LONDON,
CAN.
2d half (26-28)
The Digltanos
ist half (28-2)
Village' Nut Club
Mordecal
Loeiv'8
Held.
The Warners
Stuart & Lash
Evans & Wolfe
Louie Dogioft
Wells & Taylor
1st
half
(3-5)
.Nelson & Parish
Together with some of the actors
Cavaliers
George McClennon
La Belle Rose
Mildred Dixon
Bobby & King
Danny Small Co
(Two to fill)
Glbbs 2
Madeline Belt
Jack Pagan
who had been In previous Yiddish
Jack Adams- Co
Kitchen. Pirates
Hauser Boys
(22)
3
Johnson's Singers
DAVENPORT, lA. (One to fill)
(One to fill)
ventures, Smith formed a stock
Gaynor & Byron
Allan Daly
Washboard Sere
Cnpltol
2d half (6-8)
Fulton & Parker
Mile Plfi
TJTICA
Cora
La
Redd
company
which ran successfully for
Fauntelroy
Van
&
1st half (2-4)
Olsen & Johnson
Gayety
Duke Ellington Bd Charlie O'Brien
several years, but ended rather
(Two to fill)
Homer Romalne
(Two to nil)
2d half (5-7)
Isabelle. W'shlngt'n Jimmy Slsto
Teller Sis
MADISON, 'WIS.
tragically.
In January, 1894, while
SAN FRANCISCO Irving Edwards
Oakland's Terrace Sid Frank
Nancy Glbbs Co
Orpheum
Golden Gate (1)
IE Syncopets
Dave Abram's Bd
Buddy
Kennedy
an operetta by J. Leytner, "The
2d half (6-8)
Lee Twins Co
(Three to fill)
Ist half (2-4)
Internat'al Rhythm
Spanish Gipsy," was being perGalli Rtnl & Sis
2d half (26-28)
Tuong
King
Tr
CmCAGO
Tex .McLeod
Medley & Dupree
Weston & Lyons
formed before a capacity house of
P Tocan Dancere
Hanlon Bros
Jack Pepper
Detognos
(One to fill)
Alabnm
Buddy Howe
over 600, someone yelled "fire."
(One to fill)
Ray Ward
DES MOINES, lA.
Louie Sales Bd
2d half (6-8)
Tina Valen
There was a stampede in which 17
(22)
4 Pepper Shakers
Orphenm
Golden Pnmpkln
H Justa & Charlie Alex Kerenoil
Alexander Qlria
P & Bonita
Julian
^Derby
Jimmy
Brown
Bd
Kittle
Cohen
people, including several children,
2d half (6-8)
Ken Christy
Sherman Bd
(One to, fill)
M
Mary Thorn
VANCOUVER
Romalne
Homer
were killed. There was no fire, and
Healy & Cross
Dale Dyer
On>heom
Teller Sis
(1)
Mill
Green
MEMPlklS.
TENN
Block & Sully
it is still
said it was done maBernle Adler
Gold & Ray
Nancy Glbbs Co
Orpheum (1)
Gulnan & Gans
T
Howard's Pontes
Handler Bd
Gould
liciously by someone who had been
Austin Mask Bd
DETROIT, MICH.' Herb't Ger'dlne & V Al Ambassadeora
SCHENECTADY Sol
Arthur tetley
Hollywood
running in opposition and ^^•as JealMetropole
Vlo Oliver.
Keith's
Esther Durnell
Tempest & Sunshine
Art Kasaell Bd / ous of Smith's success. The alarmPrinceton & Renee Thelma Vlllard
1st half (1-4)
1st half (2-6)
to fill)
(One
Mlralago
/
J Kneeland M'mak Louis Stover
Moro & Francis
Francis Renault
(22)
ist was never traced.
And this
Dell Coon Bd
(One to fill)
Flo Lewis
/
Broadus Erie
Isabelle Gerhardt
Lime 3
My Cellar /
Songs & Steps
temporarily ended the Yiddish the(One to fill)
MILW'KEE, 'WIfis Jimmy Noone Bd
Adela Verne
Charlie Rose
(Two to fill)
2d half (6-8)
Riverside (1)
Bean Monde
atre in London. The company then
Bob Hope
Joe Monnone Bd
2d half (6-7)
3 Melvin Bros
Eddie
Clifford
Entertainers
Kelso Bros U
toured a few of the provincial cities
Grade Barry
Perry 2 & Tarls
Petrushha
Myrtle Watson
(One to fill)
(Others to fill)
Tom McAullft
to fill)
George Nelldoft
and some European capitals.
Wellman
WHITE PLAINS (One
NASHV'LE, TENN. Margie
Chabot & Tortoni
Cla-Jde Avery
Kyle Pierce
Orl^tal (28)
After two years some of the comKeith's
Carrie & Eddie
Princess (1)
Ely Khmara
Villanl
1st half (1-4)
Frank'berg Juv'iles Carp'ter & Ingram Carl
(One to fill)
pany
returned and were presented
Gregory
Davldoff
Sol Wagner Bd
Ada Kaufman Girls P. Kelsey & Francis Parker Babb Co
2d half (26-28)
Geo Stcherban Or
under the management of YaraBlack Hawk
Joe Mendi
Gordon & Healy Co Pressler & Klaiss
On Wah Tr
Stables
Coon-Sanders
Bd
chofsky
and Flush, Yatachofsky
Winchester & Ross Princess Pot
Peter Higgins
Boyd Senter Co
Singing
Walters
Cinderella
to
fill)
Harv'y
(Two
Cook
Mort.n
(Three to fill)
was T*ormerly the orchestra leader
(One to fill)
Johnny Dodds Bd
Hank Llskin Bd
2d half (6-7)
SEATTLE
DUBUQUE, lA.
Terrare Gardens
of the Smith theatre.
ROCKFORD, ILL,
Coffee Dan
They took
Ada Kaufman Girls
Orphenm (1)
6i>ensley
Dusty Rhodes Bd
Palace
Frank Shaw
Alleen & Marjorle
Bob Hope
Triangle
half
1st
(2-4)
Johnny Tobln Bd
Major Mite
Adele Verno
1st half (2-4)
Ray Reynolds
Tex McLeod
College Inn
Flynn & Mack
Lime 3
The Graduates
Jimmy
Green
Bd
cadero, Philadelphia.
Lonesome Cluib
Lloyd
Huntley
Bd
Peter HIgglns
Entertainers
Morris & Shaw
Turkish Village
Frivolities— Lyceum, Columbus; 3, Lyric,
(One to fill)
Coloslmo
2d half (26-28)
(One to fill)
Brown Derby Bd
Freddie & His
Dayton.
Al Heig
Ada Kaufman Girls EV'NSVILLE, IND. (Two to fill)
(22)
Parodian Bd
Get Hot— Hudson, Union City; 3, Gayety,
Mile Verobell
Loew'B
2d half (6-8)
Uptown Village
Brooklyn.
Alex'der & Santos R Emerleen
2d half (6-8)
Eddie
Varzoo
Bd
Ginger Girls— Modem, Providence; 3. Star,
Robert
Robertson
Nutty Club
E Greenwell & Boys WBBM
Vanity Fair
Brooklyn.
James Meo Bd
(Three to fill)
Cowboy Revels
and
Rick & Synder
Girls from the Follies— Gayety, WashingJean Jordon
G Idea Norton & Joy SIOUX CITY, lA,
Jack Edwards
ton; 3, Academy, Pittsburgh.
Cotton Clob
REEVES & LAMPORT
Monge Tr
Orpheum
Helen Burke
Girls from Happy land— L. O.; 3. Gayety,
Teddy Peters
(One to fill)
Evelyn Dean
Milwaukee.
LONDON
1st half (1-3)
Ethel Dudley

TOBONl'O

Keltli-Albe« (1)

Joe Mandis 3
Carmella Ponselle
J & K Spangler
CSlenn & Jenkins

Started

London has no history. They're Of Walter and Frederick Melville,
The Yiddish theatre has a present owners of the Lyceum and
history, but i\-hether it is in Its
Princes' theatres. Melville was then
favor or not is a matter for Inrunning blood and thunder dramas

a\N ANTOXIO
Majestic

history
In

Minslielsy

of

(One to

It

wrong.

Jack Major
Rose & Thome

Fox (27)
•Sc'nl'nd Melodies' I

London, Feb. 16.
London, 'which boasts of histories
upon any and every subject conceivable, has sadly neglected the
Cynics

OiKI^\HOMA CITY
Orpheum (1)
Harim & Scarum

fill)

Where

B

NEW ORLEANS

4

Listen

2d half (4-6)
Bernlvlcl Show

C

After 48 Years, Back

fill)

Primrose Scmon
Herb Wllllnms Co
(One to nil)

CHARLOTTE

1

Chez Chase
Hunter & Perclval
Louise

&

Stop Look

OKLAHOMA CITY

James Gaylord

Palace (27)

Belfords

Howard & Newton
Teck Murdock Co

(One

Texas Comedy

Beauties

to

UOl'STON, TEX.

Loma Worth

fill)

Rltz (24)
Carr Lynn'
"Wheeler & Carroll

Jean MaoDonald
Al & Haf
Eddie Lewis
Johnny Plank
Sunklst

Randall

Billy

(22)

Amer

S

fill)

Scott Sanders
Peplto
to All)

to

BIRMINGHAM

Songs & Steps
George Beatty
Bozo.Snyder Co

RKO

(One

Mojcfitlo (27)
Falls Rending &

Lee Gall Ensemble

(Two

Now Has No Yiddish Theatre;

Jerome * Grey

Wood

Britt

Marco

mi)

£ Amer Belfords
Great RoUe
Albert Hugo
Teck Murdpck
Vox &. Walters
Dorothy Adair
Howard & Newton Walter Dare Wahl Virginia Stuart

(One

ATLANTA
KeiUi's (24)
Rny Huling & Seal

Little

Fanchon

England

Interstate

Marinelll Girls

6

(2-2)

Cecil Alexander
Vlctorgraft

<Two

Frank Gaby

& Delaney
P Ucsmore Co

fill)

(22)

Millard
Pollack

Williams

Vlctorgraff

(Two

H & V
& Marlin
& Dunn

Bobby Mae
House Co
Wilton & Weber
Billy

Keith's (1)
Zastro White Co

Campus
Hughes & Lang

53

fill)

Grauman

Jean Carr

SYRACUSB

to

(22)

Kelth'8 (1)

& Thomas

Sully

Natacha Nattova Co
(Two to fill);

All)

(One

YOCNGSTOWN

RIn Tin Tin

2d balf <2S-28)
Arleyo

1%

,<Two to

Esther Ralston Co

(22)

Fred Steltt Co
Pat Rooney Rev

VARIETY

26, 193'

fill)

.HiK.-h

namc.s as Jennie Goldstein,
(Continued on page 77)
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Chatter in Loop

Broadway Chatter

Wednesday, February

From

Chatter

By Wallace
Roxy
Sardl

going to remodel the front

IS

last week from the Coast. He
will leave for the west upon Harry
York.
Warner's return to

New

Program of "Ripples" lists leader
•f his eatei-y.
•Wliich Boston hotel Is like the of midget bootleggers as "Uttle
Billy thinking of
old days of one in Chicago and an- Billy Sheer. Real
Maguire or somebody about It.
Bill
other on the Coast?
Freeman, Keith booker,
Charlie Elnfeld,
FN publicity hasCharlie
started his return swing around
head, aue for a Coast trip in about
a month.
Joe Shea in town from Fox's
Western Avenue plant with a print
of the McCormick picture.
Lee Shubert, W. L. Phillips and
William Klein have gone to Havana.
J, J. Shubert returned last week.
Evan' Thomas st9.rted motoring
to the Coast Saturday. Destination,
Vancouver, his home town.
Henrj' H. Tobias, songwriter, returned from- the Coast. Will hie
himself up Averlll Park, New York,
as a social director at the resort.
Another Scotch gag is about the
Scotchman} who said to one of the
Siamese Tioins:
'Til buy you a
drink if you can get away"
•

Tommy Dowd,

Ted

Broadway York

"the only

still

Is

layiner off talking shorts.

house

the Orpheum circuit. Due back In
a couple of weeks.
George Gerhard, offered a job to.
edit a new fan mag, is remaining
as picture editor of the "Evening
World." Paper gave him a boost

according to th».dope.

to stay,

Jimmy

came back from

Gillespie

Hollywood to get away from Paul
Whiteman, only to find Whlteman's
face on a big sign facing his office
window.
to

Made K.

C.

two hours

ahead of time after passing Fred
Waring at a desert airport.
The summer fad of parading

is

new band now

Palm Beach, Peb, 22,
The ultra smart Colony club here
even denied admission to Commissioner Whalen's party the other
night because the boys were not In
evening clothes. So Mr. Whalen and
lated to Sir Joseph.
friends adjourned to the Embassy
Glady's. Hanson's goat "Elizabeth" club, which is just as exclusive, but
in "Dear Old England" eats cigar- allows members sartorial freedom.
ettes.
Cornelius Vanderbilt giving the
Chick Castle, the>,-mldget fashion typewriter a rest and everybody
plate, is asking tailors for bids on making a fuss over him.
liis summer wardrobe.
The Patio LaMaze has for the
A. H. Woods was in town for the past week been the scene of unusual
Didn't conviviality since George LaMaze's
first time In three years.
recognize his redecorated Adelphl.
engagement to Miss Doerfler, Toledo
New kind of whiskey coming into society girl and member of the
the Loop Is encased in glass and tin. beach colony, was announced.
Sells for $10 a quart.
Of a party of 32 at the Colony
Louis Lipstone

Is

delighted with

hiB screen test.
All the B.

&

K. staff was in to
View A. J. Balaban's first production.
Baron Glnsburg of W. Madison st.
and Biarritz repeats he Is not re-

Petrlllo taking the rest club
night there were 17
last
Hot Springs while Carl women, all wearing ermine wraps.
subs as head of the MusiVincent Astor yachting and night
clubbing about town.
With everybody returning from
Tom Mix and party returned
the south, Albert Goldman started from Cuba to Sarasota and departout for Biloxi, Miss., and a two- ed for the coast.
week sojourn.
his
George Gershwin playing
Pefcy Grainger missed a con- "Rhapsody" at Deauville in Miami
cert here last week because of ill- Beach the other night at the MilSeveral music critics just grim style show given there.
ness.
pulled their criticisms by inches for
Dave of Dave's Blue room blew
the bulldogs.
in with Gene Geiger, driving as far
RKO is spending dough on its as Jacksonville and taking the ratlocal houses; new speakers, screen tler into Miami, too tired to drive
and tower' lights for tiie State-Lake further;
and general repairs for the EngleEthel Merman in tears, having
wood.
closed at the Roman Pools, yet an
Frolics cafe ad in the Chicago indubitable favorite while she was
"Tribune" carried the line: "12
Her role now filled by
in action.
Glorified American Girls Produced Jeanne Joyson from vaude.
by Billy Rankin." Which makes
Carlos Chita and company through
Rankin either a self-confessed Zieg- at the Floridian after a successful
*
feld or quite a man.
season.
Marion Harris closing at the
Floridian, which tried in vain to get

cure

in

Bowman

cians' local.

—

Move

Village-Tearooms

Arty tearooms are fast disappearand win soon be extinct in
Greenwich "Village.
The mob that used to go for the
candle-lighted Intimate nooks have
long since passed up the Village
ing

BROCK PEMBERTON

KING, Bessie LOVE
CHASING RAINBOWS

Chas.

Presents

Strictly

lb. Imlcolor

H

Antolnatta PeiTK

AVON

c APITOL

Bunchuk, Orchestra

Wr. Pgmberieii
Tlie«.,W.4StIi St.
DIr.A.L.ErUnger
E»(a,8:50.
Mats.Wed.,Tliura.* S»t,
An average ot 25 standees at otoit perform»nc« since tlie opening, acpt. 18, lOiO
.t)>

Show— HERMAN TIMBERG

Stag«

Coned> Nil »> Pntxtn SturoM
Staked

Talking Kuslonl Hit with

All

Dishonorable

TMORF
Rll
DILiAtTIV/I\E.g:(0.
RF1 A(«Prb

St., w.
MU, Wed.

thKn..

W.

of B'j. ets.

* S»U.

2:40

IN

N.

FRED KEATING— Arthur

HAVEL'

Morton

I,

NEAR.

3rd
AVE.

Wednesday

Friday, Feb. 26 to 20

to

2ND YEAR
NEW YORK

ANN HARDING
"UP THE CONGO"

with
Special

Feature,

IN
CITY

moved

from the PI.AYHOUSB

Wednetday

Friday.

to

Feb. 26 to 28

LEO REISMAN & RKO
*i;rJm?

TO ANOTHER THEATRE

-

ANN HARDING
"UP THE CONGO"

Mats. Wed. oind Sat. 2:30

8:40.

GRACE GEORGE

"The Green Goddess"
WINTER GARDEN

Lawrence Orossmltta

and

PLATHOtTS'E

E. ot B'way.

Eros.

Extra Matinee Every Thursday until June IS

A THEATRE GUILD PRODUCTION

By

S.

N.

Warner Brot.
Voted

Bernard Shaw's
.

ExtrnvaKonza

Political

MAETIir BEGE &bS-SJl-t.f^o

ROXY

50th St.
of S.

&

William

^fcTURE""
All

Star,

Motion

Plotur*

of

Plcturej

the

Yearl

"DISRAELI"
CENTR.\I, TIIEA.
U'way and 47tli St.

J
I

Daily, 2:46, 8:46
Sun., 3. C, 8:46

FRIDAY
FIRST TIME

nt .Strnnd rrices

JOHN BARRYMORE
"GENERAL CRACK"
All

Seats

,«|.r,.i

WARNER

BROS.

STRAND

All

Picture— 100
Stage and

Movlotene

Taking

Width

Double
lUrs.

Srrceii

World's

Shotr.

—Midnight Ploture»~

opened

recruiting girls In
the floor show to sit In shilling at
the roulette tables.
One featured
performer, who had lost several
times her pay playing the game on
the square won several thousand
"on tho house," which broke her
heart.
"Just my luck," said she,
"when I'm shilling I win, when I
play for myself I lose."
Big scrap in one casino the other
night when the house refused to
change the dice for two fellows who
lost.
Had to be pacified In the ofsurreptitiously,

fice.

Jean Murray, who used to do the
tableaux at the Frivolity in Broadway, arrived last week.
Edith Nash, Broadway showgirl,
drove here and will drive back next
week-end.
Arthur Brown opened at tjie Colony club- in Palm Beach and goes
over well with the aristocracy.
Carroll and Gorman closed at the
Embassy Club, which retrenched. Young men ot the brokerage of-

playing the night clubs strong

fices

and always seen about with the
keenest girls. Looks as if the saxophone and violin aren't such magnetic draws in these parts.
All a
fellow needs here

Noah Berry's 33c Trout Farm
Hollywood they have a humorous description of the trout farm
established some miles away from the film citadel. For
each trout caught by a guest, 33 cents must be paid Beery as the land-

is

a line af chat-

No

S

flght trains for the
Sharkey- Scott aifair at Miami. One
was scheduled for Monday night.

special

a single reservation and train
cancelled.
Miami card not even
mentioned Friday nights nt Garden,

but they- claim ticket sale
than last season.

Loretta McDermott feeling pretty
111 last week.
Night clubs approaching artists

Is

better

low, fell

In

Noah Beery has

No

other charge.
Is

for

huge cuts

in salaries.

tit

Deauville has topped all busines.s
the cafe end, but expects- big
break if it winds up the" season even.
Patrice Grldler and Chris Charlton completed season at Deauville.
Petty thieves cutting capers in
in

food. One of the twists It is said that Beery cinches for the 33c per is
the
to keep the fish hungry for the week-end fly-men.

swimming

pools, stealing robes,

few days at the Beery, farm declared the trout were purses, cameras, etc.
Sharkey-Scott fight and the Miss
were lying in layers with no place to go.
America beauty pageant, the first
Feb. 27 and the latter March 7, are
Thrifty Con Woman Nailed
the
two main events before the terA former picture star, now in vaudST'was taken for $20,000 by May
Otis Blackburn, Los Angeles, leader of a mystic cult and now being tried mination of the season.
Tommy Loughran is the idol of
on charges of bilking her followers out of $100,000. The picture star
was the first member of the cult to get to the district attorney and com- West Pplm Beach, and what a sense
plain against the methods used by the leader. D. A. wanted him to file of humor! He knocks Klwanis clubs
complaints against the woman but after thinking It over the star de- for a row with his wit.
cided to take the slap rather than admit publicly he had been a chump.
One of Chicago's leading officials
A woman, owner of a hotel in Kansas City, was taken for $50,000 In received a wire that "Big Bill"
the same deal. She, too, took the loss rather than ha.v? her name pulled Thompson would not be down this
Investigation.
into the
King
year.
Telegram
signed

One guest of a
so thick that they

Police claim that the cult leader has made over a million out of big George.
shots throughout the country, who, when they were interviewed by the
Passion Play given in Coral Gacoppers, decided to squawk.
bles well i-eceived.

Kodak

Mldnlto

WEEK
Fox preaenti a
'HAPPY DAYS' Had

GRAND EUR—The Now
Greatest

Vitaplione Talking

Best

7th Ave. Dir.

URothalel (ROXY)

2ND BIG

O

&

Dally, 2:46. 8:46
Sun., 3. 6. 8:46

In

A THEATRE GUILD PRODUCTION

THE APPLE CART

the

I

GEORGE ARLISS

BEHUSf AN

Theatre, 52d St., "W. ot B'y.
Eves. 8,60. Mats. Thurs., Sat.

I

B'waj- and COth St.

METEOR
CIMt
T\
\M\Jl.l^U

week be-

ter about Anaconda or Advance
Harry Richman.
Murray Roth and ^krife arrived, Rumely to make the grade.
Billie Burke in Miami Beach a
unable to secure accommodations at
brimIs
which
dbys.
Roney-Plaza,
few
the
Mrs. Jimmle Walkier learning to
ming over with light fan rich.
Nick the Greek out dancing every swim from Lottie Schoemmell.
George Trommei''s farewell party
night.
Georgia Hale being announced returning to New York.
Edgar- Selwyn Joined Archie.
from the ringsides.
became
club
Marion O'Day, of "Sketch Book,"
Hollywood Country
"the spot" last week when things a smart figure at Deauville and
closed in Dade County. Club needed places every night.
Edsel Ford made reservation for
such a break, being out of the way.
Night clubs in a valiant effort to himself and party at the Nautilu.s.
Lou Magnolia operating Jal Alal
stimulate trade are putting their
games on the certificate plan.
Such good boys, those Aronson
Commanders! When a multi-millionaire presented the chaps with
half a dozen bottles of champagne

to see women In high silk satin
Some men go up there fully
slippers fishing for fresh water trout.
equipped for stream wading for the elusive fish but find themselves on
the concrete bank of a locked in pond, with the trout waiting for. some

In

with A. E. Matthews

last

they traded the stuff In for sandwiches and cash.
Mr.
and Mrs. Will Oakland
Chain Phonog^aphs
dropped in the Roman Pools CaBusiness is so tough with some of the chain candy stores around sino to see the show.
town that one of the biggest chains is about to Install automatic phonoMrs. Barclay Warburton doing
graphs in all Its branches in the hope tihat there are enough people who nicely, since auto mishap, which relike music with their sandwich to make it profitable.
sulted in a fractured arm, while
driving with Maj. Warburton and
Chain Letter Epidemic
party from Palm Beach to Riviera.
The chain letter epidemic has broken out again. There is a lulu makNed Kornbllte, theatre owner, at
ing the rounds of theatrical offices, supposedly started by Senator Heflin, the Roney.
who sent it to George Bernard Shaw, who sent it to C. E. Dawes, who
Bob Albright of vaude vacationsent it to Henry Ford, who sent it to Lindbergh, etc., through a list of ing on the beach.
the great. Good luck wishes contained in the letter are accompanied
One of the boys from the Park
by the advice to "Cross Crossings Cautiously." It is obviously a gag, Central, who came down for rest,
but the theatrical bunch, highly superstitious, doesn't dare to break the going north to sanitarium. Lost
chain and stenographers are going crazy sending out wholesale messages. weight and caught cold.

The best sight from the account

GEORGE ARLISS

John Brvlne comedy

In the St.

Ambassador closed

cause of poor season.
Several of the casinos

'Round the Square

lord.

"FIRST MRS. FRASER"

coffee

spotted 'on the former
tearooms.

to boot.

Orchestra

Feature.

Special

see dally papers

Radio

'HER PRIVATE AFFAIR'
'with

For further Information
Evea.

OrclieBtra

'HEE PRIVATE AITAIR'

B. Johnson

STREET SCENE
line

and

ChOd

Comedy by Laarence

now

sites of the Village

revues on In the pools during the
afternoons, hopeful of building business at night.
Sunshine has taken a run out
powder here. Less than two weeks
of Ideal weather for the past seven
weeks. Deluges of rain five of the
past seven days. And bleak weather

.

44th St. Eve. 8:40

s a Wise

pots are

Y.

MORENO—JUiaiY SAVO

CLAYTON, JACKSON & DURANTE

It

playground.

4-300

DAVID BELABCO PreMBt*

A New

a:

Some of the smart operators have
spotted the semi-freak places uptown and are doing better business
in the new stands than they ever
did in the Village.
Armchair lunchrooms and

"i^^

TED IlEALY & HIS RACKETEERS
ROSITA

By Edwbi JustuR Mayer

as

KEITH'S

BIGGEST HOLIDAY REVUE

CHILDREN OF DARKNESS

Slit S(.

RKO THEATRES

Kenneth MacOowan and Joseph Werner
Reed present

BASIL SYDNEY and
MARY ELLIS in

B'way

Florida

Sullivan

in the Congress.

Jimmy

Charlie Morrison flew from L- A.
Kansas City on his return from

the Coast.

out without stockings made its pre$94 and can't sue. Thief broke Into seasonal appearance on Broadway
his home In Sunnyside, Saturday, during the past week. Apparently
and touched him for that amount
the early warm weather got to the
Marietta Jakobs, former Marietta girls.
O'Brien of n.usical comedy, has
Walter Wanger is such a conopened a concert management bu- sistent first nighter in New York
. reau.
that he's reported at openings when
Nick Adams, in Europe for four not present. Ward Morehouse and
years, is back in New York. For- F. P. A. had Wanger among those
merly of the vaude team York and at "Simple Simon" through force of
Adams.
habit.
The Paramount exec is in
I/ew Colder returned to New Hollywood.
of Keith's,

Florlto with a

26, 1930

Marjorie Oelrichs dashing about

Portraits Instead of Oil

Market crash la how having its- effect tipon the one: class, which had'
been able to withstand the money situation longest. The near-northside
art colony in Chicago Is feeling the pinch badly. Reports that the sale
of lithographs, woodcuts, etchings, etc., Is far below par and the demand
for portraits has fallen to zero. Big shots, who with tat bankrolls had
contracted to have themselves done in oil, are now using the kodak as
you go slogan.
Racketeet-s with dough have In the past been a big money .field for
the art workers In wanting to play swank and finding the purchase of
paintings the quickest way to get the rep for being an art-lover. With

money

scarce, the racketeers are losing their taste for the idea.

•
'

.

(Continued oh page

SG).

Next to the stage door of the
Palace Theatre, the new home

of

MRS. GERSON'S GRiU
After 11 Years on

Broadway

—

—

Wednesday, February

t

26, 1930

M

I

Inaccurate Biographies

The

Idle

eoliloquy. Many years later he sent
the lad to DartmoAith and laughed
up his sleeve.
Once out of Dartmouth, Wang
rolled up his sleeves and sat down.
He was tired of life and figured a
good, long rest would do him good. It
didn't, so he bought a tie and went
to ^ work on the technical side of
pictures.
few years later Wanger was
seen eating In a restaurant. "Who
Is that man?" asked a film producer.
"Richard Dlx," said the companion, a chatter writer for some
eyndicate.

A

"I'll write him a letter and put
him to work," said the mogul. A
few days later Dix got the letter

Inspector McCormack's squad has

people

Taxi Gyp Charge

Fails

"Jimmy" Wolf, of Staff & Wolf,
taxi dealers, at 1906 Broadway, was

summoned

to West Side Court on
the charge of seizing a penniless
Magistrate
t.ixi
chauffeur's cab.
nood dismissed the summons for
lark of jurisdiction.
Abe Glass, taxi chauffeur, stated

he bought a cab from Wolf, made
his entire payment of $370, and
twice the cab was seized and held
for further payments.
After Magistrate Flood ordered a
charge of grand larceny against
Wolf he learned the car was in
Brooklyn,

making

the. jurisdiction

churches. Flood then
ordered the complaint-destroyed and
in the city of

Wolf was

freed.

WolC

dotiied

the

cliarfre.

JACK BLUE ACCUSED

dancing instructor, who said Blue
'became enraged when he announced
he was going to quit the job, and
while Gerard "held him 'Blue beat
him with a heavy cane. Ho said he
''\as too ill to communicate with the
:

police until several days later.
Blue made a denial that he

the S. P. C. A. raids a cock
arrests the humans involved

cocks.

The owners

-a.

'Variety

reporter

—

obtained a summons in West Side trial with their owners. The ownCourt for the manager of the Hotgl ers are fined $10, but the' cocks are
Jackson in West 45th street. She condemned to death by the judge.
charged the hotel had seized three There is a lengthy law on the subdresses and a coat she had placed ject, which the S. P. C. A. will read
In a cleaner's on the ground floor to you, to the effect that all implements to the misdemeanor must be
of the Jackson.
When she went to the cleaner's destroyed.
.
S. P. C. A.'s Side
to get the articles she was told, she
asserted, that the hotel had taken
So what can the S. P. C. A. do
the garmens. She had lived at the about the matter? The cocks are
until six

weeks ago and

left

bill.

of $16.

legally condemned to death, and
criminals are never made into stews.
The S. P. C. A. says It must proceed in the proper manner.
Tlie
birds are destroyed by carbon monoxide^ gas which renders them In-'
edible, and the bodies are then
turned over to the Board of Health
for disposal.

She asserted she served the sum-

However, the

mons on the manager.

The latter
failed to appear In Court.
Magistrate Flood gave her a second sum
-

avenue.

Plain

Times square subway

Clothes Cops

their

S. P. C.

A. said that

on one occasion some place in -New
York state, a sheriff who confiscated
some fighting cocks did wring their
necks and distribute the birds
to the neighbors.
This was the
only instance on record, although
there were no objections to the
procedure in the case.
And this
case may be the answer to the whole
agitating question.
The S. P. C. A. and cock owners
have other differences on the sub-

liders

saw

bars of promised relief

the red colored iron station
markers of New York's new subway

"Harness"

to

flr.st

when

begin to appear on Eighth avenue
George Meyers
between 40th and 59th streets. Ac"Ward of Captain Dlttcording to these markers the new

Plainclothosnion

and Tommy
man's staff. West 47th street, who
have covered theatres on Broad- tube will luive four stations in the
way for more than two years, were Times square area. These will be
transferrejj. to different stations In at 38th-40th, 44th-45th, 50th-52d and
•

Brooklyn.

5Sth to _61st streets.

The opening

Both were placed in "harness," of the new subway, however, will
and both did gcod work until they not be for another
year'.
ran Into a snag recently.
Ward
Eighth avenue has been underarrested a patron on Loow's New going
changes. Sixth avenue is the
York Roof.
Main Stem's paradox ^^but old
Defendant explained to Magis- Eighth Is its secret side. Here off
trate Dreyer that Ward supplied a the long
road thtit's Broadway
false name on the court papers and along
the side streets east and west
also furnished a false name on the and up and
down Eighth avenue
bond.
are the heartaches and the rainThe statement was noted in the bows, of Madza Lane.
Court record. As a result an inDressing Up Lane
vestigation was started. Both cops
What the new subway will do to
were transferred into uniform. The it is but a hazard. Already, how-

—

bondsman for Steiner was sub- ever, the street Is beginning to look
poenaed to the District Attorney's different. It's beginning to dress
office, where Mr. Crain had him up.
All Its theatres are wired and
taken before the Grand Jury. The Its shops are taking on the Broadsame bondsman was indicted a few way air.
days later on another complaint.
Eighth avenue, street of. Broadway's rooming' houses, fiop joints
and cafeterias, now boasts imposing hosteh'ics on its corners and
SIGHT SEEING
apartment houses of splendor. It
Is believed that with the addition of

GYP

DOES WELL IN BEVERLY

the

new subway

will

Los Angeles, Feb.

take^ its

linking

25.

the

the theatre district
biggest leap toward
50's with 42d

middle

Motor tourists are being taken by street. Inkling of this is the newa few smart alecks who pilot them Hollywood theatre built by Warpast the houses of film stars. The ners at 51st street and Broadway,
pilot parks his car on the approach with the side ftwitage extending
to Beverly Hills with a Sign stating half way to Eighth avenue.
An Idea of the change tn the
that he is the official guide to the
homes of stars; For $2 he leads the street that lias so long been looked
way past a lot of houses where down upon by Broad wayfarers Is that
real
estate has jumped in value 300
names are supposed to live.

The only

"authentic

home

percent, with a greater rise prophesied by landowners when' the subway opens.
Peculiarly enough a great percentage of this Increased valuation will
go to a film theatre company that
owns practically every theatre on
Eighth avenue from Columbua Circle to the Village line. It's the Cohsolldated Theatres. They're grinds
with wired equipment, but In the

of a star

Is that of Tom Mix,
over with the star's
After that any house goes
for the customer's favorite player's.
The tour lasts about half an hour
If the tourists don't stop too long
to take pictures outside the supposed dwelling of the big shots.
The fiashiest residence In Beverly
belongs to Doheny, the oil man.
When the tourist cracks the name
of his fav player he or she Is piloted to Doheny's home.
Pilot believes in starting with a bang.

he points out
plastered all

initials.

House

of David

past year atmosphered and redecorated, making rather natty neighborhood houses.
AH are on the
west side of Eighth avenue. Be-

tween 40th and, 59th streets there
are five of them? all doing a whale

Now

biz.

Real Chinese Chop
There are some new haberdashery
and restaurant.% but Eighth

Hais Pair of Rulers
Ronton Harbor, Mich., Feb,

stores

25.

Control of the bearded cult, the avenue's greatest oddity Js a place
House of David, has passed from little known to Broadway. It'o a
the hands of the widowed queen of Chinese restaurant that serves ChiKing Benjamin. Queen Mary has nese food only for Chinese.
Beyond this It Is the biggest "cutreached a settlement with Judge H.
man and Randolph street figure,
T. Dewhirst, former justice of the rate" street In the world— not even
died Monday (2-1) of polo injuries.
California Supreme Court,, who had Canal street or Delancey street surHe fell from his pony during a pracA
:-issing It.
tice scrimmage last week and suc- say breeders, is the only known ani- been King Ben's lawyer, and who
Cut-rating on Eighth avenue Is a
cumbed after a six-day coma.
mal that will leave food or a hand- has been minority leader since the gag. .A
guy decides to go out of biz
king's death.
Byfield was 45 and a bachelor. some hen and scrap.
and
hangs out a red paper sign
the
colony
property
Under
terms
With his brothers, Ernest and Dr.
There are, says the S. P. C. A,,
Albert Byfield, he owned the Sher- about 3,000 fighting cocks in New will be divided equally, both leaders 12 months before he really intends
to go out, if he even does, and keeps
man' Hotel and other enterprises.
York state at present; tha,t the sport to rule their own faction.
on selling. The funny thing about
is extensive and has taken the place

Eugene Byfield Dies

Boy

Who Made Good

AVeldon Heyburn, 27, an actor,
Hotel President, was fined $10 by
Magistrate August Dreyer in West
Side Court on a disorderly conduct

A

friend of Heyburn's paid.
According to Thomas Ryan, houfo
detective at the President, Heyburn
was entertaining some friends in his
room. The party became so noisy
that other guests complained. Ryan
went to the room and told them

charge.

Later,
to the

Ryan

said,

Heyburn came

lobby and announced he was

going to "mop" up.
Before the
sleuth ral.sed liis hands he said he
got a wallop on the chin. Heyburn
pleaded guilty.

a.s.sault.

The two men were arrested ^ on
complaint of Anthony Seatti, a

When
fight, it

and confiscates the cocks.
The birds are then promptly put
into a gas chamber and killed. Why
can't the S. P. C. A. make a stew
of the birds?
This is a question
which Interests a number of people.
Including the owners of confiscated

Asks Help

they would have to be quiet.
Jac-k Blue, 231 West 51st street,
diincing. instructor, and his assistant,
Jack Gerard, were held in $1,000
each by Magistrate Dreyer in West
Side Court on charges of felonious

INCORRIGIBLE CRIMINALS

Richman's

Chicago, Feb. 25.
Eugene Byfield, national sports-

reply.

GAME COCKS AS

talked to a couple whose fighting
birds were seized insist that they
would feel much better about things
if their
cocks were made Into a
stew.
As they argue, fighting cocks are
to this new arrangement a magisthe best cared for fowl in the world;
trate could write bail at any hour,
and any place, but now It's only they are better fed, housed and are
usually younger than any chicken
permissible during court sessions.
that can b^ bought In a market. So
With the Night Court closing at 1
why destroy them In an Ignominious
a. m. those taken in late raids must
and wasteful manner? Let them
be held till morning.
Wring the necks of the birds and
give them to hospitals or orphan
asylums, say the owners.
Self-Styled
The S. P. C. A., when faced Vith
this question, had quite a definite
JUt Girl
answer. It seems that when cocks
Flo Stanley, who is plaintiff in are confiscated as parties to the
an action for breach of promise misdemeanor that cock fighting Is,
against Harry Richman for $100,000, they are subsequently brought to

mons.
Flo obtained the summons under
though something has been said.
the name of Jacqueline Vallee. She
Wang is the husband of Justine now
resides at the Willard apartPeople wouldn't realize
Johnston.
ment, 76th street and West. End
he fittends first nights so often if

looking girl?" people ask.
Shaw,"
"That's
Oscar

KILL ALL

after court sessions, the mob grabbed didn't relish the Idea of languishing In durance overnight. Prior

"

he didn't take his wife.
"Who's that man with the swell

Times Square s Cut Rate Lane

to

Go Back

"A girl chum of mine had stopped
Time wore on and Wang was
merged into eastern production at the hotel and shared my room
manager for Paramount. He Is very for several days. She then got her
own apartment in the' hotel. Wlien
busy and deeply Interested in the
she quit I believe she owed a bill
«ast-west controversy. He thinks
eastern football has It all over the
"Western teams have it all
west.
over the east," he says. Then he
smiles. "I'm sorry," he says, "I was
reciting their .side of the .argument."
His secretary chuckles as

Tube Works Changes on

area.

3 A. M.

Closing Drive on Speaks

paying her

mount.

distribution

these newsstands does not exoutside this Immediate

and went Into ii)ictures. This will
Dlx for the first time how he
Jackson
happened to go to woi'k for Para-

tell

special

lend

Police Continue

have been asked about it person- and Chink joints.
Previously the speaks and espeally but he wasn't in Sunday. When
he was three-going-on-four, or "al- cially those operating with closed
most four" as the Belgians say, his doors have been Immune from police
Last week, however,
folks asked him what he would Interference.
the squad clamped the lid on the
like to be.
"Next to closing," replied the whlsperlows, and in all places found
young ruffian, "and you can take open after 3 a. m. made pinches on
that literally or in the ukase of a charge of possession.
Under the new bonding law which
Bhow business." Rating quite high
socially, the Wangers were disturb- makes it impossible to obtain bail

any ginger ale in It."
The father's threat was no

96

midnight every Tuesday.

Wanger was born either in New renewed its drive to enforce the 3
England or away from that happy a. m. closing, curfew In Times
He was to Square speaks as well as night' clubs
little group of states.

your punishment like a man."
"I'll take my punishment like a
man," replied Wang, "and don't put

VARIETY

8th Ave.

Variety at Midnight

By Claude Binyon

ed over the juvenile's attitude.'
"Wang," said his pappy sternly,
"you must either apologize or take

E S S Q U A R E

Starting with the current
i.ssue, Variety goes on sale in
the Times Square district at

Walter Wanger
Walter (Foldine Hat) Wanger,
production manager for
eastern
Pai'amount, is sometimes referred to
as "the man who has attended 1,000,000 first nights In order to wear
his evening clothes, with or without tails." He looks quite doggy in
them. The illusion will be destroyed when he 1)6comes bald.

:

SENTENCED IN DEUG CASE
George Haye.s, 52, stage hand, of
Frceport, L. I., was sentenced to
four months in the Workhouse by
the Justices of Special Sessions;
He iiad pleaded guilty to possessing narcotics. Hayes was arrested
Feb. 5 at Amsterdam ave. and C4th
•

They found a qiiantity of
had St.
struck Seatti, declaring he merely heroin on him.
defended himself against an attack
He said he had just purchased
l)y Seatti.
the stuff, but refused to tell the
The case will be heard today police Uho the seller wa.s. Haye.'s
"Wed.).
has a previous record.

ject of cocks and cock fighting.
Breeders of fighting cocks argue
that when the birds are allowed to
fight they are doing the thing they
most prefer In the world.
cock,

of

dog

fights

which have

fallen

from

favor because such matches were
never on the level. Either one or
the other of fighting dogs usually
had poison rubbed on its coat.

Cop. Held in Hotel

Row

.j

Is that the prices never change
the guy who hunts for bargains here is usually the goat. He
can buy better quality stuff at the
same prices on Broadway or the
big department stores, but falls for
the "going out of biz" signs and the
"bankruptcy" tags on the windows
and gets nicked. From Inveetlgatlo;i there are at least a dozen shops
between 40th and 50th streets that
have had the same signs hanging
for nine months and they're still
It

XEARNS' ANNULMENT SUIT
Chicago, Feb.

—but

25.

Jack Kearns, fight promoter and
manager, has filed suit to annul his
"marriage" to ETdlth Angel, claiming
that ceremony never took place. Petition is based on the trick New
York marriage law, which provides
that a signed, notice of intent to
marry Is all that is necessary to

Edward McGorry, mounted cop of
Troop "B," and living at Springfield, Queens, was held by Magistrate Flood In West Side Court for becpme man and wife.
Both the wedding Intent document
the Grand Jury on the charge of
beating Bernard Grant, elevator op- and the maintenance agreement
were rnade on March 4, 1924, after
erator of the Hotel Somerset.
McGorry has been suspended by which date they did not live togethActing Police Commissioner Philip er, ifearns states. Annulment suit
Hoyt. McCorry at first was charged Is an answer to the .series of suits
with simple assault. A few days filed by Kdlth Angel, demanding
later the charge was changed to $2,000 In back alimony.
The complaint
felonious aspault.
states that McGorry struck Grant
DUROCHER'S
with the butt of his service revolver when the latter refused to
Leo E. Durocher, former Yankee
open a door to a room of which ballplayer recently transferred to
the cop was not an occupant.
the Cincinnati Reds, was sumGrant failed to appear in court moned to AVcst .Side Court to make
on the last. arra.Ignment and A.flubr good .two. alleged 'rubbf^r checks tor
poona was l.'j.'-ued for him.
tailing $100.
Leo had promised to
make good, slated the manager of
Masque theatre, where "Erokon the Hollywood restaurant.
Di.shes" is playing, apparently the
The summons was dismissed by
first legit house to feature, outside Magistrate Flood.
Durocher makes
amplifying horns as a ballyhoo. On his home while in this city at thf
cfthf-r side of the marquee are two Piccadilly Hot'O.
Th<-; cliff-ks w<.t<'
of the horns, which broadcast the for cash, .'tat'-d the irate miiiiiigi-r
laufih.«; of the audience.
of the Hollywood.

—

"selling out."
Most of Broadway's speaks line the
side streets bet\veen the Main Stem
and Eighth, while at 40th street Is
the Greek cafe centre, where probably 20 or more Greek restaurants
and clubs provide a lower Elghtfr'C
avenue'.q night life.
There's only

one regular Broadway hangout on
Eighth avenue, and that'.s Chez
FJorenco on 58th street, an after
midnight rendezvous of the Main
Stem.

BOUNCERS

Razz Noble Experiment
Toledo, Fob.

25.

Sonatdr Brookhart, dry, and Conwf-t, dobated

gressman LaGuardia,

the prohibition i.ssu'; in the Coli.scum
hero before 1,200 pf-rnons who paid
,

'

j

$1.50 to listen.

Votf aflPrward.s
und the

I.,ii(:uui'(lla

wa.s

C

t<i

1

t'iggU- j>u<'t.

for
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Uncommon

Chatter

Wisdom

By Ruth Morris
A
'•Simple

TiUTf
tiful

calls for a rave. change)
been a more beau- lislen t(i

Simon"
h;i3

production

— lavish,

tasteful,

done with originality and imaginaCoHiment up and down Broad-

cniL
llif

liosita singing
ingly.

bo.'c

him.self, for a

o£
the audience to
bull-TiKhL spiel, ,Hi(d

and dancing charm-

Babe Eg.in's Redheads have a
way infers that there is too much now wardrobe and would have apIt might have peared to much bcttei' advantage
of Ed Wynn in It.

tion.

—

to

do.

Paramount's Flap

Week

Palm lieach clad most democratically.

Mr.

Then Buddy Rogers, ac

companied by a roar of applause,
mounted from the pit on the organ

next to them Mrs. Howard Chandler Christy and party.
Livingston,
amiable
Monsieur
catSiUp king, left for New York.
One night club here which,, from
external appearances is doing
all
top business, asserts that, because
of the casino having been closed,
the owners will be contented if the
season is completed with a $75,000
Doing everything possible to
loss.
make the deficit only $50,000.
Dorothy Van Alst, who closed at
the Floridian, now at the Hollywood
Country Club.
Dr^ Thomas M. Cassidy gave the
largest niglit Club party to date,
more than 100 guests seated 'on the
ringside of the Roman Pools.

elevator. Just as the welcome' was
about to subside, Paul Ash's cheer
leading swelled it into greater en

to be said!

'

feminine audiences, yet the

women

There was a spirit of pandemo- who attend seem to stand its grue
nium at the opening Palace per- some horror better than the men.

formance, with no one seeming too
After the last curtain liad dropped
sure of what he was to do. Ted on the complete failure of the prison
jJHealy and his mob of strange look- outbreak, the men walk blankly to
romped
in
and
out
of
ing assistants
the street, looking drawn and si
every other act. Informality is a lent. Women, on the other hand
good note on any program, but It seem to throw off the'horrible mom
should be routined and not, as on ory of the play more quickly. Wisp
Saturday, appear to be running of, their lobby conversation ignore

is

are

the

An

idea of

how

exclusive

not think Fred Stone awfully

the

same

old story.

one of a team marries, there
usually friction,, due to the in-

terference froni the latest addition
to the act.
Pretty hard to separate
the business and domestic rela-

Perhaps your sister and her
husband think they can work better
without you, but hesitate to tell you
for fear of hurting your feelings.
Since you are the older and better
known sister, why don't you make
tions.

the break yourself?
You should
have no trouble g,ettlng a <«artner
and 1 would suggest a male partner
for a change.

chief a

Dear Miss Revell: My husband is
newspaperman, and you know how

they are. He always has alibis for
being away from home. But I am
tired of staying home alone. I have

wear made-over clothes and
to
economize in every way, but I notice
was the when he does show up he is always

Venetian ball at the Nautilus Is
conveyed by the fact that the brokerage room of a New York Stock
exchange firm on the main fioor was
used as a checkroom.
Sam Crowther has joined the
literary family at the King Cole.
Mrs. Harry B. Smith, wife of the
composer, at the Flamingo.
George Horace Lorlmer walking
in and out mobs of writers on the
Boardwalk, many of whom the
"Saturday Evening Post" made. The
editor stopped at the Roney-Plaza.
Sidney Frohman, cousin of Dan-

The "Ripples" Quarry
Another Stone has been cast. Fred

may

Siate,r.
It'.-?

When

And picture
pastime everywhere.
Folks staggering to talkers and
back to parties. Heretofore everj'body was rouletteing.

Stone's second daughter, Paula, Is
carrying on the tradition of the
In "Ripples" she goes
thuslasm.
Buddy Rogers' charm family.
and neat appearance couldn't have through her paces like a trouper
disappointed even his most exacting and has a lack of affectation that
You may or
admirers, and his musical versatil- is quite channlng.

floss.

parties

Cocktail

few

.

Peggy Perry arrived in Miami
Beach, locking up her Riverside
Drive penthouse for a month.
Camille Lenler tanning up and
resting.

A

worked together.

Answer:

It costs $200 (deposit) to install
a telephone here if you are a tourist.

—

is

and Mrs. Richard Rowland
and

at one table at the Deauville,

'
Each visit
Friday's opening performance at of Oriental mysteries.
the Paramount was a Flapper's will disclose new beauties in this
Delight. First was Paul Ash, wel- wonder theatre!"
Which just about says all there
comed back to town with a hearty

reception.

always

years ago she married and her husband, a newcomer in show business,
Is forever interfering in our billing!
booking and creating dissatisfaction.
My sister used to be willing to play
any date pr .111 any spot on the biil
but now, through his influence, insists on picking and choosing her
dates.
She can afford to lay off
but I can't.
I am wondering, if I
should split the act, get another
partner or wor'«i alone. Or do you
think I would do better with a male
partner? I have never had one.

(Continued from page 54)

studded columns, fantastic carvings,
strange lighting effects, colorful
hangings «JI carry the fascination

—

.

FLORIDA CHATTER

—

ity provided grand entertainment
Then just to complete the matlnoo
idol flavor came a new screen hero
'The only cos- named James Durante, who is said
tume which seems completely all to have been recruited from Shakeswrong was worn by Bobbe Arnst at pearian repertoire in England. What
her first appearance badly fitted
diction, what bearing, what handand out of key with "the whole prosome and dashing good looks! It
duction.
Her cutest costume is a probably will be no time before he
yellow beach overall, made fortuis known as America's Sweetheart
nately of some washable material,
The unit is known, for no very
since it3 weafer, in a rough and
good reason except that It Intro
tumble comedy number, wiped up
duces Rogers at the end, as "Hollythe stage with it at the opening
wood on Broadway." It includes
performance.
Having only 24 hours of re- the acrobatic stepping of a FreS
Evans troupe, the radiocasting of
hearsal, Ruth Etting skipped over
Harriet
Lee and the diverting clown
"9:15
Revue" and gave
from the late
a letter perfect performance. She Ing of the girl with Allen and Can
field.
It's excellent entertainment
has two grand appearances, first In
a blouse and skirt of pink silk and despite a screamingly-typical pic
finale, all lit up like a
black velvet, smart for all its repre- ture house
Christmas tree.
sentation of a dance hall singer. Her
second is a gown of chiffon and silk
"Last
Mile" Reaction
tatters, in which she looks as beauAudience reaction to "'fhe Last
tiful as one of those arty theatrical
photographs after much retouching. Mile," that gripping play about
condemned men in a prison death
"Simple Simon" is a knock-out.
cell, is an odd one.
The .play has
nothing in it that would attract
Palace Pandemonium

shining silk

for the Woeful

\

been better for Mr. Wynn if he has than when last seen if their act
mas.fed newer laughs in fewer ap- hadn't been cruelly cut up by the
pearances, but no true Ed Wynn fan mad goirigs-on of Healy and his
Bessie Love's Hysterics
They're suis going to complain about sucli un- wonderful henchmen.
If all screen actresses could inpremely funny, but a little less of dulge 'in hysterics
important faults.
as movingly as
Production is grand. The book, them would have done as well.
Bessie Love thci'e would be no obGrace Doro still strikes wrong jections to the screen formula which
which has the childish quality of
English pantomime, doesn't matter notes with wild abandon, but her calls upon a "great little trouper"
in the least. It is merely an excuse clever pianologues get over to big to laugh between agonized sobs as
A 'new dress is in pink she bravely dons her make-up,
for scene after scene of breath- applause.
taking beauty. Joseph Urban lias moussellne de soie, with cunning knowing full well that the show
cut loose from the somewhat stodgy puff sleeves and stylized imposi- must go on. Miss. Love, who gives
trimming a graceful, full
style that marks his Metropolitan tions
fine performance in any picture
work and has contributed effects skirt.
in which she Is cast, should be
The girls, with Arthur and Morgay, delicate and distinguished..
ranted a monopoly .^on screened
It is hard to be coherent about the ton Havel, wear cute sports frocks
ysterics.
John Harkrider costumes, they're so and aid agreeably in an amusing
Her latest outburst comes in
lovely. Unhampered by a desire to sketch. Over and above all, the bill
Chasing Rainbows," the knowledge
economize on production, the de- has Jimmy Savo, whose comedy
f which title plus the fact that it
signer has spread himself on rich seems more fluid and beautiful at
is a back-stage story plus the fact
But he also knows how to each new appearance.
effects.
that Charlie King plays opposite the
use simplicity, evidenced In beautiheroine, automatically forecasts its
fully draped gowns of monotone
Durante, the Tool
own events. All the hackneyed situsatin, and In a simple ingenue frock
"Roadhouse Nights" Is, like, most ations are in it and would be ex7
with plain bodice of heavy satin. melodramas, not awfully convinctremely dull but for an excellent
Its sheer skirt is so full It can be
ing, but audiences are used to boot- cast and the several moments that
held out at arm's length- and still
leg storiea with diluted realism deAn- pendent on 100 proof coincidence siiggest the picture is slyly deridirig
fall gracefully to the ankles.
itself.
Marie Dressier and Polly
other dress for Harriet Hoctor's exMost important is that is brings Moran help to keep things lively in
quisite toe-work Is a tJrincess white
Jimmy Durante to the screen. Ad- exaggerated parts that are often
chiffon, with fullness introduced at
mirers of his pecular madness very funny, and a perfectly grand
the sides, and a comet of tiny sequins
for Its reception by a tune called "Happy Days" gets less
Even usually fear
splashing across the front.
general public not educated" to the plugging than it deserves.
without Seymour Felix's noteworthy
ausghlassen night club humor, but
direction of a Hunting Ballet and the
the Schnozzle's first screen appearLoew's 175th Street
precise beauty of Miss ' Hoctor's
ance removes any doubts that might
Loew's 175th Street opened with
dancing, the costumes would make
is not
blaze
of
glory
Washington's
The fairytale cos- have been entertained. He
It outstanding.
actor, but a good one. birthday.
a
screen
only
Its architecture is aptly
tumes are as imaginative as anyThat eloquent face doesn't have to described in its own program notes,
thing that could ever have been
speak a line to get a laughing re- which, with the help of exclamation
"Written into a fairytale.
des- points, read:
As carefully worked out as a plot, action, and when It sinks into
pair and admits that its owner Is
"In sharp contrast to this modern
the costumes have dramatic contibeautiful dame" it de- note is the ancient splendor and
nuity as they work from a quiet "a tool of a
Clayton
howl.
gets
a
beauty of the Indo-Chinese archiopening to the climax of a gorgeous serves and
finale.
They ease the show into and Jackson haven't been given an tecture! Pagan glories of otd are
opening with simple little organdies, opportunity in the film, but reg- revived to create an atmosphere of
Jewelcombining white and a delicate isters well in what little they have luxury and exotic charm!

shade of yellow. They add humor
to a Magic Music number with
simple circular skirts of moussellne
de 30lre, bordered with musical
notes and topped with little velvet
jackets nipped in at the waistline
and dotted with red ties that change
in a twinkling to magicians' complimentary green. They, introduce a
sombre note by having the long
frock coats of the Glooms of Dullna
made of black moire. A neat stroke
has these sinister robes buttoned
with gold padlocks. Costumes for
the Joys of Gayleria are made ot
multi-colored dcnclng ribbons, Interwoven at the waistline. Real musical comedy technique has animal
pelts, used in the Fairy Tale finale
of the first act, made completely of
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Phil Biikoi- (in the

"Simon-' Delirium

in.'V(.'i-
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against prison authority and ready
to take up cudgels for the pitiable
murderers and cut -throats trying
When
to break away to freedom.
a prison guard is murdered In cold
Nellie Revell
blood and thrown into the courtyard belpw, one woman was heard
to clap her hands and sny, "Clood
This department, conducted by Miss Revell, has been Instituted as a
for them.
It served him right."
weekly feature and is placed at the service of 'any "Variety" reader.
When the third act is over, they Matter submitted
to Miss Revell will be treated confidentially.
No
promptly forget all about it:
attention will be paid to unsigned letters, but real names will always be
The only people who left the the- suppressed.
atre before the conclusion of the
Miss Revell may be addressed at the Hotel Somerset, West 47th street,
^or care "Variety," New York.
play on Monday were two men. audibly commenting that they couldn't
stand it.
Dear Miss: My sister -and I have

—

half-pickled and he can't get that
way these da:'S without spending
money.
Fortunately, we have no
I am wondering if our
marriage isn't just another bust.
What do you think?

children.

•

Lonely

"Wife.

Answer: Yes, I know how newspapermen are, having been married
to two of them, and neither of them
was ever two days alike. They are
like race horses and stocks
pretty
hard to figure. I frankly admit I am
stumped by your case. You c6uld
try leaving home, which might bring
iel Frohman, fishing In the indigo him.
to his senses and if he really
waters of the Gulf Stream.
wants you he will be more conUltra Bath Club giving a circus siderate. If he doesn't want you,
ball next Friday night.
you will, of course, be glad to
Big and exclusive bookings for know it.
Nedahbeh (Great Friend) of the
Penobscot Indians of Old Town,
Dear Friend: About 10 years ago
Maine. Engaged by the Flamingo
asked your advice about someHotel to tell story of the decline of thing and you sfet me right. Now
his tribe, that once numbered 8,000. I want to ask you something again.
Alfred Jonniaux, noted Belgian My husband and I simply are not

—

funny; you may find the book dull
and the musical numbers (with the
exception of "Is It Love?" and "I'm painter, studying the curves of congenial.
I
don't feel at home
a Little Bit Fonder of You") not American
women's w'rlsts
and among his people and I don't think
very intriguing; but there Is a real ankles, which he asserts are the he does around mine.
While he
kick in seeinc the Stone girls go last word. Fellows over here over- provides for ro.e and gives me the
through their father's roiitlnes. They look the wrists.
protection of his name, I know It
develop, somehow, from a dance step
Fox, Paramount, Pathe and all is only because of his sense of duty.
to a national institution.
the other companies with news- I know he doesn't love me and I no
reel cameramen, shot scenes of the longer love him. Should I ask him
On Styles
most gorgeous pageant ever staged for a divorce, or wait until he
From Paris come reports of In the south when the Venetian ball, asks me?
Vnharii>y.
the Worth spring showing. Ac- staged on the luxurious grounds of
cording to the Informant, who ^r^b- the Nautilus hotel, was at its height.
Answer: You may be altogether
ably doesn't know a guimpe from a This was the principal social event mistaken about his not loving you.
godet, dress details are as follows: of the season, all proceeds going to Perhaps he feels that you do not
Sleeves are getting erratic. They charity within the county. There care for him and that may account
are worn Short in town clothes, were 600 people in costume.
for his indifference.
As you say,
he is an artist and as such is eneven in formal coats and jackets,
•

.

.

'

while there is often a suggestion of
sleeves, or perhaps more, in evening tweed to give the appearance of a

gowns.

Long brown suede gloves
dominant note. Worth going

are a
to the

extreme of showing them with black
costumes.

Ermine and squirrel, both dyed
a lustrous black, are used on formal
coats
and costumes.
Otherwise
very little fur. Buttons made from
tiny pieces of mirror trim .lome
costumes.
Cape effects are noted on afternoon and e'vening gowns. Sleeveless
coats are another feature predominant in this collection.
Wide leather belts are used on
coats and out-of-town
costumes
(Worth having decreed the term

obsolete),
while
Wild.
the play and take up the details of "sports clothes"
- Keating, started out as m. c, but,
life- for wliioh the -feminine mind is wide, belts of velvet or ribbon .m,ark
after two inti'oductlons, vanished as famed: should one buy that rose- tlie natural waistline in evening
completely as one of his illusions colored print she saw, should an- gowns.
Short evening wrap is still preferHis greatest feat of magic was to other have lamb chops or steak for
able.
appear (after his name bobbed up dinner the next night.
White transparent voile blouses
on the annunciator) as the Morenos
The consensus of lobby opinion
and their Spanish orchestra, mak- among the women on Monday night with short sleeves, often embroiding it seem that he had disappeared after the first act was: "This play ered with threads from the acup his own sleeve and decided 'to gives me a chill. I'm sorry I came, companying tweeds, are worn with
but nothing could persuade me to the new light-weight woolens. When
stay there.
The second Intermission silk jerseys accompany these cosThe Morenos provld«d good en- leave."
tertainment, with -"Papa" calling finds them getting pretty indignant tumes, they are encrusted with the

one-.piec3 frock.
Hems of evening dresses are
often trimmed with bfinds of ruchIng or large artificial flowers or
narrow bands of fur. No trains
seen In the Worth collection. Bolero
effects popular.
As to colors, pale blue is used for
out-of-toTii clothes, also biscuit
tones of off-white in tweeds and
other light woolens.
Soft greens,
darker blues, mixtures of brown and
beige and white also good.
Black, browns, soft purples and a

few printed silks noted in the town
clothes.
Black, white, pale pinks,
delicate grays and various shades
of plum and purple dominate the

evening

attire.

the allowances that should
of his temperament.
impi-essed me as a
undemonstrative person but as
man with a highly developed

titled to

made for one
He has always

be

cold,

a
sense of fairness.

you

have

divorce,

Since neither of

apparent

why

j^o

grounds

for

looking for trouble

and court undesirable publicity?

Dear Madam: Last year when a
musical show played here (Hartford, Conn.) I met a young man in
the chorus who said he fell in love
with me. I surely am in love with
him. Since he played here we have
continued to correspond and now
he wants to marry me. He is not
of » my religious faith and my parents vlolerftly oi>pose him. Do you
think I should leave my home and

t
..Hard-face family and marry him?
Mary.. 0loosely
Answer: I would have to know
voiles
of
varied weaves; georgettes; some more about the young man and the
crepe de chine or marocain silks and circumstances before replying. Send
me a self-addressed and stamped
a very few printed silks.
envelope and full particulars.
Evening materials:
Failles

.Daytime

matorials:

twieeds

of

woven

woolens;

light

'

weight;

•

wool

in
satins, georgettes,
chiffons, tulles of varied weaves.
few lame's and printed chiffons, but
mostly plain fabrics for early spring

heavy weights;

A

wear.

BIRTHS
Afr. .and Mrs. Max Balaban, son, in
Chicago, Feb. 2-1.

Wednesday, February

How

WOM
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Hollywood Lives
By

Torkera, In Hollywood to
break off a piece of that pleasant

New

picture money, must amass niceolzed nest eegs whether they want
Trained by their assoto or not.
ciation with Manhattan to expect
to pay heavy for Just the privilege
of llvine, here they have
but to be thrifty, to join

Ager

Cecelia

no choice

company

the rishteous who contemplate
a rainy day. They can't help themselves; there's no way to spend

•with

here.

Hollywood's a cruel town to those
who are proud to be Broadway's
playboys, who beam at Tex's "Hello
Sucker," who go to hit shows only
The pas(most often musicals).
toral life of this place has made
no provision for the likes of them.
No more is "going home" the
straight forward process of riding

No more
10 flights in an elevator.
"exercise" playing handball in
js
an indoor club gym or dealing cards
into a
Plunged
room.
card
in the
new environment with no semblance
to the old varied carefree days, no
kindly hand Is raised to help them
adjust themselves. There's no cure
by tapering off for them. With no
instruction they're thrown into these
Let
strange Hollywood waters.
them sink or swim. Hollywood js
so busy making pictures it doesn't

E

PAGE

N' S

ing a struggle for tickets, no speaks,
nothing to be In the know about
All the means he loves so well for
being a big guy are closed to him.
An Income that he himself can't be-

lieve sometimes, and it's just hl.s
luck to be here in Hollywood. He's
looks just like those you get from dipping into the overflowing pockets
sun-lamps, when by rights he ought of the picture capital, but he's got
to be sleeping it off.
He knows to stay here to collect. Always a

better; he knows it's a strange way
for him to behave, but what else

can he

knocking about here

somewhere!
What's Needed

catch

>

notice.

A $10 Night
Try though they do to discover
a ticket speculator with his heart
Jii his work, all they can pay is 75
cents over box office. And box ofso slight as to make them
ashamed to go Into the theatre.
They have a guilty feeling about it.
"What would the treasurers at
Madison Square think of them if
they knew that they were watching
local boiita from ringside for $3.
The Ambassador, Roosevelt, Biltfice

and

Clothes
By

Clothes

Montmartre. Gouvert charge
Maybe a little more special
$1.
Can they enjoy dancing
nights.
•when it only costs a dollar and
Theythere's, room on the floor?
who were grateful to the Club Richman for squeezing them in at $5.50,
who knew the Mirador in its heyday, and were often at the Lido.
They, who 'long about two, would
drop in to chuckle over the Schnozzles,
and later find themselves
slithering Harlem way? Now turned
out from the local places where
orchestras put away their saxophones at one (at midnight Saturdays), they can but hie themselves
downtown to the Apex with a colored floor show, a spot so public it
Here a
advertises orf billboards.
man goes out for a big evening and
he's lucky If he can get rid of

niore,

$10.

There's no "selling"; he's got to
take his own along, and even the
water is. to be had at prices comparable with drug stores.

Easy Leasing
Suppose he decides to settle down
and rent a house. Does the landlord demand a three-year lease? No,
the old softy! If he's bold, he'll ask
for six months. And for what the
New Yorker paid for a bare apartment he gets a whole house furnished in the Hollywood manner
with colored bathrooms and lots of
ground and sometimes even a fountain with water lilies and frogs.
If he is here on an option contract,
that is irritating enough to mention
months, he can live in a Hollywood
apartment with modernistic furniture (which will undoubtedly be
called a Chateau) and ignore the
whole business of lease. His tenancy is welcome on a month to
month basis.

Woman's Mind

red and spread upward
Crystal
into tongues of orange;
bodice to hips. Her Oriental costume
was a flowered lace skirt and' gold
spangles in a dotted pattern. Under the spot Miss De Silva became
purple and various strange things
happened to the cost-ume. A variety
of drops.
After his speech of thanks Ricardo Cortez, Introduced from a box,
Alma Rubens with many superlatives and much enthusiasm.

hem a deep

More Collegians
Harry Carroll's Revue accounted
major portion of the 81st St.

for the

Despite the handicap of Mr.
Carroll's A. W. O. L. vblcie (absent
with old laryngitia) everything was

show.

well liked. Maxlne Lewis and Eddie Bfiuce gave their usual substantial support.
Maryland collegians bid fair to
earn quality with the Callfornians

and the Connecticut Yankees and
They're
the Pennsylvaniahs, etc.
going to need encouragement, for
their leader Is a pessiAll the boys wear black susbut he wears a belt as

evidently

penders,
well.

Rather Wilted

"Lilies"

The most constant woman on
Broadway is Mme. Mark Strand,
dine out, this no^v who has not changed her affections
Yorker.
New
thoroughly discomfited
She still holds the
for 16 years.
He world
.'V
lot of good it will do him.
between her hands and gazes
can go to the hotels again or to tenderly at the globe spinning: out
one of the three class restaurants, its newsreels and such. "Lilies of
two in Hollywood, one in Los the Field" must have .«!pent these
Angeles; none with that flair to help passing years in arid soil. They are
him make a ceremony of the pro- distinctly wilted now. Corinne Grifcedure. No place to make him feel fith is much better in her silent moju.st an old bon vivant who knows
ments, her voice being rather flat
sauces as he knows wines. No yet not without its fa.scination.
place to make him pay enough to Gowns, which ordinarily are Importo
place
capture that illusion. No
tant items with this star, .seemed to
make him dress up. No place where lack distinction. One sa,tin gown
it's
really most chic to be seen. drew mo.«it of the trailing length and
All are satisfactory, no one to lift fullne/s from a godet in the back
him from the -mob.Another. ..of darker
of--.the skirt.
Up Ealrly
color, used side trains from the natHe can't stay out late nights, ural wai.st, a satin bow straddling
poor fellow, so he can't sleep late the left shoulder. A chiffon gown,
mornings. He's up because the sun fitting much better around the hip.s,
is shining.
Well, he might as well was worn under a light velvet wrap
<lnd out about his golf.
There he with what could have been .sable
Irudges,
healthier every bordering the shoulder cape. Negligetting
was
velvet
minute, breathing air unmixed with gee of transparent
the exhausts from taxis or soft charming with its lace gllet and
roal smoke, but often fog laden and overlapping folds on the very full
damp, acquiring a sunburn that .sleeves. Another gown with pan-

He wants

to

—

•

•

elled skirt

collar.

On

a

-

.

Strange that Chas. "Slim" TImblin
should be permitted to continue his
mocking burlesque of the Bible.
Granted it gets laughs, it outrages
the feelings of the greater nun^ber

who

don't laugh.

Costumes Just Covering
"The Enchanted Forest," at the
Academy, covers a diversity of
dancers, gypsy and adagio, a talented violinist, and boy and girl singers.
Costumes just so much covering.
Casa and Lehn Girls make a good
effort at comedy, and the Academy
audience gave credit.
Costumes
pretty, too.
Opening Is in sport
coats, each a different color with
matching tam, frocks in a lighter
shade. A quartet of imitators wore
fiuttery maline of a delicate pink

Seemans and

will build.

.

mount

.many

Rudy ValUi,

fluffing

ers'

was

lin... it should not be against
the law to strangle sales ladles
who call you "Dearie. . .Philip
Goodipan's in town... Madge

her

voice. .Louis
Shurr is still
partial to blondes. . .Jean Dixon
has the world's smallest wrists
.Gertie MacDonald is another
.
girl who should not be overlooked by the hosiery adver.

tisements

Harriett
Hoctor
have reached perfecHunting Ballet...
Dick Barthelmess Is the only
.

.

.

to

tion in her

First National star who owns
a yacht. .BilUe Dove used to
ride a bicycle to work in the
.

Metro

days
Picture
chorus girls wear less on the
street than they do on the set
.. .studio, hairdresser gave a
French poodle a marcel wave
for scene in "Mile. Modiste", y.
old

.

.

.

'

Rod La Rocque and Monte
Blue, measuring six feet four,
are the tallest leading men In
pictures with William Beaudine, tipping six feet two, the
tallest director. .Bill Goetz has
more relatives in the picture
business than any other assistant director.
.

and cuffs daintily fagotted.

"The Vagabond King" makes a
groat spectaclo being produced on
the grand scale and In excellent
technicolor. But it is simply a spectacle. It arouses practically no heart

trasting color sjlk, yoked skirt.
In Best'.s, a flat crepe was made
with" a tucked molded bodice .and interest;-. There. are. .splendid voices,
lingerie frill.
quaint frock has both choral and solo, Jcanette Macpuff \sleeves and detachable cape. Doijald and Dennis King doing nobly
together.
G.aly.'tc (which is a fur, not an autoMiss MacDonald photographs exmobile polish) is the capelike collar
quisitely in the trailing velvets of
on a pretty coat.
Printed taffeta evening frocks In that period.
Empire gowns were
Altman's are lovely colors, one very designed for her' figure. Her hair
simple style having a tiny net yoke photographs a reddish blond, and
and .skirt very full below the snug Is worn shoulder-lringfh, curled at
hJpf:.
Another puts the net at the the ends. Lillian Roth pl.-iycd^.the

A

•

the other girl cried.
"I don't think I have any," .said
Buddy. "Well, come over to Newark and we'll find it for you," they
said.

The

.

slips, fitted
hemline all

'

"We think you're just wonderful,"
the girls cried. "Everybody in our
is crazy about you. You
have 'It' and how!" the joung
things added.
"We had our fortunes told today, and wished that
we would see you, because you are
the most wonderful lover."
One of the girls took the floor and
out-tatl# d the other.
(_
"I am always the leading lady in
the school play," said she. "The last
thing I did was 'Merton of the
•
Movies.' "
"I'd like to do that in pictures,"
said Buddy politely.
"Well, I'm just a great leading
lady, and, of course, I have always
wanted to be an actress. How I
would like to act with you."
Here the other one burst In:
"What i have' wanted to know is
how you would react If 1 kissed
you."
Mr. Rogers smiled limply.
"And what Is your love life like,",
'

from Hollywood unharmed...
Polly Saxon has a new Frank-

seems

He

.

.

.

developing

upon Buddy.

slicked up, but acted sen-

—

.

Is

all

high school

.

,

sons

sibly.

.

Kennedy

all

dressing room, and, giggling and

gurgling, burst in

lace and net gown worn with
a large maline hat and lace

.

"Oh, we'll ask him

I'm going to ask how
he would react if I kissed him."
With that they came to the Rog-

of questions.

is

parasol in "The Infinite Shoeblack", .look out for motorcycle cops on the road to New
Haven. .Lillian Sloane teaches
most of the screen girls to
Warble, and enjoys it. . .a songstress in a breaking In musical
has a chorus boy dress her. .
Ernestine Woolf is letting her
locks grbw
O. P. Heg^l^e is
great in talkers. .Russ l^own
has been learning to hoof lately... Ginger
Rogers
a
has
shorter haircut, cute too...
...Charlie
Morrison arrived

ask him about .l>i.i love
the youngsters while
hair in the elevator

their

mirror.

ravishing in a black

is

said

life,"

said to have
sex appeal in his voice. .Helen

Menken

sobbie

Buddy

theatre.

"We must

people complain that some of
the song sequences in "Vagabond King" are too loud, that
Tibbett technique of leaving
the fader up... Ellen Dalossey,
of the Metropolitan, is confined
to her home with bronchitis...
Ed Wy.nn was gracious to Ruth
Etting (who jumped into "Simple Simon" overnight) at the
premier explaining to the audience how difilcult her assignment was, though that Uttle
lady, was as calm as though
she had been in the show for
a year... Jack Whiting, like

Still
another with shouldor cape
used a narrow collar and tie of con-

collar

"Variety's"

Rogers' dressing room in the Para-

Vivienne Segal has leased a
Malibu Beach site from the

bodices straight hem, with big bow at the
lightly beaded,
edges. waist in back where two narrow
A silk moire frock started at the bands crossed inside the decolletage.
And for the woman 'who refuses
shoulders a pale pink and developed
into a rose shade at the pointed to be sold on the fluttering frocks,
hem.
These girls even dared to Stern's shows the other extreme
a
mannish vest suit with padded
trifle with the dignity of the adagio
shoulders,
three
patch
pockets,
to" highly amusing results.
May Usher wore a black velvet notched lapels, candy- striped silk
gown which appeared a bit rusty. shirt and lining. In fact, everything
Made with lace yoke and double but a big, black cigar.
flounce at the hem, bodice bloused
Daughter of the Cavalry
with narrow belt and jeweled buckle.
James Barton had to wait for the
Saved by the U. S. cavalry!
customers to understand him, but "Troopers 3."
There are a few
when they did they were completely laughs, but the entertainment and
.satisfied.
thrills are supplied by the horsemen
of the 11th U. !3. cavalry troop. An
Frocks
enlarged .screen greatly adds to the
Frocks of flat silk crepe are very effect. Of the "Troopers 3," Slim
popular now.
.Some at Franklin Summerville did all the actual ridSimon's have elbow sleeves with ing. Dorothy Gulliver wore frocks
ends tied in bows, batiste collar and of the' simple style that the daughOne-piece ter of the regiment or the army post
cuffs and straight hem.
model used a straight-front skirt, or the naval base or the marine
the fullness to the back, with small corps or the cav.ilry always wears.
wing tabs giving a jabot effect to
"Vagabond King" Spectacle
the bodice. Another had white silk

shade over satin

can film stars keep from be-

ing conceited?

.

had a cowl

The Riverside, which changes Its black satin frock, coin dots covered
policy as often as a woman does her the wide throw-scarf collar and
mind, is back again to reserve seats part of the lower sleeve. Feature
and two-a-day. Now it has a fea- was so short an added Martinelll
was necessary to make a two-hour
ture picture and vaudeville. "Huntshow.
ing Tigers In India" was warmly
applauded "at Its conclusion.
Girl Musicians
Nina De Silva carried all the femJean Rankin and her Blue Belles,
inine honors in a series of Spanish
dances. Costumes pretty, those of at the 58th Street, have a girls' band
the girls becoming flower-like be- which rates among the best. Coscause the very full ruffles of the tumes might have been a pretty
skirts were dyed deeper on the outer blue instead of the green, considercurves, lighter shades only showing ing the billirig. These frocks were
when the ruffles spread. On one of lined with yellow satin, both colors
Miss De Silva's lace costumes a used in large bows at the hip, skirts
dipping at that side.
similar effect was given, with the

mist.

How

Know That

trailed a couple of girl fans to

.

Mollie Gray

Is

Riverside and

Newark -What, No Piccolo?

life in

in

this

57,.

Flaps TeD "Buddy" Hell Find His Love

Did You

An extravagant salary is a moans
curious town that disregards for doing extravagant things. What's
everything he's been taught to re- 'the use of wearing out his brains
spect. At least In the east it used for the picture industry's payroll
to be something to belong; to a golf if he can't at least get the recrea club.
It gave one a classification
tlon he xinderstands for his efforts.
It can't do that for htm in Holly- Plenty of time to»lead a simple life
wood, where everybody belongs for when he's 80; not now. The only
a few hundred apiece.
chance he has to put himself right
No Speaks
with his creed Is to- go out and buy
In New York there were speaks the most magnificent automobile he
to pat him on the back and make van find. And that is why the Auto
him a regular fellow. The rowdy Show in Los Angeles always sells
ones of the forties if he was feeling its grandest cai-s first. That's why
hey-hey, the elegant ones of tlie the boulevards of Hollywood are
fifties if he wanted to be cheerio startling with such glorified specifor the nonce. He could depend on mens of the coach-builders art. A
all of them to present him with fellow has to have an outlet somechecks to convince him he must where. A flossy car can In some
have enjoyed himself. And the best slight measure gratify his stifled
Italian food in all the world was love for flash.
cooked in those fragrant places.
It's his lone, index to high living
Alas, there are- no speaks in in Hollywood, until he discovers
Hollywood, no friendly meeting Agua Caliente. Or he goes too far
places with their unique method of overboard in the beginning dependaddition that Is really multiplica- ing on expectation that never artion.
If he wants spaghetti in rives.
But the fellow who is fixed
Hollywood, he's got to take it here can fix himself for later on if
straight, minus the chaser.
he has anything besides hair under
No night clubs, no shows requir- his hat. •:
....
do,

VARIETY

Piccolo

"I also would like to know If you
can play the piccolo?" one a.sked.
Mr. Rogers shook his head. "Oh,
you should. I Just love the piccolo.
We want your picture, too. Can we
give you our names?"
"Certalhly. please do.
I'll
send
you a picture."
Paul Ash appeared. "I don't envy
him a bit," he whispered after
watching proceedings.' "Well, you
know, you're wonderful, don't you.
Buddy, and really we are crazy
about you. Maybe we ought to go.
But you have our names and don't

forget the pictures."

"Let

me

shake hands with you

again. Buddy," said one youngster.
"Well, then I must shake hands
again, too," said the other. Reluctantly they departed.
"I guess we were pretty sensible
for being so excited," they said going down in the elevator.

MARRIAGES
Jane Thurston, daughter of Howard Thurston, magician, to Harry
Harris, non-pro, Feb. 22, in Newport, Ky. Groom Is the son of the
late Senator John P. Harris.
Cecelia Hoyt dcMllIe, daughter of
Cecil B. deMille, to Francis Edgar
Calvin, In Hollywood, Feb. 22.
Ethlyne Clair, pictures, to Ernest
Westmore, makeup artist. In Hollywood, Feb. 21.
June Harding, pictures, to Leon
Baldwin Luscher, of Dorcmus & Co.,
New York, at Hollywood, Feb. 16.
Alice Ilartt, Icgit, to Joe. Thomas,
of vaude, Feb. 18 In New York.

DIVORCES
I..OUIS
I-.lllian

F.

Wcrba's daughter, Mrs.
Crcange, has gone

Werba

Reno and brought

to

suit for di-

vorce, charging failure to provide.
There are no children. Couple were
married about four years airo.
Judge Mitchell Erlanger, \mole -C
MLss Werba, officiated at the wi-.idlng ceremony.

who didn't win anything but
sympathy of the audience. She
entitled to all the acting honors.
Girl ushers were arrayed in the
rags 'of the' rabble jn the picture.
Rakish hats at least are very begirl

the
is

coming.

Ann Codee

In

Vltaphone's "Imag-

ine My Emliarrassment" wore a
fiowe.red <-hiffon negligee over her

nightgown.
A few
laugh.s wfrc doubly welcome on a
most laughlcss bJU,

lace-trimmed

;

BURLESQUE — SPORTS

VARIETY

Wednesday, February

"Pansy," Colored Show,
Folds in Pennsylvania

BURLESQUE REVIEWS

26, 1930

Things Have Changed Since-

"Pansy," colored musical produced by Clark Morton, stranded in

midweek last week..
Joe Adams' thirst quenching emThe show had been out three weeks porium in 44th street was figured
and folded owing the cast two high priced through getting 35 cents
weeks salary.
a bottle for brew.
Bare legs and runway teaser
The piece was non-Equity and
numbers seem to be slowly building, had been playing wildcat dates
Al Reeves was figured having the
The work of the comics through Pennsylvania to little enthe City.
hottest
show in burlesue and with
killers
time
appears
to
be
just
here
between the girl numbers, sort of couragement which precipitated the Andy Lewis as the double-entendrebust
up.
that
the
bits
arc
At
spilling comic.
rest periods.
Get a load of MtiMorton
jumped
to
Broadway
waxing stronger on the blue side.
tuals now.
All the experimenting in the world when the blow off came and raised
won't change the 14th street taste sufficient dough to bring the troupe
Real Imported Pilsner and Wurtsin burlesques, and the City .pi>er- back to New York, but no other
burger was to be had at 20 cents a
ators are doing what they can to
Altoona, Pa., in

KUDDLING KUTIES

CITY

(STOCK BURLESQUE)

(MUTUAL)
That the' boys are on was shown
at the Columbia Monday night, in
such a way that now tlierc can be
no doubt. They've stopped yelpins
for more, leaving the stripping
dames to think up a new one or

bow

to silence.
Jea!n Steele, number leader of the

.

Columbia ruhwa;y bunch, garnered
the best hand of the evening after
getting down to two small pieces please the customers.
of apparel. Rest of the woman on
The City is using
view, particularly the visitors of
the week, did'nt show so much in between shows, screen
"teasers," because there was
demand from the sparse attendance, but they didn't seem to

the

shoot the last stage show On about

'

m.
Burlesque competition

little

9 p.

worry about

in this

it.

coin.

film chasers
silcnts which

downtown

strip

keener

is

and the 14th

LAHO, SHORT ENDER,
BEATS LARRY JOHNSON

Lady Cops Slough K. C.
Stock Burlesque
•

Kansas

Show

City, Feb. 25.

A

streeters get a break in spicy dispolice raiding squad headed by
In reading a gag letter— one of plays.
It has now narrowed down
Frances Trowbridge, chief of the
By JACK PULASKI
those "God bless you and keep you, to the show that can offer the best
women's department, visited the
from your loving wife" things Max femme teasers and bluest bits gets
No
end of an upset at the Gar- Gayety, Mutual stock house, Friday
Fields said "P. S." stands for poor
the trade.
den Friday when Pete Latzo, former
season, and no one got It but Max's
Sam Reider,
night and arrested
Gone from the City is Connie St. welter champ, now a light heavy, manager; Ida Shaw and Mary Lee
straight man,
Clair.
She was considered ttie
"Kuddling Kuties" Is Fields' own runway ace at this house. And the was awarded the decision over the Tucker, dancers, and Billy Wilhighly regarded Larry Johnson and liams, comedian.
Ertiow.
little bit better than most
management is trying to make up
was plenty of argument
of the troupes to hit the Columbia for her departure by featuring a there
The charges were^,. operating an
this year, but so littlel
Chorus is bevy of new leaders. The only old afterward beciauae the colored man Indecent show. Indecent exposure
more lively and less careless than one retained is Betty McAllister, was favored five to one at ringside. and the use of vulgar language.
the usual Mutual line.
After the who is no novice on the slow moEarlier In the day Latzo was
The cases are set for trial later in
chorus, pdints in "Kuddling Kuties" tion disrobing stuff. She had plenty quoted
on the short end at two to the 'week.
to hang a piece of praise on are of competition.
one. He entered the ring with what
In October, 1927, a restraining orhard to find. Fields elected himself
Of
the new femmes the two who looked like a small bay window and
to the principal and almost excluder was sought against the theatre
worked hardest, wiggled and gy- reports went about that Pete
slve comedy role. He gives a few brief
was because of alleged Improper shows.
rated and' showed the boys most,
chances to M3.C Barron.
Fields were Virginia Jones, an Amazon not at Kls best, which explains the In May, "1928, Manager Reider and
could easily trim his own assign- blondy, with a baby voice, and Jump In the betting price.
There eight members of the chorus were
ment and still be the star of the Ruby Foreman, an attractive bru- was not much difference in the arrested on a similar charge. In
troupe. His comedy, such as it is, nette, who has a cooch suggestion weight
of the men, Latzo being 173 December, 1928, Manager Reider
is everybody's
comedy.
For all which was to the liking of the
pounds and Johnson a bit more, but was fined $500 in police court on
lost, strayed or stolen gags, see crowd.
his advantage in height and reach complaint of club -wDmen and min"Kuddling Kuties."
are
to like this

—

A

They
going
pair.
Blonde and brunette rivalry ought
help biz.
Donna Davis was
to
there and doing stripping bits, but
she almost got lost In the shuffle.
somewhat different.
There are 24 chorines; some
Other principals are Al Golden,
Sammy Smith, Al Snyder, Sugar passable and the others off their 18Schaad, Melva Lenzi and Jeane Wil- diet, but they all keep moving and
liams. Miss Williams cops the first that Is something.
The company has a new chief
act finale with a centerstage pose
who is a bea
in what looks like a transparent comic, Steve Mills,
con light with the troupe, although
brassiere.

Ann

Fink, comedienne, contributes the only unusual note to this
opera of musties.
Sha alone is

Sam Raynor gets In his Inning
Not even that could save the Mills can rough It up when he
day.
The boya have- been looking wants too, but for the most part he
at and through 'em all season.
seemed under restraint. By way of
Bige.
musical diversity he worked In a
harmonica specialty, a relief be
tween the double entendre and the
swinging and swaying of femme
Burlesque Stock Spurt

and

finely

muscled body made him

much

look so
.

better.

The smkrt money bunch were

mugs

to question the result..

the

One

of them, however, got a break. He
laid five to one on Johnson before

the fight and then took the short
end at one to 10 that Latzo wouldn't
win.
It was all in the way the boys
looked at the match.
From the
sixth round on Latzo was oncoming. No question that he landed the
cleaner blows, especially a left,
smacking hook that had Johnson's
lips puffed and bleeding.
At the

finale Pete was unmarked, save for
hips.
Watching the City stock one can a puffed ear.
Latzo copped on points because
readily understand why wheel burIncreased activity in the stock lesque
is
losing
ground.
The of his rlngmanship. Also he was
burlesque division has blown up a traveling gals show so little anl much smarter In close. He made
harvest wind unexpectedly for cast- matlon, while the stay-at-home Johnson miss a hundred shots.
ing agents that had specialized in runwayers and choristers appear Larry whose vaunted right has
burlesque placements and previous fresher and show more pep.
tucked away several gopd men at
Mark,
finding little revenue to be derived
the Garden of late, never was able

Windfall for Agents

isters.

LOOKS $225,000 NET
Miami, Feb.

under

stances

atmospheric

25.

actual advance sale for the
fight up to Mon$86,000 at $25 top. Perhaps
$40,000 outstanding plus last-minute
sale. .Net would be about $225,000,
so Garden must take It on the chin.
With page advertising in the dailies

The

circum-

at Unter den Lindens at
and D8th street, and

really .had four lires of
magnificent linden trees from 72d
street to 130th. Di.,'ging the subway'
killed 'em "about 1901.

Lew

Kelly''

spotted his dope bit in

"The Behman Show" and had several other comics doing snowbirds
after he clicked.

Martin Dixon projected blood and
thunder thrillers at the old Third
Avenue at 10, twent and thlrt.
Gi.;s

Fifth

McCune managed Proctor's
Avenue and was eventually

succeeded In post by Elmer Rogers
when house went over to Keith control.

The night life center was around
28th street and B'way and brawls
ended up in the

30 th street police

Jefferson Market Police
court was the prize atmosphere asslgrnment
for
district
reporters.
station.

Richard Harding Davis began his
career there for the old "Sun."
Italian

eateries

around Christo-

pher street were a fad. The Black
Cat on the line of the 6th Ave. "L"
that district antedates all.. the
spaghetti spots In New York, going
back before 1900.

in

Brewster Carriage Factory used
to stand where the Strand, New
York, is now and that was why they
called It Longacre Square.
Took
the name from Longacre Square in
Lond.on, which once
the carriage makers.

FIGHT SALES SLUGGISH;

Sharkey-Scott

seldl

Broadway
Broadway

was

center of

Pabst Hotel stood where thd
Times Building Is, De luxe saloon
on the street level which served the
most luxurious fr^e lunch In the
world.

'

day,

First motor cabs In New York
built like hansoms and ran on
storage batteries. They made twice
as much noise as a truck.

were

the Garden is spending more than
any other event, trying to get
the Crackers to attend.

Pauline Boyle went to Chicago,
engaged two complete stock companies and then selected the best
Locals coming on mules and players from both and took them
Fords, but still sore at decision into Nashville for a two year run.
against Strlbling last year.
Sports -writers are down here on
Al Luttrlnger and Morgan Walany excuse, if not for fight. Sid lace were supes with Sarah BernMercer taking care of boys. Includ- hardt, when she appeared in Frisco
He threw It ing representative and his wife from in "L'Alglon."
to connect with it.
cbuntless times but landed on ;the the Jewish "Forward."
Four men here from London to
neck, or Pete's left ear or else the
William Harder played in the
polack slipped away from the punch see Scott fall down. They are: Tom
"Yank" band with a rep show ;which had
Webster,. "Daily Mail";
entirely.
Emma Myrkle as a sbng and dance
Not So Hot
Trevor C. Wignall, "Daily Express"
soubrette. Harder fell In love with,
As a scrap It was not so hot, ex- Norman Hurst, allied newspapers, her, but was too bashful to escort her
cept when Latzo would emerge and Fred Dartnell, "Dally News"; to her hotel, so followed at a few
from a crouch and let both mits also Rickertson-Hatt, Reuter's New paces. Later, they were married.
fiy.
He did that when stung sev- York representative.
Jimmy Johnston told the boxing
eral times, Johnson having manS. A. Lynch was a ball player In
aged to land with his left, to the commission referee must ask his ad- the old North Carolina league.
Scott
face.
If Latzo's tummy looked a vice before stopping fight if
when
air
hurt.
took
the
was
He
bit suspicious, he was well. able to
Louella Parsons, read, scenarios
take it there. Once Johnson ripped they razzed him, and walked out but for the old Essanay Co., and bought
he forgot to get
in a hook that was away low. Latzo came back because
for

.

from wheel shows.

With

15 stocks currently In oper-

Mutual Plus Talkers
Minneap. Last Resort

and with a number of current
Mutual wheel stands figured to go
stock for spring and summer the

ation

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
agents look for the liveliest seaThe Palace here, after being
son in yedrs.
Nat Mortan and Ike Weber have closed for the third time thin seathe
bulk
burlesque
of
casting son, due to changes of policy, has
around New Tork and In other reopened with Mutual Wheel bur-

eastern stands with Milt Schuster lesque.
The Palace started the season as
having the situation practically all
an Iron & Clamage house, with
his own in the west.
Since the eclipse of the Columbia Mutual Wheel shows, giving three
wheel, two seasons ago, it hais been performances daily. After a stretch
lean pickings for the- casters, for of losing weeks stock burlesque was
Mutual, the surviving wheel. In- tried, but with no better results.
stalled Its own casting bureau and Then the theatre was wired and
with the outside agents only get- talking pictures were added to the
ting a break from show producers stock burlesque.
Two weeks of the combination
anxious for new material which the
picture
policy
burlesque-talking
agents had at hand.
Both Mortan and Weber diverted were suflflcient to impress the manMoeller,
that
It
Arthur
Into other than burlesque casting to ager,
keep going,, but clung to their bur- wouldn't go, and now the theatre is
lesque connections ande are now returning to the Mutual Wheel.
getting a break through activity of IJalklng pictures will be used to
the stock form of entertainment.
augment the road shows.
,

made no

special squawk but the
colored boy apologized.
The importance of the match was
that the winner is slated to meet
Maxie Rosenbloom, leading contender for the division title. Latzo
and Maxie have met twice, the
count being one and one. Pete, too,
tried for the same title against

some at

his hat.

Washington, Feb.
Jlmmle Lake, managing the

$25 each.

Victor McLaglen was meeting all
comers, wrestlers or fighters, at the

LAKE EXPLAINS
25.

Mu

tual burlesque house, is much upset
over the report last week that his
Commercial hotel had been raided

Canadian carnivals.

Dave Thompson was fitting out
the boys for uniforms for "To Hell
With the Kaiser."

and

a complete gambling outfit
Richard Wallace was an under-*
found in the place.
Lake says he is too busy running taker's assistant.
the burlesque house to have the
Paul Nicholson played In his first
Newark, and Babe McCorgary, of hotel on his hands, top. That's why
Oklahoma,
was sensational for he let go of It several months ago. picture on a 14th street. New York,
roof, and was ashamed to tell the
awhile. Babe Is one of the strongest and toughest of middleweights.
cm. FANS OFF SAT. BOUTS Rlalto boys about It.
Late in the second round he nailed
Chicago, Feb. 25;
William Seiter threw pies on tho
Conrad who went down for nine.
McLarnin-Mandell bout now set
In the third frame the fans went at the Chi, Stadium for March 1, old Keystone lot.
up onto the chairs when Conrad has dropped 80% in advance eale
Jack Warner sang with illustrated
felled the Babe.
Fans won't go on Saturday and date
But McCorgary arose and im has been changed three times. slides.
mediately flung a right that sent Twice because of Illinois Boxing
Doc down. Conrad passed up a Com.
Harry Cohn plugged songs for
count, arising and within a few
spending money.
seconds knocking Babe down again
Tough in Scranton
The bell rang, otherwise the fans
Eddie Cline was a "Keystone" kop.
Scranton, Feb. 25.
would have gone nuts.
Comerford, with controlling InAfter that the boys toned down, terest In the Gaiety, local burlesque
Julius Bernhelm was g. m. of
both cautious or groggy.
In the house, has called It a season. No Universal city.
ninth It seemed the Babe was announcement was made, but the
grogged again, but he went through theatre failed to. open yesterday.
Bill Conselman was a reporter on
"the 10th okay and fighting hard
It Is understood all house em- the Los Angeles VTlmes.'.'
Decision went to Conrad.
Looked ployees were given two weeks
Jesse L. Lasky did 12 shows i
like a draw or McCorgary, but the notice a month or more ago, when
crowd raised no objection.
poor business started. Last week day for Sid Grauman's father in

Tommy Laughran
The

but

lost.

semi-final bout between Doc
crusher from
the Jaw

Conrad,

•Five of the 15 stocks In operation
are spotted In New Tork City, the

houses being City, American Music
Stock Resorts to Freaks
National
Winter Gardeii,
Albany, Feb. 25,
MInsky's Apollo and Irving Place.
Burlesque has been so hard hit
Apollo is now playing a combo of
stock and wheel shows, but goes in Albany that the Empire, stock
straight stock at the end of the burlesque, has added a side show
attraction to boom business
Mutual season.
In addition to its "Burlesque
R<ivue," the added feature Includes
Sylvie Chester, "The marvel of the
Burlesque
Hall,

,

Changes

age,

half

man and

half

woman."

Virginia Jones, former house run- The Empire until a week ago used
kt the Columbia, New Mutual wheel, but now has gone
Tork, has succeeded Connie St. stock burlesque, changing the name
Clair as featured soub with the of the show each week.
stock at the City. Miss St. Clair
had been with the City stock since

way soub

opening and withdrev/' last week to

Paterson

accept a better offer from an AtIan tic City cabaret.

Summer Stock

.

stock burlesque will go in for the
Mickey Mariiwood and Frltzle summer at' the Orpheum, Paterson,
White closed with Izzy Hurst's N, J., upon the windup of the regustock at the Gayety, Phila., last lar Mutual season now predicted for
week (Feb. 22)-, and may hop to April.
Billy Watson, former wheel proFrisco.
New Orleans to join the stock at
was the last straw.
ducer, operates the house and will
the Dauphlne in latter city,
U. S. Fight Tax Bill
Eddie Kaplan, Jack Roid's "Rec- make a try for the first time to
Wants Wheel 3ack in Chi.
Jesse J. Goldburg practiced law.
ord Breakers" second, comic, and keep open throughout summer with
Washington, Feb. 25,
Chicago, Feb. 25.
since in stock In Kanso? City, open- stock burlesque.
Rep. Samuel Dlcksteln, (D., N. Y.)
Warren Irons Is dissatisfied with
Haverly's Original Mastodon MinCompany will have 11 principals has tntroduced.a bill to repeal any the returns from talker at the Hay strels, direct from Her Majesty's
ed Monday at. Mlnnky's Apollo In
replaces and IS girls, Watson hopping in Federal tax on prijse fights If the market and bos been dickering with theatre, London, opened at Ford's
Kaplan
125th
street.
himself occa.sIonaLly.
Walter Brovi-n.
^tp,te collect? too.
I, H, .Hjerlc jto,.rej)^ace ljurlesquo,
(Continued, on, page 77)
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Weak

sales of sheet music are
year's market flop.

still

partially attributed

Inside Stutf—Vaode
by many pub-

District men In RKO have been getting out their own little house
organs during the Joe Plunkett Thank You Month, while headquarters
has been Issuing "Voice of RKO," national house organ weekly Instead
of monthly. J. L. McCurdy calls his little 'district organ "Pepogrnms"
while Janie^ Carrier calls his "The Live Wire." For the Chicago territory, >;ate Blumberg has been Issuing bulletins to aid the February

li.shers to last

Throiigh this reaction, thny say, sales of pianos Jiave fallen off, which,
in turn, reacts upon the sale of sheet music.

Ill
JB Cent-

copies

7

AGO

VARIETY

Inside Stuif-Music

KIETY
Trade Marli Registered
Pabilshrd Weekly Ut VARIET'R. Ine.
31me Silverman. President
New York aty
1G4 West 46th Street

'

Songwriters and other music employees are faced with cuts and dismissals, with picture companies in control of the music publishing business reported determined to lop off overhead wherever possible.
Within a year, according to insiders, there will be a definite diminishing of the ranks in the publishing companies.

drive.

Around

$150,000

worth in original cost of vaudeville protluction ma-

RKd

In New York.
have been dug out of storage by
the residue of the various act-productions made by the RKO producing department. Another $10,000 worth is said to He In Los Angeles.
It will probably all be sold for the best price obtainable.
terial is said to

Clipper')

Friml and Romberg are receiving

$200,000, jointly,

It's

from United Artists

for three pictures they will set-the songs to.
Romberg is I'eported particularly insistent upon all terms of his agreement being lived up to, regardless of whetlier the picture men know best.
To ensure it, Romberg cairies the conti-act in his pocket at all times.

The English managers had been
pushing for operating economies
As It
since the start of the war, urging
In front of the Lafayette theatre, Harlem, stands a tree.
acts to cut salaries and play on
Involves some years of superstition, the Uee Is known as the "wishing
commonwealth. Now the Coliseum
Congressman Sol Bloom's first move as associate director of the cele- tree." Professionals, who loll In front of the house, are known to have
Syndicate of Liondon declared a
bration to honor the 200th anniversary of Washington's birth, 1932, was
final dividend on the year, bringing
placed a hand against the tree and made many a wish.
to Invite John Philip Sousa to write a special march for the occasion.
up the rate for the twelvemonth to
The tree has become Harlem tradition. It's to stand as long as the
The Congressman Is receiving many offers of co-operation from every
25%.
phase of amuserhents, the Government turning to show business to put present Lafayette theatre remains.
over the nation-wide celebration.
Gilbert M. Anderson ("Broncho
Leo Morrison has the most modernistic office In Hollywood. Or probclosed down his musical
Billy")
Where furniture Is usually
"Minnie the Mermaid," novelty number being re- plugged by Feist's, ably anywhere. Motifs are square and round.
stock venture at the Morosco, Los
usually round it's square. Even fixtureaAngeles, writing oft a loss of $110,- was first published seven years ago. At that time Feist's couldn't do square, it's round. Where it's
Song was written by Buddy. DeSylva, now of De- are especially designed.
In the company were May anything with it.
000,
Boley, Percival Knight, May de Sylva, Brown & Henderson.
silver.
A month ago Bemie Cummins and Rudy Vallee played It over the air. Color scheme is pink and
Soiisa and Ann Wheaton, who came
On the floor Is a real Parisian rug from Paris. Leo wanted somethlijg
back to New York where troupe Resulting In i-equests from many bands for the number prompted Feist distinctive in an office and he turned the job over to the United studio
to start plugging it anew.
was recruited.
with orders to do their distinctlvest.
Adolph Zukor lost use of the
During the RKO hours over NBC no picture tunes associated with
In a case involving the question of whether or not a fatal accident had
Broadway theatre as a- "Show win- any comp^any other than Radio are permitted. It Is reported Rosalie arisen out of and In the course of employment, the Court of Appeals of
dow" for the display of Famous Stewart has been ordered to prepare the programs with songs only fi*om the State of New York affirmed an order of the Appellate Division, Third
Players specials, but the company Radio, pops, or productions.
Department, upholding a workmen's compensation award where a ticket
Many publishers, with various other picture afllliatlons have futllely taker and doorman at a New York theatre met his death In a fall through
hoped soon to get as good a spot
Suggestion then attempted to crash the hour for a plug, with reason given that It is a trap-door Into an ash removal pit in the alley, about 60 feet from his
for the purpose.
that they would own four choice against orders.
tlcket-taldng station. Decision rendered In re Lasher v. Primo ProducTimes Square spots would have
ing Company.
seemed fanciful.
Lasher was employed as a ticket taker and doorman by Primo Producreconciliation.
To
A married couple, separated, -were on the verge of a
ing Company. Theatre operated by latter opened its doors to the public
bury the- hatchet they took their four-year-old daughter, living with the
Lasher was found In ash-removal pit in the alley, pai-t of
at
8 p. m.
Keith Interests were engaged in mother, to see a picture, In which Rudy Vallee appears.
premises, running alongside the building, between 7:30 and 7:45 p, mone of their periodical drives toward
The child, a radio fan, turned and said: "Mamma, you'd be better off of an evening, having fallen through a trap-door which someone left
pictures. .This time It took the form if you were married to Rudy."
open. He died eighteen days later of injuries due to the accident. The
of heavy buying of territorial rights
Husband blamed the wife for the child's remark and the battle was on Industrial Board awarded benefits to his widow.
to productions. In a batch of pur- again.
Upon appeal by Insurance carrier for Primo Producing Company, apchases was the New Jersey territory
pellant
claimed that Lasher's duties did not begin until about 7:50 p. m.,
on Annette Kellermann's "Nepalley, and that he had
Because the bootleg song sheet vendors In New York are now being that nothing required him to go down the dark
tune's Daughter," perhaps due to
done so to smoke. Deputy Attorney General arguing case for Industrial
a
fdrmer
or
fine,
all
been
fined
or
five
days,
instead
of
the
are
now
$1
had
$5
|2
Kellermann
Miss
fact
Board contended that testimony showed deceased's duties required hlnx
guilty
before
the
court.
Previously
pleading
not
when
brought
they
vaude feature;^
to begin at 7:30 p. m.. that he had his uniform on when hurt, and that
pleaded guilty, payed the small fine and walked.
The |5 or five days Is being Imposed by the city magistrates through he was oii his way, as part of his duties, to close a gate at the far end
Philadelphia censor refused to
fell Into the hole.
the pressure of Chief Magistrate McAdoo, who called attention to the of the alley, when he
permit the billing of Elinor Glyn's seriousness of the offense. He stated the peddlers were evading a city
Appellate Division, two justices dissenting, afllrmed compensation
name in connection with the picture ordinance and a U. S. statute.
award, without written opinion, but upon authority of two New York
one
Insurance carrier bad appealed.
"Three Weeks," either outside the
court
and
U.
S. court decisions.
Their "not guilty" please are causing the publishers and the societies
house or on the screen.
more trouble and expense than heretofore, as to convict the peddler they
Manager of a circuit house received, a letter from one operating ofhave to bring proof of his guilt.
Next
ficial telling him to change his front lights to a certain color.
Censor bill was up In the New
day he got a similar letter from another exec ordering an entirely difTork legislature and all interests
Herman Gantvoort will pay only |375 Instead of $1,650 to Shapiro, ferent color.
combined to oppose It. U. S. Su- Bernstein & Co., Inc., by an order In the City Court vacating a default
Writer of first letter visited the house and squawked because the lights
preme Court at the same time sus- judgment for the latter sum and directing judgment for the smaller, weren't what he had ordered so the obliging manager changed them,
tained the right of states to enact because of his failure to. produce the musical play, "Black-Eyed Susan," back. Next day the writer of the second letter paid a visit and went
censor laws. Case came up In the for which the music was to be written by Nonette Lyle and the book through the sajne routine/ the manager obliging againi Following day
•ult of the Mutual Film Co., to halt by Alonzo Price.
they both visited the house and had it out In a stormy session.
operation of censor law In Ohio.
Under the contract, made In 1926, the music bouse paid $1,500 for the
Lights are now the color they were originally.
•

,

publishing rights of the ihuslc, but the piece wasn't produced, and suit
filed against all three to collect the advance.
Gantvoort, In asserting that he should pay only $375, said he got only
this sum out of the advance and that he gave the rest to Price and Lyle
who also received $500 additional from Gantvoort. The order of the
City Court directing Gantvoort to pay $375, permits the publishers to
sue the Prices for tlie balance.

was

50 YEARS ACO
(From Clipper)
Gilbert

and Sullivan's new op-

RKO franchised agents In Chicago are complaining about tactics
claimed used by an RKO scout sent there from New York recently.
Agents say that In several Instances when they suggested the scout
catch certain acts he went to the acts direct, advising them to see him
In New York wlien he returned, without consulting their Chicago reps.
New York vaude managers have been Irfstructed by: the fire department to study the now standpipe rules for theatres. Managers later
must pass an exam conducted by Captain Foster. If papsing, they will be

eretta, "Pirates of Penzance," was
Apparently, the days when a song's sheet sales reached 1,000,000 is dead
produced in Philadelphia, where the
critics agreed it would never" be an- and burled. About the last song hit In the million class was "Ramona."
»
other "Pinafore."
yCarolina Moon" fell just a bit below that level.
Before the advent of the radio In the home, million-copy sellers were
much more common than now. Among some the songs which hit In and
P. T. Barnum advertised a. gen
above the million class were "Dardanella," "Beautiful Ohio," "Yes, We
eral warning to all "who would In
Have No Bananas," "Last Night on the Back Porch" and "When You
fringe upon his own peculiar modes
Some of
Tulip." Also the old-time number "Missouri Waltz."
of advertising," threatening suit Were a
sellers, but the majority sold for the customary price.
against anyone who went in for these were 10c
"The publishers of one of the biggest sellers today, "Cryin' for the CaroBelf-exploltation, presumably.
linas," place as an estimate for the future total sales of the song 500,000
copies at the most, and admit that the song will be doing well It It hits
Dan Rice, the' clown whose sup that much.
posed "reformation" at a revival
The decrease in the sales and u-se of the piano today is the reason
meeting had provoked nation-wide given by publishers for the general decrease Jn sales.
«liscussIon, went on a lecture tour
and did a monumental flop. One big
town engagement brought just
Despite Warners controls more than half of the popular music copy?45.45 to the boxofflce.
rights and an equal number of old standard copyrights. It does not utilize
Its property to advantage over Its own radio station KFWB in HollyTroy was the scene of a fake that wood. According to a number of agents representing music publishing
houses allied with the Warner faction, the number of Warner songs
Is still familiar In one form or an
other. Promoter leased a store just broadcast over this station for one week sliowed 69.2% competitive music
vacated by a freak show and billed and 30.8% from the Warner group of catalogs.
'•The Wild Zulu Chief, who feeds
A greater portion of competitors percentage consisted of current
on raw meat and raw fish." Wild popular picture songs which automatically plug competitive pictures.
man was soon Identified as a peace- Argument might be propounded by the operators of this station to the
ful negro waiter taken from the effect that the sponsors of the programs are entitled to select material
Long Island Sound steamer Bristol for their own programs, would be destroyed as the programs by First
and the faker faded.
National pictures have included hit picture songs from competitive lilm
producers. Yet the purpose of the First Na,tional hour is to advertise

given certificates of registration.
All valves, hose, tools and auxiliary fire appliances must be kept In
perfect working order. At least once a month the house manager or assistant holding the certificate must make an Inspection of the apparatus.
Law also provides that all employees under the manager must be Instructed in the use and practice of all auxiliary appliances. Further,
a detailed record of each Inspection is to be kept oh the theatre pr'emlses
for examination by a representative of the fire iepartmnt.
Fox theatre managers recently were given a preliminary quiz.

•

Rhode. Island was amon^. the

first

its

own

It cost General Motors $15,000 an hour for Its different conventions
which Included the exi^nses of transporting a complete show from town
to town for a one performance only. Eight girls, comprising a dancing
chorus, worked with the principals who staged the show while the G. M.
boys were dining, a one-hour revue being given. Played 11 towns.
pre.sc^nt bookf-rs of Keith's New York theatres bend
flash and class and away from hokum comedy. Less low comedy
in the New York bills than ever before and most of them show the
shortage.
Oth^r bookers and onlookers are of the opinion that many
of the bills would look and play a lot better with a good shot of hoke in
them.
Picture hou.ses made vaudeville's inferior fla.sh stuff look cheap
long ago. While hoke is still almost exclusively a vaudeville commodity.

Tastes of the

toward

now

competition

with

live

pigeons.

was published

that Joaquin

product.

Rita,"

"Hit

Snyder,

Famous Music
now obsolete.

will publish in place of

Watcrson, Berlin

'

An/uh';;-

-ind

Famous

Mu.vio intrnd lioldintr

.

.

.Monfjwritf^r.s not .«igncd with dUici- conipanio.s.
ppct'd to bo addf>d to Paramount Cf)ri.-:tantly with

iio limit set.
20 sonKwrit*-!-."-- enK;tK(-d to I'iirHinouni whose works will
)iiil)Iislicd '-xchLsivcly by l'"Hrii(iu« .Mu.sic.
Thfy are Harry Akst, Abel

Thoro
hi'

l!iu-r,
|
'

arf!

now

Xfwidi

flillicr't,
K.'nl
Tti'-bard 'Wlill
1'.

door policy for
.Songwriters iin; ox-

tlif ni)rn

all

fc

'

rcAdV'6d''bj''tlcT;'W'df«, T\-^th'tK"^TiJ'f'lf?^h« i> (If.iivir.f.; a(l(lit)6nal profit.

Deck" and "No, No,

the

Kc-rcf-n

.•

This Is another example of sgppo.sodly defunct mu.'-Ical conK-rty and
famous poet of the Sierras,
^"o«ld marry
Dr.
Kato Stanton, operetta mu."?ic being resurrected by pictures. First wii.s the "JJf.T'rt
"^ory modern woman speaker who Song," for which Harms pirblishod the music.
At that time Harms
{J^ad taken
the stump for Horace reported the songs were ..selling as strong as whfrn the operetta was
wi'eeley when he ran fot president prddtccS on th<> * tftfe'e.
f!i nod .then a number of olrt .«ont'.«;" h;i\'f' hp<=n
'

the

Paramount

Wilier,

Of thd
V:-^.':in'l&!'ti'''

"Rio

working on former stage musicals now being transferred
are r(;talning old numbfrs wlilch wfre Kood .seller.s. Thoy
(ifjure rf'Curns ihrouKh the fact that the picture will hit hundreds of
si;ols where the rnu.sicalnevi^r.tO'Ui-hf.d
...
.,:

With the opening of Par's "Vagabond liing" five .«onRs which wr-rc
publi.shed when the operetta was done on the i'tnp:f; fivf years ago will he
reissued.
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"Courtesan," After Row,
Set With Elsa SheUey

ALL-ENGLISH CO.

Amy

one character play
by Irving Kay© Davis with Elsa

Leslie's

NEW COAST

IN

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Noel Madison 19 rehearsing with
an all-English cast for a Coast production of "Rope's End." It's the
ao-called "Loeb -Leopold" play by
Patrick Hamilton.
Madison got the Coast rights
from Lee Shubert, who produced the
fall.

Arthur Grevllle Collins

Shelley as cast, went into rehearsal
this week and. will open at a New
rork house, not set as yet, March

is

is direct-

On

Mayan

Amy

Leslie.

Rotary Stock All Washed

Up on

West Coast

the

Lo3 Angeles, Feb. 25.
Kotary stock Is washed up on
Two years ago

the west coast.
there were nine

25.

traveling

stock

These be tough times for some actors. Top bad break tale Is that ofl
a character actor who, had pounded the canyon pavements for two years
without a job, finally landing one with a mid- west stock.
Almost starving, when the producer gave him his railroad ticket and
an advance, he satisfied himself with a bowl of soup before leaving, not
wanting to overload right away. When the train stopped at Toungs<
town, O., he put away nine hard boiled eggs and a deviled crab at the
lunch counter. He was stricken with ptomaine and taken off the train
at Chicago where he spent six weeks In a hospital. In the meantime^
the stock troupe he was to Join blew up without paying oft.
Ernest Torrence, formerly in musical comedy and In early age trained
as a musician, has turned songwriter In his spare hours.
He has written a song for John McCormack, which the tenor may sing
on his concert tour next season.

companies playing the small towns
Howard Hughes, Caddo prexy, wasn't the only picture exec disappointed
around L. A. Today not one Is left.
The industrial burgs and oil when the "9:16 Hevue" put on the shutters after lighting up for only one
towns have always had a yen for week on Broadway, The other film feller is George Kf-f Arthur. Arthur
Is
the author of a song, "Why Leave Me," which was to be spotted ia
their entertainment In the flesh.
With the coming of the talkers this the show on Its second week. Harms Is publishing It.
yen faded.
Within a radius of 36 miles from
John Barker got a tough break and 'Oscar Shaw a good one on the
L. A. are 40 small towns equipped
Flying High" switch In Juveniles, Shaw comes in with the show.
They have
Barker suffered a throat affliction and with physicians unable to
to handle stage shows.
always been easy pickings for the guarantee that he would bo In condition for the New York opening,
rotary stock outfits. Long Beach, management decided It couldn't take a chance so sent for Shaw.
the best stock stand on the coast,
had four stock companies playing
Edwin Phillips the youthful actor in "Those We Love" formerly atThree have folded. Long tended the Professional Children's school. New York, He Is now in high
In 1926,
Beach Is a town of 100,000,.
school. Up to the time the show opened not a classmate knew he was
on the stage.
.
Armlna Marshall of the same cast, who also scored. Is the wife of
Change "Say
Laurence Langer of the Theatre Guild, but she has been benefited little
from that circumstance. Used mostly as an understudy.

derson.

Premium

Legit actress went In with a community group on the Coast, accepts
Ing a small role In the first production on the promise that everyone
would have a turn at the fat parts. When the second production wa«
chosen there was not even a small part In prospect for her.
The woman acquired a bad cold next day and presented a doctor's
certificate that she would not be able to appear for two weeks.
She
was replaced for the remaining 10 days of the current show. .Threa
(Jays later she was reported rehearsing In another theatre.

critics

being set up at the Sherman

ern, Harry Powers, Sr., Ethel
Barry more. Fay Bainter and
Fay Templeton, will help furnish the room.

Fred Waring opens at the Mason
March 21 In a coast-produced muon a commonwealth basis.
Johnny
Madison is negotiating with Wil- sical, as yet unnamed.
liam E. Smith for the Vine Street O'Connor, Warlng's agent. Is In on
March 9, following '"iChe Nut Farm." production, with Ed Perkins hanAfter the matinee tryout of "To dling publicity,
Dorothy Lee, Jack White, Evelyn
What Red Hell" this week, Smith
was considering that as possibly Nair, "Three Girl Friends are set.
Decision will be made Music, "lyrics and book by Pat Balhis next.
lard, Tom Waring and Charles Henthis week.

Bill Limits

Inside Stuff-Legif

first

other knick-knacks collected in
a long critical life,
George Arllss, E. H. Soth-

Waring Show Set for
Los Angeles March 21
Los Angeles, Feb.

dramatic

for

26, 1930

25.

Frank
Bering has turned over a room
in the house which will b6 occupied by old programs and

"The piece was originally produced
for a tryout last spring by Dr.
Louis Shine and was a storm center
when Shine sought to replace Miss
Davis brought Shine beShelley.
fore the Dramatists Guild and was
upheld in his contention that the
Miss
play should revert to him.
Shelley also filed claims against the
producer at Equity upon premise of
holding run of play contract and
was awarded two weeks' salary.
Davis and a new group are financing the current production.

Those
ing the local production.
rehearsing include Hugh Huntley,
Dwight Frye, Vesey Alfred O'Devoren, Peter Shaw, Brenda Focbes
and Suzanne Leach. Madison has
posted a bond with Equity. Some
of the company understood to be in

Is

House by

10,

"ROPE'S END"

piece last

What
museum

Museum

Chicago. Feb.
probably the

•'Courtesan,"

Wednesday, February

as Skyscraper

Tickets to 50c.

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
theatre will be closed inAlbany, Feb. 26,
definitely starting March 15 when
Ticket agencies would not be albuilders undertake the job of turnlowed to resell any ticket of admis- ing the present two story structure
sion at a price In excess of 60 cents
into a 12-story office building.
above the face of the ticket If a bill
"Theatre may re- open latfer, minus
Title to
Fihn
introduced In the assembly amendits
stage as a straight picture
ing the general business law in re"She Couldn't Say No" starring
house. It has been operated as a
lation to the resale of tickets of
Charlotte Greenwood, which has
legit house for about four years.
admission to theatres becomes a
been running In San Francisco, may
law.
have a new title when starting esistThe bill was Introduced by Asward soon. Same name is in use
Actor
Sheriff
semblyman Higgins and states that
by a film recently released.
Detroit, Feb. 25.
the applicant shall agree In writing
Nellie Revell went to the Coast
Carl D. Byal, a principal with
that his profit will be not more than
last week to handle thtf Henry Duffy
'Padlocks of 1929" (George Wintz),
60 cents on each ticket he resells.
attraction, taking It into Chicago
left the theatre by a side door and
where' it Is booked for Erlanger's
did a quick getaway from the city
and the sheriff who had a writ of April 20.
Irish Season
exeat, restraining
actor
the
The Irish Players will wind up from leaving the Jurisdiction of the
Actors
Flivs.
their season next month at the Irish local court until he had explained
Theatre (formerly Greenwich Vil- his alimony arrears.
Byal's wife
Two stocks, flopped under manlage), New York, perforced to va- claims her husband is $5,700 behind. agerial promotion, were taken over
cate through theatre having been
warrant against the actor was by actors and pulled out of the red.
sold by the Nathansen Interests, issued by Judge Merrlam,The Lyric, AUentown, Is now beowners. It will be demolished as
Byal's former wife, Dora Early ing successfully operated by the
site for 20 -story office building.
Byal, came here to collect the players.
Where It looked like a
The passing of the intimate alimony. She was granted a di- bust, the company has kept it alive,
playhouse leaves Greenwich Vil vorce In Detroit by Judge Merrlam paying salaries in full for the past
lage bereft of legit playhouse save April 16, 1925.
two weeks. John B, Mack is out
the several arty set-ups that have
of the management completely,
been hovering around near success.
new leading woma.n haa Just Joined,
The Irish Players will set up at -a
Guild
at Liberty
Virginia Richmond,
new stand next season.
In Binghamton, N. T„ the Guy
"R, U. B.," which Theatre Guild
brought to the Martin Beck last Harrington stock floundered until
week as gap bridger prelim to the actors began running It on the
Divorce Sui Shaw's "Apple Cart," opening this co-operative plan, and doing well.
Clare

Mayan

May

'

.

No"

Dodge

There

Is no disappearing bird cage bit in "Simple Simon."
Fred
who believed his canary trick was being used In a chorus numwrote the dailies. Alleged correspondence indicated Ziegfeld had
the stunt in mind. But Keating may have pulled a press stunt.

Keating,

'

Snubs

Ending Soon

Reclaim

A

A

Rep

Eames'

week, goes for ao additional week Harrington has bowed out
San Francisco, Feb. 25
run at the Liberty.
Is charged by Sidney
Guild's tenancy of the Liberty Is
Coe Howard, playwright. In a suit
Claims Century Lease
for divorce filed against the former set for three weeks with "Marco
A suit which is holding up the
Clare Eames, stage. In the superior Millions," supplanting "R. U. R,"
next
week and "Volpone" the week new building to be erected on the
court of Alameda County last week
Century Theatre block by the
The, complaint asserts that Miss after.
The same cast appears In the trio Chanin Company came to light In
Eames deserted Howard Nov, 8,
1928.
He asks the custody of of plays and Includes Earl Larrl- the Supreme Court In an action of
Travers,
more,
Sylvia
Field,
Henry
63rd
St. Theatre, Ltd., against the
Jenness
Claire
their
daughter,
Howard, 4 years old. A property Sydney Greenstreet, Harry Me- Mansion Estates, Inc., owned by the
settlement has been made out of stayer, Frederick Roland, Helen TIl- Chanins, to compel them to give up
den, Edgar Street, Albert Van Dek- possession of the 63rd St. Theatre
court.
The plalntliT claims the theatre
Rumors of a split in the Howard ker, Theresa Guerinl and others.
under a lease, but In an answer filed
family have been current. Miss
by the Chanins, It is declared that
Eames, who Is a niece of Emma
"Party"
Lineup
WB's
the lease has been cancelled because
Eames, opera star, married Howard
the plaintiff was dispossessed upon
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
in 1922. She Is now In London,
Warners will assign Jack Whit- the non-payment of rent, and the de
•

stage player, to be featured. In
"The Life of the Party." Winnie
"Tread the Green Grass," slated Lightner will be starred in it. Proto open at the Belmont this week, duction begins May 1.
has been postponed. House called
Irene Delroy will also be In the
oft the show when required guaran- cast.
tee was not forthcoming.
Whiting last fall married the
In
Show haa been rehearsing
first Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks.

Greenwich

Village,

where

probably make Its debut.
Blake Is sponsoring It.

it

ing,

age.

Victoria Regal, Ingenue, was placed under a four months contract by
Manuel Romero and Luis Bayon Huerra, representing a theatrical group
In Buenos Aires. The contract also contains a six months option,.
Miss Regal will have the Ingenue role In a musical comedy which the
theatrical group will shortly produce in Buenos Aires.
She will go

through her lines In English while the rest of the company speaks
Spanish.
Miss Regal departed for South America Friday. She was
engaged through Benjamin David.

How meticulous some people can be. First production of the Civic
Repertory theatre, Hollywood, her name was on the program as Ellse
Bartlett Schildkraut. Then she filed suit for divorce. Second production has her billed as Ellse Bartlett,
Names of the personnel are listed alphabetically. Change lifts her
from bottom of the page to top listing.

Would Like
YOU
To Find Show Promoter

Five Girls

Holmes' Shubert Show
Los Angeles, Feb.

.

Chicago, Feb. 25.
will play only two
Show
dates before closing.
leaves here the end of this week
going to St. Louis and Cleveland.

"Whoopee"

Los Angeles, Feb. 25,
McKenzle Players opened at the
Capitol,

bin

Is..

li}^,",

Long Beach,

Feb,

24.

First

Oscar Shaw's Disks

Oscar Shaw has contracted to
"The Whole Town's Talk
pjiows a clay, wltl^ ^ make prunswlck phonograph, rec-

Two

ords for one year.

iti.jii,

.

Local police are looking for RobRooney, who presented a stage
show, "The Road to Shame," in the
ert

Chicago, Feb. 25.
Earl Ross closed his dramatic
stock troupe at the Warrington Oak
Park, Chi suburb, last week.
Last week's gross with "45 Min
utes to Broadway," was $1,080
while average nut^of the house Is
$1,400. Season, (>peQ9d..laalt Spptem
ber.

,

.

,

•

.>

i

.,;

Toledo, Feb. 25.
Plan to keep members of the illWright Stock Company for a

fated

of sketches at the Rlvoli,
vaudftlm house, failed.
Only one
sketch, Walter Vaughan in "The
Valiant," actually was presented.
Vaughan and R. L. Dwyer now enroute to the coast. Meanwhile the
character man of the blooey stock
troupe, William Leaveau, has been
engaged as dramatic director for
the Scottish Rite Masons of Grand
series

25,

"SCHEMERS" FOR FIXING
Ben Holmes, who has directed
"Schemers" folded last week after pictures out here for Fox and Unia two weeks' tryout tour and will versal, has been engaged by the
WIEING BAVmSON
Shuberts
to go east to stage and
be recast and revised before coming
Milwaukee, Feb. 25.
direct a musical starring Charles
into New York.
Contracts will be let within the
Harry Mason produced and will "Chic" Sale.
Holmes leaves here by plane, Phi!
week for Installation of Western gl ^ the piece "another out of town
Electric equipment at the Davidson, try next month before metropoli- Berg having concluded the negotia
tions for the director.
Milwaukee's only legit house.
tan perusal.
Plan
the managefncrit to 'keep
the theatre In operation the year
"Whoopee" Near End
GROSS $1,080, NUT $1,400
road

THIS OUT;

THEN PASS OUT

.

the property.

will

STOCK ANB FILM

MAKE

IF SO;

Toledo, Feb, 25.

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
A couple of replacements in Duffy
Galena and White Eagle theatres, stock, involving Emily Lowry. So
neighborhood film houses, all last: hang on to your hat.
It starts with Emily Lowry in
week. Search Is at the behest of
Duffy's Seattle company, and Flora
five girls who took part in the proBramley, playing in "Tour Unci©
duction but got no money when the Dudley" at the Alcazar, San Franpromoter decamped at the end of cisco. Emily Lowriy was brought
the week.
south to replace her so Flora BramThree of the girls were local and ley could go into "Her Friend the
two were from Detroit, One was to King" with Hale Hamilton and
get $26 a week and the others $18.50. Alice Joyce.
Children under 16 were refused adWhen "Her Friend the King**
mission to the play,
Rooney has closed, Flora Bramley went back
fendant Is now entitled to posses- been heard of here before.
into "Tour Uncle Dudley," replacsion. The case came before Justice
ing Emily Lowry.
Emily Lowry
Townley who directed the plaintiff
came some more south to go Into
claim to
'lO give particulars of Its
Flop's a Flop
"Salt Water" at the Hollywood

William

round.

•

The Toledo Federation of Women's Clubs has protested at the scanty
clothing of girl dancers Who appear at public entertainments there, and
has decided to send letters to Toledo dancing teachers requesting the
flimsy attire often seen at entertainments be discontinued. Most of the
girls sent out for entertainments by the dancing schools are under 'teen

Desertion

"&REEN GBASS" IN DOUBT

,

ber,

•

Playhouse.
In the Frank Craven show, Emily
Lowry replaces Charlotte Stevens,
whose husband is to be operated
Feb. 24.
It concludes with Flora Bramley
still playing in "Tour Uncle Dudley" at the Alcazar in San Francisco, and Emily Lowry in one o£
Duffy's Hollywood companies.
Clear?
'

,

Hayden Stock Continues

Rapids.

The

Kornblum's Play Book
Los Anfeeles, Feb. 25
Kornblum has written the
book and music for a show that a
group of studio execs gave an attentive ear to one night last week.
.

I.

B.

Kornblum is leaving his lyrics to
the last, figuring any changes in the
,book would, mean a. lot of rhymes

Portland, Me., Feb, 25.
with
Players,

Hayden

changes

in the cast, will operate all

summer

following a short closing

period on

May

1.

George R. Thayer has jolnod,
and his wife, Ella Ethridgo,
have left the stock, owing to the
illness of Miss Ethrldge,

Flint

Hartford Stock

James Thatcher opens stock
the Grand, Hartford, Conn.,;ADi'*l
.

v

-it

'

Wednesday, February

LEGITIMATE

26, 1930

Same Technique as Jungle

Hollywood, Feb, 25.
Manager calls up one of Hollywood's fluffiest to give her
the dope on an engagement,
winding up with the usual,
"What do you know?"
"Oh, did you know that I sang

Stalking

-f

sneak up on a job

"DON'T SAY" CLOSESDHE

There are 100 people for every
job, and producers are not anxious
to have a mob of actors storm their
Therefore they keep their
doors.
activities more or less sub rosa. So
if actors can only And out where
things are belngr done, and then
park themselves on the premises
to hope for a break that is all they

TO CAST, MONEY JAMS

.

Actors have

to

these days.

ask.

However, information as to what
Old
doing is hard to obtain.
hands at the game know the hardships and have acquired, some skill
at maneuvering a job, but actors
new to Broadway are handicapped
by their Inexperience.
Recently a young woman from
a stock company in this West has
been making the Broadway rounds.
She has been here for three months
now, and nothing has happened. She
doesn't know. what to make of it.
It seems she has asked Belasco,
Ziegfeld, Al Woods and others for
auditions, and It seems she has- always been put off. "They don't
even seem to care to And out what
you can do," she said plaintively"
I can't understand how you get a
is

'

.

New

Tork," That's just It,
but some of the actors who tramp
around town- could tell how you
try to get a job and fail.
Actors today are regular sleuths;
always trying to get the low down
on what Is happening. There are
sort of underground channels of
themselves.
information
among
"They relay information one to the
other as though they were giving
job In

away state secrets.
"Hop over to the Bond

building"
they whisper out of the side of the
mouth. So and So Is casting on the
fourteenth floor," or "listen" they

whisper
buttonholing
a friend,
"Arthur Hopkins wants two French
waiters, but don't tell too many
people about It.
Agencies No Help
What should be their rightful'
knowledge has to be dug up, and
wrested from people, and the mere
knowledge of where a job might
be obtained Is a prized secret.
Agencies are no help even when
actors are on their list. Actors get
bitter on the subject of agencies.
If possible, the agencies keep all
information from them, the actors

On

complain.

occasion

when

is

if

not permanently.

Miss Hay was taken 111 the previous week when the show was in
Atlantic City and Betty Gallagher

was rushed

In.

Last Saturday when

the show was at Werba's, Jamaica,
L. I., Miss Gallagher had not been
paid after the matinee, as customary, and refused to go on for the
night show unless the |250 salary
was forthcoming. The curtain was
held 40 minutes as result and house
advanced the money rather than

make refund and now is lodging
amount against J. J.

claim, for the

Leventhal, producer.

Another angle was Leyenthal's
attempt to bring charges against
Miss Hay at Equity, claiming he
had run of play contract with the
actress and that her illness In Atlantic City was not sufficient to
force a layoff. Miss Hay asked arbitration on the matter and a trio
of doctors, including Miss Hay's
physician, one representing Leven-

FIQUES

TWO CENSORS

Somerville, Mass., Feb. 25.
Censorship of a stfige production
has been invok'ed for the first time
In the history of Somerville. More
than a score of -lines were ordered
omitted from the play "Her Unborn Child" when it was presented
by the Somerville Theatre Players.
A board of. censors, hurriedly organized by Mayor Murphy, witnessed a private rehearsal. The
censors were the mayor and two

The picture version
Child,"

of

"Her Un-

was

dramatic play,

withdravm by the Colonial after a
pre-view before a number of clergymen and club women. Although
withdrawn, the film was not banned
the show by Mayor F. W. Hartford. There
that they, had been some criticism of the pic-

such and such an agency Is ca^sting
the show. Knowing that they are
on this 'agent's list the actors rush
to the agent's office only to be told
that there Is ^lothing In
for them, and to. find
can't even get Into the agent's of-

ture,
but, according to Manager
Shea of the Colonial, it was not
Or again an actor may have gone withdrawn for that reason, but beto a producer's office and have cause a sound-on-disc arrangement
found favor and then because an was sent to him instead of soundagency which has this actor on Its on-film.
fice.

list Is

N. Y. Agent Has Found
HollywotNl

Tough— Acting

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
George Mence, New York, agent,
>e kept working.
However, pier- has turned picture actor.
Mence
Bonal representatives are the only came out here about a month ago
agents who will even try to do this to crash the agency racket, but
and they can't always succeed un- found It too tough. Now he's an
less there Is a name to work with. extra arCund the studios.

Also, like the young stock actress
from the 'V\>'est, some of. the hardened campaigners say that they can
never really show what they can do
as the producer seeks a type, and

Gag Melos

in

Hoboken

Fade, Stock Troup In

the agencies catalogue actors as
Arty gag revivals are out at the
types without bothering to know if
Rlalto, Hoboken, N. J., with house
they can play varied roles.
reverting to dramatic stock this
week with "Wooden Klmo'na" as

Ethelind in

opening bill.
Christopher Morley and Cleon
Throckmorton, who previously held
the house and spotted revival of
"After Dark" which proved a bonanza but nosedived on threr- follow
ups "The Black Crook," ".Star of
Bengal" and "Blue and the '5 ray,"
have passed out of control of the
house with property reverting back
to J. J. Leventhal, owner and the
latter in.qtallinfj the wofkly rhangp

"Rosa"

.

Ethellnd Terry has been engaged
by the Shuherts for the New York
run of "Nina Rosa." Show Is now
on the road and Is not expected to
open on Broadway until the fall.
Miss Terry will not appear with it
on tour.
Miss Terry arrived In New York
from the coast recently for the ex- stock policy.
press purpose of clo.sing the conLeventhal had operated .stock at
tract.
.She will return to the coa.«t the house for flc^-eral yeni-s befor"
'

eliftrtly.

•

•

<

.

dramatic and

Standard

comedy

broadcasts consuming hardly more
than an hour. For the three hours
or thereabouts of actual labor a
week the standards on the .air are
receiving $150 and higher, as miich,
or even more, than most of them
formerly were paid for hours of rehearsals and more hours of stage

work

in legit.

Besides
which there are no
chances of sudden closings for
capable players because the show
happens to be a bust. There are
no busts on the radio.

AND FILM;
GOLDWYN AND 'SIMON'

ZIEGFELD

Is

Zieggy's

"Whoopee"

for

United Artists In Hollywood.
H., Feb. 25.

leusing to thP eionp last

•f<efl',«oii.

BRODIE

met Monday at the Empire and submitted a working plan.
After a
reading of the
ing

initial draft

the meet-

Loss on the "Nine Fifteen Revue"
presented by Mrs. Ruth Selwyn
and taken off after one week,
approximates $140,000.
Most of
the expenditure- went for producUnsatisfied
tion
and costumes.

was adjourned without adoption
to

claims for the latter are partially
About
covered by attachments.
$7,000 is due the Cohan theatre for
money advanced prior to the show's
entrance.

-

start

Portsmouth, N.

IS

A MOOO

of the auxiliary

LAYOFF HAVEN

Flo Ziegfeld has caught the picture hunch while Sam Goldwyn
expectant of also filming Zieggy's
"Simple Simon" musical^ current on
clergymen. The management agreed Broadway.
Goldwyn Is about to

to the deletions.

Managers branch

conmiittee that has been at work
drafting plans to curb .he ticket evil

RADIO AS LEGIT

'

HLM. STAGE "UNBORN"

REVUE"

"9:15

the ironing out of several
technicalities deemed necessary by
the majority to make it bullet proof.
Meeting had been temporarily adjourned over night but nothing further happened yesterday (Tuesday)
with the committee announcing that
the group may again get together
later in the week.
Plan as outlined provides for the
forming of a managers' league, of
which only theatre managers shall
Radio's offer of three hours of be members, and the
sole objeo.t of
actual work a week for as much which is the correction
of ticket
money as could be had for six abuses.
night shows and two matinees a
"Each member of the league shall
week in the drama, has proved a have one vote, even though he be
haven for about 600 legit actors. interested in more than one theatre.
Many ex-legits who are now doing
"The members oC the league shall
radio work almost exclusively are grant the league supervision over
not unwilling to admit that the the distribution of tickets to brokers
ether salvation saved them from and assign no tickets to brokers not
starvation or another occupation.
licensed by the league, will perniit
The NjB.C. booking bureau alone no buys, will accept no bonuses or
has approximately 1,000 names oh rebates from agents, will pay no
its legitimate artists' call list, an bonuses or rebates to agents, and
increase of close to 75% over the will at ail times keep a substantival
number a year ago.
number of seats on sale at the bdx

'

Miss Hay was ill and unable to
work.
Immediately after decision Leventhal forwarded the actress the
amount of salary due her up until
time of the breakdown.

"*'61

ON TICKET PROBLEM

due

line readers for the radio now receive as high as ^50 per program,
representing
anothei*
each participating in a minimum of
Equity concurred In majority that
three programs a week, with the

producer's office, they are told that born

doing some of the casting for
the show, the actor will receive a
call from the agency, just because
the agency knows that he Is already all set, the actors say. Of
course, too, there Is always talk
among the actors about favoritism
in the agencies. But as far as commissions are concerned the actor Is
willing enough to pay if he can only

—

week."

and

thal

ac-

have found out where a show
being done, and have gone to the

tors

at the Blossom Room the other
night?" she bubbled.
"That's
all, I guess.
"Oh, yes I got a divorce

^bout
last

"You Don't Say So," musical
which started out with Mary Hay
as star and due for New York next
week, has folded instead. Temporarily

MGRS. ADJOURN AGAIN

News!

Job Demands

Eifeing Into Legit

VARIETY

Ziegfeld Is said to have watched
the slow but certain exodus of legit
producers to the west coast with
some regret.' He has been selling
his musical production rights along
with his name piecemeal to several
picture makers.
Now Zieggy has the urge to produce at least once for the talking
screen,, in person and under- his
name. The desire of the glorlfler is
to see if he can grace the sheet
with equal facility to his many efforts upon the stage.
Zieggy has had some nibbles from
the colony.
.

EVELYN LAYE'S TALKER

Salaries of the company were not
paid last week although protected
ca.=3h bond filed by Mrs. Selwyn
with the Managers' Protective Association.
A nuniber of matters in
dispute held up payment to the
players generally. The show -management claimed the privilege of
closing without notice within the
four week limit.
Several players
with run of the play Contracts, however, contend they wei-e entitled to
a week's notice and claim an addi-

by a

tional week's salary.,
The matter of Ruth Etting's contract claim was settled by arbitration In favor of the management
last week, the" three arbitrators votoffice."
ing unanimously.
Miss Etting's
The league, according to the rec- contract called for the revue openommendations, is to license theatj-e ing six weeks prior to the actual
ticket brokers under the following, premiere.
At th^ hearing It was
conditions:
testified Miss Etting agreed to a
That the broker will make no postponement,
that
a.lso
Mrs.
"buys" for any theatrical attraction. Selwyn permitted her to work in
That the broker will make no pictures and night clubs up to the
charge In excess of 75 cents over time the show opened out of town.
box-offlce price.
That the broker shall make no
loans, advances or gifts directly or
indirectly to any theatre manage-

FRISCO POLICE CLOSE

ment or employee.
It is further recommended by the
GOLDTREE'S 'PEEPHOLE'
committee that any theatre violating the basic aims of the plan shall
have its tickets removed from all
San Francisco, Feb. 25.
licensed agencies for a period of one
Police Captain Layne, who put
year that any ticket broker violat"Bad Babies" out of commission at
ing the basic aims of the plan shall
the Capitol, has directed his fire
have all tickets withdrawn from his
against "The Peephole" at Sid Goldagency for the period of one year.
Green Street.
The above draft in more volu- tree's
Layne with a squad of detectives,
minous form and covering 30 pages
reporter and
was submitted to the manager group a police shorthand
several members of the county
Monday and with most reported ac- grand
Jury, visited the show last
cepting
basically
favorably
but
week, sat through a performance
hinting tightening up In spots.
members
Managers attending Monday were and then pinched all the
the cast and Manager Goldtree.
Arthur Hopkins, Brock Pemberton, of
gave
members of the managers' com- The players and the producer
$20 ball each and were released.
mittee; Ludwig Vroom, represent'I?he next night they went on with
ing Gilbert Miller, also on the comthe show as usual,- but Layne was
mittee but now abroad; Joseph
there again, and this time waited
Bickerton, Jr., Tttilght Deere Wlman, Kenneth MacGowan, Alexah- only until the end of the second
act before carting the troupers and
der McKaigg,
Goldtree off to the hoosegow.
A. L. Erlangcr and C. B. Dilling-

—

.

ham
plan,

Word got back to Goldtree that
Layne Intended to make an arrest
at every performance so he. closed
the theatre^ and put out a sign
stating that "The Peephole" would
not repeat until the case had^bcen
decided in court. This will be set-

remain holdouts on the
although 40 other manager.s

still

have signed

In favor.

'

,

Invocation of the present plan,

if

was to have become effec.tlve March 1, but unless Jammed
through in midweek is hardly pos-

adopted,,

some time this week.
The players arrested Included
Kemper, Taylor Graves,

tled

sible.

Joseph

Hugh

Metcalfe, Jack Llndsey, Larry
Cook, Bruce Payne, Gudy Swanson,
Winston,
Betty
Blossom,
Carol
Maren FleurJack Donaghue took a screen test Conny Carlisle and
noy.

Donaghue's Films

Sunday at Paramount's Long Island
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
studio and Is expected to sign a
(le -Ision has been reached by
two-picture agreement this week .to
Samuel Goldwyn as to the play be starred in Paramount musicals.
Evelyn Lay© will use for her debut First will be "Battling Butler," fli<st
on the talker screen. "Mme. Pom- a show but done as a straight film
padour" has been considered, also farce by Buster Keaton some yenfra
"Bitter Sweet," Miss Laye's cur- ago.
It's a script Donaghue has
rent stage piece In New York,
always wanted to play.
The English girl scored her greatParamount may also get "Sons o'
est London success In "Pompadour." Guns" as the second pie.oe for the
Martin Beck wanted her for his comedian. Negotiations are on with
Broadway production of the same Connolly and Swanstrom, with price
musical which was a terrific flop, the pre.sent problem.
but Miss Laye at that time would
hot consent to come to this side.
She is able to close In New York Daughter's Legerdemain
June 1, if "Bitter Sweet" continues
Too Fast for Thurston
until that date.
After a month at

No

home

.she will return here to start
produftion around July 15.

OSTOW WITH

F, N.
Hollywood, Feb. 2').
National has engaged .A*.
Hiiniilton Ostow, playwright.
Jt wiU hring him here from New
York.
Fir.«-t

*^
MiMirire

Revnes Agenting
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Revnes who producf.-d

.several features for
j)if:tui

''.s

matfrial
ilfr

if--

Patho, has

and is again handling
and people.
located here.

left

play.'Ji

Merchant Stimulates
Dallas Dress-up Urge
Dallas, Feb. 25.
of this

Herbert Marcus, operator
town's smartest women's
mart, put a neat one oyer
opera fans, when he tied
social

elite

and

club

fashion
on the
up the

women

of

north Texas into what Is known
as the "Texas Grand Opera Foundation Society."
Purpose of organization, outside of plenty of
publicity for members, is to sponsor
operas this way.
At the present, the Chi Civic is
booked here f6r March 12 and 13,
playing "Lucia" and "Tannhauser,"
at Fair Park auditorium, a link in
the
growing
chain
auditorium
throughout the country. Top price,

Cincinnati, B'eb. 25.

Howard 'Jhurston, the magician
playing at Erlanger's Grand, learned
here that his daughter, Jane Thurs-

ton, 19, was secretly married six
weeks ago when the .show was In
When Dallas g.6e.'; to opera they
P^tt.sburgh to Harry Harris, 26, son
of the late '.Senator John T. Hai -Is, put on their b'».st (lud.s, handled by
.MarfU.s' lirm.
Pittsburgh theatre owner.
Mr.s. Thurston knew of the wedding, but the magician didn't find
Critic aE Play Fixer
out until this week. He okayed the
Washington, Feb. 23.
deal and Jane will finish out the
MabcOie Jennljigs, femme dVaseason with the Thurston troupe. matic editor of the "News," did a
This Is her .<jecond year on the road. Job of fixing here last week for
Young Harris Is general manager George Wintz at the National.
of the Harris Theatrical Knicrprlses
She r^"- wrote th(- second act of
"tiari
around I'lllfiburgh.
to modernize it for Milzl.
1

"

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

PHILLY GOES FOR SHAKESPEARE

Shuberts Must Reveal
Accounts of "Prince"
F.

AND CUT RATE "BLOSSOM TIME"
Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
Legit business last week was
featured by the remarkably strong
upstairs trade for Fritz .Lelber's

Shows

Shakespearean repertoire at the
Chestnut and the attendance turned
In by "Blossom Time," playing its
umpty-umph Philly engagement, at
the Forrest.
Leibei", giving a different show
virtually every night, with a $2.50
top as opposed to a lower scale last
Business
year, was a sensation.
was so good the troupe is being
held in for a third week, the first
time that such a thing has happened for a Shakespearean star
here in recent times. The balcony
and gallery went clean for the majority of the week's performances.
"Blossom Time," with cut-rate
as. bait, completed one of the most
satisfactory weeks it has ever enjoyed here. Last season's engagement at the Chestnut was more or
less of a flop, but this year's fortnight at the Forrest should be a
windfall for the Shuberts, considering the inexpensive production and
,

cast.

"Dracula" completed a highly suctwo weeks' return engagement at the Broad Street, with
around $28,000. It could have remained for a month without any
trouble and even now is good for
a second return.
"Hot Chocolates" wound up three
around
weeks
the
Garrlck
at
This was the lowest figure
$12,000.
cessful

.

of the

engagement which must have

in Rehearsal

"The Fool> Revenge" (ButDavenport), Davenport.
"Courtesan"' (Irving Davis),

ler

Bryant Hall.

"Room 349" (Mark Linder),
Lyric Studios.
"Jonica" (Wm. Friedlander),
Belmont.
"House of Fire" (Arthur
Fisher), Hudson.
"Siberia" (Shuberts), Shu-

"Dishonorable," $15,000

"June Moon,"
An

Four Shows Going Out

FUTURE PLAYS
Afire," by Mann Page,
opens March 17 in Newark. Cast
Foster,
Jack
Claiborne
Includes
Hazzard, Betty Blythe and Jack
Hazzard, Jr. (child). Producers are
Arthur Fisher and P. Dodd Acker-

man.

The outgoing list on Broadway
Includes two quick failtf es, another
which could not make the grade
and one which did. The closings
will probably also include at least
,one additional flop of recent entry.

"Waterloo Bridge," presented at
the Fulton by Charles Dillingham,
will stop Saturday when agency

"Railroaded," melodrama of prison buy (eight weeks) expires.
Did
by Edgar Keller, went Into re-' fairly well first month despite adhearsal this Tveek with Keller and verse notices; Around $14,000, slipfiguring as producer and with ping to $11,000 and then under
It bows In March $10,000.
Keller staging.
17 at Wilmington, Del., and comes
,

life

Dean

.

a

New York

"St. Scene,"

house two weeks

WATERLOO

later.

B'RIDGE

Opened Jan. 6. "Tedious and
Jane Kennelly,
Cast Includes
>
voluble,"
opined Atkinson
"The Matriarch," fifth of the Robert Franklyn, ^Joe Donlin, Elsie
(Times), while Littell (World)
plays offered under the auspices of Lelnlnger, Prank Flnnerty, Andrew
hailejl it aa the author's best,
the professional players at the
"a play one likes to watch and
McNamara, Robert Rollins, Sue McAdelphi, did not show the strength
will like to remember."
GaKeever, Arthur Bryant, Mae Hall,
of "Death Takes a Holiday," "Dear
briel (American) verged to no
Old England," and "The Infinite Lou Henry, Florence Fischer and
opinion, reporting: "Thin, hesi.Shoeblack."
But It was by no others.
tant but immensely hearty."
means the flop that "Thunder in
Variety (Ibee) wrote:
"It
"Playthings of Fate," by Hubert
the Air" turned out.
Gross esti- Murray, will reach production next
should OQ business for a time,
mated at around $8,600 which con- month via Maurice Abbe Producbut run not likely.
sidering long cast and heavy production, was probably riot profit- tions, Inc. It's due 'to open cold at
"It's a Grand Life," offered by
able. Indications, however, point to a New Tqrk house.
a distinct gain this week. It will
Cast Includes Frank Harden, Mae A. E. Erlanger and George Tyler,
be held In for four weeks.
Sullivan,
Helen Heibel, Francis win close at the Cort this week too.
Wagner, William Barry, Ned Hayes, Only three weeks and a disappoint"Widow" Liked
Shaw,
Bemadine Ryan, ment for a star attraction (Mrs.
"The Merry Widow" turned out to Frank
be the most popular as far as crit- Marlon
Maher and Mazie Mc- Fiske). Started at $9,000 pace first
week then dropped.
ical comment was concerned of all Donald.
the light opera revivals at Keith's.
Tom Scarlett, western stock manTrade was good, too, especially up- ager, will take
his initial filer as
IT'S A GRAND LIFE"
stairs.
There was talk of holding
It in
for an additional fortnight, a legit producer with "Eighteen,"
Opened Feb. 10. "Woefully
thus postponing "Chocolate Soldier," comedy by George Beck. The piece
overwritten and confused," said
but this was decided against at the Is aimed for Broadway. Now castBrown (Post). Scribes divided
last minute.
on the quality. Ruhl (Herald
ing and due for rehearsal In two
George White's "Scandals" turned weeks.
Tribune) considered "the eveIn one of the lowest two -week*
ning as a whole decidedly en"Rum Runners" is set as next for
grosses ever reported for one of this
tertaining."
series in PhlUy. The notices were William A. Brady, scheduled for a
Variety (Edba) thought:
bad in the first place and the show spring tryout In April and shelving
"Unless given Herculean supuntil next season.
did not hit popular fancy here.
port by the star's followers,
"Roman
opening
"Mayfair," comedy by Lawrence
Gentleman,"
will do well to round out a
Tuesday at the Lyric, and "Rope's Eyre,
month."
will
Inaugurate
Richard
End," In its third week at the Wal- Herndon's tenancy of the New
nut, were both low. The new show
Yorker (formerly Galjo) next month.
"The Criminal Code," presented
got around $6,000 In seven perform
Now
casting
and
goes
Into
reby William Harris, Jr., at the Naances, and "Rope's End" about the
same. "A Roman Gentleman" is be- hearsal next week. Herndon for- tional goes to the road after a run
ing taken off Saturday "for rewrit- merly held lease on the Avon, then of 22 weeks. Has been mentioned
ing."
known as the Klaw) and Belmont as a Pulitzer prize candidate. TakThis week's new shows are Im- with both, maturing and Herndon ings
not big but consistent average
posing both in name and number, hopplngr over to the former Gallo.
of $11,000 and more, making: money.
"Strange Interlude" came into the
Perry Bradford has wrltteh the
Garrlck for a scheduled run of eight
weeks, with a probability o.f being music to a new show which George
CRIMINAL CODE
moved to some other house for an WIntz. says he will produce on
April. Broadway In the spring.
additional
in
It will
Opened Oct. 2. Notices unifortnight
formly favorable.
"Power" arrived at the Broad for have an all-colored cast.
Littell
two weeks; "Brothers" came Into
(World) called it "first play of
Inez Norton, former chorister who
the Walnut for probably about a came in for a raft of publicity In
season with teeth in it." Anmonth, and "A Wonderful Night"
derson (Journal) said: "Genuine and superbly effective."began an Indefinite engagement, pre- the Rothstein case, will make her
sumably around three weeks, at the legit debut as featured player In
Variety (Ibee) figured:
"Room 349," melodrama based upon
"Strong drama should click."
Shubert.
Next, Monday finds Ethel Barry the Rothstein case by Mark Linder,
more at the Lyric for four weeks now in rehearsal. Mark Linder is
"Joseph," presented by John Golof "The Kingdom of God" and "The producing, with William S. Blrns
den' at the Liberty, was withdrawn
Love Duel." Against her Will B. reported the backer.
Played less than
last Saturday.
Harris Is bringing "The Criminal
Code" to the Forrest for a fortnight.
'two weeks and. despite rather fa"The Chocolate Soldier'^ at Keith's
vorable notices, got little business.
the
week.
is the third opening of
Maro Lachman, special publicity;
March 10 the Stratford-on-Avon
Pliyers come Into the Broad for two Harold Bowden, Co. manager, "Josef
JOSEPH
weeks with more Shakespearean Suss."
Opened Feb. 12. SecondRobert Wilder, handling publicity
repertoire, and "The Little Show"
stringers found comedy amusarrives at the Chestnut. The 17th for "Many a Slip" (Little).
ing.
brings Richard Bennett In "In ComVariety (Ibee) said: "Mildly
mand" to the Adelphi under the
diverting, but that's about all."
liberally
used.
"Crimlna*
auspices of the Professional Play- rates
ers; "Follow Thru" to the Forrest, Code" Monday.
"Brothers" (Walnut, 1st week).
and another light opera revival to
In addition "The Count of LuxIn for three or four weeks and
Keith's.
opened with promise; "Rope's End!' embourgh" at Jolson's will make
Estimates for Last Week
down to $5,000 in third and final way for another revival.
"Power" (Broad, 1st week). In week.
Fritz Leiber (Chc.stnut, 2d week).
for two weeks only and had good
"Dracula" cleaned
up Siiakespoarean star held in for third
opening.
plenty in fortnight's return here. week because of remarkably fine
Woolf has succeeded
Harold
business that was especially note- Maurice La Pue in "Strike Up the
$13,'Odo in last week estimated.
"A Wonderful Night" (Shubert, worthy in balcony and gcllery. Band."
Opera rfevival not lim- Around $15,000 oatimated.
•1st week).
Mary Wall- In and. Julia Cobb out
"A Roman Gentleman" (Lyric, 2d
ited as to stay, two to three weeks
"Scandals" had week). A new show and a Iloit, al- of "Nancy's Private Affair.".
considered likely.
Carl Francis has supplanted Harpoorest Of all engagements liere, though beautifully produced. Opened
with a couple of party performances Tuesday and around $5,000 on week. land Dixon in "Top Speed."
Phil White has replaced Ted
Not more than $21,000 at Ethel Barryniore in Monday.
helping.
half
about
Matriarch"
(Adelphi,
Alhey
which
meant
2d
in "Mendel, Inc."
"The
hig-h top,
week).
Not up to some of plays
capacit.v.
Grace Wooding and
Milliccnt
"Strange Interlude" (Oarrick. l.st sponsored by professional players Green have returned- to cast of
Sold out solid for four but showing signs of gaining. $8,500'. "Street Scene" with Anne Tonetti
A^eek).
"The Merry Widow" (Keith's, 2d and Diana
weeks. First night a sensation here.
Trilling, who had been
"Hot Chocolates" not more than week). Most praised of all the light pinch
hitting stepping out.
$11,000 or $12,000 in final (3d) -week, opera revival series.*' Business also
Oscar Shaw into "Flying High,"
Time" (Forrest. 2d good, though not sensational. Re"Blossom
replacing John Barker!
wfiolO- yurprise of Week, with cut- ported at bolter than $18,000.
spelled plenty of profit.
.

AHEAD AND BACK

CAST CHANGES

'

.

Low;

Leaving

Chicago, Feb.

Idea

"Apple Cart," which premiered at the Martin Beck,
this week, carlres a first act
that runs 90 nilnutes. It's the
longest act ever written by

Bernard

Shaw. / Second act
runs only 19 minutes.
Enthusiastic picture executive, at the close of the second
act, cried out:

"This guy ought to go In for
shorts."

"House

Chi.,

iii

26, 1930

Ray Comstock moved up a

notch In his suit against the Shuberts for an accounting of the proceeds from the musical "The Student Prince" when the Apellate
Division' affirmed a lower court's
order directing the Shuberts to submit to an examination before trial
April 8, The Shuberts must bring
(heir books of account into court
and tell how much the show earned.
Comstock's suit Is based on a contract entered into with the late
Sam Shubert In 1902 wherein it was
agreed that the former was to share
good and bad to the extent of 12%%
In the dramatic piece. "Heidelberg."
It is Comstock's allegation that the
same contract still holds good because "The Student Prince" was
adapted from the former play.

bert.

to

Wednesday, February

25.

Another weak seven days for legit.
Everything slipped again except
"Gambling," which ended a throeweek run a capacity, and "Bird in
Hand," which rose $2,000.
"Strictly Dishonorable" was a disappointment Its second week oft
$3,000; "Street Scene" leaves in two
weeks, and "June Moon" closed a
nine-week run at the Selwyn
"Jenny" replacing.
"Whoopee" led the musicals with
$36,000, and goes on Its short road
trip the end of this week.
"Animal Crackers" finally fell below

$30,000 and Is also In Its last week
"Nina Rosa" dropped a couple of
grand,-too.
.Among the non-musicals "Street
Scene" and "Strange Interlude"
were, even, but both slipped. "Dear
Old England" received unanimous
Ashevllle, N. C, Feb. 2B.
rave notices but barely tot^ched $9,Mrs. M. L. Booth, director of 000 at the
Princess its first week.
"FootUght Revue," was extradited May Improve.
to Atlanta, Ga., to answer a charge
Shuberts' revival of "Mile.
, The
of kidnapping Martha Robinson, a Modiste" at the Majestic dropped
minor, whose mother charges Mrs. below $10,000 Its second and last
Booth with luring .her daughter week. Their Garrlck hasn't been
from home and fireside to points In exactly a rave with the Stratford
players In Shakespearean rep.
South Carolina and later here.
Another revival went on at the
About 25 members of the troupe
but not musical. William
were stranded her6 as a result of Erlartger,
Gillette
was the mainspring as
Police officers
Mrs. Booth's' Jam.

Revue Troup Stranded
By Kidnapping Charge

making the pinch arranged to take
five girls of th6 company to Atlanta

"Sherlock

Holmes"

opened

for

three -week run.

a

Estimates for Last Week
"Animal Crackers" (Grand, 10th
male members were
week). .Slipped to $28,000, and for
own resources.
the first time in Its run below 30 G.
Leaves for a short tour the end of
this week.
Equity
"Bird in Hand" (Harris, 10th
Judicious distribution of
proposal
Equity
Council's
to week).
discount ducats helped bring the
amend' the present constitution to comedy
back to $11,000, and coninclude the previously unforeseen tinues on the
theory that one in the
arts of the theatre will be sub- hand is worth two In the sticks.
mitted to Its membership at a gen"Jenny" (Selwyn, 1st week). With
eral meeting called for March 17 at Jane Cowl, this Brady & Wiman
offering replaced "June Moon." Latthe Hotel Astor.
closed
to
$14,000.
Opening
Council has already drafted for- ter
Chlrstmas week and holding to near
mular whereby the constitution's capacity
for a fortnight, it was beparagraph appertaining
In their automobile.

girls and
left to their

Other

Amendment

to "art of
Include "motion pictures, whether talking or silent, radio or television."- Council has already passed upon it, and will ask
membership to ratify the
the

the theatre"

a much longer run,
but took the slap along with the
others and Randolph street In genlieved set for

eral.

"Let Us Be Gay" (Studebaker, 5th
week).
Surprised by holding up
well, dropping only a thou to $14,000.
That's Miss Larrimore's b. o.

amendment.

Also at this meeting a nominating
committee of six will be elected to appeal.
"Dear Old England" (Princess, 2d
formulate the ticket for Equity's
week). Good comedy not up to exannual election In May.
pectation with $9,000, although the
ballyhooed

critics

It.

May

build.

"Street Scene" (Apollo, 10th week).
Suit
Another which started on eight
Retrial of the alienation of affec- cylinders Christmas week and then
began
to lag for no apparent reason.
tion suit against Marjorle Rambeau
Even with concession to teachers It
will be sought this. week by Lucille was forced
to take a 3 G setback to
Pugh, attorney for Mrs. Mable $16,000. Definitely, decided to send
Manton, In the N. T. Supreme Court. it on the road In a fortnight.
The original suit in which Mrs.
"Strange Interlude" (Blackstono,
Manton sought to collect $100,000 14th week). O'Neill opus down to
from the actress for alleged stealing $16,000, but that Is far from disof William Kevitt Manton's affec- tressing. New company substituted
tions resulted In a 'Jury disagree- this week, with Elizabeth RIsdon, a
Chicago favorite a* Nina,
ment.
"Nina Rose" (Great Northern, 7th
The action grows out of a raid week). Another
musical.
made about three years ago on Miss Around $20,000, fluctuating
which is under tho

Rambeau

Up

.

Rambeau's apartment in a New York previous week.
hotel, where it is alleged Mrs. Man"Strictly Dishonorable" (Adelphi,
Having difficulties getton's husband, an actor, was found. 3d week).
Miss Rambeau's quoted explanation ting started and thus far unsatisfactory. Comedy hit was off $3,000
of Manton's presence In her apartor more, barely touching $15,000. A
ment at the time of the alleged raid tough break and beyond
explanawas that the actor was merely act- tion.
ing as aid for the actress In the
"Sherlock Holmes" (Erlanger, 1st
week). With William Gillette, went
reading of a part.
in for three weeks, replacing "Gambling," which left for the road after

Little Tourney Soon
The eighth annual Belasco cup
Theatre
tournament
is
scheduled, to take place in New
Little

Y'ork

week May.

8.

Out of town competing casts are
already getting in action through
presentation of one-acters, which
will be included in the.N. T. tourney.

three

weeks

of capacity

business;

$24,000.

"Whoopee" (Illinois, 6th week).
Eddie Cantor and company didn't
feel the general drop as much as tho
others; $36,000.
Goes to St. Louis
and Cleveland, leaving here the end
of this week.
"Your Uncle Dudley" (Cort, 3d
week). Has not gotten a grip yet.
Comedy did around $4,500, which is
about $3,000 below rtcpectation.
Special Attractions
Garrlck (Shubert)— Stratford-on-

Erlanger. Confined
A. L. Erlanger is confined to his
home.
Though reported critically
no confirmation of this was made

ill,

at his

office.

Erlanger was at his desk" early
last week, but thereafter no visiters were permitted to see him. He
recently returned from a coast visit.

Stocks Opening
Sioux City, la., Feb. 25.
The Rlalto will open with the
Neale Helvey Players, stock, March

Harry D. Wlltsie will manage
the company. The stock comes here
from Freeport, III,, and will cliange
bill twice a week.
9.

Avon Players in their second and
final week of Shakespeare.

Goodman — City's farovite
company in "Holiday."

tory

reper-

—

Majestic (Shubert) Another Re'Naughty Marietta," opened
for two weeks, replacing "Mile. Modiste," which grossed around $S,000
it.s .second week.
vival,

New

Duffy Ventures
Los Angeles, Feb.

25.

Dale Winter and Monroe Owsloy
will be co-starred by Henry Duffy in
"Holiday," opening March 9 at tin*
Duffwin, Oakland.
Another Duffy opening is Ha In
Hamilton in "Her Friend the iCing,"
succeeding Frank Craven in "Salt
Water" at the Hollywood Playhouse .March 10.

Wednesday, February

Shows

m

LEGITIMATE

26, 1930

Frisco Grosses

Comment

N. Y. and

and commant point to oomo attractions bolng
aucceuful, whilo tha aama groas accradited to othera might auggeat
Fiflures ettlmated

mediocrity or losa. Tha varianca ia explainad in tha difference In
houta capacitiea-with the varying overhead. Atao the aiza of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross of profit. Varianca
In buaineas necessary for muaical attraction aa againat dramatio
play la also considered.
Classification of attraction, house capacity and top prices of the
admiaaion acala given below. Key to classification: C (comedy) |
D (drama) ; R (revue) ; M (muaical comedy) ; F (farce) O (operetta).
;

Admission tax applies on
"Apron Strings," Bijou (2d week)

tickets

ooer

der $3,000;

$3

"Bird

in

$19,000 regularly.
Hand," Forrest (48th

possible to exist be-

profitable at that pace.

"Ripples,"

New Amsterdam

(3d
(CD-l,015-$3.85).
week)
Long
week) M-l,702-$6.60).
Holiday
run imported comedy has yet to
prices late last week accounted
use cut rates; holds to steady
for gross around $46,000, maybe
trade around $10,000, turning a
better; agency demand reported
weekly profit.
under expectations, but sure of
Sweet,"
Shubert
(17th
"Bitter
big money for a time.
week) (M-l,395-$5.50). Removal "Simple Simon," Zlegfeld (2d week)
and
scale
reduction
here
brought
(M-l,622-$5.50). Started Tuesday
down gross as expected; business
with a $16.50 top and In seven
at $30,000, however, considered
performances went to about $46,very good; standees in Satur000;
standee business through
day.
first
Dishes,"
Masque (17th "Sketchweek.
"Broken
Book," 44th St. (35th week)
week) (C-700-$3). Will probably
(R-l,325-$6.60);
Claimed not to
last through season; making very,
have fallen -under $26,0.00 which
good money via moderate grosses;
was bettered last week; revue
got nearly $10,000 last week.
piling up profits.
"Children of Darkness," Biltmore "Sons o'
Guns," Imperial (14th
week)
(CD-l,000-$3.85).
(8th
week) (M-1,466-$6.C0): Still the
'

Went into cut rates last week,
actual money leader of the list;
and claimed- jump over prevmaintained the pace of $48,000
ious week; quoted approximate
last week and going strong.
gate of $10,000.
"Street Scene," Ambassador (60th
"City Haul," Eltinge (9th week)
week) (C-l,200-$3.85).
Longest
(C-892-$3). Resumed here middle
run attraction on list and looks
of last week, but to little purgood to complete the secAnd seapose;
several hundred
dollars
son; has been averaging around
nightly.
$12,000 here; more last week.
"Death Takes a Holiday," Barry- "Strictly Dishonorable," Avon (24th
•

more

(10th

week)

(D-l,090-$3).

week)

Another

(C-830-$3.85).

Feature of Broadway Holiday

Duffy's Alcazar held over

dark.

Went

into

Importation that has
actual leadership of the non-mubeen attracting attention; busisicals again last week by getting
especially big at matinees;
close to $23,000.
$17,000 last week.
"Strike Up the Band," Times Square
"Dishonored Lady," Empire (4th
(7th week) (M-l,057-$6.60). Right
week) (D-l,099-$4.40). A newer
up with the musical leaders;
dramatic success; holds to excelhouse capacity not as big as
lent money with the approximate
others and well over $36,000 inweekly gross $20,000.
dicates standee trade.
"Fifty Million Frenchmen," Lyric "Subway Express," Republic (24th
(14th
week)
(M-l,400-$6.60).
week)
(D-901-$3).
Has been
Rated strongest, agency call of
going
along
to
approximate
the current musicals; business
$9,000 weekly pace; using some
holds to capacity and considercut rates; has made money.
able weekly profit at $45,000.
Adeline,"
"Sweet
Hammerstein's
"First
Playhouse
Mrs.
Frazer,"
26th week) (M-l,265-$6.60). Picked
(10th
week)
(C-879-$3.85). On
up last week when better than
weekly basis of nine perform$29,000 was grossed; should last
ances, English comedy has been
out the Season.
approximating $16,000
weekly; "The Apple Cart," Beck (1st week)
making plenty.
(C-l,189-$3).
Presented by the
"Gala Night," Erlanger's (1st week)
Theatre Guild; bV George Bernard
(CD-l,520-$3). Independently preShaw; expected to be Theatre
sented;
written
by Laurence
Guild's best production try this
Eyre;' was on road for some time
season; opened Monday.
under name of "Escapade"; open- "The Boundary Line," 48th St. (4th
ed Tuesday.
,
(CD-964-$3).
Business
week)
"Heads Up," Alvin (16th week)
weak* at about $5,000; doubtful
(M-l,398-$5.50).
Making pretty
whether show will continue after
good money right along although
this week.
rot up with musical leaders;, bet- "The Criminal' Code," National (22d
ter than
claimed last
$30,000
week) (D-l,164-$3). Final week;
week.
drama made successful run though
"International Revue," Majestic (1st
never to big money; average over
week) (R-l,776-$6.60). Presented
$10,000; "Mel Lan-Fang". moves
by Lew Leslie; lay.ed- off last week
here from 49th Street Monday.
when new names Inserted In "The Green Pastures," Mansfield
show; opened Tuesday.
(1st week) (D-l,000-$4.40). Post"It
Never Rains," Bayes (15th
poned from last Saturday; opens
week) (C-860-$3). May go along
tonight (Feb. 26).
in roof theatre for some time;
"The Infinite Shoeblack," Maxine
geared to get by at low grosses;
Elliott (2d week) (CD-924-$3). Got
estimated less than $3,000.
fair notices and agency business
"It's a Grand Life," Cort (3d week)
likewise; between $9,000 and $10,(O-l,042-$3). Final week; started
000 first week.
at $9,000 pace with no Improve- "The Last Mile," Harris (3d week)
ment; Mrs. Fiske to prepare reExtra advertising
(D-l,051-$3).
vival of "The Rivals" soon.
of prison drama on strength of
"Journey's
End,"
Miller's
(50th
exceptional notices got results,
week) (D-946-$4.40). Going along
trade climbing from $900 to $2,to fair money, and still turning a
000 first full week for grosa^ of
weekly profit; about $11,000 la.st
about $11,000; matinees weak but
week.
word of mouth may put this one
"Joseph," Liberty.
Was taken off
across.
last Saturday; played less than "The
(2d
Vanderbilt
Plutocrat,"
two weeks despite fairly good
week) (C-771-$3). Opened Thursnotices;
"R. U. R." moved in
day last week with notices not
nfess

,

GUILD GETS

LOW DOWN

ON MINN. "INTERLUDE"

Police raids closed tiny

Minneapolis, Feb.

25.

O'Neill's "Strange Interlude" did
of a second week for the
Balnbridge Players at the Shubert,
grossing about $10,500 in seven performances at $2 top, only $2,000 under the first week.
The fortnight
run brought in close, to $23,000, netting a sweet profit.
With "The 19th Hole" this week
the company is back to popular 35c.
to $1 prices and its normal schedule

Last week proved one of the dullthat
Included
Washington's
Birthday within a decade. Usually
it is the peak of the season. But
the week started very mildly and
only a few grosses were higher than
est

week

NO STARTLERS
IN

L A.'S NEWEST

Nancy's
(7th
to

.

Private

Affair,"

week) (C-l,094-$3).

Hudson

Claimod
with

be Improved somewhat:

put rate aid, takings over $8,000;
^^^^ one.
ai.^^^
Phantoms,"
Wallack's (6th week)

iCD-770-$3).

Has been

getting un-

falling

—

.

"

—

•

•<

Make

—

.

holiday,

CLEAN UP AT

muslcal.s.
"The Little Show" (Wilbur, 3d
(14th and next to last week).
favorable and business indica- "Young Sinners," Morosco
Second
week) (CD-893-$3). Was off like week grosses up at $28,000.
tions doubtful.
most others early last week but
"The Street Singer." Royale (23d
"Robin Hood" fMajestlc, 2d and
closed strongly with exceptional last week). First week netted $15,Paced
week)
(M-l,118-$5.50).
of
earlier weeks
still
makins
holiday trade; $16,000 or a bit 000.
around $17,000 at Shubert before
plenty;
holiday
helped
prices
better.
"Little Accident" (Plymouth, 6th
removal here; somewhat under
somewhat after weak start; nearthat last week; po«s to Chicago Special Attractions ^Little Theatres week). Gross still up to $19,000 in
ly $16,000.
"Mel Lan-Fang," 49th St.; Chi- fifth week.
after another week.
"Many a Slip," Little (4th week) "Those We Love," John Golden (2d nese attraction played to standing
(O-530-$3.85). Finished very Well
week) (CD-900-$3>. Opened mid- room all first week; will move to Davenport Goes 'Ladder'
with takings quoted close to
dle of last week, winning gen- National next week; two-week en$9,000; good in small house and
"The Fool's Revenge" is set as
erally favorable notices and some gagement extended with removal to

make the grade.
Inc.," Ritz
(14th week)
(C-945-$3.85). Hooked up to make
at
moderate
grosses;
weekly average claimed $9,000 to
$10,000. latter mark last week..
'Meteor," Guild (10th week) (GD914-$3). One of a number of attractions that dipped down last
'^'eek; approximated $12,000; two
^'i^'^s weeks more indicated.
Kk*""

The

'SHOW

—

Own

Stock Holds

Monday.

money

before.

on Saturday, failed to provide the
usual special matinee opportunity.
Only Friday and Saturday were
really good on Broadway, Freakish
weather was |a factor. From Wednesday on spring-like days prevailed, the temperature going as
high ns 68 degrees.
Of the hew show crop, "Simple
Simon" drew most attention last
•"'•n.
There Is much speculation here- week. Takings the first seven perabouts over the
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
'-^n of the New formances
approximated
$46,000,
With a little cold weather, also York Theatre Guild in sending one meaning standee trade at the scale
of its representatives, Anne Ford,
smack of rain, trade held on a
last week with the stanza preced- here from Chicago, to give the Baln- ($5.50). "Topaze" got nearly $13,000
bridge Players' performance the for Its first full week at the Music
ing.
"Journey's End" Is still the town "once over" and reporting on it in Box; "Those We Love," a midleader in fifth week at the Belasoo, detail. Miss Ford, who is doing pub^ week entrant at the Golden, drew
knocking oft around $16,000, Frank liclty for "Interlude" in Chicago and good notices and thereafter box ofCraven in "Salt Water" got off to who was drama editor of the Bos- fice indications were favorable; the
fair start at Hollywood Playhouse ton Herald before joining the Guild,
with $5,800. "Bill of Divorcement" received instructions ifrom New first full week of "The Last' Mile"
not so hot for the Civic Repertory York by telegram to witness the was estlmiated over $11,000, and
group at the Music Box at $2,700 Minneapolis performance and re- piece appears to have a good chance
at the Harris; "The Infinite Shoefor the initial week.
"Nut Farm" port.
In some quarters idea is suggest- black" had a $9,000 to $10,000 start
at the "Vine Street did fairly good
ed that the Guild wanted to check at the Elliott;
With $4,000.
"Apron Strings,"
"The Latest Mtirder" blossomed local assertions the work of Gladys somewhat doubtful at the Bijou,
forth at ttie Figueroa Playhouse Hurlbut, Victor Jory, Robert St.
Friday night and tuned in for Clatr, Jack Paige and Theresa Dale about $6,000; "The Plutocrat," very
doubtful
the
Vanderbilt.
at
around $2,200 for four performances. of the Balnbridge Players was equal
First week of Mel Lan-Fang and
"Ladies of the Jury" okay at the to that of the people in the Guild
El Capitan at $5,500, 3d week, while production.
his Chinese company packed the
the
President,
downtown Dulty
49th Street where It Is booked for
house, had Kolb and Dill struggle
two weeks. The Orientals will move
and strangle through to get a take
BOAT'S' PITTSB'G to the larger National next Monof $3,300.
day and the date Is indefinite.
Estimate for Last Week
Musical Leader
Belasco "Journey's
End" (5th
$36,500 "Sons o' Guns" held the list leadweek).
Repeats consistent ,with
skid almost unnoticeable for length
ership at $48,000 with "Simon" in
of run. $16,000.
contending
"Rlpples*'^
the
spot;
Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
El Capitan— "Ladies of the Jury"
Ziegfeld brought "Show Boat"
Mary Boland heavy back to the Nixon last week at again got $46,000, holiday prices
(3d week).
factor In draw. $5,500 and profit for $4.40 top and mopped up at around counting, and "Fifty Million Frenchmen" favored In the agency demand
Duffy.
First two nights off and
$36,500.
Figueroa Playhouse "The Latest looked doubtful if show would break again sold out, $45,000; "Strike Up
Murder." Got off Friday to plenty even, but from Wednesday mat on the Band" over capacity arid above
of invited' guests and for first four capacity ruled. "Boat" opened here $36,000;
which
"Bitter
Sweet,"
performances $2,200, liberal esti- in November, 1927, before going on moved to the Shubert and lowered
mate.
to Broadway.
the scale, got nearly $30,000; about
Hollywood Playhouse "Salt Wa"Journey's End" fell off about
About even with seven grand at Alvln in second the same mark for "Sweet Adeline"
ter" (1st week).
Craven week, but still satisfactory at $18, and "Heads Up"; "Sketch Book"
average first week here.
and "Wake Up and Dream," $27,000
name not so strong from local b. a. 000. Around $43,000 for fortnlght'g
angle. $5,800.
engagement. Five weeks of- Victor or slightly better; "Top Speed"
Music Box (Civic Rep.)— "Bill of Herbert start next Monday with around $20,000; "The Street Singer"
Divorcement" (1st week). Just will Eleanor Painter in "The Fortune estimated at $17,000 and going out.
not go In big way for this group of Teller.'"Strictly Dishonorable" went into
players Who cannot cut up any
"Just Suppose" liked at Pitt; by the non-musical lead again last
Takes $3,300 to Sharp sto-ok.
profits at $2,700.
week, close to $23,000; "It's a Wis©
operate without cast considered.
President—"Give and Take" (3d
Child," close by with better than
week). One of those no understand
"Rebound" and ^'DlShon$22,000;
things so far as Kolb & Dill are Holiday Prices
ored Lady," the new hits both rated
concerned. $3,300, 3d week, pretty
Boston Grosses Good over $20,000; "Berkeley Square,"
bad.
Takes a Holiday,"
"Death
$19,000;
(1st
St.—
"Nut
Farm"
Wilktss-Vine
Boston, Feb. 25.
week). Little profit on first week
The Shuberts had the town to up, $17,000; "First Mrs. Praser" alat $4,000.
themselves last week, none of the most as much; "Young Sinners,"
so-called "syndicate" houses being $16,000; about the same for "June
opened.
With holiday prices, the Moon";' "Street Scene," $12,500;
*^Apple Cart" Big
musicals' grosses were very respect- "Meteor" slipped to $12,000; "Jourable.
ney's End," $11,000; "Bird in Hand,"
25.
Feb.
Baltimore,
"The
Little Show," at the Wilbur, "Broken Dishes" and "Mendel, Inc.,"
night
Fox's got the smartest first
continues good at $28,000.
"Children of Darkness,"
seen here since- the Metropolitan
With
larger seating capacity $10,000;
a
Opera date at the Lyric when the the "New Moon'' at the
did "Subway Express," $9,000; "Many a
Theatre Guild premiered "Shaw's better by about $1,00.0Sliubert
than did Slip" and "Ritzy," both moved up
Apple Cart."
Little Show," and this pair to that mark; "Nancy's Private Af"The
It was a big week despite general
were closely followed by "Little fair" claimed $8,000; "Boundary
critical estimate of play as secondAccident," the comedy at the Plym- Line," $5,000, and doubtful of stickAbout $21,500.,grossed outh, which seems
rate Shaw.
be going ing; others less.
to
(6 nights, 2 mats), at $3 top.
stronger every week.
"The Criminal Code" leaves for
"Robin Hood," at the Majestic,
had a fair week, while at the Lyric, the road this week; "Waterloo
English revue; business last week just reopened after several weeks Bridge" stops at Vfie Fulton; so
of
darkness,
the
performances
does
"It's a Grand Life," Cort; "Jofour
around $27,000.
(8th of "Young Sinners" grossed $8,000. seph" stopified at the Liberty last
Bridge,"
Fulton
"Waterloo
Nothing listed for the Tremont Saturday, the house getting "R. U.
week) (C-913-$3.85). Final week;
house may go dark for present; until March 10, when "Gambling" R.," which m/)ved over from the
with George M, Cohan playshow started okay but slipped to opens
ing the lead.
The Colonial will Beck, and strtne company will offer
$10,000 and less; agency, buy exopen for a week with Harry Lauder "Marco's Millions" next week; "Flypires this week.
and the Hollis will be dark until ing Hlfrh/' at the Apollo, is next
"Wise Child," Belasco (30th week) March 24, when it opens with the week's standout entry; also due are
Belasco's clean- Stratford-on-Avon company.
(C-l,050-$3.85).
"This Man's Town" and "I Want
up; virtual capacity since start;
Last Week's Estimates
My Wife."
last week well over $22,000; about
"The New Moon" (Shubert, 2d
tied for top money among non- week). J^ir.st week grossed $29,000.

a whale

"June
Moon," Broadhurst
(21st
week)
Though
CC-l,118-$3.8e).
eased off from abnorinal grosses

should
Mendel,

Week

profit at this.

Green Street.

.

'

Henry

Not much

"Tour Uncle Dudley" and liu near
$5,000, while his President, bringing
in "Broken Dishes," starring Percy
Pollock, did above $5,200.
Geary and Columbia and Capitol
still

(C-605-$3). A dull holiday week
cause of small salafies.
(Washington's Birthday which "Rebound," Plymouth (4th week)
was Saturday and no extra matiC-l,042-$3.85). Not in the smash
"Strings"
mildly rated
nees);
class, but business has been exabout $6,000.
cellent
with the pace nearly
"Berkeley Square," Lyceum (17th
$21,000.
week) (C-957-$4.40). One of the "Ritzy," Longacre (3d week) (Cseason's outstanding attractions;
l,019-$3). Picked up last week;
phantasy was expected to coma couple of theatre parties helped
mand class patronage, but not
the gross approximate $9,000;
for so long;

Simple Simon: 7 Tmies, $46,000;

San Francisco, Feb. 25.
Legitimate houses, what few are
running, did nothing much.
"Oh,
Susanna," coast-produced
musical at the Curran, clicked along
at little better than preceding week,
left

$16,000.

VARIETY

Active stocks operative throughout the United States and Canada
numbered 69 last week with only
one closing reported, that of the

Oberfelder-Ketchem

Co.

in

Des

To offset this dropping
openings were reported.
Stock men aay that with 69
troupes stock Is holding Its own.
This time last year there were 70
York,
companies in operation..
Moines,

la.

out, several

indications larger house.
good;
exceptionally
next for the Davenport, New
"Michael and Mary," Hopkins; ex- with Butler Davenport figuring a.s
were that new comedy would
tra matinees for hit In little housf. producer, and opening
set for next
repeat
"R.U.R.,"
exLiberty;
"Top Speed," Clianin'.s 46th St. (10th
GrCup to Do Actor's Play
week.
week) (M-l,413-$a.u0). Agencies tended, moving from Beck hfre;
Hartford, Conn., Feb. 25.
Except for choice locations a free
have help.ed, but m.ufilcal went same company .wUl repeat "Maro's
The Hartford Players will progate
obtain
for
wiU
remainder,
of
into cut rates early -and only' Millions" at liibcrty next week.
"Black-Coffee"
a three-act comduce
"Everything's Jake," Assembly; the hou.se.
comparatively light trade at $20,edy by John Parrfsh, for the fir.st
started very well but .slowed down.
000.
"At the Bottom," Waldorf; indeMarxes Drop Chi. Sunday
time on any stage, February 20 and
"Topaze," Music Box t3d week) (_DAppears to havc'^a pendent group altf^rhating with
l,000-$3).
21, at I'nlty Hall, Hartford, as thfir
Chicago, Feb. 25.
chance; fir.st full week nearly "ttoa Gull."
Marx Broth'Ts have eliminated second major production of the
"The Count of Luxembourg," .the* Sunday evening p"rformanee of sf-a.son.
$13,000; call has been for lower
later
land.

'

:.

.

floor though it was figured to
have balcony appeal.
Up and Dream," Relwyn
Ex(9th week) (U-1.067-$G.60)
tensive agency "buy ijje factor for

"Wake

.

}

JoI.«<r)n*s;

revival;

final

wer-k.

."Animal
"General John Regan," Irish; Vil.been off
revival; closed Saturday.

lafjf

Civic Repertory, 14th St.

Ruth Draper,

(jlomedy.

Crai-koi'.'--."

I{iislne.«s

Wf'dn".«d!iy

anee.

riiat.

haK

Playing a
for f-xtiu p< rforin-

.S'inda.v ninlji-<.

I

I

John Parrish, auHior,

offered the
group last October when
vi«Itfd Ilnrtford as a member of

filay to the
li"

the

'Journey's

End" company.

—

PLAY REVIEWS

VARIETY
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SIMPLE SIMON
In two acta, presented
ZtoRCi'lJ ;>y Floronz Zleefcld I'"cbIJd Wynii starred; book by

Musical comedy
at

the

ruarj"

Wynn

lf<;

noUon; music by Illchard
Kodgers; lyrics by Loronz Hart; ensembles
staffed by Soymour l-'cllx; dialog staged

Guy

and
by

ZeUv.

Colvan.

Taul Stanton
Alfred P. James

Bert Blue
rinify

"Will Ahorn
Uobbe Anist
Ed Wynn
Anthony HuBlios

Jack H<irni'r
GlUy l-'lowor
Simon
Policeman
Elaine King
Olee King
Otto Prince

Doree Leslie
;...I^ennox Pawle

Hugh Cameron

'

..Master Georue OfTt'rmann

Jonah
Popper

Gll.Wlilte

Alan Edwards
Huth Ettlnff
Helen Walsh
Jewel Pearce.
Hazel Forbes
Gladys Dove
Captain In Dullna Army. .Douglas Stanbury
Josoi)h Schrode and
The Horse
Pele La Delia
Frank De Witt
The Giant Head
William J. Ferry
The Frog
.Harriet Hoctor
Pr«mlere Danseuse

Tony Prince
Sal

Aladdin's lamp which Simon uses
but loses at the wrong time.
Doree Leslie is the attractive Cinderella, Allan Edwards playing the

Mastor George Offcrmann,
very good as a crying kid who tells
Joseph
Simon all the answers.
Schrode and I'cte La Delia work
the prop horse, which is wliy it is
good. The woodland scene is a break
for William J. Forry who.se contortlonistic frog has been around In
prince.

many

vaudcvillt? thc.«c

years.

an unusual angle In
"Simple Simon" in that it is quite
an entertainment for youngstci's,
which is surely strange for a ZlegNot. however, that it
feld show.
Zieggy is using
Isn't adult as well.
a $5.50 top, sayiqg it is a more
standard rate, rather than $6.60. At
the established scale he should make
Ibee.
plenty with "Simon."

There

Is

THE APPLE CART
A

extravaganza In two acts
Interlude by Bernard Shaw.
by Fhlllp Moeller. Settings by
fourth
as
Presented
Klmonson.
current subscription seaot
production
son by tho Theatre Guild at the Martin
New York, Monday evening,
Heck,

and

political

an

.Staged

Leo

Feb.

24.

..Thomas BralJon
Kex O'Malloy

Pamphlllus
Sempronlus

.^.Ernest Cos-sart

Honncrges

Tom Powers

Magnus

Kldgewell
Claude Uulns
Morris Carnovsky
Graham
?-y George

Audrey

Alice

Proteus
Nicobar
Crassus

John Dunn
William H. Sams
Helen Weatley
.Eva Leonard-Boyne

l>l)ny

jBalbus
LyslMtrata

Amanda

.

The Queen
Mr.

Kemble Cooper
Marjorle Martiuls
Frederick Truesdell

Violet

(;rlnthla

VAnhattan

Bernard Shaw's "The Apple Cart"
arrived at the Martin Beck Monday
night via the Theatre Guild. The
lampoon on England's future political situation provides satire In
"Simple Simon," ZlegCeld's latest
Comedy In three acts presented at the the best Shavian manner and Is
entertainment
sophisticated
production, Is off to a standee start. John Golden Feb. 10 by PHlllp Dunning! good
written by George Abbott and S. K. Lau- that both
Guild subscribers and
It is good entertainment, somewhat ren; directed by Abbott.
Sl>aw devotees will go wild about.
Madalelne King
different from the Zieggy style and Julia Aiken
"Apple Cart" pokes fun in a terse
Nutalle
Potter
Elolse Hart
will pull down big money for a time. CUlford Aiken
John Stokes way at the labor tabinet of EngHelen Flint land, delving into the distant fuThat it will measure up to some of Vol-.Tle Parker.George Abbott ture to depict the monarch of toFrederick WlUlston
the other shows in the length of Jake
Percy Kilbride morrow. King Magnus being har.Armlna Marshall rassed
May WlUlston
run at this house is questionable.
by his Prime Minister and
....Edwin
Phillips
Itlckle
There is no'velty in the numbers, njvelyn
Josephine Hull the latter's followers, mostly labor
Chorles Waldron representatives who would vest all
Blake
an abundance of thanks to the di- Mr.
Elizabeth Taylor monarchial powers in their own poHelen
G. Albert Smith litical body and leave their ruler
rectional' work of Seymour Felix. Ashton Copeland
Franklyn Fox
Uertle Parker
The score .has two or three stand- Daley
Joseph Crehan little more than a rubber stamp.
,
Shaw has drawn a telling caricature
J. 'Ascher Smith
out numbers. But above all, "Si- A stranger
or rather caricatures of the type
mon" has Ed Wynn, who again bills
that will dictate in the future.
himself as "The Perfect Fool."
Very good theatre is Philip DunThe Prime Minister and his
comic
call, to deliver an jiltimatum
group
has
a
Wynn is funny. He
ning's managerial debut attraction,
to King Magnus that would praclike Hugh Cameron doing straight
Love." It has a definite tically muffle him on all public
"Those
for him, but all is as it should be appefil, especially to the feminine, statements and make the group his
because the laughs are there.
loud speaker. The remainWynn and his bum riddles, using and. Indications are for a successful official
ing acta are given over to the
a boy to very good effect, started engagement.
King's manipulation of the mob and
the gigglers early. Came thereafter
"Those We Love" brings together finally outwitting them by refusing
some of his new "inventions," which again the team of Philip Dunning to sign the muffling ultimatum even
planted Wynn so strongly as a bufOf
For one and George Abbott, whose "Broad- at the cost of abdicating. any
foon several years ago.
course his Highness never had
thing he has a nightgown that won't way" was a sensational hit. Abbott idea of abdicating; it was merely a
wrinkle up. Wynn again uses his collaborated witjii S. K. Lauren in shrewed gesture to scare off the
prop horse which seemed as funny the authorship of the new comedy, mob and send them away happy.
as ever, especially when he used
Aside from the affairs of State
an auto jack to elevate the hind staged it and is acting tlie lead. To- the King must have his moments
^cgs.
gether they selected one of the best and finds relaxation In the charms
Every time Wynn was on the go- playing casts of the season.
of Orinthla, lady at court, with amone
worked
He
ing was enjoyable.
youth figures In the chances of bitions to the Queen's throne, albit with Ruth Ettlng, accompanythe show, as another kid player did though Magnus Is perfectly satising her on a pony piano which he in
"Courage" last season.
Edwin fied with his present spouse and
pedalled on on a tricycle device.
Phillips,
19 years of age, looks the does not agree with his girl friend
the
Miss Ettiiig was brought into
14-year-old
Rickie
WlUlston of on ways and means to remove her,
oast on short notice, jumping from
either by divorce or death as sug"Those-'We
Love,"
being
developed
the "Nine Fifteen Revue," which as the
key character in saving what gested by the blonde vamp. In fact
closed the Saturday before "Simon" had
been a happy marriage from Magnus Is the usual easy going
opened (Tuesday last week)
type, soft to his friends and caglly
going
on
the
rocks.
Miss Ettihg is surely welcome in
The situation is that of a husband diplomatic while handling his cabithis cast, by far the best of the
who makes a slip In the absence of net. He's a monarch with a sense
vocal contingent. Without her the his wife. The affair with
humor albeit laconically sarcasof
the other
ditties could not have sounded so
woman is just one of those things, tic. The best the paramour gets is
well. She used ono published numexplained by the observation that participation In a rough and tumble
ber but there were two production "perhaps all men are polygamous." roll-around the floor when trying
songs, scoring best with "10 Cents a The boy is told
the facts and learns to restraain his Highness from the
Dance," the plaint of a dance hall
This piece oi
to tea.
that the divorce story will .appear in Queen's
Miss Eitlng also did ".' the papers,
hostess.
with the husband named business is handled with high comAdditional war
Still Believe You."
as corespondent. But it makes no edy senrfe and brought howls.
bling by Miss Enting would not have difference in the lad's affection for
America also came in for some
been hard to take.
his father, and the
comes to a of the tompooning when the AmeriBobby Arnst for some reason did realization that she wife
really feels that can Ambassador hopped in without
not stand out as she should have. way about it, too. In the second audience and suggested a merger of
The King
It may have been her song allot- act and at the close not a few among England with America.
couldn't refuse to see him'*^n acments, but she did lead "Magic Mu- the first nighters were crying, in
count of England's debts.
sic," principal fiiiiction of which was "eluding the male contingent.
number,
magic
chorus
a
introduce
play
is
.flawlessly
cast and
The
to
The Wllllstons live in Westches
Tom Powers does
one of the novelties and a pippin. ter.
Frederick, the father, is an well directed.
The girls do little tricks in ensemble author. May, the mother, is occu well as King Magnus, handling lines
reported
was
It
well.
and do them
pied with arrangements for musical and situations with subtlety. Violet Kemble Cooper is superb as the
the number included a disappearing publications.
It is an ideal combird and cage bit, but that was not panionship, topped by the regard for blonde enticer. Ernest Cossart, who
BO of this premiere, nor was there the son who attends boarding school. has previously registered in Guild
routine,
chalks
up another
any such bit In the show's
Valerie Parker, who isn't happily productions,
according to those around it. Miss married and who hadn't met May, corking caricature as president oi
Arnst scored In a roughhouse num- la on the verge of going for Fred In the Board of Trade with Claude
ber with Will Ahcrn. It is called more than a platonic way. May Is Rains also registering as prime
Helen
Westley,
Eva
"Sweetenheart" Ahern did his rop- suspicious upon suddenly returning minister.
ing bit in the second part, Wynn home from a trip and hearing a Leonard-Boyne, Marjorle Marquis
chattering away almost throughout. woman's voice. Valerie is In a room and Frederick Truesdell are others
Best of the dance production num- changing from a riding habit to an giving standout performances.
"Apple Cart" bubbles throughout
bers came with the "Hunting Bal- evening frock, having arranged to
let," led by Harriet Hoctor, essence dine out Kith Fred, who was dolling with Shavian wit and satire and
of grace. Aiding Miss Hoctor were up upstairs.
May slips out, going should remain long after the usual
20 girls, doing most of the work back to the station and telephoning Guild subscription list has been acon their toes. The movements over her arrival.
She isn't disturbed, commodated. It's sophisticated enfor the sophisticates
little hurdles attracted attention and feeling that Fred will tell her about tertainment
and most of the Guild followers,
the evolutions in general brought no the matter, as he always did here
anbserlbers or otherwise, are that,
little credit to tl»e ever clever Felix. tofore.
or like to be so considered. Edha^
Costuming for the number was adGetting no explanation May de
.
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velops that Dan has been shaping
his career and conduct via a series
of posthumous messages from his
departed piother, who had conducted an advice to lovelorn column
under the nom de plume of Pansy
Pomeroy. He carries the matter too
far to suit his bride by electing her
a bride in name only and attempting to mold her into his Idealistic
ways. Barb's a nice kid, but modern, and she throws off the yoke to
return to her folks.
Ezra Huhniwell, old boy sport and
Dan's attorney, steps In to patch
things- up and Anally succeeds by
getting Dan stewed in his parentsin-law's home, with the alcoholic
effect battering
down the boy's
floodgate to suppressed impulses
and a bedtime reconciliation at the

literature is quite definitely "dated."
It's what novels used to be before
Prof. Freud sent the literati to the
i*jsychopathic wards for material.
It's
pre-Babbitt Babbitry treating
the provincial business man as
slightly noisy but true-hearted under his virile vulgarity.
Of plot there seems to be more
than, upon examination, there actually Is. Numerous comic situations,
sorhe genuinely amusing, others inclined to force the laugh, provide
a fairly good average of entertainment. Except for the fastidious element, playgoers will not be bored,
although it's the sort of slapstick
that usually doesn't prompt enthusiastic endorsement to friends.

tag.
Arthur Goodrich's adaptation .Is
Plenty of rollicking fun through- fairly good. Only once
or twice does
with three outstanding per- the dialog grow redundant.
formances by Roger Pryor as the pointed some, of the linesHe has
very
idealistic youth, Jefferson De Angesmartly although a patriotic slur on
lis as the sporty rascal attorney,
and Maidel Turner as Ma Olwell. the Hotel Algonquin dilettanti
The remainder of the cast Is ad- seemed dragged In by the hair. A
mirable also. Audray Dale Is re- reviewer at this Juncture pointed
freshing as Barbara, giving good the Index finger of scorn at a colaccount
herself
throughout, league, who blanched.
of
Coburns appear to have a large
while Frank Monroe gives a likable
and human portrait of the hen- circle of admirers. Their position in
pecked head of the house. Ethel the theatre Is unique In many reIntropldi does well as the flashy spects, presumably rooting In "The
family friend, with Josle Intropldi Better 'Ole." Without undue pubregistering
also
the
family licity the pair go along season after
as
season unsupported by hits yet find
slavey.
The single set, employed through- Ing favor on a. social strata all theif
"The Plutocrat" should serve
out, is attractive, and Earle Boothe own.
has made a good job of the staging. out the season locally and on the
road. Indeed, for the road It's probEdba.
ably better than anything they've
had. It has an amiable Americanism that should strike the provinces

out,

.

BRONX OPERA HOUSE

.

We

.

A

cM

cides to take an assignment that
will keep her away for a month or
When she learns the truth
about the incident, she hurries back
Comedy In three acts by Dorrance Davis.
but this time Fred and Valerie had Staged by Earle Boothe. Produced by Forspent the night together. The proof rest 0. Harlng. at the BlJou, New York,
Is supplied by a detective engaged Monday, evening, Feb. 17.
Frank Monroe
by Valerie's husband who had be'en John Olwell
Josle Intropldi
counterpart in the use of "I Can't trying to get something on her. The Hester
Mrs. Olwell
.....Maldel Turner
Give You Anything' By Love" in story from then on Is adroitly Inez Wakefield
Ethel Intropldi
"Blackbirds." It was the hit of the worked out to a sentimental but Barbara Olwell
Audray Dale
Daniel Curtis..;
Roger Pryor
show, but had been used previously logical conclusion.
JclTeraon De Angells
In Harry Dclniar's "Revels," where
Armina Marshall, who In private Ezra Hunnlwell
Composers appear life is the wife of Lawrence Lang
It got nowhere.
Diverting comedy, which occato be running short of melodies for ner of the Theatre Guild, drew most
this season. Kalmar and Ruby in- attention through her admirable and sionally borders on farce, but 'holds
serted one of their numbers from a womanly May WlUiston. The Guild throughout and makes for a lively
evening's entertainment. Although
for some reason has used Miss Mar
previous show Into "Top Speed."
There is plenty of the fairy tale shall but little. Helen Flint, the frothy in texture and not suffl
In "Simon," who conducts a news- more or less unhappy Valerie, is just ciently walloppy for the hit division,
stand and book store and is addicted as much the woman, and something it should get a' fair share of patronHe of a thoroughbred, too. Abbott's age for some weeks, and if enlist-,
to reading kids' fairy stories.
Ing cut-rate aid, should last a
falls asleep and dreams of Cin- playing of the husband vfus sus
couple of months.
derella and two kingdoms, one ruled tained throughout In his quiet, ef
happy
other
by
the
The femnves, both flappers and
and
fective way. and his directl.on seemed
^rpuch
by a
captrios
to
eTders,
will igo heavy f of the story,
Bluebeard
all
make
the
others
stand
out.
to
King Cole.
ture Cinderella for his own. but Performance of Elizabeth Taylor as and that usually counts with the
the
with
out,
box-ofllce.
wins
scrawny
housemaid
Percy
and
a
Prince Charming
of
horse
story
revolves around the roThe
Kilbride as a hostler, provided most
aid of the classic wooden
Troy, which disgorges a multitude. of the show's fun. "jChen there was mance of Dan Curtis, wealthy young
"Fairyland," which starts as a comic good work by Joseph Crehan as tho Idealist, and Barbara Olwell. Barb
has met the met on her vacation
episode, "I Love The Woods." by detective, Charles Waldron the pub
Wynn, develops into an extended Usher, and Josephine Hull as May's and he fell like a ton of brick. She
number in which the characters in .Ulster. There is, besides, 3'oung Mr brings him home to meet the folks,
and after he presents his financial
familiar fairy stories appear. One Phillips.
There is a tug in "Those We Love' statement there is no opposish to
o£ the most effective of the woodland scenes Is "The Kissing Forest" that attracts i)eople with children, the nuiUlals.
The. fly In the ointment, however,
ballet, with Miss Hoctor again con- It niaK-c.s generally sali.sfaetory en
Ibrc.
appeflrs after marriage when It deAnother bit of lore is terlalnnient.
jti-lbuting.
talrable.
The hit

number

"Send For Me."

of

"Simon"

is

APRON STRINGS

Pretty melody was two.

"Chee Chee"
two seasons ago. Rogers and Hart
wrote that score, too. However, It
has a new lyric and new title. The
Introduction of the number had a
u.sed In the short lived

.

1930

ably an attractive buy for Holly*
wood, "The Plutocrat" as American

Only commiinlty "opry" house in
country actually playing grand
opera Is the Bronx Opera House.
A misnomer for some 16 years, during all of which time it served as
a subway circuit stand, the Bronx
Opera House at last lives up to Its
name with the Installation of a
grand opera troupe for week-end
and holiday performances. Balance
of the week the house Is dark.
Italian section of the borough
rapidly encompassing this old playhouse was responsible for its demise
is a subway circuit stand, but it is
this very thing which has made it
an opera house in fact as well as
In name.
George M. Cohan, Sam H. Harris
and Al Woods built the Bronx
Opera House, the two first named
then still partners. Shuberts subsequently acquired it and have it
yet. With the house dark and to be
had for a song, a local Italian restaurateur leased It with a view to
giving his fellow-countrymen grand
this

•

nearer the heart.

Production is all right, but minus
on that Illusive element known as
class.
Fairfax
Burgher,
wavyhaired blonde lead, did nicely and
Emily Graham was an attractive
American girl. Suzanne Caubaye
often came olose to excellence as
a foreign lady. Her gowning was
not of uniform charm, which handicapped.
One of those priceless

monocled Englishmen

is

played up
Seve-

to the hilt by Walter Edwin.
ral small paj:ts are well done.

Land.

OUT-OF-TOWN REVIEWS
Shreds and Patches
Rochester, Feb. 19.
.Romantic comedy In three acts by George

Ford and Ethel Taylor. Directed by Benrlmo. Presented by George Ford at Lyceum
theatre week- ot Feb. 17.
Ned Gulliver
Jack Roselelgh
Julia Gulliver
opera.
Ethel Taylor
Hermlone Dracey
Virginia Howell
Bronx Opera House Is, of course, Kendle
Dracey
St. Clair Baydeld
a far cry from the Metropolitan Alfred Dracey
Vernon Rich
Opera House, but even at a $2 top Ro-wly Buggies
Howard Sydney
It's worth it to the natives.
For $2 Sidney Spoonbill
Colin Campbell
Emma Bunting
at the Met they can only hear the Lilly Dale
Joel Fink
John Irwin
singers, but not see them, and, be- Sir John Bedford
T. Wlgney Percyval
sides, there's the trip downtown.
Senator Breckcnrldge
Ernest Calvert
Pretty good business at the Bronx John Crump
Albert Hyde
Norman
Gufty
Halllan
Bosworth
Opera House, with the Saturday
Lank
Al Ochs
night performances best patronized. Clayton
Sclplo Johnson
Doe Doe Green
They take along plenty of young- Klckapoo Waddlepop
Moirle Haynes
sters,

even though no half-prices
have to. Sat"Shreds and Patches," first billed
Is the time when the as "Miss Gulliver's Travels," and
expected to go into New York early
in March under the title "The Curtain Rises," ranks as a "different"
offering.
Piece smacks of the at-

for children, but they

urday night

older children .step out, and the
opera-lovers
have to take the
youngsters along or stay home
themselves, for there Is no one to
guard them at home.
Italian operas are presented only,
from "II Trovatore" to "II Pagllacci."

Singers

all Italian, also,

and heavy.

Sometimes very heavy.
Patrons, who know their operas
backward, are extremely critical. A
singer off form, perhaps due to a
heavy day's work, for most of them
are engaged in commercial pursuits
for a livelihood, gets the bird. Also,
If they skip a passage or a note, the

'

mosphere of a Hoboken revival and
may catch on due to its old-fash.loned appeal.

Opens in. a camp in the woods
west of Albany in 1820. Thespians
headed by the impecunious Gulliver
are on their way to Louisiana on
the pretence a rich patron has
promised a theatre and lining for

empty purses.

Horses are owned
by the Draceys, stars of the troupe,

comments are audible and some- and the wagons bought by Gulliver
times thrown excitedly. They can't with money sent by Julia's grandfather for her passage to England.
be fooled on their opera.
Scenic effects are laughable, but To prevent Draceys from riding the
they don't mind that. It's the opera horses away in a huff, Gulliver
they want, and< It wotild""do just as Cakes a letter from the Louisiana'
Excellent
well as If it were sung against a patron promising help.
setting and act holds out expectabrick wall.
Backer of the project claims he tions for rest of play.
Second
act
finds
players
in
the
but
he
profit,
Is
not turning a
doesn't care.
In the house,
himself.

He has

the best seat an old barn In Kentucky.

and he Ukes opera

THE PLUTOCRAT
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coburn production

Adapted by Arthur:
themselves.
from Booth Tarklngton's novel.
staged by Coburn and Goodrich
presented at $3 top at Vanderbllt,
York, February 20.
Theodore St. John
Albert Jones
Lulgl, a steward
James Moore
Lawrence Ogle
Fairfax Burgher
..Ivah Wills Coburn
Mrs. Tinker
Emily Graham
Olivia Tinker

starring

Goodrich
Jointly

and

New

Madame Moinoro
Hyaclnthe Momoro

Suzanne Caubaye
John Brewster

Earl Tinker
Charles DouvlUc Coburn
Mrs. Wackstle
William Itr. Randall
Mr, Weatherwrlght
Lark Taylor
"Doc" Taylor
Billy Fay
Sir William Broadtcother
Walter Ed-wln
Lady BroadCeather
Useth Munro
Cayzac
Armand Cortes
,

A

Walt'er

Prince

Karno.

,

John Gray
James La Curto
.

Is

a ripping good scene in which he
stands off the fcreditors. But he is
unable to stand off Grandfather,
who threatens trouble if .Julia does
not start at once for England with
him.
And then four years later in the
green room of the National theatre
In Washington all is changed. Gulliver's Thespians are about to appear before a distinguished audiJulia and her grandfather
ence.
arrive back just In time for Julia
and nephew of the Draceys to go
on as Romeo and Juliet when the
Draceys, very much Inebriated, do
a walkout.
Miss Taylor la capital as Jtilia.
Tack Roselelgh does a fine job as
the troupe manager who lives by
his wits.
Virginia Howell and St.
Clair Bayfield, as the scene chewing Thespians, and Emma Bunting,
the soubret, furnish much of the
Well cast ami
character .^comedy.
.

In-betweeners present a problem
In prognostication.
How low can
the grosses go and still -warrant
continuance? That's the question.
thing",
One
so far as "The Plutocrat"
Is concerned: it will never be off tho
Joe Loblang board whether it runs
two weeks or two months. A guess staged.
Is that it will default before getting
under the 12-week tape of moderate
success.
Funny in a crude way and prob-

Business

They have discovered

terrible.

that their patron died a month before the letter was written. Creditors are making- life a burden and
topping all, Julia's grandfather arrives from England.
Gulliver has

claimed for the play that u
founded on fact, since Mr. Ford'?^grandfather, Samuel Drakf.
^Continued on page M)
V.

It is

is

.

great
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Anquetil's 4 Years
tering prize contests, which hobby
Georges AnquetU, editor and pub- Is said to have grossed plenty.
"La
A. T. & T.'s Reticence
for
time,
which,
a
he
Bumeur,"
Washington's scribes and pubboosted Into a venomous daily,
has been given four years in gaol licity dispensers are amazed A. T. &
by the Paris Court. Of this term T. turned down the chance to use.
he hag already served one year in a White House letter, with permiswaiting for trial. He has repeated- sion, for publicity purposes. At a
ly" been refused bail despite prison meeting the A. T. & T. executivps
life having I'uined his health, caus- decided it wouldn't be right to capiing loss of weight. The reason he talize on the letter.
was kept in jail all this time, some
Skeets Hayes, once publicity man
aver, was because he knew too for the company but now covering
much.
the White House foi- the Central
Anquetil had farmed out part of News Service, was told by Lawhis space for financial publicity to rence Richey, one of the Presia Mme. Hanau, whose "Gazette du dent's secretaries, that Mr. Hoover
Franc," a financial daily, would not was very much pleased with the
have sufficed to enable her alleged manner in which the telephone comswindles of 4,000,000 francs by pany had switched over the lines to
means of asserted' fake bank pools, the war department after the exif she had not found help in outecutive office fire. Hayes suggested
advertising mediums.
An- Richey write and congratulate the
side
quetil's downfall was caused by his
company. Richey did, and gave A.
trying to make Mme. Hanau pay for
T. & T, permission to use the letpublicity,
thus
besides
silence
Company's' executive council
ter.
clashing with the important daily,
decided against it.
"Le Journal," which published a
In view of the difficulty of getstory causing the immediate arrest
ting
a
White House tieup, the boys
blackof both blackmailer and
in the Capitol can't understand it.
mailed. Mme. Hanau and her husband are still awaiting trial.
"Post's" House Check
Anquetil, who obtained large publisher of Paris' yellowest ra&,

.

"Washington Post" is clocking the
licity contributions from all sources
by threats of damaging campaigns, members of the House a.nd publishwas defeated by the show business ing the results as to jiist how the
when he entertained the idea of ex- lawmakers are sticking on the job

Idea came with a recent clocking
posing the picture houses as fireThis condition is so frequent of the local bench by a member of
and well known here that publish- the District of Columbia committee
and a consequent speech on the floor
ing it did not matter.
Besides journalism (as he under- of the House, wherein the member

traps.

Best Sellers
(Current best sellers as reported by the Amei-ican
and branches:)

News

Andros ($2.50)
of Manhattan

Down

in tlx© Valley ($2.50)
($2)

Ex-Mistress

Anonymous

:

NON-FICTION
Emil Ludwig
Thurber and White
Karl Menninger
/.....Edwin F. Dakin

Lincoln ($5)
Is

Sex Necessary ($2)....,

Human Mind
Mrs.

The

New

($5)
Eddy (Pop. $2)
Specialist ($1)
Worlds to Conquer ($5)

'Stood that calling) Anquetil
few books, mostly radical.

Charles (Chic) Sale

Richard Halliburton

wrote a charged the judges were lax

in their
duties. "Post" came to the defense
of the Judges, witli the result the
member attacked the "Post" froln

Cut Themselves a
Press departments of other film the same floor.
Now comes he "Post" with
companies took full advantage of
Paramount bringing on 33 out of count. In a copyrighted story
Slice

town

.
"

critics to

New York

to attend

the premiere of "Vagabond King."
Critics were guests of Paramount
only two days, but most of them
stayed over at their own expense.
After the Paramount hospitality at
the Hotel Roosevelt was up, the
critics staying over were glad to
accept anyone's hospitality.
From reports there was no bashfulness about taking full advantage
of all of the facilities at the Roosevelt.
As everything was on Paramount, breakfast in bed, a lavish
use of the valet service, and other
luxuries were enjoyed to the full.

Sunday

its

last

published the following

It

table:

Noon-

Thursday

.

.

Friday .....
Saturday .

Monday

33
33

76
.... 104

Tuesday ....
Wednesday,
Thursday
There are
.

85.

47
46
435

2 p.

m

4 p.

m.

24

34

76
78
94
46
35
34

62

Adjourned
115
23

.

Adjourned

members

23
of the

House.
Studio Psychologists' Book

William Marston and Walter Pitkin, the psychologists Carl

Laemmle

Majority of visiting scribes were hired to explain things, and then let
new role.
under 30, generally axound 25 with out, now appear in
each sex about equally represented. They have collaborated on a book
They were characterized by a will- called "The Art of Sound Pictures,"
ingness to go places and see things and described as "The First Book
with curiosity running high in re- on how to writ© for talking picThey tures,"
gard to Harlem night life.
Several chapters indicate that
displayed the usual newspaper atmuch of the mental students' time
titude toward Demon Rum.
on the Coast was spent In that part
of the yard devoted to slapstick
McCardell's "Angle"
Telling all in the language of his manufacture. The lesson, skillfully
Broadway, Roy L. McCardell carries imparted via questions to the reader,
an agreeable dumb blonde through Is especially well illustrated under
several marriages, and a career in a chapter headed "The New Art."
Although the boys were on the
show business In hie novel, "My
Aunt Angle." Farrar & Rinehart Laemmle payroll they got Jesse
.

published.
As his story progresses, McCardell
interjects the lowdown on- several
rackets practiced on Broadway and

Lasky

to

write

the

introduction.

And, right in his lead the Para-

mount executive observes:

"Dialog films are still too young
in Hollywood. Through a few chap- for even the boldest to say what is
ters runs "Larry Rackback, the high- the proper procedure."
est paid press agent In the world."
Leisure Literature
Also are numerous other names in
Arthur Samuels, composer-editor
show business, some named outright
and others veiled.
and formerly with the "New Yorkloafing writing in Eubeen
in
has
falls
er,"
When, her first husband
the well on his wedding day,, Aunt rope for some months with his wife,
Angle runs away wjth a roadshow Vivian Martirii returning Feb. 27
billposter. Her next stop is a sport- from Genoa, via Naples, to Now
ing house on 43d street, and later York, on a liesurely southern routrstardom in pictures. McCardell des- trip.
Left the Riviera for Pari.s becau.«o
cribes the picture business with the
usual poking thrusts of a guy who it was too cold and went south
thinks it's funny.
again for the .same reason.
The story will interest Broadway
Discuss Ad Reduction
particularly.
McCardell has been
Book publl.shers arc discussing an
writing In and out of .show business
for many years. His hobby is en(Continued on page 60)
.

London, Feb. 16.
Many people on both sides of the Atlantic will mourn the loss o£ the
Earl of Lathom, a kindly generous soul, who delighted in the theatre.
His grandfather was Lord Chamberlain to Queen Victoria, and I always
thought because of Court pressure that his play "Wet Paint," called
"Red Blinds" in America, was banned by the censor. Because it was
banned, cowardly critics attacked it, wherea.s had it been passed by the
censor they would not have dared..
Ned Lathom had the misfortune to be born to an earldom and a high
position in society. He was a mixture of weakness and amiability.
He despised aristocracy and delighted in the company of stage people,
to whom he gave big parties, till his money was gone, not in any wild
extravagant way, but In the manner of decent kind hospitality.

James Crane

is

now

in

'

Hollywood

Moulin
was in "Queen of
Rouge," with Carter de Haven and
iPlora Parker (then married, since
divorced), Reggie de Veulle coming
from Paris to sing and dance in
De Veulle later bethat show.
came a dressmaker In London, and
got in trouble with the authorities.
Patricia acted with Douglas Fairbanks In. several stage shows,

Co., Inc.,

'

Thornton W. Wilder
Katharine Brush
Manuel Komroff
H. W. Freeman

($2)..

Looks

It

By Hannen Swaffer

Reputation Killed by a Title
It was while he was supposed to be dying at Hot Springs, Colorado,
that he wrote "Wet Paint," and he wrote plays almost to the end. I
He plays the considered them much better than Noel Coward's, but, alas! Ned Lathom
talking pictures.
heavy in Billie Dove's next producr was
an earl, and no one took him seriously.
tion, "One Night at Susie's." DouHe backed Chariot's "A to Z" and "London Calling." which, between
glas Fairbanks, Jr. is featured.
them, cost him, he told me, over $100,000. He lost a lot over "Georges
John Francis billon, who married
Sand," in which Mrs. Patrick Campbell appeared, and he once lo^st
Miss Hallor after she divorced
Crane $25,000 on five Beecham concerts. No, this was not wildness, but Just
Lawrence Weber, directs.
decent behavior.
has been on the stage for years,
At the end, Maxine Elliott and lots of other stage people befriended
and one season, long ago, while in
him, and Gertie Lawrence, when on her last visit to London, sat with
stock in Newport, was taken up by
him by the hour.
certain society dowagers. He was
"There was nothing of the stage star about her then," he said.
divorced by Alice Brady, mother of
We mourn the loss of a good natured, sweet fellow.
his child, and has been Involved
In 1927, when
In many scrapes.
The "Back to America" Rush
this son of the late Dr. Frank
Within a few weeks, we shall again have three or four American muCrane, well-known New Thought
writer, was ai-rested for carrying sical comedies.
Alfred Butt, who was strongly pro-British during the pantomime seaa revolver, he claimed It was a
son, has recanted to the extent of deciding to bring from America ""The
stage "prop."
Three Musketeers," with Dennis King in the leading part. The Ritz
theatre, which they have decided to call Laurlllard's new playhouse In
Patrlca Collinge, long known as Soho, will open with "Rio Rita," which Lee Ephraim will do twice a
an actress, is gaining a new repu night, while Julian Wylle has decided to go to America for his "Here
tation through h.er clever contri- Comes the Bride" music, which will be written by an unknown, man
butions to magazines, including The called Schwartz.
"New Yorker." Boi-n in Dublin, she
Wylle, apologizing to me for not finding his music at home, excused
first acted in London in 1904, at himself by adding that the man was unknown in America, although he
the age of ten. In New York, 190S worked in the Harms office. Surely It Is worse home blight for Wylle
the
she

FICTION
of

Young Man

Coronet ($3)

London As

Pathe's new talker for Ina Claire
(Mrs. John Gilbert) is ''Lazy Lady,"
by Clare Kummer and Basil Woon.
Basil, author of several books, has
done some ghost-writing for Peggy
Hopkins Joyce. Clare was originally Clare Rodman Beecher, and
is a cousin of William Gillette. She
divorced Frederick Arnold Kummer, playwright, and married Arthur Henry, another playwright.
Starting as a song\\'riter, she made
a hit In 1906 with "Dearie," tn 1916
gaining success with a comedy,
"Good Gracious, Anabelle."

•

Woman
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to find somebody unknown in America than it is to Import music by
an established composer abroad.
The other new musical play, "Sliver Wings," has been composed over
here, but Its plot, of course, comes from "The Broken Wing," which
was acted at the Duke of York's a few years ago.

Bedroom Play Passed by a Priest
One new play Is one of thos^ silly farces of the bedroom model called
"Almost a Honeymoon."
Walter Ellis seemed rather afraid of me, and my well-known Puritan
"Hawthorne of the U. S. A-", "He
'Come Up Srallin," "The Show views, when a bedroom was decided upon, so he called In a priest to
Shop" and "A Regular Business deodorize it, purify Us sheets, scent its blankets, and generally PurItanlze
the pillows.
She created the title-role
Man."
Still, nobody will mind this play, because It won't last long enough.
in "Pollyanna," 1915.
It Is Just the usual silly-ass play which got good notices because the
second sti'ing critics went.
Hilda Spong has rented an apart
I went to escape from having to go to Hampstead, which Is a suburb
ment at 155 East 54th Street. Born I never visit. I always say of it that it would never have been beard
in London, daughter of the late W. of except that Dick Turpin used to call In there on his way to York. As
was
artist,
she
B. Spong, scenic
I never go to York, I don't see why I should go to Hampstead.
First
brought up in Australia.
A Play About » Critio
acted in Sydney, 1890; In London,
It was at Hampstead that Joan Temple acted In her own play, "Charles
1896. and in New York, 1898. in
"Trelawney of the Wells." In 1900 and Mary," which is about Charles Lamb, of whom yoa may have heard.
He was once a critic on the "Morning Post" and learned people of the
she made a big hit as leading
kind still read his essays. I merely know of him that he once
woman in "Lady Huntworth's Ex- flabby
wrote how roast pig was Invented. I never roast lamb.
periment."
Malcolm Morley, who produced it. offered me $60 a week to act th«
pai-t of George Dyer. He said he had heard I had been an actor. I have
Sirens in Florida need not waste never been an actor. Being a critic is quite bad enough.
their efforts on a certain elderly
So the part was played by a young man called Andrew Leigh. Othermillionaire, of New York and New
wise, the play does not seem to have caused very much attention, alThey though they tell m© James Agate got so excited he wrote
port, now at Palm Beach.
a column
are "not the type'," H© specializes about it on Sunday. I did not read it.
In servantglrlsl During many years
past when at Newport he shuns the
Hush-Hush Scheme
A
fashionable Bailey's Beach and fre
Sydney Bernstein, who controls nearly a dozen klnemaa, I believe, in
quents the Public Beach, taking
the provlnce.s, has now acquired the new theatre, as yet unnamed, in
snapshots of cooks, chambermaids
and nursegirls, and following up, Charing Cross Road, and Is opening it In the next few weeks. It will
probably be acquired by the new syndicate which is backing half a dozen
if possible, such chance acquaint
who w^ll each draw a salary from his own show, and
anceshlp. One summer, while wait- actor-managers,
shar© of the profits from a pool.
ing for his palatial residence to be a
I cannot yet tell you their names, because it is being discussed in
opened, h© stopped at a smart
boardinghouse, and a waitress and confidence.
chambermaid refused to serve him

American Voices Spoil History
I went in to see some of "General Crack," the John Barrymore talker,
Nina Wilcox Putnam, th© novel- the other afternoon, was very impressed by John's performance, realized
the ever Increasing peril with which stage drama is faced because of
ist, has been gyrating between Palm
She recently films like thl8,"T)ut was amused by the extraordinary accents of the
Beach and Miami.
went into bankruptcy, and has often girl who played a gip.sy and the girl who was supposed to b© th© Embeen Involved in lawsuits. She first
married Robert F. Putnam, of New
York, and still retains that name,
In 1924 sh© divorced R. J. Sanderson, in Providence. A few days later
the decree was withdrawn, on the
groung she had not resided In Rhode
Island the legal period.

f

.Sam Scribncr, at Palm Beach, re
cf-ntly gave a dinner-party for formfr-CJovcrnor and Mrs. Al Smith,
and C. B. Coady entertained for Mi's.

Rennie

.Markcl.s'

(Dorothy

Glsh),

Happy-Go-Lucky

Boys

appearing constantly at
private affair after another

Iiave been

one

that D.'inny Iliggins, tenor,

i.s

.•ring-

Which con.stitutes a change
from John Charles Thomas!
ing.

I know it Is a difficulty on your side, but surely the time must come
soon when more English accents are chosen for historical or romantic

parts.

The
still,

it

lay press was very bitter about this, ungenerously so, I thought,
Is a thing that you must look after or there will be a general
noise.
Nasal disarmament must start im-

European attack on nasal
She wa.s mediately.

then charged by Mrs. Gertrude P.
Bassett with alienating th© affec
tions of Richard E. Bassett, a clamThis charge was subse
dlgger.
Sh© was next
quently dropped.
sued by John J. Schwartz, New
York attorney, for fees in connecShe
tion with the divorce case.
finally obtained a Florida divorce
from Sanderson.

James

,

peror's sister.

Classical Music Fails to Draw
Sir Henry AVood has been tried out during the last few weeks as a"
vaudeville turn. His orchestra of 80 has been paid $7,500 a week, with
unsatisfactory results, I am told, on the Coliseum attendances.
It reminds me of the days when they used to put on the
Russian
Ballet at the .same time, for instance, when Ada Reeve was on the bill.
Before the ballet came on, all the dance fahis would wait outside, hating^-.
the Ada Reeve show, while when the ballet started, the ordinary vaude-^^
ville audience would glare or jeer or scream.
I know novelties are scarce in vaudeville, but ijiuslc haU
.managers
must stick to what we call variety. Othei-wi.sc, the Coll.seum will be
going the way of all talking flesh.
'

•

,

The Circus Man's Sabbath
told you, the other day, how respectable our old cin.us people are.
had a .strange proof of It on Sunday when I was vl.sitlng Ram.sgate
a meeting on ."Spiritualism. I eall"d in afterwards to .see the
Woodward, of Woodward's .Sf.ala. only to find the old-^
man, who Is 79, .seated by the fire.slde, reading a Bible, and so antagonls-^
tic to .Sunday new.«pap«-r» that the ".Sunday Expre.s.s," in wluch
he knew
''
(Continued on page T7)
I

I

to addre.s.s

father of Capt.

—
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'

(Continued from page 04)
;*as lipad of the Drake family, led a

band

strolling players up and
down the land in a caravan of
Wafrons. Also said to have launched

of

the first showboat on the Mississippi.
Mr. Ford's father was manager of Ford's theati-© In Washington when Lincoln was assassinated,
Jind his mother is a direct descendant of Samuel Drake.
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the right thing by taking charge of the where
one was once mistress.
escaped prisoner on a swindle Action takes place in her home, as
Queen'.s" commands.
In a characteristic fit of anger charge, thus foiling the cops of their they call the car. Her daughter is
Elizabeth has ordered that Essex prey and appeasing his former a maid. The plot comes around to
remain in Ireland. In spite of this flame. Just about when everything the manor owner proposing to Lady
he hasten.s to London where his is set, the dead man bobs up, kick- Shoreham and his son likewise to
Whole thing was just the daughter.
eneniie.s are active and for this he ing plenty.
a ruse, it's finally tipped off, to.
ultin>alely meets his fate.
The vein of burlesque in the atOne has the feeling throughout those who may hayfe been dubious. tempts of the box car bluebloods to
that Elizabeth could have solved Climax is Just a lot of horseplay, maintain their former social dignity
the problem and ended the play at and then there's, a good old-fash- by polite custom rises to cruelly
any moment by merely giving a ioned ten, twenth, thirth anti- comical heights In the second act,
climax for good measure.
command.
which is rich in elegantly clumsy
Program announces this engage- burlesque. Lord Tottenham nearly
The costumes and settings, while
not unusual, were tasteful and ade- ment as limited to two weeks. Not demolishes the box car of Lady
Wrth the exception of one a chance for it to go any further, Shoreham in his attempts at mainauate.
or two comparatively mild allusions regardless. All in all, it seems the taining the savoir faire
of a gentlethere was none of the tough lan- author and his backers are shoot- man.guage commonly ascribed to the es- ing for the picture thing. A waste
This play was a.ssured of a strong
Span.
timable ruler. Miss Lawton's play- of time, effort and money.natural appeal on the Continent,
ing is on a level far above the rest
but in America lacks the universalof the cast.
ity of appeal to make it a leader.
Civic Rep,
Hugh Buckler's portrayal of EsIt Is amusing enough, however, for
sex was
("A BILL OF DIVORCEMENT)
disappointing.
Murray
a moderate run, and probably will
Kinnell, as Cecil, was fair. Curtin.
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Drama In three acts by Clemence Dane. be appreciated more by the critics
Revived and presented by the Civic Reper- than by its audiences.
Gladys Hansen has the leading
tory Theatre at the Hollywood Music Box
February 17. Ian MacLaren featured. Di- role as Lady Shoreham, and is arisrected by Paul Irving. One set.
Los Angeles, Feb. 22.
tocratic in appearanpe if her BritEllse Bartlett
Mystery melodrama in three acts by Margaret Fairfield
ish accent sometime^, is too AmeriClarice
Wynn
Falrfleld
Hester
Hampton Del Ruth. Presented by Messrs.
Marlon Clayton can. Mary Tance' hi'ts off her part
Ellis and Atlclnson at the Flgut-roii Play- Sydney Falrfleld,.
.....Luella Bender as Ursula, the blueblooded
house, Los Angeles, Feb.- 21.
Staged by Uassett
daughter.
Boyd .Irwin
Gray Meredith
author.
Three sets.
Reginald. Carrington was
Carleton Young Lanky
Pumphrey
O'Hara
Harry Bernard .Kit
Ian MacLaren made for the part of proud and
Garvin
Howard Foster Hilary Falrfleld
Frederick Harrington foolish Lord Tottenham, but EdJoseph Dillon
Jlmmle Gullfoylc' Dr. Alllot..
Hytten
...Olat
Rev.
Chrlstoptier
Pumphrey.
Inspector Sharpe
ward Rigby Is a wow as Mr. Bur,...Del S. Lawrence
A Doctor
Arthur Allard
rows, the ill-manned but tenderJames Graham
Ben Erway
For its second production at the
Andy Boles
Dudley Ayres Music Box the newly reorganized hearted owner of the estate.
This comedy is said to have been
Gilbert Avery,
Jack Weatherby
well
has
Civic
Repertory
Theatre
a
Kathryn Gray
Theodora Warfleld
brought to America and produced
Understood to be here for practically nothing.
Phyllis Avery
Rhea Del Ruth selected, piece.
Lee
Mrs. Gray
Lydia Knott in for three weeks only, time limit
Robert Rawson
Eric North on all of. the Repertory theatre's Shubert got a piece for playing it
In Philadelphia; Jack Welch a hunk
plays. Should hold up safely in that
Just a mistake.
As a mystery period, on the merits of the play for bringing it acro.ss; E. F. Bostmeller, this one is a cross between and its featured player, Ian Macla- wick another chunk for an excelLoop.
a bedroom farce and "Uncle Tom's ren, who has some following in lent job of. directlnET.
Cabin."
town.
Only mystery about this opera is
While the Repertory theatre anperhaps what the plot theorum may nounces itself as furthering the lithave been in the author's mind tle theatre or art movement in Hol»Vtlantilc City, Feb. 24.'
originally.
lywood, response from fllmdom's art
Alice Brady's newest, "The Fatal
Several months ago the nucleus lovers has not proven so forte. On
of this same piece was put on at its own subscription list the organi- Woman," bearing! the banner of A.
H.
Woods,
had
its first performance
the Beaux Arts theatre under the zation programs several hundred
name of "Cherchez la Femme," with members. That would be okay if at the Apollo tonight and indicates

why

Shreds and Patches

Es.sex

Ignored

some

of

.

Elizabeth and Essex
Wilmington, Feb.

22.

A drama In three acts and eight scenes
by Harry Wagstalt Grlbble. Presented by
P. Tanner.
Settings by Watson Dar-

W.

ratt.

Robert Cecil
Murray KInnell
Charles Francis
Walter Raleigh
The Countess of Nottingham,
Verree Tedsdalo
Henry, Earl of Southampton.
Wilfred Seagram
.Thais Lawtnn
Queen Elizabeth
The Counte.sa of Rutland.. VIvlenne Osborne
Hugh Buckler'
Robert Devcreaux.
Marcia Hanan
A Gentlewoman
Nancy da Sllva
A Gentlewoman
Lieutenant of the Tower. .Milton Parsons

.Sir

.

Lawton

Thais

did

.

her

capable

best in the character of Queen
Elizabeth, the while a weary effort
to bring 15th century English drama

date went on about her.^
The play goes from here to Philadelphia,
perhaps, to New
then,
.York, where it may survive briefly,
but no more.
A program note spikes the first
Impression that the story Is taken
from Stracey's current version. It:
is an adaptation of plays by John

down

•

to

Banks (1682) Henry Brook (1701)
"and Henry Jones (1770). Mr. Grlbble taking a fairly free hand with
all this.

f*

The lines are in blank verse and
moments run together into
meaningless elocution. This is but
one of many handicaps. Another is
the obvious difRculty of cramming
at vital

'

enough of the story
Queen Elizabeth to make it
seem anything more than an anecdote.
The lot wanders despite
Miss Lawton. This is due partly
to the rapid-flre and -unintelligible
exchange of Elizabethian Idiom and
into three acts
of

/

THE LATEST MURDER

'

.

THE FATAL WOMAN

Blanche

Sweet

starring.
Present the assurance that all were behind
version is said to have been re- the movement 100%.
written and entirely recast. While
No doubt the Civic Repertory
the names of Ellis and Atkinson are Theatre is
worthy organization

1

•

fllm director of
known bit of

every

a

with non-profit sharing principles,
but how long it can go on without
that missing support is a moot
question.

Company, it's understood, is split
up on the pay and play angle. A
few are Equity actors and protected
for whatever they're getting. Restare in on a commonwealth basis.
Management also comes in on this
They opened with "And So
deal.
To Bed" 'and it flopped. This one
should do better.
"A Bill of Divorcement" is a better class play,..or. better

still, .a P.ro.b-

piece, designed for the intelhokum and ele- lem
ligentsia. It had a New York showto make
.

mentary principle that go

ing some years ago and was well
up slapstick comedy mystery, of thought of.
wTiich this is least ingenuous in
MacLaren is doing a crafty job of
type.
The only rise in the three the insane man. Ellse Bartlett conacts of action is possibly in the tributes some excellent work in
curtain raiser, where the plot is spots, that offsets her weaker mohatched, developed and buried.
ments. Miss Bartlett does best with
Very little happens. An obvious emoting. Her voice is made for
The guy the sob stuff and very convincing.
murder is committed.
bumped off was a slick and crooked ^^.^^.^^^^
Perliaps the best j.^».„.x..<...v,^
performance «
is
stock promoter the gunmen tveTT delivered by a little girl billed as
after.
Two men are discovered In Marion Clayton in a minor part
the apartnieat, with each given the This girl stole everything as the
No daughter. Out of the remaining
rap "\iintil a woman appears.
one seems to know what all the players Olaf Hytton puts over a
While the cops clicking rector, while Boyd Irwin
shootin' was for.
are trying to find o'ut=-^the guy is supplies one end of the triangle in
brought forth on a stretcher and conventional
manner.
Carleton
pronounced dead. One of the ac- Young, as ai young lover, failed to
cused men makes his escape. How, convince, hi» amorous style sufferIs probably the biggest mystery in
ing plaintively. Clarice Wynn and
•
the play.
Frederick Harrington shai'e the
All that cooked up in the eiitre oth.er two assignments of imporacte is lost in a maze of dirgeful tan-ce.
Span.
'

TO INVESTORS!
The Public are turning more to
LIFE INSURANCE now for

SAFETY

than

ever

before

THERE MUST BE A REASON?
Insurance
is
an
investment
which never depreciates, but is

-

always increasing in value.
Many a person has been sold the
wrong form of INSURANCE
only to find

Consult

it

out too late.

.

One Who Knows!

JOHN

.

.

J.

KEMP
INSURANCE
551 Sth Ave.,

dialog which consumes the whole
of the second act. If this act was
rewritten, the first version couldn't
possibly have been any worse. At (2d Review; Reviewed, in England)
Chicago, Feb. 19.
point it's pretty conclusive
this
Comedy ia three acts by H. F. Mallby
which of two men did the shooting, presented
by the Dramatic League o£ Chior thinks he did, and that the cago (May Dowllng, director)
in
the
wopian is his wife, trying to shield Princess Feb. 17. One set, cast ot nine.
Other man, held by the po- Staged by B. F. Boetwick.
him.
lice, is a brother-in-law, with his Foreword
jack Soones
Lady Shoreham
Gladys Hanson
wife also mixed up in the affair.
Mrs. KIrkpatrIck
...Kitty Bingham
A neat little family seance, with Lord
Tottenham
Reginald Carrington
a government agent turning out to Lady Tottenham
Violet Bessoil
Mar.v Vance
be a long lost sweetie of one of the Ursula Shoreham
Edward Rlgby
wives. When it looks like the game Mr. Burrows
Tracy Barrow
Mr. Roky
is up, the government man does the
Reginald Sheflleld
Hector Burrows

DEAR OLD ENGLAND

Speclnllst In All I.Uies ot

New York

Murray Hill 7838-9
SERVICE FROM COAST TO COAST
Phones:

With three more mishaps

the sec-

as having a moderate Broadchance. It is a comedy satire
on the war of sex by Frederic and
Fanny Hatton, adapted from the
French of A. Antoine. Constructed
of
familiar enough material, it
makes little pretense of originality,
but not all of it is hackneyed, as
there are scenes that do escape conventionality in their bold humor.
Play is in three acts, each beginning and ending in a cemetery
where are three souvenirs of a mortuary album of a lady whose thirst
for love goes on unquenched. Occupants of the three tombs are a boy
who, 20 years before shot himself
for love of her, the second is her
husband who gave her everything
.but love,.. .and. the third her lover
who went to his doom at 30 because
he thought he could conquer her.
The three ghosts meet every evening to compare notes, and the middle scene of each act is a flashback
showing what happened to them before they went to their eternal rest.
Upshot of their discussions is
that the next generation will see no
more husb-ands or fathers but just
men, and the final scene shows the
daughter of the fatal woman refusing the chauffeur's offer of honorable marriage, and a father for her
child to prove the truth of their
Itself

way

.

:

financially uplifted bourgeoise could
be turned into something ideal for

PAUL WHITEMAN
1560 Broad-way

York Citv
F.

GILLESPIE

Personal Repr^scniaiive

railroad cars. Two old families are
living in freight cars on the e.stato

TRIXIE FRIGANZA
LOEWS NEW YORK THEATRES
AddrcKH .ASTOR

Personal BlnnnKers,

done.

They point out that in England
the book publisher.s do far less book
advertising, in spite of the greater
number of literary publications, to
the same sort of business.
The
publishers .want to agree on a maxiamount of advertising per
book before they curtail their -appropriations.

mum

^

HOTEL.

Di-fferent

•

Now

New York and other metropolitan
in the country, heretofore
looking upon press agent copy coming out of Hollywood as strictly
waste basket, are now swarming
the studio press agent offices with
requests for special material.
Requests usually come in the
form of an assignment with proviso .that the publishers be allowed
to use a by-line of one of their
dailies

staff members.
Small town news-'
papers demand daily news be sent
theni, while the bigger cities ask
double truck features with plenty

of art.

The Hollywood

Some

eastern

are

living in Hollywood.
"The syndicates claim they are too far away
from the center of things and also
the time required in sending their
strips through the mail to the east

another drawback.

is

NEA

the first to take action

is

and has requested Clare Dwiggens
and Will Blosser to pack up and get
back to the

east.

Owls Reunion
For the

flrst time in 20 years
of the members of the Owls,
organization formed by the

some
an

original members of the staff of the
old
New York "Herald," when
James Gordon Bennett owned it, assembled for a dinner.
Around the table were George
Jean Nathan, Herbert B. Swope,
John Erskine and about 100 other
boys who worked for Bennett. The
.

was formed
dropped the paper.
club

when

Bennett

Valuable Citizen
Charles H. Prisk, editor and pubthe Pasadena
of
(Calif.)
"Star-News," won the Arthur Noble
Award, presented annually to the
local resident adjudged the rnost

lisher

valuable' citizen.
Presentation of the gold medal
was made at a public gathering.

Strange Transfer

Odd shift makes Duffy
city editor of the Chicago

Cornell,

"HeraldExaminer," circulation manager on
this Hearst morning sheet.
Harry Canfleld, assistant to Cor*
nell, was appointed city editor.
•

New Liberal Weekly
"New Freeman," liberal we kly.
scheduled to make its bow T.^arch
15.
Suzanne La Folette, daughter

is

of the late Senator will be editor.
Mag Is to take place of "Freeman," which passed out about 10
years ago.

Vallee Ghostless

No one

will "ghost"

Rudy

Vallee's

"Vagabond Dreams Come True" according to E. P. Dutton who will
publish.

Latter

firm

claims

book 100% from the Vallee
It

the

peri.

was previously reported that

Bland Johanneson would translate
the orchestra loader's

New

Stall

syndicates

squawking over their .^artoonlsts

ifloa."?.

Pinchot As Author
Ex-Governor Pinchot of PennsjiJoe Cook.
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
vania wrote a book about his trip
A second act is all there is, and
Herbert Braggiotti, whose last on a sailing schooner through the
that is enough to make this comedy
>.*ew York appearance was in "The South Seas.
When half of it was
All weakness
good, entertainment.
and discrepancies in plot can be Red Robe," has a five-year contract flnished it was sent to Carl Van
Dorn, head of the Literary Guild.
overlooked on the grounds that it from Joseph P. Kennedy.
He will play opposite Gloria Van Dorn ordered paper, binding
is
a burlesque, in fact, nearly a
British "Abie's Irish Rose" without Swanson in "What a Widow." Deal jackets, etc., for publication.
the religious point.
was arranged by Jessie Wadsworth.
When he got a load of tine secPlot is asinine enough: It seems
Margaret Livingston has also ond half, Van Dorn called it oCf,
in England many bluebloods , had
been added to the same cast.
Book will now be done by a Philatheir money and lands wasted 'and
delphia publisher.
are living in packing boxes and old

Booking Exclusioely Through His Otvn Office

New

literah
(Continued from page 05)
extensive reduction in adverti.sing.
Some of them claim too much
money Is being spent in proportion
to the amount of business being

assertions.

In short, the author would say
that man may enslave woman for a
time but in the end it's the female
of the species that devours the
male.
Everything is discussed ^ frankly
and at too much length in the second and third flashbacks. Also the
mechanical means of the staging are
unwieldy,
which added to the
length of this performance.
It's a
condition, however, which can be
easily remedied when the play gets
a permanent theatre.
Miss Brady playing the cruel, passionate woman of the world is very
She is much better in her
good.
later scenes than when she must appear as a young girl, as she does at
Robert Williams
the beginning.
gives another excellent performance
as the young man and Mark Smith
as the husband; Clark Gable, the
lover; Wilton Lackaye, the doctor;
George Brent, the chauffeur, and
Glenda Farrell as the young girl,
each so designated in the program,
Weintraith.
all plav well.

ond act of this slapstick burlesque
on impoverished bluebloods and

JAMES

1930

Hollywood

on the program as the producers,
that's purely persona gratis, so to
Real bankroll behind came
*• partly to the way the plot itself is speak.
from a couple of Canadian mining
put together.
Events leading up to the death of millionaires with a yen for show
At that, it
Essex begin with the plotting of Sir biz, it's understood. angels'went
Wal,ter Raleigh, Lord Cecil and the. doesn't look like the
for so inuch. Cast of 12 people ap,f".''spurned Countess of Nottingham, in
which character Verree Teasdale is pears of very nominal salaries, with
two recogtoo delicately appealing to be so most from stock. Only
Del Lawremorseless. Through the co-opera- nizable picture actors in
tion of this trio Queen Elizabeth is rence artd Lydia Knott.
Opening night's audience reaction
forced to send her beloved Essex to
the same
About
laconic
dull.
and
the
block.
This
comes about
through a misunderstanding as to as the play. Seems like the author,
experience, wove in
:

'

26,

SEW YORK

STAN'LEX R.W'lU RN nnd JEKRT CIRGILI..

l.'tOO

Rrosdwajr,

New York

Yorker's 5 Years

"Old.

England" Route

.Padded "Best Sellers"
Chicago, Feb. 25.
Most of the weekly "best siellers"
English comedy "Dear Old Eng- lists sent out- by book stores are
land" will not open in New York padded and do not give the real
this season.
If it clicks, it will re- low down on sales. When the shops
main here 12 weeks, going from the overload on a book they sometimes
Princess to another house, and fln- stick it on the seller list in the
ish the season probably in, Boston, hope of making it move.
aro-^e
not trying New York until Fall.
Embarrassing
.situation
E. F. Bostwiok, principal owner when one store listed a tome whicli
and producer, has pt.htr new plays wasn't scheduled to appear nnli!
for production.
the following week.
,

Wednesday, February

VARIETY

26, 1930
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Do you

think the

talkers

know you?

They donh.
How

are yoii going
to get acquainted?

An
A

example:

Hollywood producer approached by

who mentioned June Walker,

a local agent

asked:

"Who's June Walker? Probably another of those $150
ingenues in a Broadway musical flop."
Informed Miss Walker
player, the producer said: "I

is

a $1,500 a

week featured

was only kidding."

But he didn't know.

And

if

they don't

know

in

Hollywood

the legit, like the high ranking June Walker,

going

to

The
pictures

know

you,

star,

the people of

how

are they

featured or cast player?

legit actors are hiding, from themselves, from
and from the greatest opportunity, the talkers, that

has been ever given to stage players.

Make

yourself

known.

Xell what you are doing or what you have done.

mm
Advertise in

!fi

RADIO

VARIETY

A prominent native playwright
has written a sort of "Trial of Mary
especially designed
for radio appeal, with the listeners
asked to follow a maze of evidence
Dugan" theme,

—

Los Angeles, Feb.

in a murder mystery thriller.
details, evidence, etc., up to

A new

Chicago, Feb. 25.
New angle in the exodus of
musicians to Florida and the
resort owns is that most of
them are traveling as pickup
Before leaving
band units.
Chicago, they arrange a series
of one-night tanktown stands
Many have
along the route.
booked themselves solid down
Into Florida in this manner.
Upon reaching Florida, the
outfits usually disband.

All
the

ROYALH

Here the radlocalsting will be inas
terrupted and the listeners,
members of this Jury of the Air,
will pronounce their sentence in a
Broadcasting
letter to the Danish
Corp. Since the author of this play

—

"Usen, son I've just flnfshcd a
singing part with Lizzie Doakes in
her big picture, but I have an open
date that I might slip to you cheap
at half a grand."

IN

FOREIGN PATENT SUIT

point of the verdict, will be broadcast.

by

being used

line Is

The Hague, Feb. 13.
Netherlands' patent muddle, involving radio and talkers, resulted
a suit by Philips, important electrical firm, against the Netherlands
Radio Works, with Philips winning
a lump sum award as damages (to
be fixed by experts) plus a $10 royalty on every radio set built in th6
past year by Netherlands.
Infringement of the Armstrong

iri

The announcer
tered
'big

so

beconie.s

he forgets himself
shots" never return.

By Mark Vance

25.

climbing entertainers who wish to
impress their way into local radio
programs. They enter the studio,
dressed like Mrs. Astbr's pet pup,
spot the announcer and whisper
confidentially the following line with
variations to suit the auditor:

Blowing South

$10 A SET

The Air Line

"Open Time Between Pictures" On
Coast For Half a Grand

System by Murder Play Broadcast

broadcast play.

flat-

and

bribing Dialers
Chicago, Feb.

23.

Clerks in hotels with radios
in every room and central control have been offered gifts by
stations and advertising manufacturers.
If accepting,
the clerk is
supposed to tune in on that
certain program.

the

AMERICANS IN MEXICO'S
BIGGEST RADIO VENTURE

Disk Reviews

j

Public Vote
The etherizing will take place simultaneously in all three countries,
and then repeated once again for
those who. are undecided or may
have missed part of it. Thereafter
the verdict of guilty or not guilty
will be requested by public vote.
Purpose also is to uncover any
nationalizing

contrasting

Ideas

alleged to cover the same basic
Armstrong.
details
technical
as
Meantime, there are other patents

Is

By Bob Landry

Dallas, Feb. 25.
Arrangements are set for the inaugural program of XIBC, Reynosa,
All of the responsibility for dwin- Mexico, to be the largest radio stadling disc sales In recent years can't
tion in that country. Broadcasting
be shouldered upon radio. There are
Those studios will be in Reynosa, San
boundaries even in alibis.
who have ears can figure out what Juan (Mexico) and Weslaco, Donna,
else is wrong with phonograph rec- Pharr, Mission and McAlIen (Tex.).
ords.
Announcement of the project was
Too many "dogs" are being waxed. made In Dallas last week by A. G.
An avalanche of new disc hits the Akeroyd, vice prexy of the Inter-

this

radio sets.
Philips was aware of Infringements in the past, it is said, but
not until recently, when making

a Dapish schoolmaster

evolved the now familiar American
Idea of a university of the air for
radio instruction of provincial students not otherwise accessible. The
educators, however, score this pro
posal, insisting a personal contact
between pupil and master is neces
sary and cannot be successfully
substituted by radio.

because of sales psychol-

ogy or the customer's

diffidence,

a

transaction occurs from
squabbles between Kuchen-Meister which a little later in his or her
and "Western Electric over talkers, home the customer acquires a
and Meister and Armstrong over rankling sense of being stung, of

amongst Denmark, Norway and affiliations with American interests,
Sweden concerning their respective was it prompted to sue, supposedly
Interpretations of wrong and right, by the American allies.

From

store, or

St Louis AUocation

Fight

Leads to Blackmail Case
Washington, Feb. 2B.
Alleged blackmail by radio has
gotten before the Federal
commission here. This is the first
case of its kind and involves Sta
tions
and "WIL, both of St

now

KWK

ROGERS FOR $15,000

Louis.

financial

having witlessly purchased the odd
crumbs ot Tin Pan Alley.
Take for example the records reg-

At a hearing

•

.

of

Wm

•

Molds for Another Term

political welfare of the entire'

com- into the

munity."

precincts

of

"St.

Composers playing their own
works are apt to succumb to overWIL
embellishments That seems to be
by KWK.
the trouble with Rudolph Frlml's
playing of his own now well-known
"Song of the Vagabonds" (ColumSuddenly Goes Blind
bia 2112); reverse with "Vagabond
King Waltz."
San Francisco, Feb, 25.
"Ain't Misbehaving" and "Gotta
Walter Beteman, radio announcer,

Washington, Feb. 25,
Anticipated upset In the radio
did
not materialize.
President' Hoover, after every indication that he would name an enwas suddenly stricken _blind entirely new set of Commissioners,
route from here to Reno, Nev.
turned right around and sent the
Beteman was Injured six years
same five names to the Senate for ago, at which time
physicians told
confirmation.

commission

classic

Louis Blues."

started with request from
to get the channel occupied

It all

him he would probably .lose his
Four of them have been approved,
sight.
the only one being held up is William D. L. Starbuck, of Conn.,
HENDEESON .OKAYED
naftied for a four year term.
Washington, Feb. 25.
One of the biggest factors said to
W. K. Henderson, station owner
be involved In the President's renaming the same group Is the and announcer, famed for his
charge that many factions had said "Hello, World, Doggone You," his
•^:dhey would get the commissioners" attacks on the chain stores, and
for rulings that didn't p.articularly "warm" language over the air, has
please some home group of a Sena- again been granted an extension on
tor or Congressman.
Ills broadcasting license.
Henderson was the object of a CongresSvt/or's Leaps
sional attack because of his meth-

•

Feelin' fop You" are just ordinary
piano-played
by Lee Sims
(Brunswick 4650).
Bob Eflfros
mutes a saucy triumph for "Sweet
and Hot" and "Tin Ear/' although
changes of tenqipo (Brunswick 4620)
are sometimes irritating.
Seven Gallon Jug Band (Colum-

as

2087) is rather too sultry to
be pl&asant on the auditory nerves
in "Wike 'Em Off" and "What
Do?"

If I

Victor N'ovelty Orchestra (22228)
provides an agreeable re-vamplng
of old hoofing jingles in "By Heck"
and "Tap Dance Medley." Recom-

mended.
Joe Belmont's

ods.

KWKH

it

rah on

introduction, the
spieling
outstrips

its

new

"Evening News" via WOR.
The "Trib" has started something
may either make or break the
gag of broadcasting news. It all
started with "fiashes" of big events.
It has narrowed down to putting
newspapers on the air.
Coon Sanders' orchestra, now
broadcasting on "WEAF, is the musical standout of Florshelm Frolics.
This is the band Carlton Coon and
Joe Sanders started as the Kansas
City Night Hawks. Have been heard
a" lot via midwest stations,
WGBS
showing signs of improving programs, but so far Friday night in
particular seems to be its weakest,
layout.
General array of musical
features in presentment not so hot.
that

And

this enables its wave length
to grab more of the
through its Garden fight returns, Will Oakland, Mayfair Roof
and Jan Ciurbor's orchestra features,

WMCA,

sister,

dicilcr.s

,

Reisman's Orchestra
air honors on

Baby Marie copped

RKO

hour.
And without a Helen
Kane imitation. The youngster does
about the best Kane dupe at that.
Leo Reisman orchestra giving the
air bugs more of the type of music

may suit a
station director or program fixer.
Celestial Choristers (WOR) sing
churchy music. Walter A. Gale conspicuous. Raybestos Twins (WEAF)
oke when doing the musical stuff.
ensemble plays the old masters.
Tabby and his Kittens
(WGMS) didn't sound so good;
seemed like a race between the basa
horn specialists. A little muting of
brasses wouldn't do any harm.
Boost Knoxville Gas

WMCA allots an hour to Goodwin's Goodtlmers, with Tom Brovm
announcing the numbers, apparently leading band and also taking care
of the vocalizing, using late numbers. Cities Service (WEAF) went
out of its way to eulogize the Knoxville (Tenn.) Gas Co.; can't be possible N. Y. is running out of gas and

needs a Knoxville extension. Jessica Dragonette showed versatility
by singing "Valencia" In both English and. Spanish.
A new one is the Plckard Family
on WJZ. Anothier of the hill-billy
type of backwoods folk songs by individuals. Feature is the combined
playing Jewsharps, the Instrument
best known to Arkansas.
iKinney
orchestra (WOR) not bad in spots.
Men About Town (WJZ) has four
men doing some tall harmonizing.
Tulips" and "Chant of the Jungle" This one better than previous week.
Versatile Resers
(Victor 22242).
Norbert Ludwig (Pathe 21219) at
Fraternity
Row still running
the. opposite extreme plays "Hark, WOR, with the talk aimless but
the Heraild
Angels
Sing"
and music pleas"ing, Clicquot Club Es"Adeste Fideles." Latter is the best kimos (WEAF) going in more vaknown of all church marches and riety of numbers; the Reser boys
should sell well in the Pentecostal now do everything but tap dance
lands.
with their instruments. Negro spirMendelssohn and Handel's revered ituels (WGBS) came over effective"Spring Song" and' "Largo" respec- ly. Ernie Hare and Billy Jones cua
tively are jointly pressed (Colum- skillfully for their orchestral acbia 2040) via Quentin M. MacKeen companiments.
Only 15 minutes
paid for by Interwoven socks; could
of London. Very beautiful.
Lew White of Roxy affiliation stand more from this surefire pair.
Emil Velazco and pipe organ a
(Brunswick 4602) has those two
sure-fire heart-tuggers, "The Ros- welcome fixture on WOR. Lyons &
Lyons diversifying talent. Period
ary" and "Mighty Lak a Rose."
too short to permit "encores." Three
Dance
Al Goodman (Brunswick 4623) is Hauser Boys vocally over nicely.
well represented
by
"Lonesome Ritz quartet sang. Ermine CalloLittle Doll" and mildly backed by way talked one of her characteris"M-A-R-Y, I Love You," in which tics. True Story (WABC.) picked a
the always simple Mary of the most unusual one in an insanity
songwriters' stock-in-trade Is fur- skit which broke off an engagement.
ther simplified by being spelt out.
"Mystery House" still shushing
There's Frenzy (Columbia 2092) in
the uniquely billed Hot Air-Men, and hissing its way on WEAF. Armwhose "Harlem Madness" is a virile strong Quakers (WJZ) entertaining
gallop with "Navy Blues" not lag- Alpha and Omega Negro opera
(WEAF) holda interest in spots.
ging on the turn-over.
Fred "Sugar" Hall (Okeh 41369) Frances Holcomb with the Phillips
(WGBS) makes every
la better listening than stepping in Ensemble
"Harmonica Harry" and "Taint No word tell in her numbers. Her best
was "Ivy Covered Shack."
Sin."
A tune that no one would miss Is
Nick Kenny, radio editor "Dallyo
"What is This Thing Called Love?",
a sequence of notes and that's all Mirror," was Vincent Lopez's guest
from the English revue, "Wake Up announcer; Kenny's voice sounded
like Henry Burbig'a going straight.
and Dream." Its mate is "What
Would I Care," not too smart, either. Burblg is WABC's arab dialectician.
Couplet (Columbia 2095) is no break Lopez is scrapping some of the older
tunes.
Sleepy Hall's band from
for Fred Rich.
Washington (WABC) had numbers
Disappointing as
tootsle-lubrlcants are the two numbers, "When more in keeping with radio reception. Ben Pollock (WABC) and ora Woman Loves a Man" and "Cooking Breakfast For the One I Love," chestra sent over topical dance
from the forthcoming Fannie Brice tunes nicely.
picture, "Be Yourself."
Billy Rose
Joe Meyer Set
has Ralph Rainger as collaborator
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
in the one and Henry Tobias in the
Metro has Joe Meyer, lyric writer,
other.
Whate^ter their charms as
production numbers their Bemie on a six months' contract will:
Cummins (Victor 22295) recording options.
leaves them but In the cold for
Sidney Phillips, here on vacaii'>n.

Real Feathered
Songsters twitter determinedly, but
"Chorus of Canaries" (Columbia
2094) never gets out of the perThis practically gives Henderson cussion department.
Paul Swor
Organ
station at Shrcveto m. c. in Denver for two weekq, and his
Little bit of everything in four
before opening at the New York port a clean bill of health.
representative
organ
recordings.
Paramount with a unit.
Jesse Cx'awfoi'd, dean and pace-setHollywood restaurant has no con- ter of American picture theatre coii* Dave Rubinoff will replace Swor
for one week, then Tod Mack comes nection with the Kverglade.s, as In- solists, embroiders his characterisdicated.
tic insignia Into "Tip Too Thru the parlor fox trotting.
in from Denver.
Toledo, Feb. 2C.
leaves the Paramount

As

"Trib's"

what the "World" attempted via
and is more sweeping and
detailed than given by the Newark

WOR

'

KWK

Same Radio Commission

Property Rights Theory

and released as fox-

owners of WIL
charged that T. P. Convey, owner
KWK, had threate^ted. to broad
cast "false, abusive, derogatory or
Top mark for flat salary on radio misleading matter" against WIL.
Rogers. He Is to get Further, WIL owner charged that er's Letter to the President," writgoes to
ten by Bob Miller and recorded by
115,000 for a 12-mInute broadcas
had been guilty of such prac- his Dinky DInkera. Lyrically exover the Columbia chain March 12 tices during the past year against pressing the sentiments
of the agrifor the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana many individuals as well as the St. cultural west and south. It's as disRogers will speak over a limited Louis American League basebail concerting as a Will Rogers' thrust
area of not more than 8 stations team an 4 the St. Louis "Democrat." during a political campaign. Brunscovering the midwest only.
All of which Items WIL says wick (4636) has taken the sting by
With Rogers on the pi'Ogram also "constitute a grevlous misuse of reversing with "Keep On, Keepln'
On," another Interesting folksong
will appear Mme. Louise Homer, the agencies and facilities awarded
recommending courage to the opoperatic star, and Sousa and his to the said station, a- menace to pressed.
band.
Fox is reported paying good order and society, and of no
Rube Bloom's Bayou Boys .(CoRogers $150,000 a film. His con- public use, convenience, necessity lumbia 2103) toasts "Man Froni the
tract calls for four films a year.
or benefit, but, on the contrary, a South" and scorches "St. Jamea* InLatter threatens to pass
Cllrect menace to the social and firmary."

WITH SOUSA AND HOMER

sports pa^es.

they like and not what

Broadcasters Fear Hughes'

Washington, Feb. 25,
As' an aftermath of
Senate
Some of the mechanical ex- battle on the confirmationthe
trots.
of Charles
ecutives should try to foxtrot to
Customers not E. Hughes as Chief Justice, word
their own releases!
dis- Is seeping through that broadcasters
habitually
music-wise,
are
appointed. At 76 cents per blunder are uneasy. They believe the new
the advantage of being able to twirl Chief Justice may carry the argua dial and forget it is self-evident. ment he put forth for General ]piecRadio, for all the asininity and tric, when representing
that comstalling of Its programs, doesn't give
people that feeling of paying a pen- pany, with him to the bench.
Broadcasters, particularly the litalty for not knowing.
A little editorial discretion ought tle fellows, think the present law
In Mr. Hughes*
to be exercised by the mechanicals. may be discarded.
Better to concentrate on a reduced argument as a private lawyer, he
output of higher average quality stressed priority .which, he claimed,
than kill, people's interest in their gave the station (WGT) property
phonographs by making It tough to rights over any stations which might
select records, Against the present
dumping of any and everything the follow.
With thia question of property
shopper needs to make a life's study
of the situation to spend a modest rights now before the Supreme
Courts, the broadcasters, say lawbudget intelligently.
yers
here, have good grounds for
Novelty
There's a wealth of Interest and being worried.
possible sales angles in "The Farmularly labeled

Broadcasting news under a newarrangement by WABC with the
New York "Herald Tribune" has
gone a step farther than any otlicr
station. The "Trib" through an announcer known as the "observer"
gives the news from the city, state,
nation and Its foreign offices, even
to reading excerpts from staff writers "what they will say tomorrow in
the 'Tvib.' " Also reports from the

WMCA,

market weekly with an increasing national Broadcast Chain. Firm is
preponderance of melodyless melo- an American promotion to attract
dies.
Any old hack tune or lyrical better export and import trade
idea can get itself preserved for
Financial
In across the Rio Grande.
posterity by the mechanicals.
fact, there's no secret that a lot of support is being furnished by J. N.
asthmatic hymns are published Kihclad of San Antonio.
Announcements
will be made both
suit. solely because of the wax angle.
the
basis
the
of
patent
was
the
for
pleas
iawyers*
defense
What Is the reaction on the inno- in Spanish and English. According
averred payment to Teleproper adjudication in reality, in a Defendant
He or ^le goes to Akei'oyd, a recording studio will
funken, another patents company, cent disc-buyer?
court of justice, whenever they are
into a music shop and either be- also be added to exploit Mexican
for use of the Meister patent, which
service.
jury
for
called
cause things seem different in a disc talent.

a Danish Justice, It will be
an effective test of public knowledge of the jury system, at the
some time educating the auditors
into the niceties of prosecuting and
is al.so

26, 1930

NEW WEDGE-IN TRICK

Mchuig Three Nations New Jury

Copenhagen, Fob. 12.
UsIiir; tlie Government-subsidized
Danish Broadcnstine Corp. as an
education.j.1 and public- instruction
medium, with a showmanship teaser
campaign, is a unique stunt now
being prepared to properly teach
Scandinavian citizenry the court
procedure of trial by jury.
Jury judgment of guilty or not
guilty is new In Norway, Sweden
and Denmark, and from this city
these three Scandinavian countries
win be educated on how to properly
weigh court evidence via a specially

Wednesday, February

•
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did the placing.

Wednesday, February
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Women Know

MUSICIANS

300

IN

26,

L A. ENOUGH

of

"Rhapsody

strains
Blue," at

Loew's State theatre, a woman
in th* audience cracked to the

FOR STUDIOS

girl friend:

theme

"That's the Old Gold
song."

Los Aneeles, Feb. 25.
According to E. L. Smith, head of
the local musicians' union, the in^ux of out of town musicians is
growing by leaps and presents a
situation the local is unable to cope
with.
There are more than enough local
musicians to take care of the
Btudlos, he says, with the studios
the angle for most of the out-oftowners.
Though Smith would not comment
•n the number of musicians employed by the studios, it is known
rather authentically that not more
than 300 are at work in the film

RECORDING JUDGMENT
Mildred Roselle Awarded $1,150
Irving Mills Contract

On

awarded

Fox Red
"Song of

AIR PLEA FOR

•

"

from talkers has

common and

so expected,
it Is no longer a novelty to stress
Washington, Feb. 25.
Newsboys are squawking because a song's picture connection. Radio
the 10 cent bootleg lyric sheets admittedly considers mention of film
can't be bought any more.
tie-ups as so much free 'publicity.
Big money while it lasted. Police
called a halt.
60

,

PERSISTENT MUSIC BILL

Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
With announced Intention of taking over the Gayety theatre and operating it as a silent picture house
witli a 50-piece pit orchestra and
30-piece jazz band, a group of
Pittsburgh musicians has formed an
operating corporatlonu All are members of the Pittsburgh Musical So-

Bill to make the sale of song
Washington, Feb. 25.
heeta without the consent of the
Annual bill to create a national ciety.
publishers a state misdemeanor, put conservatory of music with an apOfficers are Umberto Egizl., pres.
tefore the Assembly 10 days ago,
propriation of $50,000 was presented
Panella, associate; Edward
was scheduled for a hearing yester- to Congress. Conservatory would Prank
treaa.,
and Wlllijun
Zlnmeister,
day (Tuesday). Both J. C. Roseninstruct in all instruments as well Hennlng, Jr., sec.
thal of the A. S. C. A. P., and John
as vocal and other phases of music.
It is stated the house will be
Paine, of the M. P. P. A., traveled
Bill has been before every Con- opened March 14 with "Joan of
up to Albany to present the case.
gress for the past 10 years.
Arc."

Band Trouble

Casino's

£!ddle Elkins and band, scheduled
to supplant Leo Reisman and orchestra at the Central Park Casino,

York, last Monday were canwhen Relsman's attorneys
claimed Reisman was entitled to
closing notice under existing con-

By

celled

.

tract.

been given another notice
Because of the friction Reisman
has canceled dates at the 8Gth
Street

He was

and the Coliseum.

to have opened at the 86th Street
today (Wednesday) and at the
Coliseum Saturday.

Argue Revue Band
The

band with Lew

pit

Shift
Leslie's

"International
Revue" underwent
revision before it bowed in at the
Majestic, New York, this week.
Rumors that the whole outfit was

replaced brought Joseph
Weber, head of the musicians union,
hotfoot to the rehearsals in New
York, with both Weber and Canavan taking a stand. Result was
that only four members of the orchestra, were replaced after Leslie
convinced the union he wanted a
hotter brass section than before.
to

be

Meyer West for M-G
Joe Meyer, songwriter, placed
under six months contract to Metro
with an option of 18 months. Meyer
departs "for the Coast Mai-cli 3.
Engagement arranged through
.

Doc. Stephens.

Drury for Metro
Charles Drury, formerly mu.sical
George White, and with
loft Feb.

director for

other Broadway mu.slcal.«,
22 for the Coast.
•He joins Metro in the
pacity.

f-iune

ca-

GET VOTES

Mcnumber

Joseph

CECIL ARNOLD WINS
Sweetheart"

"Beautiful

Individual Music

straightened out.

Attorney

Men

Cohen handled

Phillip

the case for Miss Arnold.

PRE-PLUGGED MUSIC

FOR WHITEMAN FILM

Burbank, Feb. 25.
First National has inaugurated'
system of individual music directors for each musical picture.
Heretofore music supervision was
more or less a haphazard affair.
Now each film will have a director
assigned at the beginning of pro-

duction to follow through.
Universal City, Feb. 26.
Directors to be used for the InnoPaul Whiteman will plug the vatlpn
are Leo Forbstein, Norman
songs from his Universal picture
Spencer and Lou Silvers.
"The King of Jazz" in his weekly
"Old Gold" National broadcast for
five

weeks before the release

RED STAR CUT

of the

picture.

John Boles, Jeannette Loff and
Jeannie Lang will sing the songs of
the film. The tleup calls for plugging by Whiteman of the music

from "La Marseillaise" (U).

Q.R.S.

Home

Fox Music Subsidiary

to

Let Out

Many Short Term Writers
Red Star Music Co. will
let out many of the music

Fox's

shortly
writers on

Its list.

.

Short term contracts which songwriters now hold with this firm will
not be renewed at expiration. Too
many composers is given as reason

Projectors

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Q. R. S. company will put home
projectors on the market selling
It has
lor $6, $10. $15 and $22.
made arrangements with the Centaur Lab here to supply a 150-ft.
roll of 16mm film to retail around $1.
The idea Is to concentrate on the
departments of department
toy
stores and build up interest in home
pictures with the hope that ultimately the buyers of the cheap
outfits will buy the better grade of
equipment.

for the cut.

Disk Royalty Hearing
Washington, Feb. 25.
Old fight to get the 2 cents royalty,
clause on mechanical reproduction
out of the present copyright laws
will be re- opened.
Hearing Is .set
for March 4 at 10 a. m. in the

Room of the House Oflflce
building.
Rep. Vestal's new bill on the subject, H. R. 9639, will be before the
Caucus

Newest proposal does

committee.

away with

previous attempts to
with the manufacturers.
It repeals the provision,
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
with
no
efforts
to Include the many
Edward Clarke, local playwright
and stage producer, has joined Par- provisions of the previous like bills.
amount.
He will team with Sam Coslow
Organlog
C.
and Newell Chase in the writing
Chicago, Feb. 25.
and producing of original screen
New Idea Instituted by Dave Balmusicals and operettas.
This elevation will take the Cos- aban at the Norshore, Introduces
low-Chase team out of the studio the organlog m. c.
Latter will lead the slnglner, upot
Bongwrlting staff, with the supervision In the production of the trio's a few gags, and generally m. c. the
proceedings. He works on the stage
stories.
while the organist grinds out the

3 Combo Set

all

compromise

Swigart

.

Hollywood, Feb. 22.
composers arriving here in

W. k.
Reisman has been doubling in the
past three months
vaude from the high-hat Casino, the screen are finding
permissible under his contract. He readjust their method

hais .not

Bill

and

Carthy, but is not a
from the picture.

M.

Along the Coast

New

Hanley

F,

,

come

DEFENDERS

My Heart," same
as the John McCormack
a plug for the film.
Song was written by James

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
National vote canvas for living
music, sponsored by the American
Adjudged Federation of Musicians, is getting
Her Exclusive Song
a lot of favorable reaction around
this town.
About 100,000 voting
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
slips have been distributed' around
Federation of Musicians will be
Litigation over the song, "Beauti- this territory, with almost 10,000
heard in a concert of classical and
ful Sweetheart," with authorship signatures enrolled In the Music
popular selections, with propaganda
claimed by Cecil Arnold and Joe Defense League, which Is opposed
interpolations.
It will be the first
Seitman, Universal writer, wound to elimination of living music from
of a series of semi-weekly probeing awarded theatres.
grams covering a period of one up with Miss Arnold
the decision in superior court. It
Musicians' union has been carrymonth.
granted an injunction restraining ing on this campaign for almost a
At the close of each program, lisSeitman from intei'fering with the year, also taking advertisements In
teners will be requested to appeal
sale of the number, of which Seit- the newspapers as a protest against
for
retheatres
to the managers of
man alleged a 50% interest.
the talkers without pit orchestras.
turn of orchestras and organists.
Metro has an option on the song,
If the campaign is successful, it
dealing with Miss Arnold, but held
will be continued from. WCKY and
up closing until the matter was
Cincinnati, Feb. 25.
Radio campaign to return musicians to picture houses' will be
started March 3 over Station WCKY,
Covington, Ky.
Members of the
Cncinnatl local of the American

PLUGSDROPPED

song

LIVING MUSIC

25.

publish

will

title

MUSICIANS

PICTURE TITLE

on his own

ytar
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picture, as

Mildred
Roselle,
singer,
was
a judgment for $1,150
against Irving Mills of the Jack
Mills Publishing Co on claim of
breach of contract
In November, 1928, alleges Miss
Roselle, Irving Mills entered into a
one-year contract with her, during
which time she was to make nine
records for a company later to be
During the year, alleges
selected.
plants.
Miss Roselle, Mills secured only
There are about 4,000 members of two recording dates for her, both
the musicians' union here, spread with Perfect.
extended to other broadcasting staMills counter-claimed
that the tions throughout the country, it is
over a territory that takes in practically all of L. A. county^ and near- coijtract was optional.
announced by Clare Yarwood, presiLatter
by, outside of Long Beach.
dent of Local No. 1.
town, a sort of suburb, has its loIdea is expected to have a strongcal operating under the regulations
er appeal than the national newsof the L. A. Union, with the same
paper and magazine advertising
in
effect.
wage scale
campaign for the same purpose,
which was launched last October by
the Music Defense League of the
in Frisco
American Federation of Musicians
L, B. Wilat a cost of $500,000.
president of the company
son,
San Francisco, Feb. 25.
which operates station WCKY, and
United States Attorney George
houses
Plugs which talkers were getting also owner of several picture
J. Hatfield has announced his inin Covington, stated he will restore
tention of investigating the pur- in every direction from included
Liberty theatre
Over- an orchestra at his
veyors of bootleg lyric sheets which song hits are subsiding.
This
statement
early
date.
an
at
have been hawked on the streets supply of good numbers from this
is surprising inasmuch as Wilson
source Is responsible.
here" for 10 cents.
^
has employed non-union operator?
It has become a common occurAt the same time Better Business
since last September, when he failBureau and the police department ence for radio or other exploitation
ed to meet the operators' demands
have also taken a hand in the probe. mediums to eliminate the usual free
Increases. His houses
for wage
Racketeering is said to have been plug for the picture, whereas in
have been and still are Bannered
started here by a man who first the past the film was almost always
as employing non-union projectionbought the lyric sheets from an mentioned.
_
About 90% of the reigning song ists.
agent in Philadelphia and then,
This same method of radio propThis has
deciding that the material was hits are from pictures.
aganda was tried in Chicago some
pirated anyway, proceeded to print resulted in a condition under which
time ago.
material
becopies
hook.

Now

Song

Hollywood. Fob.

first

in

Title Plug

TEST NATIONAL

Los Apgeles, Feb. 26.
When Paul Whlteman's orchestra started the

VARIETY

to write for
it tough to

printed it will establish Scnnett as
the first picture producer to become
a recognized songwriter.

Same Old Stuff
of working.
That a producer has turned songAfter spending three to six months
to prepare a score for a stage mu- writer is but one of the many examthink the same time ples of how this latest craft has
sical, they
should be allowed for an original caught on with the old-line memscreen musical or operetta. Where bers of the picture colony. Scenario
they may have had months of prep- writers, advertising for a job, will
aration for a new stage show the Include theme songs with their
screen affords the equivalent in screen treatments and originals;
weeks. In most cases scores are re- stage hands, grips, electricians, ofquested one week In advance, and fice boys, stenographers, gardeners
must be delivered, recorded 8,nd in and watchmen are constantly figuring out new rainbows, moonlights
the can the following week.
In writing for the stage, compos- and deep river stUtC in their quest
ers had a chance to follow weeks of of a new gold melody strike..
as
work
rehearsals and revise their
Hogging a Lobby
the rehearsals went on. In pictures
Since songwriters have adopted
a number Is accepted and after one
or two rehearsals is recorded before the lobby of the Roosevelt hotel as
their official and social headquarters
the weak spots can be discovered.
without solicitation, of the hotel
management, the latter finds it necBuying Outside Songs
Bobby Crawford established a essary to increase the seating caprecedent when he bought two pacity for the comfort of paying
numbers from outside composers to patrons.
If the musical boys increase their
be used in future First Nationalwere nightly attendance, some measure
These
Warner pictures.
"Countin' Time," by Earl' Burtnett will have to be adopted to check tho
and his gang, and "Parade of he mob and reduce it to minimum, reStars," by Gus Edwards. Both num- stricted to a class. It may bccomo
bers were brought here on mimeo- neces.sary to present Friars' cirds
graph copies, and picked up so welJ before one can park more than 30
among the leading dance orchestras minutes on a .soft cu.shlon.
and local radio stations,. Crawford
negotiated with the authors for pub; Oh, Boy
.Sl)owm?insliip was used for the
Both will be publication rights.
lished by De Sylva, Brown & Hen- op<?ning i-elf-liration of a new cemetery
in
Lynwood,
when they ender.son.
gaged B. li. li. to act as m. c. Over
200 undertakers attended, willi the
Mack Sennett's Ambition
After using an original love tliomf- curious attracted by the pron)i.se of
song in many of his short comedies, a real modern jazz revuo.
Mack Sonnett is convinced his fir.st
Biggest Orchestra
effort at songwriting is deserving of
Lou ."Silver Is handling the baton
printed recognition.
(ContinuGd on page 71)
Hf in looking for a publisher. If
I

tunes.

Schuster- Witmark Stick
Contrary to reports whic^ have
SRUHHEB TTTT.T.T'.Tl
circulated
regarding Ira
Milwaukee, Feb. 25.
Schuster and Bob Miller, Buddy
William Kuhn, 33, circus drumMorris of WarnerrWltmark's states
mer,
formerly
with Rlngllngs and
that Warner's will shortly renew
Johnny Jones, was struck by an auto
its contract with both Schuster and
and killed.
Miller In June.
A brother, Walter Kuhn, 1393
Ira Schuster Is professional manstreet,
Milwaukee, is enager and Bob Miller is In charge 12th
of the band and ornlie.stra depart- deavoring to locate Mrs. Kuhn, an

been

organist and entertainer.

ment.

SUES H.

VALLEE'S CAPITOL DATES

G.

FOR

$1,890

Pittsburgh, Fob. 25.
Washington, Feb. 25.
William Morris office has filed
Vallee and his orchestra
play here today (Tuesday) for the suit In Common Pleas court here for
agalnsjt
$1,890
Jay Mills, m. c. at
Congressional Women's Club. Mrs.
the Enright, claiming back comHoover Is the guest of honor.
Tonight Vallee will play for the ml.sslon on .a booking contract.
Mills claims he went from Morris to
National Press Club.
Phil Tyrrcl's agency a couple of
years ago.
HOUSE'S M. C. CONVENTION
Morris alleges signing Mills In.
Chicago, Feb. 25.
M. c.'s convention, .so the baton Chicago three years ago when he
boys can show eaeh other up, 1« be- was doing night club work and that,
ho hasn't received a cent from^
ing planned for the Oriental.
Mills since shortly thereafter.
All I'ublix m. c's In the city out
to show they earn their salt.

Rudy

,

"GIGOLO" BOUGHT

Shapiro -Bernstein Is not clo.'^ing
Its Los Angeles olDee.
Harry Harrison has been pliiecd' in cliaige

lo,"

temporarily.

acquired

Hollywood, Fob. 25.
to "Lonely GigoKuropo, has been

American rights
('U)-rent hit In

by

De

Sylva-Brown

&

IIcMUlerson.

Frank Fishman

has; left

chestra ("orpor.'ition of
beeome representative
.Spocht.

the Or-

Anierir.'i

for

to

I'atil

It is being tran.sluted by M. J,
Jerome nnd Harold Berg. Number,

will tvfjitually bt spotted in a picture.

'
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Bands and Orchestras
Routes for Next

Week (March

Wednesday, February

Harkncsa, Ed.. S065 Clay St., S. r.
Harbor, Lon, c o. A. 8. C, Chi.
Harlng, Bob, o>o Brunswick, B. * C,
799 Tth Ave., N. T. C.
Harmon, U., Club Uirador. Washlngten.
Harrison, J.. RsndesTOUa, Toronto.
Hayea, Ed.. Alhambra T., N. Y. C.
Haya, Bill. Cathay Tea Garden, Phils.
Hclberger. Emll, Bond H.. Hartford.
Heldt, Horace, Monte Carlo C, Monte

3)

Carlo.

ParmRn«nt addraMva

of

banos or orchestrka

Henderson. F.. 228 W. lS9th St., N. Y. C.
Hinke-, Tfed, Capitol, T., Sydney, Aus.
Henry, Tal, c-o Orch. Co, Amer., 1630
B'way, N, Y, C,
Hsnshell, J., State-Lake H.. Chicago.
Herbervrauz. J., NBC. 180 N. UichtgaD

0* puultehad

will

without charga.
No charga is mada for listing in this department.
For reference guidance, initials represent: H hotel, T theatre,
restaurant.
dance hail, B— ballroom,
cafe, D
P— park,
As far aa poaaibia, atreet addresses in large citiea are alao

R—

H—

C—

—

—

Ave.. Chicago.
Hlllbloom. M.. Stratford T., Chicago.
Hlnes, Earl, Grand Terrace, Chicago.
HIrabak. A.. UaS Goettman St.. Pitta

Included.

burgh.
HoaAfland, Everett, Le Perrott C, L. A.
Hobbs. Frank, St. Catherine H., Catallna
Cullan, B, B.. 614

It.

fin

South Bos-

St..

Is.

Hoffman, Earl, Frolics C, -.Chicago.
Hoffman, L. O,, 78 Ernst St.. Buffalo.
Hollowell, B.. Strand D, H.. Wilmington
.

ton.

Aaronson, Irving, Roman Pobia, Miami,
Acovtlnl, Qeo., FalBca T., Hontrtai.
Albert, Harrr. Lldo-Venlc*. Venice, Italy
Albert Don, Loew'a Jersey City, J. C.
Albertl, Jules, Colosalmo C, ChlcnffO.
Albln, Jack, Statler H., Buffalo.
Aldrlch, Bob, Onon Hotel, Syracuia, N, T

Alidort, U. J.. US Liberty St., Newburgh.
Almara. Joe. New Bamboo tnn, Chlcato.
Amldon. A.. 012 E. 8th St.. Flint, Mich.

Anderson. Warren. 613 N. <7 St., SeattU,
Appel, Ostar, Tha Cathay, Baltlmora.
ArmbruBter. J. L.. B. A,. C, Buffalo.
Arcadlnna, Oreystone B., Dayton, O.
Arcadia Syncopatora (C. Edgcrton), 1004
Addlaun St.. Pblla.
Arnhelm, Qua, Savoy H., London.
Ash. Paul, Paramount T., N. Y. c;
Astoria

P. O.

Jo,

8U8. Coral Oables,

Box

•

ria.

Atklna. A. P.. SOI* «th Ave., Dea Molnea
Austin, 3,. Davla la. Country C. Tampa.

B
Moa, Sherry'a, Baltimore.
Bailey. R., 520 So, B'way, Loa Angelaa.
Balrd Maynard, Cryatal T., Knoxvllle.
Baldwin, p.. Frontenac, Quebec, Can.
Bard, Jos., .Golden Peasant R., Balto.
Barnard, B. 830 W. Morrell St.. Jackson.
Mich.
Barrlnger, Don. Calico Cat B„ Miami.
Barrett, H., Wisconsin H., Milwaukee.
Baer,

Bartlett,

Barzley

D'Artri'a

Oreh..

»1

t4tb

Norwich.

St.,

Conn.
Dantslg, B. J.; 648

Putnam

Ave.. B'klyn.

Daugherty, Bmory, Jardln Lido'. ArlingWashington. D. C.
DaVldaon, J. W.. Norahore T.. Chicago.
Davis, C, Indiana T„ Indlanopolla.

Uptown

Vlllace,

Dal.

Benlave,
Berge.
N. J.

W

Sam. Capitol
E.."

Detroit.

T.,

Grand Ave.. Englewood.

67

Berget, Paul, Rice H., Houaton, Tox.
Bcrger, W. J.. B449 Penn Ave., Plttaburgh.
Berger. Herb, Chase H., St. L.

Bergman.

Harvard

Al., 41

Buffalo.

PI,.

Bergman, D.. Webster >Tall. Pittsburgh.
Bernle, Ben, 745 '7th Ave., N, Y. C,
Bestor, Don, Wm. Penn H., Pittsburgh.
Bingham T. W.. 18 S. Ryan St.. Buffalo.
Blssette-Muclean, Marigold R.. Rochester.
Black Derby, Armory, Prov., R. I.
Blumenthal'a Orch.. Sovereign Hotel. Chicago.
_
Bohbltt. F. O.. Varsity Inn, Von Wert, O.
Boahea, Fran, Earltbn Country C, Earl,
ton, N. Y,
Boutelle Brothora, Wlnchendon, Mass,
Boyle, Billy, Copley-Placa H., Boston.
Bradneld, E. Max, 0th Ave. T., Seattle.
Bradneld, Max, Fox T., Detroit.
Brambllla. U.. St. Francis T.. San Francisco.

Brandy's Singing, Eagles B., Milwaukee
nraunsdort Orch.. Vll' 22d St.. Ualvestoo
Ureeskln. Daniel, Earle T., Washington.
Brlgods Ace, Danccland B. R,, Cleve,
B'Way Collegians. Walled Lake B.. Detroit.

Brooka, Bobble, Lido C, M. T.
Broudy. Dave, Grant T., .Plttaburgh.
Brower, Jay. El CapUan T., Ban Fran
Cisco.

Brownagla, T.. 922 Btb
Pa.
Bryant,

W.

H..

1620

Harrlabura

St.,

eth

S.

Terri'

St..

Haute. Ind.
Buck, Verne, Tlvoll T., Chicago.

Buckeye

Wonders,

645

Main

So.

St

Akron. 0.
Buloswkiea Callfa.. Eogle B., Milwaukee
Bunchuk, Yasha, Capitol T., N, Y. C,
Burk Mllo, Brockton, Mass,
Burke, Chick, Amesbury, Mass.
Burtnett. Earl, Blltmore H.. L. A,
Burtson, Buddy, Richmond H., Richmond
'

Va.
Buase, Henry, Addison H,, Detroit.
Butler. Mfl., Davenport, Spokane.
Byara, Hale. Variety, N. Y. C.

Calms, Danny. Orpheum

Davla. Dec, Drake H.. Chicago.
Davis, Eddla, 16 E. b3d St.. N. T. City.
Darlsoh. Wait. Ualnatreat T,. K. C.

.

'

Caperoon, Fred, 401 U'way, Camden, N. J
Carberry, Duke, Walpole, Masa,
Carpenter. E. J., 74S 7th Ave., N. Y. C
Carr Bros., Agua Callente, Mexico.
N. Y. C
Cjirr, Jlmm.v, Silver Slipper
Carter, F., Majestic, Long Deach, Cai
Casale, H,. 140 Pine St.. Wllllamsport,

C

Pa.
Castle, Art, Metropole C, Chicago,
Cato's Vagabonds, Swiss Gardens, Clncln
natl.
.

T.

New

Haven.
Cavato, Etc, Flotilla Club, Pittsburgh.
Celestaln. Jack, lOSO Boston Rd.. Bronx.
N, Y.
Cervone,
Pittsburgh

I»y,

002

Blackstona

Bldg.

Chapman, Jack, Drake H., Chicago.
Christian, Tommy, c-o Creators dc Martin,
Bond Bldg.. N. Y.
Christie, H. J.. .1831 N. Ormsby Ave..
Louisville.
Church, Rosa, Buckeye Lake P., Buckeye Lake, O.
Clrlna, Gene. Chln'a R., N, T. C.
Col. F., 202 W, Douglas St.. Reading, Pa.
Cohen, Richard, Vanderbllt H.. N. Y. C.
Cole, H.. Swanea Club. N. Y. C.
Coleman, Emll, Montmartre C, N. Y. C.
Collegian Serenadera. Far Eaat R„ Clave,
land,
Condelorl, A., AdelphI H., Philadelphia.
Confrsy, Zei, o-o M, C, A., Paramount
Bldg., N, Y. C.
Conklln, Richard, Lntoa Club, Wash,
Central
Ave.,
R<.. 46S
Connelly.
H.
rldgeport. Conn.
Conrad H.. 1088 Park Ave., N, Y. C, ..
PlttaAsld,
Vlaw.
Frits.- Maple
Coolay.
Uaas,
Coon, Del, Mlra Lago B., Chicago.
Coon-Sanders, Blaokhawk C, Chicago.
Copp, Pythlnu Temple, Brockton, Mass.
Cornwell, F., Hofbrau House, N. Y. C.
Cowan,' Lynn, Blvd, T., L. A.
Coyla, L>. H., 219 9, 10th, St., Baston, Pa.
Craig, Francia, Hermitage H., NaabvlUe,
Orcli..

MIddletown.

Armoryi

'

•

-

•

"Busa". 211S Pannaylvania
Crawford.
N, W,. Washington,
A„ Paramount
^ Cr**ford, Jack, c-o M,
"^Uk., N, T, CCrawford, Thomas L.. Wichita, Kan,
Are,,

C

.

L.

A.

T„

Brook-

N; Y.
Edmund, Gen, Alexandria H., L. A.
Edwards, Gua C. Terrace Gardens, Chi
Egyptian Ser., c. o. A. S. C. Chi.
Elsenbourg. Dok. Shepard - Colonial R..

lyn;

Boston.
Elinor. Carle. Carthay Circle, L. A.
Ellard, Jim, Riviera T,, Omaha.
Ellis, F.. St. Francis H., S. F.
Elllngtoii. Duke. Cotton Club. N, Y. C.
Elmwood Band. 372 Van Nostrand Ave
Jersey City.
Engelhart, Jos,, McVlcker's T.. Chicago.
Eppel. 6736 N. 7th St.. Philadelphia.
Erdody. Leo. lOS W. 4ath St.. N. Y. C.
Erlckson, Lou, Egyptian T., Hollywood.
Esslg,
Abe.
1090
St.
Nicholas
Ave..
N. Y. C.
Eubank. Philip Lee. Harllngen. Tex.

Feldman, Joe, 1068 E. 98th St., Cleveland
Fonn, F, G,. 100 Lefterts Ave.. B'klyn.
Fenton, Carl, 1674 Broadway, N, Y. C.
Feyl, J. W., 878 River St., Troy, N. Y.
Florlto Ted. Congress H., Chicago.
Fischer. Carl, Majestic D. H., Detroit.
Fischer. C. L., 914 So. Wastnedga St..
Kalamasoo, Mich.
Fisher. Mark. Variety. Chicago,
Fisher, Max, Max Fisher C, L, A.
Fogg. A. U.. 174 Beacon St.. Portland.
Me.
Foote, R., Stevens H., Chicago.
Forbes, Lou, Denver T,, Denver.
Forman, Lou. Palace T., N.- Y. C.
Fosdlck, Gene, Bai Tubarln, Chicago.
Four Horsemen, Masonic Temple Bldg.
Chicago,
Fox, Roy, Music Box, Hollywood, Cal.

Franklyn. Mtlt, Grand Lake T., Oakland.
.

Frasetto, Joe, Uptown C. 233 W. 126th
N. Y. C.
Freed Carl. 29 S. Orange Ave., Newark.
Freeman, Geo., La Monica B. R.. Santa

St..

Monica, Cal.
Frldkln, Bob, Laurel A., Lokewood, N, J
Friary, George, Rockland, Mass.
Friedman,
Cnsanova,

C,

N*,

L. F.. St. Louis T., St,
F., Strand T., Stamford,

Y. C.
Louis

Friese, J.
Conn
Fry, C. M., 0233 Roosevelt Blvd.. Phlla
delphla.
Fulcher. Chos., o-o M. C. A., Paramount
Dldg., N. Y. C.
Fuller. Earl. W.F.B.E., Clnn.
Funk, Larry, IB Barrow St.. N. T. C,

Galvln, J. J.. Plaza T., Worcester, Mass
Galllecchlo, Jo, 6200 Sheridan Rd.. Chi
Garber. Jan. Hollywood R., N. Y. C.
Gardnsi. C, C. 1027 N. 24tb St.. Lin

Nab,
Garrlgan, Jimmy, Villa Lago, Chicago,
Gasparrs, Dick, Hotel Plsca, N, T. C.
Gaul, Geo., Washington, D, C.
Gagna. Mlaha, Forum Theatre, L. A.
Galdt. Al, 117 S. N. J. Ave.. Atlantic

coin.

City.

Geiun, Tom, Gunter H., San Antonio.
Gill, Joa., Congreaa H., St. L.
Gill, E., Bamboo Gardena, Cleveland.
Gllletta, Bob, Valencia Th„ Jamaica.
Gofr, Mark, 6rtggs <t., Detroit.
Goldberg, Geo., Celestial R.
Bay Shore
Park, Baltimore. Md,
Goldkette, Jean. Book Tower,
Gonzales. 8. N.. 310 E, 4th

Detroit,
St.,

Santa

Ana, Cal.

German, Rosa, 800 Rth Ave., N.

Y. C.
Detroit.
R., Ocean

Gorrell. Ray, care Goldkette.
Gould, Frank, Bon Ton B.
Park.
Green. A. J.. 340 Weat 63d St.. L, A.
Green, Jacques, Rltz Towers, N, Y, C.
Green, Jimmy, Triangle C, Forest Park
III.

Greer,

Billy,

1002

Main

St.,

Davenport

•

la,

Britain

Ingraham,. Roy, Paramount H., N. Y -C
Innls. Ed, Vanity Fair B.. Huntington

W. Va.

Greystone Orch.. Greystone H., Dayton
GroBso. SI St. James St., Elmhurst, L. 1
Ouanette, Lou. 16 Sti Angele St., .Quebec.
Gurnlck, Ed., 38 Reynolds Ave., Provl

Hella, Wm.. 91 Edwin St„ Ridgefleld
Park, N, J.
Helaon, Chaa., Stanley T., Jersey City.
Hemphlsonlans, 93 S, Main St., Memphis
Mange. H., El Patio B., L, A.
Messenger, Al, Roseland, Taunton, Masa.
MernlT. Ben, Granada T,-, Chicago.
Mey-Hayne-Grauer, Plantation, Buffalo.
Meyer. U. F., 926 Broadway, Brooklyn,
N. T.
Meyer, Oscar. 4029 N. Camac St.. Phila.

Meyer, Vie.. Butler H., Btattle,
Meyerlnck, Herb., Mandarin B. R., 8. F.
Meyers, Al, 6206 Glrard Ave,, Phlla.
Meyers; Ix>uIb. Horn's D. H., L. A.
Mlamlan, Buffalo, N. Y.
Miller, J. FVans, .Statler H.. Detroit,
Miller, Jack, Preaa Club, Montreal.
Milter,
N.,
r21 Wllllama St..
Chalaea
Mass.
Miller, Ray, c-o M, C. A„ 1001 B'way,
N. Y. C.
Miller, Vic, Loew's State, Byracuae.
Miller, W,. Rlts Oarl. H., Phlla.
Mlner-Doyle, 1102 Middlesex St., Lowell.
Mass,
Mills, Floyd. 786 Fayette St., Cumber-

N,

Holly-

Glovers.

Chicago
N. Y. C

Newark.

J.

Jehle, John, 73 Drlggs Ave.. Brooklyn.
Jockers, Monro, Lelghton's C, L. A.
Johnson, Arnold, 1060 Broadway, N, T. C.
Johnson, C, Small's Paradise, .'4. Y. C.
Johnson, Jaclc, Canton Palace, N. Y. C.
Johnaon. Johnny, c-o M. C. A., Paramount BIdr.-, N. Y. C.
Johnson. Merle, 136 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Johnston. O. W., 48 Grove Ave., Ottaws
Jordan. Art, 0241 Norwood St.. Phlla,
Jorgensen. Ruth. 1235 Sheldon St.. Jackson, Mich.
Joy, Jim, c-o II, C. A„ Paramount Bldg
N. Y. C.
J-iyce, Teddy. Loew's. Jersey City, N. J.

Kahn, Herman, Capitol T.. Newark, N. J.
Kfthn,
Roger
Churchill
Bldg.,
W,,
N. Y. C.
Kails, H., Lido Venice C, Boston.
Knmas, Al, Swanee B, R., Washington.
Inn, 3222

Kaplan, F. J., Bamboo
Madison St., Chicago.
Kassel, Art, c-o M. C.

A.,

W

Paramount

N. Y. C.

Katz, Kittens, c-o M. C. A., N. Y. C,
Katz. Sam, Astor H., N. Y. C.
Katzman, Louis, c-o Brunswick, 799 7th

Ave

NYC

Kaufman.' W., 2* N, lOtb

St.,

Lebanon.

Pa.

Kavanaugh, Ray, 44th SL T., N. Y. C.
Kay. Geo. Paramount T.. N. Y.
Kayaer, Joe, Merry Gardens, Chicago.
Keegan, Rosa E.. 22 Gold St.. Fraeport.
L.

troit.

King, Hermis, Oakland T., Oakland, Cal
King. Ted, 746 Tth Ave., c/o Tape.
King, Wayne, Aragon B. R., Chicago,
King's Melody, 68 Mueller St., Binghamton,

N

N.

Halstead,
Tex.

Hammond,

Brown

H.,

Louisville.

Arcadia B., N, Y, C.
Henry, Adolphus H., Dallas,

Jean. Sky Room. Milwaukee
Fred, Florldlan- H., Miami.
Hamp, Johnny, Ambassador H,, L. A.
tiancock, Hognn, e-o U, C, A., Para,
mount 'Bldg,, N. Y. C.
Handler, Al, Lincoln Tavern, Chicago,
Han4/ Armin, Piccadilly T., Chlcass,

Homm,

A

I.

Proapsct

II01

Olympla

T..

Ave..

Scran-

New Haven

Ritz-Carlton

Collegians,

Gardens,
Is.

Inn.

Miami
Pelham,

Y.

Majestic

H.,

Klngsway

L.

1.

.

Pace, George

'

cago.

Parisian

Ky.
Perluss. Abs. Rose Room. Los Angeles.
Percl, Don, Saenger T.. New Orleans, La.
Peterson, B., Tlvoll T.. Michigan City,
Ind,

Peyton, Doc,

Phllbrick'a Orch.,

Dea Molnea,

Lowell

St.,

Prado, Fred, American House, Boston,

Laltsky. Beh, Majestic T. Bldg.. L, A.
Lamps, Uell, Capitol T., Chicago.
Landau, Mike, Oakland's Terrace, 60th
St. and Broadway, N. Y. C.
Lane,. Eddie, McAlpIn H,, N. Y. C.
Imtik. Henry, Baker H., Dallas.
Lange, J, V., 37 Abbott St., Lowell, Haas
Lanln, H., 2000 W, Glrard Ave., Phlla.
Lanln, Sam, WBAF, N. Y. C.
Laughtner, Harris, Bt. Francis H,, L. A
Lefkowlts, Harry, Caslay H., Scranton
Pa.
Lenta, Al„ 1099 Praaldant St., Brooklyn.
N. Y.
Leonard, Harold, 64 W, Randolph 8t
Chicago.
Levant, Phil, c-o M. C, A., Chicago.
Levin, Al, 478 Wha-Sley Ave., New Haven
Lcvlne. Jack, Cinderella B., Long Beacb

Prince. G.,
Pullen. R.
Phlla.

R., Detroit.
Sellers St.. Frank-

1806

fluam. Gene, Marylond H., Pasadena, Cal.

Bluffs.

la.

Rawden, Bill, Palace H., S. W.
Reisman, Leo, Central P, Casino, N. Y.
.Renard, Jacquea, Coconut arove, Boston.
Reser. Harry, 148 W. 46th Bt,. N. Y, C.
Rtrythm Roamera, care Chaa. Hack, Detroit.

Aldo, RUz-Carlton "H., N. Y. C.
Rich, Fred, c-o "Taps." 74S Tth Ave.,

Rlcci,

N.

Y. C.
Rtckltts. J
Rincs, Joe,

C. Kosciusko, Miss.
Elks H., Boston.
Rlttenbaud, J,, U, Artists T., Detroit.
Rlzzo. Vincent, Sylvanla H., Phlla.
Rodemlch. Gene, Metropolitan T., Bosten.
Roanes' Penn, Commodore B„ Lowell,
Mass.
Roesner. Walt, c-o Fanchon & Mo»co,
Snn Francisco.
Rohde. Karl. Losw's Orphsum, Boston.
Roky. Leon, Syracuse H., Syracuss.
Rolfs, B. A., 1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Roman. Joe. 106 Winter St., Portland.
.Me.

nomanelll,

.

I.,

King Edward

H.,

P., Roseland B. R., N.
Irv.. Statler H., St
L.

Toronto
Y, C.

Rosebrook, Leon, Roxy T., N. Y. C.
78 -W-, Rhndolph St., Chi-

Rosen. Paul.

Rendezvous B,

Crystal

R.,

Ave,, Chicago.
Major, F. J.,

SOOT 8d

St..

Sheffleld

Ocean Park

Cal.

Maloney, R.
Tenn.

Mann
Monn.

B.,

806 Elinor

St.,

Knoxyllle.

Bros., Vonlce B. R,, Venice,
Uell, 70 B. 86th St.,

Marburgcr. H., 146 Knight

Rosenthal, Harry. Stelnway Hall. N. Y. C.
Rothschild, Leo, 306 W. 14th St.. N, Y. C.
Royal Novelty Six, 2333 N. 22d St., Phlla.
Rublnoff, Paramount T.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rublnoft, c-o Publi.t, Paramount Bldg.,
•X. Y, C,
Russell. B., King Cotton H,. Greensboro.
Russo, Dan, Beachvlew Gardens, Chicago,

Cal

N. X. C.
St..

Reading

Pa,

Mani), Cbsa,V' It. Pttt R., Plltiburfh,

Steppe. -Norman,

Shadowland.C San As-

tonlo.

Stern. Harold, Ambassador .H., N. Y. C,
Stevens. Perley. 303 Huntington Ave..

Boston
.'Steward, Sam, Black Cat C.. Columbus.
Stock. B.. c-o T. Shayne,' 1376 B'way,

N. Y. C.

.

Stoll, Geo., r..oew's State T., L. A.
Straub. Herb, Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.,

Buffalo.
Strisaoff, Vanderblit H.. N. Y. C.
Steele. Blue, Peabody H., Memphis.

Straight. Chaa., Variety, Chicago.
Sutherland. L«e, Flor d'ltalla C. 8. r.
Sweet, AI, 29 Quincy St,. Chicago,
Swseten. Claude. Golden Gate. S. F.
Sweeten, Owen, 6th Avenue T.. Seattle.

-

Taps, 743 Seventh Ave., N, Y.. C.
Taylor. H.. 1010 Chestnut St., Phlla.
Taylor, Jack, Ambassador H., L. A.
Teppas. J. J.. 038 Glenwood Ave., Buffalo.
Thaviv. 1730 Straus Bldg.. Chicago.
Thies. Henry, Linton H., Cln.
Thomas, Millard. Royal Knickerbocker,
N. Y. C.
Tlerney Five, Rlttenhouae H.. Phlla.
Tobin, John, Coffee Dan's, Chicago.
Tremalne, Paul, Yoeng'o C, N. Y. C.
Turcotte, Geo.. 00 Orange St., Manches*
ter. N. H.
.

.

V

Vagabonds, Oriole Terrace, Detroit.
Rudy, Param-unt, T., Brooklyn,

Vallce,
N. Y.

Van der Zanden, Ambassador
Veo. Harold, McAlpin H.,
Vorhees, Don. 320 W. 45th

N.
St.,

H.. N. Y.
Y. C,
N, Y, C.

.

w
Wade, Jim, c. o. A. S. C, Chi,
Wadsworth, Waddy, Terrace Gardens, ChiWalker, Ray. Hamilton Cbateau, N, Ber>
gen, N. J.

Wagner, Sol,, Beau Monde, Chicago.
Warner, D.. Egyptian B.,' Ocean Pk., Csl.
Walsh. W.. 212 E. Trcmont Ave.. N, Y. C.
Warlng'a Penn,, c-o J. O'Connoi-, 1627
B'way, N. Y. C.

Warren, Art, P. Central

H„

-N. Y. C,

Watson, Monk, Grand-Rlvlers T., Detroit.
Weede-Meyer Ore;-, c-n U. C. A.. Paramount Bldg.. N. T. C.
Weeks. Ansop, Mark Hopkins H.. B. F.
Weems, Ted, Granada Cafe, Chicago.
'

Werner.

Ed-, Michigan T., Detroit.
Wealey. Jos.. 317 12th Ave.. Milwaukee.
Whidden. Ed, 123 Dlkeman St., Brooklyn.
Whlteman, Paul, 1560 Bway.. N. Y. C.
Ted.
of. Palms
H,.
lele

Williamson,

Charleston, S. C.
Wilson, Billy, Du Pont H., Wilmington,
Wilson, Clare, Madison Gardens, Toledo.
Wilson. F... Marcell Country Club, Pasadena.
Wlnebrenner, W. 8.. 267 Frederick St.,
Hanover, Pa.
Wlttsteln, Eddie, New Haven.
U'olf, Rube, Fox's Brooklyn, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Wolfe.. Leo, Vanity Fair. Chicago.
Wolshan, J., El Patio B. R.. 8. F.
Wunderllch, F.. 1587 D. 10th St., Bklyn.
Wylle. Alllatcr. Coronado H.. Bt, L.
.

Yates. Danny, Windsor R., Montreal.
L., 1800 Prospect PI,, Brooklyih
H.. 683 Olst St.. Brooklya.

Youmans' Swanson Tunes
Metro
Vincent

Is

said

to

Youmans

have granted
permission to

write the music for Gloria

Swan-

"Gay Widow."
is said, Youwrite the music for the

son's next picture,

Following that,

mans

will
of

remake

it

Miss SwanSon's ".Queen

Kelly."

Al Short at TifFany
HoUywood, Feb.

25.

Al Short has been engaged as
musical director at Tiffany, to replace
Carleton Kclsey, resigned.
Studio will not now farm out any
of its musical compositions but will
concoct on its own lot.

-

cago.
Art,
Cal.

Madson, Maddle, RKO T„ L, A.
Haltland, J., Garden B.. 8136

B'klyn.-

Lincoln.

Youngman,

Rose.

burg.

St.,
St.,

Art,

Romana,
Peters

Sumner

Young,
Haverhtti, Mass,
Fontenelle H., Omabs.
Rapp, B.. Arcadia. West Haven, Conn.
Rapee, Erno, Warner Bros., Hollywood.
Rasmussen. F., 143 Graham Ave., Counril

Randell,

M
Collseunk, -at,

911

Stafford, Jesse, Palace H.. S. F.
Stanley, Jack. Senator T.. Sacramento,
Cal.
Stark, Ferdinand, Curran T., S. F.

Rainbow Ramblers.

Manchester, N. H,
Lyman, Abe, Chinese T., Hollysvood.
Lynn. Sammy. 2003 Wichita St.. Dallas.
Lyons, Al, Fox T„ San Diego.

.

B..

H..

Neb

Q

Bernard, Commodore H., N.Y.C
Levy, R. H., 131 Elmer Ave., Schenec
tady, N. Y.
Lido Orch.. Suite 06, Loew Bldg.. Wasb
Ington. D. G.
LiRht. Enoch, c-o Ix>ew'3, State Bldg
N, Y, C.
Llpsey. M., 1731 Humboldt Blvd.. Chi
cago.
Lombardo, Guy., Roosevelt H., N. Y. C
Long, Dick, Curtis H,, Minneapolis.
Lopes. Vincent, St. Regis H., N. Y.
Lowe, Burt, Statler H., Boston.
Lowry, Ed., Ambassador T., St. L.
Ludwig, C. "Zoza," 23 Cllltord Ave

Rex,

King War Lo

ford.

Cal,
Levit(/W,

Macdonald,

Younker'a Dept. Store,

la.

Phil.,' Club Bagdad, Dallaa,
Ptcclno, A., 860 N, eth St., Reading, Pa.
Pierce, Chas., Pershing Palace, Chicago.
Plpp's Orch.. Sullivan's,' Edmonton, Can.
Pollock, Ben, c-o N, B, C, 711 5th Ave,,
N. Y, C,
Pollock. Ralph, Loew's State, Syracuse.
Pontrelll, Nick, Rose Room B, R,, L, A.

Phllllpa,

1.

Bll Merrlmae

A. S. C, Chi.
1848 Palmetto Ave., To-

o.

c,

ledo.

Mass.
F.,

St.,

Indlanapolla.
Paatarnackl, Steve, Lulgl'e R., Detroit.
Payne, Al. 469 Melga St.. Rochester.
Pearl, Moray, 363 Hunting Ave., Boston.
Peck, Jack, 801 Keenan Bldg., Pittsburgh.
Peerless Orch., Monmouth St.. Newport.

.

Lagasae,
Mass.

Red Heads. 38 W. North

Pfelffer'a Orch.,

Oak-

cago.

Rosevilie, 6.

Paleman, Dan, Black Cat R., N. Y. C.
Panlco, Louis, Canton Tea Gardens, Chi-

•

ford.

C

A Bway,

19tb'

Windsor, Canada.
St. Louis Kings, 1883 E. 93th

.

Original
Tellow Jackets,
Summerland
Beach, Buckeye Lake. O.
Orlando. Nick. Plaxa H.. N. T. C.
Osborne. Will, c-o P, Central Hotel,
N. T. C.
Owens, H.. Mayfalr H„ L, A.
Owen. Dale. CaiUli'l T.. Flint, Mich.
Oxley, Haroli, c-o X. B. C, 7'il 5lh Ave.,
N, Y. C.

C.

.Caves

Cal,

Ohio.
Souders. Jackie. Strand T., Vancouver.
Specht, Paul, 1083, Broadway, N. Y. C,
Splelman. M., Moulin Rouge C, B'klyn.
Spltalny, Phil, Pennsylvania H.. N. Y. C.
Spltalny, H, Leopold. Chicago T., Chi.
Spltalny. M.. Statler H., Cleveland.
Springer. Leon, 134 Livingston St., Bklyn,
St,
Clair Jesters.
Prince Edward H..

N

Hot Springs,

H.,

Kline, M„ 0450 Spruce St., Philadelphia
Knelsel, E., Blltmore H., Atlanta.
Knutson, Erllng, President H.. K. C.
Kosloft, Lou, Oriental T., Chicago.
Kraus, Arthur, 1482 Broadway, N. Y. C
KrausgrlU. Walt 847 Claremont Bldg.,
S. F,ICrueger, Art, Wisconsin H., Milwaukee
Krumholx. G. P., O. Box 404. New Bed-

Sleft, Jos.,

Tama-

Octavai ore, 30 uuffleio
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
O'Haie, H,. 20 W. Jackson Blvd., CM.
O'Hearn, Trave, LeClalr H., Uollne, 111.
Olsen,- George, Roosevelt H., Hollywood.
Oppenholm, W., BenJ. Franklin H., Phlla.
Original Georgia 0, Danccland. Jamaica.

B'klys.

Silverman, D., Missouri T., St. Louis.
Sllvartown Cord, c-o M. C. A.. Paramount
Bldg.. N. Y. C.
Sllveater, Johnny, Spanish B. R., Seattle.
SImona, Seymour. Hollywood T., Detroit.
Singer. Lou, Trianon B. R.. Seattle.
Skrlvenals, Jos,, El Patio B. R., L, A.
Slason,
Fred,
Lotus R., Waablngtoa.
D. C.
Smith-Bniiew, Richman C. N. Y. C.
Smith. LeR., Cdnnle'a Inn, N. Y. C.
Smith, Harl, Blossom Heath Inn, Detroit,
SmoUn. B.. 160 W. Buchtal Ave., Akron.

wal.

Nasholdi Dudley. Nashold's B. R., Seattle.
Naylor, Oliver. Palais D'Or, Phlla.
Nell, Art, 6223 Spruce St., Philadelphia.
Nelbauer, Ed, Trianon B., Chicago.
New Orleans Owla, H. Rooaevelt, N. O.
Nichols, Red, Selwyji T., N. Y. C.
.Norvo, Red, Minneapolis, Minn.
Novlt. Julea, Parody, Chicago.

St.,.
.

Sherman, Maurle, Golden Pumpkin, Chl<
land.

Fred. Oriental -T.. Detroit.
H., Walklkl Beach. Honolulu, Ha-

Moana

Frank, 9M' President

cago.

olis.

Murphy's Skippers,

Fremost.

Bldg,, N. Y.
Ssverl, Glno, Granada T,. 8, F,
Sheffer*. H. C„ Wilbur's, Taunton, Haas,
St.elton, Geo., Olympic H.. Seattle.

'

qua. Pa,
Muslal,

St.,

609 Dllbert Ave.. Spr1n>.

Seldenman, Sid, MayHower H., Wash.
Salinger, Abs, President H.. A, C.
BelllnKer, Henry, Drake H., Cbtcage.
Selvin, Ban, Columbia. 1819 B'way, M. T,
Setaro. A., 'arsnada T., B. T,
Seven Aces, c-o M. C. A., Paramount

Stafford.

H.,

Moore, Prof., Montmartre C, Hollywood.
Moore, Pryor, Schaber's C, L. A.
Moore. Tom, Cinderella B. R., Long
Eench. Cal.
Morey, Ai, Worth T.. Ft, Worth,
Morey. Jack, 99 Westlleld Rd., Holyeke.
Morris, Glen. Silver Slipper, Baltimore,
Morris, Mel, Piccadilly H., N. Y. C.
Mosby, Curtis, Apex C, L. A.
Moshar V.. 3137 lOth Ave. 8.. Minneap-

Y.

.^Klcln, Fred,

Mace,
Hall, Sleepy,
Hallett, Mai.,

Ed.,

Montana
Phlla.

I.

Kemmerer, Walt, Berks Trust Bldg.,
Reading, Pa.
Kemp. Hal, Coral Gables, Fla.
Kenneta. Larry, 801 Ksenan Bldg.. Pittsburgh.
Kentner, H.,' Ben], Franklin H., Phils.
Kenln, H., Multonomah H.,'PorUand, Ore
Kerr. Chas'., aolden Dragon, Phlla.
Keystone Serenadera, Od. Rlvtara T., De-

Pier,

H

Md.

MInlch,
ton. Pa.
.Mltchel.

(

119 Court

J..

U W„

O.

N. Y.

Ot-

Laurler,

McKlnney'a, Edgewater B., Detroit.
McVee, 1. S., 1221 E. 33d St., L. A.
Meeker, Bob, Palmer Houae, Chicago.

dence.

Qunsendorfer,- W.'. Whitcolfnb H., 8; T.
Gutterson, M.. Valencia T., Baltimore.

Chateau

.

C

Scott.
field,

Scntt.

Bldg., N. Y. C.
Mclntyre, Jamea,
tawa.

Moore, Al, Venetian
Bench.
Moore, Dinty, Hunter
Jackson, Harry. Plgn Whistle
wood.
Jackson's Jazi, 18 Chestnut St.,
vllle, N. Y.
Janis, Frsd, Turkish VYtlsga C„
Janover,- A, -L., 1253 Grant a'v*..
Jedel. H.. 475 Hawthorne Ave.,

Mass.
Schwarts, U.
Ohio.

Mass.

McGay, J., Detroit Country Club, Detroit
MoGowan, Loos, c-o R. W. Kahn, Church-

1930

26,

Schmitt, Fred, RIalto. T.. Denver.
Scholler, Dave, c-o Loew's, N. Y. C.
Schubert. Bd., 24 Arthur St., LAwreaes.

ill

land,

Ipano Troubadours, WEAF, N. Y. C.
Iseminger, BUI, Hagerstown. Md.
Isham Jones, c. o- A. S. C. Chi,
lula, Felice, RIvoIl T., Baltimore,
lula, Rumno, City Park Bd., Baltimore.

Cal.

Cal.

New

T..

Irwin. Vic. Night Boat C, N. Y. C,
Imperial Marimba, American House. Bos

Bldg.,

Fabello, Phil, Coliseum T., N. Y. C.
Fabrlgat, Geo.. Hall's Chinese C, L. A,
Fagan. Roy, Sag.imore H., Rochester.
Fallon, Owen, Wilson's D. H., L. A.
Farrell, F.. Inn, 4 Sheridan Sq„ .N. Y. C.
:Fay. Bernard, Fay's, Providence.
Feeney, J. M.. 220 E. lUh St.. Oakland,

Jerry,

Calif. Collegians, C. Daftydll, N. Y. C,

Causer, Bob, Ithaca H.. Ithaca, N.
Cavallaro.
John, 20 Irving St.,

Eagan, Jack, Paramount T.,
Eddy, Woa„ Loew'a KInga

Lyceum

B..

Conn.
ton

Deaton, Chuck, Palace B. R., Oceun
Park.
Dslbrldge. Del.,' Capitol T., Detroit.
Dal Poio, Senor, 1387 B'way. N. Y. C.
DsLuca, J., S31 Bt. Marks Ave,, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Deterlch, Roy, Avalon T., Chicago.
Dorolno Orch., 22 4th. St.. Troy, N. Y.
Donnelly. W. H., 339 Glenwood Ave.. E.
Orange, N. J.
Dodds, John, Kelly's Stables C„ CM.
DoUn, Max, Loew's WarHeld T., S. F.
Dornberger, Chas., c-o M. C. A.. 82 W,
Randolph St., Chicago.
Dougherty. Doc. Adelphia H., Phils,
Dumont, A., . Paramount, N, Y. C,
Dunn, Jack. Cinderella Roof 6. R,, L. A.
Durante, Jim, c-o Variety, N, Y. C,
Dytch, M,, 406 S. First St.. Daytona, Fla.

Friedman.

T., L. A.

I

Irving,

.

Held,

delphia.

Del.

Holmes, Wright, Martinique H., N. Y. C.
Houston, Chas., Monmouth Beach .C,
N. J.
Huntley, Lloyd, College Inn, Chicago.
Hyde. Alex., c-^o Wm. Morrla. 1660 B'way
N. Y. C.

ton H.,

BooU-Cadlllac, Detroit,
Beonar, Montaulc Point. Mon-

Chlcaeo.
Baslle, Joe. 06 No. I4ih St., Newark, N. J.
Bastlan. Walt., State T,.. Detroit.
Bauer. F. J-.. 67 Ormond St.. Rochestei.
N. Y.
Baum, Babe, 226 Rose St., Reading, Pa.
Bay State Aces (Al Relyea), S Mohawk
St., Cohoes, N. Y.
Reale, Bob, Athena Club. Oakland, Cal,
Beckley. T.. 102 E. 8lh St.. Wilmington

Creacant
N. Y.

N, Y.
Harry, Baelbach H., LoulavlUa.

Currle,

O.,

tauU. L. 1.
Barzos, Ed,

^

Cummins, Bernle, New Yorker H., N. Y, C.
Cummlngs, Johnnie, 29 East Ave,, Roch-

ester,

Maslln, Sam, Seneca H„ Rochtster.
Mnson. Bobble (Miss). New C^lns ft..
Youngstown. Ohio.
Masters, Frank, Uptown T.. Chicago.
May, Cliff, El Cortez U., San Diego.
Mayo, Eddla, 69 Crooke Ave,, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
McBnelly, K. J., SO Sylvan St., Spring-

Sanborn, Ed,, Loew's T„ Montreal.
Sands. P.. 215 Rldgewood Ave.. B'klyn.
Schara, C, F„ 621 Bway,, Buttslo, N. T.

MARTIN OUT— COWAN IN
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Slim Martin steps out of the
Boulevard Feb. 27 and will be succeeded as m-'c. by Lynn Cowan, who
returns to the house after a year's
'
absence.
Martin. i\>lated to Alexander Pantages, will m. c. at the new Pan In
Hollywood which opens April iu.

—
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MUSIC-NIGHT CLUBS
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Only 1 Chorus in London Nite

A

Life;
A

Two Types of Places-Hotels and Clubs

concrete case where the

a Broad-

way musical made

it

London, Feb.

when drinks are served

16.

m. This privilege
both clubs and hotels.

a.

is

until

two

granted to

The

position is that a night out
at a class club or restaurant is not

much more

expensive than

if

spent

at a lesser hotel or club, For, although the price of supper at the
better places is about 50% 'higher,
the price of liquor' is about the
same at both places with the advantage that the former place will
serve the right liquor.
Peculiar position is that if participants of London's night life were
asked how many night places there
are here, very few would be in a
position to give anything approachment more prosperous tWan ever ing the right figure. But the list is
London night life is catercil for quite long:
Of the hotels the most exclusive
by two distinct ."cections. They are
are the Savoy, Carlton, Claridge's
(1) the premiere London hotels and
and Mayfair; and Giro's and Em(2) the night clubs formed lor that
These do not
bassy
of the clubs.
siieclflc purpose.
advertise their attractions in the
llctels of the better cla.ss will
permit anyone v'ho is well dressed newspapers, but have extensive
mailing lists which are quite suf-to enter, and will allow dancing '<i
ficient to crowd the places nightly.
the party is suitably attired in evening dress. If in a business suit, They rely mostly on an imported
band as their chief attraction, with
to the balcony to either partake of
occasional high class American
supper, for which there is an aver- an
age charge of around $5 a head, and or Continental act added.
Until recently the biggest attracon special occasions, such as the
opening night of an important tions were generally to be found at
American importation, $7.50. If you the Kit- Cat, Savoy hotel and Cafe
former two specializinclude champagne you can figure de Paris, ".he
ing in American importations. But
on $7 to $12 per bottle.
at such places as the Trocadero,
You Must Join
Cafe Anglais and Empress Rooms
you can also occasionally see an
In the big night clubs he condiYou American act.
tions are entirely different.
Two comparatively new placus of
must be a member, for whicli there
entertainment are the Hotel Splenis generally an annual fee of about
dlde and Grosvenor House, the la*:$50. In some cases a similar amount
There ter the only night resort still Adis charged as entrance fee.
hering to the chorus idea.
are no privileges, excepting a memThese about cover the legitimate
permitted tp bring friends to
^

—

—

.

;

useless

a road company to con-

pointed to in the
George "Wintz troupe of "Rio
Rita."
tinue

A couple of seasons ago no nicht
club entertainment In London -vva.i
considered complete unless it had
a troupe of girls. Places like the
Kit-Cat, Metropole, Piccadilly hotel,
princes' and even the Cosmo ClU'r>
had their permanent troupes, known
by every habitue of the placo.
Recently, with a few excepr.ion.=!,
the femme element has been deleted.
Whether It is due to the unprofitableness of the venture of to the undcsirablllty of that particular clientele Is not known. The probability is the latter, as the nifiht i fe
ventures in London are now with
the Abandonment of the femme ele-

ALONG THE COAST

Case

film presentation of

for

Is

Show seemed

to

be doing

pretty well, but once it hit into
territory where
the picture
was being shown Wintz decided to close rather than go
iip against the opposition.

RADIO SLEUTHS
M. C. Paroled After Pittsburgh Cops
Trail Him to Newark Via Air
Pittsburgh, Feb.

25.

'Al Schenck, former m. c. at the
Plaza cafe, was paroled In Criminal
Court here last week on charge Of
defrauding th© William Penn hotel
of $376, due on his room bill.
He
pleaded guilty, and promised to

make

.71

restitution.

Schenck was returned to Pittsburgh several weeks ago when detectives heard him broadcasting a
program from Newark. They went
to Newark immediately and ar
rested him.

Richard Fall Pointed
For Hollywood Scoring
Vienna, Feb.
Strauss

(Continued from page C9)

25.

Oscar

Following

to

for one of the largest symphony orHollywood Richard Fall, also an
chestras ever assembled for a screen
Is
composer,
Viennese
musical In "Vienese Nights," the eminent
Romberg- (Oscar) Hammerstein op- pointed toward the American film
eretta for Warners. Orchestra con- center, engaged to score the picture
sists of the entire personnel of Los version of Ferenc Molnar's Liliom"
Angeles, 85 pieces, augmented by 50 for Fox.
pieces and a chorus of more than
Richard is the brother of the late
200 voices.
Leo Fall whose "Dollar Princess"
earned him distinction. Unlike Leo,
Song Assignments
who was a musician from the start,
.Abner Silver is not with Univer- he was a railroad executive, comsal, as reported, but with .Gloria posing for a long time as an amaSwanson,
writing
numbers for teur. It was only upon retiring from
"What a Widow." Joe Seitman is business that he began to compose
assisting.
Other new assignments as a profession. He iias won high
for the week are Gilbert and Baer honors as a song writer.
to "High Society" and "The Texan,"
He came Into prominence not long
Richard Whiting and Leo Robbin to ago at the premiere of Leo's Post"Blue Coast" (Paramount). Fox asFlorida,"
signments are: Grace Henry and humous opera, "Roses of
which
he finished after his brother's
Morris Hamilton for "London Revuo," Jean Schwartz to "Playmates," death.
Hanley and McCarthy on "High Society Blues," William Kernell to
"Hell's Belles," Conrad and Meskell
Local Canned
to
"FoUies of 1930," Greer and
Klages to "Alone With You," and
Monaco and Friend to "Solid Gold
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Article."
At
U. S. Broadcasting Co. has been
First
National-Warners,
O'Keefe and Dolan for "Sweet Kitty formed here to supply canned proBellairs," Dubin and Burke to "See grams for the small radio stations.
Naples and Die" and "Top Speed," Company will specialize In recordBryan and Ward for "Under Westing programs made by picture
ern Skies."
'

Programs

Red

HERE AND THERE

Star's Quarters

names.
Records of studio tours will also
be made with the stars talking
about the pictures they are mak,

Having but a small catalog to
start off with, Herman Schenck will ing.
'
^
open distribution headquarters here
son as pit leader at the RKO, Los for Red Star at the Fox
Western
Angeles.
avenue studio.
MIRMAB'S
ETHEL
FILM
His opening numbers for the trade
Ethel Mlrmar returned to New
Lou Davis, songwriter, left New Includes "We'll Build a Little Home
York for the Coast Thursday. He of Our Own," "A Toast to the Girl York this week after a six weeks'
I Love" and "Happy Days."
engagement ..t .the Roman Pools
is a free-lancer.
Casino, Miami. Miss Mltmar, under
contract to Warner's, will make a
Harry Tenney Is the new profesOlsen's Floor Show
sional manager for the Shapiro
Ed Beck returned from Chicago, short for them next week.
Ann Pennington went South to
Bernstein New York offlce.
where he opened negotiations tp
replace
her, opening at the Roman
bring a number of names to HollyChicago theatre, Chicago, orches- wood for George Olsen's- new club Pools Thursday.
tra has been cut four men reducing opening next month at the old PlanUnion ac- tation In Culver City. Beck will
But weekly payroll $450,
night rendezvous in London.
Press Joining Famous
the shows for Olsen. A line
No other Fubllx house produce
there are a number whicli are so quiesced.
of 16 girls will be- used to support
Morris Press, Famous Music, has
exclusive they secured quite a run bands were trimmed.
.the principals.
engaged Abe Meyer, now on the
befor-i the authorities get on their
Coast, as his assistant.
Meyer Is
track. However, with police superexpected In New York next week
Incoming Writers
vision very much tightened, and the
Short and Tiffany
Ralph Ralnger, composer of the and will begin working for Famous
penalty being deportation in the
'Little Show" (stage. New York), immediately after his arrival.
Hollywood, Feb. 2B.
case of foreigners, these places are
A number of years ago Press and
Al Short, former Publlx m. c. and Is due to arrive next week to write
gradually fading from the picture.
music for Paramount. Joe Myers Meyer worked together for Hugo
musical director, has been placed of the
same town is due also to tune Riesenfeld.
Hotels and Restaurants
in charge of Tiffany's music de- for M-G
Stept and Green arrived
to resume at the First NationalHotels and restaurants supplying partment.
He replaces Lee Zahler, who had Warner camp, while Oscar Levant
entertainment are as follows:
FREE DANCING
preceded them a week to continue
Romanes Restaurant; Deauvllle the Job two weeks.
Brooklyn's Paramount In trying
at the Radio studios.
Piccadilly
Hotel;
Restaurant;
to perk up Thursday night's busiSplendide Hotel (formerly booked
ness
has
gone in for free dancCBS Pablicity Changes
by Chariot, now by Brooks and
Pete Dixon, assistant to Johnny ing In the lobby after the last show.
Grosvenor House Hotel
Leslie);
Jesse Bucher, formerly In charge Johnstone, NBC publicity chief, is Hot music Is furnished by a special
(formerly Chariot, now booked by of the JMew York "Times" syndicate. now a bona fide composer.
Brought out a crowd the
DeSylva, band.
propiretors Mayfair's Plaza Tiller Is now director of publicity for CBS. Brown & Henderson
has taken his opening night last Thursday.
Girls permanent); Kit-Cat RestauWalter Springer, formerly han- novelty brainstorm, "Washing DishStunt Is expected to be tried each
rant; Cafe Anglais; Tricity Res- dling the publicity for CBS, Is now es," for a ride
down tin pan alley. Thursday.
taurant; Cafe de Paris; Trocadero assista.nt to William Paley, presi*
K m p r e s s dent.
Restaurant (Lyons)
Rooms (Royal Palace Hotsl, LyFrank Curtis has replaced Vincent
ons) Popular Restaurant (Lyons)
Rabuffo as news editor, and Jap
(Oxford street);" Gude succeeded Jack Irwin as pubMaison Lyons
Kasbek Restaurant; Maxim's Res- licity director for the commercial
taurant; Mayfair Hotel; Savoy Ho- programs.
tel;
Hotel Cecil; Carlton Hotel;
Queen's Hotel;
Claridge's Hotel;
IRVING
BRICK
Kettner's .Restaurant; Chez TagKRAUSS' COMM. SUIT
liorii;
SoSo Restaurant; Hoi born
Arthur Kraiiss, agent, has started
and HIS
(FABISIAN BED BEADS)
Restaurant.
suit to collect seven week's comFeaturing
Provincial Hotels
missions from Gomez and Winona, "RED STANLEY" and PHIL SAXE America's Greatest Girl Band
Midland Hotel, Manchester; Adel- dancers, now appearing at the St.
AT
Perittanent Addresa
Caledonian Regis hotel. New York.
phi Hotel', Liverpool;
ROMAN POOL'S CASINO
Miami Beach, Florida
Hotel, Edinburgh; Queen's Hotel,
t» West North St., IndJanapolls, Ind.
Kraus.s charges that the act unLeeds; Midland Hotel, Bradford; der his personal management booked
Glen Eagles Hotel, Scotland; H-otel direct after he had made prelimiFROM DETROIT
de Paris, Bray (in Conjunction nary negotiations.
with Kit-Cat, London).
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Clubs
9 SEASONS ON BHOADWAT
London clubs using performers
EMBEZZLER FAEDONED

ber is
the club for dancing. The steadfast
rule is that no outsider is admitted
unless accompanied by a member.

Billy

.

Small replaced Maddie Mad-

.

'

.

'

There is a. charge for each visitor
Visitors
of something likfe $2.50.
cannot order drinks, but the members are allowed to order for their
friends providing they (the members) pay. Drinking hours are generally up to midnight, with all
drinks to be cleared at 12:30. Once
weekly there is an extension night

—

;

;

•

IEADIN6 ORCHESTRAS DIRECTORY
AARONSON

.

THE

TOPS

COMMANDERS

X^VERN
A CHOP HOUSE
OF EXCEPTIONAL MERH
156-8 WEST^STH STREET

MAL HALLETT

Eaat of Broadway

are:

Trident, Winter Garden, Ye Kinde
Dragon, Murray's, Piccadilly, Nunky's. Ham Bone, Ambassadors, Blue
Lantern, Cosmo, Giro's, Chez Henri,
Melton, Florida (closed, but opening
shortly). Bat, Charterhouse Club
(formerly London Club), Chateau de
reopening
but
(clo.sed,
Madrid

BERT LOWN
Now Ycrk's nwcst diilmnnt fur
]Ic Is ll)o milfeature, ulth Ills .«uprrb ilniico
niiiblnnllon, nl tlic exclusive Hold
illllmnrc. In N'.w Vnrk, and Is one
of (be rensnns for llie pni)uliir!;y df
!.s

I'lclicblral disllncilon.
>

station

WAHO.

the electrifying
nogiie Song.'

When
!

shortly).
Out of

we
mndeny

film

Ills

fre-

sonp
jpcctodc, -Th.in

I

;

s

I'm Looking
at

town

clubs: Piccadilly,
Maidenhead
liungaria.
Glasgow;
Vaudeville River
(summer only)
Club, Thomas Ditton (summer only).

I'osslDly— onil

iTcr
tills
oplnlcn In .all
li s
success Is imrtly due lo
:iiienl rendltlop r.f
I
awrcnce TIbb it's fealiired
I

You

Mayfair Hoof Folds

g

.Mayfair
in

BBms Music Corforajion I

Des Moines,

la.,

Feb.

25.

Bill Scarpino, Indicted two years
ago for misusing funds of the Veterans of Foreign Wars in staging a
dance marathon here and In promoting marathons in other midwestern cities, has been pardoned

by the governor.

also

fir)''-r.itos

Carlton Kelsey
I!.

Musical Director

J.

the

Rainbow

inn.

EN'S

BROADCAST DELAY

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
First National's radio broadcast
over TWER, , in honor of Oscar
Strauss, Viennese composer, was
postponed a week, due to the illness
.

of Alice Gentle.

dance halls,
dancing at
ballroom Saturday and
for .skating. This will

tive in (iporation of local
will discontinue nickel

"Gone Hollywood"
Biltmore Theatre, L. A.

tlic

Gry.-ital

iiff-

the hall

be
,

first

roller

llian five years.

rink

hf-re

in

Nelson Stick
Hollywood, Feb. 2C.
Pease and Nel.son were- not among
the group of song writer.^ let out
with settlements by Fox.
They are still on the lot.
P.eaae-

Spokane's First Rink
Spokane, Feb. 17.
.S.'iiid, fo.' several years ac-

VINCENT LOPEZ
and His

ORCHESTRA

PELHAM HEATH INN

Latter was to have been il'.e prinClub was opened two months ago
and featured a large floor show. cipal singer on the program.
It was owned by Mr.s. Solomon, who

799 ScvCTth Avcmie.NcwYoA

Mnnnirenient
Salem, Haas.

>

CHARLES SHinBMAN,

.Carl

Lament

JEAN GOLDKETTEI
Orchestras

TICtOB RECORDS
812 Book Towar

Office:

DETROIT

TAL HENRY
and His

Sammerlni; at the

.

Roof, non-couvert club
folded last week.

New York

En Tour
Opening Soon at (he SlUIIon Dollar
Arcadia Ballrnom, B'way and C3rd St.

replaced

Herman

morf .Schenck as man.nger of .Shapiro &
Bernstein's Lob Angeles offlco.

irethnm. N. T.
OoublInK at the

ST. REGIS HOTEL
New York Cl(y

GEORGE OLSEN
AND

HOLLYWCOD,
SIB

CALIF.

GRACMAN

VICTOR nECORDS

PAUL WHITEMAN
And Hit Graatcr Orcheatra

Now Making
"KING OF JAZZ"
for Universal
Personal B«p.: J AS. r.

GILLE8FIS

Artists

Excloslve ManaKemcnt
OrcheNtra Corp. of America
1000 Broadtrny. New York

B. A.

HIS MUSIC

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
Vflth

ORCHESTRA

Victor Records

Warner Bros.-Vitaphone

ROLFE

I

Radio's Premier Conductor
Lucky Strike Dance Orchestra
Palais D'Or Restaurant Orchestra
Edison Ace Recordinc Orchestra
'

ANSON WEEKS
AND
Now

HIS
In

ORCHESTRA

Third Tear at the

HOTEL MARK HOPKINS
.Sun

FranrlHoo

COIX'MUIA UECOBUS

.

VARIETY
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News From

pearances with his picture, "Putting
on the Ritz," opening March 12.

the Dailies

This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub*
liched during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and London. Variety takes no credit
for these news, items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

HOLLYWOOD

alimony granted pending

.

di.'>tiirl)h»s-

tlio

home.

peace o£

was pluced under st peace
bond at one time tor the same thing.

Peters

Edward Hayden. income tax counselor, was sentenced to nine months
in the county jtiil for falsifying the

1927 tax return of Raoul

on
Lawrence Stalllngs took up the
cudgel where John Gilbert left off
and lets it be known he will take
Allan
a sock or two at Jim Tully. GilbertIlujrh, pictures, filed salary claims
Tully embrogUo, however, settled
for $2,000 against, the Jefferson
with a love-fest at the home of
Hawaiian Films. I.itd.. stating they Herman
Manklewicz.
were left stranded in Hawaii.
Madame Helene has closed her
Josephine Hill, cabaret enter- tearoom opposite the Paramount
tainer, again .accused Dallas Van
studios, due to competition by the
Cleve, pictures, 6f burglarizing her
studio commissary. She found that
apartment of $4,000 worth of jew- the visitors didn't come when the
elry.
Van Cleve Is on trial the sec- stars and celebs ate elsewhere.
her divorce

pictures,
Housi>
3'eters,
complained to Bevorly Hills police that
a piaiu) in the neighborhood was

Wash,

di-

rector.

(^tlady.s

trial

.suit.

McConncll

and

ond time.

Tom

New staff of the Pan-: American
pictures Includes Fred Windermere,
prod, mgr.; Victor Hansen, counsel;
Jose Sabunl, supervisor of foreign
dfp'ts; Guido Conea, Italian films;
Chai'les Kovach, musical director;
Walter Krash, asst. prod, mgr., and
Paul Allen, chief cameraman.

scheduled to go on trial
Gypsy Wells, wife of Conrad
on an iticome tax fraud indictment,
regranted a continuance of. trial when Wells, one of the victims in the
negotiating cent Fox air disaster, announces she
it was stated he was
the
government regarding will soon marry E. De Wolf, presiwith
compromise. Mix was indicted fov dent of the Ca'lifornia Etchers' Ass'n.
evasion of taxes for 1925-26-27.
Edith Mayer, daughter of Louis
B.
Mayer, engaged, to William
Miiurey Love, alias Maurey Ko- Goetz, executive for the Corinne
sloff, found guilty of petty theft in Griffith Productions.
No date set
connection with his film school (or the wedding.
operations. Mrs. Char'otie Sphccrei,
whc filed the complaint stated that
Jack Noonan, brother of Sally
the entire amount involved has beo-.i O'Nell, accused of robbing the home
lepaid her since th'it lime.
Love of Ted Lewis, won a delay in his
ai plied for i.ir jbatloa apd a heai-.'r;g trial to March 17.
Affidavits indiwas set for the 25th.
cating he will attempt to prove he
was in another place at the time
Harold Swisher, managing editor of the robbery were presented.of the Hollywcod "Daily Citizen,"
was injured in an' auto accident.
Lee Tracey will play the lead irt
iThe car In which he was riding with "Six-Cylinder Love," Fox.
Dave Garber, art director for Hoot
Gibson Production, overturned after
Latest gyp racket is selling sales
striking another car.
Garber was territory to the tourists on anyuninjured.
thing from automobile to airplane
'Mi.\,

of

the

.

CHICAGO

Tlielma White was given reserved
decision last week in her application for annulment' of her marriage
to

Claude Stroud (Stroud Twins).

pint than Sims.

A

claimed ?10,000 worth of furnwas carted from the Atlantic
Evanston's anti-Sunday pictures
Beach home of Polly Lux, one of group lost its fight to keep the

Earl Carrol's original show girls question oft the ballot at the April
Neighbors saw two men and a primaries.

woman carry the stuff away in a
Goldstone, noted for econ- truck.
omy, is saving the Tiffany studios
cash by taking the phones out of
Geraldlne Farrar, announced in
Boys and
the scenarists' offices.
Springfield, Mo., that she does not
girls can use. the public phone, but
expect to sing ever the radio "until
are denied Incoming calls during
it has been perfected."
working hours.
Phil

Lawndale theatre, Yiddish house,
was robbed of $500 by a couple oC
Radio Corp. of America has ac- gunmen last week: $350 taken from
Loyal Chapter of the American
the till and $150 from. Max Kreshtaken over the quired an 800-acre tract near New over, assistant manager.
Brunswick, N. J., for factory exCivic Repertory Theatre and will

operate
longer.

for three months or pansion.
it
The war mothers will un-

«

NBC has taken a lease on the
derwrite the shows and the net proceeds will be turned over to chap- New Amsterdam theatre roof, formerly known as the Frolic theatre.
ter's welfare fund.
Site will be used for broadcasts.
Eva Tanguay announced she will Guests of commercial advertisers
sell her $45,000 home, with its $50,- will be accomodated with seats dur000 furnishings and go back on the ing the broadcasts.

Mildred Harris, pictures, granted race film.'
ter track as typical, 330,000 paid for
a divorce from her second husband,
admission in 1926, as against 16,000,Everett MacGovern, for desertion.
James Flood engaged by Colum- 000 last year.
Miss Harris retains custody of their bia to direct "Sisters," with Sally
small son.
O'Nell and Molly O'Day.
Col. J. J. Gillespie is new chair-

man
'.'Charley's Aunt," as a
boys made "Aunt," silent, with Syd
Chaplin, in 1924.

Ruby Keeler Jolson signed by
Warners to appear in a picture with
her husband, Al Jolson.
Bench warrants were issued for
the arrest of Margaret Livingston,

Hedda Hopper and Louis Wolheim,
pictures, when they failed to appear in court

foil traffic

violations.

A $40,000 fire destroyed King's
Tropical Inn at Culver City.

RKO

,

Studio granted a permit to

establish a picture studio on Burbank boulevard, in San Fernando
Valley. Plot will be used for exterior scenes.

Wreaths

were

dropped

by

12

planes over the spot where Hallock
Rouse and Ross Cook, film flyers,
were killed in the Fox air disaster.
St. Elmo Boyce, screen writer,
arrested for drunk driving when he
sped past the Hollywood police sta-

tion and shouted profane words In
the direction of a bunch of cops.
He was released on a $500 bond
preliminary hearing set for
Feb. 27.

and

Preparation for the production of
Be Gay" is being rushed at
M'G to permit Norma Shearer
time to complete it before taking a
"Let's

the

The story is an original
by Rachel Carruthers and goes Into
production this week with R. Z.
vacation.

Leonard

,

directing.

Edward

Marshall, Met Opera,
coming here on a five-year agreement'with Radio Pictures. No plans

of

Moss Empires

lam Houlding, who

MERCENARY

died.

verse.
tation.

The

result defied interpre-

Ethel Barrymore, appearing in a
Cincinnati theatre, says
talking
films have aided the stage by drawing away from the legit theatre that
portion of the audience which legit
does not want.

NEW YORK

Scenario schools are flourishing
geles. First suit was tried In 1926,
here with the aid of Uncle Sani.
For the second lime JPeggy Joyce but ended in reconciliation.
Chumps go for the racket, within
Dan Venturini succeeds Julian
the law.
Johnson as head of the silents at cancelled sailing reservations to
Paramount. Johnson is now asso. Europe at the last moment. PreviE, Ray Goetz, who says he started
ously she called it off to undergo his divorce suit against Irene BorSixty-three Spanish-spealcing ac- prod.
an appendicitis operation; now it's doni simply to test the validity of
,tors were registered when the new
sufficiently
rehasn't
because
she
Foreign Language Bureau of the
an
annulment she secured in ChiErnest Lubitch and Ernest Vajda
AMPP opened. Placements will be are writing "Blue Coast" for Para- covered.
cago several months ago, last week
made through the Call Bureau.
denied in court that, he has recentmount. Richard Whiting and Leo
Filing a suit for separation against ly threatened to maim her for life,
Rubbin arc to furnish music and
Mullally,
playwright
and
Don H.
Charles King borrowed from M-G- lyrics.
as- she charges.
An order to show
stage director for Al Woods, Lois cause why Goetz and his attornev
by Warners for lead in "Sefe
Naples and Die."
Paramount is to star Jack Oakie Mullally names Lillian Foster, the. should not be restrained "frorn
actress who reached headlines by further prosecution of Miss Bordonl
In "High Society."
slapping Hannen Swaffer. The wife was demanded by Supremo Court
Hal R»ach studios will shut down
March 1 to April 1.
Ina Claire Is to do Phillip Barry's says Mullally admitted infatuation Justice Bijur.
for Miss Foster.
"Holiday," at Pathe.
Jack Blue and Jack Gerard., dance
Cyril Gax'dner, former cutter, will
teachers, were arrested on felonious
Michael Strange, former wife of a.ssault charges made by Anthony
direct the Spanish version of "The
First National will make a talker
John Barrymore and now married Seatti. one of Blue,'s assistants.
Benson. Murder Case" at Paramount, version of "The Squaw Man."
to Harrison Tweed, advertised the Seatti, whose Jaw was fractured,
with A. W. Pezet as Interpreter.'
Paramount renewed options on loss of a diamond bracelet at Car- charged Gerard with holding him
Fox has bought the talker' rights Louis Lightoni producer, and Her- negie Hall. She says a wornan was while Blue beat him with a cane.
to "Dust and Sun."
Victor MC- man Manklewicz and.Lejos'Zillahy; seen- stuffing the bracelet into--,a
handbag, and offers $500 for the re
writers, for another year.
Laglen will star.
Colonial Radio Corp., of Long
turn with no questions asked.
Island, and Valley Appliances, Inc.,
Educational Studios, with the exCast of Hampton del Ruth's
of Rochester, have merged.
Princeton University's McCarter
"Latest Murder," at the Figueroa ception of a James Cruze unit, has
Playhouse (stage), waived Equity been closed for the usual eight theatre was opened last week.
Former Governor Smith was made
Olficlating was the Triangle Club, an honorary member of the Lambs
weeks' Spring layoff.
bonds.
+
organized 37 years ago by Booth Club and given a solid gold memTarkington,
.United
Artists
theatre
will
put
on
for
the
$100,Receiver appointed
bership card.
000 property of William Farnum, stage presentations after moi'e than
American Arbitration Ass'n denied
Earl
pictures, when his wife, Olive Ann a year of straight pictures.
Olga Elde Edwards, who charges
Farnum. complained she had not re- Burtnett and his orchestra will Ruth Etting' 3 claim for seven and her six -year-old son's father is
ceived the $100 a week temporary double from the Blltmore and Harry one-half weeks' salary against Ruth Nathan Leo Amster, multl-mlUlon'

.

SKI

BOYS

(Continued fi-om page

1)

by Chambers of Commerce, who
enter them and pay large fees for
the advertising. Besides, the drivers have a chance at cash prizes.
American Ski Ass'n. stages the
jumps.
Scandinavians once
would travel 1,000 miles and jump
for a silver cup, a banquet, or a
few friendly words. Now they are
thoroughly Americanized, and deski

To learn how English sounds
backwards, a combined meeting" of
engineering societies ran a sound
film through the projector in re-

Hugh Walpole, novelist, has auAssemblyman Langdon W. Post,
thored "Young Huntress," which of Manhattan, has started a new
Sybil Thorndike will produce in drive in Albany to repeal the Motion
First National will remake "Right April. Latter will also be the lead. Picture Censorship law.
Censorof Way," first produced by the old
ship of pictures is now in charge of
Metro company in 1920.
Rogers and Hart have written a a bureau in the State Education
new revue for Cochran, to co-star Dept.
Mildred Harris sails March 25. for Jessie Matthews and Sonnie Hale,
Honolulu to guest-star at the New due in town in the autumn. Theatre
A television picture sent 20,000
Liberty.
May Robson is on her not decided.
miles in one-eighth of a seconi^ was
way back after four weeks guesting.
received
In
fair
condition
by
London Pavilion made a net W2XAF, short wave station. PicHugh Herbert, Radio writer, has profit of $85,000 last year.
ture, sent from here, was received
a new contract elevating him to
and rebroadcast by a station in
director.
Studio Will make his
"Bolt from the Blue,", next play Sydney, Australia.
Distance is a
story,
"Second Man," masculine to be produced by the Cosmopolitan recoi'd for television.
angle on "Ex-Wife 65," with pos- theatre people, authored by Hans
sibilities of Lowell Sherman, Ray- Chlumberg, will be given In German
After witnessing a showing of
mond Hack^tt and Alice Joyce fill- by an English cast lead by MInni "King
of Kings," Federal Judge
ing the triangle.
Blagden.
Frank Coleman opined that Cecil
deMille and others Interested in the
Marie Dressier is going to Eu"Watch Beverley" is the latest film's production
did not pirate it
Cyril
rope for a rest after her current play to be tried at the Q.
Valeska Suratt's "Mary Magpicture is finished, she says.
Campion authored. Arthur Marget- from
dalene."
Miss Suratt is suing for
son and Marcla Swinburne, leads.
an
injunction
and
accounting ot the
Fox West Coast ran a teaser
board on "Happy Days" at the
Divorce decree given in favor of profits. Will Hays, and the now
Carthay Circle, billing it as "A Rev- Robert Hay Dillon, actor, has been obsolete P. D. C, are named as defendants.
Judge
Coleman agreed,
olution. Is Coming.".
The. puvlsts rescinded by interveatton of the
however, to reserve formal decision
downtown were all ready to call out King's Proctor.
until he sees the shooting script of
the state militia to quell the radi"Kings."
cals, when it was changed to give
the reason, Grandeur. Vic Shapiro's
Seco.nd trial of the $100,000 suit
stunt.
An ambulance rac'.ng up and brought by Mrs. Mabel Manton
Norma' Shearer will star in "Let down Broadway for more than an against Marjorie Rambeau, chargUs Be Gay," at M-G. Robert Leon- hour in crowded evening traffic had ing alienation of affections, ended
the cops bewildered. Commissioner in a jury disagreement. Mrs. Manard may meg.
of Hospitals J. G. William Greef ton is the former wife of W. K.
Hollywood Bowl Ass'n is nego- later admitted he had lent the am- Manton, actor and stage director.
Case was ordered back into the
tiating with the studios for operatic bulance to a picture company.
calendar. Attorney for Miss Ramtalent for its concerts.
Studios
Leonle Cauchois McCoy, former beau had offered no defense, claimCavor the idea for the publicity and
profit.
M-G has consented to have wife of Rudy Vallee, is reported ing his client was without funds to
Lawrence Tibbetts and Grace Moore about to marry Lleut.-Commander reach New York and was at the
Nicholas Coulter, navy aviator.
bedside of her mother in Los Anappear.

M

,

after Will-

the suit.

yet.

,

V

Adams theatre, loop grind, now
operating with tabloid talker policy;
shorts and news.

road.

LONDON

will
remake
talker. Same

Ernest Byfield, owner of the Hotel
Sherman, was seriously injured in a
polo game la,st week.

War Mothers has

accessories.
Other gyps sell
Lewis Alter, M-G-M music writer, interests in gas stations, and this
and Gladys DuBois, actress, slightly always gets the chumps.
injured in an auto. accident.
Howard Hughes is to make a secMarie Korda. pictures, was grant- ond air film, titled "Air Devils;"
Growth of greyhound racing is
ed a divorce from Alexander Korda,
evidenced by the fact, according to'
director.
John Mack Brown and Dorothy report issued by Greyhound Racing
Jordan are to co-star in a horse- Association that, taking a Manches-

Brotiiers

Ted Florito and Lee Sims were
first two names on a captured,
bootlegger's list. List showed Fio-.
rito was being soaked $2 more a
the

ishings

Divorce secured by Hal Sherman
Mrs. Vera Gingell, actress, and two years r^o from Georgia SherSiguard Bjorne, musician, were shot man was reversed in Supreme Courtand killed by the woman's estranged Sherman was ordered to pay his
husband, Augustus Gingell, when he wife $76 weekly until the suit is
found them living together. Gingell tried again. Mrs. Sherman comhalf
plained she had not been notified of
was held for the double murder.

Christie

26, 1930

now

de- aire, was given a job as understudy
Miss Etting in a Broadway show by Larry
funct "9:16 Rovue."
believed she should receive the sal- Reichenbach when the girl told the
ary because ^£ the show's delayed court she was destitute, and home—.
less. Her child has been taken from
orening.
Supreme Court revision of a lower her and placed in the Children's Socourt decision gives Fortune Gallo ciety. Action resulted in publicity
a chance to reopen his suit for for Reichen'bach instead of the
$26,000 against Titta Ruffo, singer. show.
Gallo claimed lluffo deceived him
Warn6r theatre on Broadway ig
concerning his boxofRce ability,' tind
compelled him to engage Yvonne Installing hearing equipment for
D'Arle at $350 a "performance. Su- partially deaf patrons.
preme Court has decided Gallo lost
the suit on lack of evidence, not
merits of th-; case.

Richman wiir make personal ap- Stlwyn, producer

mand

25

percent of the' gate.

In

Ogden there were 13- jumpers, two
officials and an announcer to divide
the spoils.

Chambers
of
Commerce are
organizing ski clubs and hiring the
male beauts as instructors.
Ski
classess of men, women and children are organized. Fad boosts the
sale of skis, and women spend
small fortunes for colorful winter
sports costumes.
Gustave Lindboe, secretary of
the American Ski Ass'n., who was
in Ogden with his professionals,
said every Scandinavian boy who
can land on his feet is anxious to
come to the United States. Lind-t
boe added that popularity of skiing
has prompted organization of three
circuits of professionals;
one to
cover the northeastern ar^a, an-

other for the central states and the
third for western states.
These
groups will alternate each season to

provide

Some
winter

new faces for the fans.
difBculty Is experienced at
sports events in keeping

deadheads from

festivities.

Usual

practice is td make ticket holders
display flashy badges. Cops mingle
with the crowd and give the gate
to those who aren't decorated.

ATLANTIC CABARETS
(jContinued from page 1)
tic stock companies. Giving a performance nightly will mean a switch
in routine almost as often, so it
looks like another chance for song
plugging to sell it to 'em in a spot
where there's not miuch else to do

but listen.
Cabaret idea may take preference over the sound picture scheme
all aroynd.
It's logical that other
ships will take to the floor show
thing if the tourists go for this
entertainment menu. Details of the
plan are reported not fully Worked
out, although it is presumed the
ship will have the customary tables
around the dance floor with the entertainers working in the middle.
Matter of a cover charge has also
yet to reach a decision, but as an
orchestra is always carried that
musician angle is already settled.

Understanding is that about five
or six principals, and possibly a
chorus, will be transferred back and
forth free of charge with a .salary
for killing part of an Atlantic evening. Whether the perform&rs _will

mix with

tfie'.passengers during the.
day, to serve tea, etc., or give matinees in the lounge, is also a verdict yet to come!
New plan is indicative of how
tough prohibition makes it for the

American boats

in

competing with

the foreign privilege of sipping at
will.

Various schemes have been

tried to overcome the handicap, tlif
hunch for a cabaret being the latest.

"

.

Wednesday, February

26,

OUTDOORS

1930

Wife Enters Gambling

Garden People Make Up,

Ringling,

VARIETY
After 35 Years

COPS AND OLD

Chicago, Fob. 2o.
For 3d years K. (?. Rylandcr,
propidont of the International
Ass'n of Fairs and Kxposition.«!,
had been trying to find his

IDEAS KILLED

employed a London agency which recently told

WHEELS

Car Claim Against S-F

Show

April

Bouts Monday, Maybe

7;

The Ringlins-Bai-num & Bailey
Circus will open in the New York.
Coliseum up in the Bronx on Thursday, March 27, for a 10-day engagement, accordins to rumor, moving
to Madison Square Garden on April
7 for the usual run there before
going on the road.

by S-F.

office.

terms of the
contract with the

Show

Wife claims her husband lost the
money in a gambling car operated
25.

The 10% charged all circus
employees on advance money
has been dropped by Ringling

According to the
Sells-Floto

ployee.

Free Advance
Chicago, Feb.

First time since
ginning of the biz

Garden managoment, under which
the Rlngling-Barnum & Bailey show

for

Squawks Prevail
At N Y. Slate Fair

•

MAKE-AND-SELL BOYS

CORNER FIREWORKS

The late Jerry
and closed a
Sells-Floto Show

contract fpr the

this

attitude,

simply to get that outfit into the
Rinellng Show's lice spot.
The press staff with the RinglingBarnum & Bailey Circus this year
will be the sams as last year. Dexter
Pellowes, the dean of them all, being
head man, with Roland Butler, Tom
KillUea and Floyd Bell making up
the rest of the staff. Eddie Sears
will do the contracting from the No.
1- car.
The first press yarn of the
season will break shortly when a
story of Fellowos' titled, "The Art of
Ballyhoo,;' appears in a weekly supplement of ono of the metropolitan

There will be two. cars ahead of
show this.jcear. Walter Gilbey
have the No. 1 car and Charles
Snowhlll the No. 3 car; there will
be no No. 2 car. "Doc" Sinclair will
be in charge of the No. 1 brigade
and Claude Morris in charge of the
No. 2 brigade.
Report is Ringling is considering
.sending Sell-Floto' to the coast this
year. Big show made the long trip

HOLDING BACK NOVELTY

WHEEL GAGS FOR 1930

BIZ

son;

Owners who go

.

wereHeavy money

Ball also

getters.

Customers have become fed up
on spotting the spot, wheels, buckets
and other como-ons.
Survey hera of leading jobbers
reveals that the market hasn't a
new concession to offer this season.
Alibi is that the importers haven't
sent anything through. One large
owner of grind stores made the
rounds begging for something new.
He was offered the merchandise he
bought 10 years ago, in new dress.

International Fair

Meet

Chicago, Feb. 25,
Spring meet of the International
Association of Fairs and Expositions at the Auditorium here last

week was concerned mostly with
racing.

International Motor Contest Association, an inner body of fair men,
elected W. Tt. HIrach, president:

OUTDOOR NOTES

Show

mechanical

throwing them .out for five cents.
Last Year's Money- Getters
Mechanical golf, football and
horse-racing at a nickel a throw
behind glass, with the patron operating his ownjtever, went over big
last year. Baaball cages and Skee

"

1929.

In for

concessions claim the penny and
five-cent arcade is a more consistent
money getter than the old come-on
games, on which the patron has
been over-educated and over-sold.
Griftlng among hired hands is
also checked.
One of the mechanical devlfces
proving a big money getter at a
nickel a play is a "digger."
The
customer maneuvers a small shovel
in a glass case of prizes. The machine has hot been banned In any
state. Instead of mitt Joints, where
chumps are doubled and given the
sucker degrees, they have a life-size
wax grandma fortune telling machine,
grabbing the cards and

~

will

Two

.

THAT PALY SANDERS
NEVER STARTS

the

Chicago, Feb. 25.
and layouts

\\l;oels

(or fairs, parks and
reasons: police
trouble, and lack- of new ideas in
merchandise. The general trend of
concession owners is turning to mechanical play devices, which cut
operation cost.

•,

dailies.

Copeland's Truck

.

Grind stores,
sec'm through
concessions.

,

•

In

him it could do nothing.
At the time of Mr". By lander's

—

in

when Ringling took

lie

Jobbers of concession items are
concerned about the coming seathere's been a veritable convention of owners and operators of
Chicago, Feb. 25.
supply houses In New York recentFireworks business, once a thrivly
from
all over the country, all on
sembled
at
Albany
last
Tuesday
for
ing fair industry,
has declined
a still hunt for new items to spring
steeply. Only two major companies their annual meeting.
A booker from one of the smaller this year, but none of them any too
Thearle-Duffleld and Gorar.> left
independent outdoor booking offices successful in their hunt. Or, If they
don's.
did find a promising item, they're
ranted and raved during the morn
J. Saunders Gordon, head of the
not tipping their mitt just yet, havcompany bearing his name, has no ing session about the buy-low-and ing learned a lesson last year.agents and does all his own book- sell-high practices In vogue alaiong
some of the boys last seaing.
He is looking for sorhething outdoor bookers. He didn't get to sonSeems
lined up a "Whoopee" doll and
An
else. Thearle-Duffleld, with a heavy first base with his complaint.
a stuffed elephant and sprung It
overhead,, tried- to tie up with John ind,ependent agent from Boston was
during
the winter at \jazaars and
the
hammer
at
supposed
to
take
up
Ringling, with the understanding
other indoor doings much to their
that Ringling put up the money. the afternoon session and rip open
what he chooses to call the "B. B; B regret. Not only was the edge
Ringling refused.
system" (blind block booking), but taken off the Item by the time the
more
there
were
time
At one
outdoor season rolled around, but
they very politely broke up the scs
than 50 prominent fireworks comsion before the man had a chance to the supply houses and jobbers got
panies in America. Two weeks ago
air his views. It seems the fair men to cutting prices before the season
the All-American Co. folded. Last
•even
opened and a good item was
admit they're getting the short end
week at the Memphis Fair meeting of the stick and are paying fancy sloughed. This year the big New
an Indie took a four-day contract prices
for acts, but they aren't anx- York houses are keeping mum about
for $250, agreeing to shoot his own
new Items and won't spring anyious to do anything about it.
stuff.
thing they have In mind until the
Smaller agents were complaining
The larger concerns have been hit that the Albany meeting is just an last minute.
hard by Italians, who make fireOne New York concession supply
other session controlled by a big
works at home and undersell all Eastern
outdbor booking agency, purveyor vouchsafed the opinion
other bidders. Many of theSe onethat everything is more or less that the "capital" or "star" prize
man "companies" have entered the and
in the bag before they even get to that costs $2.50 or $3 will not be so
bl4 recentl
but have only cut in the Capitol. There may
be an odd much In vogue this year as the
on the county fairs. These fairs contract for
take doesn't warrant the outlay.
$1,500 worth of acts ly
In the past have been the gravy for
chumps just aren't going
ing around loose for the bookers to The
lai'ger concerns.
battle over, the indies say, but that's against the joints pa^t couple sfeaLarge state fairs insist on plenty because the big outfit doesn't want sons, and as a result straight
of display at a low price.
wheels
are proving the 'money
it;
makers with an item that costs $1
Judge Howell on Grift
for the prize. They're learning that
Judge Howell of the Mineola fair you have to give them, something
had plenty to say at the afternoon
when you spin and that giving out
session about grift on the lot. He
merchandise bfings people back.
placed the blame for it on the fair
CIRCUS
When people go for
joint they
men themselves. The boys grinned want to cop, and the the
$1 item on the
and took it from the Judge, who straight merchandise wheel Is the
The "Paly Sandei'S European Cir- knows about cooch shows and answer.
cus," scheduled to give a matinee stlng'em stores both on the fair
and night performance Saturday at ground, and outside .the> fence.
the New York Coliseum In Starlight
One of his squawks was a tough
Park, the Bronx, under the auspices one for the booking agencies. Howell
of the Bronx Hospital, at $1 top, claimed the free acts in front of the
never showed because of financial grandstand took up too much time
Leo Bistany's New England Attrouble. The auspices was to have
and maintained they should be spottractions will open its season at
laid $500 on the line Friday afterted elsewhere on the grounds. And
Watervllet, N. Y., April 26.
noon and the other $500 (the bill that was that.
was to have cost $1,000) in the mitt
This is one fair meeting where the
L. H. (Doc) Cann will be general
before the
matinee performance
Saturday, but they didn't come sees don't worry about cutting up agent for the Traver Chautauqua
through so Sanders called the show State appropriations. Each fair in Shows. Why George Traver calls
the State, receives from a minimum his carnival a Chautauqua is not
There had' been' considerable diffi- of $4,000. to maximum of $6,000 «ach known.
culty about lining up this show, the year, provided It meets, certain retask of booking It having been quirements.
M. E. (Mpxle) Barker and E. M.
The department of agriculture
kicked around from office to office.
Jacobs have organized an IndeAt one time Jule Delmar of the RKO supervises the fairs, and this year pendent fair and park booking office
the
first 10 fairs
decided
to
select
was
but
he
book
it
forces w'as to
in Boston.
evidently leary about it from the in the state for a roll of honor. The
start as the few contracts he had gag didn't go well with the sees,
Boyd & Sullivan Shows and the
issued to performers had ifs, ands, who proceeded to bust up the afterGreater Sheesley Shows will be the
and buts in them. Delmar let go noon, session, arguing with the State
present over carnival attractions on the Canadian
of it eventually and' it next popped Fair Commissioners
National Exhibition grounds durup in the Sanders office, but Sanders these ratings.
Stormy morning and afternoon ing the Shrine convention in Towas no more enthusiastic about it
ronto this summer.
than Delmar from all appearances, sessions- were followed by a peacefor he gave the acts he had con- ful banquet in the evening.
George Bistnny is now on a tour
tracted with to understand that if
of Africa, India and the Orient in
the dough wasn't put up as' per conIowa Anti-Agitation
search of rare specimon.s for the
tract there wouldn't be any .show so
Moines, Feb. 25.
Des
Franfi.sco Zoo.
.San
the acts at least weren't left holding
There is agitation here to revive
the bag.
preventing outGypsies hc'ia a meeting recently
The newspaper publicity attend- an old ordinancefrom playing the
door attractions
in the lOast and decided not to bank
ent upon this show, and there was
Mississippi Valley fair.
Promoters
roll any more carnivals.
plenty of it in all the local dailies,
Ordinance has been disregarded have been preying on the nomads
announced that "Paly Sanders's

den was because of his refusal to

up Fridays.
Muglvan jumped

Albany Conclave
Culling a spade a shovel was the
order of the day when members of
the New York State Fair Ass'n as

'

give

father,

election to presidency of the
association,
last December,
Variety carried the story. The
father saw the story in Sweden
and cabiiM his .<'on. He is sailing for America.

the bethe bor-

rower hasn't had to pay
advance on salary.

is playing In the downtown spot,
now that John Ringling has taken
over the various matters operated
by the American Circus Corp., the
Sells-Floto Show had agreed to give
up the two Friday performances so
as to permit the regular weekly
boxing matches staged by the Garden management. It is understood
that negotia.tlons are now pending
between tKe officials of the Rickardbuilt arena and the New York Boxing Commission whereby it is hoped
to secure permission to stage the
weekly bouts on Monday night instead of Fi-iday so that the "Big
One" will not have to give up Friday's performances.
Friday is one of the best days of
the week .as far ais business with the
circus is concerned, parents bringing the kids to the show that night
knowing that the^ can catch up on
This is a smart
sleep Saturday.
trick on the part of John Ringling
and if he succieds it means he wins
his light with his former partners
as the only reason he refused to
play the Rlng'ing Show In the Gar-

I'eru, Ind., Feb. 25.
Notice has been served pn SellsFloto circus here for a claim of
$50,000 by the wife of former em-

73

Ralph Hemphill, vice-president, and
R. Corey, secretary-treasurer.
Directors for 1930 are C. A, Nash,
Ralph Hemphill, E. G. Bylander, W.
R. HIrach and A. R, Corey.
Raymond A. Lee succeeded Thomas H.
Canfleld, and A. W. Kalbuss succeeded W. W. Llndley as directors.
A.

No change In programs or dividends declared.

•

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
is framing a truck

Al Copeland
circus to
April 1.

He was
the

take

the

road

around

y

one of the orgfmizers of

Buck Jones Wild West Show

This time
last year.
he will stick to straight circus features.

which flopped

Copeland operates a circus prop
house in Hollywood.

Circus

Hands Complain

Washington, Feb. 25,
Federation of L,abor has been appealed to here on behalf of circus
employees to assist in enforcing
the Employees Liability Act.
Law has been Ignored by circus
owners, it Is claimed.

Mammoth

Indoor Circus will arrive

direct from its long run from the
Olympia, London.'! The local city
Washington, Feb. 25.
Mills, diWhenever a country has a law rooms and Capt. Bertram
of the Olympia Circus, Lonrector
restricting the killing or capture of
about that.
any animal or bird, Senator Nor- don, might like to know
bcck would have the new tariff bill
exclude such animals from import
Gov. Withholds Grounds
into this country. This would stop
Jackson, Miss., Feb. 25.
exhibition of many rare animals l)t
the. tented outfits.
.Gov. Bilbo has refused to permit
Senator proposes this as an the State Falr'Ass'n to uH""e fhe fair
amendment to the tariff bill now grounds this year.

RARE ANIMAL BILL

.

for

many

years.

WHALE OP A
Pickled

GROSS

Little Rock, Feb. 25.
here last week,

whale

owned by the

Pacific

Whaling

Co.,

grossed

$5,000 on the side track.
23 cents.
Sunday at Hot Spring.s, with the
resort crowd attending, netted $900.
Nut averages $1,000 a week.

Admission

.

Move

before the Senate.

Is

called purely political.

WELCOME TO CHI
Chicago, Feb. 25.
Five bandits last week held
up 20 convening members of
the Mi.ssi.'jpiippl Valley Showmen's,^ A.ss'n In Chicago, and
robbed them of small amounts.

Leipzig Fair

March

promotion manager to

collect

Minneapolis, Feb. 23.
Culver City, Feb. 25.
playing
Al
circus,
Copeland'3
Shrine circus here had 128,000
carnivals In Southern California, 1.3 paid admissions.
in use by Pathe for its circus musiMost successful Shrine circus In,
cal, "Swing High.".
the west this Reason.
I

Barnes
oMlce

fpr

Maximo, wire walker, who will
again be with the RlngUng-B. &. B.
show. Is In New York. Has been
with the .Santos-Artigas circus In
Mexico and Cuba.
Art

Eldridgo

manager

for

be

will

as.'ilstant

Hagenbech- Wallace

this year.

International Ass'n of Fairs and
Expositions voted to hold its 1930-31
meet again at the Bismarck hotel,
Chicago.

campaign..
and a

new

members.

its

.set

Ed Carrnther.i, of Barnes and
Carruther.s, has made application to
the Chicago World Fair to supply
all
conveyances within, the fair
gates.

Sep

'

MINN. SHEmE'S GATE

CIRCUS ON FILM

is

•Sells-FJoto
for
years has been
picked by Chicago police captain to
man a mike in the pursuit of
bandits by radio hroadca.sts.

l.,eague of America, is
p.a.'s

exhibit,

2-8.

Special trains have been organfrom here for the first time.

ized

George Dexter, who revived the
half-man, half-woman fad at Coney
Island .some years ago, is In New
York for a short stay. He. will return to England in the spring.

Showmen's

2-8
'

1

manufacturers

for year.«, collecttng deposits frpm
them for a number of camps, then
giving them the air after they get
the show organized.

starting an expansion
Will put on a couple, of

March

Paris, Feb. 16.
Leipzig spring fair,
which, brin.gs many Amerlcan-S over
and at which some 10,000 noveTty

Ann u.a

I'alen's

appeal

in

Chicago

last

week

&
in

to
the American Trotting
Ass'n against his $200 fine and oneyear su.spenslon was denied.

Csirnilhers has fenced
f'hl to keep out th'-

floaters.

Jean
Chark-y

-Martin,

annoiinctr

for

'i

S^j.'itts will replace Al Clark(C<»nlinued on page 71i>

,
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VARIETY

Mothers' Visit

Australia
By

Sydney, Feb.

1.

Despite an enormous amount of
unrest and unemployment, Willlamson-Talt have two

industrial

son at the Capitol, Melbourne. His
newly acquired wife goes with him.

John W. Hicks, chief of Para-

money-makers

and

talkers

empty
To give Miss Starr a chance

W-T

allowed the. dramatic alctress to
stay a further week in the house,
rent free.
^Business continued to
fall away and the show closed.

Business Is. 'way off at Fuller's"
with cheap burlesque. House goes
sound very shortly, opening with
"Rio Rita" Instead of "Hollywood
Revue."
Fuller's has held the Australian
rights to the stage version and
figure the film will be a draw.
Outside of the two legitimate hits,
however, pictures are still getting
the big money.
'

Jim Hazlitt has retired from the
WIllIamson-Talt organization after
30 years as manager of Her Majesty's, Sydney.
Oscar Worstead replaces.

Wlrth's
fully In

Circus touring
Zealand.

success-

New

Fullers opened "Gold Diggers of
Broadway" (WB) at His :^^ajesty•s,
Wellington, last week. House a former vaude stronghold.

Harris

Talking

By Edward Asswad

Picture

Equip-

ment on the market here and

sell-

(Continued from page
branches.

duck on

courtesy of the JS'.OOO.OOO appropriation under the Weed
Bill, as a means of bolstering
That goes for
slow tradenight
theatres,
everything
commissionaires, trades^life,
like.
men and the
It's not going to be a very
cheerful party, but 12,000 people are bound to have some effect, if only at the souvenir

emporiums.

tax liability.

BOWS
2)

possible, but It cannot always afford
to pay first class performfers.

Financial Problem
were willing to

If foreign artists

pay.

It Is stated that BritFilm Censors selected this apparatus for their private theatre.

ing at $5,250.

——

—

—
——

—

—

Haymarket— "Shanghai
—

with

(2d

Havana

run), U-T.

Lady," U-T.
Prince Edward "Love Parade." Tremendous hit. CarroU-U-T management.
Should stay at least 12 weeks,

MELBOURNE
Royal

Attractions
—Current
—"Turned Up." W-T.

Comedy

"Land of Promise," W-T.
Tlvoll-—George Wallace revue, Fuller's
.

Kings— "Nightie

Night," W-T-Nell.
Qregan McMahon players,
BIJou
House goes sound shortly. Fuller's.

—

Pictures
(All Wired)
Princess "Desert Song," U-T.
State "Sonny Boy" and Why

——

alsslppl

Plaza

Gambler," Hoyt's,

—

"I^ast

ot

Mrs.

Cheyney^"

Hoyt's.

Dance halls that were closed by
order of the Governor, considered a
public menace, are now open again.
Tax raised from |12.50 to 137.50
nightly.

De ruie— "High

Voltage" and "Senor
Americano," Hoyt's.
Palace "Side Streets," Fuller's,
Majestic- "Flight," U-T.
Athenaenm "The Trespasser," U-T,
Capitol "On with the Show," then
"Rio Rita," Puller's,

—
— —

ADELAIDE

Boyal

Havana, Feb. 19
Tourist trade Is picking up a little,
The
but nothing like last year.
in their dally trips, are
crowds that somehow
bringing
behind.
roll
the
seem to have left
Cabarets, hotels, restaurants and
everything else Just about meeting

Miami boats

the overhead'.
Bring

That Up?" U-T.
Begent— "Hold Tour Man" and "MIs-

By Rene Canizares

"El Mundo," town's leading paper,
remains
of
the
back
brought
Arqulmedes Pous, Cuban actor, who
died In Porto Rico three years ago,

by aeroplane.

— Dark,

Trouble between the management

Pictures

and the

(All Wired)
Trespasser," U-T.

West's—-"The

girls of the Montmartre
five of the girls taking

ended with

air.. Reason was a cut in salaries.
York— "Why
Bring That Up?" U-T.
Begent — "Why Leave Home?" and
Cuman Musical Guild brought the
"High Voltage,"
Hoyt's,
PavlUon — "They Had to See Paris," Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
Lucrecla
U-T.
here' for two concerts.
— "JHoUywood Revue," U-T. Bori,
Majestic
opera warbler, canceled her
Grand — "The —
Dummy," U-T.
concert scheduled for the first week

Wondergraph

fTivolI
Fuller's,

—

"Noah's Ark," U-T.

BRISBANE

Frank O'Brlan's

In

February.

Revellers,

George and June

Ball,

dancing at

Pictures
the Armenonville,
went to the
States to gather talent for this class
(All Wired)
place.
They are back with a, new
Begent "The Black Watch," Hoyt's.
floor show.
Tlvoll— "Jealousy," U-T.
Valley "The Desert Song," U-T.
'Winter Garden "Bulldog Drummond,"
Universal has engaged Maria
U-T.
Conesa, Mexican actress, who was
exiled from her country, accused. of
All-Around
smuggling. She spent six months
Unemployed musicians are giving here,
making personal appearances,
concerts In the city parks.
but Is now in Hollywood.
Leo Cairlllo's first talker, "Mr.
Narclso Ibanez, known as NarAntonio," cornea Into the State,
April.
Sydney, for week's run. Carrillo clsln, will go to Universal in
successfully touring New Zealand
Paris-Madrid Review Co., ImIn "LombardI, Ltd."
ported from Paris by the National
"Rio Rita" will open at Capitol, Tourist Commission, opened at the
Melbourne, for an extended season National theatre and was given
under the Phillip management. Tre- good notices by local critics.
mendous publicity being gotten out
Mogador Girls, troupe ot 12 Britfor the feature.
ish femmes, reported to be going
Jan I^Hblnl r^liurn;3 to .^merlca In |;aclc deported, »)ii'«i,^i^re /ind never:
^- heard' of such an order.
ifarf U af ter^ ft iil8:^\y, successful sf

—
—

.

—

como Armani conducted.
Cavaliere Uff, Auguste Delbagnl,
Impresario of the Royal Opera
House and the Kursaal, has made
arrangements for theatrical companies playing India and the Far
visit Cairo.
First attracthe Forbes-Russell troupe,
April Vivian and an all
cast.
They open at the
Kursaal tomorrow (Feb. 8) with
•By Candle Light.",
Second attraction is W. R. Ban-

tion

is

starring

London

vard's

New London
Ouen

Musical

Soviet Union.

^,

Com-

at the Kursaal Feb.

edy

unit.

17,

"Rose Marie."

Other produc-

tions to be staged are "Sally,"

"Oh

apt to be grabbed by Hollywood Kay," "Tip Toes," "Up with the
when the film Is seen your side.
Lark," and "On With The Show,"
Carlton put "Love Parade" (Par) etc.
In Feb. 13, following record business with "Welcome Danger." The
Alexandria is seeing "The Queen's
Lubitsch picture was previewed and
figured as the best talker seen here Necklace," the first talking French
film to be shown In Egypt.
It has
yet.
been received with much approval.

American DIstribs and Quota
An all Egyptian play, titled "The
more of a problem. Hell," has been performed at the
put one of its quotas, Ramses theatre. Cast Included YusBey Wahby, Amlna Risg, Farsef
"Celestial City," into the Empire
and the audience razzed it. Yet dous Hassan, Mokhtar Osman, Hasthis isn't one of those footage films san El Baroudy, Mohamed Ibrahim.
like Fox and Universal have been
Syria and Palestine
taking to make up the- legal requirement. M-G says itlcpat-t^round
Cecile Sorel and her company ar$50,000 for this marketT and they rived at .Beyrut where they played
figure they'll be out most of that. at the Empire theatre for six nights
Par got a pretty good one in for about $9,000. Company returned
Getting

M-G-M

Seymour Hicks' "Sleeping Part- to Paris after visiting Damascus
with 'W'arners having and playing there two nights.
another, "At the Villa Rose," talker,
Alexandre Robinne company did
Both stand up to over not meet with any success at the
also okay.
program average for this field.
New theatre, the same as last year.
But with several more of the Loss sustained by the management.
ners," talker,

whose special function is
artists abroad establish contacts

site.

Berent "Marianne;" Hoyt's,
State— "The Mighty," U-T.
"Desert Song."
Crystal Palace

7.

Films Act promoted companies about
to go the same way home as WhiteMarie El Gameeia, singer, appears
hall Co., and most all the remain- during the month of
Ramadan (Febing product being made by -studios ruary)
at the Abbassla
Opera,
with their own distribution outlet, Damascus^
it looks pretty fierce for American
Arain Alalia's company arrived at
distribs in this market next year.
Beyrut with the singer. Sheikh
P.D.C. Is getting over it by makHassanein.
ing Its own, keeping them down to Amin
This enables P.D.C. to
3,500 feet.
Turkish dancer, Blanche, left for
distribute cheap bookers for second
features, while also making up the Cairo at the request of a cabaret
It Is pointed out that
It proprietor.
feature footage quota needs.
doesn't make for good product, but the Foreign Affairs Ministry has not
It saves the firm from being chiseled allowed her to enter Egypt for some
years
past.
by shoestring producers and then
getting panned for handling junk.
to help

— —

U-T.

"Sky Hawk" has not been the
anticipated success at the TIvoU
and closed Feb. 15 to make way
for "Happy Days" (Fox).
"Rookery Nook," biggest nativemade hit registered to date, replaces
"General Crack" at the New Gallery Feb. 17., T'Jiere is a girl in
this British-made', Winifred Shotter,
.

accept payment in rubles, the problem would Ije easy. Unfortunately
for both the artists and the Russian
public, rubles have absolutely no
value outside of these borders. In
fact, it is strictly prohibited to take
them, out of the country at .all.
Their value for Internal purposes"
for outside
is regulated by law;
purposes, as .in Its foreign trade,
the Soviet authorities use American
Not
dollars and English pounds.
much of It, If any, can be apaired
for Importing entertainment.
The same financial obstacle faces
all other types of entertainment.
Thus the local public goes wild over
some foreign vaudeville and circus
Indeed, the Russians go In a
acts.
lot for Imitating foreign acts and
sometimes even adopt foreign names
But
to carry out the Impression.
the country cannot as yet afford to

Cairo, Feb.

French lyrical season has opened
the Royal Opera House with
"Carmen." Ninon 'Vallln held the
title part with other cast members:
Andre Boudard, Aubert Audouin,
Marie Theresa Haramboure, Carlo
Bertossa, Dona del, G. Monet, Jean
Mourier and Misses Cendrlne Desroys and Kamlenska.
Ballet presided over by Bianca Oallizla. Glaat

East to

Program Changes
(Continued from page

Of the concert performers from
abroad who have been seen and
heard in Russia in the la^t two or
three years, few have taken out any
Her Majesty's "New Moon," W-T.
Fullers Empire," Brisbane, will go
money. On the other hand, if
Criterion
"Journey's End," "W-T.
sound next month, after trying to real
Pftlacc Dark,
warm appreciation of their efforts
carry on wtih vaude and revue.
Fuller's Burlesque.
is an satisfaction to them, they Ifave
Opera House—Stock.
Hugh
rewarded. A good many
that
amply
of
talk
left
a
lot
Despite
•
Pictures
Mcintosh, former controller of the famous artists come here season
(All Wired)
TIvolI, Sydney, hurried back from after season despite the comparaSt. James
"The Trespasser." Set for England to find backers to operate tively small returns. Thus, the aplengthy run.
U-T.
the theatre, following on the clos- plause and the satisfaction of being
Capitol "The Virginian-," this week.
ing by Willlamson-Tait, this proved
TT-T.
House will be understood and appreciated must
to be not the case.
liyceum Dark. U-T.
"Trial
Boyal
of Mary Dugan," this offered at auction next month, with make up to them for the pecuniary
week.
Hoyt-W-T.
no chance of again operating as a shortage.
Empress— "Saturday Might Kid" and theatre. It Is expected that an ofThere exists here an organiz'atlon
"Senor Americano." U-T,
tyrlc— "Acquitted" and "Fall of Eve." fice building will be erected on the

CURRENT ATTRACTIONS

7)

they stlU wanted to
by Invoicing at high

they would have to' pay
through the new import duty.
This idea is by no means new,
but has been rejected by former
Chancellors on the ground there are
a number of commercial treaties
which render It impossible to Impose such a form of import taxation.
Klne Weekly, some seven or
eight years ago, was first to evolve
this system, and drew from American distributors here denials that
the high invoice and low profit system was being used to avoid' Income

ish

•

If

profits

values,

—

RUSSIA FOR

26, 1930

Egypt

British Film Field

The natives are looking forward to those 12,000 Gold Star
mothers coming over here, by

in "New Moon" mount here, leaves shortly to attend
And two meeting at headquarters in New
"Journey's End."
{
are petting big business, York.
"Love Parade" (Par) at the Prince
Quite a few stock companies have
Edward and "The Trespasser"
(UA) at the St. James. "Shanghai quit the city and are touring the
Lady" (U) stands every chance of Sticks In the hopp of getting a
break.
Many metropolitan actors
clicking at the Haymarket.
have gone "bush" since the talkers
drove vaude and dramatic stock out
Hoyt's, In conjunction with W-T,
win again reopen the Royal with of town.
sound, bringing in "Trial of Mary
Leon Gordon will return to AmerDugan," opening next week for run ica shortly after two years for W-T.
try. Previous seasons at this house
with talkers have proved disastrous,
Frank Neil intends sending a
excepting for "Cockeyed World," company to South Africa to do
which got a fairly gopd run.
"Whoopee" and "Clowns In Clover."
Nell, Independent producer, stated
Union Theatres decided to throw there was nothing to be made In
out the ballets at the Capitol and Australia now with musical comState, figuring the cost too great edy because of the high wages for
with their all talker programs. An- ballets and stage crews. Neil forother Union house, Lyceum, Is dark, got to also mention Industrial strife,
undergoing renovation. When com- unemployment and talkers.'
pleted this house will be the big
dancer with
Gllmore,
Janette
long run feature theatre of Sydney.
"Rio Rita," will try and make the
Muriel Starr, former dramatic talkers on her return to Hollywood
over here.
season
years'
after
two
a
favorite here, has done very badly
with stock at the Palace and will
Ted Henkel is doing all right as
Channing Polclose this week.
director
at
presentation
"The Enemy" played to musical and
lock's
the Civic theatre, Auckland.
houses.

solid

Wednesday, February

Paris, Feb. 1«.

Eric H. Gorrick

.

German

dancer, Hol|inda, arrived

Beyrut from Damascus, and

at

It is called

>

Is

Around Town
appearing at the Star of East cabaret.
Peter Batten, formerly press manwith 'Foreign Countries." The prinager for British & Dominions, havcipal symphony orchestra in Mos- ing
Some 16 foreign dancers arrived
come from "Sunday Dispatch"
cow, numbering 100, has had the news editorship stool to that job, on a French steamshit) and went to
benefit of a series of eminent guest goes north to edit an afternoon and different cabarets, after consulting
conductors in the last three years,, a Sunday for Storey's, Rothermere's the Public Security Department -in
some of them this season. They strong opposition .In the Newcastle Syria.
.
have included the well known Ger- area.
Leila Stewart, Warner femme
Kaadr El Nahas has engaged
man master, Otto Klemperer, doubtp. a., abed with rheumatism.
Amln Atala company. Including 30
less the most popular 'guest conCharles Husey, vice-president of actors, 10 actresses, 10 chorists, 10
ductor in Russia; Pierre Monteaux, Film Censors; E. C. Shapeero, Notdancers and an orchestra of seven
formerly conductor of the Boston tingham circuit owner, and Coun- musicians for the season 1930.
Symphony; Oscar Fried; M. Anser- cillor A. E. Shields, exhibitor and
met of Paris'; Rhene Baton and Mr. secretary of the Bradford Branch
Egypt has been among the first
the
Exhibitors'
Association, countries
Savltch, conductoi" of the Syracuse of
to adopt the talkers. Per(N.T.) symphony. The last-named. among recent deaths.
haps, excepting In America,Mt actuWilliam J. O'Bryen, Gainsbor- ally
Incidentally, has been engaged to
possesses the* largest percentage
ough's casting director, leaves to
conduct a cycle here early this Join Albemarle Press Services this of wired houses in relation to its
theatres.
spring.
week. O'Bryen formerly represented picture
For the first time a sound picture
Curtis Browne in New York.
Conductorless Orchestra
Is being produced locally.
James
Fltzpatrlck,
While on the theme of symphony,
of J^ew York, has arrived In Alexandria with a crew of
mention of the Perslfans Orchestra
Wide Screens
three cameramen on a picture makmust be made. This organization
Regal theatre has been using a ing tour.
always works without a conductor.
magnifying lens for projection of
Idea seems to have caught on and
the last few sequences of "Gold
a conductorless orchestra is reported Diggers." Alhambra tried a wide
(these are on Movlecolor
to be in the process of formation screen on "Elstree Calling," but at ents"
In New York.
Here Its concerts preview the picture only came on process.
"The only two licenses granted
sometimes and caused several tech- by. Keller
always draw crowds.
Dorian are those to
Foreign vocal concerts have had nically dumb critics to squawk Moviecolor and Eastman Kodak.
about the photography.
The American company has made
the curious result of acquainting
Stoll Is putting in wide screen at a
definite
offer
to the directors of
Russians with American Negro the
house,
tlie

"The Society for Cultural Relations

•

.

Kingsway
enlargement
spirituals.
The American Negro beglng about seven feet each way
singer, Roland Hayes, sang these and being used all through the proFurther enlargement with
songs when he was here about two gram.
years ago.
The American tenor, Magnascope for crowd shots.
Sergei Radamsky of New York, had
given the Soviet public a few samWhose Moviecolor?
ples of this brand even earlier and
Louis Blattner claims he made a
only a few weeks ago included them
once more on his programs In a deal through Dr. Kalmus selling the
Movlecolor process to Technicolor.
series of well attended concerts. In
But narrow stock rights were alwhich he was ably seconded by his ready held by Eastman Kodak, and
wife, Marie Willlama of Scotland.
Movlecolor Co,, which Blattner proPerhaps the hardest working of moted, are understood to claim they
the outside concertlsts Is the pianist know nothing about Blattner's deal.

Egon

Petri,

a German

of

Dutch

birth, who is said to have given
over 500 concerts In all parts of
Russia in the last two years. Senor
Iturbl, the Spanish pianist now
America, received an appreciative
reception here, as did Claude Arrau

m

of Chile.

There have also been several
pretty good foreign quartettes on
the Soviet concert stage recently.
,

Meantime,

Lawson

&

offer

win probably be made within

the next two weeks to the general,
body of shareholders."
Blattner, meantime, Is ducking all
questions, and Sir Walter Townley,
chairman of Moviecolor Co., is "going to make a statement,"

Getting Their Irish
Audience at Savoy, Dublin, Feb.

razzed loud and long "Smiling
Eyes."
Booing and hissing
Ormerod, came from ill over- the house and
one or two fights between ushers
and audience jazzed up the razzing.

brokers for the Blattner issues in
Manchester, sent this department an
offer to buy Movlecolor shares at 40
cents on the ground Moviecolor Co.
has the right to exploit, "but not
exclusive rights" to the process in
America,. and that "recent successful developments of the process in
America have caused a fusion of Interests resulting In the formation
there of a company with a capital
of $10,000,000, which .company has
pui'cha.scd the Keller Dorian pat.

Moviecoloi- to exchange each Moviecolor share of $1.25 fully paid for
one $1 share in the American company, and we anticipate a similar

11,

Irish

Irish objections are to the trav-'
osty of Irish habits, and the film
was stopped while the manager

went on and asked

to be allowed to

running of the film, proma vote as to whether
it should come olf.
At the end of
the showing, there was no need to
finish the

ising to take

take any vote and the picture w.as
taken out of tlje program without
furtjier' argnnient.
,

.
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London Press Stunts

Repertory and Litde Heatre

Movement on Upgrade

Chatter in Nice

London, Feb. 15.
of "Here Comes

By Frank

Management

in

England

Russian Comedy Will Be
Based on O. Henry's Yarns

Jennie Dolly Will Not

at

the

Everyman

they're holding audience detiieatre movem^t Is on the upbates after each matinee of
grade In England. Programs outMoscow, Feb. 10.
"Charles and Mary" to let the
lined by the Various companies, In
O. Henry's collection of yarns,
patrons broadcast what they
London and provincial centers, sug- "Kings and Cabbages," has been
think of the author.
gest there are regular audiences used as the basis of a comedy here
waiting for, the stock company pro- now in rehearsal for early producgrams.
tion by the Studio of the Mall theIncreased regard generally paid to atre. Adaptation, clevei'ly worked
these little theatres is reflected In out by the young playwright Ger- ARGENTINE'S
the fact that some of the leading maine Vlechora, and directed by
English dramatists hand their new Andrei I. Krltchko, will be presented ITS
GIRL PERIL
stuff oyer to the repertory com'- to the Muscovite public under the
panles before marketing it for the title "Presidents and Bananas."
Buenos
Aires,
Feb. 13.
run.
Others,
such
as
Shaw,
London
These O. Henry stories. It will be
move hand In glove with It, and recalled, have no single plot to uniThe Argentine's supposed white
many of the leading penmen are ac- fy them. Viechora has consequent- slave peril is the bunk.
tive forces behind some particular ly taken strong liberties with the
A rough draft of the report of
branch of the movement.
author in combining half a dozen
One professional West End slant tales into some continuity. How- Mrs. Lightoh Robinson, secretary of
©n the repertory movement is chief- ever, he has retained the flavor that the National Vigilance Association,
ly to comb for possible newcomers. is authentically O. Henry, who, by Argentine
branch,
practically
Quite a percentage of the best bets the way, is one of the most popular
laments that she's taking money
in town have either :Come out of authors in Russia, except that he is
Btock comjpanies or Broadway. Rep- always called Genry (there being no under false pretenses, as in 1929 one
ertory generally hasn't had much
Com- lone femme, coming under the headin the Russian language).
of a showing in England since the patriots have a time of it recogniz- ing of a white slave, arrived, was
war, but there's been an upward ing his name.
duly nabbed, and sent back to
tendency of recent years, and from
France. She was a dressmaker who
programs announced the little theahad been lured here. According to
tres look like scoring this season..
Mrs. Robinson, the theatre bag was
Th the past, except for the big

will

London theatres. Starting their
Sound pictures are flourishing.
program Jan. 27, they plan a num27 houses are now wired In
ber of new plays during the year, Some
Hungary.
Anglo-European sound
with always the chance they'll crash
both play and company into London..
"The Five Leverets," which
has never been staged In England,
although popular in Germany, opens
the ball. It's by Julius Pohl, translation by the actor, Griffith Humphr
'

^

films have just established

a branch

office here and are boosting EdisonBell contrivances.
"Rio Rita" is to be released this

The Budapest Radio StuUIo
i's
to broadcast it, with spoktn
commentaries as a running explanaweek.

tion of pictures.
The regent of
Murray McClymont's "The Hungary, Admiral de Horthy, will
Clod and the Pebble" will be pro- be present at the release and hold
for the first time by the an opening speech that will be
Birmingham players. The same ap- bfoadcast, and other notables will
This is the first inplies to Bruce Newcomb's "House also speak.
Front." "Pebble" seeks the female stance of a screen production being
It means
broadcast In Budapest.
angle on the war.
tremendous advertising for RKO.
Revivals include Shaw's- "Heartbreak House" and Philpotts' "Yel"Asra," an Oriental tale by Erno
low Sands." Plays to be put on for Szep, first presented by the Kamthe first time in Birmingham in- araszinhaz, is a huge success. It is
clude "From Morn to Midnight," by essentially poetic in character and
Georg Kaiser, translated' by Ashley a- hlghlv. artistic piece of writing,
Dukes; Ibsen's "Little Eyolf," Ed- inspired by Heine's celebrated poem
of "the Asra, who die when they
ward Percy's "The Rigordans" and love."
Last
Noel Coward's "Marquise."
A very simple tale of the slave
named is the only costume piece of who loves the Khalif's daughter so
the lot.
The Birmingham unit is much that he finishes by making
staging "The White Assegai" at the her love him, too, but when she
Playhouse, London, with most of jilts the Persian Prince for the sake
of the poor slave, he dies, for haplast season's leading players in it.
')i'^".**s is too much for him.
Casts for the^ome town producCharm lie.s- not in the tale but in
tions are, therefore, in the air.
the telling. Oriental setting is beautifully done, but the principal honors
One a Week
London's got a number of con- go to Gizi Bajor, who plays the
one of
tributions to rep, and a number of Khalif's daughter. Bajor is
great actresses of the world at
movements verging on it. One of the
the present moment.
reys.

.

duced

,

the most interesting is the St. Paneras People's theatre, which produces a new show a. week. Under
Edith Neville, the unit put on West
End pieces at cut prices. Shaw,
Barrie and Ibsen get revivals all

Genline with them.
erally this unit produces one original a year, usually by somG unalong the

known youngster.
After an appeal to the Yorks pubthe Leeds Civic Playhouse plans
chief among
productions,

lic,

eeven

which

is

Shaw's "Back

to

Methuse-

"Bououmojit," German w.ar
are also
"Diversion"
"Shut Off" concludes the
Boa.son there.
It's the only Amerif^an pipce announced to get a break
In Engli.><h rrp this se.ison.

lah."
play,

and

listed.

"Toad

of Toad Hall," A. A. Mil no'
latest piece, is at the Playiiouse,
l^iverpool, being done by the local
eoinpany. It is its first production
and is due in London during the
year. After it.s most suoeos.sful time
ever, this theatre i)Ian.«( oripinnls by
.s

wrilcrp, witli tlie nsiiirl linrrie
and Tclieckov revivals.
Hull's Repertory theatre plans
i^haw anrt'CoWflrd' .tHows. arid Pri",inloo.'il

dello's

new

i))ece, ''TAiihi'o,'"' sLm'oriii
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'

'

'

•

'
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in

Lady

Frece

d©

(Vesta

Tllley)

joined her husband ~~
in the
Hospital.

Menton

Jane

.

once of George White's
"Scandals," and the dancing lead
In
the "Whoopee" which toured
Australia, has been at the Les Ambassadeurs,
Cannes.
When the
Sels,

Do

Melbourne

perhaps the only genuipe Instances What Red Hell," closes unexpect-.
concern the Russians and Poles, edly this week. No public support
the latter drama.
who really are lured and invariably forKing's
theatre also goes dark
by their own countrymen and after brief revivals by Frank Nell
women. Immigration officials aid of "Getting Gertie's Garter" and
the police all they can, and In turn "Nightie Night."
Only legit theahelp the National J/lgilance Asso- tres at present operating ar6 the
ciation. If a girl slips through, it's Comedy, where Leon Gordon is re-

own

her

fault.

Living Cost High

<.

ll»lilc.

'

there, too.

Frank Ward Q'Malley, by -lining
on

"Follow Thru."

Of course, the great trouble here
the high cost of living, which
mak-es what looks like a good salary
abroad » seem little in this town.
Chorus girl, if from the States,
is

'I

loaded with HjO.
Ethel Levey '(ex Mrs. Geo. Cohan
and now Mrs. Claude GrahamWhite) is at Cannes. Her yacht is

the Paris "Herald," seems to
s^ck pretty close to the -Gould(fwned Palais de la Mediterranee
viving "The Land of Promise," and for material.
As he is staying at
Royal,
the
where the musical,
Majestic Hotel, stuff looks
"Turned Up," is to be followed, ijjould's
like a publicity hook-up.
Feb. 8, by the light and prancy

'
'

an

for

English studios making shorts.
Suyag has taken M;iry Oarat Monte, being show king
over there.
Armstrong Levingstone haflng
got a break wlth_ "Monster in the
Pool," published both In America
and England, is grinding on a new

However, Lucien Rozenberg holds
the French rights to "Romance"
and revives it regularly with Soria company folded there. In the secweek, she had her own fare to
In the lead;
He objected to an ond
pay back, leaving her burning, you
English-laneuag© production at a may be sure.
nil.
nearby house.
Nick Princep and Anita Elsom
French Managers to Blame
spent part of their honeymoon at
Cannes and then barged for Venice.
Worst offenders in the theatrical Theatre Guild Promises
After that by slow steamer to Holline are the Paris Impresarios, who
direct.
To
Lenormand*s Play lywood
bring girls out here in reWies at
Sir Bernard Partridge, "Punch"
terrible s.alarie?. Chorus gets about
cartoonist. Is card tossing with the
Paris, Feb. 16.
800 francs in Paris, and is offered
To appe.nse H. .R. Lenormand, high hats of Monte.
Russian restaurant here throwing
up to 2,000 to come to South French playwright, for previous
America.
That 2,000 here means failures .to produce plays on which a 30-cent dinner has a general in
command with his wife as cook.
exactly- 200 pesos, about sufficient' they
had options, the Theatre
for board, and nothing over.
But Guild, through its local rep., Mme. General confidentially admits he
was only a major when Lenin or
the girl in Paris thinks It's a lot Magdeleine Paz, has promised the
Trotsky put him on a non-salary
of money and falls. Btit when girls author a positive production of "Le retired list. Justifies
his "general"
fall here they u.sually do so right
title on the grounds that if the
Lache" In New Yoi'k.
side up, as in other places.
This play has never'' been done Czar's army had kept going, he'd
Any girl who worries about It all here, but was recently produced In rank that grade by now.
Monte Carlo has opened a "Maican drop a line before arrival to Switzerland. It may be done locally
Mrs. Robinson, Calle Lavalle, 341. prior to the American adaptation on son des' Journallstes" for the serines
and she will be met on arrival and Broadway. Guild previously optioned in the Casino building. No free
drinks, but those served are at nontaken to decent lodgings. There are Lenormand's "Les Rates" and other
gyp prices.
cases of French show girls being plays,' but never did them, peeving
Latest to receive the Mary Garmotored to pensions where the the. author considerably.
den-Mrs. Potter Brown rave Is
minimum price per room Is $20 per
Blanche Campbell, Tennessee trllday, or three times their salary.
ler.
She opens here with "Cayallerla Rustlcana."
And yet other cases have also been
Elsa Macfarlane, of the "Co-opknown of little French femmes who
By C. R. BRADI8H
timists" and traveling with her
bear up under the blow and go
Melbourne, Feb. 1.
husband under the name of Mrs.
home first class.
Slump In theatricals continues. Clifford Whitney, drove down from
There are few, if any, English or The Bijou, recently reopened by London. Robt. (Trail of
'98) W.
American cases, the French Inci- Gregan McMahon Co. for "Bird In Service yanked a guy out of our
dents are mostly acquiescent, and Hand" and Percy Robinson's "To tideless blue sea, who was plenty

'

Much Talk but No

Following the announcement of
an increased entertainment tax by
the Victorian State Government,
Williamson -Talt declared their intention to dispose of the TJieatre
Royal to a group of drapers. As
this would mean further additions
to the already heavy list of unemployed theatricals, the State Government avowed that it would reconsider the reduction or the cancellation of the extra impost, which,
with the Commonwealth entertainment tax, brings the taxation of
theatrical companies up to nearly
20%.
J. H. Tait informs that, should
the government review the tax, J. C.
Williamson, Ltd., would probably go
Blower on its desire to sell the
Royal, a theatrical landmark. The
Royal Is owned by an obscure gentleman named Murphy, but Is under
lease for another 50 years to the
Theatre Royal Proprietary Co., the
controlling Interest of which l» held
by J. C. Williamson, Ltd,

One source
Is

in

"Brewster's

The Hague, Feb. 14.
Though discussions continue to
complete a merger of some of the
many theatre companies In Holland,
no agreement has as yet been
reached. It Is probable the NIeuwe
Nederlandsqhe Tooneel, the Schouwtooncel, and the Oost Nederlandsch©
Tooneel (which is In financial difficulties) will come to terms.
At the same time the Vereenlgd
Tooneel, In which are Incorporated
the Ilaghcspelers under Varkade,
and the Comoedia Co. under Verbeck, are Hkcly to fall apart as the
two actor-managers cannot agree.

New

2

Two new
martre and

W-T

na.SBe.

of happiness to
success of Leon
lucrative revivals of
Millions,"
"I^nd of

new

Cabarets

Paris, Feb. 16.
places, one In Montthe other In Montpar-

Latter area

becoming th©

Is

nitc life centre.

The Esmeralda, another of those
Russian hi-hats which aren't doing
well, ballyhooed Its premiere as a

Promise" and "White Cargo."

"cabaret of the highest social stand-.
Ing" under the patronage of some,
Russian Grand Duke. All the vodka
sites cither have ex-Romanoff nobility behind them or waiting on
usually both are claimed.
tables;
Maldoror Is the Left Bunk cabaret
with Marino and Norris (colored)

W-T

Talking of talkers,
almo.st
daily recolve« cables a.sking to buy
the. Australian rights of many former stage successes. These, are refjuired by the Hollywood film stu-

.

dios.

35 IN

Signing
Holland Mergers

On

continued

the

Gordon

HAWAIIAN ACT

Honolulu, Vnh. 12.
St'me 3.5 ,Samoans have been combined into an act and st.irt on ti
world tour M.aroh 1-.
Troupe haw ti<'f-n put toL'f'tlier by
pj-ince J^ei Lanl. Kf'.'ilUre.s will he a

li,<--t,

'

Nice, Feb. 16.
has. dropped

Kaufman hopes

in

was deprived, of her desire
to exhibit her dramatic talent, planning to do the Doris Keane role in
"Romance," and for which Sax
thought the Dolly sister qualified.

should get a minimum of $75 (U.S.>
per week, and if from England, a
minimum of £10 per week. The
Yanks rate higher, because they live
better at home.
On© franc is 10
centavos here, and 10 centavos
buys you a trarn ride, or a glass of
milk, or two rolls, or two boxes of
matches. It takes 20 francs to buy
a meal in a third-class restaurant,
and about 40 francs per day for a
It is peculiar that at the zenith of room in a fair lodging house.
a desperate theatrical slump two
plays like "Asra" and "Dr. Alice
Cabaret Angle
Takats," neither of them cheap, effunny, risque, or sentifective,
French revue companies coming
mental, and both of them poetically here have an arrangement with the
and artistically valuable, should big cabarets, Armenonville fn sumhave such astonishing financial sue-,
mer and the Ta-Ba-RIs in winter.
cess.
About 90% of the girls working in
"Plain Girl," book by Vadnay, theatres add to their salaries by the
lyrics by Hamath, and music by hostess stunt in the cabarets, obliFred Markush. Is a variation on the gation being to dance with patrons
theme of a girl too pretty to get a when asked. Girls are given $10 or
job and making herself look plain, $12 per night, and are expected to
with the result that her employer "please" the customer. If the lady
falls in love with her.
Not bad, especially as to the score, Is strictly business, she may be told
but nothing to make a great fuss to stay at homo after the first week.
These cabarets run up to half
over.
dozen third-rate vaudeville turns,
Capek's llttl/? effort, "The mostly French or German, or maybe
others.
Maeropulos Secret," first produced an American or English dance team.
Fashionablo cabarets arc Ta-Bahere, will prohalily shift to the
Ris and Armenonville, same manEveryman, I^ondon.
She/Ileld, with only four profes- agement, champagne obligatory at
pint and $23 magnum, and
leai-ned a $13
sionals on its acting
lesson
on what highhrow stuff ("iisino I'ig.'ill, Ma)|>u Pipall, Amerlmeant to Ynrkshire last year, and is e.'iTi Danein^' and Kolies Bcrtrere,
$3 and $2 per drink, obligatory, with
now laying low for a bit.
llt'perlory generally, even down to girls getting rake-off, thoufjh not in
the smaller town.s like Norwich, e.hanipagne joints. Last four named
lfl.pK«
ffkf' j',),t)<5Y)i- tfif* I'U^r;' tWIs are in-etty rbnph, fir.st twd quite reyedr."'

J.

den'i* flat

Dolly

H

Through Jackson, ship of the plays in question.
unit of the lot.
Verdict in the Lengyel cas«
they're linked up with Shaw, the
Malvern Festival, and one or two constitute a precedent,

S.

All of a sudden, and probably dating from the touring success of the
English Players in "Journey's End,"
and now with Sax's Paris- American Playei-s at the Comcdie Cauone.
martin, English production rights
Somerset Maugham, back from
to plays in foreign countries are be- Egypt, is on the nine to one writing
ing suddenly reserved by their Im- shKt at Villa Mauresqu*.
With
presarios and authors.
Heretofore two of his plays here, he becomes a
there was no thought of reserving local hero.
Gregor,
whose
pan
Is.
all
like
of
the English rights for France, as it
was known the French would only Lon Chaney's thousand faces, has
a night club at the Palais
want a play in their own language. opened
de Mediterranee with every other
But the growth of Anglo-American place
floppo already.
colonies in such cities as Paris,
There are four ballet dancers
Rome, Vienna, Berlin, the Latin trouping: the Riviera under the title
countries,
and the Riviera has of "The Dolly Sisters."
Royalty Bar at Monte has a boxplaced another aspect on the situaing monkey. Singe is called "Cartion.
nera" after the Italian fighter.
It was for this reason Jennie

VIEW OF

Budapest

Smith

\hohor ut Monte.

IM.

Paris, Feb. 16.

CLAIMED

companies like the Birmingham,
most of the stuff produced by the
Budapest, Feb. 14.
An action has been brought against
semi-pros has been in the nature
of up-and-up revivals. It took places the Vigszinhaz theatre by Melchior
playwright.
Vigszimhaz
like Sheffleld years to find their folk Lengyel,
produced that author's well known
wouldn't fall for the* stuff they turn
plays, "Typhoon" .and "Antonia,"
down at the "arties."
many yearg ago. Contract between
Popular Writers
author and theatre was made, as
in Hungary in those
Shaw, Barrie and Ibsen, in that customary
days, for all time regardless of
order, seem the most popular writers whether the theatre
kept the plays
with the stock company patrons, on its repertory or not. Lengyel is
while A. A. Milne, Galsworthy and now trying to get a verdict to the
Lonsdale also make the grade. effect that he can dispose of his
American drama, generally, doesn't plays again.
Molnar had a similar case with
get a look in, O'Neill meaning less
the same theatre last year, but a
to the provinces here than Tcheckov.
settlement wks brought about, and
Birmingham Repertory theatre, Vigszinhaz presented a series of his
under Barry Jackson, is. the leading revivals which reinforced its owner

WlnchcU

Do 'Romance' As Planned

theatre.

Over

Scully

—•

the Bride" Invited 800 taxi
drivers to the dress rehe.arsal
at the Piccadilly so the boys
would know the location of the
.

Ix)ndon, Feb. 16.
Indications are that the repertory
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"Cyrano" Paris Revival
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76
Co.,

Bobby

Griffin,

announcer,

Wednesday, February

WHO,
VARIETY BUREAU

severs his connections.

CHICAGO

Cato's "Vagabonds" furnish music
for auto show In Coliseum Feb. 24r

March
of

sistant city
Publix.

warm up fof his Palace appearance,
went big with a medley of songs
aided by a pretty blonde from the
audience for more warbling.
Harry Rose, who came down to
Eltinge and Vernon, man and girl
m. c. awhile as a favor to BUly Dia- adagio team, spent a long time acclimatizing the audience to their
mond, and continued t&st through- gypsy
camp (fiddling by the gent)
out the evening. The show ran an before getting down to that adagio
business. Okay oh the girl's acrohour longer than usual.
Englewood
booked here In
big, mainly through

Best line-up
months. Started

manager

In

Omaha

Present line-up for the President Players, succeeding OberfelderKetcham at the President Feb. 23
and headed by Frances Dale, leading woman, has George Clarke as
business manager; Frank MacDonmanaging director; Georgia
ald,
Neese,
Fred Sullivan, Jonathan
Hole.

DALLAS

—

:

singing and hoofing.
Hughes and
several songs and told
a couple of gags. Salardo Trio,
contortionists, closed successfully.
"Sailor's Holiday" (Pathe) feature.
Business big.
Loop,

Lang sang

Belmont

Always a pleasure to see acrobats
top a bill. You know they have to
be good to do It. ' Five DeCaros,
with their sensational barrel jumping routine were high all the way.

southwest, gathered here last week

CORRESPONDENCE

ALBANY
BIRMINGHAM
BOSTON
BROOKLYN
BUFFALO

78
79
76

78
79
76
76

CHICAGO
DALLAS

man and

-girl hoke dialog, came
E. W. Hammons, (of Education)
over exceedingly dry.
"Wake Up
the Chicago exchange en
and Dance" (New Acts) will be a visited
route from the Coast to New York.
passable little fiash when Ironed out
and zipped. Fox and Ferris (New
First Tiffany production to go inActs), hoke team, have material and
Fox's Monroe is "Peacock Alley."
appearance but are shy on delivery. to
Joe Howard, on for one show to
Drake, northside grind, has been
leased by A. L. Jacobs. Agreement
runs 15 years.

week unless

of Variety are as

isitue

LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS

78

..76

OAKLAND
OTTAWA

78
79

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE
ROCHESTER
SAN FRANCISCO
SARANAC LAKE
SEATTLE
TOLEDO

—
—
Karle— "Aviator."
Fox— "Lone Star Ranger."
Met— "Son of the Gods."
Palace—Ship from Shanghai."
RIalto— "Undertow."
BKO (Keith's) — "Grand Parade."

Ted Husing, Columbia announcer,
back on old grounds Washington's
first

79

78
78
76

78

WASHINGTON

76

feed followed at the Dallas Athletic
Club.

Benfamlno Gigli, tenor, and MIscha
Elman, violinist, appeared here week
apart, at Fair Park auditorium, at
Dallas was Elman's only
^3 top.
Texas appearance. Both brought
back by popular request.

Plnanslcl;

representingf

run.

National advertising is back In
the "News."
This happened after
Mabelle Jennings, d.e. of that paper,
started broadcasting 15 minutes
once weekly.
Everything in first
talk was practically National with
Otis Skinner speaking.

Husing was among the

announcers here.

SEATTLE
By DAVE

— "Men TREPP
Without Women.*
— "Playing Around." Vaude.
the Show."
Seattle— "Dangerous Paradise."
Music Box— "Song of the West."
Bine—Mouse— "Hell's Heroes."
Fox "Devil May Care."
Coliseum— "Shannons of Broadway."

Fifth
Stage.

Ave.

•

Orplienm

Wberty— "On With

,

Jackie Souders next m.c. at Fifth
Colored picture operator of up- Avenue, succeeding Eddie Peabody,
town house tried to cut up his who went to Broadway (Fox), PortIn the lobby of the theatre
land,
two weeks. Carl Horn inlwith panic almost resulting.. Judge chargeforof band until Souders
argave the operator 240 days without rlveis. Jackie has been going okay
delay.
at Strand in Vancouver.
rival

Bernice Carter, local girl, appealed
to Travelers Aid by wire collect
to get her home. Sh.e went out with

Ing Keighly

Somewhere down

for clubs.

a rep show from here that folded.
In Virginia.

dancer, now assists
and Roscoe, of Fanchon
local offices, .in producing

Madge Rush,

& Marco
.

.

M. Shay planning to open night
H. Peters, assistant manager
Loew's Palace, back on the job after club in block next to Fox theatre.
a major operation, to again be forced Vic Meyers getting good play at his
luxe club. Reportei^ John Savde
out with pneumonia.
In serious age reopening the old
Rose Room
condition.
cnfe In Butler hotel during April,
when the year ^ladlock ban lifts.

BOSTON

79
>78

Samuel

Netoco theatres chain, appeared aa
opposition to a bill introduced In tha
Massachusetts Legislature to forbid
picture machine operators from,
leaving their booths during a film

Two Boston men, A. Milo De Haven and H. R. Walters, have been
indicted In Middlesex county on a
charge of fraud con.iected with the

picture business.
The men
Everett, Mass., storekeepers.

told
It

films.

Both

HOTEL RALEIGH
048 N. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago, HI.

WHERE YOO CAN SI.EEP ASTC TIME

DAY or NIGHT
comfortable and reasonably
priced Theatrical Hotel within easy
walking distance of all

A

Martin Early, of the local Par
was injured In an elevator
He .was caught between

office,

accident.

rooms.

Is

alleged, that If they purchased advertising reels from them the storekeepers would be given free tickets
to allow their customers to visit the

theatres showing the
pleaded not guilty.

Jensen & Von Horberg staging
great comeback for Liberty theatre.
Plan Is to install radio studio on
third floor of. Liberty.
Studio will
handle 45-plece band in on© of its

clean,

LOOP THEATRES

Rof^o. .
I\aCeS.

' ''•W> and
$10.00 and

Up Single
Up Double

Majestic (Interstate) handling local annual beauty contest agiain this
year.
Winner to go to Miami's
parade In March.

H. T. Hodge, operator, new chain
(Indie) In west Texas, is adding new
house in Stamford.

Little Theatre pitched a dress rehearsal for some 200 invited guests
one day last week which cost them
$30 more when a yegg cleaned the
15-year cash drawer after doors were closed.

Palace, Cicero, has been leased by
Contract calls
the Schoenstadt's.

Chicago
These „ Hif
in

ViMtt

refers to current

otherwise indicatea
The cities under Correspondence in this
follows and on oaaesi

In closing the 10-act bill they didn't
^
play to a single back.
Another
DENVER
78
aero turn that has possibilities, biit
76
DES MOINES
at present isn't routined for punch,
opened, the Filos Trio (New Acts).
79
DETROIT
Catching Doran, West and Doran
78
LEXINGTON
• for the third or fourth time since
they showed at the Englewood
strengthens the original impression
111.; West Bend, West
Lake,
Crystal
that these three men who burlesque
Wis.; Geneva, Geneva Lake,
the female In Florodora costumery Bend,
Wis., and the new Patio, Freeport,
will go bigger in better spots.
Moran and Weston, in the deuce, 111.
'were the usual man-girl hoofing
booked
has
Schuster
Milton
team and need to Improve their slow
Gaiety, Milwaukee,
motion fight finale as the. personality Charles Fox's stock. House forburlesque
dance start by the girl Is slow. with
From the balcony Donna and Clark, merly a Mutual wheel stand.

When

for a preview of "Vagabond King,"
booked for the Melba, March 6. A

CORRESPONDENCE
All matter in

—

"The Love Duel."
Pictures
Columbia "Anna Christie."

Birthday.

tM

banned the play by Eugene O'Neill
featured the meeting. Nichols' only
statement, according to Casey, waa
that the organization would be held
responsible providing the play was
produced..

MEAKIN

(Erlanger-Rapley Zlegfeld's
"Showboat"; next, Stratford-Upon-Avon
Shakesperean rep.
Poll's
(Shubert) Ethel
Barrymore,
National

John Litel, former leading man,
Addison
has gone to Hollywood.
Opening was McCormick and Cjil- batic specialties.
Bargain entertainment completed Pitt, director, returned to Louisville.
lent Revue, two men and four women.
Turn paced nicely, has some by "It's a Great Life" (M-G), sevexcellent hoofing, but act suffered eral minutes of trailers and Pathe
-from old hokey gags. Ellis and West news.
Business slightly off for a
got by principally because of friend- Friday pre-holiday night.
Loop.
By RUDY DONAT
Gilson and
ly mood of audience.
Majestic — "Rich People."
Scott sing fairly well but comedy
Palace "Slightly Scarlet."
All booking and shipping depart—
"Bachelor's Ro- ments for 15 mid-west states of
"Anna Christie."
Melba
song doesn't fit.
the
Old Mill— "Three Live Ghosts."
mance," headed by Harry Keesler, National Screen Service have been
Capitol— "Hit the Deck."
has possibilities in its singing and switched from New York to the
dancing bits. Two men and three local office.
Forty managers of Publix in the
femmes, with Keesler doing little.

"Tommy Sacco has added four
houses to his booking list; El Tovar,

By HARDIE

for

1935

"Strange Interlude" crept baokj
Into Boston newspapers last week
when a bill to limit the powers o£
the city licensing board was heard
at the State House. Denial by City
Censor Casey that ex-Mayor Nlchola

D. C.

416 The Arflonn*
1629 Columbia Road, N. W.
Tttlephone Columbia 4630

i.

Lionel Wasson, former manager
Des Moines theatre here and for
the
seven months manager of
World, Omaha, has been^named as-

Variety's Chicago Office
WOODS THEATRE BUILDING—CENTRAL 0fi44-4401

The standout was the comedy
adagio. Estes and Prennen did not
fare well with their old recruiting
officer blackface act.
Joe Christie,
substituted as m, c. when Rose
skipped, brought on his femme partner and went through his piano and
singing act; big. Pahlenberg's Bears
didn't miss with the. family audience.
Frankenberg's Juveniles (4)
stopped the show with the playing,

WASHINGTON,

26,

thd car and the side walls of
well. Firemen rescued him.

for

annually

$15,000

on

lease.

A DELPHI
A. H.

Eddie Talbert now professional
manager, for Witmark Co. here,

WOODS'

BROCK PEMBKRTON Presents
STBICTLY DISHONORABLE

Amanda

Comedy Bit by PRESTON STURGES
Staged by
Antoinette Perry and Mr. Pemberton
"An evening of delight."
Heywood Broun, "McCaU'a" Mag.

—

RADIO PICTURES
^

Present

(Toots) King, with Star
and Garter burlesque chorus, was
severely Injured in an auto accident.

Al Verdi (Coscia and Verdi) found
out In a week he didn't want to be
Before. Coscia
a booking agent.
found a new partner Al closed the
office he intended to open and the
old team opened at the Capitol,
booked by William Morris agency.

HERBERT BRENON'S
"THE CASE OF

DES MOINES

SERGEANT GRISCHA"
With

Chester Morris, Betty Compson,
Jean

Aleo

Uersholt,

It.

Francis

and

GastaT Von SeTffortitz

MINNEAPOLIS
— —

Metropolitan Dark.
Shubert "The 19th Hole" (Balnbrldge
dramatic stock).
RKO Orpheum "The OrMd .Parade";

—

vaude (John Steel).
Pantages "Peacock
Alley" ;
vaude
(Dance Oddities).
Palace
"Artist
Models"
(Mutual
wheel burlesque),
Minnesota "Sally" and Publix unit,
Shanghai Jesters."
Century "Anna Christie."

—

—

—

—
— "Tiger

Rose."

State

BKO

—

Seventh
St.
"Men
week).
Lyric "Seven Days' Leave."
Astei^-'WIse Girls."

Women"— (2d
Grand

— "Condemned"

Without

(2d loop run).

— —
—

Sir Harry Lauder played one
Casino Films: burlesque.
night stand here last Friday at the
Dos Moines "No, No, Nanette."
Garden "Welcome Danger"; "So This Lyceum theatre.
Night capacity,

Is College."

matinee

Orplieum—Vaudfllm.

— Change.
— "Street of Chance"; "Ann
Christie."
President — Stock.
Shrine—Sir Harry Lauder (Feb. 18).
Strand — "Return of Sherlock Holmes"

light.

Palace

Paramount

MATINEES

SELWYN

THURS. & SAT.

JANE
IN

"Hallelujah."

COWL

Oberfelder-Ketcham stock, at the
W. H. McCall, formerly of the
President since Dec. 28, closed Feb
Even the "guest star" plan McCall-Brldge Players, and Harry
22.
Hirsch, his one time associate, are
Called to draw.
here looking for a theatre to house
Chicago Civic Opera Co. plays one a musical tab. Negotiations for the
porforniance at Shrine auditorium Palace unsuccessful. McCall-Brldge
March 25. Mary Garden in "Thais." Players held forth In that theatre
for four seasons.
Francis Renault at the Orpheum
last week received word of the
William O'Hare, formerly manager
death of his mother in New York.

WITH GVY

JENNY

STANDING

ERLANGER

Mats.

Wed„

Farewell to the Stage!

Sat.
-

WILLIAM

GILLETTE
In

His Famous

Creation

of the

of

"SHERLOCK HOLMES"
IN

••
t>

-.

I.

'

Paramount

theatre, St. Paul,

home.

here.

HOTEL
MCCORMICK
*

*

A

fine, new, hospitable hotel!
Just the place to
stay during your Chicago engagements.
Close
enough to the loop to make it very convenient . . _
far enough away to get you out of the noise and

Rooms are spacious, airy. Golf driving nets,
handball courts, gymnasium with health and reducing apparatus are yours to enjoy without charge.

dirt.

With merger of stations WHO, promoted to city manager of the
Des Moines, and WOC, Davenport, six Pulilix loop houses here. He
purchased by Central Broadcasting succeeds Harry Watts, resigned.

CHICAGO

RESTAURANT
LINDY'S
On Randolph
Is

After several months of darkness, the Metropolitan finally has
landed a single attraction. Chicago
company of "Street Scene" comes
here for a week, starting March 10.

Street
Home, Sweet Home, to the Profession
"A' Good Place 'to Eaf and' Meet
•

•(1

.(

'

Don Alexander, of the Minnesota's
publicity stair, now district advertising manager for Publix in South
Dakota.

Apartments
for

two

$90 up

Nat Wolff, Bert Kelly and Dave
Samuelson, of the New York Publix
oiflces, have, been spending some

'

tiqie g(jli)g py^^r ^tli^.nof^hwest.bQok
inij'sltuatloh.
'

'

Larger Apts.

Hotel

for four

Rooms

$150 up

$60 to $70

ONTARIO and RUSH

Stm.

.
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26,
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THINGS HAVE CHANGED

London as

(Continued from page 68)
Opera House in Baltimore

(Continued from page 65)

Grand

had written a long article more or less about his old profession,
to be kept outside the room until Monday morning.
O. Henry could have written a story about this old man. He

I

had with the following personnel: J. H,
Haverly, proprietor; Dave Hayman,
was manager; E. M. Kay he, stage man-

talking about how he remembered circus vans being drawn up the hill
outside by no fewer than 40 horses. He is the hero of many hair raising
exploits with lions and tigers. And yet he was afraid to try the sunray bath which his son had bought for him, to cure him of shingles;

Billy Emerson, Tom Sadler,
John Rice, Bob Hooley, W. King
and G. Gorman, tamborine end men;
Billy Rice, Pete Mack, TVm. Green,
Jas. Walsh, John Gorman and Jas.
Gorman, bones end men, and E. M.

ager;

The High- Hat Opera Show
When I was invited to Londonderry House to see one act of an opera Kayhe "conversationalist in the
by Rutla:nd Boughton, the Prime Minister of England was present, and center."
Sir Austen Chamberlain and a gang of high-hats like that the accomHenry Otto was an expert on
panying letter said that "You are pi'omlsed no face slapping excite-

—

ments."
My face slapping has passed into the language, apparently.
Londonderry House is the last citadel of high Conservatism. The
butler, I should think, believes in Queen Anne, at least. Yet the secretary has to promise me that my face shall be respected.
It Is a bitter irony to know that Rutland Boughton, who is a Communist, who lives at Glastonbury, where English Christianity started
long before St. Augustine landed at Dover, has to depend, when he has
written an opera, on the charity of a Conservative hostess, and that,
although the Prime Minister goes, and the former Foreign Secretary,
that Is the end of his opera.
Nobody pays him any money for it; there is nowhere where it can
be played. That is just the end.
Now, if it were written by some American, it might go on at Drury
Lane.

New Dominion

Find a

I

am

at last to be allowed into the Dominion theatre. There has been
it, but I am to go.
Alfred Butt, who is one of the directors, barred me at the start, but
now Clayton and Waller, who are staging? "Silver Wings" on sharing
terms, there,, have .insisted on. my being inylted.
"Why should we lose your help because Alfred Butt Is rowing with
you?" they say. "It Is nothing to do with us. You have always been
a very good friend of ours.. Why should we lose your publicity?"
The Joint Management Trouble
That sort of problem is one that recently arose In Bronson Albery's
mind when he barred me from the New theatre and the Criterion,
because of a paragraph I wrote about Ivor Novello. I certainly would
not have written it if I had thought it would cause all the trouble, because
It was not
it was only a silly little joke that did not matter, anyway.
written to hurt anybody, and it was not worth writing.
Still, Bronson then found that Sybil Thorndike and then Dorothy
Cheston, who were In his theatres on sharing terms, were missing what
they considered my valuable support. So, as we are two sensible men,
we got together and settled the little trouble.
I

a row about

'

Get Too Popular Again
Why Alfred Butt does not do the same, I cannot understand. Heaven
knows, he's got enough other worries on without quarreling with me.
I sympathize with him in his troubles, and it is certainly not my fault,
although he seems to tljink It is.
Just now, I am getting dangerously popular. During the last few
weeks, I have been allowed back in. the Dominion, the New, and the
Criterion, besides the Globe and the Queen's, which Maurice Browne has
bought from Alfred Butt with the "Journey's End" fortune, probably
mei-ely in order that I shall have to go to them.
Back to the St.James's
Oh, yes, and I have been to the St. James's, which, of course, is now
When Du Maurier was there, he would not
in Gilbert Miller's hanifls.
have me, and Gilbert had to give in. Now I am back because Du Maurier
has gone.
Another manager who is in a difficulty is Barry Jackson, who, because
Gladys Cooper does not like me, cannot ask- me to her theatre, which
he has rented.
A Paragraph for Lilian Foster
Lilian Foster will be interested to hear 'that I went back to the Little
theatre this week. When she was there, she slapped my face, with the
consequence that the play came off after 10 days, and that the only
other play produced there since ran for three or four nights. So, face
slapping does not seem to do theatres much good.
She will also be interested to know that, when I went along, I took
for the management copies of my face-slapping Christmas card, which
contained everything except her name, a name which, by the way, I am
always being asked to remind people of. They remember the slap.
The Old, Old Bunk
The occasion of my visit to the Little theatre was the first perform
ance of "Frankenstein," dramatized by Peggy Weblipg from Mary ShelYou know, the story of a scientist, who gives
ley's century-old novel.
life to a form that he has made and then finds that It strangles him
because he won't make a female form for the other one to fall In love
I

mermaids.
Lubitsch directed Mary Plckford.

Benny Rubin wore a beard

Von Stroheim walked

it

Vokes, Victoria Vokes, Fred Yokes
and Fawdon Yokes.

Robert Hickey,

presented
Forepaugh
Adams' famous pantomime "Humpty
Dumpty" with Geo. H, Adams as
tjie clown, James R. Adams as Pantaloon, Albert Martinettl as Harle-

quin and Pauline
Columbine.

disclosures
I

stick to

my original
Why the

The Power of the Radio
I addressed the Radio -Manufacturers' As.sociatlon and spoke for nearly
an hour, reminding them that the kinematograph, Invented in England,
had now become an American power that wireless, discovered and
developed in England, wa."? the next thing that would be used to Americanize the world, and that, of all the dance music played in broadcast
from London in November, 85% was of Americ.in origin, and that much
of it was put there by people who paid the conductors or the singers.
The Radio people seemed rather surprised at being told frank things.
Still, I must realize that they are a very serious body, who have as.'senibled almost all the respectable members of their industry and \jnifled
ihem for a decent purpose. I wi.sh the Engli«h film trade had .started
like that.
The public might not have lost .so much money.
.

.

as

I

;

Her best remembered screen
work was in "Mickey." She did
(Continued from page 53)
many other successful films includJennie Goldberg, Dora Welnstein,
ing "The Extra Girl," released by
David Lebritzki, Majc Gabel and
the Associated Exhibitors.
Jacob Kallsch, as. newcomers, in
•Her marriage to Cody occurred In
sfhiall roles.
Since then Kalisch has
November, 1920.' When she was at
made one appearance In London, the height of her career she Inwith his wife, MolUe Picon. That
vested in. a handsome home for her
was in 1924. Until quite recently.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. G. NorKessler has played regularly at the
mand, on Staten Island. Her father
Pavilion, with the exception of one
died about three weeks ago with
season when he appeared at the
news of his illness and demise havOld Paragon.
Vilna Players
In 1923, London Jewry was taken
by storm by a troupe of Yiddish Prince of Wales' theatres. Although
players known as the Yllna players. they had an energetic publicity
As the title Implies they came woman in Irma Kraft, they mado
from Vilna, and were playing Brus- a mistake in bringing over as their
had long
sels when brought to Lgndon by an manager a man who
East- End printer, M. Susman. They ceased to be popular with the Lonopened at the Kingsway theatre. don people of his religion.
AA est-End, and were given an ovaSince then, and until lately, the
tion, the best press any Yiddish Pavilion has been without opposiplayers ever received in London. tion, and yet has not been doing
Without outstandNovelty was their naturalness and any too well.
ease and, above all, they lacked ing names, the theatre has created
primarily
that guttural "Polak" accent, act- for
a
clientele
itself
ing in the "Lltvak"^ dialect. They composed of the lower type of
stayed for seven weeks. They re- Jew.
turned later in the year opening
The Pavilion has recently enat the same Pavilion, where they countered opposition, not that It
Then .some matters much. Kessler, who is now
la.«ted three months.
bickering, in the troupe and most out, brought a few new people
went to America and played at from Rumania. The result has been
'romaf»h<>f sky's theatre
that the old timers grouped themSchwartz's 'J'roupe
.selves and, with a sort of "sink (-r
Maurice swim together" spirit, rented a
Jn
April
of
1924,
.Sc-liv-artz
and his Theatre Arts small hall and are playing under
Club opened at the Scala, also West the name of ""The Native. Ylddl.^h
End.
.\rtlstlcally they were thf Troupe in Europe." Prices of admisproHtf-.st
success of all Yiddisl' sion are very cheap, and on Monplayers that ever appeared in. Lon- days and Wedne.sdays wom'-n. aro
don.
Reason was that Schwartz, admitted free.
althotish the star, surrounded himTo the intelll^jf-nt English Jew
self
with a splendid and most the Yiddish theatre has long ceased
talented aggregation, a thing which to funf'tion.
But whether an exother stars did not deem necessary. Tollent company, .«uch a£ Maurice
T'nfort\mately, the company lo.st
after playing five wpcks,
;<f the ScoTa and then at the

m<-iiif-v
I

fir.<.i

were

associates

ness

Granville

Barker (who persuaded him to produce Shaw's "Candida) and Dennis
Eadle, -with whom he produced his
Journeyed on Feb. 27, 1927
most successful plays, "Milestones"
and "The Man Who Stayed Home."
Three years ago he retired from
Under D. W. Griflftth's direction she theatrical activities, but he always
was given her first real opportunity retained his interest in the theatre.
although her starring days started
with Mack Sennett as her teacher.
DAVID SCHNEIDER
In the old Mack Sennett comedies.
Dave Schneider, 37, treasurer. Earl
Miss Normand became a leading
Carroll theatre, New York, died of
actress and -worked under other diseptic poisoning In Polyclinic hpsrectors, being starred In a number
Three
pital, New York, Feb. 21.
of Independent productions.
weeks prior Schneider was operated

ROI COOPER MEGRUE

on for appendicitis and the removal of gall stones. He was reported progressing favorably and
expected to leave the hospital at
the end of the week but hla condition took a sudden turn for the

.

-

statements. I can prove them.
"Daily Mail" should print paragraphs by Rowland Leigh
defending his friends,. I do not know. Surely Lord Rothermere must
know that when paragraphs of this kind appear, they are written for a
reason.
Surely Lord Rothermere must know, too, thut' when I say
something, it is usually right, and that therefore any contradiction of it
i.s likely to be wrong.
There is too much of Rowland Lei.«;h and Rtx Evans in the "Daily
Mail." The condition of England is such that more serious matters than
that should fill its columns.

Martinettl

NO YIDDISH THEATRE

Propaganda
1

copy

Adam

was

The "Daily Mail" has been trying to answer me about some
made as to how Lord Lathom lost $325,000 on the theatre.

p. a., hustled

for A. P.

•

$150,000.

,

•

old fashioned, but, of course, we
must remember that Henry Irving's plays, "The Lyons Mail" and "The
Bells," we're quite as clumsy as this, quite as gruesome, and quite as
old-fashioned.
Hamilton Deane, who played the man monster, put on the show with
his own money, and was a considerable success," although, so far, I do
not hear of anybody going.
It was rather surprising, at the end, to find that this horrible play
had been written by a dear old lady, for such Peggy Webling proved
to be, who came on looking like a schoolmarm from a middle west rhain
street, and made you wonder how on earth she had written it.
I hope it will make her as much money as did "Dracula," out of wliich
'the widow of Bram Stoker, Irving's old manager, made, 1 believe

because

work.

MABEL NORMAND

Ing been withheld from the daughMabel NormanO, 35, screen come- ter because of her own condition.
Besides her mother, a sister,
dienne, died Feb. 23 of tuberculosis
in Pottenger Sanitarium at Monro- Glady.«, and a brother, Claude, surThe mother and si.ster left
via, Cal., a shadow of her old time vive.
self and attended only by her secre- for the coast upon news of her
tary and traveling companion, Mrs. death, making part of the journey
Her by airplane.
Julia Benson, and a nurse.
Miss Normand had once appeared
husband. Lew Cody (Louis Coti)
was away at the- time, visiting at on the legitimate stage, the A. H.
the home of Norman Kerry, picture Woods office presenting her in "The
Little Mouse," in 1924. A few peractor.
.Miss Novmand had been reported formances were given on the road,
seriously ill for some time, although but the New York engagement wa*;
she had shown improvement after called off when the show was not
She had been considered strong enough for Broadblood transfusions.
the subject of considerable news- way.
be.
held
Friday
Services will
paper attention since the killing of
William Desmond Taylor, film di- morning at the Church of Good
rector, Feb. 2, 1922, and had also Shepherd, Los Angeles, with the
figured in another sensational af- body to be brought east by her
fair when her chauffeur, Horace A. mother and sister for interment on
Greer, was tried for shooting Court- Staten Island.
land S. Dines, a. wealthy Denver

She sued Mrs.
clubman. In 1923,
FRANK BURBECK
Georgia W. Church for $500,000
Frank Burbeck, 74, actor, died
libel in November, 1924, as a result Feb.
20 In New York of heart
The double stage was a feature of the Litter naming Miss Normand disease. For years' he had been in
in W-aDack's new theatre.
All these mat- legitimate shows, his last appearin a divorce action.
ters unquestionably undermined her ance being in support of Grant
Wilhelm, Kate Thayer and Marie health with Miss Normand up to
Mitchell in the revival of "The
Conron gave concert tours quite the time of her death declaring she Tailor-Made Man." His wife sursuccessfully in Australia.
knew nothing of the Taylor murder vives.
and had expressed the one wish that
Mr. Burbeck played in many
Charles Frohman
resigned
as the murderer be brought to justice Charles and Daniel Frohman pieces
manager of Haverly's Mastodon before sh© died. The murder reand there were few stars of the old
Minstrels to become manager of the- mains as much of a mystery as ever.
days he had. not played with.
various Hazel Kirke enterprLses.
In December, 1928, Mlss„ NorHe was a trustee of the Actors'
mand's health became impaired to Fund of America, was a member
Nellie LIngard was a member of the extent that tuberculosis deof the Players' Club, Actors' Equity
the Buffalo Bill combination'.
veloped and she began a brave fight and was a charter member of
to regain her health. "The vivacious Edwin Forrest Lodge, No. 2 Actors'
-Buffalo Bill Cody, together with queen of silent film clowning nevcar
of Friendship, one of the
Two Bears (son of Red Cloud), got a chance to work in the talkers Order
theatrical organizations In
Brigham Young and John D. Lee although she had signed a contract oldest
His death leaves Otis
existence.
appeared in "May Cody's Marriage." with Hal Roach to appear in comeSkinner as the only living charter
permitted
dies, but her health never
member.
Modjeska appeared In this coun- the comeback. Miss Normand was
Interment in Actors' Fund plot In
try under the direction of John bom in Quebec, Nov. 10, 1894, her
Kenslco cemetery, N.- Y.
Stetson.
parents moving to Staten Lsland,
N. Y., when she was very young.
JOHN E. VEDRENNE
appearance
initial
screen
Her
David
Belasco
sold
Osmond
John E. Vedrennc,. 63, famous theEarle the English rights to "La was at the old Vitagraph studio In
development atrical producer and manager, died,
her
Brooklyn, but
Belle Russe."
came at the old Biograph where she suddenly while witnessing a mati"Michael and
Frank Gardner brought the Keno appeared in support of Mary Pick- nee performance of
ford in "The Mender of the Nets." Mary" In London, Feb. 13.
ballet troupe from Milan. Italy..
Ipipo>'tant authors sponsored by
the deceased include Shaw, GalsThe Original and Only Yokes
worthy, Barrle, Arnold Bennett.
Family, under the direction of
Maeterlinck.
In Loving Tender Memory of
His two chief busiBrooks & Dickson, boasted Jessie

with.
it

to

Pauline Markham was singing
Fiederick in "The Mascotte" at the
Park Garden, Providence.

.

Critics laughed at

in

burlesque.

Obituary

Schwartz's, would
'Jon and
bring it

altf-r

than' anyone

pi-cdict.

can

worse.

CARLOS RIVERA
Carlos Rivera, 32, dancer with the
Senorlta Alcaniz and Band act,

ended his life by Jumping In front
of a New York Central, train in
South Bend, Ind.,'Feb. 15. A news
story of his suicide appears in the
news section of this Issue.
I. D.
Neuman, 28, timekeeper for
Sells-Floto circus, died in Chicago
Interof blood poisoning Feb. 17.
ment in West Balden, Ind.
.

The mother,
died

i*i

more

25

of Lee Kolmar,
Nuremberg, Ger-

89,

In

Jerome Levy, 60, vlolon -cellist
and former soloist of the Chicago

Symphony
in

Feb. 23

orchestra,: died

Chicago of heart disease.

Deaths Abroad
ParLs, Feb. 16.
Jean Fischer, 35, animal trainen,
died at Limoges, France, fron> injuries received while performing
with his lions in the Pezon road
circus.

Arsene Durec, 53, French actor
and producf-r, died suddi-nly in a
private hospital In Parl.s.

Ludovic de Francmesnil,

44,

play-

wright, died in Paris.

Auguste Dorchain, 74, French
poet and playwright, died in a public ho.spltal in Paris from injuries
'

the hitua-

bsi'-k.

Jan.

many.

when
1

knofkf'd down the
da> by an aulomioblle.
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HOLLYWOOD
TAFT BUILDING,

Vine

St.

li. T. GuIIfoyle, manager, Virginia
theatre, Wellston, O., arrested on
for

complaint of local preachers
running Sunday shows.

Equity paid ofE the "Baniblna"
which flopped out of the Mayan
two weeks. Salaries aggregated approximately $7,100, with
Daniel C. Blum, producer, having a

cfast,

after

bond up.

Blum, son of a Chi millionaire,
angeled this one; his first and probably

last.

F & M's "Marble Idea" opens at
the West Coast theatre, Long Beach,
Feb. 27, Instead of "Skirts Idea,"
ivhicli will go to San Diego. "Broadway Venuses" open at Loew's State,
L. A., on the same date, instead
going to Pasadena. Switches were
made necessary due to the last minute booking of the 'WhTteman band

of

into

week

Fox theatre,
of Feb. 20.

American
been added

Avenue Amusement

theatre, Spokane,
to the F,
M. route,

Brass fittings were stolen from
&
opening with "International Idea"
Phoenix Amusement Co^ local steam calliope owned by 'WlUlan;
Feb. 28.
concern, has deal to buy or lease Schulz Shows in winter quarters, on
fair
grounds at Fremont, O.
the Grand Opera House and Alamo
Edward Belasco and Homer Cur- theatre at Paris, Ky., suburb.
Community Players, Little Thearan are choosing a cast for a protre
group,
Kenton, O., were sold out
Mrs. Graham Thatcher, former
duction of Martin Flavin's "The
stage stari has located here. Saya in advance for their three-night
Criminal Code."
she will organize a stock, using local performance of "The Youngest,"
season's second production.
Lead
Ten Hawaiian hula girls and 20 talent as far as possible.
played by Edwin S. Rutledge, city
Argentine tango dancers have been
editor, Kenton News-Republican..
employed by Paramount to interpolate specialty

numbers

in the chorus
line girls for "Let's

ensemble of 75

The hula and Argentine specialists are natives from
Hawaii, Argentine and Spain.

Go Native."

DENVER

Tabor— "Hit

Deck";

the

Marco Idea.

Eleanor

Fanchon &

Aladdin— "The Sky Hawk."
America Cameo Klrby."

——"Street

Denver

Orpheum

SAN FRANCISCO
By

vaude.
Klnlto

—

theatre.

La

Jolla,

— "The

WALTER RIVERS

district

manager for W. B., will take
management of the L. A.

ceeded kfter several years in secur- opens about May 1.
ing some of the downtown theatres.
By recent agreement the Orpheum,
Charles Decker was burned about
Wagnon's Embassy and Davies, and the head in projection
room fire in
the Henry Duffy houses. Alcazar the Colonial
theatre, Pueblo.
and President, are represented.

Bandit
Gordon Da,vis, for some years dra- manager held up William Fairchild,
matic director at Stanford Univers- and got Lincoln theatre, Cheyenne,
away with about $1,600.
ity, has resigned.
He has been in
Hollywood on a year's leave and
Teggs got $674 when they cracked
Lew Roasenberg succeeds Harry been made personal assistant to
Bailey as manager, of the Fox Pal- Hunt Stromberg at M-G-M. Davis the Santa Fe theatre safe.
ace.
said he Intended to remain in the
Mrs. Helen East, violin soloist in
'
the Cincinnati Symphony orchesM-G-M exchange will move to Its film game.
tra, was held guilty, of cruelty, and
new building in Film Row March 1.
her husband, C. S. East, retired
naval officer, was given a preliminary decree of divorce in District
By WOOD SOANES
THE*BIC /HOT/"
The' Dufwin took A. sharp upturn Court here. They were married in
the better yesterday when New York Oct. 20, 1920. Mrs. East
for
OF/TACCAND/CRCEN
in
Charlotte
"She received a decree of separate
Greenwood
ViriT HOILYWOOD.
Couldn't Say No" was ushered In maintenance there in 1924 and
THIYALWAYTLIVCATTW
with a sellout. The biz resulted in claims her husband owes her over
Miss Greenwood being held over a $5,000 under that order.
second week.
Admission will be boosted from
60c to $1 for "Vagabond King" at
Possibility "Journey's End"' may
be booked back ffito Northern Cali- the Denver next month.
tornia after the Los Angeles engagement with local date planned
In addition

to his

Because the caption reading "Red
Hot Chorus" appeared over her picture, Shirley Elrott, dancing teacher
of Cohoes, has filed an action f6r
$26,000 against Jacob and Abraham
Feltman, owners of the Lincoln theatre,
Schenectady, and Bernard

Wolf, of Albany, and Stan Stanley,
of Troy.
Dancer's picture- was displayed
with those of several burlesque performers and other captions. Miss
Elrott charges her picture -was dlisplayed without her consent.

Al Herman has been made manager of Universal exchange, succeeding James Garrlpon. Latter to
Milwaukee.
Charles Stambaugh, manager of
Pathe exchange, transferred to
Washington. Len Garvey replaces,

BROOKLYN,
By JO

SARANAC LAKE

Locked Door."

over the

exchange

Searle,
Plymouth, O.,
selected from 140 contestants as
new member of the Metropolitan

RKO

Cal.,

Mel Hullings, former manager of
the W. B. exchange in L. A., has
gone to Seattle to manage the
Tiffany exchange.
Harry Lustig;

"Vanities," $4.40—In Albany.

Public

O'Brien";

"Officer

Hal Home, manager of Publlx'
No demand for tickets canceled
Granada, has taken a four weeks'
has been sol.d by H. J. Kerry to M. leave because of his health. Don concert of the Barrere little symNewman. Gloria theatre, L. A., sold Smith, from Portland, brougfht down phony orchestra.
Swain.
R.
W.
H.
L.
Mosler
to
by
replace during his absence.
Mission theatre, Arroyo Grande, sold .tp
Maxine Mesch, local dancer, left
by C. H. Mpsher to J. W. Morris.
"Shopping News," co-operative for Los Angeles to join F. & M.
Zargosa, Tia Juana; Mex., sold by throwaway containing only reprints
the Centro Mutualista, to C. La of department stors ads, has sucElltch
Gardens amusement park
Gaspy.

Granada

to the Capitol
for three days March 6.
Top for

Opera Co.

Oiance";

of

stage revue.

San Diego,

the

Orchestra
Hall,
Lakeside,
O.,
by Fourth Bummer resort, being wired for
Closed
Co., Louisville. talkers, reopens March 27,
Publix has recently taken over Ken- since December.
has tucky and State here.
at Liberty houses, operated

27.
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coming

Little Jack Little Is appearing on
Marsh Shanks and orchestra Strand stage this week as an added
playing at the Club Lido, local night attraction to regular film program.

and Hollywood Blvd.

Lynn Cowan will open as m.c,
the Fox Boulevard theatre Feb.

laat April, Is

club.

Phone Hollywood 6141
E. O. Bondeson is acting manager
o£ the Dufwin, Portland, during the
illness of Wm. B. McCurdy.

fol-

Liouls Tanty, circus bicycle rider.
retiring.

Is

and Los Angeles
'^Variety's" Office,

week

danclnff teacher, died laat
lowing an operation.

By "HAPPY" BENWAY
Mae Johnson, who lived at
Sheppard avenue, has

50

Saranac

left

cured,"

Irving Bloom is improving; he
has brought down the temperature,
gained weight and is yelling for
more food. Drop him a line at 84

Park avenue.

"Their

Own*. Deelre"!

Orpheum —Pictures.
Star

— "Burlesque Revue" (Uutual).
— "Best Sbow In Town

(Mutual).
is

Nell Gordon, 50 Sheppard avenue,
staging a fine comeback and is

ready for exercise.

Harry Namba, now

at 72 Park
avenue, is at his best after his recent operation.

Angela Papulis, 80 Park avenue,
received an extra good report on
her last X-ray. Looking better and

Next Week three new ones: "I
Want -My Wife," farce by B. M.
Kaye, produced by Murray Phillips
at the Majestic; Alice- Brady in
"Love, Honor and Betray" at tho
Flatbush, and "The Blue Ghost" at
the Jamaica.
All Loew houses offering Saturday
midnight showings of features only.

feeling better.

After three weeks' lay-off abed,

David Mavity

up and on exercise

is

and the closing up of the

Andrea.s

Erving spent much

oC

Lake Placid visitingjumpers he knew in
Behmiji, Norway.
time

his

All
speaks are shut tight ia
Brooklyn at present. Since the terraids conducted here last week

rific

again.

OAKLAND

.

.Met

Iioerxy's

vaude.

Cayety

other

duties.

N. Y.

ABRAMSON

Soldier."
Flatbush — "Dracula."
Jamaica— "The Vagabond King."
Boulevard — "The Blue Ghost."
Faramount — "Roadhouse Nights";
stage show.
Strand— "The Other Tomorrow."
Fox — "lione Star Ranger"; stag*
show.
Alb«e— "Hit the Deck"; vaude.
—

Majestic— "Chocolate

Norway

in
ski

ritzy bars,,

it's
even hard to spot near-beer
emporiums.

.

%

t

•

PORTLAND, ORE.
—

Cor the Fulton.

IPtAYCRDUND Of THE

XTART

Guemni & Co
Tht Ludlai

(<

Liritit

.ACCORDEON
FACTO RV

'

lh(

IR

United Stitai

"To Serve the Queen," a romantic
play by Roland Hartley, active in
Little Theatre circles here, is at
the Berkeley Playhcfuse.

Orpheum "Hit tho Deck"
nroadwoy—
— "Men Without Women."
Fortlnnd

"Dangerous Paradise."
Klnlto— "Phantom of Opera "
United Artists— "Anna Christie."

Up"

,.°*.'~U^"""ys'<Je

"Disraeli" (film) took a nosedive
at the Vltaphone and cleared out of
the theatre at the end of the first
week, making way for "Is Everybody Happy?" (Ted Lewis). Arllss
was' figured for a run.

(6th week).

Music Box— '.'Night Ride."
nUie Mouse— "She Couldn't Say No.'
Oriental- "Is Everybody Happy'/"
Dufwin— Henry Duffy Players.

Frank

captain of

became

a.

St. Louit;

member

SECURITY SALESMEN
A FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION
BUYING STOCKS AT PREVAILING prices;
offering a
UNIQUE low-priced INVESTMENT TRUST SECURITY WITH
A RE.'VDY MARKET, UNDER A
PLAN WHICH APPEALS TO
ALL PURSES. IS PREPARED
TO INTERVIEW CLEAN-CUT.

of

Lodge of Elks.
Among
those attending the ceremony wert
Chris Hagedorn, Danny Sullivan,

Saranac

George Cook and Jake Lederman.

The Donatello

family,

mem-

all

"A Carnival in \'eriice'' act,
visited Joe Donatello, 72 Park ave-

bers of

who

nue,

is

showing improvement.
.

Edmunds (Edmunds and
La Veil), who had a setback about
Glen

Dorothy .lolson, 72 Park avenue,
showing a game flghtinq: splri^.

Is

great results.

She's gaining.

SURED.

on his experimental 25c. policy at the Music Box
Things you may like to know:
and i-un films at the Blue Mouse. To eat i^^ downstairs dining room
George Appleby (Seattle) new man- means a 50 per cent improvement
ager of latter.
from no exercise. .. .No exercise
means strictly abed.,.. One meal
Portland Civic Theatre came near downstairs is a tryout.
.Three
another fiop with latest production meals "ditto" and ready for a route
in "Hoboken revival" style, doing of walking. .. .Good report means
an ancient melodrama, "Life In New that X-ray shows improvement....
York."
"Showing color" m.eans a patient
has overdone it. .. ."Resting" means
George
("Publix")
Kurtzman's a patient has slight activity....
pepping up policy at the Portland There is no such thing as a hopeless
brought that house back. Among case: the chances of recovery are
other drawbacks, lobby was "too
in the hands of the patient; to do
cold," said Kurtzman.
Foyer now
means a
filled with mechanical puppet ads, what the doctor orders
three-piece band, fortune teller for "cure.". .. .When you write to those
matinee femmes, posters and gold- that you know in Saranac just state
"I heard that vou were doing okay,
fish.
set

SALESMEN ARE - CREDITED
WITH RENEWALS AND ARE
GIVEN A SHARE OP PROFITS
ON NEW YORK STOCK EXC;HANGE
AND CURB EXCHANGE SECURITIES UNDER
A MOST UNIQUE ARR-i^NGE-

'

The

onlj

Faoton

mokei tnj eel
need*
madt bj

that
or

—

bandL
277-279 Columbia

Avonue
San

Franoiica. Cal
rre* Cattlomef

"The Butter and Egg Man" was
given an amateur performance by
the University of California students last week. The next offering
Is
to
b© Danger's "Tlip Camel
Through the 'Needle's "Eye" on
Feb. 28.

Dorothea Antel
226 W. 72d St.
New York City

The Sunshine Shoppe

LEXINGTON, KY.
By

C. G.

DICKERSON

OriMieum,
pioneer
film
house
which has stood on the best corner
location in town since 1912, has to
move out before July 1 to make way
for a chain drug store. J. H. Stamper, owner, looking for new location.

.

CAPABLE MEN WITH RECORDS
WHICH WILL BEAR FULL INVESTIGATION
AND
WHO
WANT A PERMANENT CONNECTION WHICH ASSURES A
FUTURE.
EXPERIENCE DESIRABLE BUT NOT ESSENTIAL.
11^
THE OPINION OF
EXPERTS THE PLAN IS MOST
ATTRACTIVE AND HAS MANY
UNUSUAL FEATURES WHICH
MAKE IT READILY SALABLE.
FULLEST CO-OPEUATION AS•

a year ago, is doing nicely in White
Cloud, Mich.

to

Hamrick seems

Friscli,

Cardinals,

MENT.

.

WITHIN FORTY-EIGHT HOURS
YOU CAN DETERMINE TO
YOUR ENTIRE SATISFACTION
WHETHER YOU WILL FIT
PERMANENTLY INTO THl.'^
ORGANIZATION AND MAKK
MONEY. SELL US YOUR ABILITY IN A BRIEF LKTTEK
STATING AGE AND PAST CONNECTIONS. NO DRAWING ACCOUNT
SPECIALISTS
DESIRED.
REMUNERATION ON
A COMMISSION BASIS.
ADDRESS BOX .100. XXKIKTY

NEW YORK

etc."

^K. STANDMIO ENGAAVMG OKhc.
aaa we*t 3«!'st, newyork

Earle Payne; manager of the KenRon and Don, organ duo, a new
tucky and State for six j'ears, has feature at the Publix Portland.
gone to Terre Haute, Ind., to assume
management of the Indiana and
Lawrence Tibbett was here In
concert Feb. 24 and proved good
"life"

trailer

for

his

"Rogue

film,

booked to open at United
Artists next week.
Song,"

COSTUMES OF COLOR, BRILLIANCY
AND STYLE THAT ADD JUST THAT
NECESSARY KICK!
Fur Rent, Sulo or Muiiufacturcd
l''or

Wire or Write

to

By

E. H.

GOODING

— "Dangerous Paradise.'
— "Green
PrinooBS —
Zeppelin."
Valentine — "Devil May Care."
—

I'rlres

•

S

Princess showing "The Lost Zeppelin" this week, first Tiffany talker
since Toledo went sound.

Street
52 "B R OA D

N.

cIk.'is

Y.

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

(Mutual).

Jack ;Norris is promoting an independent talker featuring Toledo
ans and Toledo scenes, tentatively
titled "The Racing Fool."
Stage of
Sylvan theatre to be used as inside
set.
Norris will play the male lead,
and plans to show the picture in
the Tom Gardner theatres.

INTERNATIONAL*

1 6

Street.

STRICTLY UNION MADE

"Sky Hawk."
Klvoll— Vnudnim.

I'.tjitc

0LIVEST,LO$\NCCltS.C\l.

9H0 i?SH OP

West 6Cth

"liost

HARRY BOURNE

(^hoes for the St<^g^

altractlve, refined, for high
20

—

— Burlesque

SHOW FO HC

tail,

Earl Carroll "Vanities." first road
attraction here since "Blackbirds"

Vltn-Tcmplc

Umpire

INSTITU'TIDN

SIZE 16

.'^.-ly

show.
Pimtltoon "Son ot the Gods."
Goddess."

f^NCUON lUiUiC COITUME (P.
sr.

MODELS

I'lirnmount
i^tnge

Your DosIkks

CAKE

643

N. Y.

HENRY RETONDA
— "The
Bad Man."
Hnll— "Party
— "The Girl."
Wom-in Racket."'
T.c1nn(1
—
No."
Strand "She Couldn't
— "The Mysterious Island."
ftit7
Proctor — Vnudnim.
By

dressmaking house.

TOLEDO

Always the Hit of the Show!

ALBANY,
Capitol

$60*oo and up
Hartmann, Oshkosh & Mendel Trunks
ALL MODEl.ft— ALL SIZES ON HAND

AT CnEATLT BEDCCKD miCES

ALSO

WE

1.000

USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

DO nEPAIRtNfi

OPEN EVENINGS

8<M Seventh Avanuc, between 40th and 41tt Straeta,
SOLE AGENTS FOB B « U TBUNKS IN THE
PjiQPem Ixmararre qiP7

'

Lucinfe^

Elste

^HkfVey',

'

Toltjatf

WTIITE FOB CATALOG

SAMUEL NATHANS, Inc.
Naw

York City
EAST

Pennnylvanla 9064

—
Wednesday, February

.

VARIETY
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HOTELS FOR SHOW PEOPLE
LORRAINE

LETTEBS WILL MOV
BB ASVEBT18BD

ADTUmSBD

ONB IBSDB

Barclay Don
Blount J R
Breuer Harry
Burwell Mr

ONI.T

LEONABD HICKS.

THE DUPLEX

Pitta Naomi
Ra>mond flmma
E R Mrs
Ritchie Wm E
Salvo E

Richardson

Gardiner Harold
Glennon John Xt
Golden Martin F

Reported local film branches have

McCarthy Prank

all

Calvert Charley
Carita Senorlta

Novit

Roy Philip

Gilford "W C
Gilbert Bert
J
Goodlette

Thorn

(March

KKO
RKO

3,

M.

HILDONA COURT

Address

Hot and Cold Water
and Telephone In

New York
Phone

Street
City

BRYANT

"Painted Angels'-' — Vtiude..
Rodent — "Seven Days' Leave."
Fay's — Dark.
Vivtojria— Dark.
.Strand —Change.

—

7228-20

Piccadilly

I'itt

Pictures

From Shanghai';;

stage

— "Roadhouse Klghts"; stage
— "Hello Sister"; stage show.
Harris— "Seven Keys to Baldpate";
vaude.
—
Warner
"The Green Goddess."
.Aldlne— "Happy Days."
Olympic— "Troopers
Three" (2d week).
Sheridan Sqnare— "Second Wife."

Family

—Change.

celed "owing to an unusually small

advance

sale."

Bebe Falvo, blues singer, formerly
at Flotilla Club, now in floor show
at Nixon cafe. Nixon has Ben Bernie booked for week in March,
"With police strictly enforcing 1
a. m., the principal night clubs have
lopped off most of their show. One
club that had chorus and four acts,
in addition to m. c, how has only
chorus and single turn.

conductor,
A conference of film trade repreorchestra sentatives, government offlcials and
since its inception five years ago, officers of social organizations in
has signed for another year.
Canada is scheduled for May in
Toronto.
Paramount is bringing "Vagabond
The Canadian Council on Child
King" to Eastman theatre March 1
at ?1, first film in two years to hit Welfare, Ottawa, has decided to
issue a monthly list of current piccity at advanced price.
tures which are regarded as. suitElias Panos, former manager, Ma- able for children.
jestic, Hornell, has leased the Boiler
Koy Donaldson, the usher who
theatre in Canisteo.
was the hero of the Regent theatre
recognition from
Leonard Campbell elected presi- fire, has received
Government, In his
dent of Rochester Musicians' Pro- the Canadian
appointmient to the staff of the
Association.

Eugene

Rochester

LONOACKE

riione:

Bhow.

.Stanley
BlUlW.
Jinrlfrht

communications to

Principal Office: Landseer Apts., 245 West 51st Street, New York
All apartments can be seen evenings. Office in each building
Famlahed or DDfomlsbedfVUl Lease by the Week. Hontb or Tear

West 44th

'02

"Ship from Shang-

all

CHARLES TENENBAUM

Each Room

Scandals"

Goossens,

3-4

Rooms.

Caterlnr to
the profession.

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGUT.

^Jr^^Vonr Home While In N.
BROADWAY AND 43RD

Y.
ST.
In the .Heart of Nety Yol-k
Nicely furnlshed<1 2 -with private
rooms. Per -week ^ * bath.Per wk. $15

Hot and

cold,

all set

to

DETROIT

WUkod
— — "Papa- Juan."

Cass

Thru."
—"Follow
"Miss Nelly of

Shnbert— "Party

(Continued from page 73)
son as car manager for Rubin
Cherry .Shows.

N'Orleans."

Civic

Girl."

— —
——
Adams— "Anna
— "No,Christie."
No, Nanette."
Paramoont
Madison
— — "The Racketeer."

Pictures
"Let's Go Places."
Oriental "Little Johnny Jones."
Michigan "Dangerous Paradise."
Fisher "His First Command."

&

BROWN

ROBERT

By

H.
Ritz "Men Without Women"— Vaude.
.Alabama "Dangerous Paradise."
Trianon "Sunnyslde Up" (6th week).

— —
——"Dynamite."
Empire
—— "Paris."
Strand

Calax

".Seven

— —
—

—

Three neighborhood houses operThe Times Square, after trying
ated by the Marvin Wise Theatre girl show policy and later RKO
Co. have closed for remodeling but vaude, two changes, is now running
will reopen.
They are the Wood- without stage attractions with three
lawn, College and West End.
changes of pictures weekly.
Jerry Cowan went in as m. c. at
the Thomas Jefferson Night Club.

RKO

acts are again playing the
Oriental.

The Favorite Players (Lyric) are
The Butterfleld Circuit will have
their 15th week here.
Russell two new theatre openings soon: The
Fillmore, director and backer, will Soo at Saulte Ste. Marie about
attempt to beat his record run of March 15 and the Michigan at JackIn

son about April

last year's stock.

15.

"Sunnyside Up" this week ties the
Miss Bonstelle took her stock to
long run record made by "Jazz Lansing Monday .to give a special
"Miss Nelly of
.Singer." It is now in its sixth week. performance
of
N'Orleair»j" at the Gladmere theatre for the Shrlners.

BUFFALO

OTTAWA, CAN.

BURTON

By SIDNEY

"Street of Chance."
——
"Seven Days Leave."
Century — "Son of the Gods."
(ireat Lakes— "Devil May Care."
—

BufTnlo

By W. M.

Jlipp

"Grand
— "Ways

I.4ifiiyetto

Little

to

— "Jazztime

Beauty."
Oaycty

Parade."
Strength

Revue"

E.xliibitors

tario

and

(Mutual).

the Sells-Floto engagement. Naylor

notified

Government

duiring

the

clas.sifications

the new
regulation

advertisini;

of

Walter Sibley Is associated with
Witt In the marketing of

.Harry
Witt's

new

riding device.

Onrefilm

goes into effect March

with

clo.sings

in

sight

mo

Buffalo Music Foundation, which
xinderwrites the local symphony orchestra series, is in di.stress. Last
year's
larger

deficit

was

$13,000

loss (probably
prospect currently.

Manny
theatre-.:

Hir.sh,

to

town's best

-lobby .ihound,^

with a

$2.i,000)

In

known

kas^ juarrled.

of

Phonep Bryant 0573-4-5
establishment of
planned to hold the
Officers
next October.
are J: L. Snyder, pres.;

raise. $150,000 '^or

the fair.

It Is

fair

named

Harry Bentum left recently for Henry W. Harkey, vice-pres., and
Kansas City to Join Miller Bros.
"101" Ranch heading the promo- F. L. Harkey, secretary.
tion department, which is by way
of being a -new departure for the
Jack V. Lyles is general agent of
Ranch show.
Frank West's
World's
Wonder
Shows.

Frank Cook
Bailey

of the Ringling-Bar-

Show

should be

home

open

The Harry Melvillc-Xat Reiss Show

dates for- this season include
Eastern Canada Exhibition,
Sherbrooke, Quebec; Rutland Fair,
Tulsa, Okla., Shrine circus, which
Rutland, Vt. Reading Fair, Reading,
closed last week, was a winner. Pa.; Roanoke Fair, Roanoke, Va.;
One of the few indoor circuses this Interstate Fair, Lynchburg, Va.;
season to end out of the red.
Greater Fredericksburg Fair, Fredericksburg, Va.; State Fair, Raleigh,
Knights of Columbus circus at N. C; Ten County Fair, Klnston,
Cincinnati established a record for N. C; Cape Fear Fair, Cape Fear,
program advertising. Grossed nearly N. C, and Sampson Co. Fair, Clinton, N. C.
J. F. Murphy is general
$30,000 from this end.
manager again this season with J.
*
Hagenbeck-Wallace circus will W. Wright general agent.
not go east of Pittsburgh this season. Plays Pittsburgh In mid-sumSilver King, educated dog, now
mer and then turns west again.
touring the south with a carnival,
is making a picture in Florida.
Frank Cook, of the RinglingBarnum & Bailey staff arrived In
George S. Marr will be back with
New York last week. He has been the Otis L. Smith Shows as general
on a scouting trip to Europe.
agent this year. He returns after

American Circus Corp. has $15,000 on deposit for Madison Square
Garden with Tom Mix this spring
and $8,000 at the Boston Garden for

same

the

attraction.

fair

21

.-

have a herd of
elephants when It opens at the
will

Coliseum, Chicago.
ing recruited from
'

Bulls arc be-

tho Robinson
and Hagenbeck shows for the date.

;

is

never

real-estatlng about

Joe

own another

Declares he will
circus.

Tinker of baseball declared
a bankrupt in Chi last week.

an absence
which time

10

years,

during

W. S. Horton has closed with Los
Angeles for a showing, of the Rlngllng-Barnum & Bailey circus In tl^e
Fail.

The dates for the Virginia State
fair

have been definitely set for the
of September 8 this year.

week

This makes the Richmond date conflict
with the dates of smaller
pumpkin fairs throughbut the peanut state.
Ix>u

Chase

will handle the Christy
Christy's illness

T. J. Singleton has circus this year.
Singleton will not troupe the reason.
this year, having deserted the lots
for a target machine he Is market-

been

g. a.

ing.

21 B way Film Houses

hiin.«elf

All Ringling agents po on salary
March 1. Many also begin work
that dale.

of

John T. Benson Is In Chi working
on the new Forrest Park zoo and
completing plans for exhibits of
animals at tho 1933 fair.

Baekenstoc will have two
(Continued from page 1)
the Greater Kheesley
.Shows during 1930, one of them a Warner, Hollywood, Colony, and acchimp show and the other a new tually off Broadway, but dl.^linetly
L.

B.

shows with
display.

in the dl.strift are the Columbia,
Carroll and Roxy. Of this number
B. H. I'atriok, of the old Patrick eight will he devoted to $2 pictures',
Shows, and Mike Welsh, of the the balance to pop priced showings.
Welsh
Brothers
Circus,
were
among Only one of the lot plays vaude
A promoter In Chi for a 10 car
Report Warner Uros. negotiating show lincd-up the son of a well- the old tinif-rs at the I'hiladeliihia along with pictures, Loew's State,
and only tliree use presentatlfm profor Ma.ssey Music Hall, Toronto, for known circus man a.s one of the fair mf-'-tlng.
the site of its first theatre in Canada angels. Got a jolt when the young
grams,
I'araniount,
Capitol
and
has been denied.
The I'iedmont, N. C, Fair A>>'n lloxy. 'rhe rest, 17, are all-so»ind
man told him all he knew.
was orgajiized at a meeting held in liou-se.s and all along I',roadway.
The engagement oc William GorWm. E. Naylor and Willie Wil- Charlotte. OlVtc-i-K and director.'-- Five years ago there was only a
hardi. ICngUsh producer and author,
hftlf .dOZ?n.
^
at Ibe LUUeJ-hcaJLre 4Mi-A.wa.s.xaAir klns will handle the Chi paptrs for w4c£v ftl'^te^kt 4n(l Ut :wa.s voted

present fiscal year, this being more
than sufficient to meet dividend requirements for the whole year.

'

sliowon.

the Ideal boteLfor the Profesdon— in tb*
heart of the t^ioatrieal Bcctlon

l>

first

the

Al G. Barnes

Both legit houses dark this week.
Famous
made
Announcement
The Erlanger has no show in sight.
Corp., with 200
The Teck has "Follow Thru," March Players CanadianDominion,
earned
theatres in the
3,- and "New Moon," 31.
$2.54 on each share of common stock
first three months of the
BurleKCivie i-oported tottering lo- during -the
cally

John Robinson circus
March 29 at Cincinnati.

.

the Pacific Coast.

GLADISH

Tblf

Sells-Floto

3.

mentarily.

telcplioncs,

managed the press department Iqist
year and will do same this season.

Mountains of Virginia are going from Europe soon.
have plenty of talking pictures
Rubin Gruberg in Montgomery
summer. Three truck shows
getting ready In Chicago to play cut all salaries, of winter quarter
help 10%.
only theatreless towns.

running non-union. Two theatres
were bombed last week.

St.

CITY

r«rriod«lcd— evcrrthlnj

$12 for Single Room
$ie.S0-$17.50 for Doable Room
|18.00-$10.0O-$21.0O for Double Room

this

Labor trouble has broken out in
Grand Rapids. Houses there are

Days X*ave."

Stock.
I'nntages Picture Stage show.
Erlanger: 'Connecticut Yankee."

T.yrlc

West 45th

NEW YORK

running water and pri-

to

State "Son ot the Gods."
United Artists— "Be Yourself."

of

charre

best— Simmons ftimlture (Ueaiityrcat mnttresscs), hot and cold water,

vate telephone in every room.
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SINGLE ROOM. BATH, $2.00 PER DAY
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26, 1930

FOREMOST THEATRICAL
DIRECTOR OF SCANDINAVIA
IS VISITING

LOS ANGELES ABOUT KSARCH

1

ALWAYS INTERESTED
IN NEW ACTS FOR HIS REVUES IN
SCANDINAVIA AND ALSO FOR THE
WINTERGARTEN, BERLIN, GERMANY

MR. ROLF

American
American

IS

Artists, Especially

Artists

Who

Comedy

Acts,

and Scandinavian^'

Speak Swedish, Danish or ISorwegian,

Please Send Full Particulars to:

MR. l^RNST ROLF,
care of

Swedish Consulate,

San Francisco, CaL

Ainong the artists who have appeared under Mr. Rolf^s
management are Annette Kellerman, Jack Hylton and Band,
Mitty and Tillio, Roth and Shay, Etc., Etc.
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